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THESE AMONG THEIR MEMBERS.
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METEOROLOGY ; IMPORTATIONS OF GRAIN ; SALES OP
BRITISH WHEAT; PRICES OF CORN AND OTHER
PRODUCE; AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS; AND STA-

TISTICS OF DAIRY PRODUCE.

[77ie facts are derived chiefly from the Meteorological Reports of Mr.

GiiAisnER, and the Beturns of the Board of Trade mid of the Inspector-

General OF Imports and Exports.]

METEOROLOGY.—1878.

First Quarter (January, February, March).—The month of January

was unusually mild, the sk}' was generally overcast, and there was

very little sunshine ; the fall of rain was less than the average, and

the fall of snow till after the 24th was small in amount. Till the

24th day, with few exceptions, the temperature was above its

average ; the temperatures on the 21st and 22nd, both day and

night, were extremely high, and the average excess of daily tem-

perature from January 1st to the 24th was 5°'l. On the 25th a cold

period setin,and continued to February 12th. Snow fell daily, chiefly

in the north. On February 13th a very warm period set in, and on

the 17th there was a remarkably high day-temperature; this very

warm period continued till March 13th. For the 28 days ending

March 13th, the daily excess of temperature was on the average as

large as 7°; then there occurred 5 days of low temperature, snow
falling over the Midland and Northern Counties daily ; the average

daily deficiency of temperature was 4^° ; then 4 days (March 18th-

22nd) of warmth followed, the excess of temperature being 6i°. Up
to this time the weather for the whole quarter had been exceedingly

mild ; but on the 23rd day of March bad weather set in witli severity,

and from this day to the end of the quarter the weather was bitterly

inclement; snow fell every day, accompanied with very cold N.

and N.E. winds, and no more trying weather during the winter

was experienced than on March 29th and 30 th. The snow on
these days was large in amount, and was general over the whole
country. The average deficiency of temperature for the 10 days

ending March 31st was as large as 6|° daily.

The mean temperature of the quarter was 41°*5, and exceeded by
2°'8 the average for the corresponding period in 107 years. The

VOL. XV.—S. S. A
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mean monthly excess was equal to 3°-9 in January, 3° 5 in February,

and 0°-9 in March.

The fall of rain was below its average in each month ; the amount
in the quarter was 3 inches, and back to 1815 there have been only

four instances of so small an amount in these three months, viz. :

—

In the year 1820, when it was 3 inches ; in 1829, when it was
2-4 inches ; in 1850, when it was 2*8 inches : and in 1874, when it

was 2'4 inches.

The readings of the barometer were high upon the whole qiiarter.

In January the mean reading was 29'979 inches. In February the

mean reading was 30"101 inches ; and there are only two Febniaries

back to 1841 in which this reading was exceeded, viz. :—In 1849,

when it was 30"106 inches ; and in 1863, when it was 30-141 inches.

Second Quarter (April, May, June).—The weather was cold and
ungenial until 11th April, when a warm period set in and lasted

until 19th May. From 20th May till 19th June the weather was

again cold ; after the latter day, high temperatures prevailed until

the end of the quarter, especially on 24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th

June.

The mean temperature of the quarter was 54^"6, and exceeded the

average for the corresponding period in 107 years by 2'-3. The
mean temperature of each month was considerably above its respec-

tive average; the excess was equal to 2°'l in April, 2°-7 in May,

and 2°*1 in June.

The rainfall of the quarter at Greenwich was no less than 13'2

inches, and exceeded the average amount in the corresponding

period of 63 years by 7*6 inches ; 4*3 inches were measured both in

April and May, and 4-6 inches in June. The excess of rainfall was

equal to 2-6 inches in April, 2*3 in May, and 2-7 in June. So far

back as 1815, there is no record of so heavy a rainfall during the

three months ending June, as that measured last quarter ; the

nearest approach to it was 10"7 inches in 1860, which was, how-

ever, 2"5 inches less tban the amount measured last quarter. At
the various stations of observation, the smallest recorded rainfall of

the quarter was 5*5 inches at Llandudno ; while at the other stations

the amounts ranged upwards to 14"6 inches at Bath, and 15-6 at

Camden Square, London. Kain was measured on but 41 daj^s at

Hull and Ventnor, and on 63 and 64 days respectively at Torquay

and Truro.

On the lOlh and 11th of April the rainfall in the London district

was very reiiiarkable. At Caterham the fall in the two days was

1-6 inch; at Croydon, 2-2 inches; at Blackheath, 2 inches nearly;

at Greenwich Observatory, 2-8 inches ; north of London, at Camden
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Square, where the fall was the heaviest, 3'23 inches ; at Muswell

Hill, 28 inches; at Chiswick, 2 3 inches; and Mr. G. J. Symonds
states that 2^ inches out of the 3-23 inches fell in 12 hours. This

unusual fall of rain caused very heavy floods at low-lying places

south of the Thames. In May, rain fell on nearly every day from

the 6th ; there were many heavy rainfalls between May 6th and

May llth; the heaviest was at Bath, viz., 2 inches on the 10th,

causing serious floods in the city. On the same day rain exceeding

an inch fell at Wilton and Wrottesley; on the llth the fall was
1"8 inch at Gloucester, and nearly 0'9 inch at Marlborough, and

moderately heavy falls on this day occurred in Cornwall and Devon-

shire. On the 7th there was nearly an inch at Ramsgate ; an inch

or more at Eoyston, Cardington, Cambridge, Somerleyton, and more

than half an inch at many places. On the 8th more than an

inch fell at Leicester ; and on the 9th the fall exceeded half an inch

at many places. At Greenwich, on the 7th, the fall was 1-6 inch, of

which one inch fell between 6 h. p.m. and 6 h. 50 m. p.m. On June 23rd

a second almost unprecedented local fall of rain occurred in the

London district ; but it was chiefly confined to the north of London.

At Camden Square, Mr. Symonds measured 3*28 inches of rain, as

falling between 1 h. 32 m. p.m. and 3 h. 2 m. p.m., and he remarks that

no rain fell between 2h, 12 m. and 2 h. 46 m., so that this large

amount of rain actually fell in 56 minutes. The area over which
this heavy rain fell was small ; there was no rain at Kew ; at

Blackheath the fall was 0"58 inch ; and at most places within a few
miles of London, the fall was a few tenths of an inch only. This

heavy fall of rain caused the streets in the north of London to be

as running rivers, and very much damage was done ; a main drain

near Camden Square burst.

The readings of the barometer were generally below the average

throiighout the quarter, and showed the greatest depression in

May.

The number of hours of bright sunshine measured during the

quarter at the Greenwich Observatory was 500, against 486 in the

corresponding quarter of last year. June was esjjecially sunless.

The earlieat. The latest.

Field elm in leaf, April 21st, at Oxford and May 1st, at Osborne.
Guernsey

;

Wych elm „ „ 21st „ Oxford
; „ 7th „ Torquay.

Oak „ „ 21st „ Strathfield
; „ 7th „ Torquay.

Lime „ „ 9th „ Strathfield
;

April 27th „ Guernsey.
Sycamore „ „ 1st „ Strathfield; „ 23rd „ Torquay.
Horsechcstnut „ 7th „ Osborne; „ 20th „ Torquay.
Common poplar „ 10th „ Strathfield

; May 13th „ Llandudno.
Hawthorn „ „ 1st „ Osborne; „ 5th „ Silloth.

A 2
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The earliest. The latest.

Hazel in leaf, April 20th at Oxford
;

May 7th at Torquay.
Apple in blossom, „ 19th „ Llindudno

; April 28th „ ^^'^'yl)ridge.

Pear „ „ 5th „ Silloth ; „ 27th „ Torquay.
Lilac „ „ 21st ,, Oxford

;
May 6th „ Llandudno.

Laburnum „ „ 29th „ Silloth
; „ 5th „ Oxford.

Honeysuckle „ June 2nd „ Weybridge ; Jime 10th „ Torquay.
Wheat in flower, „ 15th „ Llandudno

; „ 26th „ Kelstem.
Wheat in car, „ 8th „ Cardington

; „ 13th „ Strathfield &
Weybridge.

Barley „ „ 20th „ Cardington & „ 25th „ Kelstem.
Llandudno

;

Cuckoo arrived, April 14th „ Stonyhurst
;

May 3rd „ Eoyston.
Swallow „ „ 7th „ Osborne; „ 10th „ Torquaj'.

Nightingale „ 14th „ Weybridge; April 18th „ Streatley.

Third Quarter (July, August, Septemher).—The weather at the

beginning of July was cold. It somewhat moderated from the 5th

to the 8th ; but cool and cloudy weather was experienced till the

15th, and the average daily deficiency of temperature for the first 15

days of the quarter was 1°. On the 16th the weather underwent a

favourable change to higher temperature, bright sunishine, and no

rain. The hottest day in the month was the I9th, on which day

the temperature in the shade exceeded 80° ; this warm period con-

tinued till the 24th ; the average excess of mean temperature was

7i° daily. On the 2oth the weather was cool and was changeable

to August 3rd, but chiefly cold. From August 4th to the 11th the

daily excels of mean temperature was 3°'6
; from the 12th to the

21st the temperature was nearly that of its average, the sky was
mostly cloudy, and rain fell on nearly every day ; on the 22nd a

warm period began, but the weather continued unsettled till the end

of August, with nearly constant rain and frequent thunderstorms

over the country. At the beginning of September the weather was

clear and bright, without rain ; the mean excess of daily tempera-

ture for the 21 days ending September 11th was l°-9 daily ; from

the 12th to the end of the month, the changes in temperature were

frequent, and the weather was mostly cold ; the average deficiency

of temperature for the last 15 days of the quarter was 2°'l daily.

The mean temperature of the quarter was 60°*8, and exceeded" the

average for the corresponding period in 107 years by 0°'9
; an excess

of mean temperature prevailed in each month of the quarter, which

was equal to l^'o in July, 0'"9 in August, and 0'''2 in September.

At 44 stations of observation the mean temperature of the quarter

ranged from 67° at North Shields to 62°-5 at Barnstaple. The
moan temperature at Greenwich exceeded the average in each of

the first nine months of this year, the mean excess in the nine

mouths being 2^
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The rain/all of the quarter at Greenwich was 6*5 inches, of which

no less than o'i inches fell in August, and only 0*3 and 0 8 of an

inch respectively in July and September. Tlie amount iu the

quarter was nearly an inch below the average ; the fall in August

showed an excess of 3 inches, whereas the deficiency in July and

September was equal to 2-3 and 1-6 inches. The rainfall in August

was unprecedently large ; so far back as 1815, the nearest approach

to it was 4-6 inches in 1837. During the past G3 years, only three

times in July and five times in September was the measured rain-

fall so low as that recorded in those months of last quarter. At 44

stations of observation the rainfall of the quarter ranged from 5*3

inches at Cambridge, to 14-4 inches at Stonyhurst. Kain was

measured on only 33 days at Osborne and Strathfield Tiu-giss, but

on 46 days at Nottingham and Stonyhurst, and on 57 at Allen-

lieads. The rainfall at Greenwich during the first nine months of

this year amounted to 22-8 inches, and exceeded the average amount
in 63 years by 4" 7 inches.

The number of hours of bright sunshine measured dtuing the

quarter at Greenwich Observatory was 451 against 441 in the

corresponding quarter of last year.

The readings of the barometer ruled considerably below the

average during August, whereas they showed a slight mean excess

both in July and September.

Wbeat was cut on the 17th of July at Helston ; on the 24tb at

Osborne ; on the 25th at Guernsey and Strathfield ; and on the 29th

at Cardington. On the 1st of August at Oxford and Stockton ; on the

5th at Torquay ; on the 13th at Kelstem ; and on the 15th at Bath,

Barley was cut on the 25th of July at Guernsey, and on the 31st

at Cardingron. On the 13th of August at Torquay. On the 3rd

of September at Strathfield.

Oate were cut on the 8th of July at Helston ; on the 22nd at

Guernsey ; and on the 30th at Osborne. On the 2nd of August at.

Oxford; and on the 13th at Torquay.

Fourth Quarter (October, November, December).—The weather was
generally fine and warm till the 21st of October, the average daily

excess of temperature up to this day being 3°-4. From the 22nd day

the weather became cold and the sky cloudy, with rain falling fre-

quently ; this unpleasant weather continued throughout November
and during the first few days of December. On the 6th of Decem-
ber the cold increased in intensity, severe frosts set in, and very

low temperatures without intermission continued till the evening

of the 25th of December ; the average deficiency of daily tempera-

ture below their averages for the 65 days ending December 25th

was6'"6; between. December 6th and December 25th, on several
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days the mean temperature was more than 12° below its average,

and on the 24th it was as large as 17^° below ; the average

daily deficiency of mean temperature for the 20 days ending De-

cember 25th was 10°'8. On December 26th the weather suddenly

changed, and became much warmer ; the mean temperature of both

December 30th and 31st was about 14° in excess of the average,

being 31° to 32° higher than that of six days before
;

viz., on Decem-
ber 24th.

The cold winterly weather in December was general over the

country', and on some of the days the temperature was extremely low.

The mean temperature for October was 51°-
5, being l°-9 and 1°'3

above the averages of the preceding 107 years and 37 years respec-

tively. It was 2°-9 higher than the value in 1877, and l°-3 below

that in 1876.

The mean temperature for November was 39°-7, being 2°-6 and 3°"9

below tbe averages of the preceding 107 years and 37 years respec-

tivelj^ It was lower than any value back to 1871, when it was
37°'6, and, with this exception, it is 16 years (or back to 1862) since

we have had so cold a November as in the present year (1878).

The value in 1862 was 39°-8.

The mean temperature for December was 33°*7, being 5°'4 and 6°-5

below the averages of the preceding 107 years and 37 years respec-

tively. The following are the only instances back to 1771 when
the mean temperature of December was as low as that in 1878,

viz., 33°-7

:

In 1784 when it was 31

„ 1788 „ 29

„ 1796 „ 30

„ 1798 „ 33

„ 1799 „ 32

In 1840 when it was 33-3

„ 1844 „ 33-0

„ 1846 „ 82-9

„ 1870 „ 33-6

„ 1874 „ 33-2

The mean temperature for the quarter was 41°-6, being 2° and 3°

below the averages of the preceding 107 years and 37 years respec-

tively.

The fall of rain at Greenwich in October was 1-7 inch, being

1-1 inch below the average of 63 years. The fall in November

was 3*5 inches, being 1*1 inch above the average ; and the fall in

December was 1*2 inch, being 0-9 inch below the average. The total

fall for the quarter was 6'4 inches, or 0*9 inch beluw the average.

The mean reading of the barometer, in the neighbourhood of

London, was below the average in each month of the quarter. The
highest reading of the barometer was 30*30 inches on November 19th,

and the lowest reading was 28 86 inches on October 26th, the.

extreme range of readings being 1"44 inch.
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( XI )

CORN : Importations, Sales, and Prices.

Table V.

—

Quantities of Wheat, Wueatmeal and Floue, Baiiley, Oats,

Peas and Beans, Impokted into the United Kingdom in the Year 1878.

1878, Wheat.
Wheatmeal
and Flour.

Barley. Oats. Peas. Beans.

January .,

February
March
April
May
Juno

cwts.

3.974,577
3.727.747
4,541,369
4, 168,020

4, 197, 262

4.745,934

cwts.

829,108
829,642
911,303
717,455
631,453
541,845

cwts.

1,503 ,826

799,897
I ,066,432
982 ,440

1,009,098
1,059,944

cwts.

993,164
596,462
639,411

r ,067, 114
I, 127, 168

I, 294,065

cwts.

79,795
54,197
118,687
132, 758

153,988
155,931

cwts.

173,972
334,974
179,297
20 7 J 65 2

146,155
42,064

In first Six)

Mouths /
25.354,909 4,460,806 6,421,637 5,717,384 695,356 r,084, 112

July..
August .

.

September
October ..

November
December

4, 106,561
3,230,031

4, 592,620

4,897,981
4,128, 182

3.501,359

449.3 74
355,661
494,261
629, 309
692 ,636

741,952

i,558,29r
888,606

1,147,930
1,892,265
1,063,924
1,189.375

I, 507, 782

1,082,452
690,344

1,344,743
J, 180, 437
1,242,647

250,599
225,850
125 ,698

147,648
187,377
172, 205

77, 100

279,227
58,832
185.705
116,683
68,849

In last Six)
Months /

24,456,734 3,363,193 7,740,391 7,048,405 1,109,377 786,396

Year .. 40,811,643 7,823,999 14, 162,028 12,765,789 1,804,733 1,870,508

Note,—The average weights per quarter of corn, as adopted iu the oflSce of the

Inspector-General of Imports and Exports, are as follow :•—For wheat, 485^ lbs.,

or 4J cwts. ; for barley, 400 lbs., or 3^ cwts. ; ^or oats, 308 lbs., or 2J cwts. Corn

has been entered by weight instead of measure since September, 1864. No duty

has been charged since 1st June, 1869.

Table VI.

—

Computed Eeal Value of Cokn Imported into the United
Kingdom in each of the Five Years, 1874-78.

1874. 1876. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Other kinds .,

Wheat Flour .. ..

Other kinds of Flour

£.

25, 201,062
5,266,096
5.118,785
7,484,178
1,959,237
5,709,820

14,405

£.

27,418,970
4,630,654
5,407,928
8,112,158
2,304,218
4,828,167

12,130

£.

23,140,766
3,745,420
4,619,427
12,744,432
2,555.397
4,729,206

15,474

£.

33 ,820,084

5.396,791
4,998,864
9,851,236
2,321,922
6,803,327

17,284

£.

27.397,487
5,545,802
4.553,946

1 2, 589,422
1,463,433
6, 790,320

32,214

Total of Corn .. 50,753,583 52,714,225 51,550,122 63,209,508 58,372,624

B 2



( XII )

Table VII.

—

Quantities of British Wheat Sold in the Towns from which

Returns are received under the Act of the 27th & 28th Victoria, cap.

87, and their Average Prices, in each of the Twelve Months of the

Years 1873-78.

Quantities in Quasters.

1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters.

First month .. 183 ,987 187. 106 210,661 154, 367 152, 557 146, 848
Second month 202,977 189, 031 223.974 188, 539 173. 729 164, 387
Third month )

(five weeks) /
238,125 206, 145 292,172 208, 367 213, 718 174, 025

Fourth month 159,268 150, 725 233.970 160, 868 150, 012 146, 933
Filth month .. 225,595 175, 715 234,683 174. 153 132, 231 166, 909
bixtn montn

\

(five weeks) j
172. 298 216,016 188, 611 122, 390 137, 981

Seventh month lor , loi 95. 871 121,684 90, 626 77, 674 82, 597
Eighth month 90,900 82, 564 135,456 88, 030 89, 759 119, 611

Ninth month i

(five weeljs) /
266,856 323. 153 199,314 314. 327 225, 659 272. 699

lentn montn 265 ,122 248, 984 226,503 216, 393 217, 046 329, 564
Eleventh month 214,026 2'5. 162 186,607 192, 440 175. 262 216, 187

1 welitn month 1

(five weeks) )

285,648 335, 339 234,035 225 254 212, 627 276, 943

Average Prices FEE Quarter.

1873. 1874. 1876. 1876. 1877. 1878.

s. d. s. d. s. d. a. d. s. d. 8. d.

First month .. 55 10 62 4 44 4 44 II 51 7 51 II

Second month 56 5 65 4 42 3 43 4 51 8 51 5
Third month 1

49
(five weeks) }

55 6 61 I 41 2 43 1 51 I 8

Fourth month 54 10 60 0 43 0 44 II 53 4 51 3
Fifth month .. 55 8 62 2 42 5 45 0 65 10 51 II

Sixth month 1

48
(five weeks) /

58 4 61 2 42 2 47 0 64 6 0

Seventh month 59 6 60 8 45 3 48 6 62 9 44 II

Eighth month 60 I 58 4 52 4 46 4 64 II 44 7
Ninth month \

63 10 48 49 3 46 8
(five weeks) /

II 59 I '44 I

Tenth month .

.

60 10 44 8 46 I ' 46 7 53 7 39 7
Eleventh month 60 9 43 II 47 4 48 0 52 3 40 I

Twelfth month 1

8
(five weeks)

j

1

61 6 44 6 46 4 49 9 51 6 40



( XlII )

Table VIII.

—

Average Prices of British Corn per Quarter (Imperial

measure) as received from the Inspectors and Officers of Excise accord-

ing to the Act of 27th & 28th Victoria, cap. 87, in each of the Fifty-

two Weeks of the Year 1878.

Week ending Wheat. Barley. Oats. Week ending Wheat. Barley. Oats.

8,
J
u. s.

J
a. 8.

J
a. 8. Cl. 8. u. 0« u.

January 5 .

.

51 8 43 I 24 5 July 6.. 46 0 37 2 27 1

1

January 12.. 52 I 43 $ 23 8 July 1 3 • • 44 8 39 10 26 4
January 19.. $2 I 44 8 23 9 July 20.. 44 5 35 5 27 6

January 26.. 51 10 44 8 24 0 July 27.. 44 7 37 4 28 5
February 2 .

.

$1 II 44 6 23 II August 3 .

.

44 10 33 3 27 0
February 9 .

.

51 5 44 3 24 10 August 10.. 44 I 35 3 24 I

February 16.. 5° n 44 2 24 4 August 17.. 44 2 33 3 26 r

February 23.. 51 3 44 0 24 I August 24.. 45 2 36 3 27 9
March 2 .

.

50 10 43 6 23 10 August 31.. 45 8 42 I 26 2

March 9 .

.

50 2 43 2 24 2 September 7 45 4 42 5 25 4
March 16.. 49 6 42 2 23 9 September 14 45 0 41 II 24 4
March 23.. 48 II 42 0 24 7 September 2

1

43 2 40 II 23 6

March 30 .

.

48 9 41 5 23 II September 28 41 5 41 I 22 10

Average of 1

Winter
[

Quarter
)

50 10 43 5 24 I

Average of
j

Summer
J

Quarter
J

44 6 38 2 25 II

April 6.. 50 0 42 0 25 3 October 5 .

.

40 4 40 6 22 3
April 13.. 51 5 41 9 24 10 October 12.. 39 9 40 I 21 10
April 20.. 51 II 41 7 25 6 October 19.. 39 3 40 4 22 2

April 27.. 51 8 42 6 25 10 October 26.. 39 0 40 5 21 10
May 4.. 52 I 40 6 25 8 November 2 39 0 39 9 22 II
May II .. 52 4 40 2 25 8 November 9 39 8 39 7 22 5
May 18.. 52 I 39 5 26 3 November 16 40 7 39 4 21 3
May 25 •• 51 2 39 6 26 5 November 23 41 2 39 9 21 7
June I .. 50 4 39 10 26 2 November 30 41 3 40 I 21 3
June 8.. 49 0 39 10 24 9 December 7 40 II 39 4 21 I

June 15.. 47 10 39 27 2 December 14 40 10 38 10 21 6
June 22 .. 46 9 30 9 26 2 December 21 40 8 39 4 21 1

June 29.. 46 I 35 2 26 10 December 28 39 9 38 3 20 7

Average of
j

Average of 1

Spring \ 50 2 39 4 25 10 Autumn
|

40 2 39 7 21 8
Quarter

)
Quarter

)
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Table IX.—Quantities of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Peas, Beans, Indian Corn

or Maize, Wheatmeal and Flour, Imported in the Four Years 1875-78 ; alao

the Countries from which the Wheat, Wheatmeal, and Flour were obtained.

1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Wheat from

—

cwts. cwts. cwts. cwts.

9,995,295 8,769,260 10,838,000 9,032,930

493,599 262,518 73,812 •

5.615.984 2,324,148 5,455,763 5,118,135

1,296,920 293,350 1,494,783 11,200

Turkey and "Wallachia and)
1,308,137 1,238,851 1,253,018 240,105

2,093,853 2,218,227 2,447, 709 217,498

23,463.910 19,299,785 21,308,667 28,963,901

Ann ftftn Aft > f\ T

n

^0 X , u i ^ 73 6,011 50,573

1,334,943 3 ,279,087 1,019, 304

3 f\r\A ft Tn 2 ,417, 15 I fin? p ftA

J / * J ,30° ,35" ,53°, ""7 ^,754,411

Total Wheat 51,786,393 44,394,152 54,162,888 49,811,643

11,049,476 9,770,075 12,970,751 14, 162 ,028

12,435,888 11,204,588 12,925,604 12,765,789

1,603,033 1,609,997 1,511,846 1,804,733

3,453,371 4,601, 206 4,573,482 1,870,508

Indian Com, or Maize 20,438,480 39,958,226 30,455,681 41,631,348

Wheatmeal and Flour from

—

796,301 930,469 J, 239, 437 1,118,761

1,752,079 1,083,447 1,900,213 696,059

2,273,846 2,320,886 1,771,558 3,635,200

British North America.. 358,766 282,053 254,695 294,448

867,697 1,325,685 2,203,626 2,079,531

Total Wheatmeal andl
6,048,689 5,942,540 7,369,529 7,823.999

7,494 7,706 9.713 41,679

* Included under " Other Countries."



( XV )

iLE X.—AvKRAGE PRICES of Consols, of Wheat, of Meat, and of Potatoes ; also the Average
Number of Paupers relieved on the Inst day of each Week ; and the Mean Temperattjbe,

in each of the Sixteen Quarters ending; Deceraher 31st, 1878.

Ayebaoe Prices. Paupebism.

iding
Consols
(for

Money)

Minimum
Rate per
Cent, of
Discount

by tlie

Bank of
Kngland.

Wheat
per

Quarter
in

England
and

Meat per lb. at the Metro-
politan Meat Market
(by the Carcass).

Potatoes
(York Regents)

per Ton,
at \Vaterside

.Market,

Sonlhwark.

Quarterly Average of the
Number of Paupers re-

lieved on the last day of
each week.

Mean

Tempe-

rature.

Wales.
Beef. Mutton. In-door. Out-door.

1875
ir. 31

£.

92i 3-70
s. d.

42 6 ^a,—ou.

Mean (t^d.

,2,7 OJ

Mean 6§rf.

1 Bis. id.— \

\ HIS. id. j

Mean 96s. id

146, 708 622,652
0

39*5

me 30 93i 3-50 42 6 sir/.— 8 Id.

Mean 6|</. Mean 7|t/.

r 8o5. bd.—
\

\ lios. bd. /
Mean ioos.6d.

131,717 592,362 53'4

ipt 30 94i '•43 49 0 Sld.—i^d.

Mean -jd.

5K-9H.
Mean 7j(/.

( -jog. bd.— \

\ 938. bd. /
Mean 82s.

125,614 555.409 60 •
7

eo. 31

1876
ar. 31

94|

94J

3'JO

4T8

46 7

43 8

5 Ja.—Oja.

Mean 6|d!.

t,*d.—M.
Mean 6f(f.

A/7 /^l/7oa.—94^'

Mean 7|d.

^id.—<)d.
Mean ild.

/ 1058. bd.—

\

\ i27«. 6<i. J

Meanii6s.6(i.

(121S. bd.—>

1 15 IS. /
Mean iibs.bd.

136,124

145,088

546,251

558,026

43-r

39-8

ine 30 95,* 2*24 45 I ',d.—%ld.
Mean 6|rf.

<;d.~icd.

Mean 7irf.

125 s.—1708.

Meani47s.6(f.
134,357 535,419 51-7

3pt. 30 951 7"00 47 I 5irf.-9|rf. .130,349 517,196 6r-8

eo. 31 95 i
2-0O 48 2 A\d.—%d.

Mean 6gc2.

5i(Z.—9(Z.

]Vl6aiI 75^*

141,907 514,739 47'0

1877
ar. 31 951 2*0O 51 4 4srf.

—

lid.

Mean 6^.
5(?.— 9|rf.

Mean 7j«/.

138s.— 172s.

Mean 155 s.

152,778 532,697 42-3

ine 30 94i 2*96 61 5 4j</.—8|(f.

Mean bid.

41'^— 9i^.
Mean -jd.

136s.— 174s.

Mean 155s,
143,674 523,878 51-9

pL 30 95J 2-45 62 0
Mean 6^. Mean 7|rf.

97s.— 126s.

Mean iiig.bd.
139,211 509, no 58-5

3C. 31

1878
ar. 31

96I 4-50 52 4 lid.—id.
Mean s\d.

4i(?.—8|d.

Mean 6^.
152s.— 174-S.

Mean 1638.
151,709 512,286 45-0

95i 2-48 50 10 Akd.—V^.
Mean b\d.

4i^.—9|^.

Mean -jd.

1888.—2128.

Mean 2oo«.
162,442 540,571 41-5

me 30 95i 2-85 50 2 A\d.-i\d.
Mean (>id.

•id.—^.
Mean /^d.

1 5 OS.— 187s.

Mean i68s.6<i.
151,715 553,787 54-6

pt. 30 95J 4-36 44 6 Aid.—%ld.
Mean bid.

4|d.—9id.
Mean— jd.

I 20s. 15 IS.

Meani}5s.6(i.
145,956 513,616 6o-8

K5. 31 95 5-4 40 J Atd.--ld.
Mean bd.

4jd.—Sfff.

Mean b\d.

HIS.— 132s.

Mean 1 2 IS.6 (Z.

159,721 523,996 41-6



( XVI )

Table XI.—ACREAGE under each Description of Ckop,

Great Beitain and

Geeat Beitaik.

Descbiption of Chops and Lrv-B Stock.

1876. 1877.
1

1878.

Corn Crops :

—

Acres. Acres. Acres.

7 OQC OCT I 168 C AQ 5 218.417

2,533,109 2,417,588 2,469,652

2,798,430 2,754,179 2,698,907

56,210 60,146 60,117

517,556 497,879 437.936

293,407 311,797 283,617

Total Corn Crops 9,194,669 9,210,129 9, 107, 040

Green Crops :

—

502,719 512,471 508,431

2.fl-5,573 2,073,455 2,031,860

347.889 358.055 343.389

16, 129 15,953 14,711

Cabbage, Kohl-rabi, and Bape .. 179,475 182,710 171.773

Vetcbee, Lucerne, and any other crop"!

(except clover or grass) /
380,089 442,202 420,846

ToTAi, Green Crops .

.

3,571.874 3.584.846 3 ,491 ,010

Othi» Crops, Grass, &c. :

—

7,641 7,481 7.261

Hops • • 69,999 71,239 71, 789

Bare fallow or uncropped arable land 651,212 616, 147 632,423

Clover and artificial and other grasses'*
4,540,273 4,494,216 4.573.107

Permanent pasture, meadow, or grass!

not broken up in rotation (exclusive)

of heath or mountain land) . . . .
j

13,515.944 13.728,355 13,911,296

LrvE Stock :

—

No. No. ,No.

5,844,141 5,697.933 5,738,128

28,182,951 28,161,164 28,406, 206

2 .aq8. 728 2,483 , 248

Total number of horses used for]

and mares kept solely fori
1,374,576 1,388,582 1,412,502

Acreage of orchard, or of arable or grass-)

land, used also for fruit-trees . . . . j

157,287 163,290 165,415

Acreage of woods, coppices, and plan-1
2,187,078* 2,187,078* 2,187,078*

* As returned



( XVII )

Fallow, and Gbass, and Number of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, in

Ireland, in 1876-77-78.

iBELAin).
Unfted ICingdom,

including the Islands.

1876. 1877. 1878. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres.

i'9.597

221,263

1,487,086

8,631

10,672

i.:38

143,319

226,603

1,471,698

10,441

8,584

1,202

154,011

244,504

1,412,637

10,864

8,267

1,138

3,125,342

2,762,263

4,298,722

64,951

528,556

295,012

3.321,065

2,652,300

4.238,957

70, 703

506,701

313.470

3,381,701

2,722,879

4,124,029

71.074

446 ,
466

284,026

1,848,487 1,861,847 1,831,421 11,074,846 11,103,196 11,030,175

880,693

344,721

48,544

3.217

40,887

871,522

336,201

48,753

3,503

47,006

040,903

329.942

45.187

3.938

46,938

1 .39' > °°3

2.500,425

397.217

19,845

220,439

' ,39^. 7°4

2,419,296

407,518

19,943

229,786

2,372,198

389,306

19,163

218,855

45,162 47,868 44.770 427,986 492,364 468,165

1,363,224 1,354,853 1,317,760 4,957,797 4,961 ,691 4,832,195

132,878

11,652

123,362

16,678

111,808

16,971

140,519

69.999

663,363

130,846

71.239

633,495

119,076

71,789

650,238

1,861,464 1,925 ,168 1,942,716 6,441,184 6,460,404 6,557.748

10,507,249 10,145,227 10,124,745 24,053.273 23.903,314 24.065,394

No.

4.113,693

4,007,518

1,424,143

No.

3,996,027

3,989,178

1,467.999

No.

3,984.751

4,094,230

1,269,340

No.

9,995,028

32.262,579

3.734,429

No.

9.731.537

32,220,067

3.984.447

No.

9.761,288

32,571,018

3,767,960

479,502 496,165 504,750 1,863,410 1,894,128 1,927,066

324,152 328,413

in 1872.
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Table XII.

—

Number of Beasts exhibited and the Prices realised

for them at the Christmas Markets since 1843.

Year. Beasts. Prices. Tear. Beasts. Prices.

1843 4,510
s.

4

a. s.

0— 4

a.

4 1861 8,840
8.

3

d. «.

4— 5

d.

0

1844 5)713 4 0— 4 6 1862 8,430 3 4— 5 0

1845 5.326 3 6— 4 8 1863 10,372 3 6-5 2

1846 4,570 4 0— 5 8 1864 7,130 3 8-5 8

1847 4,282 3 4— 4 8 1865 7,530 3 4— 5 4

1848 5,942 3 4— 4 8 1866 7,340 3 8-5 6

1849 5,765 3 4— 4 0 1867 8, no 3 4—5 0

1850 6,341 3 0—3 10 1868 5,320 3 4— 5 8

1851 6,103 1869 3 0 D2 8 — 4 2 6,728 2

1852 6,271 2 8-4 0 1870 6,425 3 6 — 5 2

1853 7,037 s 1

0

1871 6,320 3 10— 6 2

1854 6,181 3 6-5 4 1872 7,560 4 6 — 6 0

7 ,000 3 8-4 2 187? 6 , 1 yo 4 4-6 6

1856 6,748 3 4— 5 0 1874 6,570 4 4-6 8

1857 6,856 3 4— 4 8 1875 7,660 4 6 — 6 6

1858 6,424 3 4—5 0 1876 7,020 4 4-6 4

1859 7,560 3 6-5 4 1877 7.510 4 6 — 6 0

i860 7,860 1878 6,8303 4— 5 6 4 6 — 6 0

Table XIII.

—

Average Prices of British Wheat, Barley, and Oats,

per Imperial Quarter, in each of the Sixteen Years 1863-78.

Year. Wlieat. Barley. Oats. Year. Wheat. Barley. Oats.

d. 8. d. d. 8. d.s. d. 8. S. 8. d.

1863 44 9 33 II 21 2 1871 56 10 36 2 25 2

1864 40 2 29 II 20 I 1872 57 0 37 4 '23 2

1865 41 10 29 9 21 10 1873 58 8 40 5 25 5

1866 49 " 37 5 24 7 1874 55 9 44 II 28 10

1867 64 6 40 0 26 I 1875 45 2 38 5 28 8

1868 63 9 43 0 28 I 1876 46 2 35 2 26 3

1869 48 2 39 5 26 0 1877 56 9 39 8 25 "
1870 46 10 34 7 22 10 1878 46 5 40 2 24 4
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Table XIV.

—

Certain Articles of Foreign and Colonial Production Impobted in the

Years 1875-78; and thoir Quantities.

1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

AxniALS, Living:
Oxen, Bulls, and Cows, number

Swine and Hogs . . . . ,

,

Bones (burnt or not, or as animal'l

Hides untanned : Dry . . ,

,

Wet ..

So If vtar^e

Flax-seed and Linseed .. qra.

Sheep and Lambs' Wool . . lbs.

224,969
38,729

985,653

71,928

97,162

13,324,564
1,765,068

114,454
1,342,466
256,444
552,629
652,634
77,661

180,379
4,696,132
1 , 46 7 , 8 70

1,627,748
6,178,433
540,244

2,638,875{

i8r ,504

232,782
306,551

1,961,987
501,350

361,133,165

227,478
44,098

1,041,494

43.558

85,135

13.346,739
1,404,661

2 I0,qi8

1,170, 728

167,421
469,460
583.914
100,175
190,225

6,031,341

1.659,357
1.538,475
6,274,924

558,983
2,809,990

349,455
243.342
350,151
387.099

1,998,130
499,218

585,987,842

174,023
30,172

874,062

20,037

104,223

12,112,819
2,216,267

152,990
1,251,458
248,620

551,547
594,542
134,096

163,349
7,969,136
1,637,939
1,651,088
6,257,892
592,944

2,395,223
423 ,869

208,364
295,524
358,056

1,706,796
539,263

405,949,161

226,455
27,008

892,126

55,911

85.773

11,978,288
1,553,664

178,178
1,224,195

169,512
565.909
595,221
119,169
201,299

8.751,1/4
1,795.413
1,965,949
.6,529,036

908,187
3,466,565

797,336
219,445
369,500
305,049

1,990,529
641,261

395,461,286

Table XV.

—

Quantity and Value of Meat Imported in the 6 Years, 1873-8.

quantities.

1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Beef, Salted or Fresh .

.

Meat, „ „ ..

Cwts.

260,554
79,841

Cwts.

261,721
119,401

Cwtg.

215 ,581

144,954

Cwt3.

413,351
92,556

Cwts.

678,505
130,178

- Cwts.

723,558
145.493

Total 340,395 381,124 360.535 505,907 808,683 869,051

Meat, Preserved other-

1

wise than by salting /
260,749 265,223 171,373 283,066 469,003 438,903

Total Meat 601 , 144 646,347 531,908 788,973 1,277,686 1,307,954

VALUES.

Beef, Salted or Fresh ..

Meat, „ „ ..

£.

519.815
216,681

£.

523,326
335.846

£.

454,337
419.019

£.

943,580
281,830

£.

1,686,392
388,933

£.

1,753,066
426,864

Total .. .. 736,496 859,172 873,356 1,225,410 2,075,325 2,179.930

Meat, preserved other-"!

wise than by salting |
733,331 757,001 592,196 887,035 1,434,234 1,313,541

Total Meat ,. 1,469,827 1,616,173 1.465,552 2,112,445 3.509,559 3.493.471
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The quantity of meat imported in 1876 was 788,973 cwts.,

showing an increase of 257,065 cwts. over that in 1875. In 1877,

the quantity was 1,277,686 cwts., being 488,713 cwts. in excess of

that imported in 1876. The quantity imported in 1878 (1,307,954

cwts.) was slightly in excess of that imported in 1877.

This increased importation of meat has probably had the effect

of reducing the recent high price of butchers' meat. The average

price of beef per lb. by the carcass at the Metropolitan Meat
Market was 6|d, in 1876 ; in 1877 it was 6|d., or 5-7 per cent. less.

The average price of mutton per lb. was 7|d. in 1876 ; in 1877 it

was 7d., showing a decrease of 6*7 per cent.

In the number of animals imported there was a marked decrease

in 1877 compared with the previous year : in oxen, bulls, and cows,

of 53,455 ; in calves of 13,926 ; in sheep and lambs of 167,432 ; and

in swine and hogs of 23,521. Comparing the number of animals

imported in 1878 with the number in 1877, there was an increase

in oxen, bulls, and cows in the former year, of 52,432, in sheep and

lambs of 18,064, and in swine and hogs of 35,874, while in the

number of calves there was a decrease of 3164.

STATISTICS OF DAIRY PEODUCE.

The following remarks relating to Butter and Cheese, are ex-

tracted from ' The Grocer '
:

—

BuTTEE.—The month of January began with prices many shil-

lings below those of the two preceding years. Clonmels during this

month varied only from 134s. to 13os. for the finest ; but after this

the quantity offered for sale was not sufficient to establish market

prices till May, when they were 112s. to 114s. In June the price

for Clonmels varied from 106s. for second-rate brands, to 112s. for

the best; and in July from 108s. to 114s. In August there was

some improvement in the demand, and the prices ranged from 1128.

to 1168. in the first week, and from 1088. to 120s. in the last week
of this month. In October, Clonmels ranged from 108s, to 126s.,

and so continued until the second week in November, when, with

a considerable falling-otf in supplies of fine qualities, prices ruled

from 110s. to 130s. After this, so few really fine qualities were

offered for sale, that quotations were nearly nominal.

Cork Butter.—The prices of firsts, during each month of the

year 1878, were as follow:—In January, 133s. to 135s.; and to

first week in February, 130s. to 135s. ; after this prices varied from
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125s. to 135s., until the middle of March, when the last quotation

for that season's brand was 130s. to 140s. No further quotations

were made until May, when the new season's brand was oflFered at

125s. in the first week, and at 110s. to 114s. in the last week. In

June prices began at Ills., and afterwards varied from 106s. to

Ills. In July the lowest prices for firsts throughout the year were

quoted, viz., 106s. to lOTs. In August they ranged from 112s. to

113s., and from 116s. to 118s. In September, prices were 117s. to

1188. In October they were 120s. In November, prices varied

from 125s. in the first week, to 124s. to 129s. in the last week. In

December, prices began at 124s. to 120s.

Cork Butter Market.—The past season will be long remembered

by every one trading in the Cork Market, as one of the most

unsatisfactory, unprofitable, and almost disastrous, in the memory
of the oldest merchant. Farmers who sent their produce to

Cork Market this past season sufi"ered immensely from the low

prices which ruled throughout the whole season, and the material

difference of 20s. and 30s. between each quality made a " cut " in

quality a ruinous loss per firkin. The exporters suffered heavily

by trying during the whole season to sustain a falling market,

losing considerably from day to day on stocks accumulating through

want of orders. The usual reaction at the end of the season was

looked for in vain this j^ear ; bad trade, bank failures, and want of

confidence in the brands prevented the usual winter stocks of Cork

butters being bought, and at the end of December some prices ruled

in Cork as in the month of May.

Foreign Butter.—The best brands of Normandy were offered

in January at 140s. to 148s., and during the last week at 134s. tq

142s. In the first week of February prices were 132s. to 138s.;

then, with diminished supplies, they were at the end of the month
136s. to 160s., and so continued to the first week in April

; after

that, with some new coming forward, and early growth of grass,

prices rapidly fell, so that by the last week in May they were as

low as 108s. to 114s. June and July closed with prices from 112s.

to 118s.; but in the middle of August prices rose, and were 114s.

to 120s. During the last week of August and first week of Sep-

tember they were 112s. to 120s.; after which they varied. In the

first week in October there was a sudden advance, viz., 128s. to

136s., and this checked sales: in the second and third weeks in

October, Normandys in casks were offered at 122s. to 130s.; then

to the middle of November 120s. to 126s., and by the end of this

month prices varied from 122s. to 134s. In the first week in
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December prices were 122s. to 128s., and at the end of this month

they left oS at 132s. to 136s. Low qualities throughout the j ear

were offered at very irregular prices.

American Bdttee.—The stock has accumulated, and the demand
has been so limited that disastrous losses have resulted to those

principally interested in speculations. The qualities varied much,

and BO did the prices asked early in January-. Prices ranged

from 50s. to 120s.; the next fortnight, 60s. to 115s. ; the following

fortnight, 50s. to 102s. ; then to the middle of Februarj^, 50s. to

100s. ; last week in Febiiiary to the second week in March, 50s. to

110s. ; the following five weeks, 45s. to 110s. ; middle of April, 45s.

to 105s. ; the end of April, 45s. to 100s. ; the first week in May, 40s.

to 90s. ; the next fortnight 40s. to 70s., the last week 40s. to 658.

Early in June, to effect clearances, they were offered at 35s. to 60s.

;

low qualities were offered the next fortnight at 35s., best at 100s.

To the middle of Juue quotations then varied from 85s. to 95s. ; then,

for three weeks, 70s. to 95s. ; middle of August, 70s. to 95s. ; the third

week, 72s. to 95s. ; then, to the end of the month, 72s. to 100s. ; the

beginning of September, 72s. to 96s. ; then, to the end of the month,

70s. to 95s.
;
throughout October, 70s. to 100s.

;
November, 70s. to

1058. ; December, 608. to 102s.

Cheese.—Transactions were chiefly confined to the sale of

American cheese, the supplies of which were unusually large.

The following quotations, therefore, relate to this particular market.

In January prices varied from 54s. to 64s. ; to the middle of February

they were 58s. to 66s. ; then 58s. to 68s. in the middle of March.

From then to the beginning of May they varied from 45s. to 70s.,

.and continued about those prices till the end of the month. At the

beginning of June, the new season's make came in and prices fell

heavily—the first week in June they were 50s. to 56s. ; the middle

of the month, 48s. to 50s. ; 2s. more were then asked for fine qualities.

Early in July they were 48s. to 50s. ; the end of the month they

were 45s. to 46s. ; the quoted rates for the next five weeks were

46s. to 488. ;
then, to the end of September, 46s. to 50s. In the

middle of October holders of fine September make asked 52s. ; after

that 54s., about the extreme quotation for finest for the remainder

of the year. In the meantime stocks Avere said to have accumu-

lated, sale^ of which were anxiously pressed at prices, vaiying

according to condition, &c., from as low as 24s. up to SOs.
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The following Quotations, &c., are extracted from ' The Grocer.'

Table XVI.

—

Cukrent Puioes of Butter and Cheese on 1st Saturday in January
of each Year, from the latest actual Market Sales.

Average
Annual Price

In the 5 years, 1878 1876 1877. 1878. 1879.

1870-74.

Per cwt. Per cwt. Per cwt. Per cwt. Per cwt. Per cwt.

Bntter

:

s. s. t. 9. g. s. St s.

fVrlrtw finpqt FOR. 126 to ij6 150 to 160 138 to 148 140 to 150 116 to IJ2 110 to 130

, , Lauded 124 .. Ij8 133 ,

.

l48 .. ..

IZO , ,1/8 ,

,

14? 158 .. 160 146 ,

,

150 '50 .> 162 134 >• 137 133

2Dds .. .. 129 ,

,

135 151 .. 154 136 ,, 142 140 ,

,

148 122 ,

,

12; 114 •> 117
III ,

,

116 Ill , . 132 110 ,

,

112 119 .. 120 100 ,

,

103 78 >• 79
,, 4th3 .. .. 98 ,, 98 115 • > 8l ,, 9° .> 91 72 ,,

"7 .. 121 118 ,, 120 130 ,, .. .

136 ,

,

IID , ,UJ •> 130 136 ,

,

144 135 143 140 134 140 120

19 .. 129 94 .. 144 80 ,

,

136 80 ,

,

IJ2 125 ,1 136 120
Ill ,

,

145 135 >> 164
iTiUi uitU-iujr • • • • 9J .. 150 110 ,

,

160 90 .. 162 100 ,

,

150 8s",,' 148 .75 136

American . . .

.

82 ^15 9° ,

»

95 > >
60 , 104 CO

Cliees€ t

£QglisIi Cheddar, )

fine, new )
16 ,. 90 74 .. 94 74 .. 92 60 ,, 94 78 90 74 .. 82

, , ^ood, new
l^d Somerset Loaf.

.

74 .. 9}
68 ,, 81 78'".,' "

88 76"',,' "

86
White or yellow \

Cheddar Loaf . . )
72 .. 81 80 ,, 88 76 ,, 86

Scotch Cheddar 67 ,. 77 74 .. 82 64 76 64 .. 80 70 .. 76 56 64
Cheshire, new.

.

76 ,, 87 84 .. 88 76 ,. 86 73 90 73 ,. 84 74 .. 82

, ,
good ditto

AViltshire, new
58 .. 70 70 ,, 76 50 70 46 .. 70 60 ,, 74 40 .. 66

67 78 70 ,, 82 62 ,, 78 74 82 72 ,, 78 70 ,. 74
, ,

good ditto

North Wilts Loaf, new
57 .. 64 66 ,, 68 70 5° ,> 66
66 ,, 80 78 ,, 88 V""

"

86 ^ :: 78 60 ,, 70
Derby , , ,

,

65 ,. 8i 76 ., 88 76 .. 86 80",,'
74 .. 78 64 .. 70

Foreign

:

64American, fine .

.

68 ,, 7} 72 .. 76 62 ,, 66 ,, 72 66 ,, 70 50 ,, 53
, , good 54 .. 65 50 ,, 68 30 ,, 58 46 ,. 60 54 .. 62 24 46

49 .. 64 52 .. 60 56 ,, 62 50 ,, 62 56 ,, 64 48 ,, 56
Edam, new . . .

.

5i .. 68 54 .. 64 60 ,, 70 60 ,, 68 60 ,, 66 •46 56
Gruyere, new . . ,

.

80 ,, 90 72 .. 80

Table XVII.— Quantity and Value of Buttek Imported from Denmaee,
1865-77.

Years. Quantities.
Computed Real

Value.
Years. Quantities.

Computed Real
Value.

1865
1866
1867
1868

1869
1870
1871

Cwts.

65,555
67.305
80,589
79.437
103,613
127,013
140,851

£.

362,440
319,528
422,479
471,262

574,981
767, 190
803 ,226

1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

1877

Cwts.

173 .5 74
201,558
226,053
206, 171

205,195
210,322

£.

1,009,322
1.203,459
1,363,433
1,275,870
1,311,234
1,347,791
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Table XVIII.— Quantity and Value of Butter Imported from the
United States, Belgium, France and Holland ; and of Cheese
Imported from the United States and Holland, 1865-77,

UNITED states

Years. Bdttee.

Quantities. Computed
Real Value.

Cwt3.

83,216
16,059
39,035
7. "7

16,915

83,775
45 , 765

43,406
36,307
40,33

f

118,131
188,491

£.

437,703
77,754

113 ,290

37.279
84,603
80,928

394,359
199,679
199,639
188,769
205 ,

900

593,122
920,561

Cbbesb.

Quantities.

Cwts.

442,913
415.726
526,740
489,117
487,870
555.385
731,326
598,198
790,238
849,933
958,978
936,203

1,082,844

Computed
Real Value.

1,296,204
1,386,447
1,470,017
1.439,380
1,612,325
1,861,263
2 ,014,805

1,701,435
2,353,181
2.589.776
2, 786,027

2,564,977
5,129,829

Years.

BELGIUM. FRANCE.

BUTTEB. BuTTEB.

Cwts. £. Cwts. £.

1865 .. 70,6 r9 433.179 353,115 1,867,085
1866 .. 76,667 426, 712 452,196 2,276,493
1867 .. 80,754 470.464 450,693 2,265,147
1868 ,. 70,456 405,987 393,578 2,156,824
1869 .. 85,789 481,609 407,432

289,692
2,231,450
1,672,8991870 .. 84,408 516,643

1871 .. 94,539 523.460 304,683 1,636,006
1872 .. 74,191 409,555 355,089 1,916,795
1873 76,610 439.501 446,550 2,409,861
1874 .. 76,723 465,517 713,251 3,944,233
1875 .. 79,950 499,028 567,560 3.387,219
1876 .. 65.309 419,209

378,435

622,488 3,732,405
3,654,4881877 .. 58, 200 606, 762

HOLLAND.

BOTTEK. Cheese.

Cwts. £. £.

345,026 1,886,486 386,962 1, 100,057
383.225 1,979,070 426,559 1,317,231
326,217 1,733.459 332,628

329,565
961,245

343.322 1,992,414 959.547
415,176
406,795

2,253,420 426,913 1,262, 101

2,388,459 422,553 1,204,830
390,616 1,986,708 348,148 954,236
269,091 1.358,579 329.535 942,537
279,004 1,453,875

1,8/7,755
356,654 1,013,233

351.605 398,888 1,164,921
357,106 1,917,910 370,123 1,078,594
402, 984 2 , 25 2 , 909 330,435

341,980
949. 4'3

372,134 2,084,686 984,855



JOURNAL
OF THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

OF ENGLAND.

I.

—

Report on the Farm-Prize Competition of 1878. By
FuEDERiC Beard, of Horton, near Canterbury.

The prizes awarded were offered by the Local Committee in

connection with the Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society,

held at Bristol during the year 1878, for the best-managed

arable, and the best-managed dairy or stock farms in the county

of Gloucester, the eastern division of the county of Somerset,

and the northern division of the county of Wilts. The farms

were divided into classes thus :

Class I.—For the best-managed Auablk Farm of 200 acres and upwards
in extent, having at least two-thirds of its area under rotation of cropping, 50Z.

;

for the second best, 25Z.

Class II.—For the best-managed Arable Farm, above 80 acres in extent,

and under 200 acres, having at least two-thirds of its area under rotation of

cropping, 30/. ; for the second best, 15Z.

Class III.—For the best-managed Dairy or Stock Farm of not less than
200 acres in extent, where the cultivation and management are chiefly

directed to the production of cheese or butter, or of animal food, 50/. ; for the

second best,

Class IV.—For the best-managed Dairy or Stock Farm, above 80 acres in

extent, and under 200 acres, where the cultivation and management arc

directed principally to the production of cheese or butter, or of animal food,

30/. ; for the second best, 15/.

The competition was limited to tenant-farmers, paying a

bona fide rent for not less than three-fourths of the land in their

occupation.

The Judges were instructed to take into full consideration any
special advantage which one competitor might have over another,

and to withhold the prizes in the absence of sufficient merit in

any of the competing farms, and especially to consider the fol-

lowing points of merit :

—

Classes I. and II.

1. General Management, with a view to Profit.

2. Productiveness of Crops.

3. Goodness and suitability of Live Stock.

4. Management of Grass and Clover Land.
5. State of Gates, Fences, Eoads, and General Neatness.

6. Mode of Book-keeping pursued.

VOL. XV.—S. S. B



2 Report on the Farm-Prize Competition, 1878.

Classes III. and IV.

1. General Management, with a view to Profit.

2. Productiveness of Crops.

3. Goodness and suitability of Live Stock, especially for Dairy purposes.

4. Management of Grass Land.
5. State of Gates, Fences, Roads, and General Neatness.

6. Mode of Book-keeping followed.

7 Management of the Dairy and of Dairy produce.

The entries were as follows :

—

Class I.

Arkell, William, jun.

Corner, Richard .. .. 512
Hiilbcrt, Thomas Redman 1343

710 0 0 Glebe and Townsend Farms, Hatherop,

near Fairford, Gloucestershire.

0 0 Inglescombe, near Bath, Somersetshire.

0 0 North Cerney, near Cirencester,

Gloucestershire.

Class II.

In this Class there were no entries.

Beaven, James .. .. 226
Gibbons, George .. .. 384
Harding, Joseph .. .. 216

Howell, Henry .. ..201

Keen, John Reynolds .. 325

Maskelyne, John .. ..272
Paget, Edward .. ..233
Pearce, James ., .. 373

Savage, George .. .. 200

Steeds, Albert James .. 222

Class III.

R. r.

0 0 West Leaze Farm, Swindon, Wiltshire.

0 0 Tunley Fann, Bath, Somersetshire.

1 24 Slimbridge, near Stonehouse, Dursley,

Gloucestershire.

0 0 Woodcot Farm, Owlpen, Dursley,
Gloucestershire.

0 0 Chewton Farm, Stone Easton, Bath,
Somersetshire.

0 0 Hankerton, Malmesbury, Wiltshire.

0 0 Burnett, near Bristol, Somersetshire.

0 4 Kingsweston, near Bristol, Gloucester-

shire.

0 0 Frocester Farm, Stroud, Gloucester-

shire.

3 20 Stratton-on-the-Fosse, Bath, Somerset-
shire.

Class IV.

Day, Robert Alfred

Harding, Stephen ..

Hoddinott, James .

.

Long, Jolin William

Cadle, John Cornelius .. 136 0 0 The Brook, Wcstbury- on -Severn,
Newnham, Gloucestershire.

180 0 0 Ubley, Bristol, Somersetshire. ,

170 0 0 Park Farm, Bower Ashton, Bristol,

Somersetshire.

127 0 0 Lipyeat, I5ath, Somersetshire.

126 0 0 Kellaways Farm, Chippenham, Wilt-
shire.

Mr. Thomas Willis, jun., Mr. T. F. Jackson, and myself,

were appointed to act as Judges in the competition by the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society. We met for the first

time at Bristol on the evening of the 21st day of January, were
introduced to each other by Mr. Jenkins, the Secretary of the
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Society, and were furnished by him with the foregoing and
other necessary information.

We started on our tour of inspection the next morning, and
although the weather was decidedly unfavourable for such work,

we managed to keep all our appointments, and to complete our

survey of the farms according to our programme on the 29th

day of the same month, when we parted from each other at

Gloucester, having previously arranged the date of our next

survey.

This first visit was principally devoted to the inspection of

the live stock in the yards and on the farms, of the state of the

fields cropped in the autumn, and of the roots grown in 1877
that were not consumed, regard being also paid to the pre-

paration of the land for the spring sowing of cereals, roots, and
other crops.

Our next meeting was at Gloucester on the 20th of May, and
we commenced our inspection on the following morning, revers-

ing the order in which the various farms had been previously

visited, making a most careful survey of everything we deemed
important on each farm, and finishing at Bath on the 30th of

the same month. With only one exception, it rained at intervals

every day ; these and previous rains had made the land very wet,

low-lying and clay fields having suffered severely, and all the

corn crops being more or less injured by the superabundant
moisture.

We agreed in opinion that we had never seen such heavy
crops of meadow and artificial grasses ; and that although the

stock and dairy farms had in some instances suffered much from
the poaching of the cattle and consequent waste of grass, parti-

cularly near the gateways, which were simply a mass of mud,
nevertheless, on the whole, the occupiers of these descriptions of

farms had a good prospect of a profitable return on their invest-

ments. During this and our former visit to the competing farms,

and in our journeys to and from them, we were much impressed

by the fact that nearly all the cattle we saw were either Short-

horns, or crosses of that valuable breed, more or less distinct.

The exceptions were here and there a white-faced animal—whose
ancestry was evidently traceable to the Herefords,—an occasional

blue roan—whose dam was Welsh,—and a few Devons of a very

moderate class. In all the cases that came under our immediate
notice, the bulls used were Shorthorns, and when they were from
pedigree herds, and the animals of even only moderately good
form, excellent results were clearly traceable in the young stock.

The use of pure-bred males cannot be too much impressed
on the owners of cows in the important dairy districts which
it has been our lot to visit ; and we feel confident that the small

B 2
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extra cost thereby incurred would be amply repaid, and with

good interest, in each individual case, while the improyement
in the cattle of the district would be a national benefit.

The third and last survey wzis confined to a few farms only,

and was made simply to clear up some points afiecting our deci-

sions, upon which we felt we required some further knowledge :

it was made immediately before the Show, to enable us to

deliver our awards in time for the General Meeting of the

Society at Bristol, on Thursday, the 11th of July, and the results

will be found in the following Report.

Class 1.

—

Fiest Prize.

North Cemey, Perrofs Brook, and Scruhditch Farms, in the

County of Gloucester.—These farms are occupied by Mr. Thomas
Redman Hulbert ; the two former are rented of Earl Bathurst,

under a yearly tenancy, and the latter of Mr. Croome, under
a lease, five years of which are unexpired. They are situated

on and at the foot of the Cotswold Hills, about 4 miles from
Cirencester.

Earl Bathurst's farms consist, according to Mr. Hulbert's

entry, of

—

831 3 39 Arable land.

192 2 33 Pasture.

Mr. Croome's, of 185 1 IG Arable land.

58 1 31 Pasture.

Total 1268 1 39

The soil is described by Mr. Hulbert, in his certificate, as

light, and the subsoil as stone-brash.

There are ten cottages hired with the farms, and two under a

different hiring.

The farmhouse at North Cemey is prettily situated ; the farm-
buildings are an unconnected lot, some on each farm, and are of

a very ordinary type. The tenant has a water-mill on the farm,

which he uses for grinding, crushing, and winnowing com, -and

other purposes. The late Earl Bathurst, about a year ago, at

his own cost, affixed a set of pumps to force water from a well

close to the wheel, through 2^in. iron pipes, a distance of about

2 miles, to a tank holding 70<X) gallons, at an elevation of about

240 feet above the level of the valley, and thence supplying other

smaller tanks by gravitation, so that the buildings and every

field on the farm can have a proper supply. The water from
this source is also supplied to the cottages.

Considering the elevated position of the greater part of
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Mr. Hulbert's occupation, and the fact that he uses steam-power

largely for the purposes of cultivation, and keeps a large flock

on the uplands during the

summer months, this work is

a great boon to him, as well

being a permanent im-

Fig. 1.

—

Scruhditch Farm, Glouces-

tershire.

as

provement to the estate.

Mr. Hulbert's labour costs

him on an average of years

about 25s. per acre. At pre-

sent he pays his men 12s. per

week
;
shepherds and carters,

&c., 14s. to 15s. per week,

and 40s. extra for harvest.

Nearly all the labour, how-
ever, is performed by piece-

work, under which system he

finds that he gets his work
well done, while the men earn

better wages and are better

satisfied. A large sum is ex-

pended annually in food for

stock, and also for artificial

manure, principally nitrate of

soda and superphosphates.

Cattle.—The cattle on the

farm at the date of our first

visit consisted of 12 cows, 4
bulls, 10 heifers in-calf, 2

• weaning-calves, and 88 steers

and fatting beasts.

Although changes had taken

place between then and our

next visit—fat cattle having

been sold and others pur-

chased, and calves bred and
weaned—the stock was represented by about the same number.
They were, on the whole, a good lot, well done and well

managed ; there were some pure Shorthorns among them, and
the rest had good crosses of pure blood.

Sheep.—The flock of pure Cotswolds numbered in January,

323 breeding-ewes, 188 ewe tegs, 387 tegs ; and in May, 271
breeding-ewes with their lambs, 180 ewe tegs, 16 ram tegs, and
some fatting sheep. The whole were good and wonderfully

well managed ; and Mr. Hulbert's accounts showed a very

large return for mutton sold.
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Fig. 2.

—

PerroVs Brook Farm, Gloucestershire,

Swine.—These are of the Berkshire breed, and of very good
quality. 13 breeding-sows are kept on the farm, and in January
we found 125 store-pigs.

Horses.—The farm is worked by 24 cart-horses, aided by
steam-cultivation, Mr. Ilulbert having a set of steam-tackle of-

his own, which he also hires out to his neighbours; there are
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also 3 yearling cart-colts, 3 nag horses, and a pony kept on

the farm.

A large number of poultry is reared at a profit, but no separate

account is kept of them.

The arable land is farmed on the four-course system. The
fences are principally stone walls, well-built and in good con-

dition ; the fields are large and admirably suited for steam-

cultivation, the benefits of which were visible in the state of the

corn crops and fallows after the long-continued rainfall that

had preceded our second visit.

Mr. Hulbert's return from the sale of beef, mutton, and pork

exceeds that entered under the head of corn sold by nearly one-

fourth, and this we take to be the reason of the flourishing

appearance of his corn crops.

The water-meadows are a great feature on this farm ; their

extent is about 50 acres, they are well cared for and a very

valuable addition to the farm.

Mr. Hulbert plants the " Thousand-headed Kale " largely,

approving of it very highly for early autumn and spring

feeding. That for autumn feeding is planted thick, to facilitate

its growth.

At our visit in July we found the corn crops much Improved,
the forcing weather having done wonders in maturing them.

This year the corn crops consist of about 200 acres of wheat,

90 acres of barley, 140 acres of oats, 20 acres of peas, and 20
acres of vetches. Nearly all these were looking well, and some
were very heavy crops. Mr. Hulbert is particular in his selec-

tion of varieties of seed-corn, and the growing crops bear evidence

of the good results of his care in this respect.

The crops of hay were good, about 100 acres of meadow-land
and 90 acres of artificial grasses had been cut, and the bulk
secured in capital condition. All had been cut by the scythe, at

prices varying from 3s. to 5s. per acre. There was a capital

prospect of a good root-crop on this farm, so that altogether the

tenant has a good look-out for the winter for a large number of

live stock.

The roots consisted of about 18 acres of mangolds, very

thriving; 12 acres of "Thousand-headed Kale," growing fast

and looking like making a great crop ; an additional 10 acres

had also been planted, and the crop in this field had been mixed
with Tankard turnips for early feeding. There were also about
80 acres of swedes and 35 acres of turnips planted ; and in

addition to these crops there were 8 acres of drumhead-cabbages,
and 40 acres of land prepared for a crop of late turnips.

The swedes were an excellent plant, well drilled and well

managed. These were in process of thinning and hoeing by
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women, who were doing the work well, at a cost of 8s. per acre

for two hoeings.

Everything on this farm is evidently done with a view to a

profitable return on the outlay, and bears evidence of the con-

stant supervision of the master.

The land, on the whole, is clean and well farmed, the gates,

walls and fences in proper condition ; the live stock is very good,

and well suited for the occupation.

Keeping in view our instructions, we had therefore much
pleasure in awarding the First Prize in Class 1 to Mr. Hulbert.

Class 1.

—

Second Prize.

Tlie Glebe and Townsend Farms, Hatherop, near Fairford,

Gloucestershire.—These farms are occupied by Mr. William

Arkell, junior, under a lease for 16 years from Michaelmas 1870,

and consist, according to Mr. Arkell's entry, of

—

A. E. p.

486 0 1 Arable land.

223 0 15 Pasture.

1 2 34 Buildings.

Total 710 3 10

The Rev. P. P. Davies is the owner of the Glebe Farm, and
Thomas S. Bazley, Esq., the owner of the Townsend Farm, but

both are held by Mr. Arkell under one lease. These farms are

close to the village of Hatherop and the mansion of Mr. Bazley,

and about 3 miles from Fairford in Gloucestershire. The soil

is described by Mr. Arkell in his certificate as part light and
part heavy, and the subsoil as mostly stone under the light part

and clay under the heavy.

There are only two cottages hired with the farms, but four

others are held by Mr. Arkell under a different hiring. The
farm-house and buildings are good, and very suitable for the

occupation
;

they are built of stone in a substantial manner.

A large Dutch barn has been built by the tenant, the landowner
finding the timber ; this is a very good addition to the other-

wise well-arranged and commodious homestead.

The farm premises and some of the fields are supplied with

water from a well, and pumped by a water-wheel, which also

supplies the mansion and the cottages in the village ; the water

being furnished by Mr. Bazley to his tenantry and the cottages

free of cost.

The cottages in the village and on the estate are wonderfully .

good and pretty, recently built very substantially of stone, and in
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pairs
;

the}- have good gardens, beautifully kept, and are let at

rents varying from 3/. lO*. to hi. per year, of course paying, in a

money point of view, a very small interest on the outlay to the

spirited owner of the property, but who, we trust, reaps his reward

in the gratitude of his tenants and in constantly seeing one of

the prettiest villages in the country close to his mansion.

Mr. Arkell expends in labour about 24s. per acre in an average

of years, paying his labourers weekly wages varying from V6s.

to 15s. per week ; while the carters and other weekly men get

from 15s. to 18s. per week, with cottages rent-free ; women are

paid lOf/. per day in winter, and Is. per day in summer. No
beer or cider is allowed to the men except during the corn and

hay harvest, and then 1 gallon per day each.

Mr. Arkell spends a large sum annually on food for stock,

equal, in fact, to the amount of his rent, but he uses scarcely

any purchased manures.

Cattle.—At the date of our first visit the cattle consisted of 16

working oxen (somewhat of a novelty in these days), 8 dairy cows,

2 fatting cows, 5 three-year-old heifers in-calf, 4 fatting heifers,

7 two-year-old heifers in-calf, 5 two-year-old heifers, 25 yearlings,

11 yearling bulls, 2 older bulls, and 7 weaning-calves ; at our

second visit, the fatting cattle had been sold, and the weaning-
calves increased in number to 23.

The cattle are a very useful lot of Shorthorns ; the 2 old bulls

are used with the working oxen on the farm.

Mr. Arkell sells bull calves at Birmingham and elsewhere,

hence the number of young bulls on hand ; he exhibits occasion-

ally at local Shows, and evidently intends endeavouring to make
himself a name in the Shorthorn world.

Sheep.—The flock of Oxford Downs in January consisted of

276 breeding-ewes, 100 ewe tegs, 4 rams, and 153 fatting sheep.

At the date of our second visit we found 182 breeding-ewes, 97
ewe tegs, 296 lambs and 7 fatting sheep.

Some of the ewe tegs had lambs by their sides, and although

the lambs were young, they with their mothers were looking

healthy and well. Mr. Arkell sells about 50 ram lambs yearly,

at an average price of 5/. each.

This flock has been carefully selected, and is certainly well

managed. The plan adopted for feeding the sheep is to fold

them on the arable and pasture land all the year round.

Swine.—Only a small number are kept, and these principally

for breeding purposes. The sows are a useful lot.

About 24/. per annum is realised from the sale of poultry.

The farm is worked by 12 horses, the 16 oxen and the 2 bulls.

There are 2 colts bred on the farm and 2 nag horses kept. The
horses are a fair class of agricultural animals.
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Mr. Arkell manages the light portion of his farm on the four-

course system, the heavy land on a double four-course, i.e., clover

only once in 8 years, substituting for it vetches and fallows.

About 130 acres of land has been laid down to grass since

1870, the intention being to add to the extent of the park. The
soil seems suitable for grass, and although it is perhaps some of

the best land on the farm, it will, we think, be as profitable to the

tenant as if it were under cultivation as arable land.

At our second visit we found the corn crops suffering very

much from the excessive wet ; weeds were rather more plentiful

than we covdd have wished, and the fallows were in a backward
state

;
but, taking the farm as a whole, and considering the ex-

ceptionally wet month that had preceded our visit, there was no
very great fault to be found.

Air. Arkell produces a large quantity of beef and mutton,

the returns from the sale of animal food being nearly equal to

that of the corn sold. The corn is for the most part drilled,

wheat 6^ to 8J inch intervals between the rows, at the rate of

from 6 to 8 pecks per acre. Barley and oats are drilled at 6^ to

7^ inches between the rows, and at the rate of from 2^ bushels

to 3 bushels per acre. Beans, when in wide rows 22J inches,

and when in narrow rows, 8 inches apart, and at the rate of

3 bushels per acre.

The mixtures sown for seeds are, clover, 10 lbs., hop clover,

6 lbs. ; and for mixed seeds, 4 lbs. red clover, 4 lbs. cow grass,

4 lbs. hop clover, and ^ bushel of rye-grass.

At our last visit we found the corn crops improved, but not

to so great an extent as we could have wished. One field of

winter oats was a great crop, and the wheat on the whole promised

well. The barley crop was not looking right, and could not by
any possibility be a large one. Beans and peas were good, but

showed too many weeds. Alangolds and swedes were a good
plant, the latter quite fit to set out. On the whole, this farm

shows evidence of previous good management, but the wet

spring had been too much for the crops and for the usual staff

of labourers to keep them clean.

Mr. Arkell had got together 120 acres of meadow and artificial

grasses—a great crop in 7 stacks—in capital order; it had all been

mowed by scythe, at a cost of from 3s. to 5s. p^r acre, and an
elevator had been used to put it on the stacks.

Although we saw some things to find fault about on this farm,

we nevertheless saw much more to commend, and, taking into

account our instructions and the merit shown in many points,

we had the pleasure of awarding the Second Prize in Class 1 to

Mr. Arkell.
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Class 1.

Manor Farm, Inglescombe, near Bath, Somersetshire.—This

farm is occupied bj Mr. Richard Corner, who resides at VVilliton,

near Taunton. It is held under H.R.H. the Prince of Wales for

a term of 21 years, and is situated about 2J miles west of Bath,

in a very hilly district.

It was entered in the certificate as containing

—

A. B. p.

410 0 0 Arable land.

102 0 0 Pasture land.

Total 512 0 0

exclusive of buildings, cottages, gardens and woods. The nature

of the soil is described as moderately light, mixed with Bath
stone, and a good part of it sticky yellow clay, the subsoil is stated

to be rock and clay. There are 12 cottages hired with the farm,

including a blacksmith's and a carpenter's house. New farm-

buildings have been erected at a large outlay, and at the date of

our second visit, the foundations of a new residence had been
laid.

On p. 12 is a plan and description of the new farm-buildings,

which are built in a very substantial manner, and, with a few

exceptions, possess very commodious arrangements. There is

also a new water-wheel, which performs the threshing, grinding,

and chafF-cutting on the farm. It is, however, about lOOO feet

from the buildings, and the power is transmitted from the

wheel to the buildings by shafting running along the surface

of the ground for the whole distance ; this arrangement appeared
to us costly and wasteful.

Mr. Corner expends in labour about 25s. per acre : he employs
16 men, at wages varying from 145. to 18*. per week ; 1 woman,
at Is. per day ; and 6 boys, at from 5s. to 8s. per week : he also

employs extra labour when required. Beer is allowed during
corn and hay harvest. The labourers are charged 2s. per week
rent for their cottages. A considerable sum is expended in food

for cattle and also in artificial manures.
Cattle.—At the date of our first visit the cattle consisted of

11 cows and heifers, 12 fatting steers, 6 two-year-old heifers,

24 yearlings, 5 weaning-calves and 1 bull.

These were a useful lot, and the 1 2 fatting steers were
very good. The cows are kept to breed and bring up calves,

each cow is expected to bring up 5 calves in the year, four of

which are of course purchased. The cattle and young stock at

both our visits were in good condition and evidently well

taken care of.
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Fig. 3.

—

Grmnd Plan of Ingleacomhe Farm Buildings.

w—
11

•w X X

PlAN.

A. Rickyard.
H. Shaftini; for water-wheel.
C. Roots. &c.
DD. Chaff-house.

E. Dust-houso.
F. Baru.
G. Mill.

n. Waggon-slicd.
I. Feeding-paih.
J.J. Crib.

K. Open shed.

LL. FatteuiiiK-boxcB.

M. Carts, Implemcnte, &c.

N. Yard.

00. Stabling for 12 horses.

P. Box.

Q. Manure-tank.
R. Calves.

S. Manure.
T. Tool-house.

UUU. Cow-stalls.

V. Entrance.
W. SUilI.

Wo Stable.

X. Harness.
Y. Oig-houso,
Z. Roadway.
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Fig. 4.

—

First Floor Plan of Inglescomhe Farm Buildings.

Sheep.—A cross-bred flock is kept, consisting of, at our first

visit, 248 breeding-ewes, 83 ewe tegs, 82 wether tegs, 30 fatting

sheep, 38 small tegs, and 3 rams ; irt all, 650 : these were re-

duced on our second visit to 419 ; but the increase in the shape
of lambs made the total number about the same.
Twelve cart-horses are used to cultivate the farm

; they are
very good animals, well suited for the work they have to perform,
and are kept in good condition. There are also 2 yearling colts

and 1 cob kept on the farm.

Mr. Corner exhibited his farm under great disadvantages, the
whole of it, including the shape of the fields and the buildings,
having been in a state of transition since the commencement of
his occupation.
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It appears that about 6f miles of hedges have been grubbed,
and about 240 rods of new fencing substituted where required,

The land has come into his occupation at irregular intervals,

some not more than a year since, and in wretched condition, so

that he has not really had time to complete his alterations, or

get the land in order.

In those portions of the farm where the improvements are

completed the management and crops were very satisfactory, and
we had the pleasure of seeing a growing crop of 109 acres of

wheat more promising than any we had seen elsewhere.

At some future time, should Mr. Corner enter his farm in

competition, we think he will have a fair chance of success.

In concluding our Report on the arable farms we would
remark that, considering the large district over which the com-
petition extended, we were somewhat surprised to find so very

small an entry. Although the district is for the most part a dairy

and grazing one, there is, nevertheless, a considerable extent

of arable land in some portions of it ; and it would have afforded

us much more satisfaction if the entries from which we had
to select the prize-takers had been more numerous. Without
wishing in any way to depreciate the excellent points of

management seen in the competing farms, we are disposed to

think that in all probability a larger competition would have
had the effect of making the weak points in them far more
manifest to us.

No doubt there are many well-managed arable farms in the

district qualified to compete in Classes 1 and 2 with good
chances of success ; but of one thing we are quite certain, that

those who did enter their farms contrast very favourably with
their immediate neighbours in the cleanliness and bulk of their

crops, and in their general management.
We have avoided entering into a detailed account of the modes

of cultivation practised on these farms, contenting ourselves by
describing the general system pursued, and only remarking on
any novel departures from the well-known modes of cropping

land which are adopted under any of the ordinary and equally

well-known courses of husbandry. We were much impressed

by the small sum expended in labour on these farms, and, if

we may venture to say so, are of opinion that a larger amount
might be profitably and advantageously employed.

Class 3.

—

First Prize.

Red House Farm, Stratton-on-the-Fosse, near Bath.—This farm

is the property of the Right Hon. Lord Hylton, and is occupied
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by Mr. Albert James Steeds under a yearly tenancy. It contains,

according to Mr. Steeds' entry,

—

A. R. p.

54 3 25 Arable land.

168 0 1 Pasture land.

Total 222 3 26

Fig. 5.

—

Bed House Farm, Somerset.
^o**"^

Mr. Steeds, in his certificate of entry, describes the soil as

light and the subsoil as stone-brash. The farm is situated

under the Mendip Hills. The rocky subsoil is pretty close to

the surface over a great portion of this farm, which has been
held by the present tenant and his uncle for many years. The
house and buildings are certainly not of an attractive character,

and are not sufficiently capacious for a farm managed as this is,

and evidently has been for a very long period. The fields are di-

vided by earth-banks and hedges planted thereon, the banks being
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for the most part protected by stone walls on one or both sides.

These walls are well constructed, make a capital fence, afford

good shelter for the stock, and are maintained in excellent order.

The bulk of the water-supply for the stock in the buildings,

and also in the fields, has to be pumped by hand-power, which is

an inconvenient and expensive mode of furnishing the large

quantity required on a farm carrying so many cattle as this does.

For want of sufficient yard and shed accommodation, many of

the cattle have to lay out in the fields during the whole of the

winter. They are of course fed with artificial food, and although

the fences above alluded to are a great protection to them, they

must nevertheless suffer much for want of proper shedding and
from lying on the damp ground. There must also be a waste of

food. When we were on the farm in January it was during a

severe hail- and snow-storm, and the poor animals, although

well cared for in the matter of food, were certainly not looking

their best. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the tenant had
evidently made up his mind to make the most of the good quali-

ties of the farm, and has certainly succeeded in doing so, the

condition of his cattle, and the good order and cleanliness of his

belongings testifying-'most fully to this fact.

There are three cottages on this farm.

The labour costs about 30s. per acre, the men being paid at

the rate of 14s. per week
;
they have also allowed them 20 perches

of potato-land, cultivated ready to receive the seed, and also one
quart of cider per day.

All the fodder grown on the farm is consumed thereon, and in

addition a sum equal to the rent of the farm is laid out in pur-

chasing food for the stoj^.

The returns in the shape of animal food and dairy produce are

immense, doing the utmost credit to Mr. Steeds' management.
Cattle.—At our first visit in January we saw on the farm

46 cows in-calf, 3 barren cows, 11 two-year-old heifers in-calf,

13 yearling heifers, and 2 bulls. At our second visit in May,
61 cows in-milk, 13 yearling heifers, 2 bulls, and 13 weaning-

calves.

The cattle are useful, rent-paying dairy stock, well cared for,

and consequently kept in nice condition.

As cheese is the object sought after, the cows are calved early

in the spring, the calves being sold under a week old, with the

exception of about a dozen of the most promising females,

which are weaned and go into the dairy when a little over

two years old.

Mrs. Steeds manages the dairy very well, and a detailed account

of the mode of management on this and the other farms will be

seen in my colleague's Report (pp. 37-42).
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Sheep.—The flock in January consisted of 117 breeding-ewes
and 3 rams; and in May, 127 ewes and 111 lambs. The
ewes are West Country Downs ; Mr. Steeds' plan is to buy
in ewes every year, tup them with Cotswold rams, selling the

ewes and lambs fat. At the date of our May visit, 53 lambs
had been sold and several others were ready for the butcher

;

the ewes were also in a forward state, and would be sold fat

during the summer, to make way "for a fresh lot.

Swine.—Seven breeding-sows are kept on the farm. The pigs

are fatted in the usual manner practised among cheese-making
farmers, viz., with whey and meal. In Mr. Steeds' case a very

large quantity of pork is sold annually, helping much to swell

his large gross returns.

Horses.—The work of the farm is performed by 3 horses
;

there are also 2 nags kept. The farm-horses are an exceedingly

useful lot, 2 of them good brood-mares.

The arable land is managed on a four-course system, and is

very well done, being free from weeds and in a very high state-

of cultivation. The course is, (1) roots, (2) wheat, (3) barley,

and (4) seeds.

With such high farming as we saw here, this deviation from
the ordinary four-course system seemed to us absolutely necessary

to secure a plant of seeds under the growing crops of corn.

The accounts are fairly kept ; in fact, better so than in most
of the cases that came under our observation. Taylor's ' Farmer's
Account-book ' is used, and a profit and loss account shown
therein every year. Everything under Mr. Steeds' management
shows unmistakable proofs of the interest he takes in his busi-

ness ; and although his buildings, his gates, and fences weie
models of neatness and good order, and his land remarkably
clean, nevertheless it was evident that the main chance was
always kept carefully in sight. The farm is also very well and
fully stocked, and the annual returns in the shape of dairy and
other produce the largest per acre of any that came under our
notice. Keeping our instructions in view, we were all of opinion
that this farm was entitled to first honours, and we had conse-

quently very great pleasure in awarding Mr. Steeds the First

Prize in Class 3.

Class 3.

—

Second Prize.

Tunley Farm, near Bath, in the County of Somerset.—This
farm is the property of Miss Jarrett, of Camerton Court, and is

occupied by Mr. George Gibbons, under an unexpired term of

lease. It contains 100 acres of arable and 284 acres of pasture

land
; total, 384 acres.

VOL. XV.—s. 8. C
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The soil is described as mixed, mostly heavy, and the subsoil

various, but mostly clay.

The house and main portions of the buildings are on nearly

the highest portion of the farm. The new buildings are good,
the new cow-house being the best arranged of any we saw during
our inspection.* The mode of supplying the animals with
food, litter, and water, and of getting rid of the manure, liquid

and solid, is excellent, and does great credit to the designer. The
liquid manure is conveyed by pipes to a tank some distance from
the buildings, and is used for irrigating some lower-lying pasture-

land. A small fixed steam-engine is used for chaff-cutting and
crushing corn, &c.

The land is of very undulating character, of good fair quality,

and the farm, as a whole, possesses many advantages. The cot-

tages and farm-buildings at the lower end of the farm are rather a

sorry lot : Mr. Gibbons accounts for this by stating that he
would rather have only one homestead, and therefore simply
keeps the sheds here for young cattle and swine.

There are 6 cottages, 3 of which are held with the farm, and
3 under a different hiring.

Mr. Gibbons pavs about SO.s. per acre annually for labour, and
expends a sum exceeding a year's rent of his farm upon pur-

chased food for his stock. He pays his men at the rate of Irom
14.9. to \bs. per week, allowing them 1 quart of cider per day,

from Lady-day to Michaelmas, and extra for harvest.

The cows are milked by women, who are paid ?>s. per week for

milking night and morning.
The returns in the shape of pork and dairy produce are large.

Mr. Gibbons informed us that he fattened annually about 200
pigs, at an average weight of 200 lbs. each.

Cattle.—At our first visit, in January, there were on the farm

76 cows, 16 two-year-old heifers in-calf, 24 yearling heifers,

and 2 bulls ; and on our second visit, 77 cows in-milk, 5 cows
in-calf, 24 yearling heifers, 3 bulls, and 33 weaning-calves.

Sheep.—45 breeding-ewes, 63 ewe tegs, 14 wether tegs, and 2

rams.

Sioine.—12 breeding-sows, 140 store and fatting pigs.

Horses kept on the farm consist of 7 cart-horses and 4 cart-

colts, 2 nag colts, a pony, and a cob.

A large ([uantity of poultry is reared, but no separate account

of the returns from this source is kept.

The dairy cows, particularly the young ones, and also the

yearlings and weaning-calves, are a very superior lot, affording

* For i)lii.stn\ti(iiis of these buildin<2:s and n dotailod dcspription of llie farm,

ser the ' Ucjioit on \\w Somcrstshire Farm-I'ri/.o Competition, 187.0,' pp. 529 (o

54.'} of vol. .\i., Second Series, of this ' .Journal,' 1875.
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in their appearance ample evidence of the good results due to

the use of pure Shorthorn bulls. Those at present in use are

well-shaped animals of good quality, bred by Mr. Hugh Aylmer,
of West Dereham, Norfolk.

Mr. Gibbons farms for cheese and pork, and evidently does

so successfully. The dairy is well managed by Mrs. Gibbons
;

the mode of cheesemaking and other details of management is

described in Mr. Jackson's Report.

The arable land is managed on the four-course system, viz.,

(1) roots, (2) barley, (3) seeds, (4) wheat. We found the land and
also the pasture in a very fair state of cultivation, one large

field of wheat being exceedingly good, and the crops of seeds

and grass-hay very heavy. There was also a good plant of

mangolds, and these were in a clean state and looked promising.

Peat's ' Farmer's Dairy and Account-book ' is used, but we can

hardly compliment Mr. Gibbons on the manner in which the

accounts were kept. The house and buildings are supplied

with water by a hydraulic ram raising water to a tank holding

about 6000 gallons. The tank is at an elevation of about 200
feet above the ram, which is capable of lifting between 3000
and 4000 gallons of water daily. The reservoir, from which the

water is taken to work the ram, is built in masonry and sup-

plied by a strong natural spring, the surplus water being used

for irrigating a meadow nearly adjoining the same.

At our third visit to this farm we found that Mr. Gibbons
had secured the produce of 103^ acres of meadow land, and
16^ acres of seeds in capital condition. The crop was large, and
the work had been very well done with the aid of Harrison
and McGregor's mower, Boby's haymaking - machine, and
Nicholson's horse-rake. The crops on the arable land were
looking well

;
they consisted of 31 acres of wheat, promising

to be a great crop ; 5 acres of barley, also good ; and 22^ acres

of roots, a good plant, and the land clean and well done.

Acting according to our instructions, we had, after our third

survey, no hesitation in awarding the Second Prize in Class 3

to Mr. Gibbons.

Class 3:^Extra. Pkize Farm.

Brook Farm, Hankerton.—This farm is situated about 4 miles

north-east of Malmesbury, in the county of Wilts, and is the

property of the Earl of Suffolk. According to the certificate of

entry, it contains

—

80 0 0 Arable land.

192 0 0 Pasture land.

Total 272 0 0
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The tenancy is a yearly one, with a Lady-day entry, and the

farm is occupied by Mr. John Maskelyne, who in his certificate

of entry describes the nature of the soil as heavy and the subsoil

as principally clay. The house and buildings are well suited

to the occupation. There are 3 cottages, and 8 labourers

are employed on the farm, at wages varying from 12s. to \bs.

per week ; the labour on the whole costing about oOs. per

acre. !Mr. Maskelyne does not use this farm as a dair^'-farm,

finding the soil not suitable for the production of cheese of

good quality, and the situation not advantageous for the sale

of milk. He, however, produces from it a large quantity of

beef, mutton, ami pork, buying all his stock in young, and
selling them out when fit for the butcher. As his land is not

naturally rich, he spends a very large sum for oilcake and corn

as extra food for his stock—a sum, in fact, exceeding his rent

by at least 50 per cent. This liberal feeding is telling its tale

upon the pasture lands, and if continued a few years longer will

probably enable him to fatten his stock without so great an
outlay for purchased foods.

The arable land is exceedingly clean and well managed, and
the crops on it were most luxuriant, affording ample evidence of

very high farming. Some of the pasture land has been drained,

and the good results consequent thereon should induce the pro-

prietor of the estate to complete the drainage of the farm.

Some of the land had been very recently drained by the tenant,

the landlord finding the tiles. This is, at the best, a make-
shift mode of carrying out drainage works in the majority of

cases, the work not being properly done.

Mr. Maskelyne employs 6 horses to do the work of his farm,

and has also 2 nags, 1 cart-colt, and 2 yearling nag colts. In May
he was grazing 32 two-year-old steers and heifers, 47 yearlings,

25 calves, and was keeping 6 dairy cows. Considerable judg-
ment had been shown in the purchase of these, and they were a

good, useful lot of animals, well done, and in thriving condition.

He was also at the same time grazing 72 tegs, 22 two-year-

old wethers, 50 ewes, 76 lambs, and 3 rams. His lambs are made
into mutton very early in the spring of each year on roots' on
the arable land, being sold under one year old. When we were
there in January last there were only about half-a-dozen left

;

these were very good, and were in fact sold to the butcher.

Store pigs are bought in every year to consume the offal of

the farm, and are then fatted, adding considerably to the gross

returns from the farm.

The accounts are well kept, and the balances properly shown.
At the date of our third visit we found Mr. Maskelyne very,

busy securing his hay-crop, which was good and well managed.
The lambs were weaned, and a capital lot they were, doing
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well, and intended to be sold about or soon after Christmas as

mutton. The crops of corn, with the exception of one field of

spring wheat, were as good as they could well be ; and the

cabbages, after vetches, were looking well. We had some
difficulty in putting this farm in competition with the dairy

farms, but as the gross produce in the shape of animal food

bears a favourable comparison with some of the best of the dairy

farms, we all felt justified in recommending the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society to reward the great merit shown in

the management of this farm, by giving Mr. Maskelyne an extra

prize for the same, and we have very great pleasure in announcing
that our recommendation was adopted.

Class 3.

—

Extra Prize Farm.

Chewfon Farm, Stone Easton.—This farm, the property of

the Countess Waldegrave, is situated about 7 miles north-cast

of Wells, in the county of Somerset, and is occupied by Mr. John
Reynolds Keen.

It consists, according to the certificate of entry, of

—

A. R. p.

81 0 0 Arable land.

166 0 0 Pasture land.

78 0 0 Mountain pasture.

Total

325 0 0

It is held on lease for 21 years, a moiety of which is unex-

pired.

There are no cottages on the farm. The house and farm-

buildings are good, in excellent condition, and very well suited

for the occupation.

The soil is described in the certificate as medium, and the

subsoil as lias rock and shale.

This is a very nice compact farm, and the land is of good
quality. The mountain land being a poor lot on the Mendip
Hills, at a long distance from the homestead, is, however, ex-

cepted from this description. Mr. Keen gets his labour done
very cheaply, viz., at about 20s. per acre, omitting the mountain
land. He employs 5 labourers, at 13s. per week, with an allow-

ance of cider during the summer months, and 20s. extra for

their harvest ; also 2 boys, one receiving 7s. 6(/. and the other

5s. per week. Mr. Keen is the owner of a steam threshing-

machine, which he lets on hire, and the two men whose duty
it is to go with this are also employed on the farm when the

machine is idle.
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The live stock on the farm consists of

—

Cattle.—41 dairy cows, 5 two-year-old steers, 2 bulls, 10
yearling heifers, 14 weaning-calves, and 7 grazing cows and
heifers.

The dairy cows were a very good lot, selected with great care

and judgment for the purpose for which they are required.

There were some unusually good animals among them, some of

which Mr. Keen exhibited at Bristol and at some of the local

Shows. We cannot compliment him on his bulls, and trust he

will see the necessity of using better males to such a good class

of cows.

Sheep.—The sheep were a very good cross-bred flock, very

well done, and in good condition. There were 177 ewes, 222
lambs, 21 barren ewes, 110 ewe tegs, 41 wether tegs, and 3 rams.

The wether tegs were nearly ripe for the butcher.

Swine.—The swine consisted of 5 breeding-sows, 28 fatting

pigs, and 36 stores. They were a good lot, and help to swell,

in the shape of pork, the annual receipts in the balance sheet

of the farm.

Horses.—The horses consisted of 4 cart-horses, 2 two-j ear-old

colts, 2 nag colts, and a brood mare. The cart-horses are a

very useful lot, suitable for the purposes for which they are

required.

Warren's ' Farmer's Account-book ' is used, the accounts are

well kept and a balance sheet shown annually. A considerable

return is made from this farm in the shape of beef, mutton,

pork, and dairy produce. The farm as a whole is very well

managed, and, with the exception of the 78 acres of off-lying

mountain land, a general air of neatness pervades this occu-

pation.

At the date of our third survey we found that Mr. Keen had
secured a capital crop of hay, from about 72 acres of land, in

excellent order, his stacks being models of neatness. The crops

on the arable land were looking fairly well. He told us he

only grows wheat when he wants the straw to thatch his ricks

with. His course of cropping is usually roots, barley, seeds,

oats. He occasionally leaves his seeds two years, and when he

does so, this land is broken up immediately after the first hay
crop is off to clear it for the next corn crop. The arable land,

we consider was, on the whole, very well done, but not very

highly farmed. The grass land on the home farm was in very

good condition, and reflects great credit on the management.
Since our May visit a pedigree Shorthorn bull had been pur-

chased, which, although by no means a perfect animal, was a

considerable improvement on his predecessors. We were

pleased to recognise two of Mr. Keen's cows in the Showyard at
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Bristol, and to find that they had been honoured by the Judges.

If the 78 acres of mountain land had been, comparatively

speaking, as well managed as the remainder of the farm, Mr.
Keen might have had the Second Prize awarded to him ; as it

is, we felt much pleasure in asking the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society to give him an extra prize for the very large

amount of merit shown by him in the general management of

his farm with a view to profit, for the excellence of his cattle

and sheep, and the great neatness of his roads, fences, and
premises, and are pleased to record that our request was com-
plied with.

Other Farms m Class 3.

Kamhell Farm, Kingsweston, near Bristol, the property of

P. VV. S. Miles, Esq., and Mrs. Harford, and occupied by

Mr. James Pearce, contains

—

72 0 22 Arable land.

300 3 22 Pasture land.

Total 373 0 4

Mr. Pearce, in his certificate of entry, describes the largest

portion of the farm as heavy, and the subsoil as chiefly clay.

The farm is situated about 5 miles from Bristol, and the land

is of good quality. The house and buildings are of a useful

ordinary type ; on one homestead, formerly in the occupation of

the proprietor, there is a very excellent and capacious cow-shed,

and the other buildings there are of an equally good and sub-

stantial character.

The farm is held under a yearly tenancy ; the terms of entry

being feed-value for hay, straw, &c., and allowances for the

unexhausted value of manures purchased, and of cake fed, during

the last year.

About one-half of the farm has been occupied by Mr. Pearce

for about 25 years, the other half for 10 years. For the last

7 or 8 years the produce of the cows has been sold in the shape
of milk, but previous to that cheese was made. Two small

fixed steam-engines of i-horse power, one at each homestead,
are used for chaff- cutting, corn-crushing, &c. ^Ir. Pearce cuts

by machinery all the straw grown on his farm for bedding for

his cattle, and also from 150 to 200 tons of hay for feeding pur-

poses annually. In addition to this quantity of hay, INIr. Pearce
also uses linseed-cake, maize, meal and bran to a rather consider-

able extent. The milk is delivered to Bristol twice a day, the
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number of cows in-milk varying from 40 to 70. At the date ol

our visit in May, there were 67 in-milk. He also fats 40 or 50
head of cattle yearly, some on grass and some in stalls. There
were 14 steers fatting in the stalls when we were there in

January, of exceedingly good quality. At our second visit, 4 of

these were on hand, good enough to win prizes at local Shows.
From 20 to 30 calves are also raised yearly, chiefly heifers.

Mr. Pearce has 9 cottages, but these are rented separately.

They have each nearly half an acre of good garden, and are

let to his labourers at rents varying from Is. 6c?. to 2s. per

week.

He employs 9 men constantly, at wages of I65. per week, and
3 pints of cider daily, and employs extra labour during hay and
corn harvest. The arable land is cultivated on a four-course

system, viz., beans, wheat, clover, barley or wheat. This is

well managed and in a good state of cultivation. The pasture

land is low-lying, and naturally very wet, of good quality, and
no doubt is very productive in moderately dry summers. On
our visits in January and May we found this portion of the

farm suffering much from excess of moisture ; and the waste

of the grass consequent thereon, and the injury done by the

poaching of the cattle, were very great.

Cattle.—On the occasion of our first visit, the cattle con-

sisted of 14 fatting steers, 50 cows in-milk, 34 cows in-calf,

2 bulls, 19 two-year-old heifers, 21 yearlings, and 7 weaning-
calves ; and at our second visit, 4 fat steers, 67 cows in-milk,

5 in-calf heifers, 29 fattening cows, 1 bull, 10 heifers, 23 year-

lings, and 20 weaning-calves.

A very excellent lot they were, selected and bred with great

care and judgment ; their condition was excellent
;
wonderfully

so, if their wet lodgings be taken into account. The bull used

was a pedigree Shorthorn of good average quality.

Sheep.—The flock consisted of 68 breeding-ewes, 47 ewe tegs.

The produce of the 68. ewes being 107 lambs. All these were
in good condition, and of a useful cross-bred sort.

Swine.—About 10 pigs are usually kept, and these are bought
in and fatted.

Horses.—There are 10 horses kept on the farm, 2 of which
work the milk-carts. There are also 5 two-year-old cart-colts,

7 yearling colts, 4 nags of various ages, 4 four-year-old nags,

and 1 two-year-old.

The farm horses are an exceedingly good lot. Mr. Pearce is

evidently a " horsey " man ; he has bred most of his horses,

but purchased some, showing great judgment in both respects,

making the breeding and selling of his horses <a portion of his

business. One four-year-old grey nag, a very sporting, hunting-
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like looking animal, he announced his intention of exhibiting

at the Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

Mr. Pearce is not great in the matter of accounts, but, looking

at the way in which the farm is stocked and managed, we all

feel sure that he has done something more than make both

ends meet, and further, we feel sure that he deserves all he has

gained.

Elm Tree Farm, Burnett, situated between Bristol and Bath,

is the property of the Charity Trustees of Bristol and of the

Rev. T. L. Sprye. It is occupied by Mr. Edward Paget, and
consists, according to the certificate of entry, of

—

81 0 0 Arable land.

152 0 0 Pasture land.

Total 233 0 0

iSIr. Paget describes the nature of his soil as some light stone-

brash, but principally heavy stone-brash, and the subsoil as

white and brown lias stone and clay. The tenancy is a yearly

one, subject to six months' notice to quit, with a Lady-day
entry.

This farm has been in the occupation of the family for three

generations. The house and buildings are good, and well suited

to the occupation. The land is poor in quality, and the arable

land—from the proximity of the rock to the surface and the large

quantity of it mixed with the surface soil—is expensive and
difficult to cultivate

The are 4 cottages on the farm, and Mr. Paget employs
6 labourers and a boy, also 2 women to milk the cows. He
pays his 4 married labourers 13s. per week, with cottage rent-

free, 20 perches of potato-land cultivated ready to receive the

seed, and a daily allowance of cider. The two single men
have II5. (id. per week, and an allowance of cider. The women
get 35. per week for assisting to milk the cows night and
morning. o other expenses are incurred for labour on the

farm; and the reason why so small a sum is expended, ]Mr.

Paget states, is due to the fact that he can do any sort of work
himself, consequently knows the exact amount of work a man
ought to do, and, to use his own words, " By treating his

labourers kindly, yet firmly, leads each to take an interest in
his work—the carter in his horses, the shepherd in his sheep, and
the cowman in his cows and pigs."

Cattle.—The cattle on the farm consisted of 35 dairy cows,

4 yearlings, 7 weaning-calves and a bull ; these were a very
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excellent lot. Mr. Paget has evidently a good eye for a well-

made animal ; and the white pure-bred Shorthorn bull which
he had in use is a good animal, the best we saw during our

visit to the different dairy farms.

Sheep.—A very good flock of cross-bred animals is kept, con-

sisting of 109 ewes and 106 lambs, 52 ewe tegs, and 3 rams. At
our visit in January there were also 56 fatting sheep, which had
been disposed of before the date of our second visit. Mr. Paget
prides himself on his management of his sheep, which are nearly

always folded, both on the arable and pasture lands, summer and
winter. The draft ewes and lambs are sold at fairs held in the

neighbourhood in the months of August and October, and have
generally realised high prices.

Sicine.—The swine are of the Berkshire breed, very good
animals, and consist of 6 breeding-sows and 46 stores. A
considerable quantity of pork is fattened on the farm, this parti-

cular item showing a good profit. The work of the farm is

performed by 5 horses, and a cart-colt is bred annually. There
are 2 weaning-colts, and 1 nag is kept.

Mr. Paget mows annually for hay about 50 acres of pasture

land, besides the seeds on the arable portion of the farm.

Warren's ' Farmer's Account-book ' is used, and the accounts

are fairly kept. The farm is well managed and in a good state

of cultivation, but we should like to have seen larger annual

returns in the shape of animal food and dairy produce.

Moorend Farm, SUmhridge, Dursley, Gloucestershire, is situated

about 3 miles west of that town. Lord Fitzhardinge is the owner,

and it is occupied by Mr. Joseph Harding, under a yearly

tenancy, with a Lady-day entry. According to the certificate of

entry, it consists of

—

A. R. p.

35 3 2 Arable land.

180 2 22 Pasture land.

Total 216 1 24

The soil is described as principally heavy, and the subsoil

as clay and a little gravel.

The house and buildings are very good, kept in good condi-

tion, and very neat. The labour on the farm is performed by

5 men, who receive 15.«. per week each and cider ; 2 women, at

65. each per week, and there are 2 boys employed. The cost

for labour being about 30.s. per acre annually.

Mr. Harding keeps 4 cart-horses, 2 nags, and a pony ; he has

also 3 nag-colts, varying in ages from two to five years, and

1 two-year-old cart-colt.
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The cattle in May consisted of 32 dairy cows in-milk, 6 ditto

in-calf, 9 cows rearing calves, 9 two-year-old heifers, 10 year-

ling calves, 13 weaning-calves and 2 bulls. When we were

there in January there were 14 fatting cows, which were sold

before the date of our second visit. One of the bulls was a

young one, lately purchased from the well-known herd of Colonel

Kingscote, and is, we think, calculated to effect an improvement
in this herd of good dairy cows.

The flock consisted of 75 breeding-ewes, 96 lambs and 3 rams
—rather a mongrel lot as to breeding, but in very good con-

dition, and very well cared for.

The swine consisted of 4 breeding-sows, 3 fatting hogs, and
46 store pigs.

jVIr. Harding is great in cider making, his returns from this

source being larger than what we found in any other case.

The land is of very good quality, and both arable and pasture

land are well managed ; there were some very fine growing
crops on the former.

Xo manures are purchased, but a large sum is spent annually

in feeding-stuffs for the stock.

At our first visit in January, we found the fences by no means
in a good state. The dilapidations were, however, rectified

at our second visit, Mr. Harding's custom being to do this

annually, as soon as the hunting season is over.

Frocester Farm, about 5 miles from Stroud, in the county of

Gloucester, the property of J. A. Graham Clarke, Esq., and
occupied by Mr. George Savage, contains, according to the

certificate of entry,

—

62 0 0 Arable land.

138 0 0 Pasture land.

Total 200 0 0

In his certificate the soil is described as light, and the subsoil

as gravel. The tenancy is a yearly one, with a Lady-day entry.

The house and buildings are almost close to Frocester Station,

which is a great advantage to this farm, stocked as it is with
dairy-cows, the milk being sent thence to Birmingham and
London daily.

The rate of wages in this part of Gloucestershire is low, viz.,

13s. per week, and an allowance of cider during the summer
months. The cottage-rents vary from 3/. to 4/. per annum.
Mr. Savage's land being of good quality, he is not obliged to

spend a large sum in purchased foods ; his outlay in this

respect, however, exceeds 20*. per acre.
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The pasture and arable land are very well managed, and the

gross returns from the farm are good.

The accounts are well kept, and on this farm we found a

profit shown by the keeping of poultry, Mrs. Savage being
evidently a good manager.

Some of the land where hay is grown is let to mow, make,
and stack, by piece-work. This year the price agreed on was
IO5., and 6 quarts of cider per acre, making a total of II5. 6c?.

Four horses cultivate the land, and a nag is also kept.

The dairy cows average 40. These are purchased at three-years-

old in-calf, the calves being sold within a week after they are

born, and the cows going at once into the dairy stock. About
9 of the best heifer-calves are weaned yearly, and we found 9 of

these on the farm, and 9 a year older. The dairy cows do
credit to Mr. Savage's judgment in selecting and feeding them.

Mr. Savage has a hobby in the shape of a water-wheel just

erected for the purpose of cutting chaff, grinding corn, and other

farm work. Like most amateur engineers, he has made a few

mistakes, but is doing his best to rectify them.

West Leaze Farm, near Swindon, about IJ mile west of

Swindon, in the county of Wilts, the property of the Governors

of the Charterhouse, and occupied by Mr. James Beaven, con-

tains, according to the certificate of entry, 40 acres of arable and
186 acres of pasture-land ; in all 226 acres.

Mr. Beaven has held the farm for twelve years, under a lease

for that term, with a Lady-day entry. The soil is described as

heavy and the subsoil as clay. There are 5 cottages on the farm,

a good residence, and moderately good buildings. Five labourers

are employed, at wages of 15s. per week, with their cottages

rent-free. Very little money is expended on purchased food for

the cattle, or artificial manure for the land. At the date of our

first visit the milk from the cows was sold to the Aylesbury

Dairy Company ; but when we were there in May, Mr. Beaven
had recommenced making the produce of his cows into cheese.

The Live Stock consisted of :

—

Cattle.—At our visit in January, 49 dairy cows, 12 two-year-

old steers and heifers, 23 yearling ditto, 4 working oxen, and

a bull. At our visit in May, 43 dairy cows, 23 yearling steers

and heifers, 4 working oxen, 16 weaning-calves, and a bull.

The Sheep were, in January, 150 Hampshire Down breeding-

ewes ; and in May, 64 breeding-ewes, and the same number
of lambs.

Swine.—Thirty small pigs had been purchased to consume
the dairy-refuse after clieese-making was r(;sumed.

Three cart-horses and a nag are kept on tlie farm.
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Woodcot Farm, Owlpen, Dursley, in the County of Gloucester,

the property of Thomas Anthony Stoughton, Esq., is occupied

bj Mr. Henry Howell, and contains, according to his certifi-

cate, 77 acres of arable and 124 acres of pasture land ; in all

211 acres. The tenancy is a yearly one, with a Lady-day entry.

There are no cottages on the farm, and the labourers have to

walk at least IJ mile to get to their work. This farm is in a

very elevated position, and the land is poor in quality, and very

much out of condition. ]\lr. Howell, during the three years he

has held the farm, has evidently done his best to put matters

right, and must have spent a considerable sum for so small a

farm in doing so.

In reference to the competition in Class 3, we were highly

pleased to find so large and so good an entry, and hardly know
how to express our admiration of the continuous and hard-

working energy shown by these farmers and their wives, or our

gratification at the proofs of the same in the very large returns

from dairy produce and animal food. The percentage of arable

land on this class of farms is small, and as only about half of

this is devoted to the growth of cereals, the produce of straw for

litter for the cattle is very small. Notwithstanding this, and
the large number of cattle and pigs kept, the sweetness and
cleanliness of the cow-sheds, piggeries, and yards, and the con-

dition of the animals, we found to be, in almost all cases, all that

could be desired. Some arable farmers with their cattle up to

their necks in straw, and this valuable article uncared for and
wasted, might learn a useful lesson on this point, and, indeed,

on many others, from these West of England dairy-farmers.

As. the majority of the farms in this class were worthy of

prizes, we found some difficulty in selecting only two to receive

them. The great merit shown by the competitors induced
us to ask for extra prizes to be placed at our disposal, and we
are glad to record that the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society on our recommendation gave two extra prizes in this

class. Success in cheese and dairy farms appears to us to

consist mainly in a good selection of cows with good milking
qualities, either purchased young or bred on the farm

;
feeding

them well, getting every drop of milk from them night and
morning ; this, and the sale of the produce, being the work of

the master. The manufacturing of the milk into a product fit

for market is the work of the mistress. These duties, simple in

themselves, require skill and unremitting attention to be carried

to a successful and profitable issue.

Agricultural implement - makers and mechanics have not

helped dairy-farmers much—bass brooms and shovels, liquid-
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manure pumps and carts, cheese-presses, vats, and heating ap-

paratus, being the articles most in use. A good milking-machine,

if such could be found, would be a valuable addition to the list.

It will be seen in the reports of the various farms that some of

the occupiers, who, from their proximity to a rfrilway-station or

a large town have special advantages, have availed themselves

of these by selling the produce of the cows in the shape of milk
;

and the good policy of this is apparent, because if they can sell

the raw product well—and in the cases mentioned they do so

—

good profits are made, and the mistress is saved much labour

and many hours of anxiety. Another advantage which milk-

selling has over cheesemaking is the quickness of the money
return.

Class 4.

—

Fikst Prize.

Kellaways Farm, near Chippenham, in the County of Wilts,

the property of William Stancomb, Esq., and occupied by
Mr. John William Long, contains, according to certificate of

entry, 26 acres of arable, and 100 acres of pasture land ; in all

126 acres.

The soil is described as medium, and the subsoil as gravel.

The farm is well situated, about 3 miles from the market-

town of Chippenham ; the land is of very good quality, held

under a yearly tenancy, with a Lady-day entry.

The house and buildings are good, and suitable for the oc-

cupation. There are 2 cottages on the farm. Mr. Long
employs 3 labourers, at wages of 155. per week, and 3 pints

of cider per day. One has his cottage rent-free, another one pays

a nominal rent. The payments for the labour on the farm
average about 205. per acre per annum, but Mr. Long evidently

does a large amount of work himself. He is a good workman,
as the trophies shown us in the shape of silver cups for ploughing
and other farm-work amply testify.

The beans and peas grown on the farm are mostly consumed
thereon, and in addition thereto Mr. Long spends a considerable

sum in purchasing extra food for his stock. He also purchases

straw, and a large quantity of manure is brought on to the land

from Chippenham.
Tlie Cattle on the farm are 38 dairy cows and 1 bull. The

cows are bought in annually and sold when barren, usually in

the month of February, at about 25Z. each, heifers taking their

places immediately. The calves are sold young, the best as

wcaners. The fcows are selected with great care for their milking
qualities, and are a very good lot.

Sheep.—About 80 are usually bought or taken in to keep in
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the autumn of each year, and are fed on clover, rape, and roots,

having in addition about 1 lb. of oilcake or corn each per day.

Fig. G.

—

Kellaways Farm, Cliippenliam, Wilts.

Sivine.—Four breeding-sows are kept and their progeny are

fattened, other pigs being purchased when required. Mr. Long
sells his pigs when they weigh about 2001 bs. each, and manages
to get a large return from this source. The fatting styes are
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well constructed, paved with bricks, with gratings to carry the

liquid manure by pipes to a tank ; no litter is used, and the

stves are kept clean by sweeping and washing. The liquid

manure from this source is a wonderful fertiliser, its effects on
some of the growing crops we saw being very good ; it is

pumped by a chain-pump from the tank and conveyed by
barrels to the land.

Two cart-horses and one nag are kept on the farm
;
they are

verv good useful working animals.

The arable land is cultivated like a garden, being wonderfully

free from weeds, and the management of the grass land is very

good.

Mr. Long informs us that he grows about 8^ acres of wheat
after clover and roots, on which he folds sheep as much as possible

before ploughing, and spreads the manure on the surface after-

wards. Barley follows this crop, with a dressing of artificial

manure in the spring. The beans grown are usually winter

beans, and rape is sown with them the last time of hoeing.

About four acres of roots are grown annually, drilled on the

flat with liquid manure and Proctor's superphosphate.

A very large return is made from this small farm in the shape

of dairy produce and pork. The buildings, hedges, ditches, &c.,

are all that we could desire in the way of neatness ; the accounts

are well kept, and the balance sheet properly shown.

This farm, in fact, has all the requisites of a prize farm, and
we had therefore very great pleasure in awarding the First Prize

in Class 4 to Mr. Long, who will, we feel certain, consider it a

recognition of the untiring industry shown by himself and his

wife in the management of this pretty little farm.

Class 4.

—

Second Prize.

Hill House Farm, Lipyeat, near Frome, in the County ofSomerset,

the property of F. P. M. Craddock, Esq., and occupied by
Mr. James Hoddinott, contains, according to the certificate of

entry, 11 acres of arable and 116 acres of pasture land, in all

127 acres.

The soil is described as light, and the subsoil as clay, light

brash, and a little marl.

The Farm is situated about 7 miles from Frome ; the land is

of good quality, but the fields are rather scattered, entailing the

necessity of driving the dairy cows rather a considerable distance

to the homestead night and morning to be milked.

There are no cottages on the farm.

The residence is a very good one, and the farm-buildings

are suitable for the occupation.
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Mr. Hoddinott spends about 28s. per acre on labour, paying

his ordinary men at the rate of 15s. per week, and 1 quart of

cider per day, and he expends considerably more than the

amount of his rent in purchasing food for his cows and pigs.

This dairy is wonderfully well managed, and we are informed

that Mr. Hoddinott has won a considerable sum in prizes for his

cheese during the time he has occupied the farm, and we had
much pleasure in noting that the Judges of Cheese awarded him
two prizes at the Bristol Meeting this year.

His returns in the shape of cheese, butter, and pork are large,

the average per cow and per acre from these sources being ex-

ceedingly good.

The Live Stock on the farm consists of 42 cows, 6 two-year-old

heifers, 8 yearling calves, and 2 bulls ; there were 47 pigs in

hand, and 2 cart-horses and 1 nag kept on the farm.

Mr. Hoddinott sells nearly all his calves young, at an average

price of 30s. each, only keeping a few of the best to fill up the

gaps in his dairy stock. The cows are a very nice well-bred

lot, doing Mr. Hoddinott great credit. This year he has about

42 acres of his pasture land for hay, and a very good crop there

is. He feeds about 53^ acres with his dairy cows, and the re-

mainder with his young stock and horses : 4 acres of the arable

land is in seeds ; there also the crop is very good. About 7 acres

are in fallow for swedes and turnips.

The whole management of this little farm reflects great credit

on Mr. and Mrs. Hoddinott, and we were much pleased to award
to him the Second Prize in Class 4.

Other Farms in Class 4.

Park Farm, Bower Ashton, Clifton, near Bristol, in the County

of Somerset, the property of Sir P. H. Greville Smythe, Bart.,

contains 170 acres of pasture land, and is occupied by Mr. Stephen
Harding.
The house and buildings are pleasantly situated near the

mansion and park of the owner, and are very suitable to the

occupation.

Tlie Live Stock on the farm consists of 28 cows in-milk, 4 in-

calf, 16 grazing cows, 10 grazing heifers, and a bull. The
dairy cows are a very useful milking sort, having evidently been
selected with great care and judgment.

The Sheep consist of 1 ram, 73 ewes, 105 lambs, and 78 tegs

;

these are very good cross-bred animals, and in very good con-
dition. Two breeding-sows are kept and 2 brood mares ; there

are also 2 nags, 2 two-year-old cart-colts and one yearling.

Mr Harding expends about 33s. per acre for labour, paying
VOL. XV.—S. S. D
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his men at the rate of 18s. per week, and cider during the hay
harvest. A liberal sum is spent in food for stock on the farm.

Mr. Harding sells his calves young, at an average of about

30s. each, and sells his dairy produce in the shape of milk, which
his proximity to Clifton enables him to do with great advantage.

He has held the farm for six years, and his returns from his

dairy during that time must have been great.

The land he occupies is of good fair quality, and his manage-
ment is neat, good, and highly to be commended.

The Brook Farm, Westbury-on-Severn, Gloucestershire, the

property of C. Cadle, Esq., and Mrs. Boughton, and occupied

by John Cornelius Cadle, contains 46 acres of arable and 90
acres of pasture and orchard land, in all 136 acres. The trees

in the orchards consist of pears and apples, the produce of which
is made into perry and cider.

The tenancy is a yearly one, with a Michaelmas entry.

Mr. Cadle has two cottages, and employs 3 labourers ; those

occupying the two cottages receiving 12s. per week each, paying
no rent, the other one receiving 15s. per week. He also employs
extra labour in summer, and expends altogether in labour about

29s. per acre. Nearly all his sheep and cattle are bought in and
resold fat. The amount spent for manure and for food for the

stock is not large.

The Live Stock on the farm consists of 3 cart-horses, 2 colts,

6 dairy cows, and 4 three-year-old heifers, 6 two-year-old steers

and heifers, 16 yearlings and 13 weaning-calves ; 15 ewes and
21 lambs, and 16 cross-bred tegs; 2 breeding-sows, 9 fatting

pigs, and 5 stores.

The whole of the live stock are evidently well cared for.

The arable and pasture land and the orchards are fairly well

managed.
Webb's ' Practical Farmer's Account-book ' is kept.

The gates, fences, &c., are in good condition, and Mr. Cadle's

management, with a view to profit, is certainly to be com-
mended,

UUej/ Farm, the property of the Rev. F. Arnold, and in the

occupation of Robert Alfred Day, is close under the Mendip
Hills, and about 11 miles from Bristol.

The farm is in five detached portions, some lying a consider-

able distance from the homestead and on the Mendip Hills ; it

consists of 2'5 acres of arable land and 155 of pasture, in all

180 acres. The land is wet and not of good quality. The
house and buildings for a farm of this size, and occupied as this

is, as a dairy farm, are simply wretched ; the house is certainly not
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fit for a respectable labourer to live in with decency. Labouring

under such disadvantages, Mr. Day's management is much to be

praised.

He keeps 45 dairy cows, 2 bulls, 7 yearling heifers, and 12

calves. His heifers calve at two years old, and his cast cows

are sold in December.
Four horses are kept on the farm, and from 130 to 150 pigs

are fattened yearly ; these are sold when weighing from 160 lbs.

to 200 lbs. each. Mr. Day purchases and consumes on his farm

9 or 10 tons of oilcake annually, and about 250 qrs. of corn.

He also uses from ten to fifteen pounds' worth of lime yearly for

manure.
Six men and boys work on the farm at wages varying from

12a-. to 14s. per week ; the men being allowed two (quarts of cider

and the boys one quart per day.

Mr. Day cuts from 60 to 70 acres of grass for hay every year,

about 40 acres of which are top-dressed. About 6 acres of the

farm are planted with fruit-trees, from which Mr. Day sells from

25 to 30 hogsheads of cider annually.

The five farms competing in Class 4 have many points of

merit in common with the larger dairy farms, and the prize-

takers in both classes have about equally good qualities. The
management of the two to whom we have awarded the First

Prizes goes very far to prove that land free from weeds, general

neatness shown in the state of premises, roads, and fences,

unusually large returns per acre from the land, and general

management with a view to profit, are phrases representing facts

very closely allied to each other.

These farms are models of good and profitable management,
and as such are worthy of imitation.

The active intelligence shown by this and the preceding class

of occupiers, and the absence of prejudice as to any particular

mode of manufacturing their produce, seem to us the great

secret of their success. These qualities have probably been
acquired by mixing more with the mercantile world than ordi-

nary corn-growing farmers usually do.

In concluding our Report, we think it well to note that, with
a trifling exception, not one of the eighteen tenants whose farms
we visited is in a position to avail himself of a single clause of

the Agricultural Holdings Act. In further reference to the various

farms we saw, we have much pleasure in remarking that the rela-

tions between the owners and the occupiers, and the latter and the

labourers, seem to be uniformly good. The large number of dairy

farmers in this district, who of necessity spend many working
D 2
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hours with their servants, thus becoming well acquainted with each
other's dispositions and requirements, maj" probabh" account for

the retainment ol the good feeling that once existed between the

majority of the farmers in this country and their workpeople.

Be this as it may, we note the fact that the servants we saw
evidently take much greater interest in their work than is

shown by the generality of farm labourers. We were also much
pleased at the keenness shown by the majority of the com-
petitors in placing before us all the points which they considered

favourable in their respective cases, and some were really

amusing in their anxiety, lest some special pet point of theirs

should escape our observation.

This spirit of emulation we deem a desirable thing to en-

courage, and we are of opinion that, at all events as regards

the dairy farms, the plan of giving prizes for the best-managed
farms is productive of much good.

We were not favoured by the elements during any one of our

visits : the first two were made in rain and snow, compelling the

use of umbrellas and macintoshes, and the wading through mud
and slush much more frequently than we found agreeable. We
nevertheless enjoyed ourselves ; and although we started very

early every morning, and did not get back to our ever-changing

hotels until late at night, being heartily tired at the end of each

day, we retain most pleasing reminiscences of pleasant days

spent in travelling together through many beautiful parts of

some of our best English scenery, receiving everywhere from the

farmers, their families, and all connected with them, the greatest

possible courtesy, hospitality, and kindness.

We have also to thank the competitors for the frank way in

which they answered our questions, and placed the documents
we required at our disposal ; and we hope we have obtained

personally much useful knowledge from all we saw and heard

during our surveys.

(Signed) Fbederic Beai!D.

Thomas F. Jackson.
Thomas Willis, Junr.
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II.

—

Report on the System of Cheese-maliiiig practised on the Four

Prize Dairy Farms. By Thomas F. Jackson, of Tattenhall

Hall, near Chester.

Having a large dairy myself, and having always taken a lively

interest in cheese-making and dairy farming generally, I looked

forward with very considerable pleasure to visiting the Somerset-

shire and Wiltshire dairies, and my expectations were more
than realised. Aided by the moist climate of this part of

England, the rich well-managed pastures are well suited for

dairy purposes. The cows thus yield a large quantity of

milk, which under skilful manipulation produces the rich fine-

flavoured cheese for which this district is famous, and which
commands a high price. In nearly all the farms entered for com-
petition in Classes 3 and 4, the dairy produce was the principal

means of the large returns ; and with only one exception the

dairy was managed by the farmer's wife, who, in cases where
the accommodation was insufficient, having to work early and
late :

" Each morning finds her task begun,
Each evening sees it close,

Something attempted, something done.

Has earned a niglit's repose."

It is not a part of our duty to say whether the same work
under a skilful manager could not be more economically done
in factories, where the best apparatus for saving labour would
be made available. The prizes offered by the Royal Agricul-

tural Society have certainly stimulated improvements in dairy

machinery. The practical way in which dairy appliances were
tried in the Bristol Showyard tested their merits, and intending

purchasers will, by referring to the Report of the Trials, see

which most suits their purpose. We think the farmers in Somer-
setshire have dairy appliances equal, if not superior, to those in

any other county in England ; but some of the landov/ners might
very much facilitate cheese-making by erecting more suitable

premises. There is in Somersetshire, as in the more northern

cheese districts, the ever increasing difficulty of obtaining efficient

female servants to assist in the dairy work, most girls preferring

the higher wages and shorter hours of a town life. There is so

much similarity in the method of cheese-making in Somerset-
shire, that by describing one dairy and the system pursued one
very nearly describes all, the Cheddar system claiming to be the

first and almost the only system of cheese-making reduced to rule.

The dairy management of the First-Prize Farm (Class 3) is carried

on with great care under the management of Mrs. Steeds, and a large
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quantity of cheese per cow is made on this farm ; in a favourable

season more than five hundredweight per cow average. JNIr. Steeds

labours under the disadvantage of insufficient accommodation both

in the dairy and in the cattle-sheds. He has made an addition

to his dairy this year at his own expense, from which he will

derive considerable benefit. He has suffered much in some years

from abortion in his cows, especially in the young ones ; it may
perhaps be accounted for by the young cows not being so hardy
as the older ones, and less able to stand exposure. INIr. Steeds is

fully alive to the importance of having his cows regularly and
well milked ; he consequently assists in this operation morning
and evening. The milk is carried direct from the cows to the

dairy, and placed in a large circular copper vessel, similar in

construction to those used in all the Cheddar districts. It suits its

purpose very well ; but I think the oblong one which was exhibited

and took the First Prize at Bristol much more convenient and less

expensive. There is a gauge fixed inside the tub for registering

the quantity of milk contained, which enables the cheese-maker

to add the rennet in a fixed proportion, a quarter of a pint of

Hansen's patent rennet being used to every hundred gallons of

milk. This is purchased from an agent in the neighbourhood

at 10s. per gallon, and every one spoke in the highest terms of

its merits. The morning's and evening's milk are mixed
together, and before the rennet is added the temperature is raised

to 80° Fahr. by heating the evening's milk with hot water

run underneath the cavity in the bottom of the tub. An hour is

the time most preferred for the milk to coagulate, and when
coagulated, the curd is broken small by the aid of a scoop-

breaker—which is made in a square frame and with brass bars

across, about an inch apart, with a handle attached and hollowed

in the middle—and the heat is then raised to 100° by the aid of

a low-pressure boiler, put up at the tenant's expense. The curd

is stirred intermittently for about twenty minutes, when the whey
is drawn off and set for one day, and used for pig-feeding. The
curd is broken finely in the whey, and ground very finely after-

wards through the mill, and salted at the rate of 1 lb. of salt to

56 lbs. of curd. We had not much time to see the cbeese-

making process on this farm. Having a better opportunity at

Mr. Gibbons's farm, I have given a more detailed description

of the cheese-making process carried on there.

The Second-Prize Farm (Class 3) is in the occupation of Mr.

Gibbons, and he has materially assisted to keep up the prestige of

Cheddar cheese by going out of his immediate circle to exhibit,

and with success. We has taken a prize in France, and has several

times contested the honours in Cheshire, and once successfully,

taking the Cup lor the best cheese in the Show. The cheeses are
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made by Mrs. Gibbons, who has been a cheese-maker from her

earliest youth, being a daughter of Mr. Harding of Markesburj,
a gentleman who most aided in extending the Cheddar system

into Scotland, where some really fine cheese is now made. Mrs,

Gibbons has good accommodation and the latest appliances
;

and these, combined with skill and careful management, enable

her to produce an article worthy of exhibition anywhere. The
accommodation on this farm is superior to any that came under

our notice. The dairy is commodious and well ventilated; both

milk and curd are very sensitive to impure air and soon become
tainted ; the curing- or cheese-room is over the dairy, and heated

with hot air in winter, and the roof is whitewashed in summer

;

the heat by these means is pretty much under control. The milk

is put overnight into a circular tin vessel, with a cavity under-

neath for running cold water wherewith to cool it. The water

used for the dairy is pumped by the hydraulic ram noticed in the

Report by Mr. Beard, and is conveniently laid on to the

whole of the dairy, saving considerable labour in pumping
and carrying water, a good supply of which is most essential.

The vat, or the vessel in which the milk is put, is fixed on a

wooden frame, with a contrivance for tilting to assist in running
off the whey. It has also a gauge for registering the milk ; the

morning's and evening's milk are mixed together, and raised to a

temperature of 80° Fahr., by heating a portion of the evening's

milk in a boiler of hot water. About 5 drachms of Hansen's
rennet is added to 11 gallons of milk, which coagulates it very

regularly in an hour, much more so than when the veils were
used, and the rennet made daily, by steeping a small portion of

veil overnight in water for use in the morning ; and Mrs.
Gibbons thinks the milk yields a larger amount of curd with
this rennet. When the milk is coagulated, the curd is cut dia-

gonally with a large knife, and left until the whey begins to

separate, when the scoop-breaker is used, gently moving it at

first through the curd, great care being taken not to bruise the

curd, so that it may net lose the fatty matter which it would do
if broken roughly ; the motion is gradually increased until the

whole is very finely broken. Some of the whey is then drawn
off and heated, and when near boiling is poured into the whole,

which raises the temperature up to 90^, stirring at the same
time to prevent the curd packing, and to heat it regularly. This,

to use the local term, is the first scald ; and after about 10
minutes the same is repeated, and the temperature raised to

about 100° Fahr. Mrs. Gibbons prefers raising the heat at

twice and heating the whey, to applying the heat underneath
the tub ; the whole is still kept stirred until the curd becomes
more tenacious, offering quite a resistance when placed between
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the teeth, no perceptible acidity taking place in the whey. After

standing for some time, varying from half an hour to an hour,

the time being ruled very much by the season of the year and
the temperature of the atmosphere, the curd is collected in the

centre of the tub by a circular action of the breaker, and the

whey drawn off by a syphon and conveyed down an open tin

spout, which is easily cleaned, into cisterns and left for one day,

the top skimmed off and made into butter, and the refuse pumped
direct into the piggeries. The curd is cut into squares of 6 or

8 inches, of an inch thick, and laid up to drain, being occasion-

ally turned, and it is in this stage that the acidity is allowed to

take place. There seems no means of testing the proper time

to arrest the fermentation by adding the salt ; it would greatly

assist cheese-makers if some simple test could be applied, instead

of it resting entirely with the experience of the cheese-maker's

taste and smell. The curd is ground through a curd-mill before

being salted, at the rate of 1 lb. of salt to 56 lbs. of curd, and,

after being well mixed, is spread thinly over a lead cooler. It has

to be turned several times, pure air being allowed to pass over

it ; when sufficiently cool, that is, at 60^ to 65°, it is pressed

under iron lever-presses to expel all the whey. The third day it

is taken into the curing-room to ripen for market, a man putting

on the bandages and turning it daily. Mr. Gibbons has a con-

trivance for turning a number of cheeses at once. There is a

frame made of stout planks, with sufficient space for the cheese

to go between, and a back hollowed to fit each cheese, to prevent

its slipping through when turned over. The frame is fixed on
two axles, and a windlass attached, which enables a man to

turn 30 or 40 cheeses at once with comparative ease. The cheeses

vary in weight from 40 lbs. to 112 lbs., and are covered with

stout calico.

The dairy on the First-Prize Farm in Class 4 is managed
by Mrs. Long, who strongly believes in the maxim that you
cannot get any one to serve you as well as you can serve your-

self. Although this farm is in Wiltshire, the cheese is made on
the Gloucester system, both thick and thin cheese, or Single and
Double Gloucester, being made. The manufacture is much the

same in both, except that the thick cheese is made richer. The
cows are brought up for milking into yards, and the milk is

carried direct to the dairy. The evening's milk is placed in a

tub into a cooler to facilitate its keeping sweet, a current

of air through the dairy assisting to cool it. The cream is

taken off the evening's milk during the early part of the year

and made into butter, which meets with a ready sale in the

Chippenham Market and surrounding neighbourhood, the price

of butter varying from li'. to is. a pound. Butter-making involves
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a large amount of labour. I saw Mr. Long watching the trial of

churns at the Bristol Show with very considerable interest. The
use of the butter-working machine exhibited there would mate-

rially Assist Mrs. Long. The price of Gloucester cheese will

not compare favourably with that of the Cheddar, but Mrs.

Long makes a large quantity of butter, and thinks it an equi-

valent. The milk is set together in the morning at 80°, and
left an hour to coagulate, when it is broken and the heat raised

to 100° by the aid of a small steam-boiler, which Mr. Long has

had fixed under his own superintendence, with a good deal of

mechanical skill, and which is well suited for the purpose.

The surplus steam in cold weather is utilised for warming
the cheese-room. The whey is heated to nearly 100°, the

curd being constantly stirred while being heated, and the whey
afterwards drawn off for butter-making and pig-feeding. The
curd, after the whey is drawn off", is ground, and salted at the

rate of 1 lb. of salt to 56 lbs. of curd, that is for the thick cheese
;

the thin cheese is salted under press by rubbing the salt over

the outside every morning when the cheeses are turned. The
whole of the dairy department is excellently managed, and is

most creditable to Mrs. Long.

The dairy management on Hill House Farm, the Second-

Prize Farm in Class 4, will compare very favourably with
any in Somersetshire, and any practical cheese-maker having
the privilege of seeing Mrs. Hoddinott's daily management would
derive pleasure and profit therefrom, and would find in Mrs.

Hoddinott a lady who is not only courteous and communicative
but eminently practical. Though not having the best accommo-
dation, she produces the best results, as the many prizes her

cheeses have gained fully testify. The dairy is detached from the

house a considerable distance from the cow-sheds, and the curing-

rooms are some distance from the dairy, all these disadvantages

involving extra labour. The curing-rooms have been adapted

from loose boxes to their present purpose. Some of the best

cheeses we saw were made on this farm. The round tub is

used, similar in construction to those already described, and hav-
ing a gauge for registering the quantity of milk. The rennet is

added in a fixed proportion ; in fact, the whole process is carried

on by strict rules. The liquid rennet is used, and is spoken
highly of; the dried veils seem quite a thing of the past. The
quantity of rennet used is next in importance to the quantity of

salt, as too much renders the cheese tough and unpalatable,

affecting the flavour ; and too little causes considerable loss, by
not separating all the caseine or cheese from the milk. The heat

of the milk before the rennet is added varies slightly according

to the season, being 82° in early spring and autumn, and 80° irt
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summer. When the milk has coagulated, the curd is broken, not

very finely, with the ordinary breaker slowly and carefully, great

pains being taken not to get the whey white. When sufficiently

broken the heat of the whey is raised to 100° in spring, and in

summer to about 98° Fahr. The whey is kept stirred for some
time, and the curd not allowed to pack very rapidly. When the

curd is collected the whey is drawn off and the curd lifted into

a drainer and laid moderately thick, the heat being kept up. It

remains entirely with the cheese-makers to say when it is ready

for grinding and salting ; this knowledge, at present, can only

be obtained by experience. The curd is ground once, not very

finely, and salted, at the rate of 1 lb. of salt to 56 lbs. of curd
;

when salted, it is laid out to cool and often turned over. Mrs.

Hoddinott being very particular not to vat the curd too hot, it

is sometimes 10 o'clock at night before it is vatted and put under

press, and has to be watched and turned during this time. The
cheese remains under press for three days, when it is moved
into the curing-room, and bandaged and turned daily by a man.

In writing this Report, I have endeavoured to be as accurate

as possible ; but having had only a limited time in the dairy of

each farm, I have depended pretty much on the information

given by the cheese-makers. I must take this opportunity of

thanking them for the frank way in which they described their

method of cheese-making. In the neighbourhood in which I live,

there is a certain amount of reticence amongst the makers of the

best cheese in imparting information ; but the cheese-makers in

Somersetshire all seemed only too willing to impart or gain

knowledge. In manufacturing milk into cheese a thorough

change takes place, milk being so easily spoilt and so sensitive

to atmospheric changes
;

consequently the Cheddar cheese-

makers, although so much alike in their management, do not

all produce the same results. I should recommend any one
wishing to adopt the Cheddar system to endeavour to get per-

mission to see the cheese-making process in this district, from
its commencement to its finish.

(Signed) Thomas F. Jackson.
Thomas Willis, Jun.

Frederic Beard.
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III.

—

Report of the Senior Steicard of Live Stock at Bristol.

By J, ShUTTLEWORTH, of Ilartsholmc, Hall, Lincoln.

At the termination of a four years' service, the Steward of Live
Stock, having held the important position of Senior, is expected

to write a short address as a preface to the more technical

Report on the animals exhibited which is written by an official

reporter—this year by Mr. Caird, son of the well-known agricul-

tural statistician.

After an almost unbroken succession of Shows extending over

a period of forty years, there is still sufficient variety in the

Society's Country Meetings to justify the continuance of the old

custom. The Bristol Meeting was certainly not wanting in

this respect ; and whether we consider the position of the Show-
yard, the state of the weather, the anti([ue city, or the reception

of the Society, much might be found by a ready writer to " point

a moral and adorn a tale."

The Showyard, situated on Durdham Downs, an expanse of

greensward on the top of the tall cliffs which border the winding
river Avon, was an admirable Showyard when reached ; and the

means of getting there were alone sufficient to arrest the atten-

tion of any thoughtful visitor. Tramway and railway stations

had both been brought, by circuitous routes it is true, very near

the Showyard, although it was at an elevation of several hundred
feet above the heart of the city, about two miles distant.

Bristol, although much modernised of late years, still retains

many interesting marks of its medieval importance ; and its

citizens, although more famous for ploughing the sea than the

land, gave a most hearty welcome to the tillers of the soil. The
weather was everything that could be desired, sufficiently dry

and not too hot, the perfection of comfort for man and beast.

The great feature of the Meeting was the visit of the Prince

of Wales, the President Elect of the Society, on that occasion.

Nine years had elapsed since His Royal Highness last visited

an Exhibition of the Society, namely, when he was President at the

Manchester Meeting in 186'J. The citizens of Bristol thoroughly

appreciated the honour thus conferred upon them, and were ex-

uberant in the manifestations of their loyalty, which were limited

only by the comparative shortness of time which His Royal
Highness could devote to his visit to the city and the Show.

Although it is tolerably well known, it may not be amiss to

repeat the often-told fact that the Prince of Wales takes an active

interest in farming pursuits, and those who saw for the first time

the critical way in which he examined his own sheep, as well as

those which had either beaten them or been beaten by them,
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must have thoroughly understood this at Bristol, if they never
did before.

The traditional " men from Bristol citv, who took a ship and
went to sea," are represented in these davs bj a guild, called
" The Society of ^lerchant \ enturers." These gentlemen fol-

lowed the example of the Mayor and of the Local Committee in

entertaining the Council and Officers of the Society at a sump-
tuous banquet ; and thus for three successive evenings were the

labours of the day brought to a harmonious close.

It is said that every medal has its reverse, and unfortunately

the Bristol Meeting affords another illustration of the truth of

this dictum. Two accidents, one of which was fatal, occurred

to grooms during the week. The first happened on the judging

day to probably the most experienced Show - going servant

in the whole Exhibition. If any stranger had asked who was
the most knowing, the most handy, the most useful man in

the Yard to attend and show-off animals for exhibition, every

officer of the Society, and probably most other people whose
opinion was reliable, would at once have said " Lord Elles-

mere's Dan for as Dan, and nothing else, he was familiarly

known, and yet that man was killed by a kick from one of his

Lordship's fillies in the judging ring.

The other accident was the result of skylarking out of the

ring by two young lads on ponies. They took the opportunity

of retiring from the parade-ground to their stables to get up
an impromptu race, much to the danger of the public. The
result was that they cannoned against each other, and one of the

lads paid the penalty of his disregard of instructions in the form
of a broken leg.

The mention of these lamentable occurrences suggests the

performance of a duty w hich is expected of the senior Steward,

and that is, to give his colleagues on the Council the result of

his obsenations and reflections on the rules and regulations

w hich have been in force during his four years' term of office,

with a view to their improvement in the future. It is not

always desirable that the suggestions of the senior Steward
should be published, at any rate until they have been considered

in Council ; but on this occasion I feel that the few remarks I

have to make ought to be carefully digested by every exhibitor

of live stock at the Shows of the Royal Agricultural Society.

The rules of the Society relating to the live-stock depart-

ment of the Country Meetings appear to have been drawn up
originally with the view that the exhibitors would co-operate

with the Stewards in making the Show attractive to the public.

Of late years, as the Exhibitions have grown in magnitude, the

Stewards have found it increasingly difficult to induce exhi-
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bitors, or rather their servants, to perform their part of the con-

tract after the judging day ; in other words, at the time of

parade the servants in charge of animals are often absent, and,

if present, they too frequently disregard the instructions given

them. Thus, at Bristol, as many as twenty or more of the

Society's yardmen might have been seen leading animals into

the ring at one time, in the absence of the exhibitors' servants
;

and several of those servants who did attend, did not, after

leaving the ring, return at once to their stables or their shedding,

in accordance with their instructions. It seems to me clear that

the Council will be compelled to make the exhibitors responsible

for the actions of their servants in the Showyard. I once heard

Lord Chesham, during a discussion at the Council on disqualifi-

cation for unfair shearing, make this statement : " The first time

I showed a sheep I was disqualified for unfair shearing. I said

to my shepherd, ' The next time this happens, you go,' and
I have never been disqualified since." This seems to me to

point to the true solution of the difficulty.

It now only remains for me to take leave of my brother

Stewards and the officers of the Society, and to express the hope
that, arduous as the duties of Steward may be while they last,

they will be accompanied to them by as many pleasant associ-

ations as I have met with during my four years' term of office.

IV.

—

Report on the Exhibition of Live Stock at Bristol. By
James H. Caied, Esq., Northbrook, Micheldever, Hants.

An interesting, beautiful, and ancient city like Bristol, the centre

of a large and varied agricultural district, was well chosen
for the Royal Show of 1878. Cool and for the most part fine

weather rendered the Showyard a pleasant resort, to say nothing

of the magnificent display of live stock and implements. The
visit of the Prince of VVales added another inducement ; and the

feeling of loyalty, always strong in the Western district, drew
large crowds on Friday to the heights of Durdham Downs.
Of the arrangement of the Showyard I need not say more

than that it was excellent ; and I have to thank the Judges for

their courtesy in giving me information when they were in the

midst of their arduous duties.

The Show, I take it, was one of the best for general excellence

that the Society has ever held
;
and, though the attendance in

larger cities with more thickly populated country around has

been greater, I think, considering all things, Bristol and its

neighbourhood did its best to make the Meeting a success.
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Horses.

In Class 1, for Agricultural Stallions foaled in the year 1876,

the Earl of Ellesmere's " Young Prince of the Isle," a big,

powerful bav horse, carried off the first prize. JNIr. Frederic

Street was second with " Grand Duke," an iron-grev, perhaps a

little short in the ribs. The third prize was secured by the

Earl of Ellesmere's " \ oung Drayman," a compact little horse.

There were twentv-one entries in this class, but though the com-
petition was a long one, nothing very nearly approached the

winners.

The Agricultural Stallions foaled before Jan. 1, 1876, were
an excellent class, and many of them were carefully examined
before the decision of the Judges was made known. Mr.
Stephen Davis was first with a grand five-year-old roan,
" General." Mr. G. Herbert Morrell took second honours

with " King of the ^ ale," a blue roan, with good trotting action.

The third prize went to the Earl of Ellesmere, for " Pride of

the Shires," and the reserve number to James Hibbard, Sen.,

for " The Sultan," a bright bay, with white face. " Young
Champion," belonging to the Stand Stud Company, a noble old

chestnut horse, frequently successful in former times, would
probably have taken a place, but that he went slightlv lame.

Class 3, for Clydesdale Stallions foaled in the year 1876, only

produced four competitors. Mr. R. Loder's " Scotland Yet," a

large-boned horse, was selected first. The Duke of Beaufort, K.G.,

was second with "Prince Charlie;" and " Waverley," the pro-

perty of Mr. Yincent P. Calraady, was reserved and commended.
Mr. James Firth Crowther, in the Clydesdale Aged Stallion

Class, repeated his triumph at Liverpool with " Topsman," a

dark chestnut, with white feet ; he is a strong compact horse,

with splendid action. The Duke of Beaufort, K.G., was second

with " Paragon Tom," a large heavy horse, almost too much
so for a Clydesdale. The third prize was secured by " The
Baronet," a three-year-old bay, for Messrs. E. and A. Stanford.

Lord Fitzhardinge's " Prince of Clydesdale " (reserve) might

have been placed higher had he been a better mover. It is

worthy of remark that the first and second horses in this class

were bred by Mr. George Wilson, of Aberdeenshire.

There were only two entries for Suffolk Stallions foaled in

the year 1876. Mr. William Byford's " Reliance " took the

prize. " Farmer's Glory, ' belonging to Mr. William Wilson,

was the reserve number and highly commended.
The entry for Aged Suffolk Stallions was not much better than

that in the previous class. Of five, only three put in an appear-

ance. Mr. Horace Wolton s great chestnut horse, " Royalty,"
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was first. Mr. George E. Elliot's " Iron Duke " was second,

and Mr. William Byford's " Enterprise '' was reserved and
commended.
To continue the draught-horses I must pass on to Class 11,

comprising Agricultural Mares other than Clydesdale or Suffolk.

Here Mr. Lawrence Drew's " Countess " was unmistakably first.

She is a brown mare, five years old, in foal to the celebrated
" Prince of Wales ;"' well put together, and a good mover.

Number two was " Dainty, ' belonging to the Earl of Ellesmere,

a ten-year-old mare, in very high condition. !Mr. W. Wynn's
"Queen of Trumps " was third, and Mr. James Hibbard, Jun.'s
" Diamond " was reserved and highly commended.

Mr. R. Loder headed the list for Clydesdale Mares with
" Jean," in-foal to " Scotland Yet, " the prize winner in the Two-
year-old Clydesdale Stallion Class. ^Ir. Loder was also suc-

cessful with " Dandy," she securing third place for him. Mr.
Christopher W. Wilson's " Mrs. ^luir " was second. Mr.
Loder's " Jess," reserve number and highly commended ; and
Mr. Lawrence Drew's " Young Rosie " commended. Mr. Loder's

three mares, and the second-prize animal also, were bred in

the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright.

There were only four entries for Suffolk Mares, the breed not

being strongly represented in this or in the Stallion Classes.

The prize animal, however, " Belle of the Ball," belonging to

the Duke of Hamilton, did credit to her county ; her head, small

and well set on, a powerful shoulder, and great girth being her

salient features. "Duchess of ]Newbourn," ^Ir. Horace Wolton's
mare, the second-prize taker, was also a good specimen. JNIr.

William Byford's " Doughty," a good goer, was reserved and
commended.

After a verv long conference, the Judges gave the first prize

in the Agricultural Filly Class (including Clydesdale and
Suffolk) to Mr. Lawrence Drew's brown filly, by " Topsman."
The public were evidently against this decision, but the filly,

though a little undersized at present, has splendid legs and feet,

and looks as if she would grow into a great mare. The second

prize went to Mr. Thomas H. Miller, for " Princess Dagmar,"
a very compact bay, with good shoulders. The Earl of

Ellesmere's " Empress " was third. She is a light chestnut,

a little long in the leg. Mr. William Byford's chestnut filly by
" Hercules," a very strong-looking animal, was reserved and
highly commended. It was during this long judgment that

one of Lord Ellesmere's men was fatallv kicked by his charge.

The next class, for Agricultural Fillies, three years old, was
a small but good one. There were two absentees out of the

eight entries. " Miss Linton " secured the first prize for
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the Earl of Ellesmere. A fine large mare, " Countess," belong-

ing to Mr. Joseph Hennessy, a local exhibitor, was placed

second, and Mr. Lawrence Drew was third, with a brown
fillv. Mrs. Mary Pearce's " Diamond " was reserved and his
commended.

This class ends the exhibition of the Agricultural Horses, an
exhibition that all farmers must take great interest in, as the

horse is the most important animal used on the farm. Xo
doubt of late years steam-cultiyation has lessened the weight on
his shoulders, but a good useful cart-horse is still essential to

the agriculturist. On the whole, the display of draught-horses

showed good quality. The Judges did not complete their

labours till late in the afternoon, long after most of their col-

leagues in the other classes had finished, which was an evident

proof that out of a generally superior lot, they had a hard task

to decide on the winners. The following is their Report :

—

Class 1.

—

Agricultural Stallion foaled in the year 1876, not qualified to

compete as Clydesdale or Suffollc.—The first prize in this class was awarded
to a fine powerful bay colt, owned by Lord Ellesmere, named "Young Prince

of the Isles," he was bred by ^li. Fyson of Somersham, St. Ives, his sire

being " Pride of the Isles." He is a grand colt, with a wide thick back and
loins, very deep in his ribs, a fine round barrel, an excellent mover, with a

good shaped head and firm legs with good feet.

The second-prize horse was a very useful iron-grey, owned by Mr. F. Street,

Somersham (who has been instrumental in the formation of the English Cart-

horse Association), with big legs and feet, be was hardly in so good a condi-

tion as he might have been, but at some future day will take a more prominent

position in the Show ring.

The third-prize horse is a capital brown, with big limbs and fall of hair, aliW)

owned by Lord Ellesmere ; he is well formed and will make a good horse at

more mature age.

The competition in this class was good, there having been no less than
twenty-one entries.

Class 2. Agricultural Stallion foaled lefore January 1st, 1876, not

qiPiUfied to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk.—The first prize in this class

was awarded to a big heavy red roan horse, owned by Mr. Davis, of Woolashill

in the county of ^^'orceste^, bred by himself; he has tremendous muscle and
big flat legs with extraordinary good feet, his back and loins are very thick,

shoulders massive, though well-formed, with big fore-arms, and sound thighs,

head large, masculine, but well shaped, action excellent for such a horse. He
is every inch a cart-horse, and will be of great service to the county he
represents.

The second horse is a weighty blue roan, four years old, owned by Mr.
Morrell, named " King of the Vale," in many points equal to the first, and,

had his feet been in better condition, we should scarcely have known to which
to award the coveted red ribbon.

The third-prize horse is a good-framed bay, owned by Lord Ellesmere, with a
good back, round barrel, limbs well set the outside of him ; he had rubbed the

hair from his fore-legs, which sjioiled his api^earance for the time being ; he has

taken several prizes, and will take more when in form.

This class was a very fine one, being represented by eighteen entries.

Class 11. Agricultural Mare in Fail or loith Foal at Foot, not qualified
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(• compete as dydesdjh or Sujoii.—This was a very grand class, representeil

by sixtem entries ; tke irst prize was deservedly wi)q by Mr. Liiwreace Drew
with A fcayman named " Ooiiatess ;'' although, shown by a Scotchman, she wa-s

bred in EEg!«Qd by Mr. tlawksworth, near Derby; she has splendid action,

is Tery deep in her chest, with boaatifal silky hair on her legs, head finely

set on, and alto^ther is a very splendid mare.

The aeoond-pcize maie; again owqsxL by Lard Ellesmere, was named " Dainty
she has taken a great many prizt^ and is a very massive, wide, powerfal

itnimal.

The third prize was awarded to i capital grey mare, owned by Mr. Willtaai

Wynn, Stiatford-<ia-Avoa ; she was raising a fijal which did not give Llt a
reasooable chance with the others; the Judges thocight it would b^ better if

maies in ibal were shewn sepwat^y from those having tbab by their side.

Class 18. Agricmlhtral Fitly iacl'tdimj Clifdesdah and Suf'jlk, T>eo Year's

old.—The Judges difi&zed very much in their opinion as to the merits ot" the

varioos breeds shown in tbLs class, as they represented the Clydesdale,

SaSslk. and Shire horse ; they bope the Cooncil will serioasly consider

the i»opnety of showing the distinct breeds separately and to select three

Jodges in all Oait-hocse Classes, one portion to jud^e Shire horses, another

Clydesdale, the rem^nnder Suttbtk. This would avoid a vast amocmt of

anpka^ntuess.
We very much regret that dnring the time this class was in the Ring one

of Lord EUesmere's men was killed by a kick from the third-prize mare.

Class 19. A'/ricnUural FiHtf indnding Ctylesdale and Sufulk, Three
Years old.—This was a splendid lot indeed ; Earl Ellesmere was once more to

the front with a splendid mare, bred by Mr. J. Linton of Westwick Hall,

GaralMijge^ that will one dty prove a valuable investmaat to her owner, as
she is sure to add lustre to the stud she represents. We thought this the
best class in the yard.

The sc-ojn l-prize aBinral was owned by Mr. Joseph Hennery, Clifton, Bristol,

bred by himself; she is a capital fitly, and will again be heard of amongst
the winners.

The third prize was awarded to Mr. Drew for a bro'.vn mare, breeder
unknown.
The reserve number in this class was given to Mrs. Pearce of Dyers Farm,

near Bristol, for a very nice level mare, bred by the exhibitor.

The Clydesdale classes were as well represented in respect of both number
and quality as eould be esp«:ted at a Show held so far south. Several of the
eshilats ai^eaied to disadvantage from not being in bhowyard-eonditioo, but
the animalii stibinit':ed to inspection included some first-class specimens ot the
breed, anMK^ which may be particularised the aged stallioa and mare which
were ;^aeed first in their respective classes.

Clas 3.—^The first-prize horse, a bright bay, was not in Showyard-coa-
dition, but his krge bone, excellent feet and pasterns, and good action, entitleil

him to the first place. The second prize wiis awarded to a brown horse of less

sabsfeanee than the first-prize one.

CtAss 4. The first-prize horse in this class was a massive dark chestnut, nine
yean old, of immense substance and splendid action, which far outstripped
ereryone of his competitors. The second-prize hoise was eleven years old, and
had good hair, fair bone^ and moderate action. The third prize was awardeil
to a fair hwse three years old.

Class 12. The first animal in this class was a very gi-and mare, which was
not in Skowyard-condition, bnt her extraordinary bone, excellent feet and
pastems, and c^tal action fully entitled her to her place. The second-prize
mare has a large frame, bat she is too old-looking to appear to advantage in a
Show-ring. The five-year-old mare, which was placed third, has true Clrdes-

VOL. XY.—S. S. E
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dale character, but she was rather deficient in substance. The commended mare
has also in a high degree the leading characteristics of a true Clydesdale, but
she was in low condition, owing probably to the fact that she was nursing a
foal (a filly), which ajipeared an extremely promising youngster.

The Suffolk breed were on the whole poorly represented, in consequence of

the Show being so far from its home.
Class 5.—The first prize in this class was awarded to a very good horse.

Class 6.—The first-prize animal is of the true Suffolk stamp, and the second-

prize one is a very fair animal.

Class 13.—Suffolk mares were not well represented, those brought under
inspection not being possessed of the trae Suffolk character.

Andrew Montgomery.
Thomas Plowright, Jun.
Arthur William Ceisp,

Bepoi-t on Thoroughbred Horses, Hunters, Hackneys, and Ponies.

Class 7.—The action, quality, and character of the majority of the horses

entered in this class were eminently satisfactory.

The winner of the first prize was, in the opinion of the majority of the Judges,

a horse of a higher class than is commonly exhibited in a Showyard, and
admirably adapted from his quality, power, and fine action, to produce weight-

carrying hunters and hacks of the highest class.

The other winners and the reserve numbers, in this class, were also unusually

good specimens of sires suitable for getting hunters
;
and, amongst the numbers

of unmentioned stallions, there were many that came up to the ordinary standard

of prize stallions.

Class 8 contained horses of exceptional merit. Nevertheless, the character

of the class was very uneven. Many of the stallions entered were of a non-

descript class, and it would be a difiicult task to determine what class of animal
many of them would be likely to get.

Class 9.—The winners, again, redeemed the quality and general character

of this class, which, as a whole, was a weak one.

Class 10.—In this class the third prize was awarded to a yearling. This

incident must assuredly be a .sufiicient proof of its weakness.

Class 14 was an unmistakably strong one. Tlie winners of the prizes were

mares of considerable merit, and the foals at their feet were especially promising.

Class 15.—All the mares exhibited, with the exception of the winner of

the first prize, were of a verj^ inferior class.

Class 16.—The animals in this class were wholly devoid of merit.

Class 17 was much better than the preceding one, the takers of the prizes

being very fair representatives of their class.

Class 18, though weak in numbers, was satisractory in point of merit,

several of the animals shown giving promise of high futiue excellence.

Class 21 was very good and uniform, and was the strongest class at this

Exhibition.

Class 22.—The entries were very numerous ; and though, considered as a

whole, this class was a good one with but few exceptions, the horses were not

of sufficiently high class to meet the requirements of the hunting-field at the

present day.

Class 23 contained several horses whose quality and character were of a

high order.

Class 24.—Though some of the horses exhibited in this class were .not

eiiual to the weight set fortli in the conditions, the majority were fair specimens

of the weight-carrying hunter.
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CiiASS 25.—The entries were numerous ; but the percentage of superior

animals was smaller tban it should have been.

Class 26.—A weak class, both in regard to quality and numbers.
Class 27 was fairly good and even throughout— the first-prize ix)ny pos-

sessing exceptional merit.

Class 28.—Though containing no animal of more than average merit, this

class was a fairly good one throughout.

SemarJcs on the Exhihition of Horses in general., dc, and Suggestions

in regard to the Entry of Stallions.

There was no want of the useful or second-class animal manifested at this

Exhibition; but, in the majority of the classes alluded to above, there was a

great want of quality and action.

Formation does not appe"ar so difficult to attain as quality and action ; and

until the general character of the horses exhibited shall be considerably raised

ia these particulars, the objects of the Society, in ofl'eriug the liberal prizes

they have annually done for the promotion of breeding high-class horses,

cannot be said to have been attained.

The Judges have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the excellence of

the arrangements in the Show-ring, as well as to the courtesy and efficiency

of all the officials in attendance upon them.

It may be further desirable that some allusion should be made to a protest

that the Judges are informed was entered with reference to the award of the

first prize in Class 7, on the ground rf unsoundness.

Whether the horse in question is sound or unsound, the Judges do not feel

warranted in recording an opinion. Nevertheless, as the horse exhibited no

symptoms of lameness during the usual trial in the Ring, to which he was
subjected, they deemed it unnecessary to consult the Veterinary Inspector in

attendance, in regard to the horse's soundness.

(*). The Judges, verj^ reasonably, feel reluctant to offer any suggestions

with reference to any matter of detail in connection with the regulations of the

Society. Notwithstanding, they consider that the present instance warrants their

making the suggestion that all entries in the Stallion Classes shall, for the

future, be accompanied by a certificate, from a Member of the Royal College of

Veterinary Surgeons, of soundness—given within one calendar month of the

date of entry.

(*). Their reasons for suggesting this alteration in regard to the Stallion

Classes only are that the trial to which a stallion can, under the most favour-

able circumstances, be subjected, is necessarily very limited in extent ; and
that it is very possible that any slight unsoundness might not be detected by
them.

DiGBY Collins.

T. Pain.
Thomas Paeeington.

Duncombe Park Estate Office,

Helmslt-y, near York,

Dear Sir, 12th September, 1878.

I have signed the Rejiort, but I entirely disagree with the part I have
marked thus (*).

I know from experience that horses have been sent for exhibition at the

Agricultural Hall, with certificates of soundness from Members of the Itoyal

Veterinary Colleje, that were notoriously unsound.
With regard to " Preakness," the winner at Bristol, he has coarse bony

E 2
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hocks ; it would be no difBcult matter to get ten members of the Royal
Veterinary College to swear he was sound, and ten more to swear the contrary.

* If * *

I am, dear Sir, yours very truly,

Thomas Parrisgton.
H. M. Jenkins, Esq.

Shoethokns.

The Judges of the Shorthorn cattle communicated to me
their remarks on the noteworthy animals in their classes in

the Showground, so I give them nearly verbatim. In Class 29,

Bull above three years old, the Earl of Ellesmere's " Attractive

Lord " was first ;
" a grand massive beast, with great style and

majestic carriage, a wonderful barrel, and short legs ; he is a

little short of hair." Mr, William Linton's " Sir Arthur Ingram "

took second place (he was first at Liverpool last year) ;
" a grand

old bull, has been exhibited very often ; it would be wise in his

owner to withdraw him from Showyards." " General Fusee,"

belonging to Mr. Thomas Hardwick Bland, took third place
;

fourth, Mr. Jabez Cruse, " Oxford Duke 10th ;" reserve number
and highly commended, Mr. W. Handley's " Royal Irwin

;"

Mr. A. H. Browne's " Pioneer," Mr. J. Vicker's " Duke of Howl
John," and Mr. J. S. Bull's " Gallant Gay," were highly com-
mended. " The whole class, excepting prize animals and those

commended, was a middling one."

Bulls above two and not exceeding three years old were " a

very modest class." " Kalamazoo," the property of Mr. W.
Tennant, secured first place, and was second in the yearling class

last year at Liverpool ; he is a red and white bull, sired by " Sir

Arthur Ingram," but " does not show sufficient masculine charac-

ter." Mr. R. Stratton's " Pearl Diver " was second. Mr. John
Elwell's " Bainesse Windsor," third. The Stand Stud Com-
pany's " Favourite " was fourth ; the reserve and highly com-
mended " Huntley " belonged to Mr. George Gibbons.

Mr. Thomas Willis, junior's, "Vice Admiral," a roan, with

good outline, was first among the yearling bulls ; he is rather

short of hair, and " his horns show delicacy of constitution, and
lack of masculine character." Colonel R. Loyd-Lindsay, V.C.,

M.P., was second, with a nice-looking roan bull, " Churchill."

Colonel R. Nigel F. Kingscote, C.B., M.P., took third place

with " Cowslip Boy." Fourth, the Duke of Northumberland's
" Lord Mayor." Reserve number and highly commended, " Lord

St. Vincent," belonging to Mr. W. Handley. This was " a

middling class, some useful animals, nothing leading."

Among the Bull-calves, Mr. Samuel T. Tregaskis's "Master-
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man " was put first by the Judges after a rather long compe-

tition. " There was some little criticism as to the award ; many
preferring Mr. Kennard's white Bull-calf; the prize animal was

sold the first day to go to Australia." The second prize was given

to the Rev. Robert Bruce Kennard's " Prince Victor," a charming-

looking pure white little calf, much admired by the public.

Third, Mr. A. Garfit's " Scothern Butterfly 2nd." Fourth prize,

Mr. T. W ilson's " Oxonian." Reserve number and highly com-
mended, Mr. R. Stratton's " Autumnus." " Beyond the prize

and commended animals, there was nothing worthy of remark."

In Class 33, the first of the Cow Classes, for cows above three

years old, Lord Fitzhardinge's " Rugia Niblett " came to the

front ; she is a red cow, " a little wanting in character, showing
slight coarseness, rather an old style of Shorthorn." The second-

prize animal was " Moonshine," belonging to Mr. Thomas
Atkinson ; this was an attractive cow, " with very nice top, neat,

and full of character, but not so massive as the winner of the

first honours." The third place was awarded to Messrs. William
Hosken and Son's " Carnation 4th ;" the fourth to Mr. T. H.
Hutchinson's " Grateful." Reserve number and highly com-
mended, Mr. Benjamin St. John Ackers' " Princess Georgie."

Highly commended, Lord Fitzhardinge, for " Minstrel 4th."

" Beyond the prize animals, this was a weak class."

The Class for Heifers in-milk or in-calf produced a fine lot

of animals
;
according to the Judges " the best class they have

seen." Mr. Richard Alarsh's " Diana," a handsome roan, gene-

rally admired, with a very level back and good touch, was first.

She seemed a very good example of what a Shorthorn heifer

should be. " She was the best in the Heifer Class, had a

beautiful barrel, and would have been female champion had
there been such a prize : she keeps her place well from last

year." Number two, " The Lady," belonging to the Earl of

Ellesmere, was another fine specimen of a Shorthorn heifer.

Mr. James Slee Bult's " Bertha 3rd " took third prize, and
"Blooming Bridesmaid " secured the fourth for the Stand Stud
Company. The reserve number and highly commended was
Mr. George Ashby Ashby's " Innocence ;" highly commended,
Mr. Benjamin St. John Ackers' " Lady Carew 2nd." The com-
mendetl heifer, " Red Rose of Virginia " " appeared to be hardly
in Showyard trim.''

In the Yearling Heifer Class " there were a good many
absentees, and no leading animals." "Jemima 4th," the pro-

perty of Mr. Albert Brassey, was " a massive heifer, but had not
quite the style of the winner in the previous class ; she is

common coloured, but has good form." Colonel R. N. F. Kings-
cote, C.B., M.P., secured second place with "Honey 6Uth ;" her
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liind legs are not very good." The third and fourth prizes were
awarded to the Duke of Northumberland's " Ladj Jane," and
Mrs. Sarah Jane Perj's " Lady Violet."

In the Heifer Calf Class " Lord Fitzhardinge came to the

front with a splendid animal," " Kirklevington Empress 3rd she

is a roan, light in colour behind, with beautiful hair and style ;

" she has a valuable pedigree, and was probably the best bred

among the female classes." " Rose of Oxford 3rd,"' belonging
to Messrs. VV. Hosken and Son, was second ;

" she is a soft roan,

and looked as if she would improve, but has one horn cropping
up rather, and is a little steer-like about the head." " Melody,"
who came third, has the advantage of a good sire, " Attractive

Lord," first at the Bath and West of England Show : she belongs

to the Earl of Ellesmere. Fourth prize, Mr. A. Garfit's " Blanche
Rosette 4th ;" and reserve number and highly commended, the

Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire's " Lady Agnes," a nice-looking

heifer, with good colour and long silky coat. There were several

other exhibits mentioned by the Judges, and they called the

whole " a strong good class."

Class 37, cow, and not less than two of her offspring. The
Judges thought this " a very interesting class and worthy of

support, but there were several absentees, and some were short

of numbers." Colonel R. Loyd-Lindsay, V.C., M.P., came first

with "Burlesque," and her descendants, "a very even-looking

lot ; it appears from the entries that she never bred a bull."

Mr. Joseph Stratton's " May Rose 2nd " included a very good-

looking bull ; and " Rosette," the first of her offspring, was
exactly like her mother, and appeared to be a great milker.

Mr. T. H. Miller's " family " came third.

Meport of tlie Judges of Shorthorns at Bristol.

The ShortLorn entries inimbered some 145 ;
manj', however, were absent,

(letriictin?; veiy much from the appearance of the standings. The animals of

.such well-known breeders as the Marquis of Exeter, Lady Pigot, Mr. George
Game, and some others, were among the absentees. The competition in most
of the classes was large, the cow class being the cxcejjtion. Tliere were

some very prime specimens of this popular biecd of cattle, but, as a whole,

the show of Shorthorns cannot be said to come up to the usual l!oj"al standard.

We api)end particulars of each class:

—

Class 29.—This was a large class; there was no difficuHy in awarding its

first, second, and third prizes. No. 3G0, to which the first prize was awarded,

was an animal of considerable merit, and full of bloom ; while the second jirize,

although a first-class animal, was suggestive of autumn leaves; his Showyard
career is surely almost at an end ; the same may be said of several others in

this class.

Class 30.—This was a moderate class, nothing of a leading character.

^Tany of the animals showed great uncvenness; particularly noticeable iu this

rcsixct were one or two white ones.

Class 31.
—

'J'his was also a moderate class. No. 31)5, the first prize was
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beautifully got up, he has a good outline but showed a little delicacy. The
second- and third-prixe animals were of excellent quality, the latter will

doubtless improve in his fore-quarters as he grows older.

Class 32.—Although this was a large class and contained many useful

animals, vet, beyond those to which the j'rizes were awarded, there was
nothing to call for especial remark. The first-prize calf has better sprung ribs,

more flesh, and is a truer made animal, than the second-prize, wiiich, although
shown in the finest trim, lacks the same depth of desh ; his tail too is not so well

I>at on, something mi:;ht also be said about his nose. We had no hesitation

in making these awards.

Class 33.—This was a small and moderate class, by no means up to the
mark for a Koyal Show ; the first-prize cow took by very far the lead.

Class 34.—There were eleven entries in this class, and to show our appre-
ciation of it seven were noticed. The first- and second-prize animals were
especially good, the former reminding us of the gems of the late Mr. Kichaid
Booth in his ixUmiest days.

Class 35.—The entries in this class numbered twenty-three, six of which,
however, were absent ; eleven out of the remaining seventeen were noticed,

a fact sUiisestive of our appreciation of the class.

Class 3»j.
—

'1 here were also twenty-three entries in this class, eighteen of
which appeared in the ring, ten receiving notice. The first j^ize was a gem

;

if fortune favours her she will adorn future Showyards. Many of the yoimgsters
in this class promise well.

Class 37.—There was not that competition in this interesting class we
could wish to have seen ; we conader it one well worthy the encouragement
of the Society. A family group will test the merits of a herd. The prize

animals in this class were well worthy of their distiocticm.

In conclusion, we have the satisfaction of adding, that after due and carefiil

attention to the merits of the various animals thought before us, all our
decisions were unanimously arrive.i at. Our best thanks are due to the
steward of our department for the business-like arrangements he made for

placing the animal^ in the ring.

Chables Howabd.
JoHS Lynx.
Geokge Manx.

Hjeeefobds,

There were onlv three entries for the Old Ball Class, and the

owners of the prize-winners took the same position as last vear

at Liverpool, though Mr. Taylor won on this occasion with
another animal. His bull, '* Thoughtful," first in the three-vear-

old class last vear, was a grand beast, with great depth and very

good hind-quarters. Mr. Thomas Thomas s *' Horace 2nd," the

same that took second place at Liverpool, looked a more massive
bull than his conqueror in this class. Messrs. J. Lewis and
Edwin Powell n era successful with " Telescope," who in his

breeder's hands took second in the vounger class at Liverpool

;

he has a great dewlap, but seemed not quite so good behind the

shoulders as he might be. In the female classes the pair of

heifers under three-vears-old. belonging to Mrs. Sarah Edwards,
were very much admiretl. " Leonora was a splendid animal, in

great condition, with short legs, enormous barrel, and level top

;
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she was specially led out for the inspection of the Prince of

Wales. Mr. John Morris's yearling heifer " Empress " bad great

size for her age.

The Judges report as follows :

—

Class 38.—Two shown. No. 496, first prize ; a bull of good qnality, with

a lot of substance about him, and shown in good worl\ing condition. No. 497,

second prize ; a very fat bull, and not quite equal to his opponent as a breed-

ing animaL
Class 39.—Three shown. No. 502, first prize; a bull of considerable merit

and of nice quality. No. .501, second prize ; a useful bull, but stood badly oa
his hind legs ; would be more serviceable if not so fat. No. 499, third prize;

defective in his hind-quarters, and had not quality enough to be classed as a
first-rate animal.

Class 40.—Eight shown. No 508, fii-st prize ; a fine young bull, full of

good points, and he will doubtless be seen again in the Showyard. No. 504,

second prize; a very good young bull, rather too fat. No. 510, third prize;

a young bull of nice character, with considerable substance, and in all proba-
bility he will appear in public again.

Class 41.—Six shown. No. 516, first prize; a nice young bull, but in-

clined to be " tubby ;" should have plenty of exercise, and not too much
succulent food.

Class 42.—Three shown. No. 522, first prize ; a very fine old cow, full of

good points and quality, but rather too fat for a breeding animal. No. 521,
second prize ; a very large fine cow, more fleshy than her rival, and likely to

breed leeir/hing animals.

Class 43.—Four shown. No. 528, first prize ; a remarlsably fine heifer,

good all over, probably the best animal in the Hereford classes. No. 527,
second prize ; a beautiful heifer, but could only be placed second to such a rival.

No. 531, third prize; rather too patchy.

Class 44.—Five shown. No. 541, first prize; a very nice young animal;
will be seen again at I'uture Meetings. No. 532, second prize ; a good heifer,

but not quite equal in character to her rival as a breedituj animal.

Class 45.—Nine shown. No. 552, a very nice heifer, that will appear

again as a sliow animal. No. 546, also a nice heifer that ran the first-prize

one very hard, but had to give way in point of quality. No. 551, third prize ;

a smart heifer and well-grown for her age.

John Walkek.
G. W. Baker.
John Crane.

Devons.

Not being far from the home of this breed, it might naturally

have been imagined that there would be a good muster at Bristol ;

however, though the quality was good, and the prize-winners

made a beautiful appearance on parad'", the classes were by no
means full. Viscount Falmouth's "Sirloin" was first in the old

class ; he has a great girth and level top, and was lirst last year

among the younger bulls. Mr. Walter Farthing's " Royal Aston"
showed beautiful quality in the class under three years. The
bull-calves were a very excellent lot. Mr. Walter Farthing's

exliibits were preeminent among the cow classes ; he was first

and second out of a very good lot of old cows. " Prettyfacc
"
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is lightish in colour, with a great barrel ; she appeared to be

heavy in-calt. " Picotee" has a sweet expression. The heifer-

calves were a very even-looking and attractive class.

The following is the Report of the Judges of Devon and

Sussex cattle :

—

It being wished that we should write a Eeport of the Cattle we have judged,

we beg to state that the Devons shown are very fine specimens of the breed
;

some of the first-prize animals are really wonders, and they certainly do very

great credit to the breeders and exhibitors. We would, however, suggest

that the breeders of Devous should not lose sight of size, so as not (if possible)

to allow the animals to get smaller.

With reference to the Sussex beasts, we consider that they are much im-
proved, especially the female animals; but we should much like to find in

them a little more quality and greater mellowness of touch.

Thomas Pope.

Henry Overman,
JOSIAH PlTCHEB.

Sussex.

There were some good animals of this breed, that so nearly

resembles the Devon, but the entries were few in number.
Messrs. E. and A. Stanford's old bull " Dorchester " had only

another bull, belonging to the same owners, to compete with

;

he had great length and short legs, was light in colour, with a

darkish face. Mr. James Brady's " Bouncer " is a great cow ; and
his yearling heifer " Rival," a dark-coloured one, showed well.

LONGHORNS.

It is a pity there were not more entries of this breed of cattle,

which certainly have a grand and picturesque appearance,

with great size. " Conqueror 3rd," belonging to the Duke of

Buckingham, took first place, which makes the third time he has
been in that coveted position at the Royal Shows ; he is an
enormous animal, with immense girth, and showed good quality.

The second bull, " Prince Victor," did not fall much below the

first in general features, some people in fact seemed to think he
was the better of the two. A cow with the curious name of
" Calke " took first prize in the class for cows, in-calf or in-milk,

for Mr. R. Hall ; her long even horns, bending down on either

side of her face, nearly met over her nose.

The following is the Report of the Judges of Longhorns and
Dairy Cattle :

—

Class 63 contained only three entries, but they were all grand specimens
of this old-fashioned breed, and possessed qualities which would do honour to

any class of cattle.

There was tome difference of opinion amongst the Judges as to the award
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in this class, the majority of them preferring the old bull Xo. 645, considcr-

iug him to have better quality of flesh and better sides than the fine active^

bull No. 646, which has a beautiful brindle colour, and won the second

prize.

No. 644, reserve and highly commended, had good flesh and masculine

character, but was not quite level in his back.

In Ci-ASS 64 the two bulls exhibited were well worthy of the prizes.

Class 65 contained only one cow, a fine si^ecimen of the breed, of the much
coveted brindle colour.

Class 66 contained two fine heifers, the first prize, No. 652, being bigger

for her age than the other.

Tiie number of Longhorns exhibited would have been larger but for the

unfortunate circumstance that several of the best cattle of this breed were
detained in quarantine on their return from Paris.

Daikt Cattle.

Class 74 contained five pairs of cows, all Shorthorns pure or crossed.

The pair of roan cows. No. 740, had good frame and quality, and large

bags. They looked like good milkers, but one had a coarsely-formed udder.

The pair of cows, No. 746, would have been placed second, but one had not
so good an ndder.

Class 75 was not so good as might have been e-xpected.

Class 76 contained two pairs of nice Shorthorn heifers and a pair of

Jerseys. None of them were forward enough in calf to show fully their milking
properties. The Judges consider that the}' should have in their Catalogues

the date of the last calving of the dairy-cows, as this is an important aid in

deciding niion their milking capabilities.

William T. Cakrington.
John Dexchfield.
E. H. Chapman.

The Dairy Cattle competing for the prizes offered by the Bristol

Local Committee did not muster strongly, but there were some
good-looking animals among them. The first prize for a pair of

cows in-milk, over four years old, was secured by Mr. Richard
Stratton, who showed a good matching pair of Shorthorn roan

cows, with grand backs, and mild-looking heads , one of the cows
had a badly-formed udder, but was apparently a large milker.

Mr. J. R. Keen took second prize, and Mr. Frederick Harvey
third, both with Shorthorns. For the cows under four years old,

Sir Philip Miles, Bart., took first prize, and Mr. John Yalland

second. This class did not altogether meet with the approbation

of the Judges. There were three good entries of heifers in-calf

under three years old, but it was diflficult tojudge of their milking

properties from their appearance. Mr. R. Stratton was first

with a nice pair of pedigree-looking heifers of the Shorthorn

breed. Mr. John Yalland was second, also with a pair of

attractive Shorthorn heifers ; and Mr. John Cardus had the

reserve number awarded for a pair of Jerseys.
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Chanxel Islands.

The Judges of the Jersey and Guernsey breeds of cattle hare
made such a full report, that it is unnecessary for me to add
anything to it,

Jersey axd Gitebsset.

The total nnmber of entries was eighty-three, whilst the average of the

preceding seven years was fifty-six.

In the Jersey Classes the entries were fifty-six
;
hut, out of this number,

sixteen animals failed to come before us in the Show-ring. If, in the absence
of these sixteen entries—ten of them being Mr. George Simpson's, of Wray
Park—the competition was less keen, yet there was evidence, on the whole, of

progressive improvement in the breed, and some of the animals showed marked
superiority in this respect.

An increasing interest is now shown, not only at the Royal, but also at the

principal county Shows in England, in this particular breed of animals, pos-

sessing, as they do, not only beauty and docility, but the richest and best

milk-producing capacities.

In the year 1876 the Judges, in reporting upon the classes, wrote as

follows :
—" No less than thirty-three heifers, in-milk or in-calf, under three

years old, were entered ; and when it is considered that these specimens, vary-

ing from sixteen months to two years and seven months of age, were competing
against each other, it will be easy to understand that a certain degree of

difficulty exists in determining how the prizes are to be awarded. In this case

a young heifer, twelve months old, without development of udder, might be
brought before the Judges by the side of a powerful three-year-old in full milk,

which might have given binh to two calves, and have no good claim to the

distinction of heifer. How then, in fairness to the merits of each cow, can
they compete in the same class? For this reason, therefore, and in consider-

ation of the position which this class has attained numerically, the Judges
deem it their duty to point out for the consideration of the Council the advisa-

bility of dividing tor the future the heretofore existing heiler class into two
distinct classes—viz., heifers in-milk or in-calf above two years and not ex-

ceeding three years old, heifers above one year and not exceeding two years

old." Again, in the Report last year (1877), the Judges concluded as lol-

lows :—"The Jersey animal is by no means a n.eat-making animal, but
esj/ecially a milk-producing breed ; it is of the highest importance that the
milk properties shall be developed as early as possible, hence we take the
liberty of reconmiending the introduction of three additional classes for young
stock—viz., bull above six months and not exceeding twelve months old

;

heifer in-milk or in-calf, above one and not exceeding two years old ; heifer

in-calf, above six months and not exceeding twelve months cid."

We feel it necessary to again call the attention of the Council to the recom^
mendations given above, with which we cordially agree ; and we desire to add
that, on the present occasion, we were quite imable to satisfy ourselves as to
the order of merit of the various heifers brought into the Ring, consisting as
they did of heifers fourteen months old, without development of udder, and
cows just nn.ikr three years old, in fall profit. Under the.^e conditions we
could scarcely be expected to satisfy either the exhibitors or the public.

Class 67. Jersey Bulls above Two Tears old.—Ten animals were entered,
but two were absent. This class was of average merit. No. 657, first prize,
" Saint Brelade " (three years and two months), bred in the Island, and shown
by Mr. Cecil Beniadino Dixon, was an anin al of tnie character. No. 064, the

second jfrize, " Gii«y Lad " (two years and four months), bred and exhibited by
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Mr. Herbert Addington Rigg, was a lengthy bull of good quality and colour

;

and the like may be said of No. G63, third prize, " Grey King" (two years and
one month), bred and exhibited by Mr. William Alexander. No. 658, reserve
number (thi-ee years and four months), was bred by Mr. William J. Beadei,
and shown by Mr. John Cardus.

Class 68. Jersey Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.—
Eight animals were entered, but two were absent. Though small in number,
the quality of this class was good. No. 666, first prize, "Lord Montague"
(one year and eight months), was bred by the exhibitor, the Earl of Egmont.
No. 667, second prize, " Ranger" (one year and eight months), was bred by the
exhibitor, JMr. Findlater Crang. No. 665, third prize, " Emperor" (one year
and four months), was bred by the exhibitor, Lord Chesham. This animal
showed a deal of quality ; his horns, however, were plain and too straight ; he
was also at a disadvantage in respect to age, otherwise he might have obtained
higher honours. No. 672, reserve number and highly commended, " Tommy "

(one year and three mouths), was bred in the Island by the exhibitor, Mr.
William Alexander. This animal possessed many fine points; he may be
said to be very talking in general appearance, but on close inspection his

crumpled horns showed that they had been too closely scraped; and he had,
what is considered a fatal objection to many breeders, a white tongue.

Class 69. Jersey Cows above Thi-ee Years old.—Eighteen animals were
entered, but five were absent. The animals comprised in this class were very
good. No. 687, first prize, " Duchess " (five years and four months), bred by
Mr. Robert Gosling and exhibited by Mr. Thomas Barker Miller, is of a silver-

grey colour, beautiful in form, and, what is all-important in a dairy-cow,
showed rich and capacious milking qualities. No. 674, second prize, " Hap-
liazard " (four years and two months), bred by Mr. Walter Gilbey, exhibited

by Lord Chesham, may be classed as a very good animal ; and the same praise

as to her extraordinary milking qualities may be bestowed ujion her as upon
" Duchess" (first prize). No. 675, third prize, "Laura" (four years and ten

months), bred and exhibited by Lord Chesham. No. 682, reserve number
and highly commended, " Beauty " (four years and eight months), bred and
exhibited by Mr. William Hood Walrond. No. 684, highly commended,
"Brunette" (three years and two months), bred and exhibited by Mr. Cecil

Bei nardino Dixon. No. 685, highly commended, " Grisette " (four years and
one month), bred in the Island by Mr. C. Vibert, also exhibited by Mr. C. B.

Dixon. No. 688, highly commended, " Darling " (four years and three weeks),
bred by Mr. W. J. Beadei, exhibited by Mr. Herbert Addington Rigg. No.
()89, highly commended, "Flat" (over three years), bred in the Island by
Mr. John Birch, exhibited by Mr. 11. A. Rigg.
The above five cows, which we highly commended, showed fineness of

breeding and unusual richness in milk-producing points. No. 683, "Beauty"
(four years and one month), bred and exhibited by Lord I'oltimore, would
possibly have taken honours had she been shown with less meat and fat upon
her, the latter a fault which should be carefully avoided where nylking
qualities are required, more especially iu the breed under notice.

Class 70. Jersey Heifers not exceeding Three Years old.—Twenty animals
were entered, but eight were absent. Several good animals were to be found
in this class, and the number exhibited was double that of last year at Liver-

pool, but did not compare with the previous year at Birmingham, when the

entries numbered thirty- three.

No. 706, first prize, " Fancy " (one year and five months), bred and exhibited

by Mr. James Odanis. This heifer (silver-grey in colour) was far advanced
in calf, and had appearances pointing to the development of a great yield,

rich in quality; in the liing slie certainly showed herself to be as near per-

fection, iu all the necciisary injinls, as could be expected.
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No. 692, second prize, "Laurel" (one year and two months), bred and ex-

hibited by Lord Chesham, silver-jirey in colour; this heifer may be said t) be

well-bred and promising. No. 707, third prize, " Beauty " (one year and ten

months), bred and exhibited by jfr. Thomas Barker Miller, a rather dark

fawn; this heifer also apppeared to be well-bred and promising; being close

to her time for calving, a good report can be recorded of her lulder, which

gave great promise, and she will doubtless prove an excellent milker.

No. 693, reserve number and highly commended, " Pattii " (one year and six

months), bred and exhibited by Lord Chesham ; an animal with good looks

and quality.

No. 699, highly commended " Hawthorn " (one year and seven months), bred

and exhibited by Lord Poltimore. This heifer had the misfortune to come
before us in too meaty and fat a condition, otherwise she would most likely

have taken higher honours.

No. 703, highly commended, " Queen of the Vale " (two years and seven

months), bred and exhibited by Mr. George Digby Wingfield Bigby.

In the Guernsey Classes the entries were twenty-seven, as against one
animal only which put in an appearance at Liverpool last year.

The animals selected for honours in the following classes showed themselves

to possess a type and qualification peculiar to this breed
;
they are in size

much larger than the Jerseys, and carry more meat on their frames. In the

catalogue the animals are described as red and white, yellow and white, and
fawn and white ; to more correctly define the colour we should call them
red and white, and red.

Class 71. Guernsty Bulls above One Tear old.—Five were entered, and all

came into the Ring; only two prizes were offered, but after the first, second,

and reserve numbers were selected, we found the two remaining animals so

good that we considered them worthy of being highly commended.
No. 714, first prize, "Prince Charlie" (two j'ears and five months), bred

and exhibited by Mr. Piobert N. G. Barker.

No. 712, second prize "The Count" (one year and six months), bred and
exhibited by Mr. William Hood W'alrond.

No. 716, reserve number, highly commended, " Chieftain " (one year and ten

months), bred in the Island by the exhibitor, Mr. James James. No. 713,
highly commended, " Duke (one year and six months), bred and exhibited by
Mr. William Hood Walrond. No. 715, highly commended, " Cloth of Gold
6th" (four years), bred on the Island by Mr. de Putron, and exhibited by the
I'ev. Joshua Kundle Watson.
Class 72. Gnemmj Cows above Three Tears old.—Twelve w^ere entered,

and eleven came into the Ring.

No. 719, first prize, " Young Nancy" (three years and nine months), bred
and exhibited by Mr. Robert N. G. Barker.

No. 724, second prize " Miranda" (four years and seven months), bred and
exhibited by the Rev. J. R. Watson.

No. 721, reserve number and highly commended, " Sylvia No. 2 " (four

years), bred and exhibited hy the Rev, J. R. Watson.
No. 725, highly commended, "Juno" (three years and three months), bred

in the Island by Mr. Davy, and exhibited by the llev. J. R. Watson. No. 717,
commended ; this cow, vmnamed in the Catalogue, was bred in the Island by
Mr. Orgier, and exhibited by Mr. Herbert S. Woodstock.

No. 737, commended, " Gipsy " (four years and eleven months), bred in the

Island by Mr. James James, and exhibited by him.
Class 73. Guernsey Heiftrs ia-Milk or in-Calf, not exceeding Three Tears

eld.—Ten animals were entered, but only six came into the Ring.

No. 730, first prize, " Dolly " (two years), bred and exhibited by Mr.
Robert N. G. Barker.
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No. 731, second prize, " Lady Jane" (two years and six months}, also bred

and exhibited by Mr. Hobert N. G. Barker.

No. 732, reserve number and highly commended, " Crocus " (two years and
ten months), also bred and exhibited by Mr. Robert N. G. Barker.

No. 734, commended, " Nelly " (two years and ten months), bred in the

Island by Mr. Waldron, and exhibited by the Kev. J. R. Watson.
Before concluding this Report, we think it desirable to mention that a

meeting of the breeders of Jersey cattle was hehl in the Showyard durinp; the

Exhibition at Bristol, for the purpose of establishing a Herd Rook for Jersey

Cattle bred in England." The meeting was well attended, and, alter a fair

discussion, it was resolved to ask breeders to lecord the breeding and j5e(iigrees

of their animals, and a sum of 2001. was at once subscribed for the purpose of

printing and publishing these particulars, as a first volume of a ' Herd Book.'

This meeting, as well as the increased entries at the Show (which were nearly

fifty per cent, above the average of the last seven years), clearly indicated

the increased nitmber of animals that are being bred, and the interest that is

being taken in them, especially for dairy purjioses. This is the more notice-

able in the neighbourhood of large cities; and we are firmly of opinion that

when the Society's Show is held near the large southern cities, the classes for

this breed should be increased, and a larger amount of money in prizes

offered.

Walter Gilbky.

C. Stephexsox.

Welsh Black.

This picturesque-looking breed took a very prominent posi-

tion in the Yard, and there were some animals of great merit

among them. Mr. Charles Salusbury INIainwaring took the first

prize for bulls over two years, with " Taihirion," an immense
bull, very powerful about the neck and shoulders, and good all

over. Earl Cawdor's " Prince of Wales " was second ; he was
first last year at Liverpool. The third-prize animal, Mr. David
Davies' " Young Robin Dhu " may take a higher position on
some future occasion, as he was very little more than two years

old at the time of the Show. The class for young bulls was
not quite so good as the preceding one. Mr William James's
" Nigger Boy," the first prize, is a fine specimen, rather small,

with straight horns, and curly hair on the head and neck. Tiie

old cow class was very much admired by the Judges and by the

public. Mr. J. C. Best's " Welsh Duchess," a handsome old cow,

with great depth, and a little white about the udder, was placed

first after a close competition. Mr. J. Walters' " Favourite

"

was second, and Mr. J. C. Best's "Black Queen" third. This
was such an even class that it was diflficult to distinguish the

prize animals. Mr. Walter Jenkins's " Nell " came to the front

very decidedly among the heifers in-calf or in-rnilk under three

years old. Earl Cawdor's " Kitty 6th " took second place.

Heifers under two years old : this was a good class ; Earl

Cawdor's " Leonora," the first-prize animal, was very handsome,
with a glossy coat and delicate touch ; she has a streak of white
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along the belly. Mr. R. Humphrey's " Black Queen 2nd " was
second, and Mrs. Lattice Williams' " Myfanw " third.

The Judges report as follows :

—

We are pleased to note a marked improvement in these classes since last

year's Show.
Class 77.—The eight bulls shown (one entry being absent) over two years

old were a good lot. Last year's winner, having grown coarse at the shoulder,

was beaten by " Taihirion," a thoioush Welshman, with no bad point. The
third-prize bull, just over two years old, is very promising.

Class 78. The bulls under two years old were hardly so good a class. Of
ten entries the five named were decidedly the best, without any particular merit

calling for remark beyond the excellence of the first-prize bull.

Class 79. Cows were a ma;j;nificent lot, the nine entered being all good

specimens. We had great difficulty in awarding the honours.

Class 80. Heifers between Two und Three Years old.—Tbe first-prize taker

is a heifer of extraordinary merit
;
nothing better was shown. The class being

uneven, the prizes were easily placed.

Class 81. Heifers under Two Years old.—Some of these had grown to

such a size that we doubted the ages given, which, however, were verified by
the Ins[5ector, proving what early generous treatment will achieve. All the

prize-takers in this class have great merit.

Notwithstanding the creditable exhibits of Welsh Blacks both at Liverpool

and Bristol, we do not consider a fair criterion can thereby be formed of the

value of the breed to Wales generally, or of the estimation in which it is held

by Midland Counties graziers and West End butchers. Prizes offered bj' the

Eoyal Agricultural Society will do much towards developing this useful breed,

a ' Herd Book ' of which has lately been established.

John Williams.
John Evaks.

Sheep.

The show of sheep was on the whole a very good one, and all

the important English breeds were well represented. The Devon
Long-woolled, the Dartmoor, and the Exmoor sheep must have

appeared as novelties to many visitors to the Exhibition, as

they are seldom seen away from their particular districts.

Leicestees.

Mr. T. H. Hutchinson showed the first-prize shearling ram,
an animal with good wool and large frame. Mr. Hutchinson
was first also in the aged class, with a ram of great size and
rare quality, in high condition. Mr. Hebden Borton was second
in the same class with a fine old ram, very level, with good fore-

quarters. Mr. George Turner, Jun., was first and second, for

the pen of five shearling ewes, with two good even-looking
well-bred lots of sheep. Mr. William Brown's third-prize pen
was rather open in the wool.

The Leicesters exhibited at Bristol were, taken as a whole, of only moderate
quality ; but the prize sheep in each class were excc[)tions to this remark,
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as we have seldom seen so good a one as the two-shear belonging to Mr.
Hutchinson. The race between the first- and fecond-prize shearlings was
well Contested, being only won by a "neck." Mr. Turner's first- and second-

prize shearling ewes showed great character and good breeding.

Mr. Brown's had good fleeces and fat backs, but did not show quite such

good breeding as Mr. Turner's.

John S. Jordan.
William Sanday.

COTSWOLDS.

A champion prize, offered bj the Gloucestershire Agricultural

Society for the best ram of this breed, was awarded to Mr.
Russell Swanwick for the six-tooth ram No. 871, the first in its

class. This was a great ram, with level back and full frame.

Mr. Swanwick also took third prize in this class, Mr. Thomas
Brown being second. In the shearling ram class there were
a good many entries. No. 845, Mr. John Gillett's first-prize

ram, was a fine-looking animal, with massive fore-quarters and
good back. Mr. Russell Swanwick was second and third for two
sheep in great condition. Mr. John Gillett was first and third

for the shearling ewes, and Messrs. T. and S. G. Gillett second
;

these pens did not appear to be quite so even as they might have

been, but the wool seemed to be of fine quality.

The twenty-six shearling rams in Class 85 made a good entry as to num-
bers, but were not quite uj) to the usual standard with regard to quality.

In Class 86 there were eight entries, three of which were absent. No. 871
was a very good specimen of a Cotswold ram, being of good quality, though
rather deficient in wool.

The six. entries in Class 87 call for no special remark.

W. T. Garne.
Thomas Fortek.

LiNCOLNS.

Mr. H. Smith was first in the Shearling Ram Class with a

very compact sheep. Mr. A. Garfit took second place. In the

Aged Rams, Mr. H. Smith was again successful, showing
" Hermit," the winner at Liverpool, in the same class. This
sheep is a little deficient in wool, but has a great carcass and a

fine straight back. The Lincolns, as a whole, looked very well,

but the Judges made some remarks to me about shearing, and I

see they have embodied them in their Report.

The number of pens shown in this section was good in tlie Shearling, but
Jiraited to four pens in the .^ged I'am, and four in the Shearling Ewe classes.

Mr. H. Smith maintained the high jiosition he has lately taken, as he
carried otl the first jjrize in both the ram classes. His aged sheep, bred by
Mr. Tom Casswc^ll, of Pointon, is a remarkably fine specimen of a Lincoln

;

but we do not consider that, taken as a whole, tiie average of excellence of the

sheep shown is equal to that of some former years. We think it worthy of

remark by Lincolnshire sheep-breeders that, out of the nine ])rizes given by
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the Society to Lincoln sliecp, five were awarded to gentlemen residing outside

the county of Lincoln.

We take this opportunity of expressing a doubt as to the wisdom of the

course taken in abolishing the olBce of Inspector of Shearing. It is a suffi-

cieatly ungrateful task for Judges to select prize animals from amo)i;;st the

fiocks of their friends and neighbours, without devolving upon them the onus

of making a charge of dishonesty against any of them, which a disqualification

for unfair shearing evidently implies. We fear that under the present sys-

tem, in most cases where unfair shearing is found. Judges will not have the

courage of their convictions, and the offender will escape the punishment he

merits.

Chari.es Williams.
WlIJilAM COLLIMGWOOD.

Oxfordshire Downs.

This very useful breed of farmers' sheep did itself full justice

at Bristol. There was a large entry of shearing rams, and
though but a small one of aged rams, it was composed of sheep

of very fine quality Mr. Charles Howard's first-prize shearling

ram had a perfect shape and beautiful head ; he looked like good
mutton, and was very close in the wool. Mr. Charles Hobbs's

ram took second place ; a well-bred sheep, with the wool quite

on to his head. The old rams were all splendid specimens. Mr.
John Treadwell was first and second, Mr. F. Street third, and
Mr, C. Hobbs highly commended. Mr. Treadwell's first,

" Royal Liverpool," was a great and very well-made sheep, with

immense girth, and the second was little inferior. Mr. Frederic

Street's sheep, as the Judges say, was worthy of a third prize.

Mr. Albert Brassey's pen [No. 947) was the winner in the

Shearling Ew^e Class
;

they were very uniform in character,

with dark faces and good size. Mr. Treadwell's were also a

good pen.

The Judges have reported as follows :

—

Class 91, for Shearling Oxford Down Eams, was well represented as to

numbers, there being an entry of twenty-three. The first-prize sheep, No. 918,
was a very true-formed sheep of good size and quality, and covered with
good flesh, and of good character. No. 915, the second-prize sheep, was also

of good character and formation, and promises to be a good srjee[) another
year.

Class 92, for Eams of any age. There were only four entries, all good
;

indeed, so good that we strongly recommended the three prizes to be given.
Tliis was a superior class of grand character, and did the most to uphold the
character of this superior breed of sheep.

Class 93, for Shearling Ewes. I'here were six entries, of good general
character. The first- and second-prize pens were very large heavy sheep.

The first-prize pen vvcre the most matching lot.

R. J. Newton.
G. UlTClIMAN.

VOL. XV.—S. S. F
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SouthDOWNS.

Lord Walsingham was a large exhibitor, and the chief prize-

taker, in the well-represented classes of this breed : he took first

and second place in the shearlings with a couple of nice level

rams. Mr. Hugh Gorringe was third, with a good-looking

animal, light in the face. Several exhibitors were commended
and highly commended : and even after that there were some
excellent rams left, of which no notice could be taken. In the

Old Ram Class, Lord Walsingham carried all before him, the

three prizes falling to him for a beautiful trio, the first one
apparently perfect, showing true colour, close wool, and choice

mutton. Lord Walsingham was first in the Shearling Ewes,
with a pen of splendid character and perfect match. Sir Nicholas

William Throckmorton, Bart^ was second ; and for third place

the Prince of Wales was successful with a very nice pen of ewes,

matching well, a little dark in the face. Taken altogether, the

show of Southdowns was an excellent one.

The following is the Report of the Judges of Southdown,
Hampshire Down and other Short-wool Sheep :

—

The Classes of SoutlKlown sheep mustered very strong. The Shearling

Rams were a very good class, many of surpassing excellence. In the old class

Lord Walsingham was invincible, showing three remarkably good specimens

of the Southdowns, the second in the class being of great size, with quality

combined. The shearling ewes produced a very close contest, the pens being

remarkably even, and well matched, and the Judges had some difiBculty in

awarding the prizes, the whole class being commended.
The Hampshire Downs did not mnster so strong, but some very good

animals were shown, Mr. Morrison easily taking first prize with his wonderful

shearling. The old ram class was faii ly represented. The shearling ewes were

exceedingly good. The first- and second-prize pens we considered first-clas.'!,

doing very great credit to Mr. Read.
jj pQQgj.g

F. Bddd.
F. M. Jonas.

Hampshire and other Short-wools.

These were chiefly Hampshire Downs, but the entry was not

a heavy one. Among the Shearling Rams, Mr. A. Morrison

was placed first, for a fine sheep of true type, with good girth

and long delicate ears. Mr. H. Lambert came second, and Mr.

J. Barton third with a large sheep. In the Old Ram Class,

Mr. Morrison again succeeded, showing a massive animal.

Mr. James Read had two beautiful pens of shearling ewes, good

in the girth, with dark faces. Mr. Frank R. M'^ore had a very

useful-looking pen of farmers' sheep.

Shropshirks.

The very large muster of Shropshire sheep shows the high

estimation in which tliis useful breed is held. The Judges
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have reported so fully that it is unnecessary for me to add any-

thing to their Report :

—

The Class of Slicarliii'^ Earns had sixty-oi)e entries. A large proportion of

tlifse were uniformly good, while there were none which the Judges could at

once fix upon as standing out f;ir beyond their fellows.

The Aged Kams, eighteen in number, were, with few exceptions, very

good. Captain Townson's is unmistakably at the head of this class, and does

great credit to a j''oung breeder of Shropshires.

The winners of the first prize for Shearling Ewes, Lord Ciicsham's, were

exceedingly good ; the second, Mr. C. Byrd's, were larger, but not so uniform
;

the third, Mr. Kock's, larger still, but still more varying in form, showing that

in Shropshires, as in other breeds, it is more easy to combine perfection

in form and quality with moderate than with extraordinary size ; but size

must be maintained. Some of the ewes in other pens were too small and light

of bone, wanting the characteristics of this breed, which are a bold head well

covered, a big neck, strong bony limbs, the indications of heavy lean flesh.

These qualities, combined with oblique shoulders and a spine well covered,

dark-brown features, and a close heavy fleece free from grey wool, are the attri-

butes we have looked for in awarding the prizes offered for Shropshire sheep.

The services of the Inspectors of Shearing were dispensed with on this

occasion, and we should have been glad to find that they were not necessary.

Jn their absence the Judges were requested to notice those animals which had
not been shorn bare after the 1st of April, one of the conditions of entr_y.

There were a few suspicious cases ; but one. No. 1081, admitted of no doubt.

We hope, for the credit of our fellow breeders of Shropshire, that there will

be no instance of this sort in future ; it is quite certain that such attempted
deception does not tend to success iu the Showyard.

1?. H. Masfen.
JOHX COXON.
C. RanDELL.

Devon Long-wools.

The muster was not strong here. Mr. Richard Corner's

shearling ram was a good one, very level, a little small, but

showing character. Sir J. H. Heathcoat-Amory, Bart., M.P.,

had a fine even pen of shearling ewes in high condition.

The following Report has been received from the Judges :

—

The Devon Long-wools were a fair average lot. The comiietitiou in the
Sliearling Ram Class was good. In the aged class the competition was not
strong iu numbers, but of equal quality. There were only two pens of shearling

ewes shown, each of which we thought well merited a prize.

Thomas Wiixis, Jun.
James Teemaine.

Somerset and Dorset Horned.

Mr. Herbert Farthing was the chief exhibitor and prize-taker

among the rams, and Mr. John Mayo was the owner of the two
pens of shearling ewes.

Dartmoors.

The chief characteristics of this rather uncommon breed are

heavy-looking wool and white faces. Mr. John London l^rem-

F 2
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ridge's first and second shearling rams showed good size, with
curlj wool. Mr. Roger Paliner's old ram was rather deficient
in girth, but had good close wool for the breed.

EXMOORS.

These most picturesque-looking sheep are admirably adapted
lor adorning a gentleman's park. Lord Poltimore's two shearling
rams, with their small size, curling horns, and white faces, had a
charming aj)pearance. Earl Fortescue had a fine old ram, with
good wool, beautiful eye, and immense horns. The pens of
shearling ewes were most attractive. Lord Poltimore's well-
matched lot drew a great deal of attention, and seemed to be
ahnost regarded as pets by the fair sex.

The Judges report on the three preceding breeds as follows :

—

The general character of tlie entries of Somerset aud Dorset IIoi'iis was very
i;ood, and we struui^ly i-ecomniended that a second prize should be awarded
to No. IIGG.

I here is a threat improvement in the breed of Dartujoors, especial attentioa
evidently having been paid to their wool-beariny;.
We cannot speak too highly of tlie whole of the classes of Exmoors.

William rooLE.

William Benj. Hebditcu.

Pigs.

The pigs on a farm are too apt to be left pretty much to

themselves. They get on fairly well without great care being
bestowed either on their feeding or breeding, so it is a good
thing for the farmer to be able to see what can be done by
enterprising people in the way of selection and management.
Pork is almost the sole animal food of the labouring class ; and
even the very useful annual statistical reports are insufficient to

show the numbers of swine that are every year converted into

meat, as there are a certain number of pigs born, too young to

be included in one report, that are probably eaten before the

next one is made up.

Large White Breed.—Except for the breeding-sows, the entries

were not very good. Messrs. James and F. Howard's young
boar had good coh)ur, fine hair, and great size for his age.

Mr. R. E. Duckoring's boar looked like one that would put on
flesh well. In the Old Boar Class the Earl of EUesint^re was
first with " Samson 2n«l," an enormous animal. Messrs. J. and
F. Howard's " Tiger 2nd " had long glossy hair and true colour.

The Earl of lillesmere showed a perfectly m.atching and well-

bred pen of three young breeding-sow pigs of the same litter.

The breeding-sows all were of good (juality. Mr. R. E. Duck-
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cring's prize animal was a mountain of flesh, with long fine coat,

perfect colour, and immense back.

Small Wliite Breed.—There were some very good specimens

of this breed. The Earl of Ellesmere had a very promising

young boar, and Mr. Sanders Spencer was successful in three

classes, his boar " Omega " being of great excellence.

Small Black Breed.—The breeding-sows of this breed were

all of very high quality. It must have been a difficult matter

for the Judges to pick out the best animal. The Rev. William
Hooper's " Gipsy Queen " was a splendid sow, with a great

show of hams and bacon.

The Berkshire Boars generally .were not very good ; the sows,

however, made a very fine exhibition, and were all commended
by the .Judges.

Among the pigs not eligible to compete in the preceding

classes, there were some gocxl animals. The Earl of Ellesmere's

breeding-sow " Kate Vaughan " had great size, and some of tlie

characteristics of the Small White breed as well.

Large White Breed.

Class 115. Four entries ; witli the exception of the first- and second-prize

animals, tlicy were of moderate qtiality.

Class 116. Five entries, and, like tlie otlier class, they were only ofraodcrafe

merit after selecting the first- and sccond-i>nzc animals.

Class 117. Five entries. This class was fairly well represented.

Class 118. Ten entries. This was a good cla.ss throii^hout, rather ahnve
(he average, some of the animals combined good quality with great size.

Small White Breed.

Class 119. Nine entries. There was good competition in this class, several

of the animals heing of great merit.

Class 120. Eight entries. This was also a good class.

Class 1'21. Three entries, and only of moderate (]uality.

Class 122. Eight entries. There were several good animals exhibited in

this class, but nothing special except the first- and second-prize animals,

which were very good.

Small Black Breed.

Class 123. Nine entries. This class was well represented, several good
specimens of the breed being amongst them.

Class 124. Four entries ; all good animals.

Class 125. Four entries, of average merit.

Class 12G. Eleven entries. This was a very superior class, four highly
commended, and the remainder of the class were commended.

BerJcsJiire Breed.

Class 127. Seventeen entries. This class was well filled but, with the
exception of the prize animals and two highly commended, were only of
moderate quality.

Class 128. Five entries. A very good class, all the animals either took
prizes or received commendation.

Class 129. Ten entries. This class was fairly well represented, but nothing
of any special merit.

(.'lass 130. Twenty-nine entries. This class was the great feature of the
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show of pi^s ; it contained probably the largest number, and the best animals

ever exhibited in 6ne class of pigs since the establishment of the Society
;

and notwithstanding their number, the Judges awarded two special commenda-
tions and nine high commendations, and the whole of the class was commended.
As may be supposed, the three animals that took the jirizes and the reserve

number were of very high order of merit.

Other Breeds, not eligible to compete in the other Classes.

Class 131. Four entries. Small class, but of fair average quality.

Class 132. Four entries. Some very good animals in this class.

Class 133. Seven entries. This class was of very moderate qiialitj'.

Class 13-4. Xine entries. There were several very good specimens of the

middle breed exhibited in this class, especially the prize animals, which were
unusually goofl.

We are glad to be able to report that the disqualificalions were much fewer

than on some previous occasions ; but several of the breeding-sows were so

over-fed as greatly to imperil their future usefulness.

John Fisher.

Edward Little,
Matthew Walker.

The Judges report w ell and fully of the exhibitions of cheese

and butter. The large number of entries proves that dairy

farmers appreciate the verdicts of the Royal Agricultural Society,

and there is no doubt that a general improvement in the manu-
facture of cheese and butter is necessary, to enable the British

producer to hold his own against the large importations from
abroad of both these articles.

Class 141. Fresh Bxitter.—In this department there were eighty entries

—

Xos. Ill to 191
;
nearly all were presented to the notice of the Judges.

There were no disqualifications ; all arrived in good condition save one lot,

which was injured in transit.

The general character of the fresh butter shows a manifest improvement
as regards flavour, firmness, purity, and appearance.

Indeed, the general excellence of the article imposed on the Judges a difficult

t£isk :—to award the jTizes when all tlie entries were good.

They minutely reviewed their decisions, and are satisfied they have done
their best, and have given a larger number of commendations than is usually

the practice. One deprecatory remark alone they feel it their duty to make,
i.e., some lots exhibited a higher colom- than is natural, and led to the suspicion

that artificial means had been used to produce it.

Class 142. t'aU Butter.—Thirty-four entries. Quality generally grod.

Two entries were much too salt, and one was too mild.

This butter bavins been made a month, showed the effect of heat more than
the fresh butter class, which has the advantage of being churned in cooler

weather.

Joseph Matthews.
WiLLLiM Title r.

There was a very good show in Classes 135 and 136, of cheese made in

1877. The quality generally was very good, and the condition, considering the

age of the cheese and the hot weather, was all that could be desired.

In Class 137 the conii>etition was great, and the quality and condition wire"

exwllent.

«
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Class 138.—The lots varied very much ; there were some very fine cheese,

but much of it was very middling, both in quality and make.

Class 139.—Many very creditable lots, but some that had better have been

kept away, jwssessing no merit whatever.

Class 140.—Some very good cheese, but the competition was not so keen

as in the other classes.

We are sorry to notice the absence of Wiltshire " Doubles," and think prizes

should have been oflered for this class of cheese. We also think it would

have been advisable to have made separate classes for white and coloured in

the two classes Nos. 137 and 138.

The show of cheese on the whole was very satisfactorj', and we feel that the

encouragement of the Society may well be bestowed on such an important

article of consumption, whenever the Meetings are held in a cheese-making

district.

James Hughes.
R. P. Edwards.

\.—Report on the Exhibition of Implements at Bristol. By
J. Hemsley, of Shelton, Newark, Senior Steward.

In following the usual custom of the retiring Steward, by writing

an Introduction to the Implement Report, I feel that it will be

quite unnecessary to occupy the space of the ' Journal ' at any
length, the Council having engaged a gentleman so able and
experienced as Mr. Coleman to write the General Report. I

wish, however, to express in this public manner the pleasure

I have had in serving my term of office, and to refer to the

agreeable associations with all the officials connected with

the Society. That pleasure will be better understood when I

call to their remembrance the cordial and liberal receptions we
met with on our visits to Taunton, Birmingham, Liverpool, and
Bristol, and the Stewards have particularly to thank those several

local Committees for their kindness. The duties of Stewards
are certainly rendered as light as they can be, considering the great

magnitude of our exhibitions ; and if any improvement has

been noticed in the general management of the implement
department, and if more carefulness has been observed in the

trials of implements and agricultural machinery during the past

few years, it is largely due to the indefatigable and untiring

exertions of the Secretary, and the able superintendence of the

Steward of general arrangements, and to those gentlemen who
have given their services as Judges.
The trials of agricultural implements during the last four

years have been confined to mowing, reaping, and sheaf-bind-

ing machines, with the usual disposal of siver medals. With
respect to the sheaf-binding machine, the highest honour of the

Society has been awarded to it with the sanction of the Stewards
after the late trials, although the Members of the Society
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probably might have felt more satisfaction if a less dangerous
material than wire had been used for tying.

It may possibly have been noticed that the Stewards lately

have insisted upon increased carefulness in the disposal of the

Society's silver medals for new implements, and that a much
fewer number are given away than formerly. This action has

been considered quite necessary ; and although complaints are

frequently made on that score, it must be admitted that if the

Society's practical Judges, with the assistance of so able a staff

of engineers, were to patronise with our medal an article which,

however alluring this year, might next year prove worse than

useless, the intention of the Society would be frustrated.

It may be thought that, after so long a term of office, some
suggestions might be made as to the future, but I will only make
two or three. Now that so many agricultural implements are

struck off the list for future trials, it would be advisable to give

any new selected machines which might be thought eligible for a

medal, a more lengthened and thorough trial at a suitable season

of the year than can be done in the week of the Exhibition,

before their merits are endorsed with the Society's approval
;

and by this means a much greater value would be attached to the

Society's silver medals than at present. I may add, that the

Stewards have recommended that a perfected new machine,

exhibited for the first time, may be eligible for a medal, although

the same machine, in an uncompleted form, may have been

exhibited at a previous show. It appears necessary that

there should be better arrangement in the Showground for the

exhibition of machinery in motion, as there seems to be an
increasing desire for such on the part of the manufacturer. The
general complaint is, that the Showyard is too large. To meet
this, there might be a much closer weeding out of those articles

not of a purely agricultural character from amongst those that

are so, and, if the former are admitted at all, they should be

placed in a part of the ground to be set apart for the purpose.

The time also appears to have arrived when a classification

of many of the most important agricultural implements and
machinery might be made. Visitors would thus be better -able

to find the particular class they wished to see, and there would
also be a better opportunity for comparison. 1 would also wish

to seethe Society's regulation as regards duplicates most strictly

enforced.

With these few remarks I make my bow, believing that there

is a larger legacy of increasing exertion left to my successors

than I inherited four years ago.
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VI.

—

Report on the Trials of Shcaf-Dindeis and Miscellaneous

Implements at the Bristol Meeting. By JoHN CoLEMAN, of

Riccall Hall, York.

SnEAF-BlNDERS.

It will be in the recollection of those who take an interest in

these machines, that the Judges at the Trials at Aigburth last

year did not consider that either of the three machines then

tried was sufficiently adapted for an English crop to justify the

award of the Gold Aledal. They, however, recommended, and

the Stewards confirmed, the award of a Silver Medal to Walter

A. Wood, and they highly commended the binding-mechanism

of F. D. Osborne and Co. At that trial, as reported on by the

late Mr. Jno. Hannam, only three inventions were presented,

and these all by Americans. In this country it is only quite

recently that attention has been directed to sheaf-binders,

probably five or six years would represent the age of the oldest

patents ; whereas on the other side of the Atlantic it is twenty-

two years ago that the first patent was taken out.

There is another reason why the Americans are so far ahead

of us in this matter. There, enterprise has been stimulated by
the greater certainty of the value of the prize that awaited the

successful inventor. Here, it is only recently that the increasing

difficulty as to labour has forced upon our conviction the

importance of the invention. Again, it may be that the natural

conditions of a riper crop, drier climate, and shorter straw, are

more favourable to this class of machinery. This, however, is a

subject for experience. English enterprise is now at work, and,

crude as have been some of the attempts, we cannot doubt that in

course of time we shall have machinery of our own, possibly more
suitable for our crops than the inventions of our neighbours.

In gauging the progress of inventions in this direction, it

must not be forgotten that the experimenter has very limited

opportunities of practically working his machinery. The har-

vest lasts but a short time—three or four weeks at most—and
then there must be a year s interval before the alterations which
this short experience may have suggested can be actually

tested. Consequently, it may be several years before practical

efficiency can be obtained.

To Mr. Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, New York, much
credit is due for having persevered with unflagging energy,

and at one time amid much that was discouraging, in perfecting

the various inventions combined in his machine.
Tlie first patent referred to above was taken out by Messrs.
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Watson and Renwick, examining solicitors in the United States

Patent Office, and though, as is often the case, the original

inventors did not make much of it themselves, it proved the

basis of all the present successful machines. It is one thing to

invent and another to successfully bring out an invention.

I am indebted to Mr. Wood himself for the following par-

ticulars.

From the date of this first attempt, up to about eleven years

since

—

i. e. the year 1867—numerous patents were granted by
the United States Government, but nothing actually workable
and that was worked was produced. In the year 1867
Mr. Wood commenced his experiments. In the two following

years field trials were carried out, and in 1870 he had four

machines out, two of which were sold. As far as Mr. Wood
knows, these were the first successful automatic grain-binders

ever made. I think it only fair to Mr. Wood to state that at

one period of his work the Company whom he represented were
not prepared to continue the experiments any further, probably
daunted by the large capital absorbed without any apparent

results. It was then that the progress and future of the inven-

tion hung in the balance, and depended on the unconquerable
determination of one man, who never hesitated, assumed the

whole responsibility, and now deservedly reaps the whole profits.

Those who know nothing of the years of weary thought, and the

thousands spent, may consider the machine far too costly at the

price charged, but let them pause before they form their judg-

ment, and hear what Mr. Wood says :

—

" Taking the expenses of the eleven years I have had this

machine in hand, which would include labour in the works and
field, material, patents purchased, travelling expenses and freight,

on account of testing the different experimental devices in the

field, they would foot up over ^150,000, and this is the third

year it has brought me in any profits. No other builder of

agricultural implements in our country gave the matter of an

automatic grain-binder serious thought, until after I had begun
to make a profit out of them. I do not think my competitors

would object to my saying this. The numerous patents granted

on grain-binders went to ingenious workmen without means to

carry on field experiments, which were absolutely necessary to

the bringing into use of a practical and successful machine. I

happened to have the means and sufficient ingenuity to accom-
plish this, and was the first to do it."

Such is Mr. Wood's unassuming statement of an enterprise

which has resulted up to the j)resent time in the sale of some-

where about 12,000 machines. In order to prevent any mis^

conception, I may mention that the fact of Mr. Lock's name
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appearing on the binder-arm is in accordance with a contract

entered into lor fifteen years. In 18G8 Mr. Lock, who has

certain patents involved in the machine, entered Mr. Wood's
employ, where he is still. The contract states that the name is

to appear on the principal distinguishing feature of the machine,

hence it is placed on the revolving arm. Neither that nor the

twisting-pinion, however, were his inventions.

I trust that these remarks will not be misconstrued as in any
way slighting to other inventors. Great credit is due to them

—

especially McCormick and Co., and F. D. Osborne—for the

energetic way in which they have followed up Mr. Wood's lead

in this important direction. As regards the former, some
details may prove interesting.

Our readers may be reminded that the head of the firm at

Chicago, Mr. Cyrus H. McCormick— still a hale, vigorous man
—is the same individual who exhibited a reaping machine in

our Exhibition of 1851. Mr. McCormick was present at the

Bristol trials, and has kindly furnished me with some facts as

to his connection with the Binding Machine, which promises to

render his name even more famous than it became in 1851.

It is four or five years ago that the manufacture of automatic

binders was first decided on at the Chicago manufactory of

C. H. and L. J. McCormick. And it was commenced after a

visit paid by Mr. Cyrus H. McCormick to Canada, in order to

witness the operation of a binding machine made by a Mr.
Gordon, then owned by a Canadian Company of which he

was a member, and which machine, whilst very imperfect

in its construction and operation, embraced the reciprocating

motion of the binder arm, which exists in the present

machine.

An agreement was entered into, with a view to having the

exclusive right to manufacture under their patents, and $20,000
were paid in advance, with certain other terms and conditions,

one of which was the production of the patents for inspection at

a certain stipulated time. In the meantime it was ascertained

that these patents were invalid, a Mr. Withington being proved
to be the original inventor of the reciprocating action, and
eventually he was paid a considerable sum for his part of the

invention found in the Gordon Machine, as well as for a

differential gear, which was the original, though not at all

arranged in the same way as the extremely clever and simple
mechanism for twisting and cutting the wire which is now
employed. Unless by those who had watched the progress of

the invention, it would be difficult to recognise in the admirable
machine of to-day the elements of Withington's patent. Change
after change has been made, and many patents have been taken
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out. The Litest improvements, which were matle bj Mr. Cyrus
H. McCormick himself, have adapted the machine to the require-

ments of English crops. In the year 18G6 this machine, then in

an experimental condition, was exhibited at the Philadelphia

Centennial Exhibition, and even during that meeting, a new
machine with several important improvements was substituted

for the one which was first sent. During that summer much
time was devoted to field trials, with such beneficial results that

the firm were enabled to sell over a thousand machines for use

in the harvest of 1877, fifty of them being sold in New
Zealand. So successful was the work done by those machines
that 800 machines have been sold in New Zealand for the last

harvest (1878). Up to the period of Mr. McCormick's corres-

pondence with me, the end of August, he estimates that over

6000 of the automatic binders have been sold by his firm in

the United States, and that they have given satisfaction.

Before describing the machines which were shown at Bristol,

a word or two as to the relative advantages of string or wire.

Formerly there was, and to some extent there is even now, a strong

feeling in England against wire, under an impression that it

would be difficult, if not impossible, to prevent portions of wire

passing through the threshing-machine, and eventually reaching

an animal's stomach, where they would undoubtedly cause very

disastrous effects. Mr. Wood's experience—who assures me
that he has never had a single complaint under this head

—

might be deemed a sufficient answer that this alarm is ground-

less ; but straw in the States, especially in the prairies and
Western districts, is not much used for food.

Mr. Scotson, the intelligent tenant at Aigburth, near Liver-

pool, where the trials were held last year, reported that with two

sets of nippers there would be no difficulty as to threshing

;

and he now assures me that no portions of wire remained with

the straw, and consequently no injury resulted to his stock.

It is evident, however, that great care must be exercised by those

who are employed to use the nippers ; and when no such pre-

cautions are taken, portions of wire will not only pass through

with the straw and eventually cause serious injury to farm-stock,

but it has been found in America, that the grain contains por-

tions of wire, and this to an extent which seriously injures the

miller's machinery, and reduces the value of the bran. The
following is from 'The St. Paul and Minneapolis Pioneer Press

'

of November 14, 1878.

At a meeting of the Minneapolis ilillcrs' Association, held yesterday morn-

ing, the damage resulting to mill macliinery from tlic use of wiic binders ip

the harvest fields, was brou;j;ht up by the following report of a sjicciiil com-

mittee to whom tlio ninttcr had been referred :
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" To the Minneapolis Millers' Association :

" Gentlemios,—Your coiuinittco ajipoiuted to investigate tlie question of

ilaniai];e by wire in wbeat, rc.si)uctlully beg leave to report

:

"At the Wasbburn ' A ' mill, we I'ound the stones were marked and glazed

by the wires passing through, and we were told that the bolting-cloths

were frequently cut and damaged by the sliarpelied edges of the wire. Mr.

McDaniel, the head miller, produced several quarts of wire, varying from

one-quarter to two inches in length, which he said had been taken from the

stones. He stated emphatically tliat the wire found in the wheat was a great

damage to the mills.
" At the Fillslnny mills we learned that they had been greatly troubled by

wire in wheat, at each of their four mills, damaging their brush machines,

stones and bolting-cloths.
" At the Falisade mill we found that they had suffered much by the damage

10 brush machines and bolting-cloths.
" At the Model mill they say their brush machine and bran duster

have been badly damaged, also bolting-cloths injured, by the sharp pieces

of wire.
" In short, we found it to be the unanimous opinion of all the millers that

the wire now found in wheat is doing great damage to mills. It is the unani-

mous opinion of yuur committee that the continued use of the wire binder

will materially alfect the value of wheat so bound.
" We earnestly recommend that the farmers discontinue the use of the

wire binders.
" William H. Dunwoody,
" John Cbosby,
"George Hineline,

Committee."

After considering the above report, the Association adopted it, and the

following

:

" Whekeas, The committee ai)pointed by this Association to examine into

and report upon the damage to mill machinery arising from the use of wire

binders for wb.eat, having rendered a report recommending the discontinuance

of the use of said wire binders, and said report having been accepted b}' this

Association, therefore, be it

" Resolved, That whenever practicable a difference of ten cents per bushel,

under corresponding grade, be made in the purchase of any wheat containing

wire. And be it further
" Besolued, That we most earnestly recommend the discontinuance of the

use of wire binders for binding wheat." *

It would be unwise to say that wire is the best material for a

sheaf-binder ; its comparative rigidity renders it more suitable

in some respects than string, and possibly it may be found less

perishable ; and so far, at any rate, the machinery for its use is

less complicated than that for string.

* lu^reference to the above resolution, it ia evident that, in order to discourage

the use of wire binders, the Association put a very exaggerated value on the

damage. And it is also probable that the farmers neglected the use of the

nippers, aud allowed the sheaves occasionally, at any rate, to go into the maehino
uncut. After the experience of Mr. Scotson alhided to above, aud the in-

creased sale of the leading machines, we cannot believe that, with proper pre-

cautions, there ;is this liability to injury; but it is evident that, but for such
preciiutions, very serious results may arise.
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The following machines were exhibited at Bristol :

—

Wire Binders,

No. 2853. W. A. Wood.
No. 2879. McCormick's (Waite, Burnell & Co.).

No. 2925. Osborn & Co.

No. 181. J. and F. Howard.

String Binders.

No. 2915. Johnston Harvester Company.
No. 2930. Hetherington & Co.

No. 2851. H. J. H. King.

Melville Thompson Neale's Machine, entered in the Catalogue,

did not reach the Showground until the Tuesday, and was then

so manifestly incomplete, that it was decided that no further

notice should be taken of it. Inasmuch as the first three

Machines

—

i. e. Wood's, McCormick's, and Osborne's Reapers

—

have already been fully described in the pages of the ' Journal,'

I only propose giving such details as relate to improvements
recently introduced, or which elucidate the mechanism. For the

somewhat detailed accounts of the machines, which appear for the

first time, I am principally indebted to Mr. Anderson, the Society's

Engineer, in whose company the examinations were made.

W. A. Wood (2853).—This machine has been so fully de-

scribed in my Report of Philadelphia, and again last year by
the late Mr. Jno. Hannam, that a lengthened description is

unnecessary, and would be tedious. After the trials at Aigburth,

certain alterations were suggested by the Judges, especially as

regards the divider-board and the capacity of the platform.

These have been attended to, and the result is that the machine is

now more suitable for an English crop than before. The knife,

which is serrated, clears about 5 ft., the depth of the endless

web is also 5 ft. : this machine can therefore cut grain 5 ft. high.

The knife being driven by pitman and connecting-rod in the

ordinary way, the straw can be sheared close to the ground.

I am able, through the courtesy of Col. Griffin, Mr. Wood's
leading representative in England, to give drawings and details

of the binding mechanism, which have not appeared before,

and which cannot fail to prove interesting
;
but, before doing so,

I shall briefly notice the other improvements that have been

made since 1877. The binding platform, which slides on a

tram Ijoth above and below, has a range of 18 in., and is now
controllable by means of a leverage worked by the driver. The
gear can now be thrown in and out by the driver, without leaving

iiis seat. The frame is raised by means of a chain and rack,
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the platform-wheel being similarly altered by hand. The reel

is now adjustable as to height, which was not the case formerly.

The pitch of the fingers and the height of the cutter-bar can be

altered from 2 to 9^ in., by a leverage on a pole actuated from

the driver's seat
;
any greater alteration is by the chain and rack

described above. In the old machine the method of raising

was by turning the sleeve with a lever, and holding the pinion

in the rack by means of pins. The driving-wheel, 42 in. by 7,

has now a flange on the outside -/^ square, to hold the wheel in

wet or sidling ground. Inside the wheel is a wooden rim
screwed to the wheel, to keep dirt out of the gearing.

Fig. 1.

—

Showing the Needle of Wood's Sheaf-Binder enteiing the Grain.

The binder-head a is carried by a bent arm, h, centered upon a shaft, c, and
is rotated by bevel gearing, d, and a shaft, e, which is oj^erated by the gearing/
from the main beaving-whcel of the machine. 'J'lie head a, in descending,
passes witliin a slot ibrmed by a division of the board g, on which the straws
gather from tlie elevator, and the pinion h (Fig. 5, p. 81) in the head gears into

the teeth of a rack fitted in the side of the slot to turn the pinion, and thus
cause the two portions of the wire to twist. The wire having been previously
led between the teeth of the pinion by the angle, one portion of the thread takes
by the movement of the head, and the other by slipping into the recess i of
the head as the head passes the binding jwint for the purjTose of making the loop
or band in which the cut straws are bound into a sheaf, this taking place at the
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part of the slot just behind where the wire from the reel j enters the slot, the
tension of the wire in forming the hand being governed by the compressor ann
1c, whose enter end forces the wire round the sheaf, while the head follows for

binding operations. When the wire enters the recess i (Figs. 3 ami 4, p. 81)
of the head, it passes into the jaw of a cutting plate, p ; and as this plate, which
is centred, turns on its pin by a lug, q, striking a i^rojectiou in the slot of the

board directly after the twisting has taken'place, the wire is severed by a cutting
action, and the end leading to the reel is held fast bv the shoulder of the cutting-
plate to enable the head to carry the wire up for the next binding operation.

The comjnessor-arm h is upon the same shaft as the binding-arm, and
turns for a part of the distance at the same speed, but directly the severing of
the wire is effected the binder-aiTU stojis, the compressor-arm alone continuing
its travel, which raises the newly boimd sheaf clear of the binder-head, and
tilts it over on to the groimd clear of the machine, which continues its travel.

While the compressor-arm is producing the sheaf upon the board, the siraws
bear against a pair of tender steel strip's, r, and against a curved arm, s, which
is acted u]X)n by iiTpgular shaped tetth on its hub t engaging into teeth on
the hub of the compressor-arm, the two aims being thus caused to approach
each other for the formation of the sheaf.

Fig. 2.

—

Sliomng the Position of the Compressor-arm of Wood's Sheaf-
Binder previous to the Discharge of the Sheaf.

As soon as the sheaf is complete, the curved arm has a quick movement
imparted to it to get it clear of the sheaf, which is then raised and thrown over
tlie head on to the gi-ound bj' the compressor-arm as before stated.

The accompanying engravings, Figs. 1 and 2, represent two positions

of the binder-head and its accessories. In Fig. 1 the head is shown just

entering the slot of the board, and tlie compressor-arm moving with it to

collect the straws into a sheaf, the straws at the bottom of the board resting

against the wire. When tlie com pressor-arm has moved a certain distance

towards the lower end of the board (to the kft) the curvid arm moves to the
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riaibt, ami relieves the wire frcim the strain, the two arms then form (he sheaf.

The lu ad has during tliis stage been moving comparatively slowly, hut it

continues iis travel to drag the wire around the sheaf. The C(imi)rcss"r-arm

and the curved-arm stand still at this point until the one poi'tion of the wire

has crossed the ]iath of the other portion by irs engagement in the jaw of the

head, and the twisting and severing operations have been performed, when all

parts of the mechanism take fresh positions for a repetition of 'he operation.

The details of tlie binder-liead will be understood by the detached views,

Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Fig. '6 is a side view of the head, with the plate in posi-

Fig. 3.— Sid: View of Head.

lion for the wire to jiass through the recess into the jaw of the plate,

whereby tlie wire also enters between the teeth of the pinion which is in the

back of the head,—the end of the wire, which has been held by the head

and taken round with it, being between other teeth of the same pinion, so as to

cause the two portions of the same wire to be twisted when the pmion is turned.

Fig. 4 represents a similar view of the head witli the ])latR iu position, after

Position after Wire is severed.

having severed the wire, and holding the free end of it ready for the next
hind.

Fig. 5 shows the back of the bead, with the jiinion and plate in the

Fig. 5.

—

Bade View, showing Pinion and Plate.

lioUows i)rovided for them. The small roller ?< enables the head to ride
upon the board and assists in guiding the lu^ad in its liavel in the slot ; v is a

VOL. XV.—S. S. (J
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bent stout wire, as a guard to press upon the straws and prevent them entering

between the gear work.

When the twisting operation of the wire-ends is being effected, the end of

the wire which has been held by the plate p is released, the plate turning on
its centre in the reverse direction by the nose iv of the plate striking against

a projection in the slot of the board
;
directly after this the opposite nose q is

struck to sever the twisted wire and to take hold of the end then formed, and
to retain its hold until the next sheaf is tied.

The projecting lugs x y limit the movement of the plate p.

No. 2879.— fVaite, Burnell, Huggins, and Co., of 228, Upper
Thames Street, exhibited the improved harvester and binder of

C. H. McCormick of Chicago. This machine having been
described in my Report of the Philadelphia Exhibition in 1876,

and the same description having been repeated by the late Mr.
Hannam in his Report of the Liverpool trials, I shall content

myself with alluding to certain improvements in details, and give

some simple illustrations explanatory of the binding mechanism.
The platform has been enlarged so as to meet the require-

ments of English crops. The driving-wheel is 40 inches in dia-

meter, with a 9-inch face, which carries a number of clogs or pro-

jections, \ inch by |, which occupy about 5 inches of the centre

of the face. The mechanism for raising the reel, and altering its

position in reference to the knife, is very simple and good,

although it has this disadvantage, that the two motions being
combined, height and position are adjusted at the same time,

and it is not possible to regulate them independently. Practically

this is not of much importance, for when it is desirable to have
the reel in a forward position, it is also desirable to have the axle

of the reel as low as possible, in order to pick up grain that is

down. The driver has perfect command of the reel, and can adjust

the knife-bar from 3 inches to 9 inches. Greater height of cut

can be obtained by means
Fig. 6.

—

Bridle to regulate the height of of a bridle with holes on
cut in McCormicVs Sheaf-Binder, each side of the main

driving-wheel, by altering

which the height can be
raised to 16 inches ,from
the ground (see Fig. 6).

-) The binding apparatus
and cover, 3 feet 6 inches
wide, slides 11 inches, in

order to regulate the posi-
tion of the band according
to the length of the straw.

This is effected by a screw
and chain. The chief improvements are :—An adjustable paul

or conveyor-wheel, \vhi(;h drives the twister, by which anv wear
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on the drive-chain, which would otherwise cause the twister-case

to get out of the exact position necessary to receive the wire,

can be regulated. A cam, with a paul working in it, holds up
the binder when it is returning to the grain. This was formerly

arranged by lugs connected with the link, which were apt to get

out of order. It will be remembered that the wire is supplied

from two spools, and that each band has two twists. A pay-off

in connection with the lower spool supplies a given quantity

of wire, being about one-third of that which is given off from

the upper spool. The use of two wires and two fastenings is

claimed as an advantage, allowing of simple and more durable

mechanism, no clamping apparatus for holding the end of the

wire being required, and no knife, as the differentiated gear,

acting on the two wheels of the twister at a particular portion

of their traverse, causes the teeth to close and cut ; each tooth

can thus act as a knife. This will be understood by reference

to Fig. 14, p. 87.

Fig. 7 shows the position of the binder-arm when brought up
to the inflowing grain, previous to its descending and enclosing

the corn. The wire from the upper and lower spool is shown
passing over pulleys at the end of the binder-arm and com-
pressor.

Fig. 7.

—

Position of the Binder-arm of McCormicIc s Sheaf-Btnder

before enclosing the Sheaf.

Fig. 8 shows the position of the arms after binding the sheaf.

The base of the binder-arm having liberated the jointed arm
behind, the latter, actuated by the springs, drops and meets the

compressor-arm under the sheaf. The position of the two wires

(; 2
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in reference to the twister is more readily understood by refer-

ence to Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

—

Position of the Arms of McCormicFs Sheaf-Binder after

binding the Sheaf.

Fig. 9 shows the point of the binder-arm descending into the

grain.

Fig. 10 shows the position of the binder-arm and wires

preparatory to the operation of twisting.

Fig. 11 shows the action of the pinions after the first revolution.

Fig. 12 shows the twist completed and the wire cut. II will

be seen that a second twist has been made below the pinions at

the same time. This is done in order to maintain a continuous

wire, and does away with the necessity for holding-jaws.

Fig. 13 shows the different positions of the wire, according to

the progress of the operation.

Fig. 14 is an excellent representation of the twister-pinions

and differentiated gear of the segment. The fact that the upper

teeth of the segment are more numerous than the lower ones causes

the teeth of the two pinions to close at a particular point of their



Yig. 9.

—

Point of the Binder-arm of McCormick's Sheaf-Binder

descending into the Corn.

Fig. lO.—Position of the Binder-arm avd Wirespreparatory to twisting.



Fig. 11, Action of the Pinions after the first revolution.



Fig. 13.

—

Different Positions of the Wire in the progress of the

Binding-operation.
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traverse, when the twisting is completed, and when it is neces-

sary to sever the wires. This is a very ingenious and simple
arrangement, which appears to answer admirably.

There may be some objection to having two twists, inasmuch
as there are four ends instead of two, which makes the sheaf

more difficult to handle ; but this is really of very little conse-

quence, and there is no doubt that there is very little in the

mechanism to wear out or get out of order.

As the machine shown by Osborne and Co. was in all respects

identical with the one tried at Liverpool last year, and was very

fully described in the late Mr. Hannam's report, no further

description of it is required. A new machine, with modifications

designed to meet the requirements of an English crop, was
expected from Paris, but did not arrive in time for the trials.

Messrs. J. and F. Howard, of the Britannia Works, Bedford,

appeared on the scene for the first time with a self-binder with
wire ; and it may be here remarked that, so far, this firm are the

only English makers who employ this material. All the other

inventions attempt to deal with string, a fact which indicates

the strong feeling—probabl3', to some extent at least, prejudice

—which has existed in this country against the use of wire, and
which might be greatly modified, if not entirely removed, by
experience. There are several features of this machine which
are commendable, and I then-fore shall not apologise for in-

troducing a somewhat detailed description.

The knife is 4 feet S inches long, with smoo'li sections; fingers 3-inch
pitcli, of malleable iron; depth of platform, 5 leet 6 inches, giving consider-

able capacity lor dealing with lung-strawed crops; width over all going way,
11 feet 3 inches: dejith of machine, i) feet. In its present form this machine
ainnot jiass throngh ordinary gateways without being placed on a tiolly. 'J his

and many other mmor points recpiire improvement. The driving-wheel is

3 feet diameter, with 7-inch face, and carries Messrs. Howani's laiittrn-wheel

gearing. The intervals between the teeth are open, in fact a sort of skeleton-

wheel, through which dirt can p^ass. '1 he iilatform-wheel is 2 fiet 3 inches

diameter, made of wood, with iron tire and hub, raised by means of a slot

anil two screws. The frame is of wooii, and the a|iron and elevatore are

m^de on the American model. 'I'he knife is capable of being varied %i to

htiglil 01 cut from 3 to 6^ inches by the driver.
'

Mutiou is coinnuinicated from the driving-wheel to a cross-shaft by means
of the annular lantern-wheel (already alluded to) engaging a pinion. On the

said sliaft is a bevel- v heel driving a bevcl-jiinion on a longitudinal .'^hafr, put
in and out of gear by a clutch actuated by a lever from the driver's foot. At
the forward emi of the .same shaft is a sproggle-wlieel to drive the upj er roller

of the elevators ; and at its extremity the crank-disc actuatiusj the knife

connecting-rod, which is made of wootl, the knife-bar being of angle-iron 'i'he

cross- or last-motion shaft at its extreme outer end carries a i)inion with clutches

under control by the dr vers foot, which drives a spur-wheel on a second
cross-shnit ; on the outer face of the said spur-wheel is cast a bevel-wheel,'

which engages into another on a second longitudinal shaft, which carries at
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its forward end a cylindrical cam which actuates the lower end of a vertical

lever, the upiier end of which h;vs a se:^mental rack connected with the tying

mechanism, the lever bcins; kept up to tiie cam by a spiral spring. On the

rear end of this same lonaitndinal shaft is an eccentric sproggle-wheel, which

drivc-s a corresponding wlieel oa a third longitudinal shaft, near the ground on

the extreme outside of the machine, actuating two forks or prongs for dis-

charging the sheaf when tied. On the extreme rear end of the second

longitudinal shaft is a crank, the connecting-rod of which actuates a corre-

sponding crank on the rear end of a longitudinal rocking-shait at the top of

the machine which carries the binder-arm. The wire-reel is carrie<l by a

bracket beside the bindcr-nrm and above the sheaf. The tension on the wire

is regulated by a spring-f iction brake pressing on the wire. On the axle of

the wire-reel is pivote.l a lever, hooked at its outer end, and hollowefl out to

carry the wire, the oflSce of which is to take up the slack ; the tail end of the

Siiid lever is bent up at riiiht-angles, and actuated by a pin on the side of

the binder-arm, the end of which is merely slotted to carry the wire within

a small friction-roller.

I will now endeav^mr to describe the binding mechanism, which, unfor-

tunately, I am not able to illustrate by drawings. The binder-arm, when it

has moved forwards towards the elevator, strikes into an india-rubber adjustable

cushion placed oa an arm at right-angles to the vertical bracket which carries

the tyinj mechanism. The end of the wire is at this point held by a spring

clamp on the inside of the twister; the wire then jiasses through the front of

the arm under the grain as it falls on to the binding-platform, to the slack

lever which is up. The rack alrta ij' described is now right over to the rear,

having been brousht into this position by the action of the cylindrical cam on

the same shaft. The binder-arm now retire-:, causing the wire to loop rotind the

top of the spring-clam;) ; and as the end of the arm clears the twister, a spring

lever, which had been held up by the arm, drops on the wire and forces it into

the twister. The binder-arm continues to rise, during which time the rack

moves slowly forward by the action of the cam, and causes the twister to

revolve without any action except to bring the wire to the bottom of the

pinion, and thereby allow of the upper wire coming into place. The binder-

arm now descends, enters above the twister, and the wire is forced down by
the action of a second lever, actuated by the same spring as that which
brought the wire before into the upper portion of the twister-pinion, which
has V>een already described. The said lever remains down during the

op'.-ration of twisting, keeping the wires close together, and assisting the

twister, and when the twisting is effected it is released by the cam and pulled

back by the spring into its former position ; the segment being at its extreme
forward position, and being held there by the cam.
The rack segment on its inner face carries two cutting-knives, the outer of

which shears the wire off the face of the twister, and the inner one has a
double action ; its lower face drives the wire into the spring-clutch, which
holds it, and the upjier edge cuts the loop which has been formed as already

described ; the said loop being thus liberated, falls into a receptacle below.

Such is a brief description of the mechanism, which I fear will hardly prove
intelligible to those who have not seen the machine in action. In reality the

mechanism is simple, and the manner in which the wire is held by the loop

is bHh simple and efficient. The wire is twisted two and a half times, which
is quite sufficient for durability. The reel for collecting and directing the

corn on to the platform is carried by an adjustable wooden arm. The reel can
be raised or lowered by altering the iX)sition of a bolt, but is not controllable

by the driver, it is driven by pitch-chain and tension-gear from the axle of

the dri\ing-wheel. The elevator consi.-^ts of four rubber-bands, carrying cross-

laths with iron fingers. These revolve between fixed wooden boards, the com
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being pressed oa to the pins by a spring frame. The binder-arm and platform

cannot be moved by the driver; and in order to shift their position, according

to variations of crops, bolts have to be removed, and then the range of traverse

is only 4J inches. Improvements in detail as regards this point and the

adjustability of the reel are desirable, and may, we think, be readily made. It

will be seen from the description of the trials that the platfoiTn arrangements

are too imperfect to allow of successful work. The corn, cut and well laid on

the lower platform, could not be properly elevated to the tying mechanism.
In other respects the machine is well made, and reasonable as compared with

others, the price being 60^.

The machine shown by the Johnston Harvester Company, of

Brockport, New York, and 1 and 2, Chiswell Street, London, is

described in the Catalogue as an automatic twine-binder, which
is hardly sufficiently descriptive. A string-knotting machine
would perhaps be more accurate. I shall endeavour to give my
readers some idea of the construction of this very ingenious

machine, which, complicated as it may appear, succeeds in

making an excellent knot, which cannot come loose. The basis

of the machine is an ordinary American harvester, from which
the binding apparatus is easily detached for travelling by

removing one bolt, when the whole gear slides on the frame and

is taken off. This reduces the entire width over all to 9 feet

8 inches, and makes it possible to pass this machine through an

ordinary farm gate, which cannot generally be done.

Some few details as to the general features may be admitted. The knife,

4 feet 9 inches, has serrated sections, and is driven from its centi-e by connecting-

rod and lever from behind the frame. The fingers are of wrought iron, with

3-inch pitch. The horizontal platform consists of the ordinary travelling

web; the elevator comprises two chains (malleable iron), carrying cross-laths

of wood furnished with iron teeth. There is an additional chain, with similar

iron teeth on the front side in advance of the knife, which is of use in carrying

up the butts of the straw. The driving-wheel, 40 inches diameter and
7 inches tire, comprises two iron hubs, 11 3 inches apart, held together by
45-inch bolts, which, being drawn together, force the spokes, sixteen in number,
set bracing, up to the tire. This makes a very strong and light wheel. The
platform-wheel, 28 inches diameter, is of wood, with an iron tire. I hope that

the mechanism by which the various motions are obtained will be understood

by the accompanying description.

Motion is transmitted from the driving-wheel by a spur-wheel, gearing into

a pinion, keyed on a short cross-shaft in the rear of the machine, on the«ther

end of which a bevel-wheel engages a pinion on a longitudinal shaft acted on by

a spring clutch controllable by the driver, which throws out of gear all motions

except the reel, which is driven by a sproggle-wheel and pitch-chain from the

axle of the driving-wheel. On the rear end of the longitudinal shaft is a sproggle-

wheel, actuating by a pitch-ciiain a second longitudinal shaft on the outside

of the machine which drive;? the binder; next on the tlrst-named longitudinal

shaft is a pulley, which also servos as tlie crank-disc for the knife, and which
drives by a rubber-band the upper shaft of the elevator, and the outer roller

of the platform -apron, tension-pulleys being aj)pli('d as required. The siiroggle-

wheel on the second longitudinal shaft is thrown in and out of gear by a spring-

clutch from the driver's fool, who can thus regulate the size of the sheaf by
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suspending the revolution, for as long as be likes, of the binding-arm. On the

forward end of this shaft, which is near the ground, is a pinion which

engages a spur-wheel on a third longitudinal shaft. On the forward face of this

spur-wheel is a crank-pin actuating two connecting-rods ; one of these works

inwards to a swinging-lever, from the lower joint of which a return-rod rocks

the binder mechanism across the machine towards and from the inflowing

grain pivoting on the shaft. The second connecting-rod is jointed to the

binder-arm, and gives the necessary up and down motion. From the joint of

the binder-ann a spiral spring actuates a forked compressor which follows the

motion of the binder-arm. Behind the spur-wheel on the third shaft is a

mutilated bevel-wheel, one-third of its circumference being toothed and the rest

a plain cone. This engages into a pinion on a short upright shaft ; the lower

part of the pinion has a flat stop, which bears against the cone and prevents its

turning whilst the gear is disengaged. The upper end of the upright shaft

carries a crank, the horizontal connecting-rod from which passes to the rear of

the binder-platform and operates the knotting and string-cutting mechanism
by a reciprocating horizontal motion. The reel of string is placed at the heel

of the binder-arm, and the string is carried round a pulley or swinging-jaw for

taking up the slack and guiding the string-arm over a fixed pulley on the top

of the binder-arm, and through another pulley in the eye of the needle, which
is a brass trough-shaped casting. It now remains to describe the really

extraordinary movements by which the very diflScult operation of tying the

knot is effected. I confess that this is quite beyond my powers, and I

can only give the result. It is not even true to say that it must be seen

to be understood, for my indefatigable colleague Mr. Anderson, to whose
admirably lucid descriptions I am indebted for so much of this report, had to

place himself in various uncomfortable positions before his experienced eye

could detect the why and wherefore. Briefly, however, this is the result.

One end of the string is held by a spring clamp or jaw, the other end is

brought down by the arm, having the sheaf between them ; then the two
strings pass through a pair of tongs, which do not travel, but make a single

revolution, and they are closed by the forward motion of the box. The tongs

seize both strings, and so form the loop round themselves by a turning motion ;

then through the hollow centre of one tong a hook protrudes which catches

the cross portion of the loop and draws it through, making the knot complete.

The cutting is done at the same time, and the operation is finished. The
cutting is by a pair of shears immediately under the tongs. The binder-

platform can be varied in position about 15 inches, being actuated through a

simple rack and pinion by means of a hand-wheel within the driver's reach.

There is necessarily a gap between the binding mechanism and the binding-

platform to allow of the binder-arm operating, and this is filled up by sacking,

attached at the rear-end to the binding mechanism, and at the front-end to a
roller actuated by a spring, which keeps it tight, according as the size of the

opening varies with the movement of the binder-arm. The binder-attachment
is all canied on a single bed-plate, pivoted to one stud-bolt. The reel, wliich

is overhung, comprises a wooden shaft, kept level by bearings, and controlled

as t» its position, which admits of considerable variation, to suit difference of

crop by lazy-tong-arms. The reel can be raised or pushed backwards or

forwards by the driver without leaving his seat.

Hetherington and Co., of Manchester, appeared for the first time
with a string-twisting machine, of which the main features are

based upon King's invention
;
indeed, I believe this firm manu-

factures under a royalty from him. I am indebted for the following

excellent description to Mr. Anderson, who devoted much time
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in mastering the somewhat complicated mechanism by which
the required motions are produced :

—

It may be as well in the first instance to give details of measurement,
pvemisina; that the foundation, as in King's, is one of Samuelson's ordinary

Eclipse Manual Reapers with double throw of knife.
ft. in.

Width of cut 4 3
Depth of platform 5 0
"Width over all running way 8 6

Ditto at right angles . . . . 10 6
Weight, said to be about 21 cwts.

Driving-wheel, smooth 28"x85

The platform at the rear of the knife is slotted in a direction parallel to

the knife-bar, to allow the traverse of five iron rakes, which project up through
the slots 18 inches

;
they are slightly hooked at their upper ends towards the

binder, and have a traverse of 5 feet 6 inches. The platform is horizontal as

far as the width of cut, it then rises towards the binder ; the two sections,

as will be hereafter described, are hinged, and have a certain amount of

rocking motion. The rakes traverse from the extreme outer side of the plat-

foi m to close up to where the sheaf is tied ; when they reach the limit of

travel towards the binder they fall back below the platform, return to the

outer side of the machine underneath it, in a horizontal position, and rise up
again to rake the freshly cut corn. The rakes are keyed on to a rocking-shalt,

which is kept in two positions by spring catches. In the one position the

rakes are up and advancing to the binder; when they reach the end of their

traverse the catch is drawn aside by coming against a wedge-shaped stop, the

end of which, as soon as the catch is drawn owt, strikes against a stop, and
turns the rakes down below the platform, and in a similar manner at the end
of the return stroke the rakts are released and raised. The motion of the

driving-wheel is communicated by means of a pinion to a short shaft and
bevel wheel capable of being connected by a clutch actuated by a lever under
the driver's control to an inclined shaft, the lower end of which carries

the disc-crank which actuates the knives, while about its centre is keyed a

bevel wheel which engages with another actuating a vertical shaft, which
by means of a tangent screw causes a short shaft, on a higher level than
the inclined shaft, to revolve, and also by a womi drives the reel.

The forward end of the short shaft last described carries a crank, the pin of

which engages into a slotted lever, the lower end of which is furnished with a

bevel-toothed segment which actuates a corresponding segment on the short end
of a curved horizontal lever, the long end of which is connected by a rod to

the axis of a small spur wheel, one side of which runs in a fixed rack under

the platform, and the other side in a movable rack, the outer end of which
is secured to the rocking-shaft which carries the rakes. By this arrangement
the stroke of the lever is doubled in a very simple and efiicient manner. ,

Binding Mtchanism.—[j\iAev the raised outer portions of the platform is a

rocking-shaft, the rear end of which carries the curved binding-lever, and the

forward end has a crank actuated through a pair of links by a swinging-lever

furnished with a curved slot, into which engages the [lin of a crank secured

in a crank-disc keyed on the rear cud of the shaft la^st described. The reel

holding the sti ing is placed near the ground on the outer side and in rear of the

platform ; the string is carried inwards through a short bell-mouthed pipe, and
then upwards through a tube along the binding-arm. The upper end of the tube

is furnished with a light spring, which presses on the string and locks it in the

event of its tending to slip backwards and become unthreaded. From this

tube the string passes through a double wedge-shaped projection or string-
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guide on the side of the lever, and is led to a spi iiig clamp or catch in the

twisting box, where it is firmly held.

The two sections of the inclined platform, which have been described as

hinged at their lower ends, have their ujiper extremities connected by links

to a rocking-shaft, round which is wormed a spiral spring, which always tends

to keep the sections raised up so as to consolidate the straw being tied. When
the straw is first delivered these have to be depressed, and that is done by a

crank at the forward end of the rocking-shaft, wliich is operated on by a cam
keyed on the shaft, and which forms, in fact, the crank-disc oi)erating the

rakes. The same cam, by means of tooth-segments, operates simultaneously a

second rocking-shaft, also enveloped by a spiral spring, and which carries two
hooked prongs, which serve to compress the straw against the binder-arm,

and a third prong on the opposite side, the office of which is to throw ofi" the

finished sheaf.

1'he box containing the twisting mechanism stands vertically over that

portion of the platform where the sheaf is formed, but it is pivoted so that it

can turn down through about 45° to a horizontal position still at right angles

to the sheaf, and this movement is communicated by a lever on one end of

a rocking-shaft enveloped by a spiral spring, and actuated from its other end
by a rack-segment lever, the lower end of which is brought into action by a cam
disc keyed on the middle of the shaft. The upright or vertical shaft, by means
of bevel gear, drives a pulley, which actuates by friction a smaller wheel keyed
on a light shaft not quite horizontal, the other end of which passes into the

twisting box and sets the twister in motion. The shaft is arranged so as to

fall over with the box, keeping always in gear with its driving-pulley, so that

the operation of twisting can continue in all positions of the box. On the
opposite side of the cam disc wjjich works the box is fixed a catch which
engages into a lever connected by a pair of links to one end of an upper
rocking-shaft enveloped in a spiral spring, the other end of wliich carries a
peculiar shaped lever or cam, the office of which is to raise the spring knife

which cuts the string, to hold or release the box, and to guide the head of

the twister spindle so as to make it assume the proper position at the end
of each operation. The twister spindle, which is vertical in the box at the

commencement of the tying, is furnished at its lower end with two spring-

clamps or jaws, with V-shaped guides leading to and from them ; these guides
are entered by the wedge-shaped pieces through which the string passes on
the end of the binder-arm, and are thus forced open to allow the string to

be drawn through and clamped. The spring knife acts vertically, is placed
close beside the twister, and is released by a ])in on the binder-arm as soon as
the string is passed through the clamp aud secured, when it is immediately
cut before the twisting begins.

The wedge-shaped string-guide in the end of the binder-arm has a short

l)lay along the arm ; it is kept up by a spring, and on its rear end has a
wedge-shaped pin which works through a slot in a portion of the framing
opposite the box. In this slot there is a shunt piece which makes the string-

guide pass towards the platform at a lower level than when advancing to the
binder, so as to make it pass through the lower clamp.
The process of making the sheaf is as follows :—The string projects a couple

of inches through the string-guide in the binder-arm. The arm moves over
towards the platform and sinks below it. The box is vertically over the jilat-

form, and in passing it the string-guide on the binder-arm has passed through
the lower clamp and left the end of the string fiist in it, and the string
stretched between the box and the ])latlbrm. The corn is now raked u|i the
inclined platform, pressed against the string, the binder-arm rises and clasps
the corn between itself and the two holding prongs and the rising platform ; in

doing so the string-guide jtasses between the clamp in the twister, and
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is immediately cut off. The twister begins to revolve, twists the two ends of

the string together, holding them vertically over the sheaf. The box then

falls into the horizontal position, the twisting is continued, but, as the twisted

portions lie alongside the string surrounding the sheaf, the two twist together,

and have the effect of tucking the twisted part two or three times between the

straw and the band. As soon as this is complete, the string is released by
the end of the pin passing through the hollow twisted spindle, being pressed

down by a lever actuated by a cam on the rock shaft releasing the box, and
the sheaf is thrown off by the prong provided for that purpose. The lever

which released the box draws up the knife ready for a fresh cut, and the box,

on returning, has its cams adjusted to the correct position by the same cam-
shaped lever and wedge-shaped termination of the twisted spindle. The
string is about j'j in. diameter, and is twisted the reverse way of the lay.

The knife is a thin blade passing between two fixed guides. There
appears to be some difficulty in cutting the string. The reel, which is

worked for the vertical shaft by a worm, cannot be moved backwards or

forwards in reference to the machine. It comprises 6 arms, one of which
terminates in a feathering brush, intended to push the corn to the platform.

The feathering is done by means of a cam keyed to a sleeve on the reel-axle.

The sleeve can be turned round by a tangent screw and wheel, so as to regu-

late the point of feathering in the revolution ; the feather is worked by a

roller running on a cam, and actuating a lever against a spiral spring ; the

outer end being jointed to a crank on the brush shaft.

H. J. H. Kinffs Sheaf-binding Machine, to tie with string,

No. 2852, was shown at Liverpool last year, but was obviously

then in an incomplete state, indeed It was more as a model than

a practical reaper. Much has been done in the interval, and
although the workmanship is rough, and further alterations,

especially with a view to simplify the mechanism, are desirable,

it is sufficiently complete to require description. I am sorry

that I have not been able to produce detailed drawings, which
would have been of use to my readers in helping them to

understand the construction of the machine.

The basis of this machine is a Samuelson rea]ier, and the gearing is of

course similar as regards the cutting parts. Thus the knife is 4 feet 3^ inches

long
;
depth of platform, 5 feet 1 inch ; width over all going way, 8 feet 6 inches,

which allows of the machine pa.ssing through ordinary gates ; def)th, 9 feet

6 inches. The reel is fixed, and comprises three ordinary fans and one
collecting brush, which sweeps the corn up a concave platform, feathering

away when the work is done, this action being secured by means of a cam
on the reel-shaft, which is not self-adjusting, but can be altered by sh'ifting

a screw. At the back of the first j)latform is a transverse platform which
receives the grain as it is swept up by the brush. This consists of fixed

boards with five openings or slots at unequal distances, for the traverse of the

rakes, five in number, which move backwards and forwaids, and rise and fall

by mechanism similar to that in Hetherington's reaper, which is shown as a
modification and imiirovcment on this machine. The stroke of the rakes is

5 feet 6 inches, they drop and clear themselves differently. The platform rises

towards the binding mechanism about 6 inches, and is fixed. 'J'he driving
wheel is 2 feet 8 inches diameter, width of tire 7i inches. The driver throws
the machine in and out of gear by a clutch. A bevel wheel on the axle gears

into an incline{l shaft, which carries at its forward end the crank-disc and knife
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connecting-rod, and behind Robinson's friction gear for working the twister.

The tying mechanism is all below, and looks as though it were rather near

the ground for jiractical work. An upright shaft, which drives the reel at the

upper end, lias at its lower end a crank, the pin of which works in the slutted

eml of a long lever which actuates the rakes. Above is a rocking-shaft with

spiral springs round it, the rear end of which carries the binder-arm, and the

fore end a crank with a roller pin, which runs on a cylindrical cam on the

upright shaft. A little below is a second rocking-shaft, which carries lour arms
for compressing, and two for dischar>j;ing the slieaf. This also is surrounded by
a spiral spring, and its forward end carries a crank with a roller pin, which runs

on a cylindrical cam at the base of the one just described. The binding

mechanism is below the platform, and consists of a pair of spring clamps or

jaws actuated by a pair of spur wheels at . its lower end, the forward wheel

being on a vertical shaft driven by the Robinson friction gear. The string, in

a box above, is carried down the binder-arm in a channel, and passes through

a string-guide or double-ended wedge. The box rocks on the end of a hollow

horizontal shaft, through which tlie twister si'indle is carried ; this shaft is

linked by a pair of cranks and short links to a second hollow parallel shaft, to

the forward end of which is secured a crank kept up by a spiral spring, and
connected by a vertical link to a swinging-lever which carries a roller pin

running on the under side of the lower and larger cam on the shaft. Through
this hollow shaft is the knife-rocking shaft, which terminates in the forward

end in a crank kept up by a spiral spring, and actuated by a vertical link with
a roller on its top, and also working on the under side of the cam as described.

There are, in fact, four cam motions from the shaft, and the whole of the

motions for the rakes and tying machinery are effected by one revolution of

this shaft, always excepting the motion of the twister. The lever which
actuates the knife has a tail through which the twister spindle passes, and is

placed in and out of gear by its action. The same motion lowers the shaft

which carries the box, and so enables the string-guide and the binder-arm to

pass through the upper clamp. By an ingenious arrangement the stroke of

the rack tor the tiaverse of the rakes is increased more than two to one by
the wheel underneath being in two parts, one above the other, and of different

diameters. The striug draws itself out of the jaws when the twisting is com-
pleted, 'i'hc frame is of wrought iron, and is carried at the end by a small

caster-wheel ; thus the frame runs on three wheels. Price of machine, 60^.

The Trials.

Great difficulty was experienced in finding crops suitable for

the trials within such easy distance of Bristol as would allow
those who had done so much for the success of the Meeting an
opportunity of being present. Up to the date of the Show
nothing was fixed, and a placard was posted in the Showyard,
asking those who had the requisite areas of the necessary crops

within a certain radius of Bristol to communicate with the

Secretary.

The neighbourhood on all sides is principally in grass.

What arable fields exist are small, and inasmuch as the Society

required a considerable area of the three cereals, no replies of

at all a suitable nature were received, and finally, the Stewards
fell back upon an offer which they had originally declined, viz. :

to hold the trial on the Abbot's Leigh Estate, at the Hill Farm
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of Sir Philip Miles, about a mile from the Suspension-bridge

and adjoining Ashton Park. The situation Avas admirable.

This, and the apparent difficulty of finding anything else, induced

the Stewards to accept the offer, notwithstanding that the crops

were miserably light, unequal, and extremely dirty. I was much
surprised to learn that this was a farm of about 500 acres which
the late Sir William Miles, A^hom I remembered as a great agri-

cultural authority, had occupied for many years. There may
have been peculiar reasons lor its impoverished and neglected

condition, but, after seeing it, I was not surprised at a remark
which was once made by a shrewd neighbour :

" If it were not

for Sir William, Farmer Miles would soon be in the County
court." The soil of the higher land was. thin, on mountain
limestone, and full of stones, which were in some cases of rather

inconvenient size. It would have been most unfortunate if the

trials had been entirely confined to crops manifestl}- below the

average yield of the country, and which, from the shortness of

straw and perfect upstanding state, presented no test of the

capabilities of the machines to deal with full crops. The grass

in the bottom was, on the whole, advantageous, because even on

the cleanest farms there are crops with seeds to be cut, and the

couch grass was very similar. It would have been so natural

for sceptics to say, " Yes, you did fair cutting and tying on

crops representing about one half of a fair yield, but how
would the machines have behaved in big good corn? We know
that in the States the yield is much below us, and the straw

is shorter, to start with, and the stubble left higher ; no evidence

has been afforded that these machines can deal with English

crops, and the very point which it was your business to prove

you have left undecided." This would have been just criticism
;

moreover, the Judges could hardly have satisfied themselves

with such inefficient tests. It was then extremely fortunate

that, on the second day, a piece of oats was found within half a

mile of the Hill Farm, estimated to yield 8 quarters, with straw

about 5 feet long, and though not lodged yet somewhat dis-

turbed from the perpendicular. It was here that the final and

decisive trials were made, and they were of such a character as

to confirm previous results, and to leave no shadow of doubt on

the minds of the Judges as to the verdict which they would

give. The public, who are so deej)ly interested in this (juestion,

as well as the Society and its officials, have cause to feel grateful

to Mr. Bishop, the enterprising tenant of Sir Greville Smyth,

for coming forward at a moment's notice, and placing his partly

cut field at our disposal. Nothing could have been more oppor-

tune, and we trust he will enjoy the satisfaction of feeling that

his willing coinj)liance, at no doubt considerable personal in-
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convenience, with the Steward's request converted into a com-
plete success what must otherwise have been a trial open to grave

criticism. Xow, the reader may be interested to know how it was

that we found eight quarters an acre of oats within half a mile

of the miserably deficient crops of the Hill Farm. It was not

owing to anv improvement of soil, for the land was thin and
the stone equally near—indeed a considerable portion of the

field was occupied as a stone quarry for lime-burning. Mr.
Bishop is the contract scavenger for Bristol, and also a lirae-

bumer. He delivers lime into the city, and brings back manure,

which the somewhat hungry soil is grateful for. Last year the

oat field was occupied by a capital root crop, which was well

mucked, and there remained enough in the land to produce the

oats. The lesson here taught might with advantage be taken

home by others, for I should judge, from the general appearance

of the crops in the neighbourhood, that high farming is the excep-

tion. Not only were the crops originally chosen much too light

for the purpose, but the date finally fixed for the trials was fully

a week too soon, and this, notwithstanding the experience at

Aigburth last year. The oats alone were anything like ready,

and they might have waitetl without injury. The wheat and
barlev were actuallv green. I believe that the original arrange-

ment was for the 7th and 8th of August, which even would have

been too soon ; but during the hot weather which followed the

Show, the bailiff at the Hill Farm, only recently appointed, and
who therefore may be excused for misjudging appearances, wrote

urging an earlier fixture, viz., on the 2nd and 3rd, stating that

the crops would be dead ripe, and great loss would occur even if

left so long.

Finallv, the Society, misled where they naturally expected

correct information, fixed Monday and Tuesday, .5th and 6th,

whereas the proper time would have been the 12th and 1.3th.

In one respect the test of cutting green corn was more severe
;

the grain was heavier to handle, and it proved the ability of

the transporting mechanism to bring the corn to the binding
machinery, and also showed the comparative efficiency of the

latter to get rid of the sheaves when bound : but, on the other

hand, it was impossible to judge as to whether there would be
any waste of corn in a fairly ripe crop, and with which machine
this would occur. ^loreover, as a general principle, it is more
satisfactory to place the machines during the trial under the

same conditions that they are designed for and will have to work
under. The condition of the corn was aggravated by the

weather, which was certainly trying. On Saturday and Sundav,
the 3rd and 4th, rain fell, and on the latter day there was a

regular downpour, which lasted from lO.oO A.M. to 4 o'clock

VOL. XT.—S. S. H
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the next morning. The prospect from that excellent hostelry,

the Clifton Down Hotel, on Monday morning was anything but
encouraging, for, though not actually raining, heavy clouds

obscured the sun, and to the uninitiated it looked more like rain

than fine. About 9, however, a break occurred and the sun
appeared, and so rapid was the drying action of sun and wind,

that by noon the crops were tolerably dry, and the ground,

thanks to its light porous nature, was actually able to carry the

machines without their clogging. Our Steward, Mr. Sanday,
who was indefatigable in his energy and whose excellent arrange-

ments tended not a little to the successful result, had the

respective fields measured and lotted out on the Friday and
Saturday, chiefly in half-acre plots, so that no time was lost

in getting to work when once the conditions were suitable.

It will be remembered that at Liverpool the machines entered

for trial were impounded by the Society from the conclusion of

the Show until the trials took place. This was felt to be some-
what hard, especially upon novelties, as further improvements
were precluded. On this occasion a different policy was pur-

sued. Exhibitors were allowed to remove their machines, on
depositing with the Secretary a cheque for 50/., to be returned

if they fulfilled conditions, but forfeited if they failed to come
to the scratch, and with this proviso all the machines shown at

Bristol were ordered by the Stewards for trial, whether so entered

or not. It is only fair to state that neither Messrs. J. and F.

Howard's nor the " Johnston Harvester " Company's machines
were entered for trial, and that both firms were somewhat re-

luctant to exhibit their machines in the field.

When the Judges reached the scene of action, on Monday
morning about 11.30, they were disappointed to find that

although lots had been drawn for seven machines for a trial

in oats only three were actually prepared for work, viz.,

McCormick's, shown by Waite, Huggins, Burnell, and Co., Mr.

W. A. Wood's, and Messrs. Howard's, the representatives of the

latter by no means confident of being able to work, as though

the binding mechanism appeared efficient, the elevators did not

properly bring up the grain. However, they cheerfully com-
plied with our request that they should try, and a piece of ground
was found for a preliminary run. The Johnston Harvester Co.

people declared their inaljility to work, for much the same
reason

;
they, like Howard, had adopted what is known in

America as the Marsh Harvester as the basis of their invention,

and, having had a trial on Saturday, were satisfied that they were

not in such a condition of efficiency as to compete. It will be

seen that, later on, they were brought out, and the efficiency of

the string band and the knot was made evident. Of Hether-
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ington's Twister the parts were not completely put together, and
we were encouraged to hope that, later on, it would come out,

but soon after the work actually commenced we were informed

that a worm-wheel had broken, which precluded the possibility

of its working. On a suggestion being made by Mr. Sanday,

that a telegram should be sent to the works at Manchester for a

duplicate, the ingenious representative expressed his regret that,

being a Bank holiday, the works were closed. I should be sorry

to do him an injustice, but the so-called accident looked very

much like a scheme, to get out of the difficulty of having to ex-

hibit a machine which, whatever its merit, and I have already

alluded to its great ingenuity, was not capable in its present

state of making a successful trial. King was, we heard, on the

road with a machine which might arrive on the following

morning ; and Osborne and Co., who had the same machine
they exhibited in the Showyard, and which was identical with
that tried last year, were hoping that their new machine, tele-

graphed for from Paris, would arrive at the same time. Such
was the state of affairs at the commencement of the trials, and
it must be allowed that it was sufficiently disappointing, after all

the expectations that had been formed as to the competition

that would take place between our own makers and our American
friends.

It is evident that the production of an efficient machine is

more difficult than some have supposed ; the backwardness of

English makers is, after all, only what might be expected when
the comparatively short time the subject has engaged their

attention is taken into account. As has been already mentioned,
Messrs. Howard's machine could not be made to work properly.

The corn was not delivered far enough on to the platform, and
therefore could not be elevated with sufficient regularity. The
reel, not being capable of adjustment, may have had something
to do with this, but it struck the Judges that the motion of the

elevator was not right. When once the corn reached the bind-
ing platform, the tying mechanism appeared to work well.

After several attempts, the attendants withdrew from further

competition. The McCormick and Wood's machines were the

only ones to take up the lots they had drawn ; the former
having Plot No. 3, more oblong in form, and therefore necessi-

tating fewer turns than Lot 6, drawn by Wood, which was nearly
square. The latter was the first to start, a fact that should be
noted, inasmuch as the corn was less dry than afterwards. The
total time occupied in cutting half an acre was 32^ minutes, of
which 4 minutes were consumed in repairing wire, which broke
four times. The driver was provided with a rod, shod with
iron at the end, with which he dexterously assisted the arrange-

H 2
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ment of the grain as it fell from the elevator and before the

binder-arm descended, thus materially aiding the regularity of

placement, notwithstanding which there was quite sufficient

litter or scatter to necessitate the use bf a horse-rake in order to

make a clear finish. Occasionally, the end of the binder-arm
caught in the sheaf just made, when assistance was required to

liberate it. The green and somewhat damp condition of the

straw accounted for this ; with ripe dry corn, the sheaf is un-

failingly discharged, not only clear of the machinery, but is

thrown off some feet, receiving a kick from the back of the

arm and additional motion from two springs. The effect of

this somewhat violent action on ripe corn is a point we had no
opportunity of testing, but there can be no doubt that some loss

from shedding must occur. The twister pinion and cutting

gear, being contained in the head of the needle, is liable to

become choked by portions of grass, &c., and therefore one
attendant would be required to follow and wait upon the

machine
;

this, again, would be less apparent in a ripe dry crop.

The driver's attention being divided between the travel of the

horses and the delivery of the grain to the binder, he has very

little power over the former. The sheaves varied somewhat in

size, being made according to the discretion of the driver. The
binding was excellent, the twist being well secured, and the

tension sufficient. Improvements as regards the dimensions of

the table and form of divider-board made the cutting and
reeling very superior to last year's work ; and the adjustability

of the reel and the position of the binding mechanism are also

noticeable improvements.
McCormick's machine made a start on Plot 3 at 12 h. 47 min.,

and finished the half-acre at 1 h. 10 min. 45 sec, total time

23 min. 45 sec. No stoppage of any kind occurred, and the gentle,

steady action of the binding mechanism—which carries the last-

made sheaf at the edge of the platform, until the next gently

displaces it, when it drops to the ground, always maintaining a

parallel position—was generally admired bv the spectators. The
sheaves were not so tightly bound as bv Wood's, and it will

be seen that the breaking-strain, especially on the side of the

twists, was not so great. Referring to Mr. Hannam's Report,

the reader will be struck with the extraordinary advance that

has been made in this machine, due to causes already described
;

then the great draught was most evident. This is the descrip-

tion :— "The noticeable features in this machine were the

strength and the weight of the implement, the great number of

shafts, pinions, and wheels, indicating a heavy draught, and the

tact with which the clever conductor had striven to reduce this

objection In practice by providing a yoke of team-horses of the
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most wonderful shape and size." Now the horses were of me-
dium strength, and certainly less powerful than Wood's team.

Then the stoppages were frequent, and at last even the strong

horses lost their temper and grew restive. Now the driver,

instead of being a clever servant, was a young farmer named
Pearce, from King's Weston, who, it is said, had never even

seen one of these machines before the trials, and he was able to

devote his whole attention to driving the team, which he did

uncommonly well. Not only was the binding-arm perfectly

automatic—that is, doing its work without assistance of any
kind—but a sheet-iron shield or cover, above the point where

the corn is delivered by the elevator, prevents the driver from

even following the traverse of the arm. One man was in

attendance, in order to regulate the position of the tying-plat-

form, alter the position of the reel, &c., all which could have

been done by the driver with a little more experience of his

machine. In this feature of adaptability both McCormick's
and Wood's machines are admirably finished, and leave nothing

to be desired. These trials on the oats finished the work of the

forenoon. After an interval for luncheon, two plots of wheat

(a moderate upstanding crop probably 22 to 26 bushels per

acre), each containing la. Or. 28 p., were set out. Lots were
drawn, and the two machines started nearly at the same time.

Here McCormick's agents drew No. 1, the upper plot, which
was rather the lightest, but equally grassy in the bottom, and
the stones were about the same. The conditions were as

follows :

—

1. Height of cut not to exceed ?n average of 6 inches.

2. Every attendant except the driver will be noted.

3. Time of cutting will be taken.

4. Number and duration of stoppages will be taken.

5. Quantity of wire used will be taken.

McCormick's machine started at 4 P.M., stopped twice on
account of wire breaking, consuming 1^ minute, and finished

at 4.50j. Actual time in work 48| minutes.

The weather having become fine, and it being a Bank Holi-
day, the attendance was very large, great interest being evidently

taken in the proceedings. At first the spectators were pretty

evenly divided in their attention to the two machines
;
but, as

the work proceeded, there was a manifest leaning towards Mc-
Cormick's, and when the last grain was cut the driver received

quite an ovation. There was one man in attendance as before.

The stubble averaged about 5^ inches, and was very evenly cut.

The sheaves were laid with great regularity at intervals of about

15 feet. This is tlie distance at which the arm works auto-

matically. They cannot be placed nearer, as far as I know
;
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but the driver can vary the distance according to the crop, and
can, of course, hold the corn whilst turning corners, &c. Again,
the tidiness of the work was most noticeable. There was less

for the gleaners than after hand-shearing with the sickle, and
no raking was necessary. This is a matter of importance, not

only because labour is saved, but rakings are always less valu-

able, owing to dirt and stones.

Wood's machine was started two or three minutes after

McCormick's. Deducting 6^ minutes' delay from an accident,

the knife coming in contact with a stake, the whole time

occupied in cutting the plot was b2>^ minutes, of which 6'45

were consumed repairing the wire, which broke seven times,

Aluch attention was required at times to relieve the binder-arm
from the sheaf. The actual time in work was, it will be seen,

46 min. 45 sec, being just two minutes less than McCormick's.
The horses were driven rather fast, and the sheaf was discharged

with a considerable kick. The sheaves were made well, but

the scatter was again considerable, notwithstanding the exertions

of the driver, whose rod was seldom idle. Two attendants were

again required in addition to the driver. Fifty sheaves from
each plot were selected, and the strength of the wire tested by a

spring link.

An adjournment was then made to a barley-field, where the

crop was light and short. Here McCormick. who was certainly

fortunate throughout, drew a plot more oblong than Wood.
The half-acre was cut down without stoppage of any sort in

21^ minutes. Wood's machine did not complete its piece, an
accident occurring which rendered it necessary to stop, and the

trial was adjourned to the following morning.

During the night there was heavy rain, and, though an earlier

start was made, the ground was soft and unfavourable. Wood's
breakage, which was a small casting which affected the raising of

the platform, having been repaired, a fresh plot of barley was
allotted, and a start made at 9.55. Very wisely, as I think, the

tactics were altered ; the machine was driven much slower, the

sheaf was delivered with less force, and the result was much
more satisfactory. The wire broke twice only, consuming

2f minutes, and the half-acre was finished at 10.30, making a

total time of 35 minutes. A smart shower came on in the

middle of the trial, which, hoM ever, was continued right through

it. The straw being short and uneven, considerable litter was
made. This appears inevitable from the form and action of the

binder-arm, and the wav in which the grain is delivered by the

elevator. Whilst this trial was going on, McCormick's machine
was being prepared for the Dynamometer trials, which con-

sumed the whole of the morning, and were ably and successfully
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conducted by Mr. Ricb, the Assistant-Engineer, every run

being duplicated, so as to insure reliable results. I am justified

in saving that on no previous occasion has this important part

of the programme been more successfully performed.

Whilst this work was in progress, Osborne and Co., having

repaired a breakage which kept them out of the run on Monday,
were set to work with the old machine (exactly similar to that

worked last year at Aigburth), first in the oats, next in wheat,

and lastly in barley. The crops being short and light, no diffi-

culty was experienced in cutting and elevating, and, with occa-

sional assistance, the binder-arm performed its work satisfactorily.

Indeed, this very elegant and clever mechanism attracted much
attention, and was deservedly admired. The same faults were

apparent as last year ; there is no sufficient separation between

the sheaf made and the inflowing grain, consequently instead of

falling to the ground, the sheaves accumulate and hang together

like a string of sausages. And as will be seen, when I come to

describe the final trials, ordinarily long straw and average English

crops cannot be dealt with by this machine in its present form.

The Johnston Harvester Company's machine was, at the

request of the Judges, brought out into the wheat, and although,

for the reasons explained, it was not able to compete, enough
was done to show that the knotting and binding mechanism
was efficient as to the result, the band being sufficiently tight

and the knot well secured. i\o opinion is offered as to the dura-

bility of the machinery, if brought into regular work. Forty-two

sheaves were made without a stoppage of any kind, and only one
of these was loose, the string breaking, caused, it was said, by
too great tension. No stoppage was necessary, as the end ol the

string was caught by the jaws, and the next sheaf was properly

bound. This appears a very important point ; an occasional

unbound sheaf is of little importance compared to the delay

which occurs from the breakage of wire.

As a further test of the ability of McCormick's machine, a

piece of wheat in another field, where the crop was considerably

heavier than the trial-plot of the previous day, was selected. I

should estimate the crop at 28 to 30 bushels per acre, straw 4 feet

long, and the bottom full of grass and quite damp, owing to

recent rain. No time was taken. Here again, as in all previous
trials, this machine exceeded in its results all expectation ; driven
with great steadiness and without, apparently, distress to the

horses, it cut the plot, supposed to be half an acre, without
stoppage of any kind, and the character of the work left nothing
to be desired. As this was something like an average crop, the

Judges requested that the binding mechanism might be left to

work automatically. The result was a fair-sized sheaf, dropped
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at intervals of about 15 feet, and left with great regularity.

There is a manifest advantage in the automatic gear being so

arranged as to suit ordinary crops, the interference of the driver,

by means of his foot-leverage, being only necessarv when the crop

varies in different parts, or is altogether so light that greater

intervals are required. Both Wood's and Osborne's machines
are equally automatic and controllable, but, unless the crop were

extraordinarily heavy, the action is too rapid, and the result

would be sheaves too small for practical manipulation.

The work described occupied the morning of Tuesday, and
after luncheon, or as soon as the necessary arrangements could

be effected, a move was made to Mr. Bishop's field of oats, of

which some 6 or 7 acres on somewhat sidling ground was
fortunately standing, and when set out formed, as has been stated,

a most valuable test of the capability of the machines to deal

with average English crops. It was decided to start the machine
that first reached the ground, and let the others follow, thus in-

suring as far as possible to each similar conditions as to crop, «Scc.

The weather was very threatening, heavy banks of thundery-

looking clouds appeared likely to discharge their contents, and
consequently no unnecessary delay took place. W. A. Wood's
machine was the first to charge into the heavy damp corn, and

very pluckily the attendants faced the difficulty, and, taking all

things into consideration, very successfully was it accomplished.

The horses were driven at a moderate pace, consequently, not-

withstanding the heavy and damp state of the straw, only two
breakages occurred. More than once the canvas of the platform

had to be tightened. The attendants, realising their difficulties,

seldom took more than half the cut of which the knife was
capable, and even with this reduced area they had no easy task

to keep the needle-point from clogging, nor were they by any
means sorry when the order was given to stop. It should be

stated, however, that the first few rounds in the field (being close

to hedges on two sides) undoubtedly gave the most troublesome

bit of work in the trials, and the Judges were quite aware of the

difficulties here encountered, and gave the machine full credit

for them.

McCormick got to work about half an hour later, and the

superiority of the machine was incontestable.—Taking a lull cut,

the sheaves were delivered with regularity and without any
assistance ; as before, there was no scatter, and the work was
admirably done. During the second round the knife clogged

and the wire broke once. Previous tests were fully confirmed.

Osborne and Co. were last in the field, and first to stop, as it

was found impossible to deliver the tangled long grain ; and,

after a plucky attempt, the machine came to grief and was with-
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drawn. The Judges had, despite the unfavourable weather and

the unsuitable crops, satisfied themselves and arrived at a unani-

mous decision, which was made public during the same evening

bj means of the following Report :

—

The Judges appointed bj the Royal Agricultural Society of

England to try the machines entered to compete for the Gold
Medal of the Society, offered for an efficient Sheaf-Binder

Machine, are of opinion that the Machine No. 2879, exhibited

by Burnell, Waite, Huggins, and Co. (McCormick's Sheaf-

Binder), fulfils the conditions of the Society, and they award

the Gold Medal to it accordingly. They also highly commend
the Sheaf-Binder No. 2853, exhibited by Walter A. Wood.

August Qth, 1878. John Coleman,
]

Henry Cantrell,
|
Judges.

J. W. KiMBER,
j

Whilst the Judges were occupied in watching the nature of

the work, the Engineers and their assistants were busy applying

those mechanical tests which are of such importance in aiding a

conclusion. It so happened that the superiority of the work
done by McCormick's machine fairly distanced competition ;

but it is easy to imagine that two machines might be so nearly

equally efficient, that small differences would have to be con-

sidered, and then the results of the dynamometer would be most
important.

The first Table (p. 106) relative to the tension of the wire is

novel and interesting.

It is quite clear from this Table that the double knot of

McCormick's binding reduces its strength, for the breaking strain

with the knot up was less than half what it was when the knot
was under, and in both positions it is much less strong than either

Wood's or Johnston's. Another point of interest that requires

to be noticed is the gieater strength of the straw binding, a fact

that we were hardly prepared for ; but there is one point not shown
in the Table, which is that, as a rule, the fastenings of the

wire resist much more than the twist of the straw. Lastly, it

would seem that my estimate of Is. per acre for the wire is much
below the mark

;
indeed, double the money is necessary. As

was to be expected, McCormick, although the weight per foot

is almost identical, uses most wire per acre, owing to the double
twist, yet the difference is too slight to materially affect the cost.

The Dynamometer tests were carried out on a level upstanding
crop of wheat, very suitable for the purpose, only it was neces-

sary to run in the same direction as the drills, consequently it

was not easy to measure accurately. According to the Table,
Mr. W. A. Wood's machine cut more space than any of the
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others, exceeding McCormick's by 6^ inches. The lowest and
most even stubbles were left by McCormick's, although all the

work w as creditable in this respect. It will be seen that the mean
draught in lbs. per inch-width of cut, which is the real draught-

test, was practically identical in the two machines which alone

were tried. The average weight of sheaves was in favour of

McCormick's
;
indeed, the difference in the up- and down-hill

runs (the incline being very slight) was only '15, whereas in

Wood's down-hill run the weight was increased nearly 4 lbs.,

being from 11'06 to 15 lbs. On the whole, it will be seen that

the results fully confirm the award of the Judges. McCormick's
takes the least power for given work. This is shown in the last

column. For foot-lbs. work per lb. of sheaf cut we have an
average of 562-2, whereas in Wood's this is raised to 612-5.

We think, on the whole, the Society may be congratulated on
the successful results of their trials. The time is coming, if

it has not already arrived, when English farmers must have
recourse to labour-saving machinery ; and enough has been
done to show that practical efficiency has been obtained. In

our Colonies, especially Australia and New Zealand, American
Sheaf-binders have been largely introduced, and I am informed
on credible authority that in certain parts of New Zealand the

land has doubled in value in consequence.

Miscellaneous Awards.

The Council of the Society some years ago made a rule as re-

gards the award of Silver Medals, which disqualifies any machine,
however worthy and however improved in detail, if it is not

entirely novel in principle, or has ever before been shown. No
doubt there were good reasons for this strictness at the time

when the rule was made, but we cannot avoid the conclusion that

it is somewhat hard upon exhibitors, and has a tendency rather

to check than encourage improvements. How often it happens
that a machine is shown for the first time with features of great

merit, yet so defective in certain points, that the Judges do not

consider themselves justified in recommending it for award !

The exhibitor, educated by the advice he has received, or by the

suggestions of his friends, goes home and remodels his inven-

tion, and produces a really valuable and practical machine which
supplies a want. He is now, wc maintain, much more worthy of

notice than before
;
yet he is shut out on account of this rule.

Again, it may happen that the Judges themselves have some
hesitation in giving their unqualified approbation of an entirely

new machine, and would be glad to have the advantage of prac-

tical experience. Satisfied on this point, they would gladly
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make their award ; but the implement has been shown before,

and consequently is shut out. When the rule was made,
machines were subject to periodical competition, and the ex-

hibitor of a novelty, though ineligible for a Silver Medal, had
but to bide his time, and was able, sooner or later, to bring his

invention to trial. Now that all this is altered, it is the more
necessary that due encouragement should be given to those who
are devoting their talents to perfecting agricultural machinery.

The Judges therefore hope that this subject will be considered

by the Implement Committee ; and suggest that Clause 2 of the

Society's Regulations be altered, so that a novel principle may be

rewarded, whether the same has been shown before or not.

At Bristol there were not many absolute novelties, and of these

very few of any practical importance. Improvements in detail

were numerous, and some of the more striking will be described

and illustrated.

The following were awarded Silver Medals ;—3729, Hornsby
and Sons, Machine for Cutting and Trimming Hedges. 75,

J. Fowler and Co., Church's Circular Steam-valve. 6606, Morris
and Griffin, Turton's Permanent Rick Coverings.

No. 3729.

—

Hornsby and Sons' Hedge-cutting and trimming Machine was
probably the <;reatest novelty of the Show. The first patent was taken out by
Mr. J. Gr. A. Walker in 1876, who must therefore be considered the inventor,

although Messrs. Hornsby, who purchased his interests, have greatly altered

and improved the original design. A second patent, No. 373, was taken out
in Jaimarj^ of this year. The machine, in its |iresent form, costs 501., and
weighs 18 cwt. The following drawings (pp. 110, 111) will fully explain its

form. The frame is carried on two travelling-wheels, 4 feet in diameter, fixed

about as far apart as a pair of cart-whee's ; the tires, 6 inches wide, have
a number of projections for securing a bite in wet ground. Both wheels are

loose on the axle, with ratchets, so that either is free in backing. In for-

ward motion both wheels are drivers. Keyed on the axis is a gear-ring, h,

which drives a clutch pinion, c, and a lever to the pinion d puts the machine
in and out of gear. This pinion c drives a shaft above and parallel with
the axis, which carries on its opposite end a bevel wheel, e, driving a vertical

spindle carried by an upright frame. A pinion, g, on the top of this spindle

drives a loose wheel, h, working on a horizontal spindle, i, lying at right

angles to the main axis. On this spindle hinges an extendable telescopic

arm, from the end of which depends the cutting apparatus, or rather from
the end of the tube k, which slides on the aforesaid arm, and it will be seen
by reference to Fig. 15, that by the agency of a lever, I, and rod, m, the cutters

are under the driver's control. The arm / can be raised or lowered by a
screw ; the bottom end of which is supported by the main axle, whilst the
top end (also telescopic) is attached to the extendable arm

;
by this means the

cutter can be set to the required height, the range of variation being about 3
feet. Inside the arm / is a square telescopic tube driven by the pinion p
from the loose wheel h. This square tube drives a spindle, on the end of
which is a wheel, driving the crank pinion and the cutters.

The cutting apparatus is so hinged on the crank-spindle that it can
swing round its own axis without affecting the free action of the knife. By
a worm and wheel it can be set to cut at any angle, and be folded back over the
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Fig. 17.

—

Enlarged View of Cutter.

^ to A. B
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frame for travelling. The cutters consist of a set of fixed knives and
reciprocating knives, on the double-throw principle (Fig. 17), the knife moving
from A to A, thus making four complete cuts to one revolution of the crank.

The machine requires a boy to drive the horses and a man to guide the cutters,

which he does by means of the lever s ; thus the cutter can be moved nearer

to or farther away from the machine, according to what has to be done, or

it can be withdrawn from the hedge altogether, in passing a tree or other

obstruction. All this adaptability is obtained by the following simple

mechanism :—Made fast to the cutter is a w^orm-wheel, q, in which works a
worm, r, in connection with the handle s.

From the illustrations ^iven, my readers will obtain a correct

idea of the mechanism. The modus operandi is as follows. The
driver, on his seat, places the cutter in the required position

against the hedge by operating the worm and worm-wheel at the

head of the cutter. The horses are put in motion, being carefully

driven, so as to keep the machine a given distance from the hedge.

The side of the hedge next the machine is thus cut. The driver,

having perfect contiol over the knives, can extend or withdraw
them without stopping the machine. The machine is then

brought back to its original starting-point ; the cutter-bar is

passed over the hedge, and adjusted, so as to cut with cor-

responding accuracy the opposite side. These two cuts will

usually suffice to leave a well-preserved fence in the proper

/\ shape, that is, pointed at the top and gradually widening to

the base. Should it be desired to cut the top of the fence in a

horizontal sense, nothing is easier. The cutter-bar is adjusted

in a horizontal position by means of the worm and wheel

;

then the attendant leaves his seat, and raises the arm by means
of the handle of pinion v. The wooden lever x is then placed

in the socket ?/. This lever is so pivoted that the man, by it,

can move up or down the telescopic cap w.r, which fits over the

tube 111, thus moving the cutter to the required height to the

top of the hedge.

It will thus be seen that the machine is capable of doing all

the work when travelling on one side only. This is of great

importance when ditches have to be avoided ; also in the case

of crops interfering, or boundary fences. A trial was arranged

on Monday evening, July 8th, on a wide, badly-trimmed fence

of Captain Allcock's, near the Showyard. The fence had vertical

sides and a wide top. The cutters were set at such an angle as

entailed the cutting through of about a foot of the fence at one

part, and wood more than an inch in diameter had to be severed.

The ease and precision with which the work was executed was a

matter of surprise even to the Judges. This was a most severe

test, and it would be difficult to imagine a harder bit of work.

After botli sides had boon trimmed into something more approach-

ing a right shape than it originally possessed, the top was sheared
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pretty hard, in order to show the capabilities of the machine for

topping. It is quite certain that every time the machine is

used on the same fence the work will become easier and the

cutting more accurate. The efficiency of the machine to do the

work for which it was designed being thus apparent, it remained

to ascertain its economy. Mr. J. Hornsby stated that the

machine is capable of cutting 5 miles of fences per day of 10

hours. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that we reduce this

to 4 miles. The lowest price at which the same could be

trimmed by manual labour would be 4/., supposing the price

paid was dd. per 22 yards run, which is quite a reasonable

rate :

—

2 horses, man, and boy, say £1 0 0

Wear and tear, &c., calculated at 20 per cent.
1 q |q q

per annum = 10/., spread over 20 days = (

£1 10 0

Thus, then, we have a cost of 1/. 10s. as against 4Z., supposing

that such a machine could be employed twenty days in a year.

Something might be added for interest of money
;
but, making

every allowance, it is quite clear that, given a certain amount of

work, the saving in money would be quite one-half, whilst the

saving in labour and time would be most important. It would
require 20 men to cut 4 miles of fence in a day. I was told, on
reliable authority, that a Lincolnshire farmer occupying 1000
acres of land, with fields ranging from 20 to 30 acres, has cut all

his fences in three days. Such a machine would soon pay for

itself, if hired out. Thus, looked at from every point, the

hedge-cutting and trimming machine is a practical invention,

worthy of the Silver Medal which was awarded. Some doubt
has been expressed whether the shears can be kept sufficiently

sharp to take off the light twigs which, in a well-shaped hedge,

constitute the annual crop. It requires a rapid blow with a slasher

to make a clean cut, and it is quite possible that very light wood
would not offer sufficient resistance to allow of the shears catching

hold. The only remedy for this difficulty, if it exists, would be
to leave the hedge uncut for a year, or else to cut rather closer

than usual.

In one important respect there is a considerable practical ad-

vantage in using this machine instead of manual labour, viz., that

the cuttings, instead of being scattered in all directions, drop
down close to the hedge, and can be raked up at half the labour.

Church's Circular Steam Valve.—Messrs. J. Fowler and Co., of Leeds, ex-
hibited Church's Patent Slide Valve, a novelty, as applied to locomotive and
agricultural traction en^jines, which, as containing valuable economical features,

was considered worthy of a Silver Medal.

VOL. XV.—S. S. I
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This valve is an improvement on one introduced by Mr. Webb on the

London and North-Western Railway, and fully described by him in the ' Pro-

ceedings ' of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

The general appearance of the valve will be understood by the following

drawings, which have been supplied by Messrs. Fowler themselves. For the

description I am indebted to Mr. Anderson.

Fig. 18.

—

Cross-Section of CliurcJia Valve.

ii

Fig. 19.

—

Plan-Section of ChurcTis Valve.

The valve is circular, in plan like a cheese, and is free to revolve in

the bridle a a, by which it is moved backwards and forwards like an

ordinary slide valve. The ports of the cylinder are segmental, so as to

coincide with the circular edges of the valve. The effect of this arrangement

is that, if there is the least inequality of friction between the valve and
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cylinder faces, the valve revolves a little in the bridle, and by thus yielding

prevents abrasion or scoring, and at the same time brings fresh surfaces into

contact. The consequence is that wear becomes extremely uniform, and the

irregular wear, as in ordinary valves, is entirely prevented, so that not only do

the valve and cylinder faces last much longer, but there is also much greater

economy of steam. The experience on the London and North-Western Rail-

way quite corroborates Messrs. Fowler's statements.

There is a simple and ingenious method of reducing the pressure on

the valve. The valve bears not only on the cylinder face, but also on a

kind of cup, h, inside the valve,—this cup being connected by means of the

hole c with the steam space, so that the area of surface represented by the

cup is quite relieved of pressure, and consequently the valve is more easily

moved and will work longer. It is therefore Mr. Anderson's opinion, on
which the Judges entirely based their award, that the introduction of the

balanced circular slide valve is a decided gain to the agricultural locomotive,

and deserves the recognition of a Silver Medal.

Turton's Patent Rick Covering (^Morris and Griffin).—The importance of a

cheap and efficient substitute for thatch has of late years been felt to be a

great desideratum. Straw is now so dear and scarce, that it is positively

difficult to get material
;
then, again, good tbatchers are not so common as

formerly, and, above all, however carefully arrangements are made, it is often

impossible to prevent loss from rainfall before the thatching is done. Dutch
barns are undoubtedly the most permanent, and in the end probably the

most economical investments ; but such are rather landlords' than tenants'

work, and it is not every one who can aiford the outlay ; and therefore a cheap

substitute for thatch is highly important. The Judges considered that such

was exhibited by Messrs. Morris and Griffin in Turton's Patent Permanent
Eick Coverings, in felt, galvanised iron, or plain sheet iron. The invention

consists of a series of rafters, a a, 45"xl3" of deal, fixed 3 feet apart, and
held in position by iron rods ^ diameter, b b, kept tight by cottar pins, cccc.
The following sketch, Fig. 21 (p. 116), shows this arrangement. It will be
seen that the top and lower distance rods are of different construction, the
former, which represent the ridge-board, have space for the end of the two
rafters. The appearance of the roof, partly covered by asphalte, is shown in

the following drawing, Fig. 20.

The felt or iron is laid on in lengths and held in position by
iron pins, Fig. 22, p. 116, about 2 feet long, which pass through
the rafters into the rick, metal collars or brass eyelets being fitted

into the felt to prevent wear, thus both timber and felt are securely

attached on the rick. The advantages claimed for this invention

are, (1) that it is watertight
; (2) that it is quickly fixed

; (3)
it is cheap. Without calculating the timber, which will with
care last for a number of years, the cost of the felt is not more
than that of straw and labour ; the best felt can be bought for

Qd. a yard, and I question whether a good coat of thatch, taking
the value of the material into account, can be done at much less,

certainly the felt, even if untarred, will last four or five years. It

is said that a good-sized rick can be covered by two men in two
hours

;
this, however, is rather a vague statement, and the Judges

had no means of testing the question. If all the parts were
laid out in order, I see no reason why much time should be
occupied, and certainly there would be a great saving over the

I 2
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Fig. 20.

—

Turton's Patent Rick Cover.

Fig. 22.—Iron Pin.
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time occupied in thatching. One great feature of merit in this

invention is that a certain amount of ventilation is provided for

by the depth of the rafters and space beneath the ridge. I am not

sure that it would answer so well for hay as for corn, since un-

equal sinking of the former might interfere with the outline of

the covering, but the iron rods would form a considerable sup-

port. In felt, the price named, and at which I presume the

exhibitors are willing to furnish the material, is Is. \0d. a square

yard ; with galvanised iron, 2>s. Sd. ; and with plain sheet iron,

2s. 2d. a yard, A Silver Medal was awarded.

Although, owing to the restrictions with regard to Silver

Medals, the Judges were unable to make any other awards than

the three described, many improvements in details deserve

mention, of some of these I am enabled to present illustra-

tions, without which, a report on machinery must necessarily

be uninteresting and incomplete. In these days of competition

and highly paid labour, every attempt to simplify machinery
must be regarded as a boon to the agricultural interest, and
deserves the fostering care of our great national Society. In

this struggle for success much that is worthless naturally is put
forward, and it is quite as much the business of the Society to

repudiate what is radically bad as to encourage what is really

deserving.

In the Liverpool Report, the Turnip topper and tailer of

Thomas Hunter, of Maybole, was described as it then appeared
—not sufficiently novel to have a chance of a medal—but still

valuable as aiming at economising labour in the important

operation of storing the root crop. Very material improvements
have been made since last year, and, but for the hard-and-fast

line laid down by the Council as to novelty, this invention, had
it made a successful trial, would in its present form have been
worthy of an award. I cite this as an example of the unsatis-

factory working of this rule. Last year the machine was not

practical ; the driver had not only to drive his horse and
steady the implement, but he had to raise or lower the saw
frames, according as the roots varied in size

;
failing this, a

tall bulb was cut in two and a short one was not properly
topped. It was impossible to give that attention required for

such a delicate operation. The machine is made in two forms,

according as it is required to deal with one or two rows at a
time. In the latter case, the frame is mounted on wheels ; in the

former (shown in the illustration, Fig. 23, p. 118) it slides on the

ground ; the horse being so attached that whilst drawing from
the side it does not cause undue side-draught. The great im-
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Fig. 23.

—

Elevation of T. Hunter's Turnip Topping and Tailing

Machine.

provement consists in the form and action of the serrated blades

by which the leaves are removed. Formerly, each cutter con-

sisted of one blade placed somewhat diagonally to the line of

draught. Now, the cutter comprises two blades placed in a

strong spring frame, the open end being towards the crop ; as

the bulb approaches the closed end, the jaws are partially opened,

Fig. 24.

—

Plan of Hunter's Topping and Tailing Machine.

and the action of the spring, forcing them back, assists in the

cutting of the leaves. The saw frames are jointed to the main
frame in such a way that they rise and fall according to the

size of the roots, and the blades being fastened to the upper

face of half-inch guards, the latter ride upon the shoulder of the

root, and so prevent the saw cutting too low. It is said that a"
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single-row machine, with an active horse, will top and tail from
3 to 4 acres a day, effecting a saving in

.

expense of bs. to 6s. an acre at least,
^ig. 2b.—Elevation on

This, if it works well, is a most practi-

cal and important improvement, making
the machine almost self-acting. Fig. 24,

a plan of the saw frame, and Fig. 25,

showing elevation of the slotted standard,

through which the saw frames rise and
fall, will illustrate the chief features of

this improvement.
Traction Engines.—Considerable im-

provements have been recently made in

Traction Engines, which tend to increase
*

their practical utility, by stronger con-

struction and increased duty, especially /

by the use of driving wheels of larger dia-
j

meter. Both Messrs. Aveling and Porter i_

and Messrs. Fowler and Co. exhibited

engines with 7 feet wheels. A short description of the special

features in each case will be read with interest.

Messrs. Aveling and Porter s Engine, No. 72 in Catalogue, is

described as an 8-horse power, road-locomotive, with Aveling's

patent wrought-iron side-plate brackets. The peculiar and novel

arrangement of gearing, which has been patented, will be best un-

derstood by reference to the plan (Fig. 26, p. 120). From this it

will be seen that all the gearing upon the crank-shaft and counter-

shaft is contained within the side-plate brackets, by which the

width of the engine is lessened by a foot, overhung gear dispensed

with, and the fly-wheel brought close to the crank-shaft bearing.

The chief object of this invention is to enable road-locomotives,

of say 6-horse power and upwards, to be used on railways, the

usual gauge of which is less than the gauge required for the road-

wheels of engines of such capacity. The two pinions of equal

size, marked a, are cast together and keyed fast to the crank-

shaft, instead of sliding on feathers as formerly. The intermediate

shaft, shown on the plan, is fixed, but carries a revolving sleeve,

on which are keyed the wheels which transmit the motion to

the wheels on the counter-shaft. On the left-hand end are two
wheels of different sizes, to give fast or slow motion ; on the

opposite end is the driving pinion, which is cast on the sleeve.

The sleeve can be moved into three positions by a hand lever,

and retained in each securely by a strong pin ; in this way the

driving gear can be made slow or fast, or disconnected altogether.

In the illustration, the gearing is shown in its fast speed posi-

tion ; but if the sleeve is shifted to the right, the second pinion



on the crank-shaft engages with the pinion on the sleeve, and
the other pinion on the right-hand side engages the right-hand

pinion on the counter-shatt. The counter-shaft carries a pinion

on its right-hand side, and outside the frame, which gears into

the open wheel on the main axle of the road-wheels, which also

carries the differential gear. On the main axle on the left-hand

side, and inside the driving-wheel, is a drum with 100 yards of

wire rope coiled in it, which can be used for hauling purposes

in case the engine gets into difficulties. When the lever handle

is placed in the middle position all the wheels are disengaged.

This is a simple and excellent arrangement and a decided im-
provement. The pinions a, a, c, and d, are shrouded, which
greatly increases their strength. It should also be noticed that

the intermediate shaft, being stationary, acts as a brace to the

brackets. The price of the engine is 510/.

Messrs. John Fowler and Co., not to be behind their enter-

prising competitors, exhibited two Traction Engines with com-
mendable improvements. The first of these to be noticed

is No. 8^ in the Catalogue, which was not very accurately

described as a 6-horse power large wheeled traction engine,

adapted only for traction purposes, having no JIij-icJiccl, inasmuch
as the engine which the Judges examined had a fly-wheel. Mr.

Anderson has furnished me with the following description, which^

with the assistance of the illustration, will, I liope, be understood.
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Fig. 27.—PZan of Messrs. Fowlers Traction Engine.

The driving-gear of this engine is also inclosed between the

frames. On the left-hand side of the crank-shaft are keved a pair

of pinions, which engage with spur-wheels on a second motion-

shaft, on which they slide together on a pair of feathers, and can

be moved into three positions by a lever, under the driver's control,

so as to be in fast or slow speed, or out of gear altogether. The
second motion, on its right-hand end and within the frames,

carries a pinion which gears into the spur-wheel of the differential

gear on a third motion-shaft. The right-hand bevel-wheel of

the differential gear has a pinion which is cast solid with it, and
which gears overhung into the right-hand driving wheel, while

the third motion-shaft on its left-hand end carries the pinion

actuating the left-hand driving-wheel. Both driving-wheels

have internal annular wheels, about 18 inches less diameter than

themselves, and bolted to their peripheries. By this arrangement,

which is novel as regards traction engines, the power is trans-

mitted direct to the rim of the road-wheels, instead of passing

in the ordinary manner through the spokes. Care is taken,

by a deep upper flange on the outside of the wheel as well as

by a shield, to keep dirt out of the teeth of the annular wheels.

In other respects the engine is of the ordinary type, with the

strength and finish for which this firm is justly celebrated.

Another engine of Messrs. Fowler and Co., No. 80 in the Cata-
logue, is an 8-horse Traction Engine, fitted with a spring between
the main driving-wheels, and is thus described bv Mr. Anderson.
The main axle is square where it passes between the frames
through ap>ertures considerably deeper than itself, and in which
it is guided laterally, but is free to rise and fall. To the central

portions of the axle are riveted a pair of plates, which descend
vertically to within a foot of the ground, and carrv the centre

of a powerful transverse spring, the outer ends of which support
the engine on pairs of adjustable swinging links. Round the
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fixed brackets, in which the main axle is guided, revolve two
drums, one of which serves as a winding drum and the other

as a brake ; to these are secured the spur-wheels with which the

driving-pinions gear the shaft which carries them, having also

the differential machinery on it.

The connection between the driving-drum, which also forms
the brake, and the road-wheels is as follows :—A loose ring is

carried on the inside of each road-wheel by two driving-lugs

cast on to it, and held in recesses in the driving-drum in such

manner that it is free to move radially in the line of the lugs, as

far as the play of the spring requires. By this arrangement
the vertical motion of the axle caused by the play of the springs

does not in any way interfere with the gearing. Many attempts

have been made to place a traction engine on springs ; hitherto

interference more or less with the gearing has proved the

difficulty which Messrs. Fowler and Co. have apparently over-

come by this ingenious mechanism. How long the parts sub-

ject to friction will last is a question for practical experience.

The engine was sent out for trial, made to run over a number
of deals, which showed very plainly the action of the springs,

and the consequent saving of wear and tear to the engine ; next

over big stones, and then across the downs over rough land. The
steadiness of the body and the compression of the springs were
points that could not be gainsaid. According to Mr. Greg's

statement, the additional cost of the springs would be about 60Z.,

but no extra price is put upon the engine, which stands as

before at 510Z.

The Savile Street Foundry and Engineering Company, Sheffield,

exhibited Hall's improved Bone Mill, No. 5600. The ingenious

arrangement for reducing the speed of the rollers by differential

gear, combined with an improved friction-break, deserves a

short notice. The belt-speed, which is rather high, is thus

reduced 20 to 1. In a strong iron frame is mounted a pair of

toothed rollers (having separate rings of teeth of wrought iron,

machine cut, and case-hardened), geared together by expanding-

gear. One roll, by a screw arrangement, is movable, so as to

be set closer or wider, according to the materials to be crushed

or the results desired. These rollers revolve in bearings, the

spindles being hollow. Through one of these spindles, a high-

speed shaft with a 4-feet fly-wheel thereon, driven by friction

through a break-strap, rotates, having forged or keyed thereon

an eccentric, upon which is mounted loosely an external toothed-

wheel with 19 teeth, a wrought-iron tail-lever preventing this

wheel from turning round. On the spindle of the roller is

keyed an internal toothed wheel, having 20 teeth, into which,

the aforesaid external toothed-wheel gears. The amount of
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throw given to the eccentric on the high-speed shaft is such as to

cause the pitch lines of the two wheels to coincide at every part of

their revolution, and the outer wheel or roller is consequently

advanced exactly in proportion to the difference in the number
of teeth per revolution, and in the same direction. The great

merit of this invention is the reduction of gearing, and conse-

quently of expense and friction. A bracket containing adjust-

able scrapers is secured against each roller, and a rotatory screening

apparatus is attached when required. As a means of further

increasing the utility of these mills, chilled rolls can be sub-

stituted for the serrated teeth ; this is important for grinding

coprolites. A small farmer's mill costs 45/.

Thomas C. Fawcett, of Burmantoft Foundry, Leeds, exhibited

a Plastic brickmaking machine, No. 5648, which deserves

notice on account of a very ingenious mechanism for causing

an intermittent action to the pug mill. The machine comprises

a pug-mill and a cylindrical mould. When the latter has been
filled with clay, and its revolution prevents more clay entering,

pressure of the clay against the revolving cylinder would be a

waste of power, in other words, a loss of force. The object of

the peculiar mechanism which the drawings illustrate is to make
the action of the pug-mill so intermittent that it only comes
into force when the mould or die has done revolving, and
presents itself at the mouth of the pug-mill to be filled with
clay. This is effected by a friction clutch on the pug-mill shaft.

Fig. 28 (p. 124) shows a cross-section of the driver-wheel in the pug-mill
shaft, with the clutch which connects it with the shaft, by the action of
the setting-out wedge.

Fig. 29 shows a front section at a b, and Fig. 30 the setting-out wedge.
The steel wedge or pin is drawn in and out by means of a cam on the wheel

of the crank shaft, in front of the machine, that presses the brick. This
cam, through the agency of a connecting-rod, throws the pin in, opening the

expansion-levers, and thus starting the pug-shaft, as soon as the mould or die

has done revolving, and presents itself to the mouth of the pug-mill to be re-

filled with clay ; then, just as the mould is filled and about to revolve, the
cam draws out the wedge and stops the pug mill till the mould has revolved to

another opening, and so repeats the operation. The cylindrical mould is pulled
round by a small crank and connecting-rod, and a four-toothed ratchet-wheel
on the shaft of the mould ; this crank being keyed on the top crank-shaft that
presses the brick, each time it revolves and presses a brick the mould is pulled
roxmd one-fourth or one mould, the cylinder having four moulds. The pulley,
or sheave, on the clutch, shown in the drawings, is continually running, being
driven by a belt from the first driving-shaft. The clutch is keyed to the pug-
mill pinion shaft, so that when the expansion wedge pushes in, the clutch and
pulley become, as it were, one solid piece, until the cam on the top shaft

draws out the wedge, then the pulley runs loose on the clutch. There is

great simplicity and ingenuity in this arrangement, which effects a consider-
able economy of power. This machine, catalogued at 175Z., will probably
press and make 8000 bricks a day.



Fig, 28.

—

Cross-Section of the Driving-wheel of Fawcett's Brick Mill,

No. 5648.

Fig. 29.—Section at A, B.
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James Smyth and Sons, Peasenhall, Essex, have made im-

portant improvements in their Corn Drill, which may be shortly

described. The object in view has been (1) to obviate the

necessity of removing the seed-cups or hoppers in the seed-box,

and thus to facilitate the removal of the spindle, as well as avoid

the breakages which sometimes occur in consequence of the im-

perfect refixing of the hoppers
; (2) to provide such a change of

gear, without alteration of wheels, as will compensate for dif-

ference of pace caused by travelling up instead of down hill, or

the reverse.

Fig. 31.

—

Elevation of Seed-box of Smyth's Drill.

Fig. 31 is an elevation of the seed-box, with its cup-barrel and wooden
hoppers.

a is the upper chamber of the seed-box.
d d, the discs which carry the cups e e.

ff, the cup-wheel spindle.

gg, the receiving hoppers through which the seed passes to the conductor,
h, attached to the underside of the seed-box.
The forward part of the hopper extends upwards to the level of the top of

the cup-wheel spindle, and the rear part up to the level of the under side of the
said spindle.

k I are two plates attached to the rear of the hopper by the joints m m.
The plate k inclines towards the cup-wheel d d, so that the seeds fall upon
it and descend to the hopper g.
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n is a link which couples the plate k to the plate I, and retains k at its

proper inclination, the plate, I, resting at its lower extremity against the side

of the hopper.

The side of the hopper next to the cup-wheel carries a plate, o, which
turns on a pivot, p ; this plate serves the purpose of covering the space

between the top of the hopper (in rear of spindle/) and the lower edge of the
plate k.

When taking out the cup-barrel with its spindle, or when it is desired to

shut off the seed for reaching any of the conductors, the plate I is brought
into a horizontal position and this pulls the plate k away from the cup-wheel,

causing it effectually to close the top of the hopper m, and allows free exit to

the cup-wheel and spindle.

Fig. 32.

—

Mechanism of Smyth's Drill for regulating Hill-side

Delivery.

The following particulars explain the Figs. 32 and 33, and illustrate the

mechanism for regulating hill-side delivery :

—

a, cog-wheel on nave of carriage-wheel (22 cogs). «

a', ditto ditto (24 cogs).

h, cog-wheel on end of counter-shaft c (16 cogs).

d, Hollow spindle into which c slides end ways.

e, cog-wheel (14 cogs) secured on end of hollow spindle d.

f, intermediate cog-wheel, which communicates motion from e to g.

g, cog-wheel attached on end of cup-wheel spindle.

i, radius plate to which the radius arm h is secured and adjusted, so as to

bring the intermediate wheel / correctly into gear with the various sized

change wheels which are applied to the cup-wheel spindle s.

k, bolt by which radiating-arm is secured to radius-plate (this bolt fitting

into the grooves m and n.

p, catch for retaining support-plate in position.
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q, support-plate, which carries the hrass hearings in which the cup-wheel

spindle revolves.

This support-plate turns on a fixed pin, w, and, by raising the catch p, the

plate and bearings fall away from the cup-wheel spindle, leaving the spindle

free to come out of the seed-box u ; r, stud fixed in counter-shaft c, to drive

the hollow spindle d.

Fig. 33—Sviyth's Drill.

s, cup-wheel spindle, supported at each end of the box in bearings affixed

to the plate q.

t, iron side-plates which carry the seed-box (c, Fig. 31) ; the point of support

is shown cut away, in order to show the gearing arrangements,

u, seed-box.

V, recess in shaft c, to receive a forked lever for sliding the shaft endways,
in order to bring the cog-wheel b into gear with the nave-wheels a or a', as

may be required. A larger cog-wheel can be placed on the hollow spindle d,

in place of e ; but when this is attached, the bolt k is moved into the groove

n, in order that the intermediate wheel/ may gear properly in e.

The above explanations of Figs. 32 and 33 will enable the

reader to understand the very simple mechanism by which an
alteration of speed is provided for the cup-spindle, according as

the dr^ll is travelling up or down hill. For want of this arrange-

ment we frequently find great irregularity of seeding, and a

reference to the Report of the Drill-trials at the Centennial Ex-
hibition will show that, even in the best force-feed drills, when
on the hill-side and level, the regularity was almost perfect

;

serious differences of discharge were noticeable up and down
hill.

" ^

At the Paris Exhibition, trials of drills were carried out at
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Petit Bourg on July 29th. The drill which I have endeavoured
to describe gave the following results :

—

The produce of the two outside rows (Nos. 1 and 10) weighed

258^ grammes.
The produce of the two middle rows (Nos. 5 and 6) weighed

264 grammes.
Total of ten rows, 2565 grammes.
Average per row, 256 grammes.

In last year's Report, Otto's Gas Engine was described at some
length. For some reason—probably as not being strictly an
agricultural implement—no medal was awarded, although the

invention was deservedly eulogised as a great advance upon
previous attempts in this direction. At Bristol, Crossley Brothers,

who manufacture these engines, exhibited a machine with 14*1

indicated horse power. This is another advance. Hitherto gas

has been considered suitable only for small powers. Mr. Anderson
has furnished me with the following report upon the three gas

engines exhibited at Bristol :

—

Crossley Brothers (5549 to 5552) showed the " Otto Silent Gas Engine," in

which a mixture of gas and air is exploded at one end of an ordinary steam-

engine cylinder, at every alternate revolution. The explosive mixture is

fired by means of a small permanent gas jet. The gas is admitted by a slide-

valve working across the rear-end of the cylinder : the exhaust is actuated by
a cam motion, and the governor regulates the admission of gas. A large

number of these engines are now in successful operation, and they have
attained to a considerable size. No. 5552, rated as 8-horse power, has a 9-inch

cylinder and a 16-inch stroke, running at IGO revolutions jDer minute.

The indicator-diagram, taken in the yard, gave a maximum pressure at the

moment of explosion of 162 lbs. per square inch, a mean pressure of 69s lbs.,

and consequently 14'1 indicated horse j)Ower.

Messrs. Thompson, Sterne and Co., of the Crown Works, Glasgow, exhibited

No. 5858, a hydrocarbon engine, which depends for its action on the expan-

sion produced in compressed air by the combustion of petroleum. It consists

of an air-pump, an oil-pump, and a working cylinder. The air-pump com-
presses air into a receiver, whence it is admitted into one end of the cylinder

at the same time that the oil-pump injects a sufficiency of oil to develop

the greatest pressure without causing the smoke due to imperfect combustion.

The distribution of the oil and air is mana^ied by tappet valves, and ignjtiou

is effected by a permanent flame in the inlet orifice. The whole apparatus,

though at first sight complicated, is not really so, and is arranged in a very

compact and accessible form. The advantage of using oil instead of gas is

very considerable, as it enables the engine to be used when gas cannot be

obtained, and in this respect commends itself as a useful source of power for

the farm and dairy. It works under 80 lbs. iiressure, and is said to con-

sume a little less than \ of a gallon of oil per horse-power per hour. The
engine shown at Bristol was of 5-horse power, measured on the break. Its

price was lOOZ. at Glasgow.

The greatest novelty in this direction was shown by Messrs. Louis Simon^

and Son, of Nottingham, in Article 5919, the " Patent Eclij^se Gas Engine,"

which has some features in common with the hydrocarbon engine. Com-
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pressed air, heated by combustion, is here also the source of power ; but instead

of petroleum, gas is used. The gas is drawn into the air-pump with the air,

and the mixture is compressed together, and in this state admitted into the

working cylinder, where it is fired by a permanent flame, burning in the inlet

orifice. In this engine the heat of combustion is not wasted, but serves in the

first instance to heat a water-jacket round the cylinder, through which the

water is [>umped into a small field tubular-boiler, where it is converted into

steam by the heat of the exhausted gases, and the steam so generated is ad-

mitted into the working cylinder, and mixes then with the gas. This admix-
ture of steam, besides conducing very materially to economy of working, is

said to increase the durability of the working parts, and render very little

lubrication necessary. The various valves are actuated by cam motions, and,

like the hydrocarbon engine, the mechanism appears complicated, though it

really is not so.

Amongst the novelties of the Bristol Meeting was a tipping

waggon, shown by Frank P. Milford, of Kenn, Exeter, con-

structed to carry G tons. The material and workmanship are

highly creditable. The bed-framing of the body and also the

bottom-boards are of oak, the sides and shelvings (the latter

over the wheels) consist of li-inch elm planks, well stayed with

iron, and firmly bolted together. Capacity, 11 ft. 6 in by 4 ft. 4 in.

by 1 ft. 5 in. clear of the body
;
shelvings, 11 in. wide each side

;

area of curved ladders 18 ft. 6 in. wide, by 3 ft. deep. The
object of this construction is to enable the waggon to carry a large

quantity of corn, hay, or straw, without the necessity for ropes,

as the farther the load is carried the tighter it gets. The tipping

apparatus consists of an oak framing, fitted between the framing
of the bed

; consequently, no additional height of body is re-

quired. The front and back body pillars are bolted and fitted

to the tip-frame, the front pillars taking the front carriage at the

main pin (the pin from which the carriage locks under) and the

hind pillar taking the hind axle and case. The framing is so

strongly inade that it is impossible for it to shift or get out of

place.

In the front part of the bottom of the waggon, and directly

behind the front carriage, is a hole 12 in. by 24 in., through which
the front part of the load empties itself. This hole is covered
by a hinged door, which is held up by a pin ; when this is

knocked away, it follows that the fore part of the load is dis-

charged, and the weight of the tail causes the waggon to tip and
discharge the rest of the load. The horses are moved on, and
the body gradually resumes its proper place. This is a clever

arrangement, very suitable for the discharge of coals, lime, stone,

or even roots. The tailboard is hinged, and when thrown back
IS held up by a spring so as to be out of the way. The hind-
wheels are placed well forward, which materially aids the tipping.
A trial was made with a load of coals, which were discharged in
a lew minutes—certainly in much less time than if they had

VOL. XV.—S. S. K
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been shovelled out. The Judges were much pleased with this

invention.

Mr. J. H. Knight's Patent Digging Machine by steam-power
for Hop-grounds, exhibited, I believe, for the first time, excited

considerable attention : driven by an 8-horse power engine, it

was stated by the inventor that this machine will dig from 3 to

5 acres a day, at a depth of from 8 to 12 inches, and I hear from
hop-growers that it has done very good work. The machine
comprises a frame or carriage on four wheels. The front-wheels,

which are comparatively small and close together, are for steering.

The hind-wheels, which carry the greater part of the weight, are

used for propelling. On the upper part of the frame and a little

behind the driving-wheels, a crank-shaft of three throws is fitted,

which works three vertical connecting-rods, into the lower end
of which, guided by radius-rods or guides, are fitted the tines

which penetrate the earth, turning it up and over. One end of

the crank-shaft carries a bevel wheel which gears into a pinion on
the driving shaft ; on the other end of the shaft is a grooved pulley,

driven by a high-speed hemp rope, which communicates motion
from the engine to the machine. A train of wheels commu-
nicates motion from the crank-shaft to the driving-wheels. The
engine may be placed in any corner of the field, pulleys attached

to ordinary farm waggons being used as movable anchors on
each headland.

The cost of the machine, including two sets of tines, rope, 3
corner porters, 4 working rope-porters, 14 post-porters, tension

carriage, pulleys to attach to waggons, pulley blocks, anchor-

bars, tools, &c., is 230Z. Mr. Knight calculates the daily cost of

working, including allowance for interest and wear and tear, at

21. 12s., for which four acres can be dug, thus giving a total cost

of 13s. an acre, against an average of 25s. for hand lab6ur. The
work has been very favourably reported upon in some of the

leading agricultural papers. The ' Agricultural Gazette ' of

Nov. 6th, 1876, thus describes actual work, which unfortunately

the Judges had not the opportunity of seeing :
" When the

machine is in motion, these forks or spuds are forced into the

soil evenly and regularly, being guided uniformly by the guide-

rods, taking spits or furrows of about 5 inches wide, lifting the

earth, and throwing it not exactly over perhaps with perfect

accuracy, but moving it, disintegrating it far more than hand-

digging could, and fairly burying the weeds and manure." As
it is in contemplation to offer prizes for steam-cultivating ma-
chinery in 1880, it is probable that this machine will receive

a thorough trial. In setting the apparatus to work the hemp
rope is led round tlie field from the engine on pulleys and

porters, taking a turn round the driving pulley on the machine ;
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when the digger has made a journey up the field and arrives at

the headland, the tines are lifted out of the ground by the hand-

wheel and screw, which forces backward the lever, on which the

forward ends of the radius rods are hung. As it is forced back,

the tines are raised out of the ground ; the land-side wheel is then

released from its axle by the clutch, and remains stationary,

while the machine is turned round by the other wheel. The
machine is worked by three men and a boy. It is made by
Messrs. J. and F. Howard of Bedford.

In connection with steam-cultivating machinery may be

noticed an improved Cultivator, shown by Messrs. Barford and

Perkins of Peterborough, which has been still further simplified

since the Meeting. The novelty consists in an arrangement by
which the tines of the cultivator can be lifted out of the ground,

or set shallower or deeper at any point of traverse, as well as at

the land's end, by the action of the steersman ; the travelling-

wheels are attached to a crank-axle in the ordinary way. The
lifting power is attained by two scoop-shaped double-ended

pawls on a crossbar on the top of the frame, and two notched

wheels bolted to the bosses of the travelling-wheels. When
these pawls are depressed, which is easily done by foot-leverage,

the notches and pawls are brought together, when they lift the

frame and tines clear of the ground. A pawl dropping in a

catch holds them in position. When it is required to put the

cultivator into work, the pawl is pulled out of the top catch,

and dropped into some of the other catches on the quadrant,

according to the depth required. This is a simple and efficient

arrangement. Good steering power is secured by having a

sliding draw-bar, looped on a crossbar, thus the draw-bar can
adjust itself to the line of draught. Side thrust is thus removed,
and the implement can be steered out of the line of the pulling

rope. Two sizes were shown—a 7-tined costing 50/., and a 5-

tined, price 35/.

I cannot conclude this Report without expressing my acknow-
ledgments to the Society's engineer, Mr. Anderson, for the great

assistance rendered me by his examinations and reports on several

of the machines which are therein described.
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VII.

—

Report on the Trial of Dairy Implements and Machinery

at Bristol. By Gilbert Murray, of Elvaston, Derby.

Introduction.

The growing importance of the dairy interest of these islands

is inducing a great desire for information likely to elucidate any
of the various processes in the manufacture of butter and cheese,

and to guide to new and improved practices. Since the intro-

duction of the factory system of cheesemaking into England in

1869, the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society have, at

considerable cost, obtained and published a large amount of

information descriptive of the different systems which exist in

Great Britain, as well as in other countries. Before entering

into a detailed account of the trials of the dairy utensils exhi-

bited at Bristol, I must briefly sketch the growing importance
of the dairy interest.

Within the last twenty years vast improvements have taken

place in dairy management ; the introduction of the Cheddar
system of cheesemaking into the great dairy counties of the

south-west of Scotland produced a revolution in that district.

The new system, where intelligently carried out, enhanced the

prices obtained by cheesemakers from 25 to 30 per cent., and, in

the case of first-rate makers, even more. But, like every innova-

tion on established customs, the new system met with considerable

opposition, and its principle was warmly discussed; a spirit of

rivalry sprang up, and was fanned through the publicity of the

press, hence the rapid development and perfecting of the system,

which has long since surpassed the old Dunlop method. The
introduction of the factory system of cheesemaking from America
nine years ago, the passing of the Adulteration of Foods Act,

and the fatality of the contagious diseases with which the urban

cowsheds have recently been infested, have each contributed in

no small degree to the extension of dairy farming in the rural

districts. The promoters of the factory system, in dealing with

the raw material on a large scale, elicited and conveyed to the

public a large amount of practical information, hitherto unatfain-

able in this country. Previously, many who had been engaged in

cheesemaking from childhood had hazy ideas as to the quantity

of milk requisite to produce a pound of dry curd, or of the

percentage of shrinkage entailed in curing the cheese.

The protection afforded to the consumer by the provisions of

the Adulteration of Foods Act has immensely increased the con-

sumption of milk in its natural unprepared state. So recently as

ten years ago, except in the case of a few small farmers located

round the suburbs of the large towns, there was no established
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new-milk trade from the country to the towns ; although in the

large manufacturing centres of the northern counties, where a

considerable percentage of the working classes are of Celtic

origin, buttermilk had long been in demand, and until a short

time ago was the only milk sent by rail.

Ten years ago the Midland Railway had no milk traffic ; now
special milk-vans are attached to the morning and evening

trains running from Derby to St. Pancras. Between 7 and 8

o'clock in the morning fifty milk-carts may be seen at Derby
Station ; only a few days ago I counted 200 milk-cans on the

platform, whilst intermediate stations, between Derby and
Leicester, contribute their quota to swell the aggregate. Not
only to London, but also to Birmingham, Manchester, Sheffield,

Nottingham, and even to Middlesborough-on-Tees, does Derby-
shire furnish supplies. Manchester also draws large quantities

of milk from Cheshire and Lancashire ; and many of the

Manchester innkeepers are now first-rate customers. Milk at

the present time forms no inconsiderable addition to the traffic

on every line of railway having a terminus in the metropolis.

It is estimated that from 100,000 to 120,000 gallons of milk is

daily consumed in the metropolis
;
taking the larger quantity,

this gives a fraction over a quarter of a pint per diem for each

of the four millions of human beings living in London and its

suburbs. This being so, the question naturally arises, Does the

trade admit of greater expansion ? Those best qualified to

form correct opinions on the subject maintain that, at least for

the present, consumption has nearly reached its limits. Yet the

public require, so to speak, a sort of probationary education in

order to dispel popular prejudice, and it is only by slow degrees

that the current of established habits can be diverted into a new
course. Milk is the only true natural food we possess ; it con-

tains all the elements of nutrition in an easily assimilative form.

Considered from an economical point of view, milk is relatively

as cheap an article of food at 5d. per imperial quart, as beef at

8d. per lb., with the further advantage that the former will

sustain life for a lengthened period, whilst the latter is inca-

pable of doing so for any considerable time.

Professor Johnstone had clear ideas as to the comparative
value of milk when he published his ' Elements of Agricultural

Chemistry and Geology,' more than half a century ago. He re-

marked, " if a vigorous economy of food ever becomes a national

question, a milk diet will then become the daily subsistence of

all classes." Although the literal fulfilment of the Professor's

prophecy is still distant, milk, either in a raw or manufactured
state, has now become a necessary adjunct to the bill of fare of

every household, where, a few years ago, it was only introduced
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as an expensive luxury. Various methods are now adopted for

preserving milk. In a condensed form it retains all its original

properties unimpaired for a long period, and is said to be capable

of withstanding every vicissitude of climate. When condensed,
it is stored in hermetically sealed tins, and by adding about
four times its bulk of water, it forms a good substitute for new
milk when that is not procurable.

So far I have looked at the subject entirely from a consumer's
point of view ; now I turn to the interests of the producer.

It is generally admitted that more progress has been made
during the last ten years than during the previous three-quarters

of a century. Virtually the same systems of treating dairy-

cattle had been in operation for ages, and had been handed
dewn from sire to son, and mother to daughter, unimpaired and
unimproved. The cows were turned out into the pasture-fields,

during the daytime, even in the severest weather, to crouch

and shiver under the temporary shelter of some hedge or tree ;

whilst in the sheds their chief food throughout the long and
dreary months of winter was hay, frequently of poor quality,

and invariably in an unprepared state, with the exception of an
occasional load of brewers' grains. No artificial food of any kind
was ever used ; the young stock were confined to the same
meagre fare, hence they were stunted in their growth, and late in

arriving at maturity, the heifers never coming to the pail until

three years old and upwards. Very little attention was bestowed
on the selection of bulls of a superior type or quality, their

chief merit was the capability of reproduction. Happily those

ancient notions have been dispelled, and the dairy farmer has

now become fully alive to his own interests. There are few

farmers who milk 20 cows and upwards who do not use a bull

with two or three pure crosses of blood ; the young stock are better

reared and better kept, and bring their first calf at twenty-four

to twenty-eight months old. This not only saves eight months' or

a year's keep, but it is generally admitted that two-year-olds milk
better than three-year-old heifers, if they are well kept. The
factory system and the milk trade have taught the dairy farmer

a valuable lesson, by bringing more forcibly under his notice

the exact yield of milk which his cows daily produce ; hence

the utility of selection is forced upon the farmers, and all

inferior milkers are drafted out. Some persons, with only a

superficial knowledge of the subject, raise an objection to milk-

selling, on the ground that it injuriously affects the interests

of the landlords by exhausting the manurial condition of the

land. On the contrary, my experience of milk-selling for

the last five years on large estates, both in Derbyshire and in

Cheshire, has fully convinced me of the beneficial results which
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the system has already produced on the manurial condition of the

land, I can point to numerous cases where the sum expended

yearly on purchased food has recently been equal to, and has

sometimes exceeded, the rent of the land, and this on farms where,

previous to the sale of milk, no artificial food was ever purchased.

As an illustration, I may mention, amongst others, the case of a

farm of 132 imperial acres in East Cheshire, of which 35 acres

are tillage and 97 acres are old pasture ; about one sheep to

2 acres has always been wintered on the grass-land ; six or

eight cow-calves were reared each year to keep up the stock.

Ten years ago, 21 cows were considered a full stock, for the

last two years 40 cows have been kept, exactly the same acre-

age being under tillage. The number of calves reared yearly

is now 12. The farm is within two miles of a railway station,

and within twenty miles of Manchester, where the milk is sent

;

nearly the same quantity of milk is produced in the winter as in

the summer months. To keep up this supply the cows must calve

at different periods throughout the year : they are highly fed
;

during the winter large quantities of Indian meal and grains

are used.* Some of the older cows and the light milkers are

drafted out to the butcher before they are quite dry, and replaced

by others, either recently calved or at the point of calving. The
tenant has erected a fixed steam-engine which drives a grinding-

mill, chaff-cutter, root-pulper, and other machinery. Nearly all

the farm has been boned
;
independently of this, there can be no

question as to the benefit the land is deriving from such a system

of management. Had there been no other method of disposing

of the milk except by converting it into cheese, it is highly

probable that the farmer would have had little money to spend
on the purchase of artificial food for his stock. In point of pro-

gressive improvement, dairy farms contrast favourably with those

principally under tillage, where the results of a cycle of unfavour-

able seasons, occurring at a time when the farmer has been beset

by the difficulties of the labour question, has resulted in leaving

the generality of tillage farms both in a lower manurial condi-

tion and in a worse state of cultivation than previously, and the

tenant a poorer man also. On the stronger description of un-
drained tillage lands, landlords have had considerable difficulty

* Indian meal and grains do not make the best food for milk-cows. The addi-
tion of decorticated cotton-cake to Indian meal has proved in practice very useful
as a food for milking-cows ; wliich is intelligible enough, if it be borne in mtrid
that Indian meal is comparatively poor in nitrogenous constituents, in which
decorticated cotton-cake abounds.and that for the production of the caseine or curd
in milk, food is used which, like decorticated cotton-cake, contains nitrogenous
compounds analogous to caseine in considerable proportions. The supply of decorti-
cated cotton-cake to milk-cows at the same time materially increases the value of
the dung of cows fed upon this description of food.—A. V.
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in letting arable farms, whilst they have experienced no diffi-

culty in letting dairy farms, particularly when situated near a

railway. The principal obstacle which at present impedes the

progress of improved dairy husbandry is the want of adequate

buildings. Throughout the whole of the dairy districts good
buildings are the exception : evidently, as a rule, but little

thought has been bestowed, either to secure the health and
comfort of the animals themselves, the economy of labour, or

the general convenience of the farmer. The entire system has

so rapidly and completely changed that on most farms, even

where the buildings are substantial, they require an entire re-

arrangement, and additional buildings are necessary for the

preparation and the mixing of food.

There are already indications of the soiling system being

adopted by dairy fanners, provided covered yards could be
obtained. Wood and iron might be more generally and econo-

mically employed in the erection of farm buildings, particularly

covered yards
;
by this means more extended accommodation

could be furnished at considerably less cost than heretofore.

The universal importance of the subject at the present moment
must be my apology for having so far digressed from the subject

of this Report.

The Trials.

The Judges entered on their duties on Monday, the 8th of

July, and spent the greater part of the day in inspecting the

stands of the numerous exhibitors and selecting the various im-
plements for trial. 1200 gallons of milk and 200 gallons of

cream were used in the trials. I shall now in this description

follow the printed instructions to the Judges.

Class I.

—

Milk-Cans suitable for conveying Milk long
Distances.

Of the leading points of a good milk-can, the first is facility of

cleaning. This is of the utmost importance, particularly to the

farmer who has to depend entirely on hand labour. In' large

establishments, where steam can be used, the work of cleansing

can be more easily and effectually accomplished. In no case

should there be any projections or angular depressions inside
;

imperfect cleansing is the greatest source of loss and annoyance,

both to seller and purchaser
;

facility of fdling, freedom from
spilling, means of preventing motion whilst in transit, are all

points of minor importance. There were 15 cans shown by
8 different exhibitors ; these varied in capacity from 9 to 40
imj)erial gallons, and in price from 1/. 10s. to 4/. 15s.
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The most practicable and easily handled size is that in general

use in the London trade. These are all of uniform capacity, and

hold 8 barn or 17 imperial gallons, and weigh, when full,

If cwt. That shown by Mr. Campion was mounted on wheels,

and therefore unsuited to railway transit. Mr. Cluett's was made
of a uniform width throughout ; the lid fitting inside and float-

ing on the surface of the milk—beautiful in theory, but unsound
in practice—a little rough usage would prevent the lid from

working. Vipan and Headly showed several substantial cans.

They were constructed of strong tinned charcoal-iron ; the largest

was divided into two compartments, mounted on wheels, and
fitted with locking cover and ventilating pipe, and taps for

drawing off the milk. A smaller can by the same makers was
also mounted on low wheels, with the object of facilitating its

movement when full. No. 1918, exhibited by Messrs. Alway
and Sons, was considered the best adapted for railway transit

;

it is tapering from the bottom upwards. The material of which
it is constructed is of itself sufficiently strong to enable the

use of hoops or outside casing to be dispensed with ; and the

can is free from inside angles and projections, is fitted up with
malleable cast-iron top, and also with an inner and outer lid.

A practical fault would be met by constructing both in one, in

the form of an ordinary bottle-stopper : when separate, the inner

lid is liable to get lost.

The cans were all subjected to a severe practical test
;
they

were filled with milk and placed side by side on a truck, and
drawn by a traction engine at a high speed over very rough
ground for a considerable distance round the Showyard, the

Judges and others riding on the truck. AD the lids of the cans
were removed in order to observe the action of the milk
inside the cans of different constructions. Having tested and
thoroughly examined them in every possible way, we unani-
mously agreed to award the prize of lOZ. to No. 1918, Alway
and Sons, as most nearly fulfilling all the practical requirements
of the Society, highly commending Vipan and Headly for No.
1684.

Class II.

—

Churns capable of dealing with a Quantity
OF Milk sufficient to pkoduce not more than 20 lbs.

OF BUTTEE.

There were 19 entries in this Class, contributed by 14 differ-

ent exhibitors. The estimated capacity of the different churns
varied from 7 to 70 gallons ; the Society's instructions were
explicit, so that the latter were equally as eligible as the former.

Of these 11 came up for trial. A line of shafting, driven by
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a steam-engine, was fixed in the trial-shed for the purpose of

supplying motive power. Several of the exhibitors had con-

siderable difficultv in fixing their churns, so as not to cause

the belts to slip. This entailed a loss of time. The shafting

was driven at a speed of 81 revolutions per minute. ^lessrs.

Follows and Bate's churn, No. 4022, a small barrel-churn,

was constructed of thin cedar, and can be easily cleaned.

Those belonging to J. Brown, Llewellyn and Son, Robinson
and Richardson, and W. Waide, were all on the ordinary

barrel principle. R. Tinkler's was a barrel-churn, with dia-

gonal beaters and intermediate action. ^Ir. G. Hathaway's
was an improved barrel-churn, with a metallic mouthpiece, and
the dash-boards of which were readily removed for facility of

cleaning. Mr. Ahlborn's differed materially from anything in use

in this country, its outward appearance more nearly resembling

the old Scotch plunge-churn of a bygone age ; it was a vertical

Fig. 1.—ITr. Ahlborn's Prize Hohtein Chum (^No. 2116), in Class II.
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barrel, slightly conical in shape, hung from central pivots, so

as to admit of being easily turned upside down, if required for

emptying and cleaning, and was supported on a wood frame. A
wood spindle, armed with two thin wings, or strips of wood,

3 inches wide, runs on a central boss in the middle of the churn
;

power is communicated by bevel gear from a counter shaft,

supported on the top of the frame, to which the upper end of

the spindle is connected.

Before distributing the milk to the various competitors on the

morning of the 9th, the samples were taken by Dr. Voelcker, both

from the surface and bottom of the vat.* We were thoroughly

* The milk used in the experimental trials had a specific gravity of 1*031 at

a temperature of 66° Fahr. On standing, it threw up 11 per cent, of cream by
measure.
The milk brought into the yard on the evening of the 8th of July was received

into a large vat. Before distributing the milk to the various competitors on the

morning of the 9tb, it was well stirn d up, but in the short space of a quarter of

au hour a partial separation of the cream took place, as will be seen by the fol-

lowing trials.

A sample of milk taken from the top of the vat, in the course of 12 hours threw
up 15 per cent, of cream, by measure. Temperature of milk, 63° Fahr. Another
sample taken from the bottom of the same vat, in the same period, and at the
same temperature, produced only 4 per cent, of cream, by measure.

It is of the highest importance to bear in mind in trials on the production of

butter by different churns, that a partial separation of cream rapidly takes place

in milk, and it is to be feared that the great diflierences in the quantities of butter
produced iu different churns in recorded trials from a given quantity of milk are

mainly due to this som'ce of error, which the Judges in the Bristol trials have
overcome by not giving each competitor his full quantum at once, but by doling
out the milk in two-gallon lots all round, continuing to well stir the milk in the
large vat all the time. As soon as all the competitors had obtained tlieir allowance,
test samples were taken after a few turns of each churn, to secure a perfectly
uniform condition of the mUk, and these samples were set aside in separate cream-
gauges, at 12.30 P.M. on the 9th ; and at the same time the temperature of the milk
in each churn was taken. At 9 o'clock on the morning of the lOtb, the per-
centage of cream was registered with the following results :

—

Milk used in Churning on the 9th of July, 1878.

Cliurn.

Percentage of
Cream on the 10th

July.

Temper.iture of 11 ilk

on the 9 th, before
Churning.

Number. Per cent. o
2116 7 62
2018 7 64J
2022 7 64
1904 7 64

1

2347 7 62
1974 7i 64^
1813 7 65
1953 n 65
2088 7 64
6346 7 64
4023 7 64

The result, it wiU be seen, was most satisfactory ; the greatest variation in the
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aware of the difficulty of furnishing each competitor with a

uniform quality of milk. As the practical value of the trials

entirely depended on this, we exercised the utmost vigilance

in its distribution, and, instead of giving each competitor his full

quantum at once, we doled it out in two-gallon lots all round,

continuing to well stir the milk in the vats all the time.

As soon as all the competitors had obtained their allowance,

test samples were taken in a separate cream-gauge from each
churn, and the Catalogue number was attached to each gauge.

These samples were set up at 12.30 P.M. on the 9th, remaining
in the dairy, at a mean temperature of 56°, until 9 o'clock on
the morning of the 10th, when the percentage of cream was
registered. The result was most satisfactory, the uniformity

of quality far exceeding our most sanguine expectations—they

varied one-half per cent., and that in a single instance only.

The quantity of butter obtained varied from 1"241 to 2'117

per cent. This was a meagre result, as the milk was above an

average quality. This confirms our opinion that the churning
of sweet milk is a wasteful system, as it is scarcely possible

to extract more than half the butter from perfectly sweet milk
;

where the practice obtains the milk is always soured, or, to use

a provincialism, " sappered," before being churned, and, if so,

quality is sacrificed at the expense of quantity : it is impossible

to produce fine butter from either sour milk or sour cream.

In a good dairy, having an equable temperature of 55°, the milk
should stand 36 hours, and be skimmed thrice, or every 12 hours

;

the cream should be churned regularly every day, and in this way
not only the greatest quantity, but the best quality of butter

can be obtained. Where the skim-milk and buttermilk can be

utilised and a really fine quality of butter made, it is unquestion-

ably the most profitable system of dairy management. In this

department there is still a wide field open to the enterprising

percentage of cream amounted only to 3 per cent., and that only in a single

instance.

When the milk was received in the temporary dairy, it threw up 11 per cent, of

cream, but after the agitation to which it was submitted in distributing it amongst
tlie diflerent competitors, the percentage of cream that rose to the top amounted
only to 7 per cent., clearly showing that the percentage of cream which milk
throws up when it has undergone more or less violent agitation, cannot be taken
as a sufficient test of the quality of such milk.
The buttermilk produced in making butter on the 0th, was tested for cream in

four instances. The buttermilk from— Tempemturc of
Butlcnnilk.

Churn No. 2088 threw up in 12 hours, 4 per cent of cream 67° Fahr.
1904 „ „ 4 „ „ G7° „
2088 „ „ 4 „ „ 679 „
2116 „ „ 4 „ „ 679 „

The rest of the buttermilks were not tested, the makers having used cold water
or lumps of ice in churning.—A. V.
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manager. At least 80 per cent, of the butter made in England
is still only of a second or third-rate quality. The manager of

the Midland Hotel, Derby, tells me that, although living in

the centre of one of the best dairy districts in England, he

imports all his fresh butter from Normandy. His average con-

sumption ranges about 200 lbs. per week, and if he could obtain

an equal quality in the Derby market, he would greatly prefer

to purchase there. As to the yield of butter, I have some
reliable data which may be of interest to the reader. The
accounts of a butter dairy have passed through my hands for

some years. The cows are principally pure-bred Shorthorns

with a few Ayrshires ; the quantity of butter varies from 30 lbs.

to 80 lbs. per week
;
throughout the year the milk is all mea-

sured into the dairy, and an accurate account is kept of how it is

disposed of, and monthly abstracts are made out. I need scarcely

say that the cows are well kept, both during summer and winter.

The quantity of butter is within a fraction of 4 per cent., or, in

other words, 2J imperial gallons of milk produce 1 lb. of

butter.

Class III.

—

Churns for churning a sufficient Quantity
OF Cream to produce not more than 20 lbs, of
Butter.

There were 39 entries in this class, 16 of which came up for

trial ; these were constructed on various principles. Messrs.

Follows and Bate showed a barrel-churn with revolving beaters.

A considerable number were revolving barrels with fixed beaters.

Of this class Messrs. Tinkler and Co., W. Waide, Hathaway,
Robinson and Richardson, and Llewellyn and Son exhibited

well-known examples ; these differ in the arrangement of the

beaters, and the means of ventilation, which is accomplished

by an air-valve, which, if desirable, can easily be made self-acting.

Mr. Ahlborn's vertical " Holstein," already described, Bradford

and Co.'s " Midfeather " and " Declivity," and Thomas and Tay-
lor's " Self-acting Patent Eccentric " did good work. The churns

by these makers are somewhat similar in construction ; an
important point in their favour is the facility they afford for

removing the butter. In this trial each competitor was allowed

to wash and make up the butter in his own way, and as he con-

sidered fit for market. That from the " Holstein " churn was
washed in the churn, and was never touched at all by the naked
hand. In this trial the Judges inadvertently committed a prac-

tical mistake, in meting out full quantities of cream to each

churn at once. It ought to have been dealt out in two-gallon

lots all round until each churn had its quantity, as was done
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Fig. 2.

—

Messrs. Thomas and Taylor's Prize Patent Self-acting

Eccentric Chum {No. 2244), in Qass III.

with the milk ; but as it was, those filled first had much the richer

cream. As a practical test, this trial was therefore worthless, but

the Judges think it worth recording here, if only as a beacon to

warn future experimenters from committing the same error.

The quantity varied from 26'06 to 41"87 per cent. This can, to

some extent, be accounted for by the want of skill in manipula-

tion, but is chiefly due to the cause just indicated. In some of

the samples a much greater quantity of buttermilk and of water

was left than in others ; these impurities increased the weight,

but depreciated the market-value. Although all made from
precisely the same cream, we considered the butter to vary in

value at least Qd. to Sd. per lb. From this trial we selected, as

the best qualities of butter, Xos. 2244, 2021, and 2087. Being
particularly desirous of thoroughly testing the merits of the

different churns, and, if possible, of arriving as far as practicable

at a sound decision, in order to satisfy our own minds, we
found it necessary to give the churns another trial, and to supply
each competitor with 30 lbs. of cream. This was a most satis-

factory trial. The results showed a remarkable uniformity in

the yield of butter ; the competition throughout was an exceed-

ingly close one, involving a degree of individual merit highly
creditable to the manufacturers. The quality, however, was not

nearly so uniform ; this we attributed partly to the speed and
partly to the number of beaters, whether fixed or portable, inside

the chum. Rapid churning, particularly at the commencement
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of the operation, is fatal to the production of a really fine quality

of butter
; by rapid churning the fatty globules may be so

broken up, that it sometimes becomes impossible to get the

butter at all, and in this case we have known the ignorant and
superstitious attribute it to the power of witchcraft. The suc-

cess of Mr. Ahlbom, with his small dashers, in the milk-trials,

and that of Messrs. Thomas and Taylor's " Peg " arrangement,

with the cream, fully confirm our opinion that numerous and
large dashers are a mistake

;
though both these competitors

finished at a high speed, the percentage of butter, when washed
and removed from the churn, varied from 12i lbs. (the highest)

to 11^ lbs. (the lowest). After having been passed through

Ahlborn's butter-worker, the highest was ll^lbs., and the lowest

lOf lbs. In order that each individual competitor should not

have cause to complain of having been placed at a disadvantage,

we decided to submit the seven which in our opinion possessed

the highest order of merit to a final trial on Friday morning,
and arranged that the competitors should have nothing to do with

their working, but that the churns should be driven by the So-

ciety's servants. They each had an allowance of 21 lbs. of cream,

at a temperature of 61^ Fahrenheit. The butter was washed
and weighed from the chum, at once passed through the butter-

worker, and again weighed : it gave from the churn 4 lbs. 1^ oz.

and 3 lbs. 10;^ oz. as the highest and lowest respectively ; after

having been passed through the butter-worker, the quantities

were reduced to 3 lbs. 15 oz. and 3 lbs. 8| oz. respectively, as

shown in the accompanying Table, p. 145.

Guided by the quality of the butter and the general results of

the repeated trials, we awarded the first prize to Xo. 2244,

Messrs. Thomas and Taylor; highly commended Xo. 1973,

Robinson and Richardson ; and commended Xo. 2342, T.

Bradford and Co.

Class IV.

—

Mechanical or Automatic " Butter-workers,"
SUITABLE FOR LARGE DAIRIES AND FOR FACTORIES.

There were 4 entries and onlv 3 competitors in this class.

Mr. Aldborn's machine (Xo. 2118) consists of a circular' table,

slightly sloping from the centre to the circumference, with a rim
or hoop standing some 2 inches above the edge of the table.

Round the outer ed^e of the surface of the table runs a shallow

groove, into which trickles the expressed fluid, which flows

through a pipe into a vessel set underneath. The butter is

placed on the table, and is carried under a fluted roller driven

by hand. Motion is communicated to the table by a small

counter-shaft and pinion movement. The roller is held in posi-

tion by a thumb-screw, and the pressure regulated at pleasure.
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A wedge-like piece of smooth wood is placed at each end of the

roller, and acts as a guide to keep the butter from passing off

the table. The attendant turns the butter over with wooden

boards : in passing through all the different operations it never

comes into direct contact with the naked hand.

Fig. 3.

—

Mr. Ahlhorn's Prize Mechanical Butter-worker {No. 2118),

suitable for large Dairies {Class JF.).

Mr. Hancock's butter-worker (No. 1818) is simply a piston

working in a cylinder, the bottom of which is perforated by
numerous small holes. The butter is placed in the cylinder,

and sufficient pressure is applied to the piston, screwed down so

as to force the butter in spiral threads through the small orifices

at the bottom. No. 6348 is an American machine, somewhat
resembling No. 2118, to which the First Prize was awarded,
only that a fluted roller is made to work backwards and forwards
along an inclined straight table.

No.

2118

2066

1818

6348

Name of Exhibitoe. Article. Quantily. Time. Quantity.

Ahlborn, E (^No's
''°'^^''}

Greenwood, Hancock fButter puiifying-l
"

\ machine . . .
.

)

I Butter workeri

t and washer . . /

I Butter worker"!

\ and washer . . J

lbs.

5

Minutes. lbs.

U 4

and Co.

Hancock, F. and C

Mines, H. E. .

.

Did not compete.

5 i 2 :
4

5 U 4

14|

12J*

14i

* The smaller quantity of butter after being washed was in this case due to loss

by adiiesion to the flannel cover of the piston and to the case of the machines, and
not to more thorotigh working or pressing-out of the buttor-milk or water.

L 2
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Class V.

—

Mechanical or Automatic Butter-woukers,
SUITABLE FOR SMALL DAIRIES.

There were 8 entries and only 5 competititors in this class,

but only 3 came up for trial. No. 2119, capable of working
5 lbs. of butter, and No. 2121, of a capacity for dealing with

2 lbs., both belonged to Mr. Ahlborn, and were tried with 3 lbs.

each. The former occupied 2^ minutes, and reduced the quan-
tity to 2 lbs. 15 oz. ; the latter occupied 1 minute, and reduced

the quantity to 2 lbs. 15^ oz. The other was No. 1819, belong-

ing to Messrs. F. and C. Hancock, and constructed on the same
principle as that tried by them in the preceding class. The
quantity for trial was 3 lbs., and the time occupied 2^ minutes.

When again weighed, the butter had decreased to 2 lbs. 13^ oz.

One of the two machines shown by Mr. Ahlborn was extremely

simple. It consisted of a board 3 feet long and 10 inches wide.

Each side of the board has a raised projection of about 1 inch

in height ; it is traversed by a fluted roller, having at each end

a groove, which fits the raised projections on the sides of the

board. The roller has projecting wooden handles at each end :

these are grasped in each hand, and the roller is moved back-

wards and forwards over the
Fig. 4.— Mr. AJdhorns Prize Me- butter as it lies on the board.

c^^ancaZ £«</er-uorArr (i^To. 2121), yt^g ^^^j ^j^g ^g^j
suitable for small Dairies.

operator is supported

by two legs ; the other end

rests on a tub or other vessel

(Fig. 4). The legs are fas-

tened to the board by hinges,

and are folded under it when
the board is not in use. For
the amateur, or small farmer,

or cottager, this is a most use-

ful article, for the maid-of-

^ - all-work is seldom a good
butter-maker. This is so

simple an appliance that the

inexperienced may use it as

successfully as the most skilful ; and the price, from 7s. 6d. to

10s. 6r/., places it within the reach of all. The prize was awarded

to No. 2121. The other machine. No. 2119, shown by Mr.

Ahlborn, was of precisely the same construction as No. 2118 in

Class IV., only of smaller size.
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Class VI.

—

Cheese Tubs.

The chief points to be considered were facility of filling and

cleaning, mode and cost of heating, method of drawing off

vvhej, and general economy of labour in putting in milk and
getting out curd.

There were 10 entries in this class, 7 of which came up for

trial. They varied considerably in construction, representing

several systems of cheese-making. Whether it be in the farm-

house or the factory, if a really fine quality of cheese is to be

made, steam must be used. Hot water is not sufficiently sen-

sitive or controllable ; hence it is impossible at all times to regu-

late the temperature to that degree of nicety so essential in the

production of first-class qualities of cheese. No. 2122, exhibited

by Mr. E. Ahlborn, is a strong metallic vat, having a capacity

of 100 gallons. Inside is a false bottom, constructed of tinned

copper, between which and the wooden bottom is a space

of several inches for the purpose of holding steam or water.

This space is supplied from the outside by a pipe, having a

funnel-shaped mouth ; on the opposite side is a tap for running
off the water, and another for drawing off the v/hey. To prevent

the milk from entering the whey-pipe when the tub is filled, a long

plug, reaching to the top, is used. This is objectionable, as it

rather interferes with the operation of cutting the curd. No.
2381, H. Bamford and Sons, is the patent ciicular brass cheese-

making apparatus. This apparatus is largely used in the farm-

house dairies of Staffordshire and Derbyshire. It is applicable

to steam, but hot water is more generally used. No. 2045,
David Noble, is circular in shape, constructed of strong tin, sup-

ported on a wooden stand fitted up with steam-pipes and hot-

water chambers, with a tap at the bottom to draw off whey.
It is extensively used in the Cheddar dairies of the south-west

of Scotland. No. 6325, Wilkins and Sons, is a tin tub with brass

rim, circular in shape, with lifting platform and rotatory knife.

This is constructed for heating either by steam or hot water.

No. 6350, H. E. Mines, and No. 2039, William Oilman, and
Ahlborn's, resemble each other, and are constructed on the

American principle—or that generally used in cheese-factories.

They consist of an outer and an inner case, the former of which
is constructed of deal and the latter of tin, attached to a wooden
ledge, which rests on the upper lip of the inner case. A coil of

pipes is arranged lengthwise inside the outer case ; a continuous
flow of cold water circulates through these during the night, to

lower the temperature of the milk : steam or hot water is used
when the temperature requires to be raised. A skeleton wooden
frame rests on the pipes, and supports the weight of" the inner
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vat. No. 1512, Reuben Cluett, was mechanically on the same
principle, but constructed internally of strong tin, and mounted
on wheels. The bottom of the inner vat was sloped to the centre,

with a fall to one end. The advantage gained by this arrange-

ment is that the whey drains better from the curd. The curd-

knife was of the ordinary shape, and exactly fitted the vat in width
and form of bottom, and was worked by a handle attached to

the centre ; the cutting edges were so arranged as to cut the curd

into small cubes at one operation. The vat could be heated

either by steam or hot water. The whey and the curd were

easily removed, and it was equally available for the factory or

the farmhouse dairy. The catalogue price of 15Z. 10s. was mode-
rate. We considered this the most nearly to fulfil the Society's

conditions, and awarded it the First Prize.

Class VII.—Curd Knives.

There were 7 competitors for this prize. Mr. R. Cluett's

convex knife, already described, though fully answering the

purpose for which it is constructed, is not generally applicable

to every description of vat ; and the same remark applies to ^fr.

VVilkins's rotatory knife. No. 6327. Practical cheese-makers

differ in their mode of manipulating the curd. There is no
doubt that the quality of the cheese may, to a certain extent, be

deteriorated in value by the application of a wrong principle to

the cutting of the curd. When a blunt instrument is used, it

may be bruised, and a portion of the butter washed out, or it

may be cut too coarse. When this is so, and the temperature

is rapidly raised, a portion of the whey becomes hermetically

sealed in the granules of curd, which no after pressure can expel.

The quantity of whey so enclosed, however small, sets up a fer-

mentation, which soon completely destroys the clean flavour of

the cheese. The infant curd, when first cut, is excessively

tender and easily injured ; it requires steel knives as thin as

can possibly be made, and as sharp almost as a razor, and should

be used by skilful hands to accomplish the work satisfactorily.

The most satisfactory knives were No. 2123, shown by Mr.
Ahlborn, and No. 2040, by Mr. William Oilman. These were

no new inventions, but they have been somewhat improved.

They were first introduced into this country from America, in

1869, by Messrs. Schermerhorn, who came over to manage the

Derbyshire cheese-factories. These knives are of cast steel. The
vertical knife is made 20 inches long and consists of 16 blades,

which vary from to ^ inch apart. This knife is passed lon-

gitudinally through the curd in the vat, cutting it into columns.

The horizontal knife is constructed of the same materials, and
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the blades are placed the same distance apart. This knife is

passed through the curd, cutting it into cubes. The temperature

is then slowly increased and the whey expelled. When in skilful

hands, these knives are equally applicable to any system or any

description of vat. The prize of 3/. was awarded to Mr. W.
Oilman for No. 2040, as being, in the opinion of the Judges, the

best adapted to general purposes.

Class VIII.

—

Cukd-Mills.

The use of a curd-mill is to reduce the mass of curd into sepa-

rate particles, which become cooled and aerated during the

operation. There are three separate principles of arranging

the working parts. In one, the hopper is fixed to an iron or

wood stand, and the ground curd is delivered from a spout into

a receptacle prepared to receive it ; in another, the hopper
and movable part are attached to a skeleton-frame, called a

ladder, resting on the top of the tub or vat into which the curd

falls when ground ; the third is attached to the lip of the tub by
a clip, and held in its place by set-screws. The mechanical
arrangement likewise differs considerably. One consists of a

metallic, galvanised, slotted concave, into which are geared

either one or two cylinders, on which are fixed rows of hooked
teeth. These work into the slots of the concave, carrying por-

tions of the curd with them as they revolve ; the others consist

either of one or two rollers, the teeth of which are variously

engaged. The rollers are sometimes made of wood, but more
commonlv of galvanised iron. They are driven by hand at a

high speed. No. 2041, exhibited by William Oilman, though very

roughly constructed, was on correct principles. It consisted of

two wooden cvlinders, with iron spikes placed in rows. To my
mind its great merit consisted in the cylinders revolving at dif-

ferent speeds, thus insuring greater regularity of feed and better

work. The prize in this class was awarded to Mr. Bamford's mill.

No. 2380. This was made entirely of galvanised iron. It con-
sisted of two spiked cvlinders, w orking up to a spiked breast.

The hopper, when turned back, sets the cylinder free. All the

working parts admit of being removed with the greatest facility

and despatch, and can easily be cleaned. It is highly essential

that all the working parts of a curd-mill which come into direct

contact with the curd should be cleanl v finished, otherw ise there

is the danger of the curd being bruised, and a portion of the

butter separated. The time occupied in grinding 10 lbs. of

curd of a uniform quality varied from 5 to 40 seconds.
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Class IX.

—

Cheese-Tuenees.

There were only 3 competitors in this class. These were
Mr. H. E. Mines, of 79, Redcliff Street, Bristol, Messrs. H.
Bamford & Sons, of Uttoxeter, and Messrs. Carson and Toone,
of Warminster, Wilts. All the appliances were on the same
principle of construction, though slightly differing in detail.

There is nothing either particularly new or original in these

inventions. A similar contrivance has been in use in Leicester-

shire many years. In these times of dear labour it is likely to

come into more general use. The turner of Messrs. Carson
and Toone, to which the Prize was awarded, consists of two
cast-iron standards, springing from a base which rests on the

floor. These standards are secured in position by a top and
bottom brace, which, correctly speaking, together form a square

frame. Attached to these standards is an inner frame, hung on
a central pivot, on which it revolves. The inner frame consists

of a series of wood shelves, braced and supported by wrought
iron. The turners are made in lengths of about 6 feet, and
hold from 30 to 40 cheeses. When evenly loaded throughout,

they are easily turned by a crank-handle which fits on to the

end of the centre-pin. On one side of the board a quadrant-

shaped lattice projects, which prevents the cheeses from slipping

off when being turned. Messrs. Bamford's differed only slightly

from the Prize Turner in matters of detail.

Class X.

—

Mechanical Means of Cleaning Chuens and
OTHER Dairy Utensils.

Messrs. Wilkins and Sons were the only competitors in this

class. Their invention consisted of a small conical boiler, in the

top of which was inserted a pipe secured by a steam tap. To
this pipe was attached an india-rubber hose. This was introduced

into the vessel to be cleaned, and steam from the boiler turned

on. It was not considered by the Judges to be of sufficient

practical utility to merit the award : the prize was therefore

withheld. As the supply of milk to towns becomes more
general, some cheap and effective means of thoroughly cleaning

dairy utensils is a pressing want. In the majority of cases, hot

water is the only agent at command ; it is most effective, when
used with ordinary care. Owing to the time and trouble it

involves, the work is often very imperfectly performed.

It is a common practice in many dairies to use either steam or

hot water exclusively for cleansing the dairy vessels, and to this

cause alone may bo attributed much sour milk and strong-

flavoured cheese and butter. Hot water, when used at a tem-
perature only slightly under 212°, instead of removing impurities,
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acts on the caseine and butter, causing it to form a thin glassy

film on the inner surface of the v essels ; hence certain seed-

germs are preserved and communicated to the next supply.

Dairy managers should insist upon every vessel that has come
into contact with milk being first carefully rinsed in cold water,

and afterwards either steamed or scalded at a temperature of

not less than 212'.

Class XI.—AuTOM.mc INIachines for Pkeventing the
Ri.SES'G OF Cream.

Mr. H. E. Mines was the only competitor. The system em-
ployed is that generally practised in the cheese-factories both

in England and America. Though very imperfectly worked by
the exhibitor, the practical utility of the system is fully recog-

nised as being far superior to any other in use, and the Society's

prize was therefore awarded to it. The evening's milk is

delivered into the ordinary factory cheese-vat, consisting of an
outer and an inner vat, the space between them containing coil-

pipes, which convey the water from a tank or reservoir situ-

ated at a higher level than the vat. For the convenience of

working, this pipe is connected to the vat by a portable hose,

which can be detached at pleasure. The flow of water is regu-

lated or shut ofiF by a stop-cock on the water-pipe. At the

opposite end of the vat is an outlet-pipe, of the same diameter
as the feed-pipe ; to this, again, is attached a portable tin pipe,

which conveys the water to a miniature overshot water-wheel.

This wheel is about 2 feet in diameter ; the buckets are close,

and about 6 inches wide, at right angles wdth the vat ; and
opposite the centre a wood or iron shaft is hung in bearings.

Perpendicularly attached to this shaft is a lever-arm, depending
exactly over the centre of the vat. Two horizontal shafts, one on
each side, meet and are secured to the lever by a thumb-screw.
At right angles to the ends of these shafts are fixed rakes, con-
sisting of three round deal rods, of about one inch in diameter.

The axle of the water-wheel is connected to the main-shaft by a
light strip of wood. When the water is turned on, it rises slowly
in the vat until it reaches the level of the outflow-pipes, through
which it passes on to the wheel. As soon as one or two of the

buckets are filled, it causes the wheel to make a single revolution,

which is communicated to the shaft, and the rakes or floats

move backwards and forwards, slightly agitating the surface of
the milk. Having made one revolution, the wheel comes to rest

for a few seconds, until the buckets are again filled ; and the

same operation continues to be repeated as long as required.

This not only prevents the cream from rising ; but the constant
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circulation of cold water through the vat reduces the tempera-
ture, whilst the constant stirring aerates and dispels the animal
odour.*

Class XII.

—

Milk Coolers.

There were 5 exhibitors in this class. These were Green-
wood, Hancock, and Co., Lawrence and Co., VVilkins and Son,

H. E. Mines, and G. Campion. Lawrence and Co. were the

only exhibitors who came up for trial. Their Refrigerator is now
well known. It consists of a coil of pipes, which occupy a space

of 2 feet 6 by 6 inches. A tank containing cold water is placed

at a higher level than the cooler ; this tank is generally sup-

plied by a force-pump from a well in the farmyard. The
cooler is fixed on a wood frame ; the water flows through a pipe

from the tank, and enters the bottom of the cooler, and slowly

circulates through the pipes to the top, where it passes off by an

overflow. The pipes are enclosed in a corrugated tin case, at

the top of which is a small trough, the bottom of which is per-

forated with small holes throughout its entire length. The milk
flows through these holes, and follows the corrugations of the

outer surface, the temperature of which is reduced by the circu-

lation of the cold water. Inside, in its downward course, the

milk is not only cooled, but it is to a great extent purified,

broken up, and aerated, and all animal heat and smell are re-

moved. Whether the milk is to be manipulated in the home
dairy or the factory, or goes to the milk-vendor, it should be

cooled as soon as it is drawn from the cow. From practical ex-

perience I am fully convinced that a really uniform and first-class

quality, whether of butter or cheese, cannot be produced unless

this point is strictly enforced. The losses sustained by those

who send their milk long distances by rail have fully convinced

them of the necessity of cooling. The result of the trial with

Lawrence's cooler was that the temperature was reduced from
105° to 65° in one minute. The water was raised into the

cistern by a force-pump, the temperature of the water at the time

being 64^. The machines are made in three sizes. The smallest

will cool 80 gallons an hour, price 4/. ; the next will cool 125
gallons an hour, price 5Z. ; and the largest 175 gallons an hour,

the cost of this being 6/. 15s.

* The Bristol trials on automatic machines for preventing the rising of cream
were by no means favourable to Mincs's appliances. A sample of mUk, which
produced in twelve hours 15 per cent, of cream, the temperature having been

62J° Falir., was tested next morning, the 9th July, after having been in Mines'a

agitator all night on the 8th. A sample taken from the top of the vat threw up
20 per cent, of cream after two liours' standing in a cream-gauge, and the second

sample, taken from the bottom of the vat, produced 12i per cent, of cream in the

same time : thus showing that the agitator did not prevent the rising of the

cream—A. V.
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Class XIII.—Method of Keeping a large Quantity of

Milk at a Temperature of under 40^ Fahrenheit, for

A PERIOD OF not LESS THAN 12 HOUES, SUFFICIENTLY

ECONOMICAL FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES.

A prize of 20/. was offered in this class, and there were

3 entries, but none of the exhibitors succeeded in complying

with the conditions.

That known as the Swartz system consists of deep-setting cans,

2 feet long, 20 inches deep, and 6 inches wide, are filled with

new milk, and placed side by side in a vat, or cistern, filled with

cold water. If the temperature of the water can be still further

reduced by the use of ice, so much the better. A wooden vat

may be used ; a slate or brick-and-cement cistern would answer

Fig. 5.

—

Trough with deep Cans for Setting Milk on the Swartz System.

the purpose better, particularly where water is plentiful, and
capable of being so contrived that a constant circulation could

be kept up by gravitation. Milk at a low temperature will keep
sweet for a long period, and the cream rises very rapidly and in

large quantity. Deep setting, however, is opposed to English
ideas. The trial commenced by setting the milk at 11-45 on the

night of the 8th July, the temperature then being 66° Fahrenheit

;

at seven o'clock on the morning of the 9th the temperature

had risen to 77J°. Ice was then used, and by 10 o'clock the

temperature had fallen to 48^
; at 10 A.M. of the 10th the tem-

perature was 43^. The milk was skimmed on the 11th at 12-30.

The cream was perfectly sweet and in full quantity, and the

butter made from it was of excellent quality. On the recom-
mendation of the Judges, the Council awarded a special prize of

10/. to Mr. E. Ahlborn. Since the Bristol Meeting I have tested

the Swartz system,* and am fully convinced of the superior

quality of the butter produced by that method.

* Of late, an American of ttie name of Cooley has announced the discovery of
this property and the perception of its practical bearing ou Dairy-husbandry
as his own (ace ' Farmer,' December 30, 1878).

—

Ed.
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The Judges greatly regret that there was no entry in

Class XIV. for the best Milking-machine. He who success-

fully solves the difficulty will reap a rich reward. The want of

such a machine is the one missing link in dairy management.
Greater mechanical difficulties have been overcome, and we
hope before many years to see the milking-machine difficulty

practically solved.

Before closing this Report we beg most heartily to record our
thanks to Dr. Voelcker for his attention and able aid, and to

the Stewards for their courtesy and assistance.

(Signed) G. Maj^der Allender.
T. RiGBY.
Gilbert Murray.

Note on Swartz's System.—At 11.45 on the night of the 8th of

July, 36 gallons of milk were put in Ahlborn's deep-setting

cans, kept surrounded by cold water, in accordance with Swartz's

system, the temperature at that time being 66° Fahr. At 7 o'clock

in the morning of the dth. of July the temperature of the milk
was 72^°, and thus had risen 6j° during the time it had been set.

Lumps of ice were then placed into the water surrounding the

setting tins, and in an hour's time the temperature of the milk
went down to 48° Fahr. On the 10th, a maximum and minimum
thermometer was placed into the milk, and from time to time
lumps of ice were placed into the water used for cooling down
the milk. At 12.30 P.M. on the 11th, the milk was skimmed,
and at that time had a temperature of 47° Fahr. During the

10th and 11th of July, the highest temperature of the milk
registered by the maximum thermometer was 65° Fahr., and the

lowest 42° Fahr.

On the 10th, the cream, when tested with delicate litmus-

paper, was found to be perfectly neutral ; and on the 1 Itli it

was still sweet, and, after some time, gave merely the faintest

indication of turning delicate litmus-paper slightly red.

The skimmed milk was perfectly sweet at 12.30 P.M. on the

11th, and did not redden in the slightest degree delicate litmus-

paper, showing that no trace of acid had been generated in the

milk by keeping it in deep-setting tins, surrounded by cold

water, at a temperature ranging between 72^° and 42° Fahr.,

during a period of 84^ hours, or 4 days and 3 nights. The
cream, which was deliciously sweet, was churned on the 11th,

and produced butter of the finest quality, leaving nothing to be

desired as regards texture and fine flavour. The following is

the composition of the butter made according to Swartz's system

of raising cream, a system which has proved most successful

both as regards the quantity and the quality of the cream vvhicli
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it furnishes, and the excellence of the butter which the cream

produces :

—

Composition of Butter made in accordance witJi Swartz's system.

Water 13-26
Cascine "92

Pure butter fats 85-70
Mineral matter (asli) -12

100-00

Augustus Voelckee, F.R.S.

VIII.

—

Concluding Report on the Experiments at the Brown
Institution on Pleiiro-Pneumonia. Bj J. Euedon-Sandekson,
M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., late Superintendent of the Brown Insti-

tution. With an Appendix by W. DuGUlD, Esq., M.R.C. V.S.,

late Veterinary Surgeon to the Institution.

The inquiries which were undertaken in 1876, relating to the

origin and nature of pleuro-pneumonia, and to the use of inocu-

lation as a means of preventing its spread, having now been
brought to a conclusion for the pi-esent, in consequence of the

legislative difficulties which stand in the way of further experi-

ment, I beg leave to submit to the Council the following state-

ment of the results of our labours.

The circumstances which led to the inquiry were set forth in

a preliminary Report which was published in 1876. At that

time no experiments had been made, but our first batch of

experimental animals had been purchased, viz., two cows, two
calves, and four other animals of different ages. They had
been kept at Wandsworth Road for three months—a time which
we considered sufficient, but not more than sufficient, to afford

security against previous infection. I then stated that we should
exclude any living source of infection from our premises, but
would " try, in succession, every channel of mediate contagion
known to us, using in our experiments all that deliberation and
caution which the consideration of the importance and difficulty

of the inquiry enforced upon us."

Before proceeding with the narrative of our experiments it

will, I think, be useful to state somewhat more fully than has
hitherto been done, the nature of the practical questions which
we have had in view, some of which have now assumed a greater

importance than they had at the outset. Our objects have been
(Ij to ascertain by experiment by what different ways a healthy
animal can be infected

; (2) to ascertain whether inoculation is
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practically useful ; and (3) to discover a way of inoculating an
animal without risk.

With reference to the first point, the opinion generally enter-

tained is, that a healthy animal may get pleuro-pneumonia
either directly from a diseased animal, or indirectly by being
brought into relation with its hide or carcass, or with persons

or things that have been in contact with its body. Thus,
Mr. Fleming, the author of the well-known ' Manual of Vete-

rinary Sanitary Science,' expressed his belief very decidedly in

1875, that "infection may occur through the medium of forage,

straw, &c., which have been soiled and breathed upon by
infected cattle, by the utensils which have been used with them,
as well as by the persons who have attended to the sick

;

" and
has since that period expressed the same opinion in still stronger

terms. An opposite view had, however, been guardedly pro-

mulgated by a very high authority. In the excellent article bv
Professor Brown on the contagious and infectious diseases of

animals, which appeared in the tenth volume of the ' Journal,'

the author said, that " so far as his own observations had enabled

him to decide, the disease is only communicated by the actual

contact of a diseased animal with a healthy one, and that it is

at least exceedingly probable that the mode of communication
is by the inhalation of the breath of the diseased subject."

With reference to the second question, that of the utility of

inoculation, opinions are also, as needs scarcely be said, much
divided, although the majority are in its favour. One of the

strongest arguments against it is founded on the acknowledged
fact, that although inoculation as ordinarily practised produces

very severe effects, yet these effects are neither the disease

itself nor any modification of it. It has, indeed, been alleged

by some authorities that actual lung disease can be generated

by the insertion under the skin of bits of diseased lung ; but

this inference, which if it were well established would be of

great importance, can be shown to be mistaken. The observa-

tions quoted in support of it are too good to be true. In most

instances, the time which intervened between the inoculation

and the appearance of lung disease was far too short ; for we
have evidence from the pathological inquiries of Professor Yeo,

as well as from other sources, that the development of the disease

in the lungs requires a very long time, and usually produces no

obvious symptoms at all until it breaks out in the acute form in

which it is ordinarily recognised. Consequently, the appearance

of symptoms within a week or two after inoculation could not

reasonably be referred to the operation as their cause ; so that

we need not hesitate to conclude that the animals in question

had been previously infected by other means.

Another statement that has been made with reference to the
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mode of action of inoculation is equally unfounded, viz. : that

although inoculation never produces actual pleuro-pneumonia,

yet, that it gives rise, at the place where the morbid material is

introduced beneath the skin, to a local disease which is of the

same kind as the real disease of the lungs, and that consequently

the effect of the inoculation is to produce a sort of pleuro-

pneumonia of the skin ! Now it is quite true that there is a

great resemblance between them—a likeness sufficiently striking

to have impressed some very well informed persons—but very

little stress ought to be placed on it. All inflammatory exuda-

tions, whether specific or not, are very like each other as regards

their chemical and anatomical characteristics ; so much so that

it is not possible to distinguish them from each other excepting

by their disease-producing properties. In other words, the only

way in which it would be possible to prove that any diseased

material derived from the skin of the inoculated animal was
pleuro-pneumonic would be by showing experimentally that

when introduced into another animal it produced pleuro-pneu-

monia. If this proof were given we should have a right to

conclude from analogy with similar cases, that in all probability

immunity would be conferred on the infected animal ; but in

the absence of such proof, the only way in which the protective

power of inoculation can be settled for practical purposes, is by
observing whether inoculated animals can get pleuro-pneumonia

by exposure.

The experiments which had previously been made for this

purpose Avere unquestionably in favour of the protective power
of inoculation. The inquiries of the French Commission,
carried out in 1851, in which fifty-four animals were experi-

mented upon at an expense of 2400/., led to the conclusion

that " inoculation possesses a preservative power conferring on
the inoculated animal an immunity which protects it from the

contagion of the disease for a time which remained undeter-

mined," inasmuch as the experiments could not be continued
for more than six months. This conclusion, founded on experi-

ments which were evidently conducted with the utmost care and
impartiality, has been largely confirmed by the trials which
have been made of the practice by owners of stock in this and
other countries, and particularly in our Australian colonies. It

appears from a recent Government Report, that in the colony of
New South Wales the practice of inoculation has been so suc-

cessful as a preventive that it has become general ; so much so,

that the chief inspector of the colony was prepared in 1876, to

recommend to the colonial government that it should be made
compulsory.

But the proof of the protective power of inoculation, even if

it were much stronger than it is, would afford an insufficient
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reason for recommending it as a practice, unless it can be shown
that the third question—that which relates to the risk of the

operation itself—admits of a satisfactory answer. On the

ground of its danger the French Commission, notwithstanding

their opinion as to its protective power, declined to recommend
it as an economically advantageous practice ; for they considered

that their own experiments showed " that inoculation causes a

larger mortality than the disease which it is intended to pre-

vent." No less than 11 per cent, of their animals had died7

whereas it was extremely improbable that so large a number
would have been sacrificed had they been subjected without

inoculation to the ordinary risks of infection. Notwithstanding
these facts, the Commission, of which M. Bouley was the

Secretary, recommended that it ought to be encouraged on the

ground that, its protective power having been demonstrated, the

dangers above referred to would be diminished by improved
methods.

Inoculation is usually performed by inserting the liquid which
drains from diseased lungs into the cellular tissue. The situa-

tion chosen for the purpose is the end of the tail. The reason

why this part is selected is, that if, as often happens, the local

inflammation becomes excessive, it may be limited by amputa-
tion. But notwithstanding this safeguard, the diseased action

is apt to spread to the neighbouring parts, in which case it

occasions serious illness and often death.

The position of the question was therefore clear. The pro-

tective power of inoculation, though by no means definitively

settled, had been rendered sufficiently probable to justify a more
extended trial than it had as yet received. But the effects of the

operation as hitherto practised were sometimes so severe that it

appeared probable that the risk would more than cover the

advantage.

One of the first objects which we had in view in our experi-

ments was to test the possibility of communicating pleuro-

pneumonia by mediate contagion. The lungs of animals which
had been slaughtered in an advanced state of the disease (see

Appendix I.) were placed, in the fresh state, under the noses of

ten healthy animals of all ages. As none were infected, it did

not seem necessary to repeat the trials in a systematic marnier,

the more so as the persons who attended on the animals were

in the habit of handling the diseased organs which were at

that time frequently brought to the Institution for pathological

examination.

The experiments on inoculation were commenced in September
in 1876. The first practical question which required an ans.wer

was whether it was possible by taking extra precautions in the
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collection of liquid, and particularly by using it only in an

absolutely fresh state, to avoid the inflammatory results which

have been above described. Five animals were inoculated with

perfectly fresh material from a cow killed the same morning

(see Appendix II.). A few drops of the clear exudation-liquid

from the lungs were injected under the skin either of the shoulder

or of the side of the neck. For five days the animals remained

well ; on the sixth day a swelling appeared at the puncture,

which gradually increased. In three of the cases it began to

subside a week after it had commenced, and eventually dis-

appeared ; but in the other two it went on increasing until it

had involved the integument of the neck, chest, and belly, at

length causing death by general infection, in the one case on

the twelfth, in the other on the fifteenth day of the illness. It

is to be noticed that the animals exhibited no loss of appetite,

nor any other sign of general disturbance, until the third or fourth

day after the swelling appeared, nor did the temperature begin

to rise in any instance until that time (see Appendix II.). In

the two fatal cases the highest temperature, four and a half

degrees above the natural standard (106 "4 Fahr.), was reached

three days before death.

The mode of progress of the illness indicated very distinctly

that, although we had not communicated pleuro-pneumonia by
our inoculations, we had introduced an infection of another

kind. If the liquid injected had been a mere irritant it would,

if its action had been intense enough, have produced a limited

abscess, not a rapidly-spreading and diffuse infiltration. That
this was so was confirmed by the appearances observed after

death. The internal organs, and in particular the lungs, were
found to be perfectly healthy ; but the serous membranes exhi-

bited the appearances ordinarily observed in animals that have
died of acute general infection, that is, from what is popularly
called blood-poisoning.

In the cases I have related, the effects of inoculation were, as

has been seen, severe in every instance ; for even in the three

animals that recovered, the disturbance of health, as indicated

by the high temperature and general state of the animal, was
considerable. When the tail is selected as the seat of inocula-

tion the case is much more manageable. Here, as before, it is

not until the fourth or fifth day that the seat of puncture becomes
painful and swollen. The swelling continues for about a week,
by which time a slough of dead tissue has usually formed, which
eventually separates. About the time that the slough comes
away secondary swelling usually begins, and gradually extends
to a greater or less distance towards the root of the tail, until,

in unfavourable cases, the neighbouring integument is involved,
VOL. XV.—S. S. M
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becoming the seat of diffuse cellular infiltration of the same
kind as that which has already been described. In the ordinary

case, a common result of tail inoculation is that part of the

organ separates by necrosis, an event which is often not attended

with any serious disturbance of the animal's health (see Appen-
dix III.).

There are two reasons why inoculation, as practised in the

above instances, is necessarily attended with danger. One of

these is that the liquid used, however carefully it is collected,

not only contains the virus of pleuro-pneumonia, but possesses

morbific properties of another kind, which are due to its being
the product of an unhealthy, or, as it is often called, an infective

inflammation—properties which would have manifested them-
selves if, instead of the juice of a pleuro-pneumonia lung, we
had used any other exudation-liquid of a similarly infective

character. A second source of danger is, that the living tissue

which serves as the channel of introduction is one which we
know to be particularly susceptible to infective influences of this

kind. By previous experiments, relating to another inquiry,

we had found that this second danger could be avoided by
infusing the morbific liquid directly into the circulation. We
therefore resolved to adopt this plan, feeling sure that, if the

pleuro-pneumonic virus possessed any protective power at all,

that power would be exercised to the greatest advantage if the

liquid were mixed with the circulating blood ; for in this way
it would necessarily come into contact, not merely with any
particular part, but with every organ in the body. Another
advantage which the method of infusion into the blood-stream

offered was, that from fifty to a hundred times the quantity of

liquid could be introduced at once, and thus the chance of

infection be vastly increased.

Fourteen animals were thus inoculated (see Appendix IV.).

The instrument employed was a syringe, capable of containing

two drachms of virus, and furnished with a slender, sharp-

pointed steel tube. The point was made to enter the principal

vein by which blood returns from the back of the ear, and was
usually secured by a ligature. The syringe was then 'slowly

discharged, the greatest care being taken to avoid contact with

the cellular tissue. It was often unnecessary to divide the skin.

The whole operation was conducted without any appreciable

suffering to the animal.

In the first batch of eight animals the operation was, in all

but one, performed twice in each case, at an interval of several

weeks, with a view to greater certainty of result. With the

exception of a small prominence which marked the seat of the

inoculation, and subsided in a few days, it was in general
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followed br no morbid effects, either local or constitutional. In

one instance, however, that of an old cow, unfavourable symp-
toms presented themselves on the sixteenth day after the intusion.

On that dav the bodily temperature, which at the time had been

natural and had until then continued so, rose to 103" 2' Fahr.,

and on the day following to 105 • 6^ At this point it remained

until the twenty-second day, after which it declined till death,

which occurred two davs later. The rise of temperature was
attended with other signs of fever, and with difhcult breathing,

which continued to the last. The post-mortem examination re-

vealed that the cause of death was an acute double pleurisy ; but

in addition to this there were appearances which showed that the

animal, which was thirteen years old, had suffered from chronic

lung disease of very old standing. This, although not the

immediate, was the predisposing cause of death. The imme-
diate cause was, I have no doubt, the infusion, which, acting on
the pre-existing disease, occasioned consequences to which a

healthy animal would not have been exposed. It is perhaps
desirable to add that the affection of the pleura from which
this animal suffered, although properly called a pleurisy, was of

an entirely different kind from the pleurisv which forms part

of pleuro-pneimionia. The sub-pleural tissue, which in the

contagious disease is the principal seat of alteration, was in this

animal entirely unaffected ; nor were anv of those characteristic

chancres in the lunj tissue observed which have been so well

described by Mr. Yeo in this Journal. We are therefore justified

in concluding that, whatever may have been its antecedents, it

was free from pleuro-pneumonia during the time that it was
under observation.

The remaining seven animals were, as has been already

reported to the Society, exposed to the infection of pleuro-

pneumonia in the most effectual manner that could be devisetl.

They were removed from the Brown Institution, and placed in

sheds which were at the time occupied bv diseased animals, and
in stalls in which such animals had stood. They remained
under these conditions for three months, and in some instances
for four, after which they were kept under observation for periods
which in the majority of the cases extended to six months.
None of them showed any sigrns of infection. In those that
were slaughtered (see Appendix V.) the lungs and other internal
organs were found to be perfectlv healthy.
The other six animals were inoculated earlv in the present

year
; but in consequence, first of our being unable to meet with

cases ol pleuro-pneumonia in situations convenient for our
purpose, and subsequently of the obstacles imposed by legis-

lation, all attempts to test the immunitv of these animals in

M 2
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an effectual manner proved unavailing ; and I found myself

obliged to recommend to the Committee that they should be sold.

The results of the experiments have been so far satisfactory

that I cannot help regretting that they have been brought to

an abrupt termination. The smallness of the number of the

animals which we have had the opportunity of experimenting

on renders it impossible to regard them as conclusive. The
utmost that can be said is that, so far as they have gone, the

results are sufficiently favourable to justify us in recommending
further trial of the practice of venous infusion to those who are

unlucky enough to have their herds invaded by pleuro-pneu-

monia. As regards the safety of the operation itself, I can

speak with confidence. Provided that an operator can be found

with sufficient dexterity to perform it, and sufficient conscien-

tiousness to avoid the known sources of danger, the trial can

be made without risk. Certainty as to its value can only be
attained by the experience of some years.

I cannot conclude this Report without pointing out that, in

case the value of inoculation should be established, there is no
reason why the measures of sanitary police which have been
enforced by the Legislature should interfere with its useful

employment. It has been distinctly recognised as the basis

of this legislation that pleuro-pneumonia is a disease of ex-

tremely long incubation

—

i.e. one which may exist and pro-

gress in the organism for months without producing obvious

symptoms ; and that it is chiefly communicable by actual co-

habitation. The recognition of these two facts has been em-
bodied in the principle of prolonged segregation of all animals

that have been exposed to intercourse with living sources of con-

tagion. If it is found possible to carry out this principle

effectually throughout the United Kingdom, it may be con-

fidently anticipated that the prevalence of pleuro-pneumonia
will gradually diminish until, as may be hoped, it may even-

tually disappear. The realisation of this desirable result would,

no doubt, tend to diminish the importance of the question of

inoculation. So long, however, as outbreaks of pleuro-pneu-

monia still exist, the limitation of its areas of prevalence by
restrictive regulations would, in my judgment, materially faci-

litate the application, within the areas so limited, of whatever
other means of prevention might be found to be effectual for the

diminution of the number of animals attacked.
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APPENDICES.
I. Exposure of animals to emanations from diseased organs.

I[. Subcutaneous injection of pleuro-pneumonia exudation-liquid.

III. Inoculation in the tail by the ordinary method.
IV. Fatal case of "blood poisoning" apparently consequent on infusion

of pleuro-pneumonia liquid into the circulating blood.

V. Inoculations by infusion into the veins.

VI. List of animals experimented upon.

APPENDIX I.

Exposure of Animals to the Emanation from diseased organs.

Sept. 9, 1876.—Portions of lung from a cow affected with pleuro-pneumonia

were conveyed direct from a slaughter-house to the Brown Institution, and
while still warm were placed in the mangers of two two-year-old bullocks,

known as animals Nos. 3 and 4 in this Report. The diseased material was
allowed to remain in the mangers during the night, and removed in the

morning along with a considerable amount of serous fluid which had drained

from it. No washing or disinfection was done after its removal. Both these

animals were kept under close observation, and no result of this exposure was
observed, and no rise of temperature was recorded.

March 27, 1877.—The above experiment was repeated by placing portions

of diseased lung in the mangers of a cow, about six years old, and a two-year-

old bullock, known as animals Nos. 2 and 5 in this Report. In this experi-

ment the portions of lung were allowed to remain for twenty-four hours, and
when removed the mangers were neither washed nor disinfected. It should
be noted that in the case of No. 5 he had barely recovered from an attack of

foot-and-mouth disease, communicated by means of saliva obtained from
diseased animals at the Metroix)litan Cattle Market. Neither of these

animals was affected by this contact with the pleuro-pneumonia virus, and
the daily recorded temperature remained normal.

August 16, 1878.—A favourable opportunity presented itself for repeating
tliis experiment on a larger scale, when portions of fresh diseased lungs were
placed in the mangers of seven animals, two cows and five yearlings, known
as animals Nos. 10 to 15 in this Report ; these animals did not suffer from an
exposure of twenty-four hours to these diseased organs.

APPENDIX II.

Injection of Pleuro-Pneumonia Exudation-liquid into the Cellular

Tissue.

September 6, 1878.—Five yearling heifers which had been kept under daily

observation at the Brown Institution since March, and had been the subjects

of experiments on anthrax, were inoculated by the injection of a few drops
of the liquid obtained from a portion of diseased lung (taken from a cow
slaughtered the same morning) into the subcutaneous cellular tissue on the

side of the neck and front of the shoulder.

The punctures could be felt as mere prominences on the following day,

and continued so in all the animals for four days. On the fifth day, in one
there was some swelling and tenderness at the seat of puncture, and on the
following day a similar appearance was observed in another. The daily record

kept will best show the progress and the result of this swelling.

Si2)t. 11, 1878.—At the seat of puncture iu No. 14, there is a little doughy
paiuiul swelling.
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Sept. 12.—Swelling increasing in No. 14, and just beginning in No. 10.

Sept. 13.—Swelling still increasing in Nos. 10 and 14, temperature normal
in all, and no evidence of constitutional disturbance in the two that show
local symptoms.

Sept. 14.—Indication of slight swelling in Nos. 11, 12, and 13 ; in Nos. 10
and 14 the swelling is spreading, the temperature of No. 14, 102'9, in the

others still normal.

Sept. 15.—Increase of swelling in all, but most marked in No. 14.

Sept. 15.—No. 10. 102-6. Sept. 16.—No. 10. 102-2.

„ 11. 102-4. „ 11. 102-6.

„ 12. 102-8. „ 12. 102-8.

„ 13. 102-4. „ 13. 102-2.

„ 14. 103-4. „ 14. 104-2.

Sept. 16.—The swelling in the case of No. 14 increasing rapidly, very

tender, doughy, and pits on pressure.

Sept. 17.—No. 10. 103 - 2. Swelling extends along one side of neck.

„ No. 11. 102-9. Swelling about the size of an egg.

„ No. 12. 103-6. Swelling about 6 inches in diameter.

„ No. 13. 102-6. Swelling as large as an egg.

„ No. 14. 105-4. The swelling now extends along both sides

of the neck, animal ill, and refuses food.

Sept. 18.—No. 10. 104 • 2. The swelling is still confined to one side of neck.

„ No. 11. 101-9.

„ No. 12. 103-9. Swelling still spreading.

„ No. 13. 102-0.

,, No. 14. 106-0. At the seat of inoculation the skin is soft and
moist, but there is no softening of the swelling generally.

Sept. 19.—No. 10. 104-3. The swelling is now extending along on both
sides of the neck.

„ No. 11. 102-2.

„ No. 12. 104-0. The infiltration of the cellular tissue still pro-

gressing.

„ No. 13. 101-9. Swelling not increasing.

„ No. 14. 106 -4. Constitutional disturbance great, the oede-

matous swelling now extends from the head along the whole under surface of

the neck to the sternum.

Sept. 20.—No. 10. 105-0. The infiltration spreading rapidly.

„ No. 11. 102-0. The progress of the a;dema now seems arrested.

„ No. 12. 104-0. The swelling involves nearly the whole of one
side of the neck.

„ No. 13. 102-0. Swelling does not increase.

„ No. 14. 106 -4. Animal getting weak, losing flesh rapidly ; the

swelling spreading down both fore-legs, but more particularly the left, the

inoculation having been performed on that side. When some incisions were
made into the swollen cellular tissue a quantity of serous fluid drained away.
On cooling, this Hquid became of a gelatinous consistence, and a soft clot

separated. Under the microscope few red blood globules and great numbers
of large granular cells were seen, but no bacteria or allied organisms could be

made out.

Sept. 21.— No. 10. 105-8. The swelling is still advancing, and the animal
refuses food, and is losing condition. A few

incisions made to relieve the tension if

possible.

No. 11. 102-0.

„ No. 12. lO t'O. Swelling very tender.

No. 13. 102-0.

„ No. 14. 105-6. Very weak, lies almost constantly, the incisions
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discharging freely, but the swelling spreading under chest and along the

belly, skin sloughing where it was scarified.

ISept. 22.—No. 10. 105 '8, The infiltration of the cellular tissue extending

down the fore-legs as well as along the whole
under surface of neck.

„ No. 11. 102-2. Swelling subsiding.

„ No. 12. 104 '5. The swelling still confined to the side of the

neck on which the puncture was made. A
few small punctures made in the skin with

a lancet.

No. 13. 102-6.

„ No. 14. 103-0. Can scarcely stand, sloughing condition of the

Bkin, with fcetid discharge.

Sex>t. 23.—No. 10. 106*4. Very weak, and the incisions in the skin

assimiing an unhealthy appearance.

„ No. 11. 102-0. Swelling subsiding.

„ No. 12. 103-8. Swelling less tense, but wounds imhealthy.

„ No. 13. 101-8. Swelling subsiding.

„ No. 14. 100-2. Died in the course of the day. Post-mortem
same night. A large quantity of straw-coloured gelatinous exudation in the

subcutaneous cellular tissue, extending from the lower jaw along the inferior

aspect of the neck, chest, and abdomen, and also extending down both fore-legs

below the knee. In some places the exudation was nearly an inch in thickness,

and when cut it yielded a pale straw-coloured juice. There was a small

quantity of exudation in the peritoneal cavity, but the abdominal viscera

were otherwise healthy. On the pleura and pericardium there were some
baimorrhagic spots as well as on the surface of the lungs, which were otherwise

healthy.

Sept. 24.—No. 10. 106*4. Wounds sloughing and weakness progressing.

„ No. 11. 101-8.

„ No. 12. 104-0. The swelling now subsiding.

No. 13. 102-0.

Sept. 25.—No. 10. 105-8 The swelling extending along the belly, animal
sinking.

„ No. 11. 101-8. Very little swelling now remains.

„ No. 12. 103-0. Swelling subsiding, fluid still draining freely

from the wounds, which are of a very
imhealthy character.

„ No. 13. 101-8. The swelling has almost disappeared.

Sept. 26.—No. 10. 104-0. Lies constantly, can scarcely get \x^, evidently

sinking.

„ No. 11. 101-8.

„ No. 12. 103-2. Swelling much reduced, a foetid discharge

continues from the wounds.
Sept. 27.—No. 10. 102 - 3. Unable to stand

;
slaughtered

;
post-mortem

immediately. With the exception of a few hjemorrhagic spots on the peri-

toneum, the abdominal viscera were healthy. Pleura studded with hemor-
rhagic spots, and contained a small quantity of exudation. Lungs perfectly

healthy.

In this case the swelling extended from the lower jaw along the under
surface of the neck and body to the mammary gland, and down both fore-legs

as far as the fetlock joints.

Sept. 28.—No. 12. 102-0. Swelling fast disappearing.
Sept. 30. No. 12. 101 '8. Wounds healing, aud swelling almost gone.
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APPENDIX III.

Inoculation in the Tail by the ordinary Method.

A healthy cow, about six years old, which had been kept under "daily

observation for several months, and had on three occasions during the month
of June, 1876, resisted infection with foot-and-mouth disease, calved on
August 15, 1876, and for a few days both before and after calving an increase

in the bodily temperature was noted. As determined by a long series of

observations, the mean normal temperature was 101*6 Fahr., the range of

readings being from 101 to 102-2.

Nov. 3, 1876.—About two drops of the fluid which had drained from a
diseased lung were injected into the cellular tissue of the tail about 3 inches

above its termination. For the first four days the seat of the puncture

could be felt as a very small prominence, but on the fifth day it was tender

and slightly swollen. The swelling slowly increased up to the 10th day,

and was at that date confined to the seat of puncture, and about 1| inch in

diameter.

On the 12th day a slough had formed in the centre of this swelling, which
separated on the ] 7th day, and left an ill-conditioned sore.

A much more extensive secondary swelling now began, involving the whole
circumference of the lower part of the tail, and spread gradually upward for

9 inches above the seat of the inoculation by the 33rd day. At this time about
12 inches of the lower part of the tail was twice its natural thickness. This
swelling was firm, cold and painless, except at its upper margin, where it

terminated somewhat abruptly in a narrow band, where the skin was hot

and tender, and, at which point by the 38th, softening began, and the future

line of separation was marked out. The dead portion of the tail gradually

shrivelled, and finally separated without haemorrhage on January 3, 1877,

the 58th day after inoculation. Under ordinary circumstances ' the dead
portion of the tail would have been amputated long before, but in this case

the sequel to the inocixlation was watched without interference.

While these changes were taking place at the seat of inoculation the animal

showed no signs of constitutional disturbance ; the mean temperature during

the 58 days was 101'64, and the daily readings ranged from 101"2 to 102"2.

No suppuration attended this sloughing, and the small raw surface on the

end of the stump healed in a few days.

This animal was afterwards placed in a cow-shed where pleuro-pneumonia
existed on November 23, 1877, and kept there until January 9, 1878, when,
being so ill that there was little prospect of recovery, she was slaughtered.

A post-mortem examination showed that the illness of this animal was
due to the presence of a large surgical needle which had been swallowed
with the food, and having transfixed the wall of the second stomach had
injured the liver and diaphragm, causing a large diaphragmatic aljscess;

in addition, the liver was extensively diseased and contained a large number
of parasites. The lungs and pleura were ix;rfcctly healthy. No trace of any
adhesions or sub-pleural exudation.

APPENDIX IV.

Fatal case of " Blood poisonincj" apparently consequent upon the injection

into the circulating blood of Pleuro-Pneumonia Virus.

A cow sujiposed to be about tliirteen years old had been kept under daily

observation at the Brown institution for eight mouths. In June, 1876, she
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resisted infection with foot-and-mouth disease on four occasions. With
the exception of a cough (which was mostly heard in the morning or when
disturbed after she had been lying for some time), she appeared in good

health. The mean normal temperature obtained by daily observations extend-

ing over several months was 100"8° Fahr., the range of the readings being

from 100-1 to 101-7.

About ihe middle of November for several days the temperature rose

without any apparent cause, and again declined to the normal ; no other

change in the animal's condition was noted. During the tirst 12 days of

November the highest recorded tdmi)erature, that on the 12th, was 102"2,

and the lowest, on the 10th, 101-2.

Q'he daily record was as follows :

—

The temperature continued normal during the remainder of this month and
the early part of December.

Dec. 12, 1876.—Three fluid drachms of the exudation-liquid from pleuro-

pneumonia lung were injected into the posterior auricular vein.

Little local effect was produced for the first 15 days ; the animal showed
no constitutional disturbance, the temperature being 101'73 Fahr., and the

highest 102° Fahr.

Dec. 28.—The 16th day the temperature rose to 103-2, but no other

symptom was observed ; the pulse and respiration remained normal, and the

cow fed and ruminated as usual.

Dec. 29.—Still feeding and ruminating, but appears ill, breathing difiBcult

and irregular, 30 per minute, pulse 60, temperature 105-6. Stands with head
elevated and nose protruded, evinces no signs of pain when the intercostal

spaces are pressed.

Dec. 30.—Dull and prostrate, not feeding, constipation with mucous
coating of fjeces; respirations 32, pulse 70, temperature 105-4. When moved,
she grunts and shows some indication of jiain when the intercostal spaces

are pressed. Auscultation does not reveal any lung consolidation.

Dec. 31—In same prostrate condition as yesterday, neither feeding nor
ruminating, respirations 30, pulse 68, temperature 105*2.

January 1, 1877.—Prostration increasing, losing condition rapidly, resj)i-

ration 32, pulse 64, temperature 105-6.

Jan. 2.—Respirations 36, pulse 70, weak, and temperature 105-6.

Jan. 3, 9 a.m.—Respiration 60, and accompanied by a grunt, which proved,

on examination, to be due to the closure of the glottis after each inspiration, the

pulse was indistinct in the superficial vessels; temperature 104-8. At 3 p.m.

on the same day tlie temperature had fallen to 104, and by 9 p.m. to 102-8
—2° in twelve hours.

Jan. 4.—Lying, and unable to get up, breathing heavily, grunting, shivering,

and grating her teeth
;
respirations 82, pulse imperceptible, temperature 101-6

in the morning, and only 100-4 at 10 p.m., when the animal was evidently
sinking.

Jan. 0.—Died about 7 a.m. Post-mortem 8 hours after death. With the
exception of a small blood- clot under the capsule of the liver, the whole of the
abdomiual viscera were healthy ; this small clot was recent, and probably due
to a slight rupture in some of the animal's struggles to get up.
The costal pleura on both sides showed numerous patches of recent exudation,

the vicinity of which was studded with small hajmorrhagic spots, the surfaces
of both lungs were smooth, and free from any adhesions to the sides of the chest,
and from sub-pleural exudation, although on the surface of both there were some
h»Qiorrha-ic patches. The right lung, from the animal having died on that

Nov. 12.—102-2
„ 13.—103-4
„ 14.—104-0

Nov. 15.-103-8

„ 16.-102-4

„ 17.—102-0
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side, was dark-coloured and full of blood, but its tissue was healthy and cre-

pitant throughout. Along the thin margin of the middle part of the left lung
there existed a patch of partially consolidated tissue, about three or four inches

in extent. The firm straw-coloured exudation, which was confined to inter-

lobular tissue, not invading the lobules themselves, varied in thickness from
to A inch. When cut, no juice exuded from the surface, such as is

always seen in cases of acute contagious pleuro-pneumonia.

The whole appearances showed conclusively that this exudation was not

the result of any recent inflammatory action, but some old morbid process in

the interlobular tissue.

In addition, about the middle of the su]3erior aspect of the left lung, there

existed a cavity bounded by a strong resisting membrane containing a mass
of dead lung, the remains of the interlobular tissue being easily made out

under the microscope. This piece of necrosed lung was as large as an egg,

and was infiltrated and partially surrounded by cheesy material.

Such cavities, containing portions of dead-lung tissue, have frequently been
met with in the lungs of cattle which have recovered from limited or partial

attacks of pleuro-pneumonia.

Professor Brown, in the Annual Report of the Veterinary Deijartment of

the Privy Council for 1876, at pp. 18, 19, describes a case of this kind where
the animal was slaughtered eleven months after recovery.

The French Commission, in reporting the results of their experiments in

1854, stated that in six out of eleven iminoculated animals that had been

exposed to the influence of contagion by three months' cohabitation with
diseased animals without apparent result, they found portions of dead lung

encysted. This would go far to show that these six animals had been the

subjects of limited attacks of the disease.

APPENDIX V.

Inoculation by the infusion of Pleuro-Pneumonia Virus into the blood.

In performing inoculation by this method, the vein running down the back
of the ear was selected on account of its moderate size and sujjerficial position.

The vein was exposed by a small incision in the skin, and the sharp-pointed

steel cannula of a subcutaneous syringe introduced into the vein, and the

fluid obtained from the diseased lung slowly passed into the blood-stream by
the syringe. The vein was afterwards secured by a ligature, and the small
wound in the skin closed by a suture. In the first attempts at inoculation

by this method, it was found that the ligature of the vein and the suture

in the skin caused some swelling which did not subside in less than
fourteen days. It was also seen that by making an incision in the skin,

the risk of introducing the virus into the cellular tissue, which has since

been proved to be extremely dangerous, was very much increased. It

was afterwards found that, with the exception of one case in which the

vein was very small, in a calf about two months old, the incision in the

skin could be dispensed with. By shaving the hair off the spot selected

for the operation and applying pressure so as to cause the distention of

the vein by blood it could be distinctly seen, and a fine-jwintcd steel cannula
jiassed into it in the direction of the blood-stream. That the cannula was in

the vein itself, and not merely lodged in the sheath or surrounding cellular

tissue was readily demonstrated by allowing a few drops of blood to flow

before attempting to inject the virus. By this means the risk of inoculating

the cellular tissue was reduced to a minimum if not entirely avoided. The
application of slight pressure over the vein ibr a few seconds after the with-
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drawal of the cannula was found sufficient to stop any slight bleeding from

the puncture, and thus the trouble and danger of applying a ligature to the

vein was found unnecessary.

Sept. 9, 1876.—The animals, known in this Eeport as Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8

(see Appendix VI.), had been under daily observation at the Brown Insti-

tution for three months, and during the whole of that time had remained

perfectly healthy, as is shown by the following tem^jeratures :

—

Highest. Lowest. Mean.

No. 5.—102-6 .. 101-45 .. 101-65

„ 6.—102-6 .. 100-4 .. 101-55

„ 7.—102-8 .. lOri .. 101-95

„ 8.—102-6 ., 101-2 .. 101-9

The inoculation was perfoi-med by injecting two fluid-drachms of fresh pleuro-

{ineumonia exudation into the vein. The only local effect observed was a

ittle swelling of the wound, which disappeared, leaving only the cicatrix of

the incision by the fourteenth day.

No constitutional disturbance followed this injection of the virus into the

blood ; the daily temperature of all the animals continued normal, as is shown
by the following Table, the results of forty daily observations of each animal :

—

Highest. Lowest Mean.

No. 5.—102-6 ,. 101-4 .. 101-65

„ 6.—102-2 .. 101-3 ,. 101-71

„ 7.—102-9 ., 100-7 .. 101-8

„ 8.—102-4 .. 101-0 101-7

Nov. 3, 1876.—Some of the fluid collected for the inoculation of No. 2

in the cellular tissue of the tail was used for infusion into the vein in animals

Nos. 3, 4 and 9 (see Appendix VI.). The animals Nos. 3 and 4 had been

exposed to contact with portions of diseased lung on Sept. 9, but the daily

temperature recorded commencing in June, shows that they had been healthy

during the whole time ;

—

Highest. Lowest. Mean.

No, 3.—101-9 „ 101-1 .. 101-29

„ 4.—102-0 ,. 100-0 .. 101-15

In the case of No. 9, the animal was barely three months old, and the

normal temperature, as the mean of twenty daily observations, was found to

be 102-2.

The local effect produced by the injection into the vein was only slight

in Nos. 3 and 4, and the wounds had closed and all swelling disappeared in

from twelve to sixteen days. In the case of No. 9 the vein was so small that

even when fully exposed some difficulty was found in introducing the cannula.

Although no infiltration of the surrounding cellular tissue resulted from
the injury inflicted, an abscess about the size of a pigeon's egg formed, and
the wound was not closed until the twenty-third day after the inoculation,

but no secondary swelling appeared, and no general disturbance was observed
in any of these animals, even although the quantity of fluid injected was
three fluid drachms. As proof of this, the result of the dailj' temperature
observations, during the forty days immediately succeeding the operation, may
be quoted :

—

Highest. Lowest. Average.

No. 3.—102-4 .. 101-2 .. 101-7

„ 4.—102-0 ., 101-2 .. 101-6

„ 9.—102-8 .. 101-9 ,. 102-21

Dec. 12, 1876.—A portion of the material used for the inoculation of the
cow No. 1, referred to in Appendix IV., was used for the second inoculation of
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Nos, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The operation was this time performed without making
an incision in the skin. The local effect produced by the puncture was only
a very slight prominence, which could be felt for a few days.

The quantity of fluid injected was again three drachms.
No constitutional effects were visible, as the result of this inoculation,

although the animals were under observation for some months, as will be seen
by reference to Appendix VI.
They were afterwards submitted to contact with diseased animals, and

were kept in infected places, to test, as far as practicable, the protective value
of the inoculation. The animals Nos. 3 and 4 were slaughtered March 1st,

1878, after a test exposure in an infected shed in November and December,
1877. A post-mortem examination was made, and the lungs of both were
found in every respect healthy. Animal No. 5 was infected with foot-and-

mouth disease in March, 1877, and was placed in a shed infected with ])leuro-

])neumouia, in November, 1877, and continued healthy up to the end of March,
1878, when he was disposed of. No. 6 was placed among infected stock, July,

1877 ; was brought back to the Brown Institution in February, 1878, when he
was made the subject of a test experiment relating to the communication of

anthrax by feeding.

March 27, 1877.—Animals Nos. 7, 8 and 9 were a second time inoculated

by injecting into the veins three drachms of pleuro-pneumonia virus.

Since their previous inoculation on iSeptember 9, 1876, Nos. 7 and 8 had
been castrated in November, the result of which operation was to cause an
increase of temperature for a few days. They had also been affected with
foot-and-mouth disease in February, 1877, induced by eating hay moistened
with the saliva of diseased animals.

As the result of this pleuro-pneumonia inoculation, no general effect was
produced; they were all kept at the Brown Institution till July, and then

placed along with No. 6 among diseased stock, and brought back to the

Brown Institution, for experiments on the production of anthrax in February,

1878. Nos. 7 and 8 were afterwards sold at the end of March, but No. 9,

for which another animal was obtained in exchange, remained at the Brown
Institution in a healthy condition till the middle of May.

September 2, 1878.—The five yearlings referred to in Appendix II. were
inoculated by the injection of two drachms of pleuro-pneumonia virus into the

vein. At the seat of puncture a mere prominence could be felt, which had
quite subsided by the 6th, when the subcutaneous injection was performed.

'I'hese animals had been the subjects of anthrax experiments in May and
June, but their temperatures had remained normal from the middle of July,

and continued so until after the subcutaneous inoculation on September 6.

As no opportunity was found for placing these animals in infected sheds,

they were finally sold in a healthy condition in November.
Septeinher 6, 1878.—Two cows, which had been under almost daily

observation at the Brown Institution during Maj% June, and July, while the

subject of vaccination observations, not connected with the work of the

Koyal Agricultural Society, were purchased for pleuro-pneumonia experiments.

Some of the pleuro-pneumonia virus used for the subcutaneous inoculation

of the five yearlings, Nos. 10 to 14, was injected into the vein of these two

cows. No result was observed further than a mere prominence at the seat of

puncture, which could be felt for a few days.

As these could not be placed in infected places, they were disposed of as

healthy in the beginning of November.
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IX.— The Agricultural Features of the Paris Exhibition. By
William Macdonald, Editor ' North British Agriculturist,'

and James Macdonald, Agricultural Reporter, ' Scotsman.'

Introduction.

The great " World's Fair " which opened in the Champ-de-
Mars, Paris, in May, and closed in November, has been a credit

to the French authorities, whether a profit in a financial respect

or not. It is beyond our province to report on the latter aspect

of the gigantic undertaking ; but it is our agreeable duty to

record here the great success of the Exhibition from an agricul-

tural, or, for that matter, industrial, point of view. In some
respects the arrangements were admirable, though in others,

as was to have been expected, they were not quite what an
Englishman could have wished, or indeed was accustomed to

see at his own national agricultural gatherings. It must be
admitted, however, that the arrangements for the live-stock

displays were, in some of their features, considered supe-

rior to anything that the ordinary British Show-goer has

hitherto seen. We refer in particular to the design and work-
manship of the buildings, which it may be stated had a semi-

permanent character, and served first for the cattle display and
afterwards for that of horses. Perhaps it should also be
stated that expense was no object. The rows of shedding were
roomy, airy, well-lighted, and very comfortable both for man
and beast. The stalls were commodious, clean, and tidily

kept.

It is not our purpose to dwell on the charms of the gay capital

of France ; on the extent and beauties of the Exhibition ground
and buildings ; on the facilities afforded to visitors by the

various competing routes from England ; nor on the extent to

which the attractions of the Exhibition affected the revenue of

railway companies and hotelkeepers in the different parts of

Britain, more especially Scotland, frequented by tourists. We
may refer, however, to certain circumstances which prevented a

larger and better representation of British stock from putting in

an appearance at Paris. In the first place, the journey was
long and rough, and the risks of disease were great. These facts

could not be ignored by the owners of very valuable Short-

horns, and the fears of this nature entertained at the outset

proved only too well founded, for the most valuable animal that

crossed the Channel succumbed to disease before she could

regain her own pastures. Another thing that operated against

the exhibition of cattle from the United Kingdom was the period
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np to which the ages of the animals were reckoned—1st May,
1878. For this country, in which there is a pretty regular

calving season—the spring months—the date of calculating ages

could not have been more unsatisfactory. The two-year-olds

had to compete among cows, and the class under two years on

1st Mav had to be made up chiefly of what is usually termed

yearlings. Then the maximum age for bulls was four years on

1st Mav last. That still further limited British competition.

There was no such limitation in the female classes, and we could

see no reason for it in those for males.

The system of judging bv large juries is also unpopular with

British exhibitors of live stock, and is year by year getting

more so. Again, there was little prospect that the body of

jurors would include gentlemen familiar even with the main
characteristics of the various British breeds. For example, we
happen to know that but for this fear there would have been a

good representation at Paris of the heavy-milking Ayrshire, the

valuable grazing Polled Galloway, and the excellent beef-

making Hereford. As it was, these breeds were almost, if not

wholly, a blank. The grouping of various breeds rathei

awkwardly together in the original premium-list had also a

deterring effect—more, however, in the sheep than the cattle

classes. Those splendid mutton-makers, the Shropshire Downs,
for instance, were conspicuous bv their absence on this account

;

so were those valuable crossing sheep, the Border Leicesters.

The former were linked with the Oxford and the Hampshire
Downs, and the latter with English Leicesters, Lincolns, and
some other Long-wooUed breeds. Anvthing like satisfaction could

not have resulted from so many different breeds competing
together. Breeders were fully aware of this, and many who
would otherwise have sent their stock kept them at home. That
the jurors would succeed in getting prizes for the representatives

of each of the distinct breeds could not have been foreseen months
before by stock-owners, who, of course, had only the official

premium-list to guide them.
While these circumstances unquestionably made the display

of British live stock less representative, smaller, and generally

not so creditable as it otherwise would have been, it cannot be
said that this country has cause to complain, or to be ashamed of

the result. England carried the " blue ribbon" of the Exhibition
for sheep and swine, and Scotland that for cattle. For horses

the champion prize was considered by British visitors to be
more decidedly theirs than the cattle, sheep, or pig trophies

were ; but a different system of adjudication was adopted in the
equine department, as will be afterwards explained, and the
c<»veted honour was retained in France.
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Agricultural implement-makers from Great Britain made a

capital appearance—at great labour and expense, no doubt
;
yet

thev maintained their high reputation. In this department our

American cousins not only pressed us hard, but in some points

surpassed us. France and several other Continental countries

have improved wonderfully since the last Paris Exhibition, in

1867. The improvements made in that comparatively short

period, most notably perhaps in France, have not been confined

to agricultural implements. They were rendered very evident

in the live-stock sections of the Exhibition. Both cattle and
sheep from the home country made a relatively better appear-

ance than they have done at any of the previous International

Exhibitions in the fashionable French capital. Agriculturally

speaking, the Exhibition of 1878 showed France in a con-

siderably advanced state from that in which it appeared even in

1867.

Live Stock.

The display of cattle, sheep, and swine opened on the 7th of

June, and continued over twelve days. The official Catalogue

contained 1700 entries of cattle, 825 of sheep, and 381 of swine
—in all, 2906. A considerable number of the animals entered

were not exhibited, but, on the other hand, the " entry " in

numerous sheep and swine classes consisted of three or more
animals, so that it may safely be stated that over 3000 animals

were gathered together. The countries represented were France,

Great Britain, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Holland, Italy,

Portugal, and Switzerland ; those having the largest number ot

entries being France, Great Britain, Belgium, Holland, and
Switzerland. Austria showed neither cattle nor swine, and was
represented in the sheep department by two pens of the Zakkel
and three of the Merino breed. Though it cannot be claimed

that the display was complete as an exhibition of European
cattle, sheep, and swine, still it is not too much to say that it

was not only the largest and most valuable, but also the most
varied and most interesting that has ever yet been opened to the

eye of the public. In proof of this it will be sufficient to state

that no fewer than 65 distinct races and sub-races of cattle, 50
races and sub-races of sheep, and 21 races and sub-races of

swine were represented ; and that in addition to all these the

turn-out of cattle comprised specimens of over 30 different

crosses, that of sheep about 20, and that of swine 25. What a

panorama of form, colour, and characteristic ! What a study

lor the student of agriculture ! What a field for the curious and

the inquiring ! It has perhaps never had an equal ; it has cer-

tainly never been surpassed. In those sixty-five varieties of the
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bovine race there was room for contrast, room for numerous
grades of development, room for animals, good, bad, and in-

different. Comparisons are sometimes odious ; here they were

often instructive, sometimes amusing. It was both tempting

and entertaining to institute comparisons, to pass from class to

class, and contrast one breed with another—the gay handsome
Shorthorn with the light-waisted, low-loined, many-shaped,
Pyrenean breeds ; the sleek black Polls with the symmetrical

white Charolais ; the massive, powerful-looking Limousin with

the tiny Kerry ; the clumsy, thick-necked Swiss with the slim

Fleming, the plump three-feet-high Breton with the tall blue

Italian. Then among the fleecy and porcine tribes the contrasts

were scarcely less amusing, and every whit as instructive. It

may be explained that in each of the three departments there

were two divisions, namely a " Foreign Division," open to

nations other than France ; and a " Home Division," confined

to French exhibitors. We shall begin, as the Catalogue does,

with the "Foreign Division," and, like it also, speak first of

British cattle.

English Breeds.

Shorthor?is.—Of this justly popular breed England and Ire-

land contributed 42 entries. Several of these, however, includ-

ing the Irish, failed to put in an appearance. Both the classes

of bulls were rather indifferently filled as regards quality. In

neither of the male classes was the merit so high as one sees

usually at an open show in this country. First and third in the

younger bull class were a pair of moderate specimens from
Flanders. Shorthorns from other countries foreign to France
competed with English animals of the breed, but, except in this

class, they made little of it. Lady Pigot—whose exhibits we
have often seen in better bloom—got second worthily with
" IVobilis," a nineteen-month-old roan, son of " Royal Com-
mander," out of " Victoria Gloriosa," whose name indicates the

tribe to which she belongs. " Nobilis," though thus very

well bred, can hardly be called a bull of first-class Showyard
form. He was bred by the exhibitor, and may improve with
age.

The class of bulls between two and four years was rather

better filled than the younger one. With a pair of good useful

whites, England got first and second honours. Lady Pigot had
here also to be contented with a second ticket. Her Ladyship's
exhibit was "The Beau," a two-year-and-five-month bull, bred
in the West Hall herd, after " Damon," now at Coulardbank,
Morayshire, and out of "Mary Belle." "The Beau" is big
for his age, with plenty of masculine character, and no lack of

VOL. XV.—s. S. N
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substance, but deficient somewhat in shape and symmetry when
3 0U come to " take him to pieces." Still he pushed pretty

closely on the first one, " Baron Australia Bates," a two-year-

and-eight-month-old animal of Bates blood, shown and bred

by Mr. George Fox, of Elmhurst Hall, Staffordshire. This
bull was not all that could have been desired in a first-prize

animal, though he is a strong, massive, useful-looking sire.

The female classes were decidedly superior to the male.

In the class of heifers under two years, perhaps the best

looking Shorthorn in the Exhibition appeared in the shape of

the Marquis of Exeter's beautiful twenty-three-month-old roan
" Sea Bird." This charming heifer, bred at Burghley, is a worthy

daughter of that distinguished prize bull " Telemachus," and

out of the valuable breeding cow " Sea Gull." " Sea Bird
"

has inherited from her sire rare quality and wealth of flesh, is

very level all over, with wide ribs, strong loins, nice hair,

much style, and attractive head and neck. Shown as she was
in the best of trim, and having nearly all the advantage that the

maximum age could give, she was an easy first in a good class.

The well-known Booth and Knightley herd at Windsor fur-

nished a creditable second in " Cawlina 9th," a seventeen-

month-old roan, daughter of the Knightley cow " Cawlina 5th,"

and after Mr, Booth's " Manrico" (26,805). This heifer is long

in the quarter, level in flesh, and handsome in form. She did

not display so much substance and wealth of carcass as "Sea
Bird " did, being younger

;
yet Her Majesty's exhibit showed

much style and feminine character. She is the result of at

least two crosses of Booth blood on Knightley. Those having
experience of this cross would readily believe that she is not

the produce of a first cross of this nature, because it is seldom
that it appears in such good form.. Second and subsecjuent

crosses of Booth blood on the grand milking Knightleys pro-

duce excellent animals—generally nicer than those of the first

cross. Lady Pigot and Mr. Fox had a hard pull for the

tliird ticket. Eventually preference was given to Mr. Fox's

tidy little roan, daughter of the celebrated American-bred
" Duchess " bull, " 24th Duke of Airdrie." She was only

thirteen months old, had a good coat of hair, handled well, and
looks like making a good cow, not having been overdone in

the way of feeding. Lady Pigot's " May Queen," a seventeen-

month-old roan, half-sister to " I'he Beau," and by her Lady-
ship's well-known bull " Red-Cross Knight," had more size

and substance than the third heifer, with a truer outline ; but the

West Hall heifer did not prove so sweetly under tlie hand, nor

display so much feminine character as the other. Lord Bective

got a well-deserved " honourable mention " for a good red and
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white twenty- one-month-old heifer of his Lordship's own
breeding, viz., " Marchioness 11th," a daughter of the highly-

bred " Duchess " bull " Duke of Underley," son of the 6300

guinea cow " 10th Duchess of Geneva."

Five prizes, varying from 12/. to 24/., having been offered for

cows or heifers over two years old, good competition was secured.

Here again Her Majesty the Queen and the Marquis of Exeter

had the best of it ; the Queen with the mother of the second

yearling heifer and the Marquis with the half-sister of the first-

prize heifer. Victory, however, was once more clearly on the

Marquis's side. His beautiful four-year-and-five-month-old roan

cow " Telemacina," sired by " Telemachus," and out of " Lady

Penrhyn," by the " Duke of Wharfdale" (21619), whose name
indicates that Bates blood is in her veins, was not to be

denied. " Telemacina" is so well known to many of the English

Show-goers that little need be said of her appearance on the

banks of the Seine. She was really the only firm rival that her

half-sister had for the distinction of being the best Showyard
Shorthorn in tbe Exhibition. " Telemacina " has a grandly

arched rib, good loin, nice shoulder, and good quality. Along
the top she is faultless, and the deficiency which characterised

her last year, when she was third at the Liverpool "Royal," viz.,

a little bareness below, is less visible than it was in 1877. If we
mistake not, she is a better Shorthorn cow than any we have

seen in the British Showyard this season. " Cawlina 5th,"

from Windsor, which was the second-prize two-year-old at

the Aberdeen Highland Show in 1876, and was third at the

Edinburgh Highland Show in 1877, made a capital second.

Lengthy, heavy, and stylish, she proves well under the hand, is

getting a trifle patchy, but is all over a handsome daughter

of the late Mr. T. C. ^oot\i\ "King Tom" (31,521). Lady
Pigot was stiffly in for the third ticket in this class also

;

she had nothing to say to it earlier. The Jurors hesitated a

considerable time between her Ladyship's cows and Mr. Robert
Bruce's " Miss Fox," from Manor House, Northallerton, and bred

by Mr. Outhwaite. " Miss Fox " is a four-year-old white daughter
of that remarkable nine-year-old bull, "Royal Windsor" (29,890),
bred by Mr. Willis, and the winner of first honours at the

Cardiff Royal and Kelso Highland Shows in 1872. This cow
won the coveted ticket at the Edinburgh Highland Show in 1877,
beating then " Cawlina 5th," now preferred without a murmur.
To handle, " Miss Fox," since exported to New South Wales,
is a little stiff, but her outline is gootl, her neck vein remarkably
well filled, while she covers a great deal of ground in proportion
tf) her apparent size. She was ultimately chosen for third

honours, which was all that her plucky owner could have ex-

N 2
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pected in such company. Ladj Pigot's " Rosalba," a three-year-

old red roan, of Mr.Richard Stratton's breeding, and fourth winner
at Liverpool in 1877, had strong claims for higher honours in

the estimation of an " all-round " sort of bench, being thick,

massive, and, like all the Stratton Shorthorns, very well fleshed.

At the tail, however, she is a little bumpy, and lacks the degree

of Shorthorn character displayed by some of the other exhibits.

With fourth place she had to be content. No exhibitor was
permitted to take more than one prize in any class, so that her

Ladyship's other cows —all more or less known to fame— had to

be set aside when the destination of the fifth ticket was being
settled. It fell to a fair two-year-old roan heifer, shown by Mr.
J. B. Spence, Half-moon Street, Piccadilly. " Honourable
Mention " was deservedly bestowed on Her Majesty the Queen's
" Benedicta," by the recently deceased Warlaby sire, " Royal
Benedict" (27,348); on Lady Pigot's " Zvezda," "Dainty
Dame," and " V^ictoria Lucida ;" on Lord Bective's " Red Rose
of Teviot," a two-year-old thickly-fleshed heifer of the rising

tribe indicated bj- her name ; and on Mr. J. K. Fowler's " Grafin

Foggathorpe 8th," from Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury.

That the class of cows or heifers over two years was a good
one may be readily inferred from the fact that it contained the

third and fourth Royal winners of 1877, and the first and third

Highland Society's prize-takers the same year. Lady Pigot's
" Zvezda " was evidently past her bloom. Indeed, she has not

been in good Showyard form since she suffered so severely from
foot-and-mouth disease two years ago. Her grandly arched

ribs, immense width of chest and splendid character were as at-

tractive as ever, but her patchiness on the hind-quarters and un-

evenness along the top would not " go down " with the foreign

Jurors and she only got " Honourable Mention," though she was
the first-prize Roval and Bath and West yearling in 1875, was
sired by the late Mr. T. C. Booth's "King James " (28,971),

and was considered the most valuable Shorthorn, so far as pedi-

gree was concerned, in the Exhibition. This is not all ; she

most unfortunately fell a victim to a second attack of foot-and-

mouth disease, and died just at calving in the quarantine pre-

mises at Brown's Wharf, London, in the first week of July.

Her Ladyship's loss by the death of this precious cow was
heavy, and occasioned much regret in Shorthorn quarters ; but it

is not without its lessons. The career and early death of this

very valuable animal should be instructive to the owners of

cattle worth in the market " four figures." By subjecting such

animals to the trying ordeal of preparation for a high place in

the modern Showyard, unfortunately a very great risk is run.

When she appeared for the first time in public at Croydon in
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June 1875, at the top of the yearling class, she was as ripe

apparently as a pear—as " hard fat " as a Smithfield beast.

That displayed the natural aptitude of a well-bred Shorthorn to

mature early, but it did not augur well for her future usefulness

as a breeder and milker. The very hard life of a Showyard
animal, with all its risks of disease, undoubtedly hastened her

end. The more is the pity !

Herefords.—Four classes were arranged for this breed, and

prizes were offered of the value of 4600 francs (about 184Z.). But

only two animals were entered—one by Her Majesty the Queen,

and the other by Mr. Hewer, Marden, Hereford. The latter

did not send his animal, so that the " white-faces " were repre-

sented by Her Majesty's three-year-and-five-month-old bull, got

"Alexander," and out of " Caliope 2nd." He was a fair speci-

men of the breed, and well deserved the first premium of 800

francs, or 32/. It is much to be regretted, however, that some
of the magnificent herds in the stronghold of the breed did not

put in an appearance.

JJevoiis and Sussex.—These two breeds were conjoined in

competition
;
but, though similar in some points, they differ

sufficiently to make such mixing of them undesirable and un-

satisfactory. Both mustered in greater foice than the Herefords,

but still they were not such a large show as might have been

expected, considering how strongly, they usually congregate at

Shows in their native country. Together they numbered only

about a dozen. In regard to merit, however, both breeds made
a good appearance. In the class for bulls under two years

old, Mr. Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somerset,

well known as one of the most successful breeders of Devon
cattle, came first, getting 800 francs (32/.) with a handsome one-

year-and-ten-month-old bull, " Cherry's Duke," got by " Croy-

don Boy " and out of " Cherry 3rd " (2572). The second prize

700 francs (28/.) fell to a good specimen of the Sussex breed,

shown by Messrs. E. and A. Stanford, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex,

aged one year and nine months. In the old bull class the same
exhibitors stood alone, but in this case the Sussex breed turned

the tables on its friendly opponent, the Messrs. Stanford getting

the 800, and Mr. Farthing the 700 francs. Perhaps the best

class in this section was that for heifers under two years of age.

A very neat, plump, well-brought-out Devon heifer, one year
and eight months old, shown by the Queen, got by " Prince
George Frederick," and out of " Rose Bud," was invincible for

the first prize of 400 francs, or 16/. With " Queen Marv," got

by " Duke of Plymouth " (1080), and out of " Lemon," Mr.
W . R. Fryer, Lytchett Minster, Dorset, came second ; while
Mr. Farthing had to be contented with a " high commendation "
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for "Lassie 2nd," got by "Master Willie " (1163), and out of

"Lassie" (3626). The Messrs. Stanford also got a " high com-
mendation " for a fair specimen of the Sussex breed. In the

cow class, Mr. Fryer again had the best of a keen tussle with

Mr. Farthing, the former coming first with " Quail," a good
cow, four years and five months old, got by " Emperor" (1096),
out of " Queen," and bred by Viscount Portman, Bryanston

;

while Mr. Farthing got second with " Lady Bird," a promising
heifer, two years and six months old, in-calf, full sister to Mr.
Fryer's " Queen Mary." The Messrs. Stanford obtained a " very

high commendation " for a good six-3'ear-old Sussex cow. Mr.
Farthing, it may be mentioned, did not send his best cattle

to Paris. Ke retained a sufficient number of his " cracks " to

take a good position, as has been his wont, at the Bath and West
of England and the Royal Shows. The Messrs. Stanford's Sussex

cattle were generally well fleshed and symmetrical.

Siiffolhs.—This breed was at first grouped with the Polled

Angus and Aberdeen Cattle, but, through the influence of the

British Jurors, it was drawn out, and arranged into classes by
itself. In respect of numbers, however, the breed was not

largely represented, Mr. J. J. Colman, ]\I.P., Carrow House,
Norwich, being the only exhibitor. He showed three—a young
bull, a heifer, and a cow ; and it was unfortunate that they had
no competition, for they would have held their own against for-

midable opponents. He was justly awarded a first prize for

each.

Longhorns.—In the unfortunate absence of classes for them-
selves, the specimens exhibited of this good old race had to

appear in the section composed of " various breeds not in-

cluded in the preceding categories," or, as it is expressed in

England, the Extra Stock Section—a circumstance which must
be regarded as barely just to such a valuable breed. The Duke
of Buckingham showed a cow and a two-year-old heifer ; and
Mr. W. G. Farmer, Hinckley, Leicestershire, a cow, a two-year-

old heifer, and a one-year-old heifer—all of which competed in

one class formed of about 30 distinct breeds, besides nearly half

a score of differently crossed animals. The first prize ef 400
francs was awarded to a Shorthorn-cross cow, of fair form and
excellent quality, hailing from Belgium ; while the second prize

went to Mr. Farmer's " Gentle," a very handsome two-year-old

Longhorn heifer ; and the third to the Duke of Buckingham's
magnificent nine-year-old Longhorn cow, " Wild Rose." The
fourth prize and a supplementary prize both went to Shorthorn-

crosses from Belgium—very good animals certainly— but in-

ferior, we think, to Mr. Farmer's fine five-year-old Longhorn
cow, " Springflower," that was first at the " Royal " Show at
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Liverpool last year, and that handles so sweetly ; and still more
clearly inferior to his beautiful yearling heifer, " Mayflower."

The latter animal was, in the opinion of many, the nicest in

the class, and we think she is one of the best specimens ol the

Longhorn breed of modern times. In general contour she leaves

little to be desired, her quality is fair, and her style and promise

are satisfactory.

It is worthy of mention here that the first volume of the

• Longhorn Herd Book ' has just made its appearance in England,

while the Society, formed three years ago, to promote the interests

of this fine old breed, has already done good service.

Scotch Cattle.

Polled Angus or Aberdeen.—This rising and valuable beef-

making Scotch breed was remarkably well represented. Fifteen

were entered, and all were sent. Eight came from Tillyfour,

six from Ballindalloch, and one from Keig. This section of

the Show was distinguished not only by the presence of some
very fine animals, but by what is even more creditable, the

absence of anything approaching " a weed." Evidence of this

was furnished by the fact that every one of the fifteen animals

had either a prize ticket or an " Honourable Mention." This
was not all the distinction that was in store for the " black

skins," for to them fell the championship of the Exhibition.
- The young bull class contaitied only two animals, " Pride,"

a well-bred fourteen-month-old, large-sized bull from Ballin-

dalloch, and a tidy little fifteen-month-old youngster, shown
and bred by Mr. M'Combie. The latter's dam, a ten-} ear-old

cow, and the daughter of a Battersea winner in 1862, has since

been sold at 80 guineas, and the former's dam cost 91 guineas

two years ago, while his half-sisters were sold by auction lately

at 100 and 91 guineas respectively, and his half-brother, only a

few months old, at 100 guineas. Nevertheless, it cannot be
said that either of the yearling Polled bulls at Paris was a
first-class Showyard animal. The Tillyfour one was placed
first. He was very good in front, and neat all over, but was
not particularly well filled in the flank, and was not big for

his age. Sir George Macpherson Grant's bull, on the other

hand, was big and " outcoming ;" but he was sharp on the

chine, and not so well made up as an animal of less growth
would have been.

The same combatants appeared in the old bull class, with a
different result. Both bulls were just turned three years, and
were bred by Sir George Macpherson Grant, Bart. " Judge,"
shown by Sir George, was much larger than " Cluny," exhibited
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by Mr. M'Combie. The two were in the prize-list at the

Edinburgh Highland Show in 1877, and "Judge" was second
as a yearling at the Aberdeen Highland Show the year before,

while his sire " Scotsman " was a first-prize Highland Society's

yearling. " Judge " was easily first, being a bull of great

substance for his age. He is not surpassingly fine in his shapes,

but he has matured well, girthed 8 feet 2 inches, and was not

only the best Polled bull in the Exhibition, but also the heaviest

animal for his age. So much was he an object of attraction,

that, in order to give him necessary rest and peace, two soldiers

were stationed beside him to keep the visitors away. This
animal was regarded as one of the " sights " of the ^Meeting.

A Frenchman, who wanted "Judge" for crossing with the

white Charolais cattle, offered 200 guineas in vain for him.
His dam as well as his sire, it may be added, were bred at

Tillyfour. " Cluny " is a nice little bull, good forward, but not

so well filled-up aft. In respect of breeding and quality he
leaves little to be desired, being descended from Sir George's

much-prized " Ericas," his dam having been the third-prize cow
" Eva."

Heifers under two years old made a capital appearance. Mr.
M'Combie had three and Sir George two, the latter being full

sisters. The rule already referred to, by which no exhibitor

was allowed to take more than one prize in a class, came into

force here, Mr. M'Combie had evidently the best of it in this

class. His first-prize one was a very handsome twenty-month-
old heifer, with a nice head, fair rib, and grand hind-quarters.

For her age she was big, and was very well brought out. Her
dam was bred by Mr. Reid, Baads, Aberdeenshire, and was a

prize-winner at the Inverness Highland Show as a yearling in

1874, but having ceased to breed, she has since been sent to the

Fat Shows, taking first honours at the Birmingham Show of 1878,
and beating there the first-prize Paris cow. V ery level in flesh

all over, and stylish, this heifer was not grudged first honours.

The other two from Tillyfour, which got " Honourable Mention,"

were a heavy twenty-one-month, long-quartered, shapely " Pride,"

and a handsome yearling of good quality, out of an East Tulloch
cow. The " Pride " heifer has a wonderfully true underline, and
a splendid front, but she has rather much white on her hind-legs,

and " touches " somewhat stiffly. The other one looks like

making a very fine cow. Sir George got the second-money
premium with " Birthday," the smallest, but the youngest, and
decidedly the nicest specimen of the breed in the class. Imme-
diately behind the fore-arm it might have been a little better

filled, yet all over it was a beauty. Its symmetry, quality, and

plumpness were all that could have been desired, though, if
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anything, it was undersized. It was indeed a pretty little

picture, and was out of " Bertha," the first-prize cow at the

Highland Society's Stirling Show in 1873, while the sire was

an Erica bull, " Elchies," bred at Ballindalloch. " Birthday's"

full sister was only a few days under the maximum age, but she

was not very nice towards the tail, and, though a good useful

heifer, had her deserts with an " Honourable Mention."

The class of cows or heifers over two years old was also made
up of three from Tillyfour, and two from Ballindalloch, with the

important addition of one owned by Mr. George Bruce, Keig,

Aberdeenshire. The five first mentioned included the first- and

second-prize cows at the Edinburgh Highland Show in 1877 ;

the second-prize yearling heifer on the same occasion, and the

first-prize cow at the Perth Highland Show in 1871 ; albeit none

of these got the premier award in Paris. It was given to Mr.

Bruce's cow, which, having been hopeless as a breeder at least a

year before, had been long under training for the Fat Showyard.
On her dam's side she has a rather short-recorded pedigree. Her
sire was a cup bull at Aberdeen, and, like most of the animals

on her pedigree, was bred at Tillyfour. She was in a higher

state of feeding than any others in this section, and accordingly

stood the long journey better. Her head, neck, and shoulders

were magnificent, and her handsome frame was laden with flesh

and fat uniformly taken on. Second honours were hers at the

Edinburgh Fat Show in December 1877, when Mr. Bruce pur-

chased her. As noted above, she has gone to the English Fat

Shows, but having, through the effects of " foot-and-mouth

disease " and long quarantine, lost bloom, she was only placed

second at Birmingham and Leeds ?n December last. There
having been no stipulation at Paris regarding the breeding

condition of the animals, she was not unfairly, though unex-

pectedly, pulled to the front ; her plump, massive, level appear-

ance proving attractive to foreigners. Mr. M'Combie's " Sybil,"

a five-year-old cow of Mr. Reid's breeding at Baads, and Sir

George's " Eva," a seven-year-old Erica cow of his own breed-

ing, fought their Edinburgh battle of 1877 over again, with a
like result. Neither of the two is strong on the back. Both
are wide, deep, heavy, wealthy-fleshed animals, on fine bone.

"Sybil," however, being younger, won in 1877, and kept her
place in 1878. She has a charming head and neck, and stylish

gait. She was the first yearling at the Inverness Highland Show
in 1874, and the first cow at Edinburgh in 1877 ; while her
daughter was the first yearling at Aberdeen the same year, and
got " Honourable Mention " at Paris, where she displayed a
noble Iront and massive proportions for a two-year-old. The
other cow from Tillyfour was " Gaily," a four-year-old hand-
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some, feminine-looking animal, out of a Ballindalloch cow,

sold for 100 guineas, and largely of Tillyfour blood. Her
son, a yearling bull, has since gone to Mr. Thomson, Hatton
Park, Westmoreland, at 69 guineas. " Eva " is now past her

bloom somewhat, and, never having been very strong on the

back, she looked, as did her eleven-year-old sister " Eisa," con-

siderably jaded by the journey. " Eva," however, was chosen

for the third prize. She stands very wide in front, and has been
a frequent winner at the Scotch National Shows. " Eisa " was
a cup-winner at Aberdeen, as well as a first Highland Society's

cow, and was nicer in " her day " than any Polled female at

Paris. Her age prevented her from taking the position on the

Seine which she has often done in Scotland, but an " honourable

mention" was well bestowed on her. She and " Eva" are two
of the best bred cows of the present day, and, though past their

best, they would bring considerably into " the three figures " in

the market. The Erica pedigree, though not the longest, has

perhaps fewer " stains " than any other in the ' Polled Herd
Book.' The " Pride " family, however, double it in the number
of registered crosses, though some of the later crosses can

hardly be said to have improved the tribe.

The contest for the 100/. for the best group of cattle bred by
the exhibitor in the Division foreign to France, was practically

confined to the Tillyfour and Ballindalloch Polls, and Lady
Pigot's Shorthorns. The Tillyfour lot included a four-year-

old cow, four heifers, and a yearling bull, and had the bloom of

youth to recommend them. The Ballindalloch group was more
valuable perhaps, individually in the market, and included all

the animals forwarded by Sir George. The conditions of the

competition required the presence of at least one bull and four

females. Sir George had just the yearling bull more than the

minimum and he drew him in with the others, but did not

thereby heighten his chances of success. The weak point in

the group was its inequality, and the presence of the little bull

rather aggravated that defect. Mr. McCombie's group, on the

other hand, was weak on the male side, but was exceedingly

strong in females and uniformly made up. From the tidy little

yearling bull up to the four-year-old cow his lot were graded

like steps of stairs, and wholly composed of nice animals, evenly

covered with flesh and looking their very best. Though these

two groups had the honour of remaining last in before the

Jurors in this critical contest, the only division was on the Polls

versus Lady Pigot's Shorthorns. Her Ladyship's Shorthorns, as

previously intimated, did not appear in so good a form as they

have sometimes done in Royal English Showyards. Unfortu-

nately, some of her best cards, such as " Zvezda," were past
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their bloom, and her ladyship's bulls were hardly up to the

mark. The " red, white, and roan," ho\vever, had their advo-

cates among the Jurors ; but a large majority decided in favour

of the blacks. Lady Pigot's group was accordingly turned

away, though the favourable impression they made on the

Jurors led to their being awarded a special prize of honour

in the shape of an "object of art;" which was also given to

Her Majesty the Queen, for her Herefords, Devons, and Short-

horns ; and to Mr. McCombie, of Tilly four, whose black group,

on account, no doubt, of their youth and symmetry, was pre-

ferred to the Ballindalloch lot for the coveted premium of lOOZ.

The only occasion on which British and French cattle had

any opportunity of trying their respective merits was in the

competition for the 100/. prize for the best group of beef-

producing animals, bred by the exhibitor. After the verdict

already noted, the public will be prepared for the fact that Mr.
McCombie's was really the only group firmly pitted against the

French cattle for this prize. The adjudicating bench had by
this time increased from 16 to 31. Eventually the chance of

France achieving the honour was reduced to Count de Massol's

Shorthorns. They were really a good, useful, well-fleshed,

evenly matched group, and ran the Polls much closer than the

English Shorthorns did. But ultimately, by a majority of 24
to 7, the Aberdeenshire animals triumphed.

This breed is rapidly rising in value and increasing in

numbers. The favourable impression it made on many visitors

to Paris has led to fresh inquiries after Polled animals from
various countries. Regarding the maturing properties of this

breed erroneous impressions have hitherto existed. It has often

been said that Polled Angus or Aberdeen beasts are slow in

ripening. Those who said so must have had no experience

of the improved race of cattle of that description. When well

fed from calf-hood, they will come out quite ripe at the age of

two years and some months, though they will " keep " longer,

and retain their levelness and quality of flesh. Three-year-olds

of this breed have in recent years carried the championship
several times at the leading English Fat Shows. The early

maturing faculties of the " Polls " should, even outside their own
country, be placed beyond doubt by the fact that only one of
Mr. M'Combie's best " beef-making group " of six was over two
years and a few months. Gentlemen with a hobby for the
possession of three- and four-year-old black Polled bullocks
" spare " the animals in the matter of diet until the last year

;

hence to a considerable extent the grounds for the idea enter-

tained by many that the breed is long in ripening. Another
cause of this opinion is the fact that, until comparatively
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recent years, few of the owners of Polled Scotch cattle were
good feeders. The animals were not kept progressing from birth.

All this has been changed within the last fifteen years ; and
when liberal feeding and good management are bestowed, it

has been proved to demonstration that the Polled Angus or

Aberdeen cattle are early maturers, and very profitable beef-

making animals.

Scotch Highland.—Of this shaggy breed there was only one

exhibitor, namely, Mr. James Duncan, Benmore, Kilmun,
Argyleshire. He showed half-a-dozen, all good specimens of the

breed. Among them was the fine three-year-old bull got by
" Prince," and out of " Queen," and that won the first prize

at the Highland Show at Edinburgh in 1877. His outline is

good, and his quality and style are excellent, his countenance

being that of a true West Highlander. In the cow class the

handsome six-year-old cow of the Bochcastle stock, after

" Athole," that won the first prize as a three-year-old at the

Highland Show at Glasgow and the third at Edinburgh in

1877, stood alone, and was readily awarded the first prize. Four
very good animals were entered in the heifer class ; a very

handsome two-year-old, also of the Bochcastle stock—as, indeed,

were all the lot—getting the first prize. The regulations pre-

cluded Mr. Duncan, as well as every other exhibitor, from taking

more than one prize in each class, so that only three first prizes

were awarded in the Highland Section. Two of these amounted
in value to 400 francs, or 16/. each, and the other to 700 francs, or

28Z. It is worthy of mention that Mr. Duncan had the honour of .

forwarding his first-prize bull and first-prize cow to the residence

of Rosa Bonheur, to be immortalised by the brush of that talented

artist. The Bochcastle herd, from which several of Mr. Duncan's
animals were descended, has long been one of the best of its kind.

Only the other year a two-year-old Highland bull, bred by Mr.
Stewart, was sold for 200 guineas.

Ayrshires.—This valuable dairy breed was almost without

representation—at any rate in the " Foreign Division," for in it

only one specimen was exhibited—a fair five-year-old cow, shown
by Mr. Wood, The Wilderness, Aintree, near Liverpool'. She
was awarded a third prize, of the value of 250 francs. As ex-

plained in the introduction, a better display of this breed would
have come forward if exhibitors had had any prospect of their

stock being judged by men acquainted with the characteristics

of this useful race of cattle.

luisH Cattle.

Kerry Breed.— In the Cattle Department, Ireland was re-

presented by one breed, namely, the small black Kerry cattle.
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I Mr. James Robertson, La Mancha, Malajiide, county Dublin,

his three sons, and Mrs. Robertson, were the only exhibitors.

They showed in all about a dozen of these neat little animals,

and as specimens of the Kerry breed they would not have been

easily beaten. The first-prize bull, in particular, was a very fine

specimen of the breed—neat, even, and proportionate. This

breed of cattle is perhaps not quite so well known as most of

the other British breeds referred to in this Report, and therefore

a few sentences on its general characteristics may be of interest.

By Youatt the Kerry is regarded as an aboriginal Irish breed,

and the cow is spoken of as " truly a poor man's cow, living

everywhere, hardy, yielding, for her size, an abundance of milk

of good quality, and fattening rapidly when required." A good

specimen of the breed may be described as a small, neat, lively

animal, with light round frame, narrow rumps, fine bone, rather

long limbs, fine small head, keen eye, and white upstanding

horns with black tips. The prevailing colour is jet-black, but

some are red and some brindled. The beef of the Kerry is of

the finest quality, and for their size they carry a fair quantity of

it. A well-fed, fully grown Kerry steer will weigh about 4 cwt.,

dead weight. Twelve quarts of milk are reckoned as the daily

average yield for a Kerry cow during the season, and from

6 to 7 lbs. as the weekly yield of butter. Cows have been known
to give as much as sixteen quarts of milk daily for some time

after calving:. The breed is one of the hardiest existing: in the

British Isles, and we were informed that some of the specimens
exhibited at Paris had hardly ever before been under a roof.

For many years this breed was greatly neglected by the Irish

farmers, which led to a slight deterioration in its " rank and
file." Recently more attention has been bestowed upon it, and
some improvement has already been effected. Prominent among
the improvers is Mr. Robertson. A famous Show bull of the

Kerry breed ("Busaco") belonging to this gentleman, when
exhibited as a two-year-old, measured 34 inches from the shoul-

der-top to the ground, and 38 inches from the shoulder-top to

the tail-head, and girthed behind the shoulders 4 feet 2 inches.

I

Dutch Cattle.

In the Foreign Division there were 59 entries of this valuable
race of cattle, 42 of which came direct from Holland, 9 from
France, and 8 from Belgium. Throughout Great Britain the

Dutch breed is one of the best and most favourably known of all

the Continental breeds, and that it deserves the distinction we
have little hesitation in affirming. For many years it was im-
ported in large numbers ; and while it proved itself a fair sort
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of beef cattle, it perhaps surpassed most in the dairy. As a

butcher's breed it may be ranked behind the white Charo-
lais of France, but, taking milking and beef properties to-

gether, the question of preference is not so clear. For the

purposes of labour the French breed is entitled to the first posi-

tion. In France, therefore, where working bullocks are so

much in request, the advantage all over might lie with the

Charolais race. In Great Britain, where horses leave little to

be done by bullocks, the advantage, perhaps, might lean the

other way. For many years large numbers of Dutch cows were
imported into England and Scotland, and extensively kept

in the principal dairies in and around London and other large

towns. They milk well, but when dry are not so easily

fattened, nor are they so valuable when fat, as Shorthorn or

Shorthorn-cross cows. Some store cattle for fattening have

been brought from Holland to this country, but they are slow

feeders, and have not paid very well.

The characteristics of the Dutch race are very marked. The
prevailing colour is black and white, in unmixed spots, some
being gray, or "pepper" coloured. In general form this breed

resembles somewhat the Shorthorn. The Dutch animals stand

rather higher, that is to say, they have longer legs than the

Shorthorns ; their frame is equally as long, and their quarters

often as well-drawn-out and as broad. Indeed, their quarters are

generally excellent, sometimes almost perfect, being long, broad,

even, and as straight behind as could be imagined. The head is

rather long, but fine ; the forehead is broad ; the eyes are large

and bright ; horns are slightly turned forwards, and frequently

black ; neck is slender and tapering ; breast is often a little

narrow ; shoulder and fore-arm are not very powerful ; rib is

pretty well sprung, and loins and rumps as a rule are excellent.

The tail is usually well set, long, and bushy at the end. The
leading property of the breed, as already indicated, is its won-
derful milking powers. Thoroughly good specimens have been
known to give over 40 litres (about 70 English pints) of milk
in 24 hours ; and we were assured by M. D. Geode, one of the

principal exhibitors, that his cows gave an average of 25 litres

(nearly 44 English pints) per day all the year round. When
giving such large quantities of milk as this, however, the

animals have to be liberally fed
;
and, as to their food, they

are as a rule somewhat fastidious. The race is fairly hardy,

and quickly adapts itself to strange soils and climates. It still

has its head-quarters in Holland, but has spread and become
popular over a great part of the Continent. Change of climate,

soil, and treatment, have wrought modifications in the outward

appearance of the breed ; but with all these, and wherever situ-
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ated, it retains its fundamental characteristic as valuable for

the production of milk. Dutch bulls have been extensively

used in France in crossing with other breeds, particularly the

Flemish race, and the crosses thus bred are not only excellent

milkers, but also good beef cattle. The breed has long been

kept tolerably pure in Holland, and in 1875 a Dutch ' Herd-
Book ' was started by " The Herd-Book Society of the Nether-

lands." The entries already number over 300, and there can

be no doubt that the movement will result in the further im-

provement of the race. One rule attached to entry in the ' Herd-
Book ' deserves notice. It is novel, but not without recom-

mendations. When registered, the animal is branded on the

side and on the horn with its number in the ' Herd-Book.'

Most of the young bulls exhibited were shapely, and of good
quality, the old bulls as a rule being heavy, but rather plain.

The cows formed the charm of the lot. A few were indeed

very handsome animals, large and massive, with fine, soft,

mellow skin and kindly touch. A slight coarseness of bone
was observable in some, while a good many were a trifle narrow
in front. It was evident that, in awarding the prizes in the

cow class, the Jurors had given most weight to the " appear-

ance of milk " presented by the animals. The first-prize cow
was far from being the most handsome in form, but she had
calved very recently, and showed wonderful development of the

milk-vessels. A four-year-old cow, fully an average in size,

girthed 6 feet 9^ inches, measured 5 feet 5 inches in length

from the shoulder-top backwards, and 4 feet 4 inches in height

at the shoulder. We asked the price of this cow on behalf of

a Scotch farmer, and found that she could not be bought under
80Z. Others were offered at from 50/. to 100/., the cow offered

at 50/. being a " pepper "-coloured one of good build, but rather

under-sized. In the bull class the first, second, and fourth

prizes, and an honourable mention, went to Holland ; the third

prize to France ; and the fifth and a supplementary prize to

Belgium. In the cow class the first and a supplementary prize

went to Belgium ; and the second, third, fourth, fifth, and six

tickets of honourable mention, to Holland. The largest lot

from Holland were exhibited by the Herd-Book Society ; the
French winner was M. Roberti, Paris ; and the most successful

Belgian exhibitor, M. Derboven, Malines.

Belgian Cattle.

Though not figuring conspicuously with any breed which
could be called peculiarly its own, Belgium had nevertheless
no fewer than 108 entries of cattle in the Catalogue. Nearly one-
haU were Shorthorns ; but a few of those entered did not appear.
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As a lot, the Belgian Shorthorns were hardly up to the mark.
Many of them were plain, narrow, and lanky, wanting in flesh

and substance. A Belgian exhibitor, however, M. Mathieu,
Thourout, West Flanders, had the credit of beating Lady Pigot,

and of heading the prize-list, in the young Shorthorn bull class.

Only three bulls competed, however, and none of the three was
above average merit. In the old bull class, which was only a

degree more creditably filled than the young one, Belgium
claimed the third and fourth prizes, as also an honourable

mention. The strength of the Belgian Shorthorn muster lay in

the cow class ; and we were not surprised that the Belgian

Jurors were dissatisfied with the awarding of the five prizes

to English cows. It was perfectly clear that England deserved

all she got—all that was available in the class
;
but, naturally

enough, it was discouraging to Belgians that for their contingent,

numbering close on thirty animals, they had been adjudged

nothing higher than an honourable mention. They accord-

ingly petitioned for three supplementary prizes, specially for

Belgian cows, which the French authorities, with most com-
mendable liberality, at once granted. The British and other

Jurors cordially joined the Belgians in this petition, believing

that the spirit and enterprise shown by Belgian farmers in

bringing out so many of their pure-bred cattle deserved recog-

nition. Though lacking character and substance, a few of the

Belgian Shorthorn cows exhibited evenness, fine bone, and fair

quality. It is obvious that great improvement might be effected

in the Belgian Shorthorns by the introduction of more of the

best English blood. Good British bulls put on the present

breed of Shorthorn cows there, together with a little more
liberal feeding when the animals are growing, would impart

symmetry, substance, wealth, stamina, and quality to the

animals.

The tenth Section in the Foreign Division, " Breeds of the

Polders and Low-lands of the North, not comprised in the pre-

ceding Classes," was filled almost exclusively by Belgian cattle.

About one-half of the animals in the Section, 16 in all, were of the

Flemish breed, which will be more fully noticed hereafter.' Only
one young bull appeared, and he was not thought worthy of a

prize. In the old bull class, which was composed of four

animals, the first prize was withheld, the second being awarded
to a little black bull, three years and six months old, with spotted

muzzle, white stripe in the face, short black buffalo-looking horns,

thick, clumsy neck, strong forearm, moderately fine bone

;

owned by M. Roberti, Paris. The third prize went to a Flemish
bull from Belgium, a monster in size, with massive crest, coarse

bone, uneven form, dun colour, and short black-tipped horns.
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He was entered as thirty months old, though to a stranger he

looked more like twice that age. The first-prize cow, entered

as a Fleming, would have passed as a cross between the Shorthorn

and Flemish breeds, being a sort of roan in colour, propor-

tionate in shape, nice in bone, and altogether just what, in

England, would be regarded as a good average Shorthoru«cross.

The second-prize cow, also entered as Flemish, showed similar

symptoms of an admixture of Shorthorn blood. She too was

roan in colour, of fair quality, fine head, and generally well-

made-up frame, though rather plain quarters. Most of the

other cows were good specimens of the Flemish breed ; two

of them and all the heifers being of the same sort as the second-

prize little black bull. In colour they were black and white,

marked similarly to the Dutch breed, but in size and "make"
they showed more resemblance to the Kerry breed of Ireland.

Again, in the Section for different breeds, " not included in

the preceding Sections," Belgium had not only the largest

number of entries but also carried oft the lion's share of the spoil.

Indeed, with the exception of a second and a third prize which
came to England for Longhorns, Belgian cattle won all the

honours. The majority of the animals in this Section were
Shorthorn-crosses of different kinds. Unfortunately, only in a

few cases did the Catalogue indicate the breeding of the animals

beyond saying that they were " Durham Crosses
;

" and the

difficulty as to language made it impossible always to obtain

satisfactory information where it was wanted. The majority,

however, of those which hailed from Belgium were evidently

crosses between the Shorthorn and the Flemish breeds, the

characteristics of the former largely predominating. It certainly

could not be said that success had been attained in ev ery case,

but, taking the class as a whole, a great improvement had been
effected by contact with the Shorthorn. Further on we shall

refer to the wonderful ameliorating influence of the Shorthorn
when crossed with other breeds, and shall here only give a few
notes on some of the animals in this Section. The class for

bulls contained about twenty animals, and presented perhaps
nearly as much variety as any other class in the Exhibition.
The winner of the first prize, belonging to M. Lorio Thulin,
Hainaut, was clearly among the best in the class. Indeed,
barring a little roundness, he would have passed as a fair speci-

men of the Shorthorn breed. He was entered as a Shorthorn-
cross, and looked like a cross between a Shorthorn and a Flemish.
Red in colour, with white spots, his muzzle was blue, and his head
rather short and clumsy. The second-prize bull, also from Bel-
gium, was similar in colour, form, breeding, and general charac-
teristics ; and though entered as fourteen months, he had an older

VOL. XV.—S. S. O
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appearance. His quality was fair, but lie also lacked true Short-

horn character. The third-prize bull, owned by M. Derboven,
was entered as a Dutch-cross, and would have passed as a

cross between the Dutch and the Shorthorn. Black and white

in colour, he was two years old, and was a thick well-fleshed

animal ; muzzle and horns were black, fore-rib and shoulder-top

excellent. A very fair Shorthorn-cross from West Flanders,

thirty-nine months old, came fourth ; while an Ayrshire-looking

Shorthorn-cross from Liege, Belgium, got an honourable men-
tion. The latter showed fine quality and hair

;
spotted muzzle,

fair head and horns, stood neatly on his legs, but was plain and
round behind. Several of the others in the class would have
passed in England as good crosses between the Shorthorn and
the Ayrshire breeds ; others were evidently crosses between the

Shorthorn and Dutch breeds, showing better beef properties than

the pure Dutch, but a plainer form than the pure Shorthorn.

The female class, which numbered about thirty, was similar

to the male class in regard to character, form, colour, and breed-

ing. The first prize went to a very handsome four-year-old

Shorthorn-cross, lacking substance and character, but full of

quality. Dark roan in colour, she handled exceedingly well, and
was owned by M. de Wonck-Valeraine, Cras-Avernas, Liege,

Belgium. The second and third prizes went to Longhorns,
already noticed. The fourth prize was won by a thick two-year-

old Shorthorn-cross, owned by M. Tiberghien, Manage, Hainaut,

who exhibited a lot of very good cattle. Several of the females

were rather leggy and wanting in flesh and character
;
nearly all

had either black or spotted muzzles, and the majority had dark

horns and plain hind-quarters. Thick stiff skins were also too

plentiful, and so were flat ribs. One of the best-looking cows
in the class, a heavy handsome six-year-old Shorthorn-cross,

owned by M. de Wonck-Valeraine, was entirely passed over by

the Jurors. She was a trifle light in the waist, but in every other

respect was at any rate the third best cow in the class. In

England she would have ranked above the average of Shorthorn-

crosses.

Danish Cattle.

Denmark was represented in the Cattle Department by about

a dozen animals, owned by two exhibitors. The Danish breeds

of cattle are so fully described in the admirable " Report on

the Agriculture of Denmark," drawn up by Mr. H. M. Jenkins,

and published in part ii. of the 12th volume of the second

series of the Royal Agricultural Society's 'Journal,' that little

more need be added here. The first-prize bull was a gay-looking

little animal, of the Angeln breed, close on four years old, with
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rather clumsv head, thick neck, clean well-shaped horns, black

muzzle, very rough tail-head, light thighs, and rather deficient

flank. He was bare ot flesh, and badly " ribbed-back." Though
the four vear-old Fionie * bull, in the same class, was apparently

not thought worthy of the second prize, he seemed to those un-

acquainted with the breed superior in some points to the first-

prize bull. Red in colour, he had a beautiful horn ; head and

neck handsome, quality good, size moderate, legs long, and

thighs bare. The first-prize cow, also of the Angeln breed,

was a very tidy little animal, with fine bone, sleek mellow

skin, yery sharp on the shoulder-top and all along the back,

and possessing in a high degree the elements of an excellent

milker. As a lot the cows were keen, liyely, and light-legged,

displaying some resemblance to the red deer, with fine skin,

narrow frame, flat ribs, sharp back, long turned-up horns, black

muzzles, slender neck, and yery light thighs. Their yalue as

beef-producing cattle is not so great as their worth in the dairy.

Still a considerable number of cattle is annually imported from

Denmark into this country for beef. These belong, however, to

the Jutland breed, which is black and white, and of comparatively

little value for milking purposes.

Swiss Cattle,

Swiss breeds were the only races that appeared in the Section

set apart to Central Europe. Switzerland itself exhibited 45
;

France contributed 5 more. Of the Swiss race proper 32 came
from Switzerland and 4 from France. Perhaps no breed in

the Exhibition had more marked characteristics than this one.

The prevailing colour is a sort of dun or " bay-chestnut,"

often showing a black tinge, and invariably a light-coloured

stripe along the back and round the muzzle. The size varies,

but as a rule the cattle are large ; the head is short, thick, and
clumsy ; the mouth is large ; the horns are thick, and usually

black ; the neck is pretty thick, and the frame generally long,

and occasionally well drawn out behind, but hollow on the

back ; the chest is wide and well formed ; the forearm is power-
ful, the bones are rather large, and the muscular development
is very prominent. " The tail does not offer at its source

that exaggerated height which was formerly considered a point
of beauty, but which is now more properly considered a grave
imperfection " (Moll and Gayot). It is not claimed that the
race is anything more than moderately valuable for beef pro-

* These cattle are the country cattle of the island, known as Fionie to the
French, Fiinen to the Germans, and Fyen to the Danes. They bear the same
rehition to the Angeln as the common Yorkshire cow does to the pedigree Shoit-
horu.—Ei>.

o 2
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duction, but the cows give large quantities of very fine milk,

about 30 English pints being the daily average. They are

robust and docile, and easily pleased with food. Their working
powers are great.

This department of the Exhibition presented a quiet, con-

tented, picturesque appearance, which at once carried one's mind
away to the lonely mountains from which these animals hailed.

Each had its bell hanging near its head ; and it seemed as if

ringing these were a favourite pastime with the animals, for the

neighbouring stables constantly echoed with the shrill tolling of

the Swiss bells. The first-prize-winner in the cow class, which
numbered 23, had great appearance of milk, finer bone than

most of the others, drooping quarters and sharp back, but ex-

cellent quality, and nice soft free skin. The second also showed
good milking properties and rare quality. Several of the other

cows were much larger, and had also better and truer build. It

would therefore seem that the milking properties of the breed

were regarded as of paramount importance. The Agricultural

Society of Switzerland exhibited several good specimens of the

breed, and, besides two third prizes, obtained three tickets of

honourable mention.

Sixteen representatives of the Swiss Simmenthal race were also

exhibited from Switzerland. In colour and general character-

istics they are nearly as uniform as the Swiss breed of which
we have just been writing. The face and legs are usually cream-

coloured, the body is light dun and sometimes mixed with pale

white, the horns are neat and small, ribs flat and quarters de-

ficient. The first-prize bull had a very neat Shorthorn-looking

head, white muzzle, tremendously thick neck, long dewlap, rather

strong bones, round and compact body, short quarters, badly-set

tail, well-covered shoulder-top, and thick well-let-down thighs.

He belonged to the " Society of Breeders of the Lower Sim-
menthal," by which some very good specimens of the breed were
exhibited. The females were much better ; some of them,

indeed, being handsome well-made-up animals, resembling in

many respects good Shorthorn crosses. Others, again,^ were

rather masculine-looking, too much " rounded-off " in the frame.

Some handled well ; others were stiff in the skin, hard in the

hair, and bare of flesh. On the whole, however, they could claim'

many good points. Of the Frihourg species of the Swiss race,

only two were shown, and neither of these was above mediocrity.

Italian Cattle.

In the Cattle Classes there were 19 entries from Italy, but two

or three of the animals were not present. It cannot be said
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that, as a lot, they were good beef cattle, but the display had at

least the merit of presenting abundance of variety. It included

four different breeds and two distinct crosses. The sjiecimens

of the Val di Chiana breed and the crosses from the same sort

were indeed wonderful animals. They were light grey or blue

in colour, of immense size, and very rough in bone and form,

bare of flesh, low on back, and high on shoulder-top and rump.

The Val di Chiana-Romagnole bull, shown by M. Lundi, had
about as many visitors as any other animal in the Exhibition,

for he could claim the distinction of being both the tallest and

the Uffliest animal within the enclosure. He measured close on
6 feet in height at the shoulder, and in general form might have

passed, we should think, as the prototype of the ancient cattle

of labour, which Palladius says v.ere " tall, with huge members,
of stern countenance, small horns, brawny and vast neck, and
confined belly." M. Bertani's bull was very nearly as tall,

measuring 5 feet 7 inches at the shoulder-top—a giant height

for a two-year-old ! Though entered as twenty-four months old,

examination proved that he had passed that age at which the

mouth ceases to be a safe indication
;
indeed, in general appear-

ance he was quite a patriarch. He girthed 7 feet 3J inches,

measured 6 feet from the shoulder-top backwards, and 2 feet

8 inches from the fore flank to the ground.

Two or three specimens of the Pugliese breed were also tall,

gray in colour, big in bone, with thick plain quarters, light

waist, heavy dewlap, long limbs, and were seemingly better

suited for work than for producing either beef or milk.

A bull and a cow of the Romognole breed were blue in

colour, and could not claim beautiful form, but displayed better

quality than some of the other breeds in the Section. The bull,

entered as two years old, was sharp and slack on the back,

very high on the shoulder-top, had great development of dew-
lap, long horns and black muzzle. The cow, three years old,

was of finer quality, with a neat head, turned-up horns, black

muzzle, flat rib, deficient quarters, and light flesh.

Four or five animals of the Reggiana sort were shown by
the Agricultural Society of Reggio-Emilia. It could hardly be
said that their admirers were numerous. Bright dun in colour,

they presented characteristics very similar and marked. Large in

size, they had long, but not very even quarters, white muzzles,

and thick massive bone, and were, on the whole, of rough build:

The females handled better than one would have expected from
the first glance ; but their general appearance was masculine
and clumsy. Lovers of " ox-tail soup " must have looked at

them with some interest, for they were most liberally provided
with the development which supplies that savoury nutriment.
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Portuguese Cattle.

Nineteen of these were exhibited, all by M. Gagliardini,

Director of the Training-Farm of Central Portugal. Like the

Italian display, the Portuguese exhibited great variety and very

marked characteristics, four different breeds being represented.

To a British eye the neatest and most taking animals were those

of the Aronqueza breed, of which three specimens were shown.

They are a sort of red in colour, and little in size, but neat in

shape. The first prize in the bull class was awarded to an

animal of this breed. In outline and covering of flesh he had
no equal in the Section. Though four years old, he would,

perhaps, not have " dressed " more than 3 cwt. Along the top

he was broad, even, and well clad ; his thighs were good, skin

mellow, and touch soft. On his legs he stood prim and neat,

but had plain sharp shoulders and clumsy head. The other

two were females, and were similar to the bull in general appear-

ance. They had truer under-line than most of the others, but

were not free from that narrowness of chest which is character-

istic of so many of the Continental breeds.

Not unlike these in colour, size, and form, were the animals

of the Barroza race, of which one bull and two cows were ex-

hibited. The bull, three years old, was neat, but very small in

stature, perhaps not more than one-fourth the weight of some
of the others in the class. His skin was soft and thick, quality

good, horns thick and black at the point, colour red, with a dark

tinge about the neck and dewlap, curious white ring round the

mouth, and black muzzle. One of the cows, a three-year-old,

was indeed a very pretty creature, but exceedingly' small. Her
horns were long and white, eye bright and lively, head and
mouth very tidy and well balanced, and on her limbs she stood

beautifully.

The Mirandeza breed, of which there were two bulls and two
cows, has little, at least in appearance, to recommend it. Our
verdict at the time we examined the animals, as it appears on
our note book, was—" little miserable-looking creatures, bad

shapes, stiff hides, thick clumsy legs, red or brindled in colour,

seemingly of little value for any purpose whatever."

Perhaps the strangest of the lot were the entries of the

Alemtejana breed, two bulls and two cows. Large in size,

reddish in colour, and roughish in general get-up, their quality

was inferior, and their head and face were strangely formed. The
forehead was curiously bent backwards, face very long and
mouth nice. One of the cows measured no less than 14 inches

from the eye to the tip of the nose.

In addition to these breeds, four specimens of the Galleya-
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Vermelha cross were exhibited by M. Gagliartlini. They

were also a sort of red in colour, with white rings round the

eyes, and white muzzles. Little in size, they had narrow frames,

short quarters, flat ribs, clumsy head, but fair quality and bone.

One of the two bulls was broad, and fairly covered with flesh
;

but would have measured nearly as much round the neck as

round the woist.

French Cattle.

The display of French cattle, or, more properly speaking, of

cattle belonging to French farmers, was a marvel in its way.

Perhaps no other nation in the world ever mustered for exhibi-

tion so large a number of cattle
;
probably no other nation in

the world could exhibit so many different races and sub-races

of cattle as France did on this occasion. Its entries numbered

in all 1314, and of empty stalls there were very few. The
following Table indicates the various races, sub-races, and

varieties of crosses represented, the order in the Catalogue

being followed :

—

Race. Entries. Race. Entries.

150 .. .. 2
84
66 .. .. 2
23 .. .. 4
43 .. .. 6

14
57 .. 3

Pyrenees races (several varieties) 39
69
81 .. .. 138
47
29 .. .. 60

Parthenais and two sub-races,
[
58

Mantais and Vend^en ..

52 ,. .. 93
58 .. .. 47
9

It will be easily imagined that, with such variety of form,

colour, and general features, as so many different breeds neces-

sarily presented, the French Division of the Cattle Department
contained much that was interesting as well as instructive. The
display was, no doubt, a fair, and perhaps a favourable, sample
of the general cattle-stock of France ; and it is pleasing to be
able to say that in the collection there was a large number
of animals of high merit, whether viewed as " general purposes

"

beasts, as butchers' cattle, as milk- and butter-producers, or

as animals of labour. We cannot help thinking, however, that

there was rather too much variety in the collection,—too many
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breeds which are perhaps valued in particular districts as good
workers, as being easily kept, hardy and docile, and perhaps

also, in some cases, as being lair producers of milk and butter,

but which as butchers' or beef-yielding animals are next to

worthless, or, at any rate, are of a very inferior description.

There were too many narrow frames, flat ribs, long legs, light

waists, scooped quarters, weak backs, hanging dewlaps, deficient

flanks ; and too much bone and too little flesh ; in short, too

many " scraggy " animals.

Doubtless it is desirable, indeed essential, that a country

possessing such variety of soil and climate as France should

embrace several different breeds of cattle, so that each particular

district might be stocked with the race or sub-race best adapted to

its peculiarities. There can be little doubt, however, that this

idea has been carried too far in France. It has been followed to

the loss of all concerned, first the farmers themselves, and then the

nation at large. W e should say that at least one-third of those

races and sub-races of cattle exhibited in the " Home Division,"

and mentioned in the list on p. 199, are not worthy of the care and
attention of the farmer, nor are they the cheapest produce any
country could raise ; and they could hardly be regarded, in any
sense of the term, as profitable farm animals. It is claimed for

each of these inferior breeds that it has some particular and ex-

ceptional qualifications which recommend it to the attention of

farmers of certain districts ; that it is well suited for light farm

work ; that it will live on food upon which few other breeds

would survive ; that it gives a good supply of excellent milk ; that

it requires ver}- little attention, no housing and no herding. All

this may be true so far ; but if these special services can be got,

even in a modified degree, out of cattle of much superior merit,

why cover even a poor country with those ill-shaped unprofit-

able creatures, whose value as butchers' beasts—the natural and
proper end of all cattle—is scarcely worth reckoning ? France

might weed out one-third of its numerous breeds of cattle, and
still have its farm work as well attended to as now, its varieties

of soil and climate as well suited, and at the same time have its

yield of beef increased twofold. As a rule, it is undeniably bad
farming, therefore bad economy, to breed and keep cattle which
are useful only for their milking or working properties, inasmuch

as these properties are obtainable in a very high degree in breeds

which are also valuable as beef-producers. In the greater part

of France, indeed in the whole nation, with the exception of

Maine, and parts of Anjou, and of Eastern Brittany, it is stated

that under the present system of farming the first and primary

objects for which cattle are kept are milk and labour. Making
all due allowances for the peculiarities of the country, this is
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surely not exactly as it ought to be. It is calculated that

" France rears enough cattle for her own wants ;" but should

not so well-favoured a country be equal to more than that?

It was estimated that 10,469,000 head of cattle in France in

1873 yielded 4(34,283 tons of beef—a small yield certainly, even

taking into account the large number of calves annually slaugh-

tered. The 10,240,000 head of cattle in the United Kingdom in

1876 produced about 800,000 tons of beef. We have been led

into this digression mainly by a feeling of regret that in so rich

a country as France there should be so many inferior varieties

of cattle ; and partly also by the unsatisfactory character of the

reason given for this—namely, that the working and milking

elements, which are of paramount importance in France, cannot

be found, or developed, in sufficient degree, in breeds also

valuable for beef. We must now proceed to speak in detail of

the different breeds in the French Division, beginning with

Shorthorns, as being of special interest to English agriculturists,

and afterwards following the order of the Catalogue.*

Feench Shorthorns.

The history of the Shorthorn in France dates from 1825. In

that year M. Briere, of D'Azy, Nievre, imported from England
one bull and six cows, all descended from " Comet " (155), and
"Favourite" (252); and a few years afterwards MM. Hunt
and Brewter, tenants on M. Briere's estate, made two other

small importations. Probably, in the main, from want of

knowledge of the characteristics of the race, these enterprising

gentlemen met with limited success. The produce of the im-
ported animals did not realise the expectations that were enter-

tained of them, and after some time the majority of the animals
were scattered through the adjacent districts, and, in a manner,
lost. A few, however, passed into the hands of a M. Jachard,
who, with creditable perseverance, formed a herd which grew
and prospered, and doubtless conferred substantial benefit on
the surrounding country. In 1836 the Minister of Agriculture,

recognising the necessity for something being done by the
State to improve the native breeds of cattle, imported, through
M. Yvart, Inspector-General of the Veterinary School at Alfort,

seven females and one bull of the best Shorthorns that could be
obtained in England. These were placed in the Veterinary
School as objects of study ; and so favourably was the move-
ment received, that soon after nineteen females and fifteen males

* It will be noticed that the -writers of this Eeport have throughout critioised
the foreign breeds from a British, and indeed almost from a Shorthorn point of
view.

—

Ed.
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were imported. Of this last importation twelve bulls were at

once re-sold to leading French agriculturists ; while the others

were located at Pin, where they formed what might be called a

Government Experimental Herd. The first sale of bulls reared

at Pin and Alfort was held in 1839, when the demand was
found sufficient to warrant more importation.

Between 1836 and 1848, 108 male and 89 female Shorthorns

were thus introduced into France ; while in 1849 an importa-

tion of considerable importance was made for the foundation of

a Herd at the General Agricultural Institute at Versailles, an
institution which, unfortunately, flourished only for a short

period. Pin being found more suitable for the strange breed

than Alfort, the two herds were united, and carried on success-

fully at the former centre. The demand for the young stock

was, as a rule, fully equal to the supply ; and around Pin they

proved prolific and throve well. When, however, they were
sent into districts, the climate of which differed materially from
that of Pin, they did not succeed so well. To overcome this

difficulty as far as possible, it was resolved to acclimatise the

breed in several localities ; and accordingly the herd at Pin was
partly broken up. In 1843 two bulls and eighteen cows were
sent to Saint-L6, Dep. de la Manche, and in 1844 seven bulls and
twenty-two cows to Poussery, Nievre

;
and, three years later, two

bulls and eight cows went to a Government farm in Mayenne.
After some time these breeding depots successively disappeared

;

and since 1861 the national Shorthorn herd has been kept at

Corbon, a Government farm, which was established as an
annexe to the depot at Pin in 1854, and which is well situated

in the celebrated grass-land district of the Pays d'Auge in the

department of Calvados. The favourite English breed had by
this time got a footing in the country ; it had earned a good
name among French agriculturists, particularly for the wonderful
ameliorating influence it displayed when crossed with native

breeds ; and it has grown in numbers, and gained in popularity

year by year—" its partizans are numerous, and its numbers
could no longer be counted." The French ' Shorthorn Herd
Book,' which seems carefully conducted, has reached its eighth

volume. It contains the pedigrees of over 19,000 pure-bred

Shorthorns.

The Shorthorn Section in the French Division was not only

the second largest in the Cattle Department (the largest having

been the Norman breed), but, to Englishmen at any rate, it was
one of the most interesting in the Exhibition. The Cata-

logue contained no fewer than 138 entries, and the absentees

were, indeed, very few. That the average merit of the display

of French Shorthorns was superior to that of the English must
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have been evident even to the most casual observer ; yet a

comparison of the Shorthorn strength of France, in full muster

at Paris, and that of Eng:land at Bristol a month later, showed a

clear superiority in favour of England. That this should be

so need surprise no one, and should be no discouragement to

French breeders ; for it must be remembered that, both as to

experience and material at command, our English Shorthorn

breeders have had a great pull over their brethren in France.

It must be admitted, and we do so with pleasure, that French
breeders have made a very creditable use of their comparatively

short experience, as well as of the limited materials within their

reach. Thev have not all been equallv successful—our own
breeders have not been that—but thev have shown a keen appre-

ciation of the properties of the breed, and have displaved some
skill and commendable care in the rearing of it. The display of

French Shorthorns was in some respects fuUv up to expectation,

yet the collection exhibited certain defects to which we may
here allude. Perhaps the most general and striking of these

was a want of what is well known as true Shorthorn character

—those square, well-drawn-out, well-balanced, svmmetrical

proportions, which make the ideal Shorthorn -fill the eye so

pleasinglv from all points of view. To put it the other wav,

there was a roundness and a commonness about many of the

animals which deprived them of true Shorthorn type and style,

and which are usually regarded by Englishmen as suggestive of

mixed breeding. There was also a plainness about the head,

a deficiency of quarter, a flatness of rib, and a want of rich

natural flesh. Their hair, too, was shorter and harder than

that of average English Shorthorns ; it wanted that soft velvety

touch which adds so much to the apparent quality of English
Shorthorns. Taking the warmer climate of France into con-

sideration, however, this is easily accounted for, and is a less

serious fault than most of the others. Weight and substance

were not strong points of the display, but still no one could
complain very much of deficiency in these respects. The
majority were thick, substantial, useful-looking animals, losing

much in appearance by the want of that finish and style which
give to an animal the characteristics of good breeding. As a
rule, they were in fair showing condition, certainly not over-fed,

and they had a healthy lively look about them, which would
contrast favourably with the somewhat stiff, sleepy, over-fed

condition in which many English Shorthorns are exhibited.

It was indeed pleasing to find so little pampering and dressing,

and French breeders will show wisdom if they continue to keep
clear of those damaging practices. It was noticeable that the

prevailing shade of colour was lighter than one is accustomed to
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see in a collection of English Shorthorns. Few were wholly red

in colour, not very many dark roan, a good many pure white, and
the large majority light roan. This, of course, is explainable

by the extensive and systematic use of white bulls in France.

The French Shorthorn Section, divided into five classes, had
no less than 522/. allotted to it as prize money

;
while, in

addition, three supplementary prizes were awarded in lour

of the classes and two in the other, besides numerous tickets

of commendation. The class for bulls under two years old con-

tained 29 entries, fully one-half being really good, well-bred,

promising bulls. A few were very plain, and showed little

breeding and less skill in bringing them out. The first prize

went to a lengthy, well-balanced, well-formed red and white

bull, eighteen months old, shown and bred by Count de iNIassol, of

Souhey, Cote d'Or. This bull showed a slight want of charac-

ter, which was increased by a bareness of hair, and he was also

plain in the shoulder ; but still he possessed many of the better

points of a true Shorthorn, and was deserving of the position

into which he was placed. His grandsire, " Tout Blanc," a

famous French bull, traces back through Mr. Jonas Webb's
"Duchess," by "Vanguard" (5545),* a daughter of Earl

Spencer's ,' No. 6 Marmisole," and " Dedona," by "Alabaster"

(1616), to " Favourite " (252), " White Bull " (421), " Boling-

broke "
(86), and " Hubback " (319). Count de Massol showed

two others of similar breeding in this class, one being a very

neat and promising white bull, twelve months old. The second-

prize bull, shown by Count de Falloux, of Bourg-d'Ire, Maine-
et-Loire, was neater in form than the first-prize bull, and had
excellent front and neck-vein, but lacked hair and substance.

Through " Young Primrose," by " Pilot " (496), this neat little

bull's sire runs back to "Flora," by "Young Comet" (157).

M. Lacour, of Saint-Fargeau, Yonne, came third with a shapely

little yearling bull, red and white in colour, with good rib,

very strong loins, and fine quality. Through " Autumn Rose,"

by " Vatican, " he traces back to the best of Mason's and Colling's

blood. One of the most handsome, most promising, and best-

haired bulls in the lot got only honourable mention, namely,
" Lord Derby," a neat thirteen-month roan, got by " Sir Olive

Barrington " (35,384), and owned by M. Cazenove, of Idron,

Basses-Pyrenees. This was the highest price bull, and was sold

for 120/., to go to Italy.

Bulls over two and under four years old numbered 22, and

were a good lot. A few were very plain, and there were no

stars of the first magnitude. The majority were heavy, fairly-

* The numbers withui brackets, thus ( ), refer to ' Coatca's Herd Book.'
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formed, useful-looking bulls, showing moderate quality and

fair substance, but lacking style and character. A good man}-

were also a trifle long in the limbs and light in the flanks, while

hair was even more scanty here than in the younger class. Count

de Massol won the first prize here also, with a three-year-old bull,

bred similarly to the one which came first in the young class.

His form and general characteristics were also very similar,

but he was lighter in colour, rather neater about the shoulders,

very even all over, and, except that he stood too high above

the ground, he was indeed, all round, a thoroughly good Short-

horn. The Marquis de la Tullaye, of Menil, iNIayenne, came
second with a large, heavy, fairly shaped three-year-old roan

bull, showing plenty of substance and fair quality. The sire of

this bull—"Roan'Buir' got by "Prince Regent" (24,857),

and out of " Princess Pearl," by " Prince Pearl " (29,764)

—

was imported to France from Mr. F. Fowler, Henlow, in 1875 ;

while his dam traces back through "Rachel," by "Reveller"

(8430), to "Jane," by " Monk " (2266), and "Rufus" (570).

Following closely upon this one came a very handsome roan

bull, three years and ten months old, owned by M. Morisse, of

Bretteville, Seine-Inferieure. One of the neatest in the class,

this bull claims descent through " Hero," by " Hartforth

"

(3986), from " Marske " (481), and "Comet" (155), of which
bull there is a double cross in the pedigree. The fourth-prize

bull, a very promising animal, two years and four months old,

exhibited bv Count de Falloux, is half-brother to the Count's

second-prize young bull, and is got by " Tric-trac," who claims

an excellent English pedigree, including, among others, " The
Beau" (12,182), "Duke of Cornwall" (5947), "Prince Ernest"

(4818), " Phenomenon " (491), " Favourite " (252)—double
cross—and " Hubback " (319). Heavier, and better fleshed

than this bull, but older—by a year and a half—and not quite

so stylish, was the fifth-prize winner. Exhibited by M. de
\ illepin, Sarthe, he traces back, through " The Baron " (9711),
and "Gleaston Castle Bull" (6040), to " Wellington " (686),
and " Favourite "

( 252).

The class composed of heifers under tv,'o years old—27 in

number-—showed better quality and more character than any
ot the other classes in the Section. Compared to the older

classes, it exhibited substantial improvement, particularly in

regard to character, but also in a slight degree in quality of

flesh and in other respects. It is an undisputable truth,

however, that good heifers are much more numerous than
good cows. M. Auclerc, of Allichamps, Cher, headed this

class with a very promising red and white heifer, twenty-two
months old, descended on her dam's side, through ''Columbus"
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(12,616), from " Miranda," by " Regent " (544), and " Jubilee,"

by " Prince " (521). A very handsome nineteen-month heifer,

roan in colour, showing perhaps better breeding than her

more fortunate opponent, and owned by M. Tiersonnier, of

Gimouille, Nievre, made a close second. Got by " Noble Oasis,"

this fine heifer is descended from a tribe that has had along and
successful career in France, and that traces back, through
" Young Matcham " (4423), and " Rose's Red Bull " (5009), to

" Turnell's Red Bull" (1536). His dam traces through

"Baltic" (12,431) to "Pilot" (496), "Orpheus" (473), and
" Favourite " (252). The third-prize heifer, owned by M.
Gardye de la Chapelle, of Farges-Allichamps, Cher, claims

descent, through " Third Duke of Athole" (12,734), from "Young
Remus" (2522) and " Bolingbroke " (86). Count de Massol
had in this class to content himself with the fifth prize, the

winner of which was a neat, stylish, thirteen-month heifer, got

by " Turenne," the sire of the first-prize young bull, and out of a

cow whose family has long been in France, and claims descent,

through " Little John " (4232), from " Flora," by " Young Comet

"

(157).

Heifers, two and three years old, were grouped in one class,

and numbered about 20. The majority were very good, of

fair size, well-shaped, and fairly bred, but among the lot were

a few without much to recommend them. Count de Falloux

came first here with a three-year-old roan heifer, got by " Tric-

trac," and out of a cow tracing, through Earl Spencer's
" Tinker" (8710), and " Duchess," by " Belvedere 2nd " (3126),

to " The Paddock Bull " (477). Large in size and evenly fleshed,

this heifer lacked style and character. A somewhat common-
looking three-year-old roan, owned by the Marquis de laTullaye,

and got by Mr. Fowler's " Roan Bull," out of a cow tracing,

through "Reveller" (8430), to " Rufus " (570), was place'd

second ; but in preference to her we should have taken three

or four others that were placed further down the prize-list. M.
Salvat, of Saint Claude, Loir-et-Cher, came third with a three-

year-old roan heifer that, in our opinion, was the best specimen of

the Shorthorn breed in the class. Her sire traces back, through

"Sir Richard" (15,298), to "Favourite" (252) and "White
Bull " (627) ; while her dam claims descent, through "Favourite "

(8066), from " Fisher's Bull" (2022). The fifth-prize heifer, a

handsome two-year-old roan, is related to Count de Falloux's

first-prize heifer, and was got by a bull descended, through
" VViseton" (11,054), from " Pope " (514) and " Chilton " (136).

The cow class was by far the largest in the Section, con-

taining, as it did, about 40 animals. In so large a class

there was room for variety, and it is but right to say that a
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good many could claim but few strong points. The want of

stvle and true Shorthorn character, already spoken of, was more
noticeable here than in anv of the other four classes : but while

this was the case, it must be admitted that, in regard to the

size and substance of the animals, the muster of cows was a

very strong one. The majority were strong, massire, use-

ful, but common-looking animals, healthy and active in appear-

ance, but lacking the style and gaiety which usually charac-

terise the display of Shorthorn cows at the English national

Show. M. Despres, of la Guerche, Ille-et-Vilaine, came first,

with a good four-year-old roan cow, M. Salvat following closely

with a five-year-old roan. M. Lepine, of Rouez-en-Champagne,
Sarthe, won the third prize with a four-year-old roan cow,

showing fair stvle, and out of a cow descended, through " Lexi-

con "(7139 j, from "Marske" (418; and " Comet (155 j, of

which latter bull there is a double cross. A large but rather

common-looking five-year-old cow, owned by M. Dandier, of

Naifles, Mayenne, came fourth. She claims descent, through
" The Baron" (9711 from " Wellington" (686;, and a son of
" Favourite " (252), of which bull there is a double cross. M.
Tiersonnier won the fifth prize with a red and white cow, three

years and five months old, out of a cow got by " Baltic

"

(12,431), and tracing back, through "Morning Star" (217), to

" Orpheus " (473 ; and " Favourite " (252). A sixth prize went
to the Marquis de la Tullaye. In addition to three supple-

mentary prizes, no fewer than eighteen tickets of '• very honour-
able " and " honourable " mention were awarded in this class, so

that more than one-half of the forty animals entered carried

tickets of distinction over their heads.

One of the largest cows in this Section girthed 7 feet 9 inches
;

another, less in size, 7 feet 3 inches ; and another 7 feet 2

inches. One three-year-old bull girthed 7 feet 9 inches : an-
other, of the same age, 6 feet 6^ inches ; and a two-vear-old

bull, 6 feet 11^ inches. In taking leave of this part of the

subject we would say, in a sentence, that France has proved
itself admirably adapted to the rearing of Shorthorns, and that

the very slight deterioration which the breed has shown since

its introduction into the country is perhaps more directly trace-

able to a want of knowledge and care on the part of the French
breeders than to any defect in the soil or climate of France.

Native Fkksch Breeds.

Normandy Cattle.—Of these there were no fewer than 150
entries, and thus they formed the ]ar<rest Section in the Cattle

Department. The native cattle of Normandy have branched out
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into several varieties, the principal being the Cotentin, the Bessin,

and the Augeron. Collectively they present great variety of size,

form, and colour, but it is claimed that, nevertheless, they "form
a magnificent race of cattle, robust and well-conditioned, notable

for their remarkable milking qualities." The prevailing colour

is brindled, some being black, and some red. As a rule they

are keen in the temper, rather high on the leg, rough and big in

the bone, heavy about the shoulder and neck, flat in the ribs,

and too quickly "rounded off" in their contour. During recent

years they have been considerably improved, mainly by in-

creased care in breeding and rearing, but partly also by a slight

admixture of Shorthorn blood. It cannot, however, be denied
that there is still room for further improvement. The Short-

horn cross has had a very marked effect. It has shortened the

legs, diminished the bone, greatly increased the quantity of

flesh, and has not decreased the yield of milk. The majority

of the Norman breeders, however, are not willing to admit
the desirability of going beyond their favourite breed for

any improving influence. Indeed they stoutly deny it. But
when we add to the deficiencies already noted the fact that the

Norman cattle are six years old before they are "properly fit for

the butcher," impartial outsiders will at once see the advantage

that would arise from extensive crossing with the Shorthorn.

It is contended that the meat of the Normandy cattle is superior

to that of the Shorthorn ; but any advantage in this respect is

due mainly to the fact that they are fed exclusively on grass, and
are not " forced," as many Shorthorns are. The strongholds of

the Norman cattle are the departments of La Manche and Calva-

dos, but it is asserted that they are used more extensively outside

their own locality than any other French breed. In the depart-

ments of Orne, Eure, Lower Seine, Eure-et-Loir, Seine-et-Oise,

Seine-et-Marne, and Seine, they are to be found in large numbers,

while the dairies of Paris and the surrounding district are mostly

stocked with Norman and Flemish cows. The beef of Norman
cattle also forms an important element in the meat markets of

Paris, where it enjoys a high reputation for its quality. Though
they are slow in growth, the size attained by oxen is somfetimes

enormous. They have been known to exceed 35 cwt. each, or

about 15 cwt. above the average weight of fully matured oxen in

the London Christmas Fat Stock Show.* It is for its value in

the dairy, however, that the Norman breed has acquired most

fame. The milk of the Norman cow has perhaps no equal in

the production of butter. The butter of Isigny, in Calvados, and

that of Gournay, in the Lower Seine," which have all along won the

* Mr. Riclianlson states that a hundred thousand grasa-fed beiists leave the

fine Norman pastures every year.
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leading; honours at the great annual Paris Butter Show, are maJe
from the milk of Xorman cows ; and so are the famous cheeses

of Camembert, Livarot, Xeufchatel, *Scc. To show the import-

ance of the butter industry in France, it may be mentioned that

in 1874 France exported 740,000 cwts., value 3,(300,000/. ;

and, further, as indicating the superiority of the milk of the

Norman cows, it has been stated that the Isigny fresh butter

often brings as much as 10?. 10s. per cwt. at Isigny, and from

od. to 9(^/. per lb. more than any other at Rio Janeiro and else-

where to which it is exported. This superiority in the quality

of the milk of Norman cows is no doubt the main reason why
their breeders are so reluctant to intermix the breed with strange

blood ; and if crossing is to become general, it certainly ought

to be carried out with the greatest possible care.

Flemish.—This race, of which 84 specimens were shown in the

French Division, is pre-eminent for milking properties. In the

Departments of the North, of Pas-de-Calais, of Aisne, and
around Paris, the Flemish cattle are kept in large numbers, and
are regarded as a profitable kind. Deep-red in colour, they are

described in the French Catalogue as animals of great weight,

with splendid conformation, fine skin, neat head, true outline,

good rump, neatly attached tail, but narrow chest and flat ribs.

It is also stated that recently the breed has been improved both

in its milking and beef properties by judicious selection in

breeding. Mr. Richardson states that in Flanders, which is

almost wholly stocked with Flemish and Dutch cattle, the former

fatten much more quickly than the latter ; and he mentions
that it is a general practice among farmers there to take one,

two, or three calves from cows of the breed and then prepare

them for the butcher. The large majority of the male calves of

the Flemish race are slaughtered for veal, few more being
allowed to grow up than are necessary for the maintenance of

the breeding herds. Crossing with the Shorthorn has been
frequently tried, and indeed is constantly practised to a slight

extent ; but it is asserted that while the cross improves the

cattle from a butcher's point of view, it depreciates their milk-
ing properties. The annual produce of milk from a good
Flemish cow is stated at about 2600 litres, or a little over 4300
English pints. For a considerable time after the cow has
dropped her calf the daily yield is very often about 25 litres, or
close on 44 English pints ; in some exceptional cases even as

much as 30 litres, or a little over 52 English pints.

The breed was very well represented, and had the coveted
honour of carrying away the 2500 franc (100/.) prize offered for

the best group of milk-producing cattle. This group was
exhibited by M. Bosse, Director of the Asylum of Bailleul,

VOL. XV.—S. S. P
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Nord, and was clearly enough deserving of the high distinction

awarded to it. Several of the young bulls were fairly well put

together ; but the old bulls, as a rule, were not so nice, from an
Englishman's point of view. Their ribs were very flat, frames

narrow and not very even, muzzles black or spotted, and horns

black, pointed, and sometimes long. Most of them were soft

and free under the hand, and exhibited fair quality of flesh.

The females, as with almost all heavy milking races, were much
more handsome in appearance than the males, and finer in bone.

A good many, however, were narrowly " made-up," and very

light in the middle. The first-prize animal in the young heifer

class, looked more like a Shorthorn cross than a pure Flemish,

and did not show a satisfactory development of the milk vessels.

The first-prize cow, owned by M. Bruyer, of Albert, Somme, was
symmetrical, with straight top and fair quality. She was by far

the best of the lot. Some of them were high-standing and long

in the legs, others being narrow in front and slack on the

back.

On the whole, of the two valuable breeds so popular in the

north of France, the Flemish and Dutch breeds, the majority of

English farmers would perhaps, in point of general utility, give

the preference to the latter. It may also be stated that it was
asserted by many competent judges, men well acquainted with

both breeds, that had the Dutch breed been as fairly represented

in the group contest as the Flemish, the Dutch would have won
the 100/. milk prize. There is a sort of friendly rivalry between
the votaries of the two breeds, which, as is invariably the case,

has evidently resulted in good to both.

Charolais.—Of all the many different races of cattle in France,

the Charolais is perhaps the most handsome, and in regard to

value or importance is equalled only by the Norman breed, if

indeed by it. Hailing originally from Charolais and Brionnais,

this breed has spread over the greater part of the centre of

France ; and in its march it is gradually displacing all other

breeds. The truest specimens of the Charolais breed are to be

found in the Brionnais district, but the finest specimens of cattle

passing under the name of Charolais are reared in the Nivernais,

into which region the breed was introduced from Charolais about a

hundred years ago. The breeders in the Brionnais, proud of their

native cattle, have carefully guarded it from all foreign in-

fluence, good and bad, and thus in lhat part the faulty and the

good points of the breed have been preserved and developed

alike. In tlie Nivernais and other districts which have adopted

the race, the breeders have been rather less zealous as to its purity,

and the result has been a wonderful improvement in the stru(^ture

and quality of tlie animals. So marked indeed has been the
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improvement in the Nivernais, that the Charolais cattle of that

country are distinguished by the name of Nivernais-Charolais.

It is contended by some that this improvement has been brought

about by the exercise of increased care in the selection of ani-

mals for breeding, and of better treatment in rearing. The most

generally accepted explanation, and probably the most correct

one, is that the improvement is due mainly to an infusion of

Shorthorn blood. It is evident, from what we have ascertained,

that very substantial improvement had been effected in Nivernais

and elsewhere by careful selection of sires and good treatment

;

but it is equally clear that it is since the crossing with the

Shorthorn, commenced in Nivernais (only recently), that the

improvement has been most rapid and most marked. Writing

of the Paris Show in 1877, M. de la Trehonnais, a recognised

authority, says : " The most striking part of the Show was, in

my opinion, the marked improvement evident in the Nivernais

cattle. It is whispered that this is owing to an infusion of

Shorthorn blood. I know nothing as to this, but I say with

pleasure that I have never seen such an assemblage of fine

Nivernais cattle as those which formed, undoubtedly, one of the

chief ornaments of the Show." The Charolais cattle being

always white in colour, the greatest possible care must of course

be exercised in the introduction of Shorthorn blood. It is not

enough that the Shorthorn bull selected should himself be pure

white ; it is also essential that he should be descended from a tribe

whose characteristic colour is white. It will thus be easily

imagined that crossing with the Shorthorn has not as yet become
very general or very extensive. There is now, however, a

certain and growing demand for white Shorthorn bulls for mating
with Charolais cows, and it is pleasing to know that systematic

efforts are being made to meet that demand. The French
writer, already referred to, states that M. Colcombet, a farmer in

the Bourbonnais, where the Charolais breed prevails, has set to

work to build up a herd of white Shorthorns. " He started,"

the writer says, " by buying the whole of the twenty-two volumes
of the ' English Herd-Book,' and every volume of the French

;
and,

with the patience worthy of a Benedictine monk, he traced back
from generation to generation the accidents of colour in each
family. With the knowledge thus laboriously acquired, he was
able to select his stock with such certainty that the most perfect

success has rewarded his toil. He is now somewhere about his

fortieth calf, each perfectly white, without a single hair of red or
roan appearing in any of them to upset his calculations or betray
his hopes." At the Exhibition we had the pleasure of meeting
M. Colcombet, and were glad to learn that his praiseworthy
industry is still being rewarded with unbroken success. Up to

l> 2
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this time he has devoted his attention mainly to the establishment

of a pure white colour in his herd ; and having successfully accom-
plished that, he now intends to look more than he has hitherto

done to the form and quality of the animals. There is every

prospect of all the bulls he can rear being purchased at fairly

remunerative prices. At present he sells them, when from six

to twelve months old, at from 20Z. to 25/. a head.

But to return to the Charolais breed. The hair is short and
sleek

;
body well-balanced and cylindrical ; head short and thick

;

horns rather long, white, wide, and rising towards the point

;

muzzle white
;
eye large and bright ; countenance pleasant ; hind-

quarters broad, but slightly deficient and rough on the rump
;

ribs fairly sprung ; back a trifle slack ; chest broad and pretty

deep ; shoulders rather big. The race has all along been
regarded as one of the best for work in the country, and it has

been very extensively used for that purpose. It is therefore

natural to expect that, despite the so far successful efforts that

have been made to improve the breed, slightly coarse shoulders

should still remain one of its characteristics. The tail is not

neatly set on, indeed it comes out too soon ; from the hooks
backwards there is a need of making up ; the thighs should

come down a little further ; the back should be broadened a

little, and the ribs slightly better sprung ; the bone is big, and the

head a trifle clumsy ; and the quality is not exactly what could

be desired. As a rule these defects were much less apparent

among the females than among the males, and still less among
some of the younger females, in which latter a likeness to the

Shorthorn was easily recognised. A comparison between some
of the older cows, which were pointed out to us as being the

truer specimens of the old Charolais breed, and a few young
females showed an unmistakable leaning towards the Shorthorn

type. Some of the heifers, for instance, displayed as neat heads

and horns as any breeder of cattle could wish to see, and had
also finely laid-in shoulders, well-sprung ribs, moderately even

quarters, fine bone, and excellent quality. It is asserted as the

main objection to the extensive use of Shorthorn bulls among
the Charolais breed that the influence of the Shorthorn impairs

the working powers of the Charolais. As to that we are

scarcely prepared to speak positively
;
though we are inclined to

think that i.he improvement which the Shorthorn bulls effect in

regard to the production of beef, should be at leas.t equal to any

loss which might be caused in working power. An animal

with good beef-producing qualities, and fair working powers,

should be more valuable to all interested in it than one good for

work and fair for beef. We have seen few breeds of cattle

better fitted for crossing with the Shr)rthorn than the Charolais.
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Its defects are such as the Shorthorn is pre-eminently fitted to

remove. No breed of cattle has ever proved itself so effective

as the Shorthorn in the improvement of other breeds, particu-

larly as regards the hind-quarters, head, rib, bone, and quality
;

and these are the very points in which the Charolais need

slight improvement. It is evident that some breeders have
already made successful efforts in this direction.

While justly held in high esteem for its working powers,

the Charolais breed stands unequalled among the French
races for its value from a butcher's point of view. The
quality of its meat is regarded among Frenchmen as superior to

that of the Shorthorn ; the animals grow to a great size, and
mature at a satisfactory pace. During the last few years the

Nivernais-Charolais animals have been carrying off the lion's

share of the prizes at all the more important Fat Stock Shows in

France ; and in some cases have beaten specimens of the pure
Shorthorn breed. In his admirable work on ' The Corn and
Cattle-producing Districts of France,' Mr. Richardson gives the

following result of the fattening of four Nivernais-Charolais

oxen, bred and fattened by INI. de Behague :

—

Weiglit at Age at Weight at Increase
Birth. Sale. Sale. per Monih.

No. 1 .. 66 lbs. 31 months. 1,478 lbs. 47f lbs.

„ 2 .. 70 „ 36 „ 1,987 „ 55 „
„ 3 68 „ 37 „ 1,893 „ 51i „
„ 4 .. 64 „ 40 „ 2,079 „ 52 „

It is stated that these animals were treated from their birth

as being intended for the butcher, and that they were fed in

summer, in covered yards, upon lacerne, clover, and green
maize ; in winter, in stalls, on hay, mangold, cabbage, and ruta-

bagas. No. 1 was sold when just fat enough for the butcher,

the others when fully matured.

The Section filled by the Charolais breed was one of the
most attractive in the French division, and drew large crowds
of admirers. We fully agree with M. de la Trehonnais when
he says that it is " in lots that the Charolais race shines out
the best," and that, "examined separately, the Charolais, even
the best of them, are less admirable." A finer sight of the kind
we have seldom seen than was presented by the long rows of
handsome pale-white Charolais cattle at the Paris Exhibition.
In Scotland we are accustomed to see still more symmetrical
displays of glossy blacks, but a sort of novelty hung round the
white rows at Paris, which gave a pleasing aspect to the sight.

In the class for bulls under two years old there were eighteen
entries, and the four prizes and first two honourable men-
tions went to animals from Nievre. Of the second-prize cow
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we are able, through favour of her owner, M. Clair, to give an
illustration (Fig. 1). She is five years of age and girthed, at

the Exhibition, 6 feet 11 inches. The photograph from which
our figure is given was taken nearly two months after the Cattle

Show was held ; and M. Clair states that, as she had been on

moderate pasture during that time, she had lost bloom a little.

Fig. 1.

—

Chxurolais Coio, Five Tears Old, the Property of M. Clair.

The representation, however, though barely doing justice to

IVI. Clair s cow, gives a pretty correct idea of the characteristics

of the better specimens of the Charolais breed. The thick

substantial body, strong fore-arm, rather big bone, short legs,

flat rib, badly-set tail, and rather long horns, are all indicated.

This animal s head is much finer than that of an average

specimen of the breed, and so are its underline and quality.

Indeed, she handled as well as could have been wished, M.
Clair also exhibited in this class a six-year-old cow, which was
pointed out to us as one of the truest specimens exhibited of the

old Brionnais-Charolais. She was even rougher than the others

on the hind-quarters, and particularly about the tail-head ;

had long horns, rather long face, very rough shoulders, and
deficient neck- vein. She girthed G feet 11^ inches, and had

good flank. For his very fine collection of the breed ^I. Clair

was awarded a special prize of an " object of art "—an honour

which every one who saw his splendid group turned out would
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at once admit he well deserved. In a letter we received from

him he sa^s :

—

" The elite of this race is centered in this locality, but it occupies a great

part of the centre of P'rance, extending over the Departments of Nievre,

AUier, and Stine-et-Loire, and branching into Cher and Yonne. The im-

proved race is called the Nivernais-Charolais. The stock, it is true, came
from Charolais ; but since coming to Mifevre, the breed has been so niucli modi-

fied and ameliorated in the form of the animals and their aptitude for work and
fattening, that they are now completely transformed. The best specimens of

the Nivernais-Charolais are now very much sought aft^r, not only by Fiench-

men, but also by foreigners. The Germans, in particular, take away a number
of our best young stock, to be re-sold in their own country by the agricultural

societies. Some are also bought for the F'rcnch colonies. The merits of the

race being now fully recognised, prices have risen greatly. Choice cows and
heifers sell at from 1000 to 2000 francs—from 40^. "to 80?. a head. The bulls

are usually sold at the age of from eight months to a year, and bring prices

ranging fiom 800 to 3000 francs

—

Z'll. to loOZ. I sold a bull of my own
breeding for 48C0 francs—232Z.— at the age of 11 months. An annual sale of

bulls has been instituted at Nievres, and is held in February. From 200 to

300 bull-calves are usually sold there."

The cows are only moderate milkers, but it is maintained

that the Shorthorn cross effects a slight improvement in this

respect. Though all seemed pure white in colour, and without

3pots of any kind, a good many exhibited two strange, sand-

coloured, waiving lines running one on each side of the backbone.

They are from six to twelve inches apart, and stretch from the

tail head to the shoulder-top. The lines could be seen only

when viewed narrowly, but, once caught, could be traced quite

distinctly. This is jocularly said to be a " harking back " to

lines that were.

Gascon and Carolais.—The first of these two races is to be

found in the largest numbers in the district of Carolles, in Upper
Ariege ; and the second in the Department of Gers. Both are

derived from the Swiss cattle, and still present many points

of similarity to the parent stem. Their leading quality is

aptitude for work, at which they are very enduring. They are

very strong and healthy, and are frequently preserved to the age
of fifteen years. Their body is cylindrical and even, their chest

broad and deep, bones coarse and strong, muscular development
great, tail very high at the source ; colour usually a sort of grey,

sometimes a sort of dun, and often tinged with black. The
cows are fair milkers, and the quality of the beef is good. It

cannot be said, however, that they are valuable, or indeed
profitable, butchers' cattle. They exhibit too much bone, too

much muscle, and too little flesh and quality. The section

contained twenty specimens, the majority being of the Gascon
variety. They were, as a whole, perhaps barely so large as the

Swiss, but, on the other hand, were a trifle neater.
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Garonnais.—This sort is most numerous in the basin of the

South Pyrenees. It is divided into two varieties, the one
occupying the valley of the Garonne, and the other the higher-

lying lands. The former is the more valuable and nicer of the

two, but the latter is more enduring at work. Indeed, the

race is held in high esteem for its working powers, being strong,

quiet, and docile in temper. The cows are poor milkers
;
and,

though they are not difficult to fatten, the breed would have to

undergo great improvement before it could stand high in a

butcher's estimation. The quality of the beef is good, but

muscle is too plentiful. In regard to this latter point, however,

there is less room for complaint in the case of this breed than

in most of the other Continental working breeds. Forty-three

specimens were exhibited, and the uniformity in colour and
general appearance was very marked. The prevailing colour is a

sort of light dun, or " wheat-colour," as it is called in the official

Catalogue. The body is long and of fair size ; the head neat,

but rather thick ; horns short and neat ; muzzle white ; bone
finer than that of most of the other working breeds, but still a

little too strong ; neck and fore-arm powerful
;
top straight

;

ribs short and flat. Under the hand they are soft, free, and
spongy, and thus they grow in one's favour by close inspection.

Bazadais.—This race takes its name from the Arrondissement

of Bazas, in which it has been most largely reared. It has spread

in considerable numbers into the Departments of Landes and
Gers, and into different districts of other neighbouring Depart-

ments. In colour the animals are similar to Swiss cattle—dark

dun, with light-coloured stripes along the back. Of fair size, the

body is even and proportionate, but hardly " pointy " enough.

As a rule they are well spread in front, and have better thighs

and haunches than the average of Continental breeds ; but their

ribs want spring, their backs all along should be broader, their

neck and head are too thick, horns are long and coarse, and tail-

head is high. Their faces are often dark in colour, and muzzles

spotted. The eye is fiery and wild, and the general appearance

of the animal lively. The bulls, as a rule, are ferocious, and
have to be carefully handled. The cows are evidently poor

milkers ; but the quality of the beef is excellent. The quantity

is deficient, but would be increased and the breed greatly

improved in every respect, we should think, by the infusion of

a little Shorthor.n blood.

Fcmeliiie.—This variety, which belongs to the " type comtois,"

has its principal centre on the borders of the Doubs and the

Saone. Its colour is light dun, sometimes approaching white, or
" wheat colour." l \\c head is fine, horns long and thin, eyes far

aj)art, neck slender, chest narrow, body long and slim, legs short
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and fine, skin fine and supple, and tail-head high. The general

appearance is sprightly, but there is a want of weight and

substance. The cows are good milkers, the daily yield for some
time after calving being from 15 to 18 litres, or from 26 to 32

English pints. For moderately light work the Femeline oxen

have few equals, being active, durable, and docile. The breed

is easily kept, but fattens slowly. Its value to the butcher is not

very great. The breed was largely and very creditably repre-

sented, 57 specimens having been entered. In these classes, also,

we thought more of the females than the males. We think,

however, that the country which this sort occupies might be

stocked with a better race of cattle.

Pyrenees.— In this Section no fewer than six different varieties

were represented. Of the Lourdes race, which was shown by
itself, 12 specimens were entered. Its head-quarters are in the

valley of Argeles, in the High Pyrenees, and, being the best

milk-breed in that part of the country, the dairies of Tarbes,

Bagneres, and the principal towns in the south-west are supplied

by it. Small in stature, the characteristic colour of these

animals is pale-red, or similar to that of red wheat ; the head is

long and clumsy ; horns rather long, and dingy white in colour

;

the neck thick, and shapes not very good. A three-year-old

heifer of this breed, owned by M. Langlade, Pau, Hautes-

Pyrenees, was a very tidy little beast—one of the beauties in

the Section, indeed. Her head was neat and fine, and her

form true and attractive.

The races of the valleys of the Aare and Saint-Girons, which
are similar in characteristics, were shown together, the former

numbering G and the latter 10. The Aure variety occupies the

high valleys of the Pyrenees, and the Saint-Girons the district

of that name. The latter is regarded as the mother of the

Bazadais race, already noticed; and though the animals are

small in size, they are symmetrical, good milkers, fair beef-

producers, and very easily kept. The colour is, as a rule, a sort

of grey, or similar to that of a badger, but is sometimes chestnut.

They are not so strongly built as the Lourdes cattle, but enjoy

a good reputation for dairy purposes. They are freely ex-

ported into the plains of Ariege, the high Garonne, the Aude,
and Herault. The Aure cattle are not quite so fine in form, nor
such good milkers, but their hair is of better quality and is lighter

in colour.

The Bearnais, the Basquais, and the Urt varieties, all

belonging to one family, were joined in competition, the first

numbering 5, the second 4, and the third 3. They are pretty

much alike in form and general characteristics, almost the only
dilFcrcnce being in colour and in the length and form of the horns.
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They are gay prim-looking animals, shapely, and very lively
;

their colour is usually red, variously tinted. Their predo-

minant quality is aptitude for work, the cows being used

mainly for that purpose. They are poor milkers, but their beef

is greatly esteemed for its quality, and contributes largely to the

meat supply of Bordeaux. They are reared chiefly in that part

of the Pyrenees between Saint-Jean-de-Luz and Cauterets. The
prizes were about equally divided among the three varieties.

Limousin.—The Limousin breed is one of the most impor-
tant in France. Excellent workers, they carry a large quantity

of good beef, and are massive substantial animals. Their
head-quarters are in Haute -Vienne. Of medium height, they

are dun in colour, or, as the official Catalogue has it, coloured

like "red wheat;" the head is moderately fine, and well

proportioned ; the muzzle is white, and surrounded, like the

eyes, with a ligh't-coloured rim ; the horns are white, strong, and
gracefully bent upwards ; the neck is rather thick, and not

tapering enough ; the forearm is powerful, and well spread ; the

chest is deep, strong, and stretching far forwards ; the back is

straight, strong, and long : the crops are excellent ; ribs are

pretty well sprung ; the tail sits high and open
;

thighs are

thick, but rather round ; limbs are short, very strong, and well

covered with flesh and muscle. No breed in the Exhibition

showed a stronger or more uniform family stamp. In colour

and form they were all after one pattern, and made up a very

attractive and imposing display. Their predominant qualities

are stated to be " sobriety, aptitude for work, and precocity in

fattening." It is evident that the most prominent of all their

qualities is their working powers. To these, however, they

add good beef-producing properties, though in this respect con-

siderable improvement is desirable. For beef-makers the bone
is not fine enough, and the muscular development is too

great ; the neck is rather clumsy, skin a little thick, the quarters

are rather round, the tail is badly set, and the quality slightly

deficient. Possibly, improvements in these respects would,

to a certain extent, impair the working properties, which in

France are of great importance. We, therefore, sympathise

with the caution which the Limousin breeders, as well as the

breeders of some other French cattle, are exercising in the im-

provement of their valuable native cattle, and their reticence

in admitting foreign blood of any kind. But, vyithout going

beyond this breed itself, very sul)stantial improvement might
yet be effected in all the defects mentioned. No doubt a

good deal has already been accomplished in this way
;

but,

judging from Arthur Young's description of Limousin oxen,

written at the end of the last century, it is evident that the
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improvement of the Limousin breed in recent years has not

progressed as it ought to have done. Young says that the form

of these oxen was beautiful, " their backs straight and flat,

with a fine springing rib, clean throat and leg," and that they

were very well fattened. Mr. Richardson states that attempts

have been made to increase the size of the breed by a cross

with a more southern race, the Agenaise ; but adds that it " had
been successful only where the pastures and general feeding are

exceptionally rich." Crossing with the Shorthorn has also been

tried, and is still being pursued to a slight extent, and, from a

beef point of view, the result has been most satisfactory. The
crosses, however, are said to be neither so good workers nor

so well suited to that part of France as the pure Limousin ; and
it seems that for a time at least improvement must proceed from
selection in breeding.

It is worthy of note that in Limousin the cows accomplish
the home labour, and that the bullocks are sold when from a

year to eighteen months old, and are moved into other parts of

the country, where they are first worked and then fattened for

the butcher. The cows are model workers, but only moderate
milkers. Many of these can do little more than rear their

calves.

Fig. 2.— Limousin Cow, Five Tears Old, the Property of M. Caillaud.

At the Exhibition the breed was very creditably represented,

both as to numbers and quality. The entries were 69, and a

group belonging to M. Caillaud, Chatenet-en-Dognou, Haute-
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Vienne, who showed a lot of very fine specimens, won the 2500
francs (100/.) offered for the best group of any working variety.

So much has already been said as to the general characteristics

of this breed, that it would be a needless waste of space to

transcribe the notes we have in our note-book referring to the

individual animals exhibited. Through favour of M. Caillaud,

we are enabled to give a representation (Fig. 2, p. 219) of his

handsome five-year-old cow, which won the second prize in her

class. The first prize in the cow class was awarded to a very

fine, thick fleshy cow, with excellent front and crops, belonging

to M. Leobardy. jVI. Caillaud's cow, here illustrated, is quite a

representative specimen of the breed.

Salers.—Belonging originally to the group of the mountains of

Auvergne, in which it occupied the central plateau, the Cantal

of the Puy-de-D6me, and neighbouring Departments, the breed

of Salers has long held a prominent position among the

herds of France. It is mentioned by Mr. Richardson as the only

one considered really good "all round, for work, for milk, and
for meat "—a distinction which attaches to it more than ordinary

importance. Its characteristics are striking, and the family
" current," we should think, exceedingly strong. The colour is

dark red, usually marked with white spots on the belly. The
head is triangular in shape, the face being long and full, and
thickly covered with curly hair ; the muzzle is black ; the

horns are turned upwards in a strange manner ; the body is

long, and wanting in depth ; shoulder and neck are powerful
;

dewlap is very large
;
top straight, but narrow ; ribs are short,

and a little flat ; tail is pretty neatly set, just a trifle high
;

flank is light ; twist and thighs are very round, and not

heavy ; bone rather strong, but finer than that of the Limousin
;

great muscles, long legs, and general appearance lively and
durable. The outline, on the whole, is tolerably good ; and
perhaps the general form resembles that of the Shorthorn

more closely than that of any of the other French breeds, ex-

cepting the Charolais. The frame of the Salers, however, is

too narrow, and too far from the ground. It is stated that in

the plains of Limagne and in the east the breed shows different

colours—piebald, dapple, red, black, and chestnut ; and that in

Limagne the body is thicker, and the legs shorter. The family

stamp, however, is well defined all through.

For activit}', endurance, and force at work they have very

few equals, and are surpassed by none. At certain kinds of

heavy work the Limousin, a thicker, lower-set race, might have

the advantage, but for ordinary farm labour preference may be

given to the Salers. True, the Limousin beat them in the con-

test for the 100/. prize for the best working group ; but we were
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assured by several French farmers, well acquainted with both

breeds, but not directly interested in either, that had the two

breeds been equally well represented by the respective groups

the trophy would have gone the other way. All the animals

exhibited in the group had to be bred by the exhibitor, and

with that condition it is often very difficult to muster a fairly

representative group. The milking qualities are good ; for beef-

making the breed stands high.

The entries of Salers numbered 81, and in point of average

merit the display was very creditable. In some respects, par-

ticularly in hair, the Salers cattle present a slight resemblance

to the Herefords of England, with which race, we should think,

they would mate admirably. The Hereford would give them
what they so much want, breadth and depth, and would also

increase their covering of flesh.

D'Aubrac.—This variety, said to have had its origin in the

mountains of Aubrac, is reared most extensively in Aveyron and
Lozere, as well as in part of Cantal. The animals are powerful

steady workers, and fair producers of beef and milk. It is stated

that they are usually kept in the high lands till about three years

old, when they are removed to Lozere, where they are worked
for three or more years, and then sent to be fattened on the

famous pastures of Mezenc. They contribute largely to the beef

markets of the south-eastern towns. The entries numbered 47,

and the uniformity throughout the ranks was striking. In colour,

which varied from a tawny to a silver-grey, and in form, which
was superior to that of the average of Continental breeds, they

displayed some resemblance to Swiss cattle. The horns were

large and black at the points ; head moderately fine
;
eye lively,

muzzle black ; neck thick ; shoulders strong
;
dewlap large

;
fairly

developed chest
;
body round, thick, and pretty even ; tail-head

rather high ; skin variable ; and muscles strong. The females

were of rather better quality than the males, which is not saying

a great deal. Some of the cows were symmetrical ; one or two
would have passed as good specimens of the West Highland
breed of Scotland. True in the outline, the better class of cows
handled softly, and were stylish with a fair coating of flesh. A
few had lengthy well-covered quarters. One three-year-old

heifer girthed 6 feet ; while the first-prize cow girthed no less

than 7 feet.

Mezenc.—The head-quarters of this variety, of which Mount
Mezenc is regarded as the cradle, are in the Departments of

Ardeche, Haute-Loire, and Loire. Twenty-nine specimens were
exhibited, and in general features they strike one as being more
powerful at work, and more robust and better milkers than the

D'Aubrac race, but not quite so easily fattened. The colour
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is usually clear light, or " wheat," red ; the head clumsy ; horns

long and coarse ; neck heavy
;
dewlap large ; hair coarse ; skin

usually thick, but often free and soft ; form of body only middling;
back hollow ; ribs flat ; flank deficient ; tail-head rough ; loins weak

;

bone large ; and quality not very good. A few of the females

had a fair outline and a moderate covering of flesh. One of the

largest of the cows girthed 6 feet 8J inches. Though lighter in

colour and rougher in form, their general appearance was not

unlike that of the Aubrac cattle. They are said to be very

robust, and it is claimed that the flavour of their beef is excep-

tionally fine.

Parthenais and its Branches.—This boasted breed of Poitou

is considered by its votaries to be pure ; while others maintain

that it is nothing more than a cross derived from various Swiss
races. Be that as it may, it is now pretty well defined, and
deserves many of the good things as well as some of the bad that

have been said about it. Mr. Richardson says, " carefully-tested

experiments have shown that, of all the various breeds in France,

that of Parthenay unites in the highest degree aptitude for work,

quality of meat, and production of milk ;" and that the " breed

gives less offal than any other." The Parthenay cattle should be

excellent workers, and fair milkers ; and the quality of their

meat, under proper feeding, ought to be good. In quantity,

however, the meat is deficient, especially on those parts where
the most valuable beef is found. There are three varieties, the

Vendeen and Nantais being the more important. Cholet is the

principal feeding centre of the Parthenay cattle ; and hence in

Paris these fat cattle are known as Choletais. Despite strenuous

efforts to maintain the breed in its purity, the Shorthorn cross is

gradually creeping into its ranks, and producing a substantial

increase in the yield of beef, but a decrease in their endurance
at work. In some parts the breed is used mainly for work, and
in others principally for milk. .The entries numbered 58, the

majority being of the Nantais variety. The colour is usually

very light grey ; the head is thick and short, and the frame similar

to that of the Aubrac race. The bone, however, is finer than

in that race, the dewlap is less ; but hollow backs are also more
characteristic of it. As a rule they are high on the leg, and

bare below. Our note-book says that the first-prize bull in the

older class had more style than most of the others, but slack

back, coarse hair, and stifT skin; and that some. of the others

should be good for work, but little else. The first-prize young
heifer, of the Vendoen variety, was narrow in the frame,

wanting in style, and big in the bone. The first-pri^e heifer,

in the older chiss of tlic Nantais branch, was slim and red-deor-

like both in colour and form, l)ut had fair quarters, evenly laid
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shoulder, and good under-line. The first-prize cow was one of

the best in the Section, large, even, and well covered with flesh
;

but flat in the rib, and not sweet about the head and horn. The
Nantais variety seemed the smallest in stature, but rather the

neatest. The muzzles, as a rule, were black, the horns black at

the point, and the ears long.

Tarentais.—This race belongs to the mountains of the Taren-

taise (Alps), and, like most other mountain races, is distinguished

for its powers of endurance. The cows are also good milkers
;

but to the butcher this variety possesses very moderate value.

The colour is usually light grey, the bulls being described as

" badger grey." The Section contained 52 entries and presented

remarkable similarity of colour and general characteristic. Of
moderate size, the animals stood on short limbs, showed firm

build and plenty of muscle. The muzzle was perfectly black ; the

eye large and mild ; horns short, thick and black ; the neck thick

and sometimes developed into a high buffalo-crest, and the body
even and round ; skin very thick

;
rough high tail-head ; and the

shoulders often prominent. Some had deficient quarters and
thighs, others flat ribs, and most of them wanted quality and
fineness of bone. Several of the females were neat in form and
lively in gait, and handled fairly well.

Breton.—This is one of the most numerous breeds of cattle in

France. It is also one of the most valuable ; and it is stated that

the inhabitants of the Province of Brittany, which of course is

the home of the breed, are more dependent upon the produce of

cattle than those of any other province in the nation. The pure
Brittany cattle are very small in size, but very thick and fleshy

;

white and black in colour ; head short, neck thick, and altogether

their appearance is somewhat dumpy. Their most notable

feature is their wonderful milking properties. The quantity

given per day is not very large, not over seven quarts from a

newly-calved cow, but the yield of butter is exceptionally high.

The yield of milk sometimes exceeds seven quarts per day, but
in these cases the quality is usually not quite so rich. Attempts
have been made to increase the size and otherwise improve the

Breton cattle by infusions of Ayrshire and Jersey blood ; but
the results were not satisfactory. The Shorthorn was next tried,

and in this case the success was most gratifying. The size and
general value of the breed as beef-producing animals were greatly

increased, while the milking properties were but very slightly

disturbed. Where sufficient food can be raised to do justice to

the animals the Shorthorn crosses have become very popular, and
year by year they are growing in favour. A large portion of
Brittany is bleak and very cold in winter ; and in these parts

the crosses do not thrive so well as the native breed, which,
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Mr. Richardson says, is so hardy that it would " live and thrive

where any other sort would die."

Fifty-eight specimens of the Breton breed were entered. Many
of the animals presented some resemblance to Ayrshires ; but

as a rule were smaller, and more round in form. They stood

very close to the ground, and their girth in many instances was
quite surprising. The first-prize bull in the old class, an animal

three years old, and owned by M. Feunteun, Finistere, had rough
quarters but fine quality. He girthed 6 feet, and measured in

length, from the shoulder-top backwards, 4 feet 4 inches. The
second-prize bull, about the same age, the property of M. Flock,

girthed 6 feet 5 inches, and was about the same length ; he had
an excellent coat of flesh, and neatly laid-in shoulders. Some of

the other bulls were good in front, though deficient behind. The
females were, as a rule, rougher at the tail-head and still smaller

than the bulls, but full of flesh and, on the whole, pretty creatures.

The first-prize heifer in the older class, also owned by M.
Feunteun, measured in girth 5 feet, length 3 feet 6 inches, and
height 3 feet 3 inches. M. Flock headed the cow class with an
animal larger than most of the others, and showing superior

quality.

Other French Races.—In the Section formed of French breeds

not " comprised in the foregoing categories," specimens of ten

different races or sub-races were entered. Of the Comtois ten

specimens were shown. One was a young bull, red and white in

colour, somewhat like a cross between the Shorthorn and Ayrshire

breeds, bare of flesh and big in the bone. Four were young
heifers, similar to the bull in colour and stamp. The others were

cows. The females had a masculine appearance, but some of

them possessed fair outline, and carried a deal of flesh. Quality,

however, was deficient. One first prize, and one second, and
three tickets of honourable mention were awarded to this sort.

Of the ^lorvandeau, six specimens were shown, and won two
third prizes, one fourth, and one honourable mention. Red
and white in colour, they showed strong bone, rough tail-head,

and stiff skin. They were rather peculiarly marked, a white

stripe running along the back and down behind, while the'sides

were pale-red. One of the cows was neat and compact, but very

thick in the hide. A like number were entered of the Mont-
beliard variety, the prizes falling to their lot being one first and
three seconds. They were also red and white in colour, variously

marked, fairly shaped, but stiff to handle, and deficient in quality.

Their faces were white, and in other respects they resembled

a secondary lot of English Herefords. The liourguignon

numbered four, and received one first prize, which was awarded to

a two-year-old bull that would have passed for a moderate speci-
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men of the Salers breed. A young heifer, also red, had good out-

line, strong loins, but unsatisfactory quality. Three of the iSIeusien

variety were entered ; and one, a four-year-old cow, obtained a

third prize. That animal was mostly white, with pale-red spots
;

it was large in size, moderately fine in the bone, and soft in the

skin, though not fascinating in shape. The Bourbonnais race

was representetl bv a yearling bull and a three-year-old heifer.

The former, white in colour, had big flat horns, prominent

shoulders, and an uneven contour. The heifer, first in her

class, also white, resembled the Charolais breed in form. A like

number represented the Maraichin variety. One was a red

yearling bull, but not shapely. The other was a thirty-month

red heifer, also of uninviting form. The Boulonnais numbered
two— a thirtv-four-month heifer and a five-year-old cow. Both
were red and of inferior merit. One specimen of the Lorraine

race was shown, a red two-vear-old heifer.

Last, but not least, comes the solitary speci aien of the Manceau
breed, which, crossed with the Shorthorn, earned so favourable

a distinction in the Cross-bred Section. This animal, a yearling

bull, was exhibited bv Cherbonneau, who also owned such
fine crosses. Red and white, it reminded one of crosses between
the Ayrshires and Shorthorns both in shade of colour and in

general get up. Altogether this bull was above the average of

English Shorthorns, among which he might have passed but for

his Ayrshire shade of red. His muzzle was tinted with black,

yet he was considered the best bull, and perhaps also the best

animal in the Section.

Fkenxh Cattle of Foreigx Breeds {ptiier than Shorthorns).

Aijrshires.—Of this valuable Scotch breed 13 specimens
were entered in the French Division. Some were good and
true, but a few were so large and rough as to suggest im-
purity of blood. The Marquis de Dampierre, of Plassac,

Charente-Infe'rieure, came first in the young bull class with a
little animal of fair outline, but light waist. The old bull class

was headed by an animal which would pass in Scotland as an
average Ayrshire. Several of the heifers were promising. The
first cow, an excellent specimen, belonged to M. Marhin, of
Pontivy, Slorbihan.

Dutch.—This useful description of cattle has become very
popular in France, and has proved itself well suited to the
country. In the French Division 60 specimens of the breed
were entered : and though the average merit was hardlv equal to

that in the Dutch Section of the Foreign Division, the breed w as

nevertheless very fairlv represented. Xo appreciable difference
VOL. XV.—s. S. ' Q
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could be observed between the animals shown from Holland and
those exhibited from France.

Swiss.—France exhibited 39 specimens of Swiss cattle. M.
Broquet, of Void, Meuse, entered three of the Fribourgeois variety

and one of the Bernois ; none of them were very good. All the

others were of the Swiss race proper, and were fair specimens.

Other Foreign Races.—In this Section onlv two animals were
entered and one of these did not appear. The other was a fair

yearling bull of the Glane breed, shown by M. Chemery, Alorre-

mont, Marne, and was awarded a second prize.

Cross-bred Cattle.

Shorthorn Crosses.—If further evidence were required to prove

the wonderful ameliorating influence of the Shorthorn when
crossed with other breeds, it was supplied in great abundance in

the Cross-bred Sections at the Paris Exhibition. Attractive and
interesting as many of the other French Sections were, that filled

by Shorthorn crosses was in many respects the most interesting

and entertaining. To Englishmen in particular, an inspection

of these classes must have been gratifying in the extreme ; for

none could have failed to perceive the remarkable improving
influence which had been exercised upon the animals by Eng-
land's favourite breed. This Section was undoubtedly one of

the chief features of the live-stock display, and should have un-

folded many valuable lessons to Continental farmers. During the

past 50 years more than 19,000 male and female Shorthorns have

been in use in France : and while it is evident that in some
districts this great influence has been well employed, it is equally

clear that the country generally has not taken full advantage of

it. A large proportion of French farmers seem to trouble them-
selves very little about the improvement of their cattle, bad as

many of these are. Never having obtained a large revenue

from the production of beef, they do not feel the want of it.

Accustomed to look upon their cattle mainly as animals of

labour, they content themselves with varieties, certainly valuable

at work, but, for all other purposes, inferior to what they 'should

and miffht be. Amons: those who think more and strive harder

to advance their own interests and increase the wealth of the

country, the desirability, or rather necessity, for great improve-

ment in the French breeds of cattle has long been fully recog-

nised. Those improvers, too, readily admit that on whatever

French breed the Shorthorn has been used it has effected a sub-

stantial improvement, not only in its beef-producing properties,

but also in its outward form and general (|ualitv. Many of them,

however, contend that the Shorthorn impairs the working powers

of the native breeds ; and they also complain that the Shorthorn
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crones wiU not tbrire properij ander the same treatment, uatially

ety caielen indeed, as that bestowed on the pure-bred French

anJmalsL A slight deterioration in those working powers, which

are prized so highlj, seems to be regarded as of far greater moment
daii a large increase in the yield of beef. Anyhow, it is an in-

disputable fact that French farmers caase immense loss to them-

•elres;, as well as to their cnontry, by maintaining and propagating

inferior breeds of cattle, which are unworthy of the fertile country

diej occapy. The breeders of the better French races adduce

widi some force reasons for their reluctance in seeking to im-
piDirediem by the infxision of foreign Wood. Take, for instance,

the breeders of the Limousin cattle. They glory in the striking

aoilbnnitif and general good diaracter which their favourite breed

presents ; and while they acknowledge the desirability of increas-

ing tbeiattening tendency, they dread the introduction of foreign

Uood, lest it shonld resnlt in the modification or even extinction

<rf^ those liamilj features. To a certain extent we sympathise with

tbatca^km; bat we think much good might be done on the

one side with bat very little, if any, loss on the other. Herd
Books ought to be established for all the more important breeds

;

and dnis, while crossing might go on freely, a pure and unadul-

terated fountain would be maintained of each. In the northern

ooonties of Scotland, where the Shorthorns and Black Polled

cattle floorish side by side, the general cattle stock consists of

dosaes between these two breeds—animals superior for ordinary

Insbandry to either of the two pore strains—and yet this ex-

tensiTe intermixing of the two does not, and could not, in any
way contaminate the parent streams. It is in the Western
Departments of France that crossing with the Shorthorn has

been panned more extensirely : and where, according to the

oflfeial Catalogue, its "influence on agriculture and on the

economical conditions of agricultural industry has been most
viable."

The Section comprised no fewer than 93 animals ; and con-

tained crosses between the Shorthorn and twelve different breeds.

It could not be said that success had been attained in every case

:

bat, taking the Section as a whole, it exhibited a most decided

leaning towards the male side. The variety in colour, size,

form, and general appearance was great : but still all through,
with very few exceptions, there was a stamp of the Shorthorn
which could not be mistaken. It was, indeed, startling to con-

template the many roueh and widely different tribes which had
been the foandation on one side, and to think that a little foreign

Mood coold have produced all the unformity and similarity that

were apparent. It was not easy to ascertain how many Short-

horn crosses could have been registered to the credit of the
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various animals ; but the large majority seemed to be either first

or second crosses, though in a few cases the crossing had evi-

dently gone on for several generations.

The Shorthorn-Manceau carried off the lion's share of the

prizes, and were, indeed, very excellent beef cattle. Eighteen
specimens of this cross were shown, and no fewer than eleven

prizes and four tickets of honourable mention were awarded to

them. They showed an evenness, compactness, and quality

which distinguished them from all the others. Some of them
were rather small, and some defective in form

;
but, all over,

they were so much superior to the others, especially in regard

to fineness of bone and quality, that they could at once be
recognised. The best specimens of this cross were shown bv
M. Cherbonneau, of Contigne, Maine-et-Loire, to whose lot fell

one first and four second prizes, and two tickets of honourable
mention. The Manceau race is stated to be one of the oldest in

France, and to have at one time been the most numerous in the

country. These animals are small but compact, and of fair quality.

For his own herd M. Cherbonneau selects pure-bred Shorthorn

bulls of considerable merit, and mates these with the best Manceau
cows. During the last 20 years he has reared those crosses which
gained him so much honour at the Paris Exhibition. He allows

the calves to suckle for about six months, and afterwards sends

them out to the pasture part of the day, and feeds them with cake

in the house the other part. For seven months of the year he

keeps his cattle out on the fields, but takes them in during the

hottest hours of the day, and allows them green fodder and roots.

Towards the month of December they are housed for the winter,

and are kept in till about the month of May. Besides fodder,

they are twice a day fed with cabbages, or something similar,

and part of the time an allowance of cake is added. Water is

supplied to them twice a day. The gem of this fine lot, which
made so creditable an appearance in the contest for the beef-

group prize, was a dark-roan heifer, which came first in the young
class. Though only twenty months old she seemed almost fully

matured, would have " dressed," perhaps, 7 cwts., and was one of

the best butcher-beasts in the Exhibition. She was fine in the bone,

broad and deep in the frame, neat about the head, grand in front,

of very fine quality, and literally beef from head to heel. On
the back she might have been stronger, but her straightness

below fully made up for that. Though small in size and barely

so even on the top, she reminded us of Mr. Stratton's handsome
Birmingham champion of last year (1877). M. Cherbonneau

was second in the bull class with a twenty-one-month white of

fair size, good quality, and wealthy coat of flesh, but lackirtg

character, though his head, horn, and shoulders were almost all

that could have been desired. The others were thoroughly good
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butcher-beasts. M. Parage, of Chaze, Maine-et-Loire, headed

the cow class with a heavy four-year-old cow of the Durham-
Manceau cross, well-clad with flesh of superior <[uality, but not

very neat in form. M. Daudier, of Xiafles, Mayenne, also shfjwed

a few very good specimens of this cross, finer in the bone than

the average of the other crosses in the Section. It is evident

that the two breeds blend together admirably. The charac-

teristics of the ^Manceau, however, are giving way to those of

the popular " red, white, and roan."

Eleven specimens of Durliam-Charolais crosses were entered,

and deserve to be placed next to the Manceau cross. They were

awarded one first, one second, one third, and two fourth prizes,

and two honourable mentions. In the class for bulls under two
years old, Count de Massol, of Souhey, Cote d'Or, led off with a

white that had better quarters than the pure Charolais breed, finer

bone, better quality, and finer shoulders. He was a little round

in shape, but would otherwise have passed as a very good Short-

horn. The Count was second in the corresponding class among
the females with a stylish roan, rather too far from the ground,

but neat, and true in outline. She was a little bare on the

shoulder and on the thighs, and her horns came rather straight

out. Her head was neat, and her rump and quarters were

greatly improved from those of the pure Charolais. Again, in

the class for two-year-old heifers he was fourth, with an animal
displaying a good deal of Shorthorn character, while in the cow
class the third prize fell to a plainish exhibit of his. M. Mativon,

of Bannegon, Cher, was awarded the fourth prize in the old bull

class for a very large three-year-old white bull, strong in the

bone, bare on both sides of the tail, not heavy in the waist, and
with rough horns ; but neat head, white muzzle, good front, fair

quality, and longer in the body than the pure Charolais.

Next to these would rank the S]iortlLorn-Normancro%s,oi \\\Ac\i

eleven specimens were entered. These were generally good ani-

mals, and had a fair share of the prizes—one first prize, one sup-

plementary prize, one third, and two fourth prizes, and one ticket

of honourable mention. MM. Gregorie and Son, of Almeneches,
Orne, topped the class for heifers between two and three years
old, with a roan, thirty months old, very strong and fleshy.

Neither style nor quality, however, was displayed by her. In
the old bull class the same gentlemen were third with a strong
animal, unsatisfactory in the outline, more like the Norman
than the Shorthorn breed, and bare on the top, but soft and
kindly under the hand. An honourable mention was also

awarded to these gentlemen for a big plain five-year-old soft-

handling roan cow. As a rule, these Norman crosses were big
and pleasant to touch, though not true in form. M. Ancelin,
ol Chapelle-sous-Gerberoy, Oiso, got the fourth prize in the
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young bull class with a Norman cross, indicating great improve-
ment on the original Norman race.

The Shorthorn-Dutch crosses were not quite so successful as one
might have expected, looking to the similarity in the form of the

two breeds. The Shorthorn influence has only effected slight

improvement. Ten specimens were entered, but only one prize

—a fifth—was theirs." That premium was awarded to M.
Plaisant, of Beaurains-les-Arras, Pas-de-Calais, for a pepper-

coloured heifer, thirty months old, of finer quality than the pure

Dutch breed, but lacking style and symmetry. The other

specimens were only fair.

Ten specimens of the Shorthorn-Flemish cross were entered,

but several failed to appear. These crosses showed improve-
ment on the pure Flemish breed in regard to weight and wealth

of carcass, and also in respect of quality ; but still it could hardly

be said they were animals of a high class. They got only a fifth

prize and two tickets of honourable mention. The former went
to a red heifer, twenty months old, large in size, but bare of flesh,

owned by M. Fetel-Longueval, of Loon, Nord.
Two Shorthorn-Limousin crosses were shown, but no official

honour could be spared to them.

One cross between the Shorthorn and the Femeline was shown,
but had to go home without any mark of distinction. A two-

year-old Short]iorn-Bourgui(/non heifer, the property of M.
Merle, of Chatol-Gerard, Yonne, was awarded an honourable

mention. VVhite-and-black in colour, she was all over a fair

animal, massive, yet likely to make a good milker. M. Abafour,

of Mire, Maine-et-Loire, obtained a well-deserved supplementary

prize for a three-year-old Shorthorn-Breton roan cow. She was
a useful stamp of an animal ; there were, perhaps, not half-a-

dozen better in the Section. She was short in the legs, thick, even,

and splendidly covered with flesh of superior quality. From
what we saw and learned of it we thought this cross preemi-

nently successful. The Breton cattle are pretty little animals,

and the infusion of Shorthorn blood increases the size wonderfully.

A Shorthorn-Lorraine cow, exhibited by M. Lamy, had fair out-

line and size if she had only had more flesh. More success was
exhibited in a Shorthorn-Siviss cow, shown by M. Broquet, of

Void, Meuse. This animal displayed great improvement upon
the pure Swiss cattle, and was in some respects a curiosity. It is

evident that the two breeds would blend well together, and that

the Swiss would be greatly benefited by the English infusion.

In the Section were shown a good many animals whose breeding

was not specified beyond that they were Shorthorn crosses. Some
were good, others only fair.

Various Crosses.—In the Section for Croisements Divers, 47

animals were entered. The variety (;f colour, form, and general
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characteristics presented was quite bewildering, close on 30
different crosses being represented. Many of the animals pos-

sessed plenty of size and substance, but only a few showed either

superior form or good quality. Among these few were crosses

between the Manceau and various races, the Swiss and the

Shorthorn, the Ayrshire and the Shorthorn, the Nivernais and
the Bourguignon, and different kinds of Dutch crosses. The
Limousin-Garonnais cross seemed an excellent animal for work,

but lacked quality, and was not very neat. The Swiss cross

was indeed a very good animal, much more like the Short-

horn breed than the Swiss. The most satisfactory of all, how-
ever, were the Manceau crosses, which were shown by M. Cher-
bonneau.

Sheep.—British Breeds.

Southdoicn Breed.—Though not quite equal either in numbers
or average merit to what is usually seen at the " Royal " Show,
the display of this valuable mutton breed was nevertheless highly

creditable to English breeders. Of this we have ample proof

in the fact that the celebrated flocks of His Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales and of Lord Walsingham were represented. No
better material of the kind could be found anywhere than in

these flocks, especially the Merton one. Here, as has often been

the case, Lord Walsingham had the best of several smart contests,

though His Royal Highness also won several coveted honours.

From the flocks of Messrs. Emery, Messrs. Heasman, Mr. J. J.

Colman, and Mr. Hugh Gorringe, there came sufficient mate-
rial to make keen competition. In the young female class Mr.
Gorringe scored a decided victory. In the class for tups under
eighteen months old, Lord Walsingham was invincible, with a

handsome fourteen-month tup, very good on the back, true in

form, and well-covered with flesh, though he might have been a

trifle neater about the head. He was got by the first-prize winner
at the " Royal " at Birmingham, and out of a ewe by " Royal
Manchester." Closely following came a fourteen-month tup,

showing grand style, fine-turned quarters, and excellent front,

owned by Mr. Hugh Gorringe, Kingston-by-Sea, Shoreham,
Sussex. His quality and wool were very good, but he would have
been better with a little more flesh along the back. Mr. J. J.

Colman, M.P., of Carrow House, Norwich, ranked third with a
short, thick, neat tup of the same age ; the Messrs. Emery, of
Hurston Place, Pulborough, Sussex, came fourth with a son
of " Old Hurston," and out of " Battersea."

In the old tup class, Lord Walsingham again came to the
front, the successful animal in this case being " Royal Birming-
ham," the sire of the first-prize young tup. First at Birmingham
in the young class, ajid at Liverpool last year in the old class,
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this animal needs no further comment here. He was still in

grand form, and attracted manv admirers, carrying, as he did, his

mutton very evenly. Mr. Colman's second ram was a handsome
two-year-old, specially good in front and well covered with

mutton and wool. The ^lessrs. Emery were third, with a tup

of similar breeding to their fourth-prize y oungster ; while the

Prince of Wales came in fourth with a tidy twentv-seven-month

tup, showing good style and breeding.

The contest in the class for females under eighteen months old

was exceptionally keen, and yet Mr. Gorringe was clearly en-

titled to the highest position with his stylish, well-brought-out,

well-bred pen. They had smart, lively heads, attractive sym-
metry, and excellent quality. The second-prize pen, owned by the

Prince of Wales, were lengthy well-covered sheep, showing good
breeding and fine quality. Two were specially good : the other

lacked character a little. A well-matched pen shown bv Mr.
Colman stood third. Lord Walsingham having to be contented

with a fourth prize, as he had reserved his best pen for the

Bristol " Roval," where they were unbeaten. In the ewe class,

however, his Lordship pulled up into his wonted position, coming
first with an excellent pen, two of which were got by " Royal
Manchester, ' and the other by " Perfection. ' Two of them were
very fine ewes, splendidly covered all over, but the third was
rather weak on the loins. Messrs. Emery came second, with a

pen got by " Old Hurston,"' Mr. Gorringe third, and the Prince

of Wales fourth.

With such success in the Section, Lord Walsingham was
early expected to have a strong chance of carrying off the 1500-

franc prize (60/.), for the best group of mutton-producing sheep

of any breed not French, in the Exhibition ; an honour which,

in due time, fell to his Lordship's credit. Stiff as sales were, as

a rule, at the Exhibition, the demand for Southdown sheep was
brisk, and nearly all the English specimens which were offered

found ready purchasers in French flock-owners. Mr. Gorringe

sold a tup to Count de Bouille, of \ illars, Xievre, a prominent
breeder of Southdowns in France. The whole of Lord Walsing-
ham s group was soM to M. Xouette-Delorme, Loiret, wh6 ex-

hibited in the French Division a lot of good specimens of the

Southdown breed. He also showed a tup among the English

animals, beside which it lacked finish somewhat.

Orford Downs.—Originally, Shropshires, Oxford Downs,
Hampshire Downs, and similar breeds were grouped together in

the premium list ; but before the judging took place each breed

was arranged by itself, and awarded prizes. Of the Oxfordshire

Downs there were thirty-three entries from England, and four

or five from Belgium. Mr. J. Treadwell, Upper Winchonden,
Aylesbury ; Mr. Chas. Howard, Biddenham, Bedford ; Mr. G.
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Street, Maulden, Ampthill, Bedfordshire ; and Mr. F. Street,

St. Ives, Huntinjjdonshire, divided the prizes pretty equally,

Mr. Howard having rather the largest share. He came first in

the two female classes with large and very handsome sheep, well-

clad with both wool and mutton ; while in each of the two male

classes he was second. Mr. Treadwell was first in the young
tup class, and second both among old tups and ewes. His sheep

handled admirably, and they were broad and even in form. The
old tup class was headed by a very fine twenty-seven-month

sheep, owned by Mr. G. Street, and descended from the stocks

of Messrs. Howard, Druce, and Roberts. The mere mention of

the flocks represented is sufficient to convince every English-

man that this early maturing and very valuable mutton-pro-

ducing breed made a good appearance on French soil.

M. Tiberghien, Manage, Hainault, in whose name the Belgian

sheep were entered, demonstrated his desire to improve his flock

by securing at a good price one of Mr. Howard's tups.

Hampshire Downs.—Four good specimens of this breed were

shown by Mr. Robert Russell, Horton Court Lodge, Dartford,

Kent. They had no opposition, however, and two special prizes

were deservedly awarded to them,

Dorsets.—Of this hardy breed eight very fine sheep were
shown by M. G. VV. Homer, Athelhampton Hall, Dorchester.

They, too, were alone in their glory, which was to be regretted,

for they would have held their own against very strong opponents.

They were reared from stock which has been in ]\Ir. Homer's
possession for a long time ; and were large in size, symmetrical

in form, broad on the back, long in the quarters, and carried a

heavy load of mutton, evenly laid on. They were awarded two
special prizes and one ticket of " very honourable mention."
They formed the strongest opponents to Lord Walsingham's
successlul group of Southdowns for the 1500-franc mutton prize,

and we understand that among the Jurors there was division of

opinion as to which of the two groups best deserved the coveted
trophy. It is said of the Dorsets that " the body is tall and
light, and the legs are long." Mr. Homer's sheep were certainly

tall, but their bodies were very thick and heavy, and their legs

of moderate length.

Leicestcrs.—In the Foreign Division there were twenty-nine
entries of this justly popular breed, twenty-one of which were
Irom England, four from France, and four from Belgium. The
foreign sheep were nothing more than fair specimens of the breed

;

and, with one exception, all the premiums came to English
animals. The contest lay chiefly between Mr. George Turner,
junior, Thorpelands, Northampton, and Mr. R. W. Creswell, of

Ravenstone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Mr. Turner showed a very
fine lot of sheep,—compact, thick, well-matured, splendidly
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covered, and of very fine quality. He was first in three of the

classes and second in the other. Mr. Creswell, whose sheep

handled exceeding well, and showed good frames, was second in

the two young classes and first in the old tup class, the winner
of the latter prize being a very excellent specimen of the English

Leicester. The second prize in the ewe class went to a very good
pen belonging to M. Noblet, of Chateau-Renard, Loiret. Mr.
Turner's first-prize pen of ewes were first at the Bath and
West of England Show last year, and third at the " Royal " at

Liverpool ; while his first-prize two-shear tup was second in

the young class at the latter exhibition.

Lincolns.—This useful long-wooUed breed was very creditably

represented. Twenty-five pens were entered, and in point of

merit the display was exceptionally strong. Mr. John Pears,

Mere, Lincoln ; Mr. R. C. Catling, Needham Hall, Wisbeach,
Cambridgeshire ; and Messrs, Dudding, Panton House, VVragby,

Lincolnshire, had a very close and exciting contest for the

honours,—Mr. Pears carrying off rather the largest share. His
sheep, bred by himself, and descended from strains which have

been in the flock for nearly half a century, were large, well

woolled, evenly covered, and showed that, from a butcher's point

of view in particular, this breed has been substantially improved
during recent years. He was first in the young tup class, first for

ewes, and second in each of the other two classes. Mr, Catling,

whose sheep were also well bred, large, and well-woolled, topped

the young female class, and also the old tup class. The gimmers
were especially good, and were got by " Volunteer," a distin-

guished sire. The Messrs. Dudding had two second prizes and

one ticket of honourable mention. Their flock is old and well

established, and the appearance it made on this occasion was
worthy of its reputation. Like those of Mr. Catling, the Messrs.

Dudding's young sheep claimed descent from the stock of Mr.

Kirkham.
Kentish.—Of this very hardy variety of the fleecy tribe there

was only one exhibitor, Mr. R. Russell, Horton Court Lodge,

Dartford, Kent. Both they and the Lincolns were originally

grouped with Leicesters ; but it was found that such mixing up
could but result in dissatisfaction, and the breeds were separated

accordingly. Though Mr. Russell had no opposition, he was
deservedly awarded a special prize, which was adjudged to a

handsome tup, fourteen months old. All his animals were of

the improved Kentish breed.

Cotswolds.—Probably none of the English breeds were better

represented than this one. Mr. Russell Swanwick, of the

Agricultural College, Cirencester, had the field entirely to liiin-

self ; but better specimens of the breed than those exhibited by
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him could not possibly have been found. Of great size, they

were well brought out and full of character. Both mutton and
wool were plentiful in these lots. They were descended mainly

from the stocks of Mr. William Lane, Broadfield, Gloucestershire,

and Mr. Game, Aldsworth, Gloucestershire, Four special prizes

were awarded to them.

Cheviots.—Mr. John Robson, Birness, Otterburn, Northum-
berland, was the only exhibitor of these hardy, active. Border

mountain sheep. He entered ten, all very good sheep, well-

bred, nicely furnished animals, well-covered with flesh of fine

quality.

Black-faces. — Of this profitable Scotch breed there were

twelve entries, the only exhibitors being Mr. J. Duncan of

Benmore, Kilmun, Argyleshire ; and Mr. W. Beattie, Crock-

nacunnie, Ireland. The premiums were equally divided between
the two, Mr. Duncan being first and Mr. Beattie second among
the tups, while the order was reversed in the female class. In

each of the two lots there were some really good specimens.

Mr. Duncan's first-prize tup, two years old, handsome in body,

and excellent on the top, was bred by Mr. Aiken, Listonshiels,

and was third in his class at the " Highland " Show at Edin-
burgh last year. Mr. Beattie's sheep were descended mainly
from the Overshiels stock, and were well-bred, large in size, and
of good quality. The demand for Black-faced sheep was active,

and Mr. Beattie disposed of his lot to Frenchmen at high prices.

One yearling tup and three gimmers were secured for a Zoological

Garden in the West of France.

Feench Sheep.

Merino Breed.—Justice will be done to French Sheep-hus-
bandry by another pen. We need therefore say very little on
the subject here. The importance which attaches to the Merino
breed will best be understood when it is mentioned that, in a pure
state or nearly so, it is represented in round numbers by about
9,000,000 animals ; and that, with all the crosses which possess
less or more Merino blood, it makes nearly two-thirds of the
whole stock of sheep in France, which in 1873 numbered close

on 26,000,000. This woolly tribe, which, having been brought
from Africa to Spain, spread from the latter country not only
over a vast extent of the continent of Europe, but also Westwards
into the broad prairies and wide mountain ranges of America,
was introduced into France in 1786. In that year Louis XVI.
obtained permission from the King of Spain to select and
import 364 specimens of the breed ; and with these he established

a Government or National heryerie or flock at his property of
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Rambouillet, in the Department of Seine-et-Oise. In 1800
another importation was made ; and during the many years that

have since elapsed, the flock thus founded has been managed
with a perseverance and intelligence that reflect the highest

credit on the country. The Rambouillet flock, indeed, has

acquired qualities so widely different, not only from the stock

from which it sprung but also from the general body of Merinos
as they appear over the country at the present day, that it has

come to be reg-arded as a distinct branch of the breed bearing

the name of Rambouillet. The Merinos in Austria, and the

surrounding region of the Continent are called Negretti-Merinos
;

and in Germany Electoral-Merinos, the title in the latter case

having been assigned from the circumstance that in 1765 the

Elector of Saxony introduced the breed into Germany from
Spain.

Though differing in a slight degree, neither of these two
varieties has such distinctive characteristics as the Rambouillet

stock of France. In his admirable report on " The Agricultural

Features of the Vienna Exhibition" (published in part i., vol. x.,

second series of this Journal), Professor Wrightson dealt spe-

cially with the characteristics of the Merino breed. It will

therefore suffice here to state in a few words that originally the

Merino sheep were unequalled for their yield and quality of wool,

but were very inferior in the production of mutton. The Govern-
ment officials who had charge of the Rambouillet flock, desirous

of obtaining a double revenue from the breed, turned their atten-

tion at an early period to the improving of the size and sym-
metry of the frame, and the increasing of the weight of the fleece,

which before had been noted more for its quality than its weight.

They kept the breed pure, but so carefully and systematically

did they carry out the process of selection, that in both respects

their efforts were eminently successful. The originally high

quality of the wool was modified slightly, but this was more
than compensated for by the increase in the weight of the fleece

and in the strength and length of the staple. Early maturity

and capacity to take on flesh were next cultivated, and that too

with almost equal success. The stock that have been reared

during recent years e\t Rambouillet are, we believe, as different

from the animals that were stationed there in 1786 as it is pos-

sible to conceive. The breed has been transformed in outline

and characteristics. The Rambouillet flock has earned a world-

wide reputation ; and between 1797 and 1872, no less than

3,472,343 francs (about 138,893/.) were received from the sale

of its wool and surplus stock. During that period 4309 rams,

3581 ewes, and 3025 mutton-sheep, and 131,165 kilograniJnes

(about 130 tons) of wool, were sold from this establishment.
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The great majority of the breeding-sheep, of course, were secured

by Frenchmen and other breeders on the Continent of Europe
;

but a good many went both to Australia and America. National

breediner establishments have been formed and carried on sue-

cessfully at other centres ; and the favourable influence which
the movement has exercised on the rural industry of France can

hardly be overestimated. From the preliminary notice referring

to Merino Sheep in the Catalogue of the Exhibition, we quote

the following :

—

" The Merinos are widely scattered over France ; and their introduction has

caused quite a revohition in its agriculture. It has been the point of departure

of numerous and important improvements, among which we may cite in the

first instance the extension given to the cultivation of artificial meadows. A
great part ot the native French flocks have been completely transfomied by
the continue ! employment of Merino tups, the result of this absorption of the

indigenous races by the Merinos beinc; that the absorbed races are now known
as Metis-Merinos [or half-bred Merinos]. The most celebrated of the French
Merinos are those of Soissonuais, " of Chatellonnais, of the Beauce, and of

Cbampagne. To the hergeries in these different districts, as to the experi-

mental btrgerie of Rambouillet, where the Merino race has remained pert'ectly

pnre, foreign breeders come every year and buy breeding animals at the
highest yjrices. During the last fifteen years the race has undergone some
happy changes. In consequence of the decrease in the price of wool and the

increase in the demand for mutton, the fleece of the Merino, as well as its con-

formation and aptitude to fatten, have been singularly- changed. 1'hus we
have to-day in France Merinos carrying sufiBcient wool—fine, long, soft, and
strong—and furnishing, at an advanced age, mutton of much finer quality than
formerly."

The muster of Merinos, which v/ere naturally awarded the

premier position in the Catalogue, was one of the most attrac-

tive features of the Exhibition. Pure-bred and metis or half-

bred Merinos were joined in competition ; and together they
formed a display which has perhaps never been excelled, if

indeed equalled by any other variety of the fleecy tribe. No
fewer than 27y entries were made, and in each of the female
pens there were three animals. The question as to the desira-

bility of further improvement in the breed may be referred to

afterwards. In the meantime it is gratifying to be able to say
that the turn-out of Merinos was as remarkable in point of merit
as in regard to numbers

; indeed, the improvement displayed,
particularly in the size and symmetry of the body and in the

cover of flesh, was quite wonderful. In America, where in many
cases no attempt has as yet been made to develop the meat-
producing properties of the breed—the ancient fine-woolled
variety being still quite common—we have examined many
large flocks of so-called pure-bred Merinos. Between these,

however, and the French ones exhibited at Paris there was as

much difference as between a third rate specimen of the Black-
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faced breed and a thoroughly good Cotswold. Instead of the

light, uneven bodied, coarse-boned, bare-fleshed Merino of old,

there were at Paris Merinos handsome in frame, large in size,

moderately fine in bone, and carrying a heavy, well-laid-on coat

of flesh. Indeed, it is as evident as anything can be that in

the better flocks of France the value of the Merino has been

increased twofold by the improvement which it has undergone
since its introduction into that country. That improvement has

been brought about in the main, as already noticed, by careful

selection in breeding and by better treatment of the flocks, but

still in many cases infusion of strange blood has had something
to do with it. It is significant that while pure-bred and half-

bred Merinos were nearly equal in number, thirty-two premiums
and commendation tickets were awarded to the former and only

seventeen to the latter. The apportionment of the honours will

be better understood when it is mentioned that in the four male
classes two first, two second, two third, three fourth, and one

fifth prizes, and three tickets of honourable mention were awarded
to pure-bred Merinos : and two first, one second, and two third

prizes to il/efis-Merinos. In ttie four female classes the pure-

breds secured four first, three second, three third, three fourth,

two fifth, one sixth, and one seventh prize, and two tickets of

honourable mention ; while the Metis-M.erinos had to be content

with one second, one third, one fourth, two fifth, two sixth, one

seventh, and two eighth prizes, and two tickets of honourable

mention. It would thus appear that in the eyes of the Jury the

improvement effected b}^ selection had been the most successful.

The breed was originally entered in four classes, without any
distinction as to characteristics ; but in the awarding of the

honours each of these four classes was divided into two, abund-
ance and fineness of wool being the important or ruling points

in the one, and development and conformation of the body in

the other. It is interesting and important to note that the half-

bred Merinos were more successful in the wool-classes than in

what may be called the mutton-classes. Indeed, as will be seen,

only two or three of the higher premiums in the " development
and conformation " classes fell to their lot. The inference

which might thus be drawn from the awards is that the Merinos
are less likely to be satisfactorily improved in the respect in

which they most need improvement, namely, their mutton-pro-

ducing properties, by the infusion of blood from any of the

French breeds than by careful selection within their own ranks,

together with liberal feeding. With that inference our opinion

fully coincides, for we do not think that any of the French

breeds could be expected to produce such improvement as is

required by the Merinos. Indeed, the I'Vench races themselves
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stand in need of improvement in "development and conforma-

tion," which have always been regarded as the weak points of

the Merino breed.

From the National Bergerie at Rambouillet a few specimens

of what mav be called the pure improved Merinos, which have

rendered Rambouillet famous all over the country, were forwarded

lor exhibition only. They were about equal in size, but bigger

in the bone and rougher in the shapes than the average of the

3/e/i5-Merinos. Specimens were also shown of the Mauchamp
and the Merino-Mauchamp sheep. The Mauchamp sub-race is

Merino-cross, started by M. Graux about fifty years ago. Its form

is imperfect, but its wool is very fine.

Long-wooUed French Sheep.—The second Section was filled by
what are called the " Long-woolled Races of France. ' They
occupv a large portion of the north-west of France, and though

now divided into several varieties, they were originally descended

from the Flemish breed. In the Xord they were called Flamand :

in the Pas-de-Calais, Artoisien ; in the Somme, Picard ; in Seine-

Inferieure, Normand ; in the two Charentes, Saintongeois ; and in

La Vendee, Vendeen. The difference between the several varie-

ties is slight, and all still retain the leading characteristics of the

original Flemish race. They stand high on the leg, are not very

fascinating in form ; and their wool is long and coarse. It is

stated that their principal merit is aptitude to fatten ; but a

stranger would not place them very high as meat-producing

sheep. During the past thirty years they have been greatlv

improved, in some cases by selection in breeding, and in others

by the infusion of Leicester (Dishley) or Improved Kentish

blood. The Leicester cross was invariably most successful.

The principal prizes went to the Norman variety, the most
successful exhibitor of these being !M. Lasnou, Seine-Inferieure.

Common-icooUed Paces of the Plains.—Of these the principal

varieties are the Berrichon and Solognot. The former are found
chiefly in Indre, Cher, and part of Loir-et-Cher : and the latter

in Loir-et-Cher. Similar in form and general appearance, these

two races are described as being rustic, and easilv fed up ; while
their flesh is said to be very savoury and much sought after.

The wool, as a rule, is short, coarse, and drv ; the head is cu-

riously curved, with the nose pointing upwards and the ears

hanging back. The thighs are very thin and bare of wool. The
Solognot is distinguished by the reddish colour of its nose and
legs. In the south of Chateauroux there is a variety of the

Berrichon called the Berrichon-Crevant, which enjoys a good re-

putation for its fattening properties. These races have also been
very substantially improved by crossing with other breeds, par-

ticularly with the Southdowns and Leicesters of England. The
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French Charmoise race—a cross between the Berrichon and New
or Improved Kentish of England—has also been used with good
results in crossing with these breeds. The latter cross, less vio-

lent than that of the Southdown or Leicester, because of its affi-

nity to the Berrichon, has become verv popular with some flock-

owners. The Section contained some twenty entries, and among
the lot were some very fair sheep, In the tup class a thirteen-

month-old Solognot, firm on the back, brown in the face, and in

general appearance a little like the English Southdown, came
first ; while the second and third prizes went to Berrichon tups,

one of which had a short thick head, fair body, good rib, but

short quarters. The other was neat, but rather light round the

waist. The Solognot variety again came to the front in the female

class, the winning pen in each case belonging to M. Lefebvre-

Laforge, Saint-Florent, Loiret. The females were even little

animals, brown in the face and of fair quality. The second

prize here went to a Crevant pen, also small in size and pre-

senting some likeness to English Leicesters. The other varieties

in the Section were of inferior merit.

French Mountain Sheep.—These breeds seem to be numerous,
but hardly any of the specimens of them exhibited were above

mediocritv. Tlie Section contained fifty entries, which repre-

sented about a dozen different races or sub-races. The Larzac,

of which six were shown, is found principally in Aveyron. The
animals are small, and narrow in the chest ; the wool is coarse

and strong, but the flesh is said to be of nice quality. The
breed is famous for its milking properties, and its milk is largely

used in the manufacture of the celebrated Roquefort cheese.

The Laurag-nais, original! v belonging: to the neig:hbourhood of

Castelnaudary, has spread into Haute-Garonne, Aude, Gers,

Tarn-et-Garonne, Lot-et-Garonne, and Ariege. Like the Larzac

race, it is hornless, the head is moderately fine, the body large,

the chest deep, quarters long, and wool coarse and thick. It

is very prolific, and its milk is also used in the manufacture

of cheese. The second prize in the male class fell to a speci-

men of this tribe, owned by M. Bajol, Aude. This tup,

only thirteen months old, was large and symmetrical, and re-

sembled the Cheviot breed about the head and face. The first

prize was awarded to a specimen of the Barharin race, shown by
jNI. Tempier, Gard. Brown in the legs, partly brown in the

face, this animal had long hanging ears of the same colour, a

long narrow frame, bare of flesh, but well-covered with wool of

fine texture. The legs were rather long and coarse, and on the

tail there was a strange development measuring about eight inches

in breadth. A pen of the same race and ownership was also

first among the females. Tliese were large, and good on the
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loins, but rather defective in quality. The second prize in the

female class went to a pen of the Mezenc race, and the third to

sheep of the Ariegeois breed, which in some respects resembled

Cheviots. Three specimens of the sheep of the Alps were shown,

i but could not have earned a very high reputation. Tliey were

\
bare, thin creatures. Among this small flock there were four

black sheep !—specimens of the Chilloe breed, shown from the

Haute-Loire. They were not very good—nor could we see

1 much about the other varieties to recommend them.

Charmoise.—As already stated, the origin of this race was a

cross between the New Kentish and the Berrichon breeds. It was
I established about thirty-eight years ago by a celebrated French
I breeder, M. Malingie-Nouel, at the farm of Charmoise, in Loire-

I

et-Cher ; and has attained wonderful uniformity in shape and
I characteristics. The animals are " near the ground, short and

\ thick." The head is small, the eyes are keen and dark, the body
j is broad and compact, and well-covered with mutton. These
i sheep fatten much more quickly than most of the other French

I
breeds, the bone is fine and the amount of offal very small.

They need, however, some improvement, more particularly an

i
increase in size. A cross with the Border-Leicester or the

Cotswold breed should give satisfactory results. The Charmoise
race has been freely crossed with the Berrichon and Solognot

breeds, and it is stated that it has contributed in a notable degree

to their improvement. About forty of the breed were entered.

Leicesters (Dis/dey).~The main object for which English breeds

have been imported into France was the crossing with and
thus improving the native sorts. Both of Leicesters and South-

downs, however, several pure-bred flocks are maintained in the

I
country. French breeders affirm that the Leicester in its pure
state is too soft for France ; that it can neither withstand cold

nor endure much walking ; but they readily admit that it has

rendered and is still rendering valuable services in the improving
of the native breeds. On this latter point more hereafter. More
than eighty pure-bred Leicesters were exhibited in the French
Division, the principal exhibits coming from the departments of

Nievre, Manche, Maine-et-Loire, Cher, Loiret, and Aisne. A
few would have made a creditable appearance in an English
Showyard

;
but, on the other hand, a good many showed a slight

want both of quality and true Leicester character, as well as

rather big bones and lack of finish. M. Tiersonnier, Gimouille,
Nievre, who owns a well-bred and very valuable flock of

Leicesters, was first in both classes, his first-prize tup being
a beautiful sheep of three summers. Large, broad, deep, and
level, he was well-sprung in the rib, full in front, and good
below, but a little uneven behind. His wool was of beautiful

VOL. XV.—S. S. R
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texture. The first-prize pen in the female class was composed of

three good thirteen-month-old sheep, with fine bone and capital

wool. One had a magnificent top ; another was a very tidy little

sheep, a trifle light on the quarters and thighs, but wide and deep
in the rib ; and the third was a little deficient in the quarters,

but of superior quality. A Manche breeder, M. Millard, fol-

lowed M. Tiersonnier in both classes. His second-prize tup,

three years old, was uniformly grown, well-covered with flesh, a

trifle short in the body, fine in the wool, and excellent on the

rib and bosom. His second-prize pen in the female class, three

two-year-old ewes, showed style and quality. They had immense
fore-rib and shoulder, and a good coating of flesh, but deficient

quarters. The third prize in the tup class went to a very heavy,

thick, fine-woolled tup, splendidly covered, and owned by M.
Abafour, Maine-et-Loire. A neat little shearling, well-sprung

in the rib, good over the shoulder, narrow in the quarters, of

fine quality, and fine long curly wool, exhibited by M. Masse,

Cher, was very highly commended ; while a similar honour was
conferred on a good fourteen-month tup, not very fine in the bone,

shown by M. Noblet, of Chateau-Renard, Loiret. A supplemen-
tary prize was deservedly awarded to a very good tup shown by
M. Gillain, of Carentan, Manche. Our note-book says that

another tup had excellent top, but coarse bone
;
another, short

and thick
;
another, bare below and flat on the rib, and lacking

character. M. Gillain was third in the female class with a pen of

fine-woolled but slightly strong-boned ewes. Several of the other

pens in the female class handled well, but were rather big in the

bone. As a rule, the animals were in good showing condition.

Southdowns.—This breed may almost be said to have had the

Section for foreign (not French) Short-woolled sheep to itself,

as was the case with the Leicester in the corresponding Long-
wooUed classes. In this Short-woolled Section, however,

there were four classes, and about 175/. of prize money, as

against two classes, and 87/. for Long-woolled foreigners

—

a preference which must be set down to the popularity of the

Southdown in France. Of the fifty entries, the majority came
from the departments of Nievre, Loiret, Vienne, and Mayenne.
The principal exhibitor was M. Nouette-Delorme, of Ouzouer-
des-Champs, Loiret, whose flock of Southdowns is one of the

largest as well as one of the best in France, and who, as already

stated, purchased Lord Walsingham's fine group of South-

downs. The honours, however, were equally divided between

him and Count de ]?ouillo, of Villars, Nievre, whose name is

perhaps better known than that of any other gentleman in France

in connection with the rearing of Southdowns. The Count cSme
to England to make himself acquainted with the breeding of
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Southdowns, and had the benefit of advice from that dis-

tinguished breeder and judge, Jonas Webb. In 1855 he

founded a flock with fifteen ewes in-lamb, each of which cost

I'l/., and two years later he made a further importation of one

ram and fiftv-five ewes. He is said to have personally superin-

tended the management of his valuable flock, and it is pleasing

to note that his success has been most gratifying. The sheep

he exhibited on this occasion were indeed thoroughly good

specimens, such as anv English breeder might be proud to

exhibit. His first-prize young tup was a little light round

the waist, but very good on the loins and quarters. His first-

prize pen of gimmers were neat, finer in the bone than most

of the others, and showed more character and better quality

even than his tups. The second-prize aged tup, also shown by

Count de Bouille, had fair style, good form and excellent

quarters, but was. a trifle long in the legs, and slightly rough

about the head. He was again second in the ewe class with

birge fleshy sheep, coming wonderfully up to the true South-

down character. M. Xouette-Delorme's sheep, as a rule, showed,

if anything, a better quality than those of the Count de Bouille,

but, all over, the advantage either wa}- was insignificant.

M, Xouette-Delorme's first-prize aged tup was a heavy sheep,

twenty-five months old, very good on the thighs, and grand in

the neck. His first-prize ewes were not well matched. In the

young tup class he came second with a thirteen-month ram,

of satisfactory size, good top, well-sprung rib, and rich cover of

flesh, but somewhat lacking in style. He occupied a similar posi-

tion in the young female class, with a pen of small but very uni-

form sheep, with fine bone. Several tickets of very honourable and
honourable mention were also awarded to the Count de Bouille

and M. Xouette-Delorme, between whom the contest was warm
and interesting. The third prize in the old tup class w ent to a
short thick sheep, good on the loins, but bare on the shoulder,

owned by M. de Villepin, of Jupilles, Sarthe ; while the corre-

sponding premium in the ewe class fell to a very fair pen
shown by Baron de Saint-Priest, of Parage, Tarn-et-Garonne.
In each of the two young classes M. Boulay, of Jonvelle, Haute-
Saone, came third with sheep of the Swiss breed. It is evident
that the Southdown takes kindly to the climate of France : and
on the whole the breed was well represented in the French Divi-
sion of the Exhibition. Special prizes of objects of art were
awarded to the Count de Bouille and M. Xouette-Delorme, for

their groups of Southdowns. M. E. Teisserenc de Bort, jun., of
Saint-Priest-Taurion, Haute-Vienne, had forwarded, for exhi-
bition only, a few very good sheep of the Southdown breed.

Cross-Brcd Sheep.—Much as the Merino breed has been
E 2
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ameliorated since its introduction into France, there is still

room for further improvement, more particularly in its mutton-
producing properties. It is also clear that the influence neces-

sary to produce that improvement does not exist in any of the

native races. Indeed, as a rule, French sheep are poor mutton-
producers. Of the meat eaten in France, only about 13 per
cent, consists of mutton, and yet, small as the consumption is,

it is greatly in excess of the home supply. The yearly im-
portations exceed the exportations by over 1,000,000 head, and
the balance of the money-cost is stated by Mr. Richardson to

exceed 2,000,000/. Great Britain has taken the lead of all

countries in the production of mutton, as well as in the raising

of beef ; and therefore it is natural that France should have come
to England to seek the influence by which the desired improve-
ment in its sheep might be effected. The New Kentish breed was
tried, but did not succeed

;
and, as far as British breeds are con-

cerned, the Leicester and Southdown breeds have now the field

almost wholly to themselves. They have both been used exten-

sively for many years
;
and, despite a prejudice against them

in some districts, they are fast spreading over the country. As
already hinted, these two important English breeds succeed

fairly in France in their pure state ; but it is evident that their

proper mission In that country is the amelioration of the native

and acclimatized races. It has also been demonstrated that

they are emlnentl3' qualified for that purpose, and that already

they have done much good work. Ever since the commence-
ment of this crossing, a hot controversy has been going on lb

France among the votaries of the two races, as to which is best

fitted for mating with the French breeds. We might turn Irish

and reply, "Both are best!" In dry exposed parts, where
pasture is bare or short, and therefore a good deal of walking ne-

cessary, the Southdown deserves the preference
;
but, on the other

hand, where there is fair shelter and good pasture, the Leicester-

cross should prove the more profitable. From the result of the

Government sale at Grignon, in May 1877, it would seem
that In that neighbourhood, at any rate, the Leicesters were most
in favour. The Leicester tups averaged 28Z. each, one bringing

44/. ; 11 of the Leicester-Merino cross averaged 31/., one reach-

ing 66/. ; 5 Shropshires brought an average of 17/. lOi. ; and
12 Southdowns 13/. each. The arguments against " microscopic

cutlets," and in favour of heavy early maturing sheep, are met
by such doubtful assertions as that It costs " less to grow 110 lbs.

of mutton with two sheep than with one, and that one pound of

mutton from a two-year-old sheep costs less than from a sheep

only one year old." There are no doubt some parts of I'rance

in which shelter and pasture are too scanty for a soft, heavy,
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irapldly maturing breed of sheep ; but even in those parts both

the weight and precocity of the sheep might be greatly increased,

with equal advantage to the breeders and to the nation at large.

French sheep management, as a rule, is not satisfactory ; and

of course the introduction of a finer class of sheep, in place of

the rough rustic races that at present occupy a great part of the

country, would necessitate the adoption of more careful and more
liberal treatment.

In the Cross Section there were in all 78 entries, representing

sixteen different varieties of crosses. Whatever may be the case

throughout France generally, as between the Leicester- Merino
and the Southdown-Merino cross, the advantage in this display

clearly enough lay with the former. About 60 specimens of the

Leicester-Merino cross were exhibited, and of the 1500 francs

offered in the Section as prize-money, 1400 francs fell to their

lot. Speaking generally, these crosses showed a decided improve-

ment on the pure-bred Merinos in regard to outline, depth of

body, size of bone, and wealth of flesh. The majority, too,

exhibited good quality and fair wool
;
but, on the other hand,

several were big in the bone and of rather indifferent quality. In

a few the Merino features predominated, and in these there was,

as a rule, a want of quality and a bareness of flesh. All over

the lot, however, the improvement from the original Merino, in

a butcher's sense, was so manifest, that the cross must be pro-

nounced a decided success. M. Martine-Lenglet, of Aubigny,
Aisne, showed a few very fine sheep of the Leicester-Merino cross,

and was first in the one class and second in the other. His
first-prize ewes were well-formed, of good quality, and richly

covered with flesh ;. while his second-prize tup was a thoroughly

good mutton-sheep. M. Wallet, of Gannes, Oise, headed the tup

class with a three-year-old Leicester-Merino of exceptionally

fine quality, broad and deep, and carrying a heavy load of

mutton ; while the fourth prize in the female class fell to the

same cross. The second prize in the female class was awarded to a

pen of wealthy, well-topped two-year-old Leicester-Merino ewes,
shown by M. Gouache-Baret, of Olle, Eure-et-Loire. Of a com-
mended tup of this cross, our note-book says : " light on the
shoulder and neck, but good on the back, and well-sprung in

the rib of another, honoured with no official recognition,
" would pass for a fair pure-bred Leicester tup, good under
the hand, well-furnished below, and wool of fine quality ; " of
another, " big in bone and lacking in quality, more of the
Merino than the Leicester ;" of another, " good mutton-sheep,
great improvement upon the Merino, and full of quality ; " and
of another, " coarse wool, broad on the top, but rather long and
strong in the legs." The superiority of the display of this cross
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is proved by the fact that the 1500-franc (60Z.) prize offered for

the best group of French sheep, excluding Merinos and jNIetis-

Merinos, was won by a Leicester-]\Ierino group, the property of

M. Wallet.

Only 8 animals of the Southdown-Merino cross were enteretl.

Some of them, however, should have got a little further into the

prize-list. No ticket of any kind could be spared to them, though
" supplementary prizes " and " honourable mentions " were doled

out to inferior animals with a liberality quite characteristic of the

Exhibition. Two tups of this cross were shown. The one was
well clad with mutton of good quality, and was of fair size, but

not very even in form ; the other, undersized, was deficient on the

thighs, but good on the rib and fine in the bone. Two pens of

Southdown-Merino ewes showed good quality, but wanted size

and substance. Of the Southdown-Berrichon cross, one thick

clumsy-looking tup was exhibited. Southdown-Cauchois ewes
got a supplementary prize, and were fair-sized well-formed

sheep, but somewhat bare of wool.

Of the Leicester-Berrichon cross there were several pens, two
supplementary prizes being awarded to tups of this cross. They
were fairly sized, with good ribs and quarters, but deficient fore-

parts. The females were fine in the bone and of good quality,

but rather light in the body and long in the legs. A tup of the

Leicester-Cauchois cross got the fourth prize, but he was big in

the bone and long in the legs. A few crosses between the

Leicester and the Norman breed showed a great improvement
on the pure Norman, especially in wealth of flesh ; while the

specimens of the Leicester-Artesien were very much finer in

quality than those of the pure Artesien race. Among the other

crosses there was nothing particularily noticeable.

Other Foreign Breeds.—Austria was represented in the Sheep
Department by two or three specimens of the Merino breed, and
two of the Zakkel breed. The former were shown by Count
Hungadi-Emerie, Urmeney, Hungary, and were pretty good
sheep. The latter were exhibited by Baron Romasynan, Galicia,

and were long, coarse-woolled, and not very handsome in form.

From Holland several pens of the Texel breed were exhibited
;

while Belgium contributed a few sheep of different breeds. In

the Merino Section in the Foreign Division, Italy entered some
nineteen animals, fair in point of merit, but not equal to the

French Merinos.

Swine.—British Bueeds.

The mention of the names of Messrs. Duckering, Messrs.

Howard, Mr. Sexton, and Mr. Swanwick, as among the British
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exhibitors of swine is sufficient guarantee that the piggeries

of England were thoroughly well represented. The entries of

English breeds numbered over 100, and, though heavier and
fatter pigs than any shown here are generally seen at the
" Royal " Show, the Paris display was nevertheless worthy of

England's fame in this line of rural industry. Originally there

were only two Sections, one for large and another for small

breeds ; but before the prizes were awarded, each Section was
arranged into a division for black and one for white pigs. As
might have been expected, however, the grouping together of

different breeds did not give satisfaction. In the Large-breed

Section, the Berkshire was the most extensively represented, there

being of it no fewer than forty-five entries. They were alone in

the black classes in the Large Section ; and between Mr, C. E.

Duckering, Whitehoe, Kirton Lindsey, Lincolnshire, Mr. Swan-
wick, Cirencester Agricultural College, and Mr. VV. Hewer,
Highworth, Wiltshire, the contest was very interesting. The
former, however, took the lead in both classes with well-bred

massive pigs. Mr. Swanwick came second for boars, and third

for sows, with portly fine-boned pigs ; while Mr. Hewer was
second in the sow class, and fourth among boars. Mr. Stewart,

Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester, also showed some fine Berkshires,

and got the third prize in the male, and fourth in the female
classes. In the latter a " very honourable mention " was awarded
to Mr. Humfrey, Shrivenham, Berkshire. The Messrs. Howard
of Bedford, and the representatives of the late Mr. R. E
Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey, had the white classes in

the Large-breed Section almost to themselves. They exhibited

some excellent specimens, and divided the honours evenly.

In the Small-breed Section the contest was exceptionally keen,
particularly in the white classes. The representatives of the late

Mr. R. E. Duckering appeared here also, and with neat, plump,
fleshy pigs obtained the highest premium in each of the classes

,

while Mr. C. E. Duckering secured a similar honour among
black sows with symmetrical pigs of the Essex breed. Mr
G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich, Suffolk, showed a lot

of very superior Suffolk pigs
;

and, in addition to one first,

two seconds, and a third prize in the classes, he was awarded
"an object of art" in special recognition of the excellence .

his group, which had a close run for the 1000-franc priz>

offered for the best group of pigs in the Exhibition. That
honour fell to a French exhibitor, M. Poisson, but his winning
group were of the English Middlesex breed. Her Majesty
the Queen exhibited two good specimens of Prince Albert's
Windsor breed, and got a third prize for the one, and an honour-
able mention for the other.
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French Swine.

Since the beginning of the present century the stock of swine
in France has increased bj one-third, or from four to six million

head. All over France pigs were formerly allowed to run about
and pick up their food as best they could, in the fields and in the

woods ; but during the past thirty years a great deal more at-

tention has been bestowed upon them. More care and selection

have been evinced in breeding, and in some parts house-feeding

has become quite general. English boars, principally of the

Berkshire, New Leicester, and Yorkshire breeds, have for several

years been used extensively with most satisfactory results, and,

altogether, the raising of pork in France has assumed a very

different magnitude from what it had half a century ago.

In the French Section there were over 250 swine, the large

majority being either pure specimens of English breeds or

crosses between English and French. The more important

F"rench breeds represented were the Norman, the Craon-
nais, tlie Bressan, the Lorraine, the Limousin, and the Bour-
bonnais. Of the two first mentioned, a few very good pigs were
shown; but, with these exceptions, the display of French native

pigs was not very fine. As a rule, they were ill-shaped animals,

much too big in the bone, too narrow in the frame, and
showed too much offal for the quantity of pork. Their heads

were long and coarse, their legs long, strong, and rough
;
indeed,

the remark of an expert in regard to one lot might have truly

> enough been applied to the large majority :
" Cut off the rough

parts and you have little left." It may be true, as is asserted,

that these indigenous breeds have been greatly improved during

the past thirty years ; but they are still so inferior that we do
not think any of them, without further amelioration, would re-

munerate liberal feeding, such as is extended to pigs in England.

It was clearly demonstrated in the Cross-bred Section that

these native swine produce very good stock when mated with

English sires ; and there is little doubt that the highly credit-

able appearance made by these crosses will result in the more
extensive use of improved and imported sires. Specimens of

crosses from the Berkshire, Yorkshire, Essex, Windsor, New
Leicester, and Suffolk breeds were shown ; the more success-

ful being the Yorkshire-Norman, the Yorkshire-Craonnais,

the Yorkshire-Picard, the Berkshire-Craonnais ; and the New
Leicester-Craonnais. A comparison between the pure French

races and these crosses showed a wonderful improvement, par-

ticularly in regard to fineness of bone, breadth of frame, and

wealth and (|uality of flesh in proportion to the size of bone and

offal. The display of pure-bred English pigs by French breeders
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was large and astonishingly good, the breeds represented being

the Berkshire, Yorkshire, Middlesex, Essex, Windsor, and

Suffolk. M. Poisson, Director of the Farm-school of Launoy,

Cher, showed some beautiful specimens of the Middlesex breed,

and won with them the first prize in each of the two classes ; and

also the 1000-franc prize for the best group of swine in the Ex-

hibition, a success which reflects the highest credit on M.
Poisson's skill and management. The second prizes in both

classes went to pigs of the Yorkshire breed ; and to a group of

this sort owned bv M. Xoblet, of Chateau-Renard, Loiret, a

special "prize of honour" was awarded. In the boar class,

Berkshire pigs came seventh and eighth ; while a Berkshire sow
got third in her class. On the whole, the Yorkshire breed was

rather better represented than its friendly rival the Berkshire.

M. E. Teisserenc de Bort sent, for exhibition only, a few superb

pigs of the Suffolk and \ orkshire breeds.

The Horse Show.

The Horse Show, which took place in the same enclosure as

the display of cattle, sheep, and swine, opened on the 1st and
closed on the 10th of September. The courts in which the

cattle were exhibited were transformed into commodious and
comfortable stables, each animal having to itself a loose box,

enclosed partly by wood and partly by iron railing. The
general arangements for the horse show were not so satisfactory

as those for the other live-stock display. It was intended that,

in the horse show, the contest in every class should partake of

an international character, and thuj horses from all nations

were grouped together. There was no distinction of breed
;

all draught horses, for instance, of a certain height being shown
in one class. In the majority of the classes three first, three

second, and three third prizes were offered, and it was left to the

discretion of the jurors to award one or all of these premiums to

one nation. The result of this was, that in several of the classes

the international character of the contest was let slip. The
French jurors saw most merit in the French horses, the British

jurors thought the British horses best, the Belgians could not get

past their own breeds, and the warm international rivalry was
cooled by an agreement to award one first, one second, and one
third prize to each of these three nations. An arrangement was
made whereby each nation's horses were stalled together, but all

the many different breeds were mixed up in a confused condi-
tion

; while, to make confusion worse confounded, the catalogue,

except in a few cases, did not specifv the breed. Another, and
perha])s still more substantial cause for dissatisfaction, was the
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reserving, as the particular patronage of the French jurors, the

bestowal of the champion or group prizes to them. Despite
these detracting influences, however, the horse show was a

decided success. The entries, including 14 donkeys, numbered
1050, and the absentees were very few indeed. The following

shows the entries from the various countries

:

France (including 14 donkeys) 791
Belgium 91
Great Britain 66
Austria 56
Russia 26
Italy 10
Denmark 6

Holland 4

Total 1050

British Horses.

Light-Legged Horses.—England had no representation in the

thoroughbred classes, but in the carriage and saddle, as well as in

the draught section, English exhibitors made a very creditable

appearance. Of the sixty-six British horses entered, twenty-seven

were light-legged ; and of these latter the Stand Stud Company,
Manchester, had thirteen. The fine five-year-old mare " Rosa-
lind," which beat the Duke of Hamilton's " Bird's Eye " at the
" Royal " Show at Bristol, was, perhaps, the gem of the thirteen,

good as were some of the others. She attracted many admirers
;

and though the Official Prize List gives the credit to a French
mare, we believe she was really placed first in her class—that

for saddle-mares four years old and upwards, and over 61 inches

high. She is nearly pure-bred, and was got by the celebrated

"Laughing Stock ;" and along with "Speculation," another fine

mare, six years old, was sold to a French officer, the price for

the pair being 700 guineas. One of the three first prizes in

the class for carriage-mares four years old and upwards, and
over 64 inches high, fell to " Speculation," which was got by
" Garibaldi," and which also elicited much admiration. The
seven-year-old stallion " Little Wonder," by " Royal Oak'," not

unknown in English Showyards, had build and action worthy

of the leading position which was assigned to him in his class.

His merits were sufficiently attested by the fact that he was
bought by the French Government for 300/. In the same class

this Company were second with the four-year-old stallion " All

Fours," got by " Tom Thumb." A second prize was also

awarded to the six-year-old well-known mare " Expectation,"

by " Confidence," of the same ownership. " Star-of-the-East,"

also the property of this Company, showed grand action and
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fine form, and got first in his class. Another of " Confidence's"

get, " Bessie Brown," also familiar to the English Show-goer,

secured a first ticket for Mr. Plate, VVerneth Park, Lancashire.

Her beautiful bone, clean muscle, and nice form, attracted

the attention of foreigners. The celebrated Roadster Stallion

"Young Fireaway," by " President," owned by Mr. Holmes, Scar-

borough, well merited the first honour awarded him. He showed

excellent build and fine action, and has won many prizes in

English Showyards ;
among last summer's w innings being the

iirst at Manchester, the 50Z. and Gold Medal at the Agricultural

Hall, London, and the first at the Yorkshire Show. The only

first prize in the class for pony stallions was not grudged to

Mr. Christopher Wilson's strongly built, exceedingly active pony
" Earl Derby," by " Perfection." Mr. Wilson's ponies are so

well known in British Showyards, and have, indeed, so often

been favourably noticed in the pages of this Journal, that a full

description of their many grand points is unnecessary. The
mere mention of Mr. Wilson's name as an exhibitor will satisfy

many Englishmen that there was high merit in the class. The
beautiful little four-year-old pony " George II.," owned and bred

by Mr. Wilson, had barely his deserts in second honours. He
was first at the last two " Royal " Shows, and has won many other

prizes, while his sire, the distinguished " Sir George," was first

at the " Royal " eight years in succession. " Sir George's " trot-

ting powers, as displayed year after year in the Royal English

Showyard ring, were invincible, and are, no doubt, in the recol-

lection of many of the members of the Society. Lady Spencer

Churchill's fine pony-mare " Matchless " deservedly won the

only first in her class.

Draught Horses.—British draught horses to the number of

thirty-nine were entered in eight different classes, viz., four for

horses and mares over 16 hands, and a like number for those

under that height. It must not be forgotten, however, that, as

previously explained, these classes were open to animals from
all countries.

In the class of entire horses over 16 hands and under four

years, Mr. Wolton, Butley Abbey, might be proud of his first

position ; for although his colt " Royal Duke III.," out for the

first time, is a heavy-bodied chestnut, partaking largely of the

Suffolk type, he won against many good animals. Some
British judges would have preferred Mr. Masters's second colt

" Topsman," got by " Champion." He is a powerfully built,

strong-legged, young horse, likely to make a useful sire. He
will be remembered as the third winner at the Liverpool
" Royal" in 1877, and second at the Bath and West of England
Show the same year to the celebrated colt " British Wonder."
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Mr. Stanford's (Ashurst) third-prize Bristol Clydesdale colt, the

" Baronet," took a similar position here.

In the aged stallion class over 16 hands there was a very

large competition, including many valuable animals of the

Shire and Suffolk breeds. With such variety of type and
character before the Judges, and so much really high merit, the

decisions not unnaturally failed to accord with general public

opinion. So close was the contest here, that the Jurors were

glad to be relieved by the opportunity afforded them of giving

a first, second, and third prize to each of the three leading

countries competing, namely, England, France, and Belgium.
The decisions were thus deprived of their international aspect.

In the English section of the class Mr. Crowther's (Knowl
Grove) " Carleton Tom," got by the well-known " Honest
Tom," was selected for the highest premium. In English

Shows he has won many honours, including the first at Man-
chester in 1876, and the second at the Birmingham " Royal

"

the same year. The Stand Stud Company's " Heart of Oak,"
also by " Honest Tom," looking his best, ran " Carleton Tom "

closely. The Manchester horse was the first three-year-old at

the Bedford "Royal" in 1874, and has since been in service

in various parts of England, notably Gloucestershire. Mr.
Garrett, Carleton Hall, got third for his handsome Suffolk

stallion " Crown Prince," a frequent winner at county Shows.
Mr. Wolton's first-prize Bristol Suffolk horse " Royalty " had
to content himself with an honourable mention, as had also Mr.
Crowther's " Compact Tom."

Additional evidence of the severity of the competition is sup-

plied by the fact that Mr. Davis's powerful grey horse "General,"

the first-prize winner in his class at both the Taunton and Bristol

" Royal " Shows, and Captain Betts's " Sir John Falstaff," were
entirely passed over. In Great Britain there are very few entire

horses of the draught stamp admissible in the class under

16 hands, the great majority being over that height. Mr. Toller,

Gedgrave, barely got his deserts in second honours for his flat

clean-boned colt " Robin Hood," the second winner at the Liver-

pool " Royal " last year ; while the Stand Stud Company Kad to

be content with a third ticket for " Ploughboy."
In the various female classes, nine English and eight Scotch

mares appeared. The three-year-old class over 16 hands was
headed by Mr. Capon's " Matchet II.," a beautiful Suffolk,

from " Dennington." Characteristic of the breed, she displays

heavy well-turned quarters, with an excellent top, strong body,

and clean, active, though rather light legs ; she was got by
" Conqueror." The other two first prizes in this class were

reserved, Mr. Drew's " Lucy " and " 13arbara," from Merryton,
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Hamilton, getting second and third respectively. The Merry-

ton fillies have good legs and feet, and are fairly built, with

good action. The former is a dark blue, likely to come out

well as a mare ; while " Barbara " is a useful-looking bay with

good head and neck, and was third at Bristol.

Mr. Drew was in better form in the mare class over four

years and 16 hands. Of the five first-prize tickets awarded

in this large and excellent class, Mr. Drew had the honour

of gaining the leading two. The Jurors appeared to have no

hesitation in setting the beautiful bay mare " Countess," first

at Bristol, and the handsome dark bay " Regina," readily aside

for the premier tickets. " Countess " is all over a charming
mare, possessing rare symmetry, nice flat bone, and true

couplings. She girthed more than any other animal in the

show, and is proportionate in build, and full of action. She
lifts her legs gracefully, and carries them very neatly under

her. She was only third, however, at the Dumfries Highland
Show last summer, where " Regina " was fourth. " Countess

"

was bred in Derbyshire, from which county Mr. Drew selects

some of his most successful prize takers. " Regina's " legs

and feet are likely to wear well. The other three first tickets

went to one Belgian and two French mares. Sixth in order

of merit, with the first of the second tickets at her head, stood

Mr. Drew's very compact, powerfully built, strong-limbed, roan,

English-bred mare " Queen," which beat " Countess " and
" Regina " at Dumfries. " Queen " is well feathered, and has

a strong short back ; but she has not the same showy appearance,

and with an all-round sort of Jury was not likely to be so popu-
lar. The second of the third-prize tickets was awarded to Mr.
Waddel's (Edinburgh) " Maggie," a very heavy, strongly put

together, dark brown, with immense fore-arm, and great muscle.
• When the property of Mr. Meikle, Seafield, West Lothian, she

was a winner in several Scotch shows. Her head is rather

clumsy, but her neck, shoulders, and chest, are remarkably
good ; while she displayed heavier feather and more Clydesdale
character, perhaps, than any other animal in the Show. Before
a body of Clydesdale judges she would have stood higher.

The first of the four coveted tickets in the younger class under
16 hands, ultimately became the property of Mr. Drew's nice,

out-coming, grey mare " Lovely," which has been a winner at

local shows. The last of the four fell to Mr. Garrett's Shire
mare "Scott." In the older class of mares under the 16 hands'

limit there was a good collection. Special first prizes were
awarded to Mr. Drew's " Myra," Mr. Stanford's " Poppet," and
Mr. Wilson's (High Park) " Maggie."

In the competition for the 3000 francs offered for the best
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collection of horses (won by M. Lefevre), both Mr, Drew and
the Stand Stud Company made a good appearance. The latter

had the larger number, and had, also, a greater variety repre-

sented by the seventeen, principally of the light-legged sort,

which were drawn together, as it turned out, to no purpose. Of
variety, Mr. Drew had not, of course, much ; his lot of seven

being all mares and three-year-old fillies of the heavier legged

sort. The latter's mares made a stronger impression upon jurors

and visitors, when drawn out to compete for the special prize

for the best group of heavy draught horses. Ultimately they

lost the prize, as elsewhere noticed
;
but, in the estimation of

British visitors, the Merryton group had no rivals in the

Sho%v for heavy draught purposes. Mr. Drew had very great

credit indeed in bringing out such a splendid lot of animals
in such good trim ; and though he had hard lines of it in the

group contests, he fared well in the classes, getting for his

seven animals four first tickets, two second, and a third. Some
of them were bred by himself. The more successful of his prize

animals, however, in recent years have been brought from
England, where they were bred, and are understood to be crosses

between Clydesdale stallions and Shire mares. The animals

thus bred can hardly be termed Clydesdales ; but call them what
you may, there is no mistaking their high individual merit In

the selection of his horses Mr. Drew is exceptionally fastidious,

not only as regards the.form and build of the animals, but more
especially in reference to the cleanness of leg, flatness of bone,

and above all the size and soundness of the feet. It is noticeable

that while the English " horsey " men apparently give preference

to the form, size, and substantiality of the body, south-west of

Scotland judges make the legs and feet the very first considera-

tion, whether in purchasing or judging agricultural horses.

French Horses.

The stock of horses in France reaches, in round numbers,
about 3,000,000. It is computed that of these about 1,800,000

are draught horses, 700,000 light, and 500,000 medium.' The
French army having proved such a heavy drain on the home
stock of horses, the Government deemed it desirable to make
special efforts, not only to maintain the strength of the

chevaline ranks, but also to bring every animal within the

command of the army. These steps have exercised a very

important influence on horse-breeding in France, and therefore

deserve brief notice here. In 1874 a decree was passed for the

registration of all horses, the object being to render all suitable

animals promptly available in case of war. The registration is
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conducted by commissioners who visit every commune, and, in

presence of the mayor, examine and classify all horses above

six vears old and not already in the public service. Horses

have to be sent, sometimes more than fifteen miles, to the centres

of examination, and, in case of failure to comply with this

injunction, owners are liable to penalties varying from 21. to

40/. A list of the horses examined, as well as a list of their

owners' names and addresses, are deposited in the recruiting

office for the district, a copy of each being left in the possession

of the mayor. At these examinations the horses are classed as

follows, viz. :—1st, those 15 hands 1 inch and over, for heavy

cavalry; 2nd, from 14'3 to 151 for dragoons; 3rd, from 14-2

to 14-3 for hussars
;
4th, heavy horses from 14'2 to 15-1 for

artillerv drivers
;
5th, light horses of similar height, for the traces

;

6th, heavy horses of 14*2 and under, for baggage waggons (only

in this class entire horses are registered) ; and 7th, mules of

14-1 for various purposes. Of far greater importance are the

Government breeding studs and depots. First established in

1666, discontinued during the Revolution, and re-established by
Napoleon in 1806, these institutions have been in existence in

France ever since the latter date. At present there is only one

breeding stud—at Pompadour in Limousin ; but there are twenty-

two depots for sires, the latter being pretty well spread over the

country. The law under which the stud and depots are now
managed, and which was passed in 1874, provides that 60
mares are to be stationed at Pompadour, and devoted exclu-

sively to the rearing of thoroughbred Arab and Anglo-Arab
horses. It also provides that the number of sires at the depots

—in all, 1060 in 1874—shall be increased at the rate of 200
a year until it reaches 2500. In addition to these, 700 sires,

after undergoing an examination or sort of trial, are certificated
;

and thus of the 12,000 stallions said to be in use in France
more than one-sixth may be called Government sires. The
sires for the depots are selected from the best breeds in the

respective districts, light or blood horses always having the

preference. The stallions intended for getting saddle-horses

have to gain admission into the Government haras by public

trial : and the care exercised by the Government is well illus-

trated by the fact that, of 600 horses tried at Caen in the autumn
of 1876, only 156 were chosen. The charges for the sires,

which are much superior to the general run of entire horses, are

very moderate, and the farmers, as a rule, are fairly active in

availing themselves of the undoubted advantage thus afforded

them. There are complaints, however, that the Government is

overdoing the raising of light horses
;

that, of the liglit horses

reared from the Government sires, little more than one-half find
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a profitable market, either for army or other purposes ; and that

the remainder can hardlj be got rid of at any price. For what
the Government select for the army, they pay about 46/. for

heavy cavalry horses, 40/. for dragoons, and 36/. for light

cavalry ; but the large number of unsaleable horses left on hand
make the rearing of light horses less profitable than these prices

would indicate. Farmers find a better market for a moderately

heavy-draught horse, and consequently many prefer to use other

than Government sires, or at rate to use only the heavier among
these.

There can be no doubt, however, that these efforts on the part

of the Government have exercised a beneficial influence on the

general stock of horses in France. What was seen at Paris this

year clearly demonstrated that the French horses are, on the

whole, far superior to the rest of its live stock—indeed, several

degrees in advance of its general agriculture ; and it would

seem that a very large share of the credit of this is due, directly

or indirectly, to the liberal and systematic efforts of the Govern-
ment. It may be mentioned that the Government give a large

amount of money as prizes for horses at shows, and that State

support is bestowed on sixteen schools, which are carried on for

the training of horses for the saddle, and for teaching grooms
and horsemen. While it may be that these laudable efforts on

the part of the Government have done most to improve the

breed of French horses, we record with pleasure that English

blood has been a powerful instrument in its hands. Indeed,

it is since the free use of English blood began—about forty

years ago—that the improvement has mostly taken place. But

to this we shall refer more fully when speaking of the different

breeds.

The export of horses from France in 1874 exceeded the

imports by 13,500 ; and of these over 7000 came to England,

which was more than one-half of the total number of horses of

all kinds imported into Great Britain in that year. French

horses are brought to this country mainly for army purposes,

and for omnibus and light waggon work. The Perchergns are

pre-eminently suited for the two latter varieties of work, and

also for the heavier services in the army. For lighter army
purposes recourse must be had to the ranks of the Anglo-

Norman and Anglo-Arab, of which there is an extensive and

valuable supply.

Percheron Breed.—As being, perhaps, the most characteristic,

and certainly one of the most valualjle, of the French breeds of

horses, we shall first refer to the Percherons. Supposed to be of

Arabian origin, this breed is sai<l to have been brought into

France during the wars in the eighth century. It now presents
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little similarity to the light, lively Arab ; but great as the trans-

formation has been, it is attributed by most authorities entirely

to change of soil, climate, and treatment, and not in any degree

to infusion of strange blood. The old county of Perche, lying

in the south of Xormandv, may be called the cradle of the breed

in France. It is devoted chiefly to the rearing of Percheron

horses, the colts, as a rule, being sold, and the fillies retained.

These colts are emploved at agricultural work till three, four, or

five vears old, and afterwards the majoritv of them find their wa\-

into Paris, and other large towns, where they are used at omnibus
and similar work. They usually pass through two or three hands
between La Perche and the towns, the selling price in the breed-

ing districts ranging from 10/. to 30/., and when maturity has

been reached, from 40/. to GO/. The breed is thoroughlv well

defined—handsome and valuable : and France has good reason

for the pride which she evinces in it. The prevailing colour is

grey, but sometimes black is seen; the height is about 15 or

16 hands : the head sometimes heavy and sometimes fine ; the fore-

head broad ; the nostrils wide ; the eyes bright and intelligent

;

the neck short and well turned ; the mane full and long ; the body,

back to the last rib, well built and handsome ; but the hind-

quarters and thighs are deficient, and the tail is low set. The
shoulders are strong and well sloped ; the back is short ; from
the hooks there is a quick droop ; the bone is light and too

round ; the muscular development good ; the feet neat and hardv,

and bare of hair : and the action true and livelv. In England or

Scotland thev would be called " light-legged " farm-horses. Thev
are lighter in the body—indeed lighter altogether—than the

Suffolk horses of England ; but they resemble that breed more
closely than either the Shires or Clydesdales. They are, perhaps,

the fastest breed of draught horses existing ; and for light farm-

work, and for running in omnibuses and light waggons, as well

as for heavy army-services, they have doubtless ff w equals. With
a moderately heavy load they can pace along at a wnnderful rate,

exhibiting great endurance and steady draught. For heavy cart-

ing, however, and for heavy lorries, and such work, they fall

far short of the qualifications of the Shires of England and the

Clydesdales of Scotland, and are also inferior to the Suffolks of
England. It is contended in France that no draught-breed
oi horses can nearly equal the Percheron

;
but, if correct in any

degree, that assertion is true only in regard to the lighter varieties

of work. At the harrows, or plough, on the farm, or in an omni-
bus or a baker's van in the town, the Shires or Clydesdales could
not be compared to them ; but at heavy pulling, and sustaining
great weights, these larger British breeds have more than a cor-

responding advantage in their favour. In Paris, and elsewhere
VOI, XV.— S. S. B
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in France, it is no unusual sight to see half-a-dozen Percheron
horses dragging anav at a load which would be casv work for

a pair of good Shires or Clydesdales. Indeed, one needs but

to see and examine the Percheron breed to know that its forte is

moderately light work, in which speed is a leading element.

Just as surelv does an inspection of the Shires and Clydesdales

mark them out as aboye all others the proper horses for " heayy
lifts." We do not think that the importation of Percheron

horses would be an acquisition to British farmers or others who
haye heayy draught-work to perform ; nor do we think it likely

that an infusion of Percheron blood would exercise a beneficial

influence on our stock of heayy-draught horses. For light-

draught work of all kinds the greys of France are admirably
suited : and any deficiency in our home supply of horses for

these purposes might well enough be met by drafts from their

ranks. Already their suitability for these purposes has been

well proyed in England ; for a few years back they haye been
used in large numbers in London, and other large English

towns. In America, too, they haye earned a high reputation,

and a great many sires haye been drawn away there at long

prices.

The display of the breed was large and of yery high merit,

and formed one of the most prominent features of the Show. So
many handsome horses of similar type—so uniform, in size,

character, and gait, could not fail to proye an attractive sight.

A large share of the prizes fell to their lot.

Other Draufjht Horses.—Throughout France, as in most other

countries, there are a great many yarieties of draught horses,

though only two or three could be called distinct well-defined

breeds. Judging by the specimens exhibited at Paris they are,

as a rule, lighter in the body, with less muscle and rounder

bone, than British draught horses. H e haye already said that

we did not think that the importation of Percheron horses would
be an acquisition to British farmers and others who employ
heavy-draught horses : and still less advantageous, we think,

would be the introduction, either directly or by crossing,^of any
of the other draught breeds of France. There may be faults

in our heavy-draught horses—undoubtedly there are. But
we have not seen anything in the French breeds that would -lead

us to recommend them as likely to eradicate those faults. France

has gained much, and she may gain still more, by the infusion of

English blood into her live stock ; but in the meantime, at any
rate, we do not think it likely that anv advantage would accrue

to Great Britain by a reversal of the process either in regard to

horses, cattle, sheep, or swine. As already hinted, however, any

deficiency that may exist in our own supply of light-<lraught
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horses and of horses for armv remounts might well be met
bv having recourse to the Percherons and Anglo-Xormans of

France.

The Brittanv draught horses resemble the Percherons pretty

closelv, and are similarly bred. Their origin is also Oriental

;

and between Perche and the north, where the best class of

Brittanv draught horses are reared, a constant interchange of

blood has been soins on. Brittanv rears but verv few of the

manv horses it breeds, the majoritv going when quite young
to Normandy, where, Mr. Richardson says, the greys are known
as Percherons and the bays as Xormans. Xorlolk trotter-sires

have been used treelv in some parts of Brittany during recent

years, and the specimens we saw of this cross were hardy, useful-

looking, light horses, well adapted for " vans " and such work.

The Norfolk Cob sires have evidently been very successful in

raising horses to suit French ideas, for during the past few years

the demand for stallions of this tvpe has increased greatly. At
La Baude, in Cher, a local breeding-stud for draught horses was
stablished in 1874, the sires selected being of the tvpe of the

-\orfolk Cob. In Nivemais, the Society of Agriculture has

been making endeavours to improve the hx^al breed of horses

—

and have met with gratifying success—by the introduction, at high

prices, of choice black Percheron sires, of which a few very good
heavy specimens were shown.

Some of the heaviest draught horses in the French classes

belonjed to the Boulonnais race, which has its headquarters in

the Pas de Calais, and which is not unknown in England. As a

j
mle, the breed is thicker and more power+ul than the Percherons,

I and better suited for the heavier varieties of work. Their hind-

quarters are better formed than those of the Percheron, while
their legs are shorter and stronger ; but their action is slower,

general appearance less gay, and quality coarser. Withal, how-
1
ever, they seem to be a thoroughly profitable class of draught
horses. They stand over 16 hands, are usually dark grey or

black in colour, strongly built, short thick neck, good chest,

, shoulders strong but not sufficientlv sloped, and bone rather

round. They enjoy a good name for their working powers, and
I they appear worthv of it.

j

The special prize of an " Object of Art," offered by the Agri-
coltoral Society of France, for the best group of " heavy-draught"'

i {gros trait) horses, was awarded to a group of verv fine Boulon-
nais horses shown by M. Modesse-Berquet, of Any-Nlartin-Rieux,

j
Aisne. In the contest for the latter premium, Mr. Lawrence

' Drew, Merryton, Scotland, exhibited oue of the finest groups of
British heavy-draught horses that has ever been placed before
Judges: and, with all due respect to French ideas, we cannot
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agree with the award in favour of the gay but light French group.

The decision practically amounts to this, that by Frenchmen the

Boulonnais horses are considered superior to the Shire and Clydes-

dale horses even for " heavy draught,"—an opinion with which
few who know anything of those British breeds will be inclined

to concur. In the same contest, a very fine group of Percheron

horses, shown by the Paris Omnibus Company, were, like Mr.
Drew's mares, awarded a well-deserved diploma of honour. It

was evident that the French could not understand the size and
weight of our heavy horses. An English visitor had two or

three of Mr. Drew's and Mr. Garrett's horses " trotted out " to

show them to some French friends who really appreciated them,

but the remarks of the bystanders, made with all freedom,

amounted to this :—" My dear sir, this isn't a horse, it is an

elephant."

Anglo-Norman Horses.—As the name would indicate, this race

has been formed by a cross between English sires and Norman
dams. It claims an age of about forty years, and occupies a

prominent position among the French breeds. The ancient

carriage and saddle horses of Normandy, though useful and

hardy, were coarse and not very handsome ; and an attempt was

made to improve their form and quality by an infusion from

English thoroughbred sires. Now and again the result has been

successful, but it is spc^ken of as having been very uncertain.

Tlie Norfolk Cob next got a trial, and in this case the result

has been, as a rule, satisfactory. Indeed, it is mainly through

the agency of the Norfolk Cob that the Norman horses have

been brought to what they are— a thoroughly good class of

carriage and saddle horses. Though the English thoroughbred

sires were not successful alone, it is the general impression

that their contact with the Norman breed materially aided the

Norfolk sires. At the dispersion, in 1874, of the stud of Anglo-

Norman horses—a stud that contained a large percentage of

English blood—belonging to the late Marquis de Croix Ser-

quigny, 7 young mares brought an average of 130Z. ; 8 aged

mares, 174/ ; 12 yearlings, 71/. ; 9 two-year-olds, 112/; 4 three-

year-olds, 180/. ; 7 four-year-olds, 172/.; and 10 horses in use,

153/. each. Trotting-matches are held throughout France in

great numbers, and the records of the Anglo-Norman horses are

highly creditable.

Though bred in the same province, the Anglo-Normans have

never been crossed to any appreciable extent with the Percherons,

and the real Anglo-Normans are nearly as uniform in stamp as the

race of grevs. \\c say real Anglo-Normans, because the good name
that tlie race has a( (|uire(l has tempted horse-dealers to pass off lor

Anglo-Normnns many horses which really have yery little I'inglish
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blood in them. In height, the Anglo-Normans vary from 15 to

16 hands, the average being about 15-3. Dark bay in colour,

they are lively blood-looking animals, well adapted for carriages.

The truer specimens are elegant and well formed, perhaps a

trifle long in the limbs, but fairly provided with muscle ; flat

and fine in the bone ; feet clean and firm ; head fine ; nose

straight, eyes bright, ears small ; neck light and graceful
;

shoulders long and sloping ; the body usually handsome and well

ribbed up, but frequently rather light ; their mane and tail are

full, and their general gait and action lively and graceful.

The turn-out of this breed made up a large portion of the

French display of horses, and formed in itself a very grand show.

In the parade before the jurors, the Anglo-Normans, as a rule,

exhibited excellent action, good looks, fine quality, and fair sub-

stance. There was perhaps a tendency to an excessive length

of legs, and a lightness all over
;

but, on the other hand, a large

number were well knit, flat and clean in the bone, with good
muscle, fine heads, sleek skin, and silky hair. High in spirit,

and very lively, their action was often faultless, " corky," and
graceful. Most people who saw the appearance they made at

Paris would admit that the Anglo-Normans are a thoroughly

good and useful class of light-legged horses. The race deserves

careful tending, and is, in fact, well worthy of further pains and
expense being devoted to its amelioration. A little more sub-

stance and muscle, and in many cases more quality, might be

infused with great advantage. Selection in breeding, and im-
proved treatment, would, no doubt, accomplish much of this ; but

past experience proves that gain would result from a larger

infusion of English blood. It is worthy of mention, that the

stud which carried the champion prize of 3000 francs for the

best collection of horses—that belonging to M. J. Lefevre, of

Chamant, Oise—contains a large proportion of Norman blood,

as well as some of the best English strains.

Other Light-legged Horses.—Brittany is spoken of as being
the largest nursery of horses in France, and is said to contain

more than one-tenth of the whole stock of horses in the country.

The ancient Brittany breed is supposed to have been brought
from the East in the twelfth century

;
but, like the Percherons,

they now present few of the characteristics of pure-bred Oriental
horses. In the south and centre of Brittany, Arab, Anglo-Arab,
and Anglo-Norman horses have been extensively used, and in these

parts there is a large stock of useful light carriage and saddle
horses. From Finistere, particularly, there was a very good
muster of these light horses

;
and, both in the carriage and

saddle classes, they obtained a fair position in the list of awards.
They averaged over fourteen hands, and some reached sixteen,
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while they seemed a very hardy useful lot, not in every case

handsome. In front they are well formed, chest broad, shoulders

sloping, action good, and colour usually chestnut or grey. As
light saddle horses they would command esteem in any country.

For the heavier saddle work in the army, however, they want
substance and muscle ; while for fashionable carriage horses

their quality, character, and looks need improvement. In

La Manche, Orne, Mayenne, and Poitou, the breeding of light

carriage and saddle horses is pursued extensively ; but the bulk

of the produce are sold while young for conversion into " Nor-

man " horses. Of both Orne and La Manche horses the muster

in the carriage and saddle classes was highly creditable, and
between them they snatched a moderate share of the honours from

the famous Calvados horses, whose success was quite remarkable.

Thoroughbred Horses.—Of English thoroughbred horses and
mares there were sixty-three entries, of which sixty belonged to

France, two to Italy, and one to Austria. Though there might
have been differences of opinion among authorities as to the

real average merit of the display, it was admitted on all hands
that it was on the whole highly creditable to France, and that

it contained several animals that would have graced the finest

collection of thoroughbreds that has ever been exhibited in

England or anywhere else. M. Lefevre, of Chamant, Oise, whose
fine lot won the 3000-franc prize for the best turn out belonging

to one exhibitor, showed several beautiful animals, and got the

first and third prizes in the stallion class, and first among mares.

His winner in the former class was the well-known horse " Fla-

geolet," who, in 1873, beat the two Derby winners, "Favonius"
and " Cremorne," for the Goodwood Cup. He is now eight years

old, and showed himself in grand form, displaying magnificent

action, and wonderful muscle. M. Lupin's equally celebrated

six-year-old chestnut " Salvator," by " Dollar," who has also

well sustained his good looks, made an excellent second, the

decision against him being given by the casting vote of the

Chairman of the jury. " Salvator," it will be remembered, won the

Grand Prize of Paris in 1875, and has been on hire during ihu

past season in the Neasham stud, near Durham. The third

prize fell to a horse perhaps better known on the turf than

either of these two, namely, M. Lefevre's " Mortemer," whose pro-

duce have already won, among other honours, the Two Thousand
Guineas, the Grand Prize of Paris, and the Ascot Cup

;

among his produce being " Verneuil," " Chamant," " St. Chris-

tophe," and " Clementine." " Mortemer " is now thirteen years

old, but looked fresh and lively, and well deserved his position.

Among the unsuccessful horses was " Plutus," the sire of " Fla-

geolet."
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M. Lefevre's " Regalia " won easily in the mare class, which,

considering the strong opposition, is high honour to her owner.

Got by " Stockwell," this fine old mare is out of " The Gem,"
the winner of the Epsom Oaks in 1865, and the dam of
" V'erneuil " and " Clementine." For the second place there

was a very close contest, opinion among both the jurors and the

onlookers being somewhat divided. Ultimately the handsome
twelve-year-old bright chestnut " Mademoiselle-de-Fligny," by
" Bois-Roussel," owned by M. Gregoire, of Almeneches, Orne,

was put second ; the third prize falling to the equally gay eleven-

year-old, " Finistere," got by " Tournament," and belonging to

the Haras of Villebon, in the Seine-et-Oise. Two fine stable

companions of " Regalia "—" Reine," the winner of the One
Thousand Guineas and the Oaks, in 1872, and " Camelia,"

who won the Newmarket race, and ran a dead heat for the Oaks
with " Enguerrande "—were regarded by many as deserving of

positions in the prize list. The former, however, was entirely

passed over, while the latter got only a bronze medal. Bronze
medals were given to other fine mares, but we think the standard

of merit and the number of entries in the class were sufficient

to have justified the awarding of at least two or three supple-

mentary prizes.

Of pure Arabian horses there were ten entries belonging to

France, the display in point of merit being good. The first

prize in the stallion class went to a Russian horse, but the

second was retained in France, by " Simoun," a gay little greyish

mare, owned by M. Curial, of Thiviers, Dordogne. The honours

in the mare class went to animals from Cantal, and the Lower
Pyrenees—very fair specimens of the breed.

France showed nine thoroughbred Anglo-Arab horses, a race

which includes all " those horses that have in their pedigree

at least a sire's sire or a dam's dam of pure Arabian blood,

the other progenitors being all thoroughbred English horses."

Here again Russia carried the highest as well as the third

premium in the stallion class, the other honours falling to

French horses—animals showing good muscle and fair quality.

Belgian Houses.

The draught horses of Belgium have long had a good repu-

tation in England and Scotland, and perhaps a greater number of

them have been imported into this country than representatives of

any other foreign draught breed. They could not claim a high
position for their good looks, but they are hardy, active, useful

horses, and adapt themselves wonderfully well to the climate of

Great Britain. They are a trifle heavier than the Percherons of
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France, and can be bought for less monev. Thej are not so hand-
some, however, nor can they go over the ground so quickly under

a load. The Belgian display consisted almost whollv of these

draught horses ; and it must be admitted that, from an English-

man s point of view, they were entitled to rank above the general

run of French draught horses. They are neither so high nor so

heavv as the SufFolks of England, but thev come nearer to that

breed than does any French race. They were represented in all

the draught classes, and got a fair share of the honours. In the

classes for horses and mares over four years old and under 16 hands

high, in particular, they had a very creditable victory, having

carried off against some good Percherons two of the three first

prizes in each. It may be explained that, in the mare class

there were several very fine British animals, but the British Juror

having refused to accept for any of them less than a first prize, the

three best were awarded each a supplementary prize, the ordi-

nary prizes being left to the French and Belgian horses. In the

stallion class referred to, there was only one English horse, and
both by the Belgian and French horses he was fairly enough
beaten. From our note-book we find that some of the Belgian

horses were short and thick, with rather round bone, but very

good muscle ; that they nearly all had what is called a Roman
nose, and w ere all a little slack on the back ; that the prevailing

colours were bay and chestnut ; that most of them had good fore-

arms, broad chests, expressive eyes, rather coarse and heavy
heads, small ears, short thick neck, plain hind-quarters, and
deficient flank and thighs ; that several had bad feet, and only

fair quality, and that a good manv were unsound in the legs.

The light-legged horses shown from Belgium were only fair.

Indeed, the Roman nose and hollow back are leading character-

istics of the Belgian, or Flemish, horses, as they are more com-
monly called.

Austrian Hoeses.

During recent years the Austrian Government has done a

great deal to improve the native breed of horses, particularly

those suited for carriage, saddle, and general army purposes. At
numerous points choice sires are stationed, and let to breeders at

from 2s. iid. to 30^. per mare ; w hile there are several Govern-
ment breeding-studs at which thoroughbred and other horses are

reared. !Many of the Hungarian landowners, too, have private

breeding-studs of their own, and raise a class of horses scarcely

inferior to the best specimens bred by the Government. The
Austrian muster consisted whollv of light-legged horses, and the

majority were shown by the Government. As a rule, they were

bay in colour, neatly formed, with fine bone, good quality, ex-
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oellent action, gay carriage, and fine expression ; but they were

light in the bodv, wanting in substance and muscle, and, in most

cases at least, rather long in the limbs. A few, too, were

common-looking, and lacked the hardy useful appearance which

characterises the Anglo Xormans. For general army purposes

the Austrian Government horses want both weight and muscle,

but for lighter work they should prove satisfactory. The Austrian,

like the Russian, stables were largely patronised by the public,

the attractions of the equine display being enhanced by the odd

appearance of the grooms, who were attired in their somewhat
eccentric-looking national costumes.

RCSSIAN HOKSES.

The Grand Duke Nicholas had a whole stable to himself ; and
perhaps no other part of the Show received so much patronage

from the public. He showed no fewer than 1 7 stallions—3 pure

Arabians, 2 Oriental, 1 Anglo-Arab, 5 Orloff, the others being

mixed-bred. As already stated, the first prizes both in the pure

Arab and Anglo-Arab stallion classes were won by the Duke for

horses which he rode during the recent Russo-Turkish war,

namely, " Rustchuk " and " Drouze." These were both hand-
some horses, and found manv admirers, but of the others, the

majority were not particularly fine.

Other Foreign Horses.

From Italy a few very good light-legged horses were shown,
the principal exhibitor being the Count Telfener, Rome. Most
of them were rather sleepy-looking, and a little plain in form

;

but they had fair bone, good muscle, and fair quality. Six

draught horses were shown from Denmark. They were long
and light in the legs, and round in the bone, and not heavy
in the body ; but were neat in form, with fair muscle, soft and
silky hair, and full tail and mane.

Agricultural Implements.

Not the least interesting department of the Paris Exhibition
was that occupied by agricultural machinery. The display,

en masse, was extensive, and of such a high order that it drew
large crowds of intelligent and appreciative visitors. The
annexes, particularly of Great Britain, the United States, and
Canada, were carefully inspected, and in each there was much
to interest and repav close examination. Few implements,
however, ot importance, entirely new, were to be seen in any of
the collections. During the past year or two, since the inven-
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tion of the sheaf-binder, there has been no very material addition

to the list of labour-saving machinery. Xot that the inventive

genius at the command of agricultural implement makers has

been unemployed or inactive ; but it would seem that for the

time attention has been devoted more to the perfecting of pre-

viously invented implements than to the introduction of new
ones. It must not be imagined that the time thus spent has

been lost or misused. Indeed, at the Paris Exhibition there

was abundance of proof that it has not been so, for while

we saw no implements of great importance that could be

called altogether new, we observed many minor inventions

newly attached to old machines, which must be regarded as real

improvements.

A very lengthy report on the agricultural implement de-

partment of the Exhibition would onlv bring the readers of

this Journal over ground already familiar to them. By more
competent pens the subject has been fully treated of from time

to time in the ' Journal ;' and in this number there will appear a

valuable contribution from another source. Brief reference to

the more prominent features of the various collections at Paris

will therefore snflBce.

Bpjtish Implements.

England's superiority in the manufacture of agricultural imple-

ments has often been clearly demonstrated, and was once more

placed bevond doubt. As might have been expected, considering

the cost of transit, the British collection was not large ; but it

was very select, and included consignments from almost all the

better known English makers. There was perhaps less brilliancy

of polish than in ihe American annexe, but the English display

presented a fineness of execution and finish, combined with

substantiality, which could not be found in the same degree in

that from any other nation. Every Englishman who visited the

English annexe felt proud of the production of his country,

while all impartial foreigners acknowledged its superiority-. And
in the collection there was a good deal to interest the foreigner,

for, in addition to a varied assortment adapted to home use, it

contained many implements specially constructed for the agri-

culture of foreign countries. Several English makers have

recently been devoting considerable attention to the production

of implements for foreign use, and have met with gratilying

success.

Commencing with implements for the cultivation of the soil,

we may state that among the English exhibitors of these Viere
|

Messrs. J. and F. Howard, Bedford ; Messrs. John Fowler and '
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Co>, Leeds ; Messrs. Bansnme, Sims and Head, Ipswich :

Messrs. Bartord and Perkins, Peterborough : Messrs. Coleman and

Morton, Chelmsford ; Messrs. W. Ball and Son, Rothwell ; Mr.

J. P. Fison, Cambridge ; Mr. Denton, Wolverhampton ; Messrs.

Homsbj and Sons, Grantham ; and ^lessrs. Rainiorth and Sons,

Lincoln. The collection of the Messrs. Howard included steam

agines adapted to the combined purposes of ploughing, thresh-

le, grinding, haoling-, and other farm work; steam ploughs,

-:eam cultivators, steam harrows, steam scarifiers, single and
-oable horse ploughs, potato-ploughs, vine-ploughs, &c. The
arrangement of their steam plough and snbsoiler has been so

improved that the wheels alwavs run on the unploughed land,

which both reduces the draught and leaves the ploughed land

unpoached ; while their twin steam cultivator can now be folded

up to pass through 9-feet gates and to travel on roads. On both

twin and single cultivators a simple but effective automatic
appliance has been introduced for lilting the teeth out of the

groimd at the turnings, which renders it unnecessary for the

driver to leave his seat. The smaller ploughs, for which the

firm have long been justly celebrated, have also been further

improved by the incorporation of an appliance for raising the

implement out of the ground at the turning. A plough, which
may be used either as a double or single fiirrow plough, was
exhibited by this firm for the first time at the Smithfield Show
last year, and was on their stand at Paris. It is a simple, sub-
stantial, and very useful implement, and may in a few minutes
be converted irom a double to a single-furrow plough with or

without wheels, and trice versa. It will plough fi-om 7 to 14:

inches deep, and the depth can be altered without stopping the

horses. Several small but useful improvements have been made
in their harrows.

Messrs. Fowler and Co. exhibited in the agricultural section
two ol their celebrated traction steam-ploughing engines : one
16-horse-power representing the large, and the other 6-horse-
power, representing the smallest tvpe of this class of machinerv
made by them. The former showed some novelties of construc-
tion. The boiler is made of steel, and the boiler barrel—a fine

piece of workmanship—of a single steel plate. The valve
(Church s Patent ) is circular in shape, and rums freelv within a
circular ring moved by the valve-spindle, the steam-ports being
of a corresponding circular form. This allows the valve to turn
freely round itself whilst moving backward and forward in the
nsual manner, keeping thereby the valve-seat and its own sur-
face straight and smooth. Besides, it is partially relieved by
a disc-plate bolted to the valve-seat, and touching the upper
part of the inside of the valve. A saving not onlv in wear and
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tear, but also of power, is effected by the adoption of this plan.

The smaller engine, an exact counterpart of the larger, has

recently been constructed with the view of meeting a growing
demand for steam cultivation on small estates and limited farms,

and is a beautiful piece of workmanship. Numerous ploughs of

various kinds, four-furrow, three-furrow, double and single, con-

structed for British agriculture, as well as for sugar-cane fields,

and other foreign cultivation, were shown by this firm, as were

also cultivators and harrows adapted to various countries. The
three-furrow plough, specially constructed for sugar-cane fields,

deserves particular notice. The main plough-beam, instead of

being a straight angle-iron diagonally extending over the single

plough, is bent into a zigzag, so as to give plenty of space for

roots and cane-stools to pass between the ploughs. The plough

middle, by which the frame is supported, is capable of swinging

freely round a vertical stud. Thus, in going over the ridges of

an old cane field, especially if these ridges are slanting to the

furrow-line, the shock which the land-wheel constantly receives

does not communicate itself to the main frame, and the latter

retains its position, undisturbed by the unevenness of the ground.

Models of some of the more novel implements invented and

made by Messrs. Fowler and Co. elicited much admiration,

more particularly those of the implements constructed specially

for the Duke of Sutherland's reclamation works in the far north

of Scotland.

On the stand of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and Head, were

ploughs made specially to suit the requirements of New
Zealand and the other Colonies, the corn -growing districts

of Southern Russia, Egypt, India, China, and South America.

One of the New Zealand ploughs is a new double-furrow imple-

ment, fitted with circular coulters, and specially adapted for

breaking up grass-land after it has been used as pasture for

sheep. The ploughs for Southern Russia and the east of Europe

are single, and constructed to turn a large furrow, and to break

up the soil, instead of laying the furrow-slice at an angle of

45°, as in the English system. The Indian and Egyptian

ploughs are simple and primitive looking.

Messrs. Hornsby and Sons' stand contained a beautiful 8-horse-

power portable steam engine, suitable for all ordinary kinds of

farm work to which steam engines can be applied, as also two

ploughs constructed mainly for Continental countries. One of

the latter was a three-furrow implement, substantial and light in

make ; the other a single-furrow plough, with a neat arrange-

ment of wheel and rest for carrying the implement round when
out of work at the headlands.

The collection of drills and broadcast sowers was large and
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varied ; the chief English exhibitors having been Messrs. R.
Garrett and Son, Suffolk ; Mr. James Coultas, Grantham

;

Messrs. Holmes and Sons, Norfolk ; Messrs. Kell, Meats, and

Co., Gloucester ; Messrs. Rainforth and Sons, Lincoln ; Messrs.

Corbett and Peele ; Messrs. James Smvth and Sons, Suffolk
;

Messrs. VVoolnough and Co., Kingston-on-Thames ; and Mr.
Gilbert, Berkshire. Many of these implements showed minor
improvements, particularly in the way of increasing the facilities

for varying the outlet of seed, and of adapting the machines to

foreign countries ; but none call for special mention.

One of the leading features of the British display was the

magnificent muster of reapers and mowers and other imple-

ments used in the harvesting of crops. The exhibitors of these

were numerous, among them being Messrs. Hornsby and Sons
;

Messrs. Howard ; Messrs. Samuelson and Co., Banbury ; Messrs.

Aveling and Porter, Rochester ; Messrs. Picksley, Sims and
Co., Leigh ; Mr. G. Kearsley, Ripon ; Messrs. Burgess and
Key, London ; Messrs. Harrison, McGregor and Co., Leigh ; Mr.
Bamlett, Thirsk ; Messrs. Ruston, Proctor and Co., Lincoln

;

and Mr. Neale, London. Among a collection of these well-

known reapers and mowers and other harvesting machines, made
by Messrs. Hornsby and Sons, there was the five-arm spring-

balance self-raker lor two horses, with an ingenious arrangement

by which the driver without leaving his seat has control over

the rakes, and can at will cause them to deliver the cut crop

lying on the platform, or to pass it over to make a larger sheaf

for delivery by the following or any other rake. The arrangement

may be fixed to work automatically, and can yet be varied at will,

adapting the machine to all kinds and states of crop, and the

customs of different localities and countries. In the ' Paragon '

Grass-mowers some recent improvements were seen, notably a

new spring slide for holding the connecting-rod in the knife,

and a spring stop for keeping the knife in its place ; a new
arrangement for throwing the machine in and out of gear by
a slight movement of the driver's foot, and a spring catch for

holding up the finger-bar when travelling. Messrs. Howard
have introduced in their reapers and mowers an open gearing,

which, among other advantages, is light in weight, of great

strength, and prevents earth or anything else from embedding
and endangering the teeth. The arrangement for allowing the

knife to be drawn out and replaced has also been simplified by
the substitution of springs for bolts, pins, and screws. One of

the leading features of this stand was the sheaf-binder con-
structed by the Messrs. Howard, which was exhibited at Bristol.

Of it we need only here say that in Paris it attracted a good
deal of attention, though, of course, it was not tried in the fields
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there. Mr. M. J. Neale's string-knotting sheaf-binder was also

exhibited, and was minutely inspected by many. Mr. Neale's

invention is ingenious, and has the lead of all other binders in

respect that string-binding has advantages over wire ; but of

course it is one thing to look at an implement and another to

see it put to the practical test in the field. Another curiosity

among harvesting machinery is Messrs. Aveling and Porter's

steam reaping machine, not unknown to English agriculturists.

This mechanical monster is driven by an 8-horse-power loco-

motive crane-engine, and cuts 12 feet wide. It is stated that

about 30 acres ought to be cut in a day with this implement,

which, in construction, does not differ much from the old

reaper. Messrs. Samuelson and Co.'s reapers exhibited several

serviceable alterations ; such as an appliance for controlling the

rakes, with the view of regulating the sheaves
;
self-cleansing

fingers, of the open pattern, preventing accumulation under the

knife ; a new near-side shoe and knife-slide, giving greater

facility for the removal thereof; new means of rapidly raising

and lowering the height of the cut ; means of putting in and out

of gear with the driver's foot ; a head-lifter working in conjunction

with the rake ; and last, but perhaps the most important of all,

new fingers of welded steel and iron. The judicious use of the

materials composing this finger not only permits of a lighter

weight and improved form, but also a greater proportionate

strength, while they dispense with steel-rivetted plates which
sometimes cause annoyance by getting detached from the ordi-

nary malleable-iron fingers. Mr. Kearsley, besides other im-
provements, has introduced in his machines a lifting-lever to

enable the driver to raise the outer end of the finger-bar to pass

over any impediment. Several other reapers and mowers showed
various minor improvements too numerous to mention.

An object of interest on the Stand of Messrs. Ruston, Proctor

and Co., Lincoln, was Mr. Loader's harvesting-machine, which
may be used as a hay-maker or for loading hay or corn. It is

asserted that it will load a ton of hay or corn in five minutes,

with the assistance of two men to place the hay or corn when
delivered on the waggon or cart. Few implements earned a

better reputation in the Exhibition. Of hay-makers and horse-

rakes there was a large and varied assortment, but nothing

strikinglv novel.

In few classes of agricultural implements has greater im-

provement been recently made than in threshing and dressing-

machines. They formed a large display at Paris, and in detail

several important alterations were noticeable. Accidents to

persons employed in feeding these threshing-machines formerly

occurn>d so frequently, that, by Act of Parliament, manufac-
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turers are now required to provide drum-guards : some of those

exhibited were verv ingenious, and all efficient. Messrs. Ran-
somes, Sims and Head exhibited a threshing-machine designed

for hot countries, where straw contains a larger amount of sac-

charine matter and silica than that grown in cold countries, and
where, in consequence, animals' mouths are apt to be damaged
in the masticating of the strong woody fodder, unless it is cut

or bruised in some fashion. In this machine the process of

threshing and cleaning the grain is performed in the same waj
as in the ordinary machine ; but instead of the straw falling

I from the shakers to the ground, it passes into a hopper, in

! which are two rollers revolving at a high speed—one fitted with

I a series of sharp knives, which cut the fodder into lengths of

> about 2 inches, and the other studded with blunt projections,

I
which split and soften the straw in the same manner as when

I the grain was trodden out under the feet of animals—the ancient

process of threshing in Eastern countries. Efficient bruising

and chopping apparatuses were also attached to the threshing-

machines shown by other manufacturers, notably those of

Messrs. Garrett and Sons, of Leiston, and Messrs. Clayton and
."^huttleworth, of Lincoln. A self-feeding apparatus, with a con-

trivance for dividing the sheaves, has been adopted by Messrs.

Ruston, Proctor and Co. ; while Messrs. Hornsby s celebrated

portable threshing, shaking, finishing, and dressing-machine, with
reversible drum, has been slightly improved. ^lessrs. Robey
and Co., Lincoln, exhibited a threshing and dressing-machine

with wrought-iron frame, which they claim to be both light and
strong—much stronger than a wooden frame. A threshing-

machine specially adapted to France was shown by ^lessrs.

Marshall and Sons, Gainsborough. Among the other exhibitors

of this class of implements were ^lessrs. Davey, Paxman and
Co., Colchester ; Messrs. Holmes and Sons, Norwich : ^lessrs.

Turner, Ipswich ; Mr. Fison, Cambridge ; and Mr. E. Hum-
phries, Perahore, Worcestershire. Several superior grinding-

mills were shown : but there was little that could be called

new among them. ^Ir. .J. Harrison Carter, Mark Lane, London,
showed a middlings roller-crushing mill, which is intended to

introduce into England the Hungarian system of high grinding,

and which it is predicted will by-and-by become popular in

this country. It is constructed with chilled iron rollers, for the

grinding of middlings or the better parts of wheat.

Some very efficient grain-dressing machines were also exhi-

j
'bited. Perhaps the most notable of these was the combined
winnower, elevator, and weigher, which attracted so many
visitors to the Stand of Messrs. Corbett and Peele, of Shrewsbury.
The elevator stands at the end of an ordinary winnower, and is
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operated upon by a band from that machine. " As the grain

passes from the winnower it is taken up by a series of cups, and
delivered into the hopper of the elevator, and, passing through

the spout, fills the bag which sits on the weighing-machine.

The weight required is placed on the back of the weighing-

machine, and when sufficient has fallen into the bag, the descent

of the weighing-machine disengages the catch (connected to the

machine by a cord), and the supply is instantly cut off, not a

grain being wasted." The combination is happy, useful, and
simple, and elicited much admiration both from foreign and

English visitors. The construction is so perfect, that it is very

easy work for one man to drive the machine ; and all the other

manual labour required is one person to put the grain into the

winnower, and to remove the bags when full. His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales closely inspected the combination,

and tested the motive-power it required when in full operation,

remarking, we were informed, as he left it, that a child might
turn it. This firm, very justly, enjoys a good name for the

manufacture of winnowers ; and in those exhibited at Paris

there were some further improvements worthy of notice. One
is an arrangement whereby the same motion is secured at both

ends of the riddle. The riddle rests in front on a sliding bar,

and hangs on chains behind ; and is driven at the centre by a

crank-wheel connected to a fan-spindle by bevel gear. Small as

this change is, its importance will be easily conceived, espe-

cially in the dressing of damp or inferior grain. In addition to

this, a brush has been attached beneath the bottom-oscillating

screen, which greatly facilitates the cleaning of the meshes,

Messrs. Davey, Paxman and Co.'s steam corn-dryer, well known
to the readers of this Journal, was much admired.

Of smaller implements, such as chaff-cutters, corn-crushers,

root-pulpers, cake-breakers, &c., there was almost an endless

variety ; but though they exhibited improvement there was no

radical change. In the fine collection shown by Messrs. Rich-

mond and Chandler, of Salford, was a chaff-cutter provided with

a lever for reversing the movement of the rollers, both the rollers

and the feeding web being instantaneously reversed 'by one

movement of the lever. Thus, as soon as the feed is run back

the web carries it away from the rollers, rendering it impossible

for them to catch it on their points or carry it round with them.

Messrs. Riches and Watts, of Norwich, exliibitcd several of their

celebrated ' Felton ' and ' Eureka' grist mills ; one of the former

was shown on a strong four-wheel carriage, with wrought-iron

axles, and wrought-iron spoke road wheels, upon which a

chaff-cutter was also fixed. The two machines may be worked

together or separately, and when fitted with a chaff-cutting
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apparatus, they form a handy combination for farmers. A new
turnip-cutter, arranged so as to cut the roots into three different

sizes, was exhibited on the stand of Messrs. Woods, Cock-
sedge and Co., Suffolk, while Messrs. Penny and Co., of Lincoln,

showed a potato digger and a potato separator, both of which
should work well. Messrs. W. Smith and Son, of Kettering,

Northamptonshire, exhibited a rotatory turnip-thinner for two
rows, which was inspected with interest. No mechanical

contrivance, however, has ever yet satisfactorily accomplished

this somewhat difficult operation. On the same stand were
to be seen two well-constructed horse-hoes, one of which is a

new design. An improved turnip-thinner was also shown by
Messrs. Holmes and Sons, of Norwich. Messrs. Picksley, Sims
and Co.'s display of chaff-cutters, cake-mills, grain-bruisers,

root-cutters, &c., attracted the attention of visitors, as also did

the stand of Messrs. Carson and Toone, of Warminster,
Wiltshire, on which were three superior horse-hoes, easily con-

vertible into grubbers. Ornamental and plain entrance and
field gates, various kinds of wire-netting, garden and field

rollers, and similar articles, were exhibited by Messrs. Hill and
Smith, of Brierley Hill, Dudley ; Messrs. Brown and Co., of

Cannon Street, London ; Messrs. Barford and Perkins, of Peter-

borough, and others, while some excellent liquid-manure carts,

with distributor and pump, were shown by Messrs. W. Ball

and Son, of Rothwell, Northamptonshire.

As was to have been expected, portable, traction, and fixed

steam engines adapted for agricultural purposes formed a

j

prominent feature of the British display. Among the exhibitors

of these not already mentioned were Messrs. Robey and Co.

;

Messrs. Ruston, Proctor and Co. ; Messrs. Aveling and Porter ;

Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and Head ; Messrs. Clayton and
Shuttleworth ; Messrs. Marshall, Sons and Co. ; Messrs. J. and
H. McLaren, Leeds ; Messrs. Turner, Ipswich ; Messrs. Tuxford
and Sons, Boston, Lincolnshire ; Messrs. Davey, Paxman
and Co. ; Messrs. Barrows and Stewart, Banbury, Oxford

;

Mr. Hindley, Bourton, Dorsetshire. On the stand of Messrs.

Ransomes, Sims and Head, the well known engine patented by
Head and Schemioth for burning straw, cotton, maize-stalks,

and other vegetable fuel, as well as wood and coal, occupied a

I

prominent position. This engine, if we mistake not, made its

I first public appearance at the Vienna Exhibition in 1873 ; and
its construction was fully reported upon in this Journal by
Professor Wrightson (second series, vol. x. part 1, p. 71).

Since that time many hundreds of these engines have been

I

introduced into Russia, Hungary, Egypt, India, and many of
' the Colonies, where ordinary engines can hardly be used for

VOL. XV.—S. S. T
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want of coal. In Russia they are chiefly employed at threshing,

straw being used as fuel, while in Egypt, where the refuse cotton

stalks compose the fuel, they are used mainly in irrigation

works. Apparatuses for accomplishing a similar object have

been patented by iSIessrs. Garrett and Sons ; jNIessrs. Ruston,

Proctor and Co., and by Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth : and
these firms claim that their inventions are quite as efficacious as

that of Head and Schemioth, which has been licensed to other

firms besides jNIessrs. Ransomes, Sims and Head. The patent

of Messrs. Garrett and Sons introduces no complication on the

engine with the exception of the hopper before the straw burn-

ing grate. The straw is introduced by means of a fork in light

parcels or wisps, where it is thoroughly dried before ignition
;

and each wisp is pushed forward by its successor into the fire-

grate, where combustion instantaneously takes place. Messrs.

Ruston, Proctor and Co. have introduced patent expansion stays

on their engines, and have fitted them up with variable expan-

sion gear, while jNIessrs. Robey and Co.'s fixed engine shows
some important novel features. The boiler is connected with the

engine by being bolted to the cylinder-end only, and carried by

rollers, working in grooves, at the fire-box end,—an arrange-

ment which relieves the boiler of all strain. The engine lies

under the boiler, and is thus kept in a rigid position. The work-
manship displayed by many of the English engines was not

excelled, if indeed equalled, by anything in the Exhibition.

The only Scotch firm represented in the implement depart-

ment was that of Messrs. Reid and Co., of Aberdeen, whose
crowded little stand had many visitors. Their patent "Disc"
drill and broad-cast sowers, well known and extensively used

in various parts of the country, added to their fame by their

appearance at Paris ; which may also be said of the tidy, com-
pact, and efficient hand and foot threshing machines made by
this firm, only the latter machine is newer than the former.

Machinery from Other Countries.

United States.—From the United States there was a sihall but

very select collection
; binders, harvesters, reapers, and mowers

forming its leading feature. The American reapers and mowers
have earned a higher reputation in France than those of English

make, chiefly on account of their lighter build ; and we believe

an extensive sale was obtained for the better class of these

machines. Messrs. J. H. McCormick and Co.'s wire sheaf-

binder, which has this season acquired so much fame, drew
many visitors to the American annexe and elicited universal

admiration. A well-known authority says that it has been so
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much improved since last year that as a wire-binder it leaves

little to be desired. Mr. Walter A. Wood's celebrated binder

was also forward, its ingenious and efficient construction attract-

ing much attention. This machine, the first of the kind which

came before the public, has also undergone some improvements

since last year, and is drawing a large trade to its enterprising

maker, whose output of separate machines in 1875 was over

23,000. Of Mr. Wood's well-known reapers and mowers there

was a large and interesting display. Their superior construction

and finish were generally and favourable commented upon, and
we observed some small improvements. In some the plan of

removing the knife has been simplified ; one has been improved
by a modification of gearing, which is placed on the spindle

;

the cutter-bar in another is attached both to the frame and to

the cover in front of the knife-crank, which secures greater

strength. An arrangement has also been introduced for con-

trolling the rakes, which may be made to work automatically.

The Johnston Harvester, shown along with a collection of other

well-finished machines, by the Johnston Harvester Company,
of Brockport, New York, came in for a fair share of attention.

This ingenious machine, by its light draught, durability, and
efficiency, has gained a good name in France ; and recently it

has undergone some improvement. " The main frame is

connected with the pole by a leverage, and works up and down
as required on an upright shaft, the pitch of the fingers being
regulated by a second leverage, which acts on the hind part

of the platform. The rake shaft is driven by a pitch chain,

regulated by tension pulleys." A recognised authority gives

it as his opinion that a change of trip-wheels is desirable

in order to alter the action of the rakes. A string-knotting

machine, made and exhibited by this firm, formed one of the

leading novelties in the agricultural implement department.
The mechanism is very ingenious and, of course, complicated,

but it seemed to stand the tests admirably. Messrs. Warder,
Mitchell and Co.'s New Champion Mower had many admirers.

This machine is a conversion from the hay-maker's mowing
I

machine of Otis Brothers, of New York, which attracted much
attention at the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, and was
favourably reported upon in this Journal by Mr. Coleman. Its

I

peculiarity, says that well-known authority writing elsewhere,

consists in motion being communicated to the knife through
two wheels, one fixed on the axle, which revolves, and the other,

'fixed on a gimble joint, which has a wobbling motion, just like a

cheese-plate when made to revolve. Consequently six or seven

I

of its teeth are always in contact with the driving-wheel, which
I has one more tooth, and thus the motion is produced, which by

T 2
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crank and connecting-rod, steadied by a sort of balanced weight,

gives the necessary backward and forward motion to the knife.

The motion is remarkably smooth, and friction appears reduced

to the minimum. Messrs. C. Aultiman and Co., of Canton, Ohio,

showed their ingenious and efficient table-rake reaper, also fully

described by Mr. Coleman in his admirable report in this

Journal " On the Agricultural Implements at the Philadelphia

Centennial Exhibition" (second series, vol. xiii. part 1). In a good
collection of reapers and mowers, shown by Messrs. Adriance,

Piatt and Co., of Poughkeepsie, New York, was a well-con-

structed new reaping machine, with simple gearing and control-

lable rakes driven by chain-gear. The outside wheel is fixed on
the side of the frame ; and by removing one rake-arm the platform

can be turned up at right angles. Messrs. Osborne and Co., of

Auburn, New York, had also an attractive stand, including one

of their well-known binders. A large assortment of ploughs and
similar implements, " nickelled " and silver-plated in no niggard

fashion, gave brilliancy and effect to the American display.

Canada.—Canada sent a small but interesting collection of

substantial and well-finished implements, which must have very

favourably impressed foreigners, alike with the genius and en-

terprise of Canadian agricultural machinery manufacturers, and
with the system of farming which prevails in the Dominion.
There was little in the collection, however, that would greatly

interest English agriculturists.

France.—The system of equally dividing real estates among
children, which has reduced French holdings to such small

dimensions, has tended to retard the introduction of improved
agricultural machinery into the country. During recent years,

however, the demand, more particularly for harvesting and
threshing machinery, has increased largely, and English and
American makers have long been competing keenly in the French
market. As already hinted, the American machines, owing
to their lighter construction, have apparently earned the larger

share of favour and latterly have found, perhaps, a more ex-

tensive sale than English impleir;^ents. As might be expected,

France is bestirring itself to promote the home manilfacture

of improved machinery ; and it is the opinion of not a few that

at no distant day it will be self-supporting in this as in so

many other respects. An English visitor to the Exhibition

has thus written regarding the French display of agricultural

implements :
—" We were astonished at the progress shown by

some of the principal firms, especially in the way of threshing

machinery. It is quite true that the finish, and probably also,

tlie (lualily, of the materials are not yet equal either to the

best English or American patterns ; but they are produced at
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considerably less money, and therefore suit the pockets of the

farmers, although probably less economical in the long run than

better made machines." The display of the small farm imple-

ments was very large and varied ; but among these we observed

nothing of special interest to English agriculturists. Some well-

constructed steam engines were exhibited, as also were a large

number of reaping machines, the majority of the latter being

made either upon the English or the American type. Modifica-

tions of Wood's reapers and mowers, with ingenious mechanism
for altering the action of the rakes, seemed deservedly high in

public estimation. A leading feature in the department was
the display of threshing machines, many of which showed
admirable arrangement and construction, and included most of

the modern improvements known in England. In most cases

the feeder stands on a footboard by the side of the machine, and
thus supplies the grain in a direction nearly parallel with the

drum. As a rule, these machines are adapted for horses as the

motive-power ; but on the stand of M. J. Gumming, of Orleans,

Loiret, we observed a neat combination of an engine and thresh-

ing machine. The engine stands behind, on the frame above

the axle, and is thus placed near to the work ; an arrangement

which, it is claimed, economises power and prevents any waste

of time in fixing the machinery. Horse-gears are extensively

employed in France, and formed a prominent feature in their de-

partment. Their construction differs greatly from English horse-

gears—" the motion of the horses is transmitted to a vertical

shaft, which is enclosed in a column ; on the lower end of the

shaft is a pinion, which engages with the second motion shaft,

namely, a multiplying wheel, and on its upper end is a pulley

wheel
;

or, if that position is objected to, then a broad wheel on
the shaft engages a bevel pinion on a short horizontal shaft, on
the other side of which the pulley is attached." Several hay,

fruit, and other presses attracted deserved attention ; as also did
a machine for improving grass-land by opening its surface,

shown by MM. Albarie and Co., of Laincourt, Oise. Some
French firms have achieved creditable success in the manufac-
ture of corn-screens, of which there were a large and varied

assortment. Most of them exhibited good workmanship and
efficiency, and were offered at from 30 to 40 per cent, less money
than the cheapest screens forwarded by English makers.

Other Countries.—The collection from Russia, small as it

was, showed that the agriculture of that vast and varied country
has made considerable progress during recent years ; and it as
clearly demonstrated that Russian farmers are still to a large
extent dependent on foreign countries for agricultural machinery.
It is stated that there are now 205 agricultural implement
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makers throughout Russia (the majority being in Poland and
the central districts), employing close on 7000 workmen, and
producing annually such machinery of the value of 16 million

francs. Only 85 of these, however, possess foundries ; few of the

firms can produce steam engines ; and they have hitherto not

been successful in the manufacture of reapers. It would ap-

pear that threshing and dressing machines have received the

larger share of attention, for in that class of machinery they

have achieved on the whole satisfactory results. Threshing and
winnowing machines formed the chief feature of the Russian
display. Some were well made, combining English patterns

;

and to some good horse-gears were attached.

From Sweden there was a large collection of well-finished and
substantial-looking ploughs, harrows, winnowers, &c. On one

stand several good drills and mowers, partaking largely of

American character, were to be seen. Norway was represented

in the agricultural department by two firms, their collections

consisting mainly of ploughs, harrows, and similar implements.

X.

—

Report on the Dairy-Farming of the North-west of France.

By H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S., Secretary of the Society and

Editor of the ' Journal.'

The part of France which will be treated of in this and some
other reports on French Agriculture nearly coincides with that

which formed the subject of Mr. Gibson-Richardson's very

interesting book, entitled, most aptly, ' The Corn and Cattle-

producing Districts of France.' * It is more accurately included

in the portion of M. Delesse's instructive map which is en-

graved on p. 279. Without some such graphic representation

as this map, it would be almost impossible to comprehend how
small a proportion of the land of this region is really in per-

manent grass, in the face of the outcry that has recently arisen

in England and Ireland in consequence of the influx to our

markets of French butter of superior quality. It is necessary

to draw particular attention to this point, because the excellence

of the French product has hitherto been attributed chiefly to

the alleged superiority of the pastures of Normandy, whereas

most of the butter imported into England from France and

some other foreign countries is made in districts where "arable-

land dairying" is the rule, and "permanent grass dairying" the

exception. It is not, however, pretended that every strip of grass

in North-western b'rance is represented on a map upon so sn(iall a

Cassell, Potter and Galpin, 8vo. 1 878.
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scale as that on p. 279 ; and therefore I have calculated from
official sources the actual extent of arable and grass-land in

Imperial acres in the several departments of Normandy :

—

Departments. Arable.
Permanent
Grass and
Orchards.

Sheepwalks
and

Mountain
Pasture.

Seine Inferieme .

.

895,052
769,570
947,627
904,592
877,752

200,295
242,500
83,100
193,190
193,402

61,205
15,000
27,925
28,825
14,425

It thus appears that in the two westernmost departments of

Normandy—the celebrated dairy-departments of la Manche and
Calvados—much less than one-fourth of the whole cultivated land

is in permanent grass of all qualities ; in the Lower Seine and
the Orne between one-fifth and one-sixth, and in the Eure
scarcely more than one-tenth. In Brittany the permanent grass

is even less extensive, but, on the other hand, the acreages of

mountain pasture and sheepwalk (which were formerly included

in the returns with the uncultivated land) are so large that, unless

kept quite distinct from ordinary rent-paying grass-land, they

would lead to an erroneous inference.

On our side of the Channel the counties placed opposite to

the Norman shore have the following acreages of arable and
grass land :

—

Counties. Arable.
Permanent

Grass.

Wiltshire

368,289
666,892
283,735
553,218
233,865

170,436
457,661
566,356
196.185
249,883

Thus in Cornwall one-third of the whole cultivated are* is in

permanent grass, in Devonshire the proportion is considerably

more, and in Dorsetshire amounts to one-half. In Somerset-

shire two-thirds of the agricultural land is in permanent grass,

but in Wiltshire not much more than one-fourth. Therefore,

on our side of the Channel, the least grassy of our western

counties has a larger proportion of its cultivated area " with

verdure clad " than the most pastoral of the French departments.

It should, however, be added that the deficiency of permanent

grass in France is to a great extent neutralised by the extensive

cultivation of lucerne, which in favourable seasons gives three
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crops of green food or hay, and which in most districts can be

profitably laid down for from seven to ten years.*

The importation of French butter into England is, however, a

great fact, although it is not due to the superiority or the extent of

French grass-land
;
and, what is more important still, the French

product commands prices which cannot often be approached

by any English butter offered for sale in large quantities on the

Londcm market, where also Irish butter is fast becoming an

article of mere antiquarian interest. The following Table gives

the quantities and estimated values of French cheese, butter,

and eggs imported into the United Kingdom in the years 1873
to 1877 inclusive:

—

Imports of Cheese, Butter, and Eggs into the United Kingdom
from France, from the years 1873 to 1877 inclusive.

(From the English Official Statistics.)

1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877.

Butter

Cwts.

4,819

44G,550

Gt. 100.

4,307,468

Cnts.

5,487

713,251

Gt. 100.

4,494,062

Cwts.

7,741

567,560

Gt. 100.

4,835,103

Cwts.

8,744

622,488

Gt. 100.

4,187,790

Cwts.

9,614

606,762

Gt. 100.

3,678,166

1873. 1874.
!

1875. 1876. 1877.

Butter

Kgg3

£
17,496

2,409,861

1,952,814

£
20,741

3,944.233

2,018,725

£
28,175

3,387.219

2,078,659

£
33,291

3,732,405

1,864,135

£
37,280

3,054,488

1,602,038

* Artlmr Young devotes a chapter to lucerne, and, in siunming up his notes,

makes the following statement :
—" The culture of the plant under our considera-

tion is one of the principal features of French husbandry. "We have gone to the
French scliool for the culture of it, yet it is ill-managed, and with bad success in

Enghmd, and has been so in every period ; but in France, even in climates similar

to our own, it is an object of almost uniform profit ; and it must therefore be
unfortunate indeed if we do not extract something from the French practice

deserving our attention and imitation. The first leading circumstance that
demands our attention is the unvarying practice of sowing it broadcast. The
lucerne in Spain, which is of a luxuriance we have no conception of, and tlie

little I h.ive seen in Italy, is all sown in the same way : a contrary practice,

namely, tliat of drilling, has very generally taken place in England ; it has been
repeatedly urged that the humidity of our climate renders hoting necessary to

keep it free from the spontaneous grasses ; and, if hoeing is necessary, drilling is

certainly so. But this necessity is not found to take place in the noith of France,
'the climate of which very nearly resembles our own. After some yt ars those
grasses destroy it there as well as here ; but the French think it much more
profitable when that happens to plough it up, than to insure a longer po.sscssion

by perpetual expense and attention." See also the late Mr. John Ohiydcn's note
on the growth of Lucerne in the first volume of the second scries of this Journal,
18C5, p. S-VJ.
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The Northern and North-western departments of France are

so well known to Englishmen that very little need be said

about the configuration of the country, but it may be well to

point out certain variations in the land of the different provinces

of France included in the sketch-map on the frontispiece. The
relative agricultural value of the arable land is sufficiently indi-

cated by the gradations of horizontal shading, from the light

portions, which show a mean rent to the landlord, whether occu-

pier or otherwise, of 6s. per acre, to the nearly black portions,

which command a rent of between 30s. and 50s. per acre, or even

more, according to situation. Grass-land, vines, and woods are

indicated by distinctive shadings, as is shown by the index to the

map. What is known as French Flanders is, for the most part, a

rich plain, exactly a counterpart in appearance, climate, culture,

and people, to the region on the other side of the Belgian frontier,

which has already been described by Dr. Voelcker and myself

in this Journal.* Artois, Picardy, and the Pays de Caux

—

districts embracing part of the department of the Nord, together

with the departments of the Pas de Calais, Somme, Aisne, and
Oise—present the appearance of a rolling plain, chiefly posses-

sing a rich loamy soil on chalk, with scarcely a fence or a house

to be seen for miles.f The farmhouses are congregated in

villages and the farms consist of innumerable strips, often very

scattered, their boundaries being only discoverable by careful

search for the landmark, which consists of a fair-sized and some-

times a large stone, called a "borne." Farther west the character

of the country changes gradually, and in Western Normandy
and Brittany, and even in the grass-land districts in the eastern

portion of those provinces, hills and valleys are more pronounced,

farmhouses are on the farms, and fences and trees are as abun-

* Second series, vol. vi. part 1, 1870.

t Artliur Young tlius describes the soil of Normandy and Flanders :
—" This

noble territory includes the deep, level, and fertile plain of Flanders, and part of

Artois, tlian which a richer soil can hardly be desired to repay the industry of

mankind ; two, tliree, and even four feet deep of moist and putrid, but friable

and mellow loom, more inclining to clay than tand, on a calcareous bottom . . .

Every step of the way from the very gate of Paris to near Soissons, and thence to

Cambrai, with but variation of some inferior hills of small extent, is a sandy loam
of an adniiiablo texture, and commonly of considerable depth. . . . The lino

through Picardy is inferior, yet for the most part excellent. Put all the arable part

of Normandy, which is within these limits, is of the same rich friable sandy

loam, to a great dcjith ; that from Bernay to Elbccnf can scarcely he exceeded;

four to live feet deep of a reddish-brown loam on chalk txittom, and without a stone.

As to the pastures of the same province, wc have, I believe, nothing either in

England or Ireland equal to them : I hold the vale of Limerick to be inferior.

The famous Pays do Beauce, which I crossed between Arpajon and Orleans,

resembles the vali-s of Meaux and Senlis ; it is not, however, in general so deep

as the firmer. The limits I have traced are those of gieat fertility, but, the

calcareous dihtrict, and even tiiat of chalk, is much more extensive."— ' Travels in

France,' vol. i., pp. 2S»7, 2D8.
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dant, and, indeed, as superabundant, as in some portions of the

West of England. In fact, in some parts of the country the

small fields are surrounded by a fence consisting of a huge

raised bank, with a growth of underwood upon it, protected

and guarded, as it were, by a row of closely planted trees on

each side.

Another peculiarity may be seen in the apple-orchards. Cider

is as much the national beverage of the Normans and Bretons

as of the people of Hereford, Devon, Somerset, and the rest of

the West ; but the French farmer expects that his thickly planted

orchard will not interfere with the growth of corn or grass. I

do not propose at present to describe the " Rural Economy " of

France, but it may be observed that the small farmers have a

great desire to make one instrument perform two duties. The
tendency is, of course, economical ; and although it may be in

some cases a little strained, yet in the long run, reflected as it

is in the daily life of the farmer and his family, it has done
much to place the small French farmer in the comfortable posi-

tion in which he is frequently now seen. Many writers have

been severe upon the French peasant-farmer for his economical

and hoarding propensities, but I should be inclined to hold him
up as a pattern of virtue, considering the extent of English im-

providence, in the hope that our labourers might be induced

to adopt his " providence " to some extent, and in the belief

that it is not in the nature of Englishmen to pursue such self-

denying practices too far.

In one respect French " providence," aided by the Continental

necessity of a large standing army, has done much to check
the development of the French nation, both agriculturally and
commercially. All over rural France there is the same com-
plaint—" want of hands,"—but still agricultural wages do not

rise to the height one would expect in the face of so universal

a dearth of labour. From 2s. to 2*'. Qd. a day without food, and
from 16/. to 20/. a year with food, besides lodging in the stable

or cow-house, are the prices usually paid for agricultural labour

in the north of France, except where the immediate neighbour-
hood of a large town or an extensive manufactory exerts a
distinct influence on the labour-market.

The wages just mentioned do not include, it need scarcely

be stated, the earnings of the maker of the cheese or butter on
a dairy farm ; but it is generally the case that the farmer's wife
or daughter performs this very important duty. The French
law of succession to property—which limits almost to vanishing
point the power of the father of the family to devise his property
otherwise than in equal shares to his children—whatever its bad
effects may be, produces one undeniably good result amongst
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the small farmers, as it makes the two or three children, who
constitute a large family in France, work together for the

common benefit. To this fact must in some degree be ascribed

the success of the French farmers in producing butter, and
especially soft kinds of cheese, of delicate flavour, and therefore

possessing a high market-value. Under no other circumstances,

probably, would so much care be bestowed on the making,
and such constant supervision in the curing, to say nothing of

the delicacy in packing, of these highly susceptible and easily

perishable articles of commerce.
After I have described, in the reports which I propose to

write on French agriculture, the results of the national system

of laws and customs on the cultivation of the soil, and upon
the owner, occupier, and labourer, it may be useful to endeavour
to connect causes and effects, and to contrast the merits of the

French system with those of our own. At present, however, it

appears to me more profitable to confine myself to a simple

description of the facts relating to dairy-farming as I have
gathered them, especially as the improvement of our butter, and
of our dairy-products generally, has become one of the most
pressing agricultural questions of the day.

Cattle.

The breed of cattle seen almost universally in the North-west

of France is the Norman in its several varieties, the purest

and best of which is known as the Cotentin. In colour these

cattle are generally brown, red, or brindled interwoven with

white, and with a tendency to a white face, which, without

being characteristic, is often observed. They have the distinc-

tive characters of a good milking breed, but are somewhat
large-boned and thick-skinned. The size of the animals varies

very much with the physical features and the fertility of the

country, and the more or less advanced state of its agriculture.

In the more hilly districts, and also on the elevated plains of

arable land, where the farms are small and the food of the cows
poor in quality and not over abundant in quantity, the 'cows

are small and do not fetch more than from 10/. to 15?. each.

But in the rich grass-land districts of the Pays d'Augc and
the Bessin the cows are worth from 20/. to 25/. each, and on

the average give that sum as an annual return in butter and ofial

from a yield of 500 to GOO gallons of milk, while the best

yiakers of the celebrated Camembert cheese can show a gross

return of an additional 50 per cent, on the higher figure.

C(msi(lering the value of the milk and its products, it is not

to be wondered at that the ordinary farmer shrinks from tlu?
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experiment of crossing his breed with the Shorthorn. Tradi-

tion, which is more remembered than history, tells him that the

Shorthorn is a gluttonous fat-making machine, suitable only

to produce gross meat for the English market, at a great ex-

penditure in artificial food. Official reporters, like M. Le-

febvre de Sainte Marie, Inspector-General of Agriculture, and
winners of the Government Prizes of Honour, may give a dif-

ferent version of their experience, but they have hitherto had
little or no effect upon the ordinary farmer. Many of the large

proprietors, and some even of the larger farmers, use a Nor-
man-Shorthorn bull, and frequently one sees cows which, in the

shape of their horns, the colour of their nose, and an approach

to squareness of form, give the idea that a little infusion of

Shorthorn blood runs in their veins.

On farms where Camembert and other soft cheeses are made,
it is preferred to have the calves drop in September, as between
that date and the end of April the best prices are made for such
descriptions of cheese, all of which are more or less difficult

to transport in the middle of summer. On butter-making farms,

on the other hand, spring-born calves are preferred, April being

the favourite month. French butter is at its worst in the winter,

especially in the grass-land districts, while Camembert cheese

is then at its best. The calves on dairy farms are not allowed

to suck their dams, but they get for the first few days a fair

allowance of the milk, if it is intended to rear them ; and after-

wards they are brought up chiefly on skim-milk, which has
been gradually more and more denuded of cream. With the

exception of bran, additional food is rarely given. In some
districts the calves are not only rei.ied, but are fattened for the

Paris market on a forcing system, so that, owing to the high
price of veal in Paris and the cheapness of lean cows in the

country, a well-fattened calf of three to four months old is not

unfrequently worth nearly as much as a lean old cow. The
price of fat calves varies from 6fc?. to 9f/. per lb., live-weight,

according to the season, so that a fat calf weighing cwt.

would be worth from four to six guineas.

With regard to the summer-fattening of oxen on the pastures

of Normandy at the present day I cannot do better than give the

following translated extract from M. de Sainte Marie's notice

of the Department of Calvados * :

—

The best pastures are those which rest on a somewhat light soil, which is

not wanting, however, in tenacity. Then the grass is bushy, tender, and
nutritive, and the vegetation is always active if the soil is fertile. Prolonged
droughts need not then be feared, since the more fertile the soil, the more it

* ' Les Primes d'Houucur, &c., de'ceruc's dans los Coucours Ke'giouaux cn 18G7.'
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is charged with humus ; and the better it is covered with a thick vegetation,

the longer will it retain its freshness. If, on the contrary, the soil is very
tenacious, although rich in vegetable matter, the water will remain on its sur-

face for several months ; then again it hardens and cracks during the summer,
the grass becomes tough, and it fattens the cattle slowly and imperfectly.

1'hc pastures upon the Dive clay in the valley of Auge and upon the Liassic

clay in the Bessin are the most productive.

The beautiful valley of Auge is divided into several secondary valleys,

known as the valleys of Livarot, of St. Julien, of Crevecoeur, of Corbon, of

Lisieux, of Pont I'Eveque, &c. In these valleys of Lower Normandy, two
kinds of oxen are fed every year; namely, those of the district (Norman
breed), and those brought from other departments of France.

Towards the end of the winter or the beginning of spring, a little earlier

or a little later, according as vegetation is more or less forward, the graziers

and cattle-dealers frequent the lean-cattle fairs. The earliest-bought oxen
frequently arrive before the pastures are sufficiently furnished with grass

;

they are then, if necessary, fed with hay, care being taken to gradually diminish

the quantity given them as the pastures come on. Generally, grass feeding

is in full operation in the month of May, the purchases having arrived some-
what as follows :—In March, the oxen bought at the fairs in the departments
of la Manche, la Mayenne, la Sarthe, I'Orne, lUe-et-Vilaine, and Calvados

;

in April those purchased in the districts of Avranchin, Perche, Brittany, Anjou,
and the Department of Mayenne ; in May further purchases from these same
districts and from Poitou. The best feeding beasts come from la Manche,
Calvados, Orne, and Mayenne, districts where the Shorthorn is often crossed

with the native breeds. The oxen which fatten the most slowly are those

which have been bought in the Loire-Inferieure, the Deux-Sevres, and the

Indre et Loire.

The following is the usual order of proceeding in grazing beasts in

Normandy :

—

From the 15th of October to the 1st of December, according to the nature of

the soil and the abundance of grass, the oxen which have been bought lean

at the autumn fairs of la Manche, Calvados, and Orne, are put on the pastures

where they will pass the winter. These oxen find a sufficient quantity of food

in the fields
; but, nevertheless, when the weather is bad and the land is

frozen, each ox is given two " bottes " of hay per da}'. The hay is placed in

a rack attached at the back to the end of the stable, and having a roof forming

a pent-house, or in a wooden cage, or a kind of crate. In this latter case, the

worst parts of the pasture are chosen, and the position of the cage is changed
when the land has been much trampled if the weather is very wet. No matter
what the weather, the beasts are never put under cover.

The number of oxen that can be wintered on the land varies very much ;

but it is rare that more than one-fifth of those that can be fattened during the

year can be kept. There is, however, the certainty that the grass is sufficient

to support them but not to fatten them. In the spring, after the temperature

has risen so that vegetation becomes active under its influence, the grass soon

grows and the oxen begin to fatten. These winter-kept cattle can thus be

sold generally towards the end of May and in June, and they are nearly always
lieavier than summer-fed beasts.

From the middle of April to the middle of May, when vegetation is fully

active, and the winter-kept cattle are tolerably well advanced, and when the

grass begins to gain upon them, the total number of cattle which the land will

carry is bought in, generally from 6 to 20 oxen, for each farm, according to

the extent and the quality of the pastures, and the probability of a good crop

of grass. If the year should turn out favourable, these animals are sold fi-om

the middle of September to the middle of October.
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Sometimes, in proportion as the winter-kept cattle arc sold off, they are

replaced by an equivalent number of beasts, bought later than the spring pur-

chases, if the grass will carry them ; biit generally the summer-led beasts

consist only of those bought in during April and May. 'J'hose, however,

which can be sold in September are always replaced by others, which are

sold before the cold weather sets in, especially if they were in good condition

when they were put on the pastures.

It is calculated that it requires, on the average, to fatten a bullock, the

following quantities of land :
—

First quality grass, large bullock, seven-eighths of an acre.

Second quality grass, medium bullock, 1 acre.

Third quality grass, small bullock, seven-eighths of an acre.

It has also been estimated that a medium-sized bullock consumes during

its fattening period a quantity of grass equivaleut to three tons of hay.

The greater part of the pastures fatten also a number of Norman sheep

every year. In some localities they are bought in at Michaelmas and in

others towards All Saints' Day. They are sold during the winter or at the

commencement of spring, but always before the first of April, The advantage

of this practice is that the sheep eat with avidity the grass which has grown
under the stimulating influence of the cattle manure. The tufts of grass

thus produced are always rejected by the bullocks, while the sheep, on the

contrary, browse the pieces of grass which would be completely lost unless

utilised in this way.
The beasts which are beginning to be fit for the butcher become more and

more diiScult to feed, and they frequently refuse to graze land which is shaded
by trees as well as that which has grown vigorously where their excrements
have dropped. It is therefore found necessary to put up such fields to be
mown for hay.

In confirmation of this statement, which English graziers will

not regard as indicating a very advanced condition of " Pastoral

Husbandry," it may be interesting to quote a portion of Arthur
Young's description of the cattle-feeding and cow-keeping of

this very rich grass-land district (' Travels in France,' vol. ii.,

pp. 48-50). It will be seen that, although prices and profits

have altered, practices have remained the same as they were a

hundred years ago :

—

Normandie—NeucJiatel.—There are dairies here that rise to fifty cows, the
produce of which in money, on an average, rejecting a few of the worst, is 80
to 100 liv. (31. lO.s. to il. 7s. 6d.), including calves, pigs, butter and cheese.

In winter they feed them with straw ; later with hay ; and even with oats

and bran ; but not the least idea of any green winter food. The vale from
hence to Gournay is all full of dairies, and some also to Dieppe, One acre of

good grass feeds a cow through the summer.
To Rouen.—Good cows give 3 gallons of milk a day

;
they are of the Alder-

ney or Norman breed, but larger than such as come commonly to England.
Pont au Deimr.—Many very fine grass enclosures of a better countenance

than any I have seen in France, without watering
;
grazed by good Norman

cows, larger than our Alderneys, but of the same breed : I saw thirty-two in

one field. In the height of the season they are always milked three times a
day ; good ones give three English gallons of milk a day. A man near the
town that has got cows, but wants pasture, pays 10 sous (about 5d.) a day
for the pasturage of one, which is a very high rate for cattle of this size.

I'ont VEveijue.—This town is situated in the famous Pays d'Auge, which is

the district of the richest pasturage in Normandy, and indeed of all France,
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and for what I know, of all Euro])e. It is a vale of about thirty-five miles

long, and from half a mile to two miles over, being a flat tract of exceediniily

rich land, at the bottom of two slopes of hills, which are either woods, arable,

or poor land ; but in some places the pasture rises partly up the hills. I

viewed some of these rich pastures, with a gentleman of Font I'Eveque,

Mons. Reval, who was so good as to explain some of the circumstances that

relate to them. About this place they are all gi-azed by fatting oxen : the

system is nearly that of many of our Ent^lish counties. In March or April,

the graziers go to the fairs of Poitou, an 1 buy the oxen le^n at about 240 liv.

(lOZ. 10s.)
;
they are generally cream-coloured ; horns of a middle length, with

the ti[is black ; the ends of their tails black ; and tan-coloured about the eyes,

which are the distinctions about the Foitou breed. At Michaelmas they are

fat, aud sent to the fair at Foissy, that is Paris : such as are brought in at

240 liv. lean, are sold fat at 350 to 400 liv. (15?. 6s. 3d to 17?. 10s.). An
acre of good pasturage carries more than one of these beasts in summer, besides

winter fattening sheep. This acre is 4 verges, each 40 ]ierches, and the perch

22 feet, or a very little better than 2 English acres. The rent of the best of

these pastures (called hn-haijes here) amounts to 100 liv. (4.1. 7s. Qd.) per Norman
acre, or nearly 2/. 3s. 9d. the English ; the tenant's taxes add 14 liv. (12s. 3d.),

or 6s. l^d. per English acre. The expenses may be stated thus :

—

Value in English
Money, according to

Arthur Young's Table.

Livres. £ s. d.

4 7 6
14 0 12 3

Suppose li ox fattened, bought at 240 livres 360 15 15 0

474 20 14 9

.. 23 , 1 0 1^

Total .. ,. .. 497 21 14 m
Say 500 21 17 6

562 24 11 9

500 21 17 6

2 14 3

Which is about 1?. 6s. 6d. per English acre profit ; and will pay a man well,

the interest of his capital being already paid. As these Nonnan graziers are

generally rich, I do not apprehend the annual benefit is less. In pieces that are

tolerably large, a stock proportioned to the size is turned in, and not changed

till they are taken out fat. These Foitou oxen are for the richest pastures
;

for land of an inferior quality, they buy beasts from Anjou, Maine and Bretagne.

The sheep fed in the winter do not belong to the graziers, but are joistCd ; there

is none with longer wool than 5 inches, but the pasture is equal to the finest

of Lincoln. In walking over one of these noble herbages, my conductor made
me observe the quantity of clover in it, as a proof of its richness ; it was the

white Dutch and the common red : it is often thus—the value of a pasture

dc])ends more on the diadelphia than on the triandria family.

To Lisitux.—This rich vale of the Pays d'Auge some years ago was fed

almost entirely with cows, but now it is very generally under oxen, who are

found to pay better. Whatever cows there are, are milked three times a day
in summer.

To (Jam.—The valley of Corbon is a part of the Pays d'Augc, and sai\l to

be the richest of the whole, lu this part, 1 acre of 160 perches of 24 feet, or
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about (not exactly) 2i acres English, fattens two oxen. Such rents are known
as 200 liv. (3^. 17s. per English acre), but they are extraordinary: the propor-

tions here are rather greater, and more profitable than in the former minute.
They buy some beasts before Christmas, which tliey keep on the pasturage

alone, except in deep snows ; these are forwarder in spring than such as are

bought then, and fatten quicker; they have also a few sheep. There are

graziers here that are landlords of 10,000 liv. (437/. 10s.), and even 20,000 liv.

(875/.) a year, yet 100 acres are a large farm.

Bayeux.—The rich herbages about this place are employed in fattening

oxen of the Poitou breed, as before
;
bought lean, on an average, at 200 liv.

(8?. 15s.), and sold fat at 350 liv. (157. 6s. 3rf.). Their cows are always
milked thrice a day in summer; the best give 12 pots a day, or above 4 galls.,

and sell at 7 or 8 louis (6/. 2s. Qd. to'l.) each.

Isigny to Carentan.—Much salt marsh, and very rich
;
they fat oxen ; but

I was surprised to iind many dairy-cows also on these very rich lands. A cow,
they say, sometimes pays 10 louis in a year

;
giving 8 lb. of butter a week, at

20 sous to 30 -sous (lOjd. to lof'i.) a pound at some seasons, but now (August
25) only 10 sous, which they say is ruinously cheap. All are milked thrice

a day. Others informed me that a cow gives 10 lb. a week, at the average

price of 15 sous (nearly 8tZ.). These cows resemble the Suffolk breed in size

and brindle colour, round carcass and short leg ; and would not be known
from them but by the horns, which are of the short Alderney sort. The
profit on fattening a cow here they reckon at 72 liv. (3Z. 3s.), and an ox of the

largest size 300 liv. (13?. 2s. C(i.). They have also a common calculation that

dairy cows feed at the expense of 8 sous (4c£.) a day, and yield 20 sous (lOjt/.),

leaving 12 sous (more than Qd.) profit. It is remarkable, and cannot be too

much condemned, that there are no dairies in this country ; the milk is set and
the butter made in any common room of a house or cottage.

Carentan.—Many oxen are bought at Michaelmas, and kept a year. They
eat each in the winter 300 bottes of hay, or 50 liv., but leave 150 liv.

(C?. lis. Sd.) profit, that is, they rise froni 300 liv. (13/. 2s. (id.) to 450 liv.

(19/. 13s. 9c/.). Cows pay, on an average, 100 liv. (4/. 7s. 6c/.), and are kept
each on a verge of grass, the rent of which is from 30 liv. (1/. 6s. 3c/.), to

40 liv. (1/. 14s.). As the verge is 40 perches of 24 feet, or 23,040 feet, it is

equal to 96 English square perches, which s] ace paj's 100 liv., or jier English
acre, 11. 5s. Zd. ; but all expenses are to be deducted, including what the win-
tering costs. Here they have milk-rooms. They work oxen al! the way
from Bayeux in yokes and bows, like the old English ones, only single instead

of double.

Advancing, cows sell so high as 10 and 12 louis (8/. 15s. to 10?. 10s.). Many
are milked only twice a day; good ones give li lb. or Ij lb. of butter a day.
They remark that cows that give the largest quantity of milk do not yield the
largest quantity of butter. Fat cows give much richer milk than others.

Again ; a good cow gives 6 pots of milk a day, which pays in butter 24 sous
(over Is.). 3000 liv. (131/. 5s.) profit has been made by iattin^ thirty cows.
A great number of young cattle all over the country, especially year-olds.

As an appendix to the foregoing very interesting extract,

written at the end of the last century, it may be useful to state that

several years ago the farmers of the beautiful pasture-land around
Livarot objected to dairy-cows, because they poached the land
so much in winter; whereas feeding-beasts, being on the land
during the summer months only, did little or no damage. The
Count de Neuville told me that he had great difficulty with his

tenants on this score, although dairy-cows have of late years paid
VOL. XV.—S. S. U
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so much better than feeding beasts, until he hit upon a means of

economicatlj manuring the land. His estate near Livarot lies

for some distance along the course of a river, which in winter

is charged with a large quantity of mud brought down from

higher ground. This river he tapped at its highest point on

his estate, and besides using some of its muddy water for

winter irrigation, he conducted a portion of it along a canal to

a reservoir, where it formed a lake and deposited the suspended

material, the effluent water being comparatively clear. In the

spring this sediment was spread over the land, enormously
increasing its productiveness, and rendering it much less tender.

Livarot is now in the heart of the principal Camembert district,

besides having a special skim-cheese called by its own name.

In the treatment of dairy-cows, the farmers of each district

pursue the same method ; but there is the greatest possible

contrast between the practices of the grass-land and the arable

dairy districts. In the best district for Camembert cheese (Pays

d'Auge) and in the butter district of Isigny (le Bessin), the

cows are always kept on the pastures, except for a short time

before and after calving. On the other hand, in the arable

regions of Eastern Brittany and in the neighbourhood of Paris,

cows are kept in the sheds all the year round, except for a

short time in the morning and afternoon in summer. Again,

the food is nearly always the natural produce of the soil, the sub-

stances generally known as " artificial " foods being seldom used

in France for dairy-cattle. Bran, however, is largely used in

the arable districts, where also the whole of the natural grass

and a large proportion of the lucerne are always reserved for hay.

M. Paynel has a farm of about 500 acres, close to the station

of Mesnil Mauger, near Lisieux, in the Pays d'Auge. It is all

in grass, and the rent averages three guineas an acre. He
keeps 80 cows, and feeds annually about 120 beasts. The cows
are never in the stables except at calving-time ; but from the first

appearance of frost to the end of the cold weather they get hay

in the fields. The hay is given in boxes divided into par-

titions, to ensure as far as possible that each cow gets its fair

share. The whole of the grass-land is fed more or l^ss until

May, when about one-third of it (taken in rotation) is reserved

for hay. The feeding-beasts are bought in April or May and

sold the folh)wing August or September, being generally five- or

six-year-old Norman bullocks.

Considerable attention is paid to the rolling of grass-land in

this district, and M. Paynel uses a roller of his own construction,

namely, a cart with th<? roller in ])lacc of wheels. In this manner
he has sf)lved his previous difficulty of regulating the weight of

the roller.
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In the Isijj:ny district a similar procedure is followed, and one
hectare (2^^ acres) is at least sufficient to keep a cow all the year

round, the rent obtained being about 4/. I65. per acre. Within
a mile of this town is a farm where some of the best Isigny

butter is made. It consists of 125 acres, of which one-half is

annually pastured, 50 acres are mown annually in rotation and the

aftermath fed by cows, and there are 12^ acres of ploughed land

used to grow carrots, beetroots, and a small quantity of white

crop chiefly for the straw. There are 50 Norman cows, whose
average annual yield per head is 2 cwt. of butter, which is sent

to Paris, and for which the farmer (an unmarried lady) receives

from 2s. to 2s. 3d. per English pound (5 fr. 50 c. to 6 fr. 30 c.

per kilo.). In round numbers this represents a gross annual

return of 22/. to 25/. per cow from butter alone, to which must
be added the value of the calf (generally sold fat to the butcher

at three months old), and of the skim-milk and butter-milk, with

which a large number of pigs and calves are annually fattened.

On this farm, the cows are never put in the houses except for

two or three weeks before calving, and a couple of months
afterwards. In very bad winters they may be sent into the

houses for the night ; but as a rule there is a shed in the fields

into which they may go for shelter.

In contrast to these iVorman practices, I may place the system

pursued in Eastern Brittany, near Rennes,—the district where
the celebrated butter of la Prevalaye is made. The farm-school

of Trois Croix, close to Rennes, is a good example of this style

of farming. It consists of 225 acres, rented at 54*. per acre.

The rent is high for this part of France ; but J\I. Bodin, the

tenant, has the advantage of close proximity to the town, where
his milk is sold, and whence he obtains the vidange from the

garrison of between 800 and 900 men. There are no less than
70 cows kept, as well as 10 working oxen and 10 horses. The
cows are kept in the stalls all the year round, and are fed in

winter upon chopped hay and straw, which are mixed with
pulped mangolds and allowed to ferment. In the summer the

cows are soiled on different kinds of green-food. All the young
cattle are reared, as they are a cross between the Norman and
the Shorthorn, and sell for half as much again as the cattle of

the country. This is no great price, however, as near Rennes from
12/. to 13/. is thought to be a good price for a cow. M. Bodin
finds that the Shorthorn cross gives size and adaptability to

fatten, while it does not decrease the yield of milk. But this

yield is generally small in the Rennes district, as compared
with that of the best Norman cattle, and probably does not
average m()re than 850 gallons.

The rotation of crops pursued <m this farm is a six-course

(J 2
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shift, namely (1) roots, chiefly mangolds
; (2) barley

; (3) clover

;

(4) wheat; (5) rape-seed
; (6) wheat. In favourable seasons, the

rape-seed would be gathered in about the middle of June, and a

catch-crop of buck-wheat taken afterwards on part of the course.

Again, part of the root-course is cropped with maize, which is

drilled in May, after the land has been prepared by cultivation

and manuring as for mangolds. On September 6th, when I

saw it, the plants averaged from 9 to 10 feet in height, and the

crop was being cut green as required to be given to the

cows in the stalls. The amount of fodder per acre yielded by
this crop of maize must have been enormous ; and as regards its

feeding properties, although there are differences of opinion as

to whether it has most effect upon the quantity or the quality of

the milk, it is universally admitted to be an excellent food for

all kinds of cattle.

M. Bodin's land had for the most part been drained, and the

state of cultivation of the stubbles, the growing crops of maize
and mangolds, and the condition of the pastures, all showed what
the land is capable of. This farm is worth seeing in the midst

of a district whit h looks a complete picture of neglect, the stub-

bles being rank with weeds, the pastures reedy, and the stacks

unthatched, often built round a growing tree. The average rent

of land is about 30^. per acre, chiefly in consequence of the

large proportionate return from the apple-orchards, which extend

over nearly the whole acreage of the farms. A curious contrast

to everything else in the neighbourhood was the well-made,

firmly consolidated, square-trimmed manure-heaps, which stood

in front of even the meanest and dirtiest little farm-house.

An intermediate practice is to be found in some districts,

where lucerne is pastured during the summer by dairy-cows,

which are tethered or folded. In the latter case, the cows are

placed at night in a small fold near the homestead, and not un-

frequently the hind sleeps in a movable hut placed close to the

fold.

As an example of this system, I may quote the farm of

Bailleux, near Longeons, Oise, rented by M. Ancelin. It

consists of 575 acres of rather strong land, situated 'On an

elevated plain. The rent is about 32s. per acre, and the expense

of cultivation comes to a similar amount. There are 25 acres

of old grass ; and an additional 75 acres, laid down by the

tenant within the last few years, had a very promising appear-

ance last autumn. About 100 milch-cows are kept, between

20 and 30 of the most unprofitable ones being fed off every year

on the pasture-land, stall-feeding being unknown. The other

live stock consists of a l)re<"ding (lock of 250 ewes (Merino and

Leicester cross), the lambs being sold in the wool at from 3 to
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4 months old, and about 200 fatting sheep bought and sold

annually. In the summer the cattle are tethered on grass or

lucerne, and in the winter they get carrots and beetroot, pulped

and mixed with cut straw and lucerne-hay to ferment, as well as

bran or about 2 lbs. of linseed cake each per day. This some-

what extravagant feeding, for a French farm, is divided into

five meals, and it is stated that the cows give an average of more
than two gallons of milk per head per diem, which would make
a total of at least 600 gallons per head per annum, supposing

them to be in milk ten months in the year. The cows are of

the ordinary Norman breed, but they seemed to me to have more
hair and a more robust appearance than other herds I had seen.

M. Ancelin buys between 40 and 50 tons of bran every year,

using it for the cows in winter, for rearing calves, and for his

horses. The cows are tethered night and day in the summer,
and the herdsman sleeps in a small hut on wheels close to the

line of cows. Considering the quality of his land, which is

indicated by its rent, I have no doubt that M. Ancelin finds his

expenditure on artificial food a profitable investment, as may be

inferred by the yield of milk just stated. I should add that the

National Jury awarded a large gold medal to M. Ancelin at the

Prize Farm competition in his Department in 1<S69.

Sale of Milk to Paris.

At first sight it would appear that the supply of milk to

Paris, estimated at about 70,000 gallons per day, or con-

siderably more than one-half that of London, must necessarily

be conducted on principles similar to those which govern the

milk-trade of our own metropolis ; but in point of fact there

are, so far as I know, very few examples in England of such

establishments as are the rule in and around Paris.

Two systems are in vogue in Paris, namely, the sale of milk
by large dairy-farmers direct to the rich consumer ; and the

ordinary wholesale milk-trade, which involves collection and
preparation by the merchant, sale to dealers, and distribution by
them to the ordinary consumer.

As an example of the former system I may quote the farm of

Mons. Emile Tetard, at Gonesse, a few miles Irom Paris. His
brother, who is a farmer and a sugar-maker, also lives in that

commune, and the two are partners in a double set of steam-

ploughing tackle. The dairy-farmer occupies 750 acres of

arable land, which he cultivates on the usual French three-

course shift, namely (1) winter corn, (2) spring corn, (3) arti-

ficial grasses and beetroots, with a separate portion of the land

in lucerne, which remains a number of years, and, as usual in the
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arable districts, takes the place of permanent grass. M. Tetard
keeps about 60 cows, sometimes more and sometimes fewer

;

he buys them in Normandy through the medium of commission
agents, arfd aims to get them about three or four weeks after

they have calved, selling them at the best price he can get

when they begin to run dry. The loss on the cows which this

system entails is not so great as would at first sight appear, in

consequence of the number of sugar-makers and distillers, who
want cattle of some kind or other to consume the beetroot-pulp,

and other residue of their factories. The cows are fed on hay
and straw, mixed with beetroot-pulp, and bran is added as an
auxiliary.

The distinctive feature of the system lies in the distribution

of the milk to the consumer. The milk as it comes from the

cow having been cooled to about 55°, by immersing the cans

containing it in a bath of cold water, fed by means of an arte-

sian well, it is transferred to small vessels of tin or porcelain,

containing either one litre or half a litre each. These vessels

are immediately sealed by means of a piece of lead passed

through a staple, in front of a hasp ; the lead being then pressed

flat by a pair of pincers carrying the seal of the dairy, the

little vessel cannot be opened without destroying this impres-

sion. Purchasers thus have the security of receiving the milk
as it leaves the dairy ; and it appears that in Paris they are

quite willing to pay for this guarantee of quality, the prices of

some of the leading dairies being 70 centimes per litre, or 40
to 50 centimes the half-litre, delivered to the house.* Some
dairies charge a little less for the milk delivered in tin vessels

than for that sent in porcelain, and others again charge a little

higher price to occasional purchasers, the tariff quoted being for

regular subscribers. The empty vessel is given up when another

full one is delivered.

The careful cleansing of such a large number of vessels as

this system must necessarily entail is a most important element in

its success, and one the cost of which must be reckoned as paid

for in the high price received for the milk. M. Tetard employs
for this purpose a machine which is simply a series of rotating

brushes of various sizes, according to the size of the vessel for

which it will be used. This machine is made by M. Rouffet, aine,

Rue St. Ambroise, Popincourt, Paris, and nothing can be more
simple thnn its construction. On one side of a vertical plate is a

series of cog-wheels, all or any of which can be put in or out of

* A litre beinj? a ])int and Ihreo-quai ters, this price amounts to nearly 8fZ. per
(juiirt, 01- more tliun lialf'-u-ciowii jier gallon. This is 50 per cent, above the pYico

of iiiilk to tiie Wcst-Enil consumer.
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gear. The axles of these wheels are prolonged on the other

side of the plate, and are fitted to carry the rotatory brushes.

Above is a series of taps to regulate the supply of hot and cold

water, for all these brushes are intended to cleanse the inside of

the vessels. At the end of the machine are some more brushes,

working at right angles to the rest, and used to polish the out-

side of the vessels, therefore they are worked dry and supplied

with a polishing material.

As a favourable example of the ordinary system I will take

two of the establishments of Mons. Lecomte, President of the

Association of Wholesale Dairymen, to whom I am most deeply

indebted for the ready and kind manner in which he devoted

his valuable time to facilitate my inquiries. M. Lecomte has

several establishments, but it will only be necessary to refer to

the two which I visited with him. He sells milk wholesale to

the value of 40,000/. per annum, makes on the average half a ton

of Gruyere cheese per day, feeds and fattens between 400 and 500
pigs per annum, and keeps about 70 horses for the sole purpose

of collecting milk from the farmers, of whom he purchases. He
buys from each farmer as much or as little milk as each one
chooses to sell, probably not more than a gallon or two of one, 30
or 40 gallons of another, and so on. The milk is put into his

own cans, holding 20 litres, or a little more than 4 gallons each.

As these milk-cans are universally used in

the north of France for the conveyance of

milk long distances, I have thought it

desirable to give a sketch of one of them
(Fig. 2), as well as of the two-storied rail-

way-waggon (Fig. 3, p. 296) in which they

are stowed. It is claimed for these cans that

their shape, more especially their shoulder,

retards the rising of the cream longer than

any other form of can. For use in the sum-
mer months, AL Lecomte has these cans

made with a double case, the space between
the inner and outer case being stuffed with

wool. I should add that the cans are made
and repaired by M. Lecomte's own people

at his Montereau establishment.

The morning's milk is brought in by
M. Lecomte's collectors between 8 and 10
o'clock, and is immediately scalded by
placing the cans containing it in a hot-water bath having a tem-

perature nearly approaching the boiling-point. It is alterwards

cooled by the cans being immersed in a bath of cold water,

fed either by a running stream— as at his Melun establisti-

Fig. 2. — Milh - can

used for conveying

Milk long distances

hy road or raii.
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Fig. 3,

—

Hailway-van, loaded with two tiers of Milk-cans.

h litfeel

ment— or by water pumped from a deep well, as at Villeneuve-

la-Gujard, near Montereau. The evening's milk is delivered

between 5 and 7 o'clock, is cooled and mixed with the morning's

milk, and the whole arrives in Paris early the next morning.
It is said that this mixture has a slightly nutty flavour, which
causes it to be preferred to ordinary new milk.

At M. Lecomte's establishment near Melun, there is one of

M. Raoul-Pictet's freezing-machines, which enables him to

reduce rapidly to freezing-point a large quantity of milk every

evening. The remainder of the mixture of morning's and
evening's milk that cannot be refrigerated is placed in cans in a

bath fed by a running stream, which keeps it at about 50° Fahr.

Before the milk is sent out, the two lots are mixed together,

and the whole is thus reduced to about 45° Fahr. The cost of

the freezing-machine, including steam engine, pump, aspirator,

tanks, and everything complete, was between 1600/. and 1700/.

The retail price of milk in Paris varies with the season, but

is generally about 14rf. per gallon. When the lucerne gets

frost-bitten the price rises suddenly to the winter level, because

the cows must then be put upon their winter diet and therefore

give less milk
;
while, on the other hand, it appears that more milk

is consumed in Paris in cold weather than in the summer, when
fruit enters so largely into the dietary of the French people. A
wholesale and even a retail milk-merchant must therefore" have
some outlet for his surplus stock, and many retail milkmen
make butter or a special kind of cheese with it. M. Lecomte
has, at Villeneuve-la-Guyard, a large Norman churn, with which
he makes butter on the Isigny plan (see p. 298). It is worked by

a two-horse Tangye's engine, the churn being set to sixty revo-

lutions per minute. Butter is only made when he considers

that it will pay better than Gruyere cheese, of which he can

make at that establishment 20 every day.
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Butter-making.

In France, as elsewhere, several distinct methods of butter-

making exist in the different parts of the country, and it might
interest the curious in such matters if I described each of them
in detail. From the primitive method of shaking cream in a

wide-mouthed bottle, which I saw in the Medoc, to the most
refined method pursued in the best districts of Normandy, there

is almost every gradation. But, for practical purposes, it will

be sufficient to describe the types of manufacture by which are

made the Normandy and the Brittany butters which come into

our markets and realize higher prices than the English product.

It would be idle to deny that several factors enter into the

production of good butter. As a rule, dairy-farmers believe that

the actual process of butter-making has little or nothing to do
with it; but all admit that the most scrupulous cleanliness is

absolutely essential. The bad quality which is too often charac-

teristic of English and Irish butter is ascribed to various causes:

—

to the wet season having produced bad food, to bad ventilation,

bad water, a thunderstorm, and all sorts of causes, preventible and
non-preventible, to the exclusion of what is, in my judgment, the

general cause, namely, inattention to the true principles of butter-

making. No doubt, bad or unsuitable food will taint the milk,

and that milk will produce rank butter, and the other reasons

usually given will generally have the effect ascribed to them.
But, after all, why is it that so much bad butter is made w here

and when none of these unfavourable conditions exist ? I have
heard landowners complain that they cannot get good butter, such
as they get in a Parisian hotel, made at their home dairy, where
economy and profit are secondary considerations ; and I have even
heard farmers declare this year (1878) that one of the attractions

of Paris, which they discovered by going to see the Exhibition,

was the delicious French butter ! Individually, I should not
place French butter so high as Danish for keeping purposes, but
as fresh butter, especially in summer, it has a delicate and slightly

nutty flavour which almost every one appreciates, although ex-

perts judging of it as an article of commerce would sometimes
pronounce it " weak." The main point for the farmer is that

the best French butter makes a very high price, and that a slight

difference in the process of manufacture sensibly affects its

market value.

Isif/nij Method.—In the Bessin district of Normandy, where
the premier French butter (known as Isigny butter) is made,
the process is as follows :—In this district the cows are milked
morning and evening, and in some cases three times a day, into

jug-shaped vessels, made of copper lined with tin, and holding
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about two gallons each. The milk is taken to the dairy, and
that from the several cows being more or less mixed together,

it is strained through a sieve lined with clean linen into

earthenware buckets. These buckets are placed in a row in

the milk-house, generally on a course or two of brickwork raised

above the general level of the floor, and the milk is then set

for 12 hours. The cream skimmed after the first 12 hours is not

mixed with what is taken off afterwards until immediately
before churning, and in some instances butter of exceptional

delicacy for Paris is made entirely from the 12-hours' cream.

Some farmers let the milk stand 24 hours in summer and 48 in

winter, and others even longer still, but it is almost needless to

add that they do not get the best price for their butter. Nor
does the increase in quantity which they obtain compensate them
for lack of quality.

The cream is churned twice or three times a week in a barrel-

churn. Generally, the true Norman barrel-churn (Fig. 4) is used.

Fig. 4.

—

The Norman Barrel-churn.

Elevatiox. Ekd-view.

d. Spigot. i. VeuUIation Peg. (The bead being removed.)

It has fixed dashboards, and, as will be seen by the engraving,

they do not extend to the circumference of the churn. Thus
the only corners where butter or butter-milk could lodge 'are the

very small ones at each end of the dashboards. The dash-

boards are perfectly plain laths, and the churn altogether is a

model of simplicity and effectiveness, completely illustrating

the truth of th«; conclusion arrived at by the Judges of Dairy
Appliances at Bristol—"that numerous and large dashers are

a mistake" (see p. 146). According to the size of the churn it

is lurnlshed with one or two large openings, which are opened

and shut by one of the usual contrivances employed in other

barrel-churns. Tliere is also a vent-peg placed in or near the
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head, and intended to be used as a ventilator if necessary, and
a spigot placed in the bulge midway between the two large

openings of a large churn, or opposite the large opening of a

small one. This spigot plays an important part in the process

of butter-making.

The churn is about half-filled with cream at a temperature,

more frequently guessed at than tested, of about 57° Fahr., and
the best butter-makers do not churn at a greater pace than

from 30 to 40 revolutions per minute, according to the season.*

As a rule, the butter comes in from 20 to 30 minutes, and the

churner listens most attentively so as to detect in jin instant

the slightest alteration in the sound of the churning cream.

An alteration being detected, or even being thought to be

detected, the churn is at once stopped, in such a position that

the spigot is at about the level of the cream in the churn. The
spigot is then carefully withdrawn, and the adherent matter mi-
nutely examined. If this is still cream the churning is renewed
and the sound carefully attended to ; but if, on the contrary,

there are particles of butter on the spigot, no larger even than

a pin's head, the churning proper is finished. A quarter of a

turn of the handle now brings the spigot to its lowest point

(nearest the ground), and immediately beneath it is placed a

sieve over a vessel to receive, or over a conduit to carry away, the

butter-milk. The spigot being then slightly drawn out, the butter-

milk escapes and filters through the sieve, which retains even the

smallest particle of butter which may be carried out with the

butter-milk. W hen most of the butter-milk has thus been with-

drawn from the churn, the small quantity of escaped butter

is replaced in it, and fresh spring water is also put into the

churn until it is half-full. Three or four turns are then given,

and the mixture of water and butter-milk is again withdrawn
as before. This process is repeated, often seven or eight times,

until the water which comes out of the churn is as bright and as

clear as when it was put into it.

These various washings and turnings completely cleanse the

butter from the butter-milk from which it had been separated

during the process of churning, and at the same time they con-
solidate gradually the particles which have been individually

thoroughly scoured. At the end of the process the butter may
be seen floating as one mass in a small lake of clear water.

W hen removed from the churn by means of large wooden spoons
or spatulae, the butter requires no more working than is sufii-

cient to consolidate it and express the particles of clear water
from its interstices. The butter thus made goes direct to Paris,

* Compare tlie Eeport of the Judges on the Trials of Dairy Appliances at
Bristol, aupi d p. 143.
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and I am informed on high authority that the farmer receives

for it as much as 2s. and upwards per English pound, according

to the season.*

The mere fact of such high prices being given for first-class

butter implies that there is comparatively little of it. In fact,

it may be safely asserted that none of it comes to England, and
that the butter which is still good enough to command higher

prices than our own on the London market is made with far

less care and skill than that just described. A careful inquiry

into the manner in which butter is made in the several districts

of Normandy has convinced me that, other things being equal,

the quality of the butter depends upon the earlier or later period

at which the washing in the cJmrn is commenced. This is so far

recognised by some of the dairy-farmers that they have their

churns fitted with a glass window, to enable the eye to see and
thus assist the ear to hear when the butter first begins to be

formed.

Prevalaye Method.—This mode of butter-making takes its

name from the historical Chateau near Rennes, in Brittany,

where probably it was first introduced, or where very fine

butter, in comparison with the general product of the district,

was made many years ago. The old farm has long since dis-

appeared, and at the date of my visit only six cows were kept in

the dairy belonging to the chateau. To see the making of the

real Prevalaye butter of the market I went to a farm about 10
miles from Rennes, and about 100 acres in extent, where 22 cows
were kept. They were of all sorts, sizes, and colours, but most
of them appeared to be crosses of the Norman and Breton

breeds. The floors of the farm-house were of mud throughout,

and in the principal apartment there were four large and lum-
bering bedsteads, which article of furniture was abundantly

represented in the kitchen also. Everything about the ])lace

was primitive and old-fashioned except the churn and the

manure-heap, which latter was well and solidly made. The
churn was a revolving barrel-churn, differing from the Norman
in having the fixed dashboards extending to its circumference.

Madame was very proud of her churn, and believed it'was the

only one in the neighbourhood. Doubtless she was right, as

the farmers in that district generally use an upright piston-churn,

with a perforated dashboard at the end of the piston. The cows
are milked very early in the morning and again at noon.

* As this Keport is intended for the infoimation of agriculturists, I huvo pre-

ferred to give tiirougliout. when pos»inh>, the prici.'s tictually received hy the
farmers, iiistenil of the uiMrkct valuf ; but in Ft hrunry this year (187!)), tlu; price

of Isi,L(ny butter on the Paris iimrki t wiis (juotod at uiorc than 8 fr. per kilo,

wliolesiilc, or above 2s. lOJ. prr lb. avoirdupois.

i
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The system of butter-making is curious. The morning's

milk, for instance, is skimmed on the evening of the next day,

that is, after thirty-six hours' standing, and the cream is put

into the churn, together with the whole milk of another milking.

The exact arrangement of this process depends upon the

weather, as in summer butter is made every day, and therefore

with fresh cream and milk ; but in winter it would not be made
more than twice a week, and consequently with staler cream, the

skimmings from more frequent milkings, and with less whole
milk in proportion. After the churning has proceeded for ten

minutes or a quarter of an hour, according to the temperature,

a quantity of pure water is added to the mixture of milk and
cream in the churn. In summer, this water would be as cold

as possible, but in winter it would be warmed more or less,

according to the weather. On some farms, the temperature of

the mixture is modified by placing into it an earthenware bottle,

filled with warm or cold water, instead of turning the water

itself into the churn. The butter comes slowly under this

system, and takes generally between one and two hours, and in

hard wintry weather even longer. The butter is not washed in

the churn ; in fact, on most farms it would be impossible to do
this, in consequence of the piston-churn being almost uni-

versally used.* It is, however, well washed and worked in a

kind of dish afterwards.

Some people assert that the butter made in this manner rivals

that of Normandy ; but whether the very choicest makes sold

fresh, or the ordinary makes sold more or less salted, be taken

as the standard of comparison, the crucial test of market price is

largely in favour of Normandy. Nevertheless, the butter has a

fine delicate taste when fresh ; but to make it keep it requires,

like all French butters, to undergo another process, which will

be described presently.

In this district, as already mentioned, the cows are kept in

the houses all the year round, except for a few hours in the

morning and evening in summer. They get artificial grasses

(chiefly lucerne) cut green at that time of year, and lucerne-hay,

straw, roots, and bran, in the winter.

Brittany Butters.—In the different parts of Brittany, butter is

* Arthur Young mentions a dairy of cows in the Isle of France, " fed entirely

with lucerne, and the butter excellent ; I admired it much, and found tlie manu-
facture quite different from the common method. The milk is churned instead
of the cream. Her (the Viscountess du Font's) dairy-maid is from Bretagne, a
province famous for good dairymaids. Tlie evening's milk and the moruiug's arc
put together, and churned as soon as the latter is milked ; the proper quantity of
salt is added in thochurn, and no washing or making in water, which the^e dairy-
maids hold to be a very bad method. Finer butter, of a more delicate flavour, was
never tasted, than procured by this method from lucerne."

—

Oii. cit.. vol. ii. p. 40.
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made bj systems which vary between that of Isigny, already

described, to the churning of a mixture of cream and curd. In

the most pronounced of the latter methods the milk is actually

curdled by artificial means, so that to a certain extent curd

and cream may rise together. In other cases the milk is not

skimmed until after it has turned sour, which comes to nearly

the same thing, as the souring of the milk causes the separation

of a portion of the curd from the whey. The objects in view
are to increase the quantity of so-called butter, and to obtain a

constant supply of curd, which is a staple article of food for the

Breton labourers who are fed on the farm, and indeed for people

in more affluent circumstances. It need not be said that the money
return from such an attempt to do two things together (namely,

cream-rising and curd-separating), that ought to be done in

succession, is not favourable to the pockets of those who follow

it ; but the Breton is, more than any other Frenchman, obstinate

in his adherence to old practices, which even time and tradition

should allow to be more honoured in the breach than the ob-

servance.

The Buttek Trade.

A most essential element in the French butter-trade consists

of the middlemen, who bring the producer and the consumer
together ; and the systematic, and even scientific, manner in

which the collection, purification, packing, and exportation are

carried out requires a brief notice to enable English and Irish

dairy-farmers to understand the whole process by which their

rivals are enabled to compete so successfully against them
in their own markets.

French dairy-farms, where the butter made is not good
enough to go direct to Parisian or provincial private customers,

are generally small in size ; and the quantity of butter made
weekly on each is therefore inconsiderable. The butter is

generally made twice a week in summer, and often not more
than once a week in winter

;
but, however many times a week

it may be made on these farms, one making always takes place

on the day preceding the holding of the local weekly fnarket.

Each make of butter is wrapped in a clean linen cloth, and on

a market-day * in Normandy and Brittany one may see scores

* The number of markets and fairs in France is something beyond belief ; but
so also arc the niimb(;r of vendors and the sraull quantity wliich each one tliinks it

worth while to brin'^ to market. On this point, Arthur Young wrote in liis ijniphio

way, in 1788:—" August 9Ui, Market-diiy. Coming out of the town I met at

least an hundred asses, some loaded with aliag, otlu'rs a sack, but all apparently
with a trilling burtlien, and swarms of men and women ; but a great proportion

of all the labour of a country is idle iu the midst of harvest, to supply a town
which ill England would be fed )>y of the ])i'opIe ; whenever this swarm of
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and even hundreds of women in the market-place of the towns,

standing in double rows facing each other, and each with a

basket before her containing one, two, or more lumps of butter

(larger or smaller according to circumstances), separately en-

veloped in clean linen. This basket, or other baskets, may
also contain a certain number of eggs, a few chicken (perhaps

onlv a couple), some veal or pork, and any other marketable

produce of the farm.

Confining myself for the present to the butter, the next step

in the process is the advent of the butter-merchants. Some of

these buy for sale to their customers in the neighbourhood, but

they take only the best-made butter fit for immediate consump-
tion and suited to the local taste. The great commerce, how-
ever, is made by the wholesale butter-merchants, or their

" buyers," who taste, bargain, and at length buy little parcels

of butter varying from half-a-dozen pounds or so upwards. The
buyer has with him sundry large hampers, into which the sepa-

rate lumps of butter are placed after they have been denuded
of their linen wrappers, weighed, and paid for in coin of the

realm. At the end of the day the merchant sends a greater or

less number; of these hampers filled, and generally over-filled,

weighing up to 200 lbs. each, carefully covered over and secured

by means of linen and canvas, to his " fabrique," either by road

or rail, and there is enacted the next stage of the process.

As soon as possible after arrival at the factory {faln-ique^ the

baskets are uncovered, and an experienced " hand " takes out

each lump of butter separately. By the evidence of his senses

of smell and taste, the former being generally sufficient, he
classifies them, as a rule, into three qualities. Each quality is

then dealt with separately, according to its needs for the market
for which it is destined.

The operations to which each quality of butter is subjected

before packing are three, namely, kneading, washing, and
salting. The kneading is continuous from the commencement
of the washing to the end of the salting ; and it should be added
that in many cases an intermediate process, namely, that of

colouring, is found necessary to fit the butter for some markets,

where the sentimental quality of colour is considered as essential

as the practical qualities of taste and smell.

Kneading has until recently been done almost entirely bv hand
;

and even now in most small factories, and in a few large ones,

the old method is practised. A long trough (Fig. 5, p. 304),
having a hole fitted with a plug in the centre of its lowest part,

is used in such cases, and strong men knead the butter with

triflcis buzz in the market, I take a minute and vicious division of the soil for

prraiitod."

—

Op. c:t . vol. i. p. 39.
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Fig. 5.

—

Trough for Washing, Kneading, and Salting Butter

(after M. Pouriau*).

their fists, while water dribbles upon it and helps to wash out

the butter-milk. The salt is afterwards incorporated in the

butter by the same means.

At the factory of M. le Noii Bidard, at Rennes, the mixing
and washing tables are specially designed to enable the very

hard winter-butter of the district to be efficiently dealt with.

They are constructed of solid oak from the floor to the suriace,

and are about 32 inches in height. The surface of the table is

nearly flat, and is surrounded by a rim about six inches high.

The butter having been sorted into qualities as already de-

scribed, each lump is subdivided by means of a wooden knife

and spread over the surface of the table. Six men armed with

heavy wooden mallets then range themselves, three on each side

of the table, and, keeping time like so many blacksmiths at an

anvil, pound the butter into a more soft and tractable mass.

1 his process being finished, the butter is transferred to a Second

table, where the washing, mixing, and salting are carried on
in the usual manner.

Some years ago, a "Mixing-machine" (Figs. 6 and 7) was
invented by M. Hauducoeur ; and it has found a certain amount
of favour with some of the butter-merchants. It consists of a

hopper, into which the butter is placed, leading to a pair of

(luted rollers, between which the butter passes, and falls into a

second hopper leading to a pair of smooth rollers. The butter

* 'l.a Ijiiitcric,'— an ;i(liiiii!il>lc liMlr liool;.
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Yig, G.— View of M. Haudticoeur's Butter-mixing Machine

(after M. Poiiriau).

t Water-jet. T' Second hoppor. K Receiving tub.

T Fii-st hopper. R Smooth roller. m Expressed butter.

C Fluted roller. B Mixing tub.

having passed through the smooth rollers, falls into a tub fitted

with a vertical axis carrying curved arms (see Fig. 7), which

Fig. 7.— Vertical Section of Mixing-tub of M. Hauducoeur's Butter-

mixing Machine (after M. Pouriau).

A

li R Ci i cumfercnce of tub. 6 6 Fixed arms on circumference.
h it, Revolving curved arms on axis A.

VOL. XV.— S. S. X
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revolve in a horizontal sense, and mix the butter thoroughly

together. The butter then passes through an aperture close to

the bottom of the tub into a trough placed to receive it.

To my mind, however, the most effectual and economical

machine for mixing, washing, and salting the butter is one on
the plan of the now well-known American and Danish Butter-

workers, which were described years ago in this Journal by
Mr. Coleman and myself,* and which received the Prize offered

for such an implement at the Bristol Meeting, t This machine
(Fig. 8), was invented and patented by a firm of French butter-

Fig. 8.— View of Messrs. GautMot and ChoUet's Butter-worlcing Table.

merchants, Messrs. Gauthiot and Chollet, of Saumur, and it is

manufactured at some works close to their butter-factory. The
machine consists of a slightly conical circular table, mounted
upon a strong wooden cruciform pediment. Each wing of the

pediment carries one or two fixed rollers, on which the table

travels when in operation. In the engraving (Fig. 8), it will

be noticed that there are two of these rollers or castors at what
may be termed the foot of the pediment, and one at the side

which is in view. These are supplemented by two others at

the head of the pediment, under the gearing, and by one at the

Second Series, vol. xi. p. 225, nnd vol. xiii. p. 83, t Supra, p. 147.
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side which is out of sight. Immediately above the pediment
is a channel which receives the expressed water or butter-milk,

and carries it off by means of a pipe shown at the right-hand

side of the engraving. The table itself is surrounded by an
outside protecting rim. When in action, the table revolves

towards the slightly bevelled cog-roller, which itself turns towards

the table, and thus the butter is drawn between the two and the

butter-milk squeezed out. The bevelled cog-roller is faced at

each end by curved shields, which prevent the butter from
clogging it at either end ; and it is surmounted by a water-jet,

which can be turned on or off as required. There are also

arrangements for bringing the roller closer down to the table, or

raising it higher up, according to the greater or less pressure

which it is desirable to exert upon the butter. Some tables are

furnished with an index which registers the revolutions made
in the course of the day, and thus acts as a check upon the

workpeople. A machine of this kind Messrs. Bretel Brothers,

at Valognes, was said to be capable of working, washing, and
salting from 10 to 12 tons of butter per diem, requiring an in-

dicated power of 3 horses by the 6-horse nominal fixed steam

engine, which, however, is capable of being worked up to

12-horse power without difficulty. Such a butter-working

machine, about 7 feet 3 inches in diameter, costs in France
about 200/., but smaller machines can be purchased at a some-
what reduced cost.

The best butter destined for exportation to England is not

actually salted, but for the final washing a strong solution of

salt is used in place of pure water. Ordinary butter is salted

by the admixture of from 3 to 5 per cent, of its weight of

salt if for consumption in England, and as much as from 8

to 10 per cent, if intended for the Brazilian market. The fact

is that French butter of ordinary qualities receives so much
battering after it is made that whatever strength of grain it

may have originally possessed is utterly destroyed. The article

as " made up " by the butter-merchants is excellent for imme-
diate consumption, but it will not keep very long without the

addition of a large quantity of salt. Then the butter-merchants

are less economical about the percentage of salt than they other-

wise would be, because they receive a " drawback " upon the duty
which they had previously paid on the quantity used.

Recently the French butter-merchants who export to Brazil

have found the competition of the Danish tinned butter so

severe that they have begun to copy their rivals. At one factory

near Carentan (entirely devoted to this trade), Messrs. Denant
and Co., of Periers, employ no less than 200 persons in making,
filling, and packing the tins for exportation to tropical climates,

X 2
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chiefly Brazil and the South American Republics. Messrs.
Bre'tel Brothers, of Valogne, whose name is so well known on
the London market, have also made a beginning in the same
direction.

The extent of business done by some of the French butter-

merchants is astonishing. For instance, the firm of Lepelletier,

of Carentan, whose trade is solely with England, send the butter
over in their own vessels, and in 1877 their exportation exceeded
4000 tons, and the estimated average value in France for the ten
years then ended was nearly half a million sterling per annum.
They estimated that in 1878 their trade would show an increase
of about 30 per cent, over its average amount in the previous
ten years. The following figures, showing that the trade of
the house has doubled during the last twelve years, have been
published by the firm as given by the Custom House authori-
ties :

—

1

Year.

1

Number of
Packages.

Net Weight of
Contents.

1865
1866
1867

71,603
97,593
108,056

Kilogrammes*

2,106,184
2,732,604
3,025,564

1875
1877

120,200
131,333

3,435,025
4,230,527

Packing.—French butter is sent to market in a great variety

of packages, according to the requirements of each locality.

For the London market, kegs holding about 70 lbs. each, crocks

holding 50 lbs., and boxes containing one dozen 2-lb. rolls are

most frequently seen. Extreme cleanliness and a refreshing

neatness (amounting almost to what the French call coquetterie),

are characteristic of all the methods, and they are further dis-

tinguished by the free and almost lavish use of clean linen

linings. The kegs and linen linings cost about Is. 9<f. each

;

the crocks, which are protected by an outside basket, and also

lined with linen, cost about 2s. each, including everything;

and the boxes holding a dozen rolls cost about 9f/. each, in-

cluding linen and paper. In the hottest weather the boxes are

sometimes double, the space between the two boxes being fille<l

with cotton wadding. In fact, the French butter-merchants

thoroughly realise the importance of delivering their wares in

an attractive condition, entailing neither trouble nor waste upon

* For rmifi;!) practical puviioac.s 1000 kilogrammes may be taken to rcpresont

one toil avoir(luj)ois.
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the retailer.* Small tins for exportation to the tropics add
something considerable to the price of the butter, namely, in

round numbers, 2^c?. for 1-lb. tins, for 2 lbs., and bd. for

tins holding 4 lbs. Thus the cost per lb. decreases very rapidly

in proportion to the augmentation in the size of the tin.

Cheese-Making.

Cheese is not r^arded exactly in the same light in France as

in England. With us it is much more of a food, with our

neighbours across the Channel it is much more of a flavour.

The working classes in both countries use cheese as food ; but

in France the skim-cheese is, as a rule, softer in texture and
more pungent in flavour than it is in England. The kinds of

cheese made, even in the north-western departments of France,

are almost too numerous to mention ; and they present every

possible gradation from the " Suisse double creme," with its

extraordinary richness and extreme delicacy, to a farmhouse
skim-cheese, made for the resident labourers, that would blister

an unaccustomed palate. It will be sufficient for me to sketch

briefly the processes of manufacture, relating to a few different

types of cheese made from cows' milk, in the district of France
which I have already defined. These are (1) the "Bondon," or
*' Neufchatel," with its more luscious outcome called " Suisse,"

and " Suisse double creme," (2} the " Camembert," which stands

in the first rank of French soft whole-milk cheeses, (3) the Livarot,

a soft skim-cheese ; and (4) the well known Gruyere, as an
example of a hard cheese having a distinct individuality.

To show how far this is from exhausting the list, I reprint

the following abstract of a classification of French cheeses, from
Professor Pouriau's valuable work entitled, " La Laiterie,"

(p. 231) :-
Creme, Double Crfeme (called suisses), Neuf-

Fresh Cheese I chatel, Bondons, Malakolfs, Coulommiers,
Gournay, Mont d'Or, &c.

Marolles, RoUot, Macquelines, Compiegne,
Neufchatel, Camembert, Livarot, Pont
I'Eveque, Mlgnot, Brie, Coulommiers,
Troves, Mont d'Or, Saint Florentin, Se-
uecterre, and many others.

Dutch (made in France), Bergue, Cantal,

or Auvergne, Septmoncel, Gex, Mont Cenis,

Hard Cheeses < cooked .. Gerome (dry), Sassanage, Roquefort.

Pressed, salted, ( French Gruyere, Port du Salut, Rangi-

\ and cooked .. \ port.

Soft Cheeses

Cared Cheese

Pressed and salt-

ed, but not

cooked

* On this point I may be allowed to quote the remark of an English friend :

—

" My cheesemonger said to me the other day, ' Look here at this French box—

I

open it (which lie did),—liere is the butter fit to weigh out to you without an
atom of loss. Now let us break open this cask of Irish : you see I have to scnipe
it all round and lose a lot, besides the trouble.'

"
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Bondon.—The head-quarters of this class of cheese may be
regarded as the district of Bray in the Seine-Inferieure, having
the little town of Neufchatel as its capital. In fact it is known
in England better as "Neufchatel" than as "Bondon," and
many people are under the impression that the little cylindrical

cheeses are imported from the town of Neufchatel in Switzerland.

This delusion has been fostered by the fact that the variety of

the cheese which has a certain proportion of cream added to the

curd, is called in Paris " Suisse double creme ;

" but the epithet

no more indicates the nationality of the cheese than it does that

of the Parish Beadle, who is also known as " le Suisse."

The process of manufacture, as I saw it near Monterolier

under the guidance of M. Rasset, fils, the mayor of that com-
mune, is as follows : The rennet is added to the milk, in pots

holding about three gallons, at its natural temperature as it comes
from the cow. Various devices are resorted to in the winter to

preserve this temperature, without actually warming the milk.

The pots may be warmed by immersion in scalding water ; a

number may be placed in a case, and the inter-spaces filled up
with straw and chaff, well packed in ; or they may be wrapped
up in the linen cloths which are afterwards used to receive the

curd. The rennet being added to the milk, it is left for many
hours, even as many as forty-eight, for the curd to be fully de-

posited ; the curd is afterwards placed in a linen cloth, which
is suspended from the four corners of a skeleton box, and is

there left for several hours, to enable the whey to drain off. It

is then transferred to a clean cloth, in which it is carefully

folded up, and is submitted to pressure for about twelve hours,

or at least until the whey ceases to run out ; but the pressure is

neither very great nor very even. The curd is next passed

through cylindrical moulds, and the small cylindrical cheeses

thus formed are at once salted on the outside. The cheeses,

being then made, are put into a cellar on boards, each one being

quite separate from its neighbours. In a few days, more or less

according to the temperature, the first mould, thick and white,

makes its appearance, and soon afterwards, especially in sum-
mer, the cheeses are sold fresh. At other times the process of
" curing" is continued longer, and the cheeses are sold later at

higher prices. On the whole, a fairly good maker will realize

an average of 10 centimes (1^/.) each, and as it is reckoned that

the milk of an average Norman cow (say 400 gallons) in a

comparatively poor district like that of Monterolier will make
4000 cheeses, this gives an average return of IG/. per cow per

annum, without reckoning the value of the whey and the calf.

The much richer quality of cheese for immediate consump-
tion, already referied to as "Suisse" and " Suisse double creme,"
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is made near Gournay, and largely in Paris from curd sent from

the same district. For the manufacture of the former a greater

or less quantity of cream is mixed with the milk, before adding

the rennet ; and for the latter a large quantity of cream is mixed
with the curd after the whey has been expressed, either on the farm

or in Paris. The mixture of cream and curd, whether made in

the country or in Paris, is rolled in cylindrical lumps, weighing
about 3 oz. each, in paper bearing the name, address, «Scc., of

the maker. These little cheeses are carefully packed in boxes

lined with clean well-cut lengths of straw, which are also used

to keep the rows of cheese in the box from impinging upon
each other. The price realized for the cheese very much de-

pends upon its appearance when sold to the restaurateur, or the

private consumer ; therefore great care is bestowed upon all the

details of the packing. The straw is carefully combed to get

out all leaves and adventitious matter, and is then cut by means
of a fixed sharp knife, into the exact lengths required. It seemed
to me remarkable that so simple a process of manufacture should

not hitherto have been adopted in England, as such cheeses,

imported from France, have a considerable sale in London at

high prices.

Camemhert.—Of all the soft kinds of cheese made in France,

the Camembert, when properly manufactured, is no doubt the

king. Its rivals are the Brie and the Coulommiers, but the

more unwieldy shape and shorter season of the former, and the

restricted manufacture of the latter, deprive their competition

of any serious importance. On the other hand, the popularity

of the Camembert has so increased the demand, that many of

the smaller, and especially of the newer, makers take too much
toll in the shape of cream, before they commence the process of

cheese-making, and thus tend to kill the goose that lays the

golden eggs. When properly made, the Camembert quite

deserves the eulogium passed upon it by the Reporter of the

Jury, at the Paris Dairy Show in 1874: "It surpasses in

delicacy everything that the ingenuity of the cheese manufac-
turer has been able to invent, to flatter the most fastidious

palate."* This result cannot, however, be obtained witbout
great care, some experience, and especially a most watchful
attention to the details of the process of curing. Many of the

successful makers of this kind of cheese believe that they
possess a valuable secret in their method of procedure, and not
unnaturally are averse from giving technical information to a
possible competitor, or even to an outsider. I visited several

Camembert dairies, which are generally situated in the Pays

* Kichardsou, op. cit., p. 165.
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d'Auge, although there are some also in Le Bessin ; but I have
found it necessary to discard my notes on all but three dairies,

namely, one in Le Bessin, near Isigny (that of the Marquis
de Cussey de Jucoville), and two in the Pays d'Auge, that of

M. Paynel at Mesnil Mauger, near Lisieux (whose grandmother
first made this kind of cheese, in 1791, at Camembert in

Orne), and one near Livarot, where I was taken by that dis-

interested and enthusiastic pioneer of agricultural progress, the

Viscount de Neuville, President of the Societe d'Encouragement
de Lisieux.

Even in these dairies there are differences in the details of

the various processes of making and curing, and it must frankly

be admitted that Camembert cheese-making is still a " rule-of-

thumb " procedure, and has not yet been reduced to scientific

principles.

The cows are generally milked three times a day, namely, at

4.30 A.M., 11.30 A.M., and 6 P.M. In most dairies the evening's

milk is lightly skimmed in the morning, after having stood 12
hours, and butter is made with the cream. The skimmed milk
is divided into two portions, one of which is added to the

morning's and the other to the midday's milking. The mixture

of two-thirds whole and one-third skim milk is immediately
put into earthenware vessels, holding about 12 to 15 gallons

each, and sufficient rennet is added to make the curd fit to be
transferred to the cheese-moulds in about three or four hours, or

perhaps after a longer interval in winter. It should be men-
tioned that, before adding the rennet, the milk is brought to

about the temperature which it is supposed to have had when
it was drawn from the cow, say about 86^ Fahr. After adding
tlie rennet, its mixture with the milk is ensured by a gentle

stirring, and the pots are then covered with a square board.

The curd is known to be ready for removal when it does not

adhere to the back of the finger placed gently upon it, and when
the liquid which runs off the finger is as nearly as possible

colourless.

When ready, the curd is carefully transferred, without break-

ing it more than is possible, to perforated moulds, of the same
diameter as a Camembert cheese (say 4 inches), but about three

times the height.* The moulds arc placed on reed mats, resting

on slightly inclined slaljs made of slate, cement, or other hard

material, and having a gutter near the outer edge. The curd

remains in the moulds about 24 to even 48 hours, according to

* Practice differs considerably at this stage of the process. Some makers prefer

to add new curd from time to time, as flic first sliriiiks in consequence of the

drainaije of the wlicy : others prefer hif;li moulds and putting as much curd in

them at first us will allow fur probable tihriukage.
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the season, being' turned upside down after an interval of 12 to

24 hours, that is to say, when sufficiently drained at the bottom.

After the turning, the face of the cheese that is then inside the

moulds is sprinkled with salt, and about 12 hours afterwards the

opposite face and the rim of the cheese are also salted. The
cheeses are then placed on movable shelves round the walls of

the dairy for a day or two, according to the season and to the

capacity of the room in relation to the number of cheeses made
daily ; and thus ends the first stage in the manufacture of

this renowned dairy product. It must be understood, however,

that the above descrij)tion is merely general, and that each

maker knows by experience how much rennet of an ascertained

strength he should add to the milk, how long the curd takes,

under different circumstances of weather, to become fit for

putting into the moulds, how large the perforations in the

moulds should be, how long the cheeses should be left to drain

in the moulds, how often they should be turned, how much salt

should be used, and so on through the whole of the processes

which constitute the manufacture and the curing of the cheese.

The curing of Camembert cheese consists of two distinct

stages. In the first stage, the cheeses are placed in a thoroughly

well ventilated room (" drying room "), on shelves made of

narrow strips of wood, having narrow intervals between them,
or of ordinary planks, covered with reed mats or clean rye-straw.

The great point is to secure as dry an atmosphere and as equable
a temperature as possible, and the greatest ingenuity is exercised

in efforts to attain these objects. Generally the windows are

numerous and small, placed at different heights, and furnished

with three fittings, viz., with glass, to exclude air, but not light,

when the glass is shut ; with a wooden shutter, to enable both
light and air to be excluded ; and with a wire-gauze fitting,

which will admit both light and air, but will exclude flies and
all kinds of winged insects, which are the great bane of the
curer of soft cheese. The cheeses, as a rule, are turned every
day at the commencement of their curing, and every other day
afterwards while they are in the drying room, except in damp
weather, when daily turning is absolutely necessary. During
the sojourn in the drying room the cheeses show the following
succession of appearances :—After an interval of three or four

days they become speckled, in another week they are covered
with a thick crop of white mould

;
by degrees the colour of this

mould deepens to a dark yellow, while the outside of the cheese
becomes less and less sticky. At the end of about a month,
when the cheese no longer sticks to the fingers, it is taken to the
finishing room, where light is nearly excluded, and where the

atmosphere is kept very still and slightly damp. Here they
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remain for three or four weeks, being turned every day or every

two days, according to the season, and carefully examined
periodically. When ready for market—that is to say, in winter

when they are ripe, and in summer when they are about half-

ripe—they are made up into packets of six, by means of straw

and paper, with a skill and tidiness worthy of the reputation

of the cheese.

The prices of Camembert cheese vary very much according to

quality and season. A really good cheese should have a mottled

external appearance, the colours being a reddish brown and a dirty

yellow, the former predominating. If the colour is too bright it

betokens a skim-cheese ; as also does an elasticity or toughness

when the cheese is pressed on the face with the finger. The quan-
tity of milk required to make a Camembert cheese varies a little,

according to its richness in cream when used for cheese-making.

Thus the Marquis de Cussey de Jucoville, who has a dairy of 30
cows, near Isigny, makes 8 cheeses from 24i pints of milk, or

about 3 pints of milk to a cheese ; but he takes off no cream.

He sells them at from 7^ to 8 francs (6a\ to 6s. 5f/.) the dozen
;

and assuming that his cows (which are remarkably good ones,

and graze on some of the best pastures in Normandy, having a

rent value there of nearly 5/. per acre) give an average of 550
gallons, their gross return in cheese alone would be 36/. per

head per annum, if it were all made into Camembert. Indeed,

the Marquis himself told me that the average gross return of his

cows exceeded 40Z. per head per annum.
Mons. Paynel, of Mesnil Mauger, near Lisieux, received a

large gold medal from the Im~perial Jury in the district compe-
tition of 1867. His farming then was similar to what it is now,
but was not on so large a scale ; and his books showed that in

1865 his 57 cows had given over 320,000 gallons of milk (an

average of more than 550 gallons per head). With this milk he

had made 2700 lbs. of butter, 3125 Livarot cheeses, and 59,146

Camembert cheeses (using 3^ pints of milk to each). Putting

these products at the prices which a French farmer may obtain

for them now-a-days, supposing them to be of the best quality,

they make a total of over 32/. per cow, without reckoning the

value of butter-milk, whey, or calf. Considering that the rent

of his land is about 56s. per acre, his net return would probably

not fall far short of that of the INIarquis de Cussey de Jucoville.

Livarot Cheese.—This is a skim-cheese about twice the weight

of a Camembert. It takes its name from a town in the Pays
d'Auge, about nine miles from Lisieux—the head-quarters of the

manufacture of Camembert cheese at the present time. It is

estimated that the quantity of Livarot cheese made annually has

a value of about 80,000/.—more or less according to the season,
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and that about one-fourth of the value of the make, not of its

quantity, is sold in Paris, which takes the best of this as of every

other kind of French dairy-produce. It is a moot point in the

district of Livarot whether, on the whole, it is not more profit-

able to make a large quantity of butter, and Livarot cheese with

the skim-milk, than a small quantity of butter and Camembert
cheese with whole or nearly whole milk. My observations have

led me to the conclusion that unskilful or inattentive cheese-

makers do best by adopting the Livarot system, because they get

rid of the cheese about a week or ten days after it is made, and
thus avoid the losses which would result from any mistake in

the management of the delicate processes of curing the Camem-
bert. On the other hand, a good manager of Camembert in all

its stages would surrender some portion of the profit which is

the payment for his skill if he made Livarot instead of Cam-
embert, except perhaps in the middle of the summer, when the

weather is too hot for the manufacture of really fine Camembert.
As in the case of every other kind of skim-cheese, the quality

of the Livarot depends upon the length of time which the milk
has stood before being skimmed. This varies, according to the

markets, from 24 to 48 hours. The skim-milk is warmed to the

natural temperature of milk just ^rawn from the cow, and
rennet is added sufficient to coagulate the curd in from half an hour
to two hours, according to the season—the shorter time being of

course in the height of summer. When fit, the curd is taken

with a bowl out of the pail in which it was set ; it is spread

upon a cloth placed upon a table-shelf, which is furnished with
a gutter to carry off the whey, and is there broken up fine. The
broken curd is then placed in perforated tin moulds upon the

usual reed mats, and left to drain, the moulds being frequently

turned at the commencement of the process, namely, every twenty
or thirty minutes. By degrees the turning takes place less fre-

quently, but the cheeses are kept in moulds, first of tin and
afterwards of wood, until they are sold at the next available

market-day. As a rule, the cheeses are thus kept by the farmer
for seven or eight days, after which time they are sold " green,"

as we should term it, to dealers, who cure and otherwise prepare
them for the market.

At the establishments of the curers the cheese undergoes a
variety of operations. It is first carefully salted on the outside,

and then placed for about three weeks in the drying room, which
is similar to that used for Camembert cheese. While there it

is frequently turned, and at first rubbed with a strong solution
of salt so long as it readily absorbs the brine. After about three

weeks, it is moved to the " finishing room " or " cellar," also

similarly arranged to that used for completing the curing of
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Camembert. Here it is turned at frequent intervals and, after a

lapse of a week or ten days, it is tightly bound by winding
round its rim strips of the leaf of the reed-mace

(
Typha latifolia),

the object being to prevent the bursting of the cheese by the

fermentation which is now going on inside it. After another

six weeks, or two months, or longer, when the cheese has ac-

quired the bright red colour which is thought characteristic of

a good Livarot, it is sold for consumption. In the event of this

colour not coming naturally to a proper hue, many curers do
not hesitate to paint the cheese with annatto.

The size and the quality (richness) of Livarot cheeses vary so

much that it is difficult to give a mean price for them, but the

richer cheeses are smaller and mature sooner than the poorer

qualities. The price of good cheeses may be put at from 1 franc

to 1 shilling each, retail, except in Lent, when they are much
dearer, on account of the greater demand for them during that

fast. As to the return to the makers, M. Pouriau puts the 7iet

amount from butter and from this kind of cheese at from 10/.

to 12/. on the average, rising to 14/. in exceptionally well-

managed dairies ; and he quotes a dairy where the y7vss return

per cow is between 221. and 24?. per annum.
Gruyere.—Of all foreign kinds of cheese, the Gruyere is

probably the best known to English travellers at home and
abroad, as it can generally be obtained at the best hotels both in

London and the provinces. The familiarity of the consumer
with the product is not, however, accompanied by an exact

knowledge of the process of its manufacture ; and I have heard

the most amusing descriptions given by people who assumed
the air of being well informed on such subjects. As an illustra-

tion of the prevailing ignorance, I may quote the following

description of Gruyere from one of the favourite text-books still

used in the elementary private schools :
—" Gruyere, made in

a small town of Switzerland, in the canton of Friburg. It is a

mixture of goats' and ewes' milk, and very strong in flavour"!

In France alone the value of the Gruyere cheese made
annually is estimated at more than 600,000/. Owing to differ-

ences in the physical and economical conditions of the districts

in which it is manufactured, there are many variations in the

size and quality of the cheese, as well as in the arrangements

under which it is made, cured, and marketed. It would require

a lengthy treatise to enter into all these details, and I therefore

propose to confine myself to a brief description of the making
of the cheese, as I saw it done at M. Lecomte's factory, near

Montereau, about 50 miles south of Paris.

Gruyere cheeses have a sort of cart-wheel shape, that is to

say, they are thin cylinders of large diameter. In weight they
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vary from under half a hundredweight to more than three times

as much.
M. Lecomte has four cheese-tubs placed round a central

pillar in the middle of his cheese room. Each of these tubs

holds nearly 70 gallons of milk, and is heated by means of

steam injected into a coil of pipes in the space beneath the

false bottom. The whey is drawn off by means of a siphon,

and runs through pipes into one of the three whey-tanks,

which have a total capacity of nearly 9000 gallons. One
man has charge of each tub, and if the supply of milk is

sufficient he can make five cheeses per diem ; and at the

time I visited the factory, seventeen cheeses per day were
being made. Each cheese is numbered, and is also branded
with the distinguishing mark of the dairyman, who receives a

bonus for each really good cheese that he makes, in addition to

his daily wages. Considering the rapidity with which such
heavy cheeses—weighing at M. Lecomte's about 66 lbs. each,

—

can be turned off by one man without any attendant, the follow-

ing brief sketch of the modus operandi may be interesting.

The milk, measuring as nearly as possible 66 gallons, having
been put into the tub, the temperature is raised to 95° Fahr.,

when about 21 oz. of rennet are added and carefully mixed with
it, and the tub is covered. The curd comes in about 40
minutes, and the whey is then raised to a temperature of 138°
to 140", at which it is kept for another 40 minutes to cook the

curd. Towards the end of this period, a large flat wooden
shovel (Fig. 9) is placed carefully upon the top of the curd,

the progress of which is now and then

tested by the attendant gently moving the

shovel over its surface. If the shovel sticks

or hangs to the curd, the cooking process

is still incomplete, but when it glides

smoothly along, the attendant commences
cutting the curd gently into horizontal

slices which he removes towards the rim
of the tub. After this has been done suffi-

ciently, in his judgment, he uses one of

various forms of curd-breakers. Amongst
others, I noticed a wooden pole armed with a number of pro-

jecting slanting spikes, which cross one another along about
two feet of its length, also a hoop and band arrangement, such as

is shown in Fig. lO. Great practice appears to be necessary in

order to acquire skill in this part of the operation, and the object

in view appears to be to break up the curd as evenly but as

ruggedly as possible. Towards the end of the breaking, the

dairyman, by varying the movement of the breaker, collects all

Fig 9.— Curd - shovel

used in making Gru-
yere cheese.
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the curd into the centre of the vat, and then allows a few

moments for the rotatory movement of the whey to subside. He
then takes a cloth, puts

Fig. lO.—Curd-hreakerfor Gruyere cheese. corner between his

teeth, holds the lateral

corners in each hand,

holding at the same
time a curved iron wire

over which the remain-

ing corner of the cloth is folded. He then bends over the cheese-

tub, and by deftly passing the wire completely under the heap
of curd collects it all in the cloth. The clothful of curd is then

taken out and placed in a frame of the size and shape of the

cheese, the ends are carefully folded over the top of the mass of

curd, a board is put on, and the cheese submitted to pressure for

24 hours, in the course of which it is turned seven or eight

times. After pressure it is rubbed with salt and transferred to

a cellar, where it is turned and rubbed every other day for

about three months, when it is fit for market.

It may not be out of place to add that M. Lecomte, making
as he does over 1000 gallons of milk per day into Gruyere
cheese, necessarily has a large pig-feeding establishment. Be-
tween 400 and 500 pigs are fattened annually, a large number
being bred by himself, and the remainder bought in as required.

Their food consists of crushed maize, more or less cooked and
mixed with whey. It is given them three times a day in a

series of small yards, where each pig knows his own trough.

They eat as much as they like at the fixed hours, but have

nothing in the intervals.

Conclusion.

Readers of the foregoing pages should now be in a position to

consider the inferences which may be derived from the facts

therein given. At the present time the annual value of the

imports of butter into the United Kingdom is in round numbers
ten millions sterling, and of this large amount more than one-

third is paid annually to France. The imports of cheese amount
to about five millions annually, but of this very little comes
from the other side of the Channel. The inference from these

facts seems clear :—Americans, Swedes, Danes, and even Rus-
sians, have learnt from us how to make Cheddar cheese, and
have flooded our markets with practically our own wares, which
they can afford to sell profitably at prices such as have rulpd

this year (even as low as 2^rZ. per lb.), which mean simple ruin

to the English cheese-maker. On the other hand, France sends us
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excellent butter in summer and autumn, Denmark and Sweden
in winter, and Holland in spring and summer, to an extent

that similarly influences the price of English goods, and
similarly affects the receipts of our native dairy- farmers.

We have taught all the Avorld how to make a cheese that

will travel with little or no injury, and that can be made of

such uniform quality that hundreds may be safely bought as

per sample. Cannot we in our turn learn how to make butter

and soft cheese of good quality and in large quantities? It

is to no purpose to state that the butter made by such or

such an English farmer is as good as any in the world. The
question is. How much of such butter can be delivered every

week to market? The best English butter is, no doubt, the

best in the world
;
but, unfortunately for us, it is so scarce that

it is rarely seen, and is practically out of the wholesale market.

Shopkeepers, hotel-keepers, and others who supply the public,

must buy a commodity the quality of which they know will be
uniform throughout. This cannot at present be expected of

English, and still less of Irish goods, and therefore purveyors

purchase foreign—French, Dutch, and Danish—according to its

season. What Mr. Gilbert Murray states on another page (142)
is doubtless true of many other large hotels as well as the Mid-
land ; and although in some shops one may see butter labelled

" Best Dorset," " Best Aylesbury," &c., the expert knows that

in many cases these designations are trade fictions, and that

Normandy is generally the home of the article in question.

With regard to butter-making, the first step of course is to

produce a better material than the bulk of English butter now is,

and the second is to secure uniformity of quality, either by the

establishment of co-operative butter-factories, or by the inter-

position of a middle-man like the French butter-merchant. The
first step is comparatively easy, for it only requires a firm con-

viction that sour milk causes a mixture of curd with the cream,

and that for every shilling gained in quantity by skimming
sour milk, five shillings are lost in the quality of the butter made
from it. This conviction having been arrived at, milk would
always be skimmed while still sweet, and thus a minimum of

curd would be taken off with the cream ; while by thoroughly
washing the butter in the churn as soon as it comes, all curd
and butter-milk would be washed out from every particle of

butter. In the absence of fermentable and putrefying matter,

there can be no fermentation and no putrefaction. It is the

very thoroughness with which the French achieve this result

that causes some people to pronounce their butter tasteless

!

This result, however, is not obtained by the French farmer in

the case of the butter which finds its way to the English market

;
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but, as I have already described in detail, by a merchant who
completes the process of Butter-making. What has been so

successful in France ought surely to succeed in England, and
more particularly in Ireland. It seems to me that here is an
opening for men of enterprise and capital, and with proper
management their success ought not to be doubtful. If, how-
ever, the farmers of a district wish to retain for themselves the

profits of this new middle-man, let them combine and furnish

their own factory, appoint a paid manager, and sell a uniform
quality of butter under their own brand.

With regard to cheese, my conviction is that it will not pay
any but the very best English cheese-makers to produce hard
cheese many years longer. The American competition is be-

coming more and more keen, the markets are becoming more
and more glutted, not only with cheese, but with tinned meats

and other kinds of cheap food which tend to lessen the con-

sumption of cheese, and therefore the price of cheese will neces-

sarily be kept low. All the while, the price of really good
fresh butter is high, because there is so little of it, most of

the foreign butter being more or less salted. Therefore it seems

well worth a vigorous effort on the part of the English farmer

to come once more to the front with a good quality of the

less transportable article.

I have devoted some pages to a description of three kinds of

soft French cheese, two being articles of luxury, while the third

(a skim-cheese) is very much superior to anything made from

skim-milk in this country. The processes of manufacture which
I have described entail no hard manual labour, and are therefore

infinitely better adapted to a woman's organization than the

slavery of making a huge Cheddar. Again, the process of

curing in its various stages is of a nature to interest the dairy-

woman in its ultimate success. The making of such cheeses on
farms which are too far from a railway or large town for the

milk to be sold unmanufactured would be very remunerative at

those seasons when the markets are glutted with butter of all

nationalities ; but such a practice would necessitate \igilant

supervision on the part of the farmer's wife.

The usual answer to such a suggestion as that Neufchatel,

Camcmbert, and Livarot cheeses should be made in England
will doubtless be given, namely, " Our climate and soil are not

adapted to that class of cheese." But if Scotchmen, Americans,
Canadians, Swedes, Russians, &c., can make Cheddar cheese,

if Frenchmen and Russians can make the Edam cheese of

flolland and the Gruyerc of Switzerland, why should not

English dairy-farmers make soft French cheeses? Mr. Allender,

Managing Director of the Aylesbury Dairy Company, has kindly
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given me the following account of his first experiment in this

direction, which is at any rate sufficiently encouraging to stimu-

late further attempts based on more exact knowledge of the

French processes :—
" Having visited some dairy farms in France, where Bondons, Neufcliatel,

Camembert, Petit Suisse Creme, and other small cheeses are made, 1 saw no

reason why such cheese sliould not be made in this* country. These cheeses

are made from 'soft or uncooked paste' (pate), as distinguishing them
from the hard or cooked curd, from which cheese is principally made in

England. 1 took good ordinary fresh milk, as received in Loudon from the

country, and without heating it, added a small quantity of rennet. 1 left the

milk to stand in a moderately warm temperature, until curd had formed, from
12 to 18 hours. I had a crate made, similar to those I had seen in France,

about 3 ft. 6 in. long, 15 in. wide, and 18 in. deep. I tied the corners of a
coarse cloth to the corners of this crate, allowing the cloth to form a bag in

the crate, the bottom of the bag being some inches from the bottom of the

crate. Into this bag I poured the curdled milk, and allowed it to remain
until the whey had fairly drained from it. The corners of the cloth were
then loosened, and the mass of curd, still in the cloth, allowed to fall to the
bottom of the crate ; the edges of the cloth were then folded over the curd,

thus making it into ' a parcel,' as it were. A piece of board was placed upon
the lumps of curd, and upon this a weight, so as to squeeze out more whey.
This draining process occupied some twelve hours. On opening the cloth the

curd was found in a solid, but not too hard mass. This was broken up with
the hand and worked into a smooth paste. It was then moulded into tin

rings, about four inches in diameter, and an inch deep. The paste was squeezed
into the ring, and the small cheeses thus made were shaken out on to a board.

The boards were cut so as to take three dozen cheeses in three rows. The
cheeses were then put into a vault to dry and ripen. The Fi'ench farmer who
gave me the most information on the subject, told me that there was but little

difference in the paste from which the various cheeses are made, the great
difference being the manipulation, especially in the treatment of the cheese

during the drying and ripening process. This I found to be the case with me.
Having but little time to spare for my experiments, and the attention 1 could
give being very irregular, I obtained all sorts of results, some of my cheeses
turning out very fair specimens, closely resembling Camemberts, others of
quite a different character, more like the Bondon or Neufchatel. These
differences were mainly brought about by variations of temperature, both
during the period of curdling and while the cheeses were drying. The state of
the atmosphere had also much to do with the ditJ'erences of production. Of
one thing, however, I am fully convinced as the result of my trials, viz., that
these sott cheeses can be just as well made in England as in France, and that
much of the money now paid to our neighbours for that product of the dairy
might be put into the pockets of our own farmers

;
but, to succeed, great per-

sonal and minute attention must be bestowed upon the manufacture, and it is

in this alone that the Frenchman has the advantage over the Englishman, an
advantage which need not exist.

" I may mention that the delicious cream-cheese, sold in Paris as Fromage
Gervais,* is made by adding to the ' fiaste,' as described above, as much cream
as the paste or curd will cany or absorb. This is done by the hand ; the
paste is sent from the farm at Gournaj' to Paris every evening during the
season, the cream is then worked up with it and the cheeses are made up and

* This is the ''Suisse double creme" described on p. 37, "Gervais" being
the name of one of the largest and best-known makers.—H. M. J.

VOL. XV.—S. S. Y
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put each into its little paper envelope in Paris during the night. M. Gei-vais

sends out over 400,000 of these cheeses daily in Paris alone."

It will have been noticed that I have laid very little stress

upon the nature and quality of the food given to milch-cows,

and, indeed, have almost ignored the processes which lead up
to the production of the milk. In England, the breeding, rear-

ing, and feeding of cattle, whether for the production of meat
or milk, are more thoroughly understood than in any country in

•the world. The necessity of cleanliness in the dairy, the in-

fluence even of the water which the cows drink, and with which
the butter is washed, upon the flavour of the product, are also

generally recognized. But where English dairy-farmers fail is

in the jyrocess of manufacture, and that is why I have concen-

trated so much of my attention upon that branch of the subject.

In conclusion, I wish to express my very grateful thanks to

the numerous French dairy-farmers and butter-merchants whom
I visited, and who treated me, one and all, with a most charming
frankness and hospitality. I am afraid that I never properly

recognize the value of my nationality, except when I am in a

foreign country, but when 1 am in France I am almost made
patriotically conceited. Several of the gentlemen whom I visited

are mentioned in the foregoing pages ; but in addition I am
specially indebted for introductions to them and others :—to my
distinguished friend M. E. Tisserand, Director of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, to my courteous and able colleagues, M. E.

Lecouteux, Secretary-General of the French Agricultural Society,

and M. Delalonde, Secretary-General of the French Dairy Society,

and last, though by no means least, to my enthusiastic friend

Mr. Gibson-Richardson, the author of the 'Corn and Cattle

Producing Districts of France,' who left no stone unturned, and
no pen untried, to facilitate the object of my journey,—of which
this Report forms the first part of the record.

XI.

—

The late Sir William Miles, Bart., M.P., Vice-President,

and Ex-President of the Society.

Dear Mr. Jenkins,

I send you a memoir of the late Sir W. Miles' work in

connection with the early Shows of our Society, which Sir B. T.
Brandreth Gibbs has furnished to me. In addition to the work
in the Showyard, Sir William took interest in practical experi-

ments on his fnrm, winch he commnnicatod to the early numbers
of the '.Journal.' I i'uxA several short notices from him on ex-

periments which he had made with Poiteviiis manure, Daniell s
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manure, refuse from the glue manufactories, guano, several

reports on different species of wheat selected bj the Council,

cultivation of mangolds as compared with swedes, &c. Nor did

he confine himself only to the results obtained in the field ; he

sends analyses by Liebig, Davy, and Herepath—quotes a quaint

old book on agriculture written by C. Venlo, and published at

Winchester in 1773, describing experiments on wheat culture

at that period. Again, he is Chairman of the Local Com-
mittee at Bristol in 1842, down at Pusey watching trials of

ploughs, lending his own steam engines at Leigh Court in

order that some experiments may be made in consequence of

a protest in 1847, and in every way showing the most lively

interest in the welfare of the Society. And all this time he

was Member for East Somerset, for which division of the county
he sat from 1834 until his voluntary retirement in 1865, and
at the same period was for thirty-five years Chairman of

Quarter Sessions. He was no idle politician ; he took a very

decided line as a partizan, and threw into this pursuit his

characteristic warmth and ardour. Indeed he appears to me to

have well represented the class of English country gentlemen

—

a keen sportsman, a hard rider with Sir R. Sutton at Lincoln
in his youth, an earnest politician, an able magistrate, an en-

lightened agriculturist, and a warm-hearted friend. It is to men
like him who sat on the early Council of the Society, that we
owe much of the large spirit which has guided its discussions.

Its founders, of whom Sir W. Miles was one, were generally men
who combined a love of agriculture with keen political instincts

;

but both in the Council and the Showyard party feelings were
forgotten

;
and, whether Whig or Tory, Protectionist or Free

Trader, they worked harmoniously for the interests of the agri-

culture which they loved, and, by their example, handed down a

traditional good feeling to their successors in the Council, which
I am happy to think exists at this day as strong as ever.

I am, truly yours,

John Dent Dent.
Bibston Hall, 31st December, 1878.

In Memokiam. By Sir B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, Vice-

President of the Society.

By the death of Sir William Miles, Bart, (late M.P. for

Somersetshire), the Society has lost one of its original Members
of Council, and one who served the offices of Steward of Imple-
ments, of Vice-President, and of President.

To fully trace his connection with the Society would almost
involve writing its early history, or, at least, an account of the

Y 2
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rise and progress of the Machinery department, as well as of

the first trials of implements and of that which has eventually

been denominated the " Prize-System."

It is, indeed, true that at the first Meeting at Oxford in 1839
the exhibition of implements was on a very limited scale ; and
although at that time the few waggon-loads of machinery which
were exhibited were looked upon as a good display, the whole
only occupied comparatively a few square yards of uncovered

space in the centre of the Show-ground.
The same may be said of the succeeding Meeting at Cam-

bridge, where there certainly was an increase, still it was not

sufficient to necessitate special shedding being provided, nor

regular stands allotted. The few machines that required pro-

tection were stored in the unoccupied end of one of the live-

stock sheds.

It was, however, at the Liverpool Meeting in 1841 that this

portion of the Show began to assume large proportions : special

shedding was devoted to implements, which were classified, as

far as possible, according to their respective uses.

Now, for the first time, there were three Stewards of Imple-

ments ; and Mr. Miles, in conjunction with Mr. Handley and
Mr. W. Patten, undertook this department, and conducted the

Trials which were then made under the auspices of the Society

on the race-course at Aintree.

At the Bristol Meeting, in 1842, for the first time, each ex-

hibitor showed his entire collection together, on what has since

been called his Stand ; and on this occasion more extended trials

than hitherto were made. Again Mr. Miles was a Steward,

together with Mr. Shelley (afterwards Sir John V. Shelley)

and Mr. John Benett, M.P.

At Derby, in 1843, the Implement department became still

further developed, and, for the first time, each machine had a

reference number corresponding with the Catalogue, Mr. Miles

was again a Steward, in conjunction with Mr. Shelley and Mr.
Pusey, M.P. Indeed, at the succeeding Meetings at South-

ampton, Shrewsbury, Newcastle, and Northampton, Mj. Miles

and Mr. Shelley continued to discharge the arduous duties of

Stewards.

It was at the Meeting at Southampton that Mr. Miles sug-

gested the plan of having all the implements which had been

entered for trial brought together and classified for the inspec-

tion of the Judges ; but this arrangement, however good in

theory, had subsecjuently to be abandoned in consequence of

the increasing number of exhibits from year to year.

From the above remarks, it will be seen that Mr. Miles acted

as a Steward of Implements for seven consecutive years ; and
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that, too, at a time when the duties were boih important and

laborious ; for during his Stewardship the Exhibition had

grown from a couple of sheds to an extent wliich even then

gave promise of the vast proportions which the Shows have

attained in recent years.

It is somewhat remarkable that, although Mr. Miles took such

an active part in connection with this department of the Society's

Shows, his name does not appear conspicuously in the Journals

of that period. This, however, may be accounted for from the

fact that it was not then the custom for the Senior Steward of

the year either to write the Reports or any introductory com-
ments on those furnished by the Judges. The amount of work
which jNlr. Miles did for the Society, therefore, must not be

measured by this silence ; for there can be no doubt that many
of the difficulties inherent to the establishment of an Exhibition

of Implements, and to conducting the Trials, were in a great

measure overcome by his personal activity and perseverance.

Although Mr. Miles retired from the office of Steward after

the Northampton Meeting, in 1847, he continued to take a

leading part in the proceedings of the Society as a Member of

the Council, and, from the year 1852, as one of the Vice-

Presidents.

In 1854—5 he occupied the important office of President of

the Society ; and in this capacity he headed a deputation sent

by the Council to the Universal Exhibition of 1855 in Paris,

where he and his colleagues were received, both by the Emperor,
the Ministers, and the learned Societies of that capital, with

marked courtesy.

The Society's jNIeeting at Carlisle being held under his Pre-

sidency, he most handsomely offered his corn crops for a

thorough trial of reaping-machines during the harvest ; and he
received and entertained the Stewards, Judges, and officials,

with the greatest hospitality, at his seat, Leigh Court, near

Bristol.

The Report on the Trials concluded with the following

tribute :
" The Judges cannot close this Report without ex-

pressing their obligations and thanks to Mr. IVIiles for the great

facilities offered by him for the trials of these machines, and for

his obliging kindness to themselves and to all engaged in the

experiments."

In concluding these imperfect remarks, it is only just that

ample testimony should be borne to the unwearied energy which
Sir William Miles (then Mr. Miles) displayed in everything he
undertook. No day was too long for him, and no obstacle too

great to be surmounted ; and whatever want of previous pre-

parations may have occasionally marked his administration,
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this was always more than counterbalanced by his readiness and
devotion in carrying out whatever he saw to be necessary. He
was endowed with great promptitude of decision, an attribute

often requisite in the early days of the Society's Trials of

Implements, when the exhibitors and their employes were not

so well trained as they have become by subsequent experience
;

and although he required his decisions to be carried out to

the very letter, and enforced them when necessary, there always

predominated a frankness and manliness of character which
won the confidence of all with whom he came in contact, and
endeared him to those who had the advantage of being associated

with him as colleagues.

By the writer, who is now the only remaining officer who
shared his labour in the early days of the Society's history, his

memory will ever be cherished, and sincerely respected.

XII.— T7ie late Mr. T. C. Booth, of Warlahy. By H. Chandos-
Pole-Gell, of Hopton Hall, Derbyshire.

The subject of this brief memoir, Thomas Christopher Booth,

was born at Killerby Hall, near Catterick, Yorkshire, on De-
cember 3rd, 1832. He was the third son of the late Mr. John
Booth, of Killerby, and of Jane, daughter of Mr. Charles Wright,

of Cleasby, one of the spirited purchasers of the celebrated bull

"Comet" (155), Coates's ' Herd Book.' Mrs. Booth's mother
was the daughter of Mr. Charge, of Barton, near Darlington,

another of the joint owners of this animal. Mr. Booth's paternal

grandfather, Mr, I'homas Booth, of Killerby and VVarlaby, was
one of the earliest breeders of Shorthorns, and founded the herd

which has been handed down to the present time through three

generations. The present Booth family may thus be said to have

been born and reared in an atmosphere of Shorthorn interests, and

the mantle of their ancestors fell on no unworthy shoulders, as

both the brothers who engaged in farming pursuits hav^ made a

ma,rk in their profession. Mr. T. C. Booth was educated at the

Kepier Grammar School at Houghton-le-Spring, in the county

of Durham, under the mastership of the Rev. J. Young, D.D.
During his school career he distinguished himself by steady

application to work in school hours, and earnest attention to

play when work was over : he was generally head of his class, a

leader in all boyish games, and a universal favourite with his

fellows. At about the ago of sixteen he entered the office of

Messrs. T. and H. Littledale and Co., brokers, of Liverpool, to

whom he was apprenticed for the usual term of five years. Here,
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attention to his duties soon attracted the notice of his employers,

who found him not only steady and industrious, but one on whose
energy and thoroughness they could rely. Mr. John Torr, now
Alember for Liverpool, at that time one of the partners in the

firm, has told me that, during his connection with the house of

Littledale, he never had greater pleasure in endorsing the inden-

tures of any of their apprentices than in the case of Mr. Booth.

Whilst serving his term of five years, spent amongst the busy
docks and warehouses of that great commercial town, and in

the office of those well-known merchants, Mr. Booth acquired

accurate business habits, which stood him in good stead when
he became an agriculturist. Having been trained to a mer-
cantile life, he naturally endeavoured to find an opening for

his abilities, and at one time contemplated going out to India
;

but the death of his two elder brothers, followed soon after, in

1857, by that of his father, altered his position so materially

that he decided on remaining in England. He returned home,
and entered into partnership with his brother John in the

management of the farm at Killerby. From this time for-

ward his whole attention was given to agriculture, and he
spared no pains to make himself master of his business.

Whilst the brothers were together they worked very hard, and
brought the farm into a high state of cultivation, improving
their stock of every kind, and soon showing to their friends and
neighbours that the old " Booth blood " was to be found in the

sons of the house as well as in the cattle. At this time Mr.
Booth took great interest in the volunteer movement, and was
instrumental in raising the 14th North York Rifle Volunteers,

of which corps he became the first captain, on January 8th,

1860. He was an excellent shot, and at Wimbledon, in

1862, succeeded in being placed sixth for the Queen's prize,

winning an Enfield rifle. The next step in Mr. Booth's life

was a most important one. On April 28th, 1864, he married
Fanny, daughter of the Rev. W. Lockwood, vicar of Kirkby
Fleetham, Yorkshire, and granddaughter of the Rev. W.
Glaister, who was well known in the early days of Short-

horns, and owned the once celebrated bull " Son of Denton "

(198). It will be seen that by this marriage a fresh infusion

of the " blue blood " of Shorthorn breeders was introduced
into the family at Warlaby, and we may fairly hope that,

amongst the eight children left to deplore their father's loss,

some will be found to inherit the taste and talent of their prede-

cessors, and to carry on the pursuit which has made the name of
" Booth " famous, not only in Great Britain and Ireland, but
wherever the ubiquitous Shorthorn is found. The death of his

uncle, Mr. Richard Booth, in 18G4, put Mr. Booth in possession
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of the family estate at Warlaby. The herd there then consisted of

31 females and 29 bulls, and was left by will to be sold. It was
decided that Mr. T. C. Booth should become the purchaser,

taking the stock at a valuation. The well-known auctioneer and
judge of Shorthorns, Mr. W. Wetherell, and Mr. W. Torr, of

Aylesby, were appointed arbitrators. On May 26th, 1865, the

valuation was made, and Mr. Booth became owner of the

Warlaby herd. At first all went well with him, and fortune

seemed to smile upon her favourite
;
but, alas ! a change soon

came ; that dreaded scourge, " foot-and-mouth disease," attacked

the herd. After a time of great trouble and anxiety it passed

away, but not without leaving sad traces behind. In 1865-66
the rinderpest appeared in England, and soon laid its hold on
many of the farms surrounding Warlaby. Happily the energetic

sanitary precautions which were taken averted the threatened

evil, and the herd escaped. A brook which nearly surrounds

the farmstead and home pastures was constantly patrolled, and

no living thing allowed to cross it, as the plague was raging

on the other side. Tar-barrels were constantly burning at dif-

ferent parts of the buildings ; disinfectants were freely used ; all

servants, horses, carts, and carriages were placed in quarantine

after being at any market ; and even the cat that had strayed

was not allowed to return to the premises.

This danger safely passed, matters seemed to progress favour-

ably for a few years
;
but, in the great outbreak of 1870-1—2,

" foot-and-mouth " again appeared, and with such dire results

that in 1873 only three calves were born alive.

These sad troubles and reverses did not, however, quench
Mr. Booth's energy ; in spite of his anxieties, he was never cast

down ; the farm improvements were carried on without inter-

ruption. He rented a farm adjoining his own property, and soon

brought it into good order, draining all the land that required

it, grubbing up useless old fences, and laying the fields into

such form as suited steam cultivation, which he was one of the

first to introduce into his neighbourhood. Mr. Booth's activity

of mind was not satisfied with merely attending to his own
affairs ; he also took great interest in the welfare of those around
him. At the time of the restoration of his parish church of

Ainderby he rendered most valuable assistance ; he became a

member of the Board of Guardians, and of the Highway Board,

and at the time of his death was chairman of nearly all the local

public bodies in the district. He was also a Member of Council

of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and took an important part

in its transactions. In 1868 he was elected Member of Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England. Here his sound sense

and capacity for business soon brought him to the front. For
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three years he acted as a Steward of Implements, being most

untiring in the performance of his duties, which were at times

very arduous. Mr. Booth often took part in the discussions at

the Council Meetings of the Society. Inrm and decided in his

opinions, he was always listened to with attention. He spoke

his mind freely, but, however strongly he advocated his cause,

never hurt the feelings of those who differed from him, and
no man was more popular even with his opponents. These
qualities were testified to by His Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales, when, as President of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, he announced the death of Mr. Booth to the Council,

at their Meeting last November, in the following terms :

—

" It is my painful duty to announce to you the death of Mr.
T. C. Booth, who has for ten years been on the Council of this

Society, during which time he has been one of its most active

members, serving as Steward of Finance, also of Implements,

and Chairman of several important Committees. Of his work
as an active member of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and
other local associations, it is not necessary to speak. He is well

known to us in regard to the untiring and unceasing efforts he

made in conjunction with Mr. Jacob Wilson, for the passing of

a measure for the prevention of contagious diseases in animals,

watching with unflagging attention the proceedings of the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons in 1877, and the passing of

the Act this last Session. I have always been told that he was
a man of most equal mind and temper, fair and unprejudiced in

all matters, holding his own judgment and opinion, but always
prepared to give way when shown to be in error ; one with

whom especially it was a pleasure to work."

He was also one of the first promoters of the Shorthorn Society

of Great Britain and Iretand. From its formation he was one
of the " Editing Committee," and his colleagues in that office

can speak to the efficient manner in which he did his share of

their somewhat invidious work.

As a Judge of Shorthorns Mr. Booth was unsurpassed, and no
man was more free from prejudice. As a breeder of a particular

line of blood which had taken a very high position, he naturally

preferred his own cattle to those of rival strains ; but these con-

siderations never biased his judgment, and he always " went for

the best animal " when it appeared before him. Though con-

stantly requested to act as Judge, he almost always refused,

holding that the owner of so many bulls whose stock were being
exhibited had better leave others to decide on the respective

merits of the animals. In the early part of his career at

Warlaby he himself showed occasionally, and the once familiar

names of " Lady Fragrant," " Patricia," and " Commander-in-
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Chief," &c., will remind some of my readers of the exciting

Showjard conflicts of a few years ago. At the time of the Meet-
ing of the Royal Agricultural Society of England at Oxford, in

1870, Mr. Booth's herd was in magnificent order ; and pro-

bably no one man could have shown 13 such grand cows as

were then running in the Burnaston Hill pasture at Warlaby,
" Commander-in-Chief," the Sultan of the harem, being in his

box a few hundred yards distant. A curious circumstance

happened at this time, which 1 think I may be excused for

recording here. Mr. Wright, of Chesterfield, once well known
as a Judge of Shorthorns, and, at the time of which I am speaking,

between eighty and ninety years of age, came to see the herd, and
whilst looking at the cows, said, " It is almost fifty years to a day
since I stood in this field with your grandfather. There were then,

as now, 13 cows, as good as these, but of a different stamp, and the

best of them was a cow called ' Dairymaid ; ' have you any of that

family left?" Mr. Booth was happily able to reply, "Yes; and
the one you selected to-day as the best animal here is descended

directly from her." This anecdote Mr. Booth related to me
a few days after it occurred, as we were admiring " Soldier's

Daughter," the cow in question. After suffering such heavy

losses through foot-and-mouth disease, Mr. Booth considered it

advisable to relinquish exhibiting ; his herd being so greatly

reduced in numbers, he was afraid to run the risks which arise

from over-feeding. He felt that the reputation of the Booth
cattle was firmly established in the public mind, and their

successes would not easily be forgotten ; in addition to which
many breeders, using his bulls, were exhibiting, and doing battle

for him in public, whilst he at home was quietly preparing for

them the means by which they achieved their victories. At
first he had considerable difficulty in supplying the wants of

his customers, who were anxiously awaiting the arrival of young
bulls, to take the place of the veterans with which they were

obliged to content themselves. The few young animals to be

let were eagerly snapped up, and still the cry was " More
;

more." In the year 1875 took place the sale of the late Mr. W.
Torr's Shorthorns at Aylesby, and here, after due consuftation

with his most intimate friends and supporters, Mr. Booth deter-

mined to purchase the larger portion of the " Bright " and
" Riby " families, both of which were descended from " Anna "

by "Pilot" (49(5), sold at Mr. R. Booth's sale at Studley, near

Ripon, in 1834. Accordingly, twelve of the best of these

animals came into Mr. Booth's possession, at an average of about

1000 guineas each, and were taken back to the pastures whence

they originally sprang. In their ancestral home they have been

most fortunate, and have multi])licd in a thoroughly satisfactory
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manner ; and the Warlaby herd, thus reinforced, has increased so

well that, at the beginning of this year (1878), Mr. Booth was
enabled to let a number of the finest joung bulls that were ever

at Warlaby at one time. Though so well known in his own
part of the world, and though so much connected with local

interests, Mr. Booth had not taken any very active part in

public matters until the year 1877, when he supported his

friend, Mr. Jacob Wilson, in his endeavours to get a bill

brought before Parliament for the better regulation of our

foreign-cattle trade. Convinced of the immense importance of

such a measure to farmers of all classes, and to the community
at large, as, owing to the effects of imported diseases, our stock

of cattle and sheep had diminished in an alarming degree,

Mr. Booth devoted his time and attention to the subject
;
and,

when the Duke of Richmond brought in his " Contagious

Diseases (Animals) Bill " of last session, he was, in conjunction

with Mr. Wilson, indefatigable in his endeavours to obtain

evidence to show how greatly the consumer would be benefited

if the farmer could carry on his business with immunity from
disease. Mr. Booth was in communication with members of

Parliament, railway directors and managers, cattle salesmen,

cattle importers, dead-meat importers both in London and
Liverpool, and with persons of every class from whom he thought

that anything was to be learned
;
and, through his and Mr. Wil-

son's exertions, a mass of information was obtained, which was
of inestimable value when the witnesses were examined before

the Committee of the House of Commons through whose hands
the Bill passed. The moment he was released from the business

connected with this Act, Mr. Booth went to attend to his duties

at the Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Bristol, which
occupied him for more than a week. He then returned home,
to prepare for the Exhibition of the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society, which was to be held at Northallerton. Being so near

home he was very desirous that it should be a success, and he
gave the officials all the assistance that lay in his power. How
far his object was gained was seen in the large and splendid

show of all classes of stock, and in the excellence of the general

arrangements. This labour over, Mr. Booth found leisure for

a few days' grouse shooting, and keenly enjoyed his favourite

sport ; he then was obliged to go to Ireland, where it was evi-

dent that he felt the fatigue of travelling very much, and where
it was supposed that he caught cold. Returning home, he found
himself too ill to resist any further the necessity for rest and
care, and he at once placed himself in the doctor's hands. The
supposed cold soon developed into low fever, of which, no doubt,

the seeds had been sown before the journey to Ireland. At first
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all went on favourably ; but bad symptoms appeared ; he became
rapidly worse

;
and, at 5 A.M. on the morning of the 7th of Sep-

tember, passed away from us one of the kindest, best, and truest-

hearted men that it has been my lot to know ; a man who ful-

filled every relation of life as a Christian should do ; a good
husband, father, and friend

;
simple, honest, straightforward,

and single-minded
;
always striving to do his duty in the station

of life in which he was placed. Long will his memory be
cherished by those who knew and loved him. Long will that

handsome face and quick cheery voice be missed from the

council-rooms of those societies to which he belonged. Long
will he be mourned by those friends and neighbours in whose
welfare he took such an active interest. Amongst the many
good and great men that Yorkshire has produced, none has gone
to his grave more truly lamented than he, so recently cut off in

the prime of life and the fulness of his strength, our dear friend
" Tom Booth."

XIIL

—

Report on the Field and Feeding Experiments conducted at

Woburn, on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

during the Year 1878. By Dr. Augustus Voelcker, F.R.S.,

Consulting Chemist to the Society.

The Experiments on the Continuous Growth of
Wheat.

The mineral manures were sown broadcast on the 2nd of

November, 1877, before the seed was sown, and the dung also

was applied in autumn. The seed—Browick wheat—was drilled

in on the 5th of November, 1877, and the salts of ammonia and

nitrate of soda were top-dressed on the 4th of March, 1878.

The harvest was begun on the more mature plots on the 2nd of

August, and the whole of the produce of the several plots was

carted and stacked on the 19th of August, and threshed out on

the 16th of October, 1878, yielding results which are embodied

in the Table on the opposite page.

The wheat on all the plots was more or less blighted, and on

several plots attacked in places by the red maggot. The hot

weather which set in at the beginning of July brought on the

wheat very fast. During a period of four weeks and three days

in June and July no rain had fallen ; and when it rained at last,

towards the middle of July, the wheat had ceased growing, and

did not come out well in the ear on some of the plots, especially

on plot 4, dressed with minerals alone, and plot 3, top-dressed

in spring with nitrate of soda alone.
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Pbodtice of Wheat. Second Season, 1878.

Maoteks pee Acrf.

TJnruanurecI

("200 lbs. ammonia-salts, alone (applied'!

\ in the spring)
J

1275 lbs. nitrate of soda (applied in thel

1 spring) /

i'200

lbs. sulphate of potash, 100 lbs.]

sulphate of soda, 100 lbs. sulphate!
of magnesia, 3J cvrt. superphosphate!
of lime .. J

1200
lbs. sulph. potash, 100 lbs. sulph.j

soda, 100 lbs. sulph. magnesia, 3^ (

cwts. superphosphate of lime, and 200
j

lbs. ammonia-salts (in spring) . . ..)

!200
lbs. sulph. potash, 100 lbs. sulph.]

soda, 100 lbs. sulph. magnesia, 3}'

cwts. superphosphate of lime, and 2751
lbs. nitrate of soda (in spring) .. ..J

Peoduce per Acre.

Dressed Corn.

Unmannred

200 lbs. sulph. potash, 100 lbs. snlph.]
soda, 100 lbs. sulph. magnesia, 3| I

cwts. superphosphate of lime, and 400
j

lbs. ammouia-salts (in spring) . . . . J

200 lbs. sulph. potash, 100 lbs. sulph.]

sod.a, 100 lbs. sulph. magnesia, 3§l
cwts. superphosphate of lime, and 550

1

L lbs. nitrate of soda (in spring) . . . . j

Tarmyard-manure, estimated to contain^
nitrogen = 100 lbs. ammonia, made!
from 376 lbs. decorticated cotton-cake,

|

940 lbs. maize-meal, 12,857 lbs. man-
golds, 3215 lbs. wlieat-straw, as food

;

and 3164 lbs. barley-straw as litter

Weight 5 tons, 10^ cwts

fFarmyard-manure, estimated to contaiu'
nitrogf-n = 200 lbs. ammonia, made
from 752 lbs. decorticated cutton-cake,
1880 lbs. maize-mcal, 25,714 lbs. man-
golds, 6430 lbs. wlieat-straw chaff, as
food ; and 6328 lbs. barley-straw as

I litter. Weight, 11 tons 1 cwt.

Weight.

lbs.

943

1053

695

651

777

842

704

1661

1658

772

990

Number
of

Bushels.

Weight
- per
Bushel.

15- 8

16- 7

11-9

10-4

13

14

12

27

261

121

15-8

lbs.

60

63

58- 4

62- 6

59- 8

60- 1

58-6

61- 5

63- 5

63-8

63-7
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The ammonia plot 2 ripened three or four days before the

nitrate of soda plot 3, and yielded a larger produce, both in corn

and straw, than the latter.

With the exception of plot 8, manured with minerals and
400 lbs. of ammonia-salts, and plot 9, dressed with minerals and
550 lbs. of nitrate of soda, which produced about the same
amount of corn and straw, the yield of all the other plots was
very poor.

It will be borne in mind that, before the experiments on the

continuous growth of wheat were begun, a crop of wheat, yielding

25J bushels of dressed corn and 20^ cwts. of straw, was grown
by the late tenant. The third crop of wheat in succession thus

was grown in 1878, on very light sandy land, and it was to be
expected that on such land the wheat-producing powers would
materially decrease on the unmanured plots. Last year the

unmanured plot 1 yielded 22i bushels of dressed corn, and the

second unmanured plot 7, 20^ bushels. In 1878 the produce on
plot 1 was only 15-f-^ bushels, and on plot 7, 12 bushels. Neither

mineral manures nor farmyard-manure, it will be seen, had any
decidedly beneficial effect in 1878, which agrees well with the

experience of the preceding year.

It should be mentioned, however, that the dung was applied

to the land in a long and undecomposed condition, which had
the effect of making the naturally very light soil still more loose

and hollow ; a circumstance which, no doubt, in some measure
may account for the poor yield of wheat on the dunged plots

10 and 11.

In order to remedy this defect in this year's experiments, the

dung of a given composition for the permanent wheat and
barley experiments was made last autumn, and next season

(1879) the dung will be applied to the wheat in a short rotten

state as a top-dressing in spring ; and care will be taken to keep
the land as firm as possible.

Compared with last year's results, the produce in 1878 has

considerably fallen off. Thus in 1877 the largest produce which
was obtained on plot 8, manured with minerals and 400 lbs. of

ammonia, amounted to 43-- bushels of corn, and 48^ cwts. of

straw and chaff. In 1878 the greatest weight of corn was again

produced on plot 8 ; but it amounted to only 27 bushels of corn.

The yield of straw on plot 8, in 1878, weighed 42^ cwts, as

against 48^ cwts. in 1877. The decrease in corn in 1878, it

thus appears, was more marked than that of straw. The same
remark applies to all the experimental plots, whether unmanured
or dressed with various mineral and nitrogenous manures

;
they

all yielded more straw in proportion to corn in 1878 than in the

preceding season.
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Although the experiments on the continuous growth of wheat
on very light land certainly were not successful in an economical

point of view, they are, nevertheless, instructive, as they appear

to point in the direction that on very light soils wheat cannot

be economically grown for a succession of years, even with the

application of large quantities of artificial manures, the cost of

which must prevent their being used in practice. It would,

however, be premature to draw such a conclusion from the

results of two years' experience in growing wheat in succession,

but I fully anticipate that a few more seasons will definitely

decide this question.

The following is the cost per acre of the artificials employed
in the experiments on the continuous growth of wheat and
barley

:

About
£ s.

On Plot 2. Ammonia-salts alone 2 2

„ 3. Nitrate of soda alone 2 0
„ 4. Minerals alone 3 5

„ 5. Minerals and ammonia 5 7

,, 6. Nitrate of soda and minerals 5 5

,, 8. Ammonia and minerals 7 9
9. Nitrate of soda and minerals 7 5

The Experiments on the Continuous Growth of
Barley.

The manures applied for the barley were the same as those

for the wheat experiments.

The dung, which was made in the experimental boxes at

Crawley Mill Farm, from a weighed quantity of food and litter,

and was estimated to contain nitrogen corresponding to 100 lbs.

of ammonia per acre for one plot, and to 200 lbs. of ammonia
per acre for the other plot, was put upon the land on the 14th of

February, before the barley was sown. The mineral manures as

well as the ammonia-salts were sown broadcast on the 2nd of

March, 1878, and the barley was drilled in on March 6th, 1878.
The barley-harvest began on the 8th of August, and the whole

of the produce was carted and stacked on the 19th of August,
and threshed out on the 21st of October, 1878.

The Table on p. 366 shows the produce obtained.

The permanent barley was light, slightly blighted, but not
nearly so much so as the wheat grown by its side.

The barley was not well filled. The only plots on which the

barley went down to some extent was plot 9, manured with
minerals and 550 lbs. of nitrate of soda per acre. On all the

other plots the crops stood well. On plot 9, it will be seen, more
straw was produced than on any of the others.
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Peoduce of Baelet. Secokd Season, 1878.

Makukks pee Acre.

Pboduce per Acbe.

Dressed Corn.

Number Weight
Weight. of per

Bushels. Bushel.

lbs. lbs.

1226 24 51

1864 36 51-8

1632 30-1 49-3

1204 23-7 50-8

1851 36-7 50-4

2145 42-6 50-3

950 19-3 49-7

2592 49-7 52-

1

2466 44-8 55

1096 22 •> 48-3

1534 29-7 51-6

Unmanured

200 lbs. ammonia-salts, alone

275 lbs. nitrate of soda, alone

1200 lbs. sulpliate of potash, 100 Ibs.j

j
sulph. of soda, 100 lbs. sulph. mag-

I
nesia, 3} cwts. superphosphate of lime)

1200
lbs. sulph. of potash, 100 lbs. sulph.

^

of soda, 100 lbs. sulph. of magnesia,
I

3,^ cwts. superphosphate of lime, audi
200 lbs. ammonia-salts j

|200 lbs. sulph. of potash, 100 lbs. sulph.'

I
of soda, 100 lbs. sulphate of magnesia,

I

j
3^ cwts. of superphosphate of lime,

|

I and 275 lbs. nitrate of soda . . . . J

Unmanured

200 lbs. sulph. of potash, 100 lbs. sulph.'

of soda, 100 lbs. sulph. of magnesia,

3J cwts. of superphosphate of lime,

and 400 lbs. ammonia-salts

[200 lbs. sulph. of potash, 100 lbs. sulph."

I of soda, 100 lbs. sulph. of magnesia,
I

I

3^ cwts. of superphosphate of lime,
|

I and 550 lbs. of nitrate of soda . . . .
J

Farmyard-manure, estimated to contain'

nitrogen = 100 lbs. of ammonia, made
from 376 lbs. decortic ated cotton-cake,

940 lbs. maize-meal, 12,857 lbs. man-
golds, 3215 lbs. wheat-straw chaff, as

food ; and 3164 lbs. barley-straw as

\ litter. Weight 5 tons, 10^ cwts.

'Farmyard-manure, estimated to contain'

nitrogen = 200 lbs. ammonia, made
from 752 lbs. decorticated cotton-cake,

1880 lbs. maizc-meal, 25,714 lbs. man-
golds, 6430 lbs. wheat-straw chaff, as

food; and 6328 lbs. barley-straw as

^ litter. Weight 11 tons, 1 cwt. ..
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On the whole, the experiments on the continuous growth of

barley were quite as successful in 1878 as in the preceding year,

and most of the results obtained in one year accord well with

those of the other.

Thus, it will be seen that 200 lbs. of ammonia-salts alone

applied on plot 2 produced 6 bushels more barley than 275 lbs.

of nitrate of soda, containing the same amount of nitrogen.

In conformity with last year's experience, neither mineral-

manures alone, nor farmyard-manure containing nitrogen equal

to 100 lbs. of ammonia, had any effect on the barley ; and double

the quantity of dung on plot 11 only raised the produce in corn

about 6 bushels over that of the unmanured plot No. 1. As
last year, the heaviest crop in 1878 was produced on plot 8,

manured with minerals and 400 lbs. of ammonia-salts. The pro-

duce on plot 8, it will be seen, amounted to nearly 50 bushels.

Last year the same plot yielded 52-5- bushels.

Nitrate of soda, containing as much nitrogen as 400 lbs. of

ammonia-salts, applied in conjunction with minerals on plot 9,

produced about 5 bushels less barley than plot 8.

On the other hand, plot 6, manured with minerals and ni-

trate of soda containing as much nitrogen as the 200 lbs. of

ammonia-salts, applied in conjunction with minerals to plot 5,

produced more barley than plot 5.

It is singular that the produce in corn and straw of one of the

unmanured plots (No. 7) was nearly the same in 1878 as it

was in 1877.

Thus, last year No. 7 produced 19^ bushels of barley and
12 cwts. of straw, and in 1878 the same plot yielded 19-j\ bushels

of corn and 12 cwts. 1 qr. 4 lbs. of straw.

Last year there was a considerable difference in the weight of

produce of the unmanured plots, and a similar difference will be
noticed again in the produce of the two unmanured plots 1 and 7.

Last year, plot 1 yielded 22^^ bushels of corn and 13^ cwts. of

straw, and this year 24 bushels of corn and 16 cwts. IG lbs.

of straw.

It is well to bear in mind that similar differences in the pro-

ductiveness of two parts of the same field treated precisely alike

have a real existence, and that for this reason no undue infer-

ences must be drawn from comparatively small differences

in the results of field experiments with various fertilising

materials.

The Experiments on Rotation.

The Woburn Rotation Experiments comprise 16 acres, di-

vided into four sections, one for each rotation.

VOL. XV.—S. S. Z
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The following plan shows at one view the course of cropping

of the 16 acres under Rotation Experiments :

—

Rotation No. 1

4 Acres.

R..tation No. 2.

4 Acres.
Eolation No. 3.

4 Acres.
Rotation No. 4.

4 A( res.

1877
1878
1870
1880
1881

Se((ls

Wheat
Roots
Barley

Tonts
B;irley

Wheat

Barley with 7 cwt.

Seeds
Wheat
Roots
Barley

rai)e-cuke per acre.

Roots.

Barley.

Seeds.

Wiieat.

'Rotation iV'o. 1.—1877, seeds; 1878, wheat; 1879, roots;

1880, barley.

The seeds were fed off in 1877 by 10 sheep kept on each of

the four acres of this Rotation during 15 weeks. On the 1st

acre (plot 1) the sheep consumed as additional food 728 lbs. of

decorticated cotton-cake.

On the 2nd acre (plot 2) they consumed in 15 weeks 728 lbs.

of maize meal.

On the 3rd and 4th acres (plots 3 and 4) no additional food

was given ; but on plot 3 the wheat was manured with artificial

manures containing as much nitrogen and other fertilizing con-

stituents as the manure from 728 lbs. of decorticated cotton-

cake, namely, 275 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 73 lbs. of bone-ash

made into superphosphate, 45^ lbs. of sulphate of potash, and

47^ lbs. of sulphate of magnesia. And, lastly, on the 4th acre

(plot 4) the wheat was manured with artificial manures con-

taining as much nitrogen and other fertilizing matters as the

manure from 728 lbs. of maize-meal, namely, 58;^ lbs. of nitrate

of soda, 11| lbs. of bone-ash made into superphosphate, 5 lbs. of

sulphate of potash, and 8 lbs of sulphate of magnesia.

The wheat, Browick Wheat, a variety usually grown in the

Woburn district, was sown on the 6th of November, 1877,

and the artificial manures were top-dressed on the 9th of

March, 1878.

The harvest was begun on the 11th of August; the wheat

was carted and stacked on the 20th of August, and threshed

out on the 15 th of October.

The Table on the opposite page shows the produce obtained.

The wheat on all the four rotation acres, it will be seen, pro-

duced a full crop. VVitli the exception of plot 3, which was
top-dressed with nitrate of soda(275 lbs.) and artificial manures,

which together contained an equivalent quantity of nitrogen

and other fertilizing matters to the dung resulting from the con-

sumption of 728 lbs. of decorticated cotton-cake, the produce in

corn of the three remaining acres varied but little. The maize-

plot (plot 2) yielded a few bushels more corn and rather less
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straw than plot 1, upon which the seeds, the preceding year,

had been eaten off with 728 lbs. of decorticated cotton-cake.

The wheat on plot 3 in the beginning of Julv looked very

luxuriant and promised to produce the heaviest crop. The
actual weighings of the produce showed that 9 bushels more
corn and 15 cwts. more straw were produced when the fertiliz-

ing constituents in the dung resulting from the consumption of

7^8 lbs. of decorticated cotton-cake were supplied to the land

in the shape of nitrate of soda, superphosphate, and potash, soda

and magnesia-salts.

The contrast in the appearance of the wheat-crop in the

rotation experiments, and in the experiments on the continuous

growth of wheat was most striking throughout the whole season.

notation 2\o. 2.—Four acres as follow : 1877, roots : 1878, bar-

ley, after mangolds fed on the land
; 1879, seeds

; 1880, wheat.

The mangolds in 1877 were grown on :

Plot 1. With dung, made from 3230 lbs. of straw as litter,

5000 lbs. mangolds, 1250 lbs. wheat-straw chaff, and 1000 lbs.

cotton-cake.

Plot 2. With dung, made from 3230 lbs. of straw as litter,

5000 lbs. mangolds, 1250 lbs. wheat-straw chaff, and 1000 lbs. of

maize-meal.

Plot 3. With dung, made from 3230 lbs. of straw as litter,

5000 lbs. of mangolds, 1250 lbs. of wheat-chaff, and artificial

manure containing two-thirds as much nitrogen and other con-

stituents of the manure from 1000 lbs. decorticated cotton-cake,

namely, 248 lbs. nitrate of soda, 100 lbs. bone-ash (made into

superphosphate), 62^ lbs. sulphate of potash, and 65 lbs. sulphate

of magnesia.

Plot 4. With dung, made from 3230 lbs. of straw as litter,

5000 lbs. mangolds, 1250 lbs. wheat-straw chaff, and artificial

manure containing as much nitrogen and other constituents as

the manure from 1000 lbs. maize-meal, namely, 80 lbs. nitrate

of soda, IG^ lbs. bone-ash (made into superphosphate) 7 lbs.

sulphate of potash, and 11 lbs. sulphate of magnesia.

The succeeding barley on plots 1, 2, and 4 was grown Without

artificial manure ; on plot 3 with artificial manure containing

one-third as much nitrogen as the manure from 1000 lbs. of

decorticated cotton-cake, namelv, 124 lbs. of nitrate of soda,

applied as a top-dressing on the 20th of March, 1878.

The barley was drilled on the 16th of March, and the crop cut

on the 15th of August, the produce from plots 1 and 3 were
carted and stacked on the 28th of August, and that from plots

2 and 4 on the 2nd f)f September. The barley was threshed out

on the 21st and 22nd of October.

The produce of the four rotation-barley acres is given in the

following Table:
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It will be seen that the barley crop on plot 1, after mangolds,
manured with dung from 1000 lbs. of decorticated cotton-cake,

produced a few bushels more corn than on plot 2, manured with

dung resulting from the consumption of 1000 lbs. of maize-

meal ; but the differences in the amount of produce on plots 1, 2,

and 3, on the whole, are inconsiderable. On the other hand, nitrate

of soda applied at the rate of 124 lbs., or little more than 1 cwt,

per acre, had the effect of producing an increase of about 12

bushels of head-corn and nearly 7 cwts. of straw over the pro-

duce of plot 1, after mangolds grown with cotton-cake dung.

Rotation No. 3, commencing 1878.—Area under experiment,

four acres.

Previous Cropping.—Seeds failed in 1874. Spring tares 1875,
fed off with 5J cwts. cake per acre. Barley 1876 : produce per

acre-—dressed corn, 16 bushels ; offal corn, \^ bushel
;
straw,

9i cwts. Barley 1877, with 7 cwts. of rape-cake per acre :

produce per acre— dressed corn, 41| bushels ; offal corn, 43
lbs.

;
straw, 25^ cwts.

Seeds 1878.—The four acres of clover and rye-grass have been

fed off by sheep during the summer, and the land is now sown
with wheat. On one acre 672 lbs. of decorticated cotton-cake

have been consumed ; on a second acre, 728 lbs. of Indian corn-

meal ; and the third and fourth acres were separately eaten off

without any purchased food. On each of the four acres 10 sheep

were put on in the beginning of May, and kept on the seeds

until the 24th of July, when each lot was weighed and sold off.

On the 10th of September the clover-seeds were again sufficiently

advanced in growth to afford food for a fresh lot of sheep. On
each acre 10 sheep were maintained until the 14th of October,

one lot receiving cotton-cake, a second maize-meal, and the two
remaining ones were fed upon clover-seeds only.

As there was still a fair bite of seeds after the sheep were
taken off on the 14th of October, 5 more sheep were put on each

acre of seeds, and kept thereon for a week.

The sheep which had cotton-cake and maize in addition to

green clover, consumed on an average about ^ lb. of eake or

meal per day.

The first lot of sheep going over the clover twice, and kept on
the seeds from the 2nd May to the 24th of July, in that period

of 12 weeks yielded the following increase in live-weight:

Increase In

Plots. Llvc-Welght.
lbs.

^ (Fed-offby 10 sheep, with 448 lbs. decorticated cotton-) quoi
^'

\ cake ; on the land 12 weeks
J

y jFcd off by 10 sheep, with 448 lbs. maize-meal; on) orn
^-

I the land 12 weeks
^-ii
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Increase iu

Live-Weight.
Tlots, lbs.

g (Fed off by 10 sheep, without other food; ou the land) 9gga
\ 12 weeks \ ~ *

^
j Fed-off by 10 sheep, without other food; on the land)

295^
( 12 weeks f

*

It may be mentioned, that the sheep on plot 1, receiving de-

corticated cotton-cake as an additional food, gained more live-

weight during the month of May and first week of June than

the sheep on plot 2, which had maize-meal in addition to clover-

seed. Towards the end of June and in the early part of July

the weather got very hot, and then the sheep on plot 1 gained

but little in weight, whilst those on maize made satisfactory

progress. I have frequently noticed that a highly nitrogenous

food like decorticated cotton-cake does not agree with stock

when the weather gets very warm, and that maize during the

warm summer months appears to be a more suitable food for

fattening sheep and cattle.

The second lot of sheep was put upon clover-seeds on the 10th

of September, and kept on the land until the 14th of October, in

which period of five weeks they made the following increase in

live-weight

:

Increase in

Live-Weight.
PtOTS. lbs.

(Clover-seeds fed-off by 10 sheep, with 224 lbs. of de-)

\ corticated cotton-cake
;
kept on the land 5 weeeks

)

2 (Clover-seeds fed-off by 10 sheep, with 280 lbs. of)

( maize-meal
;
kept on the land 5 weeks f

*

g (Clover-seeds fed-off by 10 sheep, without other food;)
gg

( on the land 5 weeks )

^ j Clover-seeds fed-off by 10 sheep, without other food ;) gyi
\ on the land 5 weeks j

*

The third lot of sheep, kept on the land for one week and two
days, gained as under :

Increase in

Live-Weight.
Plots. lbs.

1. Fed off by 5 sheep, kept on the land for 1 week and 2 days 18

2 11
3. „ „ „ 19

4' » !) » 2

The following Table shows the number of sheep fed on each
acre, the quantity of purchased food consumed (if any), the?

number of weeks the animals were kept on the land, and the

total increase in live-weight yielded :

—
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KoTATiON Clover Seeds, 1878, after Barley.
Increase in

Live-Weight.
PlOTS. lbs.

IFed-off by 10 sheep, with 672 lbs. of decorticated]

cottoa-cake ; on the land 17 weeks; and 5 sheepi 447
on the land 1 week and 2 days

J

IFed-off by 10 sheep, with 728 lbs. of maize-meal
;
on]

the land 17 weeks ; and 5 sheep on the land 1 weekt 4435
and 2 days

J

{Fed-off by 10 sheep, without other food; on the land]

17 weeks; and 5 sheep on the land 1 week andi 381

J

2 days
J

!Fed oli' by 10 sheep, without other food ; on the land]

17 weeks; and 5 sheep on the land 1 week and> 3254
2 days .. .. j

The average increase in live-weight obtained without pur-

chased food was 353J lbs. Deducting this increase from that

obtained by the consumption of 672 lbs. of decorticated cotton-

cake, we obtain 93^ lbs. as due to the cotton-cake ; and making
the same deduction in the case of the second acre, on which
728 lbs. of maize-meal were consumed bj the sheep, the total

increase due to the maize amounts to 90 lbs. Accordingly,

6 cwts. of decorticated cotton-cake produced almost the same
additional increase in live-weight as cwts. of maize-meal.

The clover-plant stood very thick, and grew most luxuriantly,

on the four acres, which, with the addition of 6 cwts. of decor-

ticated cotton-cake and 6J cwts. of maize-meal, produced an

increase of 1597| lbs. of live-weight, or 596 lbs, more than the

seeds on Rotation No. 1 in 1877.

Rotation No. 4.—Four acres. Mangolds 1878.

Previous Cropping.— Seeds failed in 1874. Winter tares

1874-5, fed off with 5^ cwts. cake per acre. Barley 1876 : pro-

duce per acre—dressed corn, 37 bushels ; offal corn, 8 bushels;

straw, 24 cwts. Barley 1877, with 7 cwts. rape-cake per acre:

produce per acre—dressed corn, 43 bushels ; offal corn, 56 lbs.
;

straw, 26 cwts.

The mangolds were respectively manured as follows : otie acre

with dung made from a given quantity of straw as litter ; and of

mangolds and wheat-straw chaff as food, with 1000 lbs. of decor-

ticated cotton-cake consumed in addition. The second acre with

dung from the same amount of litter, and of mangolds and wheat-

straw chaff as food, with the addition of 1000 lbs. of maize-nical.

The third and fourth acres, each with dung from the same amount
of litter, and of mangolds and wheat-straw chaff as food, without

purchased food in addition ; but one of them received artificial

manure, supplying two-thirds as much nitrogen, and as much of

the other constituents, as were estimated to be contained in the
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manure from the 1000 lbs. of cotton-cake ; and the other received

artificial manure supplying the whole of the nitrogen and other

constituents estimated to be contained in the manure from the

1000 lbs. of maize-meal. There was a fairly regular plant on

all the four acres. Gaps in the rows here and there were filled

up by transplanted roots, which grew fairly well, but did not

nearly attain the dimensions of the roots not checked in their

growth by transplanting.

The following Table shows the produce of each of the four

acres

:

EoTATiox Mangolds, 1878, after Barley.

Plots.

Produce per Acre.

Roots. Leaves.

1

fWith dung, made from 3230 lbs. straw i

1
as litter; ouuu lbs. mangoicis; izoui

1
lbs. wheat-straw chafl', and 1000 lbs.

[

tons, cwts, qrs. lbs.

13 2 10

ton

2

s. cwts. qrs. lbs.

15 1 0

2

fWith dung, made from 3230 lbs. straw
1

1 as litter ; 5000 lbs. mangolds , 1250
lbs. wheat-straw chatl', and 1000 lbs.

|

]

11 16 0 0 2 15 0 21

3

With dung, made from 3230 lbs. straw'

as litter; 5000 lbs. mang'jlds; 1250
lbs. wheat-otraw chatf; and artifi-

cial manure, containing two-tliirds

as much nitrogen, and the other

constituents, of tl,e manure Iroml

1000 lbs. decorticated colton-cake
;|

namely, 218 lbs. nitrate of sod.i,

100 lbs. of bune-iish (made into

superphosphate), 62J lbs. sulphate of

potash and 65 lbs. sulphate of mag-

18 13 0 20 3 13 3 0

4

"With dung, made from 3230 lbs. straw'

as litter ; 5000 lbs. mangolds ; 1250
lbs. wheat-straw chati ; and artificial

manure, cjntaining as much nitro-

gen, and other constituents, as thel

manure from lOOC lbs. maize-meal
;|

namely, 80 lbs. nitrate of soda, 16|
lbs. bone-asli (made into superphos-

phate), 7 lbs. sulphate of potash, and
, 11 lbs. sulphate of magnesia ..

12 15 1 12 3 3 3 5

The nitrate of soda on plots 3 and 4 was sown separately by
hand, between the drills, after the plants were singled out and
well established on the land. Its effect became plainly visible in

the greater luxuriance of the young plants in about ten days,
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after a gentle rain had washed the nitrate into the soil ; and by
the time the roots on plots 1 and 2 measured scarcely J an inch

in diameter, those on plot 3 measured fully 1^ inch in diameter.

Even on plot 4 the 80 lbs. of nitrate of soda produced a marked
effect on the mangolds, but of course nothing like the effect of the

248 lbs. which had been applied to the third acre.

The roots on plot 4 were first taken up, and, in consequence,

the leaves were greener, and produced a comparatively greater

weight, than the leaves on plot 1, the roots upon which were
taken up later.

It should also be mentioned, that the land on which the

mangolds were grown was not quite level. On the side far-

thest from the road-side the ground forms a little hill, the

highest part of which is in the acre occupied by plot 3, from
whence it slopes down towards plot 2, turning nearly level

on plot 1. On plot 3 the roots nearest to the road were much
bigger than those at the opposite end, on the more elevated

portion of the field. Plot 1 was the only plot of the four acres

on which the roots were as large at the end farthest from the

road as they were at the opposite, or road-side, end.

If it had not been for these inequalities in the level of the

four-acre field the produce on plot 3, and, in a minor degree, on
plots 4 and 2, would no doubt have been somewhat larger.

It appears from these experiments :

1. That the cotton-cake dung produced a somewhat heavier

crop of mangolds than the maize dung.

2. That the constituents of the dung resulting from the con-

sumption of either cotton-cake or maize-meal, when supplied

in the shape of artificial manure, had a better effect on the

mangold-crop than the dung from these articles of food.

XIV.

—

Annual Report of the Consulting Chemistfor 1878,

By Dr. Augustus Voelckee, F.R.S.

The tabulated summary appended to this Report shows that the

number of analyses made for the Members of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society during the period between December 1877 and
December 1878 has exceeded that of last year by 82, and has
reached 724, which number has been surpassed only once, and
then only by G, viz., in 1871.

Nearly twice as many samples of Peruvian guano as last year

were sent for analysis in 1878, owing, no doubt, to its variable

composition. These, witli few exceptions, were found to be

genuine, but of very variable composition and value.
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Judging from the number of samples of nitrate of soda which

were received for analysis, this valuable ferliliser, notwithstanding

the considerable rise in price which took place in the beginning of

the present year, appears to have been extensively used by the

British farmer, but not with uniform success. On light land

more especially, where nitrate of soda was used as a top-dressing

for cereal crops, it had the effect, in not a few instances which

have come under my notice, of producing rather rank straw and

thin grain.

As a rule, nitrate of soda is used as a spring top-dressing for

wheat or barley and rarely for other crops. It may, however,

be applied with much advantage to roots grown with super-

phosphate or bone-manure. The best time for applying nitrate

of soda to root-crops is the period after the plants have been

singled out
;
upon mangolds, from 1 to 1 J cwt. of nitrate of

soda, sown by hand along the rows, has a marvellous effect, which

is plainly visible in the course of a week or ten days, provided

rain has fallen in that time and washed the nitrate into the soil.

I had an opportunity of noticing, in the VVoburn experiments

this year, the striking effect of nitrate of soda on mangolds. On
the acre in the rotation experiments where the mangolds were

top-dressed in spring with 248 lbs. of nitrate of soda, the yield

in cleaned and topped and tailed mangolds was 18 tons 13 cwts.

and 20 lbs. ; whilst on the adjoining acre of mangolds, not

manured with nitrate of soda, the produce in clean roots was
only 11 tons and 16 cwts.

In the Quarterly Reports of the Chemical Committee for the

past year, reference has been made to several cases of grossly

adulterated samples of nitrate of soda which were sent for

analysis during that season. I need not therefore refer to them
in detail in the Annual Report. It may, however, be satisfac-

tory to the Members of the Society to learn that, in one of these

adulteration cases, the buyer of a lot of nitrate of soda, which I

found largely adulterated with common salt, was allowed by the

seller to deduct no less than 62/. from the bill amounting to

162/. for nitrate of soda. This was not a bad return for the 10*.

paid for the analysis and the annual subscription of a member
of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Of the 41 samples of bone-dust analysed by me in 1878 there

were some which, although bought as " pure raw bones," in point

of fact were mixed raw and boiled bones (such as glue-maker's

refuse). If it be borne in mind that raw bone-dust is worth
from 1/. 5s. to 1/. 10s. per ton more than glue-maker's or

steamed bones, purchasers of bone-dust will at once recognise

the propriety of obtaining from dealers in bone-dust a written

guarantee warranting the bone-dust to be made from clean raw
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bone, and not to be mixed with steamed or glue-maker's refuse

bones.

The majority of the 188 samples of artificial manures analysed

by me were superphosphates, which I am glad to find are now
much more generally sold on the strength of an analytical

guarantee than in former years.

Special compound manures, on the other hand, are seldom
sold by analysis, but in many cases are chaiged for at a much
higher price than it costs a farmer to produce them, with little

trouble, by mixing together in certain proportions well-known
artificial manures which can be bought in every market-town.

The following case is an illustration of the preceding remarks.

A Member of the Society sent me for analysis a sample of

wheat-manure, the price of which was 8/. 10*. This wheat-

manure had the following composition :

—

Moisture 16-01

Water of combination 4 '52

Monobasic phosphate of lime 10 "97

(Equal to tribasic phosphate of limeJ (\--y\
rendered soluble by acid) .. ..j^ ' ^

Insoluble jihosphates 5 "59

Sulphate of lime 37"51
Alkaline salts and magnesia 20'71

Including nitrate of soda .. .. (18'24)
Insoluble siliceous matter 4 '09

100-00

This manure, it will be seen, is a good and suitable top-dressing

for wheat ; but 8/. lOs. is a stiffish price for a manure which is

nothing more nor less than a mixture of superphosphate with

nitrate of soda.

Superphosphate guaranteed to contain 25 per cent, of soluble

phosphate can be bought readily at 5/. a ton, and nitrate of soda

at 17/. a ton. A mixture of 4 tons of superphosphate, costing

20/., and 1 ton of nitrate of soda, at 17/., in all costs 37/., or 1

ton of the mixed superphosphate and nitrate of soda will cost

11. 8s., or 1/, 25. less per ton than the wheat-manure, and will be

rather the better manure of the two.

As usual, a number of samples of water, which were sent to

me for examination, I found contaminated more or less with

house-drainage or injurious products of the decomposition of

animal matters, and in some cases they were totally unfit for

drinking purposes.

Most of the 35 soils which were sent to me for examination

were sent for full analysis and report. Judging from the in-

creasing applications for this laborious and time-consuming

analysis, occupving the analyst s time for fully a fortnight, my
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reports appear to be duly appreciated, as the following quotation

from a correspondent's letter shows:—"I am obliged to you for

your clear and instructive report upon the soil sent to you. You
have, I think, formed a very just idea of its quality and capa-

bility."

With regard to the examinations for poisons, amounting to

14 in the past season, I may mention that, in the majority of

cases, I failed to detect any mineral or organic poisons capable

of being traced by chemical analysis. In one instance, how-
ever, I readily found arsenic in the contents of the stomachs of a

number of pigs, which died very suddenly and were suspected

of having been poisoned. In another case I detected the pre-

sence of castor-oil beans in a compound feeding-cake, which had
done serious mischief to sheep and cattle. It is remarkable that,

whilst the oil contained in castor-oil beans is only a mild pur-

gative, the expressed seeds are extremely poisonous ; a single

bean taken internally by an adult person causes vomiting, violent

purging, and all the symptoms of a powerful drastic poison.

In former Reports, I have repeatedly directed attention to the

danger of giving sheep or cattle stale and mouldy feeding-cakes,

which cakes, I have every reason to believe, are in some cases

positively poisonous, as pointed out over and over again in my
periodical reports.

Notwithstanding the repeated warnings not to give stale

mouldy cakes and corn to stock, not a season passes in which I

do not receive for examination half-a-dozen or more such cakes,

which are alleged to have killed or seriously injured the health

of sheep or oxen, and in which no ordinary mineral or organic

poison can be detected by analysis.

Only a few weeks ago a striking instance of the great danger
of feeding stock even upon small quantities of mouldy cakes,

was brought under my notice.

A member of the Society last month sent me a sample of a

compound feeding-cake, which was offered to him at 5Z. 13s. Ad.

per ton, carriage paid.

The sample was in a fairly good condition, but not over fresh,

and on analysis was found to have the following composition :

—

Composition of a Sample of Compound Feeding-cake.

Moisture 8 '25

Oil 6-80
•Albuminous compounds 25 "06

Sugar, starch, and digestible fibre 38 '79

Woody fibre 8-93
Mineral matter (ash) 12-17

100-00
* Containing nitrogen 4.01
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On examination, I found in the cake, locust beans, linseed-

cake, and farinaceous meals, such as Indian corn and rice-meal.

My report was to the effect that the cake was decidedly cheap
at 5Z. 13s. 4c?. per ton, delivered. Indeed, the low price

struck me as rather a suspicious circumstance, suggesting to my
mind that possibly the bulk of the cake might not turn out so

good as the sample which was sent to me for analysis, and I

accordingly wrote to the sender of the cake to be sure to stipu-

late, when giving an order for the cake, that its condition should

be good. At the same time, I cautioned him not to give the

cake to sheep or lambs, if it should be delivered in a stale or

mouldy condition, for I know, from past experience, that com-
pound feeding-cakes, into which are incorporated damaged feed-

ing meals, which cannot be sold separately, are very liable to

become mouldy, and in this state are positively injurious to

animals.

My suspicion was well founded, for the bulk, on delivery, was
very different from the sample by which it was sold. Some of

the cake, taken from three or four bags, was sent to me for ex-

amination, and I had to report that it was mouldy, and quite

unfit for feeding purposes. Some of the pieces of cake, sent to

me for examination, contained maggots and beetles, and all were

more or less mouldy. I advised my correspondent to return the

cake at the expense of the seller, and not to use any of it for

feeding purposes.

After a lapse of 10 days, I received the following note, which
does not require any comment from me.

Compound Cake.

"Dear Sir, "November, 1878.

" I write to give you the conclusion of this matter. I sent your letter

to Messrs. , and offered to return the cake, tbey to pay all cost of

carriage, or, as it contained 4 jjer cent, of nitrogen, to give 3?. for it as

manure.
" Tiiey replied that tlie sample was a fair one when taken, but that they

found the bulk liad got much worse lately. They were willing to take the 3L
for it, and amply apologised for the" trouble they had given me. Unfortunately,
pending your reply, I had given my sheep about 5 ounces each daily, and two
had died of irritation of the coat of the stomach."

Under the name of Black Sea rape-cake, cakes are sold

which are not genuine, but which consist largely of the siftings

from foul linseed and other oleaginous seeds. Frequently,

so-called Black Sea rape-cake contains little rape-seed, but

a large proportion of dirt, and a great variety of weed-
seeds, which occur in the siftings from linseed and other oily

scchIs.
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The following Analysis represents the Composition of a Sample of
so-called Black Sea Rape-cake.

Moisture 2 '59

'Organic matter 76 "46

Phosphates of lime and iron 3 '55

tAlkaline salts and magnesia 3 '30

Jnsoluble siliccoiis matter (sand) 7 "10

100-00

* Containing nitrogen 4 • G3
Equal to ammonia 5 '02

t Containing phosplioric and '61

Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. .. 1'33

I need hardly saj that such a cake is unfit for feeding pur-

poses ; and unless the weed-seeds, of which this cake mainly
consists, have been purposely killed, it would not be desirable to

use the cake for manuring purposes.

A cake which is almost exclusively used for adulterating

linseed-cake, and seldom sold to farmers, is sesame-cake, a

sample of which was analysed by me, with the following results :

Composition of a Sample of Sesame-cake {Marseilles make).

Moisture 10-05
Oil 8-53

*Albuminous compounds 38-25
Mucilaiie, sugar, and digestible fibre 24-23
Woody''fibre (cellulose)' 5-98
fMineral matter (ash) 12-96

100-00

* Containing nitrogen 6-12

+ Including sand 3-23

Sesame-cake, it will be seen, is rich in albuminoids, and
when less hard pressed than the sample analysed by me, and made
from cleaner seed, is a good and wholesome feeding-cake.

In some places the common bracken {Pteris aquillind) is so

abundant, that it may be cut up and used instead of straw or

litter. Its fertilizing properties are superior to those of wheat-,

or barley-, or oat-straw, as will be seen by the following analysis

which I made some time ago.

Composition of Bracken.
Moistiire 6-65
Oil 4-70
'Albuminous compounds 12-13
Mucilage, gum, digestible fibre, &c 46 '84
Woody fibre (cellulose) 24*43
Mineral matter (ash) 5-25

100-00

* Containing nitrogen 1-94
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The superintendence of the Woburn field and feeding; ex-

periments has occupied much of my time and attention during
the year ; since last April, I have paid 13 visits to the experi-

mental field and Crawley jSIill farm.

The following- are the papers which I have contributed to the
' Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society' for 1878.

1. On Bats' Guano.
2. Annual Report for 1877.

3. Joint Report with Mr. Lawes on the field and feeding

experiments at Woburn.
4. The Influence of Chemical Discoveries on the Progress of

English Agriculture.

Analyses made for Memhers of the Boyal Agricultural Society from
December 1877 to December 1878.

Superphosphates, dissolved bones, and compound) -.r,.

arti6cial manures
j

Bone-dust 41

Guanos 75

2S'iti ate of soda 43
Potash-salts 4
Sulpliate of ammonia 6

Refuse manures 37

Limestones, marls, and other minerals 23

Soils 35
Waters 52
Oilcakes 188
Feeding meals 15
Vegetable productions 10
Examinations for poison 14

724

XV.

—

Annual Report of the Consulting Botanistfor 1878.

By VV. Carkutheus, F.R.S.

The samples of seeds which have been examined by me during

the past year have been, on the whole, satisfactory. The^worst
that passed through my hands were samples of permanent grass,

several of which were extremely bad from the admixture of

worthless and injurious weeds, and from the quantity of husks,

fragments of straw, and other impurities. Though the reports

on these specimens saved the members of the Society who sub-

mitted them for examination from imposition, and led to

arrangements with the dealers which were satisfactory to them
individually, I failed to secure advantage to the Society at

large, in consequence of the refusal of members to communicate
the names of the dealers. It is to be hoped that in future the
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members of the Society who send samples of seed to be tested

will not hesitate to furnish such information as may lead to the

prevention of the adulteration and killing of seeds.

Information has been supplied by me to members as to the

nature of the weeds infesting their ground, and the best means
of eradicating them ; the treatment of different soils in relation

to the life of the plants cultivated on them ; the character of

the permanent pastures fitted for particular soils : and other

subjects.

My attention has been directed to the subject of improving
our cultivated cereals ; and after the following Report was sub-

mitted to the Committee, proposals were adopted for offering

prizes for new varieties of seed which have been approved by
the Council :

—

" Changes in plants are due to

—

" 1. Soil, food, climate, &c. Such ciianges belong to the in-

dividual plant, and are not transmitted to its descendants.
" Sports, which arise without any apparent cause, and which

are handed down to a larger or smaller number of the plant's

descendants.
" 3. Cross-hreeding, whereby more or less of the peculiarities

of both parents are found in the descendants. Cross-breeding

may be of three kinds—(a) of individuals of the same species,

and this may be either natural, as in the case of plants which
are actually or practically unisexual, or artificial, when man
interferes and applies the pollen of one individual to the stigma

of another
;
{b) of permanent varieties of the same species, as in

cultivated plants ; and (c) of different species of the same genus.
" New varieties require to be tested by cultivation. Some of

the descendants lose the character for which the variety is prized,

and revert to the original stock ; while others retain these quali-

ties, and in some they may become intensified.

" It is necessary to select the seed after each harvesting, in order

to secure a uniform and permanent variety. Time is thus neces-

sary to the production of a new variety. A variety secured by
experiment in 1879 should be sown by the person who secures it

for at least three years ; that is, during 1880, 1881, and 1882, in

order to establish its permanency, to get rid of the parent forms
that may appear, and to secure a certain amount of seed. The
seed might be sent after the harvest of 1882, and be tested in

various localities by the Society in 1883."

The alarm created in 1877 by the threatened appearance of

the Colorado beetle happily did not show itself during the past

year. This was no doubt largely due to the action of the

Society in distributing so extensively accurate information and
VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 A
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coloured figures of the beetle. The inquiries during the year in

relation to insects referred chiefly to the root-eating larvae of

click beetles (wire-worms), and of the daddy long-legs, which are

incorrectly called wire-worms. These latter were extremely

abundant in some districts of England and Ireland during the

past summer, and proved most injurious to the crops. Informa-

tion was supplied to the members in reference to these and other

insect pests by the experienced entomologist who has undertaken

this department.

ADDITIONS TO TEE LIBBABY IN 1878.

I.—PERIODICALS PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY'S

LIBRARY.

Presented by the respective Societies and Editors.

A.

—

English, American, and Colonial Periodicals.

Agricultural Economist. Vol. IX. 1878.

Gazette, Nos. 209-261. 1878.

Almanack. 1879.

American Agriculturist. Vol. XXXVII. 1878.

Atliena3um (Journal). Nos. 2618-2670. 1878.

Bath and West of England Society, Journal of the. Vol. X. 1878

.

Bell's Weekly Messenger. 1878.

Bristol Mercury. Vol. XC. 1878.

Bussey Institution, Bulletin of the. Vol. III. Part II. 1878.

Chamber of Agriculture Journal. Vol. XIX. 1878.

Coates's Herd Book. Vol. XXIV. 1878.

Country Gentleman's Magazine. 1878.

Dairyman. Vol. II. 1878.

Economist. Vol. XXXVI. 1878.

Essex Standard. Vol. XLVIII. 1878.

Farmer. Vols. XXX. and XXXI. 1878.

Farmer's and Gardener's Almanack. 1879.

Herald. Vol. XXVI. 1878.

Field. Vols. LI. and LII. 1878.

Geological Society, Journal of the. Vol. XXXIV. 1878.

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, Transactions of the. Vol. X.
1878.

Indian Agriculturist. Vol. III. 1878.
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Institution of Civil Engineers, Proceedings of the. Vol<. LI.-LIV. 1877-78.

of Mechanical Engineers, Proceedings of the. 1878.

of Surveyors, Transactioi IS of the. Vol. .\. 1878.

Investor's Monthly Manual. Vol. VIll. 1878.

Irish Farm( r's Gazette. Vol. XXXVII. 1878.

Ironmonger. Vol. XX. 1878.

Live-stock Journal. Vols. VII. and Vlll. 1878.

Madras Presidency. Annual Reix)rt of the Superintendent of Government
Farms. 1877.

Mark Lane Express an l Agricultural Journal. Vol. XLVIl. 1878.;

Massachusetts, Agriculture of, 1877-78.
Meteorological Society, Quarterly Journal of the. Vol. IV. 1878.

Midland Counties' Herald. Vol. XLII. 1878.

Nature. Vols. XVII. and XVIII. 1878.

Newcastle Courant. 1878.

North British Agriculturist. Vol. XXX. 1878.

Nova Scotia Journal of Agriculture. Vol. II. 1878.

Ohio. Thirty-first Annual Report of the State Board of Agriculture for the
year 1876.

Quebec, province of. Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture and Public

Works. 187C-7.

Red Polled Herd Book. Vol. I. 1877.

Royal Asiatic Society, Journal of the Bombay Branch. No. 35. 1878.

Royal Geographical Society, Journal of the. Vol. XLVII. 1878.

, Prc<;eedings of the. Vol. XXI 1. 1878.

Royal Institution of Great Britain. Vol. VIII. Part IV. 1878.

Royal United Service Institution, Journal of the. Vol. XXII. 1878.

Smithsonian Institution. Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XXIII. 1878.
Society of Arts, Journal of the. Vol. XXVJ. 1878.

Statistical Society, Journal of the. Vol. XLI. Parts I.-IV. 1878.

Tasmania, Statistics of the Colony of. 1877.

Veterinarian, The. Vol. LI. 1878.

Washington. Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture. 1877.
. Report upon Forestry. 1877.

List of Foreign Periodicals.

Berlin. Landwirthschaftliche Jahrbiicher. Band VIL 1878.

. Landwirthschaftliche Verwaltung. 1875, 1876, 1877.

. Journal fiir Landwirthschaft. 1878. Hefte 2 and 3.

Heidelberg. Verhandlungen des Naturhistorisch-Medicinischen Vereins. 1878-
1879.

Lima. Revista de Agricultura. 1877.

Lisbon. Historia dos Estabelecimentcs Scientificos Litterarios e Artisticos de
Portugal. 4 Volumes. 1874-1878.

. Jornal de Sciencias Mathematicas physicas e Naturaes. 1878.

. 0 Agricultor do iS'orte de Portugal. Vol. II. No. II. 1878.

Montevideo. Boletin Oficial de la Comision Central de Agricultura del

Uruguay. 9 Monthly Parts for 1878.

Munich. Landwirthschaftliche Verein in Bayern. Zeitschrift. 1877.

2 A 2
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Paris. Annales Agronomiques. Tome quatrieme. Fasc. 1-4. 1878.
. Revue des Industries Chimiques et Agricoles. 1878.
. Revue Agricole, Industrielle, Litt^raire et Artistique. March and
April, 1878.

Rome. Annali di Ao;ricoltura. 6 Parts. 1878.

Valencia. Revista Mensual de la Sociedad de Agricultura. Vol. XV. No. I.

April, 1878.

II.—BOOKS PEESENTED TO THE SOCIETY'S LIBRAEY.

Names of Donors in Italics,

A. English, American, and Colonial Books and Pamphlets.

Dunmore, Earl of. Clydesdale Herd Book. 1878.

Gibson, J. Agriculture in Wales.
Murray, Oilbert. Notes on Dairy Farming.
Peacock, Captain George. On the Supply of Nitrate of Soda and Guano from

Peru.

Scott, John. The Farm Valuer.

Streeter, Edwin W. Gold.

B. Foreign Books and Pamphlets.

Buenos Aires. Sociedad rural Argentina. Collection of Photographs. 1876.

Munich. Landwirthschafts-Kalender. 1878. (Presented hy the Royal
Bavarian Society.)

Paris. Annuaire Statistique de la France. 1878. (Presented by the French
Minister of Agriculture and Commerce.)

. L'Agriculture de I'Analeterre (Translated from the Memoir of British

Agriculture, by F. R. de la Trehonnais). 1878. (Presented by the

Socifete des Agriculteurs de France.)

. Nouvo'le Methode de Statistique Agricole. J. Laverriere. 1878.

(Presented by the Society Nationale d'Agriculture de France.)

. Rapport sur le Congres Agricole International b, I'Exposition de 1878

h. Paris. 1878.

Rome. Le Lane Italianc alia Esposizione di Parigi nel 1878. (Presented by
the Italian Minister of Agriculture and Commerce.)

. L'ltalia Agraria e forestale. 1878.
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Aarsberetaing auagaaende de offentlige Foranstaltninger til Landbrugets.
Christiania, 1876.

Abou Bekr Ibn Bedr. Le Naceri. La Perfection des deux Arts, ou traits

complet d'Hippologie et de Hippiatrie Arabes. Tradiiit de I'Arabe par
M. Perron. Paris, 1852.

Academia Real Economico Agraria di Firenze. Atte. Firenze, 1875.

Academia Real das Sciencas de Lisboa. Catalogo das Publica9oes. Lisbon,

1865.

.Journal. 3 Vols. Lisbon, 1864-1870.

, Memories. 10 Vols. Lisbon, 1854-1871.
Academie des Sciences, Arts, et Belles-Lettres de Dijon. Me'moires. 2 Vols.

Dijon, 1841.

Academy of Science of St. Louis. Transactions. St. Louis, U.S.A., 1858.

Accum, F. Chemistry. 2 Vols. London, 1803.

. Analysis of Minerals. London, 1804.

Acland, T. D. Meat, Milk, and Wheat. London, 1857.
. The Education of the Farmer. London, 1857.

Acton, Eliza. The Bread Book. London, 1857.

Acton, E. B. The Agricultural Holdings Act. London, 1876.
Adams, G. A New System of Agriculture. London, 1808.

Adams, James. Essays on Agriculture. 2 Vols. London, 1789.
Adresse aux vrais hommes de bien. London, 1801.

Aeolus. A Retrospect of the Weather of 1844, and Prognostication for 1845.
London, 1845.

Agen, Soci^t^ d'Agriculture d'. Recueil des Travaux, Agen, 1872.
Agricultural Gazette. 4 Vols. London, 1874-7. (See Gardeners' Chronicle.)
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. Transactions. Calcutta,

1839, 1840.

Agricultural Magazine. 20 Vols. London, 1804-1855.
Agricultural Returns for Great Britain. 2 Vols. London, 1867-1876.
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Agricultural Students' Gazette. Cirencester, 1876.

Agricultural Surveys of England and Scotland. 71 Vols. London, 1812-1817.
Agriculture Defended. London, 1811.

Agriculture en Irlande et dans la Grande Bretagne. Paris, 1840.

Agriculture Franpaise. 6 Vols. Paris, 1843-1847.
Agriculture, Mouiteur de la Propriete' et de 1'. Paris, 1840.

Agriculture, Moyeus de s'envicher par 1'. Paris, 1803.

Agriculture, the Theory and Practice of. London, 1803.

Agriculture, tlie Triumiih of. A Poem. London, 1797.

Aikin, A. Address at the Society of Arts. London, 1817.

Ainswortb, 11. Dictionary of the Latin Tongue. 2 Vols. London, 179G.

Alton, Wm. Hortus Kewensis. 3 Vols. London, 17b9.

Allen, L. V. The American Herd Book. Buffalo, 1846.

Allen, Wm. The Landlord's Companion
;

or. Ways and Means to Raise the

Value of Land. London, 1742.

Alpaca, Naturalization of the. London, 1841.

A Maximuiu
;

or, the Rise and Progress of Famine. Londonj 1801.

American Board of Agriculture. Report. Boston, U.S.A., 1854.

American Institute. Reports. 18 Vols. Albany, U.S.A., 1849-1872.
American Journal of Science and Arts. 5 Vols. New Haven, U.S.A.,

1863-1868.
American Pomological Society. Proceedings. Chicago, U.S.A., 1875.

Amery, J. On Keeping Farm Accounts. Stourbridge, 1845.

Andersou and Gisborne. Plans and Descriptions of Single Horse Carts. Man-
chester, 1795.

Anderson, James. Russian Sheej). Edinburgh, 1794.

. Drainage of Bogs. London, 1797,

. P^ssays on Agriculture. 3 Vols. London, 1800.

. Piecreations in Agriculture. 6 Vols. London, 1799-1806.

Andrewe, Laurence. " The Crete Herball." London, 1527.

Andrewes, G. H. Treatise on Agricultural Engineering. London, 1852.

Annales Agronomiques. 3 Vols. Paris, 1875-1877.

Annales de I'lnstitut Agronomique. Paris, 1852.

Annesley, A. Strictures on the True Cause of the present alarming Scarcity

of Grain. London, 1800.

Anstruther, Sir John. Remarks on Drill Husbandry. London, 1796.

Antidote to Distress. London, 1817.

Aquino, Carlo de. Nonienclator Agricultura;. Rome, 1736.

Arable Land, Replies (MS.) to Circular Letter from Board of Agriculture

respecting the Expenses on. 1814.

Archives de I'Agriculture du Nord dc la France. Lille, 1856-1864.
Archivos do Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro, 1876.

Arkansas, Geological Survey of. Philadelphia, 18G0.

Arrlicuius, J. Institutions Agricoks de la Suede. Stockholm, 1872. *

Asbjiirnsen, P. Ch. Biographic de Anton Posing. Christiauia, 1869.

A.ssociation Frangaise de Bienfaisance. Comite' de Secours aux Victimcs de
la Guerre. Comptc rendu. St. Petersburg, 1871.

Athena;um, The. 25 Vols. Loudon, 1853-1877.
Atlas Pccuario de Portugal. Lisbon, 1870.
Augustin Miguel. Libro de los Secretos dc Agricultura. Madrid, 1731.

A Word in Season
;

or, How to Grow Wheat with Profit. London, 18;;9.

Aylesby Herd, Catalogue of the. Bred by W. Torr. 1875.

Bacon, R. N. Tlie Agriculture of Norfolk. London, 1844.
Bailey, A. M. 106 Coiiix.'rplates of Meclianical Machines and Implements of

Husbandry. 2 Vols. London, 1782.
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Bailey, J. Agriculture of Nortliumberland. London, 1813.

Bailey, Jno. On the Construction of Ploughs. Newcastle, 1795.

. Kules for Constructing I'loughs and other Implements of Hus-
bandry. Newcastle, 1810.

Baily, F. On Leases. London, 1807.

Bakewell, E. On Wool. Loudon, 1808.

Bald, A. The Corn-Dealer. Edinburgh, 1780.

Baldwin, J. On the Cultivation and Uses of the Swedish Turnip. Birming-

ham, 1843.

Ballot, Dr. J. C. Magazijn voor Landbouw en Kruidkunde. Utrecht,

1864-1865.
Bancelin-Dutertre. Agriculture Anglaise. Traduit de I'Anglais de Caird.

Paris, 1855.

Banfield, T. C. Organization of Industry. London, 1845.

Banister, J. Synopsis of Husbandrj'. London, 1799.

Bankes' Library of Agriculture. London, 1851.

Banking System, Abuses of the. Petersburg, U.S., 1841.

Banqueri, J. Antonio. Libro de Agricultura. Translated into Spanish from
the Arabic MS. of Ebn-el-Awan. 2 Vols. Madrid, 1802.

Baretti, Giuseppe. Dizionario delli Lingue Italiano ed Inglese. 2 Vols.

Loudon, 1798.

Barral, J. A. Drainage des terres Arables. 3 Vols. Paris, 1856.
. Eloge Biogiaphique de M. le Vicomte de Courval. Paris, 1876.
. Les L'rigations dans le Departement des Bouches du Rhone. Paris,

1876.
. Statique Chimique des Animaux. Pnris, 1850.

Barry, Rev. Dr. History of the Orkney Islands. Loudon, 1808.

Barton, Jno. On the Condition of the Labouring Classes. Loudon, 1817.

Bassett, J. D. On the County Kate. Exeter, 1813.

Bath and West of England Society's Joui-nal. J 6 Vols. London, 1853-1868.
, New Series. 9 Vols. London, 1869-1877.

Bath Society Papers. 14 Vols. Bath, 1786-1810.
Batson, T. How to Improve the Condition of the Agricultural Labourer.

London, 1851.

Bawdwen, I?ev. W. A Translation of the Domesday Book for York, Derby,
Nottingham and Lincoln, and parts of Lancashire, Westmoreland, and
Cumberland. Doncaster, 1809.

Baxter, W. H. On the Repeal of the Malt Tax and Brewers' License Duty.
London, 1874.

Bayerische Gesetzgebung im Bereiche der Landwirthschaft. Munich, 18G?.

Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Abhandlungen der Mathematisch-
Physikalischen Classe. Munich, 1832.

Bayern, Centralblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in. 15 Vols. Munich,
li^36-1873.

Bayldon, J. S. Rents and Tillages. London, 1827.

. On Rents and Tillages. Revised by J. Donaldson. London, 1844.

. The Art of Valuing Rents and Tillages. By J. Chalmers Morton.
Ninth Edition. London, 1876.

Bazley, T. B. Notes on the Horse Sickness at the Cape of Good Hope in

1854-1855. Cape Town, 1856.
Beaufort, D. A. Tojiography of Ireland. London, 1792.
Beauvain, Chevalier de. Histoire Militaire de Flandre depuis 1690 jusqu'k

1694. 3 Vols. Paris, 1755.
Beazley, S. On the System of Enclosing Waste Lands. London, 1812.
Bechi, E. Comizio Agrario di Firenze. Confcrenza di 1872. Firenze, 1872.
Beckett, Joseph. Mensuration. London, 1804.
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Becquerel, M. Des Climats et de I'lnfiiiencc qu'exercent les sols bois^s et

non boises. Paris, 1853.

. Engrais Inorganiqiies. Paris, 1848.

Beever, W. H. Notes on Fields and Cattle. London, 1862.

Bebmer, K. Das Landwirthschaftliche Pramiirungswesen von Thieren unci

Maschinen. Berlin, 1877.

Belgien, Onderrigting voor de opkweeking der Peerden in. Brussels.

Bell, A. On the Proliibitioii of the Use of Grain in Distilleries. Edinburgh,

1808.

Bell, Anthony. Agriculture of the Isle of Wight. MS. 1802.
. Agriculture of Hampshire. MS. 1804.

Bell, Benjamin. Essays on Agriculture. Edinburgh, 1802.

Bell, R. On Leases. Edinburgh, 1805.

Bell, W. On the Cause and Effect of Populousness. Cambridge, 1756.
Bell's Messenger. 28 Vols. London, 1839-1877.
Bengal, Husbandry of. Calcutta, 1804.

Benuison's Survey of Liverpool and Environs.

Beretning om det Kongl. Selskab for Norges Yel. Christiania, 1875.

Beretnings om Ladegaardsoens Hovedgaard. 3 Vols. Christiania, 1862-1875.
Berkenhont, J. Botanical Lexicon. London, 1789.

. Natural History of Great Britain. 2 Vols. London, 1795.

Bernard, Sir T., Bart. On Employment for the Labouring Classes. London,
1817.

. The Repeal of the Salt Duties. London, 1817.

Bernays, A. J. The Theory of Agriculture. Manchester, 1844.

BerthoUet, C. L. Chemical Affinity. Translated from the French, by
M. Farrell. London, 1804.

Bertrand, M. Elements d'Agriculture. Berne, 1775.

Bidrag til Bygningskkens Udvikling paa Landet i Norge. Christiania, 1865.
Biographies des Membres de la Societe Impdriale et Centrale d'Agriculture de

France, 1848-1853. Paris, 1865.

Birch, J. Examples of Labourers' Cottages. London, 1871,

Bischoff, James. Wool, Woollen, and Sheep. 2 Vols. London, 1842.

Black, J. Lectures on the Elements of Chemistry. 2 Vols. Edinburgh,
1803.

. Observations on the Tillage of the Earth. London, 1777.

Blacker, W. Free Trade, Unjust in Princiiile, &c. London, 1850.
. High Taxation, Remarks on. London, 1850.

. Protecting Duty, Remarks on. London, 1850.

. On the Improved Cultivation of Small Farms. Dublin, 1837.

. On the Labouring Classes of Ireland. London, 1846.

Blackstone, Sir Wm. Commentaries on the Laws of England. 4 Vols.
London, 1800.

Blaikie, F. On the Conversion of Arable Land into Pasture. Bufnham,
1817.

. On the Planting and Management of Forest Trees, London, 1810.

Bland, W, The Princii)les of Agriculture. London, 1827,
. Ditto. London, 1864.

Blurton, W. On Steam Ploughing. Birmingham, 1840.

Blytt, A. Cliristiania Omegns Phanerogamer og Bregner. Christiania, 1870.

Boardman, Thos. Dictionary of the Veterinary Art. London, 1805.

Bocagc, J. F. B. Peixos Plagiostomos. Lisbon, 1876.

Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, Journal of the. Bombay, 1874.

Bombay Magnetical and Meteorological Observations. 5 Vols, BycuHa,
1859-1863.

Bonipass, C. C. Ileal, Light, and Electricity. London, 1817.
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Bond, R. Suflfolk Prize Cottages. Ipswich, 1867.

Bordley, J. B. Essays and Notes on Husbandry. Philadelphia, 1799.

Bortier, P. Methode nouvelle pour la Culture de la Pomme de Terre.

Brussels, 1877.

. Papier d'Auhier de tremble. Brussels, 1877.

Bostoa (U.S.) Society of Natural History, Annual of. Boston, 1868.

. Journal of. Boston, 1863.

. Proceedings of. Boston, 1S64-1868.

Botanic Garden. A Poem. 2 Vols. London, 1799.

Bouchard, Louis. Traite des Constructions rurales. Paris, 1858.

Bouchardat, M. Du Lait. Paris, 1857.

Boussingault, J. B. Economie Rurale. 2 Vols. Paris, 1851.
. Rural Economy. London, 1845.

Bowes, P. Farm Book-Keeping. 5 Vols. London, 1853.

Beyer, A. Dictionnaire Royal. Frangais-Anglais et Anglais-Franfais. 2 Tols.

London, 1796.

Brabazon, W. The Deep Sea and Coast Fisheries of Ireland. Dublin, 1848.

Bradley, K. Science of Good Husbandry. London, 1727.

. Treatise on Agriculture. London, 1757.

Brand, J. A Determination of the Average Depression of the Price of "SVheat

in War. London, 1800.

Bread. A Temperate Discussion of the Causes which have led to the present

High Price of Bread. London, 1800.

. To Labourers and Housekeepers, on Savings in Bread. London, 1795.
Brewer, George. The Rights of the Poor considered, with the Causes and

Eflects of Monopoly. London, 1800.

Briggs, H. On Growing Wheat and other Crops. Wakefield, 1843.
. On Lime and its uses in Agriculture. London, 1845.

Brisson's Chemistry. London, 1801.

Bristed, John. America and her Resources. London, 1818.

British American Cultivator, The. Toronto, 1842.

British Farmer's Annual Account Book. London, 1840.

British Farmer's Magazine. London, 1841-1843.
British Husbandry. London, 1834.

British Wool and Live Sheep, a general View of the Bill for Preventing the
Illicit Exportation of. London, 1787.

Brooke, W. The True Causes of our present Distress for Provisions.

London, 1800.

Brotherton, W. The OUve, Rape, and Flax. London, 1857.

Brougham, Henry. Speech o^ on the State of the M^ation. London, 1817.
Brown, G. On Draining. Macclesfield, 1841.

. On Draining. London, 1846.

. Practical Observations on Land Draining, &c. Macclesfield, 1850.
Brown, James. The Forester. Edinburgh, 1851.
Brown, Lieut. On Fumigating Horticultural and Agricultural Crops.

London, 1851.

Brown, R- Agricultural and Rural Affairs, 2 Vols. Edinburgh, 1811.
Brown, W. Fanners Annual Account Book. London, 1856.
Brown, Wm. British Sheep Farming. Edinburgh, 1870.

Brace, A. Report on the Infectious and Contagious Diseases in Stock
prevailing in Europe. Sydney, X.S.W., 1874.

Bryant, C. Flora Diatetica. London, 1783.
Bryas, Ch. de. Expose des Travaux de Drainage. Paris, 1855.
Buchanan, R. Economy of Fuel. Glasgow, 1810.
Btmd, J. W. W. The Law of Compensation for Unexhausted Impiovcments.

London, 1876.
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Burat, A. Applications de la Geologic k I'Agriculture. Paris, 1872.

Surges, G. Native Guano, tbe best Antidote against the Future Fatal Effects

of Free Trade in Corn. London, 1848.

Burgoyne, M. On Public Affairs. London, 1808.

Burn, R. Scott. Outlines of Modern Farming. 3 Vols. London, 1872.
Burnett, A. Tull's Method of Farming. London, 1859.

Butchers' Meat, the Hi;4h Prices of. London, 179(i.

Butre, M. de. Loix Naturelles do I'Agriculture et de I'Ordre Social. Neu-
chatel, 1781.

Caird, James. English Agriculture. London, 1852.
. Prairie Farming. London, 18.o9.

Caird, J. A. K. Notes on Siieep Farming in New Zealand. London, 1874.

Calvert, J. W. The Merits and Tendencies of Free Trade and Protection.

London, 1850.

Campbell, A. Tour in Scotland. 2 Vols. London, 1802.

Campbell, J. Political Survey of Great Britain. 2 Vols. London, 1774.

Canadian Agricultural Journal. Nos. 8-lo. Montreal, 1844.

Canning, George. Speech of, on the motion for an Address to the Prince

Regent. London, 1817.
. Speech of, on the motion for a Censure on his Embassy to Lisbon.

London, 1817.

Capello, F. de B. Peixos Plagiostomos. Lisbon, 1866.

Cariligan Agricultm-al Society. Rules and Premiums for the Year 1794.

Carmarthen, 1794.

Carlisle, N. Topographical Dictionary of England. 4 Vols. London, 1808.

Carotte, Instruction sur la Culture dfe la. Paris.

Carr, J. S. The Sheep Pox : its Causes, Symptoms, Prevention, and Cure.

London, 1847.

Catalogue of the Special Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus at South
Kensington Museum. London, 1877.

Cattle: their Breed, Management, and Diseases. London, 1834.

Cause and Cure. Letters to the Government and the People. London, 1817.

Cavour, G. B. Eelazione al Ministro d'Agricoltura do Hegii Conimissarii

presso I'Esposizione luteruazionale del 18G2. London, 1862.

Censimento Uenerale dci Cavalli e dei Muli. 2 Vols. Rome, 1876.

Chadwick, E. Metropolitan Sewers. London, 1849.
-. Suburban and Land Drainage. London, 1849.

Chalmers, Thomas. National Resources. Edinburgh, 1811.

Chamber of Commerce. Report of the Committee on the Bill for Regulating

the Importation and Exportation of Corn. Glasgow, 1800.

Chamber of Comnu'rc, Jamaica. Report of. London, 1847.

Chaptel, M, J. A. Elements of Chemistry. 3 Vols. London, 1800.

Chateauneuf, Benoiton de. Review of his Memoir " Sur FExtinctioiI des

Families Nobles en France." Loudon, 1848.

Cliateauvieux, M. Italy, its Agriculture. Translated by M. 0. Rigby.

Norwich, 1819.

Chauveau, A. The Comparative Anatomy of the Domesticated Animals.
Translated aiid Edited by George Fleming. London, 1873.

Cheap and Good Husbandry. London, 1631.

Cheap Manure by Burning Clay. York, 1817.

Chemico-Agricultural Society of Ulster. Report of the. Belfast, 1849.

Cherry, F. C. On Queen's Plates and the Breeding of Horses as Farming
Stock. London, 1847.

^^hcval. Instruction pour I'l^leve du, en Belgique. Brussels.

ist' Jjuich Agricultural Society. Rules and Orders. Salisbury, 1807.
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Church, A. H. The Laboratory Guide. London, 1844.

Church Property and Tythes. London, 1815.

Cliylinski, Dobrogost. The Beekeeper's Manual. London, 1845.

Claridge, J. Sliephcrd of Banbury's llules to Judge of the Changes of the

Weather. Banbury, 1781.

. Sheplierd of Banbury's Weather Rules. London, 1827.

Clarke, Cuthbert. Theory of Husbandry. London, 1777.

. 'i realise on Gypsum. London, 1792.

Clarkson, W. On Pauperism and Poor Kates. London, 1815.

Clater, F. Every Man his own Cattle-Doctor. London, 1810.

. Every Man his own Farrier. London, 1809.

Claussen, Chevalier. The Flax Movement. London, 1851.

Coates' Herd Book. 23 Vols. London, 1835-1877.

Coatswortb, D. Hints on Husb.indry. Stockton, 1806.

Cobbett, William. A Year's Residence in the United States of America.

Loudon, 1818.

. Papers against Gold. London, 1812.

Cobbold, T. S. Our Knowledge respecting Entozoa. London, 1865.

. The Internal Parasites of our Domestic Animals. London, 1873.

Cochrane, Hon. J. The Seaman's Guide, showing how to Live Comfortably

at Sea. London, 1797.

Colchester, B. On the Employment of Agricultural Labourers, ipswich,

1849.

Coleman, E. On the Foot of the Horse. London, 1798.

Colleccion General de los Trages en Espana. Madrid, 1801.

CoUett, R. Rugckasser for vore nyttij^e Smaafu^le, &c. Christiania, 1870.

Collins, C. E. The Life of a Royal Berkshire Dairy Farmer. London,
no date.

Collins, David. Account of New South Wales. London, 1804.

CoUot, V. Sur la Mauiere de relever les Chevaux en France. Paris, 1802.

Culmau, H. Continental Agriculture. London, 1848.

. European Agriculture. 2 Vols. London, 1849.

Colquhoun, P. Indigence : with Propositions tor Ameliorating the Condition

of the Poor. London, 1806.

—. The Wealth, Power, and Resources of the British Empire.
London, 1815.

Coltivatore Cuneese. Bollettino del Comizio Agrario de Cuneo. 2 Vols.

Cuneo, 1870-1871.
Comber, W. T. On Bank Currency. London; 1817.

Commissioner of Agriculture, Reports of the. 4 Vols. Washington,
1869-1875.

Common and Waste Lands, Proposals for the Improvement of. London,
1723.

Commons and Waste Lands, the Improvement of. London, 1732.

Common Field Lands, The Chief Impediments to Enclosing. London,
1734.

Comnumications to the Board of Agriculture on subjects relative to the

Husbandry and Internal Improvement of the Country. 22 Vols. London,
1797-1811.

Complete Farmer, The
;

or, General Dictionary of Agriculture and Husbandry.
2 Vols. London. 1807.

Complete Grazier, 'Ihe. London, 1851.

Compte rendu de la Vente des Laines ct des Betes a laine du troupeau
National. Paris.

Compte rendu relatif a renseignemcnt Professional de I'Agriculture. Paris,

1850.
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Concalon, Victor. Histoire de 1'Agriculture. Limoges, 1857.
Concours d'Animaux de Boucherie. 7 Vols. Paris, 1844-1856.
Concours d'Animaux reproducteurs. 7 Vols. Paris, 1850-1856.
Condition of Farmers in various Counties, Replies (MS.) to the Circular

Letter of the Board of Agriculture respecting the. 3 Vols. 1816.

Congrfes Central d'Agriculture, Compte rendu des Stances. 6 Vols. Paris,

1844-1849.

Congres International Agiicole tenu a Bordeaux, Compte rendu du.

Bordeaux, 1876.

Congressional Directory. Washington, 1871.

Congresso Generale degli Agricoltori Italiani tenusoti in Ferrara, 1875. Atti

ufficiali. Milan, 1877.

Connecticut Board of Agriculture. Reports of. 5 Vols. Hartford, U.S.A.,
1866-1872.

Constable, John. Agricultural Education. London, 1863.

Cook, G. H. Geology of New Jersey. Newark, U.S.A., 1S68.

Cooke, L. Agricultural Tables. London, 1813.
•

. The Theory and Practice of Valuing Tithes. London, 1840.

. The Value of Landed Property. London, 1844.

. The Value of Estates. London, 1850.

Cork Institution. Annual Report. Cork, 1813-1814.

Corn, Average Price of. 10 Vols. London, 1802-1811.
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Raimondi, Antonio. El Peru. Lima, 1874.
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Raynbird, H. On Measure Work. London, 1847.

Raynbird, W. and H. The Agriculture of Suffolk. London, 1849.
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Berne. 4 Vols. Zurich, 1760.

Eedfem, P. Microscopical Examinations of the Thames and other Waters.

London, 1852.

Eeed, A. A Practical Treatise on Concrete. London, 1873.

Eeed, Howard. A few Plain Words to Landowners. London, 1864.

Eeid, G. H. An Essay on New South Wales. Sydney, 1876.

Eelatorio do Conselho Especial de Veterinaria. Lisbon, 1873.

Eelazione della Commissione d'Agricoltura inviata in Inghilterra, 1862.
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Eelazion^ intorno alii Condizioni dell'Agricoltura. 3 Vols. Eome, 1876.

Eendle, W. E. England, a Wine Producing Country. London, 1868.

Eennie, E. History and Origin of Peat Moss. Edinburgh, 1810.

Eenny, Eobert. History of Jamaica. London, 1807.

Eenton, G. The Grazier's Ready Eeckoner. Ber^vick.

Eeport of the Chief Signal Officer to the Secretary of War. Washington,
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Eeport of the Secretary of War. Washington, 1866.

Eesp, An inquiry into the Cause of the. Peterborough, 1811.

Eesults of Meteorological Observations from 1854-1859. Washington,
1861.

Eevista de Agricultura. 2 Vols. Lima, 1875-1876.

Eevue Agricole, 1839.

Eevue Agricole, Industrielle, et Litteraire. Valenciennes, 1859-1862.
Eham, W. L. Dictionary of the Farm. London, 1844.

Ehodes, G. J. Remarks on the Purchase Value of Landed Property.

London, 1853.

Eiall, W. H. Milch Cows. Translated from the French of F. Guenon.
Dublin, 1851.

Eibeiro, J. S. Historia dos Estabelecimentos Scientificos, Litterarios e

Artisticos de Portugal. 3 Vols. Lisbon, 1871.

Eicard, S. Traits ge'neral du Commerce. 2 Vols. Amsterdam, 1781.

Richard, A. Precis d'Agriculture. Paris, 1851.

Richardson, H. D. Horses : their Varieties, Breeding, and Management in

Health and Disease. Dublin, 1848.

Richardson, Thomas. On the Preservation of Timber. London, 1859.

Eigby, Ed. Holkham : its Agriculture, &c. Norwich, 1818.

. Italy : its Agricultm-e, Translated from the French of M. Chateau-
vieux. Norwich, 1819.

Eigg, Eobert. Experimental Researches, Chemical and Agricultural.

London, 1844.

Eiondet, A. L'Agriculture de la France Meridionale. Paris, 1874.

Eoads, The Construction of, on Mechanical and Physical Principles.

London, 1774.

Eobert, M. LTnfluence de la Eevolution Fran9aise sur la Population. 2 Vols.

Paris, 1802.

Eoberts, H. Healthy Dwellings. London.
. H.E.H. Prince Albert's Model Houses for Families. London, 1851.
. The Dwellings of the Labouring Classes. London, 1850.
. The Improvement of the Dwellings of the Labouring Classes.

London, 1859.

Eoberts, E. The Essentials of a Healthy Dwelling. London, 1862.
Eobertson, H. Natural History of the Atmosphere. 2 Vols. London,

1808.

Eobinson, J. Letter to Sir John Sinclair on Waste Lands. Loudon,
1794.
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Robison, John. Mechanical Philosophy. Edinburgh, 1804.
Eolnicze, W. K. Eogzniki Gospodarstwa Krajowego. 4 Vols. Warsaw,

1858-1861.

,

Eomand, H. Etudes sur les Colonies Agricoles. Paris, 1851.

Eomao, Yisconde de V. des. Manual Pratico da Cultura das Patatas. Lisbon,

1845.

Eonna, A. Les Industries Agricoles. Paris, 1869.

. Eotlianisted. Trente Annees d'Experiences Agricoles de MM.
Lawes et Gilbert. Paris, 1877.

Eose, Et. Hon. G. A Letter respecting a Naval Arsenal. London, 1810.

. On Public Expenditure and the Influence of the Crown. London,
1810.

. On the Poor Laws. London, 1805.

Eotation of Crops. Philadelphia, 1796.

. Phildelphia, 1792.

Eothe, A. Handbuch fiir den angehenden Landwirth. Berlin, 1841.

Eowlandson, Thos. Eeport on a New Water-Supply to the Metroix)lis.

London, 1851.

Eowlev, H. On the Improvement of the Agriculture of North Derbyshire.

Chesterfield, 1849.

Eoyal Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland. Premiums for the

Cattle Show at Cork, 185C.

Eoyal Agricultural Society of Englaud, Journal of the. Series I., Vols.

1-25. Series II., Vols. 1-13. London, 1840-1877.

Eoyal Agricultural Society of Jamaica. Transactions. Kingston, 1844.

Eoyal College of Chemistry. Eeports, i&c. London, 1847.

Eoyal College of Veterinary Surgeons. Fourth Annual Eeport. London,

1847.

, Eegister, Charters, Bye-laws, &c., of the. London, 1877.

Itoyal Dublin Society's Journal. 4 Vols. Dublin, 1856-1865.

Eoval Dublin Society. Report of Meeting for the Announcement of the Prizes.

'Dublin, 1851.

Royal Jersey Agricultural Society. Seventeenth Annual Report. Jersey.

1851.

Royal North Lancashire Agricultural Association. Discussion on Drainage.

Preston, 1848.

Eoyal Society, Philosophical Transactions of the. 43 Vols. London, 1665-

1800 (abridged), 1800-1816 (unabridged).

Eoyal Society for Promotion of the Growth of Flax in Ireland. Eighth
Annual Eeport. Belfast, 1849.

Eoyor, C. E. Institutions de Credit Foncier et Agricole en Allemagne et

en Bclgique. Paris, 1845.

-. L'Agriculturo Allimande. Paris, 1847.

. Notes ^conomiques sur I'Administration des Eichcsses, et la

Siatistitiue Agricole de la France. Paris, 1843.

Rozier, L'Abbe'. Conrs d'Agviculturc. 10 Vols. Paris, 1797.

Rubiclioii and Monnier, Review of the work of, on " L'Action de la

Nolile.sse et des ('lasses Superieures dans les Socidie's Moderncs." London,

1848.

Ruflin, E. Agricultural Essays. Richmond, Va., 1855.

. Agricultural Survey of South Carolina. Columbia, 1843.

. Calcareous Manures. Petersburg, Va., 1832.

. Ditto. Richmond, Va., 1852.

. Ditto. ShcUbanks, 1835.

. The Rank Reformer. No. 1-6. Petersburg, Va., 1841, 1842.

Euggles, T. Tlie History of the Poor. London, 1797.
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Rumford, Count. Essays, Political, Economical, and Philosophical. London,

1800.

Eussell, James. Practical and Chemical Agriculture. Leamington, 1840.

Russell, Lord John. Speech on National Education. London, 1839.

Russell, Robert. North America, its Agriculture and Climate. Edinburgh,

1857.

Ryan, John. The First Principles of Artificial Manuring. London, 1849.

Rydge, John. Veterinary Surgeon's Vade Mecum. London, 1827.

Sacbsen, Amtlichen Bericht iiber die erste general Versammlung der Land-
wirthe aus den Provinz. Halle, 1844,

Sainbel, Ch. V. de. Elements of the Veterinary Art. London, 1797.

Salisbury, William. Botanist's Companion. 2 Vols. London, 1816.

Samuel, Brothers. Wool and Woollen Manufactures. London, 1859.

Sandford, J. Farm Ledger, or Stock Book (specimen). London, 1849.
. Farm Purchase Book (specimen). London, 1849.
. Farm Sale Book (specimen). London, 1849.

. Weekly Transactions of the Farm Book (specimen). London,
1849.

Savings Banks, Annals of. Loudon, 1818.

Scheme for making: Permanent Settlements on the Veteran Soldiers, by
Cultivating the Waste Lands of the Crown. London, 1797.

Scheuchzero, J. Operis Agrostographici. Figuri, 1719.

Schleiden, J. M. Die Pfianzenphysiologie. Leipzig, 1842.
. Ueber Liebig's Theorie der Pflanzenernahrung. Leipzig, 1842.

Schiibcler, F. C. Die Pflanzenwelt Norwegens. Christiania, 1873.

Schumann, J. Faareavl og Laudbovilkaar i Norges Kystland. Bergen,

1874.
. Udgangerfaaret i Skotland og Norge. Bergen, 1876.

Schweitzer, Dr., and H. W. Pabst. Die Versammlung deutscher Landwirthe
zu Dresden 1837. Leipzig, 1838.

Science Conferences Reports. 2 Vols. London, 1876.

Scientific and Practical Agriculturist, The. No. 1. London, 1844.

Scotland, General Report of Agriculture of. 5 Vols. Edinburgh, 1814.

, Statistical Account of. 21 Vols. Edinburgh, 1795.

Scots Farmer, The. Edinburgh, 1773.

Scott, Thomas. Ireland as a Field for Investment. London, 1854.

Selby, P. J. History of British Forest Trees. London, 1842.
Selkirk, Earl of. Highlands of Scotland. Edinburgh, 1806.

Sellon, J. On the Depreciation of Landed Property. London, 1816.
Seringe, N. C. Le petit Agriculteur. Paris, 1841.

. Mouographie des Ccreales de la Suisse. Berne, 1819.
Shannon Commission Reports. 3 Vols. Dublin, 1839.
Shaw, W. Thaer's Principles of Agriculture. 2 Vols. London, 1844.
Sheep, On the Different Breeds of. Edinburgh, 1792.

. Their Breeds, Management, and Diseases. London, 1837.
Sheffield, Right Hon. Lord. On the Corn Laws. London, 1815.

. On the Impolicy and Abuses of the Poor Laws. London, 1818.

. On the Necessity of Inviolably Maintaining the Navigation and
Colonial System of Great Britain. London, 1804.

. Remarks on the Deficiency of Grain. Parts 1, 2, and 3. London,
1800, 1801.

Sheppard, J. H. On Peruvian and Ichaboe African Guano. Liverpool,
1844.

Shier, J. Report of the Agricultural Chemist to the Colony of British

Guiana. Demerara, 1847.
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Shirrefif, Patrick. Improvement of the Cereals, and an Essay on the Wheat-
Fly. Edinburgh, 1873.

Short, J. K. An Essay on the Agriculture of the West Biding of Yorkshire.

London, 1849.

Sibson, A. Agiicultural Chemistry. London, 1858.
. Agricultural Chemistry. London, 1867.

Sidenbladh, Dr. E. Swedish Catalogue of the International Exhibition 1876.
Philadelphia.

Simonde, J. C. L. La Richesse Commerciale. 2 Vols. Geneva, 1803.
. Tableau de I'Agriculture Toscane. Geneva, 1801.

Simonds, J. B. Present Condition of Veterinary Medicine. London,
1852.

. Small Pox in Sheep. London, 1848.

. The Age of the Ox, Sheep, and Pig. London, 1854.
Sinclair, George. Grasses and Weeds. London, no date.

. Hortus Gramineus Woburnensis. London, 1816.
Sinclair, Sir J., Bart. Address to the Society for the Improvement of British

Wool. Edinburgh, 1791.
. History of the Public Revenue. 3 Vols. London, 1803.
. Husbandry of Scotland. Edinburgh, 1812.
. Specimens of Statistical Reports. London, 1793.

Skellett, E. Parturition of the Cow. London, 1811.

Skilling, Thomas. The Farmer's Ready Reckoner. Dublin, 1844.
. The Science and Practice of Agriculture. Dublin, 1846.

Smalian, H. L. Anleitung zur Untersuchung des Waldzustandes. Berlin,

1840.

Small's Veterinary Tablet. Glasgow, no date.

Smith, Adam. Wealth of Nations. 3 Vols. London, 1799.

Smith, E. The Peasant's Home. London, 1876.

Smith, J. E. Flora Britannica. 2 Vols. London, 1800.

Smith, W. On Water Meadows, Draining, and Irrigation. London, 1806.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 17 Vols. Washington, 1860-
1876.

Smithsonian Institution, Reports of. 17 Vols. Washington, 1860-1876.
Soane, John. Sketches in Architecture. London, 1798.

Sociedad Rural Argentina, Anales de la. 9 Vols. Buenos Aires, 1867-1876.
Society Agraria di Bologna, AnnaU della. 4 Vols. Bologna, 1855-1859.

, Memorie della. 4 Vols. Bologna, 1855-1859.
Societk Agraria di Gorizia, Atti e Memorie. Gorizia, 1876.
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Sutherland Reclamation. By Charles Gay Robeuts,

of Haslemere, Surrey.

The last volume of this Journal contained two reports on recla-

mations effected, one in England and the other in Ireland. The
important reclamations in the north of Scotland which I have

now to notice differ from the other two, not only in the extent

of their area and the magnitude of their cost, but still more in

this respect that, while those works were single and independent

undertakings that might fairly be considered simply upon their

own merits, the work that is being done by his Grace the

Duke of Sutherland is undertaken for the benefit of the whole
county. It cannot, therefore, be rightly estimated as an isolated

performance, or as a series of agricultural achievements, but must
be considered also as it affects the system of farming hitherto

pursued in the county.

Before entering on the details of the work done, it will be con-

venient, therefore, to glance briefly at the past history and the

present state of rural economy in Sutherland.

The county of Sutherland is nearly of a square form, about

60 miles in breadth, and 50 miles from north to south. Occu-
pying the extreme north-western corner of Scotland, it is bounded
on the west by the Atlantic, and on the north by the Northern
Ocean. The warm current of the Gulf Stream, sweeping along
these coasts, affects the climate of the whole county. The county
of Caithness forms its eastern boundary. On the south-east it

is washed by the Moray Firth, and on the south it is bounded
by the Dornoch Firth and the county of Ross. Two-thirds of its

circumference is thus washed by the ocean, while its coast-line

is broken by salt-water lochs running far into the interior. The
evaporation from the ocean and from the great lochs of fresh as

well as of salt water, causes a dampness at all seasons of the
year, more favourable to the growth of grass than of cereal

crops.
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The earliest history of the county, written by Sir Robert
Gordon, in 1630, states that Sutherlantlshire was " mair suitable

lor bestiall than cornes." The greater part of the interior con-

sists of a succession of mountains, moors, and bogs ; and in no
other county in Scotland is there so small a proportion of the

whole area under cultivation. Out of a total acreage of

1,207,188, only 28,711 acres are under cultivation. The preva-

lent rocks throughout the county are gneiss and mica-schist,

yielding a soil very deficient in the elements of fertility ; and it

is only along the south-eastern coast that a naturally fertile soil

is found, resting upon the Old-red-sandstone and Oolitic forma-

tions. It is here that the chief part of the arable land is found.

Until A'ery recent times no attempt was made to overcome the

natural wildness of the country. At the beginning of this cen-

tury the bridge at Brora, of 24 feet span, was literally the only

one in a county intersected by innumerable rivers and streams.

The coast-side road was only recognisable by its ruts and the

greenness of its surface; while the inland communication was
almost exclusively confined to those who could endure the toil

of long journeys on foot, and of frequent wading of mountain
streams that are often converted by a few hours of rain into

impassable torrents.

Thus isolated from the rest of the kingdom, the people, while

yielding a loyal obedience to their chief, knew but little of the

power of the Crown. The wealth of the Earls of Sutherland

consisted chiefly in the number of men that they could summon
to attend them in their frequent contests with neighbouring-

chiefs. Long after the southern highlands, with greater facilities

of intercourse, had made great advances in civilization, the

Earls of Sutherland derived the means of maintaining their

station chiefly from raising for the service of Government a
" family regiment," of troops no longer needed for the prose-

cution of local feuds. The ranks of this regiment (Sutherland

Fencibles, now 93rd Regiment) were filled, partly by those

who held land jointly in townships directly from the chief, and
partly by those who were subtenants of the tacksmen, local mag-
nates who each claimed kindred with the chief, and paid to

him the bulk of their rent in feudal service, expecting that

their sons and nephews should receive promotion according to

the number of recruits they furnished to the regiment.

The tacksmen sublet, at exorbitant rates, a certain portion of

their land. They also exacted service from their tenants, and

thus lived almost, or quite, rent-free, saving themselves from all

regular industry or exertion by stipulating that their immediate

dependants should perform for them all the work required on

their farms—the ingathering of harvest, the grinding of corn, and
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the saving of peat for fuel. In the townships the land was held
" run rig," like common field-land in England, but in smaller

plots. The total rent was determined by the factor. A jury of

elders classed the land according to its quality, and each class

was then divided into as many lots as there were occupiers.

Each tenant thus held several little isolated plots, and enjoyed a

right of pasturage over the common hill-pasture in proportion

to the extent of his tillage-land. The effect of this system was

that, at the base of many of the mountains, and in every

glen, there lived a race of hardy but not industrious crofters.

Precarious crops of oats, here, and potatoes were raised, chiefly

by the labour of the women, the men being averse to any regular

work, and spending much of their time either in pursuit of game
or in idleness.

]Mr. James Loch, the commissioner of the estate, writing in

1820, gives the following description of the cottages commonly
to be found throughout the county at the beginning of the

century. " Their huts were of the most miserable descrip-

tion. They were built of turf dug from the most valuable

portions of the mountain sides. Their roof consisted of the

same material, which was supported upon a rude wooden frame

constructed of crooked timber taken from the natural woods
belonging to the proprietor, and of moss fir dug from the peat

bogs. The situation they selected was uniformly on the edge

of the cultivated land and of the mountain pastures. They
were placed lengthways, and sloping with the declination of the

hill. This position was chosen in order that all the filth might
flow from the habitation without furthur exertion upon the part

of the owner. Under the same roof, and entering at the same
door, were kept all the domestic animals belonging to the

establishment. The upper portion of the hut was appropriated

to the use of the family. In the centre of this upper division

was placed the fire, the smoke from which was made to circu-

late throughout the whole hut, for the purpose of conveying
heat to its furthest extremities ; the effect being to cover every-

thing with a black glossy soot, and to produce the most evident

injury to the appearance and eyesight of those most exposed to

its influence. The floor was the bare earth, except near the

fire-place, where it was rudely paved with rough stones. It was
never levelled with much care, and it soon wore into every sort

of inequality, according to the hardness of the respective soils

of which it was composed. Every hollow formed a receptacle

for whatever fluid happened to fall near it, where it remained
until absorbed by the earth. It was impossible that it should
ever be swept

;
and, when the accumulation of filth rendered the

place uninhabitable, another hut was erected in the vicinity of

2 D 2
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the old one. The old rafters were used in the construction of

the new cottage, and that which was abandoned formed a valu-

able collection of manure for the next crop."

Such dwellings were not confined to the remoter part of the

estate. The thriving, well-built town of Golspie, close to

Dunrobin Castle, the ducal residence, was but a collection of

black huts in the year 1812.

The crofters conducted their tillage in the most primitive

manner. Drainage was unknown ; mildew and early frost,

occurring every third or fourth year, injured their crops ; the

introduction of potatoes, while it enabled a denser population

in a good season to find sustenance with less labour, greatly

added to their misery whenever the crop failed.

Famines occurred more and more frequently
;
and, in spite of

liberal distributions of meal and the remission of their rents by
their landlords, the people endured at such periods the extremity

of human misery. Many left their hills to gather cockles on the

coast, others sustained life upon nettle-broth, and those who
had cattle bled them and mixed the blood with oatmeal, which
they cut in slices and fried for food. The Marquis of Stafford,

afterwards the first Duke of Sutherland, and Lady Stafford, who
was Countess of Sutherland in her own right, after spending a

large sum in temporary relief, determined upon a scheme for

the permanent benefit of the people and the improvement of the

estate. They removed the crofters from their inland glens and
townships and settled them upon the coast, giving each family,

at a low rent, sufficient land for their support. Facilities were

afforded them to join in the herring fisheries, then rising in

importance, while it was hoped that they would also prosecute

the cod and ling fishery. Although this compulsory migration

could not be effected without violating that passionate love of

home that dwells in the hearts of every mountain race, there

is no doubt that the severity of the remedy was fully justified

by the gravity of the case. But for this step there is every

reason to believe that the famines in Sutherland would have
culminated in sufferings not a whit less intense than* tiiose of

Ireland in 1847.

The removals were commenced in 1807, and completed in

1819. Two of the worst years of famine occurred during the

period of transition, viz. in 1812-13, and in 1816-17 ; since

that time famine has been unknown. Although the ling and
cod fisheries have not been pursued with any vigour, most of

the able-bodied men have joined in the herring fishery, thus

obtaining an increase of income independent of the annual pro-

duce of their crofts.

In the time of greatest suffering, relief-works were started
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that gave the first great impetus to progress in the county.

The want of access and of the means of external and internal

communication had hitherto prevented the entrance and advance

of the arts of civilization. In the year 1803 an Act was passed

by which Government offered to advance one-half of the expense

of certain roads and bridges to be formed in the Highlands,

provided that the other moiety were furnished by the counties

within the operation of the Act. The two chief natural ob-

stacles that had separated Sutherland from the rest of Scotland

were the Firths of Dornoch and Loch Fleet : the first was
spanned by Telford's great iron bridge at Bonar ; the second by
the Mound, and a bridge fitted with strong valve gates by which
the tide was excluded ; and thus a large area of good land was
reclaimed from the sea, at the same time that a road was carried

into a district that previously could only be reached by making
a wide detour. Within twelve years the most important dis-

tricts of the county were traversed by roads better than most of

those in England. A postal service was next established, and
the modern visitor finds that the post-houses then built have

been gradually developed into admirably conducted and com-
fortable inns.

JNleanwhile, as each district of the interior was cleared of

crofters it was let as a sheep-farm, sometimes to a man who
brought with him, from a Border farm, experience in the manage-
ment of Cheviot sheep on land not dissimilar to that which he

adopted as his new home. More frequently, however, the new
tenant was one of the native gentlemen who rose superior to

the prejudices that naturally prevailed among his own class

—

a class that for many years had enjoyed the special privileges

and dignity of tacksmen. Those whose intelligence and
liberality of mind made them ready to assist their landlord in

carrying out the great scheme of reformation, gradually replaced

those Avhose selfishness and dulness prevented them from seeing

that their own interests were identical with the public good.

The first adventurers in sheep-farming in Sutherland were
Messrs. Atkinson and Marshal, residing near the river Aln,
in Northumberland. They adopted in the north, with one
important difference, the same system that, in common with
other Border farmers, they pursued in the south. The sheep
were divided into hirsels, or distinct flocks

;
but, whereas in

the south there were but three hirsels—of hoggs, wethers, and
ewes, the ewes giving their first lamb at two years old, and the

wethers being sent to the feeder at two years and a half old

—

in Sutherland they divided their sheep into four or five hirsels

—

of hoggs, wethers, gimmers, and ewes ; thus the yearling ewes,
instead of being sent to the ewe-flock at once, were sent for
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about eighteen months to " jell gimmer-land," and not put to

the ram till they were two-and-a-half years old, while the

wethers were not sent to the feeder until they were rising

four, and were not killed until they were four or five years

old. One of the immediate results of converting the land into

sheep-walks was, that every plot of land that had been tilled

by the crofters became covered with nutritious and luxuriant

herbage. These " green lands," or " town lands," usually in

sheltered glens and by the side of streams, served for the

wintering of the sheep that ranged in summer over the neigh-

bouring hills and moss-land. The herbage on the hill sides

was greatly improved by sheep-draining and by the periodical

burning of the heath. Mr. Loch, the Duke's commissioner,

writing in 1820, states that, although many of the grazings

were only partially stocked, the number of sheep in the

county at that time was believed to be about 140,000, the

annual export of wool 415,000 lbs., and the number of store

sheep driven south every year 30,000. In this way a vast dis-

trict that had been barely self-supporting now contributed

considerable supplies to the manufacturing population of the

country. While the income of the proprietor was increased,

and the sheep-farmers found their occupation highly profitable,

the position of the original inhabitants was improved
;
they no

longer suffered from famines, but were able to add to their

comforts by the sale of the fish not needed for their own support.

In 1830 Mr. Patrick Sellar, the leading sheep-farmer of his dav,

reported the annual exports as being, at the time he wrote,

180,000 fleeces and 40,000 store sheep. Mr. G. Sutherland

Taylor, in his general observations on the county of Sutherland,

written in March, 1841, says that the permanent stock of Cheviot

sheep maintained in the county was not under 170,000. As
this was written in March, it is probably an estimate of the

number of sheep shorn each year, and does not include lambs.

The Agricultural Returns of Great Britain show that the

number of sheep in Sutherland on the 4th of June for the last

three years has been

—

1876. 1877. 1878.

Sheep 1 year old and above 172,922 170,907 172,527

„ under 1 year old .. 55,581 48,600 62,059

Total .. .. 228,503 219,507 234,586

Although there are apparently rather fewer sheep in tlie county
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now than there were when the farms were first fully stocked, some
fifty years ago, it is probable that, in consequence of their earlier

maturity, the number of store sheep annually exported is now
slightly in excess of the number then sent out. The most im-

portant change in the management of the flocks has been that

whereas at first all the stock was wintered in the county, it is

now the universal practice to send the hoggets to spend their

first winter on arable farms, commonly in Ross or Caithness.

The natural herbage of the county was found to be much better

suited for the adult animals than for lambs. When placed upon
the green land, the rankness of the herbage caused them to die

of braxy ; and the annual loss under ordinary management, from
this cause alone, is stated by Mr. Sellar, in 1830, to have been
from 15 to 30 per cent. On the other hand, the coarse and
innutritious nature of the heath and other Alpine plants upon
the hills, caused among them an ailment still well known in

Sutherland. It is commonly called pining, but starvation would
be an equally appropriate name for it. It was described by
Sellar as " a general wasting of the body, and prostration of the

strength of the animal, followed, if not cured, by death. The
skins brought in were found to consist, in a great degree, of those

of the youngest and worst-fed lambs, which fell at every age by
pining or drowning, or both, after having gone through the

ordeal of the braxy."

It was also observed that, after certain herdings had been for

several years depastured by old sheep, lambs might for one year

be trusted on them if well herded. At the present time it is

usual to send all the wether hoggecs, and the weaker portion of

the ewe hoggets, to be wintered elsewhere. The strongest ewe
hoggets are often kept at home, but no such complaint as braxy is

observed among them. This fact is worthy of special notice,

proving, as it does conclusively, that the herbage of the green
land no longer possesses the rank luxuriance that it had when
first it was converted from tillage to sheep land.

The crofters used to keep their cattle and ponies at night in

byres on the low-lying lands, which were thus enriched by their

dung, as well as by the rude tillage of the soil. That artificial

fertility or " condition " of the land has been steadily lowered,

having been carried away by sheep, part of it to be spread by their

droppings over the mountain sides, and part sent out of the
county in the shape of flesh and bone and wool. The hoggets
were at first sent by road to their respective winterings ; since

the formation of the Highland railways they are now more com-
monly sent by rail. One advantage of this is, that they can be
sent farther from home ; and the Sutherland men are no longer
obliged to accept whatever terms may be offered them in Caith-
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ness and Ross. But a still greater advantage is obtained in

fetching them home in the spring. If rough weather set in, as

it often did, when they were being driven home, the losses of

life and of condition were enormous.

The northern continuation of the Highland Railway owes its

existence to the present Duke of Sutherland, whose investments

in the Northern lines are

—

£
Higliland Railway Company (Perth to Bonar Bridge) ., 99,864
Sutherland Eailwaj' Company (Bonar Bridge to Golspie) 94,200
Duke of Sutherland Railway (Golspie to Helmsdale) .. 63,000
Sutherland and Caithness Eailwav (Helmsdale to Wick) nnn
and Thurso) .. .. \. J

60,000

Dingwall and Skye , .. 5,000

£322,064

The line from Golspie to Helmsdale was constructed solely

at the expense of the Duke.
During the seventeen years that the property has been in his

possession, a great variety of works have been undertaken for the

development of its resources, and for the employment and benefit

of its population. In all of them the Duke has not only taken

the keenest personal interest, but they have received his constant

supervision and attention. It would be foreign to the subject of

this report to describe the numerous experiments that have been
made for converting peat into articles of commercial value, the

development of the sea fisheries, the breeding of salmon, and the

building of numerous shooting lodges for the occupation of

persons who circulate monev in various ways in districts formerly

cut off from civilization. ]\Iany other works, however, have been
undertaken that have materially, though indirectly, contributed to

facilitate the work of reclamation. Many of these undertakings

are concentrated at the village of Brora. A seam of coal crops

out here upon the coast ; a shaft was sunk at the beginning of the

century, and coal was raised in small quantities for many years.

The contractor who was working the mine became insolvent, and
work was discontinued about the year 1830. Forty years after-

wards, on the completion of the railway, the mine was reopened,

and has since been worked bv the Duke. A tramwav connects

the shaft with the railway and the Brora harbour. The quality

of the coal is poor, but it is largely used in the district. There
is a well-organized brickyard and tilery close to the mine. The
quality of the clay is better adapted for bricks than for pipes, as

the latter cannot be made of sufficient strength without giving

them more than average weight ; in spite of this drawback, they

have been very largely used lor draining. A saw-mill and large

steam-carpcntery works enable the Duke to have all the timbers,
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tloors, and windows for new buildings prepared at home. A
large engineer's shop is provided with turning and screw-cutting

lathes, drilling and planing machines, and all other machinery

required for building and repairing steam-engines.

The earliest agricultural improvements undertaken by the

Duke were carried out on a comparatively small scale, by

draining and trenching bv hand at Tongue on the north coast,

at Lochinver to the south-west, at Carrol near Loch Brora, and

at Balone, not far from the railway station at Lairg. Fifty acres

of bog and moorland, between Brora and Uppat, were next re-

claimed. At Balone much of the land was broken up by means
of a ponderous plough drawn by three or four oxen or horses.

At Uppat a part of the land was deep bog, whence peat had been

cut for many years, leaving the surface very irregular. These
ten acres, after they were drained, proved to be too soft to carry

either horses or oxen. Attempts were made to cultivate them
by means of a common plough driven by a portable engine

;

but during the trial a number of mechanical difficulties presented

themselves.

Questions in mechanics have always been attractive to the

Duke. The land at Uppat was within a short distance of the

castle at Dunrobin. His Grace spent many an hour watching the

steam-driven plough battling with the various obstacles that soft

bog, boulder-stones, and buried roots of fir successively opposed
to its progress. There was here a power obviously well fitted

for the work of reclamation, but needing to be developed and
specially adapted to circumstances differing greatly from those of

ordinary farm tillage. The more he watched, the stronger grew
his interest in the work. He had been long convinced that the

proper development of his vast Highland estate required a very

large addition to its cultivated area ; but the steps for the attain-

ment of that object had hitherto been of necessity slow, and far

less interesting than the construction of the railway that he had
recently completed. In 1871 a steam-plough was obtained from
Messrs. J. Fowler and Co., consisting of two 14-horse-power
engines, and a plough carrying a single huge turn-furrow in

place of the four usually employed. By this set of tackle the

surface was at length ploughed. A new era in the work of

reclamation commenced with the trial of steam-power at Uppat.
Lord Spencer, in the third volume of this Journal, well de-

scribed the important effects that have resulted, first in West
Norfolk, and afterwards throughout a great part of England, from
the apparently trifling circumstance that, just one hundred years
ago, a young man of princely fortune, devoted to field sports,

had thrown upon his hands a farm close to his residence at

Holkham. Had not his old tenant, Mr. Brett, in 1778, refused to
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take a renewal of his lease at 55. per acre, Mr. Coke, afterwards

the Earl of Leicester, might never have applied himself to the

detailed management of a farm, nor have devoted the whole
energy of his mind to a pursuit that, while it afforded him great

personal pleasure, enabled him at the same time to confer a

lasting benefit upon his country.

Results not less important to the country may fairly be an-

ticipated from the energy and enthusiasm with which the Duke
of Sutherland has personally devoted himself to the development
of a property, comprising, according to the Doomsday Book of

Scotland, 1,176,343 acres, with a rental of 67,000/., exclusive

of the 149,870 acres owned by the Duchess, chiefly in the ad-

joining county of Ross. After the lamented death of his late

commissioner, Mr. George Loch, in 1877, his Grace kept the

administration in his own hands for two years. Lieut.-General

Sir Arnold Kemball has recently become commissioner ; but

the Duke continues to take great personal interest in the work
of reclamation. A private engine, which he usually drives him-
self, carries him from the Dunrobin station wherever work is

going on near the line of railway ; he is constantly on the move,
superintending each operation. Some of the machinery used
has been designed by himself, and some has been modified at

his suggestion. He is one of many striking exceptions in the

present day to Bacon's aphorism, that " nobility of birth com-
monly abateth industry."

No one took a keener interest in the projects of the Duke than

tlie late Mr. Kenneth Murray, of Geanies, who had already gained

much experience in the reclamation of land on his own estate.

In March 1870, Mr. Murray submitted a full and elaborate

report on proposed improvements in the district of Shinness.

This report formed the basis upon which, two years later, opera-

tions were carried out upon a greatly extended scale. Although
its estimates were exceeded, and many of its details were modified

in execution, yet the general truth of its principles and observa-

tions have been fully confirmed by the results already obtained.

A granite obelisk crowning the highest eminence oif the

reclaimed land at Shinness records the loss sustained b}- the un-

timely death of Mr. Murray, when the scheme that he originated,

and superintended with the deepest interest and assiduity, was
but half accomplished. Had he been spared to animate and
direct the full execution of the plans that he had drawn up with

such ability and foresight, the result would, in all probability,

have been far better than it is.

Mr. Murray's report begins by stating that a very large area

in the neighbourhood of Lairg, lying westward along the banks

of Loch Shin, and northward on the banks of the river Tirree,
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is capable of being made greatly more productive either as

arable land or by surface improvement, and that the measure

is recommended by many considerations of public policy as

well as of private interest. Briefly replying to three objections

that have been raised, he states that the climate, though late and
cold, is not so late or so cold as that of many districts in profit-

able cultivation in the north of Scotland ; that on the farthest

west margin to which he proposed to extend the improvement
he had seen grown excellent crops of oats, barley, turnips, and
potatoes, while there were traces of corn cultivation in old

times from 110 to 150 feet higher than the existing fields of

Shinness. Admitting that the district is especially liable to

mildew, causing loss to grain and green crops, he points out that

this had been due to mists arising from large " floes," or green

mosses full of stagnant water, and would be wholly removed by
thorough drainage. In reply to the third objection, " that the

locality is so exposed that the wind would do injury," he remarks
that during spring, summer, and autumn the injury from wind
would be less here than on the eastern coasts ; and although it

is undoubtedly a wild place for snow-drift in winter, that might
be altered by planting for shelter, and by erecting stone and turf

fences. The inland position of the district had formerly made
the cost and difficulty of communication a very serious objec-

tion : but since the railway had been carried to Lairg this

objection had been removed. He recommended the operation

because the demand for arable land was increasing ; the character

of the soil is adapted for oats and green crops, the crops most
wanted in Sutherland. " For oats, principally in meal, and
turnips, it is not unreasonable to say that at least 25,000/. go off

the estate to Caithness and Ross
;
and, though oats and oat-

meal are not increasing in cost, the value of turnips has risen

so much that it must affect, I am certain, the progressive value
of hill pastures in the north. And more than that has happened.
Before the recent extensive reclamation of land in the older arable

districts of Ross and Inverness, the hill sheep used to have
out-runs of heath or other coarse pasture, to which the turnip
was an adjunct merely ; and they not only wintered more cheaply,
but the wintering was better for them. Now, penned up on
the turnip-field, occasionally getting out only on to short arti-

ficial grass, they lose a great deal of their hardiness, and the
result is that a great many have to be sent back again for a
second wintering or they would die. This is a very serious
matter—is becoming more so every year ; and in view of these
facts a large reclamation of land in the centre of Sutherland has
additional interest.

" As all land improvement must proceed gradually, and im-
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provement invariably leads to further improvement, I propose
to deal mainly at present with the shores of Loch Shin and the

immediate banks of the Tirree. I entertain no doubt that, for

every acre which may be cultivated within the first twenty-one
years, half as many more will be reclaimed in the succeeding lease,

and probably at a less expense than those which are made arable

now. Experience teaches that over-exertion in the matter of

improvement of land is a mistake, and that, in fact, it often

annuls for a time the real benefit of what was otherwise a true

measure of improvement. Still, from the character of this sub-

ject, and the necessity of improving the climate, I hold that

this particular operation must be extensive to be successful."

In carrying out the work the estimate of cost given in Mr.
Murray's report was very much exceeded, from various causes,

many of which could not have been foreseen at the time it was
written. Although this is the case, it may be interesting to give

his estimate, with some of the remarks he appended to them. In

drawing them up he was guided by his own previous experience

in the reclamation of not less than 2500 acres of waste land,

chiefly in the county of Ross.

The thorough drainage of the land, to be done chiefly by
pipes, he estimated would cost 5Z. per acre. Trenching the land

by hand he puts at 10/. ; but reckoning that four-fifths of the

land could be ploughed by horses or oxen to a depth of 12
inches at a cost of 2Z. 10s., he sets the average cost of breaking up
the whole surface at 3Z. per acre. The cost of blasting boulders

and removing stones from the surface he puts down at 2/. ; build-

ings at 5Z. 10s.
;
fencing at 21. ; and roads and bridges at 10s. ;

making thus a total of 18Z. per acre, exclusive of planting for

shelter, as the estimated cost of preparing the land for its first

crop. With regard to the rate of interest to be expected on the

outlay, he says that " no land improvement can possibly pay a

high rate at first. A separate operation, like drainage, often pays
immensely, but when the improvement is dead-weighted with
the cost of buildings, roads and fences, &c., it takes time and
maturity to bring back anything higher than the most moderate
interest. Then it is to be borne in mind that that most moderate
interest is liable to assessment ; for the moment you create pro-

perty it is rated, and even on new subjects these rates will take

about a seventh of the income. . . . You can rarely create land

to pay more than the same rate at which land already made can

be purchased, and that is at best ?>\ per cent. The profit is at

the end of the first lease, except in rare cases."

The experience gained at Uppat led the Duke to resolve on-

ploughing or trenching the whole of the land by steam-power
to a much greater depth than the 12 inches named by Mr.
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Murray. Several English contractors visited Sutherland, and

were invited to tender to do the work by contract. The super-

ficial inspection of the proposed site was not in itself discourag-

ing ; but when they went to Uppat, and saw the difficulties that

had been met with there, their courage failed, and no satisfactory

offer could be obtained. The Duke was therefore obliged to

take the work in hand himself. Implements specially adapted

to the work have been invented and purchased, together with

necessary steam-power, as they have been required, from Messrs.

J. Fowler and Co., of Leeds ; and it may be mentioned to the

credit of this firm that, in addition to other facilities which they

have always been ready to afford, they have borne no incon-

siderable share of the heavy expenses that have been incurred

in a great number of experiments made to discover the best

form and construction for each of the appliances used.

Shinness Reclamations.

A traveller, passing in 1872 along the high road from Lairg

to Tongue, and emerging from the coppice of stunted birch that

skirts the north-eastern extremity of Loch Shin, as his road

turned northwards three miles from Lairg, would have seen

upon his left hand a broad undulating basin of moor and bog,

rising gradually from the shore of the Loch to a low ridge of

hill, chiefly conspicuous from two small belts of wood of stunted

mountain-ash and birch upon it, then extending northwards to

the foot of the hills in a broad valley traversed by the river

Terry ; a scene of beauty and yet of desolation, with no human
habitation on it, and showing no signs of cultivation except a

few small spots upon some of the mounds hardly distinguishable

by the eye, and chosen because they needed little or no drainage.

If he had returned five years later he would have found the

whole area between the Loch and river completely transformed,

and the space occupied by four large and well-cultivated farms,

each with a well-built and ample steading, surrounded by large

and rectangular fields, well fenced, and covered with luxuriant

crops of oats, turnips, and grass. He might notice that good roads

gave access to each field, and that here and there, amid grazing

sheep and cattle and the ordinary features of farm-tillage, smoke
was rising from engines employed for traction on the roads or
in cultivating the land. Scattered over the plain he would see

numerous labourers' cottages, a smithy, workshops, a school-

church, and a post-office—a scene of fruitfulness and rural

activity instead of a dark lifeless expanse of moorland. The
steps by which this transformation was effected it will now be
my business to trace.
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The farms have been numbered in the order in which they were
reclaimed ; their relative position is shown on the plan (Fig. 1).

Colabol, No. I., is bounded on the east bj the mouth of the

little river Terry, and on the south by Loch Shin. Achnanerain
is No. II. ; it lies to the west of No. I., and it also runs along
the shore of the lake, being only separated from it by fir-

plantations that occupy the strip of boggy land that forms its

immediate margin. Achadaphris, No. III., lies to the north of

No. I. : and further north still is situated Lubvrec, or No. IV.,

bounded along the whole extent of its north-eastern side by the

upper course of the Terry.

Operations were commenced by cutting a long, deep ditch in

the summer of 1872 on the north-east of No. I., running through

the small bog and carrying its surplus water into the Terry. Belts

of Scotch fir were planted for protection, and a road of hand-laid

stones was carried from the highway to the site of the steading,

at a cost of 2s. 6(/. per lineal yard. The steam-plough com-
menced work on Colabol in the summer of 1873 ; on this farm
it encountered few rocks or boulder-stones, but a great number
of roots of fir-trees ; these were dragged out by the engines, but

when the roots were large it was necessary to loosen them
partially by hand-labour—a tedious operation, for occasionally

over an extra large root as many as six men were employed all

day in getting it sufficiently disencumbered for the engine to

pull it out. At the present time such work is done much more
economically by the use of dynamite ; one or two charges are

placed in the bog under the root, and at a cost of Qd. the soft

peat is sent flying in all directions, and the root is sufficiently

loosened for removal by steam. On this and others of the

Shinness farms the steam-ploughing was continued through the

winter, whenever the weather permitted. In this respect, also,

wisdom has been learned by experience, and it is now considered

far better to let the engines stand idle and turn the labourers to

other work than to employ them at a season when the work is

not only done under difficulties, but often with a bad result. The
work done by steam in winter has proved both expensive^ and
unsatisfactory. The hole left where a root has been pulled out

of ivet peat is more troublesome in after-cultivation, for a while

at any rate, than the root itself would be.

The draining of this farm was done after the ploughing ; the

main drains are chiefly constructed of stones, and empty them-

selves into wide ditches, cut at a cost of 4Jc?. to 6r/. per cubic

yard, that carry the water into the river or the Loch. The
minor drains are mostly 2^-inch pipes 4 feet deep; these cost

3s. 6f/. to 4s. G</. per chain for digging and filling in on deep

peat, where the roots made the work difficult. In firmer soil
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many stone-drains were put in, at a cost of ~s. to 8s. per chain

for cutting and filling. The stones were laid alongside the

drain readv for use, a square open channel was built with four

large flat stones in the bottom of the drain, and the smaller

stones were then loosely filled in on the top.

The existence of a field of limestone on the shore of Loch
Shin within two miles of the works has been of the utmost value

in the reclamations. Four kilns have been kept constantlv at

work : but in addition to this it has been occasionallv neces-

sary to obtain a further supply from other kilns in the far north,

belonging to the Duke, at Erribol, near Tongue. This lime is

brought by sea from Erribol to Helmsdale, and thence carried

bv rail to Lairg. The quantity applied is usually 60 bushels

per acre.

The Shinness limestone was analysed in 1871 by Professor

Anderson. He found it of somewhat inferior quality, contain-

ing carbonate of lime, 64"35 ; carbonate of magnesia, 12-19
;

and silica, 20'11 per cent. The economy of carriage made it

better to employ the weaker lime in large quantities rather

than fetch bv sea from England better lime to be used more
sparinglv. The burnt lime obtained from Erribol contains

—

Lime .. .. .. .. .. 70'o3
Magnesia .. .. .. ., 22-48

Iron and allumina .. .. .. 3*

Silica 1-50

Carbonic acid .. .. .. .. 2 '39

'J9-90

In February 18,74 the fields marked Xo. \h, Xo. 2, and X^o. 2a

(Fig. 1, p. 411) were harrowed down, limed, and dressed with

4 cwt. of superphosphate and 1 cwt. of kainite ; a part of the

land also received a later dressing of nitrate of soda ; oats were

sown in the end of April and beginning of May. The rest

of this farm was brought under crop in 1875.

Colabol Farm.—The following notes are the result of careful

inspections of each field of this farm, made in July, 1877,

September 1878, and August 1879 :

—

Xo. 1 (15 a. Or. 1 p.). This field has a good free yellow sub-

soil, and is one of the best fields upon the farm : it was cropped in

1875 with oats ; in 1876, hay ; aftermath stocked by cattle
;
sheep

were brought on to it from the hills in February 1876. In July

1877 there was a good plant of grass; it was close fed without

intermission till it was broken up by the '* discer " * in February

1878 with excellent effect ; it was then harrowed, ridged,

* This is an implement specially constructed for these works of reclamation

;

a description and fignre of it will be found on p. 429.
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dunged, and drilled in May with turnips, yielding a very good

crop. These were eaten off by hoggets, getting a little hay and

a run out on the hill. In the spring of 1879 the field was

grubbed by oxen and sown with 6 bushels per acre of Swiss

oats, without any artificial manure, but seeded down with cloA^er

and rye-grass. In August 1879 the oats looked well, a good

even crop. Two small plots were sown as an experiment, one

of them with seed that had been grown one \ear, and the other

with seed that had been grown two years upon the farm. There
was no very marked difference to the eye between these plots in

August. Last year the crop from home-grown seed was one-

third more than that grown from similar seed bought elsewhere.

No. la (20 a. 3 r. 32 p.). A field of deep peat, imperfectly

drained ; it was treated up to February 1878 in all respects like

the previous field, but it has since been broken up ; it is much
overrun with sorrel and moss. In one part many rough pieces

of dry fibrous peat remained on the surface in 1877 ; the result

of running ordinary heavy harrows over the land after it was
ploughed in 1874, and then leaving it exposed to the sun and
wind till the loose pieces acquired the toughness and elasticity

of dry sponges. This would not have occurred if the " discer,"

a subsequent invention, had been employed. A few drains were

relaid in 1878.

No. 1 h (26 a. 3 r.). In 1874, oats; 1875, grass cut for

hav, a good crop
;

187G, grass fed off and ploughed up in

winter by horses
;
1877, oats ; at the north end a very promising

crop, but uneven at the south end, the drains being here defective.

This crop (together with all the corn crops on the new farms,

and a very great proportion of the crops grown on long-esta-

blished farms in the north of Scotland) was lost in a hurricane

of extraordinary violence on the night of the 22nd of November,
the harvest having been delayed by a heavy snowstorm early

in October
;

particulars of this disastrous harvest will be given

further on, when treating of No. IV. farm (Lubvrec). The drains

were relaid over a third of this field in 1877, when the main out-

fall pipe w"as found to have been broken by an engine passing

over it.

Wherever steam-cultivation is adopted, it is very important
that the drains be laid on solid land below the peat.

Owing to divided responsibility in carrying out the work,
many of the drains were laid at the ordinary regulation
depth of 4 feet, in places where the thickness of peat required
that they should be carried an extra depth in order to rest on
solid ground. In autumn 1877, the land was "disced" by
steam ; in April and May 1878, it was dunged and ploughed
by horses and oxen, and drilled with swedes, Aberdeen yellows,

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 E
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and a few potatoes—a very g-ood crop all over the field. The
Aberdeen turnips occupied the south side of the field

;
they

were fed off by sheep and the land was grubbed by oxen. The
swedes were all carted, and the land was then ploughed.
The whole field was sown with 6 bushels of potato oats, with-

out artificial manure. A good crop was standing all over the

field in August 1879, best after the turnips and weakest after

the potatoes.

No. 2 (20 a. 3 r. 9 p.) and No. 2a (28 a. 1 r. 3 p.). In

1874, oats; 1875, swedes; 1876, oats, estimated at quarters

per acre—the oats went down in places and killed the grass ; in

1877, grass, hard fed. In No. 2a, the sheep were turned in at

the end of May and the field was laid up for hay without a top-

dressing ; the plant was good, but the crop light, in consequence

of its hard treatment. Both fields were fed constantly during

1878, clover and rye-grass both standing well.

In May 1879 both of these fields were rolled by the small

traction engine ; this operation has greatly benefited the softer

parts of the land, and the fields are covered with excellent grass

and clover. The four fields, 1, 1 h, 2, and 2 a, rest upon an
excellent subsoil and will well repay cultivation. An open
ditch, dividing the fields, receives most of the drains. In

August 1879 the ditch greatly needed cleaning out and deepen-

ing
;
sheep had trodden down the sides, and the water in it

stood level with the mouth of the drains.

No 2b (10 a. 1 r. 25 p.). In 1875, oats ; in 1876, turnips,

part dunged, sown late—a fair crop, carted off
; 1877, Sandy

oats, not top-dressed—a good crop
; 1878, all the drains in

this field were re-opened in spring. The cost of labour, both for

stone and for pipe-drains, being about the same as for making
new drains. In 1879 grass-seeds, a poor crop, with much bromiis

mollis in it. This field has a rocky subsoil, and presents every

appearance of having been imperfectly limed.

No. 3 (21 a. 3r. 27 p.) and No. 3a (3 a. Or. 22 p.). In 1875,

oats
; 1876, hay, a poor crop ; 1877 and 1878, very poor grass,

with much sorrel and fog-grass, constantly fed. Last winter

swedes were carted on to this field and ewes were fed upon
them, with \ lb. of oats and ^ lb. cake per diem while the snow
lasted. The grass was also rolled by steam. A great improve-

ment has resulted from this treatment, and clover is much more
abundant than it was previously.

No. ?>h (10 a. 2 r. 24 p.). In 1873, wheat, strong in the straw,

but the grain did not ripen well
; 1874, turnips, a good crop ; 1875,

oats, a fair crop
; 1876, hay, a fair crop, well harvested

; 1877,

grass, fed closely down
; 1878, still closely grazed, the whole

surface is well covered with small native clovers, yielding excel-
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lent feed. This is the best field on the farm, probably worth 21.

to 2/. bs. per acre to rent in its present state. In spring, 1879,

ploughed by horses and oxen, then " disced " by steam, harrowed,

grubbed, and again harrowed by oxen, ridged, and heavily

dunged ; after the ridges were closed it was drilled about 22nd
May with swedes, sown with 2^ cwt. superphosphate, 2i cwt.

ground bones, and 1 cwt. phospjio-guano. In August the swedes

were very good and growing vigorously, in spite of the roughness

of the ground, the old turf not yet having rotted completely

;

1 acre of vetches, good.

No. 3c (31 a. 2 r.). In 1876, oats, a fair crop ; 1877 and 1878,

grass rather poor. In 1879, 9 acres turnips, 1 acre potatoes, 21

acres oats. The turnips are on the south side ; the cultivation

and treatment were the same as those for swedes in the last field.

They were drilled at the beginning of June, destroyed by grub,

and resown by hand. The potatoes promised well. The land

for oats was ploughed in autumn by horses and oxen, harrowed
in spring, and sown broadcast with 2 cwt. of superphosphate,

1 cwt. bone-meal, and 1 cwt. phospho-guano. South side

Swiss, and north side Sandy oats. A fair crop over the field.

The Swiss oats were last sown, but first ripe.

No. 4 (11 a. 3 r. 37 p.). In 1875, oats; 1876, turnips

—

east side fed off by sheep, west side carted off
; 1877, six acres

in oats—good ; two in vetches, two in mangolds—-both poor

;

two in potatoes—good
;
1878, six acres grass, after oats, and six

acres in oats. A further illustration was seen here of the care

that should be taken to prevent fibrous peat becoming dried

before it is broken up. A man and cart were employed in

removing sponge-like pieces of tough fibrous peat, from 6 to 12
inches square,'that had been allowed to get dry in 1874, and still

showed no signs of coming to pieces. The oats were a poor
crop, and the seeds sown with them failed in 1879. The
second year's seeds on the east side are much better, with fair

clover in them.

No. 4a (51 a. 3 r. 16 p.). In 1875, oats at the south end
; 1876,

oats at the north end, turnips at the south end
; 1877, all in oats,

a good crop after the turnips, and a fair crop obtained by the

application of 4 cwt. dissolved bones on the oats grown after

oats
; 1878, after being iate fed, a crop of 12 cwt. of hay was

obtained from the south end ; the whole of the field showed an
excellent plant of clover and grass in the autumn of 1878. Since
then the grass has been steam-rolled and fed by sheep and cattle

;

it continues to improve.
No. 5 (27 a. 3 r. 17 p.) and No. 5a (30 a. Or. 32 p.). 1875,

oats
; 1876, oats, top-dressed with nitrate and superphos-

phate—a fair crop of heavy oats, weighing 41 lbs. per bushel
;

2 E 2
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1877, turnips ridged with dung and artificial manure—a fair

crop, eaten by sheep
; 1878, Sandv and Swiss oats, sown

broadcast after the sheep, and merely harrowed in by horses

and oxen. A heavy crop of the Sandy oats ; the Swiss oats,

a much lighter crop, ripened a fortnight sooner. Although, in a

later season, the early maturity of the Swiss oats is a great

recommendation, it will not be sufficient, taking the average ol

seasons, to make up for the great deficiency in the weight of

grain and straw. It may be well, however, to grow a field or

two of this variety on each farm in the far north, so as to com-
mence harvest-work before the main crop is ripe. As soon as

the stubble was cleared, hoggets were turned out on the young
seeds. After the snow had gone, the land was steam-rolled, it

has since been fed by sheep and light cattle. The grass is now
good, although a little injured by the treading of the cattle.

No. 6 (32 a. 1 r. 34 p.). In 1876, oats, very poor
; 1877,

oats, top-dressed with 2 cwt. dissolved bones and 2 cwt. super-

phosphate—a fair crop
; 1878, grass, grazed by sheep and cattle

—a fairly good plant. In 1879 this grass had much improved,

and the clover was beginning to cover the ground. In the

previous winter sheep were fed here w ith cake and straw. A
feeding experiment was conducted last winter in this field on 10

wether hoggs, 10 ewe hoggs, and 20 dinmonts (i. e. young wethers

of 18 months old)
;
during the long period that the ground

was covered with snow each of these sheep received 15 oz. of

cake per diem with straw, the total cost per head being 85. 6f/. ; as

soon as the snow was gone they were all sent to the hills. Many
persons expected that the hand-feeding would unfit them for

roughing it, but, instead of this, they proved at clipping-time

to be the best sheep on the farm. This experiment is very

encouraging, showing that by the judicious use of decorticated

cotton or other cakes the sheep and the land may be alike

benefited.

During the progress of the reclamations the men were housed

in wooden and iron bothies. Five of the wooden buildings

remain as labourers' cottages, and there are also four stone-Hjuilt

cottages on the farm. The farm-buildings are built of stone

taken from the land, and are roofed with \\ elsh slates. Thev con-

tain stabling for 10 horses, stalls for 24 head of cattle, two yards

yvith covered sheds, a root-house, cart-shed, and barn. The fields

are divided by wire fences with birch-wood posts. A beech-

wood fence has been planted on each side of the high road run-

ning through the farm. The tenant has erected on this farm

a very convenient set of yards and shedding for dipping,

marking, and dividing sheep.

The reclamation of Colabol extended over a period of three
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years ending in the spring of 1876, when it was let, together

with the No. II. farm, Achnanerain, to the INIaster of Blantjre,

a nephew of the Duke of Sutherland, to be worked in con-

nection with the large sheep-farm which he held previously at

Sciberscross. The chief part of the land is rented at IZ. per

acre for nineteen years ; but three fields on each farm were
found to be imperfectly reclaimed, and these are taken for five

years at a grazing rent of Is. Qd. per acre, viz. : Nos. lb, 3, and
6 on Colabol, and Nos. 4, 5, and 7 on Achnanerain.
The treatment of the land has been much influenced by con-

siderations for the welfare of the sheep. During the hard winter

of 1876-7 the sheep were kept on the young seeds, and no field

was allowed a sufficient rest to give the hay-crop a fair chance.

The vigour and vitality of the grass and clover, in spite of this,

are very striking, indicating that the soil and climate are well

suited to their growth. No hay was made on either farm in

1879 from the young seeds ; it was thought best to let the

clover-seed fall and fill up the ground. The second year's

grass was not cut for hay, because in 1878 the home-grown hay
was found to be very inferior to hay purchased in Ross-shire.-

Achnanerain.—On farm No. II. the steam-plough commenced
work in the autumn of 1873. The old name of this spot

—

Achnanerain, or the field of corn—was no doubt given to it

from the small patches that had been once under cultivation,

and that still bore a greensward of turf. In spite, however, of

its inviting name, it proved to be a very difficult and ex-

pensive subject for reclamation, having just below its surface

a far greater number of boulder -stones and rocks than was
anticipated. It was in the breaking-up of this land that the

Sutherland plough was most severely taxed ; and as some of

its most important improvements were here tried and adopted,

it will be convenient to give a description of this invention

before further details of its work are given.

The first step in adapting the steam-plough to work in a

peat bog was the substitution of a single monster turn-furrow

for the four or five usually carried. To prevent the implement
burying itself in soft ground, the frame was next supported on
very broad wheels or rollers. It was then found to work fairly

where there were no obstructions, but whenever the share struck

against a landfast rock or root it was liable to receive some
serious injury. To meet this, the revolving coulter was invented
by Mr. Wright, the Duke's secretary. It consists of a vertical

disc of steel placed in front of the sock, and cutting the soil, as

it revolves, to a depth of about two inches below the point of the

sock. When this revolving coulter meets with a landfast stone,

or with a root too large for it to cut through, it revolves over it,
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thus lifting the plough clearly over the obstruction. The cutting

disc has proved to be better adapted for cutting through the

tough mat of grass and heath-roots often found on the surface

than any fixed coulter of the ordinary form.

The next improvement was suggested by the Duke. It consists

of a huge iron hook, like the fluke of an anchor, trailing behind
the plough, and pivoted on to the back of the iron frame-work of

the implement. This contrivance, commonly called " the Duke's
toothpick," acts as a subsoiler, stirring the soil to a depth, varying

with its hardness, of from 8 to 18 inches. Every obstruction that

the revolving coulter has been unable to cut through or to force

aside is next attacked at a lower depth by the toothpick. In

most cases the root or stone is at once turned over and brought to

the surface ; but as this cannot always be done, the hook is made
of sufficient strength to withstand the full power of the engine.

There is a dead pull for a minute, then the engines are reversed,

the implement is backed, and a second attack is made. If this also

fails, the toothpick is lifted over the obstacle, and a stake is

driven in, to mark the spot till the offender can be blown up
by dynamite. At first the stirrer was made to terminate in a
steel point ; in 1877 a small short turn-furrow was attached ; and
this was replaced in 1878 by a turn-furrow of an ordinary shape

but of extraordinary size.

Fig. 2.

—

Elevation of Sutherland Plough.

Figure 2 is from a photograph showing the whole of the im-

plement, standing upon a hard surface, but with its parts ar-

ranged for travelling towards the left.

Figure 3 gives a plan upon a larger scale, leaving out the

stirrers or subsoilers.

A A is an iron frame, about 10 feet long and 18 inches wide,

carried upon six rollers. The ploughman sits upon the seat

B, facing his work, and steers by means of the handle at C. The
head of the plough, D, is hung from the centre of the frame and

is double-ended, having a Lateral cutting-share of a triangular

form, so as to cut cither way. To the centre of this head the

mould-board E is hinged ; it is self-acting and turns either way

to suit the direction of the plough. Of the six rollers, two (F F,
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Fig. 3) are for the land-side, two, G G, press on the top of the

furrow, while the two, H H, in the centre, in connection with the

revolving coulters, form the steerage. The revolving coulters, 1 1,

are seen in Fig. 2, projecting bejond the middle rollers, which

they bisect. They are flat iron discs, about 3 feet in diameter,

rotating upon the same axes as these rollers, but can be made more

or less eccentric with regard to them, so that they may be set to

penetrate from 4 to 15 inches deep. The two landside rollers

give balance to the implement, and assist in carrying it through

gullies or other inequalities of the surface. The two furrow-

Fig. 3.

—

Plan of Sutherland Plough.

i F
ii i i

F
il i

wheels assist in completing the turning of the furrow after it

leaves the mould-board, and press it into its position
;
they also

assist in balancing and guiding the implement. At each end
of the frame, which is a strongly trussed structure of malleable

iron, the lateral pieces are united together by a transverse iron bar,

K, which passes through, and serves as a pivot for the end of the

shaft, L, of the trailing subsoil plough, M. This second plough
is kept down to its work by the tension of the tail rope, N,' acting

on the loop line of wire-rope, o, which passes over the plough
and connects the tail and the pulling ropes. It will be seen that

the pull for drawing the implement is taken through the plough
beam ; and when it is required to be reversed, the engine pulls

the one plough out of work, while it presses the other by means
of the looped line into its place for working. The effect of

having the plough hung on the centre, K, and kept in its work
by means of the pressure of the tail rope, is to give an elasticity

to the working of the implement, and to allow it to override

obstructions that cannot be pulled out.

Engines of 14 and of IG-horse-power have been employed for
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drawing the plough, all of thetn specially constructed for the pur-

pose, and worked at more than double their nominal power. They
are provided with two ploughing speeds

;
by means of a second

shaft the winding-drum is driven at a slow speed for reclamation

work, while for ordinary farm work or for travelling on the

roads it can be driven at full speed by the direct shaft. Where
there are very many large roots or stones to be pulled out, the

16-horse engines are best, but their greater weight is a serious

disadvantage on soft ground ; and the balance of advantage, taking

one sort of w^ork with another, is now thought to rest with the

14-horse engines. A light wooden roof over each engine gives

shelter to the driver, and protects the working parts from the

weather.

For travelling on soft land the wheels of the engines require

to be of great size ; those of the 14-horse engines are now made
of 5 feet in diameter, with a permanent tire of 20 inches, while

extra widening rings of 2 feet wide are bolted on to them, giving

a surface-bearing to each wheel of 3 feet 8 inches. Notwith-
standing these precautions, however, the sinking of an engine in

the bog is one of the most frequent causes of delay. When this

happens, sticks of birch or other wood are thrown in front of the

wheels ; and if these can be supplied in sufficient quantity, the

engine will generally be able to pull itself out ; at other times a

second engine is required to haul it out. Delays arising from
the work of the plough itself are now usually trifling. When the

land is full of large stones, as it was at Achnanerain, it rolls and
pitches over the hidden obstacles in its way, and the driver has

a very uneasy seat ; but the implement is never overturned, and
the steadiness with which it tears its way through inequalities of

surface over sharp ridges and abrupt hollows is marvellous.

No. 3 field at Achnanerain proved to be more like a quarry

or a buried antediluvian pavement than an ordinary field for

ploughing ; 150 tons of stones per acre were removed from it

after it was ploughed. At this time no turn-furrow had been

attached to the Duke's toothpick, and most of the stones, though
loosened, were not brought to the surface ; from 20 to 30 men
were employed in digging them out and placing them in rows
ready for removal. Where the ground is sufficiently dry to

carry horses, the stones may be loaded into carts, and drawn at

once wherever they are wanted for the construction of dykes,

roads, drains, or farm-buildings. Wherever the land is too soft

for carts, the stones are drawn on sledges to the headlands of

the fields by steam-power. I'igs. 4 and 5 show the side elevation

and pl;ui of one of these stone-sledges
;
they are constructed of-

iron to carry 5 tons, and are drawn, like the plough, by wire-

ropes. As soon as a sledge is loaded it is drawn by one of the
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engines to the headland ; it is there tilted over and emptied by
the action of the other engine which, in coiling up its rope, raises

the shaft A until it catches the top of the frame at B, and so

inverts the sledge. In addition to its convenience for trans-

porting stones on soft and boggy land, the action of the sledge

upon the surface of the recently broken land is often very bene-

ficial in summer. While it is desirable that the furrow of peat

or moss should be partially dried before it is broken up, it will

Fig. 4.

—

Elevation of Sledge for Stones.

Fig. 5.

—

Plan of Sledge for Stones.

not do to let the drying be continued long enough to pro-

duce a dry turf fit for burning ; for if once thoroughly dried,

it will resist the action of the atmosphere and remain hard
peat for several seasons. The sledge not only consolidates the

rough surface, but by its rubbing action greatly assists in dis-

integrating it. The sledges are usually worked in pairs, one
returning empty as the other goes down full

;
they are not pro-

vided with any means of steering them, and some difficulty is

experienced in getting them to pass each other. When working
all day without interruption, as much as 200 tons of stones may
be cleared in the day by one pair of engines and a pair of

sledges, where the stones are numerous.
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Achnanerain is laid out in seven arable fields. The field

No. 1 (39 a. 0 r. 3 p.) was left in its rough state longer than

any other part of the farm ; a part must at one time have had
upon it several small cultivated crofts, which were covered with

short sweet grass. A belt of small birch-trees . extended over

one-fourth of the field. These were cut for making good the soft

spots in the foundation of roads to carry the engines. In

December 1876 the roots of these trees were pulled up by two
16-horse engines. In 1877 these roots and the numerous sur-

face-stones were removed by a contractor in carts for 50s. per

acre. A ridge of solid rock running across the field made it

difficult to drain, but the same contractor drained the whole
field with stones at a cost of 9s. per chain, having to blast many
stones that came in the line of the drains and were too large for

removal by the pick. The land was limed, and in April 1878
it was " disced," and then sown with oats and grass-seeds. The
summer was unusually dry. Where the land had been " disced

"

at the beginning of the month the crop was good, but where
it had been " disced " late it failed from drought. The " discer

"

did not destroy the old natural grass as the plough would have

done. In August 1879 a great part of the field looked like old

pasture, the natural grasses having completely mastered the

artificial.

No. 2 (41 a. 2 r. 19 p.) in 1875, oats
; 1876, turnips

; 1877, oats,

a very good even crop
; 1878, grass-fed by sheep till the end of

May, then laid up for hay ; the season was dry, and the produce

10 cwt. per acre of good quality. In 1879 the field was steam-

rolled and fed off by sheep and cattle ; the clover was very good.

All the high-lying part of this field was covered with birch-

wood ; it was cleared in a novel manner by steam-power. Short

iron chains were passed round the trunks of five or six of the

trees ; these were then connected with the wire-rope, and a pull

from one of the engines uprooted them all together. The work
was quickly done ; and though it can hardly be recommended
as an economical method of clearing a plantation, it afforded a

very striking and picturesque illustration of the power of -steam.

No. 3 (48 a. 1 r. 25 p.). In 1875, oats ; 1876 and 1877, grass

grazed ; in 1878, drained, " disced," and sown with turnips, and
about 12 acres of swedes and 5 acres of rape. The turnips and
swedes were a good crop. The rape was much choked by
grass, but the plants that survived grew strongly. The swedes

were all carted off, and the land was ploughed by horses and

oxen. The rape and turnips were fed off by hoggets, getting a run

on the hills. When the turnips were covered by snow the sheep

got oat-sheaves and hay, with very few turnips
;
they did well

on this. The land was not cleared till late ; it was then, to save
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time, grubbed instead of ploughed by oxen : 24 acres of the

turnip-land were sown with 6 bushels per acre of Swiss oats, the

rest of the field was sown with 6 bushels of Sandy oats. Where
the rape had been, the oats were top-dressed with 2 cwt. super-

phosphate, 1 cwt. bone-meal, and 1 cwt. phospho-guano per acre.

There was a good crop of oats over the greater part of the field,

although it was much laid after the turnips. Where the rape had

been grown the oats suffered much from defects in the drains.

It was on account of these delects that the field was let at

Is. Qd. per acre. This field has already been referred to as more
like a quarry than an ordinary field for ploughing. Although

when land is full of big stones the expense of breaking it up is

very great, it is generally on such land that the best crops are

obtained. Many of the boulders are of granite and other rocks

containing felspar. These, as they slowly crumble down, yield a

soil that contains far more of the elements of fertility than those

that are derived solely from the decomposition of the native

gneiss, without any admixture of transported boulders. This is

very clearly seen on this No. II. farm. Boulders abound in

fields Xos. 1, 2, 3, and 6 ; while fields Nos. 4, 5, and 7, are

mostly free from them. By far the best results of reclamation

are to be seen in fields Nos. 2, 3, and 6. No. 3, the most stony

field on the farm, has proved to be the most valuable. The
young seeds were grazed in the winter of 1875, and throughout

the whole of 1876 and the first nine months of 1877 by a heavy
stock of sheep and cattle. In 1877 ]Mr. Watt, the grieve, declared

that the field had been the sheet-anchor of the farm throughout
the previous hard winter. They had had 40 Highland cattle

upon it, and frequently from 4 to 8 sheep per acre in addition
;

yet, in spite of this cruel treatment, the surface was covered in

July with a thick mat of clover, still being fed by the sheep.

No. 4 (44 a. 3r. 5 p.), in 1876, oats. The south-east end of

this field is deep peat, with large roots of fir in it, occurring, as

they often do, in two or three layers, one below the other.

After the field was partly drained, the roots were got out in the

winter, and in this way many of the drains were displaced, and
treacherous pools were formed. The drains have since been
dug afresh, but it is very difficult to make good work under
such circumstances. The draining has been satisfactory wher-
ever the pipes were laid in the solid bottom at first. In 1877
turnips and swedes were sown—a very poor crop, partly eaten
and partly drawn

; 1878, rape and grass-seeds were sown on 1st

of May. Sheep were put into the field as soon as the rape was
6 inches high. It might have been better to have sown rape
only, and have left it longer before feeding it. In the spring
of 1879 a great part of the land was found to be too soft to
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carry the steam-roller. The grass is poor ; it is being grazed

bj sheep and cattle, but the latter have poached the surface.

Xo. 5 (45 a. 2 r. 33 p.), in 1876, oats. Most of this field is

deep peat, except on the side next to Z\o. 6, where the soil is

strong and good. At the northern corner, the earth dug out for

the foundation of the steading was spread over the peat ; the

oats there were good, but were bad on the deep peat ; 1877,
oats were again sown. This second crop of oats was very

superior to the first. A fair crop was grown all over the field,

except on an eminence of fibrous peat; 1878 and 1879, grass;

a fair plant, fed by sheep and cattle without roots or other help.

The field has not been rolled this year ; and the grass is de-

teriorating in consequence of defects in the drainage. There
is much fog-grass in it.

No. 6 (51a. Or. Ip), in 1876, 5 acres in wheat and 46 in

oats. The wheat promised well, but did not come to maturity,

yielding little over 5 sacks per acre ; the oats were a good crop.

The whole field was seeded among the corn with 1^ bushel of

mixed perennial and Italian rye-grass, and 14 lbs. of mixed red

and white clover. Sheep were put on to the stubble, and the

seeds were fed off at intervals till the middle of ^lay ; a light

crop of hay was got in 1877. The grass was grazed through-

out 1878 ; a good plant. About 20 acres on the north side were
ploughed in autumn by horses and oxen ;

" disced " in spring

1879, harrowed by oxen and top-dressed with 2 cwt. super-

phosphate, 1 cwt. bone-meal, and 1 cwt. phospho-guano ; 10

acres were sown with Swiss oats, which yielded a fair light

crop ; 10 acres were sown with Sandy oats, giving a heavy but

late crop. As an experiment, a small piece in the middle of

the oats was prepared by twice "discing" instead of ploughing

it ; the result was a failure.

The south side of this field is in turnips and swedes, dressed

with 2^ cwt. superphosphate, '2h cwt. bone-meal, and 1 cwt.

phospho-guano. The turnips are on the east side ; the land was
" disced " twice over in ^lay and sown early ; the grass was not

killed, and the crop was much injured by leather-jackets (the

grub of the Tipula or daddy longlegs), the roots that remained
grew well, and there was about three-fourths of a crop in

August. The west side was ploughed by horses, " disced " in

spring, and well dunged. The snow prevented late autumn
or winter-ploughing, hence the weeds are strong, but the swedes

are also strong and vigorous.

No. 7 (58 a. 2 r. 3 p.), a field of deep peat. The pipes were

laid here, as in other places where they could not be laid in a

solid subsoil, on narrow boards to keep them in position. After

draining, 13 acres of the softest land were trenched by hand,
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and the rest of the field was worked by the steam-plough in

1875 ; oats were sown with rye-grass and clover in 1876, but

yielded a miserable crop of 4 bushels per acre. The seeds were

grazed in 1877, 1878, and 1879, each year giving a poor crop
;

it might have been better to substitute rape for clover on ground
so ill prepared for it. The worst part of the crop was found in

June 1877 to be on the land that had been trenched by hand.

The turf was very dry here ; the surface was better where it had
been pressed down in the ploughing by steam, but where roots

had been pulled out in winter eighteen months previously, the

big holes were still soft at Midsummer. This field requires

redraining.

The stock kept on this farm in 1877 and 1878 fluctuated

considerably. From 300 to 900 sheep were grazed upon it

;

70 Highland cattle were wintered upon it, and 30 cows were
calved down. As soon as the hoggets were sent back to the

hills in spring, the ewe-flock was brought in for the lambing, and
when these left, the wether hoggets were brought back again. In

the winter of 1878-79 the only stock kept on this farm were
46 Highland stores, 12 cows, and the hoggets. There was less

straw and consequently less stock than in the previous winter.

Steam-power is employed by the Master of Blantyre for most
of the haulage and much of the cultivation of his two farms.

A part also of the W'ork is done by oxen. The only horses kept

are five on each farm for ordinary work, and one for the road

and light work. The steading at Achnanerain has a central

threshing-barn, with granary, storehouse, and working-floor

over it
;

stabling for 9 horses, stalls for 32 cows, and two large

covered courts for store-cattle. There are four good stone-built

cottages under one roof, viz., two on the ground-floor and two
on the first-floor ; so arranged that they could be easily con-

verted into a single farm-house. There are also two sets of

double wooden huts, thus giving accommodation to eight families

in all.

As it is intended to use steam-power as much as possible for

the ordinary tillage operations, every field on these farms has a
firm road to carry the engines on two of its opposite sides

;

wherever it is possible, each of these roads is made to serve as

the common headland for two adjoining fields : on an ordinary
arable farm where fences are not required there is no difficulty

in this arrangement, but on a farm intended for grazing sheep
it is desirable to have each field completely fenced off from
the rest, and if a permanent fence is put up, a permanent head-
land must be formed on each side of it.

To overcome this difficulty the Master of Blantyre has in-
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vented a folding fence, which has been patented in the names

of himself and Mr. George Greig. The fence is of steel wire

with jointed standards and adjustable stays. It is shown in

Fig. 6, where A A are iron standards jointed by a pin-joint at

their lower end to short iron pegs, B, secured to blocks, C, of

stone or other material imbedded in the ground
;
D, are stays,

Fig. 6.— Patent Folding Fence.

pin-jointed at their upper end to some of the standards A, and
at their lower end connected by a pin to short pegs, E, of iron

projecting from blocks of stone or other material, also imbedded
in the ground. If the stays, D, are disconnected either from the

standards. A, or pegs, E, the fence can be folded down. The end
posts of the fence are kept upright by struts, F ; these struts simi-

larly turn on a pin-joint at their lower end, so that the wires,

H, of the fence remain taut even when the fence is folded down
;

G G are uprights intermediate to the hinged standards, A
;
they

simply couple together the several wires of the fence, but are not

secured to the ground.

On level ground the straining posts are put 180 yards apart,

the standards. A, 14 yards, and the uprights or light droppers, G,

2 yards apart ; two sizes of wire are used, three of No. 8 and
the other four of No. 10. In order that a light fence may
be sufficient for cattle and horses, sharp spikes are to be

fixed to one or more of the wires. Where twisted wires are

used, spikes of wire will be twisted at intervals into them ; where
the fence wires are single, short pieces of wire will be bent round

them, leaving their sharp ends projecting.

The same patentees have recently brought out a Traction
Engine, specially adapted for use in winter over the partially

finished roads that in reclamation work often have to carry

heavier traffic than they are fitted to bear on the ordinary

method ; the engine is also fitted for rolling land and for driving

a reaping machine. At the rear of the driving-wheels the frame

of the reaper is carried on tliree wheels, two of which are in

swivels; a finger-bar and knife are hung by links in such a manner
that they can rise and fall to adapt themselves to inequalities,

and so that they project out at one side of the machine. The
axis from which the knife receives its to-and-fro motion is

driven by means of two straps and a drunken wheel. The
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beaters and rake are driven by a pitcli chain from a wheel on

the same axle as the hind-wheels of the engine. The wheels of

the traction engine are formed so that rings can be put on one or

both sides of them to form them into rollers, so that the front

and back wheels together cover a strip of ground equal to the

entire width of the engine ; in this way the land can be rolled

at the time of reaping. I saw a piece of Sandy oats cut by
steam on the Colabol Farm, in field No. 5a, on the 5th of

September 1878. A 3-horse traction engine was fitted with

a roller 3 feet 10 inches wide instead of fore-wheels, each

hind-wheel was 1 foot 10 inches wide ; the engine thus rolled a

total breadth of 7 feet 6 inches. The knife of the reaper was
6 feet 6 inches long, but it is intended to use much longer knives

when the machine is perfected. The time of the trial had been

arranged beforehand, and the weather was anything but propi-

tious, as a drizzling rain was falling. The crop was heavy, with

a stout straw of very uneven length, varying from 3 to 5 feet

long, while a fair growth of clover increased the difficulty of

cutting in the rain. In spite of this, the work was well done,

until the crop found out a weak point in the adjustment of the

rake, which was placed too near to the divider ; the wet straw got

choked up between the divider and the edge of the rake, when
the latter broke, and so put an end to a trial continued long

enough to show that the mechanical parts of the problem were
solved, although no conclusion could be drawn from it as to

the economical result of substituting steam- for horse-power in

reaping.

Achadaphris.—Farm No. III. (Fig. 1, p. 411) contains eight

arable fields and two large enclosures of outrun or rough pasture,

fenced in, and intended to be worked in connection with the

arable land and gradually improved. The outrun on the north-

east contains 214 acres, and that on the north-west 343 acres.

The reclamation of this farm was commenced in 1875, most of

it was cropped in 1876, and the whole of it was under crop in

1877. Up to that time it had been under the control of the

engineer, Mr. Baxter, upon whom the main part of the work of

reclaiming these farms had devolved upon the death of Mr.
Murray. At Midsummer, 1877, the reclamation work ended
and Mr. Baxter handed over the farm to the Master of Blantyre,
who undertook to superintend the management of it for the
Duke of Sutherland.

In describing farms Nos. I. and II., I have noticed the injury
done by letting large pieces of peat become thoroughly dried
before they were broken up. In the reclamation of Achadaphris
a great number of experiments were tried to discover the best

method of breaking-down peat that was too tough to be torn
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to pieces by ordinary harrows. One machine was constructed

like a cuUivator with half of its tines turned backwards instead of

forwards and made sharp to cut the land like a knife, while the

other tines were in the usual position, and tore the ground up-

wards. This implement, however, left the turf far too much
exposed to the atmosphere. Among other failures, a piano-

cultivator was tried, in which the tines were hinged from a centre

and carried behind on an axle on which they fell. These tines

played up and down with the inequalities of the surface of the

land, and were preceded by a disc placed on rollers.

Almost all the machines tried were apt to get choked by the

fibres of the peat or turf after it had been loosened.

In the autumn of 1876 the " Discer " was invented and patented

by Mr. George Greig, whose name has been mentioned as a

patentee of other inventions, and who is now superintending the

great scheme of reclamation which the Duke commenced farther

to the north as soon as the reclamation of these Lairg farms was
completed.

In reclaiming land, the great desideratum is to keep the

original surface turned down in the bottom of the furrow until

it is sufficiently rotten to fall to pieces when turned up again
;

but at the same time it is necessary to comminute enough of

the inverted surface of the furrow to give soil sufficient for a seed-

bed. These two results are admirably achieved by the use of the
" discer." Fig. 7 is an elevation, and Fig. 8 is a plan of this

implement. A A is a rectangular frame carried upon four wheels,

with a seat, B, for the steersman ; the two long beams, C C, are

riveted at right angles across the frame, and the extremities of

these beams are connected by strong chains. The sharp iron

discs, D D, revolve free upon the two axles, E E, each eight feet

long, which are riveted at any desired angle to the chains. The
discs cut the peat or turf to a depth of from two to five inches

;

being set at an angle to the line of draft, each disc acts as a

small mould-board and throws the surface-mould into a little

furrow. The discs can be mounted upon axles of various lengths

to suit the angle required for the work to be done.' The
flexibility of the chains that carry these axles allows the imple-

ment to accommodate itself to the irregularities of the surface.

The " discer " is driven at a much quicker pace than the plough,

and the faster it travels the more effectually it does its work.

With the largest size implement, the improvement in the work,

when 16-horse engines were used instead of 14-horse engines, was
most extraordinary. A " discer " covering a rather smaller breadth

of ground would be equally effective, and the draft of the imple-

ment being less than that of the plough, it might be drawn by

the steel ropes that had become too much worn for use with the
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plough. It may be noticed that in its present form the two
sets of discs do not balance each other, but have a tendency to

twist the implement round obliquely to the line of draft ; this

tendency to twist is overcome by the steerage of the broad tra-

velling-wheels, but the friction of the discs upon their spindles

thus produced is very great. In consequence of the use of the
" discer " I did not find upon the Achadaphris farm any of those

troublesome pieces of light, dry fibrous peat that were seen on
some of the fields of the No. I. and A^o. II. farms.

On Achadaphris farm, fields No. 2, 3, 4, and 7 are deep peat,

drained with pipes at a depth of 4 feet 6 inches ; the drains in

fields Nos. 1, la, 5, and 6 are about half of them pipes and half

stones. The pipe-drains cost less per chain, but they require to

be put close together in the peat.

Field No. 1 (35 a. 1 r. 24 p.) was in oats in 1876 ; in 1877
swedes—a good crop ; 1878 Swiss oats—a good crop. These
oats were the first ripe on the farm, and cutting commenced on
the 24th of August 1878. The southern side of the field is deep
peat ; here the oats stood well, and were cut by machine. At
the northern side the soil is hard : here the oats went down, and
had to be cut by the scythe. Grass-seeds were sown with the

oats. As soon as the crop was cleared hoggets were turned on
to the young seeds, till the heavy snow fell and protected them.

No stock was turned on to them in spring. The grass was cut

by machine, and yielded about 25 cwt. of hay, saved in good
condition. This (1879) is the second year that they have had
a good season for hay-making. The clover was good, except

on 3 acres of old crofters' ground, where the natural grasses

smothered it.

No. la (34a. 1 r. 33 p.), in 1876, oats; 1877, turnips—

a

good crop
; 1878, Swiss oats—a good crop. In 1879 hay,

similar in treatment and crop to the last field.

No. 2 (76 a. 2 r. 25 p.), in 1876, oats
; 1877, stubble, "disced"'

by steam and sown with Longfellow oats. A description of the

harvesting of this field may serve as a sample of what occurred

over the four faims in the disastrous harvest of 1877. The
number of acres under oats on the four farms being very

great, the workmen, whose wages had been already considerably

raised on the reclamation works, seized the opportunity to

demand for harvesting a price per acre that was considered

unreasonable : a delay occurred in supplying their places, but

at length a full staff of hands was procured. The crop in this

field was very heavy, and so much lodged that the whole of it

had to be cut by hand. In the middle of the cutting a heavy

fall of snow stopped the work : as soon as this was gone, as

many hands as possible were crowded into the field, and at one
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time there were 100 people at work in this one large field. As
the corn was not in good condition, it could not be carried at

once, but was put up in " huts " or " screws," i. e. about

20 sheaves were put together in a large round stook and capped

with one or more inverted sheaves well spread out.

A part of the crop had been got into the rick-yard, when the

hurricane of November the 22nd swept away the field-screws,

and blew the ricks down in the yard, strewing the fields and
choking all the ditches with oat-sheaves. After this the men
lost heart, and if the Master of Blantyre had not spent a dreary

winter on the spot, the fields would never have been cleared

of the wreck of a once luxuriant crop. They were carrying

oats at Christmas : and late in January they were still clearing

the fields of wet straw and rotting grain. In 1878 the stubble

was " disced " by steam, harrowed, and rolled by horses and
oxen, and sown by hand with rape, clover, and grass-seeds.

A self-sown crop of oats, shed during the disastrous harvest of

the previous year, came up and grew vigorously. There was
such a full plant of oats, that if it had not been for the

rape the whole field would have paid to leave till harvest time.

As it was, 30 ^acres Avere cut early in August, made into a sort

of hay, and stacked. The rest of the field was cut and sheaved

early in September. The oats would have been a good crop,

but the rape was from 6 to 30 inches high, and much of it

"vvas consequently up in each of the sheaves. To prevent

heating in the stack, ingenious frameworks were erected for

ventilation, and round these the sheaves ^were built up into

small circular stacks : as soon as it was high enough to

form the roof, four poles were put up against the sides of the

rick, and cross poles were fastened on these ; the conical roof

was then built up so that its weight rested upon this external

frame without pressing down upon the rick itself. This con-

trivance answered its purpose well, and the oats were thrashed

out without difficulty. After harvest the stubble showed a good
plant of seeds. The vigour and rapidity of growth of the

rape in this field seems to indicate that this plant should be
more largely grown than it has hitherto been on newly reclaimed
land in Sutherland. 400 to 500 hoggets were turned on to the
rape and seeds in the autumn of 1878, and they throve splen-
didly, being in the opinion of Mr. McTarvis, the grieve, the
best in the county. They remained till the beginning of No-
vember, when they went to the turnips in No. 5. In spring
the ewes and lambs were put into this field ; the grass helped
the milk until its growth was checked by drought. Since then
83 Highlanders have had the run of the field ; their hoofs
are doing harm, but there is a good plant of grass and clover.

2 F 2
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The drains at the lower end of this field in 1878 showed
much oxide of iron at the outfall of the pipes. In 1879 some
of these drains burst in the middle of the field, and the surface

above them is covered with an ochreous red deposit.

No. 3 (71a. Or. 6 p.), in 1876, about 20 acres in oats, the

rest of the field not cropped
; 1877, oats and seeds

; 1878,
young seeds fed till May, then dry weather set in and the land

remained bare till June ; a light crop of about 12 cwt. of hay
per acre was cut and carried without rain ; the aftermath was
good. Sheep and cattle remained here till November. The
hoggets had the run of the field while they were feeding the

turnips in No. 5, but all the farm was covered with snow and
ice from November to March. Ewes and lambs were here in

1879 from 15th to 26th of May, and cattle since then.

No. 4 (71 a. 0 r. 1 p.). In 1876, oats, a bad crop, sown late
;

1877, oats again, a very good crop, except in a few spots where
the drains had been injured by working the land in winter by
steam

; 1878, hay, a similar crop to that in the last field. The
subsequent treatment of the two fields has been alike. Several

of the drains are choked.

No. 5 (72 a. 1 r. 4 p.). In 1876, about 45 acres in oats, the

rest of the field not cropped
; 1877, oats, a good crop, except

on some wet patches
; 1878, the land was " disced " in winter,

10 acres of deep peat were sown in April with oats, a bad
crop, followed by Swiss oats in 1879 ; 14 acres in swedes,

drilled 25th May, suffered from drought ; these were all carted

off and followed in 1879 by Sandy oats ; 46 acres Aberdeen
turnips received 3 cwt. of fish manure and 2 cwt. of super-

phosphate per acre ; a small part drilled in the end of May
were stunted in growth, the bulk of the crop drilled in June
was much better ; the turnips were all fed off on the ground.

In spring 1879 the whole field was "disced" and harrowed by
steam, and sown broadcast with oats. This was a fair crop,

except in places where, in preparing the land, injury was done
by fir-roots that were caught by the harrows, and could ^not be
removed by the man without assistance. No artificial manure
was applied for the oats.

No. G (S3 a. 2 r.). In 1876, oats
; 1877, grass-seeds, received

2 cwt. superphosphate, 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda, and 1 cwt.

of salt
;
they were cut for hay, yielding a fair light crop

; 1878,
pastured by sheep and cattle ; the surface of this field is very

uneven, and it would have been better to take a crop of rape or

a second crop of oats before sowing it with grass ; the west

end of the field is hard land drained with stones ; the east end

is deep peat pipe-drained, and a deposit of oxide of iron is

forming in some of the drains. Several of the drains were taken
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up and relaid in 1878. One side of this field is fenced with

big roots of fir laid side by side. Fir that grows in bog never

sends its roots downwards, but spreads them out horizontally
;

when these roots are laid on their side they make a rough and

rustic fence of from 5 to 7 feet high that will be sufficient to

keep in even Highland cattle. In 1879 this field was broken

up and cropped with 40 acres of oats on the north side, 30
acres of turnips, 10 acres of swedes, 2 acres of potatoes, and
2 acres of vetches. The Avhole field has been dunged. Swiss

oats were sown on 20th May on land ploughed in March and
April by horses and oxen, and then " disced " by steam. The
oats came up well, but were eaten by the leather-jacket grub,

and yielded a very poor crop. The land for turnips was
ploughed by horses, part in autumn and part in spring. It

was sown at the end of June with 2 cwt. superphosphate, 3 cwt.

quarter-inch bones, and 1 cwt. phospho-guano ; the plant was
eaten by grub, and the land resown late in June. Ten acres of

swedes sown 15th of June, half of them were destroyed by
grub ; the blanks were filled up with turnips. All the roots

were promising well in August. The potatoes were a fair,

and the vetches a good crop.

Xo. 7 (30a.). In 1877, oats; 1878 and 1879, grass, a good
crop, grazed by sheep and cattle. The steading on this farm is

similar to those on the other farms, but as the set of buildings

on the next farm is considered to be an improvement upon the

plan of the others, it will be best to defer giving details until

that farm is described. It should, however, be mentioned that

a combined school-house and church of corrugated iron was
erected by the Duke for the accommodation of the workmen
and their families, in a central position on this farm. On the

night of the hurricane this building was unfortunately burnt to

the ground, the windows were probably blown in, and the hot

embers then blown out of the grate.

His Grace has recently erected a new school-room on an
excellent site a little further to the west, near to the Kenneth
INIurray obelisk. It is rented by the School Board of Lairg.

In a casual visit in August 1879, a fortnight after it had been
opened, I found 40 children attending it, all of them from
families engaged in work on the reclaimed land. To a southern
eye the bare feet of a Highland school gives at first sight an
appearance of picturesque wildness to each class. A brief

examination, however, soon showed that, with much of moun-
tain shyness, activity, and health, there was no lack of intelli-

gence ; the reading was good and the discipline excellent.

During the rebuilding, school was carried on in a cottage, and
the attendance in the winter months was upwards of 60.:
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Lubvrcc.—On Xo. IV. farm ploughing was commenced in Maj
1876; three double-engine sets of tackle were employed, and the

work was pushed on with such marvellous celerity that the whole
of the farm was under crop in 1877. It might be expected that

when 350 acres were sown with oats and 50 acres with turnips,

on land that had a few months previously been unbroken moor,

much of the seed would prove to have been wasted. It says

much for the efficiency of the " discer," that with a very liberal

application of artificial manure, a crop of oats was obtained that,

in July 1877, gave a promise of yielding an average of from 4^^

to 5 quarters over the whole breadth. In previous years nitrate

of soda and guano were tried for oats, but gave much straw and
little corn. The dressing for oats in 1877 was 4 cwt. of super-

phosphate per acre, on each field of the No. III. and No. IV. farms

;

but in 1878 and 1879 the top-dressing for oats was reduced to

2 cwt. of superphosphate. This farm is intended to be under a

six-course rotation, viz., oats ; three years grass ; oats ; and lastly

turnips. Fields jSos. 2 and 9, 4 and 8, 6 and 7, will be culti-

vated together, and in this way there will eventually' be 70

acres under each course of the rotation : oats were considered

to be the most profitable crop for newly broken land, and the

whole farm was therefore put under oats, except 50 acres of

turnips and 3 acres of peas. It is a very costly process to at-

tempt to reduce newly broken land to a fit state for sowing
turnips by merely mechanical means ; the tilth thus obtained

can never be equal to that which has been gradually mellowed
down by long exposure to atmospheric influences. It was, how-
ever, considered so important to secure some turnips at any
cost, to be consumed with the great quantity of straw on this

farm, that the attempt was made in two of the new fields.

Field No. 1 (68 a. 1 r.). In 1877, 30 acres in oats, a good
crop ; 3 acres peas, poor ; 37 acres of turnips, a poor crop, in

spite of very thorough and expensive tillage
; 1878, the whole

field was twice cultivated by steam, and then harrowed by
steam. As there was not time to "disc" the land it was thrown
into open furrows : a dressing of 16 loads per acre of dung
having been put in with 3 cwt. of superphosphate, 2 cwt. of

guano, and 1 cwt. of crushed bones, the ridges were then closed

and the seed sown, viz., 30 acres, at the south end, of swedes

after oats, and 40 acres, on the north, of turnips after turnips and
pens. The turnips were a very good crop ; but the swedes

suffered for want of rain, they covered the ground well on
the 1st of September, but were uneven in size, the surface of

the land being rather rough for want of " discing." No roots

were fed on the land, but both turnips and swedes were carted

off. The land after turnips was ploughed by horses, that after
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swedes was " disced " by steam. Sandy oats were sown over the

whole field. A fair crop ; best where the land was ploughed.

No. 2 (35 a.). In 1877, oats, a good crop, except where the

ground was very rough
; 1878, cultivated and harrowed by

steam, ridged, turnips drilled from 24th to 30th June, with

3 cwt. of superphosphate, 2 cwt. guano, and 1 cwt. crushed

bones. In September the crop had covered the ground, and
the bulbs, though not large, were growing well. They became a

fair crop ; half the turnips were lifted, and the rest was fed off

by sheep. In 1879, 3 acres were planted in May with potatoes;

the rest of the field was sown with Sandy oats, receiving 2 cwt.

superphosphate, and yielding a very good crop, the best on the

farm.

No. 3 (67 a.). In 1877, oats, good at the west end, but poor
at the east end

; 1878, " disced " in spring, G bushels per acre of

Swiss oats, costing 52s. per quarter, were sown broadcast, and
harrowed in by steam ; about 10 acres of the thinnest part of

the west end of the field were cut green and ricked in the field

to be eaten by cattle ; the east end of the field gave a good
crop. We have here a very striking example of different effects

of soil and season in the same field. The western portion of the

field lies higher and drier than the eastern, consequently in the

wet summer of 1877 it gave the best crop ; but in the dry
summer of 1878 it appeared to be too dry, and the crop failed

;

on the other hand, the low"-lying east end of the field seemed to

be insufficiently drained in 1877, yet in 1878 it gave the best

crop. The 57 acres that were rerped yielded 227 qrs. of clean

oats, or 4 qrs. per acre. In the autumn, 29 acres were ploughed
by horses, " disced " in spring and sown with turnips ; 38 acres

of young seeds were doing well in August 1879.

No. 4 (55a.). In 1877, oats; 1878, '-disced" and harrowed
in spring, and sown with 6 bushels Swiss oats. The produce
was 225 qrs., or 4 qrs. per acre. In the spring of 1879 the

stubble was " disced," harrowed, and rolled by steam, and sown
with 5 bushels of Swiss Oats, with the usual allowance of 2 cwt.

superphosphate. 13 acres were also sown with grass-seeds. The
oats in August were a moderately good crop, with less straw

than in the two previous years.

No. 5 (67 a.). In 1877 oats, seeded with clover and grass
;

1878 and 1879 very rough grass, consisting chiefly of Yorkshire
fog ; the clover and artificial grass-seeds were wasted, the newly
reclaimed land had been tilled sufficiently for oats, but not

made fine or mellow enough for these finer seeds. The outfalls

of the drains on the east side of Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are many
of them useless. Several drains have been lifted, and found to

be full of ochreous deposit.
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No. 6 (34 a.) and No. 7 (31a. 2r.). In 1877 oats, a good
crop, except on certain patches of brown moss ; in 1878 limed,
" disced," and sown in June with rape and grass-seeds ; in Sep-
tember 1878, the seeds had already been fed down, but the

plant looked strong and healthy. For want of thorough drain-

ing, these seeds have since deteriorated. In 1879 the No. 6

field was dressed with 5 cwt. of mixed superphosphate and
bone-meal ; it was fed till April, and then laid up. A poor
crop of hay was cut on the 11th of August.

No. 8 (14 a. 1 r.). In 1877 turnips and rape
; 1878, limed,

"disced," and sown in June with rape and grass-seeds ; a good
crop. For similar reasons this grass did not do well in 1879.

No. 9 (33 a. 2 r.). In 1877 oats, a good crop
;
1878, " disced,"

harrowed, and sown with Sandy oats. The yield was 112
quarters, or 3 quarters 3 bushels per acre, exclusive of the

Takings. The oat-stubble was ploughed up by horses in autumn.
In spring 1879 the hard land was cultivated, and the soft land

"disced" and harrowed by steam. Turnips were sown on 27th

June with 5 cwt. of superphosphate and bone-meal. While
" discing " in May and June the peat soil was so dried up by
the drought that it caught fire wherever the ashes fell from the

engine, and it was necessary to keep men with pails of water

to put it out.

The brief life of this farm has been of a somewhat sensa-

tional character. In 1876 the site was bare brown moorland
;

in the early autumn of 1877 it was covered with luxuriant

crops, and nothing agricultural could well look more triumph-

ant ; a month later and everything was covered with snow.

Then came a period of desperate struggle to save the imperilled

crops, until every hope was shattered by the hurricane, and
nothing could look more deplorable and dreary than these same
fields, encumbered with the rotting wrecks of their former pride.

The history of that harvest, as told by Mr. Suter, the grieve, was
quite a moving tale. In consequence of the difficulty with the

labourers, cutting did not commence until the 10th of October

;

snow began on the 12th, and stopped all work till the 23rd.

Then every hand that could be obtained was hard at work ; the

ground was too soft to carry a reaping-machine, and all the corn

had to be cut by hand ; on one day Mr. Suter counted 62 scythes

at work at one time. At length, on Friday, the 15th of November,
the whole 345 acres of oats were tied in sheaf. About 50 acres of

the land was firm enough for carts, and was cleared by the farm

horses and all the animals that could be obtained on hire.

On Sunday morning the grieve thought he saw signs of a coming
change of weather and went round to ask the men to turn out

and save the crop. They listened in silence and looked glum ; he
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then asked them to come to work at twelve o'clock that night.

To this they readily assented. They kept their promise, and

at midnight mustered well. They rooked all the crop in screws

in the field before the clearing of the softer land by steam began.

All was ready on Wednesday night ; two engines were started

to work day and night without intermission, drawing huge

sledges to the headlands ; each sledge was piled high till it

carried a stack of corn ; as soon as it reached the headland a

cast of a rope was put round the stack and the whole load

pulled off the sledge en masse. Seventeen horses were em-
ployed carrying the corn from the headlands to the rick-yard.

On the following night, Thursday, the 21st of November, it

commenced to rain and blow hard about eleven o'clock, and the

storm increased in violence till three o'clock in the morning.

Two long and four round ricks were blown over in the rick-

yard and scattered, the fields were once more strewn with corn

from the field-screws ; the open ditches were choked, the school-

room was destroyed, and four large skylight window-frames were
blown from the roof of the steading across the yard and shattered.

It would have been better for the farm if the whole of its 345 acres

of oats had been destroyed by fire ; it was a dreary and tedious

task to clear the fields, and the cost of the labour expended in

the work far exceeded the value of the rotting straw and grain.

There is happily no reason to believe that the Lairg district

is more liable to such storms than other places, or it would be a

very serious objection to its tillage. Farms in Ross and Caith-

ness, that had been long under cultiv ation, suffered equally from
the hurricane, and many a rick on the coast of Caithness was
that night blown bodily out into the sea. There was nothing

extraordinary in the cultivation of this farm in 1878. With the

exception of 40 acres cut by contract, all the oats were cut in

11J days by one machine, and, without being put up in screws

in the field, all was carted into the rick-yard by the 21st of

September. The dry season was unfavourable to the growth of

the oats. Owing partly to this cause and partly to the fact that

they received but half the quantity of artificial manure, the crops
of 1878 were not nearly so strong as those of 1877. The state-

ment of the yield from each field is obtained by counting the

ricks and taking for their contents the average yield of those of
them that had been threshed out by the end of January 1879.
Three ricks of the rakings were not reckoned in ; had they been
included, the average yield of every acre reaped upon the farm
would have been fully 4 quarters—a very modest yield, but it

must be remembered that every patch of raw or rough ground
helped to lower the average considerably.
There were wintered in 1878-79 at Lubvrec 340 three-year-
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old wethers, 70 polled bullocks, 5 cows, and 6 working oxen.
About one-third of the oat-straw was eaten by the sheep, and
the grieve states that they took it in preference to the hay. The
rest of the straw was given to the beasts, and the greater part

of it trodden into dung.

o

The grass-seeds on the Nos. III. and IV. farms were rolled

by a heavy Cambridge roller, drawn by steam, but the result

was not nearly so good as that obtained on the Nos. I. and 11.

farms by the much more efficient rolling done by the little

traction engine. A very marked improvement has also resulted
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on the Nos. I. and II. farms, from feeding sheep with roots and

other food upon the grass last winter.

For the accommodation of the labourers at Lubvrec there is a

large wooden bothy and four excellent stone-built and slated

cottages.

From the plan and sections (Figs. 9 and 10) given of the farm-
steading it will be seen tliat the whole space is roofed-in. The
main walls enclose a rectangular space of 90 by 74 feet, well
lighted from the roof; adjoining this central block there is on
the east side a range of cattle-sheds 20 feet deep, with open
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courts extending 7 feet farther ; and on the north side are the

cart-shed and manure house, IG feet 6 inches deep. The whole

block of buildings thus forms a square of more than 100 feet.

The floor of the central barn, as shown in the section A B, is

well raised above the level of the cattle courts ; a large threshing-

floor with a granary and store-rooms for cake, &c., extends over

the cattle courts. As the site of the buildings is much exposed,

there is a special contrivance to prevent rain or snow beating

into the barn when the door is opened to admit a load of corn

or turnips ; before opening the sliding door the external swing

door is placed so as to close the windward side and protect the

inner door from the drift. The roof is of slate, in two frames,

resting in the centre on iron pillars, and the walls are of stone

obtained in the reclamations. This set of buildings has cost

about 2000/.—a large outlay upon a farm of little over 400 acres,

but yet not an extravagant sum for buildings of this size very

substantially erected. The mere roofing-in of 10,000 square feet

is of itself very costly, while all the internal fittings are of a

good and substantial character. The question may, however,

be fairly raised, whether an arable farm intended chiefly as an
adjunct to a sheep farm requires a set of buildings of this size.

Had there been less accommodation for cattle, it is probable

that the straw would have been better utilized, and more of it

would have been eaten by sheep. In the reclamations that

have been recently set on foot it is the Duke's intention to

defer as long as possible the erection of any but the most
necessary part of the buildings, thinking it better to be guided

in this matter by the wants of a tenant after a few years have
shown clearly what his system of farming requires.

It is intended that 384 acres of grass lying on the north-

west of this farm shall be improved for pasture. The natural

herbage on this land contains a large proportion of fog-grass

and of the deer-hair (Scirpus ccespitosus), a species of small

sedge that shoots up like a thick braird of corn in the middle
of May, and provides food for stock till the month of Atigust.

The land was first drained with pipes and stones two chains

apart. The dry grass on about 20 acres was accidentally burned

in March ; this part was afterwards dressed with cwt. of

common salt, and ^ cwt. of superphosphate per acre, and in the

following June it presented a bright green appearance to the

eye. It was not convenient to leave this piece out of the gene-

ral cultivation, and it could not, therefore, be judged how long

the improved appearance would have lasted. In the summer of

1877 the whole of the 384 acres were " disced " twice over. This
operation tore up a good deal of the tough fibrous root of the

deer-hair, and at one time it seemed likely that the whole of
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these roots would be dry enough to burn on the surface ; un-

fortunately the season was unusually wet, the roots became dry
enough to be afterwards troublesome, but not dry enough to

burn. To test whether any good could be done by sowing the

land as it lay, a small plot was fenced in and sown with eight

different applications of seeds and manures. As none of them
produced a decent crop, it will be unnecessary to enter into

details. On inspecting the different plots in September 1878,

the nearest approach to a crop was found on a plot manured
with lime and sown with a mixture of rape and grass-seeds.

An attempt was made to plough a part of the " disced " land by
oxen, but the loose stuff hung on the plough, and the oxen were
not strong enough to do the work satisfactorily. Besides eight

horses, four working oxen have been kept at Lubvrec, namely,

a pair of Swiss beasts that have proved excellent workers, and
one pair of cross-bred cattle. In 1878 the land was ploughed up
by a pair of 12-horse engines and a Sutherland plough. The
work was much impeded by the plough becoming frequently

choked up with the loose surface stuff that had been worked up by
the " discers." This prevented the engines from getting through

more than 12 acres a-week. They would have made much
better progress if the plough had been set to work upon the

land before the " discer " had touched it. About 100 acres of

the land thus ploughed was " disced " again from May to July

1879, limed with 18 bolls per acre, harrowed by steam, and
sown with rape and grass-seeds rolled in ; viz. rape, 4 lbs.

;

English rye-grass, 22 lbs ; Italian rye-grass, 9 lbs. ; clovers and
rib-grass, 15 lbs. per acre. The land has been surface-drained,

but the young seeds looked rusty in August and much needing
sunshine. At present this experiment does not compare favour-

ably with the more thorough work elsewhere. It is inevitable that

those who make experiments, and are the pioneers of agri-

cultural progress, should in such ways as this often pay dearly

for the valuable experience which they gain.

Summary.—In the reclamation of these four farms the chief

mistake has been that sufficient supervision was not provided.

Mr. Baxter, the resident engineer, had not a sufficient staff of

assistants to superintend efficiently all the details of the various

operations that were being simultaneously carried on over a wide
area. In spite of the best endeavours of those who were with
him, the workmen were often left to carry out the details on
their own responsibility. This might not have mattered so much
with well-trained workmen, but, with the class of labourers who
first sought employment, it was fatal. Lime was spread very
unevenly, and drains were very badly laid. This has been
clearly seen when lifting drains that had ceased to run ; a rock
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has even been found unremoved in the line of a drain, with

pipes unconnected lying on each side of it. Though these

defects are very serious, and may make the work unprofitable in a

pecuniary respect, they are defects of detail rather than of prin-

ciple, and do not interfere with the profit that in other ways
may be derived from what has been accomplished.

The experiments on the Lairg farms have been conducted

throughout upon a most princely scale, and no one will be

surprised to hear that the expense of these reclamations and
experiments has been very great. With true public spirit the

Duke is ready to let others share fully in the lessons to be

learnt alike from his failures and his successes, and has kindly

furnished me with a full account of the whole amount expended
upon each of the farms :

—

Details of Eeclamations up to 31st December 1877, on the

Four Lairg Farms.

Trenclaing by hand
Ploughing, harrowing, and "disc-'l

ing " by steam /
Ploughing by horses

Blasting stones and clearing)

roots and stones )

Draining open ditches

„ covered drains

,, cost of tiles

Fencing stone dykes

„ posts and wire, average'l

Is. per yard /

Eoads, bridges, culverts, and^
extra repairs to public roads . . /

Tools, implements, and repairs..

Superintendence and iacidentaD
expenses

j

Huts for workmen
Sundry carriages

Other expenses not detailed

Expended on 30 acres now added"!

to Ai hadaphris /

Expended on improved pasture

Total

Colabol,

345 Acres.
Achnanerain,
330 Acres.

Part of

Achadaphris,
445 Acres,

Lubvrec,
405 Acres.

71
£
174

£
136

£
215

4,409 2,930 3,461 2,758

216 72 25 25

1,998 2,310 1,808 1,592

482
3,063

711
171

633
2,800
1,002
303

589
3,361
1,924

20S

932
2,528
1,560

164

700 214 167 340

1,130 1,092 1,006 784

1,757 1,210 1,214 1,440

697 598 267 268

681
124

413
44

••

267
133

168
'' 28
756

16,210 13,795 14,566

986

13,558

1,837

16,210 13,795 15,552 15,395

These figures are printed as an interesting record of what
has been spent at Lairg, although they give very little indica-

tion of what would be the cost of reclaiming land by steam-
power under ordinary circumstances.
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Mr. John Fowler is said to have spent 30,000Z. before he

commenced to sell machinery for ploughing by steam. It would

have been a strange mistake to argue that each set of tackle he

sent out must therefore be almost as costly as the first. It

would be equally erroneous to conclude that the very large

outlay that has been incurred in the first application of steam-

power to such work as this is any fair criterion of the cost of

applying it afterwards in a systematic instead of a tentative

manner.
Happily, his Grace is not the man to be easily discouraged

by the difficulties that commonly attend the commencement of

any sfreat and useful undertaking. He might otherwise have

been daunted not only by the expense, but even more by want

of support from his tenants. It might have been anticipated

that the men of Sutherland would have been found following

their chief as of old, shoulder to shoulder, with an intelligent

perception that victory in this fight would mean increased

prosperity for the county and themselves. But, with a few excep-

tions, among whom the ^Master of Blantyre stands first, the rest of

the tenantry have as yet been content to look on without giving the

aid that they might have rendered. In the autumn of 1877
notice was given that the turnips on two of the new farms at

Shinness were for sale for consumption on the land. Several of

the tenants drove their sheep along the high road past the farms,

to be wintered out of the county, without once asking the price

of the home-grown roots. Turnips grown on old land are gene-

rally of better feeding quality than the produce of newly broken
ground, and there was probably some fear that the land would
not carry sheep well through the winter ; but it was dis-

couraging to find that none of the large sheep-farmers would
venture on a feeding experiment to back up their landlord's

enterprise ; an experiment too that was afterwards carried out

most successfully by ^Ir. Blake, who wintered the Duke's sheep

upon these turnips with excellent results. It is also to be re-

gretted that as yet no sheep-farmer, except the Duke's nephew,
has offered to rent the newly reclaimed land at Shinness. This
want of alacrity in co-operating with his Grace may be in

part explained by the results of the past few seasons, which
have been as unsatisfactory to the sheep-farmers in the north
as to the holders of arable land in the south. At such a time
men are slow to venture into new and untried branches of their

business ; but much of it must be set down to other and more
objectionable causes.

The majority of the Duke's tenants in Sutherland belong to a

class much more like the wealthy squatters (i. e. holders of large

sheep-runs) in Australia than the ordinary run of tenant-farmers
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of England ; men with a large capital invested in their stock,

who have been accustomed to leave much of the management in

the hands of responsible shepherds, while they themselves, like

other Scottish lairds, find ample time for field-sports and for the

refinements of society. Although they may not hold the tiller of

the soil in the same contempt as the Australian squatter does

the cockatoo,, who scratches the comparatively small plot of land

he holds, yet it is natural that such a class should be unwilling to

exchange a life of leisure for one that requires a constant atten-

tion to the details of farming. At the annual wool-fair at

Inverness, the proprietor of one of the hotels was asked if any
of the Sutherland people had arrived. " No," was the reply,

" some of the farmers of Ross are here, but none of the gentle-

men of Sutherland." It must be remembered, too, that for almost

half a century the profits of sheep-farming were great. While
the green lands retained their fertility, the sheep needed much
less help than they do now. The landlord in those days did

not suspect the gradual deterioration of his property, but was
content with a low rent. The tenants grew rich as the land

grew poor. Wool and store sheep were constantly sent out of

the county, but nothing was brought into it to replace what they

had removed from the land. So long as the owner of the soil

made no complaint the tenants had every reason to be satisfied

with an arrangement that, though it could not last for ever, yet

yielded them a good return for their investment with a minimum
of personal trouble. Within the last few years, however, there

has been a considerable falling off in the profits of sheep-farming,

and many of the tenants have become aware that some change

must be made in their system of management. The last winter

especially, 1878-1879, was most disastrous in its severity and
long continuance. Over the greater part of the county the

heather was buried under deep snow for weeks together, and it

was with great difficulty and at very great expense that hay
was carried out to keep the sheep from starving. At a meet-

ing of the tenants at Golspie in August 1879, the chief topic

of conversation was the wintering of sheep. The difficulties

experienced differed greatly even on farms adjacent to one

another. On the northern side of the hills there was often

plenty of heath exposed, while on the southern side everything

was buried beneatli the snow. There was much diversity of

opinion, but it was clear that the most prevalent practice was to

let the ewes fight it out with the storm as long as they possibly

could ; when they were very near the point of starvation they

were either driven to the nearest railway station to be fed there,

or else food was with great difficulty taken to them. As soon as

the snow melted and there was the first appearance of verdure, the
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ewes were at once all sent back to the hills ; the Master of

Blantvre's flock alone excepted. Unfortunately, although it was
late in the spring, a very severe storm set in soon after they were

turned out, and great numbers of them, already weakened by
their previous hardships, quickly succumbed.

There has always been much difference of opinion on the

question of box-feeding sheep in winter ; but it is clear that,

unless it is continued until the natural food of the sheep can be
obtained in sufficient quantity, any loss that ensues must be

attributed not to the adoption but to the too early abandonment
of the artificial feeding. In the few cases where other foods than

bay were given, different combinations were adopted of maize,

oats, bran, lentils, and decorticated cotton-cake. By continuing

the box-feeding the Master of Blantyre not only escaped the com-
mon fate of " manv skins " at the end of the winter, but obtained

at speening time the unusually high average, for a highland

flock, of 92 per cent, of lambs. To meet the difficulties of

wintering, some of the tenants advised that the stock of sheep

kept upon each farm should be permanently diminished ; it is

not often, however, that such a winter as the last is experienced,

and it would be sounder policy to strengthen the weak link in

the chain by incurring occasionally the exceptional expense of

winter feeding at a loss, rather than lose every year a great part

of the summer keep through understocking it. The fall of

lambs this spring has been even worse than that of the calami-

tous season of 1877.

It is at a time like this that attention is called most urgently

to those radical defects of management that are surely, though
slowly, operating for the impoverishment of the county. Alen
who have long enjoyed the easy reception of what nature,

unaided, could give them, must now bestir themselves to dis-

charge the full duties of their position, or must give place to

other men with more of that enterprise and energy that distin-

guish the Duke.
Under the present system, it is doubtful whether the intro-

<luction of the Highland Railway is of any benefit to the county
at all, so far as the sheep-farms are concerned. The tenants
have used it freely for sending away their wool and for sending
a larger proportion than before of their sheep to be wintered
away from home, but thev have hardlv used it at all for bring-ins
in those artificial foods and manures that serve to maintain and
increase the fertility of other parts of the kingdom. With a
climate milder than the great feeding county of Aberdeen, there
seems no reason why the opening up of the county by rail

should not enable some portion of its stock to be fattened at home.
In the spring of 1877 numbers of lambs were allowed to die for

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 G
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want of food within a very short distance of the railway that

might have brought them an ample and varied supply.

Formerly there was some excuse for the exhaustion of the land

in the difficulty of transit making it impossible to introduce

food or to sell stock, except in store condition. Sutherland was
then, as regards transit, more isolated than many of our colonies ;

but it can now share in the advantages possessed by the rest of

the kingdom, and there is no longer an excuse for continuing a

wasteful and exhaustive system of management.
In December 1878, an inquiry was addressed to each of the

sheep-farmers in Sutherland asking Avhether their experience

indicated any important change in the land during the last

twenty-five or fifty years, as regards its power of carrying sheep.

Unfortunately, a very severe snow-storm came on just after the

inquiries were received, and for several weeks another and
more urgent question absorbed the whole attention of the sheep-

master, namely, the question of preserving the flocks while

their ordinary food was deeply buried in the snow.

Eleven answers were, however, received from different parts

of the country.

In reply to the question, " Have you observed any indications

of change in the fertility of the green-land, or the heath-land?"

all, without one exception, concur in the opinion that the green-

land has very much deteriorated.

The Master of Blantyre, in his reply, observes that when the

crofters occupied the land, " they lived in the Straths, and only

sent their stock (principally cattle and ponies) to the higher

grounds when spring was well in, and brought them in early in

autumn, much on the same principle as they do now in Switzer-

land. Owing to this practice the out ground always had a good
start, the mossing and deer-hair thereby never being eaten down
as it is now, and the heather was kept in good order. Good
green-land was formed where the cattle were folded at night,

and on the patches cultivated near the shealings. Now all

this is changed. The straths and the green patches (or' towns
as they are called) have become fogged and mossed, while

the heather has run wild and encroached upon them. The
sheep are now kept out all the year round on the hills, and as

soon as the mossing (cotton-grass) shows itself it is nipped off,

and is therefore rapidly disappearing : a serious loss, since it is

the first plant of the year, coming in about the 12th of March,
and forming the mainstay for ewes in lamb." It should be

noticed that the cotton-grass (^Eriophorum vafjinatum) grows

among the heather on the black-land ; its solid fleshy stems

are pulled like leeks by the sheep in INIarch, and it also comes

into season again in October. There is not much of it to
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be seen in the Shinness district, but it is still abundant in Kil-

donan.

Several of my correspondents say they have not noticed any

marked deterioration in the black-land. From one farm the

reply is that heath-land, when regularly burnt and not over-

stocked, is quite as productive as it used to be. Mr. Sidney

Hadwin, of West Garty, finds that where the green-land was

once good pasture, it is now much fogged with moss and grown

over with heather. Mr. William Houstoun says that in the

Achintoul district the green-land " has steadily decreased in

value, and that owing to its throwing up moss instead of grass

it will not now keep as much stock." He does not suppose the

heath-land has deteriorated much. Mr. William Mitchell, of

Ribigill, has " not the least doubt that the green-land has lost

its fertility to a great extent. Grass grows quite thin and

weakly, where thirty years ago there was luxuriant herbage of

different kinds of natural grasses." He has improved the black

parts of his farm by draining and burning, and believes that

this has prevented the stock being reduced by at any rate

10 per cent.

Mr. W. J. Paterson, of Armadale, writes that he has yearly

observed a change for the worse both in the green and the

heath-lands.

Mr. T. Purvis, of Rhifail, says that " the green-land is

gradually getting more and more exhausted, but there is not

much change on heath or other pastures for better or worse."

Mr. R. Rutherford, of Kildonan, writes, " I have observed

that the green-land does not grow half the grass it grew about

forty years ago, and there is not the feeding substance in what
it does grow there was at that time. I do not think the heath-

land is much deteriorated."

Mr. P. P. Sellar, of Strathnaver, after observing that it is

now sixty years since the greater part of the farms in the county

were stocked with sheep, states that " green-land that had been
previously cropped is poorer than it was for the first thirty or

forty years after it was let out to grass. There is not much
change during the last twenty years in the fertility of the good
green-land, the light land is poorer in that time. There is a
smaller extent of green-land, both that which may have been at

one time cropped, and what was green naturally, as heather is

encroaching on it to a considerable extent, for it is not allowed
to be burned as formerly. There is no change in the natural

fertility of the heath-land. The heath-plants being less burned,
sheep are obliged to depend on the green-land more than
formerly for their food. They get a much larger proportion of

their pasture from the rough hill-plants than from the green-land."

2 G 2
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!Mr. Sellar's remark that " there is not much change during

the last twenty years in the fertility of the rjood green-land," may
draw attention to the fact that there are two descriptions of

green-land in the county, which may be briefly distinguished as

the natural and the artificial. The first description is com-
paratively rare, occurring upon the narrow belt of naturally

fertile soil along the east coast, and also found occasionally

inland at the base of some mountain torrent that spreads all the

soil that it washes down from the hillside over a small space of

level land at its foot. There is no doubt that such spots as

these show little or no signs of exhaustion.

The other and most prevalent description of green-land is

that referred to by most of my correspondents, and the only

description contemplated in my inquiry. It is land that in

a state of nature would not be covered with grass, but by an
inferior herbage. It owes its fertility not to natural causes, but

to the artificial " condition " put into it by the tillage of the

crofters. That which man gave to it, human agency is now
taking away. The natural consequence of the treatment which
it has received during the last fifty years is that it is rapidly

losing its grass and reverting to heather and other Alpine
growths.

Mr. Sellar occupies a good arable farm at Culmalie, near to

Golspie, and has of late years been in the habit of using con-

siderable quantities of artificial food and manures upon the land

under the plough. Upon the grass- land he made a single ex-

periment six years ago, which he considered at the time to be a

failure.

A small strip out of the middle of a pasture-field received a

dressing of superphosphate of lime. The grass was constantly

eaten close by sheep, and for five years Mr. Sellar doubted

whether any beneficial result had been produced. In the present

year the field was laid up for hay, and the strip that had been

top-dressed six years ago was clearly distinguished by the

greater luxuriance and the darker colour of the grass upon it.

Even a single experiment like this, \vhen it confirms the

teaching of agricultural experience in every other district, should

go far to remove local prejudice and convince men that it is by

the judicious use of phosphatic manures that the exhausted

fertility of the green-lands of Sutherland must be restored, as

the fertility of the Cheshire grass-land w^as restored early in

this century by the use of bones, after it had been exhausted by
the constant removal of its phosphates in the cheese sent out

of the county.

While all agree that the green-land has thus become very

much impoverished, there is much more diversity of opinion
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about the heath-land : some have not observed any falling off

at all, others report a great deterioration, while a third class

think a falling off is only to be observed where burning

and draining have not been sufficiently attended to. Sheep
and grouse are alike benefited by the systematic burning of the

heath ; the work requires to be done periodically in sections,

for when heath has once grown high it cannot be burned

without some risk of the fire extending bevond the limits

intended for it.

Where the shooting and the grazing are let to different tenants,

neither the keeper nor the shepherd has the sole responsibility,

each is jealous of the other, and disposed to cavil at his work,

the result being that the heath is often left unburned much
longer than it should be.

Information on the subject of sheep-drains was solicited by
the following question :

" Is surface-drainage of the heath-land

extending, and if so, what is the effect ? " Most of the replies

are to the effect that it is extending, and with good effect.

!Mr. John Blake writes from Dunrobin Mains, " Yes, the sheep

are more healthy, but it may be overdone where there is a grass

called draw-moss, which the sheep live upon in spring."

Mr. Mitchell also says that " it is extending with good results,

but it has to be done judiciously, as some of our best grasses are

destroyed if the ground is made too dry."

Mr. Sellar replies, " Surface-draining of land under heather

is not extending, as heather does not require draining. ^luch
damage has often been done to ling-moss and to prv bv over

surface-draining."

^Ir. Paterson states that " it is extending and affects green-

land to the worse and heath to the better, except moss-ground."

Mr. Rutherford believes it to be extending, " But, if there is

no mixture of grass among the heath, I do not think it will pay
the farmer or improve the heath much."

^Ir. Purvis says that, " Within the past twenty years the hill-

grazings have been nearly all surface-drained, adding greatly to

the comfort and safety of the stock from rot, 6cc., and no doubt
making up so far for failure of green-land."

It is usual on sheep-farms to allow each shepherd the keep
of one or more cows ; as they get the pick of the land, their

produce may afford some criterion of its condition.

To an inquiry whether the butter and milk of these cows
was richer or poorer than it used to be 25 or 50 years ago,

nearly all those who have paid attention to the subject reply,

with more or less emphasis, that the produce is poorer in quality

and in quantity. ^Ir. Sellar, however, knows no difference in

the richness of the milk, always finding it good when he calls
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at the shepherds' houses. Mr. John Kellie, of Achinduich, is also

to some extent a dissentient, remarking, " it is considered poorer,

but this may be attributed to the class of cows now kept by
shepherds, and to the fact that all green patches are well, indeed

too well, eaten down by sheep ; 25 or 50 years ago, sheep were

kept Avell out from the shepherd's house and consequently the

cows had richer feed."

We have here direct evidence given bv fullv one-fourth of

the number of the Sutherland sheep-farmers of the serious de-

terioration of the herbasre of the countv within the last 50
years. As regards the green-land the evidence is very strong

and quite unanimous. Differences in the heath-land are, from

its character, more difficult to note : the sheep have spread over

it in their droppings some portion of the fertility stolen from

the green-land, and the beneficial results of surface-draining

have for a time to some extent counterbalanced that steady

deterioration that has slowly but surely been going on.

A return was requested from each farm of the number of

sheep that had been respectively kept at home, and sent to be

wintered away each jear.

A second return was requested of all the losses each year in

the 12 months preceding shearing-time. It was thought that

a comparison of the total number of sheep on the farm each

autumn with the number reported the next summer as lost, might
show whether or not the percentage of loss is increasing or not

upon the farms, and would materially aid in showing the real

amount of deterioration in the land. Unfortunately there is

a great objection to giving such returns. The rent of each

farm is based upon an estimate of the number of sheep it

will carry, and an exact statement of the sheep that have been

kept upon it would be almost equivalent to a statement by the

tenant of the extreme value of his farm. Under these circum-

stances, my thanks are especially due to the one gentleman

who has, with much public spirit and at considerable personal

trouble, furnished me with a very valuable set of tables extending

over 20 years.

ISIr. Sidney Hadwin has occupied the sheep-farm of Killearnan

in Kildonan for 28 years, and has given a return from the annual

accounts kept by his head-shepherd during the whole of that

time ; for the first eight years, however, the return of losses was
not very accurately kept ; the figures given are much lower than

those of subsequent years, but, as they cannot be fully relied

upon, it has been thought best to omit them and only give

the 20 years that are quite correct. Mr. Hadwin rents of the

Duke the arable farm of West Garty, near to Helmsdale and

to his sheep-farm. Unlike most of his neighbours, he was able
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to winter all his sheep at home, and it was not till the autumn
of 1878 that he ever had occasion to send any of them to be kept

for him in the south.

When the sheep are drafted off in October, the lambs of that

year are for the first time reckoned as hoggets. No lamb dying-

before that time is reckoned among the losses. To find the per-

centage of loss the number on the farm in October must be

compared with the number lost in the 12 months preceding

the shearing-time in June of the following year. The losses of

course occur chiefly in the winter.

At West Garty there are 150 acres under the plough, and 30
acres of turnips are annually grown for the sheep. A failure of the

crop last year, for the first time, made it necessary to send most
of the wether hoggs to be wintered in the south. The land on
this farm Avill, no doubt, compare favourably with the majority

of farms where it is the rule, and not the exception, to send

away a part of the stock for wintering ; and one would expect the

evidence of deterioration to be less marked here than elsewhere.

During the 20 years comprised in the return there has been a

great rise in the value of the sheep ; if there were no counter-

acting influences we should naturally expect that, as sheep

become more valuable, greater care would be taken, and that

consequently the annual loss would be less ; the contrary

is, however, the case. If the 20 years are divided into four

periods, it will be found that the average loss for the

5 years ending 1879 was 91 per 1000.

5 „ „ 1874 „ 63 „ „
5 ,, ,, 1869 ,, 55 ,, ,,

5 „ „ 1864 „ 62 „ „

It will be seen that while the number of ewes kept does not

vary much from year to year, the number of hoggs fluctuates

greatly with the character of the previous winter and spring.

The year 1877 appears to have been the worst lambing season

of the whole period, but I learn from Mr. Hadwin that that of

the current year was still worse. In spite of an expenditure

of 700/. on hay, only 400 lambs were obtained, instead of the

800 that are expected in an average season.

This is the only return given in full for a long series of years,

but it will be interesting to compare with it other returns given

for shorter periods. jMr. Richard Rutherford, of Kildonan,

returns the average loss upon his farm for the four years ending

1878 as 77 in the 1000. Mr. Blake gives a return for 3 years

of the farm of I'alnakiel, near Cape Wrath, which he occupied

before he took charge of the home farm at Dunrobin. Balnakicl

is almost surrounded by the sea, and Mr. Blake states that the
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greater part of his loss was occasioned by the seaboard rocks,

which extend for about 20 miles. He Avintered the hoggs there

very successfully on pasture, reserving the turnips for tups and

dinmonts.

NtJMBER of Sheep at Balnakiel kept in October to be Wintered
at Home.

1873. 1872. 1871.

Total .. ..

2067
597
ISSi
770

2010
549
1777
687

1943
476
1682
699

5318 5023 4800

NuiTBER of Sheep at Balnakiel sent away for Wintering.

Hoggs

Total of Sheep ..

1026 1011 1011

6344 6034 5811

Number of Sheep lost in the Twelve Months previous to

Shearing-Time.

1873. 1872. 1871.

Hoggs

Total .. ..

Loss per 1000

67
18

107
126

60
20
83

100

60
20
86
90

318

50

263

44

256

44

The average loss for the three years is thus only 46 per 1000,

a very good result; from Mr. Hadwin's table, the years 1871,

1872, and 1873, are seen to have been favourable to sheep,

but in his case the loss for those three years averages 62 per

1000. From the answers of those who give general estimates

instead of definite returns of losses, I will select that given by
Mr. Purvis, who says, " The loss for the twelve months is never
under 5 per cent, over all, more generally Ih per cent. ; in very

bad seasons 10, 15, 20, and even up to one-third of the whole
number. In 1859-60, 1 lost nearly 1200 sheep, and out of 1400
ewes, had only 250 lambs ; 1876-77 was a bad year ; our general
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loss was 15 per cent., and not half lambs. The death-rate

appears to be increasing. Sheep are being softer bred, are

being fed more artificially, and, owing to increased rents and
expenses of all kinds, more sheep are being kept, and that on
pastures getting yearly worse."

A few of the tenants have already shown themselves superior

to class prejudices, and have welcomed the addition of some
arable land to their holdings. The smaller reclamations that

I have already mentioned as preceding the Shinness reclama-

tions are all cultivated by the tenants, viz., 90 acres at Balone,

by jMr. Crawford ; 120 acres at Embo by Mr. Gordon ; and
100 acres at Dalchork, by jNIr. McDonald. There are a few
other reclamations recently effected in the north-west, and
one in the south-western part of the estate that it will be well

to glance at briefly before I pass on to describe the larger

operations now being carried on under Mr. George Greig at

Kildonan.

RiBiaiLL AKD RhIFAIL RECLAMATIONS.

The Ribigill farm, of 45,000 acres, on the west of Loch
Loyal, is reckoned to carry 5000 sheep, at a rental of 1400/.

It is rented by Mr. William Mitchell, a gentleman who adds to

the intelligence and courtesj which prevail among these northern

magnates a great amount of energy and enterprise. A few years

ago there were only 30 acres of arable land upon the farm,

but an arrangement was made by which 175 acres have been
broken up and added to the arable land ; and at the same time a

compact set of farm-buildings has been put up. A pair of

8-horse engines were sent up from Leeds to do the work, the

arrangement being that for the first 10 years Mr. Mitchell will

pay 2i per cent., and after that time 5 per cent, on the cost of the

work, in addition to his former rent. The work was begun in

the autumn of 1877, but was mostly done in the spring of 1878
;

the Sutherland plough was used with a simple stirrer attached.

The land proved to be very full of big roots and stones ; if this

could have been foreseen, it would have been better to have

emploved engines of greater power. The farm is divided into

II fields.

In field No. 1 there is much deep peat, and it would have

been costly to form a solid headland for the engine to travel over

this. One engine accordingly remained stationary upon a dry

knoll near the centre of the west side, while the other engine

worked round until half the field was ploughed. In field No." 2

there are 7 acres that have been hand-trenched, and 14 acres of

old arable land is now in grass. The trenched land was full ol

stones, and cost 11. per acre for trenching 12 to 15 inches deep in
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1875 ; since then it has yielded excellent crops of turnips, oats,

and grass. The crop of hay from the old land in 1878 was 35

cwt. per acre. The general appearance of this farm shows that

it is admirably adapted for the growth of grass of good quality.

The average rainfall of the district is under 40 inches.

Field Xo. 3 is partly old land and partly hand-trenched : on

the former about 6 qrs. and on the latter 4 qrs. of oats were

grown in 1878. No. 4 was steam-ploughed in 1876, and
yielded a fair crop of oats in 1877 ; in 1878 it showed 5 acres

of good yellow turnips, 5 acres of very good swedes, and 4 acres

of potatoes—a good crop, but touched with blight upon the

haulm.
Xo. 5 is old land. X^o. 6 was steam-ploughed in 1876 and

1877, partly limed, and then sown with turnips. The crop

failed where there was no lime.

No. 7. After ploughing by steam, a poor crop of oats was
obtained in 1877 ; and a very good crop of turnips in 1878 by
apply ing 12 tons of horse-manure and 6 cwt. of artificials.

Xos. 8, 9, and 10 were ploughed, partially limed, and sown
with oats, yielding a poor crop.

No. 11 is a field on the side of a steep slope ; where the land

was too steep for steam it was trenched by hand, it then got

4 cwt. of artificial manures ; and 7 lbs. of rape-seed per acre

were sown broadcast ; the crop was uneven, but the result better

than that from the oats sown in the similar fields adjoining.

The farm buildings are very substantially built of granite

;

adjoining them are 3 houses for married men, clipping-sheds,

dipping-shed, and well-arranged sorting-yards for sheep. The
cost of these reclamations has been 40Z. per acre ; a high
amount, partly due to the fact that the engines were not

powerful enough for their work : there was a great loss of time

and increase of expense from frequent breakages, involving a

long delay each time in getting new fittings sent up from
Leeds.

During his occupation Mr. Mitchell has seen great changes
in the circumstances of the farm. The green-land along the

shore of Loch Loyal has gone back in condition since it was
first taken from the small tenants, braxy is no longer a source

of loss ; it was caused by rich herbage, now there is none.
The sheep are now leaner in spring than they used to be when
the same number were kept. The " black " parts of the farm
have been much improved by sheep-draining and burning.
The loss on sheep, counting hoggs and all, is now greater than it

used to be, and may average, one year with another, about 10 or

12 per cent. Five-and-twenty years ago men's wages were
Is. 6f/. and women's, 6rf. a day, now they are doubled. The
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people are better clothed and fed, consume white bread and
tea, and the men smoke instead of chew tobacco.

Sheep at that time could be wintered in Rosshire at Iff/.,

they now cost 4(/. per week, and the owner of the sheep now
pays for the keep of his shepherd.

Several farms in the north-western division of the county
have recentlv had a 'portion of land broken up for cultivation,

under the superintendence of ^Ir. John Crawford, the factor for

this portion of the estate, but it is only at Ribigill that steam-

power has been employed ; in every other case the work has

been done by hand-trenching to a depth of from 12 to 16 inches.

At Skelpick, a farm of 22,000 acres, carrying 1700 sheep, 100
acres have been broken up by hand at a cost of 40Z. per acre for

trenching, clearing, draining and fencing. At INIelness, a farm
of 60,000 acres, rented together with Skelpick, by Mr. Donald
jVIcKay, and carrying from 5000 to 6000 sheep, the arable land

has recently been increased from 25 acres to 70 acres. At
Erribol, a farm of 45,000 acres, and 5000 to 6000 sheep, in the

occupation of Mr. G. G. Clarke, there were 40 acres of arable

land, but 70 acres have recently been added. At Rhifail, 35,000
acres, and 3500 sheep, there was no arable land under cultivation,

but 200 acres are now being reclaimed. All these reclamation

works have been commenced within the last five years. The last-

mentioned of them I had the pleasure of inspecting in Sep-

tember 1878, in company with Mr. Crawford, who has had more
than thirty years' experience of the reclamation of moor-land,

and who most kindly afforded me every facility for a thorough

examination of the work. From his residence, the House of

Tongue, formerly the seat of the Lords of Reay, whose estates

were purchased by the Sutherland family, we drove westward to

Skelpick, obtaining a passing view of those reclamations, and
then southwards down Strath Naver, once the most populous

district in Sutherland, until the crofters were removed to the

coast, and their holdings thrown into sheep-farms. On reach-

ing Rhifail we were most hospitably received by Mr. Thomas
Purvis, the tenant, Avho went with us from field to field of the

reclaimed land. The six fields alreadv done run in a straight

line from south to north, along the face of a gentle slope having

a western aspect. Fields Nos. 1 and 2 contain 14 acres each
;

then comes a considerable area of planted land surrounding the

farm buildings, house, and garden ; north of this is field No. 3,

followed by IS'os. 4, 5, and G, each of them containing 21 acres ;

fields 7, 8, and 9 will be reclaimed further down the slope to

the west of Nos. 4, 5, and 6. From 70 to 80 men have been

employed, chiefly during the autumn, winter, and spring; they

come mostly from the fishing villages along the northern coast,
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and are good labourers. In summer thej are away fishing. For

their accommodation, five turf-huts or bothies have been

erected ; one of these bothies can be built for 15/. or 20/.,

and will hold from 25 to 30 men. The whole of the land in

the six fields has been drained 22 feet apart, mostly with stones,

but some with pipes. The work has been most laborious, the

subsoil being in some places hard gravel, but more commonly
a grey till with big rocks in it, requiring to be broken with

sledge-hammers ; the average cost has been Is. per chain for

digging and filling. In a few spots of bog the drains have been

sometimes cut 8 feet deep to reach a solid bottom. In order

to dispose of the enormous number of stones raised in the

trenching, the walls dividing the fields have been built of an

extraordinary thickness, and deep hollows occurring in the

line of road have been filled up with solid stone instead of

earth. Fields Nos. 1 and 2 were trenched in 1872 by men paid

by the day, at a cost of about 20/. per acre ; and the land was
left fallow for three years. The total cost, including the fencing

and draining of these two fields, has been 40/. per acre, but the

cost of the other fields will be rather less. The expense over

the whole farm will be much more than was anticipated ; the

land has proved to be much more stony than it was expected

to be, while the rate of wages has nearly doubled since the work
was first taken in hand. The arrangement was that the tenant

should begin to pay interest as soon as the first crop was put

in, at the rate of 2^ per cent, for ten years, and 5 per cent,

after that. The latter part of the airangement may however be

open to reconsideration, as the cost has far exceeded the estimate.

A fair yield of oats was obtained as a first crop in 1875 ; it was
dressed with superphosphate, dissolved bones, and guano. The
land was sown with turnips in 1876, and again in 1877

;

both crops were fed off by sheep, the first was a poor but the

second a very good crop. In 1878, there were about 47 acres

in oats partly carried at the time of my visit, the crop being about

4 quarters per acre ; the remaining 9 acres were in rape and
seeds. The rape had come well after turnips, but was bad
where grown after potatoes. These two fields will be laid down
in permanent pasture. The rest of the new land will grow tur-

nips and other crops for sheep. The remaining fields have been
trenched by hand, each one year after the other

;
they have then

been left fallow for two years. Long experience has shown that

this is by far the most economical method of treatment ; it is better

in this work to lose time and the interest of the outlay for two
years, than to attempt to force a crop before nature has prepared
the soil for its growth. The soil is inverted to a depth of 14
inches, and stirred by the pick to a further depth of 6 inches.
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The top spit of 6 inches is first thrown into the bottom of the

trench, this is next buried by the soil obtained after the stones

have been taken out of the next spit of 8 inches deep* the sub-

soil is then loosened and the stones are taken out of it to a further

depth of G inches. The stones are carted off the surface by con-

tract and the prices paid for this work will give some evidence

of the enormous number of stones raised. It cost in No. 3,

6Z. 10s. ; in No. 4, 6/. 10s. ; in No. 5, 6/. ; and in No. 6, 3?. 10s.

per acre. The trenching in each of these fields was done at one
price, 2s. per imperial rod, or 1 G/. per acre.

It may be noticed that the cost of this single operation is as

much per acre as the breaking up and clearing together cost

on Achnanerain, the most stony of the Shinness farms. It is

true that none of those farms were as uniformly stony as these

Rhifail fields ; but it is on stony land that one might have
expected hand-labour to show to the best advantage, and if

steam in its infancy could beat it, we may expect it will show
to still greater advantage in its fuller development. No reclama-

tions, however, can be effected in the present day so cheaply as

those done formerly, when wages were only half as high as they

are now. There is one very serious drawback to the successful

cultivation of the land at Rhifail ; no lime can be obtained in

the district. The Erribol lime is brought by sea to Tongue,
but to cart it thence a distance of 18 miles to Rhifail would
add greatly to its cost, and consequently none as yet has been

applied to the newly trenched land. A poor crop of oats was
grown in 1878 on the No. 3 field, the other three fields were

left fallow. A plot of ground near the farm-buildings was
planted with gorse seven or eight years ago with excellent

results. The drills were made 6 yards apart, and the plants are

now very high and strong, affording excellent shelter and food

for sheep in winter. The gorse thrives best on dry and gravelly

soils.

The south-western division of the county contains very little

land that can be rendered fit for cultivation. Mr. Mclver, the

Duke's factor for that district, states that the only reclamation

worth reporting on is the improvement of about 100 acres at

Clashmore, in the Stoir portion of the parish of Assynt, a moun-
tainous and rocky district, very irregular in surface, and full of

hillocks. Up to 1873 there was not a field in it exceeding

4 acres in extent. In that year the improvement of Clashmore
was authorised by His Grace in order to employ the population

of the parish of Stoir. The land has a southern aspect. The
prevailing rock is red sandstone, but the surface is thickly

strewn with fixed boulders of primitive rock. There is a thin

soil on a surface of rock interspersed with moss ; in some parts
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the subsoil is clay and sand, in others the rock is soft and

brittle, yielding to the pick ; the general character of the soil is

poor and barren. Trenching with pick and spade was tried by

contract at prices varying from I.*, up to 2s. Gd. per rod of

6 square yards ; but the men declined to contract, and it was
carried on by day-wages to a depth of 12 to 15 inches. An
enormous number of boulders were found below the surface.

After using all the stones required for complete drainage and

for building dykes to enclose the fields, large heaps or cairns

are still left in all directions. The drains are from 3 to 5 feet

deep, and were put near together to absorb the stones.

The cost of reclamation, draining, and fencing, has been

about 33Z. per acre, exclusive of 1500/. expended on offices and
servants' houses. The land is still unlet ; it is cropped on

a five-course shift of 1st, oats
;

2nd, turnips and p.otatoes

;

3rd, here and oats
;
4th, young grass

;
5th, pasture. The quality

of the oats is reported to be good ; and turnips and grass do well.

KiLDONAN KeCLAMATIOXS.

It will now be clearly seen that, while the problem of the

application of steam-power has been vigorously worked out

at the Shinness farms, reclamations upon a smaller scale have
been carried on at the same time by manual labour on several

parts of the estate. After giving a fair trial, however, to

each system. His Grace has such a decided preference for the

use of steam-power, that he has undertaken the reclamation of

still larger areas, placing the whole management of the under-

taking in the hands of !Mr. George Greig, and giving him
authority to expend annually upon the work a sum not ex-

ceeding 10,000/. per annum. In the spring of 1877, Mr. Greig
recommended the formation of an arable farm at Achintoul

;

his recommendation was approved of, and the work Avas at once

commenced. Since then, four other sites in that neighbourhood
have been selected, and work has begun upon them, giving a total

area of 2000 acres, in five detached farms in the parish of Kil-

donan, situated in the vicinity of the Kinbrace Station on the

Sutherland and Caithness Railway, about 30 miles north of

Dunrobin.
The general features of the country may be gathered from the

accompanying sketch-map (Fig. 11, p. 460). It Avill be seen
that two streams—one coming from the north and the other from
the west—join a little south of the station to form the Helmsdale
river

; parallel to the northern stream may be seen the railway
and the high-road to Forsinard ; another high-road runs parallel

to the western stream.
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Of the reclamations, Xos. I., II., and IV. abut upon the road

that runs north, while Nos. III. and A", face the road to the west.

In every case the slope of the land rises gradually from the road

at its base to a moderate elevation on the face of a hill, which,

Fig. 11.

—

Map showing the position of the Kildonan Reclamations.

in most cases, continues to rise behind it to a much greater

elevation.

It will be noticed, however, that Bannockburn Farm (No. I.)

has a second stream upon its eastern boundary, and, the land
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being highest midway between the streams, it has an eastern as

well as a western aspect ; its elevation above the sea varies from

430 to 565 feet.

Achintoul, or farm No. II., has a western aspect, and rises

from 413 to 550 feet above the sea-level.

Claggan, No. III., faces the south, and rises from 360 to 650

feet.

Kinbrace, No. IV., has a western and a southern aspect, with

an elevation of 430 to 650 feet.

Baddanloch, No. V., has the same aspect ; its four lower

fields rise from 425 to 550, and its four upper fields from 550 to

700 feet above the sea-level. The object in separating the farms,

instead of making them contiguous like the Shinness farms, is

that a sufficient outrun may be attached to each, probably in

the proportion of 10 acres of enclosed outrun to each acre of

reclaimed land. The extent of the outrun for farms, Nos. I.

and II., is indicated on the map.
The altitude of the land varies considerably, and there can

be little doubt that the low-lying fields will be best adapted for

cultivation ; it must be observed, however, that cultivation by
spade-husbandry had previously been carried on in the district

above the level of the highest land now to be reclaimed ; and
the marks of some of this cultivation can still be observed

upon the hill-sides. About seventy years ago the crofters were
removed, and their lands thrown into the one large sheep-farm

of Kinbrace, comprising 30,000 acres, and reckoned to carry

6000 sheep. For many years it was in the occupation of

Mr. William Houstoun, whose flocks were noted as being among
the best in the county, a fine and healthy stock, doing credit to

their feeding-ground. Two years ago Mr. Houstoun relin-

quished the farm, and his Grace retains it, with the intention of

dividing it into smaller farms, to be worked in connection with
arable land.

A full and accurate account is kept of all the expenses of these

reclamations
;
and, to prevent any confusion of accounts, a fixed

charge is made for the use of the engines, although they belong
to the Duke. Mr. Greig agrees to pay 1/. per diem for each set of

tackle as soon as it is delivered at the Kinbrace station, and the

charge is to run on all the year round, whether the engines are

at work or not, although they are kept idle all through the long
winter. The superintendent of each set of tackle is required to

give on a printed form a daily report of the length and breadth of
the work done, the number and the names of the men employed,
the time spent in actual work, in removing the tackle from one
field to another, and the time lost from breakage or other

causes. Three double-engine sets of tackle, two of fourteen-

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 H
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horse, and one of eight-horse power, were hired in 1877 ; in

1878, a fourth, and more powerful set, of sixteen-horse power,

was added to the others, and the hire of them up to September
1878 amounted to 1334/., while the coal consumed, in addition

to peat, from April 1877 to September 1878, was 806 tons.

A certain quantity of this coal was consumed for domestic pur-

poses in the manager's house. The number of hands employed
upon the ground has varied from time to time, but the average

for the whole time has been 115. Ten horses and twelve oxen
are constantly' employed, and are lodged in rough temporary
stables. No permanent farm-buildings are to be erected until

the reclamations have been effected, and some experience has

been obtained of the description of farm-management best suited

to the land. A smithy has been put up, as well as several small

houses and huts for the accommodation of the workmen. Ten
small wooden houses were bought for 5Z. 5s. each ; and as most
of the others are of a similar character, it will be seen that no
extravagant expense has been incurred in building ; indeed the

total outlay under this head up to the 31st of July, 1879, was
only 939Z. 125. 2d. for buildings belonging to difterent farms,

and loOOZ. for portable buildings forming part of the reclama-

tion plant, but not intended for permanent use on any of the

farms. An iron three-roomed house, lent by the Duke, is not

included in this outlay. It was occupied by Mr. A. Keir, who
was resident-manager of the works at Acliintoul and Bannock-
burn in 1878. A night or two in the iron house has given me
pleasant opportunities, when the day's work was done, of hearing

from Mr. Keir his experiences of these and of other reclamations

in which he has borne a part.

A separate pay-sheet is kept on each farm, and in this the

weekly wage paid to each man is divided and entered under

the eight following heads or sections :

—

1. Draining. 5. Building.

2. Trenching. 6. Liming.

3. Clearing. 7. Roads.

4. Fencing.
\

8. Farming.

Every month an abstract is made of the total expenditure

upon each of the five farms, and is sent in to the Duke.
As a specimen, I may take the return for the month of

June 1878. (See p. 463.)

Mr. Greig's report, in which he submitted a scheme of re-

clamation, is dated the 12th of April, 1877. No sooner was it

approved than the work was commenced. The first pair ol

engines arrived before the end of the month, and were at once

put to work at Achintoul, the No. II. farm. It would have been

iinpossible on many moors to have thus commenced without
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Abstract of Expenditure on Kildonan Eeolamations for the

Month of June, 1878.

No. £ x. d.

Drainiug .

.

Bannockburn 1 6 7 1

AcLintoul .

.

2 100 18 10

Claggan . . .

.

Kinbrace
3 6 13 11

4 1(> 4 1

Trenching ,.

Baddanloch 5 30 10 2

Bannockburn 1 77 14 4
Achintoul .

.

G 8 11

Claggan .. .. 3 62 16 5

• • Kinbrace 4 5 3 8

) > • • • Baddanloch 5 67 4 8

Clearing Bannockburn 1 4 12 10

., •• •• Achintoul .

.

2 65 11 0

> >
Claggan 3 6 13

Baddanloch 5 0 10 2

Fencing Bannockburn 83 19 4

Achintoul .

.

2 0 12 0
Baddanloch 5 51 17 1

Building

) >

BannockbTiru 1 2 5 2

Achintoul .

.

2 4 13 0
Claggan 4 10 9
Kinbrace 4 7 5 9
Baddanloch 5 12 4 5

Liming Achintoul .

.

2 40S 17 10

Bannockburn 1 4 12 10
Achintoul .

.

2 20 0 6
Claggan . . .

.

3 1 17 9
Baddanloch 5 104 18 3

Farming Achintoul .

.

2 17 14 6
Brora Works * 100 0 0
Plant •• 178 5 9

1459 4 11

previous preparation of the ground ; but over a great part of this

area the peat is not more than a foot in depth, and it rests upon
a very open subsoil, varying from sand to gravel. Roadways
were at first prepared by removing the peat and throwing in

stones ; but subsequent experience has shown that it is generally

best to leave the natural surface unbroken, merely cutting a
trench through the peat on each side in order to lay it dry, and
then to lay upon this tough elastic bed the stones that are carted

off the surface of the land that is to be broken up. Water for

the engines was obtained by intercepting the surface-water at

the base of the eastern hills, and carrying it, Avherever it was
required, in channels cut in but not through the peat. The surface

of the land at Achintoul is not so level as that of the Shinness
land, but, except by the sides of the streams, it is nowhere steep

enough to impede cultivation. The three fields adjacent to the

streams, viz. Nos. 1, 7, and 10, are not intended for arable
land, but will be laid down for pasture. They embrace all the

2 H 2
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low-lying and sheltered parts of the farm, and will afford shelter

for ewes at lambing time, and for the sheep generally in the

time of storms. The whole of the farm will be protected by a

broad belt of trees on the north and east sides
; consisting of

birch, with Scotch, larch, and spruce firs. Its western side will

be protected by the plantation that has been made along the

eastern side of the railway, with a view to prevent the occurrence

of the snow-drifts that have often blocked up the line in winter.

Along the eastern side of the farm there is a boundary-ditch

intercepting the surface-water from the hills that would otherwise

reach the reclaimed land. On the western side there is a Cor-

rimonv iron-wire fence along the road-side ; a similar fence

runs north and south through the centre of the farm, dividing the

fields. There are 7 steel wires in these fences, 3 of No. 8 and
4 of No. 10 wire ; the standards are of angle iron, 16 yards

apart, with light iron droppers, 2 yards apart, between them.

The straining and winding-posts, as well as the gate-posts, are

all made from old service or contractors' rails, fastened into big
stones with lava. The supports and small standards are also

let into stones, and secured with a mixture of sand and sulphur.

Mr. Greig states that the total cost of this fence at Achintoul,

including labour and all the gates, does not exceed \0d. per yard.

In October 1878 the materials for such a fence were offered for

sale at the following rates :

—

Specification of Corrimony Fencing Manufactured at the Brora
Engineering Works.

Fence for Cattle or Sheep.

Height above the surface of the ground, 3 feet 9 inches, with 3 lines of

Xo. 8 and 4 lines of No. 10 W. G. steel wire. Standards furnished with side

stays to fit in stone 16 yards apart; and dropj^ers to be fixed on the wires at

intervals of about 6 feet between the standards. A donhle-actinu; winding
pillar to be placed in the centre of each fence, or stretch of 400 yards or

thereby. Straining pillars, with stays to be placed at distances, from the

winding pillars of 200 yards, or thereby, or otherwise as may be necessary for

the proper erection of the fence.

Price of Material for One Mile of Fencing.

s. d. £ s. d.

5 Double-acting winding pillars .. at 16 0 .. 4 0 0

10 Stays for pillars
» 5 0 .. 1 5 0

4 0 . 2 0 0
100 T-lrou Standards Ih" x 1^" x
100 Stays for standard ^" square .. ,.

» 1 2b . 6 0 10
0 m . 4 7 0

770 Droppers 1" x No. 8 AV. G „ 0 3i . 11 4 7

„ 12 0 . 0 12 0
li cwt. sulphur batting cement .. „ 16 4 . 1 0 5

„ 1 8 . 1 6 8
8 6 0
8 2 0

48 5 0
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Price of Material for One Mile of Fencing—continued.

£ s. d.

Brought f( rwaid 48 5 0
1 field gate, 10 feet wide X 3 feet 9 inches high .. 1 i) 0

1 „ 9 „ X „ „ .. 1 7 G

1 wicket 4 „ X „ „ ..110
1 pair gate-posts fitted with crooks and slot hole for)

q 1'' 0
shp holt S

^

Total j:52 15 G

Over the greater part of the farm the peat is only about 12

inches deep, resting upon a very porous soil. Deeper peat occurs

in the three pasture fields, in the north-western corner of No. 4,

and on the eastern side of No. 2. The whole work of trenching

lias been accomplished at Achintoul by steam-power alone, with-

out leaving any corners, as at Shinness, to be ploughed by horses or

trenched by hand. Very little blasting was required, as there were

but few land-fast stones. The whole of the drains on this farm

are laid with pipes. The minor drains are 4 feet, and the mains
4 feet 3 inches deep,—the contract prices being 5s. and 5s. 3d.

per chain, respectively, for cutting, and Qd. for filling-in. The
pipes are laid by day-work ; and they lie well below the peat in

solid ground. If at any spot a solid bottom is not reached at

4 feet, the men are instructed to cut the drain deeper until they

reach it, and they are paid for the extra depth if it exceeds 6 feet.

Good men, well used to draining, earn 3s. per diem at this work.

For the sake of appearance it has been thought necessary to

•drain and bring into cultivation the small patches of deeper peat

;

and in these places the work of cutting drains deep enough to lay

pipes in the solid bottom has been a very laborious and expensive

undertaking. The expense per acre of the whole reclamation

would have been considerably less if these spots had been ex-

cluded from it. If such places had been merely surface-drained,

and planted with alder or other trees, it would have been a great

saving of expense, the landscape would have been improved,
and the thinnings would have been of considerable value in a

district where there are no indigenous woods.

When the land was first taken in hand, it was covered with
heath about 12 inches high ; this was burnt off before the
ploughing commenced. By employing three engine-drivers
besides the ploughman, and two watermen to each set of
engines, the men were enabled to relieve one another, and the
engines were often worked for 15 hours a day. The hardest and
roughest part of the work was encountered at the commencement,
in 1877. Unfortunately the season was unusually wet, and this

greatly increased the difficulty of dealing with land that had
undergone no previous preparation. My first visit to the ground
was paid on the 26th of June, 1877

;
very heavy rain had fallen
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on the 22nd and 24th of the month, filling the engine-tracks with
water, and converting every hollow into a little quagmire into

Avhich the engines sank. For a day they seemed to make no
progress at all ; no sooner was one engine extricated from a hole

than another came to grief elsewhere. Mr. Greig had spent the

previous day, from 6 A.M. till 6 P.M., in going from one engine to

another stuck fast in the bog, the men needing all the encourage-

ment of the master's help and dogged resolution to keep them from
abandoning their efforts in despair. I found ten men ladling

mud from the deep hole in which one of the engines had sunk
itself ; others were fetching stones and birch saplings ; the latter

thrown in front of the wheels usually enable an engine to pull

itself out of a hole, but in very soft ground it is often necessary

to send a second engine to the rescue, or to pay out a helping

rope from some engine that happens to be at Avork within a

moderate distance. Good men will often be discouraged under
such circumstances, and many of those who first offered them-
selves for work proved anything but well-trained workmen.
The work would have been rendered comparatively easy if

proper roads had been first constructed
;
and, if sufficient accom-

modation had been provided for the workmen, a better class of

hands would have been obtained. These provisions have been
made before beginning work on the other farms at Kildonan •

but to have waited for them in this instance would have caused

the loss of a season.

With the exception of these troubles, Avhich arose in great

measure from the wetness of the season, there have been but few

mechanical difficulties in the reclamations of Achintoul. The
plough used was the same as that already described, except that

the stirrer or subsoiler was rendered more effective by having
a mould-board added to it : at first, a small short board was-

tried, but this was afterwards exchanged for a very large one
that raised a considerable portion of the subsoil to the surface.

The first furrow is cut from 20 to 24 inches wide, and about

7 inches deep ; where the turf is shallow, the first furrow will

often lift its whole thickness of 8 to 12 inches off the free sub-

soil and roll it over like a thick carpet ; the second furrow turns,

up 12 inches of the subsoil, and where this is of a sandy nature

it is spread irregularly over the whole surface of the first furrow.

Where there are big stones in the land, a very large proportion

of them are now brought to the surface by the huge turn-furrow

of the subsoiler ; but wherever a land-fast rock is touched, the

man in charge of the rope merely pauses to put in a stick to

indicate the spot, and pushes on with his work, leaving the rock

to be extracted by hand-labour, or blasted by dynamite. Where
there are many stones, the plough is often jerked from side to

side, but never broken. In such places the huge turf-furrows are
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often thrown up in wild confusion, but the ordinary result of

the ploughing is that the surface is left covered with broad

furrows of turf, laid obliquely with some approach to regularity',

and divided by layers of sand of varying thickness ; the total

depth of soil moved is about 20 inches.

Occasionally, an acre or two of deeper peat occurs in the

middle of a field, and here both the first and the second furrows

are much deeper, and a total depth of 30 to 36 inches is attained.

Care must be taken in these spots to break up or burn the black

peat thus brought to the surface, or it will seriously interfere

with the subsequent cultivation of the field.

The peat that is least fit for cultivation is best fitted for

burning. Advantage has been taken of this fact in digging

drains through the occasional pieces of deep peat that occur on
these Kildonan farms. Where peat is cut by contract, in the

ordinary way it costs Is. ?>d. to \s. 6c?. per cubic yard, measured
after it is stacked dry. By marking out the line of the drains

a year or two before the land is ploughed, the two top spits of

the drain can be dug out and dried at the ordinary price of

peat digging. Thus in No. 11 field of farm No. I., peats were

dug in 1878 in the line of the drains for Is. Ad. per cubic yard,

and are now stacked on the spot ready for use by the engine.

In 1879 peats were dug in the line of drains and stacked for

Is. to Is. ?>d. per cubic yard. The peat will be consumed by
the engines, the whole cost is therefore charged to the trenching

account. As there is no cost of carting, the peat thus obtained

costs absolutely less than ordinary peat would do, while a consider-

able part of the draining work is thus done for nothing. There
is a further advantage in this plan : the surface of the ground is

laid dry, and becomes more consolidated, so that some sub-

sidence takes place, and, when the drains are completed, they

can with greater ease be cut down to the solid bottom.

A pair of 14-horse engines will, on an average, burn about

15 cubic yards of fair peat
;

this, at Is. ?>d. per yard, will be
18s. 9f?. When the peats have to be carted, we must add to

this 6s., making the total cost 1/. 4s. 9f/. per diem.
Brora coals cost 12s. 6J. per ton, delivered at the Kinbrace

station, and a pair of 14-horse engines will consume 3 tons

per diem, at a cost of 1/. 17s. 6f/. ; to this must be added 4s.

for carting, making the total cost of coals 21. Is. &d. per diem

—

from 16s. 9f/. to 1/. 2s. 9c?. a day more than the peat. When it is

added that peat possesses a decided advantage in burning without
smoke or fouling the flues, it will be seen that wherever peat can
be cut beforehand in the line of the drains, a very important
advantage and saving may be obtained. Peat for burning
should be cut in the months of May, June, and July.

It has been mentioned that much of the water for the engines
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was obtained by conducting it from the hills In surface furrows

to the spot where the engine was at work. Wherever this plan

could not be adopted, it was necessary to cart it up from the

main streams. The chief stream at Achintoul runs deep down
between high banks, and great difficulty was at first experienced

in getting up these banks, from the horse getting slung up by
the cart tipping backwards. To meet this difficulty Mr. Greig
has invented the Sutherland Water-cart (Figs. 12 and lo).

Fig. 12.

—

End view of the Sutherland Water-cart.

If a water-cart of the ordinary form, with its barrel placed

longitudinally, is only half filled, in order to adapt its weight

to the power of the horse, the result will be that in ascending

a steep incline the water falls to the back end of the cart, and

tends to lift the horse from the ground. Even if it is full, there

is sufficient tendency in this direction to lessen the tractive

force when the horse is on a gradient. In the new cart two
barrels, AA, are placed across the frame, one before and one

behind the axle of the carrying wheels. These two barrels are

coupled by a pipe connected to the bottoms, having a cock, B,

in the centre. A pump, C, with a hose, is fitted on to the first

barrel, for the purpose of drawing the water from tlie stream.

It will be seen by this arrangement that it is in the power of the

carter to load his first barrel full, with his last barrel half
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empty. If he has a very steep ascent to make he will load his

first barrel only, and in this way a part of the weight of the

water will be upon the horse's back, giving him a greater

tractive force upon the gradient. As soon as the cart reaches

the top of the ascent the cock is turned, letting water into the

second barrel, and the weight on the horse's back is adjusted

for level land. The barrels are made to hold half a ton of

water in each. When empty, the weight of the whole is 9 cwt.

Fig. 13.

—

Side view of (he Sutherland Water-cart.

Achintoul Farm.—No. 1 field (52 a.), is much of it deep
peat. It was ploughed in June 1877 by a pair of 8-horse

engines. As this field is intended for pasture, no stirrer or sub-

soiler was attached to the plough. Being content to take only
a single furrow in depth, Mr. Greig avoided the trouble that

would have been experienced in grappling with the fir-roots

buried in the bog. Two ridges of sand cross this field, and it

was proposed at one time to cover the whole of the deep peat

with 3 inches of sand taken from these ridges, on sledges drawn
by steam. This would, without doubt, have greatly improved
the peat soil, but the expense would have been very great, and
the project has been laid aside for a time. This field has not

yet been drained, but some of the outfalls of the drains from
Nos. 2 and 4 pass through it.
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No. 2 (38 a. 2 r.), Sutherland-ploughed in 1877, and " disced"

in 1878. The eastern side of this field is much deeper moss than

the rest, running from 3 to 5 feet deep. Here some of the earliest

drains were cut by a contract made in the expectation that solid

ground would be reached at less than 4 feet deep. The pipes

were laid 4 feet deep without reaching in some places the

bottom of the peat
;
subsequent tillage with heavy implements

shifted these pipes, and the drains became useless. Since then

Mr. Greig has made it a part of the contract that in deep peat

the drain should be carried 6 feet deep, without extra pay-

ment, 6 feet of peat being more easily cut than 4 feet of gravel.

Wherever the peat is likely to vary much in depth, a plan has

been adopted of first marking out parallel lines, a chain apart,

over the field, then sending a man with an iron rod to sound the

depth of the peat every chain-length along these lines. These
soundings are marked down on a plan. A careful inspection of

this plan enables the final lines for the drains to be laid down to

the greatest advantage. Occasionally a deep pot-hole of small

dimensions is thus discovered beneath the surface of a compa-
ratively level field. Wherever it would be too expensive to cut

a drain to the bottom of such a hole care is taken to carry the

drains outside it. Any drain carried directly over such a hole

would be sure to sink, and become useless. In some places of

this sort the drain is excavated below its true level, and broken

stones are thrown in until a solid foundation is obtained for

the pipe at the proper level. In draining land of this descrip-

tion it is necessary to take special care that sludge and sand do
not get into the pipes before the drain is properly finished and
covered in. For this reason the whole length of the leader, or

main drain, is first cut about 4 inches short of its full depth,

and left open. The minor drains are then dug, and the pipes

laid in them, beginning at the highest end of each. The
men then clean out the leader to its full depth, and the super-

intendent sees the pipes laid in from top to bottom. In this

way the sludge is driven before the pipes, instead of » being

allowed to run into them.

No. 3 (38 a. 2 r.). This was all Sutherland-ploughed in 1877 ;

drained in 1878. In June an<l July 1878 about 30 acres were

"disced." The " discer " was driven by 8-horse engines. For
want of speed the work was not so well done as it might have
been if more powerful engines had been employed. Tlie land

disced " received 5 tons per acre of the ErriboU lime, was chain-

harrowed by horses, top-dressed with 8 cwt. superphosph(jto

and 4 cwt. kainite, and then drilled with 2 acres of swedes and

25 acres of Aberdeen yellow turnips. Though rather late sown,

the turnips are growing well. The swedes will not have time

to grow into a crop.
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No. 4 (56 a.). The turf is thin over the greater part of

this field, but there is a troublesome piece of about 15 acres

of deep peat in its north-western corner, bj the road-side.

Forty acres of this field were Sutherland-ploughed in 1877
;

" disced " and harrowed in the spring of 1878 by 8-horse engines.-

The land was next consolidated by sledges, limed, and chain-

harrowed by oxen. Turnips were sown broadcast, with nearly

10 cwt. of bone-meal and dissolved bones per acre in July.

Dry weather set in, and the crop was very poor. Sandy oats

were sown in 1879, and were seeded down with a mixture of

Italian and perennial rye-grass, alsike, and white and yellow

clovers. Both oats and seeds were looking well in August.

Soil from this field was sent in January 1879 to Mr. T.

Jamieson, of Aberdeen, who reported that it contained 38 per

cent, of organic matter, but was deficient in all the most valuable

mineral constituents except magnesia. Potash was only present

in small quantity', and there were traces only of lime, sulphuric

acid, and phosphoric acid. Only the western side of this field

has been drained. The 15 acres of deep peat contain many
big roots, especially in the corner next the road. From its

position it was thought advisable to bring this land into culti-

vation, but it would have been much less expensive to plant it

with trees. A contractor attempted to drain it at the usual

price, but he soon threw up the job, and it cost fully 1/., instead

of bs. per chain, to dig the drains. This part of the field has

been sown this summer with rape and grass seeds.

No. 5 (39 a. Or. 16 p.). This was Sutherland-ploughed in

June and July 1877 ; drained in the autumn of 1877, and spring

of 1878. In April "disced," sledged, and sown with artificial

manures, oats, and grass-seeds. The oats and grass both failed

for want of lime. A dressing of slaked lime was given late in

June, but it was too late to be of use that year. In 1879
grass was only to be found above the drains, where the subsoil

thrown out had probably been beneficial, and at the roadside,

where it is not improbable that the land at one time derived

some advantage from the near proximity of the Achintoul Inn,

now converted into the shooting lodge.

No. 6 (39 a. 3 r. 24 p.). In the autumn of 1877 the western
side of this field for about 80 yards wide was broken up by the

Sutherland plough in the form in which it came from Shinness,

i.e. with a plain subsoiler or toothpick ; the subsoil of this

part of the field was only stirred and none of it brought to the

surface. Afterwards a part of the field was ploughed with the

implement in an improved though not in its latest form. A
short mould-board was attached to the subsoil tine ; this

brought some of the sand and gravel to the top, and made
good work where the peat was less than 18 inches deep ; but
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where the peat was deep and soft, the subsoiler sank into it

and brought up huge furrows of soft black peat, throwing them
up one over the other in the most irregular forms. In these

soft spots the plough rolled and pitched about like a vessel

ploughing the waves, but, like a good sea-boat, was never

capsized. As a mere mechanical achievement it was won-
derful to see how it rolled on its way, lifting thick rolls of peat

from a depth of often fully 30 inches ; but as such masses of

peat are extremely difficult to deal with, and are most intract-

able if once they become dry, it was soon found to be necessary

to remove the subsoiler altogether on soft peat, and the eastern

side of the field was therefore only worked one furrow deep. The
whole field was drained in the spring of 1878 at distances varying

from one to four rods apart, but mostly at four rods ; the pipes

were all laid into the solid land, except about two chains in

length of one drain, where dry turf was first thrown in and a board

laid upon it ; on this the pipes were then laid, with a board on
each side to keep them in their places. The whole field was
"disced" in July 1878. In August, five tons of lime per acre

were carted on to it by horses, spread by shovels from the cart,

and afterwards chain-harrowed. Turnips were sown in 1879,

but late in the season. The crop in August was poor and
stunted in growth ; the best result on the new land being

obtained on a part dressed with bone-meal. In one other spot

of the field the turnips were growing vigorously, the explanation

being that it was the site of an old croft.

No. 7 (45 a.). On the southern side of the stream a strip of

land has been reserved as a green road for driving sheep through

the farm to the hills. All the land on the northern side has

been drained ; a portion of green-land has not been broken up,

but the rest was ploughed without the subsoiler in the autumn
of 1877 ;

" disced," harrowed, and dressed with ErriboU lime in

1878 ; in 1879 it was again "disced" and twice harrowed by
steam, then sown with 8 lbs. of rape and the following grass-

seeds per acre : 1 bushel Italian and 1 bushel English, rye-

grass, 4 lbs. rib grass, 4 lbs. of mixed seeds, and 4 lbs. each of

yellow, white, and alsike clover. At the beginning of August
the rape was nearly fit to feed off, and had every appearance of

being the crop best fitted to the soil. This is one of the fields

intended for pasture.

No. 8 (44 a. 3 r. 24 p.). This was Sutherland-ploughed in

August and September 1877 ; drained in the summer of 1878,

mostly two rods apart, but in some places one rod ;
" disced " in

.July and August 1878 ; limed with horse and ox-carts in August

1878, receiving 2.V tons of English and 2J tons of ErriboU lime

per acre, harrowed in by oxen. In 1879 Sandy oats were sown
\vith 10 cwt. of a low-class superphosphate, 4 cvvt. of kainite,
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and 1 cwt. sulphate of ammonia. These are the best oats on

the farm. Their appearance in August would have promised

more than 5 quarters per acre if thev had been growing on old

land further south
;
but, allowing for the probable deficiency

of yield out of the straw on this new land, it would be safer

to estimate them at 4 quarters per acre. A part of the field on

the south-eastern side is deep peat ; here the oats are inferior to

those on the rest of the field ; such spots pull down the total

yield per acre.

English lime is brought by sea to Helmsdale or to Wick, and
thence by rail to the Kinbrace station. By taking whole
cargoes of it the cost at Kinbrace is only 6f/. per bushel ; a very

moderate price, making it, when the quality is considered, much
cheaper than the lime brought from Erriboll. There is, on the

other hand, some difficulty in dealing with 200 or 300 tons at a

time. The plan adopted is to cart it into heaps of 40 to 60
tons and there slake it. When slaked, the lime is carted to the

field and spread.

No. 9 (40 a. 1 r. 8 p.). The turf over the greater part of this

field was from 12 to 18 inches deep, but on the eastern side it was
fully 24 inches. It was ploughed from north to south in May
1877, partly with and partly without the stirrer; not being

covered w ith the subsoil the turf became very dry ; it was
" disced " three or four times over in August 1878 by the 14-horse

engines ; but the result was not satisfactory, the surface in

many places being left with many dry, loose, sponge-like pieces

upon it. The succeeding severe winter improved the state of

things, but more time is needed to bring the field into the

condition that it would have had if it had been, in the first

instance, either autumn-ploughed or covered with subsoil to

protect it from the drying action of the summer sun. In 1877
the wet part of the field was drained 4 rods apart ; intermediate

drains were put in during 1878.

No. 10 (76 a.). The character of this field varies con-

siderably ; in the south-western corner the turf or moss is about

two feet deep, but on the northern side of the stream there is a

considerable area of peat, varying from 6 to 16 feet deep.

A considerable expense has been incurred in draining this

land by day-work, with parallel drains 4 rods apart ; and
as an experiment a few of the deep drains, from 10 to

12 feet deep, have been put 8 rods apart. In digging the

deep drains large roots of Scotch fir are found about 4 feet

beneath the surface ; after digging through about 6 feet

more of peat, a distinct layer is found of heath and birch-

wood, the seeds and small twigs being perfectly preserved in

shape, although they must have been buried for hundreds of
years. The upper ends of the drains towards the eastern end
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of the field show that the peat thins out just where an edge of

impervious blue clay crosses them a short distance below the

ridge of the upper plateau ; as soon as this edge of blue clay

is cut, a large volume of water flows into the drain. The blue

clay probably forms a basin that receives and collects the rain

that falls upon the hill above, and the growth of peat below
is due to the overflow from this basin. If this theory is correct,

a channel running from north to south below the brow of the

hill and emptying itself into the stream would cut off the water-

supply from the peat-bog, and would, in course of time, render

it dry without the expense of parallel drains. The drains have
been well laid with large pipes ; and as they all rest on a

solid foundation, they will not be in danger of disturbance.

In 1877, when only a few of the drains had been cut, the

land was ploughed without the stirrer from east to west ; it was
"disced" in 1878. No lime was given to it, but in 1879 it was
dressed with the same artificial manures as the No. 8 field, and
then sown with Sandy oats, with a few beans among them,

and grass-seeds. The result is a total failure, but there is

a marked difference where the drains were cut before the

ploughing began ; here the oats have made some growth, though
the crop will be hardly worth cutting. Looking at the main
part of this field, I should be tempted to say that it is altogether

impossible to grow crops without lime on such land ; but when
one turns to the part first drained, one sees that if the water is

once removed, the atmosphere will in time do that which the

lime effects more rapidly.

To this fact is due the partial success obtained by the crofters

in many districts where it was impossible for them to obtain

lime. Where lime is scarce and dear, as it is at the reclama-

tions described at Rhifail, it should certainly not be applied until

a great part of the oxidation of the new land has been effected

by the atmosphere alone ; it should always be applied on new
land several months before the crop is sown. It is a waste of

seed to apply it on land that has once been water-logged- and
has not had time to become sweetened by natural or artificial

agents. The soil of this field was sent to ]Mr. Jamieson in

January 1879. He stated that there was in it 96"6 per cent,

of organic matter containing much ammonia, though not in a

state available for the nutrition of plants, a full quantity of

magnesia, little potash, and mere traces of sulphuric acid,

phosphoric acid, and lime. It was slightly acid in reaction.

No. 11 (25 a.) is the field lying on the west of the high-:

road, between it and the railway ; it is intended to be in

pasture. In 1877 it was ploughed without the stirrer; drained,

" disced," sledged, and limed, in 1878. After harrowing, it was

sown with grass-seeds and rape on September 2nd
;
they came
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up well, but were killed by the frost. The land was sown again

this spring, and the seeds looked well in August.

A series of experiments with different artificial manures has

been tried by INIr. Greig upon a bed of pure peat thrown out

from a cutting when the railway was formed. VVith every kind

of manure and every kind of seed there was a total failure on
every plot that had not received a dressing of lime. A similar

failure occurred on every plot (though dressed with lime) where
phosphates were absent. The best results were obtained upon
a set of four plots dressed with different forms of phosphates,

but each receiving a dressing at the rate of 120 bushels lime,

4 cwt. kainite, and 1 cwt. ammonia per acre. The phosphatic

manures were different in each case, viz. 2 cwt. dissolved bones,

2 cwt. bone-meal, 4 cwt. superphosphate, and 4 cwt. ground
coprolites. Each plot was sown with oats and different kinds of

clovers and grasses.

When inspected early in August 1879, the difference between
the different plots was not very great ; the first two plots were
the best. There was not much difference apparent between the

superphosphate and the ground coprolites. It should be men-
tioned that the superphosphate was said to be of a low class, but

I did not see the analysis of it.

A rough smithy and stable, and several small wooden build-

ings for workmen, have been put up at Achintoul, and one long
iron-roofed store-house for manures and seeds. In the con-

struction of this shed a good deal of accommodation has been
obtained at a moderate cost. It is 100 feet long, 22 feet wide,

and about 20 feet high in the centre of the roof. The roof is a

semicircle of corrugated iron, resting upon iron pillars 11 feet

high. Each of these pillars is a half-length, single-headed, flat-

bottomed rail, purchased at the price of old iron. The spaces

between these pillars are filled up with f-inch boards. There
are two large sliding-doors, and a few small windows. The
whole cost of this building was 220/.

The following are the expenses incurred at Achintoul, No. II.,

from the commencement of the operations to 31st July, 1879 :

—

£ s. d.

Draining 2734 19 3
Trenchint^ 2525 15 3
Clearing 1550 0 8
Fencina; 731 0 11
Building 344 13 3
Liming 1613 4 11
Koads '207 0 1

Total 9 TOG 14 4

The draining, fencing and liming of the land are not yet
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completed. Trenching and clearing are the only important
operations of which the full cost is already known. By dividing

the cost of the trenching by 490, the number of acres that have
been worked, the cost will be found to be 745. per acre ; but of

these 490 acres, 340 were trenched deeply, and 150 only ploughed
a single furrow deep.

Although the total amount expended is known, we cannot
exactly ascertain the relative cost of the two operations, but it is

probable that the 340 acres cost hi. 13s., and the 150 acres 4/.

per acre. Not only is this result very satisfactory in itself, as

showing that such work can be done by steam at a much smaller

cost than by any other power, but there is this feature of special

promise about it, viz. that a considerable part of the work was
done by the implement in its less perfect form, and there is

every reason to conclude that, as the cost per acre of the

ploughing at Shinness steadily decreased on each of those four

farms one after the other as they were taken in hand, so a further

diminution may be expected as the work proceeds on this second

group of farms in the Kildonan district. It will be noticed that

the cost of clearing is also less per acre than it was upon any of

the Shinness farms ; but the difference here is less marked when
the character of the land is taken into consideration.

The sandy nature of the soil would naturally make the crops

grown upon it more liable than those at Shinness to be dried

up in time of drought, but with deep cultivation there need be

little fear on this account.

I have given the description of the No. II. Acliintoul farm

first, as it was the one first taken in hand ; it will now be con-

venient to take the other farms in numerical order, as they occur

upon the map, beginning with the most northerly, Bannock-
burn No. I.

Bannochhurn Farm.—The name of this spot recalls a famous
battle-field, in no way connected with it, and some 300 miles

distant. It is singular that, though history has preserved no record

of it, numerous cairns of stones, marking the graves of those who
were slain, attest the fact that this, too, must at one time have been

the site of one of those numerous fights, between the Sutherland

and Caithness men, that were of such common occurrence along

the border-line of the two counties.

On the eastern side of this land the peat is from 2 to 4 feet

deep, but the greater part of it is covered with thin turf, not

more than 12 inches deep, resting upon a poor sandy subsoil.

The shepherds say that the sheep never throve here, but began

to pine as soon as they were put upon it. The absence of

larsc stones and of roots has made the cultivation of the land

comparatively easy. In October 1877 the Sutherland plough

commenced work in the No. 12 field, which adjoins the
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Achintoul, No. II. farm. Two-thirds of the field were done
before winter, and in the following April the field was finished.

The engines then worked up the roadside, taking the fields

in the following order :

—

Nos. 12, 10, 7, the greater part of No. 4, and three-fourths of

No. 1, the south end of No. 11, and the triangular field

No. 9, were done the same year. The improved form of mould-
board was put on to the subsoil-tine in the middle of No. 7, and
has been employed in all the subsequent work.

The only steam work done on this farm in 1879 has been the

"discing" of the fields, Nos. 12 and 10 ; the other six fields are

left as they were last autumn, so far as human agency is con-

cerned, but Nature has been silently doing a great work upon
them, and the severe frosts of last winter have greatly loosened

and shaken the turf ; the benefit derived is not, however, always

greatest where the land has been turned up longest, for the best

effect of all is found in the No. 9 field, ploughed late in the

autumn of 1878. Here the sun had no opportunity to dry the

furrows, but the frost caught them when full of moisture, and has

so thoroughly shaken them that, although they still retain their

furrow-shape, a slight kick is sufficient to knock them to pieces,

and no amount of subsequent drying in the sun could now convert

them into peats fit for burning. The action of the large turn-

furrow of the subsoiler is most valuable in spring and summer
work ; and although the sand or gravel that it brings up from
below may need to be exposed for some time to the atmosphere
before it will be fit for the growth of a crop, yet it prevents the

turf from getting too much dried up, and so helps its disintegra-

tion. The No. 1 field contains only a few stones, but, while

watching the plough at work in it, I saw a very large one fairly

torn up and brought to the surface. It measured 4x4x2
feet, and must have weighed about 2 tons. This is of course an
exceptional size, but it is astonishing to see what huge stones

the plough will commonly lift. When such a monster as this

is caught by the tine, the common effect is that the plough is

pulled up dead, and the engine is stopped. Great care has been
taken to ensure that the strength of each part of the tackle is

greater than the power employed. At such work as this, one
naturally expects to find that the engines are quickly worn
out or knocked to pieces; yet the first pair of fourteen-horse

engines supplied to the Duke in 1871 are still at work, and in
very good order.

No. 7 is the most stony field yet worked at Bannockburn
;

the stones are very numerous, but few of them are too large to

be lifted into a cart. The method adopted for clearing this

field was very good. At intervals of a chain apart the stones

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 I
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were thrown on one side, so as to clear a space some 10 feet

wide running from the road to the top of the field
;
up and

down each of these spaces a traction-engine with broad wheels

was driven, and a smooth firm surface was thus obtained for

carting upon. The road-trustees were then glad to fetch away,

at their own expense, a considerable quantity of stone for

mending their roads, and the rest of the stones were removed by
hired carts, at a cost of 5s. per day for a man with his pony and
cart. The carter is allowed to graze his pony, but is only paid
when actually at work.

Pipe-drains have been laid in the No. 6 field. In the fields,

Nos. 2, 3, and 5, peats have been dug in the line of the drains,

but as these will be burnt in the engines, the cost of digging

them is charged to the trenching, and not to the draining

account. It is intended to plant for shelter a strip of land run-

ning from north to south through the farm, and also two short

strips that will divide the fields Nos. 4 and 7, and Nos. 10
and 12 respectively. No trees have as yet been planted, but

the land has been fenced in. Wire fences will not be put up at

Bannockburn, but the whole of the fences are of turf ; a cheaper

fence, affording much more shelter and protection from the

wind, but not so permanent as wire. These sunk fences, as

they are called, consist of a ditch and dyke. The top of the

dyke, and its side next the ditch, are faced with large turves,

18 inches by 12, and the work commences with cutting out

these turves along the line of the ditch. The following specifi-

cation is given to the contractor, who undertakes to do the

whole work at Go?, per lineal yard of fence.

" The ditch is to have a minimum depth of 2^ feet, with a breadth at the

hottom of 1 2 foot, and sloped outside to a breadth of 6 feet ; the inside of

the ditch to have 10 inches of batter and 9 inches scarpment at the foot

of the dyke. The turf for the dyke to be cut 18 by 12 inches, and built 2 feet

6 inches in height without the cope, which will be 4 inches thick, and project

2 inches to the front. Every course as laid to be well packed with the feet,

and every second course as a through-band, and all joints broken. The loose

earth at the back will be dressed to a uniform slope, and the entire work com-
pleted to the satisfaction of the Inspector for the time being."

When these fences are well made in the autumn or early

spring, the turves grow together and the dyke-face becomes
solid. It is impossible to make a good fence late in the spring

or in the summer ; the turves become dried, the vegetation is

killed, and there is no cohesion in the parts of the dyke.

A well-made fence of this sort is sufficient to keep in sheep,

but not Highland cattle.

In carrying out reclamations by steam-power, it is best to

put up at first only the outside fences of each farm ; as other

fences would interfere with the movements of the tackle, they

should not be erected until the land is reclaimed.
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For the accommodation of twenty of the workmen a wooden
bothy has been erected, and a temporary stable for two horses

of the same material has been put up in the No. 7 field.

Bannockburn is intended to be divided into four small hold-

ings, each containing from 80 to 120 acres of reclaimed land,

with about 1000 acres of out-run attached to it. A very compact

block of buildings has been designed for each of these farms, to

be placed near the high road : one set of these buildings is

already erected. It consists of a six-roomed cottage, with a

small covered yard at the back, connecting it with a stable and
byre, with loft and small granary over them. The whole of the

building, with the exception of the doors and window-frames, is

of concrete and iron. The roof of the covered yard, stable, and
byre is of corrugated iron, carried on a very strongly trussed

frame, constructed out of old contractors' rails and old steam-

plough ropes ; all the concrete floors, and the roof of the dwell-

ing-house, are carried upon old iron rails. The stairs in the

cottage are of concrete ; stone and sand for concrete are obtained

on the spot. One part of Portland cement is used with seven

parts of stone ; the outside coat will be one part Portland

cement to three of sand. One of Blake's stone-crushers is em-
ployed to break up stones obtained in the reclamations to a size

suitable for the concrete. Iron and Portland cement are the only

materials that have to be imported. The building is quickly

erected, and bricklayers, slaters, and carpenters, are not required,

which is a very great advantage at a spot far removed from
any town, and where no buildings suitable for the accommoda-
tion of artisans are to be found within many miles of the site.

It is expected that the labour on these small farms will be
chiefly done by the tenant and his family. The Duke hopes to

see an increase in the population, and wishes the land to support

men as well as sheep. Tenants in such a position, far removed
from market-towns, must be greatly dependent on one another.

If they are good neighbours they may assist each other greatly

in their work, and by clubbing together for the purchase of

implements and other necessaries. The amount expended at

Bannockburn up to the 31st of July, 1879, has been

£ s. (/.

Draining 224 0 5
Trenching 1418 5 5
Clearing 306 2 11
Fencing 273 10 9
Building 520 1 1

Eoads 18 0 10

Total £2760 1 5

2 I 2
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Clacffjan Farm, No. III.—This farm is well situated, very near

the railway station, with a good southern aspect. It will be shel-

tered from the north by a broad belt of plantation running along

the face of the hill, and extending from this to the No. V. farm.

The planting has been finished, but several years must elapse

before much benefit is derived from it. The whole of the farm

was Sutherland-ploughed in 1877 and 1878, with the small

mould-board upon the subsoil tine. All the stones have been
raised to the surface ready for carting away. Most of the turf

on this farm is shallow, and it is not expected that much draining

will be needed, except near the road where the peat is deeper.

No work has been done on this farm since the autumn of

1878, and none of the land has been " disced." Being left in the

rough furrow, the frost of last winter penetrated well into the

turf. The outlay upon this land up to the 31st of July, 1879, was

£ s. d.

Draining 208 4 11
Trenching 1329 10 2
Clearing 171 10 2

Building 18 16 10
Eoads 7 2 8

Total £1735 4 9

The only operation that is completed is the trenching of 250
acres, at a cost of 5/. 6s. Aid. per acre.

Kinhrace Farm, No. IV.—On this farm very little work has

been done. One field has been drained, and four fields have
been partially fenced. The expenditure to the 31st of July,

1879, was
£ s. d.

Draining 324 14 4
Trenching 92 7 4
Fencing 103 4 2

Building 37 17 10

Total £558 3 8

In driving along the road from the No. III. to the No'. V.
farm, when about halfway, one passes some good grass-land on
both sides of the road, a good example of the benefit derived

from the cultivation of the crofters fifty years ago. This result

is probably due to cultivation without the aid of lime, for there

is little chance of lime having been brought into this district

before it was opened up by the railway. A little further on
may be found two surviving cabins of the old type described by
Mr. Loch ; one of them is occupied by an octogenarian ex-police-

man from Edinburgh, whose wish has been gratified that he

might return to the home of his boyhood ; the other is tenanted
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by two brothers, who, though shut up to one another's society,

are said to pass whole months without exchanging a word.

Baddanloch Farm, No. V.—It will be seen from the map
(Fig. 11, p. 4G0) that this farm has a southern aspect, and will be

sheltered by the new plantation on the north and west. No
work has been done in the four upper fields. A catch-water

ditch and sunk fence divide them from the four lower fields.

Draining is the only work that has been done in the No. 1

field (41 a. 1 r. 8 p.). There is thin turf at the upper part, but

deeper peat at the bottom of the field. Drains at a chain apart

run from the top to the bottom of the field, and short inter-

mediate drains are cut in the lower ground a rod apart in the

deep peat and two rods apart in the intermediate land. JNIany

stones are found, and an iron pan occurs about 30 inches

below the surface. Along the top of the peat a vein of blue

clay is found, and just above it the sand and gravel, instead

of being reddish-brown as usual, are of a bluish-grey colour,

showing that they have been under water. The growth of peat

below is probably due to the overflow of the water collected in

the basin of the impervious stratum above it.

No. 2 field (40 acres). The Sutherland plough commenced
work in this field in May 1878. It continued its work in the

No. 3 field (35 acres), and finished the No. 4 field (34 acres)

in the following August. The winter frost has had most effect

on the fields last ploughed.
A contractor has engaged to clear these three fields of stones for

the sum of 200/. The No. 2 and No. 3 fields will only yield

stones enough for the construction of an excellent stone dyke, now
being erected along the roadside, at a cost of \s. per lineal yard for

labour. No. 4 contains a much greater number of stones. The
surplus of these will be used in forming two other stone dykes,
running through the middle of it and crossing it at right angles.

When this is done, the whole field, with its four divisions, will,

like a huge stell, afford excellent shelter for sheep during winter
storms. The expenses on Baddanloch to the 31st of July, 1879,
were

£ s. d.

Draining 365 8 5
TreuchiDg 959 14 7
Clearing 51 15 11
Fencing 90 6 7
Building 18 3 2
Pioads 4 4 3

Total £1489 12 11

It will be noticed that the amount charged for trenching upon
this farm is unusually high, amounting to about 9/. per acre.
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This is partly due to the extraordinary number of stones in the

No. 4 field, and partly to an imperfection in the subdivision of

the accounts, by which the whole cost of a new steel-wire rope

has been placed to the debit of this farm, as well as an unusually

heavy charge for repairs done to the engine and plough. Only
a percentage of the cost of the rope and the repairs should have

been charged against these three fields. The following are the

detailed items of the account :

—

£ s. d.

Wages 452 11 6
Eaihvay account 38 13 2
Straw, hay, oats, and bran 73 6 2

Brora Works' account for hire and repair of

engines and plough 212 12 8
2\e\v ropes 127 17 0
Coals 7 60
Timber 15 4 10
Sundries 32 3 3

Total £959 14 7

The returns of the expenses upon each of these five farms have

been extracted from a full account given to me of all the cash

received from the Duke.
The expenditure is first divided into three separate accounts :

the reclamation work, the arable farm, and the sheep farm.

These are kept quite distinct from one another, and each of them
is debited or credited with any benefit derived by one from the

other.

The Duke has purchased from Mr. Houston the sheep stock

on the farm, and Air. Greig has undertaken the management of

them. There is nothing as yet connected with the sheep farm
that calls for remark, except the purchase of a small cargo of

Dutch hay, which has been put into small stacks on different

parts of the farm, so that it shall be at hand for feeding the

sheep if required next winter. David, the head shepherd, highly

approves of this innovation, and says the hay is like NoahVark,
a wise provision for the future. The ricks were temporarily

covered with turves until rushes could be procured for thatching

them. Hay is without doubt one of the best winter foods for

sheep ; but it is expensive, and bulky to carry. By the time it

is stacked and thatched it costs fully 5/. per ton. For a little

more money a much more concentrated food of greater manurial

value might be obtained ; and it is well worth considering

whether by judicious management some other food could not be

used with probably more benefit to the sheep, and certainly

greater benefit to the land.

I will now recapitulate the gross expenditure on the reclama-
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tion of each farm, and add certain other expenses that have been

incurred for their common benefit.

Expended p-evious to 31si July, 1879.

£ s. d.

On the Reclamation of Banuockbuvn, Xo. 1 .. 2,7G0 1 5

„ Acbintoul, No. 2 .. 9,706 14 4

Claggan, No. 3 .. 1,735 4 9

Kinbrace, No. 4 ,. .558 3 8

Baddaulocb, No. 5 .. 1,489 12 11

Plant Account 2,996 10 9

Total expended on Reclamation .. £19,246 7 10

Shee]i Account 623 17 4

Arable Farm Account 2,616 6 2

Total £22,486 11 4

The large item of plant account comprises the working horses

^ind oxen, tools and implements, and various temporary build-

ings erected for the reclamations, but not fitted to be of perma-
nent use after the farms have been brought into cultivation.

Ten horses are kept. They cost with their harness 550?. In

addition to these about twenty hired ponies have been employed.

Twelve working oxen have cost 320Z. Four pairs of these came
from Norway. They are of great use in carting and harrowing,

but are inferior as workers to the two pairs of native oxen.

These latter are found to be much better than horses for work-
ing upon soft ground. They are of great strength and patience,

and are not apt to strain themselves as horses will at a dead pull.

Carts, sledges, barrows, and various tools—such as spades,

shovels, and picks—have cost about 700Z. The small tools have

been a great expense, from the carelessness of the workmen.
The labourers have been continually changing, and there is

reason to fear that many tools have been taken away. 100/. has

been spent on furnishing the iron house. About 1300Z. has been
spent on temporary buildings, reckoned as part of the plant and
not counted as buildings belonging to any particular farm. A
part of the large item of " arable farm account " has been
expended on a great store of artificial manures and seeds not yet

sown ; another part has gone for farm implements ; and the rest

has been laid out on the land at Achintoul. This is the least

satisfactory part of the account ; for it would no doubt have
been better to wait at Achintoul, as they are now doing upon
the other farms, until atmospheric influences have done their full

work in preparing the land for the growth of crops. There is

often good reason for " the agricultural pace." If we do not
leave time for Nature to do her work—by sunshine, frost, and
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rain—we often spend our toil and strength for nought. Although
the manures applied have not yet given a return proportionate

to their cost, it must be remembered that they are chiefly phos-

phates, slow in their action, and not liable to be washed out of

the soil.

In describing what has been done on this group of farms in

Kildonan, I have not hesitated to point out from time to time

all that appears questionable or defective in management ; feel-

ing sure that no amount of honest criticism will lessen the credit

due to Mr. Greig for his skilfully planned and ably executed

scheme of operations.

It is easy to be wise after the event. It is not so easy to pro-

secute a great work like this, economically and efficiently, with

labourers untrained to steady work, and in a country so thinly

populated that it presents many of the difficulties usually en-

countered only by a colonist.

My thanks are especially due to Mr. Greig for the cordiality

with which he has carried out the wish of the Duke of Suther-

land, that full access should be affijrded me to all records of

expenditure, and for the frankness with which he has supple-

mented those accounts and given further information.

Conclusion.

The following Table (p. 485) shows in a condensed form the ex-

tent and the cost of the reclamation works recently completed by
the Duke of Sutherland. When we add to this the manual
work still in progress on 200 acres at Rhifail and 217 acres at

Bighouse, and the steam work on 2000 acres in the five farms

at Kinbrace, we see that an amount of capital has been expended
upon these undertakings that must of necessity produce a great

effect upon the county.

There are probably many agricultural readers who have
shared with me in the first impression produced by brief notices

that have appeared from time to time of the work done in

Sutherland—a suspicion that, after all, it was merely the ex-

pensive amusement of a wealthy proprietor, justified chiefly on
the ground that a nobleman mav as well create farms out of

moorland for his pleasure as keep an expensive stud of racers.

This report will fail in its aim if it does not remove such an
impression. As an effort to arrest the gradual exhaustion of the

soil, and the consequent impoverishment of the estate, these

reclamation works are well worthy the attention of landed pro^

prietors. The benefit which they may confer upon the tenants of

sheep farms has been already shown during the unusual severity
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of the past winter, when in several instances the newly reclaimed

land proved to be the salvation of the flocks ; and in other cases

the want of food-producing arable land has been the cause of

very heavy losses during the long-continued storms.

The question of cost is of primary importance to the tenant.

The present rate of 2\ per cent, for 10 vears and 5 per cent,

after that time, charged upon the outlay, must be considered very

low when it is recollected that 6^ per cent, is the normal rate

prescribed by the Land Improvement Companies for the re-

demption in 28 or 30 years of the capital expended upon the

improvement of land. Yet even at these low rates an outlay of

30Z. per acre will make the rent of the land 15s. per acre for the

first 10 years, and 30s. per acre subsequently.

Since every increase of outlay must involve an increase of

rent, it is of the highest importance to reduce it to a minimum.
If it had not been possible in subsequent undertakings to effect

a very great reduction on the enormous outlay incurred in the

first reclamations by steam-power at Shinness, such work could

then have been undertaken only by those who are content

to give up the hope of a direct pecuniary return, and to look for

their sole reward to the good accomplished for others, and the

indirect advantages of their public spirit.

It is difficult to estimate the full extent of the benefit conferred

upon the county by what has been done. The distribution of

large sums in wages has added greatly to the material comfort

of the labourers. At the same time, habits of steady industry are

gradually being acquired by a population described of old as

" hardy but not industrious "
; while the example of these recla-

mations and the experience gained upon them is also stimulating

the crofters to bring into cultivation numberless small patches

of eligible ground close to their own homes. In considering the

benefit conferred upon the labourers the question may naturally

be asked, Would it not have been better for them if a still greater

proportion of the expenditure had been spent in wages, and
manual labour alone had been employed as it is on the reclama-

tions in Galway, described last year in this Journal ? There
hand labour was employed as much as possible, and compara-

tively little was left to be accomplished by the horse and ox
;

here we find steam the chief power employed. In each case the

agency adopted is that best suited to the locality. In Conne-
mara, the presence of a large population eager to work at wages
far below the average paid elsewhere in the British Isles makes
manual labour best, both on economical and social grounds. . In

the almost uninhabited glens and moors of Sutherland, steam is

the only power that could have changed the surface of the land

to an appreciable extent in so short a time. Even with its aid
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it lias been difficult to obtain and house all the men and horses

needed to supplement its work. The manual labour required

has been fully equal to the local supply. Had it been greater,

the consequent rise in wages might have been so sudden and so

great as to have had a demoralising instead of a beneficial effect

upon the population.

As it is, these costly works, following as they do upon other

great improvements carried out by the present owner and his

father, have already contributed to the social and domestic

welfare of a people who, from the absence of trade and manufac-

tures, and from the mineral and agricultural poverty of the land,

must ever be largely dependent for their prosperity upon the

action of the proprietor. The stone-built and tiled or slated

cottages which have everywhere replaced, or are rapidly replacing,

the turf hovels described by Mr. Loch, contrast most favourably

at the present time with the houses of the peasantry in counties

more favoured by nature, and prove that the Duke and his pre-

decessors have nobly met the great responsibilities and duties

of their position.

XVII.— The Advantage of converting Cold Clay Arable Land into

Permanent Pasture, and the best Method of doing it. By W.
T. CarrinGTON, of Croxden Abbey, Uttoxeter.

A SUBJECT of pressing importance at the present time to many
landowners and occupiers is how to deal with poor clay arable

land in a damp climate, so as to render it what it at present

is not,—profitable for occupation.

jNIost occupiers of farms consisting largely of such land find

their capital yearly decreasing, and in the numerous cases in

which such farms become vacant, the owners find great dif-

ficulty in reletting them. It is undoubtedly true that from the

operation of a variety of causes,—especially the low price of

corn, due to an immense foreign import, the increased cost

of both horse and manual labour, and a series of seasons
specially unfavourable for the yield of corn and for the cultiva-

tion of wet clay soils,—much of the clay land in those parts of
England, where the climate does not favour a heavy yield of
corn, has not paid the expenses of cultivation.* With the excep-
tion of the character of the seasons (in which some improve-
ment may be hoped for), the other causes may be expected to

* Since this paper was written, the season of 1879 has proved the most disas-
trous of the series to the occupiers of cold clay arable farms.
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continue in operation. It is therefore important for those

Avho have to deal with such land carefully to consider their

position, and, if possible, to alter their system of farming so as

to avoid loss.

An elaborate system of book-keeping is scarcely applicable to

practical farming, but if occupiers would pay more attention to

the details of the actual cost of cultivation, and the actual value

of the crops from separate fields in arable culture, they would in

many cases find that a heavy yearly loss results from the culti-

vation of certain fields. The conversion of all such fields into

permanent pasture, in which condition only a small annual

outlay in labour is required, is therefore desirable.

Mr. Caird, in his admirable article upon British Agriculture,

in the ' Royal Agricultural Society's Journal,' vol. xiv. part 2,

1878, states with truth, that "a rich loam which yields a ton of

wheat to the acre is less costly in labour than poor clay which
yields little more than half that weight." As the rich loam also

requires a smaller outlay in manures, and in the growth of

root crops, the disproportion between the cost of production

and the annual value of the produce on the poor strong land

is still greater. It is therefore perfectly obvious that whilst

rich and easily worked arable land may pay a good rent, and
give a fair profit to the occupier, poor clay may, at the same
time, even if well farmed and rent free, be farmed as arable

at an annual loss. The Right Honourable the Speaker
of the House of Commons recently spoke pointedly on this

subject. On the farm in his own occupation, of 670 acres,

there are some 60 acres of strong land under tillage. Con-
cerning this, portion of his farm he said, " My profits for

the last five or six years have been very much affected by
the small returns from these 60 acres of heavy land. I find

that three out of four of the seasons are of such a character

that the returns from that land are very small ; therefore I pro-

pose at once to lay down all that land in pasture. As I shall

look forward to raise much more meat and less corn, I think the

result must be of a profitable character."

If this experience be correct as regards the comparatively dry

climate of the county in which his farm is situated, it applies

with much greater force in the damper districts of England.

Mr. James Howard, whose trade interests would certainly

not lead him to regard with special favour the extensive con-

version of arable into pasture, in a recent letter to the ' Times,'

on the depression in agriculture, remarks, " With the low prices

for grain which may be expected to rule in the future, not a few

landowners would do well to arrange with their tenants to bear

a part of the expense of sowing down in grass a certain portion
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of arable land each year. Judiciously carried out, especially

upon poor heavy land expensive to till, the value of the estate

would be enhanced, and the position of the tenant improved."

Some political economists who are quite ignorant of practical

nirriculture, although they think themselves fully qualified to

ach the farmers their business, and some intelligent and
iccessful farmers, like !Mr. Alechi, whose experience has been

a a climate suited to the growth of corn, and with land which,

il clay, is fairly level, free from timber, and capable of steam

tillage, have deplored, in the public interest, the increase of

permanent pasture which our agricultural returns show to be
,-iowing in England.

Farmers, however, are not bound to keep their land in tillage

or conduct their business at a loss any more than any other

trading class. I am no advocate for the conversion into pasture

iif arable land which is readily capable of profitable cultiva-

tion. Where, however, the conditions are mostly adverse

to tillage, where the climate is cold and damp, the soil stiff

and unworkable, the position hilly, the inclosures small and
irregular, hedgerow timber or ground-game abundant ; in those

cases where some if not all of these conditions apply, no reduc-

tion of rent will wholly meet the difficulty. The land being
unprofitable to plough should be laid down to grass, when, if

the produce be but small, the cost of labour may be reduced to

a minimum, and actual loss thus be avoided. In order better

to illustrate my point, I will quote the actual facts with regard

to a farm where the conversion of poor unprofitable arable

land into very useful pasture has been carried out under my
own observation.

Twenty-three years ago a friend of mine entered upon a farm
of 240 acres, on a large estate. One-half of it was then in turf

of fair quality, but in rather poor condition ; the remainder was
arable, 80 acres on one side of the farm being poor strong marl,

the fields hilly, with a northern aspect, the remaining 40 acres

being more workable, and sloping to the south, though with
rather a shallow soil.

The previous tenant of the farm had been losing money, and
the offgoing crop of wheat was, I believe, about 2 qrs. per acre.

The new tenant, convinced after the first year's experience
of the unprofitable nature of much of the arable land, com-
menced the process of permanently seeding the stifFest and most
hilly fields. The clover and grass seeds were generally sown
with a corn crop, but twenty acres were sown without corn, and
with rape, eaten on the land when grown up, with sheep and
young cattle. Each year one or more fields were permanently
seeded, the young seeds being top-dressed periodically, some-
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times with bones, but more often with 1 to 1^ cwt. per acre

of nitrate of soda and 3 cwts. of good mineral superphosphate,

or 2 to o cwts. of Peruvian guano, or 10 tons per acre of farm
dung. The young seeds were carefully grazed with a mixed
stock of dairy cattle, young cattle, and sheep, care being taken

to avoid damage by the treading of heavy stock in very wet
weather, and by too close grazing by sheep

;
and, on the other

hand, by keeping the seeds well grazed down in the early summer
to prevent the seed stalks from getting ahead, and thus checking
the growth of fresh grass.

Decorticated cotton-cake was freely given to the stock grazing

on this turf, and after the seeds were down three years, sheep

were kept on them through the winter months, a few roots being

carted to them, and cake supplied in troughs moved about the

poorer portions of the land. The process of seeding has been
continued until the whole of the 80 acres was in turf, the last

field having been seeded about six years ago.

No person who has not had experience will appreciate fully

the difficulty and tediousness of the operation of converting,

into really good turf, poor strong land which has been constantly

under the plough for generations, and in which every bit of

vegetable matter has been used up by the practice of having
periodical dead fallows dressed with lime. Even with the best

plant of seeds, there is after the first two or three years a diminu-

tion of produce, and considerable time is required before the

turf is fully established. It is only by repeated liberal applica-

tions of manure that such land can be made into productive

turf.

That portion of the arable land on the farm in question which
was best suited for tillage, though lying in contiguous fields,

was formerly in a number of small inclosures, surrounded by
wide crooked hedgerows abounding with timber. The owner
was induced to fell the timber, the tenant clearing out the fences

and stocking the old roots, thus laying the 40 acres in two

large open fields, which lying high and with a slope- to the

south, are well adapted to the growth and harvesting of barley,

the corn principally grown upon it. This land has been kept in

constant tillage and in the growth of corn and roots, clover

being taken only at long intervals. A mixed stock of dairy

Shorthorns, young cattle, and beasts for fattening has been kept,

and at some periods of the year a large stock of sheep has been pur-

chased and fattened. The consumption of purchased feeding-

stuffs, and especially of decorticated cotton-cake has been large.

The liquid manure from the homestead has all been utilised, being

partly collected without admixture of water in a tank, and

carted with one horse upon an adjacent meadow, and partly
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mixed with storm-water and the drainage from some cottages,

and flushed upon the poorer parts of the pastures which lie

conveniently below.

The occupier, a member of the Lincolnshire Farmers' Associa-

tion, has used their mineral superphosphate (which is supplied

to members at a low price, with a guaranteed analysis of 2G per

cent, of soluble phosphate), in conjunction with nitrate of soda,

with marked benefit upon the turf, corn, and turnips. The
dairy cows, feeding beasts, and young stock, have been fed with

cake through the greater portion of the year. Extra cattle and
sheep have been bought and liberally fed whenever there has

been room for them and a fair prospect of profit.

The result of this mode of farming, carefully and intelligently

pursued, has been the conversion of 80 acres of arable land,

before unprofitable, into productive turf, which is improving
year by year, and some of which is now worth 20Z. per acre

more than if it had been kept in tillage, and this increase in

the value of the land is alone due to the enterprise and capital

of the tenant, the whole outlay, with the exception of the cost

of the seeds, and a half-dressing of bones upon one field, the

first permanently seeded, having been made by the tenant.

There has also been a great improvement in the condition, and
an increase in the produce of the old turf.

The tenant, who, if he had continued to plough as widely as

when he entered upon the farm, would have had difficulty in

maintaining his position, has been enabled to make his farming-

pay, although burdened with the necessarily expensive and
tedious task of turning poor arable land into good pasture.

An article which appeared in the ' Pall Mall Gazette ' last

year, and attracted much attention, was headed ' More Grass,

Less Beef,' and urged that the permanent seeding of land would
result in diminished production of meat and dairy produce.

Such has not, however, been the case on the farm in question,

where the gross returns of these two items have been more than

doubled.

The number of labourers employed is less than before, but
they are better paid, and the diminution of unprofitable and
therefore often ill-paid labour is no cause of regret.

Upon the same estate as the farm I have described are many
farms similar in character, and naturally quite as good as the

one I have described. Most of these are still farmed in the old-

fashioned way without lessening the proportion of arable land,

and without any great outlay in purchased feeding-stuffs or

manures. Some of them, after frequent changes of tenancy and
consequent loss of condition, have been let at an unavoidable
reduction in rent. In other cases the tenants have notoriously
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lost capital, and the condition of their farms has undoubtedly
retrograded in the past twenty years.

]My friend, convinced of the advantage of dealing with poor
clay in the way described, has purchased at a moderate price

a small neighbouring farm, which hung on the market in con-

sequence of its unprofitable arable land. He ai once com-
menced seeding the arable land with permanent seeds without a

corn-crop, top-dressing the voung seeds with nitrate of soda

and superphosphate, and grazing the produce with young cattle

consuming decorticated cotton-cake. He intends keeping the

land in his own occupation until the turf is well established by
a continuance, for a few vears, of this very liberal treatment.

The example of farm management which I have described

appears to me very suggestive of the way in which some of the

land now sorely needing improvement, and a continual source

of loss to the occupier, may be placed in a state more satisfactory

to both him and the owner. Wherever there are any farm-

fields in tillage which are at all adapted for pasture, and the

average crops of which, under good cultivation, do not pay ex-

penses, their permanent seeding should be attempted, the only

alternative being planting with timber. When seeded down
properly such fields are always of some value for pasturage, and
they may be occupied with' very little outlay in labour. With
a liberal and continuous expenditure in manures and feeding-

stuffs consumed by the stock grazing such land, the improve-

ment, though in many cases slow, is sure.

Unfortunately there are but few tenants in the occupation of

such farms who have the necessary capital, the knowledge, and
the confidence in the permanency of their holdings to dispose

them to carry out unaided such great permanent improvements
as are involved in the thorough performance of this work.

Landowners should take every means to encourage those tenants

who are able and willing to carry out this work.

jNo agricultural custom or agreement that I have yet seen

suflficiently recognises the great value of such work as the con-

version of poor unprofitable clay arable into productive pasture.

There are often allowances more than enough for marling,

liming, or dressing with undissolved bones, which, tliough

doubtless valuable improvements on special soils, are always

costly, and on unsuitable soils often unremunerative.

Such work as that I have described, by which, in fifteen or

twenty years, the actual agricultural value of the fields treated may
l)e increased 20/. to 30/. per acre, and the letting value doubled,

should be appreciated at its true value by landlords and their agents.

It must not be forgotten that the tenant who makes a large outlay

in this work can only reap a due return very slowly, and is
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quite in a different position to the ordinary occupier of arable

land who by one or two corn crops may draw out of the land

the extra condition he has put into it. Not so the occupier of

young turf, if his only security for the repayment of any portion

of his outlay is the power to break up the land again, and

thus partly destroy his own improvements without benefiting

himself. The occupation of a farm of the nature I have described

is not attractive to a man of capital and enterprise unless the

terms be easy and he has confidence in the permanence of his

holding.

Mr. C. S. Read, at a recent meeting of the London Farmers'

Club, said that " his advice to a farmer about to take a heavy-

land arable farm out of condition was, ' Don't ; '
" and that " the

natural solution of the problem was that a good deal of such

land ought to go to grass." In the absence of a tenant able and
willing to carry out the work thoroughly it will be in some
cases necessary for the owner to take it in hand for two or three

years, to clean and seed the land with well-selected perma-
nent seeds, to top-dress with bones or other suitable manures,
and then to let it to the best tenant procurable on such terms

as to encourage if not to compel liberal top-dressing or cake-

feeding, and of course to prohibit the breaking up again of the

turf.

Where help and encouragement are needed, it may in some
cases be good policy for the landlord to pay to the tenant 1/. or

21. per ton for decorticated cotton cake consumed on the land,

on production of satisfactory vouchers. The manurial value of

this food is placed by our leading agricultural chemists at from
5Z. to 6Z. per ton, being higher than that of any other cattle-food

;

and although this value is theoretical and doubtless in practice

liable to large deductions, a very large consumption of this

cake leads me to attach a high value to its manurial properties.

Generally speaking, the most economical means of improving
pasture-land is by the judicious use of this and similar foods
rich in nitrogen.

Many farmers never use decorticated cotton-cake, and are

Ignorant of its value. If by the payment of a small tonnage
landlords can induce tenants to begin its use, the money will

often be well spent, as the value of cake-feeding once experienced,
the practice of using it will not be wholly relinquished.

In order to describe a little more in detail the actual process
of seeding down land, I will state what has been done by my
father and myself on my own holding, within the last thirty-five

years, within which period 100 acres have been permanently
seeded. The climate here is cool and better suited to grass
than corn, and many of the fields are stiff clay and hilly, thus

VOL. XV.— S. S. 2 K
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being ill-adapted for tillage. Those fields, formerly for many
years under tillage, but which were least desirable to till, have
been one by one permanently seeded, usually with a corn crop

;

and by repeated top-dressings and the liberal consumption upon
them by cattle and sheep of purchased feeding-stuffs, they have
been gradually improved and brought nearer the value of old

turf. My proportion of arable-land is now less than one-sixth, and
I do not propose to lay down any more of my present holding.

I should, if my land were suitable, much prefer a larger pro-

portion of arable for the growth of roots and straw in larger

quantities as winter provision for stock, and my advocacy of

seeding down land is not intended to apply to that which can
be profitably farmed as arable. By liberal manuring I grow
heavy crops of roots and straw upon the limited area of land I

have in tillage, keeping all my land in crop, and only taking

clover at long intervals.

I will proceed to give the particulars of the last field perma-
nently seeded in the spring of 1874. It is a steep hilly field

of six acres, sloping to the north, with a strong marly soil,

which had been ploughed for generations, and was in wheat
in 1873. The stubble, which was clean, was ploughed in the

autumn, and left untouched until the following May, the furrows

being thoroughly pulverised by the winter's frost ; it was then

scuffled and harrowed down level, and on the 8th of May the

following mixture of clover and grass seeds was sown on the

freshly stirred level surface with a barrow drill, and simply

rolled in :

—

lbs.

Meadow Foxtail 12
Cocksfoot 18
Hard Fescue 6
Meadow Fescue 12
Tall Fescue 6

Italian Rye-grass 24
Pacey's ]>erennial ditto 48
Crested Dogstail 6 '

Poa nemoraiis 12
Poa irivialis 9

Timothy 9

Trefoil 12
Ribgrass 6
Cow'^rass 18
White Clover 18
Alsike Clover 12

228

18 lbs. of rape were also sown.

Although the weather was rather dry the seeds came up well.

Two or three cwts. per acre of mineral superphosphate (2G per
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cent, soluble) were sown early in July, and three weeks later

1^ cwt. per acre of nitrate of soda.

A very strong and thick crop of rape and seeds was the result,

and this was eaten on the land by young cattle and sheep, having

cake, in September ; the field being then cleared of stock for the

winter. On the 30th of March following, 2 cwts. per acre of

dissolved guano were sown, and a luxuriant growth of seeds was
eaten off by dairy cows and fatting sheep from the middle of

April to the middle of May. Eight loads per acre of good rotten

dung were then applied, and the clover was grazed by a mixed
stock until October. On the 24th of March following, 1^ cwt
per acre of nitrate of soda were applied, and the land was grazed

by dairy cattle. One cwt. per acre of nitrate of soda, with the

addition of 2^ cwts. of mineral superphosphate, was applied the

succeeding spring. The field now forms part of a regular dairy

pasture, the fences separating it from the older turf having been

taken up when the turf became firm enough to bear heavy stock.

The turf has passed through its most critical period, and is

doing well. Some of the land where the stock do not lie down
on the sloping hillside will require some additional top-dress-

ing, otherwise the turf is well-established. The cost of the arti-

ficial manures applied does not exceed hi. per acre, being less

than the cost of one heavy dressing of bones or lime, and the

economical result has been better than from one large and
expensive dressing.

In my experience, the most economical way of making new
turf productive, or of sweetening and increasing the produce of

poor coarse old pastures, is by combining the application of

occasional light top-dressings of nitrate of soda and superphos-

phate, or Peruvian guano, with the consumption upon the land

of feeding-stuffs of high manurial value.

Another field of very tenacious clay, 8 acres in extent, was
permanently seeded in the same spring as the one last described,

the seeds being sown on the 15th of April upon growing wheat.

The wheat proved a strong crop, and smothered some of the

seeds
;
they have not succeeded as well as those in the other

field, although they are doing fairly well. The field has already

received two top-dressings ; and as it lies near the homestead
convenient for the application of farmyard-manure, whenever it

can be spared from other crops, I expect in a few years to make
it fair turf.

The comparative advantages of seeding down permanently with
or without a corn crop depend upon a variety of considerations.

here thoroughly bad tillage land has to be dealt with, it is

often the best plan to sow the seeds without a corn crop. The
VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 L
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young seeds sown in the spring may, without injury, be topped
with the scythe to prevent all annual weeds from seeding, and
any blank places may be resown. Where the land is foul, by
seeding without a corn crop, more time is afforded to clean it,

as the seeds may succeed well sown in the summer or early

autumn. Sowing in very hot droughty weather is, however, better

avoided. Snails are often very destructive to the young seeds

whilst small ; a dusting with quicklime, sown in the earlj-

morning or evening when these pests are out, is the most
effectual remedy. Seeds often take well with a corn crop on land

of good quality and condition, and the value of the corn crop
may be well worth securing. If the seeds be not sown directly

after the spring corn has been harrowed in, the level surface

should be again lightly harrowed previous to sowing and the

roll only follow the sowing of the small seeds.

The climate and soil of some parts of England are specially

favourable to the growth of artificial grasses and clovers in

alternate husbandry. Notably is this the case in Cheshire and
Lancashire. In these counties, too, bones have a specially favour-

able effect upon the young seeds, and are commonly applied in

autumn after the corn is cut in dressings of from 5 to 8 cwts.

of bone-dust per acre. The effect of bones upon seeds in many
other parts of England is by no means so marked, and I hesitate

to recommend any large outlay upon them until their suitability

to the soil of the district has been tested by experiment.

The question of the necessity of draining cold clay land

before permanently seeding it, requires some notice. I have
drained a considerable acreage of my own occupation 4 feet

deep, some of it with very marked benefit, and I fully agre^ with

the commonly received opinion that where land is thoroughly

wet efficient drainage ought to be the first improvement, without

which any other outlay will be partially wasted.

There is, however, much clay land which does not answer for

draining as well as land with an open subsoil. It is wet more
on account of its own want of porosity than from any quantity

of water in the subsoil, and although thorough drainage is bene-

ficial, it does not always repay the heavy outlay required.

When land is in regular tillage, with an annual heavy outlay

in cultivation, it is important that no remediable cause should be

allowed to injure the crops. When land is laid down to grass,

the necessity for drainage is not quite so great. Instances arc not

wanting in which the owner of poor clay young turf, acting on

the assumption that draining and bones are all that is needed, to

make good pasture, has spent more than lOZ. per acre on these

two items, and with very indifferent results, certainly not adequate
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to the outlay, or equal to what might have been obtained by
spending half the amount in other manures, and in feeding-stuffs

consumed on the land.

Although the depressed condition of trade has lessened earn-

ings, and thus temporarily checked the consumption of meat and

dairy produce, while at the same time an immense increase of

foreign imports has combined to reduce prices and thus to lessen

the profits of grass farmers, the general tendency of the con-

sumption of meat, both here and abroad, is to increase year by
year. Therefore, spite of an increasing foreign competition, I

do not fear that prices of the best qualities of our home-grown
beef and mutton will fall so low as to be wholly unremunerative.

The extremely low rate at which many concentrated feeding-

stuffs can now be purchased makes their liberal use in many
cases profitable, and is one redeeming feature in the present bad
times.

The writings of the late Sir Harry S. Meysey-Thompson
upon seeding land down to permanent pasture, and upon grass-

land management, published in this Journal, vol. xix. Part I.

1858, and vol. viii. Part I. 1872, are well worthy of careful

study by all who take a special interest in these important

agricultural subjects. They have had some influence upon my
own practice, and are marked by sound practical experience.

1 feel convinced that the opinion he emphatically expressed

at the close of his last paper, in favour of " an extended use of

artificial manures on pasture land, and of feeding stuffs to

cattle and sheep whilst at grass," has already been in many
cases^adopted with success, and will continue to gain adherents,

unless the prices of meat become greatly and permanently de-

preciated by increased foreign imports.

XVIII.— Waste Hill Lands : Bozo they may he Utilised by Pony

Breeding. By J. Nevill Fitt.

In considering the subject of the Horse, and the various means
by which breeding him can be made to pay, practical men
will not unnaturally turn their eyes towards the moors, hills,

and waste lands which are at intervals to be found scattered over
all England, though more extensively in the north and west
than in other parts. How these desert places of the earth are to

be rendered profitable is a problem that many have been trying

to solve for years, with no great amount of success. In some
parts the land is actually so poor and sterile that it can never
pay for cultivation ; while in others the climate is such as to

2 L 2
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render corn-growing a most precarious occupation. In con-

sequence the endeavour has been made to utilise them by feed-

ing sheep and cattle. It seems to me, however, that the indi-

genous stock of such places, and the one most likely to pay if

well looked after, is the pony. Go into whatever district you
like of this character, and there he is to be found, rough,

shaggy, small, and, for the most part, poor, ragged-hipped,

and woe-begone. Not alike in all parts certainly, for the

Highland sheltie is not like the Welsh pony. He again differs

from the Exmoor, and the Exmoor from the New Forest pony,
according to climate, soil, herbage, and other influences, to

which I shall allude farther on. These are, in my opinion, the

indigenous horses of Great Britain. In tracing their characters

as far back as any record of them is extant, we find that the

Romans, who had in turn encountered almost every known nation,

had a wholesome dread of the British cavalry and chariots, so

much so indeed that Caesar especially mentions their skill and
activity. No doubt when the original tribes retired, as they

are believed to have done, westwards, into Wales, Devon, and
Cornwall, they took their herds of horses with them. In the

mountain fastnesses of those counties, where for generations,

after the rest of England was overrun and conquered, they held

a bold if somewhat insecure footing, living a life somewhat akin

to that of Eastern nations, and using their mountain-bred ponies

for war and the chase—not to encounter the mail-clad squad-

rons of the Normans, but as the means of securing a speedy

advance or retreat, unencumbered as they were with the impedi-

menta of baggage. Shoes were unknown to them, consequently

blacksmiths were not wanted, and the pony could scarcely meet
with more scanty fare, go where he would, than on his native

hillside. I believe that our Welsh and Exmoor ponies are lite-

rally and truly descended from the horses that called forth the

encomiums of Caesar (as no doubt was the almost extinct pack-

horse)
;
and, inasmuch as they have in a great measure lived

a purely natural life, many of the mares having never' been

haltered, I think we now get them, though certainly reduced

in size, with all their original hardihood and soundness. The
Exmoors, no doubt the best of all our pony breeds, are supposed

to have come over with the Phoenicians, who in remote ages

traded to the Devon coast for tin, or at any rate to have received

a strong impression of Eastern blood from that source. They
are generally of a buffy bay colour, with mealy nose, or darkisli

brown; and the uncrossed ones are generally under 14 hands

in height, thicker through than the New Forest pony, and

showing more blood than the Welsh, while the Highlander is a

mere carthorse by the side of them. Whatever was their origin,
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there can be no doubt of their standing quite at the top of the

tree amongst ponies, and this I think points clearly to a very

early infusion of Eastern blood. The earliest of their race,

whose history has been recorded, is the most celebrated, and no

one has ever been in the West Country amongst horse-loving men
who has not heard of " Katerfelto." Much mystery surrounds

him, and divers are the legends anent his origin. I presume

there is no one unacquainted with the grey stallion in VVhyte

Melville's story of that name, and very poetically conceived is

the idea of that incomparable horse, and the way in which he

became a " Forest sire ;
" yet I fear we must read it with the

remembrance of a poet's licence in full view, though the bio-

grapher of the Rev. J. Russell, in ' Baily's Magazine,' so far en-

dorses it as to say that he was eventually recaught,'and ended his

days in the possession of Mr. Russell's family. The latter asser-

tion of the real, not the poetical, Katerfelto, being probably true.

That pleasant, though not invariably correct, writer, the

Druid, says, " Katerfelto's dam, after being stolen by some
gipsies, was recovered in foal with him to an Arab. Indepen-

dently of his fine stock, which is still referred to in nearly every

pedigree, Katerfelto was a mighty hunter, and earned deathless

glory, both for himself and his owner, a lusty farmer, by taking

the bit between his teeth on the Barkham Hills, and carrying

him bodily over a twenty-foot gap in an old Roman iron mine."

Another account, published, I believe, by a gentleman signing

himself " North Countryman," in the ' Sporting Gazette,' a few
years ago, appears to me to bear the strongest stamp of being
authentic. It is as follows :

" Katerfelto was the name of a

little stallion who filled the south with stout and valuable stock,

and his history is this : Katerfelto's dam was a beautiful black

Galloway, belonging to Mr. Abel, a surgeon of Tiverton, in the

year 1778. She became the property of Mr. Stanell, who bred
a colt from her by a horse called Sportsman, then covering in

the parish of Olseford (query. Was Sportsman and the Druid's

Arab one and the same horse?). At Mr. Stanell's death this colt

was purchased by an attorney, under a pretended commission
for the late Sir Thomas Acland, together with a brace of fine

pointers. A friend of the baronet congratulating him some
short time after on his well-judged purchase. Sir Thomas thought
he was bantering, and told him that he had bought neither colt nor
dogs. The other spoke positively to the property having been
knocked down to the man of law for Sir Thomas. On dis-

covering the deception, the worthy baronet realised the joke,

claimed the colt, and, from the attempted juggle, named him
Katerfelto, after a character at that period highly celebrated as

the emperor of conjurors.
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" At Sir Thomas's death he reverted to the same attorney, and
shortly after found his way into the stables of Mr. Roakes, a

dealer in Exeter. We next trace him to Totnes, and thence to

Rubus, in Cornwall, where he stood several seasons, and got

most beautiful stock even from inferior mares. Being now well

stricken in years, he fell into the possession of a servant of Major
Glynn, of Glynn, near Bodmin, who almost starved him in a

severe winter. In this state, snow-fed and covered with vermin,

he was purchased for the trifling sum of five guineas by a clergy-

man, from motives of humanity. Mr. Russell was his name, an
accomplished scholar, an excellent companion and warm-hearted
friend. He then lived at Southill, near Callington, Cornwall.

He had the satisfaction of restoring the old horse to full vigour,

and sold him to Mr. Martin of Saltash, in whose possession he
died, aetat, 26, and perfectly sound in wind and feet. The cause

of his death was inflammation of the roots of the tongue, which
choked him. He was barely 14 hands high, his colour a dark
bay. The symmetry of his forehand was peculiarly light and
beautiful.

" Like the Jews, he stamped his likeness so decidedly on his

progeny, that they can never be mistaken who knew him ; and
most old sportsmen in the east of Cornwall and north of Devon
have a long history to tell of his exploits or those of his de-

scendants. A ravine is pointed out on Exmoor, over which he

once carried a very heavy farmer. It measures 16 feet across,

and 22 feet in depth. Thus lived and died Katerfelto, the

quadruped, and the country still rings with his fame."

Even to the present time many a man that you meet with the

Devon and Somerset staghounds will tell you that he is on a bit

of Katerfelto blood, and I have seen good, fair-sized hunters carry-

ing men sixteen stone, of which the boast has been made. One
man with whom I rode home after being once all but lost [on

the moor, was very strong in the praises of a good-looking bay
which had carried him many seasons, and after expatiating on
all its excellences, said, " But there ! he comes of the old Kater-

felto blood, and it's not to be wondered at." He, like many
others, gave them the character of being exceedingly stout, but

inclined to be high-tempered. It is astonishing how jealous the

Devon farmers are of their own strains of blood, and I have

heard a tale of two who, having dropped in for one of those

clinking runs across the moor which occur when the hounds

chance to be laid on a light deer, pursued the even tenor of their

way in company until one, either finding his pony had pretty

nearly had enough, or fancying that it would be as well not

to get further from his own Barton, exclaimed, " I shall pull

up, Bill, I have had enough for to-day." ",Oh, come on," replied
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the other, " I can go on yet." " Ah, if thee canst go on yet,

remember though 'tis my blood thee beest riden upon," sung out

the original speaker. Well may they be jealous of them, for it

is astonishing to see what the little fellows will do over this wild

country under the weight of full-grown men. Dr. Collyns, in

his work, ' The Chase of the Wild Red Deer,' says, " the thanks

of the community are due to Sir Thos. Dyke Acland for keep-

ing up the breed of that diminutive but truly thoroughbred

animal the Exmoor pony. I believe the animal pur sany can

be obtained from the worthy baronet alone. Annual sales

take place of so-called Exmoors at Hampton and elsewhere, but

these ponies are generally cross-bred, though they have Exmoor
blood in their veins, and are from their size better adapted for

general purposes than the native animal. In the year 1816 I

bought an Exmoor pony for ticerdy-three sliillinys ! (a fair price

in those days) at Simonsbath. When ' haltered,' caught, that is,

after I had concluded my bargain, and secured for the first time

in his life, he proved to be two years old. I gave him to my
brother's son, a child of four or five years of age. The boy
learnt to ride upon him, and his brothers and sisters, eight in

number, afterwards used him in succession. The pony was but

11 hands high. He died at the age of twenty-three, and after

he had reached his twentieth year carried my eldest nephew, his

first owner, then grown up, and by no means a light weight, in

a run with foxhounds in such a manner as to excite the surprise,

and I may add the envy, of many sportsmen apparently better

mounted. Let any man see one of these ' little horses ' living

at grass, and probably never having tasted corn in his life,

carrying a full-grown man through a long day with hounds up
to the finish ; let him ponder for a moment over the animals'

strength, courage, bottom, speed, and endurance, and he will not

be surprised that their merits have been discovered and appreci-

ated." Dr. Collyns is undoubtedly right as to Sir Thomas
Acland being the only present possessor of the true forest-breed

of ponies, which some years ago he removed to Ashway Hat,
just above Torr Steps, in the neighbourhood of Winsford Hill

;

as Mr. Knight, on buying the greater portion of Exmoor Forest,

immediately commenced improving the breed of ponies, his first,

or nearly his first, venture being with Gondola sires. Whether
this was a very judicious venture I may take leave to doubt, as

the most authentic accounts that have come down to us repre-

sent them as 16-hand blacks or black-browns, with high action,

Roman noses, and drooping quarters ; but to set against these

defects they seem to have been very clear-winded and enduring,
as were their descendants. Whatever they might have done for

horses, they are not the cross I should have selected for ponies.
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Then came Pandarus, by Whalebone, and Campus of the Veloci-

pede blood ; Old Port, a son of Beeswing, came later on ; and the

endeavour to carry out the improvement was followed up, until

the farms were let and the ponies had to return to the Forest,

where it was found that the cross-bred ones could not stand the

winter there as the old blood could, and to that as far as possible

they returned. When the Sparkham pony out of Bay Lilias was
a crack, she and Milton, by Old Port, were a good deal thought

of, as also were Hero, Nelson, Chanter, and a Pandarus pony.

Let me now say a few words about their cousins and neigh-

bours in the New Forest. Here it is said, but on what authority

I know not, they had the advantage of a very early and good cross

of blood, it being that of a no less renowned sire than Maske,
who got Eclipse. There is also a tradition, which I believe

rests on equally uncertain foundation, that pure Arab stallions

were many years ago turned out here to improve the breed.

Be that as it may, the Forest ponies have always been held

in very high repute, and some wonderfully clever little animals

have been brought away from its wilds, though fairness compels
me to admit that generally they are not the equal of the Ex-
moors, being narrower, weedier, and more cat-hammed. By
the way, it is a curious coincidence, and one which should

Aveigh with those who have so clamoured for the parcelling

out and breaking up of the New Forest, that the deer, when
red deer were here, were never so fine and heavy as those to

be found on Exmoor, and the ponies were never so thick and
strong. This is, no doubt, the effect of soil and climate, and
may at once determine us that if Exmoor does not pay to bring

into general cultivation, the New Forest would scarcely do so.

Nevertheless, the little Forester is a pure-blood pony when in

his best form, and shows all the characteristics of high breeding
;

moreover, he can gallop, and go on, and stand any amount of

work. I remember being taught to ride on one that nmst have
been well on to twenty years old, at the time that I began my
lessons, and a perfect wonder she was. Although not more than

13 hands 2 inches high, she carried my father (by no me'ans a

light man) as a summer hack for years, and was, in truth, the

only one he cared to throw his leg over when the ground was
hard ; and although, from bad management of lier feet before

coming into his possession, she suffered at times from corns,

I never remember her making a mistake. She could jump her

own height, trot a great pace when she settled down to it—which
it was not very easy to get her to do—and was very fast in the

gallop. She never had anything but a plain snafllc in her

mouth, and never felt whip or spur, while no journey or day
was too long for her. She was of the long, low order, with
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a large but good head, ragged hips, goose-rumped, and cat-

hammed, being also what is called sickle-hocked, and in temper

as irritable as jou like. Very probably, from her size, she had

a cross of other blood than pure Forest in her. Another I knew,

of about 11 hands in height, very similar in shape and temper,

who did good work in saddle and harness for years, and, to the

best of my belief, is still going. In fact, I may say of the New
Forest pony what Captain Shakespeare did of the Deccanee
tattoo :

" From the time he is foaled, he is brought up on what he

can pick up for himself round his village. This, in hot weather,

becomes rather a precarious livelihood. His growth is thus

stunted, and he is often found cat-hammed, and his fore-feet

wofully turned out, and otherwise more or less debilitated, from

the consequences of starvation. But when he has had a few

months' good feeding, our rugged friend comes out with a little

muscle on him ; his small blood-head, with its large eyes,

is carried a little higher than before
;
and, to his owner's great

delight, if he is a hog-hunter and a light weight, some fine day

he finds that the Deccanee tattoo runs into his hog in rather a

short distance, and beats heavy riders on large horses. Twenty
miles within the hour have been galloped by these little Dec-
canees on two occasions, which are on record ; once by a little

dun mare, who was only an inch or so above pony-height.

There was a Deccanee pony in Madras, I think in 1838,

who ran his mile and a half in about 3 minutes and 6 seconds.

I myself, though riding 13 stone, with saddle and all the

apparatus for shikar, have killed a hog off a small Deccanee
Galloway single-handed, and in the evening, when hogs are

light and run their best. In spite of the disadvantages of being

put to work very young, they stand knocking about often till

twenty years of age."

This description of these little Eastern horses reminded me so

strongly of our own Forest ponies, that I could not help quoting it.

Let me now show that, good as are their performances, we can find

records of English-bred ponies who have done nearly or quite as

well. In the 'Sporting Magazine' for October 1814, there is a

portrait of Squib, late Mouse, then the property of Lord Charles

Kerr, painted by Cooper, and the following description:—"Squib
(late Mouse), 11 hands 3 inches high, was bred by Mr. Grover of

Farnham, and got by a son of Patriot out of a Forest mare ; was
afterwards sold to Samuel Andrews, Esq., of the same place,

in whose possession she went from the eighteenth milestone at

Egham to the thirty-eighth milestone at Farnham, 23 miles, in

an hour and a quarter, an hour and a half being the given time,

for a bet of 50 to 15, which she did with the greatest ease ; bet-

ting 100 to 10 against the performance. In a fortnight after the
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race, on Hartford Bridge Flat, for a considerable sum, 3 miles

in 8 minutes, 9 being the time allowed her ; even betting.

Both times carrying a feather." This is, I think, a fair sample
of what Forest ponies can do when a little dash of extra blood
is thrown in.

I must now turn to the Welsh, of which breed I certainly

have had less experience, though one of my earliest mounts was
on a chestnut cob reputed to be from Wales, who was as good
and clever a hunter for his inches as man ever crossed, and as

hard as a stem of old heather from his native hills. On him an
uncle of mine hunted and ran down, with the aid of an old

harrier bitch that had just left her whelps, an outlying buck in

August 1839, after a capital run, and many is the good chase

that the old chestnut went gallantly through, though, if my
recollection serves me rightly, he was more a cob than a pony,

and must have been not less than 14 hands in height. In

fact, my idea of the Welsh breed is that they are coarser and
show less blood than the Exmoor, and are as a rule bordering

more on the cob stamp. No doubt they are very hardy, and
many of them are capital roadsters, and can get along in the

trot at a most astonishing pace. I find it stated in a book en-

titled ' Wynnstay and the Wynns,' by the author of the ' Gossip-

ing Guide to Wales,' published at Oswestry in 1876 by Woodall
and Venables, that the goodness of the Welsh ponies, as well

as the designation of Merlyns by which they are known, is

to be accounted for as follows : " Sometime about the reign of

Queen Anne, we are told, there was introduced into Wales a

Galloway called Merlin, who became the sire of a celebrated

stock of Welsh ponies. Up to that period the breed was
degenerating, and the only name the Welshman had to describe

his little mountain steed was Ceffyl Bach. And thus it is said an

ancestor of Sir Watkin Williams F. Wynn introduced at the

same time a new race of ponies to the mountains and a new
word to the vocabulary of Wales." Be that as it may, they are

certainly known as Merlyns or Merlins. Some of the ^ost
celebrated Welsh ponies were a few years ago bred just on the

outskirts of Radnor Forest, but I have been told that from en-

closures and other causes they have become very scarce there of

late years.

Crossing the Solway Firth into the counties of Wigton and

Kirkcudbright, we come to what was until nearly the middle of

the nineteenth century another famous pony-breeding country.

They, however, were ponies of somewhat larger size than most

of those I have been discussing, though still not up to the

standard of horses ; and so celebrated were they for hardihood

and endurance, that even to the present day any animal from 14*1
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orl4"2 to 15 hands showing blood is called "a Galloway," after

the name of the county wherein these larger sized ponies were

originally bred, in contradistinction to the cob, a stout and often

underbred horse of about the same inches. Tradition affirms

that these little horses derived their excellence from some
Spanish stallions cast on shore there from the wreck of one

of the ships comprising the Spanish Armada, but I believe this

rests solely on tradition. If there is any foundation for it, their

influence was quickly felt, as Gervase Markham, who wrote in

the reign of James I., and consequently not any great number
of years after the attempted invasion of England, says in his

' Catabrie,' published in 1616,—" There was a certain race of

little horses in Scotland called Galway nags, which he had
seen hunt the buck exceeding well, endured the chase with

great courage, and the hard earth without lameness, better than

horses of greater puissance and strength." I have very little

doubt that the Galway nags of this honest old sportsman were

the " Galloways " of a later date, and this mention of them
proves that they were well known and justly esteemed in his

time. Perhaps this would rather tend to confirm the tradition

of the Spanish stallions having improved the race than other-

wise, because the Armada having been dispersed in 1588, there

was ample time for the blood to have become distributed all

through the district. As these horses were without doubt barbs,

or genets the descendants of barbs, when we consider the effect

which the first few Arabians imported into England at the end
of the seventeenth and commencement of the eighteenth centuries

had on our blood stock, it is easy to understand that even a

small infusion of Eastern blood, supposing it to be of inferior

quality, would make a great impression on the common horses of

any district. The barbs, or their immediate descendants, would
also be likely to give exactly those qualities for which Gervase
Markham praises the Galway nags—great courage and en-

durance of fatigue, and the power of standing work over hard

ground without being affected by lameness, as in that respect

the barbs, from the nature of the country in which they are

bred, are the hardiest of the hardy at the present day. And
there is no reason to believe that they are either better or worse
now than they were a couple of hundred years ago. Of late

years we have heard little, if anything, of Galloways as a peculiar

breed
;
and, I fear, useful as they undoubtedly\were, we must

come to the conclusion either that a larger style of horse has

usurped their place in the district which was famed for them,
or that some more profitable kind of animal in the shape of

beasts or sheep has been found to fill their pastures, and it would
now be almost in vain to look for them as a distinct race

;
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nevertheless such an article as the present would not have been

complete without a short reference to them.

The Highland pony differs altogether from those I have

previously described, and plainly shows his Norwegian origin.

No doubt he is a useful beast for harness and to carry home
deer from the hills, but I never saw one of them yet that I

would ride, as long as I was able to walk. The Shetlands, and

those from the island generally, are so small that they are of little

use, except for harness and to carry children.

Having given a slight history of the different breeds of ponies

now to be found in England, I must turn to the way that in my
opinion they could be utilised, so as to make our waste hill lands

profitable, and in doing this, I propose to take into consideration

the immense rise that has of late years (especially since the

introduction of the game of Polo) taken place in the value of

all ponies of good blood and superior shape and make, com-
bined with action. In fact I may say that at the present time

no animal of the horse kind commands such a ready sale or

relatively such a high price as a good cob or pony. Get a pair

of cobs well matched that can step, and you may ask nearly your

own price for them, and get it too. The other day a coster-

monger asked me thirty guineas for one he had drawing his

truck. Then comes the question, Why should we not try to pro-

duce such an article ? Up to the present time I believe I am
correct in saying that most superior cobs and Galloways are

" chance bred." And on my once asking the late Mr. Milward
where he principally procured his, he told me " from all sources

;

when I see one likely to suit me I buy it." And in the same
conversation he said that he believed few people tried especially

to breed ponies. One of his, I know, was bred for the turf in

France, and I believe had won a race as a two-year-old, while

others came from all kinds of odd corners.

Given a man to be in possession, either by rent or purchase, of

a certain amount of hill land or mountain, the question is, could

he not stock it more profitably with ponies than anything else?

And I may ask, would not this style of farming open a pleasur-

able occupation to many young gentlemen, younger sons and

so forth, who have some little capital and do not know what to

do with it ; some who are leading idle lives, others going in for

emigration and so forth. Men who would never settle down
to the routine of every-day farming occupations, but with a

large tract of land of this sort, and the right of sporting over

it, may thus combine business and pleasure, and employ their

time and capital profitably. A large proportion of this class

are capital judges of horses, and thoroughly understand their
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management in every way ; their business would be really a

pleasure, and there would not be call enough upon their time to

render it irksome to them.

The first thing to determine would be the number of mares

that the hill would carry in its natural state, so as to do them

well ; for in breeding ponies, as in everything else, we must never

lose sight of the fact that starvation must be as far as possible

avoided ; at the same time what I may term the original stock

should live entirely in a natural state on the hill, except in very

severe weather indeed. Having determined this, the next thing

for consideration is the breed, and here my advice would be to

stick to the aboriginal breed of the country, where there is one,

save the Highlanders, and where there is not one, I would try

Exmoors. Of course a certain number of these must be served

with a sire of their own breed to keep up this stock, for we
must bear in mind that the improved cross to which I shall

presently revert will not bear the exposure of the hill in winter.

As they are very hardy and long-lived, as a rule these ponies

would be easily kept up to the mark, though it would be wise

to draft a certain number of old ones every year, and put in

so many younger. Perhaps it would be found more advisable

to buy than to breed them, but that is a matter for individual

consideration.

The next thing in pony-breeding, to make it profitable and to

bring an improvement in the hill-pony, is what sire they should

be mated with. Some perhaps would say the Arab, and if he
could be got really first-rate, there is a great deal to be advanced
in his favour ; he is a wonderfully expanding animal, that is to

say, he often gets stock larger than himself from big mares, and
no doubt he would improve the size of these ponies. Moreover,

he is very hardy, and no animal sustains vicissitudes of climate

so well ; as a rule he is very sound, having capital feet, with legs

like bars of steel, while of his endurance there is no need to say

anything here. In Sidney's ' Book of the Horse ' he tells us of
" Little Wonder, a chestnut entire pony under 14 hands high,

and well known with the Queen's hounds. He was cat-hammed
and goose-rumped ; in fact, except his blood-head and well-

carried tail, very mean-looking ; and yet he could gallop like a
race-horse, jump wide places that would stop the best part of
a field, and never tired in the longest day. On one occasion,

carrying 10 stone, in a field of four hundred, with the Queen's
hounds, in a run in which nine-tenths of the field were pumped
out and squandered all over the country, he galloped up in the

second flight when the deer was being taken ; that is to say,

five horsemen, some on their second horses, first, and then a
little clump led by the Yeoman Prickers. Little Wonder was
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the first to get his wind, and begin to crop the grass at the

side of the pond where the deer was at bay. This pony was
out of a West-country pony by an Arab."

On the other hand, I have seen some very common stock from
Arabs, or so-called Arabs, from country ponies, with no action at

all ; and as I am supposing to breed for profit, I thinkfthat, good
as the foundation of an Arab sire would be, for the second batch

of mares the risk would be too great, and the return too long

in coming. Besides, the expense of a really good sire would
put it out of the question, as it must be counted by thousands

rather than hundreds, though I must admit that at the last Show
held in the Agricultural Hall at Islington, one was exhibited by
Mr. A. G. Sharpe, under the name of " Sultan," of very perfect

symmetry and large bone, which would have been the very horse

for such a post, and the modest sum of one hundred guineas was
asked for him. He stood 14 hands 2 in., and was quite white.

There are two other classes of sires open
;
one, the trotting-cob

or pony, such as Sir George, who has been such a great prize-

winner at all the principal shows, and there is little doubt that

such a horse as this would get harness ^action on most of his

stock and improve their size ; the same may be said of a small

compact thoroughbred horse, of which plenty can be found by
the man who has his eyes open, that from their size and shape

never have the remotest chance of winning a race. They are

more difficult to find now than they were formerly, I admit, but

still they can be met with, and the outlay need not be very large.

That they cannot race is no matter, in fact hack action, which
would disqualify them in the trainer's eyes, would here be a

desideratum, but the horse selected should have legs and feet

above suspicion, and his temper should be docile. Myself, I

should feel inclined, provided there was a sufficiency of mares,

to keep both classes of sire, and use them according to judgment,

as no doubt the horse resembling Sir George would get some-
thing good for harness work. Neither do I forget that one of

the best weight-carrying prize-winners that has been out. Colonel

Barlow's Beckford, was only two crosses from an Exmoor pony,

he being by Hunting Horn, dam by Old Port out of an Exmoor
mare. So with a blood sire there is always the chance of a big

prize in the second generation. Both of them would be the

better for earning their keep, and if the owner is not too heavy
there is no reason why a compact strong little blood sire should

not carry him as a hunter in a wild hilly country, or the trotter

take his turn in harness, with proper care and management ; and

not only the horses themselves, but their stock would be healthier

and better for the work. They should also earn their keep in

another way amongst the neighbours' mares in the season. In
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all probability there would be a small amount of arable land

round tke homestead, and if this was cultivated with the light

Devonshire style of cart-mares active and hardy, the blood sire

would do good service also amongst them, and some very useful

stock Avould be the result.

With the mares all properly mated, there would be little to

do by the speculator, at any rate until foaling or, I should say,

weaning time ; and the interval would be profitably employed

in seeking out sheltered spots for enclosures with south aspects,

where there was a prospect of better herbage, in stubbing up
all gorse patches and sowing their sites with the grasses best

suited to the soil, clearing brackens, and so forth, not to men-
tion waging a war of extermination against rabbits and such

vermin. In fact, he could hunt, shoot, and fish to his heart's

content, for I suppose no one would undertake such a specula-

tion who could not afford to wait until the return came. At
weaning time, of course, all the young stock would be gathered

together, put into sheltered places, and done as well as circum-

stances would allow for the first winter. Then a selection of

the best fillies would be made for stock, not to run wild on the

hill all the year, but to be crossed again with blood sires of

substance when old enough, and kept to some of the improved
inclosures of which I have spoken. The rest would, in my
opinion, pay best to get as forward as possible. A great deal

of amusement may be got out of handling and gentling them,
to any one really fond of horses. And at three or four years

old, as the fancy and inclination of the owner may lead him to

select, he ought to send some very saleable ponies into the

market—good match pairs, polo ponies, covert hacks, and so

forth. During the summer, those for sale may either run on
the hill or have an enclosure to themselves. At two years

old, at latest, they should be handled, for there is nothing like

" manners " to sell any horse ; and with horses, as with children,

manners cannot be inculcated too early. They should also be
docked, if requiring it, and put generally into form as much as

possible, so as to give each the peculiar style that best suits

him. If the mares were well selected to begin with, and I pre-

sume none but broad square ones loith action would be admitted,
there would be sure to be a gem or two amongst them. " Don
Carlos," Lord Calthorpe's celebrated hack, who afterwards, in
Mr. Milward's hands, won several prizes as a pony sire, was
bred in this way, by a thoroughbred horse out of a pony mare,
and few nicer ones have ever been seen. It is, however, from
the produce of the daughters of these mares and a blood sire,

crossed again with blood or a very good trotting stallion, that

I should look for ultimate profit, as these, both from their
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nature and being better done, should throw larger stock with
some quality. As I have said, they would never take their

chance on the hill, as their mothers did, through the winter

;

but they should get more shelter and better pasture, and
when their stock came into the market, good prices may be
anticipated. Beyond that cross I should not be inclined to go,

as far as mares are concerned ; but I would sell off every-

thing, and let those inclined to breed from their produce do it

in more favourable localities. I am aware that in advocating

such an experiment as this I am going contrary to many argu-

ments that have been advanced ; and Mi". Sidney, in his ' Book
of the Horse,' says, that where it pays to breed more than the

mountain pony, it would pay to breed a still bigger horse,

or words to that effect. To these conclusions 1 altogether

demur, as three horses with the mountain blood in their veins,

between 14 and 15 hands, would live and grow fat, where two
16-hands horses would starve ; and when we look at the

demand for this especial class of animal it appears almost

certain that in the right hands such a speculation must prove

remunerative. That it has failed is, I believe, due to the

endeavour to mix up hunter-breeding or larger horses with the

pony-breeding in a locality quite unsuitable to the former, and
the one has had to bear the sins of the other. Neither is there

any guarantee that the men who tried it were likely persons to

carry it to a successful issue
;
and, above all, ponies and cobs a

few years ago did not represent half the value that they do at

present. In such a case as I suppose, with an energetic man, a

croft here and there would be added to the arable land in favour-

able localities, so as to increase the supply of hay and oats at

command, and by the time the mares of the first cross came
to foal, considerable improvements would have been effected.

Although the horse-stock would be the principal, a few rough

bullocks would from time to time be brought in to tear out

what the horses did not eat, and to clear up behind them. It

would be also advisable occasionally to clear certain enclosures

entirely of the ponies and depasture them with sheep, a% it is

a well-known fact that after a certain time the land becomes

tainted by feeding with one kind of stock, and when that is the

case they will never do well. But whatever is put on the land,

it must not be over-done, but had better keep a less quantity

well than a larger one badly. The necessity of providing

hay, (Sec, for winter emergencies is so obvious, that 1 have not

touched on it.

I would never have the mares worked at all, or even shod,

because I am convinced that we should breed sounder stock from

unworked mares. Look what sound animals "Lecturer" and
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" Leonie " were ; and Sir Tatton Sjkes never had a mare broken.

Whv are ponies so enduring and free from lameness? because

their dams have often for generations run unhaltered. I

might also enlarge on breeding troop horses in this way, or with

mares from the third cross, perhaps on rather better land, not

large, but sound, hardy, and enduring, fit to stand the hardships

of a campaign, with a moderate weight on their backs, instead

of a load for a van ; but space is wanting, my tether is reached,

and I must conclude. I think I have at least intimated what

might be done with our native breeds of horses, properly

crossed, upon our at present waste lands. It is not a business

that would call for a large outlay of capital : the rent would

be little more than nominal of such land as I have in my
eye, especially in these times, and to a young man fond of

horses and sport the occupation would be one of the most
pleasant he could select.

XIX.

—

Cow-Keeping by Farm Labourers. By Henry
EVERSHED.

Although farm labourers are, in some respects, better fed than

thev were a few years since, they were never so badly off for

milk. There are numerous villages throughout the country

where milk cannot be obtained, where families are badly reared

for want of it, and where the children of the labourers never

taste it in the whole course of their lives after the day when
they are weaned.

There is high medical authority for the statement that the

majority of farm labourers are reared on a diet inferior to that

of their predecessors. In wealthier families meat may be

a sufficient substitute for milk, but in those of the labouring

class meat is not available in sufficient quantity. Cheese is the

alternative, and is more largely used in building up the frame
than any other substance except bread. The low price of

cheese is an inestimable advantage in the case of those who are

unable to afford the more expensive sources of nitrogenous

materials ; but cheese taken largely as food is ill adapted for

the period of infancy.

The subject of this article, then, gains importance from the

fact that the labouring population generally have been deprived
of milk, in modern times, as an article of diet. Wages have
risen, and many very striking improvements in the position of

the labourer have been accomplished ; but in the important
matter of rearing and feeding his family he has retrograded.

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 M
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Bearing in mind the medical evidence which has sometimes
come before the public on the deterioration of the diet of farm
labourers by the substitution of tea, coffee, and beer for milk,

one cannot but feel gratified to find that in certain districts they

still keep cows. Several years ago I wrote upon this subject

in a well-known Review, and described the advantages which
some labourers' families in Sussex derived from their cows.

I described what I had seen on the estates of the Earl of

Chichester and others, and I expressed a hope that proprietors,

on suitable soils and in districts where the genius of dairy

management exists, would offer the farm labourers on their

estates the opportunity of keeping cows. The readers of rural

literature need not be reminded that cow-keeping was formerly

almost universal among the peasantry of England, and that at

a later period farm labourers very frequently kept cows on
highways and wastes, under a system which has become illegal,

so far as the roads are concerned, and impracticable on the

wastes, which, in fact, have been ploughed up. I do not recom-

mend the revival of obsolete and objectionable customs, but

when old systems wear out it may be possible to introduce new
methods to succeed them with advantage. The cows on Lord
Chichester's estate do not run either on highways or commons

;

they are kept on rent-paying pastures, set apart for them on
land in the occupation of a farming tenant, a member of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England.

The method of keeping cows contemplated in this article

applies to pasture-land only, and it will be understood that my
remarks are limited to the pastoral or mixed districts. Labourers

cannot keep cows with advantage on thin chalks, the rubbles,

or the rag-stones, and they must dispense with them on the South

Downs generally and on the Cotswolds ; but they might keep
many more than they do at present in the Weald and in the

intermediate districts generally, which are less pastoral than

Cheshire, and more so than Norfolk or the wolds of Lincoln-

shire. They might keep cows in numerous districts where at

present the main obstacle is their want of skill. The seeds of

the necessary knowledge might be sown with great advantage

in the intermediate districts ; and I hope that those proprietors

of pasture-land who can spare a few plots of their acres in

localities which are at present destitute of cottagers' cows, will

visit some of the estates referred to in this article, for the

purpose of introducing a system which has proved exceedingly

beneficial on those estates.

With a view to obtaining reliable information, I compiled a

list of queries and submitted them to a number of gentlemen in

various parts of England. My subject aided me, and the zeal
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of mv informants supplied me with the abundant information

contained in these pages. The following is a list of the

queries :

—

1. Is it desirable tliat a cow should be kept for a faiin labourer's family, or

is milk otherwise readily obtainable by the labourer '?

2. Should the cow be kept by the man or his employer ?

3. In the latter case, what is the customary arrangement in your district?

4. When the labourer keeps his own cow, how much pasture ground is

usually allotted to him for that purpose, and what proportion is annually fed

and mown, for summer and winter maintenance?

5. Is the pasture hired with the cottage ? and is it hired from the owner or

the occupier of the land ?

6. What food does the cottager purchase, during the year, for his cow ?

7. What manure does he purchase for the pastures ?

8. How does he obtain litter ?

9. Does he sell or consume the produce of the dairy ?

10. How does the quality of the butter compare with that of larger

dairies ?

11. What extra buildings have been necessary to enable r. cottager to keep

a cow, and what has been the cost of such buildings ?

12. What method of assurance has been adopted to secure the cottager

against loss in case of the death of his cow ?

13. In some parishes there are six or eight cows' pastures lying apart from
the cottages, and supplied with tenants as the reward of good conduct, by the

proprietor, or by others at his request ; do you know of such a case, and could

you describe how the letting is managed, and the effect of the system ?

14. What are the moral and material advantages of farm labourers keeping

cows ?

The answers to these queries proved far too voluminous to be
placed before the reader in an unabridged form. In many cases

I have been compelled to give the substance only of the replies,

in as few words as possible, and as a rule I have omitted mere
expressions of opinion, and have given the experience only of

my correspondents. In several cases useful information has

been sent on the milk question generally, by correspondents

who do not reside in cow-keeping districts, and were, therefore,

not in a position to contribute information on the subject-

matter of this paper. I hope that the information thus received

on the milk question generally may be embodied in a future

article on that subject.

As Cheshire is a dairy county overflowing with milk, I sent

several of the lists of queries into that county. The replies

were to this effect, that milk, in many neighbourhoods, is not
an article of sale. Mr. David Reynolds Davies, Agden Hall,
Lymm, thinks that if a certain number of farm labourers kept
cows, others might obtain skim milk from them. He adds, that

the privilege might be granted as a reward of good conduct,
and that the effect would be to encourage habits of thrift,

and give the labourers comfortable homes and healthy children.

Happily for the labourers on his estate, the largest landowner
2 M 2
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in Cheshire, Lord Tollemache, of Helmingham, holds similar

views, and has given much personal attention, during many
years past, to the practical development of a system which I

shall describe in another part of this article.

The Hon. Wilbraham Egerton, ]M.P., Rosthern Manor,
Knutsford, describes some cow-keeping in the village of Knuts-
ford, where a field has been set apart for the special purpose of

the milk-supply, and for the encouragement of small occupiers.

Mr. Egerton's replies relate particularly to the milk question,

but I must quote a paragraph from his letter " On the moral
and material advantages of farm labourers keeping cows."
Mr. Egerton observes :

—

" While it would not be advisable or perhaps possible that all labourers

.should have a cow, it is desirable to enable the married labourer who is

thrifty and of good character to bring up a family of children comfortably,

11nd for that purpose to have a small garden and a cow. It is both a reward
of good behaviour and a stimulus to exert himself for his own benefit and
that of his master. It indisposes him to leave his place, and may lead to his

saving money, and perhaps to his taking a small farm. The great difBculty

is about manure : he ought to keep a pig, but he probably has no other

manure to put on the ground. I am inclined to think that if possible the

landlord should sujjply the manure.
" When a cow dies, the usual result is that a subscription list is sent round

to enaljle the labourer to replace it."

I propose to quote next the opinion of a gentleman of wide
experience, who resides in an adjoining county. Mr. Henry
Burd, Hatton House, Shrewsbury, agent for the estates of

Sir Baldwyn Leighton, Bart., M.P., Mr. J. D. Allcroft,

M.P., and others, holds very decided opinions in reference to

my subject. The following are Mr. Burd's answers to my
queries :

—

" A regular supply of good milk is not readily obtainable, and it is desirable

that a farm labourer be in a position to keep a cow. The quantity of pasture-

land allotted to him for that purpose is about 3 acres of good land or 4 acres

of land that is not very productive, about one-third being mown annually.

The cottager purchases very little beyond a few turnips or mangolds ami
straw, and these are often obtained in exchange for hay. As a rule he^spends

nothing on manure for the pastures, that from the cow and pigs in a well-

managed place sufBces. He obtains litter by exchange of hay for straw, or

by purchase of fem. He generally consumes all the produce of the dairy

except for a small part of the summer. The quality of the butter is generally

inferior to that of the larger dairies."

Mr. Burd adds :

—

"The chief material advantage to the farm labourer is derived from having

a supply of milk and butter for his family, and the profit arising from the sale

of any produce not so consumed.
" The chief moral advantage appears to be occupation of a profitable and

pleasant character during the leisure hours of himself and family. The
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improvement of a man's pecuniary and social position sliould, and generally

does, improve the moral tone of his household.

"The lettings of laud should be made as a reward of good conduct, and the

applicant should cither insure his cow or show that he has more money than

may be required to buy one."

Some capital, though rather costly, cottages and cow-sheds

erected by Mr. AUcroft, of Stokesay, intended for men who can

keep two cows and perhaps a heifer, are shown in the accom-
panying engravings (pp. 516, 517).

" The cottage privy and pigsty are built of either brick or stone, whichever
material is most available in the district ; if brick, with 9" solid, or 11" hollow

walls, with a 2" cavity ; if stone, 18" solid walls. Damp course below floor

level. Brosely tile roof, also Brosely flooring tiles used for lower rooms,

boarded floors for bedrooms. Cottage fitted with range with oven and boiler

in front kitchen; baking oven, copper, and sink in back kitchen, sanitary

drains, rain-water tank with pump in back kitchen, supplied by eaves

troughing from the roof; slats slabs or flooring tiles in cement used for milk
benches in dairy. All materials of the best description, and the work, in-

cluding joiners' work, finished, and the cottage fitted in a substantial and
superior manner. The cow-house and hay-bay, &c., are built on brick or

stone foundations, with framed and sheeted timber walls, and galvanized

corrugated iron roof laid on boards; or timber and tiled roof; or sometimes
the walls built altogether of brick or stone. The cow-ties fitted with proper
boosey and cratch ; the floor pitched with pebbles. A small shed is some-
times added at one end, for tubs, coals, tools, &c."

The average cost of the cottage and buildings built as above
described, the contractor finding all materials and doing the

haulage ; not including any fencing, but inclusive of drains,

cesspools, &c., may be taken (in Shrooshire) to be about 340/. :

the cost of the cow-house alone about 35/. ; but these amounts
will vary within somewhat wide limits, according to the district,

position with reference to roads and station, and the cost on
the site of bricks, stone, lime, sand, and other materials ; and
in the event of there being any or all of these materials readilv

available on the estate, and the hauling being done by the
estate team, the contract price will be, of course, very materially
reduced.

While travelling in Shropshire I was unfortunately unable to

visit Mr. Allcroft's estate at Stokesay, near Craven Arms. Mr.
Burd writes of it, " it consists of rather less than 6000 acres.

VVe have about 170 small holdings on it. There are about
16 farms, and about 45 cottages are let to holders of from 2 to 3
acres each. Several of these small tenements are let to trades-
men useful to have on a large estate.

" VVe have not many men keeping a cow who can be classed
with a mere farm labourer. When a man has saved enough to

buy a cow, he generally tries to keep himself more free than a
" mere farm labourer " is obliged to be, if he is to secure regular
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Fig. 2.

—

Elevations and Plans of Outbuildings to Cottages on the Estate

of Mr. J. D. Allcroft.
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employment. In the case of a man keeping one cow, he does

not require a distinct dairy, but having a good cool pantry

manages thus very well."

Mr. T. C. Thompson, of Ashdown Park, Forest Row, Sussex,

who has given great attention to the subject of the labourer on
his estate, replies to my queries that milk is necessary and
almost impossible to get. The labourers have almost ceased to

use it. Mr. Thompson doubts whether they now esteem it

sufficiently to buy it if they had the opportunity. Farm labourers

have been seriously injured, he thinks, by the absorption of

common lands, a process which is still going on in Mr. Thomp-
son's immediate neighbourhood, where Ashdown Forest (which
I remember a common for thirty years past) is being turned into

a game-covert.

Mr. Thompson observes of the quality of the butter that it

depends very much on cleanliness, which depends in great

measure on the kind of dwelling the labourer occupies. His
reply to query 10 is, " This depends entirely on the dairy-woman.
A want of cleanliness is a common fault of the peasantry of this

immediate neighbourhood. Their houses are very often unfit

for human habitation." The reply to query 14 is, " I have
found by experience that nothing tends to keep a man away
from the public-house so much as the possession of property.

Even one cow—a man's own—gives him an interest more power-
ful than lectures, sermons, or concerts."

Mr. Thompson, accordingly, has enabled his farm labourers

to keep cows, and has built for them capital cottages. As
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"Foresters" they lived, the other day, in hovels; they now
reside in houses. As the method of helping the farm labourers

of this estate has been to divide the home farm of the proprietor

among them, and thus convert them into small tenants, I should

quit my subject in describing it, though in doing so the reader

would be made acquainted with an admirable example of the

patience and the large-hearted benevolence which are necessary

to those land-proprietors who would introduce changes and im-
provements, such as cow-keeping by labourers, into new districts.

I have not met with a single objector to the system of cow-
keeping recommended in this article among any persons who
are practically acquainted with the svstem, though some have
objected to it who have never seen it. I am glad to reckon

Mr. \\ illiam Smith, Woolston, Bletchley Station, among those

who have encouraged labourers in keeping cows in a district

where the practice is rarely met with. Mr. Smith says :

—

" It is by no means desirable that a cow should be kept for farm labourers,

neither is it positively necessary that milk should be readily provided for liim,

for most of our best men have been raised without anj".

" If a cow is kept it should be kept by the man himself, by hiring land of

his master or elsewhere, and buying the extra food needed in winter.
" In one case that I know of the man rents a 2-acre field and buys the

winter food. In another case the man keeps 2 cows where he rents 8 acres,

one half of which he mows and the other half he grazes.
" In the two cases noticed above the land is hired distinct from the cottage ;

in the former case it is hired from his master, and in the latter case from
other ownere.

" In the former case the man buys hay for the winter, in the latter case he
provides it himself.

" They sell the produce of the dairy in butter and skimmed milk.
" The butter is under an average in quality. No methods of insurance

have been adopted."

One of Mr. Smith's men has kept a cow for some years. Mr.
Smith does not recommend cow-keeping as a general custom

among farm labourers, as he thinks that " in any district where
milk is needed, there will be little industrious men spring up to

provide it." I am sorry to say that this has not hitherto^ been

the case. Labourers, having lost the privilege of keeping cows,

have abandoned the use of milk. They cannot produce it, and
they will not purchase it, and have become generally ignorant

of its value.

Sir T. D. Acland, Bart., M.P., writing from Killerton, Exeter,

repeats the complaint that comes from all quarters of the diffi-

culty experienced by farm labourers in obtaining milk. I believe

that Sir Tliomas has endeavoured to obviate the evil, but I

have not seen his estate : it does not lie in a district where cow-
keeping by farm labourers is understood, and the difficulty of

introducing the system would be very great. Sir Thomas has
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favoured me with a statement in which he remarks that the

acquisition of a cow by a farm labourer may be " the first step

on the ladder of thrift." Cows, he says, should be kept by the

men if they can save money to buy a cow and bear the risk of

its death. He has, in a few cases, let out cows by the week, the

price depending on the number of quarts of milk yielded by

them, the hirer paying on an average about 2>s. 6rf. or 4a'. a week
per cow, including the keep of the cow. A cow may be returned

when it ceases to pay the hirer, but without any pledge that

another cow will be supplied unless it be convenient. The cow
runs in a park. The man has to buy further winter food if he

wants it. He is encouraged to grow cabbages and roots for

winter consumption, hay being an expensive food in the district.

In some other cases Sir T. Acland has allowed the run of a

cow in a park, or on open ground or on rough pasture in a wood,

to a gardener or a trustworthy woodsman or drainer. This has led

in one case to the man saving money and, on being in a position

to rent 3 or 4 acres of land and to keep more than one cow, selling

milk to the neighbouring hamlet, or making butter for the market.

One or two of Sir T. Acland's tenants let their foremen have
the milk of a cow as part of their earnings.

Sir Baldvvyn Leighton, Bart., M.P., whose father established

an elaborate system of " small takes " on his estate at Loton
Park, Shrewsbury, replies to my queries to the effect that the

cow should be kept hy the labourer, not /or him. On his estate,

from 2 to 4 acres of pasture adjoining the cottage are allotted to

the labourer for that purpose, and both are hired of the owner of

the land. The skim milk is consumed at home ; the butter is sold.

The cost of the cow-house which is necessary to enable the

cottager to keep a cow has been from lOZ. to Ibl. ; or less when
the labourer has himself erected it. The land for the cow should

be regarded as a prize for thrifty workmen who have saved

money. Sir Baldwyn has been good enough to send me his paper
read before the Social Science Congress at Plymouth, in 1872,
to which he has referred me for replies to some of the queries I

had addressed to him. He there states that pauperism had been
virtually exterminated in a certain district where, for forty years
past, the interests of the labourers had been intelligently cared
lor, more especially by selecting the most thrifty to hold small
plots of land where they could keep a cow. " It would be
incredible," Sir Baldwyn Leighton observes, " to some of those
who have never offered to the labourers a means of rising by
holding land, to see the way in which men will slave and save
to obtain these small prizes ; and the amount of self-respect,

education, and comfort which their acquisition, wisely conceded,
will produce."
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At Loton Park, on the home farm, four labourers out of six

have grass-lands and keep cows. Their wives attend to the

cow and do almost all the labour required, and there has never

been the slightest difficulty in their wishing to be at home when
wanted on the farm. The net profit to them from a cow has

been 5s. or 6s. a week.

On several estates which I have lately visited, where the

labourers have been encouraged to keep cows on a well-organ-

ized system, the tenants have expressed themselves in language
very similar to that of a tenant farmer whom Sir Baldwyn
quotes. He says : " It is quite remarkable what effect the pos-

session of a cow-gate has upon a labourer ; he seems quite a

different person ; he does his work much better, in an honest,

cheerful way, as if conscious that he was not forgotten by those

who employed him."
Most unfortunately neither tenants nor landlords, as a rule, are

readers of agricultural literature. Mr. Dent, of Ribston Hall, who
has cordially assisted my inquiries, devoted several pages to the

subject of labourers keeping cows in his very able paper in this

" Journal," on " The Condition of the Agricultural Labourer,"

1871, p. 351. These few lines may perhaps be allowed to

reappear. " In the Northern and Midland Counties, again, the

labourer very often has the advantage of such an allotment of

grass land as enables him to keep a cow, and to obtain milk for

his children, besides realising some money by the labour of his

wife and family on his own land, without their going out to

work for hire ; and there is, perhaps, no method by which a

landlord can more certainly add to the comfort of the married

labourer than by letting to him grass for a cow."

Writing from Ribston Hall, Wetherby, Mr. Dent describes

the practice on his estate as follows :

—

" Milk is most desirable, and very difficult to obtain. Many farmers

here do not keep more than one or two cows for the supply of milk and butter

for their own use, preferring to buy Irish bullocks and feed them, to the

breeding and rearing of stock.
" The cow should be kept, I think, by the man himself; there is'always

this difficulty about keejiing cows ; if a man has one he is desirous to have
land enough to keep two, and then Ms time is much occupied in looking after

liis own stock.
" The labourer rents directly under the land-owner.
" I find that about forty-five years ago there were on this estate forty-

four small occupiers, the smallest about 2 acres, the largest up to 17. Many
of them occupied from 3 to 5 acres, and these were labourers keeping cows.

They would mow for hay about an acre and a half, and many of them had a

rood of arable allotments, on which they grew straw. Of these small occupa-

tions about thirty-one now exist.

" At the earlier period, more than half the occupiers had separate takes,

although one meadow of about 16 acres was and still is let amongst cottagers

to mow, and there are still three or four pastures shared in common by two
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or three occupiers. The pastures are all hired with the cottages from the

landlord. I have been told that at a still earlier period there was a large

common field in which labourers' and small farmers' cows grazed promiscuously,

and that there was a general milking time under an old elm in the village.

I think that cows are not valued quite so much as they were twenty years

ago, and that the use of tea and coffee supersedes that of milk. The cows are

kept to make as much butter as possible, and every particle of cream is

extracted for that purpose ; aud then the skim milk goes to the pig. A little

cake or corn may be purchased, and perhaps a load or two of turnips; no
manure. Each cow-holder has an allotment of one or two roods of arable land,

from w hich he gets a certain amount of straw. These allotments, formerly

cultivated altogether by the spade, are now ploughed and sown by small men
who keep two ponies, a little plough, and a cart for hire, leading coals, &c.

" The produce of the dairy is all sold. The quality of the butter compares

very well with that of larger dairies, aud generally commands the top market
price.

" I think one reason for the decreased mmiber of cow allotments has been

the expense of buildings. By degrees I am, on sanitary grounds, rebuilding

most of the cowhouses, pigstyes, &c., and I find it very expensive, and get no

pecuniary return for my outlay. Many of the old cottages had the cowhouse
under the same roof, sometimes communicating with the kitchen.

" On a small estate in the East Hiding, several labourers keep a cow each,

which grazes in the lanes in summer. They feed them in winter mainly on
the hay mown from some large drain banks, which the tenant farmer either

gives or lets at a small rent. On this estate the cottages are generally let with

the farms, and the cattle-man or head horseman has a cow.
" The advantages should be first a good supply of milk for the children, but

as I before said, 1 fear the desire to make all that can be made of the butter

very often spoils the milk. There is always an excellent market for butter in

this neighbourhood, and if a cottager has luck with his cow, and if his wife

be fond of a dairy, the cow should be a considerable source of profit. But I do
not think the labourer is quite so keen about keeping a cow as his prede-

cessor was twenty-five years since. The best of our young men do not seem
to care to settle down to country life, and their wives have not the knowledge
of the dairy which was possessed by their mothers. Farmers say it is almost

impossible to get a good dairy-woman, and in consequence they give up
breeding stock, and the same thing applies to the labourer's wife ; still I

believe the cow, if properly itsed, is a most desirable adjunct to the labourer's

position."

There is a cow-club among Mr. Dent's tenants. On entrance

tiiej pay 1 2s. each for each cow
;
they subscribe Zd. for each

cow every two months. When a cow dies the member receives

lOZ., and all the members pay 2s. once in two months until

the lOZ. is made up. The money is kept in the Savings Bank.
Mr. Stanhope, one of the Commissioners engaged in investi-

gating the effects of the agricultural gang system, is a cordial

witness in the Second Report, 1869, to the thrifty habits induced
among labourers, and the comforts which they derive from
keeping cows. But although the Report of the Commission
is lull of the same kind of evidence in favour of the plan,

gleaned from Derbyshire, Cheshire, Shropshire, Lincolnshire,

Northumberland, Yorkshire, and elsewhere, yet both tenants

and landlords, as a rule, are unaware of the merits of the
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system ; and I can say, with Sir Baldwyn Leighton, that as

regards the concession of a cow pasture to labourers, " I have
letters of evidence from correspondents in many counties of

England showing the advantage of such an arrangement, which
many philanthropic men seem never to have heard of yet."

The Hon. Auberon Herbert writes approvingly of small

cow-keepers, from Ashley Arnewood Farm, Lymington. Mr.
Herbert says " they mostly depend upon waste land by the

sides of the roads, but they often rent a small meadow." This
refers, be it remembered, to a retired district in the New Forest.

Mr. Richard Stratton writes from The Duffryn, Newport,
Monmouthshire, that milk is obtainable at ?>d. per quart, and
that the custom of the labourer keeping a cow is unknown in

his neighbourhood.

Mr. J. A. Williams, Bayldon, North Wilts, is not acquainted

with a single instance of an agricultural labourer keeping a

cow in the arable counties of Wilts and Berks, except where
there are cow commons, as at East Ilsley in Berkshire.

Having heard, some years since, of the very large number of

cows kept by labourers on the estate in Cheshire, owned by
Lord Tollemache, of Helmingham, I felt great interest in visit-

ing the spot. The estate lies in the midst of the Cheshire

dairy district. The farms average about 200 acres each, and
about three men—cowman, horseman, and labourer—are em-
ployed on each. Nearly all the labourers, as well as some of the

small tradesmen, on the estate keep cows. There are about 300
cottages ; at the time of my visit, 260 of the cottagers were
cow-keepers, and before the close of the year seven others were
to be added to the number. Any man who finds himself in a

position to keep a cow is enabled to do so by an allotment of

pasturage to his cottage. About 3 acres suffice for the keeping
of a cow, of which about one acre is mown, one quarter of an
acre is in tillage, and the rest is in pasture. The rent of the

land is the same as that of the adjacent farming land. The
cottages are hired from the landlord on a three months' nptice,

and the tenants of the farms prefer this arrangement to hiring

the cottages and sub-letting them, as it reduces their responsi-

bility in the event of the dismissal of a servant. Generally

speaking, the 3 acres required for a cow are attached to the

cottage, but in some cases a pasture is set apart for cottagers'

cows, and 30.s. per cow is charged for grazing. The mowing land

is always attached to the cottage, and, as a general rule, cacli

man has his mowing land fenced. If it is held in partnership,

the aftermath of the best farmer will be superior to that of his

neighbour, whose cow, nevertheless, will graze over the whole

piece. These cases, however, are very rare.
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The tenants on Lord Tollemache's estate spoke strongly in

favour of their labourers keeping cows, for reasons which have

been several times repeated in this article. The organisation

of the system is perfect. The butter is collected and marketed

by small dealers, residing generally on the estate, and being

themselves cow-keepers. Lord Tollemache has himself taken

great interest in the development of this system, and the result is

seen in a most successful example of cow-keeping by labourers.

In reply to one of my queries relating to cow-clubs. Lord

Tollemache says that the labourers themselves manage them,

and they answer well ; " in proof of which I never by any
chance receive a petition from a labourer who has lost a cow.

An objection frequently raised to the system is, that those who
lose cows go begging about the country for subscriptions ; that

is not known on this estate, nor would it be elsewhere if cow-

clubs were established and well managed."
Mr. Stephen Cawley, Priestland, Tarporley, Lord Tolle-

mache's agent, gives the following information :

—

" The labourer has, comparatively speaking, a plentiful board for his

family, and at a cheap rate. He has his cow, pig, and land to occupy his

spare hours, which might otherwise be spent in the beer-house. His
family have an opportunity, from their infancy, of taking part in the

management of stock ; and this is most necessary, if they are to grow up into

thorough stockmen.

"The chief bene6t derived by tlie farmers is, that when they have the

nomination of the tenants of cow-keeping cottages, they can obtain the best

and most intelligent men, who, but for the advantage of a cow, would drift

into the large towns. The cow-house aud jiigsty cost about 30/. The butter

is quite as good as that from the larger dairies."

There are, I believe, half-a-dozen or more cow-clubs on
Lord Tollemache's estate, the distances being too great for the

members to assemble conveniently at any single point. Cot-

tagers and small farmers mutually insure, but large farmers

do not join these clubs, which an outbreak of disease in any
large herd would bring to ruin. The place of meeting should
not be a public-house. The Bulkeley Chapel Cow Club meets
at the Primitive Methodist Chapel, Bulkeley. There are

about 200 members, and 400 cows. The " New Rules for the

Governance and Guidance of the Bulkeley Chapel Cow Club,"
were printed in 1873 by T. and J. M. Johnson, Nantwich. They
contain thirty-four " Articles," which have since been revised
by the Managing Committee. The " Rules of the Bulkeley
Cow Club," published in the present year, are as succinct as

they are sound, and are therefore given here in extenso.

" 1. This Society shall be called the ' Bulkeley School Cow Club,' and is

established for tlic puqiose of making the most effectual provision for
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casualties affecting its members in case of loss of cattle. It shall consist of a

Treasurer, two Trustees, two Stewards, two Markers, a President, a Secretary,

a Committee, and an imlimited number of Members. From the date of these

Rules, no neiv members shall be accepted who may reside above four miles

from the place where the club is now held.
" 2. The Society shall meet on the first Monday in every month, at the

Primitive Methodist School Pioom, Bulkeley : at eight o'clock, p.m., in the

summer half-year, and seven o'clock, p.m., in the winter half-year.

" 3. Members who have joined this Club previous to the adoption of these

Rules shall pay Is. per head as entrance, and Qd. per head, per month,
contribution. AH new members joining after the date of these Rules shall

pay the sum of Is. 6c?. per head, entrance, and M. per head, per month,
contribution, so as to have a full claim on the funds raised by its older

members. Each member shall be supplied with a book of Rules at a charge

of 3c?. No member shall be allowed to enter more than six cows, and, should

any member have more than that number in his or her possession, it shall be

discretionary with the Marker which six he accepts.

" 4. Any member neglecting to pay the contribution for four nights shall

pay a fine of 3(/. for each and everj' beast entered with this Society, and,

if he or she so neglect payment for five nights, to be excluded, unless other-

wise agreed on by the Committee.
" 5. Each member shall pay up all arrears of contributions on the clearance

club night in May, and shall also pay up their contribution on the first

club night after the clearance.

" 6. Any member having resigned or become excluded, and shall again wish

to become a member, he or she sliall be accepted if there is no former charge

against them, on payment of the usual entrance fees, &c.
" 7. Ko member shall be ^entitled to any claim on this Societj' before

the expiration of fourteen days after entering any cattle. Neither shall a

member receive any benefit who is also a member of another Society of

the same kind.
" 8. The officers shall be elected annually, or old ones re-elected if eligible.

The Treasurer shall keep the surplus stock of money from year to year, and
shall pay all losses, &c., when called upon by members producing a cheque

for amount of claim from the Secretary, and signed by a Steward or Stewards.
" The Trustees of this Society shall invest in the National Provincial Bank

such sum as may be considered necessary as a standing stock for the purpose

of meeting any heavy losses it may sustain, such sum to be invested in

the name of the Bulkeley Cow Club. The Trustees shall not withdraw any
of the stock without the sanction of the Committee, but shall be empowered
to receive the interest arising from stock j'carly, and pay it over to the Club.

The Trustees shall remain in office during the pleasure of the Society.
" The President shall preside at all meetings of the Society, and, eaoh club

night, shall receive all moncj' from the hands of the Stewards, and shall

convey it to the Treasurer, together with a note from the Secretary certifying

the amount.
" The Stewards shall attend every club night, or in default be fined Is.

or such sum as may be decided upon, and shall receive from members all

contributions, entrances, fines, &c.
" The Secretary shall attencl each club night, and enter all contributions, &c.,

in the pence book and on the members' cards. He shall also attend and take

minutes of the proceedings at all meetings of the Committee. He shall draw
out a balance-sheet every year, showing the state of the Society's funds, and
make out a rate of dividend to each member at any time it is considered

requisite to divide any surplus stock.

" The Markers shall be required to be competent judges of cattle, and each
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one shall have a certain district allotted to him by the Committee, and shall

attend to mark an}' cattle within six days after receiving notice, or bo fined Is.

" 9. Each Marker will be provided with an Iron for the purpose of

marking cattle. The mark must be burned on the horn or the hoof, and the

owner shall pay the Marker id. per head for marking. Should the Markers

go to see any cattle and not think proper to mark them, the Society will pay
the id. If an application be made to mark any cattle which the Markers

find to be unsound or diseased, or under the value of 101., the matter shall be

made known to the President on or before the next club night, and he shall

bring it before the Committee then present, who will decide whether or

not such be accepted, and upon what terms.
" If the Markers knowingly mark any cattle that are unsound, and the

same be proved against them, they shall forfeit the sum of 20s. And if any
member shall apply to have a diseased one marked, and know the same,

shall, on proof being made, forfeit the sum of 20s., and not be entitled to any
benefit for the loss of such cattle.

" Should any marks wear out, the owner shall be under the obligation of

paying to have the marks replaced, in order to avoid fraud and error ; or i ii

default thereof shall not be entitled to benefit, if on inspection no marks are

discernible.

" 10. No member of this Society shall have any relief from it if he or she

wilfully neglect their cattle in not calling in a Veterinary Surgeon, or person

skilled in the diseases of cattle, who shall be paid by the owner, at his

expense ; but if the cattle grow worse or become dangerously ill, the member
shall give notice to the Steward, who shall go within eighteen hours after

notice given, to view any cattle taken ill, or forfeit the sum of 2s. &d. each

;

and, on viewing the cattle, if the Steward shall think any other V.S.

more skilful than the one employed, they shall have power to order the
owner of the cattle to employ the person they recommend ; and if the
owner do not as ordered, it shall be deemed neglect, and he shall not be
entitled to any sum from the fund ; but if care be taken, and such cow
happen to die, the owner thereof shall receive from the Treasurer of this

Society the sum of 10?., on producing a certificate signed by the Steward or

Stewards ; but the benefit arising from the sale of the diseased beast shall in

every instance be paid into the box, and the Stewards shall have the sole

right of selling such beast, and shall see such beast is slaughtered.
" 11. If any member of this Society keep a cow so marked to old age,

to be under the value of 5Z., and the same happen to die, the Stewards shall

allow the full amount, or only the real value, as they consider fair and just.
*' 12. No complaint shall be heard unless proved at the time such neglect

shall happen, or, at least, before any claim can be made upon the Society for

loss of cattle; and any member making any complaint afterwards shall

forfeit the sum of 2s. &d.
" 13. When the fund shall fall short of paj-ing the loss for cattle'belonging to

the members, it shall be lawful for the Stewards to make a rate to pay the

money wanting, providing it does not exceed Is. per cow, which rate shall be
paid at the succeeding meeting, over and above the usual subscription, and
every member refusing shall be excluded.

" 14. Any member purchasing cattle of any description of any member of
this Society, already marked, shall not be entitled to any relief from this

Society except the same be viewed, approved, and marked again by the
Markers of this Society.

" 15. Any member parting with any cattle that are marked according to the

Rules aforesaid, and buying fresh ones in their stead, if sound, and they pay
the Markers for marking them, they shall be entered instead of those parted
with, and shall be entitled to benefit immediately.
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" 16. If any member be foimd to have in possession more marked cattle of

any description than has been paid for the preceding month or months, by
the Markers of this Society, he or she so offending to be entitled to no relief

from the Society, and to be excluded.
" 17. If the Treasurer has not sufiBcient funds in hand to pay a member's

claim for loss, the same shall be paid at the next monthly night.
" 18. No member shall be allowed any benefit from this Society who has

cows in this Club belonging to other people entered in his name.
" 19. Xo member shall be allowed to dress his or her cattle with mercury or

mercury water, or any injurious ingredient whatever : for if any cattle sustain

any injury bj- such application, he or she so offending shall receive no benefit

for any cattle so dressed.
" 20. A Committee of eleven members shall be chosen annually, by a

majority of the members then present, whereof the President shall be one,

and all grievances or differences that may arise between members of this

Society at any of their monthly or quarterly nights," shall be decided by
a majority of the Committee then present ; and if any member shall upbraid

any of the officers or other members, either publicly or privately, concerning

Club afi'airs, he shall, upon proof thereof, Ibrfeit Is., or suffer such other

punishment as the Committee shall think fit. Members refusing to serve on
the Committee when elected shall be fined 6cZ.

" 21. Any member who shall curse, swear, or otherwise behave indecently

during business hours shall be fined Qd.
" 22. A Calf Club shall be held in cormection with this Society, and every

person entering calves shall pay Is. entrance, and Qd. per month contribution

for each calf.

" 23. No calf shall be entered before the 1st January, and shall not be
entitled to any benefit from the Society until after the expiration of fourteen

days from the time of entry, when they shall, in case of the loss of such calf

or calves, on producing a certificate signed by the Stewards, receive from the

Treasurer, if before the 1st of May, the sum of Al. ; and on and after

the 1st of May, the sum of Q>1.
;
providing that Rule 10, as far as regards

calling in a V.S., giving notice to the Stewards, also selling of the beast in case

of death, shall have been observed, otherwise no claim can be entertained.
" 24. No calf shall be marked that is not considered by the Markers to be of

the value given in case of a loss, as in the preceding Hule, viz. :—from the

1st January to 1st May, 4/. ; and from 1st May to 30th December, 6?.

" 25. Calves may be marked at any time into the Calf Club, after the

1st January, providing they be of the value laid down in the preceding Rule

:

but no calf or heifer shall, imder any circumstances whatever, be marked
into the Cow Club iintil they are two j-ears old (i.e., not before the

1st of January, the usual time of marking such calves or heifers into the

parent Society).
" 2G. Any calf that has been marked into the Calf Club, and whose'contri-

butions are all paid up to the 31st December, shall, on the 1st January, be

transferred into the Cow Club, providing such cnlf or heifer be of the value of

10/., and shall be entitled to benefit immediately they are transferred ; but
should any calf or heifer so mai ked, and whose contributions are all paid as

specified above, but which is thought by the Markers not to he of the value

of 10?., or is in any way diseased, so as not to be in a proper state to be

marked, in order to transfer them into the Cow Club, the case shall be

immediately brought before the Committee, and it shall be deemed lawful for

them to accept such heifer or heifers at such a valuation as they may agree

upon ; and in case of the loss of such heifer or heifers, the owner thereof

shall receive no more from the Society than the amount at which they were

valued by the Committee at the time they were accepted by them. But
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sboold such hdfere afterwards attain to the value of 10?., either by growth or

recoTery from disease, the same shall be inspected by the Markers, and, if

approved of by them, they shall be re-marked, and at once be admitted to

fill benefit, and receive in case of loss the sum of 10?., according to Rtile 10.

" 27. No Marker or other member of this Society shall at any time mark
:":.eir : cattle, and any Marker or other member so doing, contrary to this

i.-L-:, not receive any benefit from this Society in case of the loss cf

> MCa ca-::e so marked.
r. ITie following salaries shall be paid aimually to the ofiBcers of this

>-xie:v r.r their services, viz. :

—

£ $. d.

Secrerarv -t 0 0
I: I-nt 0 10 0

anl3(each; 10 0
Markers (each) 0 10 0
Chapel-cleaner (for cleaning Club-room and lighting fires) 0 5 0

" Such salaries to be paid on monthly Club nights in May of each year.
" 29. The Committee shall have power to alter at any time any of the

foregoing Rules if requisite ; also to make and adopt any new ones they may
deem necessary.

" .30. Every member of this Society shall stand to and abide by these

Rules ; and any member opposing the same, contrary to law, shall be fined

the sum of 5s., or suffer such other punishment as the Committee shall think

fit, which fines shall go to the bix."

The names of the President, Committee, Markers, Trustees,

Treasurer, and Secretary are here added.

I suppose there is not a better conducted or more successful

society of the kind in the country than the " Bulkelej School

Cow Club," and its rules may be taken as a model.

As this is an important branch of mv subject, I mav here

insert another account of a successful cow-club, which I have
received from the Rev. J. J. PuUeine, Kirbv Minster, Thirsk,

Yorkshire :

—

"A club for the ins irance of cotragers' co— ; —as established in the parish of
Kirkby Wiske, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, in the year l&M. With
the exception of one disastrous year of cattle-plague, when it was temporarily
suspended, it has continued its operations ever since. During the 35 years
of its existence, 26 cows have died, for which compensation to the amoimt of

2027. has been paid, whilst the anntial average ntunber of cows on the books
has been something over 2.5.

" Only once Las there been a balance against the club, and at the present
time its funds are flourishing.

" The area of the district is some 6000 or 7000 acres, including four small
villages, in three of which there are small holdings of grass land, and allotment
fields, whence a small quantity of roots and straw may be obtained. There
are also green lanes, which, in times when no cattle-jjlague or other epidemic
exists, afford pasture for the cottagers' cows in spring and summer.

" The amount insured is 8/., and ibe premium 4.5., payable in half-yearly
instalments, with an entrance-fee of 10s., to be repaid to the insurer on his
withdrawing, if the funds of the club warrant it. This scale is probably low
lor present prices, thotigh sufficient for -35 years ago. In addition to this, a
few neighbours are honorary subscribers of 5s. per annnm. These subscrip-
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tions have been a source of great strength to the club. At the present time,

however, its finances are so good that the honorary subscriptions are not
asked for.

" The following Eules are suggested as the result ofsome years' experience :

—

" 1. The district to comprise—[State names of parishes, &c.]
" 2. The officers (to be elected at a general meeting of the Society) to be a

President, Secretary, three Trustees, and one or more Markers, who will pass

the cows to be insin-ed, and mark them on the horn with the club's brand.
" 3. The moneys to be deposited in the Savings Bank.
" 4. Two classes of members.

" Honorary Memhtrs, paying a subscription of 5s. per annum.
" Ordinary Memhers, paying an entrance-fee of 10s. for each cowinsured,

and a premium of 2s. half-yearly.
" The cows to be insured for 121. each.

" 5. Any member withdrawing a cow from the club shall receive his entrance-

fee back, or such proix)rtion of it as the funds of the club warrant; but in no
case shall he receive more than the amount of his entrance-fee.

" 6. Xo member shall insure more than two cows.
" 7. The premiums shall be paid at the general meetings of the club, on

the first Mondays in January and July, when a statement of the club's

finances shall be laid before the members.
" 8. If at any time the club be dissolved, the money in hand, after repaying

the entrance-fees to existing members, to be handed over to the nearest

Agricultural Society.

"The above rules require very little explanation. The farmers would
probably be glad to fulfil the duty of marking the cows, after having satisfied

themselves of their soimdness and value. Eule 6 confines the benefits of the

club to hona fide cottagers only. Eule 8 is intended to check the tendency of

country clubs to dissolve, when their numbers get low, and divide the spoiL
" The advantages of a local insurance club, such as is described above, can-

not be easily overrated. It brings insurance home to the very doors of the

cottagers, without the routine of forms of application and attendance at

offices. It fosters a spirit of thrift and independence, and cuts at the root of

the demoralising habit of carrying 'briefs' wherever a loss occurs. It is one

of the links which still bind together the labourer and his employer or

landlord. The chief requisites for success are energetic officers, in whom the

members will have confidence, and a set of short, simple, and workable rules,

such as those suggested above."

Answering mv queries seriatim, Professor Sheldon, Sheen,

Ashbourne, says :

—

" I think it is best, as a rule, that the cow should be kept by the eipployer,

as this does away with sub-letting or apportioning land to the labourer; a

practice which landlords, as a rule, do not like their tenants to follow. Yet
the labourer feels complimented by being allowed to hold a portion of land,

when he is tenant of it ; and this is best where it can be had.
" If a labourer keeps a cow in this district, he either iiastures her on his

employer's land, or on some one else's in the locality who may offer him
better facilities. But it is only few labourers who keep cows in these parts,

and some of them happen to have a few acres of land of which they are bona

fide tenants.

"What food the cottager may purchase during the year for his cow will

depend on what his land will do. In some ca<es a cottager has enough land

to provide forage in winter, in which case he pastures his cow elsewhere, and

mows bis own land, as this is found more convenient than grazing his land
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and buying forage. To eke out or improve his forage he will often Luy
millers' refuse aud odds and ends, or he will look round for some cheap

rice-meal or maize-meal, or anything else that happens to be cheap on the

market.
" It is seldom that he will purchase manure for his pastures, unless it be a

load or two of lime ; but he will not uncommonly buy artificial manure for

his meadow-land, to eke out the natural manure his cow and pig produce.

"Sometimes he bays litt*r, that is if he docs not grow a bit of com
of some kind ; at other times he will hardest rushes and sedges where they

are available, and if he is at liberty to do so. But, as a rule, he uses no litter

whatever for his cow, nor, indeed, is it necessary that he should, and he will

want it for his pig if for anything.
" He will generally sell a little butter, using the skim-milk for food, and

not unfrequently he will sell milk to neighbours. Sometimes he will make a

little cheese in summer. In the one case he wiU use his butter-milk, and in

the other his whey, for the pig.

" The extra buildings are merely a shed, which he will put up himself at a

very light cost, thatching it with rushes or straw, or covering it with gas-

tarred boards, or with any other material that may commend itself to him on
the score of cheapness and efficiency. His ordinary pantry will serve as

a milk-room.
" When his cow dies, he generally goes round to all the farmers within a

couple of miles or so, and to others who can afford to help him, and people

give him half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences. The clergyman, or some other

capable person, draws up a short petition, and heads the subscription list.

" In one case that I am acquainted with, a tract of iminclosed land has been

set apart for generations to pasture in common the cows of different persons,

and the right of pasturage goes with certain houses. The right of pasturage

for each cow is called a 'cow-gate,' and some houses are entitled to two,

three, or four gates, and others to only one. A given rent per cow is paid,

and the pasture accommodates a given number of cows through the summer.
The forage for winter is procured Irom inclosed land bordering on the pasture.

This land may at some time have been set ai^art as a reward for good conduct,

but the rights are not rearranged on that basis. Some pei-sons sell or sub-
let their ' cow-gates.'

" The moral advantages, where a little land is held, consist in the laboiu-er

having a stake in the jjarish, and not being merely a lodger, as it were, in a
cottage. It gives him a certain social standing which he values highly, and
he feels himself to be a small capitalist. Having something that he regards

with no little pride, he has every inducement to be fragal and industrious in

order to increase his store. His interest in life, and in the aflairs of the parish,

is increased. He has more self-resjiect, is regarded more favoiarably by others,

and is, perhaps, a thought more consequential. He has always something of

his own to turn to, by which he can profitably fill up his overtime, and this

keeps him out of the public-house. Tiie moral advantages are probably more
valuable than the directly material ones; for they give a better tone to his

life than he would get from the same material advantages supplied to him in

some other way
;
tbey give him an incentive to exertion in his spare hours,

aud keep him out of the mischief which is left for idle hands to do.
" But the material advantages are not inconsiderable. They enable him, if

he has his land cheap enough, to live much cheaper and better than he could
without them, and they enable his wife to take an important part in the
struggle to live. This, indeed, is a great moral as well as material advantage,
for the wife is something more than a mere compani«in; she is, in part, a
bread-winner for the family. By the aid of a cow, a pig, and a good garden,

a labourer can provide his family with nearly all the food they require except
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bread ; and if he has land enough to rear a calf every year, having thus an
animal to sell annually, his position is not so dependent ; he has always a some-
thing to fall back upon, and where he is in regular employment, and sickness

does not invade the family, his life contains the chief elements of happiness."

Earl Nelson, who writes from Trafalgar, near Salisbury, has

devoted great attention to this subject. 1 have been often

asked how much grass-land fed and mown is required to main-
tain a cow summer and winter. Lord Nelson gives the follow-

ing details in reply to the query on that subject :

—

Rent.

£
alf being water-meadow •• , 14

eluding garden and cow-| 9 This is only pasture, and no
laud, and generally accom- cottage.

panted by half an acreJ 13 Including cottage, garden, and
allotment for roots orj pasture,

vetches, at an additional 13 Ditto ditto.

rent v 9 Only pasture.

0 38 j This is a carpenter's .. .. ( 15 Including house, garden, pas-

A. B. p.

(la)4 0 0

(1) 2 3 30'

(2) 3 0 29

(3) 3 1 13

(4) 2 3 30
J

(5) 5 0 38

(6) 5 0 32)

(7) 2 2

(8) 2 1 S)

ture, and orchard.

5 Poorer quality cf land.

Both labourers | 3 each.

" There is a turn-out on the common, but it is not much good, being over-

stocked, except in one part."

The replies to the other queries are as follows :

—

" I should think very little ; but the cows are fed by roots grown on
allotments and on the hay. Those who live near the Common have a
summer turn-out ; and those who can, keep a boy to tend them on the Common.

" They nearly all keep two cows, one coming on ; and these with their

pig seem to make enough manure.
" Dried fern is purchased from the woods.
" Sells all, except the skim-milk.
" The butter has a ready sale. They reckon the cow at 5s. a week gain. I

doubt their putting their own labour as an outlay against this.

" A cow-house ; two if put at the corner of two pastures may come under
one roof, and of course some extra fencing, which has to be kept by the land-

lord in repair. This accounts for the high rent, as it causes a l^J'ge out-

going. The rent also includes rates and tithe rent-charge paid by the landlord.
" Our cow-land people are all very anxious to insure their cows. My idea

is to try and insure for all the cows as belonging, for this jnirpose, to a com-
pany in one insurance for all, as a farmer docs, each paying their share, and
the landlord perhaps subscribing also to encourage them, but at present I have
not met with a comjiany willing to take the insurance.

" The labourer's only title to cow-land thus becomes a reward on his own
providence, as I profess to refuse to let a cow-land unless proof is given that

the labourers have saved enough money for purchase of a cow, and I should

certainly not knowin'j;ly let one to a drunkard.
" In the neighbourhood of the New Forest the old freeholder still exists to a

certain extent ; and until his cottage is mortgaged, he manages, with a cow
or two and a pony, and a turn-out in the forest, to sui)port himself during

the winter, and in summer there is a body of labourers on the spot ready to
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go out to harvest-work. The inclosure of commons has completely abolished

the old freeholders in other places, and even where, as at Whitejarish, there

is a common, their property generally gets in a disgraceful state, and their

cotta2;es go to ruin. My endeavour, by letting cow-land in the neighbourhood

of villages, and large acre or two-acre allotments to tradesmen and wood-

dealers, who have a horse, is to confer greater advantages than those of which

the old freeholder has been deprived. It has a tendency to keep trade in the

country parishes, and to keep labourers in them on the prospect of some
day having a cow-land. As to moral advantages to the men themselves

—

" (1.) It gives an encouragement to soberness and providence, as they may
lose their land if they farm it badly.

" (2.) It is healthy for the family to have milk. I fancy I can pick out a

cow-land child in a school from others.
" (3.) It employs the wife and eldest daughter without obliging them to

work in the fields, which has a directly immoral tendency, insures an uncom-
fortable home, and wears out the clothes.

" (4.) It helps to teach the boys the care of cows and pigs and the milking

of cows, and the girls dairy work.
" From my experience, it has acted verj- beneGcially in unexpected ways

at Whiteparish. The land was lately purchased of a ruined freeholder, and
was completely worked out. Part of the cow-land was an old cottage-

garden, grown to weeds ; and they asked to plough it up, which was refused.

They sowed clover, and that, and the rest of the grass-land, is wonderfully

improved in the two years of their occupation. The woodman's pasture is

twice as much manured, and looks twice as well as the same portions of

the field let to larger tenants. The allotments of cow-land are loaded with
manure. In one case, an old policeman, on a pension, has been enabled by
the cow-land to pay 5s. a week towards the expense of a daughter as pupil-

teacher, and asked for half an acre more allotment to keep another cow for a

second daughter.
" In one case the man has died, and the widow and her son keep on the

land, and have hitherto thereby kept entirely off the parish. In another, the

water-meadow man, an old foreman and labourer, quite keeps his head
above water."

Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart., writes from Woolmer, Liphook,
that milk is not readily obtainable in that localitv, and that the

few labourers who keep cows enjoy common rights which enable

them to do so.

Earl Cathcart has been good enough to obtain the following

replies from Mr. R. W. F. Mills, the eminent land agent

of \ ork, whose opinions on this subject are entitled to great

weight, and are entirely concurred in by Lord Cathcart.

" It is desirable that a farm labourer should have a cow ; milk is not other-
wise readily obtainable.

" The cow should be kept by the man if he has land, by the employer if

otherwise, and the cow should be the property of the employer in the latter

case, and there would then be a deduction in weekly wages.
" The quantity of pasture allotted for a cow varies according to quality, but

where he has a field or two the quantity is regulated by the size of the fields

more than by the actual quantity required. From three to four acres may be
taken as the average for summer and winter maintenance.

" The pasture is hired with the cottage, and from the owner of the land.
" The food purchased for the cow is a little linseed cake during the year.
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" The cottager rarely purchases any manure.
" He obtains for litter a little straw from his employer, and the grass edges

of arable fields, which are also given to him.
" He consumes a portion of milk and sells butter.
" The quality of the butter compared with that of larger dairies is equally

good where the person who attends to it is of cleanly habits.
" A cow-shed will cost, with a piggery, 251.

" No method of assurance has been adojited on estates that I am connected

with. A man of good character will have many friends to help him in case

of loss, but I approve of assurance."

Lord Cathcart notes here, " I have been a member of a cow-
club for many years. We have a balance to credit."

Mr. Mills's answer to query 13 is

—

" I have the management of estates where there is a pasture set apart for

cottagers' cows, and also a meadow. A certain iiortion of meadow is allotted

to each cottager, the after-grass is eaten in common within certain dates, and
there is a fixed time for stocking the pasture. The extent of pasture and
meadow is four acres, and the rent 81. a year. The fields are near to the

village, and the cowsheds and pigstyes are built in them and all together, and
this plan I strongly recommend. Generally these buildings are placed imme-
diately behind cottages, and are at variance with all sanitary views."

In reply to query 14, Mr. Mills says

—

" Careful habits to obtain the means of buying a cow. Good conduct to

obtain the land when a vacancy may occur, and good conduct on the part of

the whole family resident in the village to retain it. A farm labourer is not

of a migratory character when he can have his cow and his pig ; and during

the period such high wages were paid in the mining districts, those who bad
these privileges were the only men who could be relied upon as permanent
labourers—the young strong men who did not possess them went away."

The Duke of Northumberland, having forwarded the queries

to Mr. Snowball, his commissioner in Northumberland, I have
received some interesting communications from that part of the

country, as well as from the Duke himself. His Grace thus

describes the change that has taken place : " Formerly every

hind in Northumberland, if married, had a cow, and was allowed

grazing ground for her by the farmer hiring him
;

latterly,

however, I fear this custom has been on the wane, and going
out with that of paying the hind in kind, once prevalent

throughout the district." The result has been that, as Mr.
Snowball remarks, " the keeping of a cow is the exception

instead of the rule, which I much regret."

Mr. John Patten, farm bailiff to the Duke of Northumberland,
writes " that the labourer ought not to be dependent on the

farmer for milk ; he should be the owner of a cow maintained

by his employer." " The keep of a farm labourer's cow is

regarded," Mr. Patten says, " as part wage, equal to from As. to

OS. per week. For this his cow has grazing in summer apd
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from li to 2 tons of hay in winter." He buys no manure, but

he " generally finds it profitable to supplant the hay supplied by
the farmer, bv the purchase of a moderate quantity of meal, or

cake, during winter."' The farmer supplies the litter. That
portion of the produce of the dairy which is not consumed by
the labourer's family is sold. Mr. Patten makes this sensible

and practical remark on the quality of the butter :
" Butter

bein? oftener made in lar<;e dairies, the cream is not so long
kept ; hence the butter is a little sweeter than where the

labourer's wife onlv makes it once a week, and in order to

extract the last grain of strength from the milk perhaps allows

the cream to stand too long on her dishes. Still, only the fasti-

dious could detect the difference."

The cost of a byre for four cows is about -407. Mr. Patten

makes this reply to the query as to assurance :

—

" Until within a few years ago, a cow-club existed in this neighbourhood, in

which a farm laboiu"er could insure his cow to the amovmt of 12/. by paying an
annual subscription of 10s. After doing good ser%-!ce for about thirty years,

this club was found at length unable to meet its demands, owing to much loss

among cows. Hence its discontinuance."

This intelligent informant completes his replies as follows :

—

" Any decrease in the niunber of cows kept by farm labotuers is to be
deplored, as it means a sciucity of the most natural and wholesome food

and beverage ; and the stalwart frame and ruddy countenance of the country-
man is owing as much to this diet as to the pure air he breathes. Indeed, the

benefit to a family where milk is freely used in the place of tea, coffee, and
beer, can scarcely be overestimated. The keeping of cows also tends to habits

of economy and thrift, the housewife being able to attend to the cow as well

as to periorm her household duties. Where good management exists this extra

labour is amply repaid.
" From these cows a number of calves are produced, which is an advantage

to the farmer, from having them bred at his door."

Mr. G. H. May, Elford Park, Tamworth, in replying to the

queries, has written me an interesting letter on the milk-supply,

which 1 hope to publish in another article. riting on the

same subject, Mr. James Howard describes a simple method by
which he supplies the village ot Clapham, Bedibrdshire, with
milk.

Mr. W. T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey, Uttoxeter, refers to

the iudiiferent milk-supplv, and thinks that some of the best

farm labourers should have the chance of keeping a cow. He
writes ;

—

"Three of my iabourei-s keep cows, and all of them obtain from me, at

moderate prices, linseed- and cotton-cake, iS:c., to supplement any deficiency

in the quantity of their hay, and to increase the yield of milk and butter.

"The condition of these small holdings is generally good, owing to the

consumption of purchased food by the cow or pig.
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" A little nitrate of sotla and superphosjiliate or guano are purchased for the

pastures.
" The cow, tied up in a stall, requires little if any litter. Straw is in this

district as dear as hay, and is only bought for thatch.
" Most of the milk is generally used for butter-making, the skim-milk being

jiartly consumed by the family, and partly used in rearing a calf, or, with
maize meal, in fattening a pig.

" The labourers' wives have in this district usually been in farm-service

where dairy work has been done, and their butter is generally of average

quality.
" The moral and material advantages of farm laboiu'ers keeping cows are

the encouragement of thrift and increased attachment to the home.
" In districts suitable for pasture and the growth of hay, from 3 to 6 acres

of grass-land attached to a labourer's cottage are much prized by industrious

married labourers who have saved a little money. The labourer need not
lose his daily wages, except for a day or two at mowing or haymaking. His
wife looks after the cows, and is enabled to keep poultry—no mean advantage
where well managed. The milk is of great use as diet where there is a young
family. Children rarely look rosy and in robust health except where thej'

get a good supply of milk. There is a decided contrast in the appearance of

cbildren in those districts where milk is abundant and those in arable districts

where the sup))ly is deficient.

" I supply all my labourers with as much pure new milk as they wish for

the consumption of their own families at 2d. per imp. quart all the year

round, and I think that the general adoption of such a system would improve
the physical health of our agricultural youth.

" The children of a labourer who keeps a cow learn early to milk—a desirable

acquirement. Few, except those who learn young, become good milkers.

"The plan of giving large allotments of arable land for occupation b}' farm
labourers is undesirable, but very much more is to be said in favour of a small

grass-land holding contiguous to the cottage."

Sir Edward C. Kerrison, Bart., Oakley Park, Scole, Norfolk,

has favoured me with several valuable suggestions, but, as

Sir Edward remarks, he resides in an arable district, and quite

the wrong district for cow-keeping. The men do not under-

stand the business, the women are not good dairy-women. A
few cows are kept, but they are uninsured, and although in

some districts uninsured cows, when they die, are replaced

somehow by the losers, that would not be the case, I am afraid,

in Suffolk. This is what would happen in some parts of

England that I am acquainted with—if a man heard his cow
cough in the night he would immediately rouse his wealthy

neighbours, running to them with a " brief," i.e. a begging
petition for raising a sum of money wherewith to buy another

cow.

Mr. J. B. Lawes, of Rothamsted, resides in a heavy land

locality, but the clays of Herts are not of the pastoral kind, the

people are completely ignorant on the subject of dairying, and

Mr. Lawes has declined attempting the introduction of cow-

keeping on his estate. He writes :

—

" The subject of cow-keeping by labourers was very carefully considered by
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me some time ago, but given up as altogether impracticable. I always go to

the Highlands every year, where every one has a cow. The cost of the cow,

of her keep, and the position of milk as an important article of food are so

totally different, that I fear the system could not be established here with any
prosi^ect of success."

Ability and grass are two indispensable preliminaries to suc-

cessful cow-keeping by cottagers ; and as both abound in the

vale of Aylesbury, I was surprised to learn from Mr. John
Treadwell, of Upper Winchendon, that none of the labourers in

his immediate neighbourhood keep cows.

Mr. J. Gaitskell, Hall Santon, Holmrook, Cumberland, does

not live in a neighbourhood where the labourers keep cows ; but

as the one example which he mentions is favourable to the prac-

tice, 1 think his letter will be read with interest :

—

" I scarcely think it is desirable that the labourers should keep a cow where
milk is obtainable, as it is in this neighbourhood. If not, I think it would
be better to stipulate for a certain quantity with the farmer.

" The cow should be kept, if at all, I think by the employer, and even then

it might lead to dissatisfaction and unpleasantness, especially as regards the

winter feeding. Besides, I should find some difiBculty in arranging for ten or

twelve more milch cows to be with my own, and still more if they were to

be provided for elsewhere.
" The only labourer who keeps a cow that I know of is at a high-lying farm

of ours where young cattle are wintered, I finding him pasture and hay, for

which his wife lets the cattle out and brings them up again."

On the question of moral and material advantages, Mr. Gaits-

kell says :

—

" I do not see that it would tend to their moral, nor yet much to their

material, advantage if an equivalent has to be given, especially where milk is

to be obt lined. If farm labourers generally had a cow each, I should be afraid

of the land overflowing with milk at some reasons, without a ready means of

disposing of the overplus, and at other seasons a dearth, when the farmers are

not prepared to meet the emergency. Besides, if buildings, &c., were provided,

all labourers' wives are not competent either to take charge of a cow, or to

make the most of her produce ; and if the labourer had to attend to her, it

would be apt to interfere with his other work too much.
"Many farmers would, I think, find it inconvenient to give up a suitable

pasture-field, with water in, for their labourers' cows ; and to admit com-
])aratively strange cattle amongst their own w^ould tend to casualties, abortion,

&c.
" It is no doubt not only desirable, but essentially necessary, that where there

is a family of children milk should be provided for them ; and that, I am
inclined to think, could be done to the labourer's greatest advantage through
the farmers of the neighbourhood.

" It may not be quite foreign to the subject to state that, after supplying
their gardens with manure from their pigs, our labourers are allowed to plant

potatoes with the remainder in the field, the ground being worked and the
manure carted for them. Formerly there was no restriction as to quantity,
but it became necessary to restrict them to 1000 yards. The weeding of these

does not interfere with the labourer's time, costs him little or no outlay, and
is in my opinion a greater boon than the cow would prove to the labourer,
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especially where milk can be obtaiued. In the absence of experience, I have
substituted opinions.

" The man I have named keeps his cow in capital condition. He obtains

litter from the mountain pastures. He sells and consumes the produce of the
dairy, and generally kills three pigs each year, two of about thirty stones each
and one smaller. The quality of the butter compares favourably with that

of larger dairies."

Numerous statements of practice and opinion have reached

me from various parts of the country, which I am unfortunately

compelled to omit through want of space. The general opinion

of the good effect of cow-keeping agrees with that of Mr. Jabez
Turner, Norman Cross, Peterborough, who says :

—

" The moral advantages of a labourer being supplied with a cow by his

employer are, in my opinion, a greater feeling of interest in the well-doing of

the farm stock generally on the part of the labourer, and a somewhat stronger

tie to a home where he has the privilege. On the part of his wife and family
the results are very manifest in their increased industry and cleanliness."

Lord Vernon makes the following remarks :

—

" In the dairy districts of Derbyshire the labourer has great difficulty in

buying milk. When he has a small holding he seldom allows his children

milk, but sells it as butter or cheese. The make of butter on farms is generally

very inferior, not worse or better on the small cottage holdings. The advantages

appear to me to be that a labourer and his sons have an interest in remaining at

home from day to day ; and that by good management and thrift they may save

money and gradually raise themselves. I have known such instances, but they

are very few. The labourer oftener than not has an insufficiency of capital

to start his small holding. The actual result is, that when his stock dies he
appeals to the charity of his neighbours. I believe that many who make
cheese sell it at whatever price the factor who calls on them chooses to give

them. They do not take the benefit of selling in the open market. A material

difSculty in dealing with this question is when the labourer dies, leaving, as is

often the case, a widow incomjjetent to carry on the farm. She is always
anxious to remain, and there is very great difficulty in removing her. She and
the members of her family consider that they have a moral right to remain."

The Earl of Powis, Powis Castle, Welshpool, Montgomery-
shire, has greatly aided my inquiries. He replies to queries

from Walcot, Lydbury North, Shropshire :

—

" It is the greatest boon that can be conferred on a labourer who has saved

some money. Milk is never readily obtainable. It docs not pay to sell milk
in small quantities ; butter is more profitable. It is best for the cow'to be
kept by the man. The grass-land required is 2^ or 3 acres, according to

quality. In Salop and Montgomeryshire, on land worth 30s. an acre, 24 acres

would suffice. The house, garden, and jiasture form one letting. It is hired

from the owner of the land. The cottager generally buys no food for his

cow. He probably grows a few turnips or mangolds in his garden. He
buys no manure ; he has only what the cow and pig make. The butter is

generally better tlian farm butter. There is no difficulty in selling it. The
building must be big enough to hold a cow and a calf, with a small hay-

bay, say, 15 feet by 7 feet, costing, according to materials, from to SOZ.

It is also a great advantage, in promoting the health of the childi-en, to have
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plenty of milk. It tends greatly to keep the labourers on the farm. They
never like to lose a place where they have a cow."

On one estate of the Earl of Powis, near Montford Bridge,

Shropshire, I saw the system carried out with great success. In

the course of a long walk with Mr. Bowen Jones, of Ensdon
House, who farms 800 acres on this estate, and with Mr.
Davison, the estate bailiff, we visited many of the cottagers,

walked over their pastures, and looked into their cow-sheds.

There are 57 small cow-takings on the estate. Several of the

labourers on each farm are provided with a cow. The butter is

collected and carried to market by certain members of the com-
munity, who act as dealers or agents. We called, for example,

at the house of a widow, and found it locked ; the son had not

returned from work, and the woman was away with her donkey
and cart, selling butter in Shrewsbury.

A certain amount of inconvenience arises from the occasional

absence of the men. A cow or calf has sometimes to be sold,

and the hay must be gathered once a year. There are some
mowing pastures at a distance, on the banks of the Severn. The
hay is secured in large cocks, according to the custom of this

district ; but it must be carted home by loan of the employer's

horses. Mr. Bowen Jones admitted that favours must be some-
times asked and granted, and the " commercial system " set at

naught to some extent. He and his uncle had supplied litter

gratis, for example, to their farm-bailiff during his forty-five

years' service, and he does the same for the bailiff's widow and
her son (the stockman), who keep 2 cows, and hold 5 acres of

grass. A man will sometimes be away at Shrewsbury on his

own affairs, which would not happen if he had no cows,

nor other property ; no damsons, which pay the cottage-rent

hereabouts sometimes ; no money, hope, satisfaction, nor
responsibility, except what he might derive from the 20 small

rods of garden ground which, with a mean cottage, has too

often been the hard-and-fast boundary of a labourer's home.
A farm labourer without a cow or anything particular belong-
ing to him or attainable except a large and badly dieted family,

will soon acquire an ill-conditioned mind. Mr. Bowen Jones
is aware of this. I looked in at the village school, and saw
a roomful of children who have not been deprived of their bread
and milk I I saw some of them driving the cows home to the

byres, and learning early useful lessons of care and kindness
to stock. I saw the meal-tubs filled with ground corn. I

observed the admirable condition of the pastures and fences,

and, in some cases, the permanent improvements which have
been effected by the cow-keepers. I observed the store of
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bacon hanjrinc: in the kitchens, the ffood manners of the

children, unconstrained, and free from that objectionable ser-

vility which may be observed in some localities ; and I con-

cluded that the labourers on the Earl of Povv is's estate must be
living under favourable circumstances.

jMr. Bowen Jones thoroughly approves of the system. Mr.
Davison remarked, in answer to a question of mine, " Two of

my men are away to-day, as it happens (with permission,

of course). I could not well spare them, but 1 would not refuse

them
;
and, after all, the total amount of inconvenience is very

small—not to be named in comparison with the advantages."

Some land on the river-side is let to cottagers here, and the

particulars may be worth notice by those who desire to devote

a field to their labourers, and to save fencing. They are as

follows :

—

"Lands called Horse Parks, in Shrawardine parish, containing about

23 acres. Rent 32?. ; about 28s. an acre. Eates and tithes paid by landlord.

"Let to 16 cottagers, who j)ay 21. each.
" Two stewards are appointed annually, who arrange the management of

the lands.
" A day is fixed for the fences to be repaired, and each tenant has to

attend on that day, or find a substitute.
" A day is fixed for mowing the grass, and all the tenants have to attend

on that daj-, or find a substitute, or forfeit lis.
" All have to make the haj', and it is made into large cocks of equal size,

and lots are drawn for it.

" The hay is carried by the farmers to the cottagers' cow-houses. Each
tenant turns a cow in to graze the lands.

" They do not jxit anj- manure on the land ; it is generally flooded every

year by the river ISevem, which leaves a deposit."

The following rules and particulars refer to some land in

Shropshire held conjointly by several tenants, and belonging to

Lord Windsor :

—

"Helmsley Meadow, Bromfield jiarish, containing ISi acres, occupied by
5 tenants, each having 3 acres of land, for a cow only.

" The field is divided into two equal parts by a post and rail fence, having

the public road at one end, and gates to each part from the road.

"Five cottagers pay Ql. each =30?., free of rates and tithe (15 acres, at

21. an acre).

" Each of the two pieces of land are mown and grazed alternately, and are

equally divided into 5 parts, marked out by strong short pegs, numbered
1 to 5. Lots are cast, and each one takes that which falls to him.

" Each gate is kept locked, and each tenant has a key.
" A mole-catcher is employed to kill the moles, at 2s. Gt7. a year, and paid

by each tenant, at M. each.
" Each tenant acts as bailiff in rotation, yearly, and keeps the fences in good

repair, and pays the cost of such. After so doing he charges and collects

from each of the other tenants one-fifth jiart of such expense. But no bailifi'

is to incur additional expenses beyond the repairing of fences and mole-

catching without the knowledge and consent of the other tenants.
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" No horse is allowed to be put into the pasture.
" If any tenant should be without a cow he is not allowed to take in a

strange cow, as underletting his part ; but if any of the others are rearing

a calf from their own cow, providing the two agree, and the others do not

object, the calf may be entered instead of the cow.
" Xo cow to be admitted without knobs on the horns.
" Each tenant to keep his cow out fioni the pasture from the middle of

April to the middle of May, to allow the grass to spring.
" Each tenant to put on to his lot for hay, the manure made from his cow

every season.

"Xo tenant is allowed to mow any part that is being grazed for the

season ; but each tenant to cut and keep down the thistles, &c., on his own
lot before they seed.

"A barren cow to be kept out from the field during the time she is uneasy
and troublesome to the others."

One of the best cow-houses I have seen is shown in the accom-
panving plan of a cottager's cow-house and pigsty (Fig. 3), as

erected in Shropshire, on the estate of Lord Powis. The cost,

including materials and labour, and excluding cartage, which
is done by the farmer and would cost about 3/., is 38/. 14^.

Fig. 3.

—

Plan of Coitagers Cow-house and Pigsty on the Estate of
the Earl of Powis, in Shropshire.
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The walls of the building are of 9-inch brick work, in mortar.

The floors are paved with hard burnt bricks, and proper drains
are laid, the bed of the cow-house sloping to the drain grate,

as shown on the plan, and the pigsty outlet and calves' cots

sloping to the centre, where 8-inch drain grates are laid.

A sewage tank a few yards from the cow-house receives the
liquid, which is used on the grass-land. The windows in the

cow-house and calves' cots are of the kind termed hit-and-miss
ventilators, consisting of wooden bars, or laths, fixed 2 inches apart
vertically over the opening, with similar bars framed together,

and made to slide on the inside, so as to regulate the

ventilation. The window opening in the gable-end wall, next
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the hay-barn, is for pitching hay through. It is fixed high up
and fitted with a shutter. The outlet to the pigsty is inclosed

with timber palings. The door-frames, wall-plate, and posts to

the pigsty outlet are of oak, the door-frames have iron dowels

at the bottom, which are inserted into stone plinths ; the doors

are of red deal. The roofing timber is of larch covered with

16-inch by 10-inch Bangor slates. The bricks and draining

pipes are made on the estate.

During a drive with Mr. Haste, agent to Viscount Hill's

estate at Hawkstone, Shropshire, I was astonished at the

number of small holdings. Since many of them are in tillage,

they must not be described here, but I mention them to show
the good effects of established custom, for Mr. Haste assures me
that those men who farm from 20 to 50 acres, and cannot all

keep a plough team, help one another all round, and work on a

smooth well-ordered system of give and take without disagree-

ment. In Dorsetshire, on the contrary, Mr. Pope reports

disputes between farmers and their men on such a miserable

matter as a little straw for litter, and the cow-keeping broke
down in consequence of these quarrels.

At Hawkstone, there are 360 cottages rented direct from the

proprietor, with gardens of about a quarter of an acre, and 30
cottages hired of the farm-tenants, and there are in each category

numerous cow-pastures attached to the cottages. They are all

held under short notices—one or three months—which have been
very rarely enforced. These smaller holders are farm labourers

;

many of the others, holding more land, are tradesmen and
artisans employed on the estate, or persons of the class of small

village traders, carriers, and professional labourers, who do
jobbing work, such as thatching, hedging, and ditching, drain-

ing, mowing, bark-peeling, and other kinds of task-work, in

gangs. They are men superior and more handy than the

ordinary day labourers of the farm, and they find in these small

occupations the additional sources of income which they require.

The circumstances here are exceptional, and I should quit my
subject to explain them in detail ; but I may say that small

holdings, which would, if they were general, increasQ the

number of paupers, have, with the cow-pastures, and with

numerous outlets for the surplus population, almost entirely

depauperized this estate. The aged are maintained by their

relations, and, at present, there is not one old person from this

estate in the union. The poor law is administered leniently.

Two old persons, each receiving a little relief, sometimes

occupy the same cottage, with a big garden of ^ or i an acre,

which they make profitable by means of hired labour, or some-

times by sub-letting the land ! A proprietor seeking informa-
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tion on the depauperizing of his estate bj cow-keeping and

other means will find some useful hints on a property of this

kind, though it may not be administered on the strictest rules

of political economy.

Mr. Haste informed me that the cow-keepers purchase maize-

meal and bran, and hay occasionally in bad seasons. They use

bone-dust on their pastures. The produce, when one cow is

kept, consists of butter for sale, and " skim cheese " for home
consumption. The quality of the butter is, in many instance^,

superior to that from the larger dairies. " Cow-briefs " are

unknown. The rules of a very successful cow-club on this

estate have appeared in the form of a small pamphlet published

by Mr. Franklin, Wem, Salop, and entitled "Rules of the Frees

Cottagers' Cow Club, established 1838, and now held at Frees

Lower Heath School." The society was duly registered by
Mr. John Tidd Fratt, Registrar of Friendly Societies. The
payments of the members are very small, 2s. entrance money,
and Is. per quarter, the stewards to allow a member whose cow
dies a sum not exceeding 10/.,—the hide and carcass to be at

the disposal of the committee. In buying a cow a warranty is

required from the seller, and the animal must be on the

premises forty-eight hours before she is marked as a club cow.

Calves are insured at Is. 3c/. entrance fee, and 9rf. per quarter,

entered and marked old ; all at 6 months owed for in the event of

death at the rate of 2/., if it die under 12 months old ; or after 12

months, 3/. till bulled. An extra call is made when a loss is not

met by the money in the box. There are honorary members.
I must sum up briefly the capital replies of Mr. George Willis,

Duddon, Tarporley. He says that Cheshire, being a dairy

county, farmers as a rule are very unwilling to sell even a small

quantity of milk, and he therefore thinks it desirable that every

labourer should keep a cow. Three acres of grass are sufficient,

two acres of which are grazed, and one acre well managed for

mowing. The cow-keeping labourer usually purchases about a

ton of turnips or mangolds, and six or seven sacks of Indian

corn-meal. He sometimes applies a top-dressing of bones. He
purchases litter from his employer. His family consume a
portion of the produce ; and " as farm labourers here," says

Mr. Willis, " generally marry farm dairy-servants who under-
stand the manufacture of butter, the quality compares favourably
with that of larger dairies." Mr. Willis adds :

—

" The most thoughtful and intelligent agriculturists in this district agree

that the moral influence is decidedly good and elevating. The children of

labourers having cows, being trained while young to habits of carefulness and
management, generally make the best and most careful farm servants. A good
supply of milk is exceedingly valuable in the rearing of his family and pro-

viding the labourer himself with a strong and healthy article of diet, which
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may be cooked iu a variety of ways. The buttermilk assists him greatly in

feeding a few pigs to supply the wants of his own family, or, if sold, in pur-

chasing other necessaries. I know that where good judgment is exercised in

the purchase of a suitable cow, followed by good management on the jjart of

the labourer's wife, the financial result, in some instances, is very advantageous

indeed."

I cannot conclude this paper without a brief reference to

certain arguments—errors I should like to call them—used by
some of my correspondents who are hostile to cow-keeping

by labourers. They say that the cow must become, they fear

—

though they rarely, if ever, speak from experience— a cause of

peculation, and that she must tend to engender feelings of

suspicion in the mind of the employer ; and they say, moreover,
" Of course where a cow is kept less money-wages will be paid.

'

It is quite true that cow-keeping by farm labourers may,
under bad management, resolve itself into a branch of the per-

quisite system. Some years since, when staying at Cardigan,

I observed numerous small plots of pasture attached to most
of the farms in the neighbourhood, and let to the labourers by
the occupiers of the farms at extortionate prices. The farm-

tenants having sole control of the supply of land, the cow-
pastures were, in fact, allowed in part payment of wages. A
more vicious form of the perquisite system can hardly be con-

ceived ; but such a flaw is not necessarily incidental to the

keeping of cows by labourers. The tenants, on all the estates

that I have mentioned in this article, pay the current wages of

their neighbourhoods.

As to feelings of suspicion and peculation, neither the one

nor the other ought to exist
;
and, if they do exist, a well-

established system of cow-keeping by the labourers will remove
both these evils. A great proprietor, on succeeding to his estate

some years since, called the labourers together and addressed

them in these words : " I am sorry to say, my friends, that most
of you are as bad as you can be and he named peculation

among the crimes that had been proved against them. They
had not kept cows, but it was a cow-keeping district; and the

landlord, after assuring his audience that the past should be

forgotten, included a good house and a cow-pasture among
the benefits which each labourer should enjoy for the future,

until the same were forfeited by a criminal act legally proved.

Hardly one man on that estate has since been convicted of a

crime. I have seen the oil-cake, bran, and maize in sacks and
casks, purchased by the cow-keepers on that estate, but as for the

peculation, when I mentioned that subject to the employers it was
declared to be a thing quite unknown. Farm labourers may have

Ijeen incendiaries in some cases, some years since, and in some
localities they may be thieves ; but if that be the case, their
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education and position must be defective, and thej must sorely

need the reforming influence of cows and pigs and good big

gardens.

I have now set before the reader various examples of cow-

keeping, and several suggestions for increasing the milk supply

in villages. I have quoted the opinions of a large number of

correspondents, and I think the reader will conclude from the

evidence laid before him—(1) that the milk-supply to labourers

and their children is at present exceedingl>- deficient
; (2) that

the labourer has in many cases become indifferent to the use of

milk, even for his children
; (3) that efforts should be used to

revive the use of milk
; (4) that cow-keeping by labourers should

be encouraged in suitable districts, and that cow-keeping is a

system which may be taught, and which prospers best when
several cow-keepers live near one another, as, for example, on
the estates of Lord Tollemache or the Earl of Powis.

XX.

—

Notes on a Report by Victor Drummond, Esquire, on the

Foreign Commerce of the United Statesfor the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1878. Washington, January 18, 1879. By J. D.

Dent, of Ribston Hall, Weatherby.

From this Report, which has been recently presented to Parlia-

ment, it is clear that the time of despondency in the United
States is passing away, and that a revival of prosperity has

commenced.
Up to the end of 1877 and during the earlier portion of

1878 severe distress prevailed in the United States, while

depression and failure in most branches of business threw many
thousands out of employment. The first symptom of returning

prosperity was that many persons who were thrown out of

profitable employment in the Eastern States turned their atten-

tion to Westward emigration, and to the cultivation of the

soil. Mr. Drummond thus writes of the years 1877 and 1878 :

—

" The soil, its cultivation, and its products have been yielding

to the fullest extent their fruits during the last two years,

producing a very large surplus. Agricultural labourers have
everywhere found full employment. The transportation of

their crops, and of the goods returned in place of them,
has given increased employment to the vessels upon all the

lakes, rivers, and canals, the railways, and to all the labourers

in the business of transport." And he further states, as an
indication of the " approach of better times, the prosperity

VOL. XV.—S, S. 2 O
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of the vast class who till the soil, and the changing character

of the industries of a large number of persons as indicated in

the increased amount of land taken up for actual settlement."

At the time when the American agricultural class, aided by
most favourable seasons, had thus made a fresh start in success,

the British farmer had a series of causes working against him
which were trying his courage and his patience most severely.

While in America wages were falling to a very considerable

extent, in England the wages of agricultural labourers were
making a rapid rise, and the prices of agricultural produce,

which had undoubtedly arrived at an unexampled height, fell,

although successive unfavourable seasons most seriously re-

duced the produce of the United Kingdom. Mr. Drummond
writes :

—" The British workman must, like the American
workman, accept the inevitable for a time, that is, accept

a moderate wage until there is a revival of trade ; those who
will not do so must use the workmen's safety-valve—emi-
gration. Employers will have to be satisfied with small profits

from cheaper and purer goods ; the labourers with smaller

wages and longer hours in some cases, and shorter hours in

others. Every one must economise."

In the meantime we must remember that every successful

cultivator in the Western and Southern States of America
becomes a liberal purchaser of our manufactures, and having no
protection for his own industry, is anxious to receive imported

goods as cheaply as possible ; and when once the consuming
population is fully employed, we may look with less anxiety to

the future of our own agriculture.

Mr. Drummond reports, " that the total area of wheat fields in

the United States may be put at 30,000,000 acres, or a surface

nearly equal to the whole of England. The States that count

acreage by millions are Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Ohio, Michi-

gan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,

Kansas, and California. These States last year represented

three-quarters of the wheat area ; this year they will aggregate

about four-fifths. The greatest proportionate advance is west

of the Missouri, in Kansas and Nebraska, where the increase

is more than 500,000 acres. The increase of Iowa represents a

still larger area. Minnesota is credited with another 500,000,

and Wisconsin and Illinois, together, with somewhat more than

another 500,000. The increase is heavy in California, Indiana,

and in a less degree in Ohio and Michigan. The advance is

largest in the spring-wheat region. Farms of two or three

acres are becoming more numerous in New England. In ex-

ceptional cases in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, 40 to
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50 bushels per acre have been obtained. The average yield

ranges from 20 bushels in a poor crop to 30 bushels in a large

one ; the average yield for the United States is, however,

13 bushels and a fraction.

" The increase of production from 1849 to 1877 in the three

great divisions is shown in the following table :

—

Sections. 1849. 1859. 1869. 1877.

Atlantic Coast

Central Belt .

.

Trans-3Iississippi

Total ..

Bushels.

51,657,020

43,522,646

5,306,278

Bushels.

53,294,137

94,458,609

25,352,178

Bushels.

57,476,371

140,877,070

89,392,185

Bushels.

64,344,800

147,890,000

152,860,000

100,485,944 173,104,924 287,745,626 365,094,800

" The wheat crops this year (1878) have given, it is esti-

mated, 422,593,000 bushels. The average price per bushel of

wheat in 1877 was 1 dollar 8 cents, market price, and export

price, 1 dollar .169 cents.

" The crop of oats in value exceeds that of wheat, standing

next to maize in quantity of product, and exceeding annually

100,000,000 dollars in value. Its cultivation has received a

great impetus in the South, and farmers are learning to take

advantage of the exigencies of climate, obtaining the principal

growth in winter and harvesting early, at the same time select-

ing carefully acclimated and hardy varieties, popularly known
as rust proof. There is an increase in area this season of one-

tenth, mostly in the West and South. For 1878 the produce of

oats was estimated at 411,854,000 bushels."

In the year 1877, 332,742,864 acres of land were devoted to

the growth of maize, yielding a product of 1,342,558,000 bushels,

at a price of about 36 cents per bushel. For 1878 the crops
were estimated at 1,371,606,000 bushels.

The yield of barley had increased from 26,295,400 bushels
in 1870 to 34,441,400 in 1877 ; and an estimated crop for

1878 of 42,222,000 bushels. The price in 1877 was nearly
64 cents per bushel. Of this grain California produces about
a third of the whole crop, New York comes next, and these
with the States beyond Lake Michigan make up four-fifths of
the product.

Of potatoes, the crop in 1870 was 114,775,000 bushels,
from 1,325,119 acres, valued at 72 cents the bushel ; in 1877,
170,092,000 bushels, from 1,792,287 acres, valued at 45 cents

2 O 2
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the bushel. For 1878 the crop was estimated at 124,027,000
bushels.

There was not any appreciable increase of acreage devoted

to cotton in 1878, the amount being 12,056,855 acres in 1877,

and 12,266,785 in 1878 ; but the yield for 1878 was estimated

at 5,200,000 bales in 1878, as against 4,000,000 in 1877. The
average of all bales received at Liverpool for five years is esti-

mated at 450 lbs. of lint ; the weight calculated last year in the

agricultural department was 460 lbs.

There is also an increasing cultivation of jute in the Southern

States, especially in South Carolina, where some of the planters

are substituting jute for rice.

The 1878 crop of tobacco was secured under exceptionally

auspicious conditions, yielding, it was said, about 410,000,000
lbs.

The vast area of land capable of producing cereals, and the

proportion of production to population, in Mr. Drummond's
opinion, prevents any appreciable rise in price arising from the

exportation of these articles ; but the foreign need of live stock,

fresh beef and mutton, salt beef and pork, lard, cheese, and
butter, is exercising a much greater effect in appreciating

prices.

" Great attention is now being paid to dairying in the United
States. The total number of milch cows in the different

States in January 1878 was 11,300,000, valued at 298,499,866
dollars, or 62,187,472?.

" The value of the annual production of cheese and butter is

estimated at 300,000,000 dollars, or 62,500,000/. The produc-

tion has increased 33 per cent, within the past year, and since

the introduction of the American factory system in the manu-
facture of them, they have become important objects of export,

the foreign sale amounting during last season to 13,000,000

dollars (2,708,333/.) for butter ; and 14,000,000 dollars

(2,916,666/.) for cheese. The exporters this year have paid

more than 1,000,000 dollars (258,333/.) for freight, or enough
to support a weekly line of steamers to Europe. They have

paid 5,000,000 dollars (1,041,666/.) freight to the railroa'ds of

the country, and milk pays nearly as much more.
" The dairying interest is one of vast and increasing magni-

tude. Its rapid growth in the East will be equalled and sur-

passed in some of the States of the West. In 1840, in the

great dairying State of New York, the entire dairy product,

including milk, butter, and cheese, in value amounted to a little

less than 10,500,000 dollars, and in all the States to about

34,000,000 ; but in 1869, according to the Census of 1870,
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the milk and butter produce of the State of New York alone

reached the value of 57,000,000 dollars, and, including milk,

100,000,000 dollars. In the city of New York, in 1876, the

total value of milk, butter, and cheese, received, according to

the daily reports of the Board of Trade, was over 55,500,000

dollars, while in the single dairy product of cheese, the State

of Illinois increased her yield sevenfold between 1870 and

1874. There are now important dairy districts in all parts of

the South, and there are indications that the northern cities

will soon be supplied with fresh grass butter throughout the

whole winter from ^lississippi, Tennessee, and other regions,

where before the war the growth of grass was regarded as an

impossibility.
'

Mr. Drummond's Report as to the production of meat,

whether dead or alive, and the conditions under which it can

be exported, is, I regret to say, very meagre, being confined to

the tables of exportation during the years ending June 30, 1875
to 1878 inclusive :—

Peodccis. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Animals Lirrs'G. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars.

1

Dollars.

Hogs 739,215 670,042 699,180 267,259
Homed Cattle 1,103,085 1,110,703 1,593,080 3,896,818

242,031 246,964 301,134 798,723
356,828 224,860 478,434 501,513
183,898 171,101 234,480 333,499

Pbotisioss.

Bacon and Hams 28,612,613 39,664,456 49,512,412 51,752,068
4,552,523 5,009,856

4,197,956 3,186,304 2,950,952 2,973,234
1,506,996 1,109,496 4,424,616 3,931,822

13,659,603 12,270,083 12,700,627 14,103,529
Lard 22,900,522 22,429.485 25,562,665 30,014,524
Meats preserved .

.

735,112 998,052 3,939,977 5,102,625
Mutton, fresh 36,480 9,272
Pork 5,671.495 5,744,022 6,296,414 4,913,657

The United Kingdom is the principal customer for this

agricultural produce, although a considerable portion of the

hogs, horses, mules, and sheep go to the West Indies, Central
America, and Japan ; and of salted and preserved provisions
the West Indies take a good share.

Undoubtedly this Report presents to us a wonderful account

of the prosperity and the productive power of American agri-

culture ; and of the vast resources which the United States possess
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to enable them to supply not only their own people, but the Old
World with food. At the same time I cannot imagine that

there is any need for our own agriculturists to be in despair.

The very question of freight alone, according to Mr. Caird's

calculations, exercises an influence about equal to the rent of our

English soil. The great depression in American trade is only

just ceasing. Mr. Drummond remarks in the same Report, " All

these things point to a change for the better in the condition of

all classes, and after resumption of specie payments is a real

fact, success and confidence will be felt by capitalists, their

money Avill be again forthcoming for new undertakings. This
will further a distribution of higher wages and a consequent

diminution in the number of those who are now working for

starvation wages
;

for, in spite of the brighter state of affairs in

trade, there are many workmen in the large cities who accept

just enough of salary to keep them alive, hanging on in the

hopes of better times and a consequent rise in their salaries.

" The large cities and towns are overcrowded ; for every hand
working in a mill there are a hundred ready to work for a

minimum wage. The panacea, as a relief to this condition of

things, must partly be afforded by the mechanics themselves,

who must many of them emigrate to the agricultural districts."

For some few years lately the conditions of labour in the

United States and in Great Britain have been reversed. They
have had a superabundance of cheap labour ; with us it has been
scarce and dear. Their consuming powers have been seriously-

impaired, and ours recklessly indulged. The mechanic and the

artisan have been obliged to take to agriculture in America,

while our country districts were depleted of their best bone and
sinew by the coal and iron trades. Beef and mutton have

been at so high a price, that our dairy farmers have neglected

the natural produce of their country, and have allowed them-
selves to be surpassed by France in the production of fresh

butter, and by America in the quality of cheese. Men gave up
breeding cattle, trusting to Ireland to produce lean stock to be

converted into high-priced beef in England. Meanwhile, the

quality of our manufactures in too many instances has djeterio-

rated, from excessive competition ; and trade, which had been

unnaturally stimulated by speculation and rash credits all over

the world, fearfully collapsed. Steamship owners, having no

other freight to carry, threw themselves zealously into deve-

loping the American live-stock trade, and, tempted by high

prices in England and reduced consumption in America, this

business has been largely increased. But even now, in spite of

the importation of American beef and the most terrible depres-
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sion of trade ever known in England, the prices of beef and

mutton have not been sensibly reduced to the consumer, while

the prices of lean cattle for grazing have given way but little,

compared to the prices of fat stock. The English agricultural

labourer, as well as the artisan, has become a consumer of

meat, and neither of these classes will give up the consump-

tion, if they have the means to obtain it. The supply of

good fresh butter and of dairy products is still notoriously

indifferent, not only in our great cities but in our small towns

and villages. In France and Switzerland the traveller almost

universally meets with butter which tempts him to eat it,

and with a profusion of good milk, if not of cream. The
traveller in England too often, especially in small country

towns, turns from his butter in disgust, and in vain desires a

good draught of milk. The children of the poor in our villages,

as well as our towns, do not get half the quantity of milk that

is desirable, and, from childhood to manhood, are driven to tea,

coffee, or stimulants, lor want of the most wholesome and
nourishing beverage. Our stock of cattle has diminished from

the effect of high prices of beef and mutton. Prices may,
perhaps, not in future range so extravagantly high ; but for

both dairy farmers and those who can breed and feed their

own stock there would yet appear to be no serious difficulty,

if the present crisis do but teach the required lessons. With
returning prosperity to our manufacturers, the demand for the

animal products of the farm must again revive, and the produce

of the dairy and the poultry-yard will be found no mean adjunct

to the rearing and feeding of cattle and sheep and the growing
of corn.

PS.—Since the above notes were put in type, Mr. Drummond
has published the following additional information, which may
be usefully reprinted as an Appendix to them.

" WHEAT.
" Loicest and Average Prices of Wheat on hoard at New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Boston, and landed at Livekpool

first half-year, 1879. Tlie dollar is equal to 5s.

" Lowest price per bushel on board at New York, 1 dol. ; at Philadelphia,

1 dol. 6 cents to 1 dol. 16 cents ; at Baltimore, 1 dol. 6 cents ; at Boston,

1 dol.

" Average price per bushel of red winter : On board at New York, 1 dol.

12 cents; at Philadelphia, 1 dol. 11 cents; at Baltimore, 1 dol. 6i cents;

at Boston, 1 dol. 6 cents.
" Average price per bushel landed at Liverpool : From New York—common

wheat, 1 dol 17 cents ; red winter, 1 dol. 24 cents ; from Philadelphia—red
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winter, 1 dol. 18 cents ; from Baltimore, ditto, 1 dol. 27 cents ; from Boston,

ditto, 1 do). 21 cents.
" Average freight per bushel : From New York, 6fZ, ; from Philadelphia,

oid. or 7i cents; from Baltimore, Q%d. to ld.\ from Boston, l^d.
" The average price of red winter wheat per quarter landed at Liverpool is

then as follows :—Landed at New York, 41s. 4c?. ; landed from Philadelphia,

39s. 8cZ. ; landed from Baltimore, 42s. ; landed from Boston, 40s. Ad. We
here observe that wheat from Philadelphia is landed in England at a cheaper

rate than from the other ports. The low freight from Philadelphia is the

principal cause, and this arises from that progressive city reaping a large share

of the trade to Europe. From the 29th of July to the 4th of August over

Ij million bushels, or more than four times as mtich as during the same
period last year, has been shipped. This steady increase in tlie grain trade

requires a large fleet of ships, chiefly British, which are now flocking to the

port of Philadelphia. From information which has reached me, I am led to

believe that under certain conditions wheat can be delivered at Liverpool from
Philadelphia, with a margin for profit, for 35s. a quarter. It is not probable

that this will happen, but I mention it as a remote possibility, although it

would not be a lasting one.
" The total spring wheat acreage sown this year in the L'nitcd States was

four per cent, greater than last year, and the increase will no doubt be as

great each successive year until there are symptoms of no profit in this direc-

tion. The yield in the one great wheat State of Minnesota for this year is

calculated at 40,000,000 bushels; this is calculating that in two-thirds of its

wheat area, 1,900,000 acres, there will be an average yield of 13 bushels per

acre ; and in the rest of the area, 000,000 acres, the yield will be 17 bushels

l»r acre. The cost of wheat per acre in the great wheat-growing States

averages 20s. per quarter.
" It is a very diflerent thing in the North-Eastern States, where the farmers

are handicapped as ours are by the extraordinary low freight charges i'rom the

Western States. Again, their i'arming is carried on jDartially tmder the same
conditions as our own ; they have the advantage, however, over ours by
generally having good-sized orchards, which in a good year bring them in a
fair revenue.

" THE CATTLE TBADE.

" Now, with reference to the cattle trade between England and the United
States, I am enabled to supply some very important information kindly fur-

nished me by those who are an unbiassed and reliable authority.
" New York.—The ' prime ' beef, wholesale price, has ranged between

9 and 10 cents {A\d. to od) per lb. For the common quality the price has

varied between 7 and 9 cents {Hd. to 4ic?.) per lb. since the 1st of Januarj^

last. Beeves shipped 'alive' to Great Britain will average to cost about

5 dols. 70 cents per 100 lb. gross weight. The best grades cost more than

this, and the fair grades less. The dressed beef, ' shipped in quarters,' gosts

from 8 to 9 cents {Ad. to Ahd.) per lb. on board in New York ; but prime live

cattle, ftir whicli quotations are made, command, on slaughtering, a better

price than ordinary refrigerated meat. The average weight at New York of a
' prime bullock ' is 1400 lbs., and that of a ' common bullock,' is 1100 lbs.

Average freights per head, '61. 10s. They Lave been as low as 2/. 10s. and as

high as Al. 15s.

" Philadelphia. — Prime shipping are held at 5 J cents (3N.) per lb.

They weigh from 1250 to 1500 lbs. A beast of 1500 lbs. is landed at Liverpool

for 2AI. 10s. Average freight is the same as New York, Zl. 10s.

" Baltimore.—Freight per head to England averages the same as New York
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and Pbiladelpbia, Zl. 10s., although it has been as high as Al. Cattle landed

in England will cost there from DO dols. to 110 dols. per head, clear of any
charges (18?. 15s. to 23/.). 'J'ho freight on kinc from Baltimore to England

averaged 4?. 5s. per head ; it was as low as 'iJ. and as high as 5Z. 15s. during

this past season.
" Boston.—Cattle here are reckoned at so much per lb. living weight. Tlie

average weight of each animal sent over is 1150 lbs. 5^ cents (2>\d.) per lb.

is the average price on board. Freight averages the same as the other ports,

Zl. 10s., although it has been as high as 4/. Cattle cost, landed in England,

on an average, 22/.

" As to the future prospects of the cattle trade between Great Britain and

the United States, I tliink the following points should be known.
" If the present restrictions in England on cattle from the United States were

removed and they were allowed to be landed alive, the trade would increase

enormously, and give employment for a large number of British steamers now
lying idle ; in fact, more would be built expressly for this trade. Notwith-

standing the present restrictions and the prejudice created by reports of

pleuro-pneumonia and other diseases among American cattle, the shipments

from the United States have shown a substantial increase this year. One firm

alone in New York sent 2800 head of cattle the last week of July to Great

Britain. Dead American meat is sold in London at Gh'l. per lb. at a profit, and
it is said that even if sold at bid. it would give a small profit.

" As long as shippers from New York obtain in Liverpool not less than Id.

or l^d. for their ' prime' beef, so long will a remunerative trade be open to

them ; but they have obtained readily prices ranging between those given above

and %d. per lb., according to the state of the market. While these prices are

obtained, the shipments of American cattle will continue in increasing quan-
tities, for with the vast stock-raising lands in the West there is practically

no limit to the exportation ; and with reference to this I will mention that

in 1877 there were 30,500,000 head in the United States, and next year the

returns will probably show 35,000,000. Last year 86,000 head were landed
in the principal ports of the United Kingdom, 67,000 more than in the pre-

vious year, mostly from the United States, 30,925 from the port of New
York alone, to various countries in Europe. It is calculated that England
took 24,834, at 97 dols. a head (say 20/. 4s.), and Cuba 40,000 head, at 17
dols. each (say 3/. lis.) ; the wild grass-fed lexans to Cuba, and the Shorthorn
grades with better feeding to England and Europe ; the latter selling for less

than five times the price of the former. The weight of the Shorthorn grades

was about twice that of the Texan. Ten years will, it is stated, bring a re-

markable change in the quality and weight of these Texans, and the improve-
ment will possibly be more than enough to supply in quantity the present

exports to Europe. Each year probably adds nearly 100 lbs. per head to their

live weight. Exportation stimulates careful breeding, enhancing the character,

quality, and weight of the animal. This improvement in breeding will be
equal to an increase of 25 per cent, in number of cattle. Better feeding pro-

duces earlier maturity, and therefore, if 5,000,000 of these are ready for

market at two and a half years instead of three years, and 5,000,000 at three

years and a half instead of four years, this would give about 16 per cent, more
cattle for market each year without increase of the whole number kept.

" Oxen are raised in the State of Colorado, and ready for market at a cost of

4 dols. (or 16s. 8c^.) per head, and it is claimed that on a large scale it can be
done for 3 dols. (or 12s. Qd.) per head. That the United States is destined to

supply England with its main supplies of food I have no doubt, for as one of
my informants states, first, it is in the very nature of American enterprise to

push a trade which affords a profit, and to resort to all manner of ' cheapening

'

processes and methods to make it more profitable; secondly, the extension of
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railroads and their facilities into Nebraska, South Missouri, and Texas, all

stimulate breeding and increase and cheapen both cattle and their transport

to the coast
;
thirdly, British shipowners will construct vessels with a special

view to the rapid and improved conveyance of animals across the ocean, and
despite the check caused by the pleuro-pneumonia scare the traffic will increase.

Another gentleman writes from New York :
—

' The cattle dealers here are pre-

23ared to work at an even much smaller profit than the present, which tliey

admit is paying handsomely. Even if freight goes up, which is a straw upon
which our farmers in England are clinging, I do not believe that it will help

them materially ; I imagine that if any brighter look-out arises, it will be
from the intense railway speculations going on in the United States, and from
the immense sum which must be forthcoming for the renewal of the 80,000
miles of rails already commencing. Will not foreign shareholders require the

interest on their money invested, when they find large payments will have to

be made for renewal of plant ? Will not further capital be required on this

account ? I only mention this, as it is just possible a rise in transport charges

may some day occur if railway directors find the pressure greater than they
can bear.'

" The United States Treasury Department Las recently revoked its order of

February last, in which the importation of neat cattle from foreign ports was
prohibited

;
they are now subjected to a quarantine of not less than ninety

days under direction of Custom-house oEBcers, and at the expense of parties

interested in the shipment.

" Now let us see how we stand as to our imports of pigs.

" From the ports of New York but few pigs have been shipped this year. The
price of pork at New York has varied since 1st January from 4 cents to 65 or

7 cents per lb. ; but 5 cents would be a fair average (2kd.). The rate of

freight is equal to about 14 cents per lb., making the average price in Liver-

pool 6s cents per lb. (Sjc?.). The average weight of pigs sent from this port

for the European markets is 170 lbs. Larger animals are not shipped, being

unsuitable for those markets. A pig of 170 lbs. landed in Liverpool would
cost 21. 10s.

" Fkom Philadelphia.—Pigs shipped weigh under 200 lb. Their prices

range from 4 cents to 4j cents per lb. (2\d.). The freight to Liverpool is

10s. a head, and the pig is landed there for 5j cents per lb. (or 2hd.). A
pig of 186 lbs. would be then landed for the sum of 10 dols. 50 cents (or

21. 4s. M.).
" From Baltimore.—Pigs landed in England cost, freight included, about

8 cents (or 4c?.) per lb. A 170 lb. pig from Baltimore would thus cost

21. 17s. M.
" From Boston.—Pigs shipped cost 5^ cents (or 2^^^.) per lb., and freight

10s. a pig. The weight of pigs sent from Boston are given at 200 lbs. A
170 lbs. pig would cost, landed in Liverpool, 21. 9s.

" Pig exports from the United States during the fiscal year 1878 exceedSd all

other exports of domestic animal products by more than 36,000,000 of doUars.

" THE PIG TRADE.

Thus:
Pig Exports, 1878.

Bacon and hams .

.

Lard
Pork
Lard oil .

.

Live hogs

D0I3.

51,750,205

30,014,023

4,913,G46
994,440
2G7,250

Total 87,939,573
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All other Asuial Exports, 1878.

Dols.

Cattle and cattle products .. 49,230,366

Horses 798,723
Mules 501,513

Slicep and their products .. .. 874,093
All other and fowls 46,841

Total .. 51,451,536

" During the ten months of this present year to April 30th last the %'alue of

pig exports appears to have fallen off, owing to the small price they have

brought. The quantity, on the other hand, was more than 100,000,000 lbs.

larger. There was an increase in the demand, but the supply has been so

large as to depress the market value.
" This year the results from experiments made for the extraction of sugar

from the Sorghum plant and Indian corn, and from the beet, will be known,
and if any one of these is a success in sugar production and good profits, we
may see a diminution in the growth of wheat in favour of the more profitable

plants. Canada is also making experiments with the Sorghum cane. The
statements given above I have every reason to feel are correct ; if any errors

are to be found, they will be so small that they may be forgiven.'

"VICTOE DRUMMOXD.
" H.B.M. Secretary of Legation at Washington.

" Kissingen, Sept. 10."

In a further communication to the Editor of the ' Daily News,'

Mr. Drummond gives additional information as to recent reduc-

tions in the freights from Boston to the United Kingdom, and
as to the wages of labourers in the United States :

—

" Sir—In my letter to you from Kissingen, which, together

with its enclosures, you were good enough to take notice of, I

mentioned that cattle from Boston cost, landed in Liverpool,

22/.
;

pigs, 21. 95. Qd.
;

wheat, 1 dol. 21 cents per bushel.

Since the beginning of the month, however, as my correspondent

from Boston informs me, freight-rates have been lowered as

follows, and are likely to remain so for the next four or six

months. Cattle freight is now 2/. \Qs. instead of 3/. IQs. to 4Z. ;

pigs ditto, 76-. instead of lOs. : wheat ditto, cents per bushel

against 7J cents per bushel. I see mention made in the papers

lately respecting the rate of farm labourers' wages in the United
States and Canada. I am enabled to give an authentic statement

of the wages to this class of workmen for each state and territory

in the United States, and for certain places in Canada. I

should be much obliged if you can find space for them in the

columns of the ' Daily News.'

" I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

" Victor Drummond.
" Engelberg, Switzerland, September 26."
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UNITED STATES.

Average Farm Wages for 1879.

Per Day.

Per llonlh, by the
Year.

Transient in Dl tto not in

Harvest. Harvest.

W UDOUt Witli Witliout With Without With
[ Board. Board. Board. Board. Board. Board.

Dollars. Dollars. IJoilars. i'Oiiiirs.

18-25 11-08 1 142 109 0-97 0-72
New Hampshire 19-75 12-30

1

1-25 96 98 74
Vermont 15-00 10-22 1

1-29 97 91 64
Massachusetts .. 25 00 15-33 1-50 1-00 1-05 75
Rhode Island .

.

20-00 10-00 1-00 75 1-00 50
Connecticut 23-29 14-23 1-86 1-25 1-50 88
New York 20 -Gl 13-19 1-53 1-18 92 68
New Jersey 20-22 11-53 1-55 1-30 99 68
Pennsylvania .

.

19-92 11-46 1 -33 99 96 68
18-00 9-50 1-37 1-00 75 48
13-50 8-95 1-43 112 75 44
10-G8 7-66 1-16 96 63 41

North Carolina 11-19 7-66 99 76 58 41
South C^arolina 9-83 6-66 89 68 53 44

10-73 7-38 98 61 58 53
Florida 13-80 8-73 1-02 73 76 50
Alabama 12-20 8-30 96 77 69 55
Mississippi 13-31 9-28 100 85 78 62

16-40 11-27 1-03 77 85 66
Texas 18-27 11-49 1-30 94 92 60

17-12 11-31 1-38 1-08 86 50
Tennes.see 12-73 8-96 1-28 98 69 55
West Virginia ..

Kentucky
16-98 10-94 1-26 95 80 53
15-17 10-00 1 -49 115 77 83

Ohio 20-72 13-34 1-51 1-17 1-00 82
Michigan 22-88 14-64 2-02 1-55 1-16 69
Indiana 19-20 12-76 1-68 1-28 90 73
Illinois 20-61 12-01 1-52 1-18 1-01 79
Wisconsin 21-07 13-81 2-11 1-70 1-12 94

24-55 15-62 2-63 2-25 1-27 80
22-09 13-90 1-66 1-57 1-12 79
17-59 11-84 1-47 1-17 67 59
20 -67 13-28 1-70 1-32 1-05 72

Nebraska •23-04 14-86 2-17 1-66 1-29 90
California 41-00 26-27 2-27 1-76 1-65 1-23
Oregon 35-45 23-86

1

2-02 1-54 1-44 1-08
Nevada 35-00 ! 2-08 2-00 l-2o

35-00 20-00 1-82 1-55 1 -83 1-19
Utah 28-87 20-50 1-43 1-00 1-46 1-12

New Mexico 22-10 13-80 2-15 67 81 56
Washington 35-83 24-34 2-59 1-61 1-55 1-11

Dakota 28-56 16-57 2-26 1-34 92

CANADA, 187!i.—FARjr LABOUKERS' WAGES.

Montreal.—The wages average from 10 to 14 dollars per month for the

summer months, and from 100 to 120 dollars per year, with board.
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GoDEBicH, Kincardine, Meafobd.—Sault Ste. Marie: 132 dollars per
annum, with board. Owen Sound : 10 to 12 dollars per month, with board.
CoUingwood : 12 to 18 dollars per month, with board. These places are all

in the State of Ontario, the great agricultural State. The average daily

wazes are 1 to Ij dollar, farm labour being now 25 per cent, lower than it

was five years ago. The above information I have obtained from the reports

by United States Consuls on rates of wages, &c., published by the State
Department last month.

The dollar is equivalent to 4s. 2c?.

XXI.

—

Report of the Senior Steward of Live-Stock on the Inter-

national Agricultural Exhibition at Kilburn, 1879. By W.
Wells, Esq., Senior Steward.

The International Exhibition of the Royal Agricultural Society

in the neighbourhood of London—at Kilburn—is over. ^Jarred,

as its complete success undoubtedly was by the continuance of

the relentless and exceptional weather, which, since last October,

has made the sun an almost entire stranger to our island, and
has already blighted our hopes of a good ingathering of our hav,

as it is now imperilling our corn crops
;

yet, in compensating
contrast to the serious effects of the weather upon the comfort of

the spectators, the business of the exhibition, and the financial

results to the Society, there were many noteworthy features

which helped to mitigate the force of these untoward circum-

stances, and to leave many agreeable recollections of the Great

Show of 1879.

It is not in mortals to command success, but it is in them to

work hard for it, and assuredly no similar undertaking ever

had a greater measure of unceasing labour and attention bestowed

upon it. From the moment it was decided to hold the Exhibi-

tion in the metropolis, or as near to it as possible, every exertion

was made to render it worthy of the occasion, worthy of the

Society, and worthy of their Royal President—the Prince of

Wales having graciously consented to accept again the office

which he held ten years before at ]\Ianchester.

With the sanction of the late, and under the auspices of the

present Lord !Mayor, a meeting was held last summer at the

Mansion House, and an influential Committee formed to assist

the Society financially and otherwise. The subscriptions col-

lected by the Committee amounted to over 8500Z., a sum below^

what had been anticipated, probably from an insufficient allow-

ance having been made for the general depression in business.

Following so closely upon the International Exhibition in

Paris last year, it was resolved to invite foreign competition at

Kilburn, and prizes for foreign horses to the amount of IQQl., for
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cattle to over 2000?., with a proportion also for sheep were
accordingly offered. The entries for horses were fairly numerous,
59 in all. The characteristics of the various breeds were inter-

esting, and will, with those of the cattle and sheep, be noticed

in detail in the stock reports. Cattle were not sent in any
number ; there were only 57 entries. The delay, and probably

the anticipated expense of the quarantine regulations, though in

fact the expense was borne by the Society, were obstructions of

too serious a nature. A good display of some of the more pro-

minent foreign breeds would have been specially interesting at

this moment when attention is being so much drawn to milk v.

beef ; and even as meat producers the Charolais would have
shown well by the side of our beefiest races. In sheep, the

Merinos of France and Spain were represented.

The international character of the Exhibition was further

maintained by prizes being offered for foreign hops, corn, wool,

butter, cheese, hams, bacon, and preserved meat
;

prizes also

being respectively given for American or European fresh meat
found to be in the best condition after having travelled at least

1000 miles, or which had been slaughtered not less than fourteen

days.

The award of the prize of 50/., with the gold medal of the

Society, offered for " the best waggon for conveying perishable

goods, meat, poultry, fish, <Scc., &c., by rail, at a low temperature,

a journey of 500 miles," to the " Swansea Waggon Co.," became
the subject of legal contention by the only other competitor.

Colonel Mann, whose motion, however, before the Master of the

Rolls, was refused with costs. The temperature of the waggon
to which the prize was awarded, had preserved an average of

about 39 degrees, or nearly 10 degrees less than that of the com-
peting waggon, which was itself commended for its principles

of construction and finish.

These large foreign and other unwonted additions to the

ordinary contents of the Showyard—themselves greatly in excess

of those at any previous exhibition—necessitated a considerable

increase in the size of the ground to be selected, and the 103
acres hired from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners were no nrvore

than sufficient for the purpose. Some idea of the enormous
scale of the Showyard and its contents may be gathered from
the following statement (p. 555) of the shedding required for the

implement yard alone, and of the entries in the stock yard.

For details of the Showyard, extremely interesting in them-
selves, but too long to incorporate in a general sketch, the

reader is referred to the valuable ' Illustrated Guide to the

Royal Agricultural Society's Metropolitan International Exhi-

bition,' edited by Mr. Kains-Jackson, with a preface by Sir
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Shedding in Implement-Yard (in Feet).

London.

1879.

Bristol.

1878.

Liverpool.

1877.

Birmingham.

1876.

Tampon.

1875.

Bedford.

1874.

Hull.

1873.

Ordinary ..

Machinery in
i

motion . . . . I

Seeds and Models

16,000

4,683

2,220

11,735

2,847

964

12,183

2,733

880

11,304

2,492

886

8118

1557

452

11,402

2,585

766

9150

1788

793

Stock-Yard.

Horses 815 350 369 424 234 412 281

Cattle .. .. 1,007 443 378 465 340 403 308

Sheep .. .. 841 397 418 407 359 486 365

Pigs 211 164 140 203 164 226 191

Total .

.

2,874 1,334 1,305 1,499 1097 1,527 1145

Brandreth Gibbs, and with articles by Mr. James Howard,
Mr. M'Combie, Mr. Ransome, and others. It is here shown that

the total amount of shedding in the ground extended to over

12 miles ; the total distance to be walked by a visitor was from

16 to 18 miles. The amount of prizes offered for horses was

3590/. ; for cattle, 5635Z. ; for sheep and goats, 2065/. ; for pigs,

300/. ; for wool, dairy produce, bees, provision waggon, »Scc. &c.,

1610/. more, making a total of 13,200/.

These figures may be welcome to those visitors who, however
desirous of seeing the Show, were so weather- and mud-bound
that they never left the vantage ground of the sleeper-made

main roads, and could only guess at what lay in the undiscovered

regions right and left of them. Certainly, under the circum-

stances, it would have been handier to have had a Showyard
more of the dimensions of the first exhibition of the Society in

1839, where the whole of the cattle prizes were not much more
than half of this year's prizes for Shorthorns only, or 385/. against

750/., while those for horses were 10/. less in amount than was
this year given for asses, or 50/. as against 60/.

It will be readily believed that the disappointment to the

Council that this grand display of all most worth seeing in con-
nexion with agriculture— all the most perfect types of the animals
of the farm—all the latest and most ingenious kinds of machinery
and implements—should have been to a great extent thrown
away, was a severe one. Undoubtedly there was always felt to be
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some risk of the state of the ground in bad weather
;
but, in the

first place, there was an amount of persistency in the bad weather
which could never have been reasonably anticipated ; and in the

second place, no better ground within anything like easy reach

was to be had. The week before the Kilburn Show, the Alex-
andra Park—considering that there was no heavy implement
traffic during the horse show there—was in a deplorable state.

The week after, even the light soil of Wimbledon Common
was, during the encampment—without any implement-, and
with but little carriage- or horse-traffic—reduced to a sea of

mud about the camp, and locomotion was carried on, in no
small degree, ' a la Kilburn,' on planks.

What the condition was to which the continued wet reduced
the ground at Kilburn mav be partly gathered from the nature

and extent of some of the remedies invented and adopted. No
expense or care in preparing the site had, in the first instance,

been spared, the original cost of draining having, according to

!Mr. Hunt's report, been about 1200/. ; to which must be added
2200/. for levelling, turf-laying, ballast-burning, and road-

making. This, it was hoped, would prove sufficient, and it was
not until a few weeks before the Show that the continuous and
increasingly heavy fall of rain, concurrently with the develop-

ment of the preparation-traffic, gave rise to any feelings of

apprehension.

As the day for opening the Exhibition was near, and the

heavy implements and machinery began to come in, without

the hoped-for change in the weather, it became painfully ap-

parent that the struggle to get things in their places would be

desperate and protracted. By the end of the week preceding

the opening, the approaches to and spaces between the imple-

ment shedding, as well as much of the rest of the ground, was
worked by incessant traffic into a wide sea of tenacious mud,
through which it was impossible without a quadrupled horse-

power to move the heavy exhibits into their places.

The efforts made by tbe railway companies concerned to fulfil

their undertaking to deliver the exhibits were unceasing.

Horses in numbers were lent by other railways. Gapgs of

men, relieving each other, worked through the night as well as

day, and never was a vote of thanks better earned than that

which was given at the General Meeting to the railway com-
panies, with a special mention of Lord Richard Grosvenor,

whose energy in organising, in conjunction with the untiring

officials of the London and North-Western Railway, the means
of relief to blocked-up trains or mud-bound vehicles, was fully

recognised and appreciated.

The following is the substance of a communication in refer-
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ence to the work thrown upon the London and North-Western
Railway. It gives an account of the never-to-be-forgotten

Kilburn Railway difficulties :

—

They—the L. and N. W. Co.—had 29S3 waggons of implements for the

Show, which they mainly received between the 18th and 29th of June. They
had also 407 trucks containing horses and cattle, which they received on the

27th and 28th of June. The weight of the implements was about 4000 tons ;

but tliis weight was of course exclusive of the implements and other goods

that were carted in direct from other railway stations, and of a qiiantity

delivered by road.

The exceptional circumstances of their work were that they had to employ
a force of from 300 to 500 men and 240 horses, at a considerable distance

from their usual places of work, during the night and day, over a period of

11 days, during which the rain was almost incessant, and the ground upon
which the heavy goods had to be drawn consisted of 100 acres of mud from

G inches to 4 feet deep. Seven or eight horses could do with difficulty what
one ought to have performed with ease, and the vehicles in some instances

could not be extricated without the aid of screw-jacks or other mechanical

appliances.

The Society found it necessary to put down a corduroy road made of old

sleepers, and nearly 10,000 sleepers were supplied to them by the railway

company for this purjjose.

The difficulties of getting on to the ground wore so great as to necessitate

their working the last week with relays of men from 2 a.m. to 9 p.m. each

day.

The largest staff they had on the ground on one day was about 240 horses,,

and 500 men, and upwards of 2000 meals were served out to the men on
one day.

Had the ground been in ordinary fair condition, the work would have beee
done with the greatest ease, but the incessant rains increased the expenses

and difficulties at least fourfold, and the company incurred a serious loss by
the transaction.

If the railway difficulties were great, those of the Society

were not less. Hundreds of loads of ballast were procured

to form the main road, much of it being laid over flake-hurdles,

of which a large number of truck-loads were procured ; while

the amount of planking used—in addition to the 14,000 sleepers

supplied by the several railway companies—was enormous. The
actual expenditure in these extra works was as follows :

—

14,078 sleepers bought from railways, including carriage £
by rail and casting, less sleepers resold 860

24,000 flake-hurdles bought, iuchuling carriage and
cartage, less hurdles resold 800

2786 yards ballast bought, including caning 557
3428 deals, less those resold 455
Draining pipes 45
Labour account 460
Team labour 152

£3329

Perhaps it may be here permitted the writer, Avhose own woik
VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 P
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was but little affected, to say, that these material and other

difficulties, such as altered arrangements, unceasing applications

from distracted exhibitors, and all the heavy extra labour entailed

by the unlooked-for circumstances of the occasion, were met on
the part of the officials of the Society with an amount of energy,

patience, and resource which was worthy of all praise, and which
was cordially recognized in the press and by the public.

However successful were the efforts to make a good main road,

it was found impossible, with all the planks which London could

supply, or which, at any rate, could be got into the yard, to give

even a tolerable access to the stands of the implement makers

;

and as one wet day succeeded another, the question arose of ex-

tending the time of the Exhibition. This was agreed to by the

Council after a meeting held by the exhibitors, at which a proposal

to extend the time for keeping open the implement department

was carried, the closing of that department being accordingly

deferred to Thursday the 11th; the stock department closing

on Monday the 7th, as originally fixed. This extension of time

was determined on in the interests of the implement makers,

in the hope that some bright days to finish with would help to

recoup them for losses and disappointments. Unluckily the

pitiless rain continued, and it is to be feared that the additional

time was scarcely more profitable to them than to the Society.

What the financial result of the attendance, sale of catalogues,

and admittance to the horse ring was, is given in the subjoined

summary (p. 559).

Up to the present year, since the establishment of the Society,

the total amount at their Exhibitions of " Expenditure in excess

of Receipts" has been 59,035Z., and "Receipts in excess of

Expenditure, 27,414/. ;
leaving a balance of 31,631/. on the

wrong side, which will be increased by at least 10,000/., as

the result of the Kilburn Exhibition.

The Sunday services were well attended, the sermon in the

morning on the 29th of June having been preached by the

Dean of Westminster, and that on the 6th of July by the

Rev. W. Lutman, Chaplain to the Lord Mayor. In the respec-

tive afternoons the preachers were the Rev. Dr. Wiliifinis,

Rector of Brondesbury (the parish in which the Showyard was
situated), and the Rev. Canon Duckworth.

One very special feature of the Exhibition must not be for-

gotten. The novelty of the International Dairy—where were

exhibited daily in full operation various systems of English and
foreign butter- and cheese-making, together with a large variety

of implements and dairy appliances—was much appreciated by

the public, who formed each day and all daj a gallery of inte-

rested spectators four or five deep.
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Statement of Eeceipts for Admission, Gra^ Stand and
Catalogdes.

Date.

JTonday .

.

Tuesday .

.

Wednesday
Tliursilay ..

Friday
Satuniay .

.

Monday
Tuesday .

.

Wednesday
Thursday ..

30th Juno
1st July
2nd ,,

3rd ,

,

4th ,,

5th ,,

7th ,,

8th ,,

9tli
,

,

10th ,

,

Total ..

Season Tickets

Grand Stand:—
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday ..

' Saturday
Monday

Grand Total

Charge.

d.

0
0
6
6
0
0

0
0

0
0

2 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0

Numb-rs
Adiniltnl.

4,319
3,317

21.147
11,431

35,1 02
50,255
43,5;)4

lO.litO

5.702
4,246

187,323

Entrance-Money
Ueteivcd.

£ «. d.

1.005 8 10

828 IC 0

2,G43 19 II

1,178 5 5

Catalogues.

l.;5:)

2,478
2,1G5

508
281 16 0
212 6 6

13,064 9 0

1,318 7 0

9.-) 8

32 7
267 12 0
144 1 0
101 8 0

£ s. d.

256 10 0
7.5 0 0

325 0 0
!I5 0 0

142 0 0
1(14 10 0
144 15 0
20 0 0
12 0 0
15 5 0

1,190 0 0

14,382 16 0

640 16 0

10,213 12 0

The following notes on the proceedings in the International

Dairy have been kindly furnished me by Mr. Allender, one of

the directors of the Aylesbury Dairy Company, who took a

leading part in the arrangement and conduct of the dairy

department.

Boyal International Agricultural Exhibition, 1879.

The Dairy Shed at Kilburn was divided about eqiuilly between tlie English
and foreign sections. The English division, with some American apiiliances,

was worlced by the Aylesbury Dairy Company, the loreigii was in the hands
of M. Ahlborn, of Hildesheim, with tlie e-xct-ption of a siui^le churn from
Normandy, sent over by request of the ISociety.

The milk and cream used in the foreign section were supplied by the
Society, that in the English Section was found by the Aylesbury Dairy
Company.

Unfortunately no cheese by any French method was made. The churn,
though an admirable one, did not work well, the pulleys not being of tlie

proper size, and butter was made only on three dnys of the Show.
In the German section about 70 gallons of milk per day were used, and the

milk was set on the "Swartz" system, and the cream m;ide daily into butter
on the German (or rather M. Ahlborn's system), the chief leature of which is

that the butter is not washed at all with water. It is lemoved from the
churn by the aid of a wooden scoop, placed in a wooden tray or trough to

2 p 2
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allow the bulk of the buttermilk to drain from it, and is then worked on the
butter worker for the purpose of abstracting the remainder of the buttermilk.

M. Ahlborn explains the theory to be that the butter suffers in quality

through being -washed in water ; but this is entirely contrary to the Norman
system, and I believe it is not the system followed in Denmark, where such
fine butters are made.

Cheese was made on three or four occasions in the German Dairy, but only
from skimmed milk and on the ordinary Dutch system, excepting a fen-

pounds of Limbourg cheese made on one occasion.

In the foreign section there was a Separator to which was awarded the
Society's medal. I conclude that full particulars of this will be given in

the report on the implements.
In the English section, worked by the Aylesbury Dairy Company, the

Society's programme was carried out daily. About 400 gallons of milk were
made each day into cheese ; Cheshire and Cheddar by dairymaids from
Cheshire and Wiltshire respectively, and Double Gloucester and North Wilts-

by the Aylesbury Dairy Company's cheesemaker. On the last three or four

days of the Show a rough-coated cheese, which is made in some parts of

Cheshire and strongly resembles Stilton, was made.
Churning was carried on during the whole of each day, 150 to 200 lbs. of

butter having been made. The churns used were Thomas and Taylor's
" Eccentric " which took the first prize at Bristol last year ; one of Bradford,

and Co.'s " Midfeathers," an improvement on the one which was commended
at Bristol, the dashers being fixed similarly to those in the Normandy churn,
i.e., free from the circumference; and a small American "Oscillating"

churn, which did not arrive from America until the Wednesday following the

opening of the Exhibition.

The Aylesbury Dairy Company adopt the deep-setting system where prac-

ticable, and exhibited the pans for this system, as well as all other dairy

utensils.

They also exhibited a " Cooley Creamer," which is in some respects an im-
provement on the " Swartz " system, as the milk is set under water, and is

thus protected from atmospheric impurities, but there are so many taps, valves,

and other arrangements connected with it that for actual work on anything
like a large farm the " Swartz " system would probably be found superior.

For small model dairies one or two of the " Creamers " would doubtless be
found to answer well.

The " Separator " referred to bj Mr. Allender was a small

machine, which, having an interior part of it driven at a high

velocity, at once delivers the milk poured into it, as cream

through one exit pipe, and as skim milk through another. It

will of course be described in the implement report, and in the

meantime has been explained and figured in the ' Agricultural

Gazette ' of the 25th July.

The general characteristics of the exhibition having been thus

sketched, it only remains to put on record and give due pro-

minence to the kindly interest shown by the Queen, the Prince

of Wales, and others of the Royal Family, in the success of the

undertaking.

The visit of the Queen, deferred on account of the pelting

rain from Tuesday July 1st, took place on Saturday the 6th, on

which day, although the weather was still unpropitious, Her
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Majesty arrived by 10.30 a.m. from Windsor, and, being driven

into the centre of the large horse ring, saw paraded before her the

whole of the prizewinners in the cattle and horse classes, includ-

ing the foreign horses, and the interesting classes of mules and
asses. Happily only a slight shower fell during the royal visit,

and nothing could be more successful than this parade of some
of the finest animals which science and experience in the art of

breeding have hitherto produced. It had been hoped up to the

last moment that Her Majesty could have had her attention

drawn to other departments in the Exhibition —to the magnifi-

cent show of implements and machinery, as well as to the Inter-

national Dairy, but the relentless rain, and its now historic

effect on the Kilburn clay, rendered it impossible for the Queen's

carriage to leave the main road, which, by almost superhuman
efforts, continued by night and by day, had been made good the

whole length of the Show-yard.

Leaving the large central ring, the Queen, on her way back to

the station, passed by the Members' Pavilion, in front of which
were drawn up some 200 or more of the Irish farmers, who, in

a party organized by Canon Bagot, had come over to see London
and the Exhibition. By these Her Majesty was received with

vigorous and loyal cheers ; and it may be mentioned that after

the Queen's departure the whole of the Canon's party proceeded

by invitation to Marlborough House, where they had an inter-

view with the Prince of Wales, and were presented to the

Princess of Wales and the Duke and Duchess of Connaught.
The interest so kindly shown by the Queen in the proceed-

ings of the Royal Agricultural Society, by her presence at

Kilburn in the morning, was still further proved by Her
Majesty, after her return to Windsor the same day, driving to

the Norfolk Farm, where, under the guidance of a Committee
of the Society appointed for the purpose, some five-and-thirty

foreign gentlemen distinguished or interested in agriculture were
assembled to inspect the royal farms, and enjoy a luncheon pro-

vided for the party by Her Majesty's command. A permission

to visit the private apartments at the Castle, and a presentation

of a few of the foreign gentlemen to the Queen, on her meeting the

party in her drive near the farm, were further instances of Her
Majesty's gracious desire to assist the Society in their endeavours
to give a cordial reception to their " international " visitors,

who, it must be noted, had on the two previous days paid visits,

on Thursday, by the invitation of the Duke of Bedford, to

Woburn Abbey and the experimental field there, on Friday, by
the invitation of Mr. Lawes, to Rothamsted. Complete success

attended both expeditions, and the visitors were earnest in the
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expression of their great interest in all they saw, and of their

deep sense of the kind reception which had been given them
on these occasions.

Then, again, it will be remembered by every member of the

Royal Agricultural Society how, from the moment he con-

sented to accept for the year the Presidency of the Society,

the Prince of Wales devoted himself in a thoroughly practical

manner to promote the success of the great enterprise undertaken

by the Council. His Royal Highness's constant attendance at

the Council meetings in Hanover Square was only a prelude to

his visits, both public and private, to the Showyard, made in

the course of four different days, on two of which he was accom-
panied by the Princess of Wales—an example of interest in the

exhibition which was followed by the visits of various members
uf the Royal Family, as well as of other royal and notable per-

sonages, including among the last the Earl of Beaconsfield.

Nor will any one who was present at the magnificent enter-

tainment at the Mansion House, given by the Lord Mayor, Sir

Charles Whetham, foiget how admirably the Prince of Wales,

in his capacity of its President, responded to the toast of " Pro-

sperity to the Royal Agricultural Society."

The close of his year's presidency was marked by an excellent

speech from the Prince at the general meeting, and by the

following thoughtful and gracious letter addressed to the Council

of the Society :

—

"My Lords akd Gentlemen.—T am unable to let my presidency of the

Eoyal A<xriciilturiil Society end without expressing to the Council my best

thanks for tlie hearty ci)-oj)oration which 1 have received during the past year

in carrytnj; on the Imsiue-s of the Society.

"It has I'een a sincere jileisure and irratification to me that the annual

Show of the Society, lield at Kilburn, which fitly orew into an international

exhibition, lias bieii ciowueii with success. It has brought together the

largest number iind finest show of aniniaU ever exhilited, as well as the most
numerous and inten stuig collection of implements and machinery.

"The weather alone has marred a siill gieater success by preventing a

much lan;er number of pet)ple ironi visiting tlic exhibition, as minht otherwise

have been the ca>e. From this cause the liinds of the Society will, 1 tear, be

materially crippled ; but I trust that the numerous features of great interest

which were Inonght so proniineuth l^efore the ])ublic by the Eoyal Agrictvllinal

Society at the exhibition may induce iniiny to give that support to the Society

which it so well desei ves, bv becommg either annual or life members.
" I should u isli to express my sinccie tlianks— in which 1 am sure the other

members ol the (,'ouiiuil and of the Society join—to Mr. Jacob Wilson, the

general tnana'jc r, Mr. Jenkins, the secretary, and to the stewards, with thur
subordinates, for their great ellorts, in ciicuuistances of no ordinary difiiciil y,
not oul}' by enabling; the sliow to be opened in time, but by keeping all

matters conm c ed with thiir several deiiarinients in t>rder during the exhibi-

tion. 1'his cou d oul\ have Ik en done by an ainotmt of zeal and haid work

which deserves all praise, and 1 therelore take the opportunity at this, the
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last meeting of the Council, to express what I feel is justly due to those who
have I'endered us such valuable service.

" I have the honour to lie, luy lords and gentlemen, your obedient servant
" Albert Edward, P., President.

"To the Council of the Eoyal Agricultural Society."

There are things which under any disappointment leave

pleasant memories behind, and if, as has been said, some feelings

of mortification must arise at the thoughts of a complete success

having been marred by the weather, yet, when to the attrac-

tions of a surpassingly fine show of stock and implements there

are added the visit of the Queen, the presidency of the Prince of

Wales, the many excellent foreign exhibits, the International

Dairy daily at work, the interesting comparative museum of old

and modern implements, the plans of farm buildings, and many
minor novelties, the bright side of the picture only remains, and
distance lends a far from fictitious enchantment to the view.

My four years of office—in one of which I much regret I was
unable to perform my duties as Steward—having ended, I gladly

take the opportunity of thanking my brother Stewards and all

our officials for much kindness and ever ready help when
required. May the sun shine brightly on them at Carlisle !

Holme Wood, Peterborough.

XXII.

—

Report upon the Exhibition of Horses at Kilburn. By
the Hon. Francis Lawlet.

It was sagaciously remarked by Sydney Smith, that Providence,

by endowing this country with an uncertain, erratic, and in-

scrutable climate, had mercifully supplied—to quote a phrase

from Hamlet—its " muddy-mettled " inhabitants with a never-

failing topic of suggestive conversation. " How," asks the witty

Canon of St. Paul's, " could a race so dull of wit and unready of

speech as the British find material wherewith to salute each
other in the streets, and get through the ordinary business of

life, were it not for meteorological platitudes ? " The talk about
the weather has, during the present year, fulfilled far more than
the normal functions which, according to this theory, it was
intended to subserve, inasmuch as it stands upon record that,

until the first few days of September, there was not a single week
of 1879 during which more or less rain had not fallen. The
absence of sun and heat, aggravated by continual downpours of

rain and by cold winds, has already inflicted upon these islands

a loss approximately estimated at sixty millions sterling. But
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the Ro^al Agricultural Society of England has, in addition,

substantial reasons for remembering the exceptional " severity
"

—the word in this connection is Lord Byron's—of a summer
during which its Council and Members resolved to inaugurate a

Show, the greatest, most diversified, and all-embracing that had
ever been attempted in this or any other country, with a view to

arresting the attention of farmers. The capital of the British

Empire, justly regarded as the heart of this terrestrial globe, was
selected as the site upon which this unprecedented enterprise

should take shape and form ; but such was the difficulty of finding

an area of one hundred acres uncrossed by a footpath in the

outskirts of London, that, despite its clay soil, Kilburn was
pitched upon as the only available spot. There is little wit and
less wisdom in exclaiming, as so many journalists with expost facto

sagacity have taken delight in doing, that the peculiar tenacity

of the London clay, upon which Kilburn stands, rendered the

site singularly inappropriate for the intended purpose. The
truth is, that not only would Kilburn not have been selected had
it been foreseen what manner of a June and of a July were in

store for us, but that the " International Agricultural Exhibition
"

would, in contemplation of so remarkable a summer, have been
bodily and altogether postponed until a more convenient season.

The manufacturers of ponderous machinery and of agricultural

implements, infinitely varied in shape and structure, but weigh-

ing in some instances tons upon tons of avoirdupois, are doubt-

less under the impression that the unparalleled rains which fell

in June militated more disadvantageously against their interests

and pockets than against those of the owners of stock—equine,

bovine, porcine, and ovine—who had but to drive their animals

on the hoof through the glutinous mud instead of dragging

steam-threshers and tramway waggons across the Slough of

Despond. But the truth is, that, once lodged under the protect-

ing canvas, machinery, being inanimate and nerveless, was
insusceptible of temporary deterioration

;
whereas, on the other

hand, the horses—than which, man alone excepted, there is no
more highly strung and sensitively organized animal—betrayed

at once the effects upon their coats, upon the lustre of their speak-

ing and often interrogating eyes, and upon their general well-

being, produced by incarceration in an unfamiliar wooden hut,

under the depressing circumstances depicted in that misery-

breathing line from the Poet Laureate's pen, of which the scene

is laid " in the dead unhappy night, and when the rain is on

the roof."

It would be easy to mention many instances in which the

horses exhibited at Kilburn showed their susceptibility to the

" skyey influences " which redounded to their disadvantage. For
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the moment it will suffice to notice two animals, each of them
being members of what may be called the equine aristocracy,

which were seen at their worst, although in many other classes,

even of the coarsest type, the same phenomenon was observable.

In the class of "thoroughbred stallions suitable for getting

hunters," the first prize was awarded to Mr. Clare Vyner's

beautifully formed, but somewhat delicate, chestnut horse, " Due
de Beaufort," bred in sunny France. That so light a sire should

have been deemed likely to get good hunters was probably due
to the fact that, as is often the case with little horses, his stock

are credited w ith being larger and more robust than himself.

But two or three days at Kilburn produced in the " Due de
Beaufort" a manifest alteration for the worse; while, simul-

taneously, the heavv mud through which he was called upon to

show his paces developed in him symptoms of what seemed to

some to be incipient stringhalt. Again, in the class for weight-

carrying hunters—a very creditable class, too, both for number
and quality—M. Cecil Legard's " Blacklock," by " Toreador,"

dam by " Robinson," was not onlv a very inferior animal as

compared with his appearance at Alexandra Park, but also it

was patent to those who watched him closely and heard him
cough that, despite his magnificent action in galloping, the

horse was pining and ill at ease.

It has often been debated whether the subjection of horses to

a kind of competitive examination in the show-yard advances
the genuine interests of agriculture and affords compensation
for the outlay incurred by the award and distribution of prizes.

Many notable breeders of stock, both equine and bovine, are

proverbially opposed to the habitual exhibition of their animals,

being unwilling to pander to what they regard as the idle

curiosity of the urban public, who, being for the most part as

ignorant about a horse's points as, in the late Sir Tatton Sykes'

phrase, a cow is of conic sections, flock eagerly to every show
at which hacks and hunters are to be seen, and are especially

delighted if—a lady being preferentially in the saddle—jumping
be added to galloping and trotting. There is undoubtedly
something to be urged in support of the view that hunters,

hackneys, roadsters, and thoroughbreds have only an indirect

connection with farming operations, and that agriculture, strictly

speaking, derives no benefit from the exploitation and perfection
ol any class of equine quadruped other than the draught horse.

But it must not be forgotten that one of the avowed objects of
the Royal Agricultural Society is to improve the live-stock of
the United Kingdom, and therefore the Society's Council may
be excused for opening widely the doors of their show-yards to

animals which, viewed with an eye to agriculture, may be of
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doubtful utility, but are nevertheless of the highest attractive-

ness to spectators, whose shillings and half-crowns contribute

so materially towards defraying the enormous and inevitable

expenses of these costly annual efforts. Perhaps the Council
may to a certain degree be unconscious that a show conducted
upon the Procrustean principle of bare and unrelieved utility—

a

show of horses, in short, from which everything except Clydes-

dales, Suffolks, and other animals of a like type should be

rigorously excluded—would be in the highest degree flat, stale,

and unprofitable. " 1 pardon something," said Mr. Burke,
in extenuation of the American insurrection of last century,

"to the genius of liberty;" and in like manner the Council

of the Royal Agricultural Society cannot reasonably be censured

for addressing themselves anxiously to the consideration of the

knotty question how the non-agricultural public are to be drawn
in shoals to exhibitions from which in too many cases they can
derive no instruction, and which, if horses of high breeding and
comely form were prohibited from competition, would lack

those attractive elements of amusement which crowd the Agri-

cultural Hall at Islington to suffocation each succeeding June.

It is, nevertheless, undeniable, first, that the most important

classes of the Royal Agricultural Society's horse-shows are

those devoted to stallions ; and secondly, that the most important

stallion-classes are those filled by agricultural and draught

horses. Indeed, it may safely be asserted that such exhibitions

of stock as that which took place last July at Kilburn, though

in former days upon a much smaller scale, have within the last

forty years—that is to say, since the Royal Agricultural Society

held, in 1839, its first annual synod at Oxford—had an incal-

culable effect in improving and elevating the agricultural and
draught horses of England

;
seeing that, within the lifetime of

many who have as yet hardly reached middle age, competi-

tion and example have almost reconstructed the unwieldy and
cumbersome quadrupeds by which, during the reigns of Her
Majesty's three predecessors upon the throne, fallows were

ploughed up, and the old broad-wheeled waggons, of which
in his earliest books Charles Dickens has limned so njany a

speaking picture, were slowly tugged along pra;-Macadamite

roads. Nor is it to be denied that this valuable reform was
actively stimulated by the ploughing-matches in which the

great manufacturers of iron ploughs upon improved principles

were eager to take part. Previous to 1^39, the iron plough was

but little used in England, and most of the ploughing was done

by two or three horses in single file, led or driven by a plough-

boy walking beside them at a snail's pace, and holding in

his hand a whip, of which the resounding crack carried little
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terror to the drowsy ears of his quadrupedal companions. In

Scotland, on the other hand, the rule was an iron plough, and a

ploughman briskly driving a pair of horses abreast. The Royal

Agricultural Society's shows very soon brought the Scotch

system of ploughing across the border, not, however, without

strenuous resistance on the part of ancient British prejudice, as

exemplified by the well-known story of the late Sir Robert

Peel's tenants. The great statesman had presented an iron

plough to each of the farmers holding land under him, and,

after a year's experience, he called them together and pressed

them to give him a candid opinion as to the merits or demerits

of the innovation. " Well, Sir Robert," said, at last, the spokes-

man of the party, " we have tried your plough fairly, and we are

all agreed that it makes the weeds grow."

After the Show of 1839, the respective merits of the iron

ploughs from the establishments of several old and of some new
manufacturers were hotly compared, while the introduction ol

wheels—a purely English invention—added to the keenness ol

the discussion. It so happened that the principal plough-

makers of Ipswich, Bedford, and Grantham were also great

lovers and experienced judges of horse-flesh ; nor were they

long in discovering that, in order to do justice to the merits

of a good plough, it was vitally necessary to have a pair oi

nimble plough-horses, solid in substance and with first-rate

action, and also a handy and skilful ploughman. Thus it came
to pass that every show of the Royal Society afforded oppor-

tunities for a series of lessons as to the value of well-constructed

ploughs, and of suitable plough-horses. The demand for supe-

rior draught-animals was, about forty years ago, stimulated by
the increased pace at which all farming operations were per-

formed
;
and, moreover, in consequence of the quickened move-

ment of goods resulting from the wide extension of railways,

it has been found that heavy vehicles, such as vans and coal-

carts, which formerly never went out of a walk, are now com-
pelled to move at a trot, so that mere size and weight in the

horses, without action attached to them, have become an
anachronism.

Draught- animals at the Royal Shows are now divided into
three tribes—Clydesdales, Suffolks, and "Agricultural horses
not qualified to compete Clydesdales or Suffolks." It will be
obvious at a glance that the description of the third or last-

named tribe is in the highest degree vague, and it is probable
that it will be further subdivided at an early date into "Shire
horses, and others not competing as Clydesdales, Suffolks, or
Shires." This division into tribes, including Scotch horses, is

of comparatively modern date. When, in the latter half of the
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last century, Arthur Young made his agricultural tours, he onlv

mentioned two kinds of plough-horses—the first being the great

black dray-horse, bred in Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, North-

amptonshire, and the midland counties, and the second being

the Suffolk Punch. At this point we come across the track of

Bakewell of Dishlev

—

clarum ac venerahile nomen—who took in

hand the old black cart-horse, called in the fen country " the

Shire horse," and brought to bear upon his improvement the

same energy and intelligence which had created the breed of

Leicester sheep, which had so refined the ancient long-horned

ox that his immensely bony fabric has practically been im-

proved off the face of the earth, and which finally achieved not

a little towards the production of a respectable farm-yard pig.

Xevertheless, it is certain that Bakewell's black horse, even

with the infiltration of fresh Dutch blood into his veins, was,

although an improvement, far from being a success. Thus we
find that, writing in 1800, Parkinson—the ancestor of the late

^Ir. Milward, of Thurgarton—pronounced sentence upon this

animal, declaring that " Mr. Bakewell was thinking too much
of a fat ox when he selected the breeding stock for his black

horse."

It is not without interest here to remark, that " the old

Norman cart-horse, " as we profanely call him, owed his origin

to that " age of chivalry which has so largely affected most ol

our British institutions, and which, despite the epitaph pro-

nounced over its grave in the last century bv Edmund Burke,

still survives among us in many of its fairest features. V\ hen

every man who was " armiger," or " esquire," was bound, after

the Xorman conquest, to find horses equal to carrying a knight

in full armour, and proportional in number to the amount of

acres that he held, it was natural that animals should abound
as colossal in their dimensions as the pair which dragged the

Speaker's state-coach to St. Paul's Cathedral upon the day of

public thanksgiving for the recovery of the Prince of Wales
from desperate sickness in the February of 1872. It has been

estimated that the feudatories in Doomsday Book kept at least

100,000 stallions of cart-horse proportions, and it is ,indis-

putable that these massive animals, whether raised in the mid-

land fens or imported from Xormandv, must have produced a

marked effect upon the native breeds jf the country. Up to the

end of the seventeenth century, draught agricultural operations

were in the main carried on bv oxen ; but after that date the

substitution of equine for bovine labour was rapid and pro-

gressive, although men of such different temperament as Arthur

Young and William Cobbett never ceased to protest against the

change. Now-a-days, enlightened British farmers would as soon
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think of ploughing with oxen as of scratching the surface of

their fields with a harrow tacked on to the long tail of a

ragged pony, after the fashion portrayed in the title-page of
' Paddiana.'

Enough has already been said to show that within the last

half-century the amelioration of the English cart-drudge has

been rapid and unintermittent ; and if the International Exhibi-

tion of horses at Kilburn is entitled to the fame which many
unthinking, and a few thinking, writers have lavishly bestowed

upon it, as being the grandest display of equine stock that the

world has hitherto seen, sober after-thought will, there is little

doubt, ultimately decide that it is upon the superiority of the

cart-horse classes that this claim to pre-eminence must be based,

in order to meet with general acceptance from the most com-
petent judges. There are many reasons, to some of which
brief allusion will hereafter be made, why large numbers of

thoroughbreds, of hunters, and of first-class hackneys are never

likely to be brought freely into the show-yard. But competitive

examinations between heavy draught-horses, although at one
time less encouraged by attention from the Royal Agricultural

Society than was happily the case at Kilburn, are among the fun-

damental raisons d'etre which have called local agricultural shows
into existence, and which demand unceasing support from the

parent society in Hanover Square. One of the first authorities

upon the subject, Mr. Frederic Street, has lately remarked that
" cart-horses have not hitherto received so much attention from
the Royal Agricultural Society of England as some of the more
favoured classes of cattle : for instance, at the recent meeting
held at Bristol, the total amount giv^^n in prizes for all breeds of

cart-horses—viz., English, Clydesdales, and SufTolks—was 475/.,

while the Shorthorn cattle alone had a prize-list of 495Z." The
amount given away in money-prizes to the horse-classes at Kil-

burn left nothing to be desired on the score of generosity, but,

at the same time, exception has in some cases been taken—and
in quarters, moreover, which command the highest respect

—

to the selection of Class 13—"Thoroughbred stallions suitable

lor getting hunters "—as the exceptional recipient of the highest

prize—to wit, lOOZ.—while only half that amount was offered in

the classes for Agricultural stallions. It is true that there were
nine classes for cart-horse stallions, in each of which 50Z. was
awarded to the taker of the first prize ; but the single class

of thoroughbred stallions for getting hunters appeals to a far

narrower circle of farmers than those for Agricultural stallions ;

seeing that, according to the evidence given before Lord Rose-
bery's Horse Committee in 1873, it is certain that even the

high prices obtainable for a first-rate article have failed to induce
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tenant-farmers, as a rule, to try their hands at breeding hunters

;

and secondly, because no steps are taken by the Royal Agri-
cultural Society to ascertain that the thoroughbred stallions

entered for competition at their show-yards are available for

farmers' mares at a fee within the compass of their owners'

pockets.

For these reasons it appears meet and proper that in a Report
which has nearly 700 animals of the equine species for its subject-

matter, special and even exhaustive attention should be bestowed
upon the three cart-horse divisions, whether English (so-called),

Clydesdales, or Suflolks, which were beyond question unmatched
for excellence in any other department of the horse-show, and
which, in addition, possess and can never be divested of

peculiar attractions for owners and cultivators of the soil. I

propose, therefore, to take a rapid glance at the origin and
development of each of the three cart-horse tribes repre-

sented in the Catalogue, deeming it none of my business to

invade the province of the Judges in each class by critically

comparing one animal with another among those exhibited for

competition. The reports of these Judges, necessarily restricted,

and more or less technical in their phraseology, are appended,

and will speak for themselves ; but in the ' Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society ' a loftier aim should not be lost

siffht of. There are few now living: to remember that at the

first banquet of the Society in 1839, with the late Earl Spencer

in the chair, Daniel Webster, perhaps the most famous orator

that the United States have ever produced, was present as a

guest, and that in the words affixed to the striking speech then

delivered by him, and inserted in the first volume of his collec-

tive works, " he made a deep impression upon those who heard

him." Mr. Webster's flowing eloquence contrasted strangely

with the hesitating and involved sentences of Lord Spencer,

whose style of speaking in the House of Commons, subtracting

nothing from his great and deserved influence, is elaborately

described in Mr. Greville's famous Memoirs ; but it cannot be

inappropriate at this moment to recall that, upon the night of

its inauguration, the Royal Agricultural Society was consecrated

to high and ambitious purposes by an illustrious visitor " from
that great country, whose people," as Lord Spencer remarked,
" we are legally obliged to call foreigners, but who are still our

brethren in blood." Upon that memorable night Mr. Webster
elevated the three thousand agriculturists who heard him, to a

nobler conception of their calling than they had theretofore

entertained ; and "in concluding with the most fervent expres-

sion of his wish for the prosperity and usefulness of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England," he laid, as it were, an embargo
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upon it for all time that " Practice with Science " should never

cease to be its inspiring- motto. It is not alone in improving

and perfecting implements and in analyzing soils that science

comes into play, for nothing is more certain than that there is a

science in breeding horses no less than in maturing steam-

ploughs ; nor is the dav, probably, far distant when there will

be a further development and application of the horse classes

exhibited last July at Kilburn, which, in Mr. Webster's words,
" will be felt upon the rich pastures of the Ohio and its tributary

streams." English horses—and none more readily than Clydes-

dales and Suffolks—find an ever open and inexhaustible market

in the United States; and while our American kinsmen have

created by their ingenuity a class of trotters unapproachable in

excellence, they are treading closely upon our heels with their

thoroughbreds, and have already expressed a determination to

increase the trotting capacities of our heavy draught-horses, so

as to make them available, like the Percherons driven in his

brougham by the late Emperor of the French, for lighter vehicles

than they have ever been attached to in the land of their birth.

The three recognized tribes of the British cart-horse possess,

therefore, even more interest for our American, and, by parity of

reasoning, for our Australian brethrpn, than for older nations
;

and this consideration has determined me to hazard a few

remarks upon their origin and development, together with some
reflections, showing how important it is that each tribe should

have its own Stud-book, so soon as it admits of distinctive

classification.

Agricultural Horses.

It will be understood, in limine, that this title includes all

those draught-horses shown at Kilburn which were neither

Clydesdales nor Suffolks. " In making our report of Agricul-

tural horses," say the three Judges apportioned to the task, " we
beg to congratulate the Society upon the quantity and quality of

entries in every class, except Nos. 36 and 37." Never was
congratulation more merited ; for even though no other live

stock had been visible at Kilburn, connoisspurs would have been
rewarded for their visit by the opportunity afforded to them
of inspecting the 109 Agricultural stallions, and still more
numerous Agricultural mares, entered in response to the invita-

tion of their hosts. The size of these classes, indeed, as compared
with those comprising the Clydesdales and Suffolks, sufficiently

establishes that a further division and more discriminating
analysis of British cart-horses will shortly take place. It is

notorious that a decision has already been arrived at to found a
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stud-book for English cart-horses, similar to the volume which
has already appeared, thanks to Lord Dunmore, in connection

with Clydesdales, and to another which, before these words are in

print, will probably be published by Mr. Herman Biddell and
Mr. Arthur Crisp in connection with the Suffolk breed. Asser-

tions have been plentifully made that the pedigrees of several

celebrated Shire horses—such as "Honest Tom," which in its day
was the best animal of this type ever exhibited—can be traced

back for nearly a century ; but when the varied colours of " the

Shires " are taken into consideration, it may fairly be doubted
whether there be not in most of them a large infusion of recent

Flemish blood. For it must never be forgotten that the Flem-
ings were the first European farmers who took to ploughing
with a pair of large horses, driven curricle fashion. Mr. Street,

it may be remarked, traces the best existing " Shires " back to

the old English black horse, upon whom Bakewell strove to

graft improvements ;
adding that while the best colours are bay

and brown, some few breeders prefer chestnuts, greys, and roans,

with an occasional partiality for the parent colour, black. This
same eminent authority tells us that an Agricultural horse

should possess " feet firm, deep, and wide at the heel ; the

pasterns not too long or too straight, the bone flat and short

between knee and fetlock. A stallion should not measure less

than 11 inches below the knee, with a girth from 7 feet 9 inches

to 8 feet 3 inches. He should not stand more than 17 hands
;

should have wide chest, shoulders thrown back, head big and
masculine without coarseness ; full flowing mane ; short back,

with large muscular development of the loin
;
long quarters,

with tail well set on
;

good second thighs
;
large, flat, clean

hocks
;
plenty of long silky hair on legs

;
or, to sum up in

a few words, a horse should be long, low, and wide, and
thoroughly free from hereditary disease. A main point is

action ; for he should be a good mover in the cart-horse pace,

walking ; and if required to trot, should have action like a

Norfolk cob."

It would be well if all breeders of cart stock, whatever their

breed, should keep before them Mr. Street's definition of a' good
horse ; nor is it unsatisfactory to reflect that England at this

moment possesses not a few good specimens of a race in which
no other country has approached her. Our farmers are, as a

rule, wealthy, our roads excellent, and our hereditary land-

owners patriotic and enterprising up to the point of spending
their money freely, without hope of fee or reward, in order to

lead the way in every stock-raising improvement. But although

the British cart-horse, in the widest sense of the term, has now
no equal in the world—indeed it may even be said of him that
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nee viget quidquam simile aut secundum— it must not be forgotten

that he is, to all intents and purposes, as much an artificial

exotic as the Anglo-Arabian thoroughbred. His ancestors were

imported partly by the Norman army which accompanied the

Conqueror to Sussex, partly by the Flemings, who settled first

on the borders of Wales, and secondly, at a much later date, in

the fen districts. The war-charger of the Norman knight was,

in point of fact, a cart-horse ; and even in the reign of Richard

Cceur de Lion, Sir Walter Scott—who upon such topics was as

accurate as Leland—makes the charger ridden by Sir Kenneth
of Scotland in ' The Talisman ' so weighty and massive that the

good steed is scoffed at by the Saracen Sultan, as " an animal

which sinks over the fetlock at every step, as though he would
plant each foot deep as the root of a date-tree."

In what manner, and by what slow evolution, such an animal

as Lord Ellesmere's " British Wonder " was created out of living

materials, which, if ever an aboriginal breed of cart-horses

existed upon earth, came probably from the Low Countries,

will never be satisfactorily and exhaustively traced b}' human
pen. It is, however, my fixed belief that not until within the

last century was any marked advance made by Englishmen in

the improvement of our cart-horse breeds. Soil and climate in

these islands were undoubtedly favourable to the well-being of

heavy horses, and it is claimed with pride by the inhabitants of

the Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire marshlands that within
five-and-twenty miles of the city of Ely the best cart-horses in

the world are foaled and reared. From this fountain Lord
EUesmere has derived much of the Worsley stud, which wrote
its name in such deep and ineffaceable characters upon the

annals of the International Horse Exhibition at Kilburn, and
which richly deserved the prizes bestowed upon it, because its

young and spirited owner has never hesitated to give enormous
prices for animals attractive to his fancy. In this manner Lord
EUesmere gave 750/. to Mr. Street for " Samson "—the sire of
" Samson II.," " Samson III.," and « Samson IV."—which, like

^Ir. Wiseman's " Honest Tom," Mr. Taylor's " England's Glory,"
Mr. Seward's " Major," and Mr. Marsto'n's " England's Wonder,"
was foaled within the charmed radius of which Ely is the centre.

The Worsley stud—which, starting under the able management of
its owners agent. Captain Heaton, in 1874, has up to the present
time taken nearly two hundred and fifty prizes—stands perhaps
in the same ratio to English cart-horses, including " Shires,"
which is occupied by Lord Falmouth's stud at Mereworth
in relation to thoroughbreds. At Kilburn, Lord EUesmere
made thirty-four entries in the " Agricultural Horse " classes,

and obtained four first prizes, three seconds, three thirds, and
VOL. XV.—S. S, 2 Q
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two champion cups ; nor were there wanting some exceedingly

competent judges who opined that some further prizes were
wrongfully withheld from the Worsley stable. The English
cart-horse has indeed a great future before him. Thirty members
of a council created to do him honour, with Lord Ellesmere as

President and Lord Spencer as Vice-President, have resolved

that he shall have a Stud-book of his own, in emulation of those

belonging to his Scotch and East Anglian rivals ; and whether, in

accordance with Mr. Walter Gilbey's wishes, the name of " Shire

horse," or, in accordance with those of others, the name of
" English cart-horse," be adopted, it is not to be denied that no
distinct breed of equine or bovine stock ever attains, in the

highest sense, to a recognized existence, until it has a stud or

herd book of its own. Where, it may well be asked, would our

British thoroughbred be, if the General Stud-book—containing,

in the words of the preface to its first volume, " a greater mass
of authentic information respecting the pedigrees of horses than

has ever before been collected together "—had not been com-
menced in 1791? The Agricultural Horse classes at Kilburn,
both in quantity and quality, were worthy of the occasion which
brought them to the spot ; and if, finally, I assign the palm to the

mares (with special mention of " Poppet " and " Honest Lady ")

and fillies therein, rather than to the stallions, I shall but be
following the general voice of criticism, which pronounces that

England excels in cart-mares and Scotland in cart-stallions.

The Judges have reported as follows :

—

In making our Report of Agricultural Horses we beg to congratulate the

Society upon the quantity and quality of entries in every class except

Classes 36 and 37.

Class 1

—

Agricultural Stallions Four Tears and upwards—was as grand

a class as need enter a ring. No. 22, the horse awarded first prize, is a grand

horse, full of bone, feather, and quality, and looks like doing good service at

the stud. No. 11, second prize, a very nice horse, active, with splendid feet

and good top. No. 27, third prize, a fine upstanding horse. Nos. 29, 21, 3,

5, 12, five very good horses.

Class 2. Three- Year- Olds.—A grand class ; if anything, excels the older

class. No. 45, first prize, a grand colt, fine mover, and good feet, with splendid

top, and well ribbed, and every chance of obtaining honours in the^ future.

No. 44, second prize, a very good colt. No. 49, third prize, a very good colt.

Nos. 43, 56, 46, good colts.

Class 3. Tu-o- Year- Olds.—A good class. First prize, No. 72, a very good

colt, splendid action. No. 85, second prize, a good colt, with good bone and

feet. No. 69, a very improving colt, nice hair, with plenty of bone, and good

action. Nos. 81, 68, 60, 62, 80, five very useful colts.

Class 4. Yearling Colts.—This class, with few exceptions, docs not equal

the three preceding classes. No. 106, first prize, a good colt, with splendid

pastern-joints, and likely to be a prize-taker in the future. No. 97, second

prize, a nice colt, with good action. No. 105, third prize, a promising colt,

good bone, with lot of hair, but low in condition. Nos. 89, 96, 98, 102, 103,

five useful colts.
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Class 18. Mares and Foals.—An extraordinary good class. Xo. 280, first

prize, a grand-looking animal, very wide, good action, plenty of substance and
quality. No. 281, second prize, a fine animal, good action with quality.

No. 284, third prize, a good wide mare, with plenty of bone and hair.

Nos. 285, 286, two good animals; and the whole class worthy of com-

mendation.

Class 21.—No. 334, a very nice filly, full of quality. No. 321, a nice

active filly. No. 335, a filly with good hair and hone. No 320, an upstanding

filly.

Class 24.—No. 350, a nice filly, full of quality. No. 356, an active filly.

No. 359, a wide filly, with good action. Nos. 357, 364, 368, fair-looking

fillies.

Class 27.—No. 410, a good-sized wide filly. No. 404, a good-looking filly.

No. 415, a nice filly, good bone and hair, and low in condition. No. 414, a

fair-looking filly.

Class 34.—A very good class indeed. No. 466, a grand pair of geldings,

good match. No. 469, two grand mares, but not so good a match. Nos. 465,

467, 468, three very good pairs.

Class 35.—A very good class indeed. No. 476, first prize, a splendid

gelding, with fine action. No. 478, second prize, a great, strong, useful

animal. No. 475, third prize, a thick, useful animal. Nos. 480, 479, 481,

commended.
Class 36.—A weak class, nothing special.

Class 37.—No entry.

Class 38.—A grand class of seventeen entries. No. 497, first prize, an
extraordinary mare, full of quality, and fine mover. No. 492, second prize, a

grand mare and fine mover. No. 494, third prize, a mare full of quality.

Nos. 493, 485, 495, 496, 501, all good mares.

William Thomas Lamb.
John Lewin Cubtis.

Alexander Ttjrnbull.

Clydesdales.

It would not be easy for the breeders interested in this valuable

tribe—of which 37 male and 43 female specimens, both sexes

being of rare excellence, were entered at Kilburn—to over-

estimate the debt of gratitude due to the Earl of Dunmore for

the retrospective volume of the Clydesdale Stud Book, which is

the result of his research and labour. The able compiler

modestly acknowledges his obligations for the assistance received

by him from the members of the Editing Committee, and from
other Scotch gentlemen whose names he enumerates ; but they

would be the first to confess that credit must in this connection
primarily be rendered to the noble lord himself. The Clydes-
dale breed is the result of very careful selection of native and of

English horses for nearly a century, and its present excellence is

undoubtedly attributable to the fact that in the eighteenth century

Scotch farming and ploughing were far in advance of those pre-

vailing in any other part of the United Kingdom ; and such being
the case, the intelligence of Scotch farmers in the district from
which the tribe takes its name, addressed itself readily to the

2 Q 2
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task of developing and maturing it. Lord Dunmore notices the

tradition that about the year 1650 the then existing Duke of

Hamilton introduced six fine black stallions from Flanders into

the valley of the Clyde, and crossed them with native Scotch

mares ; but he proceeds, upon the authority of Alton of Strath-

aven, who wrote about the year 1810, to throw doubt upon the

authenticity of a report which must be regarded with suspicion.

It is far more probable that Clydesdales are a composite or

made breed, arising from the union of Scotch mares, nimble of leg

as quadrupeds always are in a hilly country, with selected speci-

mens of the English cart-horse. The Upper Ward of Lanark-
shire is probably the cradle of the race ; and Lanark fair, held

annually on the Wednesday before August 12, was the principal

market to which the colts were brought to be disposed of. In

former days, according to the Rev. David Ure, these yearlings

were generally purchased, at prices varying between 5Z. and 20/.,

by farmers from Renfrewshire and Ayrshire ; and having been

thoroughly trained for draught purposes, they were resold, when
five years old, at Rutherglen fair, fetching from 25/. to 40/.

a-piece. It would indeed astonish the originators of this

remarkable breed could they be awakened to a consciousness

that within the last few years prize-winning yearling fillies have

been purchased eagerly at 150/. to 200/. a-piece ; that a first-

class brood-mare is occasionally marketable at 500/. or more
;

and that stallions have been known to fetch 1500/. The sur-

prising rise in price is probably due in great measure to the

eagerness with which a demand for Clydesdales has sprung up
in Australia and New Zealand, as is evidenced by the heavy pur-

chases made recently, at Lord Dunmore's sale and elsewhere, by
Mr. Russell ; while simultaneously the United States and Canada
have sent many emissaries to England, with a view to possessing

themselves of the breed. It is said that the appreciation ot

Clydesdales in the United States was greatly enhanced by the

strain thrown on American railroads during the stupendous Civil

War which raged between 1861 and 1865, and necessitated the

movement of enormous masses of war material. It was found,

in practice, that no other horses were so handy for tugging

railway cars about the vast stations or depots of New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington ; and since the war
there has been no decline in the demand, or in the price paid,

for shapely well-bred animals from the Clyde valley. As a

rule, the shoulder of the Clydesdale is more slanting than that of

the English cart-horse, and, moreover, the generous courage and

high spirit with which the Scotch quadrupedal drudge sets his

shoulders to work when called upon to drag a load of three tons

up the " Glasgow slips," secures for him the distinction that no
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such large sums have ever been given for any other breed. There
was a time when Clydesdales were accused of being leggy, and
not well ribbed up ; but the reproach has been taken away by
judicious crossings with Shire mares. The breed is remarkable

for size and activity, and for its power of trotting with great

loads, so as to make it invaluable for railway carriers. The
Highland Society's shows have largely contributed to its

improvement ; and in May last it was stated, in the ' Kirk-

cudbrightshire Advertiser,' that " Kelso Maggie," a prize-win-

ning Clydesdale mare, which carried all before her as a 3-year-

old at the Scottish National shows of 1876, had been sold to

Mr. Angus, of Australia, at the unprecedented price, for one of

her sex, of seven hundred guineas. The turn-out at Kilburn was,

indeed, small in numbers when compared with those often

exhibited together in Scotland, but, en revanche, the English

show in July last boasted the very flower of the breed. The
Scotch specimens triumphed deservedly at Kilburn over their

English rivals, nor would it be easy to find a more faultless

animal of the kind than the " Druid," which won the first prize

for aged stallions, and also carried off the Champion cup. The
breed possesses the inestimable advantage, soon to be shared by
its English rivals, of a Stud-book, and, in addition, the

admirable essay from Lord Dunmore's pen has done for Clydes-

dales what it will tax the powers of English writers to do equally

well for Suffolks and Shires.

The Judges delivered the following Report :

—

1. Stallions Four Years old and upwards.—The first and second horses

were very superior animals, the first horst having more substance, and very

deservedly obtained the premium-ticket, and afterwards easily won the cup.

2. Stallions Three Years old.—The first three were very good specimens of

the breed.

3. Two-Year-Olds were a very good class, the first-prize one being an
animal of great substance and quality.

4. The Mares and Foals were very good as a lot, the first premium being

an animal of very superior quality.

5. Three- Year- Old Fillies.—The first three were excellent specimens, and
were close to each other in points of excellence.

6. Two- Year- Old Fillies were a magnificent show, and were topped by a

very superior animal, which also won the cup in the Mare Classes.

John Young.
John Thompson.
Adam Smith.

Suffolks.

The Suffolk is a very ancient tribe, and possesses the great

attraction of a uniform colour in various shades, and of having
long been the object of improvement by local patriotism, which
has so elevated and ameliorated it as to get rid of the outline
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of the original little stocky Suffolk Punch, while retaining his

colour. Arthur Young, although pronouncing that " an uglier

horse could not be viewed," described the Punches] with rapture

more than a century since (as was natural in a Suffolk-bred

man) ; and it is promised, in the prospectus of the Stud-book
which is about to appear, that it will contain pedigree charts of

Suffolk horses genealogically traced for one hundred and twenty

years. The breed was once in such favour with the amateur
farmers who constituted the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society that a majority of prizes was awarded to it. In those

days weight was undervalued, but a change in public opinion

soon supervened, and the importance of bulk was made mani-
fest when the value of deep ploughing with double shares was
firmly established, and when it was found that a profusion of

silky hair on stout legs was an unerring index of constitution.

One of the original merits claimed for the breed was that

animals belonging to it were active and able to trot, which
made them peculiarly useful for certain classes of work

;
while,

on the other hand, it was imputed to them for a fault that they

were soft, and apt to become lame when forced habitually into

a trot. Within the last forty years, however, the weight and
size have undergone a marked improvement, and simultaneously

the activity has been retained and soundness insured by the

severe and unsparing comments made in the show-yards by
local breeders upon the defects of the animals exhibited by
their rivals. No breed has derived more advantage from
country shows, as is attested by the following extract from a

singularly lucid essay printed in the ' Live Stock Journal

Almanack ' of 1878, from the pen of an eminent authority,

Mr. Herman Biddell :

—

" Emulation, competition, a laudable pride in producing
better horses than others possess, stimulated the earlier breeders,

as it stimulates their successors of the present day. The show-

yard has done wonders for the breeds of horses all over the

kingdom, but in no county has the rivalry of the prize-ring been

taken up with more spirit or with greater success than in Suffolk.

Long before the institution of the agricultural shows, which have

since been extended into such gigantic exhibitions, there were
men in Suffolk who knew what the form of a horse should be

;

could see faults in their own, and had watched what others were

doing outside the borders of the county. They had long aimed
at a type of horse, the number of which has been vastly multi-

plied, but the form of which has not been greatly exceeded.

The early histories of the county describe the ' drawing-matches'

—team against team with sand-loaded waggons—and in suCh

tests no doubt the low fore end, the upright shoulder, and the
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reached back told well ; but the men who brought the Suffolk

horse into notice beyond the sandy heaths where these exhi-

bitions of strength and perseverance took place, had an eye for

something adapted for a more extended utility The
large landowners in Suffolk are mostly breeders of the county

cart-horse. Cottingham's ' Captain ' was bought by the Duke
of Grafton for the use of his tenantry, and left his mark in

many a short-legged animal in the Euston district. Sir Edward
Kerrison was always a good buyer, and won many pi'izes. The
Marquis of Bristol's agent is always ready to pick up a pro-

mising one for the Ickworth stables, and at Bedford, in 1874,

some of the prizes fell to Bristol entries. The Earl of Strad-

broke's name may be seen in the prize-list of the present year.

He was one of the founders of the Suffolk Agricultural Society

as far back as 1831—eight years before the first show of the

Royal was held at Oxford. Lord Henniker buys and breeds

too. The late Colonel Wilson was by far the most successful

exhibitor in the western division of the county, and did more
in a few years than some of the old breeders have done in a

lifetime. The Duke of Hamilton buys good ones, gives long
prices, and sometimes wins with what he has bought. The
tenant-farmers can, however, hold their own even against such
names as these, and at present are in no danger of being beaten

either at home or at the national meetings."

Numerically there have been finer shows of Suffolks than

those exhibited at Kilburn, and it is noticed with regret by the

three judges that " in some classes such a paucity of animals
entered the ring compared with the entries." The stallions of

all ages that were entered amounted in number to 40, and the

mares and fillies to 37 ; but it was sagaciously observed by
the ' Mark Lane Express,' that the classes have been so sifted

by the horse-shows in Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, that only a

selection met at Kilburn. On the whole, the exhibition at the

last Royal fell far short of that which was seen at Battersea in

1862 ; and although the 14 Suffolk fillies shown at Kilburn
in July constituted a magnificent class, which won special com-
mendation from good foreign judges, it was not equal to that

seen at Battersea, which numbered more than a score, and was
perhaps the grandest display of the kind ever gathered together
in the ring at home or abroad.

" Cupbearer III.," with which Mr. Garrett won the first prize
at Kilburn in the Aged Stallion class, is perhaps the most suc-

cessful Suffolk horse of the day, and has already won nearly
500Z. in prizes. Barring his faulty and bent hocks, and plain
quarters, he is about as good a specimen of his race as a good
judge would care to look at. Nevertheless, the Judges at
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Ipswich, in 1878, preferred Biddell's "Ben" to Mr. Garrett's

horse, and awarded the first prize to " Ben," which also carried

off the 100/. Saxmundham cup. Mr. Biddell, however, had
speedy revenge for the defeat of " Ben " at Kilburn, when
the Champion cup was presented to his noble two-year-old

colt " Jingo," which also took the first prize in his own class,

and has since been sold to the Earl of Onslow. With the

exception that his legs seem a trifle too light to bear his

immense carcass, " .Jingo " might be accepted as a faultless

Suffolk colt ; and if ever our American kinsmen succeed in

their endeavour to convert improved specimens of our cart-stock

into brougham horses, it is upon the model of such colts as Mr.
Biddell's " Jingo " and " Rodney," and Mr. Garrett's " Zulu,"

or upon such two-year-old fillies as Mr. Toller's " Duchess

"

and the Duke of Hamilton's " Yellow Diamond," that they will

have to graft. It seems to me desirable, however, that the Ame-
rican practice of weighing prize horses, when exhibited for

competition, should be introduced into England, as it would be

of interest to know how, for instance, " Cupbearer III." and
" Ben " compare in the scales with the best Aged Clydesdale

Stallions, such as Mr. Buchanan's " Druid " and Mr. Riddell's

Darnley ;" or again with similar specimens of the English

cart-horse, such as Lord Ellesmere's " British Wonder," which
weighs rather more than 2000 lbs. The increase in weight of

these ponderous horses from two to three years, and so on, in each

additional year, would be pregnant with suggestions to connois-

seurs ; and if any American animals had been exhibited at

Kilburn, which we regret to say was not the case, their owners
would, doubtless, have marvelled at the absence of the scales.

Mr. S. Wolton's three-year-old colt, " Renown," which was
purchased for Her Majesty by Mr. Tate, has what in the county

of his birth is considered the defect of white feet behind, which
made it a matter of regret to local breeders that he should have

been selected with a view, as it was understood, of being pre-

sented by his Royal purchaser to a friend. In the county of

Suffolk the white leg and foot are rapidly disappearing, at the

instance of such breeders as the veteran Mr. Frost, now verging

on his eightieth year; of the Messrs. Wolton, who belong to a

very old family of exhibitors ; of Mr. Alfred Smith, a rising

breeder, who was second at Kilburn with his " Abbot Samson,'^

a first-prize winner at Lowestoft ; and of the Messrs. Biddell

Brothers, who from their adjoining farms at Playford sent eight

representatives to Kilburn, and had the satisfaction of returning

with three first prizes, two seconds, one third, and two com-
mendations. Mr. Garrett, who won the first prize in that class

with " Cupbearer III." (bred by Mr. Frost), was also the winner
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of the second prize for mares and foals, and of the third for

two-year-old colts, in addition to commendations. The Messrs.

Toller, also, are famous for breeding horses of the true Suffolk

type, and among them many good ones. The only prize-winner

in this tribe which was bred outside of the county was Lord
Howe's yearling stallion " Old Boy," which took the first prize ; a

victory by no means unwelcome to Suffolk men, seeing that

Lord Howe comes straight to the breeders for his purchases,

and does not repair to dealers.

The following is the Report made by the Judges :

—

The general exhibition of Suffolk horses we consider to be most satis-

factory as to merit, but it is to be regretted that in some classes such a
paucity of animals entered tlie ring compared to the entries. Probably local

Shows have brought many animals together, and opened the eyes of owners
as to the comparative merits of their respective animals.

Class 9. Stallions Four Tears old and upwards—produced the two
most noted horses of Suffolk, " Cupbearer 111." and " Biddell's Ben," whose
respective merits have been very closely scanned upon several occasions.

Mr. Garrett's "Cupbearer III." bears off the palm. Both these animals are

excellent specimens of their breed, and are sure to leave their mark behind
them in their progeny. No. 150 is third, another of Mr. BiddeU's animals, a

smart-looking horse with a good back.

Class 10. Hiree-Tear-Old- Stallions.—Xo. 165 we place first. He is a
very smart colt, and from his good looks promises to make an attractive

horse. Xo. 163 is a very prime-lookinj colt, wide and strong ; but not
moving quite so freely, be loses the first place. Xo. 166 is third, a full-sized

and very useful colt.

Class 11. Two-Tear-Old-Stallions.—'So. 170, ilr. Biddell's "Jingo."
This is a colt of great attraction, and not only takes the first prize in his

class, but we assign to him the Challenge Cup, a gi-eat honour, indeed, con-

sidering the formidable company he was in. This colt has an immense
carcass for a two year-old ; his feet are good, and his legs wiry, but perhaps
they look scarcely big enou^^h for his great weight. Xo. 169 is second, a
colt of gieat promise, and looks like making a superior horse. Xo. 173
is third.

Class 12. One-Tear-Old-Stallions.—These are not up to the mark, and
we must refrain from remarking upon them individually.

Class 20. Mare and Foal.—Only four mares with their foals came into

the ring, with ten entries. Xo. 308, Mr. D. A. Green's " Smart," takes the
first prize. This is a remarkably well-shaped mare, and an excellent speci-

men of a Sufiblk ; we give her the Challenge Cup as well. Xo. 314 takes the
second prize. This is a short-legged and very active mare, with an excellent
leal by her side. Xo. 318 is third, a very attractive mare, and moves well.

This mare ran very close for the second place.

Class 23. Three-Tear-Old-Fillies.—So. 344 stands first. This is a short-
legged filly, very good back, and very active mover, and altogether looks
like making a good mare. Xo. 343 is second, a full-sized mare. X'o. 345
is third.

Class 26. Two- Tear- Old-Fillies.—This was one of the most attractive

classes in the Suffolk horses. The two-year-olds were in full force. Xo. 394
we place first, and if she gets of sufficient size will be a puzzle to some of the
old prize-winners. She is very active, and a most symmetrical specimen.
X'o. 393 is second, and Xo. 398 third. Both of these are attractive fillies, and
move well ; Xo. 392 is the reserved number. We highly commend Xos. 389, 390
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and 391, and commend the whole class. It is almost invidious to remark upon
them separatelj'. They are a good lot, and we congratulate the Suffolk

breeders. They (with their Stud Book in progress) are looking upwards, and
evidently mean to uphold their favourite breed.

Class 29. The Yearling Fillies are not so attractive. No. 432 is first,

with a useful filly ; No. 430 second, and No. 428 third.

Daniel Sewell.
William Thompson.
Henkt Cross.

Thoroughbred and Coaching Stallions.

These classes formed, beyond all question, a very attractive

portion of the Show, and were scrutinized at Kilburn with an
interest which attaches, especially in the eyes of the ignorant,

to animals of comely form and elegant limbs. The selection of

the prize thoroughbred stallion is left entirely to the discretion

of the Judges ; nor is it imperative that he should have riding

action, or that the fee at which he is available should be within

the reach of persons to whom it is a consideration, and who
breed from half-bred mares. It has constantly happened—though
such is not, I believe, the case with Mr. Vyner's " Due de

Beaufort "—that the magnificent prize of lOOZ., added to the

concomitant distinction bestowed by it, has fallen to a race-

horse, totally unfit for country mares, who goes the round of

shows, carrying away prize after prize, and then returning to

the stud, where he is set to breeding racing stock from thorough-

bred mares covered by him at thirty guineas, or even more,

apiece. Again, as regards coaching stallions, it may fairly be

asked, " What is meant by the term ? " If one turns to the evi-

dence given before Lord Rosebery's Committee, one finds that

Mr. Thomas Parrington and Mr. William Shaw agree in stating

that the so-called coaching stallion belongs to a very worthless

class of animal. Mr. Parrington has been a master of hounds,

and Secretary to the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and
his testimony in regard to bay Cleveland stallions—the pro-

genitors of the true old breed of London coach-horse—is, " This
is a class of animal that we do not encourage." Mr. Shaw, who
followed the more humble calling of a stallion leader, con'fessed

that he could not get a living by accompanying a Cleveland stal-

lion about the country. Foreigners, who are great and spirited

customers, refuse to buy a mare got by a coaching stallion out of

a half-bred mare. It appears that the Royal Society should

specify and describe the points it requires, and not leave exhi-

bitors to send anything in this class that they please, while the

Judges make their selections a discretion, with no certain rule to

guide them.

In the Thoroughbred Stallion class for getting hunters, it is
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idle to expect that even a prize of 100?. will often attract to the

rinsf such animals as " West Australian " and " Carnival "—

I

name two dead horses in order to avoid invidious comparisons

—

which were beyond all question well adapted for siring hunters,

but of which the service fee was generally too high for any other

mares than thoroughbreds. Among those actually exhibited,

" Lingerer " looked more like getting park hacks, and " Curtius
"

was a scarecrow ; while " Caterer," although the sire of one of the

heaviest racehorses ever placed in the St. Leger, " Leolinus " by-

name, seemed more adapted for " across the flat " than for the

hunting-field. The three best animals for the purpose required

seemed to be the " Due de Beaufort, '
" Make Haste," and

" Tassel
;

" but by a country which, like England, has, in the

words of an American trainer, " as many good thoroughbreds as

there are pine trees in Virginia," it might have been expected

that this class would be more largely and worthily filled. It is

also expedient that the Royal Society should do its utmost to

discourage blood in which the hereditary taint of roaring

exists ; and in the opinion of Mr. Mannington, as given before

Lord Rosebery's Committee, the Stockwell and Melbourne
strains are open to suspicion in this respect ; while it is certain

that " Wild Dayrell " has imparted to many of his descendants

a tendency to knee-lameness, which is as transmissible as gout

or consumption in the human subject, and should in the estima-

tion of judges be fatal to any of his sons exhibited in an agricul-

tural show-ring.

The revival of coaching in England, and the very large prices

which have recently been given by the enterprising noblemen
and gentlemen whose teams delight the eye each succeeding

summer in Piccadilly and Oxford Street, render it important
that the coaching stallion, no longer of the Cleveland type,

should receive more notice and attention than has hitherto been
the case. Those exhibited at Kilhurn were a motley group ;

and if one of M. Edmond De La \' ille's Anglo-Norman stallions

had been entered for this class, he might not improbably have
carried away the first prize. The winner, " Penzance," from
Yorkshire—the property of Mr. Christopher W. Wilson—was a

creditable Cleveland ; and the third prize-taker, " Lord Beacons-
field," with less of the Norfolk trotter stamp than Mr. Burton's
horse, which was second, has many admirable points. But the
entire class is susceptible of considerable amelioration, and,
with the attention to distinctive characteristics of which I have
shown the desirability, it is to be expected that higher excellence
will be attained in the future.
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Hunters and Roadsters.

" The great Serbonian bog, where," in Milton's words, " armies

whole have sunk," came to the minds of those experienced in

the operations of war, as they reflected upon what would have
been the condition of the Kilburn Show-vard upon Thursday
and Friday, had the ground been cut up during the first four

days by the passage of cannons, caissons, and commissariat
waggons. The hunters, and especially the weight-carriers, pro-

fited more by the mud than any other class of horses exhibited,

although it ought not to be forgotten that many a good run

across country takes place in England when the ground is not

heavier than at iSewmarket upon an ordinary Cesarewitch

day. The most perfect animal shown in this department

seemed, in my eyes, to be the Lincolnshire-bred bay mare,
" Snowflake," the property of Mr. George Leighton, of Osgodby,
near Scarborough.

" Et vera incessu patuit dea" occurred to classical minds as a

fitting description of this beautiful animal, which bore the blush-

ing honours of many a previous triumph in the prize-ring thick

upon her, to which she added another when the Judges attached

the red riband to her head-stall without a dissentient voice.

The class of " Hunters up to 15 stone," with twenty-four entries,

was pronounced by Colonel Luttrell, Mr. J. B. Booth, and
Mr. Hill—than whom it would not have been easy to find three

more competent judges—as being " a good lot and out of the

common ;" nor was there any disposition among the many
critical performers in the saddle who looked on to question their

verdict. The weight-carrying hunters came from many different

counties, but the North carried away the principal honours with

Mr. Forster's " King John," from Northumberland, first ; with

Mr. Cecil Legard's " Blacklock," from 1 orkshire, second : and
with Mr. Andrew Brown's " Gambler," also from Yorkshire,

which was commended. It is not, indeed, improbable, that

Mr. FitzOldaker's bay gelding by " Voltigeur," which took the

third prize, was also, to judge from his sire, raised in the INjorth,

but his breeder is unknown. Considering the value attached

by wealthy owners of weight-carriers to their favourite hunters,

it was hardly reasonable to expect that many of these gentlemen

would risk their much-prized darlings in a show-yard, and
therefore the class was undoubtedly not worthy of the occasion.

Mr. Booth, after riding most of the hunters round the ring,

pronounced that no horse carried him through the mud with

so much power as " King John," although to some eyes he hardly

seemed to "get away" in his action so well as Mr. Legard's
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" Blacklock ;" but in such competitive trials, the man in the

saddle is more qualified than on-lookers to deliver judgment.

The " Hunter Mare and Foal class " was, with the exception

of the faultless " Snowflake," hardly up to Royal form, and has

often been surpassed at similar shows in the north of England
;

and the light-weight hunters were even more disappointing,

although the entry was large. Yorkshire was again to the fore

in this last-named class, with Mr. Brown's " Cockney," from
Pontefract, which was first, and Mr. Rose's " His Majesty," from
Malton, which was second, although it is but justice to add that he

was bred in Cumberland. But, notwithstanding the average merit

of the hunter classes, it is open to question whether more might not

be done by the Royal Agricultural Society to teach farmers how
to utilize their half-bred mares, so as to raise hunters from them
capable of being sold at from 100/. to 150/. a-piece when rising

four years old. An estimate of the expense to be incurred in

breeding such an animal, together with the best markets to which,

according to his qualifications, he ought to be sent, might well

be furnished for the guidance of tenant-farmers by experienced

heads ; and this suggestion leads me to inquire whether the

Judges appointed to pick out the four or five best animals in a

class, adequately fulfil their functions when they decide how and
where the red, blue, and orange ribands are to be bestowed, and
do nothing further. In fact, is the principle of a race or com-
petitive trial between the horses in each class the best system to

be adopted under the circumstances ? Take, for instance, the

class for thoroughbred stallions capable of getting hunters, for

which sixteen horses were entered. These sixteen specimens
are sure to be used for getting hunters in one or other district,

with the exception of those which, from the costliness of their

fees, will naturally be confined to thoroughbred mares. Now,
the number of farmers for whose use the three or four first-prize

winners will be available is necessarily limited ; which con-
sideration leads naturally to the inquiry whether the reports of

the Judges would not be much more valuable if, after awarding
the prizes and the Champion cup, and distributing their com-
mendations, they were to mention by name every horse that

possesses merit as likely to get good foals, and were to omit all

notice of others, which by implication would be branded as

mischievous. At present, one of the results secured by the
existing system is, that horses are reared and trained by expe-
rienced riders solely with a view to catching the eye, so as to

win prizes. We are all of us familiar with many instances in
which professional exhibitors travel the round of the shows

;

and although there is nothing censurable about the victories

of these veteran champions of the show-yard, whether in the
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guise of stallions which rarely or never get a hunter, or of hacks
too costly to be elsewhere exhibited, or of hunters that were
never hunted, it seems to me that the money thus lavished upon
prizes might in several ways be made more extensively useful

;

as, for example, by the addition of a catalogue raisonne, or

tabulated order of merit, to the reports of the Judges, and
furthermore by deferred prizes to mares likely to breed valuable

stock. As matters now stand, the classes for mares with foals

are unquestionably full of interest, but the entries therein are so

scanty, that it may fairly be doubted whether they deserve the

three prizes apportioned to them. This remark applies specially

to the hackney mares and foals, and to the pony mares and
foals, in both of which classes there were not half as many
entries as are often seen at Yorkshire shows. The definition

of a hackney, or roadster, differs essentially, when drawn bv a

Yorkshire hand, from that given by a resident of Devonshire
or South Wales. " Enduring hacks of the old sort," says the

author of ' The Book of the Horse,' " are now only to be found

in the hands of active farmers, who look over hundreds of acres

before breakfast ; of country surgeons, human and veterinary ; of

maltsters, and of men belonging to a few other callings which
take their followers out of the main tracks on to short cuts and
bridle-roads. In pasture countries, the young farmer fond of

riding usually prefers something better than a roadster—one
that will grow into money. But the majority of modern farmers

prefer wheels, or are generally satisfied with anything useful

that will do their day's work—very different from the time when
a good roadster hackney was worth as much as, and was more
carefully chosen than, the modern brougham horse." Hackneys,
cobs, and ponies seem to me, in relation to the ordinary require-

ments and the habitual productions of horse-breeding farmers,

to belong to what our French neighbours call classes de fantaisie,

and therefore call for no critical analysis in a report specially

designed to invite notice from agricultural raisers of equine

stock.

Coach Horses.

Among those included in the Kilburn Catalogue, no class was
more disappointing than this, as regards the number of the

entries. The prize of 25Z. for " coaching mares or geldings

above three years old, suitable for omnibus work," was offered

by the London General Omnibus Company—an association

which, thanks to the administrative energy and sagacity of its

able manager, Mr. A. G. Church, well deserves the attention of

those to whom the War Department assigns the onerous task of

supplying the army with artillery and commissariat horses. In
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his valuable evidence before Lord Rosebery's Committee,

jNIr. Church stated, in March 1873, that nearly all the horses

employed by his company came from abroad, for the simple

reason that they could not be obtained at all in England. " It

is not an affair of price," he said, " but of absolute scarcity."

The average price per horse had risen from 22)1. in 1866 to 34/.

in 1873 ; and in the last Report for the half-year ending June

30, 1879, I find that the average cost of their horses, notwith-

standing the universal depression of prices, had risen to more
than 39Z. Replying to a question from Lord Rosebery as to

any possible remedies for increasing the supply of English horses

in this class, Mr. Church said, " The only remedy that I have

heard of which strikes me as at all feasible, is that encourage-

ment should be given to farmers to breed horses," Six years

have since passed ; and in the last Report, from which I have

just quoted, it is stated that, although there has been no reduc-

tion in price, " the supply of English horses has so much im-
proved, that the company have had no difficulty in obtaining all

their requirements from the English market." This is, un-

doubtedly, a statement of great value ; but I dare not flatter

myself that within the last six years there has been any marked
increase in the production by English farmers of omnibus horses,

much as I should wish to believe it. The truth probably is,

that by reason of the general economy necessitated by hard
times, which have compelled so many broughams, phaetons, and
carriages to be given up by the middle classes, the purchasers

employed by Mr. Church have been exposed to much less severe

competition. Judging by the official returns, the number of

horses in England of this class remains about the same, but

there is much less demand for them than in 1872 and 1873, and
thus they have fallen sufficiently in price to come within the

purchasing powers of the London General Omnibus Company.
Now it is undeniable that if, in conformity with Mr. Church's

suggestion, English farmers could be encouraged to breed horses

of this class, it would, on patriotic grounds, be a great boon to

England. Many of the omnibus horses seen in the streets of

London and other large English towns are precisely of the class

wanted for our artillery, but war upon a large scale would at

once drive us once more for a supply to the foreign market.
Happily there is, in the United States and in Canada, an almost
inexhaustible reserve of animals adapted for this purpose ; but
in case of a large and sudden demand, prices would instantly be
raised against us. It seems to me that the Royal Agricultural
Society would be discharg-ing a wise and beneficent office if

they were to expunge from their equine Prize-sheet some of the

fancy classes, and to hold out inducements to farmers to devote
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their earnest attention to raising animals of this type. That
such is not at present the case may, I think, be inferred from
the scanty entries made in Classes 45 and 46—to wit, one
coaching mare, not of high quality, in Class 45, and seven

animals in Class 46, of which five were sent by the London
General Omnibus Company itself, two of them being, in my
own opinion, preferable to the worn and wind-galled animal,

with hunting rather than coaching action, to which the solitary

prize was awarded. These same remarks apply to coaching
stallions, which, as has already been remarked, are left to chance,

unguided by a precise specification of the characteristics required

in them.

The following are the Reports of the Judges for the classes

named :

—

Thokoughbkeds and Hunters.

Class 13. Thoroughbred Stallion.—It is not surprising that, in the best

exhibition of horses ever held in this country, the thoroughbreds should have
been much above an average. Out of sixteen entries fourteen appeared in the

ring ; and although some of these, as is always the case, held no pretension to

the condition of the prize sheet, the majority, taking them as a lot, are

calculated to do good in their generation. No. 195, " Due de Beaufort," by
" Ventre St. Gris," dam, " Dame d'Honneur," by the " Baron," of good stout

blood, was placed first. He is a very level horse, long and low, on good legs, and
an excellent mover, walking away all over a hunter; whilst he cannot be called

a big horse, everything about him is good. No. 200, " Make-Haste," by
" 1om Bowline," a son of the " Flying Dutchman," out of " Makeshift," by
" Voltigeur," another good staying iamily, one of the Glasgow lot, ran a close

second. His good legs and rare bone must make him a valuable hunting sire,

and had he been as truly formed as his rival, the two chestnuts might have
changed places. At any rate, the county of Monmouthshire is to be con-

gratulated in having such a good animal at its command. No. 204,
" Caterer," by " Stockvvell," dam, " Selina," by " Orlando," an unmistakable

gentleman, took the third honours. His fine quality, powerful back and
loins and true action, are sure to put him in the first rank as a hunting sire.

No. 201, " Tassel," by the " Drake," a horse of good substance and chatacter,

got the reserve number. He looks a bit light now, but, having been only a

short time out of training, he will thicken and tumble into a useful sort for

countrj' work. No. 191, " Lingerer," a son of " Recluse," by " Loiterer," a

taking-looking one, with very good action, but rather weak posteriors, got a

commendation ; and so did No. 203, " Merry Sunshine," by no means a bad
animal, though somewhat cramped in his action. A Frenchman, No. 189,
" Soubait," appeared in this class, and although he moved with great freedom

and force, he was not a match lor the others, and would have stood a much
better chance in the opposite ring with the hackneys.

Class 30. Hunter Mare and Foal.—llather weak for the Royal, and not

so fully represented as in former years. The winner, however. No. 438,
" Snowflake," is a beautiful mare, with j)lenty of blood, substance and length.

Her foal by "Landmark" was a backward one, and hardly did her justice.

No. 445, " Evangeline," being brought into the ring late, by a narrow squeak

walked in for the second. She is all qualitj% and looks like breeding a speedy

one ; she would be imjiroved by having a little more substance. No. 43Z,
" Minerva," lacks breeding, but ought to produce something up to weight, if

properly mated. No. 435, " Battlement," a well-bred one, with moderate

shoulders, liad the reserve number.
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Class 39. Hunter up to 15 stone.—Out of the common ; a good lot, with

twenty-five entries, comprising many which had previously carried off the

ribbons. No. 506, " King John," was our pick. He would be hard to beat in

any company, for with plenty of breeding there is no lack of power; his good

short legs, back and loins like a lion, and excellent second thighs, put him
well o/er the prescribed weight: then he moves in all his paces, and gallops

strong and well, with a leg to spare, which is no little advantage over rough

ground. His shoulders might be finer, but they are well laid, and the sweating

process would go a Ioug; way to rectify this, as he has evidently been done

well for the occasion. No. 520, " Blacklock," the champion at the Alexandra

Park, is also a grand horse, but not up to the weight of the other. There was
not much to choose between them when they were going ; this horse, for a

tall one, moving lightly and with great liberty
;
yet he did not show as well

as at the Park, evidently being amiss with a bad cough. No one can find

fault with his breeding ; he has a lot of blood and shows it, but, when stripped,

he had not the back and loins of his rival, and hardly looked up to 15 stone;

so he got the blue ribbons. No. 524, by " Voltigeur ;" a fine specimen of a

weight carrier. He galloped in great style, and went as if he could do a lot of

it. Though the other two had the pull of him in age, his legs are good

-enough to see the end of many a good run with the best of them. No. 526,
" Gambler," by " Knave of Hearts," turned up a trump by speculating at the

rails, which he did cleverly sideways. If he gets over a country like this he
will prove himself the good hunter he looks. No. 527, " Gainsborough," a

horse of good stamp and manners, was highly commended. No. 505,

*' Hurricane," and No. 510, "Scotsman," are of the right sort, and go as if

meaning business.

Class 40. Hunter up to 12 stone.—Here we had a large entry of twenty-eight,

made up of a very useful lot, of which No. 554, " Cockney," was the best.

He is a smart short-legged horse, and, unlike his namesake, went through the

dirt as if he enjo} ed it. He has plenty of substance on sound legs, and gal-

loped like keeping on. No. 535, " His Majesty," was second. If his fore-

hand had been as good as his hind-quarters, the chances are he would have
held the same position as he did at the Alexandra Park, where he beat the

Londoner, which, taking him all round, is the best formed one. No. 543,
" Emperor," went strong and well, and looked all over a hunter ; whilst

No. 540, " Ferryman," the reserve number, was not far behind him,
being a wear-and-tear looking animal, and fit to go in any country.

No. 533, " Shaun Rhue," was commended. The Major did his best to ride

him into a better place, but his action being rather too high for the field,

it was no go.

Class 41. Four- Tears-old Hunter.—The first on the list. No. 557,
"Yeoman," kept his place; a blood-like chestnut and beautiful mover,
but not much in hand over 12 stone. There was nothing, however, in the
class that went like him, or looked so much like a gentleman, so he
made an easy win. No. 573, " Katerfelto," knew how to go, but did not
carry himself as though he could hold his own over Exmoor with his
namesake

; nevertheless, he managed to gallop himself into the second place.

No. 567, "Golden Plover," got the yellow ribbon. He is a fine-topped
horse, and if his joints and fore-legs had been better, would have been
more forward ; whilst he seems to gallop strong, he makes too much fuss
about it, and does not get on. No. 571, "Fox Cover," the reserve, out of
old " Go-a-head," without being a fast one, will make a good hunter some
of these days. No. 575, "Gendarme," by " Flash-in-the-Pan," is a fine

colt, and shows a deal of hunting form ; but somehow or other the ring
did not suit him, and he did not get away as he should have done. As
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he is only a baby and all abroad, time may improve him and turn him into

his right jihice.

CuAts 42. Hunter Mare, Four- Tears-dd.—The mares did not show in

force. The class was altogether a wiak one, vitli little or no merit, except

Nos. 578 and 577, " Princess" and " Kancy Lee," " Princess" having the best

shoulders and looking most like a lady. 'J'lie numbers in the Catalogue were
reverstd. None of the others had sufficient merit lor a place, and the third

prize was withheld.

Class 43. 2 hree- Years-old Hvnter.—Not quite up to the mark. The
winner, No. 591, " Prime Minister," a fine tall horse, with no end of qtiality and
good true action, may some day grow down to his le<;s and make a hunter; if

he does, he will carry a lot of money but not rnudi weight, imjIcss he thickens
more than one would give him credit for. iso. 586, "

'J he Mystery," is a use-

ful colt, with shoulders a trifle short. No. 5U0, " Woodman," a thickset

customer, which moves fairly well without giving much promise of speed, was
third. 1'he reserve. No. 584, might in time fall intc a hunter.

Class 44. Hunter Mare, Tim e-Ytars-old.— Q\\\y two entries. No. 594,
"Princess Margaret," walked away from the other and won easily, bhe is by
"Egbert," out of old " Sloughby," with good clean limbs and nice quality,

though rather low in the back. She will some day hold her own over a

country with a light weight on her back.

H. A. F. Ltjttrkll.

John B. Booth.
John Hill.

Haokkets, Ponibs, akd Coach Horses.

The fifteen classes brought before us contained 206 entries; and some of

thfm, especially amongst the hackneys, were animals of great merit.

We commenced our duties with

—

Class 14. Stallions suitable for getting Coach Horses.—Our first prize.

No. 208, is a level horse with true coaching action and full of quality, a point

in which our second prize, No. 206, is somewhat wanting, though he moves
grandly and is of a rich colour. The third prize. No. 222, is a very promising

young horse, of the same character as the first prize, showing plenty of bone

and quality.

Class 15

—

Stallions for getting Hackneys—was a strong class, numbering

twenty-four. The first prize. No. 249, is a beautiful model of a hackney, and

good in all his paces. The second prize, No. 247, moves well. No. 237 is a

useful horse, but a little inclined to have harness shoulders. We highly com-

mended two in this class and commended other two.

Class 16. Fmy Stallions above 13-2.— Here again we felt a doubt about

giving No. 2G1 the first place. He is a compact horse, with rare action and

beautiful shoulders. No. 255, the secon<i prize, is also a fine mover better

in this resiiect than No. 259, in the third place.

Class 17—Pony Stallions not exceeding 13-2—brought in fifteen for adjudi-

cation. Nos. 264 and 266 were soon drawn out. No. 266 is a little castle in

strength; but his shoulders did not quite phase )is, and we preferred the

greater quality shown by his rival, No. 264, to whom we awarded the red

rosette. For the third place we selected the well-matured brown two-year-old.

No. 263.

Class 31

—

Coaching Mare and i'^ca?— only brought three entries. The first

and second prizes are very handsome marcs, with true couching character and

of the old Cleveland type.
;
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Clabs 32. Hackney Mare and Foal. Not numerously attended. The first

prize, No. 451, is a pretty blood mure, but, we may say of the cl;ia« jjenerally

—tliat it had hardly sufiiciinl sub-tance for bicedinj; vnluabic lii ckneys.

Class 33. Pony Mare and Foal.—Here we had some creditable punics, but

of a mixed character. Our first and second prizes show great blood, whilst

the third fjoes to a handsome thick cob.

Cl/.6s45—Coaching Mare or Gelding, Three Years old—was represented by
only one entry, but a horse of considerable merit of the Cleveland bay type,

and well worthy of a first prize.

Class 46. Coaching Mare or Gelding for Omnibus work.—Here we had
two animals of a high class, Nos. 603 and 604 ; but we did not consider them
eligible to compete as " Omnibus horses," and we gave the prize to Ko. 602,

a strong useful gelding.

Class 47. Hackneys up to 15 stone.—A fairly good class. No. 614 is a

beautiful hackney in all his paces, and an easy winner.

Class 48

—

Hackneys up to not less ikon 12 stone—brought twenty-three

competitors, and contained animals of a very high chiss. W e placed No. 633
first, a fashionable mover, but perhaps with actiun rather too round and
roadster-like for a hackmy. No. 62.), a perfectly trained gentleman, came
second, and No. 641 third. We highly comuunded two, and gave five

commendations.
Class 49

—

Ladies^ Hackneys—was not a good class.

Class 50

—

Hackneys above 13 "2, not exceeding 14 '2—paraded twenty-five.

No. 656 soon came to the front, a mare of a high class. The second prize.

No. 673, is also a very fine mover.
Class 51. Ponies ahov- 12' 2, not exceeding 13*?.—Here twenty-one put in,

an appearance. No. 1186 was an easy winner, though too frtsh to show her-

self to the best advantage.

Class 52. Ponies not exceeding 12 '2 was a very good class. Both our first

and second, Nos. 704 and 703, are remarkably smart well-made
]
onies, and a

nice pony is third, No. 705. We also highly commended four and com-
mended one.

AlFHED AbHWOETH.
Wm. Parker.
Henby Beevob.

Foreign Horses.

Fifty-nine entries from abroad, antl a not inconsiderable

reduction in the number of foreign animals brought into the

ring, hardly sufficed to give to the Kilburn Show that interna-

tional character which the increased facilities for transporting

horses across the Channel led every one to hope that it would
assume. The prizes ofTered were, moreover, worthy of a larger

competition, and the absence of French horses was noticed with
regret by those who well know how many of our neighbours
across the Channel are in a condition to follow the spirited

example set them by M. Edmond De La Ville, by whom
twenty-eight entries were made. Before noticing the foreign

classes more in detail, I claim permission to remark that

Belgium sent one animal to Kilburn, in M. Paul Tiberghien's
flea-bitten grey cart-mare " Sultana," which was undoubtedly a

2 B 2
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great acquisition. "Sultana" delighted tlie spectators day after

day by trotting at a speed which must sorely have tried the

lungs of the nimble groom who led her, and with a lightness

and activity which recalled the performances in former days of

Mr. Brierley's famous prize-winner " Sensation," from Wolver-
hampton—a magnificent grey cart-mare, which, measuring
nearly 17 hands under the standard, trotted with the neatness

and agility of a pony.

Percheron, Boulonnais, and Belgian Stallions.—Percherons,

once well known upon every " route imperiale," or " route

nationale," in France—the name having changed time and again

with the form of government—have the reputation of being
the best and lightest trotters among cart-horses ; and it is

probable that many of the heavy grey horses in our omnibuses
are got by imported Percheron stallions out of English mares.

The posters of France in former times were almost exclusively

of this breed ; and the omnibus horses in Paris, which at present

drag the ponderous vehicles circulating in every part of the

French metropolis at a speed altogether too slow to suit our

insular impatience, come from the same race. The heavy
cavalry horses of Kellermann and of Milhaud, which trotted

round the squares of the indomitable British infantry at Waterloo,

had plenty of Percheron blood in their veins, and showed
themselves, moreover, far too massive for the light regiments

under Lord Uxbridge at Quatre Bras. The Percheron, and his

congener, the Boulonnais, have long been favourites in this

countrj', although our national partiality for a race which cannot

bear comparison with our own best cart-horse tribes is hard to

explain, unless it be that, in the minds of all English travellers

who have passed middle age, their earliest recollections of

France are inseparably associated with the screaming and unruly

grey or white stallions which lugged the malle-poste up the

steeps of the Jura Mountains, or along the poplar-skirted paves of

Limousin and Picardy. It is denied by the best equine authorities

of France that the Percheron is a distinct breed, and M. Devaux-
Loresin asserts that the decree of the First Napoleon, in, 1806,

establishing a stallion stud at Blois for the creation of artillery

and cavalry horses, called the Percheron into existence, with his

neat head, nimble knee-action, and singular propensity of being

what in Yorkshire is called " handy with his teeth," or given to

biting. The specimens shown at Kilburn were few in number,

but among them the first and second prize-winners, belonging

to M. Modesse-Berquet and to the Duke of Westminster, were

not without considerable merit
;
although for agricultural pur-

poses they are hardly equal to their Belgian rivals, which,
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aorain, lack the fine length and gentlemanlike qualities of the

Clydesdale. M. Paul Tiberghien, of Hainault, in Belgium

—

almost the only exhibitor from that country—is specially to be

congratulated upon his excellent, but rather short, roan stallion

'•Bayard II.," and still more upon his superb mare "Sultana,"

whose praises have already been celebrated in this Report. If,

as is generally believed, our own cart-horse tribes derive their

origin from Flemish and Belgian ancestors, it will be confessed

that we have gone so far ahead of the parent stock as to be in a

condition curiously to scrutinise M. Paul Tiberghien's animals,

since they suggest the original and not much altered materials

from which our Suffolks, Clydesdales, and English cart-horses

have by gradual evolution been matured.

Norman and Anrjlo-Norman Stallions.—M. Edmond De La
Ville had this class almost to himself; and although some of

his exhibits were singularly plain about the head, and faulty

in the cannon bones, I have seldom seen sixteen animals of

the coaching type more uniform in character. Normandy has

the distinction of being the most ancient horse-breeding district

in France, and its proximity to England enabled the Norman
farmers long ago to import good stallions from this country,

which have gradually so improved the equine race in those

parts, that M, Edmond De La Ville may now claim to meet
our coaching and roadster classes upon terms of equality, if

not something more. It is alleged by the French Judges that

the best animal entered for this class was taken ill and
unable to appear in the show-ring; but many of the speci-

mens exhibited were admirably adapted to get coach and
omnibus horses for English use, and occasionally a superior

excellence of knee-action promised well for the production of

roadsters, as in the case of the shapely three-year-old stallion

" Ukase." It is, indeed, impossible to contemplate this class

without reflecting upon the obligations due from Normandy to the

late French Emperor, who was never weary of encouraging the

residents in the Eure, in Calvados, and in the adjoining Depart-
ments, to make the most of their advantages in soil and climate,

so as to produce troop-horses for the French army. The prices

paid for cavalry horses by the Fiench Government have always
been in excess of those allowed in this country ; and if, as is

promised in the last reports, this tariff is to be lowered, it will

be mainly through the enterprise and sagacity of such breeders

as M. Edmond De La Ville, who might well have left some of

bis Anglo-Norman stallions behind him in England, without

disadvantage to those of our farmers who desire a substitute for

the expiring Cleveland breed.
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It is worthy of remark, in conclusion, that the Central Agri-

cultural Society of Littauen in East Prussia made eight entries

—all of them being mares—at Kilburn. There were some
absentees, but among the animals exhibited there were not, in

all the horse-classes assembled, upon the ground, many more
worthy of critical examination than the brown five-year-old mare
" Frieda," to which the first prize was given, and the bay-

brown four-year-old " Liese," which was highly commended.
The stud of East Prussia, with the Crown Prince of Germany
for its President, is represented by about 30,000 brood-mares,

distributed over a large lot of farms. " The breeding," it is

stated, " takes place according to the principle of freedom from
hereditary faults, and of correctness in form." Many of the best

cavalry horses employed by the Prussian army in its successful

campaigns of 1866 and 1870-71, came from this stud, to which
" Frieda," " Liese," and " Gudrun " did great credit. The
whole affair seems to be admirably managed ; and if any fault

was to be found with the lengthy, level, and powerful mares
" adapted for riding purposes," and shown at Kilburn, I should

be inclined to say that they are better adapted, with one
exception, for harness than for the saddle.

The following is the Report of the Judges of Foreign

Horses :

—

Class 240.—Amongst the twenty Norman and Anglo-Norman stallions were
some very well made, with good paces and distingiiislied carriage, good legs,

and much elasticity of movement. However, more than one had a very ordinary

head, and ribs not well sprung (reserver), and several showed cannon-bones
and fetlocks which were not satisfactory. Unfortunately, one of the most
remarkable horses (No. 2696), and one which will do honour to his breeder,

became ill, and was therefore out of the competition. He was a dark chestnut

horse, and not bay, as st;ited in the Catnlogue, and would have well merited

one of the first jirizes. 'I he fine shoulders, excellent ribs and superior action

of Ko. 2702 gained him the first jirize, while the second was taken by
No. 2699, which iiad good form and colour. The third prize went to

No. 2703, a magnificent coach-horse. No. 2707, awarded the reserve number,
deserves to be mentioned as a remarkable hoise, exceedingly level, having
short legs, and endowed with distinguished action. No. 2697, which was
highly commended, is a fine horse, but has hollow insteps, and appears

also much too tall for his age. No. 2711 is a good horse, but of only
middling size.

Class 241.—This class contained only one mare, but she was one of the
finest in Normandy— a chestnut with plenty of blood and very clever

(heaucoiip de moyeris)
;
marvellously formed i( gs and beautiful sinews. Her

foal by "Lavater" is a fine animal, very active and verv stron2.

Class 246.—With the exception of the Arab (No. 2729)—of distin-

guished blood certaiiily, but not fit for stud- purposes, having especially

the cannon-bones e.\ces-ively lon^,—tlie horses in this class recalled to us
the type of Clius 240, which are all Norman horses. No. 2733 arrested our
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attention first, and he was without doubt a clear first. He is a very fine

animal, witli liigh action and very vigorous. Nos. 2739 and 2T32, to which

the second and tliird prizes were aunrded, as well as No. 2735, ^^ivcn the

reserve ticket, and No. 2738 coiumeniled, are all good horses, elegant trotters,

at a pood pace (envolure).

Class 2-17.—The Arab mare, No. 2751, a chestnut, is well made, but too

delicate to take ihe Uom (he others iu Ihis class. Tliese were eight

mares, light hay in colour, and of liie distinct type of the horses of Eastern

Prussia, which have a gieat deal of l)lt)od in them, both Arab an I English.

They have a fine form, beautiful hind-quarters, high action, and great- agility.

The I' gs and the sinews are perfectly Hrm (se^s). No. 2740, with tldu ribs

and long fetlocks, and No. 2748, with liollow insteps, should not have

been allowed to be exhibited by a Society which sent such remarkably

good horses as Nos. 2742, 2(4!>, and 2741, which cirried off the three first

prizes, as well as No. 2744 (reserve nunibL>r), and No. 2750, which was

highly commended.
(Signed) Comte dk Schlieffen.

COMTE DE BOOILLK.

A. llONNA.

McLES AND Asses.

It is but too probable that the readers of this Report may be

prompted to exclaim, in the words quoted by Mr. Gladstone at

the end of one of his longest Budget speeches

—

" Immensum spatiis confecimus aequor,

Et jam tempus equum fumantia solvere colla."

Long, however, as has been my disquisition upon horseflesh, it

would not be difficult to write as much again upon the theme
of the half-dozen little-noticed and uninviting animals con-

tributed by Mr. Charles Leslie Sutherland, by the Duke of

Beaufort, and by Mr. Edward Pease—all of them enthusiastic

believers in mules—to the last four classes in the Catalogue.

The presence of these ungainly quadrupeds at Kilburn was
made known to the ear rather than to the eye ; nor were they

ever brought before the public without provoking a roar of

laughter from the spectators who had greeted with hearty

applause the successful saltatory exhibition of Mr. Andrew
Brown's " Gambler," when, despite his rider's efforts to stop

him, the irrepressible chesnut gelding jumped the rails which
ran across the centre of the ring.

Nevertheless there were present at Kilburn some eye-witnesses

who had seen not a little of the prodigious Civil War which
raged in the United States between 1861 and 1865, and to them
Mr. Sutherland's mules appeared to be rather objects of admi-
ration than of ridicule. The mule has, up to the present time,

made little way in the affections of Englishmen ; and among the
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few who have tried him for agricultural purposes, without under-
standing his peculiar habits or studying his character, there is

too much disposition to pronounce him a stubborn, unintelligent,

and impracticable brute, which eats as much as his nobler half-

brother, and does not get through half as much work. A time,

however, will come—and the sooner the better—when English-

men will be compelled to acknowledge that, for certain military

uses, the mule is the most valuable four-footed servitor upon
which man can lay his hand. And I may notice parenthetically

that unfeigned astonishment is often expressed by American
soldiers of experience and intelligence that the IBritish War
Office has been so long in discovering that the little wars, in

which this country is perpetually engaged, would be conducted
with greater promptitude, and at far less cost, if a large mule-
train were always kept in readiness at home. It will be urged,

perhaps, that mules in any quantities can always be purchased in

the United States, in South America, or in Spain and Malta ;

but precious time is needlessly lost when scanty preparations for

war are made until it has actually begun
;
and, in addition, the

outlay, by reason of a sudden demand, is vastly increased, to the

disadvantage of the purchaser. Moreover, it is indispensable

that teamsters, trained and accustomed, in the slang phrase of

California, " to exhort the impenitent mule," should be equally

available with the drudges they are expected to drive ; and expe-

rience has taught us in Zululand, that the American teamster,

whether white or black, is for the most part as larcenous and
unsatisfactory a blackguard as ever crossed the Atlantic. What
we want is, beyond question, soldier-drivers, trained at Woolwich
and elsewhere to know and handle the mule

;
which, rightly-

comprehended, is a remarkably docile and intelligent quadruped,

and one to which his habitual employers soon become accus-

tomed and attached.

It must not, however, be forgotten that, except for supply-

trains and commissariat-waggons, the mule is not available lor

military purposes. He is altogether unfit to be " hitched " to

field artillery, because guns of this kind, especially when going
into action, are apt to get into all sorts of queer places, and to

be lugged up steep and difficult banks, or across boggy holes

and quagmires. If once a mule-team gets " stalled," or, as we
say in England, " bogged," the animals become demoralised,

and refuse, unlike the generous horse, to make another effort. It

will be obvious that under these circumstances a field-gun,

stuck tight within range of the enemy, and with no chance to

unlimber and open fire on its own account, is worse than use-

less. When, however, we come to the multitudinous waggons
,
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which are necessary to supply food, forage, medical stores,

boots, blankets, clothing, great-coats— to say nothing of ammu-
nition, cartridges, and a thousand other essentials—upon a

large scale, it will soon be found that the tough and hardy mule
is immeasurably superior to the more delicate and sensitive

horse. The mule will thrive and grow fat upon food which the

horse will not touch ; and while the thin skin of the nobler beast

is perpetually liable to be galled and subject to sore backs, the

mule is practically as pachydermatous as the rhinoceros, and
needs nothing but a good roll—if possible in the sand—to

stand him in the stead of rubbing and grooming. He is not less

indifferent to heat or cold, to rain or shine, than Sir Walter Scott's

William of Deloraine was to " moonless midnight or matin's

prime;" and he begins work at two years old, frequently sus-

taining it unintermittingly, and without a day's interruption

from sickness or lameness, until he is six or eight and twenty

years old. Finally, when it comes (as it always does in a pro-

longed war) to a question of killing horses or mules, in the

absence of other food, for the support of human life, no one of

the least experience in such matters will hesitate to give the

preference to mule's flesh. There is a cut from the mule's jowl
which is pronounced by Jules Gouffe to be unsurpassed in

flavour ; and it is notorious that, during the siege of Paris, a

selle (fane was sold inside the beleaguered city lor what Louis
Blanc calls " a king's ransom." I have said enough to show
that the neglect of mules by Englishmen, and especially by our

torpid and unprogressive War Office, is one of those national

blunders which, in Talleyrand's well-known phrase, is worse
than a crime. The day, however, I trust, is at hand when
the last classes in the Prize-sheets of horse-shows prepared by
the Royal and other English Agricultural Societies will be
filled, not by a dozen exhibits, with a couple of 20Z. first

prizes to sustain them, but by a concours of scores upon scores

of hybrids, ranging between sixteen and seventeen hands in

height ; with 50/. prizes offered for their sires ; and finally,

with experienced judges from Kentucky and California to

pronounce that neither of those opulent and advancing States

can boast more magnificent specimens of the mule than these

islands are producing.

Beport of the Judges of Mules.

Class 53. For Agricultural and Heavy Draught Mules.—By the con-
ditions all animals were atovo 15 hands. The winner of the first prize was a
powerful grey of great beauty, 9 years old, and showing marks of constant
hard work. The build combined the qualities of strength and activity in a
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singular (iegree—powerful loins, deep ribs, foir crest, big liocks and knees, and
absiiiceof lumber. Strength was manifest iu ever^- part of it, and there was
110 falling off anywhere. The second prize was awiirdtd to " Blo.-soni," another

powerful animal of the Poitou breed, 11 years old, worthy of all praise, but
ijot so compact as the former. Tins mule had evidently been worked hard,

and had not been prepared for exliibition. 'J'lie thiid prize went to " Brunette,"

also a Poitou mule of much the same character ; ] oints falling olT a little ; but
all liiree animals, which were sent by the same gtntlenian, C. L. .Sutherland,

Esq., were grand, and it was no disgiace to tlie Duke of I'eaufort, Lord Arthur
Cecil, Mr. Hodsoll, Mr. Pease, and others, to have failed in coii;parison. Il

suui;ested itself to me that the build of these animals peculiarly ada|)ted them
for heavy traction purposes—say foraitillery. No. 716 was highly commended
and placed as the reserved number.

Class 54. Mules, not excetdin;/ 15 hands, for General Purposes.—The first

prize was given to an eight-year-old piebald, bred in Kentucky, the pro-

]
erty of Mr. Sutherland. The character of all in this class was to be lighter

than ill Class 53, as well as not to be so high. They looked more active, and
the first prize had a remaikably thoroughbred appearance and carriage,

suggestive of good blood on the dam's side, and fitness fur fast hack and harness

jiurposes. He had evidently been actively enii.loyed, and though somewhat
sli:;ht, he was well-knit, and had a hardy, wire and whalebone look about
him that clearly pointed to pace as wi ll as to endurance. The second

prize was given to a brown lour-year-old, bred by Sir George Elliot, M.P.,

lioin a Welsh mare pony by an Egyptian sire. The third prize was obtained
by a mule shown by the Duke of Beaufort

;
age aud pedigree unknown. It

had good general quahty, as also had mnks shown by the Ayleshury Dairy
Company, and Sir George Elliot. The animals iu this class fully carried out
the conditions of " usefulness," and gave the impression of being most valuable

fur .-peed and endurance in fight vehicles; but their build might not so well

fit them lor carrying. Ko less than eight in this class obtaiued the favourable

notice of the Judges.
'1 he general considerations of comparative usefulness suggested by this

exhibition are that mules as a whole aie much better atiapted fur draught than
for carrying purposes

; and, looking to the peculiar leatuns of the animals used
lor bleeding, that the Poitou donkex , as a sire, is loose in loin, long in pastern,

and slack in other points, a little strength being sacrificed to obtain size,

which the Poitou and no other donkey gives. For general jiurposes I cannot
he lp thinking that the Syrian ass, as a sire, should give the best quality, as

h i\ ing a better back, better legs and feet, less lumber, and a ckauer and
smarter appearance. Spaniards use this smaller-sized liiiht mule iu teams for

diligences, and where swift traction is required. 'J'lie Ameiiciins use the

] oueriul or light mule extensively for the particular work they require, and
they value the creature exceedingly, as standing neglect better ihau the horse,

w hile he is available for a greater number of years, and is less liable to

sickness and deterioration. Mules have doubtless fits of ubstinacy, but they

Lave a well-established character for steady work, at which they do not chafe

and liet. They would seem to be peculiar in the lactthat they will not thrive

ou wet glass, notably Gapo grass ; while they gel on well wiili dry Ibod, Ihe
ir.ain advantage of mules would seem to be a c-ipability for far more years of

ste. dy hard woik than a horse could possibly go throu.h, and in ail (iroba-

bility doing with less food, but most assuredly with a greater immunity from

maladies. I got many of these fids from i;cisoiial observation in Mexico and
the Biazils, where mules are almost exclusively employed both lor traction

and for carrying purposes; and the Mexicans and lirazilians find their

account in using mustangs as dams ; but my cx[x;rieuce, it is only fair to say,
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is not of a very receut date, so far as Brazilian matters are concerned. It is

manifest—at least it is my strong opinion— tliat inules of any character, and
for almost any purpose, can bu pniduccd by a ])ioiicr selection oT quality in sire

and (iaui respectively. When size and stien>;ih are wanttd, the sire would
natuially be the largest and most pouerlul ass piocurable, the blood and breed

depeudin:^ on the mare; the smaller aciive nuiUs, or ginettes, being got by
pony sires From female donkeys. A vast number of facts are on record with

respect to this species of natural selection, which, if the breeding ot mules

conies iiiio lavour, could all be collected anil utdised in the scientific breeding

of an animal which experience has taught me to Ktik upon as most valuable, as

doing pretty nearly all that a horse could acconip.ish, and having qualities of

endurance which are superior b}'' far ; and 1 leel very sure a mule could be

bred with almost all combinations of size, [ovvcr, Heetness, and symmetry.

William Loet, F.E.G.S., &c.

XXIII.

—

Report on the British and Foreign Cattle exhibited at

Kilburn. By Thomas Bowstead, Edenhall, Cumberland.

Long before these pages meet the eye of the reader, all those

who take an interest in agricultural matters generally, and
in the vast and important work of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England in particular, will have learnt through

divers channels that the recent Exhibition at Kilburn, near

London, was beyond question the most extensive, the most
varied, and the most important dis])lay, as well of live-stock as

of farm-implements, that has ever been held in any country.

The statistics already given by the Senior Steward of Live-

stock (p. 555) show that the only exhibition at all approaching
Kilburn in cattle-entries was that held at Battersea, in 1862.

And with the increase in numbers at Kilburn (1U07, against 789
at Battersea) there was also observable, after the seventeen years'

interval, a most marked improvement in the quality of the

cattle-classes. True it is that Great Britain has long main-
tained a proud pre-eminence in the breeding and management
of every description of domestic stock. Her race-horses and
hunters have stood unrivalled ; her stupendous dray-horses, her
nimble and corky roadsters, have been the wonder of foreigners

;

her sheep are remarkable for their variety, their early maturity,

and their economical development, alike of wool and of mutton
;

her pigs contrast favourably with tlie rough coarse swine of

many other countries ; while her roast-beef—whether cut from
the Shorthorn, the Hereford, the Devon, the Sussex, the Norfolk
and Suffolk Polled, or from any of the famous Scotch breeds

—
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has long been proverbial for its flavour, its fineness of grain,

and its juicy richness. All these excellent qualities were most
amply illustrated and successfully maintained at Kilburn, and
any one doubting the fact had only to turn from the Foreign to

the English cattle department. Never before was there drawn
to one spot such a magnificent display of British animals of

the farm.

Over-feeding (by which is meant that laying on of fat to such

an extreme as must either destroy altogether the powers of

breeding, or must render the produce not only few and far

between, but also small and unhealthy), though not in excess of

former years, was nevertheless far too prevalent at Kilburn,

both amongst the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, and other

principal breeds. Not a few exhibitors of sheep were in sad

dismay when it became known, on the opening day, that a

large number of entries had, and very properly too, been dis-

qualified on account of unfair shearing and trimming. They
were debarred from competition because, instead of being-

clothed in a fleece of three months' growth, they were found to

be enveloped, disguised, disfigured in a covering partly of two
years' production ! And is it not equally unfair and unjust

towards the few high-minded exhibitors, whose cattle are

brought to the Show in a reasonable state of fatness, to stand

by, time after time, season after season, and see their animals

unfairly beaten by others whose natural form and framework are

entirely hidden from the Judges by a superabundant, oleaginous,

and often unsightly covering, which, started at calfdom, has

cost the owner much anxious care and expense to bring to the

requisite Showyard thickness? Even if this frequent and
highly objectionable obesity had no other effect than to divert

the prize-tickets from the right to the wrong animals, it would
be bad enough ; but it has an effect far more baneful than that

;

for, in nine cases out of ten, no less in males than in females, it

entirely destroys their fecundity, while in the case of females,

if they breed at all, they almost invariably fail to produce

enough milk for their newly born offspring. To many a well-

known and successful breeder, met with at Kilburn, I put the

question, " Have you any of your cattle here ?" and the imme-
diate answer was "No." 1 naturally, in some instances, in-

quired " Why ?" when I was told, " Because, if you mean to win
nowadays, not only at the ' Royal,' but even at your own little

county-show, you must make up your mind to feed from in-

fancy, and my beasts are too valuable, and have cost me too

much to breed, to allow of my making any such silly sacrifice."

Evidence such as this, coming from authorities of the highest
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and best rank, naturally makes one ponder and say, " But

surely there must be a remedy for this, or a means, at least, of

diminishing an evil which is on all hands admitted and known
to exist." That there are difficulties in the way, as there always

are in carrying out reform, will be freely admitted ; but the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society is not composed of

men accustomed to shirk duty when a crying, and a universally

acknowledged, evil needs to be dealt with. Let us hope, then,

that members of Council will, in their wisdom, give the matter

their careful consideration ; and if they can abate, or even mitigate,

this system of gross-feeding for show, they will receive, as they

will deserve, the everlasting gratitude, not only of stock-exhibitors,

but of all right-thinking men. One word more on this subject

and I shall have done. I noticed with much satisfaction that at

Birmingham, in 1876, where, oddly enough, there were the self-

same Judges of Shorthorns as at Kilburn (thus showing that

there are few indeed who come up to the requisite standard of

fitness), Messrs. Drewiy, Mitchell, and Chaloner did themselves

infinite credit by refusing to place a heifer, " one of the best in

her class," because she was " very much injured by over-

feeding." This highly praiseworthy and straightforward line of

action the same gentlemen might well have followed up at Kil-

burn, though the fault of too gross feeding was by no means
confined to Shorthorns. But a matter so important, not to say

invidious, ought not to be left to the Judges. A small Com-
mittee of practical men (drawn, if you will, from the Council),

who would do their duty without fear, favour, or affection,

should examine the classes before the Judges commence their

work, and should strike out all entries showing undoubted signs

of " injury from overfeeding." Once start the plan, and cases

of objection will soon be exceedingly rare.

One other difficulty Avhich besets the would-be exhibitor at

our national or far-off Shows is the enormous rates charged

by railway companies. If, as is very frequently the case,

the distance to be travelled is considerable, transit by an or-

dinary goods-train is too slow ana too jolting, alike for the

comfort as for the safety of the animal. In such cases the only

alternative is the horse-box, about the most unsuitable vehicle

for a bull or a cow that could possibly be constructed. And
then, what are the rates? A calf, no matter how young, and
occupying only one division of a horse-box, is charged as for a

horse and a half ! A larger beast, occupying, as it must do, at

least two divisions, is charged the same as three horses ! while

a full-grown bull, or in-calf cow, or other beast, requiring the

exclusive use of a horse-box, is charged as four horses ! The
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rate charged by tlie several railway companies to whom I applied

for information is 3c?. per mile for each division, or each horse

;

hence, the cow occupyincr one compartment pays 4^rf. per mile
;

the next, using two divisions, ; and the costly brute re-

quiring an entire box, Is. per mile! I have been induced to

touch upon this subject of railway-charges through hearing that

a North-country friend, an extensive breeder of Shorthorns, had
been charged the enormous sum of 13Z. 3s. 4rf. for carriage of a

heifer-calf from Wateringbury, in Kent, to a station a few miles

west of Carlisle, being at the rate of about 9f/. per mile, while

the owner himself could have done the journey, and very com-
fortably too, at a penny per mile!*

Having made these somewhat tedious, though, as they ap-

peared, necessary digressions, I will now turn to an examination
of the Cattle Classes, beginning with

Shoethorns.

I have felt that the following remarks on this department of

the Show may not unfittingly be prefaced by a short but well

and kindly meant allusion to one who helped on, perhaps more
than any man now living, the profitable breeding of high-

class, beef-growing Shortborns, and whose sudden and early

death, in December last, sent a pang of true sympathetic sorrow

to the hearts of his many admirers, not only in this country,

but far beyond the shores of the British nation. Indeed,

wherever Shorthorn-cattle have been introduced, the name of
" Tom Booth " (if 1 may be pardoned the familiarity) had long

]>een received with a degree of admiration bordering on devo-

tion, and therefore very many dwellers in far-distant lands shared

with Englishmen deep and sincere regret at the loss of a much-
valued friend. I never belore attended a Royal Show where
Mr. T. C. Booth was not conspicuous by the side of the Short-

horn ring, his large experience and keen judgment often en-

abling him to "spot" the winners before the Judges-proper had

* The reporter has drawn attention to a continual source of complaint from
exhibitors, and the Council have ni:ide several eflforts to modify the cliarges

specified. The utmobt timt they Imve been able to ertect is to pre»erve for the

exhibitors the choice of us-ng I one-lioxes for Show unimals even at these rates.

But for the action of the Coui;i i!, a tegulation whieli had alri.a<ly been issiud by
the chief railway companiee, jirninbiiing the lire ot horse-boxes for tlie conveyance
of cattle, would have l^eeii < nlbrcKl al>oiit two years ago. The high churges

mentioned are levied in cons qu nee of the necessity of disinfecting tlie horse-

boxes after each journey, an^l as a payment for the consequent rutting of the

padding with which tUe horse-boxts are lined.

—

Ed.
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examined half-a-dozen of the class. At Kilburn, alas ! the

devoted husband, the loving father, the genial friend, the warm-
hearted neighbour, the safe adviser, was not! And many a one

at the ring side was heard to exclaim, " How one misses poor

Booth!" In him it may well be said the Royal Society lost

one of its wisest councillors, and agricultural progress- a most

zealous, untiring, and able advocate. May his sons take ex-

ample from a noble-minded father, a true patriot, an honest

man

!

Class 57. Bulls over Tliree-years-old.—Of the eighteen entries

in this class, the goodly number of 16 came before the Judges,

and the frequent expression of competent onlookers was that

they were "a grand lot." Several of the older animals have

been winners at the Royal and other leading Shows more
often than can be here enumerated, and it was open to question

whether their owners acted wisely in still subjecting them to the

fatigue which is inseparable from Showyard life. And here it

may be suggested as worthy of consideration by the Council

whether, instead of encouraging matured male animals to com-
pete again and again in the ordinary class, they might not,

somewhat after the Scotch fashion, offer a champion-prize, to be

competed for only by previous winners in the leading class

of bulls.

Notably among the "old" bulls at Kilburn was Mr. John
Outhwaite's " Royal Windsor" (29,890), who, at ten years and
five months old, astonished everybody by his freshness; and it

was not until a long debate amongst the Judges that he was
placed so low as fourth.

The first prize went to Lord Rathdonnell's " Anchor,"

(32,947), an Irish bull, bred by Mr. Chaloner, who was one of

the Judges, and who on this account very wisely and with good
grace declined to interfere in the class until his colleagues had
disposed of "Anchor" by awarding him chief honours. This
bull, unlike too many in the cla>s, had the great additional

recommendation of being exhibited in moderate working con-

dition. He has a fine masculine head, well-formed substantial

horn, prominent eye, deep and very wide breast, mellow touch,

hide a trifle thin, shoulder-points neat, chine somewhat narrow,
plates bare, flanks deep, hind-quarters very good, and thighs
nicely covered with flesh, even to the hock-joints. Some might
think him just the least bit " on-leg," but in this respect

he improved on acquaintance, and his uniform neatness and
evenness, and lightness of offal, stamped him as a grand Short-

horn. The Judges say in their Report that one of their number
(and there were then only two acting) would have placed
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"Attractive Lord" (32,968), appropriately so named, first; but,

as no third-man was called in, it may be presumed that this

objection was withdrawn. This decision was not unanimously
accepted by the public, many of the bystanders preferring Lord
Ellesmere's bull, who was first at Bristol last year, and was
shown here in the very pink of condition, if, indeed, he was
not too fat. He is of a deep rich red, is full of freshness and
vigour, and is altogether a taking bull. His depth in front is a

perfect marvel, while his majestic carriage of a perfect head and
noble crest will always keep him in the foremost rank. Though
deposed, in a measure, from last year, to take third honours here

was no despisable rank. The second prize was awarded to

Mr. T. Willis's " Rear-Admiral" (37,310), bred by the exhibitor.

His own brother took leading honours in the next class, doing
all the more credit to the enterprising owner. " Rear-Admiral's"

ribs form that perfect cylinder which every Shorthorn fancier

loves to see. His loins are good, and his hind-quarters remark-

ably long and well covered ; his bone is fine, thighs and twist

are excellent, while behind the shoulders, where so many Short-

horns fail, he measured more than at any other part. His head
is short and broad, while his plates are a trifle bare, and, when
viewed from behind, he looked somewhat narrow. Next to the

four prize-bulls, I liked " Duke of Chamburgh " (36,052), bred

by Mr. Outhwaite, but exhibited by Mr. W. A. Mitchell, of

Whitehouse, Aberdeenshire. Got by the far-famed " Royal
Windsor," and out of " White Socks " by " Baron Killerby," he

is indeed a worthy son of most worthy parentage. Mr. Alexander
H. Browne, of Chathill, Northumberland, showed two very stylish

bulls in this class, both of them calculated to leave their mark
amongst average Shorthorn cows.

Class 58. Tico-year-old Bulls were, barring the prize-

animals, considered by the Judges to be inferior to the older

class. The red ribbon, as has already been stated, went to

Mr. Willis's "Vice Admiral" (39,257), who has now scored

three Royal firsts in three successive years ! This bull, though

somewhat spoiled by his short, ugly, turned-back horns, and want
of hair, displayed a grand twist, and large rounds, capitally

sprung ribs, and powerful, well-fleshed loins, with perfect hind-

quarters. Colonel Kingscotes "Cowslip Boy" (38,051), the

second prize, displayed a wonderful covering of rich hair, neat

shoulders, big rounds, and flesh to the very hock ; he had,

moreover, deep flanks, but was a shade down in the loins.

"Osman" (40,415), the third-prize bull, was not so good as "Duke
of Hazlecote 48th" (39,742), the "reserve," which was bred

by Colonel Kingscote. The former was somewhat flat in the ribs
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and rough in the shoulder-points ; while the latter was a neat bull,

mellow in touch, and stood well on his legs. The fourth ticket

went to Mr. Alexander H. Browne's " Patricio " (38,852), by
" Pioneer " (35,042), the first-prize yearling at Taunton in

1875, and the winning two-year-old at the Birmingham Royal
in 1876. Rich alike in colour and hair, he carried well-sprung

ribs, but was somewhat weak in the loins.

Class 59

—

Yeai-ling Bulls—though containing some good
animals, was, say the Judges, " not more than a fair average class,"

and was easily topped by Mr. Handley's " Master Harbinger "

(40,324), a son of "Alfred the Great" (36,121), and winner

of first honours this year at Doncaster in the yearling class,

where he also carried off the champion cup for Shorthorns,

beating Mr. Willis's " Vice-Admiral," already described. This
highly promising young bull, resembling "Anchor" in many
points, showed a broad and well-fleshed back, grand loins and
crops, rich hair, and mellow touch, and capital fore-arm, with a

slight want above the hocks and in the rounds. The Rev. R. B.

Kennard's " Prince Regent," from " Queen Ann," and sired by
" Grand Duke of Oxford" (28,763) (bred by Lord Braybroke),

was a good second. He is a singularly rich roan, covered with

a mass of grand hair, has a wonderful flank, and grand quarters.

A slight improvement behind the shoulder would make this

bull take a lot of beating. Third honours were awarded to

Mr. William Linton's " Arthur Benedict," a worthy grandson of

his far-famed Royal bull, " Sir Arthur Ingram " (32,490),
showing rich hair, big loins, and long firm quarters, deep and
prominent bosom, and beautiful head. He was, however,

slightly abdominous, giving the ribs an appearance of flatness.

Lord Arthur Cecil, of Orchard mains, Peeblesshire, easily

secured fourth ticket, with his "Wild Oxonian" (40,927), a

judicious purchase at the Shotley Hall sale, in 1878, and fourth-

prize calf at Bristol last year. His somewhat crooked hind-legs,

caused by overgrowth, and by having been put to service too

soon, kept this otherwise valuable-looking stock bull from
securing a higher position. The " reserve number," bred and
exhibited by Mr. James Snarry, of Sledmere, near York, from
"Wild Rose," a daughter of "Ignoramus" (28,887), bred by
Mr. Lamb, near Penrith, and first-prize two-year-old at Cardiff

in 1872, will grow into a massive and very useful sire. His
slight defect behind the shoulder, which is even now counter-

balanced by a beautiful coat and other meritorious points, will

disappear with age. " Autumnus," too, in the adjoining stall,

exliibited by Mr. Richard Stratton, had, in addition to his large

thighs and quarters, deep fore-end, and famous neck-vein, many
VOL. XV.— S. S. 2 S
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excellent Shorthorn characteristics ; while the well-ribbed, fine-

boned, short-legged, long-quartered "Suleiman Pasha," bred and
exhibited by His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, had a
host of admirers, and will be heard of again. He was ticketed

for sale, and looked all over a good seller.

Class 60. The Bull-calf Class at the Rojal is always an
interesting and generally a good one. It has, however, often

been larger and more uniformly excellent than at Kilburn : still

there were some highly promising youngsters, boasting the best

blood of the day. The winner, exhibited by Mr. Joseph
Stratton, of Alton Priors, was fortunate in beating the third

prize. He has, it is true, a broad back, deep flanks, rich quality,

abundant hair, grand bosom and twist, but he lacks the style of

the Shotley bull-calf, which I reckoned the best in the class ; his

one slight fault being the tiniest defect behind the elbow.

Mr. Jabez Cruse, from North Devon, showed two useful calves,

one of which, having a remarkably long name (the Shorthorn
Society—indeed all compilers of herd-books—should limit names
to three words at most), and highly commended at Exeter,

took second prize, and was sold at a good price to go abroad.

No. 815, also owned by Mr. Cruse, was slightly out of health,

and lost a place in consequence. This pair were got by " Oxford
Duke 10th " (38,830)—the winner, I was told, of 16 prizes

out of 19 competed for. The fourth prize was gained by
Mr. Mumford, from Oxfordshire, with " Country Boy," a dark
red, full of soft hair, but crooked behind. The " reserve," out of a
" Darlington " cow, and sired by Mr. Davies's " Grand Duke of

Gloucester" (36,721), struck me as a well-haired and highly

promising stirk.

Class 61. Cows.—This class, notwithstanding the accounts

one reads to the contrary, must be pronounced first-rate, and 1

was not surprised to hear an experienced breeder and frequent

exhibitor and winner at all leading Shows exclaim, " I've not

seen as good a class of cows at the ' Royal ' these twenty years."

After this assurance, coming as it did from high authority, and
seeing that of the twenty animals exhibited no fewer than ten got

prizes or commendations, what shall be said of the fortunate

dame which outstripped the lot ? I am aware that the deci-

sion was not universally approved (few decisions are) ; we have
it in the Judges' own Report that one of their number would
have placed Lord Exeter's cow first. This, again, would not have
satisfied those, and there were many, who preferred Mr. Bull's

white cow. But to return for a moment to the first-prize cow,

"Grateful," bred and exhibited by Mr. T. H. Hutchinson,

and the heroine of many a Show-ring both before and since
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Kilburn. She may be briefly described as possessing truly

cylindrical ribs ; shoulders neat, sloping, and well covered

;

bosom, foreflank, and entire underline remarkably good ; twist

perfect, bone light, head sweet, and neck-vein full ; rather

wanting in hair, colour slightly delicate-looking, and growing
a trifle patchy behind. " Grateful " has the distinguished

honour of being the dam of the winning yearling heifer, and
champion female at Kilburn, thus proving that, besides being

herself a cow of rare excellence, she has produce which surpasses

even herself in Showyard success. " Telemacina," already

mentioned as taking second honours, had a well-rounded barrel,

and great length of quarters, but she drooped a trifle behind,

and was more patchy in the rumps than her vanquisher. Still

she is a fine massive cow, and has taken many a first ticket in

no mean company. Mr. J. S. Bult's white cow "Annette,"
which took third place, was the essence of neatness, symmetr}',

and beauty, with plenty of size, excellent flesh, and soft touch.

She, too, has had a career of marked success, having at the Devon
County, Bath and West of England, Taunton, and other Shows,
carried off seven first prizes and three seconds. This cow
cannot fail to leave behind her some stock of a very superior

description. The fourth prize went to Mr. Benjamin St. John
Ackers, for his " Lady Carew 2nd," highly commended as a

heifer at the Bristol Royal. She displayed a capital rib and
other good Shorthorn points, but her rumps were patchy
and overhanging. Her Majesty the Queen, besides taking,

very easily, the " reserve " ticket, had one other fine cow,
" Benedicta," bred at Windsor, shown in this class. Of the
" commended " cows, Mr. W. A. Mitchell's " Alma," with calf

at foot, and Lord Ellesmere's " Blooming Bridesmaid," pleased

me very much ; while Mr. T. H. Miller's " Ringlet 5th " is

a massive beast, fit to win in more than ordinary company.
And last but not least worthy of mention came Lady Pigot's
" Rosalba," bred by Mr. J. Stratton. Not one in the class

carried a better rib, and she well deserved her " commended "

card.

Class 62. Two-year-old-Heifers in-Calf or in-Milk.—This
class the Judges only described as " very fair," and they selected

lor the red rosette " Azucena," bred and exhibited by Francis J.

S. Foljambe, Esq., M.P. Possessing, as she did, well-arched ribs,

long quarters and heavy flesh, I reckoned her " highly deserving,"
though her hair, which was abundant, might have been softer,

and her touch more pleasing. The Duke of Richmond and
Gordon's " Chief Lustre " was not a good second ; she was
deficient through the heart and in the thighs, and a trifle low in

VOL. XV.— S. S. 2 T
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the back. Mr. David Pugh's third prize, commended last year

at Bristol, was well-filled behind the shoulders, and had grand

crops, with, however, a slight want behind them ; her hair was
rich and plentiful, but her touch might have been improved.

The same breeder had another exhibit in his " Czarina 12th,"

which, though not mentioned by the Judges, was well entitled

to that distinction. She had a particularly good twist and big

loins. Mr. Brassey's fourth prize was a large-framed heifer, as

wanting in style and quality as in good manners to visitors

!

She also showed some patchiness in the rumps. Her Majesty

the Queen took the " reserve " ticket in this class; while Mr.
Kingley's pair, not noticed, had a great deal to recommend
them. Mr. Garne also showed a rare good one in " Portrait

12th." No one need desire to see a firmer better loin,

nor richer hair and quality. Mr. Benjamin St. John Ackers's

heifer was discarded by the Judges on account of her dark

nose, although in form and style and quality she has few

equals.

Class 63. Yearling Heifers.—This was one of the best of

the Shorthorn Classes, and had the additional credit of furnish-

ing the champion female in Mr. T. H. Hutchinson's magnificent

heifer " Gainful," 1 year and 8 months old, sired by " King
Alfonso " (36,832), and from the same breeder's fine cow
" Grateful," the first in her class, and already noticed under

Class 61. Here, as in the Aged Bull Class, there was much
disputation as to the correctness of the award, very many com-
petent judges preferring Lord Fitzhardinge's second prize to

the Catterick champion. Much of this wrangling, however,

was traceable more to the " Booth-versus-Bates " feeling than

to the actual merits of the two animals, as a close analysis of

their respective points showed. The ribs and back of the

Yorkshire heifer form a perfect circle ; she is good all along

the top ; her hind-quarters are very long and well-filled ; twist

excellent ; bone fine ; head good ; neck-vein very large, and her

hair is like silk. Barring a slight want above the hock, and a

little flatness behind the shoulder-blade, it would be difficult to

improve her. Of course she was shown in the very pink of

condition, as the Catterick stock always are.

The second-prize heifer, on the other hand, is said to have
" gone off " since last year, when she stood first as a calf at the

Bristol Royal. At Kilburn she looked too prominent in the

hips, with rumps slightly overhanging. Her hair, however, is

of the richest, and her touch delightfully mellow, while her

breast and shoulders and general outlook are perfect ; her head,

too, is sweet, and her eye prominent. The third-prize heifer,
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bred and exhibited bj Messrs. Hosken and Son, has well-sprung

ribs, capital hair and touch, is particularly good behind the

shoulders, but is inclined to slight patchiness behind. This

heifer was second to Lord Fitzhardinge's at Bristol last year.

Mr. Pugh's fourth prize, " Tulip 4th," was stiff under the hand,

but possessed a grand loin, short legs, and rich full coat.

The "reserve number," also exhibited by Mr. Pugh, was a

very pretty heifer, showing great width of back and fine bone.

The Earl of Dunmore had an almost perfect exhibit in this

class, one of his famous " Red Roses " ; and it was matter of

surprise to very many why she had been passed over by the

Judges. Her hind-legs were the best in the class, her quarters

are long, twist wonderful, chine broad, loins and crops singu-

larly good, shoulders and bosom beautiful. A slight plainness

at the setting on of the tail was her only defect. In addition to

these I may favourably mention " Diadem 5th," shown by
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales ; " Cassia," the property of Mr.
Maxwell Gambleton, County of VVaterford, and first prize at

the Royal Dublin Show in April ;
" Snowdrop," from Lord

Ellesmere's herd ; " Premium 7th, " owned b}' Mr. George
Game ; " Bridal Wreath," from the stalls of His Grace the

Duke of Northumberland ; and " Cleveland Lass 3rd," who
deservedly won for Lord Feversham a " commended " card.

Class 64. Heifer-calves.—These again, like the preceding,

were all commended, the Judges, moreover, being unanimous
in all the decisions. Her Majesty had two entries, very pretty

heifers, and well deserving honourable mention. Lord Fitz-

hardinge took a well-merited first with " Lady Wild Eyes 15th,"

sired, as was his Lordship's second-prize yearling heifer, by the

4500 guinea bull, "Duke of Connaught " (33,604). She is

straight and broad in the back, with a beautiful bosom, hide

a trifle heavy but lifting well, quarters broad and firm, a slight

drooping behind being noticeable. Mrs. Sarah Jane Pery, of

Ballina, Ireland, had an easy second in her " Madeline Bene-
dicta," by "Royal Benedict" (27,348), the slight defect through
the heart being compensated for by her magnificent twist, pro-

minent neck-vein, fine head and eye, and rich heavy covering
of hair. With common luck this youngster will be heard of
again. " Lady Ashton 4th," half-sister to the first prize, took
third honours for Sir J. H. G. Smyth, Bart., of Ashton Court.
This youngster showed round ribs, big crops, and other valuable
points, and, if I mistake not, more honours are in store for her.

The fourth prize was awarded to Mr. W. H. Wodehouse for
" Countess of Woolmers 2nd," whose dam showed to such
advantage in the Family Class. Messrs. W. Hosken and Son

2 T 2
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were again to the fore with " Rose of Oxford 4th ; " while
Mr. Wm. Handley, an enterprising breeder from Westmoreland,
and winner of first honours in Yearling Bulls, was "highly
commended" for "Queen Marv," bv "Alfred the Great"

(36,121).
_

Class 65

—

-for the best " Coic and not less than two of her off-

spring (bull, cow, or heifer)"—formed one of the most interesting

and useful features of the Cattle department. The Marquis of

Exeter was by common consent at once awarded the first prize

for his group of fiye animals, namely, the eleyen years old bul

still wonderfully fresh cow, " Sea-Gull," and four of her produce
—two bulls and two heifers— all got by the world-renowned
Royal bull "Telemachus" (27,603), the hero of many a keen
contest in the Show-rins". Four of them being: cast in the same
mould, and got by the same bull, a remarkable family likeness

characterized this collection of heayy-fleshed, thickly made
Shorthorns ; and that the decision was a popular one was
eyidenced by the closely-packed crowd of admirers which,
throughout eyery day of the Show, surrounded the Burghley lot.

Colonel R. Loyd Lindsay, V.C., took, yery deseryedly, both

second and third prizes here, with his "Princess Rose" and
her three sons, and " Burlesque " and four daughters, respec-

tiyely. The latter stood first in this class at Bristol last year,

and it appeared that they were only on this occasion kept from
second place by the slight patchiness displayed by two members
of the group. The " highly commended and reserye " lot were

owned by ^Ir. W. H. Wodehouse, whose wonderful old cow,
" Countess," winner now of fifteen first prizes and the dam oi'

ten cahes, I well remember, with twin-cahes by her side,

taking: first honours in the Cow-class at the Dairy Society's

Show in London last October.

Champion Classes.— It now became the duty of the Judges

to award the 100/. prize for the best Shorthorn bull in the yard.

The much-coyeted trophy was soon seen to lie between Lord

Rathdonnell's Aged Bull, "Anchor" and Lord Exeter's "Tele-

machus 9th," the latter sent to compete for the Family Pri^e, and

therefore not found in Class 57. The Irish Judge, Mr. Chaloner,

being the breeder of " Anchor," again withdrew from the ring,

thus compelling Messrs. Drewry and Mitchell, who were diyided

in their opinions as to the merits of the two animals, to seek the

assistance of a referee. Accordingly the Steward in attendance set

off in one direction, while his assistant betook himself in another,

to find out, as quickly as possible, some fit and proper man to

decide the knotty point. Such an one was soon met with in

Mr, Richard Stratton, and he, after briefly scanning the two
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rivals, awarded the palm to " Telemachus 9th." The decision,

though approved by the majority, was warmly criticised, many
experienced breeders maintaining that the great style and even-

ness of the Irish bull entitled him to the premier place ; while

those who, like Mr. Stratton, went for heavy flesh and plenty of

frame to build it on, said the verdict could not have been

against the Burghley bull. One word as to the mode in which
the referee—an able man, it is true—was appointed. Surely, to

use a mild term, it must be regarded as careless and unbusiness-

like. A prize of such high money-value, to say nothing of the
" honour and glory " which so proud a position very properly

carries with it, ought not to be left to the mere hap-hazard of

what man may be hurriedly found among the miscellaneous

crowd of a busy Showyard. For I make bold to say that had
the Assistant-Steward been the first to find a man to his mind
the decision would have been reversed. The Council will do
well therefore to provide, in future, for a like emergency : they,

and not the Ring-Steward, should appoint a referee before the

judging begins.

The Champion Plate of 100/. for the best Shorthorn cow or

heifer was awarded to Mr. Teesdale Hutchinson for his very

pretty heifer " Gainful," aged 1 year and 8 months, already

described under Class 63.

I give below the Report of the Judges of Shorthorns :

—

Class 57. This was a very good class. In it were many old bulls which in

previous years had been Koyal winners. Though they were all worthy of

commendation, we thought them past their best. We were not unanimous in

our decision in this class; one of the Judges would have placed No. 755 first.

Class 58. This was not so good as Class 57. The prize animals were good,

but we did not commend any others.

Class 59. This was a very fair average class.

Class 60. Some very good calves in this class.

Class 61. Very good. Ten animals in this class received prizes and com-
mendations. We were not unauiindus in our decision for the first prize; one

of the Judj;es would have placed No. 834 first.

Class 62. A very fair class. No. 852 would have been one of the prize

animals had his nose not been rather dark.

Class 63. This we think was as good as any that came before us. We did
not agree as to the first prize; one of us thought No. 875 should have been
first.

Class 64. A very good class. We agreed in all our decisions.

Class 65. The Family Class. There were some very go )d families shown.
No. 922 won very easily; but 917 and 918, the second and third, were both
very good, and 919 ran them very hard.

The Cup for the best Shorthorn Bull was awarded to one of the bulls shown
in group No. 922.

The Gup for the best female was awarded to No. 822 in Class 63.

In awarding the Cup for the best Bull one of tha Judges declined to act, as

he was the breeder of one of the competing animals. As the other two Judges
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differed in their opinion, another gentleman was called in, who, after examin-
ing the animals, decided in favour of No. 922.

From this Report it will be seen that we were not unanimous in all our

decisions. This cannot be wondered at when it is known that we are breeders

of such different types of animals.

Geohge Dkewet.
RicHD. Chaloneb.
Andeew Mitchell.

Heeefords.

Though not present in large numbers, this breed was sufficiently

in force to show its excellence as beef-producers as against

milk-givers. Mr. Aaron Roger's " Grateful," winner of the

first prize in the Aged Bull Class, and subsequently of the

Champion plate as best male Hereford, is a magnificent speci-

men of the sort. He stands on short legs, is very prominent in

front, but shows a little short and round at the tail-head. Last

year, at Oxford, he carried oflF the open Champion cup, beating

the Royal Shorthorn bull, " Sir Arthur Ingram." The second

prize, " Thoughtful," owned by Mr. William Taylor, is not far

short of his more favoured rival, the hind-quarters being better

than those of " Grateful." Both bulls are well covered with
thick heavy flesh. Of the other two to which tickets were
awarded, many onlookers preferred Mr. Lutley's " Cupid," whose
big forearm, well-sprung rib, and heavy flanks, made him a

dangerous antagonist.

In the Two-year-old Bull Class there were only three entries,

all brought to the ring. " Anxiety," the winner, is singularly

neat and well-proportioned throughout, with rounds remarkably
developed, hence he ran " Grateful " very close indeed for the

championship. Besides local prizes, his dam can boast of three

firsts at the " Royal," and a like number at the " Bath and West
of England" Shows. Mr. Thomas Thomas, of Cowbridge, South
Wales, was deservedly awarded the " reserve" ticket for his very-

valuable bull, "Goldfinder."

The Yearling Bulls were a remarkably good collection, each

one of the five exhibits taking a ticket out of the ring. Bull-

calves, Class 69, though a very creditable and promising lot,

call for no special mention.

Hereford cows were easily topped by Mrs. Sarah Edwards's mag-
nificent " Leonora," specially referred to by the Judges in their

Report which follows (p. 616). Though shown in a condition

far too high for a breeding animal, this cow was undoubtedly

the best Hereford in the yard, if not the most perfect female

in any of the cattle classes. The girth of her long and cylindri-
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cal barrel is simply enormous, and the covering of flesh and fat

of prodigious thickness. She is described as in-calf, and it is

to be hoped that she may get well through her troubles. Should

she fail to breed, she will indeed be dangerous at Islington or

Bingley Hall. " Lady Blanche," the second prize, was also

owned bj a lady ; and if the patchiness behind were not visible,

she would be a grand cow ; her fore-flank would have done credit

to " Leonora " herself. There were three absentees in the cow
class, thus reducing the number to five only. Heifers in-calf or in-

milk, and under three years old, were also a thin show. Air. W.
Taylor, owner of the second-prize aged bull, took first honours
with a wealthy fine young beast ; while Mrs. Edwards was again

in the front rank with " Spangle 3rd," which had calf at foot, and
showed a remarkable front and excellent quality of flesh. The
third place was awarded to " Duchess," exhibited by Mr.
Williams, of Cowbridge, and bred by Mr. Tudge, of Adforton,

Hereford. Yearling Heifers were a more numerous class, every

animal gaining either a prize or a commendation. Mr. J. H.
Arkwright, of Hampton Court, Leominster, carried oS" both first

and second prizes with a neat heavy-fleshed pair, bred by him-
self, and got by his " Ivington Boy," No. 4662. Mr. Thomas
Thomas, of Cowbridge, a very successful breeder of the white-

faces, took third honours with " Ladv 3rd," a very gay and
improving heifer, and Mr. F. Piatt the reserve with " Banner-
ett 2nd," close on two years old. Mr. W. Taylor gained a
commendation for '• Heroine," a well-haired heifer, with enor-

mous loin and flank, but grossly fat. Heifer-calves, seven in

number, were contributed by Her Majesty the Queen, Airs.

Edwards, Mr. Thomas Thomas, Mr. Arkwright, Mr. W. Taylor,

and other well-known breeders of Herefords, but space does not

allow of the class being described seriatim.

The Family Class of this breed formed an excellent collection

—

four entries, and all to the fore. The first prize was secured by
Mr. T. J. Cawardine, owner of the grand young bull " Anxiety "

(Class 67), and hence this exhibitor might well have been men-
tioned above in the list of successful Hereford breeders. His
group, consisting of the seven-vear-old cow, " Cherr} ," and two
daughters, were indeed a beautiful trio. The second prize went
to the Earl of Coventry, again for three females, while third

honours fell to Mr. Taylor, who has been so often mentioned as

a prize-taker in this section of the Show.
The Judges of Herefords sent in the following short Re-

port :

—

We have satisfaction in being able to report that the weakness in numbers
in some classes is amply compensated by excellent quality generally, as a very
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large proportion of tlie animals exliibited possess massive and true form with
remarkably deep and level flesh—palchy backs and gaudy rumps being quite the

exception. The Champion Bull was closely pressed in his class by " Thoughtful,"
but the beautiful head, well-covered shoulders, and very heavy and level flesh

throughout, turned the scale in favour of the former. The Champion female,

the distinguished " Leonora," never appeared in better form. We consider her
'ihe best Hereford cow we ever saw, and probably a more perfect specimen of
any breed is not in existence.

H. Haywood.
Francis Evans.
John Crane.

Devons.

Though numbering only a trifle over fifty entries, these reds

were, as usual, wherever they are shown, second to none in

neatness and in the best beef-points. Lord Falmouth, Mr.
Walter Farthing, and ]Mr. W. R. Fryer were the principal

prize-takers. In the Aged Bull class, four entries, his Lord-
ship secured first honours with " Sirloin," No. 1443, whose
abundant and firm flesh must have pleased the most fas-

tidious ; the second prize went to " Sir Copplestone," bred by
Mr. J. Gould, and exhibited by his successor, Mr. Albert
Gould. In the class of Two-year-old Bulls, Mr. W. Farthing
scored a win, but was closely pressed by Lord Falmouth with a

nameless son of " Duke of Tregothnan ;" the third place being
secured by Colonel BuUer, C.B., of Downes, Devonshire. In the

class of Yearling Bulls, Lord Falmouth was again first, with a

more than creditable son of " Sirloin," winner in the Aged Bull

class ; and Mr. Walter Farthing followed very closely with a

youngster only thirteen months old, sired by " Nelson," dam,
" Duchess 2nd," by " Forester." In the class of Bull-calves,

which were a pretty and even lot, Mr. W. R. Fryer had three

exhibits, taking first and third prizes with "Sweet William"
and " Daffodil" respectively, Colonel Buller being again third.

The Cow class reached onlv seven entries, but the entire lot

were so meritorious as to gain a general commendation from the

Judges. Mr. Walter Farthing's " Pretty-face," well known in

many a Show-ring, was placed first, and afterwards carried off

the Champion plate as the best Devon female. Mrs. Langdon
took the second prize with " Temptress 8th," a A'ery neat

cow, showing a long line of pedigree. " Comely," owned by
Mr. William Perry, made a good third ; while " Gipsy Girl,"

No. 4531, with a capital calf at foot, had many admirers, and
gained a commendation.
The Heifers in-calf or in-milk (Class 80) were headed by

" Prettyface 2nd," a most promising daughter of the first-prize

cow, and sired by " Master Willie." Mrs. Langdon haol an ex-
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cellent second in one of her " Temptress " sort ; and Her Majesty

took third with " Princess Beatrice," a well-grown and well-

proportioned heifer, bred at Windsor. Yearling heifers were a

numerous and promising display, Mr. VV. 11. Fryer again

showing three, and taking first and third tickets, the former

with one of Lord Portman's breed. Mr. Walter Farthing's

" Famous 2nd," another charming daughter of " Master Willie,"

looked all that her name implies, and very deservedly stood

second ; while Mr. Walter's, M.P. " Highly commended and
reserve," was wellnigh getting a higher place. Of Heifer-calves

there were only three, and two of them belonged to Mr. W. R.
Fryer, who had to succumb, however, to Mr. W. Farthing's
" Famous 3rd," half-sister to his second-prize yearling heifer.

All three could have held their own in a more numerous
class.

The Judges of Devons report, briefly but pithily, as

follows :

—

In compliance with a request made to us by tlie Council for the Judges of

the several departments to make any special comment they may think

desirable upon the animals that were brought before them,
We the undersigned, Judges of tlie Devon classes, beg to say that although

the entries were not so numerous as might have been wished, there were,

nevertheless, animals of very great merit in each class, and this we look upon
as immistakable evidence of this distiuauislied race of cattle receiving a

marked degree of attention in careful and judicious breeding. This we hope
the Royal Agricultural Society of England will continue to encourage in the

same liberal manner it has hitherto done, so that the Devon ox, with its

majestic head, symmetrical and well-developed form of tirst-class flesh, may
maintain the prominent position it has hitherto held at the Smithfield Show

;

and, when slaughtered, that its " Baron " may be in as much favour as hitherto

at the palace and in our old baronial halls.

Samuel P. Newbuey.
John Overman.
William Bullsn.

Sussex.

Exhibitors of this hardy beef-yielding breed, cannot be too

highly complimented on the extraordinarily fine classes they
brought out at Kilburn. Many a one was heard to exclaim to

those near him, " But have you seen the Sussex cattle !
' Equally

with the Channel-Islanders, they formed one of the main fea-

tures of a generally splendid exhibition of the bovine race.

To one not acquainted with the characteristics of the breed,

Sussex cattle might be easily mistaken for Devons ; but on a closer

examination, while yielding little to the latter in neatness of

form or quality of flesh, they will be found to possess a bigger

frame and more bone, with, however, the largest growth of fine
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beef on just those parts which are worth most per pound. Com-
paring the two, a breeder of Sussex beasts was heard to say in

the Showjard, that a steer of his fancy sort would, " at two years

of age, be as heavy as the Devon at three years." This remark
went unchallenged, because no Devon man was present. How-
ever, to keep within the line, let six months instead of twelve

be put to the credit of the manifestly larger sort.

The Right Hon. the Speaker of the House of Commons showed
some excellent animals in this department, and gained with them
several well-merited honours. The fine old bull " Dorchester,"

owned by Messrs. E. and A. Stanford, and first last year both

at Bristol and Oxford, had on this occasion to give place to

" Young Hartley," who also came second in the Champion
Bull competition. He carried a fine open head and horn, but

was a trifle light in front, and plain at the rump end. In the

champion bull " Oxford," No. 304, owned by Mr. J. S. Hodgson,
of Haslemere, only one fault was observable, namely, a slight

deficiency in the rounds. Mr. J. S. Oxley had a fine bull in this

class, standing better on his hind legs than any of his rivals,

but he did not secure a card. " Bouncer," the first-prize cow,

and champion of the Sussex females, was a marvellously fine

type of the breed ; she had great length of body and rich quality.

With calf at foot, and an abundant udder, she showed attractively.

" Primrose," who took second honours, was rather " on-leg,"

with up-standing horns, but showed a famous milk-vessel. The
Right Hon. the Speaker exhibited a very neat and pretty cow,
" Beauty 2nd," which might well have been noticed by the

Judges. The Two-year-old Heifers were headed by Mr. Braby's
" Rival," first as a yearling last year at Bristol, and champion
female here, but she was closely pressed by Mr. C. Whitehead's
" Cherry Jam," of true Sussex character. Of Classes 89 and

90 (Yearling Heifers and Heifer-calves), nothing more need be

said than that they were both commended in their entirety.

Indeed, I have felt that, had it not been for the marked excellence

of the Sussex classes throughout, not one word need have been

added to the very full and very carefully prepared Report of the

Judges in this Section. It is as follows :

—

Judges' Beport on Sussex Stock.

Class 83. Bull above Three Years old.—Eleven entries, one of which

was absent. No. 1048 is a bull of nice quality, with grand hind-quarturs

and great depth of brisket and width of shoulder, altogether of good

character, to which we were unanimous in awarding the first prize. No.

1045. Second prize, is a grand old bull, heavy in flesh but of good quality,

very level, and of apparently good constitution, his age showing a few defects,
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detracting from tbe bloom required in a sbowyard. No. 1051, third prize,

is a very useful animal, showing good breeding.

Class 84. Bull above Two and not exceeding Three Tears oW.—Eight
entries^ First prize, No. 1053, an exceedingly nice animal, of good quality and

nice touch, will probably be conspicuous again in the Showyard. No. 1057,

second prize, has good symmetry and character, very fair in hand, and will also

without doubt be heard of again. No. 1059, third prize, is a fine animal of

superior touch and quality, but defective in the formation of the shoulder.

There were in the class other good specimens, which will show to advantage

probably in local Shows.

Class 85. Yearling Bull above One and not exceeding Two Years old.—
Fourteen entries ; first prize was awarded without hesitation to No. 1064, very

level, good colour, perfect in shape, and without doubt one of the gems of the

Exhibition. No. 1068, second prize, has good symmetry and touch, but his coat

is not good, which age will perhaps rectify. Third prize, No. 1065, is a nice

young bull, showing good breeding, but not equal in symmetry and character

to the one awarded the second prize. There were other animals in this class

of considerable merit.

Class 86. Bull Calf above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.—Nine
entries. No. 1075, first jirize, was far away the best, indeed the only good

one in the class, is'o. 1076, second prize, is long and level, with good touch,

but a plain head. He will evidently develop into a good animal.

Class 87. Cow above Three Years old.—There were sixteen entries in this

class. No. 1099 was awarded first prize, without difficulty. She is indeed a

grand cow, with great size, perfect symmetry, of good quality, and beautiful

touch; one of the best Sussex cows ever exhibited, and it may also be said

that she was one of the gems of the Show. We had considerable difficulty

in arriving at a decision for the second prize
;
but, after careful comparison,

we gave it to No. 1088, the oldest in the class, not perfect, but possessing

points which we considered entitled her to the pride of place over No. 1085,

which we awarded the third prize. Excepting the first prize in this class,

there was nothing particular to notice.

Class 88. Heifer, in-Milk or in-Calf, above Two' and not exceeding Three

Years old.—There were nine entries, one of which was absent. No. 1107, to

which we awarded the first prize, was a fine specimen of the Sussex breed,

faultless in symmetry, touch, colour, quality, and general character.

No. 1108, second prize, was little behind her fortunate rival in merit; her

colour was not so good, and although of great size for age, she was of excel-

lent quality. To No. 1103, we had no difficulty in awarding the third prize,

although there were others possessing considerable merit.

Class 89. Yearling Heifer above One and not exceeding Two Years old.—
Eleven entries, of which one was absent. There was very keen competition

in this class; an exceptionally good lot. No. 1110, first prize, is very
handsome, perfect in shape, with great width, having a nice touch ; and
although run close by No. 1109, which took second prize, is well entitled

to the premier position. No. 1113, third prize, is a sweet heifer, and worthy
of the honour. The remainder of this class were so meritorious, that they
were justly entitled to be commended.
Class 90. Heifer Calf above Six and not exceeding twelve Months old.—

Never before were seen together such a grand lot of calves of this now acknow-
ledged famous breed, not one of which was unworthy to compete at a Royal
Show. No. 1125 we considered the most perfect specimen ; she is good at all

points, a little wanting in mellowness of touch, but, if fortunate, she will

develop into a grand cow. It was gratifying to see a lot of calves of such
quality in competition, which clearly indicates farther improvement m this
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useful treed. Xo. 1128, second prize, has nice qualitj-, good coat, colour and
character. Nos. 111^2. 1132, 1134 were of great merit; and the remainder of

the class so good that we could do no other than commend them.
The Champion prize for males was awarded to the yearling No. 106'4

; the

reserve number being iu the old class. No. 1048.
The Champion prize for females was given to No. 1099, in the Cow class;

the reserve number to No. 1107, in the In-Calf Heifer class.

John Noakes.
JosiAH Pitcher.
Thomas Fulcher.

LONGHORNS.

The history of this breed has so recently been described by
Mr. Nevill Fitt in the pages of this Journal,* that it will

be sufficient here to mention that about thirty years ago entire

herds of this picturesque useful breed were few and far between.

It may also be mentioned here that until quite within recent

date Longhorns were not allotted separate classes at the Royal
Shows

;
they simply competed in a mixed or miscellaneous

class of " crosses, or any other breed," from which Shorthorns

and the more favoured breeds were excluded. In 1862, however,

at Battersea, separate classes were opened for this interesting

old-established race, and the result was a display such as to

convince even opponents of the breed that, far from becoming
extinct, the " curly-coats " were in the ascendant. Stimulated

by their success at this the first international gathering, and by
the admiration bestowed on their exhibits by shrewd practical

men, the leading breeders—to wit. His Grace the Duke of

Buckingham and Chandos, and many others too numerous to

mention— endeavoured, like the north-country wrestler, to

"mend their hold," and, having done this, they seem determined

to keep it. At any rate it must be honestly admitted that

Longhorns are extending themselves beyond their original home
of Leicestershire, Warwickshire, Staffordshire, Derbyshire, and
the adjacent counties ; and it was plainly visible from the

classes at Kilburn that, in addition to the formation of a Long-
horn Herd-book, very great care indeed is now being bestowed

on their cultivation. Great length of frame, deep ribs, well-

covered backs and loins, heavy flesh, majestic carriage 'and

remarkable similarity, are outwardly visible marks of the breed :

while they enjoy a reputation for yielding, on poor herbage,

a fair measure of milk, singularly rich in caseine (or cheese),

and producing quite the average percentage of butter ; and

when slaughtered they abound in lean flesh, and weigh well to

their appearance. And now a few words on the classes.

* Second series, vol. xii., p. 459, 1S76.
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In the Aged Bull class " Conqueror 3rd," after having scored

for His Grace the Duke of Buckingham three Royal firsts in

succession, had to give place to " Prince Victor," the champion

bull, shown by Major-General Sir F. W. Fitzwygram, Bart.,

who is a recent convert to the breed. The latter was slightly

narrow when viewed from the rear, but he displayed marvellously

long hind-quarters, carrying lots of grand heavy flesh, great

depth of chest, big loins, deep flank, and perfect head
;
crops

slightly wanting. " Conqueror 3rd," though carrying age well,

seemed a trifle tucked-up in the flank, short in the quarter, and
rough at the tail-head. The third prize had grand rounds,

immensely long quarters, good crops, loins slightly down. In

Two-year-old Bulls, as also in yearlings, Mr. John Godfrey, a

Leicestershire breeder, took first honours, the second prizes

going to His Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Mr. VV. S.

Shaw (of Lichfield) respectively.

Cows were a large and meritorious class, and were headed

by his Grace's " Countess of Temple," who also proved the

champion of Longhorn females. The second prize went, very

deservedly, to " Fairer," owned by Major-General Sir F. Fitz-

wygram, Bart., and apparently a famous milker, with well-

formed shoulder, good chine, deep foreflank, and better head and
horn than the first-prize cow. In the Two-year-old Heifer class,

both first and second prizes were taken by Mr. Richard Hall, of

Derby, who has lately taken to Longhorns, while first honours
in yearlings fell to the same exhibitor, for " Lady Fanny," only

six months old, and a truly promising beast, destined, with
common luck, to win many another Royal prize. Mr. Hall had
altogether ten entries, a highly creditable lot.

Welsh.

This hardy and active breed, so well adapted to the cold and
damp districts of Wales, was shown in larger force than might
have been expected, considering that they were only allotted five

classes, namely, two of males and three of females ; and all the
entries had the recommendation of being brought forward in
moderate everyday condition. The Earl of Cawdor and Captain
J. C. Best divided most of the leading prizes. The first-prize

Aged Bull, exhibited by his Lordship, was a fine massive beast,

having large solid rounds, deep sides, and great length of body,
with some plainness about the tail-head. In the Yearling Bulls,
" Black Prince," owned by Captain Best, was one of the best of
the breed, his grand level top, good underline, deep flank, and
heavy flesh, proclaiming him a highly promising voungster.

His ribs alone might have been improved by a little more of
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the arched form. Cows were an excellent lot of eight, and to

all but one was a card of merit awarded. Captain Best's first-

prize cow was closel}^ pressed bj Mr. Edward Elias's " Mwynic,"
a rare sort ; while Earl Cawdor's third-prize cow was wonderfully

fresh for a ten-year-old. Of Heifers in-calf, Mr. Elias showed
the best, having capital back-ribs and loin, though rather small

in the horn ; in the latter feature she was surpassed by Mr. C. S.

Mainwaring's second prize, whose fine open horn, round barrel,

and grand loin marked her out as a dangerous rival. In Year-

ling Heifers, Mr. Griffiths, of Tenby, stood both first and third,

with two half-sisters. The first, though a lengthy stylish

heifer, betrayed a slight thinness through the heart, and was
rather crooked in her hind-legs.

Other British Breeds.

The Bull class here was especially noticeable as furnishing

the much-admired and singularly interesting bull " Adam,"
exhibited by the Earl of Tankerville, and the result of a cross

(the first experiment of the kind ever made) between one of his

Lordship's " Chillingham Wild Bulls " and a pure-bred white

Shorthorn dam. His fine big loins, large fore-shoulder, deep

flanks, long hind-quarters, lengthy carcass, and " Booth " head,

might betray one into the belief that he was a pure Shorthorn,

while the red-tipped ears and speckled forefeet, all so charac-

teristic of the wild cattle, point to his true descent. The
peculiar brown muzzle seemed to strike midway between the

black nose of the sire and the light, flesh-coloured nose of the

dam. "Adam," though showing two capital ends, was deficient

in the fore-ribs ;
still, he well merited the first prize, beating

a pure Shorthorn bull-calf, exhibited by Mr. Blott.

And here I gladly submit the

Beport of the Judges of Longhorns, Welsh Cattle, and other British

Breeds.

Class 91. The breed of Longliorns we consider are well represented in this

class ; the first- and sccond-piize animals competed at Bristol last year. We
perceive that the decisions then given are now reversed, the Duke of Buck-
ingham's old bull having to give place to his antagonist ; but the Duke's old

bull carries his age well.

Class 92. In this class the Judges consider No. 1143 possessed of sufficient

merit to entitle him to the second prize, and recommend that it be awarded

to him.
Class 93. A good class, shown in fine condition, doing credit to the

exhibitors.

Class 94. A grand class ; the Judges were some considerable time in

making their decisions, the competition being very close and severe.

Class 95. This was an excellent class, highly creditable to the exhibitors,,

the competition between the first and second prize-animals being very close.
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Class 96. With this class the Judges were much pleased, and, in addition to

the prizes, commended the whole class.

Class 112. The Judges were well satisfied with the Class of Old Bulls
;
they

doubt if the Welsh breeds of cattle were ever so well represented as they have

been in this exhibition ;
they venture to express an opinion tliat, considering

the importance of Welsh cattle to English graziers, the Royal would do well to

continue to encourage the exhibition of these cattle.

Class 113. A useful class.

CiJiss 114. In this class the Welsh cattle were well represented, and were

highly creditable to the exhibitors ; the class generally was commended.
Class 115. A very useful class of animals.

Class 116. This class was well represented by animals giving promise of

growing into first-class cows.

Classes 135 and 136 call for no particular comment
j. h. buebert.
w. b. kobeets.
Rowland Hughes.

Jerseys Aim Guernseys.

The Jersey cattle at Kilburn, extending to the unprecedented

number of 252 entries, were admitted on all hands to be the

feature of the Live-stock department. To quote, for once, the

words of a well-known and distinguished agricultural writer, it

did seem as if " the butter had come to the top," and a bountiful,

well-shaped udder grown at length more in favour than beastly

obesity ! I shall have more to say on this milk question when
the Dairy Class is under notice. Suffice it here to remark that,

weight for weight, it may be fairly conceded that Jersey cattle

take first rank as producers of deliciously flavoured, richly

coloured milk and butter. And over and above these valuable

qualities, might not a whole chapter be written on their delicacy

of form, their deer-like head and neck, their mouse-like skin,

their prettily marked muzzles, their docile temper, their intelli-

gent looks? Passing through the class one day, an observant

visitor said to me, " Those creatures would be as pretty as deer

in a nobleman's park." I made answer, " Yes, and vastly more
profitable."

Guernseys, though mustering in slender force (only 38 entries),

were of rare quality, and displayed, in many instances, those

enormous milking propensities which have made them so highly

prized by the small peasant or cottager with his one cow.
Though not so neatly formed as the Jerseys, being larger in

bone and somewhat coarser in build, they furnish, when their

natural career for breeding: and milking; is ended, a wider and
bigger framework on which to build up something for the

butcher. Jerseys, on the other hand, are not easily fattened,

and when sent for slaughter are not satisfactory weighers.

Two of the Judges of these classes haye, to their great credit,
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furnished me with a Report so elaborate and so full of detail

that no words from me are needed : and I here append it,

merely stating that the third Judge declined to sign it :

—

The request from the Council to the Judges that an ample report should be
made in the several classes in competition calls on our part for an expression

of opinion on the general, and in some instances on the particular, merits of
the animals which were before us.

The total number of entries in the Jersey and Guernsey Classes testifies

more than any words to the great interest which is taken in this section of the

Society's Exhibitions, and tlie growing importance of these valuable dairj'-

breeds.

The examination of the ten classes did not terminate till the close of the

day, nor was this termination arrived at without the best attention having
been given throughout the examination.

Jersey Cattle.

Class 97. Bulls above Two Years old.—This class comprised twenty-four
entries. The prizes were awarded as follows :—No. 1192, first prize ; No. 1202,
second prize ; No. 1193, third prize ; and No. 1194, reserve : highly commended,
Nos. 1182, 1191, 1194, and 1195 ; whilst the class was generally commended.
The animal to which the first prize was awarded was i)articularly good in

quality ; the fineness of horn, with its golden tint, were here very noticeable,

whilst the general features of the bull denoted character and good breeding.

The exception which might be taken to its form was a slight defect at the
.setting of the tail, which was rather short. The champion prize was
awarded also to this animal as being the best male of the breed in the Exhi-
bition. The second prize. No. 1202, calls also for special notice in point of

merit, which was scarcely distinguisliable from that in the first-prize bull.

Class 98. Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old.—
In this class, which has probably never been equalled, no less than forty-

four animals competed. The most cajjricious tastes might have been
satisfied. The variety of colour ranged from the darkest to the lightest tint.«,

M'hether in greys or in browns, whether self-coloured or mixed ; but in this a«

in all classes, the selection for prizes was made on the one broad principle of
real merit

—

quality and syrmnetry combined. The prizes fell in tlie following

order :—first prize, No. 1234 ; second prize. No. 1233 ; third prize, No. 1235 ;

leserve, No. 1243
;

highly commended, Nos. 1243, 1205
; commended,

Nos. 1211 and 1222 ; and the whole as a class were highly commended.
Class 99. Bull-Calves.—This brought together twenty in competition, and

was the weakest of the Bull Classes. No. 1248, which obtained the first

prize, was vastly superior to anything competing against him. This animal
promises well. The second prize was awarded to No. 1260, and the reserve to

No. 1250.

Class 100. Coivs above Three Years old.—Tliere were forty-three entrieii.

Though large and excellent, this class did not produce any serious difficulty

in the award of its prizes. There was in some of the animals a decided
superiority which was unmistakable, 'i'he first prize was taken by No. 129G,
the second prize by No. 1299, the third prize by No. 1272, and the reserve by
No. 1301; which was also highly commended with No. 1281; whilst conl-

mendations were given to Nos. 1277, 127G, 1271, 1293, 1306, and 1283.

Class 101. Heifers in-Milk or in-Calf, above Two and not exceeding Threv
Years old.—In this there were forty-seven entries. From the fact that

animals in full milk, and others which have never yet calved, were com-
peting together, differences of opinion arose more frequently on the relati\;c
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merits of the animals thus shovm together, and from which it must be under-
stood that a relative difBculty equally arose in the determination of the

awards. If it were possible in the future to divide the heifers ia-milk from
those in-calf, the difficulty would thus be removed, and the animals with
fully developed udders and in milking condition would not be competing
against those wiiose udders may not yet be fully developed, and whose con-

dition is totally opposed to that in which an animal when in-milli should be.

The prizes in this class were awarded as follows :—first prize, Xo. 1355

;

second prize, Xo. 1316; third prize, Xo. 13-14; reserve, Xo. 1340, which was
highly commended, as also Xo. 1352 ; and Xos. 1321, 1341, 1343, commended.
The entire class deserves special mention ; it was good throughout, and many
were the animals which, though not prize-takers, would in former years

have been adjudged worthy of the foremost rank. The champion prize was
awarded to Xo. 1355, as being the best female of the breed exhibited.

Class 102. Yearling Heifers above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

—This, as the last, was a very interesting class, and with an equal number of

entries. Xo. 1362 obtained first prize ; Xo. 1393, second prize ; Xo. 1371,

third prize ; and Xo. 1394, reserve and highly commended ; the latter dis-

tinction being also accorded to Xos. 1381, 1403, and 1391 ; and commendations
to Xos. 1375, 1373, 1368, 1363, and 1396.

Class 103. Heifer-Calves.—A very promising lot, numbering twenty-three
entries, many of which will, no doubt, appear again. The prizes were
awarded—first prize to Xo. 1425, second prize to Xo. 1422, and the reserve to

Xo. 1427, which was highly commended, as also Xos. 1428 and 1416 ; and
commendations extended to Xos. 1413, 1420, 1426, 1429, 1430, 1412.

Guernsey Cattle.

Class 104. Bulls above One Tear old.—There were ten entries in this class.

Though not numerous, some animals of good form and quality were in com-
petition, the result being— first prize, Xo. 1433; second prize, Xo. 1441;
third prize, Xo. 1435 ; the reserve number, 1438, which was also highly com-
mended ; as was equally highly commended Xo. 1442.

Class 105. Cows above Three Tars old, was a small but good class of

eleven. The first prize was taken by Xo. 1446, the second prize by Xo. 1450,
the third prize by Xo. 1452, and the reserve by Xo. 1447. A commendation
was also given to Xo. 1449. The animal to which the first prize was awarded
had a rich appearance, which was also, noticeable in some of the other prize-

takers.

Class 106. Heifers in-Milk or in-Calf, not exceeding Three Tears old.—
This, though the largest of the Guernsey Classes, numbering seventeen entries,

was not proportionately so good as the others. Xo. 1464, a good animal,

obtained first prize ; Xo. 1454, second prize ; Xo. 1465, third prize ; while the
reserve with high commendation was given to Xo. 1456, aad a commendation
to Xo. 1457.

In closing these observations on the cattle submitted to our consideration
and judgment, we cannot fail to congratulate the Council on the great success
which has attended the expansion given to the classes of the Jersey and
Guernsey breeds at the Society's Exhibitions, and which on the present occa-
sion, in the number of entries, has brought the former at the head of the
cattle exhibited, and collectively produced one of the most interesting features

of this great international gathering.

Chas. Ph. Le CoBNtr.

Christopheb Stephessox.

VOL. XV.— S. S.
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Norfolk and Suffolk Polled.

This breed, which has the reputation of flourishing on poor,

cold, scanty pasture, was but sparingly represented, the total

entry being only 35. Paucity in numbers, however, was fully

compensated for by the rare excellence of the prize animals
;

moreover, several of those to whom prizes did not fall, did

infinite credit to the exhibitors. Mr. J. J. Colman, M.P.,

was, as usual, well forward amongst the leading honours.

In Class 107, Aged Bulls, father and son met in friendly anta-

gonism, the junior having, and not for the first time by
several, to yield the premier place to his magnificent sire,

" Davyson 3rd," exhibited by Mr. T. L. Palmer, of Attle-

borough. This bull stood on short neatly-turned legs, and was
remarkably even all over ; his rounds, too, were singularly

massive—qualities which he had, in a measure, transmitted to

his son. The third ticket fell to Mr. J. J. Colman, M.P. In

the Class of Yearling Bulls, Mr. Colman pulled off both first and
second honours, the former with " Skobeloff," remarkable for

his deep flanks and mellow handling ; the latter with an un-

named son of " Rufus," who betrayed weakness along the back,

with ribs hardly round enough. The Cow Class was headed
by Mr. R. E. Lofft's ^' Minnie 3rd," showing deep well-covered

ribs, prominent brisket, and bountiful bag. The second-prize

cow was the property of Mr. J. J. Colman. In the Two-year-
old Heifer Class, Mr. Alfred Taylor's " Flirt," the champion
female, and a previous heavy winner, stood pre-eminent ; while

in yearlings, Mr. George Goodenham carried off both first and
second honours. The champion plate for males of this breed

went to " Davyson 3rd," already described.

The Judges Report on the foregoing Classes is given below

:

Norfolk and Suffolk Bed Polled Catlle. (^Report of the Judges at

Kilburn.^

Thirty-four animals in the five classes creditably represented this handsome
"breed.

Class 107. Bull above Two Tears old.—Five entries ; the first p^ize was
easily won by Ko. 1473, a grand^bull, good at all points, and although nearly

six years old, as fresh and springy in his gait as a yearling. Second prize,

No. 1471, a little over three years old, presents the desirable combination of

size with quality. We unanimously recommended No. 1475 for a third prize,

notwithstanding that he has a somewhat flat-sided appearance, owing to a
protuberant paunch ; he is, however, especially good in the thighs.

Class 108. Yearling Bulls.—An uneven lot, calling for no special comment
except that they are a long way behind their seniors.

Class 109. Cow above Three Years old.—No. 1486 was at once selected for

first prize, her touch and size being superior, albeit she showed signs of pre-
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mature age from hii;Ii feeding. "We had some difficulty in awarding second

and third prizes, which ultimately went to Nos. 1491 and 1488 respectively

;

1485 being highly commended and reserve.

Class 110. liei/cr in- Calf or in-Milk—First prize, No. 1494, a beauty aU

over. Second prize, No. 1495, a neat heifer in full milk. Third prize, No. 1497,

a dark red with excellent hair. Commended and reserve. No. 1493.

Cr.Ass 111. Yearling Ifei/er.—First and second prizes were awarded to two

Suffolks. Tliird prize, No. 1501 ;
reserve, No. 1499. These youugsters, as a

class, are more promising than the young males.

Champion prize of 25?. for male to No. 1473.

Champion prize of 2ol. for female to No. 1494.

In closing our Report we venture to express the hope that the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England may continue to offer prizes (in separate classes)

for these useful cattle whenever their Show is held within reasonable distance

of the eastern counties.

Thomas Fulcheb.
Juhj, 1879. John Noakes.

JOSIAH PiTGHER.

Ayrshikes.

The entries were disappointing in numbers and, with very

few exceptions, in quality also—a circumstance to be mainly

accounted for by the long distance of the Showyard from their

native home. Mr. Montgomery's first-prize Aged Bull, of temper
not the kindliest, displayed a deep projecting brisket, neat lore-

arm, and much true type of the breed. The second prize, only

a trifle over two-and-a-half years old, bred by Her Majesty the

Queen, and exhibited by Major T. T. S. Carlyon, also showed a

lot of Ayrshire character ; while Mr. Arkwright's " Robert Burns,"

not placed by the Judges, was a very useful sire, though a trifle

short in the rumps. Yearling Bulls were a moderate class,

Mr. Montgomery again heading the lot, as indeed he did in

three out of the four classes. His winning cow showed the thin

neck, yellow horn, and well-forward udder, all which are in-

fallible marks of this deep-milking sort. The Stand Stud
Company, Manchester, exhibited two cows, which stood second
and third, both deep-sided and clean made, and evidently great

milkers. Mr. George F. Statter, of Whitefield, near Man-
chester, had three entries here, his No. 1555, commended,
being especially noticeable. Two-year-old Ayrshire Heifeis
were a fair lot ; Mr. Montgomery's second prize, only 2 years
and 4 months old, was forward in calf, with rare promise for

milk, being, to my mind, preferable to the Stand Stud Company's
winning heifer, with dangerous-looking horns. The former
cannot fail to grow into a first-class Show cow.

Kerry Cattle.

This breed, though compressed into two classes, one for males
and one for females, mustered in tolerable force

;
indeed, the cows

2 U 2
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and heifers were a numerous Jot. Bulls, varying in age from lb
months to over 6 years, and therefore not easily compared, were
headed by Mr. J. Robertson's " Busaco," from Co. Dublin,

a bull of great depth in front, with well-sprung ribs, but slightly

deficient behind. The second place was rerv deservedly

awarded to Mr. Hogg's " Punch " (he might well have been
named " Tom Thumb "), from Sussex, a pert but compact little

fellow, just 37 inches high at the shoulder, but losing none of

his height or importance for lack of conceit I The third prize

was awarded to the Earl of Clonmel for a thick good specimen
;

while Xo. 1612, owned by Sir Richard Wallace, Bart., fairly

earned the " reserve " ticket. Mr. Richard Good, of Co. Cork,,

had a nice lengthy bull, a frequent winner at the Cork and
Dublin Shows, but not placed here.

A few particulars respecting these hardy, symmetrical little

animals, so strongly resembling the Bretons in colour and
general outline, may not be devoid of interest. Whilst I was
taking notes upon them one day, Mr. Cogan, of Bishop's Court,

Co. Kildare, overhearing my remark, " It won't take much grass-

to satisfy these wee things," at once attracted mv attention bv
saving, " Excuse me, but those animals live where there is no
grass '

I This sounded so odd that I naturally inquired, " Pray,

then, what do they live upon?" "On heather," was the

prompt reply. Thereupon ^Ir. Cogan gave me, in substance,

the following: interesting notes. " These little creatures are

reared chiefly by small landholders, and at a verv early age are

turned, without house or shelter of any kind, upon the mountains
of their native county, the same as you do sheep on your
Cumberland hills, where they shift for themselves as best thev

can until they are about two years old. They are then collected,

sorted, and sold to dealers, who again dispose of them to the

farmers in Connaught and other arable districts, who eventually

stall-feed them on turnips, hay, oilcake, 6cc., making them,

at four years old, weigh from 5 to 6 cwt. of prime beef. My
own experience of the breed is that, with tolerably liljeral treat-

ment, they can be brought to 5 cwt. at three years old.

" Xow as to their good qualities. There is, first, hardipess of

constitution. Rarelv, indeed, is one lost from pleuro-pneumonia

or any of the other diseases that cattle are subject to. Secondly,

you can feed five of them on the same quantity of food which three

animals of any of the larger breeds would consume at the same age.

Thirdly, when fat, they will fetch a halfpenny per pound- weight

more in the market than any other breed of cattle. And, fourthly,

thev only require a small amount of capital to purchase them. I

mav add, moreover, that Kerry is a dairy countv, producing,

annually, large quantities of butter, which has a high character la
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the market ; so that these active little creatures are as useful for

dairy as for fattening purposes. Their native mountains range

in height from 400 to 3000 feet above the sea-level. The principal

herbage is heather, gorse, and ferns
; but, being far to the south,

and bounded bj the sea, the climate is very mild. You will

•quite understand that in-breeding, and being mothers at an early

age, keep the animals stunted in size. It is much to be regretted

that those who breed them are not more careful in the selection

of bulls, as, if they were, the value of the produce would soon be

enhanced 20 per cent."

Dairy Cattle.

These were divided into two classes ; the one being pairs of

cows of any breed, in-milk, and from the same herd ; the other

for single cows ; the all-important condition in each case being
" milking properties to be specially considered." Instituted some
ten or twelve years ago, these prizes for dairy cattle proper have
so far been productive of immense good ; and it would be well

if the Council could see their way to offer still greater induce-

ments to exhibitors by in some measure separating the breeds.

I say, most emphatically, that it is the duty of landowners and
farmers alike, both collectively and individually, to aid by
every possible means in restoring to several of our otherwise

faultless breeds of cattle those milk-giving qualities which they

have been, and are still, in danger of losing, and which are not

of individual but of national importance. Pure milk, of average

quality, contains, in a readily assimilable form, all the elements

required to build up the human frame ; so that, to the young
more especially, the value of pure wholesome milk is incal-

culable ; while I have m.yself seen those who were on the verge

of the grave saved by its judicious and timely use. Few, indeed,

are the " cases " in which the doctor forbids it—innumerable the

times when he relies mainly on its life-saving properties. The
most skilful compounder of so-called " foods," can only imitate

it, while the chemist gives it up in despair. True it is that,

owing to the generally short supply of this valuable animal-pro-
duct, milk, as sold in large towns, is, or rather has been, con-
siderably diluted with water. I say " has been," because there

can be no doubt that since the passing of that much-needed
Adulteration Act, milk has been sold in a much purer state

than formerly. And it is this very Act which has caused the

greatly increased consumption of the article in question ;
hence,

what with a growing demand, and a population increasing
daily, it becomes more and more manifest that the milk question

is one presenting no ordinary difficulties.
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Begging pardon for having made this digression on a favourite

theme, I will now turn to Class 137, Pairs of Daij-f/- Cows. The
total number of entries was 14, and of these, 4 pairs were de-

scribed as AjTshires, and the remainder as Shorthorns, more or

less crossed. The prize pair, bred and exhibited by Mr. Harvev,
of Gloucester, were evidently pure Shorthorns, with grand bags,

and carrying a good deal of flesh. These are the sort that pedi-

gree and non-pedigree men alike ought to aim at breeding, for,

when they have fulfilled their mission as breeders and milkers,

they will feed quickly and economically, and, above all, when
slaughtered, they will give satisfaction in the scale. The second

prize was very justly awarded to a pair of fine, massive, well-

llcshed cows, sent by Messrs. Welford and Son, who are exten-

f^ive London dairymen. Much credit is due to these gentlemen
for their selection ; and had it not been for a defect in the udder
of one of the cows, their pair would have been placed first.

The Stand Stud Company took a well-deserved third, with a pair

<)[ heavy milkers ; one a blue-grey, horned, and the other a cross-

bred, with Shorthorn marks. I may also mention very favour-

ably in this Class, as showing how easilv milking and beef-

^ ielding properties may be combined, the " reserve " pair of

!Mr. W. P. Warner; the commended of Mr. F. Tallant ; and the

two exhibits, Nos. 1644 and 1645, of Mr. John Denchfield, of

Aylesbury. The Stand Stud Company, too, deserved very great

( redit for their two pairs of Ayrshire cows, Nos. 1649 and 1650,

Ijoth highly commended by the Judges.

Class 138, Single Dairg-Cows, contained some excellent

milking sorts. The Stand Stud Company took first, with

Buttercup," of the Yorkshire breed ; though not a few outsiders

v. ould, under the conditions, have preferred ^Ir. George Ferme's

third, a cow with a perfect bag, but evidently milking herself

terribly down. This was the best Ayrshire on the ground, and

might well have been shown in Class 119. Mr. T. Kingsley's

second prize, evidently a cross between Shorthorn and Ayrshire,

was a thorough combination of the deep-milker, great flcsh-

t arrier, and good weigher, though her udder was not of the best

form. The highly commended and reserve number of Mr. Bliss

was also a cow displaying an extraordinary bag, and plenty of

good flesh. Messrs. J. Welford and Son, who stood second in

])airs of Dairy-cows, had several highly meritorious entries of

single cows, notably their Nos. 1670, 1671, and 1672. Mr. R.

E. Lofft's Suffolk cow, showing more disposition to milk than

the breetl generally get credit for, was highly deserving her

commended ticket.

Below will be found the Report furnished me by the Judges

of Ayrshires, Kerries, and Dairy-Cattle :

—
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Ayrskires.—In Class 117 there were four entries, and one very fine animal.

Class 118. The two prize bulls had the type and character of the pure

Ayrshire.

Class 119, /or Cmvs in-Milk, was a very fine class ; the udders and general

style of the three prize cows were first-rate.

Class 120 was also good, but not quite equal to the class for cows. No.

1575, which was placed second, might have been first had she been in-milk,

with a fuUy developed udder.

The Judges awarded the prizes to those animals which, in addition to their

other merits, possessed the best Ayrshire type.

Kerry Cattle.—Class 133 contained a grand old bull and a promising

youngster.

Class 134. The entries were large and good. A diversity of character was
observable. Some of the animals were not true Kerries, but of the " Dexter

"

variety, a short-legged sort which is not suitable for mountain pasture but

well adapted for grazing in a park. No prizes were awarded to these animals.

The prize cows were very good, with fine udders ; the reserve number would
have been placed higher but for the shape of her bag.

Dairy Cattle.—Class 137. This was a fine class, and contained a number of

the cows so highly esteemed by London dairymen. The Judges felt tlie usual

difficulty in deciding upon the relative merits of pairs of animals of different

breeds. The first-prize pair were fine Shorthorns with good udders. The
second-prize pair had capital dairy looks, and were very even in character

;

but lor a deficiency in the fore-quarter of the udder of one of them, they would
probably have been placed first. Two pairs of Ayrshires with first-rate udders

were highly commended.
Class 138, /or single Dairy Cows, was also good. The first- and second-

prize cows were good Shortliorus, the third au Ayrshire with a splendid udder.

A Suffolk Polled cow, showing great milking capability, and a Jersey were

commended.
William T. CAERisaTON.
Andrew Allen.
Luke Christy.

Polled GAiiLOWAYS.

There were only eleven entries of this breed, every animal
gaining a prize or commendation

;
indeed, the quality of this

section was superb. On viewing Mr. James Little's first- and
second-prize Aged Bulls, one might well have exclaimed, " How
happy could I be with either, were t'other dear charmer away !"

They were, beyond question, a magnificent pair, standing on
neat s-hort legs, and covered all over with deep heavy flesh.

Opinions were divided as to whether the winner had any advan-
tage, beyond a trifle in size and weight, over his companion,
which was bred by Mr. James Graham, of Longtown, Cumber-
land, a man universally known in connection with prize-winning
Galloways, and whose fine cow, "Forest Queen 2nd," stood

first at Kilburn, beating the two famous animals exhibited by
Mr. Cunningham, another enterprising Galloway fancier. Of
Yearling Bulls only two were shown, but they were fit to win in a

full class. The winner, owned by Mr. Graham, of Beanlands
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Park, near Carlisle, but bred by Mr. Graham, of Longtown, stood

remarkably well on short clean legs ; his ribs were also well let

down, and well covered with lean flesh ; while he possessed the

additional merit of being in no more than everyday working
condition. Barring a slight roughness at the setting-on of the tail,

Mr. Cunningham's second was little inferior to his vanquisher,

and he, too, was in no way over-fattened. Of Heifers, in-Calf

or in-Milk, only four were presented, but they were all of true

Galloway type, perfect specimens of the breed. His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales was awarded both first prize and
the " reserve," the former for a Cumberland-bred heifer, doing
great credit to the breeder—Mr. Murray, of Low Row, near

Brampton. She was of remarkable length of body, had abun-

dant hair, and a well-filled udder, and had a promising calf at

foot. This was a sweet-looking heifer throughout. The second

and third prizes went to Mr. Graham, of Longtown (already

mentioned as breeder and owner of the first-prize cow, and of

other winners), for two very neat heifers bred by himself.

The former, though smaller than her companion, stood on re-

markably short legs, and was singularly neat in the rump and
hind-quarters. She had never, until now, been beaten in any
Show-ring.

Polled Angus or Aberdeen.

This breed, so long famous for its beef-yielding properties

and lightness of ofial, is perhaps the best of all the Scotch

varieties, and it has deservedly risen in the estimation both of

Scotchmen and Englishmen since that world-renowned culti-

vator of the sort carried off the " Grand Prix" at Paris, last year,

with a group drawn from his magnificent herd. It was a source

of unqualified regret that the Tillyfour herd was not represented

at this great international gathering, because, to Englishmen
and foreigners alike, Mr. M'Combie's specimens would have

been fraught with interest. However, notwithstanding this

drawback, there were some highly meritorious examples of the

breed shown. In Aged Bulls, a class which the Judges pro-

nounced " truly magnificent," the pride of place was given to Sir

G. Macpherson Grant, Bart., for " Young Viscount," aged 6 years,

and bred by Mr. W. Duff, from Aberdeenshire. This bull,

though slightly abdominous, carried a majestic head and crest,

broad foiearm, and wide prominent bosom. His legs, too, were

short, and his bone was remarkably fine. Some thought him a

trifle round in his hind-quarters, but this was, I think, caused

by the singularly massive development of his enormous rounds

and heavily fleshed thighs. Extraordinary strength in one

point will, I hold, often cause an adjacent part, not really
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wanting, to appear weak and defective. The second ticket

was deservedly taken by the Marquis of Huntly's " Monarch,"

having a back like a dining-table, and a more than creditable

son of his Lordship's first-prize cow, " Madge." This was a

bull of wonderfully heavy good flesh, deep ribs, and body to

the ground. The third-prize, highly commended, and com-
mended animals in this class also showed very superior merit.

Of Yearling Bulls there were only three, the first being owned by
the Earl of Strathmore, very big for his age, and never pre-

viously exhibited. A slight deficiency through his heart was
noticeable, but his loins are large, his chine is broad, and his flesh

heavy. Mr. George Bruce's second prize was also well-fleshed

and well-haired, crops and loins capital ; but he drooped a trifle

behind. Cows were an uncommonly good class of seven entries,

the best being sent by the Marquis of Huntly, and she, having a

calf at foot (and a grand one), refused my proffered caresses.

She looked, however, a large fine cow, with long and well-filled

hind-quarters, and mellow touch. Mr. J. A. Bridges' second-

prize cow, though neat enough, was smaller than the Marquis's,

and her calf was poor and thin-looking. This same gentleman
also took third ticket ; while the " reserve " went to Sir George
Macpherson Grant, Bart., for a massive good cow, with bountiful

udder, mellow touch, but inclined to patchiness behind. The
Marquis of Huntly was the only exhibitor in the Two-year-old

Heifer Class, and liis " Princess Royal," though evidently suffer-

ing from a crushed knee, could have held her own in a class of

more than ordinary numbers and quality.

West Highi andeks.

This active, hardy, shaggy-coated race, admired alike for the

picturesque beauty which they lend to the park of the noble-

man, and for the richly flavoured, tender beef which they give

to his table, cut but a sorry figure at Kilburn. Four classes

open to them only drew three entries, Bulls ; and all sent by Mr.
Duncan, of Benmore, Argyleshire, who was an exhibitor of this

breed at Paris last year. His five-year-old bull, though carrying

a good head, ample horn, and lengthy carcass, was hardly a

Royal winner ; while his younger pair, both bred by the

exhibitor, were not such as I hope to see at Carlisle next year.

A further, and that a very interesting, exhaustive description

of the Scotch breeds will be gathered from the accompanying
Report of the three gentlemen who adjudicated upon them.
Moreover, their remarks possess additional value through being
endorsed by Mr. J. D. Dent (one of the Society's Trustees), who
aided them in their arduous task.
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Beport of the Judges on the Polled Angus, Galloway, and West Highland
Cattle.

The Judges report that in their opinion these three hardy hreeds of cattle

have, although not very numerously, on the whole been very creditably repre-

sented on this occasion. Of the classes submitted to them the most numerously
represented were the Anguses, a thoroughly useful breed, they think ; indeed,

one which is unsurpassed by any other. A prejudice seeois at one time to a
certain extent to have existed regarding the Angus, on account, as it was said,

of animals of this breed not arriving so soon at maturity as did certain other

contemporary breeds of heavy cattle. This prejudice, however (for it never
was anything else), is rapidly disappearing, and there is little doubt (the

Judges think) that at no distant date this breed will be the representative

natioi al breed of Scotland. The youag stock of this breed shown on the

present occasion are, the Judges submit, in themselves a sufficient refutation

of the quondam charge of tardy maturing, for they will compare very favour-

ably with the Shorthorn, or any other breed of cattle in the Show, of the same
age. It is satisfactory therefore to know that la its native Scotland the

valuable Foiled Angus is at present in the ascendant, and very rapidly gaining

ground ; and that it is yearly going into more hands and displacing other less-

valuable or less- suitable breeds. Some time ago a Herd-book of the breed

was started, which has been a great success and given a considerable impetus
to Polled Angus cattle-breeding—and in its pages the genealogies of all the

more noted herds are now recorded. This Herd-book is conducted by Mr.
Alexander Eamsay, of Banff, X.B. ; and the fact that in the last volume issued

in 1879 the number of owners and breeders contributing to the Herd-book was
augmented by forty-four over the number contributing to the previous volume
issued in 1877, is sufficient proof that Mr. Eamsay does his work well, and
has the confidence of breeders. It is also a proof that the breed is more and
more taking its place as the appropriate national breed of the tumiivgrowing
districts of Scotland. Eeporting, as they are, to the Eoyal Agricultural

Society of England, the Judges think it right simply to mention, that to the

late Mr. Hugh Watson, of Keillor, near Coupar Angus, Forfarshire, the credit

of Polled Angus cattle being what they now are is most justh' due. Previous

to the time of his memorable improvements on the breed, which conmienced
at Keillor in 1803, Polled Angus cattle were very different in apjjearance from
what they now are ; and from his herd all the improved Angus cattle have
l)een more or less derived. The nearer in affinity Angus cattle are to the

Keillor herd, the more valuable they are ; and the Judges trust that this

passing tribute to the memory of a distinguished Scotch agriculturist may not

be deemed inopportune on their part
;
believing, as they do, that the influence

exerted by such men on the material prosjierity of their country is such as

can hardly be over-estimated.

In the Class of Angus Bulls over Two-years-old, seven entries were put
before the Judges, five of which were excellent animals of the breed- The
bull to which the first prize was awarded is an admirable specimen, although
on account of his age, six years, somewhat paunchy. Judging from his

appearance, this bull should wei<4h over 24 cwt. His deep broad body, on

short legs, levelness, straightness of line along the back, neatness of shouhler,

characteristic neck and head and grent substance, have long been dis-

tinguishing characteristics of the better specimens of the Polled An;4us breed.

The &ime may be said of the second-prize bull as to straightness and g'Kxl

lines, and indeed he is sweeter about the head and neck than the first-

prize bull, although wanting in the great substance of the latter. Leaving

out the first- and second-prize bulls in this class, either of the three bulls
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next ia order to tliem would have made very creditable firsts at any national

Show,
In the class of Angus Bulls under Two Years old, only fair representatives

apjieared. lu order of merit they were considerably behind the older bulls.

The cow to which the first prize was awarded had strength, quality, and
substimce rarely to be met with in cows of any breed ; whilst those to which
the secoud and third prizes were given were nice level animals. The com-
mended cow in this class, a grtat, strong, fleshj' animal, although a fine

Angus cow, the Judges considered would liave been more in her proper pLice

at a show of fat stock. The Angus Heifer under Three Years old was perhaps
the sweetest animal in the Anc;us cattle classes. In every point she upheld
the good character of the breed, and was in fact a formidable opponent to the

first-prize Aged BuU in competition for the Champion cup.

Of the three breeds adjudicated upon, the Galloways came next to the

Anguses in point of numbers ; and although the show of Galloways was nume-
rically small, some of the best specimens of the breed which have ever been
cKhibited were sent. For the northern counties of England and south-western
counties of Scotland no other breed in point of suitability approaches the very
handsome Polled Galloways, and they are right good feeders and thdve in

nearly all climites. In the district mentioned, the Galloways at one time
held almost undisputed sway ; and although the great demand for, and high
price of, dairy produce some years a^o allowed the Ayrshire breed to gain
a footing wiihia the stronghold of the ancient Galloway, now that the cry is

more lor beef than for butter and cheese, the Galloways are again very rapidly

gaining their former position as the one appropriate breed of the south-west
of Scotland and north of England. The first-prize Galloway Bull over Two
Years old was a remarkably fine animal : the second-prize animal was also a
good one, but considerably behind tlie first. The Yearling Bulls were very
nice animals, and very well brought out, reflecting much credit on their ex-
hibitors. Tlie Galloway Cows and Heifers were both grand chisses, the first-

prize Two-j-ear-old Heifer being specially noteworthy, and the Judges are now
pleased to learn that this fine animal is from Sandringham, and the property
of H.R.H. the Prince of "Wales, K.G.

Tlie fittiu'.' representatives of a country of high mountains and rough-grown
heaths, the sliagzy West Highlanders, with a freedom of motion so foreign to
the more pampered breeds, were, as couin only have been expected, limited in

numbers. Those shown, however, combine the graceful form and majestic

gait and movement, which are such strongly marked features of the genuine
TT''es< Bighlmder. The aged West Highland Bull shown, with his finely

arched ribs and level back, and his deep and well-formed chest and splendid
horn, was doubtless an object of admiration to those visiting the Show who
love to see a fins specimen of a West Highlander direct from his "native heath"
in his natural condition.

The Judges wish here to specially remark they were sorry to learn, subse-
quently to finishing their duties, that, tiirough some mistake, the commended
ticket in the Class of Aged Angus Bulls, Class 125, was given to a bull

"Nicholas"—Catalogue No. 1590—with long scurs; instead of to another
bull, " Logic the Laird 3rd,"—Catalogue No. 1586—as they intended.

In concluding their Eeport on the Angus, Galloway, and Wed Highland
cattle, the Judges, as representing the breeders of those cattle, beg to take this

opportunity of thanking the Council of the Koyal Agricultural Society for

having aflbrded breeders such an opportunity for the representation of their

stock at this, the largest Agricultural Exhibition ever held.

Thomas Ferguson.
Thomas Gibbons.

Daniel McDiarmtd.
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Having accompanied the Judges during their work, I feel that I can confirai

their Report as to the excellence of the Scotch cattle exhibited. It showed no

little pluck in our North-couutry friends sending their animals such a distance

under very discouraging influences of weather. At Carlisle we may expect to

see the Galloway and Angus cattle more numerously exhibited, and I should

.strongly advise that at that Show there should be Classes for Aged Bulls over

Three-years-old, and also for Bulls not exceeding Three-yeai-s-old, and Bulls not

exceeding Two-years-old.

John Dknt Dext.

Foreign Cattle.

Those visitors to Kilburn whose main object was to see and
admire the Foreign Cattle must indeed have turned away wofully

disappointed ; that is, if they estimated them according to our

English views of what constitutes a good beast. Arrived at the

Showyard, they found, probably for the first time, that for wise

and obvious reasons sheds for the reception of the foreign

animals had been provided at an extreme corner of the enclosure,

as far removed as possible from the British Section. .Moreover,

on reaching this spot, visitors found that, notwithstanding the

liberal sum (over 2000/.) offered by the Mansion House Com-
mittee, and which was spread over no fewer than fifty-six classes,

many of the most picturesque and most interesting breeds were

totally unrepresented. In fact, this remark applies to eight of

the fourteen varieties or breeds invited, a condition of things

attributable partly to the inconvenience arising from the neces-

sary quarantine at the port of debarkation, but still more to a

dread of the serious delay and probable loss that must have

arisen had there been any outbreak of disease in the Showyard.

Foreign-bred Shorthorns stood first on the list, and here

there was only one entry, a very useful-looking, level-made

bull, with well-placed shoulders, mellow touch, and good
flesh. He was sent from Denmark, but no particulars of his

breeding were furnished by the Catalogue. The remainder of

the Shorthorn divisions, as also those for Charolais, Garonnais,

Limousin—all French breeds—were totally void of entries.

The four classes of Normans, however, contained together fifteen

entries, the two Aged Bulls being massive and fairly fleshed,

but wanting in quality, apparently docile, and not over-fed. The
first-prize Yearling Bull had a better and thicker middle than

most of the specimens ; but he drooped behind, and was too

strong in the hair, which generally indicates a slow feeder.

The second prize was a plain but growthy youngster of twenty

months
;
fish-backed, and rough in the shoulders. The winning

Norman cow was neat in front, well-filled behind the shoulder,

with good twist, but plain, drooping quarters, and showing

that singularly-broad heavy muzzle which seems to belong to
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the breed. Second and third prizes both went to Mons. Hector
le Sueur, of Port-en-Bessin (who, bj the way, owned both the

first-prize bulls just mentioned), the former being awarded to an
animal scarcely inferior to the winner. The best of the Norman
females was undoubtedly Mons. Ceran Maillard's heifer, twenty-

two months old, which secured first honours
;
another, sent by the

same breeder, taking the reserve. Second and third again went
to Mons. Hector le Sueur, for " La Barbette " and " Blondine,"
the former of which had the backbone well-developed

!

Of Bretons, a diminutive but symmetrically-made breed,

closely resembling the Kerries, there were only eight entries in

the four classes. The sole representative in Bulls over Two-
years-old was " Jobie," bred in France, but exhibited by Mr.
Albert Dixon, of Windsor. This was a thickly made com-
pact little fellow, with famous crops and loins, deep ribs,

prominent rounds, broad chine, and small bone, his great fault

being the too high setting-on of the tail, characteristic of the

breed. " Little John," the only Yearling Bull sent, had wonder-
fully big forequarters for one so young, being only 17^ months
old. Mr. Albert Dixon, already mentioned, swept off all

the prizes for Breton cows with three pretty little well-pro-

portioned creatures, the premier one having the reputation of

yielding 10 quarts per day of rich milk. Her bag, which was
well-formed, looked equal to the quantity, and more. Mr.
Ladwick's " Polly," though not allowed a prize, was a true

specimen of the Breton. In the Heifer Class there were only

two entries, both belonging to Mr. H. B. Spurgin, of Northamp-
ton ;

" Lady Jane," the winner, though only two years and six

months old, being in full milk, and displaying a right good bag.

Of " Dutch and Flemish " there was only one solitary ex-

ample, " Prins " by name, sired by " Symen," who had the

credit of being entered in the ' Dutch Herd-book.' Moreover,

he was no despisable beast, having a good thick back, capital

loins, and stood straight behind ; his pelt was, however, too

heavy, and he was a little high above ground.

The following is the Report of the Judges who acted in the

foregoing Foreign Classes :

—

The Juriges in Classes Nos. 264 to 279 inclusive, beg to report tLeir regret

that so small a number of cattle competed for the very handsome prizes

oftered by the IMansion House Committee, in the classes on which they had
the honour of adjudicating. They are assured that a much larger number
would have competed, had it not been for the dread of the quarantine regula-

tions. There were several animals of considerable merit in the Milking

Classes, and the only comijetitor in the Foreign Shorthorn Class was a fair

siiccimen of the breed.

John Kenslet Fowlek.
J. L. DE Felcourt.
William Stratton.
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Passing over the Swiss, Spanish, and Portuguese Classes,

which held no entries, I come to the Angelns, a breed display-

ing a great length of outline, with a curious, plentiful develop-

ment of useless skin along the under-side of the neck ; their

weak point being a too general lowness of the back. The
first-prize Aged Bull, " Garibaldi 2nd," carried a fine masculine

head and well-arched crest, with broad loins and crops ; while

the second, though long drawn, was low in the back, and some-

what flat-ribbed. The third, though deep in the ribs, was
beaten on account of his rough shoulders. The best of the

bulls was the winning Yearling, which was well-topped, and

much neater about the rumps than the older males. In Cows I

thought the first and second prizes might have been reversed.

Perhaps the Judges did not make allowance for the thin con-

dition and evident deep-milking qualities of the latter, whose
excellent bag and docile expression were very taking. This
brings me to the Jutlanders, a breed closely resembling our

Ayrshires, and undoubtedly the best of the foreign cattle at

Kilburn. A very competent authority informed me that 300
to 400 head of them are landed at Deptford weekly, averaging

100 to 120 stones a-piece (8 lbs. to the stone), and are well

thought of by the butchers. Barring an evident tendency to be

abdominous and flat-sided, these are useful cattle ; their mellow
touch, fine bone, short legs, and (in the cows) their abundant

udders, being valuable points in any breed. The first- and third-

prize Aged Bulls were exhibited by Johannes Ingwersen, of

Hegnet, Jutland. The former was a very fair beast, having

good crops and loins, deep sides, heavy flank, long quarters,

capital twist, and tail better placed than is commonly the case

in this breed. The second prize was given to Mr. A. W. Knuth,

for " No. 1," a black-and-white bull, with the paunchy flat-sided

form already complained of, but showing deep ribs, massive

frame, and plain rumps. The "reserve" might, to my minti,

have been placed higher. He displayed a well-covered back,

deep ribs, lengthy quarters, thick massive thighs, well-fleshed

to the very hock ; but he, too, was pot-bellied, and rough about

the shoulders. The first-prize Yearling Bull, with large loins,

ribs a trifle flat, and ill-fitting tail, bore a marked resem-

blance to a moderate Ayrshire. In Cows the first ticket went

to P. C. Jensen for a very pretty specimen, just being photo-

graphed as I passed. She was of mellow touch and deep-

sided, with a tendency to flatness in the sides. The second

cow had much to recommend her, a bountiful udder being not

the least of her attractions. Jutland Heifers, in-Calf or in-

Milk, were five in number, but they did not seem to require

special mention.
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The Judges of Angein and Jutland breeds kindly furnished

me with the following very capital Report :

—

Angelx.

Class 284. Bulls above Two Years old.—Three animals exhibited, gene-

rally with good points and good size. Prizes were awarded to eaeh.

Class 285. Bull not exceeding Two Years old.—Two exhibit(^d, to one of

which (No. 2818) the first prize was awarded ; the other was of inferior

quality, and received no award.

Class 286. Cows above TJiree Years old.—Four exhibited, all good specimens

of the breed, showing good points and good milking qualities. Prizes were
awarded to Nos. 2821, 2820, and 2823; and the reserve number given to

No. 2822.

Class 287. Heifers not exceeding Three Years old.—Four exhibited, all

good, with excellent points, good size, and good condition. The first prize

was awarded to a particularly good and well-grown animal (No. 2827), the

second and third prizes to Nos. 2824 and 2825 respectively, and the reserve

number to 2826.

Jutland.

Class 280. Bulls above Two Yeais old.—Six exhibited
;
heavy well-grown

animals, with good meat-producing characters; fair specimens of the breed.

The prizes were awarded to Nos. 2829, 2832, and 2830, respectively. No. 2828
was the reserve.

Class 289. Bidls not exceeding Two Years old.—Two exhibited. The
first prize was awarded to No. 2834, a well-grown animal, with good size and
good points. The other was withdrawn.

Class 290. Cows above TJiree Years old.—Six exhibited, all of good size,

showing meat-producing rather than milk-producing qualities. The prizes

were awarded to Nos. 2837, 2839, and 2841, respectively. No. 2840 was the

reserve.

Class 291. Heifers not exceeding Three Years old.—Five exhibited. A
very good lot, in which the characteristics of the breed were well marked,
especially in No. 2846, to which the first prize was awarded. Nos. 2842 and
2844 received the second and third prizes.

The Judges regret that these two impOitant breeds should have been so

sparingly represented on the present iinportant occasion.

The Angein breed is the best dairying breed in Denmark, and furnishes a
large proportion of the butter produce which now forms so important an
article of export from that country to Great Britain ; while the stock-markets

of this country testify tc the increasing demand that exists for the meat-
producing breeds of Schleswig and of Jutland.

Christopher Breinholt.
Johannes Fries.

John Wilson.

The classes for Schleswig-Holstein cattle, and for " other
Foreign Breeds," alike for " meat-producing " as for " milking
purposes," were unfortunately totally devoid of entries.

This brings my Report of the Cattle Classes at Kilburn to a
somewhat abrupt termination ; and I feel that I cannot close

it without tendering to the Secretary, Mr. Jenkins, and to the
several Judges and Stewards of Live-stock, my warmest thanks
for their willingness to give me information in their respective
departments whenever I had occasion to seek it.
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XXIV.

—

Report on the Exhibition of British and Foreign Sheep,

Goats, and Pigs, at Kilburn. By William Housman.

British Sheep.

As men advancing in years begin to perceive that summers are

not so sunny, roses so sweet, nor stiles, to those whose shadows
do not grow less, made so wide as " when we were boys," the

unfavourable comparison of the present with the past is some-
times extended to their flocks and herds—at least to other men's
flocks and herds. There is a widely prevailing notion that all

cultivated breeds must see their best days and then necessarily

decline, and it is not uncommonly harboured in forgetfulness of

what " a breed " is and what it is not ; in forgetfulness, too, of the

marvellous extensiveness of man's " dominion over every living

thing that moveth upon the earth." Of this dominion we have
examples in the man who, drawing with a piece of chalk his ideal

form of a sheep, said, " I'll breed up to that," and did it ; and in

the breeders who year after year exhibit at " the Royal " well-

matched pens of model sheep, some of breeds unknown fifty

years ago, from flocks at home as even as the proverbial peas

in a pod. Many admirable illustrations may be borrowed from
the recent exhibition at Kilburn, as I think we shall see in

reviewing the classes severally, with the valuable assistance of

the Judges' comments.
British Sheep, to which 75 classes were assigned, had entries

(in some classes very numerous) in all but four. In the 71
classes the entries were 760, and as the ewes and ewe lambs
were pf course exhibited in pens of five, numbering 191 entries,

the rams in single entries numbering 569, the total number of

animals entered was 1512. Mr. Whitehead, the Steward of

stock for the Sheep Department, reports the absence of 77 pens,

representing 140 animals, so that the number of British sheep

and lambs actually on the show-ground was 1372. Of these, I

regret to notice, 18 rams, 4 pens of ewes, and 7 pens of lambs

—

in some cases whole classes—were disqualified by the Inspectors

of Shearing, who thus report upon their unpleasant, yet, as it

unhappily appears, most necessary labours :

—

As Inspectors of Sheep-shearing we have to report tliat after a ver}' careful

examination of the stock, we found xerj many sheep in tlie Show-yard not fairly

and honestly shorn ; and after giving some numbers of sheep the benefit of a
doubt, we then recommended the numbers as given to the Council to be dis-

qualified. These showed in some cases most glaring infringement of the rules

as laid down for our guidance. We have to remark that some of the Border

I,eicester, Roscommon (Irish) sheep, and other classes gave us much con-

sideration whether or not to recommend the disqualification of other numbers
besides those given. Two or three years ago we found a great improvement
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generally in the shearing of the sheep, and we regret much to report that

instead of further improvement in this respect, many exhibitors arc trying to

fill up with wool where the natural shape and mutton are deficient, and wc
wish to express our dissatisfaction that the Iiules of the Societj^aro not strictly

adhered to.

This year also the dressing of lambs was carried out by exhibitors, and
according to our instructions wc recommended the disqualification in every

case, including the best lambs in the yard.

Two of your inspectors here have acted for many years, and we regret to

say that from the earliest years of our attendance in the Royal show-yard, we
have found this to be one of the worst for dressing and false shearing. We
trust, however, that from the numbers j'ou have disqualified on our recom-

mendation—and in each case we are prepar(.'d to stand on our decision—exhi-

bitors in future will be more careful as to the shearing and dressing of sheep.

William JoiiSON.

j. b. workmax.
James E. Rawlence.

The first breed in the order of the Catalogue—the Leicester

—

fitly placed in the van of modern improved breeds, and deserv-

ing precedence likewise for its incalculable usefulness as the

improver of many other breeds, and one of the most potent of

factors in food-production by cross-breeding, was generally con-

sidered to be creditably represented, notwithstanding the short-

comings with regard to wool of several otherwise fine rams.

The somewhat chilling tone, however, of the Judges' Report,

must temper the eulogiums of critics less competent than the

appointed arbitrators to speak authoritatively. The following

are the passages referring to the Leicester classes in the Report
of Messrs. Casswell, Sanday, and Paddison, upon the Lincoln

and Leicester sheep :

—

Class 139. Shearling Bams.—Class generally uneven, both as regards form
iind wool, the mutton and backs showing a deficiency, the first-prize sheep
showing more combination of the old Leicester form, with the exception of his

wool.

Class 140. Aged Earns.—Not a good class, some of the best formed sheep
being deficient in wool.

Class 141 . Eiues.—A fairly good class.

Class 142. Ewe Lambs.—This class only moderate.

With these brief remarks the Leicesters are dismissed by the

Judges, who are evidently, and no doubt healthily, chary of
praise for anything but the highest degree of merit. Still, look-
ing along the pens of Leicester ewes and rams (the lambs may
be omitted as unquestionably a weak class), and supplementing
the evidence of the eye by that of the hand, one could not feel

much ashamed of these very moderate classes, nor fail to own
that they prove great results to have been accomplished by the
skill of our stock-breeders. The principal contest in both
classes of rams was between the entries of Mr. Borton and
Mr. Hutchinson, one of the former winning the first, and one of
VOL XV.— S. S. 2 X
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the latter the second prize, in the shearling class (30 entries,

4 absent), while the precedence was reversed in the class for

older rams (19 entries, 3 absent), and in both classes I\Ir. George
Turner, jun., showed the third prize sheep, winning also second
to the executors of Mr. Francis Jordan for a good pen of ewes
in a class of 9 entries, only one of which was absent. In a class

of only 4 entries, Mr. George Turner's lambs, scarcely fair

representatives of the produce of the Thorpelands flock (the

season has been bad for lambs), were placed second to those of

Messrs. Green and Son, exhibitors of the only pen which com-
peted with his three pens. It was, perhaps, the loss of true

Leicester character rather than faultiness of the animals, irre-

spective of breed, that detracted from the excellence of the

Leicester classes. Looked at simply as sheep, from a rent-paying

point of view, there were plenty of rams good enough to make
a tenant-farmer's mouth water ; while judged as Leicesters, with

a certain well-defined standard in the mind's eye, many of the

same sheep were found wanting. As some connoisseur parted the

wool, a shake of the head, if indeed the word " Lincoln " were
not distinctly uttered, indicated the tenour of his thoughts.

Mr. Borton's flock, deep in "Sir Tatton" and "Blair Athol" blood,

latterly crossed with carefully selected rams from Mr. F. Spencer's

and Mr. S. Spencer's flocks, had a noticeable representative in

the first-prize shearling ram, a good thick, " upstanding " sheep,

with great legs of mutton, and deep-fleshed throughout ; but

his wool was the subject of comment in the Judges' Report, as

given above ; and INIr. Hutchinson's shearlings, with plenty of

size, good loins, and amply expanded frames, showed much
of the influence of their well-known sire, "Royal Liverpool.

'

His two-shear ram, as already noticed, took leading honours in

the aged class, " Royal Liverpool ' being absent.

The Border Leicesters numbered 29 entries— 14 from
Northumberland, 11 from Yorkshire, and 4 only from the

Scottish side of the Tweed ; all the latter from Roxburghshire,

and belonging to one exhibitor, Mr. Thompson of Kelso. The
inspectors of shearing had duties as difficult as thev were un-

pleasant to perform, and were constantly hitting, like the cat-

o'-nine-tails, either too high or too low. It was said that in the

Leicester classes they had erred on the side of mercy, in those

of Border Leicesters on the other side ; so they may be con-

gratulated, if not on having given satisfaction to all parties, at

least on having incurred opposite charges, a fact somewhat
consolatory to conscientious men who have done a painful

duty. Border Leicesters made certainly a small show, but

the merit of the animals throughout the classes amply com-

pensated for shortcomings in number. Mr. Richard Tweedle,
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of The Forest, Catterick, Yorkshire, showed four remarkably
fine shearling- rams and three two-shear rams, winning first and
second prizes in both classes ; but one of his best, if not his

very best, sheep, the two-shear " Royal Stuart," and one of

his shearlings, were disqualified by the inspectors of shearing.

These, and his two pens of ewes (first prize and reserve), and
one pen of lambs (third prize), were really such a lot as it is

not easy to select from one flock in any one year. The shear-

lings and two of the two-shears are by " Royal James." The
first prize shearling, wide through the heart, and of generous

flesh-growth, and the first prize two-shear, " Royal Victor," were
specially good specimens, and the prize ewes were also a very

good even lot. Indeed, all the three pens of ewes from The Forest

flock have the characteristic of similarity. Nearly the whole
flock is bred from one foundation-dam, and home-bred sires

have been used for many years. Of the fifteen ewes exhibited,

seven were by " King James," four by " Royal James," and four

by " Prince George," all well-known prize rams, in-bred from
winners, whose live weight at the shows has been up to 33 st.

and 34 st. of 14 lbs. Mr. Tweedie, however, had no easy

winning, for Mr. Thompson's shearling ram (third prize), and
pen of ewes (second prize), put in a very creditable appearance

for the Baillicknowe flock, and his lambs were the best of all

;

and the entries of Mr. C. E. Hay, and those from Woodhorn
Manor, did ample justice to the character of the Border
Leicester in its English stronghold of Northumberland. Asrain

it becomes necessary to divide the judicial report in conse-

quence of the difference between the order of the show catalogue

and that of the various classes assigned to each triumvirate.

Messrs. Usher, Smith, and Rea, who awarded the prizes to

the Border Leicester, Cheviot, and Roscommon sheep, write as

follows :

—

The Judges have to report a good exhibition of Border Leicesters. Although
this breed was not so numerously represented, the merit of the classes generally

was good.

The Cotswold classes comprised 52 entries, of which onlv
13 were from the native county of the breed— that of Gloucester.

Oxfordshire contributed 27 and Norfolk 12. Single rams
numbered 39, ewes and lambs, 13 pens of five

;
absent, 4 rams

and 1 pen of ewes. The following general and brief Report is

supplied by Messrs. A. Warde, B. C. Cobb, and R. Game, the

Judges of Cotswold, Kentish, and Devon Longwool sheep :

—

Cotswold.—The entries in the classes were numerous, and well upheld the
character of this excellent breed of sheep.

With the general unagricultural public, the Cotswold is

2x2
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always a favourite, his rakish-looking forelock and the pure

whiteness of his coat winnin? admiration. In the agricultural

world, the breed has done great service. Since its admission to

distinct classes at the International Show in Battersea Park,

1862, its course has been steadily upward ; and although the

Cotswold did not, like the Leicester in the days of Bakewell,

take the world by storm, it is gradually and surely working its

way ; for it possesses that solid and undeniable merit which
secures extensive if not the readiest recognition. Like the

Leicester, it has proved an important agent in the composition

of other breeds, and its ancient origin, great modern improve-
ment, and distinctness of type, entitle it to a high place among
our leading breeds. To say, as quoted above, that the classes

uphold the character of the breed, is to give much praise in few

words, for the Cotswold has a high character to uphold. In

anything like ordinary classes, the sheep from the Royal
Agricultural College Farm must have come to the front. They
were, as usual, highly creditable to their breeder and exhibitor.

In the shearling-ram class the well-known flocks of Messrs.

Gillett, both of Oaklands and of Kilkenny (Oxfordshire), were
strongly represented in number and quality, and one of a large

contingent from the flock of Mr. T. Brown, of Marham Hall,

Norfolk, received the first prize, while in the class for any other

age, a splendid two-shear ram from the same flock—good either

way, for mutton or for wool, with an attractive and sufficiently

masculine look about him—was also first winner. The onlv

other exhibitors besides those mentioned, in either of the ram
classes, were Mr. J. J. Godwin, of Troy Farm (who got one

commendation), and Mr. J. Corbett Hatherell, of Chippenham.
In the classes for ewes and lambs, other names are in the first

places, Mr. R. Jacobs, of Burford, being the exhibitor of the

first prize ewes, a remarkably well-assorted lot, much alike, of

beautiful character, and of that even well-knit form which
detracts from the impression of size, but is favourable to great

proportionate weight ; and Mr. E. Tombs, of Bampton, showing
the first prize lambs. Only half-a-dozen pens of lambs were
exhibited, and they, very fairly for so unfavourable a season,

did justice to the breed. In the older classes several animals
had more or less of grey upon the face and legs, and this, so far

as might be gathered by inference from the awards, was accounted

in some measure to their disadvantage, although one case,

that of Mr. John Gillett's third prize shearling ram, seemed to

show that the objection, if considered as such, was a minor one
in the eyes of the Judges.

Lincolns numbered 59 entries, 11 of which were abseat.

The same Judges, who are so sparing of commendation in
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their Report upon the Leicester classes, write of the Lincolns,

although briefly, in terms of very high praise, at least so far as

concerns the rams.

Class 151. Shearling PMms.—A very good class, the first prize shearling

showing great substance and quantity of wool.

Class 152. Aged liams.—An extremely good class, showing great size,

with quality and aptitude for fattening.

Class 153. Shearling Ewes.—Not a good class; the winning pen very good

indeed.

Class 154.

—

Eioe Lambs.—Only a moderate class.

Tom Casswell.
Wm. Sanday.
EuwD. Taddison.

Although in their awards the Judges did not add many com-
mendations to the money prizes, the foregoing remarks amount
virtually to a general commendation of both classes of rams.

The shearling class was a large one, containing 34 entries,

G of which, however, were absent. The older class contained

15 entries, of which 3 were absent, and 2 disqualified. In

both classes, Mr. Henry Smith, of the Grove, Crosswell Butler,

exhibited the first prize sheep, and in the aged class the second

winner also. His shearling ram, shown in full condition, appa-

rently had not the easiest of victories ; at least his winning
first honours was by no means obviously the right conclusion.

Mr. John Pears' fine wealthy sheep (second prize), and the

excellent (third prize) ram exhibited by Mr. Wright, of Nocton
Heath, were powerful rivals. These three clearly deserved the

three prizes, although there were sheep perilously near them in

merit ; but to rightly place them first, second, and third, re-

quired very close and careful comparison, and considerable skill

in estimating the value of different points of excellence in the

different animals. It was no easy task. A very good and true-

framed sheep of Mr. Arthur Garfit's had the reserved number
;

and there were two commendations, one for a companion ram
to the first winner (Mr. Smith showing three in the class),

the other to one of four good sheep exhibited by Mr. Torr, from
the Aylesby Manor flock. Messrs. Dudding's four shearlings

had the well-known high character of the Panton sheep, but

wanted condition to prove their capabilities satisfactorily.

Much is said, and with a great deal of truth, against forcing for

shows
;
but, as is common in cases of reaction, the recoil from

something excessive is more or less excessive in the opposite

direction. All flesh-producing kinds of live stock, it should be
borne in mind, when intended for exhibition, should have a

sufficiently liberal training to develop their flesh-points, so as to

afiord the Judges a fair opportunity of estimating their worth
;

and does not this apply to the exhibition of breeding stock just
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as truly as to fat-stock shows, however different may be the

degree of condition necessary for the purpose? Value for

breeding purposes, in stock of these kinds, must depend greatly

upon what an animal is capable of being made. A good judge,

of course, knows a good lean sheep ; he can, to a certain extent,

forecast its possible development, and is not to be deceived by
the embonpoint of a bad one

;
but, granted a lot of good sheep

in only store condition, surely it is unfair to the best of judges
to demand of him, ignorant of each animal's power of digestion,

an accurate guess which particular sheep can turn a given
quantity of food into the largest and best distributed quantity of

the finest mutton. This, however, is really demanded by those

who make a great outcry for exhibition in " natural condition"

—an ill-chosen term to apply to stock artificially improved.
Messrs. Dudding had in the older class a really grand two-shear

ram, shown just as a ram should be shown, in good but not

excessive condition. This would have made a very creditable

first winner, for he is a sheep of first-class merit ; but it was
impossible to pass over Mr. Smith's rams, two of which, named
" Marechal Bazaine " and " Lord Beaconsfield," were respec-

tively placed first and second, with the general concurrence of

competent judges among the bystanders. "Marechal Bazaine"
has that invaluable index of high breeding—a good head ; is

broad in the beam, and shows capital wool. None of Mr.
Smith's older rams were, like his shearlings, home-bred. The
fine two-shear just described, from the flock of the late Mr. W. F.

Marshal], is quite of the Branston stamp. The second winner
was bred by Mr. Thomas Mayfield of Boston. In the remaining
classes of Lincolns, there was little worthy of note beyond
Mr. Pears' first-prize ewes, which were very well matched, very

good in the wool, and altogether very creditable to any exhibitor
;

all the more so, inasmuch as the exhibitor was also their breeder.

Messrs. Dudding had the first prize for lambs ; and in both

ewe and lamb classes, Mr. Charles Sell showed the second, and
Mr. R. C. Catling the third winners. The lambs were mostly

of ample size, but looked rather weather-worn.

The Kentish or Romney Marsh classes had o-l entries, only

one pen of ewes and one ram being absent. The extending

colonial reputation of the Romney Marsh sheep, and the excel-

lence to which they have attained in their own county, give

them a high place among our improved breeds. It is therefore

a source of regret that when the International Show was held so

near their home, greater efforts were not made by the breeders

lo ensure their large and select representation. The following

few words give the judicial summary of the classes at Kil-

burn :

—
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The entries were limited, and with two or three exceptions not up to the

usual standard of this very useful breed of sheep.

The flock best represented was that of Mr. J. S. S. Godwin,
of Hazelwood, Hadlow, whose sheep were not only of superior

form and quality, but had also the finer sort of wool which too

many of the competing animals wanted. All the prizes in the

shearling ram class went to sheep of this flock, besides first

prizes in the older ram and shearling ewe classes. Among
the happy exceptions to the mediocrity of the classes were
Mr. Henry Rigden's two-shear rams ; and the best lambs were

those of Mr. Page.

The next breed to which the order of the classes in the

Catalogue brings me—the Oxfordshire Down—formed a very

prominent feature of the show, in Inagnitude third on the list,

the Southdown and Shropshire breeds only exceeding it, and
the Hampshire immediately following it, in the number of

animals entered. This excess was partly owing to the larger

proportionate number of pens of ewes and lambs in the classes

of these breeds. The Oxfordshire Down, for instance, had only

5 entries more than the Leicester, yet the number of animals
entered was 53 in excess of the Leicesters. The following is

the Report of the Judges :

—

Class 159. Shearling Earns.—Contained thirty-five entries of very useful

sheep. Although there is nothing of exceptional merit, we consider them a
good class.

Class 160. Aged Rams.—Only five entries, four of which are particularly

good.

Class 161. Shearling Ewes.—Thirteen pens, many of them very good.

Most of the entries iu this class received high commendations.
Class 162. Ewe Lambs.—Twelve entries. Several useful pens rather low

in condition.

JoHX Bryan.
James P. Case.

The Catalogue gives 37 entries of shearling rams, and the

Steward reported three absentees. In the next two classes there

was no difference between the Judges' figures and the numbers in

the Catalogue ; but three of the twelve pens of lambs were absent.

Mr. Treadwell exhibited no fewer than ten in the shearling
ram class, remarkably fine sheep, and won the first prize for

an exceedingly true-shaped and level animal, with plenty of

masculine character, a son of " The Swell," his second prize
aged ram. Four of them were by the same sire, two by a sheep
entitled " Earl of Beaconsfield," two by " Royal Liverpool," the
third winner in the aged class, and one was, so far as the
Catalogue entry is concerned, of unrecorded paternity. To
meet such a lot required good material

;
yet one exhibitor,

Mr. Brassey, of Heythrop Park, was able to carry second and
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third honours ; Mr. George Adams's good robust-looking sheep

followed, having the reserved number and a high commenda-
tion ; three of Mr. Treadwell's strong contingent were selected

for high commendations, and one was simply commended. Of
half-a-dozen sent by Mr. Charles Hobbs, four received com-
mendatory notices, high or otherwise, and several of the sheep

of Mr. Charles Howard and of Messrs. Frederick and George
Street, were specially noticed by the Judges, and were, indeed,

of a very useful stamp. There is notable evidence of the great

amount of skill devoted to sheep-breeding, when so high an
average of excellence is found in a class in which, as the Judges
tiuly observe, "There is nothing of exceptional merit."

The four " particularly good " aged rams (vide the Judges'

Report above) were Mr. Charles Hobbs's two-shear, a good
sheep in capital condition, Mr. Treadwell's two, " The Swell

"

and " Royal Liverpool," and Messrs. J. and F. Howard's " Sir

Charles," a four-year-old sheep, bred by Mr. Charles Howard.
They won in the same order as here named, the last, an ex-

cellent sheep, whose width is evenly continued from end to end,

having the reserved number and a high commendation, the three

others the prizes. Mr. Treadwell's are both three-year-old

sheep, and both by Mr. Milton Druce's " Freeland," who, first

winner at the Philadelphia Show, was let to an American
breeder, two years ago, for 85 guineas. " The Swell," a really

grand sheep—large, wide through the heart, with an immense
fore-flank—was a very close rival of Mr. Hobbs's first-prize

ram ; and " Royal Liverpool," who had his half-brother's form

of fore-quarters, apparently of even greater proportion, from his

being, at the time of show, somewhat " tucked up " in the

paunch, was just good enough to come in before Messrs.

Howard's " Sir Charles," already described. The four made
their class a very attractive feature of its department of the

Show.
Besides the three prizes and the reserve, seven high com-

mendations and one commendation were awarded to the Oxford-

shire Down ewes. Mr. Treadwell had here again first honours

for a pen of closely matched ewes, with broad and evenly

fleshed backs. They were by his prize rams, '• Royal Liver-

pool " and " The Swell." He also showed two other pens, both

highly commended. Mr. George Adams was very successful,

exhibiting two pens, and gaining the second prize and reserve

;

and Mr. Albert Rrassey (Heythrop Park) showed only one pen,

which took the third prize. Messrs. J. and F. Howard, F. Street,

G. Street, and C. Howard, were the exhibitors of the remaining

pens distinguished by judicial notice, and described in the

foregoing report as " very good." The lambs, although the
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Judges remarked that they were rather low in condition, had a

hardy, vigorous, weather-proof look about them
;
nothing of the

scoured, washed-out appearance of so many of the lambs of

other breeds, after the deluge of eight or nine weeks' duration,

and they were certainly well grown. The Heythrop Park flock

supplied the first winners, Mr. W. Arkell, jun., exhibiting a

good second-prize pen ; while Messrs. G. and F. Street, J. and
F. Howard, and G. Adams, showed some useful pens.

The Southdown beat all the other breeds in point of number,
having 103 single entries of rams, and 29 entries of ewes and
lambs, in pens of five, representing 145 animals. All the ewes
and lambs were on the Show-ground, but twelve of the rams
were absent ; so that the total number of Southdowns actually in

the pens was 236. This was really a wonderful show, to which
Messrs. E. Little, J. A. Hempson, and H. Overman, the Judges

of Southdown, Hampshire, and other short-wool sheep, have done
justice, and no more than justice, in the following Report :

—

The Southdowns formed one of the grand features of the Show. The classes

were well filled with exhibits from nearly all the principal flocks in the king-

dom. As will be seen from the awards of the Judges, the prizes and commen-
dations were distributed amongst a larger number of exhibitors than has for

some years past been the case, which is a proof that a large number of superior

sheep were entered. A short detailed report of each class is appended.

Class 163. Shearling Bams.—A very large entry, sixty-six. Very few
were absent. Many of them, being splendid specimens of the breed, gave the

Judges a considerable amount of work to make their award—there being five

high commendations and six commendations in addition to the three prizes.

Class 164. Aged Bams.—In this class there were thirty-five sheep entered,

and many of them were of great merit, in addition to those to which the prizes

were awarded.

Class 165. This was probably the largest and best exhibition of shearling

ewes ever since the foundation of the Society. There were twenty pens. The
competition was so close that the Judges, after awarding the prizes and high
commendations, felt it their duty to commend the class generally.

Class 166.—This is the first time that prizes have been offered for ewe
lambs. There were nine entries in the class, but several were absent. One
pen, No. 2113, was disqualified for being trimmed. As a rule. Southdown
lambs four months old do not show well. The competition was not so good
as might have been expected. The President, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
took the first prize with a matching pen with good backs.

In each of the ram classes, the Catalogue gives one more entry
than the Judges have accounted for. Besides the first prize for

ewe lambs, prizes in each of the other classes were adjudged to

representatives of the Sandringham flock, four prizes altogether,

or one-third of the prizes olfered. With this exception, exclusive

of the reserved numbers, no flock had more than two winners or

winning pens in the Southdown classes. Mr. Colman's two
first prizes, for a two-shear ram and for a pen of shearling ewes,

made the next highest score. Mr. Alfred Heasman showed the
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second-prize ewes and ewe lambs, but no other exhibitor had
more than one prize, a fact which accords with the remark in

the introductory paragraph of the Judges' Report, concerning
the large number of exhibitors among whom the honours were
distributed. The entries of Lord Walsingham and Messrs.

Rigden, H. Humphrey, and F. M. Jones, each took a single

prize ; and the very many exhibitors who have the credit

attaching to the reserved numbers, high commendations, and
commendations in these excellent classes, would make a list too

long for insertion here. The number of prizes, of course, was
limited to twelve, so that it was impossible to give to many sheep

of very high merit any more substantial recognition than the

card of commendation. Mr. Rigden's first-prize shearling ram
has the beautifully moulded form of his breed, with rather more
than ordinary length, and what is expressively termed " a bright

look-out," that gaiety or smartness of style which high blood
alone can give. Lord Walsingham's capital shearlings had the

second prize and reserved number, divided by a Sandringham
ram ; and perhaps it is due to the Merton flock to say that the

sire of the first-prize sheep was a well-known Merton ram.

Messrs. J. and A. Heasman and H. Humphrey showed some
very good sheep in the same class. In the older ram class, Mr.
Colman's two-shear, a good model for shape, and very " ripe,"

well covered with flesh from head to tail, had powerful rivals in

jVIr. Henry Humphrey's ram (placed second), and a handsome
three-shear, bred and exhibited by the Prince of Wales. Two
excellent rams, shown by Mr. Hugh Goninge, who also bred

them, had the reserved number, a high commendation, and a

commendation ; and a strong force from Merton, one three-shear

and four two-shear rams, of the stamp so well known, received

only a couple of commendations ; but as the Judges well observe,

many of the sheep in this class, besides those to which the

prizes were awarded, were of great merit. Indeed, had all the

winners been absent, the class must still have been described as

a good one, and the Kingston and Merton sheep would have been

well worthy to receive the prizes. Perhaps in the whole Show
there was not a more remarkable sight than the view over the

100 Southdown shearling ewes, brought close together in 2(5 pens

of five—so large a number of animals, from so many flocks, yet

so little varying in type. It was really a wonderful result of an

incalculable amount of skilled labour, considering the processes

of thoughtful selection, over a long course of years, necessary to

give such uniformity as was here exemplified, in and among the

numerous flocks of which the pens at Kilburn were representa-

tives. Estimated according to an intelligent view of this class

of sheep alone, the work of the stock-breeder, in its highet
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departments at least, must command the respect which science

claims. It is difficult to notice specially any of the pens without

seeming to do injustice by the neglect of others good enough for

special notice. The exhibitors were—His Royal Highness the

President of the Society (two pens, one winning the third prize),

Mr. F. M. Jones (reserve and highly commended), Lord Wal-
singham, Mr. H. Gorringe (two pens), the Duke of Richmond
(two pens), Messrs. Emery (two pens), Messrs. Heasman (second

prize), Col. Kingscote, Mr. G. Jones, Mr. C. Durham, Mr. C.

Chapman (two pens), Lord Moreton, Sir N. W. Throckmorton
(highly commended), Mr. H.Humphrey (highly commended), and
Mr. J. J. Colman (first prize) ; and the animals may be fairly

described in the aggregate as of exquisite symmetry, having the

lines of beauty and the high finish which appeal to the educated

yet not technically critical eye, and the economy of form and
flesh which win the approval of the practical connoisseur.

The Report of the Judges of Shropshire sheep is so ample,

and so exhaustive in its critical survey of the classes, that it

would be superfluous to introduce any further description of the

animals noticed therein. Whatever might be the differences of

opinion upon the comparative merits of different sheep (and
opinion, not merely that of outsiders, but of practised breeders,

certainly did range very widely), it is not easy to contest the

general conclusion of the Judges, that the Shropshire classes,

although large, were, upon the whole, disappointing in quality.

The figures of the Judges are given below exactly as they are

written, but two should be subtracted from Class 167, in which
withdrawals from number 2150 to 2153 reduced the actual number
of entries to 70. The number of Shropshire entries was 116, of

which 92 were rams (7 absent), and 24 were pens of ewes and
lambs (2 absent), giving a total of 212 animals (17 absent). The
Judges' remarks about shearing and disqualification have a
general bearing upon the Show, and not upon the Shropshire
classes exclusively :

—

Class 167. Shearling Bams.—There were seventy-two entries in this class,

and only few were absent.

_

In making our report we trust that the breeders will not be discouraged or

disappointed if we pronounce this class below the average of the last few years.

There were doubtless many good animals exhibited, but we failed to find
anything particularly striking to lead us directly away from the general body,
alter devoting an unusually long period to their inspection, which has been
commented on by some members of the press. Mr. Graham's first-prize

animal was a stylish sheep, having ears rather objectionable in colour, and
being not quite perfect in his hind quarters. The second prize was awarded
to Mr. T. J. Mansell's, a sheep of good colour, scarcely up to our standard in

colour at the back of the ears, and weak in his pasterns, which did not add
to his appearance. The third prize we awarded to a sheep bred in Ireland
by Mr. Naper, with a good fleece and particularly firm touch, neck not
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over strong, and hind quarters not as fully developed as we could have
^\•ished.

Class 168. The twenty-two aged rams were a fair class, but it contained

nothing calling for special remark. Amongst this class we found many with

sore breasts, and we suggest that it is not desirable for exhibitors to introduce

animals so affected into the show yard.

Class 169. There were nineteen pens of shearlicg ewes, containing several

very good specimens, with few objectionable sheep amongst them.

Class 170. There were five entries of ewe lambs, and amongst them many
creditable exhibits.

We were sorry to find several disqualifications in the classes under our

notice, and regret that the course pursued at the Bristol meeting, when no

inspectors of shearing were appointed, could not have been again adopted by
the Council ; but the infringements of the rule upon that occasion were too

apparent. We trust that the unpleasant position in which many were placed,

may prevent others from offending in like manner on future occasions.

E. H. iMASFZN-.

johx evass.
Thomas Willl4.ms.

" Hampshire and other Short-woolled sheep " may be con-

sidered as the " Hampshire " classes without the " other," for

with the exception of Mr. Sturgeon s few Merino sheep, which
looked liked grains of barlev accidentally spilled into a sample
of wheat, the Hampshire or West countrv Downs had undisputed

possession of the pens. The Merino sheep were there for the

benefit of the public, as English specimens of their breed, but

could scarcely be regarded as competing for the prizes, among
sheep of so totally different a type. Prize-winning, however, is

not the only legitimate object of exhibition.

In noticing the Hampshire sheep, it may be perhaps inte-

resting to observe one point of contrast between them and the

Southdowns, agreeing as they do, in the aggregate, in the

possession of extraordinary merit. The improvement of the

Southdown, up to the recognised ideal standard, is an accom-
plished fact, and in the classes of that breed a striking example
has been seen of the possibility of multiplying animals of the

highest character. Under the system of careful and judicious

selection, icith one distinct type in vieic, not only improvement
but uniformity has been effected. In the process of improve-

ment, we meet with, at intervals of increasing frequency, animals

of uncommon worth—here and there one immensely in advance

of his fello%vs. By making use of these splendid exceptions to

the rule, our breeders have succeeded in making the rule a higher

one than it was before, until at length they have obtained not an
occasional " wonder," but uniform excellence ; and all the care

and power of the breeder is needed to keep his flock up to the

point previously reached. Now the Hampshire sheep is perhaps

not yet on the level top of the hill, but it is notably ascending,
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and has already reached a great height in this stage of upward
progress ; the strongest are seen in advance ; and surelv the

figure is verified in the magnificent animals exhibited at

Kilburn bv Mr. Alfred Morrison I The first-prize sheep in the

aged class, a two-shear ram, was one of the most distinguished

animals on the ground. Breeders of every variety of sheep,

coming to look at him, were constrained to own his extra-

ordinary merit. He has great size ; his front is wonderful, yet

it does not destroy the impression of true proportion throughout,

and to the touch he is all that could be desired. In the shear-

ling ram class Mr. Morrison gained all the three prizes, the

first winner being a very superior sheep, indeed quite worthy,

due allowance being made for difference in age, to stand beside

the winning two-shear ram. !Mr. ^lorrison did not exhibit in the

shearling ewe class, but he took the first prize for lambs, Mr.
James Read's ewes, large, good, and well-matched, winning the

first and second prizes in a most admirable class. The following

is the Report of the Judges :

—

The Hampshire classes were fairly well filled, but several pens were empty,
and amongst those that were there were some remarkably fine specimens of

this most useful and rent-paying breed of sheep. It is pleasing to note the

steady improvement that this class of sheep has of late years made, till they
have become perfect in quality, with large size and early maturity.

CiASS 171. Shearling Bams.—Well represented, there being seventeen

entries, but all the pens were not filled. The first, second, and third prize

sheep were of good form and of superior quality.

Class 172. Aged Bams.—Here there were ten entries. The first prize

sheep was a marvellously grand animal, of great size, and perfect in shape and
quality ; most of the others were only of average merit.

Class 173. Shearling Ewes.—There were twelve entries in this class, and,

like the Southdowns, they were all remarkably good. The first and second
prize pens were excellent specimens, possessing size and quality. The Judges
commended the whole class.

Class 17-4. In this class for ewe lambs there were eight entries, two were
absent, and three pens, 2284, 2285, and 2286 were disqualified, leaving only
three pens to take the prizes offered. Had there been no disqualification, the

prizes probably would have been awarded differently.

There were some Merinos exhibited in these classes, but they appeared to

be out of place with the Hampshires.

Edwd. Little.
John A. Hempsox.
HexBT OvEEilAX.

Only two exhibitors contributed to the Cheviot classes, in

which there were 8 entries of rams and 2 of ewes. Mr. Elliot

gained three first and two second prizes ; Mr. Robson the

second prize for ewes, and the two reserves in the ram classes.

The Judges, Messrs. Usher, Smith, and Rea, report that :

—

The Cheviot sheep were poorly represented in numbers, but of good quality.

Black-faced mountain sheep had only 5 entries (two of shear-
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ling, and two of aged rams, and one entry of ewes), belonging

to three exhibitors, from Yorkshire, Esses, and the County
Donegal ; Scotland being unrepresented. As the Report of the

Judges of Black-faced mountain sheep, Herdwicks, Lonks, and
the Welsh mountain breed is not conveniently divisible, I

venture to depart from the order of the Catalogue in favour of

the classification of these breeds as assigned to the Judges.

The classes are thus reviewed in the judicial Report :

—

Slack-faced.

Class 178. Shearling Earns.—We feel soitv that the numbers were few

;

and although there were onlj' two competitors, we quite thought they both
deserved a prize. The first prize animal is a good sheep.

Class 179. Aged Bams.—In this class, we are sorry to say, both the

number was sruall and the quality veiy inferior. We considered it right to

withhold both a second prize and a commendation.
Class 180. Shearling Ewes.—We thought fit to give these ewes a first prize,

although there was no great merit in their quality and size.

Herdwicks.

Class 181. Shearling Bams.—This class we considered very good, and we
had great difSculty in deciding the prizes. Since the last Eoyal Meeting we find

a great improvement in the quality of wool, which is much more clear of black.

Class 182. Bams of any other age.—This class was quite as difficult to judge
as the last, and we felt quite sorrj' that we could not in this instance give a

third prize, as all the four entries were really good. The two commended ones

were extra good sheep. This class of sheep is uncommonly hardy, and will

live on poor mountain grass.

Class 183. Shearling Ev:es.—This class was likewise good, and with the

exception of one or two pens were more free from black wool.

Lonhs.

Class 184. Shearling Bams.—Only one entry, but well deserving of the prize.

Class 185. Bams of any age.—Only one entry, but well deserving of the

prize.

Class 186. Shearling Ewes.—Only one entry, but of extra goodness. It

seems strange to the Judges that such an extraordinarily good sort of sheep

should be represented in such small numbers.

Welsh Mountain Sheep.

Class 202. Shearling Bams.—We were glad to see so good an entry in this

class, and with one' or two exceptions the class was a good one.

Class 203. Bams of any other age.—This class was also well represented,

and several of them were of good merit. »

Class 204. Shearling Ewes.—This class was composed of a very nice lot of

sheep ; and in concluding our remarks on the Welsh sheep we feel quite

confident that there might be a great improvement made with regard to the

weight of wool. We were sorry to find also that many of the Welsh sheep

were disqualified owing to their being improperly clipped. This ought to be a

warning to all exhibitors, and we hope that for the future more notice will be

taken of our remarks.

John Ixgleby.
John Irvixg.

Edwd. Edwards.
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All the Lonks exhibited were from the flock of Messrs. Green
and Son, of Silsden.

The remark of the Judges upon the possibility of increasing

the weight of wool of the Welsh sheep, is one deserving of

earnest attention ; and if admitted to be practicable, the im-
provement should be by all means attempted with equal

earnestness of purpose. The great difficulty seems to be that of

improving any kind of sheep, specially adapted to certain loca-

lities, by crossinfj. Such kinds of sheep, as a rule, must be
improved by a slower process of selection, without the help of

properties borrowed from other breeds. This was very clearly

illustrated a few years ago by Mr. Peel, of Knowlmere, an
eminently successful breeder of Lonk sheep, who tried to

improve his flock by Southdown and Shropshire crosses, return-

ing the offspring to the Lonk ram. The experiments signally

failed, as all similar attempts with which I am familiar have
failed. The sheep of the mountain or the heath will profitably

cross with other breeds under altered circumstances of pasturage

or climate, but not, so far as I have been enabled to observe, upon
their own particular moor or mountain range. The improve-
ment noticed by the Judges as having been effected in the

colour of the Herdwick wool, certainly affords encouragement to

hope that practical effect may be given to the Judges' sugges-

tion about Welsh wool, without the sacrifice of purity of breed

or special fitness for a certain locality.

The Herd wicks, whether tracing to an origin in the waifs of

the Spanish Armada, or of still more ancient lodgment " in the

arms of Helvellyn" and the neighbouring giants of Cumberland
and Westmoreland, have been certainly improved within the last

few years, but not by crossing. They can thrive where nothing
but their own unmixed breed could live. The tourist may see

them, at dizzy heights, sure-footed, mere specks on the narrow
ledges of the precipitous rock ; and thus enabled, by gradual
and long-established adaptation to their circumstances, to scale

the rock and brave the storm, they are pre-eminently fitted to

turn the scanty and otherwise waste vegetation of the mountain
into food and clothing for man.

In their own district, two classes of Herdwicks are recog-

nized—the large and the small (so called only in comparison
with one another), the sheep of different mountains and " fells

"

varying considerably in size and in colour also. Both, however,
are small, and extremely fine in the bone. One of the larger sort,

well fed, may reach 25 lbs. a quarter, but about half that weight
would be probably nearer the average of the breed, large and
small, for moderately fed four-year-old sheep. At Kilburn, of

course, there was no subdivision of breed. Two of the three
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flocks which supplied the principal winners, Mr. Nelson's and
Mr. Leathes', are kept on the western side of the district which
produces the Herdwicks. Mr. Browne's prize-takers came from

a more inland part, Troutbeck.

Ag-ain, in order to introduce the Judges' notes more fitly, I must
not follow closely the order of the breeds in the Catalogue

;
but,

still leaving the Devon Longwool, turn to the Ryland, Somerset

and Dorset, Dartmoor, Exmoor, and Limestone classes. As the

Herdwick is specially adapted to the mountains and mountain
spurs of the English lake district, and the Lonk to the high

moors and " fells " on both sides of the adjoining borders of the

counties of Lancaster and York (more intimately associated, by
its name, with " Loncashire "), so the Limestone sheep has its

own particular range on the quickly drying limestone crags of

southern Westmoreland, partly projected into North Lancashire,

and cannot live on a damp soil or in a misty atmosphere. The
Atlantic clouds about Skiddaw, and the long-lying rain-water on

the Yorkshire and Lancashire moors, would be alike fatal to him.

As an illustration of what I am compelled to term the " local-

ising " tendencies of sheep, I may mention the fact, that a flock

of Black-faced mountain or moorland sheep, habituated for gene-

rations to one side of a certain hill, has been known to dete-

riorate and suffer loss on removal to the other side of the same
hill. The ewes, however, of the Limestone breed, make invalu-

able stock to cross with the Leicester ram for the production of

half-bred sheep suitable to the vales immediately below their

native heights, although the pure breed is necessary for the

crag, and the crag for the pure breed. The type, very much like

the Dorset on a larger scale, was well represented in the five

entries at Kilburn, all from one exhibitor ; but the Inspectors of

Shearing disqualified them all,

Mr. Wm. Taylor, who gained the two first prizes for Ryland
sheep, was the only exhibitor.

The Somerset and Dorset horned breed had 14 entries, 10 of

rams and four of pens of ewes, only one pen of ewes being

absent. In each of the ram classes the contest was among the

sheep of three exhibitors, all having very good specimens. Mr.
Herbert Farthing took both prizes for shearling rams, and the

second prize in the older ram class, Mr. J. C. Culverwell's three-

shear taking the first ; while in both classes Mr. John Mayo had
the reserve and commended sheep. For ewes, Mr. Alayo gained

the second prize and a commendation ; a fourth exhibitor, Mr.
E. G. Legg, bringing into competition an admirable pen of ewes,

for which he received the first prize.

There is little to be added to the Judges' notes (given on

p. 657) on the Dartmoor sheep, of which 15 rams and 15 ewes
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(3 pens) were entered, and only 3 rams and 1 pen of ewes staved

at home. This is another of those breeds which are particularlv

suited to certain districts and to certain circumstances of soil

and climate ; and with regard to breeds of the kind, it is only fair

to bear this in view in making anv critical remarks upon them :

where the salmon cannot come, the trout of the shallow brook

or mountain rill is not to be despised.

Mrs. Langdon, whose herd of Devon cattle is among the very

foremost in reputation, successfully exhibited some choice speci-

mens of the smart little Esmoor sheep, winning in both ram
classes the first prize over the entries of Lord Poltimore ; while

the Poltimore Park ewes turned the tables upon those of Flitton

Barton.

The following is the Report of the Judges upon the group

comprising the Rvland, Somerset, Exmoor, Dorset, Dartmoor,

and Limestone breeds :

—

In the first Class, IS", of Rylands, there were only two entries, the same
nmubcr only competing in Class Accordin;; to our instructions we only

awarded the first prize in each class, the second animals not being in our

opinion of sufBcient merit.

In Classes 193 and 194, Somerset and Dorset Horned, we had a much better

entry for both the shearling ami aged ram prizes. In the former we had
some difficulty in separating the two best sheep, the one having good quality

with good shoulders and fore ribs, and sood wool, but a little wanting in his

legs of mutton, whilst the other had better legs of mutton, but was not so good
in his other points. We thought W'th classes deserved our c-iimmendation.

In Class 195, ewes of the same breed, only three pens were exhibited. Two
out of the three pens were very superior sheep, and well deservel the prizes

they obtained. We considered, this a good class of sheep, but rather lacking that

good hardy look which sheep need that have to be out in all weathers, especi-

ally the kind of weather we had last winter and lately. The house seems
more like their home than the field. They are good breeders, excellent

mutton, and come early to maturity, quaUties that the farmers of the present

day ne^ now more than ever to look to.

in the next Classes, 196, 197, and 19S, Dartmoor, we had a good entry both
of shearhng and aged rams, but had no difficulty in selecting the two best,

they being much superior to those that we did not place. The ewes were also

easily judgeil, there being only three pens. These are good, strong, hardy-
looking sheep, but lack qu;\lity both in wool and mutton ; but it may be that

they are the best kind of sheep for the neighbourhood of the moor from which
they derive their name.

In the nest Classes, 199, 200, 201, Exmoor sheep, we had not much com-
petition, but all the exhibits were very good of their kind. This is a small,

hardy-looking, and good-wooUed kind of sheep. It has been suggested to us
that this pretty little breed of sheep might be improved by a cross judiciously

selected. WTiether this would be compatible with their adaptability to their

native bills, is a question we must leave to those whom it more immediately
concerns.

The other Classes in our book, 205, 206, 20T, Limestone, were adjudged
by the Inspectors of Sheaiing to be disquahfied. We saw all those classes,

and think this decision was perhaps right. It will be a caution to future

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 Y
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exhibitors to be careful to avoid a repetition of auy infringement of the Eules

of the Society.

John Hogarth.
James W. Paull.
John Tapp.

Devon Long-wool sheep had a fine class of shearling rams

(18 entries, only 1 absent)
;

and, still better, the personal

merit of the animals was equal to their numerical strength.

Fewer in number, yet excellent in quality, the aged rams

(6 entries, all on the show-ground) also made a good class ; and
the 3 pens of shearling ewes entered and exhibited were all

very creditable to the breeders. Messrs. W. and G. Bird sent

five sheep to the shearling class, and had the first prize and a

commendation, but did not exhibit in either of the other classes.

Mr. A. Bowerman, who had three in each ram class, gained the

first prize for a three-shear, and one of his shearlings was com-
mended : and Sir J. H. H. Amory, exhibiting in all the classes,

took the first prize for ewes, the second prize for his shearling

ram, and both reserves for rams, besides several high commenda-
tions. INIr. R. Corner had the second prize in the aged class, for

a good two-shear ram, and was highly commended for a shearling ;

and Messrs. J. N. Franklin and C. Norris were the remaining
exhibitors, both successful in taking honours in the select little

class of ewes. The same Judges, whose notes upon the Cots-

Avold and Kentish sheep have been already extracted (Messrs.

A. Warde, R. L. Cobb, and R. Garne), conclude their Report
with the following general remark upon Devons :

—

This class was excellent, the majority of the sheep being well formed, with

heavy flesh and good wool.

Roscommon sheep, considering the distance and incon-

venience of transit from Ireland, came out perhaps as strongly

as might reasonably have been expected ; but here the Inspectors

of Shearing again interposed their fatal recommendation, and

the whole class of shearling rams, comprising 3 entries, was
accordingly disqualified. In the class for aged rams, the winners

were Mr. 13. Hannan's " Paddy-go-easy " and Mr. P. Merlehan's
" Paddy Whack," and the same exhibitors won respectively the

first and second prizes for ewes, theirs being the only two pens

exhibited. The entries in all the Roscommon classes numbered
eight ; one pen of ewes being absent. The Judges, Messrs. J.

Usher, W. Smith, and G. Rea, report :

—

Tlie Boscommoiis.—From the rules concerning clipping having been disre-

garded, sevci-al entries in these classes were disqualified, consequently animals

of merit did not come under the notice of the Judges.

This remark presumably does not extend to the denial of
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merit in the sheep to which prizes—vouchers of merit—wore

actually awarded, but is to bo taken as meaning that, by dis-

qualification, animals of merit were excluded. The merit, how-
ever, of the Roscommon classes, was not very great.

In three classes open to " other British Long-wooUed breeds,

not qualified to compete in any of the preceding classes of Long-
woolled sheep," there were no entries.

In going over an exhibition of sheep, especially one upon so

large a scale as that at Kilburn, one necessarily hears a great

variety of opinions upon the animals, the judging, the Inspec-

tion of Shearing, and everything else connected with the classes.

At Kilburn, unless it was the topic of the rain that exhausted

the powers of grumblers, there was apparently less than average

dissatisfaction in proportion to the magnitude of the Show, with

legard to the decisions. With trifling exceptions, 1 very

heartily concur in the Reports of the Judges ; and in all cases, if

not thoroughly in accord with them, I have deferred to their

opinions, which are authoritative, and should be, I submit,

cheerfully left undisputed by any exhibitors who may have

expected better success than they met with. Differences of taste

and judgment must always exist, but why let disappointment
mar the harmony of men whose very rivalry should make them
friends? The public see the animals exhibited, and those

among them who know anything of live-stock will draw their

own conclusions from their own observations. With regard to

the question of disqualification, I feel bound to point out that

in no case do the Judges express dissent from the opinions of

the Inspectors, but that, on the contrary, in several instances,

they are studious to avow their approval of the course which the

Inspectors had taken.

Foreign Sheep.

The Foreign Sheep Department had its chief strength in the

French Merino classes, and they, containing 12 rams and
3 pens of ewes, owed their prominence to the entries of only two
exhibitors, M. Marin Bailleau, of Illiers, Eure-et-Loir, and M.
Manceau Guerin of Chartres. M. Bailleau sent 6 rams and
1 pen of ewes, and won the first prize in each class, besides
other honours. A year's difference in age was perhaps mainly
accountable for some variation in the character and wool of his

rams, but it was not wholly so. Possibly the exhibitor had
selected representative specimens of two sub-types which his

well-known flock can produce. His ewes, well matched in

their general characteristics, differed a little in degrees of merit,

the worst, however, being good, and the best a fine specimen
2 Y 2
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indeed. M. Guerin's two pens of ewes were also of excellent

quality, winning second and reserve. His well-grown eighteen-

months ram came in a good second between two of M. Bailleau's,

and another high commendation v/as adjudged to a ram a year

older from the same flock, which, like M. Bailleau's, contributed

six entries of rams—just half the class. It is a matter of regret

that the German Merino classes were empty, as the variation in

type and wool, under different circumstances of selection, climate,

and pasturage, would have been exceedingly interesting for com-
parison and study ; and the foundation-stock of the breed, the

Spanish Merino, was represented only by one ram and one pen
of ewes, all bred in the Isle of Wight, and exhibited by Mr. H. H.
Hammick, their breeder. It is difficult for the eye trained to

appreciate the model forms of our own most highl}- improved
breeds, to see beauty in the strikingly peculiar character of the

Merino, whatever his modern nationality. We have grown
accustomed to form our notions of beauty solely from models of

utility ; and thus, while educating the judgment in one direction,

find it somewhat cramped when we look abroad. For this

reason, perhaps, the Merinos at Kilburn did not receive from
British sheep- breeders all the attention to which their world-

wide fame and special claims as wool producers fairly entitled

them
;
yet the Exhibition could not fail to do good (and it would

have been proportionately more useful with better filled foreign

classes), for there can be no question that international shows
tend to remove prejudices and give expansiveness to tastes and
judgment.

In the classes for pure Long-woolled Sheep, not Merinos, and
pure Short-woolled Sheep, not Merinos, of any English or

foreign race, bred in any country except the United Kingdom,
there were few entries. In the Short-wool class the only repre-

sentatives of foreign sheep were two rams and one pen of ewes of

the white four-horned breed, exhibited by Mr. Watts, of Whistley

House, Devizes, Wiltshire, and bred by himself in Peru upon
the grass plains of the Andes. The rams have each four flat,

curled, well-developed horns ; the ewes sometimes have horns,

of much less and slighter growth than those of the males, and
sometimes only four small " horn-buds " (if they may be so called),

vouchers for the full number of horns in their male offspring.

These sheep are said to be prolific, capable of being grazed to

good weight (wethers about 32 lbs., ewes 24 lbs. per quarter),

and to yield a fair clip of wool. Mr. Watts told me that he has

found the average about 7 lbs. or 8 lbs. the fleece, exclusive of

the ewes' wool, which weighs about 1 lb. less ; and his sheep,

imported from Peru, do remarkably well, and gain in substance

upon his Wiltshire farm.
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The Long-woolled classes at Kilburn were monopolised bj a

French exhibitor, M. Ceran Maillard, of Ste. Alarie-du-Mont,

Alanche, who sent three rams and two pens of ewes of our own
Leicester tjpe, somewhat altered, however, under changed con-

ditions of soil and climate. His entries were apparently selected

to show the development of his sheep at different ages, a shearling,

a two-shear, and a three-shear ram being sent, and pens of shear-

ling and three-shear ewes. The two-shear ram was deservedly

placed first, and the older ewes took due precedence of the

younger, which were, although they might be considered a trifle

light in the necks, certainlv well-grown, promising animals.

Unfortunately the Report of the Judges of Foreign Sheep has

not come in time for insertion here ; but the following Report
from the Judge of Wool may be appropriately introduced, and
will be read with interest :

—

" Classes 326 asd 327.—Wool.

" The wool exhibited for prizes this year was a good representation of the

different kinds grown in En2;Iand, the entries being—English, 47
;

Irish, 3

;

Scotch, 1 ;
Foreign (so calleil), 1.

" English Wool.—Some of the fleeces showed exceptionally crood care and
attention ; notably No. 77 (Shropshire), John E. Farmer, of Feiton, Ludlow,
which, for length of staple, quality, and weight-siving properties, is very high.

Also Xo. 90 (Lonk), .John Green and Son, of Low House Farm, Silsden,

Leeds. These are both in the shorter and finer wools. No. 56 (Border

Leicester), Richard Tweedie, of The Forest, Catterick, Yorkshire; No. 6.'5

(Lincoln), John Pears, of Mere, Lincoln ; No. 72 (Oxfordshire), Henry F. Hill,

of New Hall, Watford, Herts, in the longer wools ; No. 84 (Black-faced

Mountain), the Earl of Tankerville, of Chillinghani Castle, Alnwick; and
No. 89 (Herdwick), Edward Nelson, of Gatesgarth, Cockermouth, in the

rougher and coarser sorts.

" Irish Wool.—The entries were very good, and proved that whilst meat
received attention, the wool ha.s also been looked after. The length of staple

and fine quality of Nos. 103 and 104 (Roscommon), Benjumin Hannan, of

Riverstone, Killucan, County Westmeath, are to be commended.
" Scotch Wool.—The single entry was of the Cheviot class, and was not such

as to need any nmark.
" Foreign Wool.—This class calls for no details.

" I think, as Judp;e, I ouzht to mention the bad and heavy condition of

the British wool, as in several cases the fleeces had not been ' docked ;
' and

also the objectionable way of packing all the locks and pieces there may
be in the middle of the fleece. This method deteriorates the value of the wool.

" This being an International Show, it is very much to be regretted that our
friends in France and other countries in Europe did not send some specimens
to be shown to illustrate their varieties of wool; and Australia and New
Zealand, where the growing of wool is carried to a great state of perfection,

were not even represented. If some of these wools had been sent for exhibition

(even if not for competition), it would have done some good, and would have
shown our growers of wool that the great care and attention given to it in

those colonies accounted for the high price such wool realises at the London
wool-sales.

" E. Woodford Goddard."
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The only entry in the class of foreign wool was one of samples

of the fleeces of Mr. Watts's four-horned Peruvians.

Goats.

Goats, British and Foreign, made a good show, and attracted

so much attention that it was impossible to doubt the established

revival of interest in this country in a race of animals second to

none, perhaps, in the antiquity of its service to man. The question,

What is, and what is not, a " British " goat ? may possibly afford

scope for the exercise of some ingenuity in the art of definition. To
what epoch of our history, or anterior to what precise date, must
a breed trace its introduction, in order to justify its acceptance as

a naturalised denizen of Great Britain? The horn has been

declared an indispensable requisite of admission to the British

goat-classes
;
yet in view of the unmistakeable concurrence ol

opinion of at least a large majority of well-informed breeders of

goats, supported as it is by the remarks of the Judges in the

subjoined Report, the reconsideration of this question seems

advisable, in the event of a future exhibition of goats. We
are constantly incorporating foreign elements. In this respect,

probably, the modern British goat much resembles the modern
Briton of the human race. The interest in goats is a growing
one ; and as more attention is year by year attracted to the

subject, the desire for improvement provokes experiment, crosses

are tried, and in course of time new permanent varieties arc

developed. These home-made breeds, although they are in

some measure indebted to materials borrowed from other

countries, can scarcely be classed among the aliens ; and it is

surely desirable to admit to competition (under proper classifica-

tion) all varieties which can be shown to possess merit. I\ot-

withstanding the restriction imposed by the Society, hornless

goats were exhibited in the British department, and the Judges,

in the absence of special notices of disqualification, accepted

them as legitimate competitors. In Class 214, short-haired male
goats, both the prize-winners, subsequently disqualified, were

either virtually or totally hornless ; and in that, and not in that

class alone, there was at least a sovpgoji of foreign blood in some
of the horned specimens which gained honourable notice. In

the first instance the first prize in Class 214 was awarded to an

animal with merely rudimentary horns, and the second to a per-

fectly polled specimen ; but in consequence of a protest, these

awards were cancelled, and the prizes passed to Miss F. A. C.

Cresswell's " Prince Charlie," a long, level, good three-year-old,

whose coat, however, looked a trifle threadbare ; and the second

to Professor Simonds's good and shapely yearling, " Bouncing
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Billy." The class contained 7 entries. The next class, for

females of the short-haired British varieties, had 11 entries

(one absent j, and was a good class in regard to the character of

the animals. The Judges gave the preference to a rather homelv
looking matron, almost a giantess, of eight \ears, very useful,

exhibited by !Mr. F. A. Crisp, and Professor Simonds again took

second honours in this class for ' Lady Camden." " Size and
milking features" were with the Judges avowedlv the first con-

siderations, " followed by shape, qualitv, and condition ;"' and
as the judging was conducted upon the points " system,

wherever the competition was at all close, it is easy to conceive

how a great-framed, deep milker, like !Mr. Crisp s, took her first

place, although wanting in what is termed " quality," and not-

withstanding her age : for against that must be reckoned the fact

that her fertilitv is very evidently not exhausted ; and another

fact, known to all who have watched the goat-classes at recent

shows (and of course one of which the Judges were not ignorant),

that the same animal gained the " milking prize " at the last

Dairy Show, where her yield was found to be at the rate of

o quarts per diem. The so-called long-haired British goats

were few in number, 4 males and 3 females. In the male
class, the first prize was adjudg-ed to a remarkablv handsome
two-year-old, unquestionably long-haired, but not so unques-
tionably British, although described in the catalogue as Welsh.
Once more a protest was delivered, and again the award rescinded ;

Professor Axe, therefore, took the first instead of the second prize

for his " Pinner Duke," and the second passed to !Mr. Crook-
enden's goat, which previouslv had the reserved number. In

the female class all three entries were attractive-looking animals.

Miss A. Jacomb s " Xina," in her ninth year, vet wearing well, and
Mr. C. Daymon's "IS an," both accompanied by twin offspring,

fully deserving the first and second places respectively assigned

to them, while ^liss .J. Davies s seemed good enough for honours,

had there been a third prize, or had either of her rivals failed to

appear.

Foreign Goats mustered only 7 entries, long and short haired,

horned and hornless, entering into general competition. The
class of male goats, four in number, and all in their pens, com-
prised some grand animals, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts's horn-
less claret-black Hungarian being- the grandest of them all. In
the lemale class, Mr. G. M. AUender had entered a couple of
the Pyrenean breed, but unfortunately thev did not arrive, and
the second prize was, upon the recommendation of the Judges,
awarded to Professor Axe"s Xubian, the only other one which
made an appearance.
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• The following is the official Report of both judges of Goats :

—

British Goats.—The short-haired males formed a very good class, though
but few were present. The best were two polled specimens of unusual merit,

which at first received respectively first and second prizes, but were subse-

quently, on a protest being lodged, disqualified through being hornless, and
thus coming imder the restriction contained in the rules, which prohibited

British goats without horns from competing. The first prize finally went
to the reserve number, a well-shaped animal with good even back and great

massiveness of frame ; and the second to a younger specimen, showing great

promise, which had jireviously been highly commended.
The short-haired females were equally well represented in point of quality.

The chief winner was a coarsely built but remarkably large goat, with con-
siderable depth of frame and wide hind-quarters, evincing great milking
capabilities; being heavy la young, she was however not attractive to the

eye. The second prize, on the contrary, was in high condition, with a short

glossy coat, showing most beautiful symmetry and much quality of breed,

but undersized and lacking the superior milking features of its rival. As the

judging was perfoimed with a view to practical utility rather than for beauty
of form and condition, this goat scored the lesser number of points.

No. 2464 possessed a very large and well-shaped udder, with good teats which
told of abundance of milk, but being by nature really long-haired—its

temporary shortness of coat in certain jiarts being due to the new growth of

hair which had not reached its full length,—this animal was only highly
commended, and ought strictly to have been disqualified for wrong entry. The
same fate might fairly have attended No. 2460, of Abyssinian origin, whose
place was amongst the foreign breeds.

In long-haired males the finest exhibit was a remarkably handsome Nor-
wegian, which, not having any disqualification card against it, was ]jlaced

first, but, a ])rotest being subsequently raised on the ground of its foreign

blood, was afterwards disqualified, and the prize given to a massive animal
with long straight back and flowing hair, a good specimen of its class, but
with an ill-shaped head, and horns rather too coarse.

The goat which gained highest honours in long-haired females had a

good deep frame, well-rounded ribs, and a capacious udder, but through
changing her coat, like many others, did not appear to advantage.

Foreign Goats.—The males, although few in number, were a fine selection.

The first-prize winner, of Hungarian breed, exhibited by Lady Burdett-Coutts,

was certainly the largest he-goat that has ever appeared at any show. He
was devoid of horns, and had a fine head with broad chest, level bnck, and
well-sprung ribs, without being too long in the leg. He measured 34 inches

in height at the shoulder, and 46 inches in girth. The second j rize was also

an unusually fine animal, though standing two inches shorter than his rival
;

powerfully built, with massive neck and chest, but narrow in his hind-

quarters, and with tail set rather too low.

Of the three females entered in the foreign division only one appeared, and
as this was shockingly out of condition, though showing some good points as

a milker, a second prize only was awarded.

We feel it necessary, in conclusion, to call attention to the restriction

previously alluded to against Bi'itish goats without horns, by which man}'

good animals were [)robibited from competition, and the entries rendered less

numerous than they would otherwise have been. The restriction was the

more to be regretted because it frustrated to a great extent the principal

object of the Society in offering the prizes, as hornless goals are generally

admitted by fanciers to be for practical purposes the best, and therefore most
suited to improve the breeds generally of these islands. This fact has been
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abandantly testified to at every show, but never more so than on the present

occasion at Kilbum, where, whenever any homlesa animals appeared in a

class, they invariably scored the highest number of points.

H. S. Holmes-Peg LEE.

Waltee Feeeiia>'.

Pigs.

The Large White Breed was represented by entries of 13

boars, 10 pens of three young- breeding sows of the same litter,

and 10 sows in single entry. The latter was quite the best

class, and the Earl of EUesmere's " Empress," and " Queen of

Sheba " (titles are becoming fashionable in porcine nomencla-

ture) deserved the two leading places, although they had no

mean rivals in the entries of Mr. Peter Eden and Messrs.

Howard. In the Older Boar Class also, Lord EUesmere's

entries were first and second, closely followed by one of Mr.
Duckering's ' Cultivators." There was too much hollowing of

the face about some of the boars, contrary to the established type

of the breed, and the Judges made a very good selection, as

regards the outline of the head, in placing Messrs. Howard s

young boar first in his class. In the pens of young sows there

was nothing worthy of special remark.

The Small White Breed, in which a certain sort of resemblance

to the pug-dog is orthodox—although we must take care not to

allow the larger breed to become merely magnified specimens

of the small-breed tvpe,—was much more strongly represented

as regards quality, and the numbers were, 25 boars, 5 pens of

three sow pigs, and 15 breeding sows. The Earl of EUesmere's

herd was first again in a large and good class of young boars,

but in a super-excellent class of older boars gained only second

honours, Mr. Sanders Spencer's " Esau " taking the first. The
class, 11 entries (two of which were absent), was so good that

the Judges highly commended the whole, including other boars

from the same herds and from those of Lord Moreton, Mr. C. E.

Duckering, and Mr. A. Crowther. The Earl of EUesmere's two
pens of sow pigs won with tolerable ease over !Mr. Spencer's

three entries, thus paying off the score of defeat in the previous

class ; but there was no comparison between the classes, the

boars being infinitely superior. In a strong contest. Lord
^Sloreton's entry was first, and the Worsley Hall entry second,

among the breeding sows.

The Small Black Breed was not quite so well supported as it

might have been ; the boars, with two or three creditable excep-
tions, showing only mediocre character. The sows, however,
were very much better. With so many good herds of this

variety as we have in the country, it is a pity that stronger
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efforts were not made to place it in its true position before the

public (of all countries) upon so important an occasion as the

Show at Kiiburn. The entries of Mr. Wheeler, of Long
Compton, the Rev. W. Hooper, Mr. M. Walker, Mr. C. E.

Duckering, and of the Duke of Hamilton, were the best

specimens exhibited.

The Berhsldre classes were strong in number, but not very

even in quality. A little weeding would have given them a

better appearance. Mr. Heber Humfrey maintained the long-

established reputation of his breed by winning the first prizes

for sow and boar. Mr. Arthur Stewart successfully exhibited

some very good specimens in all the classes; and a couple of

second prizes told favourably of the Latimer Berkshires. The
Royal Agricultural College Farm also contributed some of

superior quality ; and Messrs. Walker, Fowler, Duckering, and
W. Hewer, sent animals which fairly maintained the prestige of

their several strains of this very useful breed. With the Large
White Breed, the Berkshire has shared considerable danger of

losing its typal peculiarities, from attempts to imitate the

special features of other breeds ; and the same tendency to

cultivate extreme concavity of the outline of the head, which
has been the mistake of some breeders of the large white sort,

has manifested itself among the Berkshire breeders. Without
the mention by name or number of any examples at Kiiburn,

the fact will be remembered that not there only, but at the

shows for some years past, perpendicular foreheads and broken-

bridge snouts have become more common than they were

formerly ; and it is perhaps not so certain that this " improve-

ment" is accompanied by a proportionate improvement in

either the quality of the flesh grown or the power of cheaply

growing it. Are we not, indeed, in various breeds, sacrificing

to the perfection of mould, which appeals to the eye in an

inspection of living animals, much of the internal excellence

which constitutes the worth of animals when they pass into the

hands of the butcher and the bacon-curer ? By establishing

quickly fattening breeds, we have certainly made progress in

the direction of economical food-production ; but we must take

heed not to go so far in improvement of the old-fashioned lean

flitch as to leave nothing that can stand the fire. Now the

Berkshire has a good character for " cutting-up," and he has, or

had originally, a certain recognised type ot head. Such coinci-

dences are sometimes found to be inseparable (according to laws

not yet, perhaps, traced out), and if one peculiarity of a breed be

deliberately sacrificed, we sliould unquestionably assure ourselves

that we are not with it losing some other property of more

practical value. The Judges at Kiiburn, happily, were wide
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awake to these tjpal distinctions, and showed, by various

awards, an intelligent appreciation of their importance.

Other Breeds were, from the excellence of the older boar and

breeding-sow classes, rather striking features of the Show. The
younger boars, although Mr. Nuttall won the first prize for a

very good pig, were not as a class remarkable, and the sow pigs

in pens of three were poor, some of them under-sized and in low

condition. Mr. Nuttall's " Tichborne," first in the capital

older class, is the sire of his first among the young boars. The
Earl of Ellesmere's, and two exhibited by Mr. Peter Eden, were

also very excellent pigs ; while for sows, the Earl of EUesmere
again had both prizes, Mr. Eden following with a well-earned

reserve. The Judges report :

—

Class 218.—Very medium ; showing an amount of cross-breeding.

Class 219.—Small comijetition ; the first and second prizes going to

animals of superior merit.

Class 220.—Below an average, and several disqualifications.

Class 221.—The large-bred sows were a good lot ; the first prize being of

great substance and superior quality.

Class 2-2.—Small boars of the white breed were a good class, the first

honours going to a compact pig, very deep and level in flesh, and good hair

;

defeating a good-haired pig, but a little short in his quarter: several of the

younger boars were absent.

Class 223.—The aged class, all so good as to be highly commended, the

winners being good specimens : consequently, the competition was very

close ; but the superior quality of a fourteen-months aged pig gained him
the first prize.

Class 224.—A poor competition.

Class 225.—The sows, like the boars, created a severe struggle for honours,

the prize as well as the commended ones being of superior quality.

Class 226.—The small black boars in the younger class were very poor.

Class 227.—The aged ones were a littb. better, the prize going to a pig

with a little deficient coat.

Class 228.—No entry.

Class 229k—This was the best lot in this section, the first-prize sow showing
a great amount of constitution, and all were very good.

Class 230.—The Berkshires we found a large entry, but scarcely up
to the quality of former years, excepting the prize-winners.

Class 231.—A lot of strong pigs, the first being of excellent quality, very

even in flesh, good in head and hair, and defeating a good three-year-old pig,

whose flesh is falling off his back, but having great frame.

Class 232.—A moderate class.

Class 233.—Berkshire sows have been for several years the most numerous
class, and this year was no exception, but the quality of the whole was
deficient excepting the placed animals, and we found nothing very special.

Class 234.—A poor small class of cross-bred boars.

Class 235.—This being a good class, the comiietition was close between the
first three pigs : ultimately, a straight, heavy-fleshed animal was chosen for

the premier honours.

Class 23G.—Moderate.
Class 237.—Some very useful sows; the first prize going to a compact

auimal of great quality ; the second being also good, with rather faulty loins.

We are happy to congratulate the Society on the absence of all overfed
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animals in the above classes, and on the whole the quality was equal to former
years, the disqualifications not being quite so numerous.

John Angus.
John Lynn.
Joseph SiMith.

We cannot hope to reach such a state of perfection that all

shall be couleur de rose in the Report upon an International Show
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England : indeed, the great

usefulness of the Society's exhibitions of live-stock, whether
national or international, is probably in the opportunities

afforded to breeders of seeing both the weak and the strong

points of all that is going on among them ; as the great meetings
in connection with art, science, and manufacture bring to light

not only progress accomplished, but circumstances which impede
progress. After fairly reviewing the various classes of sheep,

goats, and pigs at Kiiburn, and accepting as evidence, at its duly
high value, the independent Reports of the Judges in the several

departments, we must, I think, agree that the aggregate of tes-

timony appears highly creditable to British breeders ; and that

the yearly exhibitions of the Society have greatly aided the de-

velopment of merit, must be readily acknowledged. With regard

to Foreign breeds, the want of stronger competition and more
adequate representation is to be regretted. Many circumstances,

including necessarily strict quarantine regulations, combined
upon this occasion to deter owners from sending their stock to

England.

XXV.

—

Report on Butter, Cheese, Provisions, Sj-c, at Kiiburn.

By Professor BALDWIN, of Glasnevin, Dublin.

The Society has been pleased to invite me to report on forty-five

classes of the great International Exhibition held at Kiiburn.

As many of these classes are of great importance, I accepted the

office of official Reporter with great pleasure.

The Kiiburn Show has been the third great International

Agricultural Exhibition I have attended. The first was the

great Meeting at Paris in 1856, and the second was at Battersea

in 1862. I examined each of these great Shows with the keenest

interest. I saw every animal, every implement and object of

interest exhibited at each of them.

In extent, in variety, and above all in its educational aspects,

the Kiiburn Show far surpassed the others. In a few sections

Battersea excelled it. In foreign stock the Paris Exhibition of

1856 surpassed it; but, taken as a whole, it throws both into

the shade.
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An International Exhibition fails unless it is planned on
broad principles, and conducted in a way which is sure to pro-

duce lasting effects on the classes interested, and, above all, on
the men who conduct provincial and district shows. It is from

this point of view that the Show possessed the deepest interest,

and that it can be best regarded as having been a great success.

The International Dairy was, in my judgment, the section of

the Exhibition from which most permanent good will accrue to

the landed interest of Great Britain and Ireland. This section

was truly international. Our dairy business is more in need of

immediate attention than any other branch of rural economy.
We have in the United Kingdom close on four millions of

milch cows, and it is admitted that by improved modes of

managing milk and its products the wealth obtained from these

cows could be increased by many millions sterling. This brings

me at once to the subject of

Butter.

There were nine classes of butter, viz. Classes 328 to 336, both
inclusive. These classes commenced with Irish keeping-butter

;

then come English and Scotch, American, French, Scandinavian,

Dutch ; and finally butter from any other European country.

The prizes in all these classes were of the same value, viz. :

—

First, bl.
;
second, 3Z.

The competition for fresh butter was international, the prizes

being—First, 10?.
;
second, 8/.

;
third, 6/.

;
fourth, 4/.

The opinions of the Judges, as far as they have been expressed
in writing, are published here. Mr. Peacock, of Hammersmith,
London, W., reports on all the sections in these terms ,

—

Class 328, 329, 330.

—

Irish, Welsh and Scotch Butters.—A general im-
provement.

Class 331. Canadian Butter.—Quality not up to the average, much of it

lieated in shipment ; later makes of Canadian butters ought to command good
attention in the London market.

Class 332. French Butter.—Quite up to average.

Class 333. Scandinavian Butter.—A very fine description, and likely to

hold its own against any manufacture.
Class 334. Dutch Butter.—A very poor description, and not worthy of an

award.

Class 336. English, &c.. Fresh Butter.—Quite up to the usual average, and
remarkably good, considering the inclement state of the weather.
On the whole, the Butter Section was well represented.

Mr. Burrows, of Tooley Street, London, S.E. ; Mr. Watson, of

Carr's Lane, Birmingham ; and M. Delalonde, Rue d'Assas,

Paris, report on Scandinavian butter as follows :

—
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Judging tlie butter in Class 333, we found the majority of it " first-class,"

and that which was not perfect required very little alteration or attention to

make it such. We noticed in many instances that the hutter-milk bad not
been all takcu out, which is a very important matter in making butter of

good keeping quality. The only other faults we could find were some weak-

textured makes, also too much water allowed to remain in the butter, which
spoilt it in competition with the finest shown, which had none of these three

foults, thereby it obtained the Champion prize.

Class 335, or " Finland " butter, we found of a very low class and not fit

to compete against Class 333, it being all strong-flavoured and in many
instances rank, and not suitable for the London market.

The " Swedish " butter, which was awarded two prizes, was very fine, and
nearly equalled the finest Danish.

M. Delalonde gives his own opinion in these words :

—

I have not much to add to the Report that Messrs. Watson and Burrows
have addressed to you. However, 1 believe that the manufacture of the

butters that we have examined (well-made though they be) are still capable

of being improved. The butlers which I tasted are good, certainly, but I do

not coincide perhajjs entirely in the opinion of Messrs. Burrows and Watson
as to the fineness or delicacy of these products.

Mr. Watson, in another separate communication, says :

—

I would wish to add that while the Danisli butter as a whole was exceed-

ingly good, 'and very many of the exhibits showed a high state of excellence,

and while some few of the exhibits from Sweden—made from new tjruss feed-
showed almost an equally high state of excellence in quality and manufacture,

I think it right to say that a large number of the exhibitors in the latter

(Swedish) section, and nearly the whole of those from Finland, sent the products

of the winter or early spring moni^hs, when the cattle were feeding partiall}^

and in some cases wholly upon dry or preserved (fodder) food, by no means
so suitable for the production of fine quality of butter as that made when
the Cows arc feeding upon fresh grass food. The produce of the former

(fodder-made) would not be nearly equal in quality, cither in flavour or keeping

properties, &c., and would not bring nearly so good a price in our English or

any other market that I know of.

I have now to add some independent observations of my own,
and before doing so have to express my regret that Professor

Segelcke, of Copenhagen, who was one of the Judges, and who
has devoted a great portion of his life to the study of butter, has

made no report.

The .Judges of butter at Kilburn had no easy duty to p^form.
I can bear testimony to the circumstances that they went

through it with care and attention. On the day of the adjudi-

cation I met no person who questioned the awards
;
but, in a

day or two after, some of them were freely criticised. I refer

more especially to Irish and British keeping-butter. It is

most difficult to judge keeping-butter soon after it is made
up ; and many of the specimens of British and Irish keeping-

butter had been sent direct from the maker's hand to the Show.
It is best to illustrate my argument. On the day of adjudi-
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cation, one of the Judges, with whom I was discussing the

subject, said to me the best specimen of keeping-butter in the

Classes 328 (Irish), 329 (Welsh), and 330 (English and Scotch),

was No. 113, which was exhibited by Mr. Richard Collej, of

Tjlfaen, Welshpool, Montgomeryshire, and which got first

prize in its own class (329). The taste and flavour on this day

were excellent ; but after two days' keeping it was inferior to

many of the specimens which obtained no prizes at all.

It is difficult to enter upon a criticism of this kind without

giving offence ; but my object is to state a fact rather than to

criticise. Mr. Colley went in to win, and he succeeded ; his

butter—as Show-butter—was made up with great skill
;
but, as

the object of the prize was to encourage the production of keep-

ing-butter, it must be admitted that the Judges failed to carry

out the object of the Society.

It is easier to find fault than to suggest remedies. The remedy
for the state of things to which I am calling attention is to be

found in a more searching test of the quality of keeping-butter

than has been hitherto applied by Judges.

The Champion Prize of lOZ. and a large Silver Medal for the

best specimen of keeping-butter in the classes referred to gave

an international character to this part of the show of butter.

These honours were awarded to Mrs. Casperino de Lichtenberg,

of Hessel, Srenaa, Jutland, for Lot 217, which also won first prize

in its own class (333, Scandinavian butter). This specimen of

butter Avas admirably prepared for* market. Towards the close

of the Show its superior keeping properties, as compared with

our home-made specimens, became more and more manifest.

Like much of the Scandinavian butter exhibited, it was solid

and uniform in texture, and well-flavoured. This is the sort of

butter which is beating our own butter in our own markets.

In this competition Danish butter-makers laboured under a

disadvantage as compared with our own ; for it takes about five

days to bring butter from the capital of Denmark to London.
M. Delalonde does not think so highly of the fineness and

flavour of the butters he examined as his colleagues. If he
intends this remark to apply to the Champion-prize butter from
Denmark and other Danish butter, I take leave to differ from
him. It was as fine butter as could reasonably be expected.

A remark occurs in Mr. Watson's Report, to which it also

becomes necessary to draw attention ; I refer to the passage in

which he says that the Swedish butter exhibited was made from
new grass. Does he intend to convey the idea that it was made
from this year's growth of permanent pasture? If so, I rather

think he has made a mistake ; for the grass there is chiefly arti-

ficial, or " Seeds," as we call it. When our dairy-farmers are
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twitted with reference to the quality of Scandinavian and Norman
butter, they usually say that the dairy-farmers of those countries

have the advantage of new or pasture grasses at all seasons of

the year. Now, they have no such advantage ; and the sooner

our dairy-farmers come to realise their true position in this

respect the better.

We are beaten by the butter-makers of those countries not

through any natural advantages, but by the sheer force of know-
ledge and skill. If we accept this truth, and apply the energy

which has enabled us to place ourselves at the head of all

countries in many branches of industry, we shall soon hold our

own in dairy husbandry ; but as long as we allow the notion to

prevail that our rivals possess certain advantages which do not

exist, we shall make little or no progress.

The good which may be done in a short time is well exem-
plified by a few facts relating to Denmark, which have been
published by the Agricultural Society of that country.

About a quarter of a century ago the dairy practices of Den-
mark were rather more backward than our own. Since then

the Royal Agricultural Society, the Government, and private

individuals have co-operated in effecting a reform. Within the

short space of twelve years they have increased the exports of

butter from about 8,000,000 to about 26,000,000 lbs. It was
not until 1871 that the first butter-kneading machine was intro-

duced from America by Professor Segelcke, and this machine is

now very generally used, and with great advantage. While the

Danes have been paying special attention to milk and its pro-

ducts, and adopting new and improved systems and appliances,

we, with few exceptions, have been pursuing the old systems.

It is idle to talk, as many do, of Scandinavia being more
favoured by Nature in regard to the production of good butter

than Great Britain and Ireland. As far as I can judge, the

soil and climate of many parts of England and Ireland are as

well suited to butter-making as those of any country need be.

We make, here and there, as good butter as the Danish or any
other people. In Denmark, butter-making is now practised on

tolerably uniform principles, and the result is that the article is

good and of uniform quality, and commands a ready sale. With
us the production of a good article of uniform quality is not the

rule. The few who make a first-class article command for it a

ready private sale. The great bulk of our butter is inferior

in quality and sells cheap. Speaking for Ireland, I do not see

how a reform can be effected within a reasonable time, unless

we adopt the factory or co-operative system in some form or

other.

On the 600,000 holdings in Ireland, how few suitable dairies
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exist ! Of the 400,000 farms, every one of which is under 30
acres, the dairy accommodation is deplorably bad.

How this want is to be supplied in Ireland will, I have no
•doubt, be considered by the Royal Commission on Agricultural

Depression. Meantime, landlords and farmers could co-operate

in more ways than one. In most parts of Ireland the farms are

so small that we cannot expect that the milk will be sent to

factories. The sending of the cream is quite practicable ; but

a still more practicable plan is to take the butter fresh from the

churn to factories and dress it for market.

I intended to go at length into the Irish butter business,

which possesses interest to both English and Irish readers ; but

the subject will come more appropriately before the Assistant

Commissioners appointed by the Government to inquire into

agricultural depression in Ireland. In this Report I also in-

tended to offer a few hints on butter-making ; but in this I have
been anticipated by the Council of the Society, at whose request

Mr. Jenkins has produced a brochure of great value.

I need not occupy space in this part of the ' Journal ' with a

detailed notice of the prizes.

Many persons were surprised at the paucity and want of

quality of Dutch keeping-butter, and the Judges very properly

withheld the prizes.

In Class 335—other European countries than those named

—

an enormous number of entries were made by the Finnish Agri-
cultural Society on the part of the farmers of Finland. That
Society has taken great pains to explain the various means
adopted in that country for producing good butter. They have
itinerant dairy-instructors, and they have agricultural schools of

various grades. In this class the first and second prizes were
awarded to Swedish exhibitors. If they were eligible to com-
pete, they deservedly won the prize ; but it appeared to me that

all Swedish keeping-butter should have competed in Class 333
(Scandinavian butter).

In Class 336—Fresh Butter—the competition was very keen.

The prizes appeared to be very fairly won. There were no less

than eight high commendations and fourteen commendations.

Cheese.

I had expected a larger and more interesting show of cheese.

The prizes were most liberal in all the classes
;
yet they failed

to attract a large number of entries in any class.

In several classes the prizes were withheld, as the list of
awards will show.

VOL. XV.—S. S. 2 z
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Of English, American, and other cheese of British make, the

Judges report as follows :

—

TVe are sorry to liave to report that nearly all the exhihits in the classes of

English cheese -were very inferior, possibly caused in some measure by the

early period of the season preventing some from the finest dairies being sent in

for competition ; and vre are of opinion that unless the tenant-farmers who
make cheese at home pay more attention to its manufacture, so as to secure

fine quality, they will be forced out of the market by the Americans. There
is always a ready sale for the finest quality of English cheese at remtmerative
prices.

S. H. Cox.
James Hcdso:*.

Thomas Eiget.

Only one of the Judges of Foreign Cheese has expressed his

opinion in exiting, and it is as follows :

—

The Foreign Cheese exhibited at the Show was not good enough either for

reward or faTourable notice, "and I very reluctantly consented to any prize

being given except for one parcel of Eoquefort.

I did not see my colleagues after leaving Kilbum, nor do I know the address

of either of them. The less said about the cheese the better. I have the

honour to be, yours respectfully,

M. Pratt.

In Great Britain a good deal of attention has been paid, for

some years past, to improved modes of cheese-making. Dr.
Voelcker's papers in this ' Journal ' have been of great interest

and value. Some, at least, of the improvements recently intro-

duced are owing to the alarm created by the importation of

good cheese from America. Our dairy-farmers did not expect

any extensive import trade in American butter ; but it was soon

perceived that in an article like cheese the Americans would do

a large trade with us. Looking to the extent of the trade, it is

not easy to understand why American cheese-makers were so

badly represented at Kilburn. In Class 345 (Canadian or

American cheese) there was no award whatever. There were
only four entries, and these were all made by ^Ir. ^Martin, of

Kingston, Canada.

It is highly probable that if we bring adequate knowledge
and skill to bear on the production and treatment of milk as

well as on the art of cheese-making, we shall hold our own
against America. The point in which the Americans are likely

to excel us most is the breeding of suitable stock. In America
an effort is being made to reduce stock-breeding to a science ;

whereas in these countries too many farmers breed cattle with

little regard to a fixed object or to established principles. Con-
sidering the unfavourable season at which some of the British

cheeses were made, it appeared to me that they were not all

inferior in quality. I do not presume to put my judgment
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against that of the Judges : but after having paid attention to

cheese-making, and knowing something of its difficulties, I

cannot forbear saying that, under all the circumstances, such

cheeses as those for which Mr. Carrington obtained first prizes

do not desen e to be called inferior.

In the Class (346) of Edam cheese, onlj the second prize was
awarded.

In the Class (347), Gruyere cheese, the first but not the

second was awarded. In the next two classes, Parmesan and

Gorgonzola, there was no award at all.

In Class 350, Camembert cheese, the Judges were justified in

giving both the prizes and a commendation.
Of the celebrated Roquefort cheese the first prize was awarded

to M. Etienne Coupiac, of Roquefort, Aveyron, for a really good
cheese, and one which does not in my judgment merit the

wholesale censure of Mr. Pratt. Possibly he would not apply

his condemnation to this cheese. Like myself and others, he was
disappointed with the paucity of the entries : and in writing his

Report he felt himself called upon to speak plainly. If a few
men among us would do for our dairy-farmers what M. Coupiac
has done for the sheep-owners of Roquefort, who produce this

celebrated cheese, one of the many causes of agricultural depres-

sion would be removed.
The manufacture of Roquefort cheese is one of the most

interesting branches of industry which I have ever examined.

Several years have elapsed since I saw it ; and since that time
I may say it has been revolutionised chiefly through the exertions

of M. Coupiac.

Roquefort cheese affects beneficially upwards of 50,000 people

of all classes. According to ' Tlndustrie laitiere,' about 700,000
sheep, including 450,000 breeding-ewes, have been kept in the

district for this industrv : and their produce realises annually

from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000 francs.

The average value of the milk of the ewes has increased from
21 francs in 1867 to 30 francs in 1877, chiefly owing to the

increaised attention bestowed on the breeding and care of the

sheep. The production of the cheese has risen from 250,000
kilos in 1800 to 750,000 kilos in 1840, and 4,500.000 kilos in
1878'.

Several public bodies watch over this interest, the most
powerful of which is the Society of the united Caves of Roquefort,
and of this body M. Coupiac is President. That Society has
established an agricultural bank, which advanced last year to

the producers of Roquefort cheese and its other customers
upwards of 1,500,000 francs on commercial principles. What
great advantages would accrue from such an institution in those

2 z 2
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districts of the West of Ireland in which prevails that vile code
of usury called the Gombeen system, by which vast numbers of

small farmers have been depressed, if not ruined !

Hams and Bacon.

There were three Classes of Hams—British, American, and
Foreign—and three corresponding Classes of Bacon. There were
three prizes in each class, viz., first, 15/.

;
second, 10/.

;
third,

5/. It will be admitted that these were liberal prizes. They
failed, however, to attract adequate competition. Bearing in

mind the magnitude of the trade interested, few if any sections

of the Show were so inadequately filled. The provision trade is

one of great importance. I have paid special attention to it in

Ireland, where the pig forms, as is well known, no inconsiderable

feature of rural industry, and where the curing of hams and
bacon is a most important branch of manufacture. To this

section of the Kilburn Show I therefore naturally looked forward

with interest.

Whilst in common with all who visited these classes I was
disappointed that many of the great curing houses had not ex-

hibited, there was no reason to regret the time which I devoted

to this section of the Show.
It gave me an opportunity of discussing many points of

interest with the two intelligent and painstaking Judges, Mr.
Kleinwort, of 17, Water Lane, London (and a native of Ger-

many), and my countryman, Mr, R. H. Thompson, now of 13,

Wellington Chambers, London, B.C.

Before offering any opinion of my own, I wish to submit their

able Report :

—

In fulfilment of the duties we have undertaken, we beg to submit the

following remarks respecting the department of " The Agricultural Exhibi-

tion" at Kilburn in which we have acted as Judges, viz., the Provision

Department.
We regret very much it was so poorly represented, especially in Classes 356

and 358, as in neither of these did the houses most widely known in the trade

enter as competitors. And here we may say it would have been preferable if

the goods shown in these two classes had been divided into sections, for

instance

:

Class 356. 1. 892, 893, 897, 898. (Wiltshire cut.)

2. 894, 895, 896, 897, 900, 903. (Cumberland cut.)

3. 899, 901, 902. (Staffordshire cut.)

In the items of Section No. 1 were represented sides of singed bacon of

Wiltshire cut.

The demand for bacon cut and cured after tliis fashion extends over the

whole of England, and in the London district about 6000 to 7000 bales of

this description (the produce of, say, 13,000 to 16,000 hogs, the manufacture
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of houses in Waterford, Cork, Limerick and Hamburg) are sold every week

;

whilst for sides of the cut and cure in sections numbered 2 and ?> there is,

comparatively, but a local demand ; it was therefore, in our opinion, not

judicious to have placed all these descriptions in one section for competition.

There is but a small demand in London for bacon such as was represented

in No. 2 section, and at rates considerably below those paid for such as in

No. 1 section ; whilst for bacon, such as No. 3 section, we have little hesitation

in saying that in the London market it would not fetch 30s. per cwt., as in

Staffordsbire cut bacon the lean of the back is usually cut away ; and in the

sample presented to us the sides were enormously fat.

As, then, the most important portion of the bacon trade of this country is

centred in the Wiltshire cut singed bacon, we think it right to say that the

great desideratum is that farmers should aim at producing hogs suitable for

this branch of the trade, and for this is required a breed of hogs with lean

backs and fat bellies.

The amount of money lost to the farming interest annually by the pro-

duction of over-fat pigs is beyond computation, for the great bulk of the

population will not use fat bacon unless at prices varying, according to cir-

cumstances, from 10s. to 14s. per cwt. under the prices obtained for bacon the

produce of lean-backed pigs ; and the weight of such that brings the highest

price for producing bacon of the Classes No. 356 and 358 ranges from 1 cwt.

1 ij[r. 7 lbs. to 1 cwt. 2 qrs. 7 lbs. per pig.

KiCHARD H. THOMPSOy.
Jul. Kleiswort.

The Judges here question the propriety of bringing into com-
petition the full or Wiltshire cut with, for example, the Cumber-
land or three-quarter cut ; but I am inclined to think that the

work of the Society would be too elaborate and detailed on this

occasion if they gave prizes for all sorts and classes of bacon.

The opinion of the Judges was possibly modified when, after

the adjudication, it was found that their awards had given

general satisfaction.

In the Report of Messrs. Thompson and Kleinwort there is

one point which demands the most serious consideration ; and
that is, where they refer to the sort of pig which would pay the

farmer best. When those gentlemen had completed their

awards, I invited them to accompany me to the swine classes of

the Show, in the hope of being able to elicit some ideas which
might be useful to myself and to others, whom I could influence,

in the breeding of pigs. We examined the pigs with care ; and
it was remarkable how their ideas and those of the leading pig-

breeders differ as to the "points" which a good pig should
possess.

Over and over again the same view had been previously forced

on my attention in Ireland. As a rule, pigs are bred with little

or no attention to what is required by the bacon-curer and con-

sumer. Now, bacon of the highest quality is made from pigs

of moderate size, on the backs of which there is not more than
two "fingers" of fat. To most of the prize pigs Messrs.

Thompson and Kleinwort objected. It may be said that they
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are not the best Judges of the sorts of pigs which pay best every-

where. All I want to suggest is that there is no reason why
the farmer should not make more money by rearing the pig in

which fat and lean are more blended in the proportions which
realize the highest price.

I have bred pigs of pure white breeds and of pure black

breeds ; I have crossed these breeds ; I have crossed them with

common pigs : I have done all this in order to arrive at a know-
ledge of the most profitable pig ; but have found that our way
of marketing is so rough and unsatisfactory, that the buyer,

who acted for the bacon-curer, got all the advantage. I am
fully aware that the buyer does not give so high a price for a pig

which is all belly, like that which is met with in some parts of

the West of Ireland, as for a well-shaped pig ; but if I were

to breed the very style of pigs suggested by Messrs. Thompson
and Kleinwort, I should not get as much for them in any fair or

market with which I am acquainted as for the pure Yorkshire

or pure Berkshire which I breed now.
If the bacon-curers desire to encourage a pig of any set of

points, they must begin by giving an increase of price to the

farmer.

A criticism on the quality of the hams and bacon will

not be expected in this Report ; and the award-list will show
that in American and foreign hams and bacon there was no
competition.

Preserved Meats.

There were ten classes of preserved meats ; in eight of which
there was no competition.

In the first of these classes (Class 339, Preserved Beef), the

prize of lOZ. was awarded to Messrs. Low, Hackdale, and Co., of

4, Billiter Street, London. The St. Louis Beef Curing Company,
of St. Louis, Missouri, United States, had also an entry. The
Judges have made no Report, but I can say that they were
rather disappointed with both specimens, and they were greatly

disappointed with the entire section.

In the sections intended for Preserved Mutton and Preserved

Pork, I was surprised that there was no entry, notwithstanding

that a prize of lOZ. was offered for each. In the classes of Pre-

served Poultry and Preserved Game, the want of competition was
said to be owing to the smallness of the prize of 51. : but this

will not explain the total absence of competition in the four

classes of American or European Fresh Meat, in each of which
a prize of 25/. was offered.
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Perry and Cider.

The demand for these delightful drinks has fallen off im-
mensely since the people have acquired a taste for beer, ale,

and porter. I know certain districts in which orchard cultiva-

tion has been neglected. In Canada and the United States the

growth of apples has increased. We import from these countries

large quantities of apples, for some of which we pay 2d. and Zd.

a-piece in the retail shops.

The Canadians and Americans bestow great care and attention

on the rearing of good trees and on the production of good
varieties. If we did the same thing, orchard cultivation would
pay us ; and with every extension of our orchards there would
arise, in all probability, an increase in the manufacture of cider.

I append the Report of the Judges on these classes :

—

\\e the undersigned, being the Judges of Cider and Perry at the Eoyal
Agricultural Society's Show at Kilbum in 1879, beg to report as follows :

That the samples of perry exhibited were not of a character to call for any
special Report, being in our opinion of a mediuna quality.

That the samples of Devonshire and Herefordshire cider in cask were better

represented, but were not of any particular merit, lacking the body and
richness which good cider ought to possess.

That the samples of Devonshire and Hereford cider in bottles, taken as a
whole, were of superior merit to the general class of cider shown in casks.

H. C. Beddoe.
Thomas Mate.
William Gaymer.

XXVI.

—

Report on the Bees, Hives, Honey, and Manipulations

with Bees, at the Kilburn Show, 1879.

The prizes in this Department were offered by the British

Bee-keepers' Association, which was established in the year

1874, with the twofold object of advocating the more humane
and intelligent treatment of the honey-bee, and of bettering the

condition of agricultural labourers and other cottagers by the

encouragement, improvement, and advancement of bee-culture.

The Report of the Judges is as follows :

—

In making our Report on the Bees, Hives, Honey, and manipulations in
connection with the Society's Show at Kilburn, we, the Judges, remarked the

great popularity and undoubted success of this attempt to introduce to the
notice of British agricultuinsts the improved methods of bee culture which
now prevail both at home and on the great continents of Europe and
America.

That bees perform an important part in agriculture, the advantages of
which cannot be over-estimated, in the production of seed, fruit, &c., is an
undoubted fact. This was illustrated in our colony of New Zealand. Before
the late Rev. W. C. Cotton introduced the honey-bee in 1842, the colonists
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were obliged to import Dutch clover-seed (rr//b?mm r-eye/is) annually, but,

owing to the introduction of the honey-bee, they are now able to export it.

There can be no doubt, judging from the crowds by which the exhibition

was daily visited, the extreme interest evinced by the public generally in the

manipulations of living bees, and the explanations so ably given by some of

our leading apiarians, that this department of our great annual national show
was one of the most attractive of the entire exhibition.

We earnestly trust that the science of apiculture, which in ancient times

was always considered a branch of agriculture—and although a small matter,

it is by no means an unimportant one : "In tenui labor, at tenuis non gloria,"

as Virgil sang of old—may become better known and appreciated by the

agricultural community at large from its exhibition having assigned to it a

portion of the Koyal Society's patronage at its annually recurring Show.

In the department for Observatory Hives there were eight entries, display-

ing the advance made of late years in this class of hive.

The hive of Mr. Freeman was a model of neatness of construction, and we
had no hesitation in awarding to it the first prize. It consists of six fraines

which when closed —three in front, and three at back—have communication

with the entrance by means of a channel, through which the bees pass to and

fro. The two outside frames of each set of three are movable, and turn upon

a pivot, while the third, and centre one, is fixed ; and all communicate with a

central opening through wbich the bees pass from all combs, and enter the

channel in connection with the entrance to the hive. Each frame is enclosed

in glass, rendering both sides of the combs visible.

Mr. Brice Wilson, of Newbury, Berks, obtained second prize with a hive of

most ingenious construction, containing also six frames, but differing from the

former in having all its frames movable. These are placed on the sides of a

hexagon, and can be joined together to form a compact hive for the preserva-

tion of heat during the winter months.
Mr. Abbott's third-prize hive was of very simple and less costly construction.

It is intended to be fixed to a wall, and moved horizontally at pleasure, the

combs being placed vertically, one above the other.

In Class 375, "For the best Hive on the movable comb principle, with

best arrangements for securing a Harvest of Comb Honey, with covering and

Stand, complete," there were twenty entries, and Messrs. Abbott, of Fairlawn,,

Southall, received the first prize for their hive " Superlative," No. 985, there

being no other exhibit which united so many combinations of almost every

principle adapted for securing a large honey harvest, in portable and saleable

form, together with practical utility as regards the wintering of the bees, and

the inducement to work in its supers. Space will not permit of our fully

describing the principles involved in this hive, but its chief features are, great

facility for increasing or diminishing the size of the hive to any extent desired,

adaptation to the systems of supers, nadirs, collateral or longitudinal depriva-

tion, natural or artificial swarming ; and last, but not least, the facility with

which any portion of the combs of the hive may be withdrawn for manipula-

tion in the extractor.

The second prize was awarded to Mr. J. M. Hooker, of Sevenoaks, for^ his

hive the " Alexandra," the construction of which for strength, solidity, 'and

soundness of material leaves nothing to be desired. Its chief feature consists

in the placing of a duplicate hive above the stock-hive, by means of which a

swarm issuing from the parent hive can be placed over it until furuished with

comb and brood, when stock and swarm are again united, royal quarrels

settled by combat or otherwise, and overflowing population secured for work
in supers, for which the usual arrangements are made, tiers of sections being

placed collaterally, and provision for super deprivation : another advantage-

being the movability of the combs of the hive laterally, free from any

disturbance of supers.
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Mr. Neighbour secured third prize, his hive being adapted for working
sections, both laterally and as supers, having also the same advantages as

the former hive for the lateral movement of the hive frames.

Mr. Lee, of Bagshot, reserve and highly commended, No. 975, whose hive

was a model of neatness and skilful workmanship, desei"ves special mention,

his dummy being a novel but practical idea.

Messrs. Clapp, of Abbot's Hill, and Thome, of Ashwell, Herts, fully

merited the high commendations which they received.

On the whole, we have no hesitation in reporting this class mo.st excellent,

and in stating our belief that in no other nation could such a collection of

liives, either as regards principle or workmanship, be brought together, the

competition being unusually severe.

In Class 376—" Honey in sectional Supers, not exceeding 3 lbs. each
section "—the show, doubtless in consequence of the unfavourable season,

and the early time of holding it, was but a poor one. With the exception of

Mr. Thurber's display of upwards of one ton of honey-comb, in small sectional

supers, there was no entry of any note. This obtained first prize, but the

quality was by no means equal to first-class English honey, and if America
cannot supply us with a finer quality than this, we have no fear of her much-
dreaded competition in our honey-market.
The second prize was awarded to Mr. Thome, for sections, which were only

partially sealed ; and third to M. Lucio Paglia, an ItaUan exhibitor, for

sections also, to which the same remark applies.

An American honey-extractor, in which the combs are emptied by means
of centrifugal force, and atterwards replaced in the hive to be refilled, attracted

much attention.

Xo English machine of the kind was exhibited, in consequence, no doubt,
of there being no class or prize assigned in the schedule.

^Ve noticed also several smaller apiarian apphances, which need not be
here specified, but which are well calculated to advance the science, and most
useful to manipulators.

The only other subject requiring mention is the Driving Competition, by far

the most attractive portion of the show. This was witnessed by thousands
with the greatest interest ; and the people were taught, by demonstrations,

descriptions, and lectures, the loss sustained by themselves and the coimtry
at large from the wasteful practice of suffocating the bees in order to obtain
the honey from even the common straw-hive. Mr. C. X. Abbott, the
editor of the ' British Bee Journal,' was the most successful competitor,
driving his bees from the old-fashioned straw-skep, capturing the queen in

the ascent, and transferring the combs and bees to a bar-frame hive, in the
space of li minutes 35 seconds.

Mr. Baldwin, the expert of the British Bee-keepers'. Association, obtained
second prize, occupying under the same operation 18 minutes 5 seconds ; and
Mr. Martin, a cottager of High Wycombe, took third prize, performing his
work in 19 minutes 20 seconds. These manipulators, judging from the cool
manner in which they handled their bees, captured their queens, and trans-

ferred the combs, were evidently able tacticians, and skilled veterans in bee-
culture and practice.

We cannot conclude these remarks without paying a tribute of well-earned
praise to the ofiicials of the British Bee-keepers' Association, who, under
most trying circumstances and unseasonable weather, earned out their pro-
gramme in such a manner as to give general satisfaction to all concerned

;

and the Bes Show at Kilburn will long be remembered as an epoch in the
apiarian annals of this country.

William Caer.
George Kavsoe.

July 2, 1879. Thomas Wm. Cowax.
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XXVII.

—

Report upon the Exhibition of Hops at Kilburn. By
Charles Whitehead, F.L.S., F.G.S., &c., of Banning
House, Maidstone, Steward.

Since the Canterbury Show in 1860 there has been no exhibition

of hops in connection with the Royal Agricultural Society of

England until this year. It was most unfortunate that the season

of 1878 was unpropitious for hop-producing, so that the crop was
for the most part of indifferent quality and low colour. This
materially tended to prevent hop-planters from entering samples,

as however good the management of hops may be in the oast-

house, condition and colour cannot be imparted to them unless

they have been grown under the influences of favourable

weather ; and those who grew their hops badly in 1878 did not

choose to risk their reputation by showing blighted, rusty, or

mouldy samples.

There were some good hops produced in certain districts

where blight and rust and mould did not prevail ; for example,

in Farnham, Worcestershire, and Herefordshire : from the two
last-named counties the competition was most satisfactory, and
several of the samples were of excellent quality and gave proof

of careful management.
No doubt, in many cases, planters, especially those cultivating

only a few acres, did not like to lock up a pocket of hops for

many months, and did not enter for this reason. This could

not have been avoided, as it was absolutely necessary that a

pocket should be exhibited, and a sample taken from it at the

time of exhibition.

The pockets were sampled, in the presence of the Steward, on

the Friday previous to the opening day of the Show, in order

that the hops might be some time in the paper. One sample

of the ordinary size was taken for the Judges from each pocket,

and a large sample also, which was placed in the shed for the

inspection of the public.

The judging commenced on Monday at 10 A.M. The
following is the Report of the Judges :

—

Meport of the Judges on Hops.

Class 316-323.

In concluding their awards the Judges deem it necessary to attach the

following report.

We cannot forbear remarking, in tlie first place, on tlie comparatively

small number of entries by English growers ; and can only account for this

on the supjwsition that the crop of 1878 was generally inferior botli in quality

and appearance to many previous growths, offering little inducement to

growers to exhibit their samples.

Notwithstanding this drawback, we are glad to have been able to include
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in our awards several very good samples, and notably those in the East and
Mid Kent classes, and also Worcester and Farnham. In the former of these,

the judging was rendered very difficult by the fact of so many samples being

nearly alike as regards flavour and management.
We consider it our duty to protest strongly against foreign samples being

exhibited by others than the growers, while in the case of the English entries

a certificate and guarantee are required in every instance that all samples
shown are actually grown by tlie exhibitors.

We also think it objectionable that the prizes on Foreign Hops only should

be exchangeable for medals, which option is denied to the English exhibitor.

It is needless to point out the great commercial advantage thus furnished to

the foreign exhibitor (he not being a grower) to the prejudice of his English
competitor.

In the Foreign Class the samples were mostly inferior, the curing and
management very indifferent, and, with one or two exceptions, not suitable

for English requirements, rendering it a matter of doubt to us whether we
ought to have made our award of prizes in that class at all.

j. t. noakes,
Wm. Gkidlet,

July 6, 1879. M. Trier.

There were eleven entries in the class for East Kent hops.

These were for the most part sound and very useful hops, and
of good quality, considering tlie nature of the season. Some of

the samples had pretensions to the brilliant colour of East Kent
hops grown under highly favourable conditions. Mr. Gambrill's

first-prize sample possessed great brewing value, and showed
signs of care and judgment in the growth and picking and
drying of the hops. The second- and third-prize samples, be-

longing to Messrs. Marten and Neame, gave evidence of high
cultivation and judicious manipulation, and the whole class fully

exercised the skill of the Judges.

Only five entries were made of Mid Kent hops, for the blight

sorely vexed this district. There was not much trouble in

deciding that Lord Darnley's rich, thick, well-managed sample
was worthy of the first prize, nor that Mr. Freeman's hops
ranked next in point of flavour and quality and skilful treat-

ment. As there were only five entries in this class, the Judges
could not award a third prize.

Although many good hops were produced in the Weald of

Kent in 1878, only two planters entered for competition. Mr.
Buss of Horsmanden was awarded the first prize for his de-

serving sample, which evidently had been most ^fairly selected

from out of a very large growth.
The two lots which represented the whole Sussex district,

comprising 11,000 acres, were of poor quality and indifferent

colour, besides being badly " crusted " from having been kept
in a damp storeroom, so that the Judges did not consider either

worthy of a prize.

It was most disappointing to see only four pockets of Earn-
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hams, notwithstanding the fact that many good bright hops were
grown in Surrey and Hampshire in the last season.

Mr. Barrett took the first prize with a fine sample, which
displayed first-class management and most careful picking ; and
to Mr. James Walker of Petersfield the second prize was
awarded for a well-grown and well-manipulated sample of
" Country Farnhams."
The Judges had an especially difficult task in the class for

Worcestershire and Herefordshire hops, in which there were

fourteen entries. Some of these were splendid hops, giving

indications of the highest cultivation, most elaborate picking,

and good management in the kilns. Mr. John Smith Walker,

of Knightwick, Worcester, whose skill in the production of hops
and fruit is well known, took the first and third prizes with

brilliant specimens ; and Mr. Hopkins, of Wick, Worcester,

who spares no expense in hop-growing, carried off the second

prize with finely-coloured, " greasy " hops, which had been

dried upon his patent kilns at a comparatively low temperature.

Mr. Hopkins's entry. No. 37 in the Catalogue, had much merit

;

and all the exhibitors in the class must be congratulated upon
the skill and care which they had bestowed upon their hop
cultivation and management. It is to be regretted that Mr.
Bomford's pocket, from delay in its delivery, was not in its

place in time to be sampled with the other pockets.

For the prize of 20Z. for the best pocket of hops grown in any
other district of England, there was only one competitor

—

Mr. Lousley of Hagbourne, Didcot, Berkshire. As Mr. Lousley's

hops were fairly good, the Judges awarded him the prize.

Another pocket was entered in this class by Mr. Stubbs of

Petersfield ; but as these were " Country Farnhams," it was
obvious that they should have been entered in the class for

Farnhams, and could not be allowed to compete with " hops

grown in any other district in England."
The Mansion House Committee offered prizes of 20/., 10/.,

and 5/. for foreign hops in one class, and in this there were

fourteen entries, eight of which were made by the same firm

—

Messrs. Barth and Son, hop-merchants, of Nuremberg, Bavaria.

With one or two exceptions the hops exhibited in this class

were Bavarians, of most indifferent quality, badly grown, and
badly cured ; and it is not by any means strange that the

Judges should have doubted whether they were justified in

awarding prizes to any of the samples.

Some of the hops exhibited in this class were packed in iron

cases, whose tops were tightly screwed down. Some were

pressed into oblong blocks, and covered with thick tinfoil, with

the joints soldered so as to be almost hermetically sealed. In
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one instance where the hops had been thus packed since 1875,

they were perfectly preserved, though possessed of few intrinsic

qualities worthy of such careful preservation.

It was disappointing to find this class of such ordinary merit,

as Avell as to note that no entries had been made from America,

whose hops have competed greatly with the English, and have

been much improved in appearance, aroma, and quality in the

last few years.

With regard to the remarks made by the Judges as to foreign

samples being exhibited by other than the actual producers,

while English hops could only be shown by the growers them-
selves,—it must be said that the offer of prizes for foreign hops
was not published until long after the hops had left the growers'

hands, and that it is usual for the greater part of the growers in

the chief German hop-producing districts to sell their hops
when only half-dried to middle-men, who dry them thoroughly

and pack them for the markets. Under these circumstances,

if the competition had been restricted to growers solely there

would have been an utter absence of entries.

The Judges also have objected to the option given to the

exhibitors of foreign hops to have medals instead of money
prizes, while such option is denied to the English exhibitors.

The answer to this is that the prizes in this class were offered

by the Mansion House Committee, and not by the Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society ; and that the holders of the first,

second, and third prizes in the various classes of English hops
may label their hops accordingly, and obtain precisely the same
commercial advantages as the foreign exhibitors who may have
elected to take medals instead of money.

Very many persons visited the hop-shed, and appeared to

take much interest in the somewhat novel exhibition, although
it was placed far away from the entrance, and was surrounded
with lagoons of mud.

XXVIII.

—

Report on the Exhibition of Implements at Kilburn.

By G. H. Sanday, of Wensley House, Bedale, Senior

Steward.

In making my Report as Senior Steward of Implements for the

Show of 1879, it falls to my lot to speak of an Exhibition which
for size and interest has never before been equalled, and at the

same time to chronicle such a series of disasters, brought about
by the inclemency of the weather, which are without a parallel

in the annals of the Society.
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Most people are wise after the event, and many suggestions

were made during the Show of what ought to have been done,

one of which was that the whole ground should have been
asphalted, which, at a rough calculation, would have cost about

100,000/. There is no doubt that could such a state of things

have been foreseen, much might and would have been done to

obviate the difficulties that afterwards arose, and it may be

that we had not fully realised the enormous growth of the

Exhibition or the vast weight of machinery to be brought on to

the ground ; but I, for one, will vouch that it was not for lack

of forethought or exertion on the part of all concerned, more
especially of our indefatigable Secretary and the Steward of

General Arrangements.

The ground, which was about 100 acres in extent, had been

thoroughly drained during the previous winter, at a cost of

upwards of 1100/., but owing to the severity of the weather this

work was prolonged much longer than under ordinary circum-

stances it would have been, and it was February before it was
completed, and the ground consequently had not the time to

settle that it should have had. There is no doubt, however, that

the drainage acted thoroughly during the whole of the meeting,

although in some of the newspaper reports I saw it stated that

the drainage had been more than useless. Beyond the drainage

there was a further sum of about 2500/. expended in levelling,

road-making, &c., before the commencement of the Show.
The implements took up considerably more than one-third of

the whole yard, there being 22,903 feet of shedding, showing

an increase of 7357 feet over Bristol last year, and 11,154 feet

over Cardiff seven years ago. This will give some idea of the

enormous traffic, over all parts of the ground, which had to take

place before all the implements, machinery, and other articles

could be deposited in their various stands, and no one who saw

the ground afterwards would under-estimate the difficulties that

had to be contended against.

In the first instance sleeper-roads had been made for short

distances from each entrance, but when some of the heavier

machinery began to come in and the ground to be cut up, to

become shortly a sea of mud, in many cases knee de^, it was

found to be absolutely necessary, if the remainder of the exhibits

were to be got in at all, for the sleeper-roads to be continued

down the whole of the main avenues, seven in number ; and as

this work could only be done during the time that other traffic

was stopped, men and horses had to be kept at work for days

up to ten and eleven o'clock at night, and from daybreak in

the morning, which was then about three o'clock ; and manfully

they stuck to it—many of the men having been employed
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both night and day for three or four consecutive days, and often

in pouring rains. By this means, however, most of the imple-

ments were got into the yard before the opening of the Show on
Monday, June 30, though much of the machinery in motion

was not got into working order until the middle of the week.

It was then necessary to provide, in some way or other, for

the convenience of the public, to enable them to get to the

different stands, and for this purpose several thousand feet of

planks and, I may say, miles of wattled hurdles were laid

down, which to some extent attained the desired object, for

although the latter were rather rough to walk upon, they were
certainly preferable to wading ankle deep in the mud.
The extra cost entailed on the Society by the weather alone

in labour and materials was upwards of 4000/., the loss on the

part of the exhibitors being, of course, incalculable ; but the loss

most to be regretted was that sustained by the public, who
were utterly unable to see or appreciate in any satisfactory

degree an exhibition so full of interest and instruction, and
such a one as this generation is not likely, in this country at

least, to have the opportunity of visiting again.

I think, therefore, that the Exhibition of Implements at the

International Show at Kilburn will long be remembered by
those who took part in it, both officials and exhibitors, for the

difficulties that had to be overcome, and the utter discomfort

that prevailed during the whole of the meeting. For my own
part, though regretting the loss entailed both on the Society

and the exhibitors, I cannot look back at the Show with feelings

altogether unmixed with pleasure, when I remember the in-

domitable pluck and good humour displayed on all sides, and
the thorough determination of everybody to make the best of a
bad job, for disappointing it was, heart-rending, I may almost

say, to be unable to reap the benefit of so splendid a collection

brought together at so much labour and cost.

There is no doubt that the Exhibition of Implements this

year was exceptionally large, partly owing to its international

character, and also, it may be, to the large stocks in the hands
of many exhibitors from the long depression affecting all trades

alike, more especially agriculture. But to me it is a ques-
tion, which I think will have to be seriously considered,

whether our show in this department has not grown to such an
extent that it must be curtailed in some way or other. There
can be no doubt that one on a smaller scale would be of more
utility to the public ; and this result can only be arrived at by a
more thorough weeding out of articles of a miscellaneous cha-
racter, and, as Mr. Hemsley suggested last year, the regulation

as to duplicates being more strictly enforced. I do not for a
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moment suggest that our Annual Show or occasional trials be
done away with, for I believe that as much good may be done
in the future as has been done in the past ; but as other fields

of usefulness are continually opening out to the Society, some
alteration must be made in one way or another, and this appears

to me to be the part where the pruning-knife may be most
advantageously applied, and our Exhibition will still remain as

useful as it is at the present time, if not more so.

Of any individual part of the Exhibition there is no necessity

for me to write, as that will be very ably done by Mr. Coleman.
I will therefore conclude my Report by thanking my colleagues

and all with whom I have been officially engaged for their

kind and valuable assistance rendered to me during my four

years of office.

XXIX.

—

Report on the Exhibition of Implements; Award of

Medals, §r., at the International Exhibition at Kilburn. By
John Coleman, of Riccall Hall, York.

Adversity is a good schoolmaster, and the bitter experiences

of Kilburn will not be thrown away upon the executive of our

great, and I am glad to say, rapidly increasing National Society.

It is something amidst the disappointments and disasters attend-

ing this noble effort to know that the member-roll has been

increased by nearly a thousand ; a gain which in the long

run will counterbalance, aye, and outweigh the present sacri-

fice, undeniably heavy as it must be. The retiring Steward,

Mr. G. H. Sanday, has given the readers of the ' Journal ' his

valuable notes as to the causes of the unfortunate result of the

International Meeting. It remains for me to state for myself

and the Judges who worked under him, our unbounded admira-

tion of the untiring energy and earnest zeal which has character-

ised his tenure of office ; his invariable courtesy and good

temper in the midst of complications and difficulties which

might well have excused some irritation. His conduct ^s a

Steward of Implements has fully justified his selection as

a Member of the Council, and has endeared him to all with

whom he has co-operated. In saying this much of the retiring

Steward, I do not overlook our obligations to his colleagues, who
one and all worked splendidly in the face of difficulties which

at one time seemed overwhelming. It is the hour of trial that

tests the quality and resources of men, and one of the compen-

sating elements in the load of troubles at Kilburn, was the

splendid way in which the officials, from the Steward of General
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Arrangements downwards, not forgetting the energetic Secretary,

faced the situation, and did all in the power of mortals to avoid

disaster. One of the lessons that has been learnt is the advis-

ability of having a well-made road along the main avenue,—

a

precaution which was sometimes formerly adopted, at least I am
certain that such a road was made for the Leeds Show in 1861,

because remains of it proved of great value to the Yorkshire

Agricultural Society, whose Show subsequently occupied the

same site. At Kilburn this deficiency was partly met by the

train service provided by Messrs. J. Fowler and Co., of Leeds,

who used Decauville's portable railway, and realised a hand-
some profit by running frequent trains to and from the main
entrance to the Kensal Green end at twopenny fares. This
afforded a great convenience to the public, and a convincing

proof of the practical nature of the apparatus, notwithstand-

ing the extremely soft nature of the ground, which caused

the rails to sink up and down, and the train to behave at

times like a boat on the water. Throughout, the gauge was
maintained, and the engine never once ran off the rails. Some
further notice of this useful appliance will be found at the

end of my Report. Another point, that must have been evident

to the authorities, is the necessity for having a properly con-

structed plank road, made along or against the outside of the

ground, on which all heavy machinery could be conveyed to its

destination. No amount of precautions could have met the

extraordinary difficulties resulting from the constant wet on such

a soft soil as Kilburn, but much of the frightful strain upon
horses and vehicles might possibly have been avoided.

A word to exhibitors will, I trust, be received in the same
spirit in which it is given. They were in too many instances

heavy sufferers, because the state of the ground prevented visitors

even reaching their stands at all, and certainly from making a

careful inspection of their exhibits. It would add greatly to the

comfort of the public, facilitate their movements and oppor-

tunities of seeing the implements, and would ensure a much
greater share of attention to the exhibits, if the latter were
generally so arranged as to allow of a promenade space down
the centre of the shedding. The visitor could then pursue his

or her way in comfort, and protected from the rain, instead of

having to paddle along under the drip of the eaves and exposed
to all the fury of the elements. The plan is already pursued
by some of the leading firms, but I think there are few cases

in which it might not be adopted, although it would probably
necessitate the taking of more space or the limiting of entries.

As regards the general character of the Implement exhibition,

I think those (unfortunately too few) who persevered through
VOL. XV.—S. S. 3 A
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mire and mud, and really saw the Show, will agree with me as

to its surpassing excellence, though they may have wished for

their own comfort that it had been smaller. 11,878 articles,

distributed through 704 stands, required more time to look over

than most people have at their disposal, and the Judges,

Messrs. Barral, Kimber, and Cranfield, assisted by Mr. Ander-
son and Mr. Rich, deserve all praise for the untiring industry

they displayed in mastering the details of such a vast and varied

display. Some disappointment was felt at the comparatively

small and unimportant nature of the foreign exhibits, yet even

here there were valuable lessons to be learnt. The Dairy
Appliances, as seen in the International Dairy, and especially

the, to us, entirely new invention for separating cream from
milk by centrifugal force, were interesting and instructive.

The apparatus for hatching, rearing, and feeding poultry, indi-

cated an industry in France which it will be a disgrace to us

if we fail to imitate and improve upon.

It will be seen by the Judges' selection, that the excellence of the

English exhibits consisted not so much in the presence of actual

novelties, which were few, as in the improvement and develop-

ment of machinery already introduced. So lively, however, is

the enterprise in the line of self-binding mechanism for reaping

machines, an enterprise fostered and developed by the efforts of

the Society, so numerous were the different inventions, and so

impossible to judge of merit without thorough trials, that the

Judges wisely decided to abstain from any notice, trusting that

the Society would see fit to make them the subject of special trials

at the Carlisle Meeting. It would therefore be premature to

pass any opinion, and I limit myself to saying that the problem
of an effectual string-binder seems in a fair way of solution.

The remarks made by Mr. John Hemsley and myself in the

Reports of the Bristol Meeting touching the work of jNIiscel-

laneous Judges, and the award of Silver Medals, has resulted in

important modifications, which there is reason to think will prove

advantageous to the public and to the exhibitors. It is especially

important that so valuable a distinction should not be awarded

to a novelty until the same has been subjected to a thoroughly

searching trial. The following regulations were issued Hy the

Council :

—

Selveb Medals.

1. There are Tea Silver Medals, the award of which the Judges appointed

by the Council have the power of recommending in cases of sufficient merit in

iS'ew Implements exhibited at the London Exhibition.

2. These Medals cannot in any case be awarded to any implement, unless the

principle of the implement, or of the improvement of it, be entirely new. No
Medal shall be awarded by the Judges without the consent of the Stewards, and

no Commendation of Miscellaneous Articles shall be made by the Judges.
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3. The Judges are also empowered to make special awards of Medals for

efficient modes of guarding or shielding machinery, especially when worked
by steam, from contact with persons immediately engaged in attending to

such machinery while at work.

4. No Medal shall, in any case, be awarded to any Implement or Miscel-

laneous Article capable of Trial until it has been subjected to such Trial as

the Stewards may direct.

The following were awarded Silver Medals :

—

No. in Catalogue.

10,347 to 10,352. Messrs. A. Ransome and Co., for Machinery for making
Butter Firkins.

291. Messrs. Samuelson and Co., for Patent Hay Press.

365. Messrs. McKenzie and Sons, for Gorse Masticator.

Messrs. Carter and Co., High Holborn ; Messrs. Little and Ballantyne,

Carlisle ; Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt ; Messrs. W. Paul and
Son, Waltham Cross ; and Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,

for their efforts, under the unfavourable circumstances of the

weather, to decorate the railway embankment projecting into the

Exhibition grounds.

The Aylesbury Dairy Company, for their exhibition of Dairy Appli-

ances at work in the International Dairy.

M. G. De Laval, for Swedish Cream Separator.

Messrs. A. Ransome and Co., of Stanley Works, Chelsea, were

awarded a Silver Medal for Machinery for making Butter-firkins,

both on account of the great saving in cost over hand labour,

and of the superior character of the work. Mr. AUender, the

Managing Director of the Aylesbury Dairy Company, considers

that the use of these casks over the ordinary Irish butter-tubs

will result in the saving of at least 1 lb. of butter each journey,

which wastes away between the staves, to say nothing of the

better preservation of the butter when protected from dirt and
oxidation. The five machines required for the process, together

with a vertical engine and boiler, cost 345Z. : and Mr. Ransome
states that with unskilled labour, principally boys, such a set of

machines can turn out 1600 casks a week, at a cost of 2\d. each
for labour, as against 9<f. by hand labour. The only work done
by hand is the fitting in of the dowells, and the closing of the

two portions which form the head, the fitting in of the heads
and the hooping with split hazel-rods ; and it is a fact worth
noticing, that these operations occupy more time than all the

other series together. Any wood can be used ; oak and beech
for preference. At Kilburn, white poplar staves were employed.
It would be beyond the scope of my Report to enter into a

detailed description of the admirable machinery that has been
invented by Messrs. Rapsome to effect the object. Those who
are desirous of further information will find a very clear and
well illustrated report in the number of ' Engineering ' for

June 27th, 1879. I may, however, just name the various ma-
chines, with their respective uses. It should be understood that

3 A 2
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the machinery is intended to deal with sawn staves, which are

now generally employed, although if riven staves are fairly

straight and equal as to thickness, they can be worked ; but the

figures given refer to sawn staves. It must be further under-

stood that the material is planed on that side which is to form
the inside of the keg. The outside is left rough, as there is

no object in having it smooth. The stave-jointing machine
is constructed with two discs of conical section, each fitted with
four cutting-knives, and revolving at a high velocity. The stave

is secured by a cramp at each end to a plate pivoted to the arms
of a swinging frame, which allows of the angle of the edge of

the stave being altered to suit its width and the nature of the

required joint. It is evident that as the staves are of different

widths, a varying amount of stuff has to be removed from each

end. The adjustment for this purpose is obtained by means of a

hand-wheel and screw. This is a very efficient machine, and can

be worked by two lads, who can prepare the staves for a firkin

in two minutes. The staves are next laid for a few minutes on
a hot plate, in order that they may be rendered sufficiently

flexible for the operation of trussing. The plate is heated by a

coke fire underneath, and is marked so as to give the outside

circumference of the cask ; and it is the duty of the lad who
warms the staves to see that he has sufficient staves for each keg.

The trussing machine is very ingenious. It comprises a

bell-shaped casting in two sections, one of which can be opened
outwards on a hinge, and can be secured by a hand-wheel and
clamping screw. Three trussing hoops of iron lie in grooves on
the inside of the casting. Underneath the cone is an iron table,

which can be raised and lowered by a screw. The hoops being

fixed in the bell, another is placed on the table, and a set of

staves hot from the stove are placed with their lower ends resting

in the hoops, and the upper on the bottom portion of the cone.

The table is made to rise, bringing the staves tightly together

and forcing them into the truss hoops. The lad, with a hammer,
watches the settling of the staves into their places, and taps

them back as required. The bell is now opened, the table run

down, and the cask reversed, when the other end is submitted

to a similar process, and the operation of trussing is completed.

The control of the screw by means of a friction clutch is very

perfect. One lad can truss 30 casks per hour.

The cask is next placed in the chiming, crozing, and dowel-

ling machine, by which both ends are cut to length, and the

operations for preparing the cask to receive the head and bottom

are completed. All this is done so rapidly, that 80 tubs are

finished per hour. The cask is now ready for heading and

hooping. The next machine deals with the heads ; these are
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made of two pieces, which have to be jointed. The machine
consists of a disc, and of two augurs carried on a frame just

above the disc ; as soon as the sides are jointed, the holes are

bored, the dowels are fitted by hand, and the head is ready

for the next operation ; one lad can join and bore the wood for

1000 heads in ten hours. The head-turning machine is very

ingenious. The square head is clamped between flat circular

plates, which are capable of being rotated ; as soon as the saw
has cut through the wood, the plates rotate, and thus the concave

saw rounds the head, and gives the required bevel to the upper

side, while the bottom bevel is obtained by two flat cutters

mounted on a block underneath the saw ; the heads for two
casks can be cut in a minute. Such is a very brief description

of the very admirable machinery exhibited at Kilburn, and
which was very properly recognised by the Miscellaneous Judges.

It may be mentioned that this particular set had been sold to a

fish-preserving company at Boulogne for the manufacture of fish

barrels.

It is also worth notice, that the Aylesbury Dairy Company
purchased all the firkins made during the Show. Though not

guaranteed to be watertight, so close are the joints, that

practically the casks become so from the moisture exuding from
the butter. One was tested with water, and, though it dropped
for a few seconds, it very soon swelled and became perfectly

water-tight.

A Silver Medal was awarded to Messrs. Samuelson and Co. as

the exhibitors of Mr. T. Filter's Patent Cylindrical Hay-press,

which was shown last year at the Paris Exhibition, and which
has much merit to recommend it. Mr. Pilter is an Englishman
who has carried on an agency business in Paris for America and
England during a number of years. The advantages claimed
for this invention are rapidity of action, handier form of bale

for moving about, absolute uniformity of material, and impossi-

bility of packing the bale. The apparatus being on wheels is

easily moved, the total weight being about two tons. Reference
to the illustration (Fig. 1, p. 694) will enable the reader to under-
stand the following description :—The hay is forked by two men
upon the platform, which is separated by a central division, so as

to ensure a regularity of feed on either side. The bottom of the

platform is composed of slatted openings, through which a chain
feeder draws the hay to the mouth of the press. The hay is

sucked in between two conical rollers, placed horizontally. The
hay thus brought against the end of the press assumes a
centrifugal motion corresponding to that of the press, and thus

winds itself into a compact mass, gradually forcing back the

press and overcoming a slight pressure given by two wooden
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friction blocks acting on the rod of the press,—the amount of

which friction can be regulated by a screw. When sufficient

hay has been introduced to make a bale, the revolving action

is stopped, and the pressure is brought to bear by means of a

powerful screw, which forces the press and the hay against the

mouth. When a proper degree of pressure has been produced,

two wires are inserted longitudinally, and secured by clips.

The bale is now bound, and it only remains to draw back the

press, when the bale drops down into the space under the

machine, and can be rolled away. The bale thus made is a

solid uniform cylinder, 2 ft. 1^ in. in diameter, and weighing
about 2^ cwt. The pressure applied is about 6 cwt. to the

cubic yard, but this can be increased or diminished at will.

Fig. l.— View of Mr. T. Filter's Hay-press, No. 291.

The machine can be worked by a four horse-power engine, and
three men can make a bale in about five minutes. The Judges

proved this by actual experiment ; and it may be remarked, tbat

the Boomer Press, which is the most powerful and efficient of

the American inventions, takes quite double the time to bale

the same quantity of hay. The price of the machine is 105Z.

Messrs. McKenzie and Sons Limited, of Camden Quay, and

Ceres Iron Works, Cork, Ireland, were awarded a Silver Medal
for their Furze or Gorsc Masticator, a machine which appears

capable of really reducing this valuable material into an edible

( ondition, and a further advantage is, that the machine can be

used to kibble beans and maize. Many attempts have been made
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in this direction. Messrs. Barett and Exall, of Reading, now
the Reading Iron W orks Co., Limited, brought out a machine
more than a quarter of a century ago, but neither this nor any
subsequent invention has proved quite successful, inasmuch as

the juice from the gorse had a tendency to clog the rollers

through which the gorse has to pass in order to be pulped. This
is prevented in McKenzie's invention by a series of scrapers hung
upon a bar under the masticating rollers, and held to their work
on the smooth surface of the rollers by an adjustable rocking-

Fig. 2.

—

Front view of McKenzie's Gorse Mill.

bar. The machine, as will be gathered from the illustration

(Fig. 2), resembles an ordinary chaff-cutter with the mouth
covered by a shield. The gorse is fed in by means of a feeding-

box and feed-rollers, and is brought up to the face of the box,

which is made of steel
;
against this face revolves the cutting

apparatus, which comprises two knives curved and fastened to

two wheels, 6J in. diameter, on the shaft. The steel face plate
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is adjustable, and is arranged with a slight upward pitch. The
material as cut by the knives falls upon the masticating rollers.

These comprise a series of serrated discs, No. 11 wire gauge,

with saw teeth alternating with plain surfaces, the discs being

about J in. larger diameter than the plain surfaces. The discs

of one roller revolve close to the plain surfaces of the other, i.e.

within about the ^Vnd of an inch.

Fig. 3.

—

Side view of McKenzie's Gorse Mill, sliomng gearing.
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Fig. 2 (p. 695) gives a front view of tlie machine, sliowing driving pulleys,

main shaft, gearing, &c.

The main driving shaft carries the front masticating roller, 5 in. in diameter,

which revolves 300 times per minute. The second roller is driven from the

first by ordinary cog-wheel gearing. The speed of the knife shaft is reduced

to 134 revolutions by gearing on the right-hand side by the fly-wheel.

Fig. 3 (p. 696) shows the gearing on the opposite side to the fly-wheel.

A small pinion reduces the speed of the bottom feed-roller to 2-1, which drives

the top roller to the same speed. On the shaft of the lower roller is a gear-

wheel, which actuates a second wheel, which drives the front masticator at

22 revolutions per minute.

Fig. 4 shows a section of the masticators.

Fig. 4.

—

Section of the Masticators of McKenzie's Gorse Mill.

The Judges organised a trial with 23 lbs. of very coarse

strong gorse. The time occupied was 3^ minutes, the machine
running at about 380 revolutions per minute, and driven by an
8 H.-P. engine with 13 lbs. steam in the cylinder—actually

about 2^ H.-P. employed. 6'60 lbs. of gorse was crushed per
minute. I think that with more power a greater result could
be obtained, and it is, I think, fair to assume that about 2 tons
per day could be masticated. The work was done well, and
there is little doubt that this machine will supply a great want
where gorse is used as cattle food. The price of the machine
tested, which has a 11-in. box, is 15/. 15s.
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The Society were under considerable obligations to certain

seedsmen for their enterprise in utilising and embellishing the

railway embankment which projected into the grounds, and
would otherwise have been a very unsightly object. Foremost
in this good work were Messrs. Carter and Co., of High
Holborn, who occupied several hundred feet of ground with
their grass seeds, similar to those used in Paris. Though only

sown at the end of May, so rapid and uniform had been the

growth, and so unremitting the attention, that the surface was
entirely covered, and the appearance was that of a well

established turf. The effect of these various plots of bright

green, separated by well-arranged plants, was very striking, and
reflected great credit upon the taste and enterprise of that

world - renowned firm. Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, of

Carlisle, a firm which have not hitherto been exhibitors at the

Royal Shows, but were probably stimulated to exert themselves
as conspicuously and successfully as they did by the desire to

become better known to the habitues of the Shows before the

Meeting of 1880—when being at home they will doubtless

make a great display—occupied a considerable space, and
showed an admirable collection of coniferous plants, including

most of the pine tribe worth growing in this country, whether
for timber or ornament, from the elegant junipers and retino-

sporas of China and Japan, to the gigantic pines, cypresses, and
cedars of Himalaya and California. The arrangement was very

good. In a series of circles and half-circles, each genus had
its typical representative in the shape of a well-grown tree in

the centre of the bed, whilst around it were grouped the species

and varieties belonging to the family. The effect of this

grouping, due care being exercised as to the variety of hue, was
very striking as well as instructive. Golden yews, junipers,

cypresses, arbor-vitae, and retinosporas, vied with each other in

varied forms and hues, and made a very pretty display. One
bed was devoted to miscellaneous plants of recent introduction,

including the Osmanthus ulicifolia variegata, a holly-leaved

shrub from Japan
;
Coprisma bameana, a hardy variegated-leaved

shrub ; a novel tricolour-beech ; a black-leaved oak and birch
;

and the weeping Wellingtonia—all of which Messrs. Little and
Ballantyne have been instrumental in introducing. They also,

like Messrs. Carter and Co., had devoted a portion of the

ground to grass seeds, which looked well.

Messrs. Paul and Son, of Cheshunt, occupied a considerable

space with artistically arranged beds of tricoloured geraniums,

their brilliant foliage adding much to the effect. They had a

varied and numerous collection of cedars and deodars, and splen-

did cut roses, for which this firm have long enjoyed notoriety.
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Messrs. W. Paul and Son, of the Waltham Cross Nurseries,

occupietl a space of 100 feet by 30 feet, on the side of the

embankment, which was covered with a collection of hardy
evergreens and conifers, including Weymouth, silver, Scotch,

and other pines ; several varieties of Cupressus Lawsoniana ; the

different kinds of hollies, yews, and retinospora, Cedrus deodara,

and Lebanon cedars, junipers, piceas, abris, &c. At the foot of

the bank were groups of variegated-leaved geraniums, and at

the upper part of the embankment they had boxes of cut blooms
of roses, pa^onies, rhododendrons, and clematis.

Messrs. W. Cutbusk and Son, of Highgate, who occupied a

similar area, had as their speciality a very fine collection of

bays in tubs, also variegated hollies
;

thirty to forty different

varieties of ivy
;
many enticingly pretty specimens of conifers

;

a 15-feet araucaria, and a miscellaneous collection of ever-

green trees and shrubs.

To the above-named five exhibitors, viz., to Messrs. Carter

and Co., High Holborn ; Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Car-

lisle ; Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt ; Messrs. W. Paul and
Son, Waltham Cross, and Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, High-
gate, Silver Medals were awarded for their efforts, under the

unfavourable circumstances of the weather, to decorate the rail-

way embankment projecting into the Exhibition groutids,—

a

recognition of their desire to contribute to the success of the

Show which I have every reason to believe was highly appre-

ciated.

The Inteknational Dairy.

The Society, after the great interest evinced at the Dairy
trials at Bristol last year, were anxious to have as an integral

feature of their Cosmopolitan Show, a representation of the

various processes which distinguish the different dairy interests.

For example, it was originally intended to secure experts in

cheese making from the Cheddar, Cheshire, and Gloucestershire

districts
;

difficulties, however, cropped up, and it was when the

practical issue was imperilled that the Aylesbury Dairy Com-
pany, through their able and energetic Managing Director, came
to the rescue, and offered to illustrate the leading processes, and
exhibit the more prominent inventions, the Society finding the

engine and show room. Of all the interesting features of the

great Kilburn Show, none was more popular or attracted more
attention than the operations continually in process at the Inter-

national Dairy, and it would have added much to their value

if a popular explanation had been given at intervals during
each day. This enterprise on the part of the Company would
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undoubtedly have proved advantageous to themselves under
favourable circumstances, but, nevertheless, it deserved recogni-

tion at the hands of the Society, and it was therefore very right

that a Silver Medal should be awarded. Before I attempt to

describe the various exhibits, a word or two as to the Company
itself may not be out of place. The Company was started in

1866, and commencing at first on a small scale, has, by the

supply of a genuine article at a fair price, become by far the

most important medium that exists between the producer and
consumer. In addition to the handsome and extensive premises

at St. Petersburg Place, Bayswater, the Company have two
branches at Lowndes Street and Grosvenor Road, N. ; cowsheds
at Portobello Road, Notting Hill, and cheese factories and pig-

geries at Swindon. The results of this enterprise may be gathered

Irom the following figures :

—

In 1875, milk sold to private families was 262,535 gallons.

» 1876 „ „ 267,788 „

„ 1877 „ „ 347,080 „
1878 „ „ 476,027 „

The great increase of sale in 1877 was due to the fact that

Government inspection and analysis was instituted in that year,

and the value of a good article was evidently appreciated.

From the commencement of the Company's business, every can of

milk has been tested, and frequent analyses have been made.
About three years ago, when so many outbreaks of typhoid and
other diseases were found to be caused by a contaminated milk
supply, the Company determined to adopt an entirely new and
thorough system of inspection. The services of a well-known
medical man, Mr. Ernest Hart, who has given great attention

to all sanitary questions, and of Mr. W. Eassie, C.E., were
retained, and now, not only are all farms from which the Com-
])any obtain supplies inspected, but a plan of the buildings

is taken and lodged at the Company's office. If there is

anything defective in the drainage or water supply, such defects

must be remedied before the produce from that farm is dis-

tributed to the public. The servants of the Company in

London, through whom the milk is supplied to the public, are

lodged in substantial blocks of barracks, specially built for

this purpose, with all proper sanitary appliances, and these

are under medical supervision. These precautions have been
carried out at an outlav of 10,000/., and an annual cost for

fees, &c., of 1000/.

A short description of the exhibits must suffice, and first, in

reference to butter. Churns by Thomas and Taylor, of Stock-

port (of the same pattern as that which gained first prize at
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Bristol last year)
;
by Bradford and Co., of Salford, similar to

the highly commended churn at Bristol, but improved in the

dasher, and fitted with pulleys for running at two speeds ; and
Davis's American Swing Churn, made by the Vermont Farm
Machine Co., Vermont, U.S., which, as regards this country, is

a complete novelty, although something of the same sort was
shown at the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, by G. T.
Elsworth, of Baine, Massachussetts, and noticed in my Report.*

Fig. 5.— View of Davis's American Swing Churn.

This churn consists of a rectangular box with circular ends,

suspended by iron rods from an ordinary double X frame. The
interior of the box is entirely

clear of mechanism, and the Fig- 6.

—

Section of Davis's Ameri-

necessary agitation is produced ^^''^w Swing Churn.

by the gentle motion of the

box backwards and forwards,

which causes the cream to be

thrown first against one end
and then against the opposite.

The appearance of the churn

and its action will be under-

stood by the subjoined view
and section (Figs. 5 and 6).

The advantages of this churn
for use in small dairies consist

in its cheapness, simplicity, freedom from mechanical details,

* 'Journal of the Koyal Agricultural Society,' 2nd Series, vol. xiv. p. 82, 1877.
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ease with which it can be worked—a child's strength being suf-

ficient *—and facility with which it is emptied and cleaned.

Butter Workers are quite recent introductions, for which we are

undoubtedly indebted to our transatlantic friends, although it

was a German, Mr. Ahlborn, who first exhibited these valuable

machines at the Bristol Meeting, when he obtained the prizes

for two forms suitable for large and small dairies. Previous to

this, indeed soon after the Philadelphia Exhibition, I was con-

sulted by Mr. Al lender as to the novelties there, and I strongly

recommended the Butter Worker invented by P. Embree and Son,

of West Chester, Philadelphia, of which Ahlborn's machine is a

close imitation. This was accordingly purchased, and formed

a part of the exhibit of the Aylesbury Company. It has already

been so fully described, that I need only state that the butter is

placed on a revolving table with a convex surface. The butter

placed on this table as it comes from the churn, is pressed by a

revolving conical fluted roller ; the axis of this roller has a

bevel wheel which, working in the gearing placed in the centre

of the table, causes the butter to revolve. This is very simple

and efficient ; the edges of the flutings are sharp, and so press

almost through the butter, more or less cutting it up, and thus

very thoroughly express the moisture, which collects in a

channel round the outside of the table, and passes away by
an opening. Both the Davis's Swing Churn and the Embree
Butter Worker are now being made for the Aylesbury Dairy
Company, by Messrs. Bradford, of Manchester, as they have
recently decided, on account of numerous applications, to supply

all descriptions of dairy fittings, &c.

Lawrence's Refrigerator, which, originally invented for brewing
purposes, is found admirably adapted for rapidly reducing the

temperature of milk and preparing it for transportation, is so

well known as to require no explanation ; its efficiency and
simplicity are undeniable.

A great novelty as regards this country was the Cooley Creamer,
manufactured by the Vermont Farm Machinery Company, and
sold by their English agents, Messrs. Neel, Son, and Anderson,

of 91, Watling Street, London. It comprises a water-tight box,

resembling in external form a domestic refrigerator, only that it

has inlet and outlet pipes, and a thermometer let into the front,

so that the temperature of the water can be readily seen. The
cans which are used are 20 inches deep, and 8i in diameter, and
have covers, which, when fastened down, prevent the access of

moisture. The milk is thus set under water, the oxidising action

* Further trials have not confirmed this opinion, for although when empty the
churn can be worked by a child, yet when duly charged it requires more power
than might be inferred without a practical test.

—

Ed.
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of the air is prevented, and the milk is preserved from impurities

that may exist in the atmosphere. It is said that if the tempera-

ture of the water be kept at from 45^ to 55° in spring and summer,
and from 40^ to 50^ in winter, the cream will rise in twelve

hours, and thus sweet cream and sweet milk can be secured, and
a uniform quality of butter, even through hot weather. It should

be clearly understood that the covers do not fit down closely

on the cans, being prevented from doing so by elects fastened

inside the covers, raising them up half an inch, from the top of

the cans, thus securing a free circulation from the milk into the

water through the air confined under the cover ; at the same time

the water seals the milk from contact with the atmosphere.

The cooling of the milk from 80 to 90 degrees, to from 45 to

55 degrees, affords an excellent opportunity for clearing off animal
odours and gases. The boxes are made in various sizes, from
Creamer No. 0, suitable for a single can, 3/. 12*., to No. 6,

28 X 84, and which holds 12 cans, and costs 15Z. In England,

we have no experience of this new system, which, however, looks

reasonable, and, according to testimonials, it has been largely

and successfully employed. Mr. Allender, however, considers

that for working on a large scale the Cooley Creamers will not

be of much use ; for small dairies they are very useful, but for

large dairies the Swartz system is the best.

The Aylesbury Company also exhibited deep-setting cans on
Swartz's system, which were so successful last year, and certainly,

until the appearance of the Cooley Creamer, gave the best

results ; as also two railway cans, for 10 and 17 gallons, of the

same pattern as those which won the prize of 10/. offered by
the Society of Arts. All the above machines were used by the

Company for butter-making.

The Cheese Dairy was represented by Cheese-making appa-
ratus by Cluett, of Tarporley, Cheshire, fitted for steam, the vat

being similar to that which gained the first prize at Bristol last

year. Also a circular cheese vat by Wilkins, of Calne, Cheshire
;

curd mill and double cheese-presses by Cluett
;
tripod presses by

Carson and Toone ; milk pails and small tins for setting ; these

latter being of a novel description and made by a new process

by the Anglo-American Tin IManufacturing Company of Stour-

port. They are very light, have a beautifully smooth surface,

and are seamless.

The Company had a large staff of attendants, lads and
women ; and throughout the Show, butter and cheese making
were illustrated. As I before remarked, it might have added
materially to the value of the work if the on-lookers could have
been made acquainted by a short description. The Company
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took the prize for cream cheese, and not only made and sold

these, but also another variety of soft cheese.

Mr. Edtvard Ahlborn, of Hildesheim, Hanover, exhibited a

number of his well-known vertical churns, one of which gained
the first prize last year as the best churn for obtaining butter

from fresh milk ; a cheese vat and apparatus for making Dutch
cheese ; Limbush's curd drainer for separating the portion of

curd left in the whey, and which is used for making Limburg
soft cheese, whilst the bulk of the curd is made into the ordinary

round Dutch cheese ; butter workers, very much on the same
principle as the Embree machine, but the flutings of the roller

are less sharp, as Mr. Ahlborn does not consider it necessary or

desirable to cut the butter so much. The gearing is less simple,

though, possibly, it works rather lighter. Mr. Ahlborn also

exhibited deep-setting cans on the Swartz principle, which, with

a supply of cold water and the addition of ice in hot weather,

are undoubtedly valuable improvements for obtaining sweet

cream. Mr. Ahlborn has provided a lid for the vat, so as to

prevent dust, »Scc., reaching the milk. As has been seen, the

Cooley Creamer is a still further development of the Swartz

system. As Mr. Ahlborn's exhibit received, in company with

other foreign displays, honourable mention, I may here notice a

very beautiful model of a dairy in compartments, illustrating

the various processes carried on. The only other exhibit in the

International Dairy building was a large power barrel-churn

shown by Mons. Le Sueur, and invented by Mons. Canou
Touellin, of 45, Rue St. Patrie, Bayeaux. This carries three

fixed beaters 3^ inches deep, and fixed 3 inches clear of the

sides. This is a strong, well-made oak churn, with four hoops,

and is driven by clutch gearing.

The most novel as well as the most interesting exhibit in

the International Dairy was !Mr. G. de Laval's (of Stockholm)
Centrifuge, or cream separator, which was exhibited by Mr.
E. Hore, Great Winchester Street, London, who is the English

agent. Although an absolute novelty here. Centrifuges have

been known for some time both in Germany and Denmark,
and in the latter country important experiments have been

carried out, which prove not only their efficiency, but the prac-

tical value which attaches to the instantaneous separation of the

cream, over the ordinary process of setting. In both cases the

separation is the result of gravitation. The cream globules

being of less density than the watery parts, rise to the surface.

The action of this machine is to expedite the process by sub-

mitting the milk to rapid centrifugal motion, Avhich causes the

heavier ingredients to be thrown to the outside of the circle,
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whilst the cream occupies a more central position close round the

axis of rotation. For the following admirable illustration and

description I am indebted to Mr. F. S. Courtnay, assistant to

Messrs. Eastons and Anderson, for whose hearty assistance in my
difficult task I desire thus publicly to express my grateful thanks.

rig. 7.

—

Section of Mr. de Laval's Centrifugal Cream Separator.,

The milk, as it comes from the cow, is placed in a milk can,

and delivered by means of an ordinary tap into the top of a

VOL. XV.—S. S. 3 B
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hollow tube (A), which terminates in a -outlet near the bottom
of a spherical vessel of about 10 inches in diameter, which,
encased in a cast-iron casing, (E) rotates at a very high velo-

city, viz., 6000 or 7000 revolutions per minute. An instantaneous

separation takes place. The heavier portion, which represents

what we ordinarily term skim milk, is thrown to the outside

of the vessel, and forced up a bent perforated pipe which com-
municates with the open space (C), whence the milk is delivered

into the lower of two block-tin trays or covers, which is provided
with an outlet pipe. The rapidity with which the milk enters

the Centrifuge must be regulated according to the velocity at

which it is driven : the greater the speed the more rapid the

separation. The cream remains near the centre, rises round
the outside of the inlet pipe, and delivers itself into the upper
tin tray (D), where it is discharged through an outlet pipe.

The rotating vessel and shaft are of forged steel, in one piece,

tested by a pressure of 250 atmospheres. The shaft rests upon
a cork pad, inserted in the driving spindle. In the event of

the power being cut off by the strap breaking, or any other

cause, the vessel will continue to rotate for a considerable

time. The arrangement for securing a supply of oil to the

working parts is ingenious and effective ; and generally, both

as regards construction and detail, the machine has been care-

fully worked out. A trial was made in the following manner :

Sixty gallons of milk were placed in one of the cisterns of the

Aylesbury Dairy Company, thoroughly agitated to ensure uni-

formity of quality, and divided into equal portions by taking

gallon against gallon. Half the milk, viz., 30 gallons, was at

once set according to Swartz's system, i. e., in deep tin cans,

surrounded by ice and water ; each can was covered over with

paper, and securely tied and sealed, so as to prevent any tam-
pering with the contents. The other half was passed through the

Centrifuge, and the cream was then churned in the Oscillating

Churn of the Vermont Company, yielding exactly 10 lbs. 3 oz.

After setting for twenty hours, the Swartz's vessels were skimmed
and the cream churned in the same churn : the result was
10 lbs. 2'5 oz., thus proving that no loss of produce resulted from

the use of the Centrifuge. The skim milk was tested for butter

without a trace being obtained.* Dr. Voelcker examined the

* In confirmation of this experiment, I may here notice a series of experiments
carried out at the Agricultural College at Alnorp, and which are guaranteed by
the signature of Professor Nathorst, the well-known Principal of the College, and
Dr. Nils Engstrom, the Professor of Chemistry. It will be seen that in every

test Laval's process gave a superior result to the ice method, which is thus ex-

pressed in the Eeport :
" Thus by the ice method there was always used about
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tnro samples of butter, and pronounced that by the new process

to be superior as to texture and firmness, whilst that from the

Swartz process he thought had a superior flavour, which, however,

might be attributed to some difference in the time of making ; at

least one cannot understand if the texture was good how the

flavour could be affected. The time occupied in separating the

cream by the Centrifuge was 52 minutes. The agent considered

that a machine could be made of double capacity, that is, equal

to 60 gallons an hour ; but beyond this it would not be desirable

to increase the size of the machine.

The question naturally arises as to the practical value of this

ingenious discovery. In the first place, whatever advantage

follows from having the cream perfectly fresh, is secured. No
ice is required ; and there is a great saving in both space and
apparatus. It will be understood that the Centrifuge requires

to be driven by power, either horse or steam, and is therefore

more suitable for a factory than for a private dairy. The price

of the machine capable of separating 30 gallons an hour is 18Z.,

which, however, does not include the intermediate motion.

The machine is carried on a strong "P-shaped bracket ; it is

1-5 kilo, more milk to 1 kilo, butter, than by De Laval's Separator. The butter

obtained from tiie separated cream has been of the best quality.''

New Milk.
Skimmed
Milk.

Cream. Butter.

Total
Silograms.

Butter
Per Cent.

Per Hour
Kilograms.

Butter
Per Cent.

Per Cent, i

cfXew
1

Milk.
1

Kilograms
New Smk to

One Kilogram
Butter, by
De Laval's
Separator.

Kilograms
New Milk to

One Kilogram
Butter, by the
Ice Method.

360-00 3-52 128-82 19-77
'

85-00 113-22 25-23 26-88
219-10 3-92 128-01 0-26 18*30

j99-00 019
203-15
376-13

3-78
3-28 132-06

0-20
0-25 20-60

25-91 27-01

92-65 13-76
366-78 0-29 21-10
82-88 124-31 14-09 ' 25-21 26-53

257-55 3-67 166-56 0-27 26-09
375-28 3-42 132 06 0 23 20-49 1 The cream
68-00 20-63

i

26-67

1

churned
259-25 3-72 135-15 0-30 22-80 sweet.
376-55 132-86 20-32 '

1
27-31.320-00 19-69

379-10 136-05 19-62
;

1
26-31 27-87303-00 15-78

379-10 19-82
,

1
26-20299-63 10-72 28 08

3 B 2
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easily fixed, and is so simple in construction that it can be
readily cleaned. The novelty and ingenuity of the apparatus,
considered in connection with the successful results of the trial,

fully justified the award of a Silver JNIedal.

Foreign Implements.

The Stewards of Implements, desirous of marking their
appreciation of the enterprise of those foreign exhibitors who
at much trouble and expense visited our country, and being
precluded from more substantial awards by the fact that the
Miscellaneous Judges had not recommended any foreign ma-
chinery for Silver Medals, selected the principal collections of
implements for Honourable Mention, and in this sense I may
be allowed to very briefly allude to those exhibits which are not
otherwise mentioned.

Honourable Mention for Foreign Collections of Implements.

Messrs. H. F. Eckert and Co. (Limited;, Berlin, Germany.
Le Comte de Beaurepaire, Grivesnes (Somme), France.
M. Alfred Clert, Niort (Deiix-Sevres), France.
Mr. Eduard Ahlbom, Hildesheim, Germany.
M. Odile Martin, Jardin d'Acclimatation, Paris.

MM. Rouillier and Amoult, of Gambais, Versailles (Seine-et-Oise), France,
M. Voitellier, Mantes (Seine-et-Oise), France.
The Marquis of Riscal, Estremadura, Spain.
M. Simond Legrand, of Bersee, par Pont a Marcq, Nord, France.
M. A. Engstrdm, 13, Faubourg Poissonniere, Paris.

The post of honour in this classification has properly been
awarded to Blessrs. H. F. Eckert and Co. (Limited), of Berlin,

for their admirable collection of general agricultural machinery,

including a novel threshing machine for horse-power, with a

5-foot drum. The special features are the way in which the

concave is adjusted by a central lever, acting on both the hind
and fore portion at once, saving time and insuring accurate ad-

justment, and the arrangement for driving the drum by a double

cross belt, which insures equal pressure on the pulley and tends

to equalise the wear on the brasses. The straps are kept tight

by the use of a regulating tension to which they can be adjusted

with the greatest ease. This is a great advance over the ordi-

nary spur-wheel pinion by which horse-power machines are so

frequently driven. A large collection of well-made and reasonably

priced single- and double-furrow ploughs, and seed and paring

ploughs, three and four furrows, well braced and light, drills,

broadcast machines, grinding mill, »Scc., completed the entry.

The Comte de Beaurepaire, of Grivesnes (Somme) France,

contributed a very useful machine for washing roots, easy to
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work, filled and emptied with facility, efficient in action, and
reasonable as to price, viz., 8/. on rails, at Ailly-sur-Noje.

3Ions. Alfred Clcrt, of Niort (Deux-Sevres), France, showed a
revolving cylindrical seed-separator, which is a modification of

the machine introduced by Pernollet. The peculiarity is that

the machine is in two distinct parts, which can be worked
together or separately. The cylinders are made of sheet iron

stamped with a number of indentations. The first portion has

an arrangement for separating long seeds, such as oats, &c.,

which will not rest in the perforations, which are of large size

so as to hold the wheat and round seeds, whereas in the second

screen the perforations are much smaller, and therefore separate

the round seeds, hareweed, (Sec, from the wheat. The corn is

supplied from a hopper over a shaking screen into a tube. The
shaking is produced by a steel spring acted upon by a small

ratchet wheel on the driving spindle. The screens are driven

from pulleys by 1-inch leather belting ; the grain not separated

by the first screen is carried by a screw worm to the end of the

machine, fails into the cups of an elevator, and is so raised for

delivery into the second separator. The Judges carried out an
experiment, taking a mixed sample of wheat, oats, vetches of

different sizes, representing cockle seed, dust, &c., in all 1 bushel

1 peck ; it took fifteen minutes for this quantity to pass through

the machine, which equals about 5 bushels per hour. The work
was excellent ; a perfect separation of dust and dirt (removed
by a parallel screw about 9 inches long), oats, weed-seeds, and
wheat having been effected. The latter on reaching the end of

the second screen passes by a number of holes into an outer

screen, sloping in the opposite direction, and is thus brought
down to a box underneath. The separation was admirable,

but the results as to quantity were not sufficient to justify a
Medal. The price in the Catalogue is 10/. IQs. on rails, at

Niort
;
packing extra. The frame appeared rather light.

The dairy exhibits of J\fr. Aklborn have already been noticed,

and the poultry rearing and feeding appliances of M. Odile

Martin, MM. Rouillier and Arnoult, and M, Voitellier, will be
treated later on.

,

The Marquis of Riscal, Esti-emadura, Spain, exhibited a col-

lection of extracts of green oak in a dry condition, as made by
A. Pouriau, engineer, Paris, from raw materials obtained from
the exhibitor's estate. Price 5Z. to 5Z. 18s. M. per cwt. It would
be interesting to know how far these articles are available for

general consumption. A collection of leathers and skins tanned
with the extract appeared to prove its utility.

Monsieur Simon Legrand, of Bersee, par Pont a Marcq, Nord,
France, who is a seed grower of repute, exhibited samples of
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wheat and oats, both in sheaves and in grain ; beetroot on the

stalk and in seed, also the seed-bearing beetroot. I learnt

from a note attached to this latter entry, that " a laboratory is

established in connexion Avith this property for the analysis of

the beet adapted for reproduction ; also for the analysis of

feeding stuffs consumed on the property, for manures, and for

analysing the soil before and after each crop."

Lastly, there was 3fons. A. Engstrom, 13, Faubourg Poisson-

niere, Paris, with three exhibits which may safely be cha-

racterised as both novel and highly ingenious, if not altogether

suitable for English requirements. No. 1 is an electrical

apparatus comprising a small battery, which is placed under
the seat or within convenient reach of the driver, and commu-
nicating wires to the horse's bit, which has in the centre a pad,

insuring contact with the surface of the horse's tongue. In

case the animal proves restive, attempts to bolt, or tries to get

the bit in his teeth, the battery is put to work, and the horse

has a very smart shock, which would effectually check his

impulses. A similar apparatus is used in breaking, shoeing, or

dressing vicious horses. Article No. 2 is still more ingenious

;

here electrical agency is made use of to prevent crib-biting.

A battery charged for six months' use is so connected with the

metal crib, that whenever the horse's teeth come in contact with

the surface, he gets a sharp shock which would very soon effect

a cure. Article No. 3 is a safety buckle for a harness horse,

so that in the event of the animal falling down, he can be

liberated from the shafts without cutting the traces. This is

effected by a simple leverage, the tongue of the buckle being

attached to a frame which swings upon a central axis. When
the buckle has to be detached, all that is required is to press

upon the end of the frame, when the tongue is drawn back and
liberated from the strap.

Some further details as to the electrical appliances may be in-

teresting. The apparatus consists of a single bit, of a bridle

enclosing two conductors, of a noseband, a curb, and an electro-

magnetic machine, acting always with regularity and without

expense. The apparatus may be used on foot, for vicious

horses difficult to groom, to dress, to clip, or to shoe. It is

equally applicable to saddling or harnessing horses, whatever

vice they may possess. The advantages claimed are that the

horse is not struck or hurt. The correction, which is rather a

surprise than a chastisement, is instantaneous, it occurs during

the act of disobedience; more than all, the correction is uni-

form, it is independent of the character, cool or violent, of tl)e

person who inflicts it. Carriage accidents are avoided. The
most vicious horses under this treatment become gentle. Trials
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have been made with such, and without exception they have
submitted on the first appli- ^ ,r _ , m .

cation. At the request of ^^S" S.-ifons Engstroms Electric

M. Moreau Chaslon and M. ^PP<^ratus for Taming Horses.

Bella, officials of the Paris

Omnibus Company, trials

were made at the depot, Ma-
lesherbes, where the most
vicious horses are collected.

Six animals were presented
;

until then they had been
treated on Rarey's system,

which is a veritable torture.
P, the power ; W, weight ; F, fulcrum.

These six horses were conquered in an hour's time, with the

application of the apparatus. The same horses were tried twice

afterwards, at intervals of eight days, and were found to be

thoroughly tamed, without further use of the apparatus. Similar

experiments were made on the tramways before the Head
Manager, the Veterinary Surgeon, and the Council, Identical

results were obtained. Other experiences coincide. The price

of the apparatus for taming and for preventing crib-biting is

6/. each.

Poultry Production.

English farmers must no longer neglect the smaller econo-

mies, by attention to which foreigners add so largely to their

income. It is a disgrace to this country that whilst the imports

of eggs and poultry into the United Kingdom has reached the

enormous sum of 8,000,000/. in one year, we have not even a

quotation of English eggs in the London market, which are

supplied principally from France, but also from Canada and
the States. Poultry can be made a material source of income.
There is nothing in our climate prejudicial to the growth of

fowls, on the contrary, the abundance of insect life due to our
humidity is highly favourable to their early development. It

Avas only last summer that spring ducks were making from
15s. to 17s. a couple in the London market. To Messrs. E.
Rouillier-Arnoult and E. Arnoult, of Gambais-les-Houdan (Seine-

et-Oise), we are indebted for having first made hydro-incuba-
tion a practical success. Mr. Thomas Christy, of the firm of

Christy and Co., of 155, Fenchurch Street, London, has made
several improvements in detail which render his apparatus
more suitable for our requirements. According to the report of

JNI. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, addressed to the President of the

Societe d'Acclimatation, under date December 1st, 1875, the
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discovery was the result of an accident. Messrs. Rouillier and
Arnoult being compelled to leave Paris and reside in the

country, on account of the health of one of the party, chance led

them to Gambais, near Houdan, where poultry rearing is a

speciality, in which they engaged, using turkeys to sit upon
hens' eggs. One day, 40 out of 60 turkeys that were sitting, for

some reason died. This was a most serious loss, especially as

the chicken had been sold in advance. They were compelled
to fulfil the contract at any cost. Under these circumstances the

old adage of " necessity being the mother of invention," came
into play

;
they bethought them to take those eggs which were

most advanced, and place them between two eider-down quilts,

surrounded by bottles full of hot water. It was a great and
continual trouble to keep up the heat, but the success was com-
plete, and the contract kept. Whilst this was going on, 13

partridge eggs, which had been sat upon for 15 days, were
brought to the operators and placed with the hens' eggs, and 12

partridges were hatched out. Attention being thus directed to

artificial hatching, experiments were made with the incubators

of Carbonnin and Robert. The first depended for its heat upon
a petroleum lamp, difficult to regulate ; and in the second, in

which apparently water was the heating medium, the tempera-

ture could not be maintained. Thus were these experimenters

led to the construction of their hydro-incubator, which has

achieved in France a well-deserved success, and is now, with

certain improvements in detail, made in this country by T.

Christy and Co. The machine exhibited by Rouillier and
Arnoult, at Kilburn, which was for 50 eggs, comprised a nearly

square box 20 inches in length and width by 22 inches deep
;

the eggs were contained in a drawer at the bottom ; at the top

is a compartment termed the drier, in which the chicken are

placed on hatching, and kept for 24 hours, without food. The
water space contains 6 gallons. It is lined with zinc, and the

space between it and the outer walls of the box is filled with

felt. The depth of the egg drawer is 2^ inches. About 2 gallons

of boiling water are added morning and evening, after a sigiilar

quantity has been withdrawn ; the eggs are turned at the same
time ; a water-gauge at the side measures the water drawn off

;

a second tube from the water chamber allows of the escape of

air. A certain amount of moisture is required in the egg drawer
;

this is said to be provided for by a current of cold air from

the outside entering the drawer by a small opening at the side,

and condensing the moisture contained in the hot air. In the

morning only, the eggs should be exposed for about 20 minutes.

The artificial mother comprises a square box with legs projecting

4J inches, this allows the chicken ingress and egress ; inside is
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a zinc box-like urn protected from the air by felt stuffing, a soft

baggy material hangs down from the bottom of the box ; at

night, screens shut in the chicken. Surrounding the mother is

a small yard covered with glass, which affords shelter from rain,

&c. ; and this, again, can be enclosed by wire netting in a grass

field or other suitable locale. The water in the artificial mother
only requires to be renewed once in 24 hours. The receptacle

holds 5 gallons of water, and 2 gallons added are sufficient.

The price of the mother alone, without the external shelter, is

2/. Of course the apparatus is made in different sizes, capable

of dealing with from 50 to 450 eggs.

Mr. Christy's experience has led him to the conclusion that

the water space must be of a certain size, sufficient to hold 15
gallons, in order that a tolerably uniform temperature may be
maintained, hence his smallest machine is for 90 eggs. I re-

produce a drawing and description from his pamphlet on
" Hydro-Incubation," and those who are interested in the sub-

ject will do well to spend one shilling in the purchase of this

book.

Fig. 9.— View of Messrs. Christy and Co.'s Hydro-incubator.

Hydro-incubator for 90 Eggs,

A is the pipe only used for completely emptying the cistern
;
b, the brass

tap for drawing off the water prior to replenishing the cistern with boiling
water; c, the glass gauge, with a marked scale, d, at the side, to register
the height of the water in the cistern : e, the pipe for filling the cistern

;
F,

the tube for the escape of air when the water is put into the cistern
; g, the

drawer, into the front of which the new earth-trays slide
;
H, the thermometer

in the drawer; i, i, the air-holes in the sides of the incubator and drawer;
J, the flannel

; k, the stand or box used to keep the incubator off the ground

;

L, the earth-trays.
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The following are the improvements claimed by Mr. Christy

:

1. The packing consists of a non-conducting material com-
posed of desiccated cork-dust and sawdust surrounding iron

tanks, in place of oat-chafF or felt round zinc tanks.

2. The eggs are supported on perforated plates of metal,

under which are trays of damp earth, experience having shown
that more moisture is necessary. The closer the artificial pro-

cess imitates nature the more complete will be the success. All

poultry keepers know that a stolen clutch is more numerous as

a rule, than box-hatched eggs, and one principal reason is the

beneficial influence of the damp soil. I believe that Mr.
Christy has recently extended the earth trays, so that the whole
of the eggs are influenced by the soil.

3. There is a free current of air passing over the earth trays,

and under and over the eggs.

4. The trays for the eggs can be adjusted for large eggs, such

as turkeys, or placed nearer the cistern when hatching fowls'

eggs.

In order to ensure an adequate amount of moisture, small tin

troughs are placed in the drawer, and kept filled with water

and soil.

At the trial at Hemel Hempstead last autumn, Christy's Incu-

bator won the prize of 25/. in competition with three other

inventions. The Report of the Judges, and the register of the

temperature will be found duly recorded in Mr. Christy's

pamphlet.

The price of No. 3 set, consisting of a 90-egg incubator and
stand, with an open-air rearer, and 24 yards of wire fencing,

an egg-tester, pedestal, zinc troughs, and 2 thermometers, is

11/. 155.

The remaining Incubator shown at Kilburn was that of M.
Voitcllier, of Mantes (Seine-et-Oise), which appeared more
primitive and less complete than the others. It is reasonable as

to price, and according to the cards exhibited, a large trade had
been done. It comprises an annular water-tank of zinc enclos-

ing a cylindrical space 20 inches in diameter by 15 inches-deep.

The bottom of the space is made of wood, on which is placed

a layer of sand and a thin coating of straw. As working at

Kilburn, the space contained, besides the eggs, a glass of water,

which is requisite in order to give the necessary moisture, other-

Avise the eggs must be occasionally wetted with a brush. The
box enclosing the cistern is square, and the interstices between

the outside frame and the water-tank are filled with some non-

conducting material, generally felt. The tank holds 65 quarts,

and the heat is maintained by adding a certain quantity night

and morning. The eggs are not, as far as we could see, ever
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taken out, all that is done is to turn them night and morning.

At the Hemel Hempstead trials, a machine of this make, which
was sent bv !Miss ^lay Arnold, failed utterly, as out of 35 fertile

eggs not one was hatched out, and no chicken were found in

the eggs. The artificial mother comprises a square box 21

inches by 8 inches deep, into this drops from above an internal

box containing the hot water, and lined with tin. Underneath
the external box is hung a pad of velvet. The distance of the

box from the ground is about 2^ inches.

Probably the greatest novelty in connection with poultry-

feeding in an English showyard, was the apparatus for fatten-

ing poultry, invented and exhibited by M. Odile Martin, of the

Jardin d'Acclimatation, at Paris. Let the reader imagine a

whirly-go-round, with two stories or stages, each containing 30
receptacles. Smaller machines are made ranging down to six

spaces. Each receptacle is 18 inches deep radially by 9 inches

clear in front and 5 inches behind. The divisions are separated

by boarding, save in the centre, where there is an upright wire,

or rather two wires, one for each pen : on the wires are rings

about 1 inch in diameter, a light chain 4 inches long is attached

to the rings, and terminates in a leather strap and buckle, which
encircles the leg of the fowl. The floor is close boarded in

front and open behind, with two wires placed radially, so that

the manure can drop into a tray underneath, which is readily

removed. The food, in the form of gruel, and comprising a

mixture of Indian corn and buckwheat meal and milk, is placed

in a machine fixed at a convenient point. Attached to this is a

flexible tube terminating in a spring metal mouthpiece ; a dial

marked in centilitres, with an indicator arm, shows when the

required quantity of food has been administered. The process of

feeding is very simple : the operator seizes the fowl by the neck,

opens the beak, and inserts the tube down the throat, opens the

valve, and delivers into the stomach a certain quantity of food,

as shown by the indicator. The process is very rapid, and in a

very short time a large number are fed. The fowls are kept in

this apparatus and thus treated for a period varying from 15 to

20 days, when they are fit for the table. At first sight, this

confinement and process of feeding appears cruel as well as

unnatural, but the appearance of the birds and their anxiety
to be fed somewhat dispels this idea ; and the Society for the

Protection of Animals, in Paris, has pronounced in its favour

as more humane than the old-fashioned plan of cramming in

ordinary use by the peasants. The invention is new only as

regards this countr}-, it dates back to 18G7. In 1867, M. de la

Fosse, Engineer-in-chief for Roads and Bridges, thus reports

to the Agricultural Societ3- of the Department de I'Allier:

—
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" In summing up, gentlemen, your Commission wish to state

that the method of fattening, invented by M. Odile Martin,

ought to spread rapidly in France, It is convinced that it will

be very useful in the interests of agricultural production that this

invention should be known and appreciated at its just value,

and thinks that the creation of a model establishment at the

Jardin d'Acclimatation, in Paris, will be the surest means of

making it known." Within a year of the issuing of the above

report, M. Odile Martin obtained a concession from the Jardin

d'Acclimatation and from the City of Paris, for setting up this

business. Not only have fowls of M. Odile Martin's own feed-

ing obtained premiums, but many others testify to most satis-

factory results. Thus, M. Paillard, writing to the inventor,

states that having shown each year at Paris, a lot of ducks fed

by his mechanical apparatus, he had obtained a prize at each

meeting. Again, M. Jules Reiset wrote to the Director of the

Jardin d'Acclimatation on the 12th May, 1878 : " With M.
Odile Martin's mechanical feeder, we obtain excellent poultry.

As regards the rapid production of flesh, I have obtained

remarkable results, representing a gain of 50 per cent, for each

fowl." Many other testimonials might be inserted. The appa-

ratus was exhibited in different forms. The revolving frame,

with receptacles for 60 fowls, and the feeding apparatus costs

32/. in Paris,

Messrs. Christy and Co. exhibited The Engraisseuse or poultry-

fattening pen, manufactured by Madame Aillerat, of La Fleche,

France, who was present at Kilburn to explain her invention,

and to exhibit extraordinary specimens of La Fleche poultry

fed by this process. I am enabled, through the courtesy of

Mr. Christy, to reproduce the illustrations from his pamphlet.

Fig. 10,

—

Front view of the Engraisseuse for six Fowls.

Ingress to each compartment is obtained by slides, one of which is shown
open at A. The feeding trough is seen at c, and one of the drawers, d, which

receives the droppings, is shown open.
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Fig. 11,

—

Interior of a pen of Madame Aillerat's Engraisseuse,

Fig. 11 shows the interior of the pen with a fowl as it stands

when feeding. The floor is partly close-boarded and partly open-

grilled to allow of the passage of the manure into the drawer.

The metal trough is also shown in detail, F being the compart-

ment for grain or prepared food, G that for milk and water. The
fowls are not compelled to eat, and consequently, though they

progress well, the process is not so rapid as when crammed.
Great care has been bestowed vpon the construction of the

Engraisseuse. There is a drawer to catch the manure, which
falls through a grating. The food is placed in the metal trough,

as described above. The dough usually consists of flour mixed
with milk and water f or barley, buckwheat, or rye-flour may be
used as a change. Experience shows that poultry must be
kept very clean, and the food-pans are washed out once a day.

Specimens of La Fleche poultry fed by Madame Aillerat, weigh-
ing 7^ lbs. each, were shown. The price of this apparatus is

SI. 185.

For cramming purposes Messrs. Christy and Co. exhibited the

Patent " Compression," manufactured by MM. Rouillier and
Arnoult, the working of which is illustrated in Fig. 12 (p. 718).

The objection to this machine as compared with that of

Odile Martin, is that the fowl has to be taken out of its

box by the wings, placed on the platform G ; the head is held

in the right hand ; the forefinger and thumb pressing at the side

of the mouth opens it ; then the head of the bird is raised, and
the tube, as far as the brass junction of the pipes, slips down
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the throat ; the pedal is then pressed by the foot, and the

charge enters the crop of the bird. The plunger then returns to

its position, and another supply of food enters the tube. The
quantity discharged is regulated by the position of the lever in

the standard A, which can be fixed by a bolt.

Fig. 12.

—

Diagram illustrating Messrs. Bouillier and ArnouWs Patent
" Compression " for Fowl-feeding.

A, is the left-hand support, through which passes the lever f ; it is pierced

with holes at the top lor regulating the charge; b, the framework; c, the

receiver for the food
;
d, wheel and valve for freeing the charge

; e, tlie

piston ;
f, the lever, with spring, and attached by a chain to the pedal h ;

G, the platform, with small hole for the waste to drip through into a pan
underneath ; h, the pedal

;
i, a key, fi.^ing the plunger on to "the piston

;
J,

inside view of the reservoir
;
k, the plunger, working inside J.
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Miscellaneous Novelties.

„No- in 1. First-Class Mention.
Catalogue.

92 Messrs. K. Hornsby and Sons, for an improved disc in their Patent

Tui'nip Cutter.

243 Mr. AVilliam Brenton, for samples of Patent Door and Gate
Fastenings.

4432 Kirkstall Forge Company, for Patent Rolled Shafting.

5314 Mr. Henry Brinsmead, for Patent Double-action Straw-shaker.

8579 Mr. George H. Innes, for Drum Guard attached to a Threshing
Machine.

9701 Mr. Francis Ley, for Ewart's Patent Detachable Malleable-Iron Drive-
Chain.

10073 Messrs. Polyblank and Co., for Knowling's Patent Band-sawing
Machine.

10661 Messrs. Nalder and Nalder, for Straw Elevator attached to a Thresh-
ing Machine.

10694 Messrs. P. and H. P. Gibbons, for Drum Guard attached to a Threshing
Machine.

11423 Messrs. Thomas Christy and Co., for Hydro-Incubator.

Messrs. R. Hornshy and Sons have introduced a new patent

combined root-pulper, turnip-cutter, and slicer, which can readily

Fig. 13.

—

Disc of Moot-cutter on the old system.
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be adjusted to fulfil either of its threefold functions. The disc

is skeleton in form—a ring with centre-bar and axle, and plates

to fill it in. There are two pairs of plates—one with knives for

cutting finger-pieces, replaceable in a few seconds by slicing-

knives, and the other fitted with pulping-knives. The arrange-

ment of the knives in the finger-piece cutting-disc is entirely

novel, and is applied to a new single-action machine as well as

in the combination I am describing, and which will be readily

understood by the illustrations (Figs. 13 and 14).

Fig. 13 (p. 719) shows the disc of the root-cutter on the old system, in

which the cutting was commenced on the outside and finished at the centre

of the disc. The knives thus placed had a tendency to drive the roots to the

outside of the hopper.

Fig. 14 shows the disc on the new system. Here the cutting commences on
the outside and at the centre about the same time, and finishes about midway
between the axis and the periphery of the disc. It will be seen that the clear

spaces between the finishing of the cut and the commencement of the next cut

is greater, giving the root more time to fall close to the disc, so that a full cut

is made every time, instead of in some cases only a thin slice.

Fig. 14.

—

Disc on the new system.
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Fig. 16.

—

Disc of the Convertible Machine.
'

Another important point is, that the roots are held much steadier during the

operation, because the cut is commenced on both sides at once, tlie roots being
chitched on opposite sides at the first contact, and finnly held until the whole-

cut is taken.

Fig. 15 (p. 722) shows a bar of knives detached. This can be readily done
by an unskilled labourer in a few minutes.

Fig. 16 shows the disc of the convertible machine. It also shows the method
of removing the half-discs and replacing them by pulping discs when required.

To attach the slicer knives the cutting discs remain, but the bars of knives

are removed, the slicer knives taking their places. The half-discs arc secured

VOL. XV.—s. s. 3 c
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in position hy a 5-in. T-ended stay, which is shown detached at Fig. 17, and
in position at Fig. 18, which gives a sectional elevation of the discs. When
the half-discs require changing, the nut nearest the spindle is screwed back,

and the T-end of the stay detached from a pair of lugs cast on the disc and
shown in Fig. 18. The disc is then lifted out of position by hand, and replaced

by a disc with the kind of cutters required, which is secured in position by
again screwing up the nut on the stays.

Fig. 15.

—

Bar of Knives Fig. 18.

—

Sectional

detached. Elevation of the Disc.

The Judges tested the machine as a turnip-cutter, and

found the action very satisfactory, the finger-like pieces being

uniform in size. No part of the root can escape from the

machine without being cut, and the arrangement of the knives

appears to lessen the draught. The machine has a new hopper

of large capacity, composed in the top part of angle-iron, and in

the bottom of round wrought-iron bars, through which dirt, 6cc.,

can escape. The combined machine, CCA, fitted for the three

operations, costs Bl. 5s. If as a pulper and slicer only, 71. If

as a pulper and cutter for sheep only, 71. The simple turnip-

cutter, C A, costs 4/. 155.

3Ir. William Drcnton, of Polbathic, St. Germans, whose name
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has hitherto been known chiefly in connection with mowing
.and reaping machines which have a good local repute, now
receives first-class mention for patent door and gate fastenings,

which are ingenious and efficient.

The present exhibits are an imj^rovemeut on a former design, because in

that two movements were involved—the handle of the bolt, which was crooked,

had to be raised above the stop which held it fast when locked, and then drawn
back. Now, by having the stop placed at an angle when the handle is raised,

the bolt is withdrawn, because the plane on which it travels is inclined.

Fig. 19.

—

Mr. William Brenton's Door and Gate Fastenings, shoiving

bolt ivithdraicn.

Fig. 19 shows the position of the handle when the bolt is withchuwn. It will
be seen that a spring shown at c holds the handle when unlocked. By re-
versing the handle and placing it in the position shown at Fig. 20 (p. 724),
the end of the bolt, which is tapered, is yAished into its socket.

It is quite impossible that a gate or door so fastened could be accidentally
piJcned ; and for horse-boxes and all farm-building purposes, such a fastening
is most valuable. The jack-fastening for windows is much on the same prin-
ciple ;

but in this case the handle is drawn out in the act of turning it round,
and the end of the bolt, which is rounded and projects on one side, keeps the
handle extended until, when turned again, it can enter the socket.
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Fig. 20.-

—

Door and Gate Fastenings, shoicing holt in its soclcet.

Tlie Kirkstall Forge Company received first-class mention for

patent-roller shaftings, not only on account of the considerable

economy in their production, over that of the ordinary turned

shaftings, but because of their additional strength, in consequence

of the skin not being in any way removed or interfered with.

I am indebted to the 'Textile Manufacturer,' of Dec. 15, 1878,

for th© following description of the process by which the result

is obtained :

—

" The first operations of piling and rolling the iron are identically the same
as when ordinary round bars are being produced. When the bar leaves the

rolls, however, it is a trifle larger in diameter than in the shaft intended to be

made from it. The bar, after being rolled, is at a good red heat ; it is therefore

allowed to cool to a low red heat in daylight, at which temperature it is in the

best condition for ' planishing,' as the operation which makes it trae and

straight is called. The planishing machine is very strongly constructed, and

stands well down on the floor to avoid lifting the bars to be ojierated ujjon.

The machine consists of a pair of vertical discs, which rapidly revolve on

horizontal shafts. They are nearly equal in diameter, and are placed face to

face, but not with their centres opposite, there being a horizontal distance of

about 9 inches between the centre lines of the discs. Supposing the faces to

I
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be 3 inches apart, and the discs to be revolving in the same direction, then if

a bar sliglitly larger than 3 inches is placed between them the bar will revolve

on its own axis, and will be reduced in diameter to exactly 3 inches. The bar

is horizontal, and when it is at the same level as the centres of the discs, it will

simply revolve between them, and will have no other motion
;

if, however, it

be lifted above the centres, say about a quarter of an inch, it will, besides

revolving, travel lengthways between the discs ; should it be a quarter of an
inch or so below the level of the centres, it will also travel lengthways, but in

the reverse direction. In this way, then, works the machine at Kirkstall

Forge. The bar is brought from the rolls slightly larger than is the intended

shaft. After cooling in the right temperature, it is placed on the table of the

machine, which is on the floor level, and one end is inserted Isetween the discs.

It immediately commences to revolve, and travel longitudinally, so that after a

Uttle time the whole length of the bar has been operated upon or planished.

When it leaves the discs the bar is a shaft, being now, for all practical pur-

\K>ses, quite round and straight, not of course so true as the highest class of

shafting, which has been carefully finished in a lathe, but still entirely up to

the average of turned shafting, and much better than many specimens. The
surfaces of the discs which perform the planishing are jjerfectly smooth, and
during the operation a copious supply of water falls upon them and upon the

shaft ; hence the latter leaves the machine perfectly free from scale, and with
a smooth skin, having a dark blue polish. The Kirkstall Forge Company at

present are prepared to roll their shafts of all sizes, from 7 inches diameter
down to i inch, but they intend shortly to produce them by their patent pro-

cess so small as ^ inch in diameter. They prefer in all cases to supply their

patent shafting cut by themselves to dead lengths, and with faced ends, in

order that they may be erected without ftirther manipulation, their customers
being thus saved a considerable amount of trouble and expense. These
planished bars are of course applicable for many purposes besides shafting;

thus with engineers they are used for every imaginable purpose where a true

and round plain bar is suitable. For instance, an agricultural implement
maker will order some thousands of planished pins about 8 inches long and li
inch diameter, and other machinists are siniilarly sujiplied. It remains to be
mentioned that, according to tests made by Mr. Kirkaldy \vith his machine,
these shafts (in torsion) are one-fifth stronger than rolled shafts of the same
diameter, and consequently show a greater gain even than this over turned
shafts of the same diameter. This, however, is what might be expected from
the nature of the planishing operation.

" TTie patentees claim, as the most important effect of their patent machine
on the bar, the entire removal of all kinks, doglegs, and bends, and the conse-
quent iJroduction of a perfectly straight and true shaft. For all ordinary speeds
this shafting can be run safely without the trouble and expense of turning any
necLs, which, by removing the skin, and reducing the diameter, lessen the
strength and wearing power. For ordinary purposes, the American clamp
couplings, which are loose collars, answer perfectly, and secm-e the full strength
of the shaftings, the necessity for bosses and key-slots being entirely done
away ^vith. The patentees claim that they produce their shafting,

1. SufiBciently uniform in size

—

2. Mechanically round.

3. Perfectly straight and true.

4. Xo turning being required.

5. No waste, no trouble, no labour to user.

6. With 20 per cent, extra tension over ordinary rolled iron in the rough.
7. With increased rapidity.

8. With a smooth skin.""

Judging from the specimens exhibited at Kilbum, which ranged from
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| inch to 7 inches diameter, this is really an: impartant improvement ; and
the economy of the manufacture enables the article to be sold at a considerable

reduction in price. Thus the price per cwt. ranges in iron'from 12s. 6d. to

19s., and in steel from 16s. 6d. to 17s. 6d. In the latter material, 4^ diameter

is the largest size made. The price of KM Kirkstall bars is 71. 10s. a ton,

whereas the same quality of iron in patent roller would be 12?. 10s.

J/r. Henry Brinsmead, of Ipswich, received first-class mention
for a novel construction of straw-shakers. The main feature is

the use of only one crank, which is placed in the centre under
the shakers. Each shaker is in two parts, jointed over the

crank. This arrangement produces the same effect as a double

lift. The wear and tear on the crank is greatly reduced by
springs under the backbone of each shaker, which accumulates

the power and gives it out. This plan secures the same effect at

both ends that others with a single crank do at one. It is stated

by the exhibitor that this shaker has 50 per cent, more throic

than any other. Price 357. I regret that I am not able to give

accurate illustrations, as !Mr. Brinsmead's patents were not in a

sufficiently secured condition to make full publication desirable.

Fig. 21.

—

Mr. Henry JBrinsmeacVs Patent Douhle-adlon Strmc-shalcer.

Numerous specialities in the w ay of drum-guards, which are

now a necessary adjunct to every threshing-machine,* were
shown at Kilburn, and of these the judges selected two for first-

class mention. The first of these to be noted is Hunt's patent

drum-guard, exhibited by Geo. H. Innes, of Royston.

The nature of this invention will be understood by the following dra^viugs,

in which Fig. 22 gives a section of the guard, showing the mouth of the drum
open for feeding. Fig. 23 shows the drum covered by the slide ; and Fig. 24
gives a plan by which it will be seen that the side-boards, &c., are so connected
with the feed-board that pressure on any part sets free the slide.

The principle is very similar to that of an ordinary mouse-trap. The slide

is connected by means of iron rods on either side with strong springs, con-
tained in two tubes attached to the sides of the feed box, and seen in Fig. 24.

The slide is drawn back and retained in its place by a lever, one end of which

An Act of Parliament, passed April 16th, 1878, and which came into opera-
tion on August 1st last, imposes a penalty of 5?. on every person using a machine
without a proper and sufficient guard.
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Fig. 22.~Montli ofDnm Fig. 23.—Drum covered

open for feeding. hy the slide.
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catches a notch or lug on the iron rods, whilst tbe other is balanced by tbe

weight of the feed-board. The setting is so delicate that any considerable

pressure on the feed-board, side-boards, or bonnet depresses the end of the lever,

thereby raising the opposite end clear of the lug, and thus removing the resist-

ance to the springs which drive out the rods and slide. The action is very rapid,

and when the slide has reached the opposite side and come in contact with
the woodwork below the bonnet, safety is insured. The only element of risk is

the possibility of the hand or foot being caught by the slide, when the conse-

quences would be serious. The price is 3/., exclusive of fixings. It will be

understood that the feed-board is so hinged that any pressure on any part of

the apparatus, cover, &c., relieves the catch.

The other guard similarly noticed was shown by P. and H.
P. Gibbons, of Wantage, and is the invention of E. VV. Pamplin
and Co. It is described as an improved combined hood and
platform, and safety-drum shield. The following illustration,

which shows the guard open for work, will enable the reader to

understand the mechanism :

—

Fig. 25.—3Iessrs. Gibbons' Gunrd open for work.

ITie apparatus comprises an adjustable hood a, which is suspended on pivot

pins in.sertetl in the bearing standards n. The lower end of the hood is

attached by means of light connecting-rods, c, to liiugcd pivots on the feed-

boaid, D, and the latter is liung on a trenutlus. A self-acting flafj-board, e,

is also attached by means of an adjusting chain to the hood on the inside, and
the " flap-lx)ard " is provided with a toothed rack, F, liaving a small hand
chain, k', attached as shown. A short connecting link, K, joins the feeding

board to a ratchet-wheel, g, into the teeth of which an adjustable spring is
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depressed, to any pressure required, by means of a tightening screw, in an angle

plate, so that it can be adjusted to the nicest requirement. From the above it

^•ill be seen that when undue pressure is applied, either to the feeding-board or

the hood, the drum-mouth is at once closed hy the meeting of the feed-board

and the flap-lx)ard, and both are securely locked, and cannot be opened until

the locking spring is released by the hand out of the ratchet teeth, when the

feed-board by its weight falls open. The flap-board still remains closed until

the locking rack is released by the hand chain. The board then falls back,

leaving the drum-mouth open for work. It would be very diflBcult for any
one to get into the drum of the machine. The mechanism is simple, efficient,

and not Uable to get out of order. It will be seen that the hood is made in

two parts. The upper portion can be turned back when its position is found

to interfere with the feeding ofcoarse materials into the drum.

Francis Ley, of the Vulcan Malleable Cast-iron Works, Derby,

received first-class mention for introducing the manufacture of,

and improvements on, Ewart's Patent Detachable Driving-Chain.

Hitherto this valuable means of transmitting power has been

made only in America. Mr. Ley is able to supply it on the

same terms, the purchaser saving expenses of carriage. Nor is this

all. Important improvements have been introduced, which render

the article much more accurate. First of all, as regards the metal

:

much attention has been paid to the production of malleable

castings that are strong, durable, and homogeneous. The metal

has the appearance of a mild steel ; it is very ductile, and may
be readily stamped, punched, drawn, or twisted, without heating.

When turned it takes a high polish, and when burnished is

peculiarly rich. It can be readily hardened, not being blistered,

scaled, or warped, in the process. It is therefore specially suit-

able for chain gear, where the friction on the links is so con-

siderable. Mr. Ley has introduced special machinery for the

mouldings of the links, in which accuracy of pattern is of the

greatest importance, not only as ensuring a secure joint, but also

enabling^ the links to be removed. Instead of moulding from
loose patterns, as on the American and English system, he has

invented a system of moulding the links from stereotypes, which
produce marvellously accurate castings. The stereotypes insure

perfect accuracy in the pitck of the chain, as no rapping or other

carelessness in moulding can render the casting imperfect in

dimensions. Thus the chain must always work true on the

wheels. The shape of the links has been altered from the

American pattern. The latter are straight at the neck, whereas
in these they are bulged out slightly, thus preserving the sec-

tional area throughout. This is considered a great improvement.
Mr. Ley is prepared to guarantee the metal to stand a tensile

breaking strain of 25 to 28 tons per square inch with a fair

amount of elongation. The nature of the chain will be readily

understood by the subjoined drawing (Fig. 26, p. 730), which
represents four links, the upper one partly detached.
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The chain in its simplest form consists of a plain hinged
link. The hinge has a groove, in width about one-third of the

circumference of the opening. The link is flattened out on one
side, at the opposite end to the hinge, to the thickness of the

groove, and thus enables the links to be joined together bv merely
passing the plain end of the link into the corresponding hinge
in the next link. As the chain can onlv be threaded together

at the angle shown in the illustration, and as it runs, when at

Fig. 26.

Avork, with the groove outwards, it cannot possibly fall to pieces

in work ; whilst every link being interchangeable enables it to

be lengthened or shortened with the greatest dispatch. These
chains are available for many purposes, and are especially valu-

able for carrving elevator buckets. !Mr. Ley has latelv executed

orders for rice elevators for Rangoon, to raise 100 quarters per

hour to a height of 50 feet ; for cement-clinker elevators, to

raise from 18 to 20 tons per hour ; also elevators for brick-

machines and linseed-cake mills, for discharging coals out of

ships' holds, lifting sewage-water, »Scc., including a chain-and-

bucket pump to lift water out of a mine shaft, the miners putting

in more links and buckets as they lower the " shaft." Our
readers are probably aware that this form of chain has been

adopted in all self-binding reaping-machines in America, and
answers admirably. The following are some of the advantages

of chain-gearing over leather or india-rubber fittings :— 1. Posi-

tive transmission of power. 2. Stands exposure to wet or heat.

3. Much less liable to break. 4. No expense in belt-fasteners.

5. No friction. G. No tension. 7. No stretching. 8. No loss

of time, as, if the chain breaks, any one can put in a new link.

9. Less costly, being only about half the price of ordinary belting

of corresponding strength. The sprocket-wheels are also much
cheaper than turned pulleys. They should be accurately made.

The pitch of the teeth should very slightly exceed that of the

chain, so as to enable the teeth to gain on the chain.

Messrs. Pohjhlavh (irid Co., of Newton Abbot, Devon, were
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Y\<r, 27.— Fif(P of Messrs. PohjUarJz and Co.'s Band-saw Machine.
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awarded first-class mention for a great improvement in band-
saw machinery (Knowling's patent). The great peculiarity of

this machine is that the standard moves, altering the angle of

the saw", whilst the table maintains a horizontal position. This
allows of timber being cut at any angle. The saw can be canted

to an angle of 45 degrees. The table is fitted on rollers to follow

the saw ; hence the saw does not drag the timber along the table,

as is the case with most band-saw machines. The main frame
has trunnions at its base, is journalled in the foundation-frame,

and is moved by a screw underneath the table, worked by a

hand-wheel, which cants the screw and moves the table at one and
the same time. Another important feature in this machine is

the way in which the top saw-wheel is bracketed to the standard,

by means of a pivot, and supported by indiarubber tension-

springs. The adjustment Ijy a hand-screw is very sensitive.

The arrangement for adjusting the plane of the upper band-
pulley, so as to make it coincident with the lower one, is simple

and good. Any small obstacle getting between the saw and the

pulleys does not break the saw. The machine is made in three

sizes, and was catalogued as follows :

—

Size.

Diameter of
Driving

Saw Wheel.

Depth with
Cut.

Diameter of
Driving
Pulleys.

Average
Power

required.

Price.

No. 1 SO Iuch.es 10 Inches 12 Inches Half horse
£
45

„ 2 36 „ 13 „ 14 „ One „ 55

3 18 ., IC „ Two „ 75

Messrs. Naldcr and Naldcr, Limited, have introduced into

this country a much-desired combination, viz., a portable com-
bined threshing and straw-elevating machine. Something of

the same arrangement has been used in America, but only, as far

as I know, capable of delivering the straw in the same direction

as that in which the machine stands, whereas this can be worked
with equal effect at any angle. Moreover, the frame of the eleva-

tor is so jointed that it can be folded very snugly for travelling.

The following illustrations (Fig. 28)—showing 1, the machine
as fixed for work ; and 2, as packed up for travelling—will give

an idea of the appearance, and assist the reader to understand

the means by which this desirable result is obtained.

The elevator is affixed on the straw-delivery end of the thresh-

ing-machine, being mounted on a horizontal axis, which allows,

the delivery-end of the trough to be raised or lowered, and on a

vertical axis, admitting of a lateral or side-motion j and the
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apparatus is so constructed that the operation of raising or

lowering the trough, or of adjusting it laterally, can proceed

whilst the elevator is in motion. It will be seen bv reference to

Fig. 28, that a table or platform is attached to the main frame of

the threshing-machine. The upper portion of this table is

mounted, so as to be capable of rotation, or partial rotation, on
a pivot. The lower end of the elevating trough is hinged to

the upper portion of the platform in such a manner that the

trough can be raised or lowered, the means of actuating the

trough being a crane or winch fixed to the upper frame of the

threshing-machine, with suitable pulleys, over which a rope or

chain, wound at one end on the drum of the crane, and attached

at its other end to other ropes or chains attached to the de-

livery-end of the trough. The rotation of the elevator is effected

by means of a worm and worm-wheel. The endless web and
chain of the elevator are driven by a pair of spur-wheels on the

end of an upright shaft, to which motion is communicated by
pulleys and belts from the threshing-machine, the arrangement
being well shown in Fig. 28. In order to ensure stability in any-

required position, adjustable props may be used, one of which is

shown in Fig. 28. In order to facilitate the packing up of the

elevatinsr trough the sides are detachable. The reg-ulations of

the Society preclude the awarding of medals without an ade-

quate trial, for which there was no opportunity at Kilburn,

otherwise I think the merits of this invention or combination
might have justified such a distinction. The advantages claimed

bv the patentees are:— 1. Saving of labour, inasmuch as the

straw can be delivered in any position, or waggons may be loaded

without stopping the machine. 2. Saving of time in starting

machinery, as there is no time spent in fixing and setting the

elevator. 3. Saving of power, owing to a peculiar arrange-

ment of the prongs or tines, which are separately attached to

each belt. 4. Saving of horse-power in removing from place to

place, and of an extra attendant. The additional weight of the

attached elevator is under half a ton, whereas an ordinary, ele-

vator weighs from 25 to 30 cwt. 5. Equal advantage when the

implement is drawn by a traction-engine. G. Greater facilities

for workinjf in a barn. 7. Saving: of shed-room when stored.

The price of the elevator varies from 40Z. to 45/., according

as it is attached to medium or large-sized machines. Its addi-

tion to old machines of Messrs. Xaldcrs' make involves an
additional charge of 5/.

Messrs. Christy and Co.'s incubator has been already noticed.
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fo. in 2. Second-Class Mention.
Catalogue.

4131 M. Francois L'Heron, for Agricultural BaiTow.

6927 Pulsometcr Engineering Company, for Centrifugal Grinding and Sift-

ing Mill

7368 Messrs. Entwisle and Kenyon, for Riley's Patent Engineer's Vice.

9056 Messrs. Everett, Adams, and Co., for Patent Double-row Turnip

Thinner.

9144 M. Nicolas Noel, for Valve attached to Pump.
9714 Mr. Thomas Adams, for Patent Spring Safety-Valve.

Messrs. J. Sabatier and Co., of Bread Street Hill, London,

showed M. Fran{}ois L'Heron's universal barrow, for which are

claimed special advantages. The shafts are high, and therefore

the workman is not obliged to stoop. Part of the load bearing

directly on the wheel, some considerable portion of the weight,

said by the inventors to be 30 per cent., is thus saved. When
unloading, the load is thrown forward over the wheel, and the

load automatically opens the front flap, and is discharged, thus

saving the trouble of turning the barrow over on one side,

which is dangerous, and likewise requires more room. This

article was not entered in the catalogue, and therefore I have no
knowledge of the relative cost. That there is some advantage

in the position of the load over the wheel and the mode of dis-

charging is evident ; and if equal strength without undue cost is

obtained, this is a creditable invention.

The Piilsometer Engineering Compang, of Queen Victoria

Street, London, exhibited a complete novelty in their com-
minutor (Thompson's patent), a centrifugal grinding and sifting

mill. The nature of the machine will be understood by refe-

rence to the sectional view (Fig. 29, p. 736).

The grinding is effected by the centrifugal action of the ball,

which revolves with the spindle, and the revolutions of the

discs. The spindle, which is driven at a high speed, when
rotating carries with it the discs and the ball. The material to

be ground or pulverized is placed in the external hopper, seen

on the left side of the section, and fed from thence according to

its nature, and by a controllable feed, into the cups of an annular

elevator, by which it is raised and discharged into the internal

hopper, from which it falls into the mill hy double apertures
;

It is first crushed by the rapid blows of the ball, which freely

exerts its centrifugal force upon the materials under operation
;

and by means of a simple rolling motion kept up by the discs

the whole becomes rapidly pulverized, and is then, through the

fans of each disc, raised out of the mill and falls into the sieve,

through the meshes of which the fine flour escapes, whilst the

coarser materials are brought back to the elevator, to be again
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raised and reground. There is much merit in this machine ; the

wearing parts are not liable to serious wear, and renewals can

be made with facility. The way in which the action is ob-

tained is ingenious. This combines the blow of the stamper

with the triturating action of the pestle. The position of the

mill inside its own sifter is also a great advantage, as it ensures

the delivery of a completely prepared article. Another point,

upon which some stress is properly laid, is that the powdering

action does not depend upon the momentum of the substance to

be powdered, but that it is actually pounded and rubbed be-

tween surfaces of chilled iron and steel. As compared with

Fig. 29.

—

Sedimnl Yieic of Thomjmm's Patent Comminutor.

edge runners, the Concessionnaires declared that the commi-
nutor shows a large increase in the out-put for the horse-power

employed. And as regards horizontal stones, there is the entire

saving of dressing, and greater results with half the horse-power

required for grinding. The claims are :

—

1. That the mill can be run at a comparatively slow speed,

and therefore wear and tear is reasonable.

2. That the grinding and sifting are thoroughly done at one

operation.

3. That the wearing parts are easily renewed when required.

The ball, the path on which it travels, and the discs, are made
of hard chilled iron. The ball by rolling wears itself true, and
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the bearing parts are so made as to be readily renewable. The
shaft is of steel, and all the bearings are carefully protected

against dust. There were two mills shown at Kilburn, the

smaller one priced at 50/., the other 160Z. I should imagine
such a mill would be valuable and economical for grinding

coprolite, phosphates, 6cc.

Messrs. Entioisle and Kenyon, of Accrington, received second-

class mention for Riley's patent engineer's vice, remarkable for

strength and simplicity. It comprises a sliding vice with

parallel jaws, which can be adjusted so as to receive nearly any
article by merely pushing the outer jaw in direct with the hand,

and then tightening the grip by turning the handles through a

half circle. A vice spindle ending in a cam carries, above, a

loose serrated grip-piece, which, on the handle being turned,

locks into a corresponding saw (serrated piece) on the inside

and above it. Directly it thus engages, the screw thread draws
the outer jaw in, and fixes the object with a grip which is

certain. Any size of work can be dealt with, and there is

nothing to get out of order. Four different entries were made,
viz., jNo. 1 J. Riley's patent joiner's bench-vice, price 16s.

This can be changed instantly from -jL- inch to 1 foot, and vice

vei'sa, by half a turn of the handle. The other entries were :

—

Xo. 1 E. Patent Engineer's Vice, 45-incli jaws. Price 21. 10s.

Xo. 2 E. ditto 6-inch jaws. Price 57.

Xo. 1 s. ditto 42-incli jaws, on double stand, with
wheels. Price 51.

3fessrs. Everett, Adams, and Co. exhibited a complete novelty

in their " Simplex " turnip-thinner, which very deservedly re-

ceived second-class mention. It is a matter of regret that

circumstances precluded a trial, as the apparent merits of the

machine would probably have earned for it a silver medal. In

these days of labour-difficulties, any mechanism that facilitates

operations which have hitherto required skilled labour, are of

great value. The Simplex imitates more closely the action of

the hand-hoe, than any invention I have seen. The drawings
(Figs. 30, 31) represent the front and side elevations.

It will be seen that an iron frame is supported by travelling wheels, the
tires of which have a central rim and cross spuds, to prevent slipping. The
axle carries a large bevel wheel, which engages a pinion on one end of a shaft,

which terminates with a disc fitted with a crank-axle, to which are attached
the coupling-rods carrying the hoes ; to the end of these rods are jointed

upright rods which are socketed to the frame, and can be raised or lowered
by a lever handle with segments, seen in Fig. [30. It will be seen that

bj' this arrangement each hoe can be raised or lowered when the machine
is in motion, as each hoe works independently of the other. Owing
to the attachment to the disc, the face of each hoe as it recedes from its

cut is pitched downwards, so as to discharge any adhering soil. The dis-

tance between the plants depends upon the size of the hoes and of the

VOL. XV.—s. s. 3d
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pinions; four different sizes, varying from 11 to 8 cogs, are supplied. The
11-cog pinion is to work with the large hoe, the 10-cog with middle hoe, and
the 9-cog with the smallest hoe, the 8-cog pinion with the smallest hoe, when
it is desirable to cut very close. The pinions are readily replaced ; and to

adjust the bevel wheel, all that is necessary is to slack back the collar on the

boss of the bevel wheel, and shift the same for a pin to screw into a hole, farther

from or closer to the wheel, as the case may require. The hoe-blades are

fixed to stems, which can be shifted along the coupling-rods to suit any width
of ridge. The road-wheels are also capable of expansion. The machines can
deal with drills from 18 to 30 inches apart. They are made either for single

or double rows ; the latter are decidedly more economical. Price from 8?. 10s.

to 101. 10s., according as single or double action is preferred. The hoes will

remain in any jjosition they are put in, without the attendant retaining hold

of the handles. This implement has already gained several medals, and I

regard it as a valuable invention at this time, and a decided advance upon
previous efforts.

Mons. Nicolas Noel, of 60, Rue d'Angouleme, Paris, received

second-class mention for the valves of a force-pump, and for the

very simple manner in which, by unscrewing four bolts, the upper
portion of the pump can be opened and the working parts got at.

This will be seen at a glance by the following sectional drawing.

rig. 32.

—

Section of Mons. Nicolas Noel's Force-pump.

The upper casting is hinged to the lower at a. The suction- and delivery-
valves are shown at h h. The ball-valves are either of vulcanised india-
rubber, or, for greater force of discharge, metal is used. They are 2 inches in
diameter, over 1^-inch apertures. The seats are screwed in. The barrel is

5j inches diameter. The maximum stroke is 51 inches. Thirty revolutions per

3 D 2
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minute. The pumps are double-action, and deliver 2640 gallons per hour at

any height. With india-rubber valves the water can be forced 24 yards

vertically, and 28 yards horizontally. Hence it forms a powerful fire-engine.

The action of the pump will be further understood by reference to the plan

(Fig. 33).

Fig. 33.

—

Plan of Mons. Nicolas Noel's Force-pump.

A, Suction-valve under piston
;

b, Suction-valve under ditto
;

c. Passage
from top of piston ; dd, Delivery valves.

The merits of this pump are its simplicity, the durability

of the valves, easy access to all parts, and perfect action ; the

muddiest water does not cause it to choke.

The universal pump for liquid manure, fire extinction, and
watering purposes, is supplied, carriage-paid to London, for

13Z. 15s., and comprises :

—

The pump, mounted on an iron two-wheeled carriage.

2^ yards of spiral wire rubber-suction hose.

2 brass unions, one bent union, and an iron strainer.

4 yards of canvas delivery-hose, with brass double-union.

1 deliverj-jet and fan-spreader for watering purposes.

Mr. Thomas Adams, of West Gorton, Manchester, exhibited

several spring safety-valves. I am indebted to Mr. Courtney for

the following description, and to the exhibitors for the illus-

tration, which shows a section of the valve and spring.

The special feature as compared with the ordinary mushroom
safety-valve is, that the head of the valve, instead of merely

covering the valve-seating, is made to extend over the seating.

This is well seen in the section. By this means, as soon as the

steam pressure in the boiler has risen sufficiently to lift the

valve, the escaping steam compresses on the outer ring, and,

owing to the increased area exposed to the pressure of the steam,

the valve is lifted still higher, thus rapidly relieving the boiler
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of undue pressure. So soon as the pressure is reduced, it at
once closes. In November 1878 this valve was awarded the

Fig. 34.

—

Section of Mr. Thomas Adams's Spring Safety-valve.

mi. prize offered by the Editor of the ' Nautical Magazine.'
1 here were eight competitors. The following Report appearedm the ' Nautical Magazine ' of November 1878 •—
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" Duration of test, one hour.
" The whole of the steam generated had to pass through the valve, and the

following is the result :

—

" On the gauge showing 60 lbs. the valve went o£f. The gauge instantly

started to go gradually back to 59'4 lbs., when the valve closed tight; the

time occupied being 13 seconds, and the mean difference between the greatest

and least pressures being 0*6 of a pound. (There being no accumulation
whatever.)

" The valve repeated this cycle of operations during the hour's test with
unvarying regularity of pressure and time.

" The time was taken simultaneously by all the arbitrators from a 15-inch
diameter dial clock fixed on the wall, having a second-hand moving round its

periphery, and they were unanimous in awarding the prize to ' Vena Contracta,'

which has since been claimed as the valve of Mr. Thomas Adams, of Manchester."

A boiler was under steam during the Show, fitted with one of

these valves, in which the pressure was very uniform, a quarter

of a pound excessive pressure at once opening the valve, which
closed promptly as soon as the pressure had fallen a quarter of a

pound below the point at which the valve was set to blow off.

Although unnoticed by the Judges, I have been requested by
them and the Stewards to draw attention to the hurdles made

Fig. 35.

—

Junction of Bottom Bail Fig. 36.

—

Junction of Top Hail
with Upright. with Upright.

by Messrs. William Glover and Sons, of the Eagle Works,
Warwick, which were designed by the Society's Surveyor, as an
improvement on those used for the exhibition of sheep and pigs
in connection with the Paris Universal Exhibition last year, and
which were employed with such manifest advantage for the pig-
pens at Kilburn. Though readily removable, they make, when
properly fixed, a very strong inclosure. They are light in appear-
ance, and provide abundant ventilation. The simplicity of the
gates fixed in the centre of each 9-feet hurdle, and their perfect

efficiency, are very noteworthy.
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The dimensions of each pen were 9 feet by 6 feet, each hurdle being

3 feet 6 inches high, comix)sed of a framing of deal 4 inches by Ij inches,

the junctions being additionally secured by stout hoop-iron straps, fastened

with 1-inch screws, the holes being countersunk. Fig. 35 shows the junction

of the bottom rail with tbe upright, ami Fig. 36 that of the top rail-posts

;

these are 3 inches by 3 inches, and arc driven in at the corners, which gives

great strength. Fig. 37 shows the bolt connecting two hurdles, the ]^)osition

Fig. 37.

—

Connection between two Hurdles.

of the post, as well as the broader division between two pens. A is the top of

the corner-post ; b the boarded division between two pens ; cc the top-rails
;

DD the uprights; e the bolt with screw-heads for fastening two hurdles;

a similar bolt is used at the bottom.

Upright iron rods, ^ of an inch in diameter, are fixed between the rails,

3 inches apart from centre to centre, having a supporting-bar in the centre

Fig. 38.

—

Fastening of the Hurdle-gate.

i

i

1

. 1 1
I
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V
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through which they pass. This completes the ordinary 6-feet hurdle ; but where
<a gate is introduced, the clapping-post is a j-inch rod, replacing the ordinary
wirej and the hanging-post, of similar thickness, is allowed to revolve. The
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gate-bars terminate both above and below in 2 -inch rails. The middle-bar

being extended, and coming above the middle-bar of the fence, affords the

means for fastening with a pin and short chain. This wiU be understood by
Fig. 38.

The effect of this very excellent arrangement will be seen at a glance by the

subjoined isometrical view of the hurdles as fixed (Fig. 39).

Fig. 39.

—

Isometric View of the Hurdles as fixed.

The price given in the Catalogue is from Is. 8d. a yard. I conclude that

this represents the cost of the ordinary hurdle without gate—the gates, bolts,

&c., being additional.
•

I have briefly alluded to the portable railway and train ser-

vice of Messrs. John Fowler and Co., of Leeds, which did much
useful work in conveying visitors from one end of the Showyard
to the other. Some further details as to this valuable invention

will not be out of place. The apparatus was originally in-

vented and patented by M. Decauville, of Petit-Bourg, France.

JNIessrs. I*\jwler, in undertaking the English trade, have greatly

improved the details. The principle which pervades the system,

and gives it distinctive features, is the distribution of the load

on a number of small light waggons (each vehicle seldom
carrying more than half a ton). This Jillows of the use of a

light rail, so that the lengths of rails are easily moved about.

The sleepers, placed 3 feet G inches apart, are made of cor-

rugated steel. The attachment between the rails and sleepers is'

efTected by a coupling-bolt, which makes a very strong con-

nection, and ensures rigidity of gauge. i\o more thorough
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test could be suggested than the yielding mud at Kilhurn. Yet
the gauge and connections remained intact throughout. The
rails of steel are made in three strengths—of 10, 14, and 18 lbs.

weight per lineal yard. It has been found that iron rails, ori-

ginally employed, will not answer, as they bend too much on
soft ground under the influence of a load. Three gauges are

made, viz. 16 inches, 20 inches, and 24 inches, according to

requirements. The 16- and 20-inches have been chosen as

the most rigid and portable, because a man, by placing himself

between the rails and grasping one in each hand, can carry a

length, the weight of which does not exceed 1^ cwt. Each rail

is thus secured : a wrought-iron chair is riveted to the sleeper,

which fits over the flange, and against the outside of the rail a

hooked bolt is passed through the corrugation of the sleeper

under the rails, and the hook holds the inside flange of the rail,

and presses it firmly against the chair. All that is required in

fixing the railway is to see that the rails are laid upon the

sleepers against the chairs, and the bolts tightened up, care

being taken to keep the ends square. The price of the 20-inch-

gauge rails is Ss. per yard. A variety of carriages for the con-

veyance of farm-produce are also supplied at reasonable rates.

When operations are conducted on a large scale, such an
apparatus must, I think, prove highly advantageous for the

transport of the root-crops, carting manures, 6cc,

Amongst other novelties exhibited by Messrs. Fowler and Co.,

was a patent scoop, designed for the making of ponds. This is

specially exported for Australia, for which colony it was designed.

The merit of its invention is mainly due to Mr. Peter Waite, the

pasture manager for Sir Thomas Elder, of the Paratoo Run,
South Australia, who, finding it impossible by manual or bullock

labour to excavate to any great depth, so as to secure a proper

supply of water for a dry country, turned his attention in 1875
to the application of steam-power to the formation of deep arti-

ficial water-holes
; and, in conjunction with Messrs. Fowler and

Co., devised and patented the scoop, which has since been con-

siderably improved, until at the present time it is a very efficient

machine. It should be mentioned that, previous to the intro-

duction of the scoop, the greatest depth that could be practically

reached was about 12 feet. J\ ow double that depth, and probably
more, is obtainable ; and this, in a country where the evaporation
frequently reaches 4 to 6 feet per annum, is a point of immense
importance, securing thereby, not one, but three years' supply of

water, and practically insuring a permanent water-supply. The
method of working may be shortly described :—Two winding-
drum self-moving engines of 16-horse-power are used ; the one
engine is placed on the edge of the dam, the other on the
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bank some distance back from the opposite edge, so as to allow

space for the deposit of the earth ; also a strong balance-plough

capable of carrying four shares on each side ; and the scoop,

which is bell-mouthed, 7 feet G inches at the mouth, and 6 feet

broad at the narrowest point, 6 feet from back to front, and
about 4 feet deep at the shallowest part, and which, when full,

holds 2^ cubic yards of soil. The removal by plough and scoop

of 2000 cubic yards per week is considered fair work. The
ploughs are first employed to tear up the soil at the bottom
of the dam to a depth of 10 or 1 2 inches. The soil is frequently,

owing to drought, as hard as a road, and could not be touched by
ordinary means. When the surface has been ploughed, the

scoop is substituted for the plough. It is drawn forward by the

engine on the bank into the loose clay, and when full drawn
back and up the side of the excavation by the other engine ; and
then at a suitable distance it empties itself, and to some extent

spreads the material as it is discharging. The cost of excavating

a dam to 12 feet, which was the greatest depth possible by
bullock labour, ranged from lOd. to Is. a cubic yard. The steam-

plough and scoop, when in fair working order, can excavate

to a depth of 24 feet, at 6d. a cubic yard; Mr. Waite considers

that a depth of 30 feet might be reached without inconvenience

or undue strain on the machinery. A team of bullocks are

required to bring fuel (wood), of which about 2 tons a day

are consumed, and eight men are required. The cost of the

whole plant, delivered at Port Adelaide, was 3000Z. When it

is remembered that the country in question is utterly useless for

summer grazing without a supply of water, the immense advan-

tage to the sheep-farmer of being able to sink these deep artificial

lakes can scarcely be overstated ; and there can be no doubt that

the difficulty as to the occupation of a dry country has been

solved, and that large areas, which would otherwise have been

worthless, may now be stocked, through the work that can be

done by the steam-scoop. The Catalogue price of the scoop is

2201.

As a matter of small detail, mention may be made of a some-
what novel and ingenious method of expanding the frame of a

horse-hoe (Article No. r)l ;")()), shown by 3L: William Gilbert, of

Shippon, Abingdon, Berks, so arranged that the alteration can

be instantly made without stopping the horse. This is effected

by means of a tuj-ntable-disc with two eccentric pins, to which
arms are pivoted vhich actuate the frames. A lever-handle from

between the stilts, held in place by a rack, enables the attendant

to move the turntable. A friction-wheel behind the frame, on ii

swivelling axle free to move, is held in a backward position

during work, by means of a trip. When the trip is removed,
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the wheel assumes an upright position, raising the frame for

turning at the headlands or travelling. A one-row hoe can be

made to expand from 10 to 20 inches. Price, 3/. 10s.

A novelty deserving description was shown by Mr. John

Dohbings, of Fighting Cocks, near Darlington, viz., an iron-

frame and steel-wheeled cart for farm purposes, ranging in price,

according to the load to be carried, from 15Z. to 111. 10s.

The body is carried on a cast-steel horn or axle-box ; each side is stayed to

the frame by ^inch rods ; the top and bottom frames are made of 2^ by f angle

iron ; two cross frames of T-iron are drilled to receive screws for boarding

with countersunk screws ; the block is recessed to receive the axle ; a rubber

buffer is placed between the top of the block and the cart ; this is an im-

portant feature, relieving the horse from the jar, which would be felt more
perhaps witli an iron than a wooden cart. The spokes are of semi-oval

drawn tubes. The ring of the wheel is cast in four parts and put together.

The spokes are cast into the outer ring and into the nave ; a -jig-inch space

is left in every joint of the rim ; then the tire is put on by the ordinary plan.

A concave and convex arrangement is introduced to hold the tire, which will

be understood by the illustration (Fig. 40). The cast rib, 1 inch deep in the

centre of the ring, gives great strength. When the tire

is shrunk it takes up the j^g-inch spaces, and brings each Fig. 40.

spoke to its own work. The axle is of steel, 2 inches

in diameter. The weight of the cart shown, which was
calculated to carry 30 cwt., and priced at 16Z. 10s., was
9 cwt. 3 qrs ; the bottom and sides were of red deal.

The capacity was as follows : bottom, 5 feet 2 inches in

length by 3 feet 35 inches in width
; top, 5 feet 9 inches

in length by 3 feet 7 inches in width
;
depth, 14 inches, increased by side

boards to 19j inches.

As a matter of small economy, a good oil-can for lubricating

machinery is of importance, and such was shown by Messrs.

Joseph Kaye and Co., of Kirkstall, near Leeds, made in six

different sizes, and ranging from 1?. 2s. to 11. 10s. per dozen.

The mechanism differs from ordinary cans in the fact that the

valve, by the movement of which the oil escapes from the can into

the spout, opens outwards, pushing the oil out as required ; there-

fore there is no limit as to the size of the spout. A small perfo-

rated plate acts as a filter, and collects any impurities in the oil

used. A pair of lock-nuts regulate the discharge. The top of the

can being dished, it collects all droppings when the can is filled.

This Report would be incomplete without a short notice of

certain novelties or improvements in machinery for steam-cultiva-

tion introduced hy Messrs. Everett, Adams, and Co., of St. Andrew's
W orks, Ryburgh, Norfolk, of which the Judges took considerable

notice, but, inasmuch as no opportunity occurred of making a
trial, they considered official notice would be premature. It

should be stated that Mr. Everett, before commencing to manu-
facture, had many years' practical experience of the working of

steam-cultivating machinery.
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The novelty as regards the engine consists in the use of two vertical winding

drums, which are mounted on either side of the boiler, and are driven directly

from the crank-shaft of the engine. The use of two drums is for roundabout

cultivation ; if intended for the double engine system, one driun only will be

required to each engine. The hauling drums are mounted loosely on stud axles

made fast to the skin of the boiler. They are cast with a ring of spur teeth

into which gear pinions, which slide on feathers on the crank-shaft. This

shaft is mounted above the barrel of the boiler, and carries two spur-wheels of

diflerent sizes, which gear into wheels on the counter-shaft, for giving two
different speeds. On one end of the counter-shaft is a spur pinion, which gears

into a spur-wheel keyed to one end of a second counter-shaft, which carries at

its opposite end a spur-pinion for driving, through a spur-wheel, the axle of

the traction wheels. This is strong, simple, and direct gearing. This arrange-

ment, moreover, allows of the winding-drums being placed close to the boiler,

so that no extra width is required. The ropes as they leave the dram may
be led off in any required direction. As regards the rovmdabout system, this

invention removes the necessity for a separate windlass. A strong india-

rubber pad is placed between the boiler and the fore carriage. The catalogue

price of a 10-horse-power engine is 580?.

The improvements in the travelling anchor, which in its main features

resembles that of Campain, consists in the addition of a semaphore or other

signal, and the action of a movable lever rod, which, when pressed in by a
ball or other opposing medium on the rope, causes a stop to be withdrawn,
and thus liberates the axle carrying the claws, and allows the tension of the

rope to move the anchor forward on the head-

Fig. 41.

—

Semaphore for land, at the same time acting ou the telegraph

Steam-cultivation. arm, which flies out, notifying to the engine

driver that the cultivator has completed a
" bout ;" and he will continue the action on
the hauling rope to move forward the anchor,

until a signal from the man on the cultivator

warns him to stop the progress of the anchor

and reverse the engine. The effect of this

reversal will be to release the swinging frame

from pressure and to cause the semaphore arm
to drop (Fig. 41). A, Telegraph standard;

B, leverage rod, connected with c, the movable

bar. The end of the movable bar acts on a

stop, D, which prevents the claws moving.

When the ball on the roi)e comes in contact

with the bar, c, the latter is pushed in, with-

drawing the catch, D, and liberating the claw,

which no longer keeps the anchor fixed. ,At

the same time the telegraph arm goes out, and

remains so whilst the anchor travels. The
price of this article is bOl.

The third and last invention or improvement

that I shall notice relates to a snatch block,

which is capable of being traversed along the

road to its work. It consists of a frame, made

of bar-iron, bent at its rear end into the form

of a triangle (see a a. Fig. 42), and continued

forward to form a forked bearing for a roller, b.

BctAvetn the fork and the triangle the frame is

fitted with a stud-pin, c, for receiving the guide pulley, d, around which the

liauling rope for the engine is passed. Mounted on the triangular portion ol

]

4/

in
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Fig. 42.—Plan of Snatch-block and Boiler.

illilH i"i
i

Fig. 43.

—

Elevation of Snaich-hlock and Holler tohile travelling.

Fig. 44.

—

Elevation of Snatch-block and Boiler ichile at icork.
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the frame is a transversed crank-axle, e, to which is fitted a pair of travelling

wheels, f. At the rear of the fiame are claws or tines for entering into the

ground. The travelling M'heels when in use hold these tines out of the

ground, their cranked shaft being locked by a pawl on the framing, a, en-

gaging in a ratchet-wheel, h, keyed on the crank-shaft. When the crank-shaft

is unlocked, the tension put on the hauling-rope will draw the tines into

the ground, the attendant can then lift the wheels out of the way, and secure

them in the position shown at Fig. 44 (p. 749). The roller, b, prevents the

front part of the frame from dipping into the ground and thus tending to lift

the tines. By a modification of the arrangement the roller is done away with,

a hinged frame being used to carry the guide pulley, and the tines are fitted

to the crank-shaft instead of to the framing, and are thus raised or lowered

by the direct action of the crank-shaft.

Of course without a proper trial it is rash to pronounce

a strong opinion ; but these inventions appear decidedly meri-

torious, and are therefore worthy of the short notice which has

been given.

Messrs. Hornshy and Sons introduced at Kilburn a novelty in

their patent manure distributor. Although the Judges re-

frained from expressing an opinion, inasmuch as they had not

any opportunity for a thorough and prolonged trial, which is

absolutely necessary in order to prove efficiency, there are some
features in this machine that merit notice.

The barrel, which rotates, has spiral projections throughout its whole

length ; each of these projections is acted on by a scraper, which removes the

manure. As they carry it from the box or hopper each scraper works inde-

pendently, so as to be easily adjusted. The barrel is fixed on the main axle,

and therefore revolves in the same direction as the road wheels, and is di'iven

by a spring clutch to throw it in and out of gear. Owing to this peculiar

arrangement the attendant can ride in front, a pivotted seat being provided

for this purpose, and can see and control the action of the drill, instead of

having to walk behind as formerly. A .-et of stirrers in the hopper, moving at

a slow speed to and fro upon a plate, are intended to prevent the manure

sticking
;
they are driven by a revolving cam on the main axle, and the plate

and stirrers can be readily removed for cleaning. The manure as it falls from

the barrel, drops upon a rotating distributor, with a view to its even distribu-

tion over the land. The advantages claimed are, that the slow speed of the

barrel and stirrers, and the openness of the box, prevent the manure being so

much worked up into a paste as is commonly the case.

The last novelty which I shall notice is Pooley's Patent

Automatic Weighbridge, which, though specially adapted for

railway purposes, might be equally applied for agricultural uses.

The object claimed to be attained by this invention is the rendering of

lever weighing-machines automatic in their indications, without the inter-

vention of springs, racks, sectors, or pinions. The weight is indicated by a

finger rotated against a graduated di.sc, the finger being secured to a

light spindle revolved by a very light and pliable chain. The principle is

that of counterpoising the load, hy means of a weight taken up by the ,

extremity of the long arm of a lever, which weight increases or dimini.shes

in effect, gradually, infinitcsimally, and automatically. The indexing finger

driving-chain is attached to the long-arm of the lever; any change in its
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position therefore changes the position of the finger against the dial-face. The
counterpoising weight is a hollow annular cylinder, closed at the top and

open at the hase. The sides are of sufficient thickness to displace an amount
of fluid equal in weight to what is required to halance the maximum load to

he weighed. The interior of the cylinder forms an air-chamber; the air

being admitted or expelled through a valve provided in the cylinder cover.

A cylindrical tank receives the counterpoising weight. The tank contains

a fluid in which the counterpoising cylinder is almost submerged, having been

first attached to the end of the long arm of the lever. Speed of weighing is

controlled by the valve in the air-chamber cover. A load is brought on to

the weighing-plate and immediately the weighing lever rises, lifting the

poising weight with it, which continues to rise till the load is equipoised.

The revolving finger then indicates the weight upon a scale marked on the

disc. This is a .simple and ingenious mechanism not likely to get out of

order.

Ancient and Modern Implements.

The exhibition of ancient and modern farm implements, side

by side, was a highly interesting feature of the Kilburn Show,
illustrating more or less completely the extraordinary progress

that has been made in a comparatively short period of time—

a

progress that has not been exceeded in any other department of

productive industry. Looking at the highly instructive remains

of a past agriculture, which, except some scheme of preserva-

tion is organised, will soon be lost to us for ever, I could not

but regret that we have not, as one of our national institutions,

a patent model museum, where it should be incumbent on every

inventor, claiming protection for his invention, to deposit a

properly constructed model on a fixed scale. We have, I am
aware, a valuable Patent Museum at South Kensington, and I

rejoice to know that the original Bell's reaper, and the Hussey's

reaper, are there preserved ; but the fact that these two machines,

and one model of a digger, were the solitary representatives of

the Commissioners of Patents, indicates how poor is our collec-

tion of bygone agricultural implements. We might well take a

lesson from the American Government, who have a most inte-

resting Museum of Patent Models at Washington, where can be
seen every stage of invention, from the crudest combination to

the latest perfection. Surely it is not too late to obtain models
of all the more interesting exhibits at Kilburn, even if the

originals are too cumbrous for preservation. And the Society

will have done good service to the cause of national education,

if its collection of curiosities at Kilburn should pave the way
for a National Museum of Models. Every author is obliged to

deposit copies of his work in certain libraries
;
why should

not the patentee be equally required to deposit a working model
of his invention? As it was, the Society was principally in-

debted to the kindness of private individuals for the loan of
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such machines as were shown. The public were much indebted

to jNIr. VV. Trethewy, of Grampound, Cornwall, for the sight of

probably one of the first steam engines, if not the very first, ever

used for farm work ; and the interest was further increased by the

fact of its being shown in work. This engine was invented by
the celebrated engineer Richard Trevithick, of Hayle, and was

Fig. 45.— View of Trevithick!s Steam-engine.

made for Sir Christopher Hawkins, Bart., in 1811, and fixed on

his Home Farm, Trewithan Probus, Cornwall, for threshing

corn, &c. It cost originally 80/., and has been in use ever

since. Up to the time of the exhibition it was the property of

C. H. T. Hawkins, Esq., of Trewithan, the nephew of the

original proprietor ; but I am very happy to say that it has

been purchased by the Commissioners of Patents, to be pre-

served at South Kensington. The engine was worked at Kil-

burn by compressed air supplied into the boiler, the air

being compressed by one of Sturgeon's patent air-compressors,

kindly lent for the purpose by Messrs. Clayton and Venables.
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For the drawings of the engine I am indebted to Mr. Maw, the

editor of ' Engineering,' who has kindlv lent the Society

the electro ; whilst for that of the valve gear I am indebted to

the editor of the ' Engineer ' for a similar drawing to that which

appeared in the issue of June 20th (Figs. 45 and 46).

Fig. 46.

—

Vahe-gear of TredthicVg Steam-engine.

16- >

By way of explanation it may be stated, that the cylinder is placed in the

boiler, and is thus surrounded by a powerful steam-jacket, which is of great

importance, as it is open at the top, and the cold air, which must of necessity

enter with the piston in its downward descent, would otherwise cause con-

siderable condensation. The piston was worked entirely by steam admitted

below, forcing it up, whilst its descent was due to the balance-weight

attached to an enormous fly-wheel. Instead of a slide-valve for the admission

and emission of the steam, Trevithick used a two-way cock in a three-way
shelL The cock is kept tight by a bent spring, the action of the spring being

adjustable by means of vice-screws. This is shown in the second figure.

The lever of the cock is acted on by a long crooked spring bolted to the

framing, and this spring keeps a bowl 5 inches, in diameter continually pressed

against a cam-plate fixed on the crank-shaft. ITie necessary action on the

steam-cock is brought about by the influence of the cam on the bowl acting

on the spring, and the only way of stopping the engine consists in putting a
wooden wedge or scotch between the bowl-lever and a piece of iron screwed

to the frame for that purpose. This scotch must be sUpped in when the

exhaust-port is open and the steam-port closed. The bowl is thus prevented

from following the cam, and the engine is stopped. The only way to regulate

the speed is by altering the pressure of steam, and the slight adjustment of

VOL. XV.—S. 8. 3 E
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the steam-cock by means of a hand-screw. The connecting-rod is coupled

direct to the hemp-packed piston. Such is a brief description of what was
probably the first high-pressure engine ever used for agricultural work. The
rim of the fly wheel was grooved, and carried a rope by which the thrashing

machine was driven.

The following letter was found after Trevithick's death in an
old memorandum account-book : it refers in all probability to the

engine shown at Kilbum:

—

Havle Foundry, Febmary 13th, 1812,

To Sir Cheistophee Hawkins, Baronet.

Sir,—I now send you, agreeable to yonr request, a plan and description of

my patent steam engine which I lately erected on your farm for working a

thrashing miU. The steam engine is equal in power to four horses, having a

cylinder 9 in. in diameter. The cylinder, with a moderate heat in the boiler,

makes 30 strokes in a minute, and as many revolutions of the fly-wheel, to

every one of which the drum of the thrashing mill, which is 3 ft. in diameter,

is turned twelve times. The boiler evaporates nine gallons of water in an
hour, and works sis hours without being replenished. The engine requires

only little attention—a common labouring man easily regulates it. The
expense of your engine of 4-horse power compared with the expense of four

horses is as follows :

—

£ s. d.

Original cost of steam engine 80 0 0
Building material and rope 10 0 0

£90 0 0

Interest on the above, at 5 per cent 4 10 0
"Wear and tear, at 5 per cent 4 10 0

£9 0 0

Original cost of horse machinery for four horses . . 60 0 0

Interest on the above, at 5 per cent 3 0 0
Wear and tear, at 15 per cent 9 0 0

£12 0 0

Two bushels, or 164 lb. of coal will do the work of four horses, costii^ 2s. dd.

Four horses, at 5s. each, gives 20s. Cost of coal, 2s. Qd. as compared with

20s. for horses.

I remain. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

ElCHARD TeEVTTHICK.

I am indebted for this letter, as well as for much of the

description, to the excellent article in the ' Engineer ' of June

20, 1879, in which the writer proceeds to question the accuracy

of Trevithick's statement, that the boiler evaporates only 9 gal-

lons per hour, and works six hours without being replenished,
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realising with such expenditure a force equal to four horses, and

thinks it probable that Trevithick meant 19 gallons instead of 9.

But how the boiler could work for six hours without feed, or

consume only 1 bushel of coal in 4j hours, which equals only a

little over 5 lbs. per horse power per hour, appears an incredible

result with such an engine. To a certain extent Trevithick's

statement is borne out in a report of three gentlemen called in

to see the machinery in operation :

—

Cornwall, Feb. 20th, 1812.

Having been requested to witness and report on the effect of steam applied

to work a mill for thrashing com at Trewithen, we hereby certify that a fire

was lighted under the boiler of the engine five minutes after eight o'clock, and
at twenty-five minutes after nine the thrashing mill began to work, in which
time one bushel of coal was consumed. That from the time the mill began to

work to two minutes after two o'clock, being four hours and three-quarters,

1500 sheaves of barley were thrashed clean, and one bushel of coal more was
consumed. We think there was sufiScient steam remaining in the boiler to

have thrashed from .50 to 100 sheaves more barley, and the water was by no
means exhanste<l. We had the satisfaction to observe that a common labourer

regulated the thrashing mill, and in a moment of time made it go faster,

slower, or entirely to cease working ; we approve of the steadiness and the

velocity with which the machine worked, and in every respect we prefer the

power of steam as here applied to that of horses.

(Signed) Mathew Eobeets, Lamellyn.
Thomas Kaxkiville, Grolden.

Mathew Doble, Barthlever.

The writer in the ' Engineer ' suggests, in reference to the

above, that possibly these gentlemen, as to whose knowledge of

machinery no evidence appears, may have failed to notice or

understand the use of the feed-pump which is now attached to

the engine, and no doubt was then. Be this as it may, this

great curiosity has been at work till within a very recent

period, and, barring some repairs to the boiler, is precisely the

same in form and operation as when first made bv Trevithick

in 1811.

In reference to steam cultivating inventions, the exhibition of

ancient implements was disappointing, as the oldest, viz..

Smith's windlass, only dates back to 1856
;
and, with the excep-

tion of a model of a steam digging machine, on the rotary prin-
ciple, lent by the Patent Office, we find no illustration of the
numerous inventions which led up to a practical result. Usher's
plough, Bethell's rotary digger, Romaine's invention, Boydell's
Avheels, and the ingenious attempts of a tenant farmer, Mr.
John Allen Williams—models of all these would have been
^igbly interesting. The earliest of Fowler's inventions was a
steam plough engine, shown by Mr. H. Pye, of St. Mary's Hall,

Rochester, 14-horse power, built by Messrs. Ransomes and Sons,
and was the first engine in which the steam engine and windlass

3 E 2
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for ploughing were combined in one self-moving apparatus. This
was first shown at Salisbury in 1857 ; it was provided with two
horizontal winding-drums, carrying the two ploughing ropes

and an additional small drum for a headland rope by which it

hauled itself along the headland parallel to a self-moving anchor

at the other end of the field. The engine had two cylinders,

and the boiler was carried on wooden wheels. Subsequently the

engine was altered three times. In 1858, the winding-drums
were replaced by grooved drums, thus introducing the system

of working with an endless rope. The next alteration consisted

in substituting three drum-sheaves for two grooved-drums, the

central one being worked by the engine. Finally, in 1861, the

clip-drum was introduced, in which form the engine was exhibited.

This history is interesting, inasmuch as it represents some of the

principal alterations that have taken place. Even the clip-drum,

which was such an advance upon its predecessors, has now given

place to single winding-drums. Two curiosities in the way of

steam ploughs were shown, viz.. Fowler's 3-furrow steam plough,

fitted with Kent wooden mould-boards. This was shown by
T. Lake, Esq., Tony, Sittingbourne, and is described as one of

the best steam ploughs ever constructed. And Fowler's original

balance plough, lent by Mr. Edmund Ruck, Castle Hill, Crick-

lade. Though not one of the very first implements constructed

by Mr. Fowler on the balance principle, it represents early efforts,

having the straight wooden beams, and the separate plough-

middle on two wheels, which carries the fulcrum for the right-

and left-hand side of the implement, steered by means of the

two central wheels, and slack-rope drums. The last of the ancient

implements of Messrs. Fowler and Co. that I shall allude to

is the Sutherland plough, very properly named after the noble

owner, who has done a great work of reclamation. It is hardly

right to class this as an old machine, seeing that it is of

comparatively recent growth ; but it well represents the progress

that has been made, and the adaptability of steam power to

a great variety of work. It was made in 1872, and was first

worked by a roundabout tackle. Constant breakages occurred,

and, at the suggestion of Mr. Wright, a large rotary knife was

fixed in advance of the plough, cutting the sod, and lifting the

implement over any rocks which came in the way. By the

Duke's suggestion a subsoil tine of enormous strength was
attached to the implement for tearing out stones. As a com-
parison with these more or less ancient machines, Messrs. Fowler

and Co. showed a IG-horse power winding machine, a 6-furrow

balance plough, a 11-tine turning cultivator, a turning harrow,

and the present Sutherland plough, all indicating in material,

workmanship, size, strength, simplicity of construction, and
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suitability for their special work, the great advance which has

been made in a period of less than twenty-five years.

Messrs. J. and F. Howard exhibited a windlass for working

Smith's cultivator with a portable engine, made in 1860 for

the Royal Farm, Windsor. Also a three-tine cultivator with

Smith's patent turning-bow, made for the same purpose in 1859.

Another of Smith's cultivators, made by Messrs. Howard in

1856, was lent by Mr. Whiting. By the use of the bow, to which
the ends of the two ropes were attached, the implement was
readily turned by the pull of the hind rope ; but as there was no
arrangement for lifting the tines out of the ground, an implement
of great width was out of the question ; nevertheless great credit

is due to Mr. Smith for an invention which paved the way for

the turning cultivator of Messrs. Fowler and Co., probably the

most perfect implement for steam purposes yet invented.

It would have been deeply interesting and instructive to have
seen more of the original designs for reaping by machinery ; and
in the absence of models, the diagram illustrating the various

designs that have been the subject of experiments was well

worthy of attention.

Bell's original reaper, which worked at the Glasgow Show
in 1829 and received a prize, together with one of Hussey's

reapers with tilting platform as shown in 1853, were exhibited

by the Commissioners of Patents. It would have been very

interesting to have had McCormick's machine, which was first

introduced to the British public at the Great Exhibition of 1851.

In the notice attached to Bell's reaper in the Catalogue, it is

stated that a number of these machines were sent to America in

1834, strong evidence that to our countryman belongs the great

honour of having been the original inventor of machinery which
both here and in America are now such an absolute necessity.

It is further stated that a rotary cutting machine, by Smith of

Deanstone, invented about the same time, in 1834, is still used
by Mr. jNIcQueen, near Stirling. It is much to be regretted that

if this is so, the curiosity was not shown at Kilburn, because it

represents a number of inventions on the same plan. Sir P.

Miles, of Leigh Court, Bristol, showed a Burgess and Key's
swathe delivery reaper of 1854, the identical machine which first

beat Bell's, manufactured by Crosskill, of Beverley, at the Bristol

trials after the Carlisle Meeting. This machine was an improve-
ment on McCormick's original machine, and was specially dis-

tinguished by the means for self-swathe delivery by a series of

rollers fitted with Archimedian screws. The Judges, Messrs.

Huskinson and Clare Sewell Read, thus spoke of it in 1854 :

—

This machine cut a clear track of 5 feet 6 inches, and in every operation

in which it was tested exhibited a decided superiority. It cut with great
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precision both wheat and barley, standing and partially lodged ; and in cutting
through weeds and grass showed no tendency to choke. The delivery is

peculiar to this machine, and is the principal and most important improve-
ment since last year. The corn on being cut falls on a series of rollers

fitted with Archimedian screws, by which it is delivered in a continuous
and well-formed swathe at the side of the machine ; and it was proved to be
capable of cutting wheat and barley with no other attendance than a boy
strong enough to drive a pair of horses. The draught also was much lighter

than any other machine, and the horses were not required to travel faster,

or exert greater power, than would be necessary in ploughing land of medium
strength.

The really marvellous progress in this class of machinery in

so short a time was seen by a comparison of those early inven-

tions and the latest improvements of the Grantham firm, and
more especially by McCormick's sheaf-binding machine, which
proved so successful at Bristol in 1878. Much credit is due
to Messrs. Burgess and Key for their early efforts to improve
self-delivery reapers. Hornsby's and Wood's original mowers,
and Bamlett's machines, completed this interesting section.

The collection of ancient ploughs was very instructive
;
one,

shown by Messrs. Perry and Barrett, of Reading, dates back to

the beginning of the century ; and all the great improvements
could be seen. As far back as 1834 Messrs. Ransomes, Sims, and
Head invented a double-furrow plough ; and Messrs. Howard's
two-wheel iron plough of 1840 is the type of all the later im-
provements. Messrs. Ransomes, Sims, and Head contributed

an Egyptian and a Javan plough of very ancient types, and a

Crimean three-furrow plough—the latter of much merit. The
First Lord of the Admiralty and Sir Massey Lopes added much
to the interest of the Show by the illustrations of Cyprus agri-

culture, from which I am led to hope that one advantage result-

ing from our occupation will be some improvement in farming

practices, which are extremely primitive. Thus, for example,

what is described by the rather comprehensive title of a com-
bined threshing and chaff-cutting machine, consists of a board,

the under-surface of which is studded with sharp flint projec-

tions. The corn being placed on a floor, this is drawn backwards
and forwards by oxen. The driver, dancing on the board, urges

on the beasts, and aids the flint-cutters to accomplish their

work. A cart, innocent of iron, and of the flimsiest build, as

well as a plough, were great curiosities. It is said that the latter

indicates the embryo Kentish turnwrest plough, which it is

supposed was introduced into this island by the Romans, and
which, by the way, is still preferred for certain descriptions of

land to any of the more modern improvements.

The stages of invention leading up to our present win-

nowing-machinery were well seen—first in a very ancient fan
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comprising portions of sail-cloth hung on to a revolving frame,

with a riddle and swing for the same. Then there was an

improved fan worked in combination with a screen and riddle,

which was common from 1780 to 1812, and was the pre-

cursor of Cooch's corn-dressing machine, made in 1800, and
shown by Mr. H. Cooch, of Harlestone, the grandson of John
Cooch, the original inventor of this class of machinery. It

is stated in the Catalogue that this machine was sold to Mr.

H. Higgins, of Cooknoe, near Northampton, in September

1800; at whose death it was transferred te his nephew, Mr, W.
Higgins, of Houghton, Northampton. Upon the latter relin-

quishing farming it was sold to Mr. Warren, of Boughton
Hill, near TVorthampton, who had it in constant use until its

removal for exhibition at Kilbum. The machine is consequently

nearly 79 years old ; and although it has been repaired and some
improvements have been added, still the framework, and nearly

all the fittings, remain intact ; and it is still capable of dressing

a sample of corn satisfactorily notwithstanding its great age.

The truth of the adage, " That there is nothing new under the

sun," received frequent confirmation at Kilburn. Thus, the

collection of machines for slicing roots showed the germ of

the highly finished composite machines of the present day.

One of these, of which even the exhibitor is unknown, is

described as a double-edged knife root-cutter, very old. The
knives are fixed on a horizontal disc, and cut slices with one
edge and finger-pieces with the other, so that by merely reversing

the turning, the roots are cut into slices for cattle or into finger-

pieces for sheep. Another curiosity is Gardener's first patent

of 1834, which was shown by Mr. S. Colbourn, of Swindon.
Again, Mr. J. Torr, M.P., showed a chaff-cutting machine,
with a canvas band for helping forward the progress of the

straw, which reminds one of the admirable machinery for power,
shown by Messrs. Richmond and Chandler. There were many
other curiosities which might be alluded to, but already my
Report has, I fear, run to too great length. It will be some
compensation to the Society, which incurred such trouble and
expense in bringing together such a variety of interesting

exhibits, which unfortunately were so little seen, if it should
lead the authorities to organise a National Museum of Models.
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XXX.

—

Report on tp.e Trial of Railway- TVaggons intended for

the Conveyance of Fresh Provisions. By John Coleman, of

Riccall Hall, York.

The Prizes offered by the Mansion House Committee were a

Gold Medal and 50Z. This very appropriate offer met with but

two responses, viz., the waggon invented by William D'Alton
Mann, of the Junior Athenaeum Club, 116, Piccadilly,

London, W., which was thus described in the Catalogue

:

" Refrigerator Car or Railway Waggon for the transport of

perishable goods, meat, fish, fruit, dairy-produce, vegetables," &c.;

manufactured by the Exhibitor. Price 500/. This car will carry

8 tons of dead meat, will preserve it in temperature below 45°

for ten days in perfect condition. The process is by clear, cold,

and perfectly dry air." Colonel Mann is an American, whose
name is not unfamiliar in connection with railway sleeping-

cars, which are largely used on Continental lines. The second

entry was made by the Swansea Waggon Company of Swansea,
Glamorgan, and is thus described in the Catalogue : " Rail-

way Refrigerating Waggon, manufactured by the Exhibitors.

Price 12 IZ. A Railway Refrigerating Waggon for running
with passenger or goods trains, fitted with Knott's patent dry

air refrigerators, and specially constructed for the conveyance
for long distances at a low temperature, of meat, fish, and perish-

able goods, without deterioration in quality or appearance."

The patentee is Mr. Kennard Knott. It should be stated that,

whilst the last-named waggon came hardly prepared for trial, at

least very incomplete as to internal fittings. Colonel Mann's
apparatus had been in actual service for some time. I have
said that the prize was appropriate, and comes with noticeable

fitness from the representatives of the largest consuming popula-

tion in the world. The successful introduction of foreign dead
meat is an accomplished fact. It can be preserved in excellent

condition whilst in the vessel. But hitherto there has been a

risk, and frequently a loss, especially in hot weather, daring

conveyance from the port to the market, and until consumed.
Any simple arrangement by which meat can be kept good for a

few days during transit, and for a limited period afterwards, if

required, must be of great value. Nor is the importance of safe

conveyance confined to foreign meat only. Year by year the

advantage of slaughtering our animals as near as possible to the

spot where they have been fed becomes more apparent. The
drawback hitherto has been the risk of injury in travelling

during warm weather, and the necessity of immediate sale on
arrival, thus leaving the consignor at the mercy of the markets,
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whereas live animals can be kept over without serious depre-

ciation. With a good meat-van the grazing districts of Scotland

would send all their produce in this way, both on the ground

of economy and on that of the superiority of the meat. It was

stated by a witness before the Contagious Diseases of Animals
Committee, and never in any way disputed, that meat slaughtered

in Aberdeen close to where it was fed, made one halfpenny per

pound more in the London market than meat from similar beasts

killed in London, owing to the loss of condition and bloom in-

cidental to a long journey. Nor is this all ; a considerable loss

of weight occurs for each day that the beasts are exposed to the

fatigue of travelling ; and it occasionally happens that if

slaughtered before they have recovered from the effects of the

journey, the meat is tainted, and great losses result. The ex-

perience of the American trade proves that the cost of transport

of dead meat is much less than that of the live animal ; hence

there is every reason why this subject should be taken up by
the Society. Nor is it only as regards animal food that this

experiment is important. Fruit, vegetables and dairy-produce

are all perishable goods, which can be profitably transported

long distances, if only the risk of ordinary carriage can be
avoided. Colonel Mann told me that he was at the time of

the trials in negotiation with the Russian Government as to

the construction of vans to convey fruit and flowers from the

South of France to St. Petersburgh.

No. 1. Colonel Manns Meat-Van.—Total thickness of walls,

floor, and roof, which are of similar construction, 3^ inches.

Composed of jointed deals externally, next, an interval packed
with sawdust, then layers of brown paper half an inch thick, on
which the inventor places great reliance as a non-conductor, then

similar casings of wood to the external one, and the whole lined

with zinc. The roof, which is convex in form, is painted white
externally, but for very hot countries a canvas covering is pro-

vided. Under the centre of the roof, inside the van, and extend-
ing nearly from end to end, is the ice-chamber, an oval vessel,

with two openings for the admission of the ice. The reader

will readily understand the construction of the van and its action

by reference to the subjoined drawings (Figs. 1-4, pp. 762 and
763), for which I am indebted to Mr. Devonshire, of Messrs.
Eastons and Anderson's staff, who was in charge of the vans
from June 19th to 28th.

At the end of the waggon are two tubes, a a. Fig. 3 (p. 763),
which have double orifices, so as to catch the wind in whichever
direction the van travels. These orifices are covered with fine

gauze, so as to exclude impurities as much as possible. Further,
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Fig. 1.

—

Longitudinal Section of Mann's Patent Waggon for Fresh
Provisions.

Fig. 2.

—

Side elevation of Mann's Patent Waggon for Fresh Provisions.

to insure clean air, the latter is conducted into a filter-box, b,

external to the waggon, filled with wood shavings (willow),

which are kept moist bj the dropping of condensed water out

of the tubes to be described. This water is collected in a

trough, and from this trough it runs over on to the shavings.

The air passes by copper tubes from the filter-box, right

through the ice-chamber, crossing at the end and returning

by tubes placed immediately above the first. These are shown
at c, Fig. 4. It will be noticed by reference to Fig. 2, which
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Fig 3.

—

End elevation of Waggon
slmcing Filter-box open.

Fig. 4.

—

Section through middle

of Waggon.

shows the longitudinal section, that the pipe which conveys the

air from the filter-box is placed on an incline, so that the con-

densed moisture runs back into the trough alread}' described.

The air, on its return journey, passes into a drying chamber,

shown at d, Fig. 2, filled with chloride of calcium. Any
moisture which has escaped the condensing influence of the

ice is here absorbed. The air thus dried and cooled finds

its way into the meat-chamber by a number of holes in the

sides of the drying chamber ; being dry and cold it is heavy,

and as it falls gives up some of its cold, or rather absorbs some
of the heat of the meat. This causes the air to rise, and when
it impinges on the sides of the ice-chamber, all moisture taken

up is condensed, and escapes by channels provided for the pur-

pose. The air again descends, and then it passes through the

chamber by a series of fallings and risings until it reaches an

aperture at the bottom of the opposite end, which communicates
with an external tube, which leads up to the roof and terminates

in a revolving cowl. The action of the air is partly illustrated

by the direction of the arrows in Fig. 2. Either wind or the

motion of the train causes the cowl to revolve ; and even with-

out this the higher temperature of the external tube w ould cause

the cold air to rush out. Thus a thorough circulation of air is

secured.

Across the van are nine iron beams, made of two bars placed
with a space between, through which the hooks slide. The
chamber is made, as far as possible, air-tight, the doors being
closed upon india-rubber linings. Colonel Mann is not an advo-
cate for a very low temperature. He considers the great point
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IS first to remove the animal heat as speedily as possible ; there-

fore he would place the meat in the vans immediately after

death, and if any droppings take place, the same are collected in

a small well, which has an air-tight plug, so that the liquid can
be easily and speedily removed.

No. 2. Kennard Knott's Patent Meat- Van, manufactured hy the

Sioansea Waggon Company.—This waggon, like the other, is con-

structed to be air-tight, but, instead of fresh air being drawn in,

the air contained in the chamber is used over and over again, being
purified, dried, and cooled. The action is set up by means of a

blower, which is worked from the axle of the carriage when the

latter is in motion, and which can be made to revolve by manual
labour if desirable. A tube communicating with the blower is

fixed on one side under the top of the waggon. This tube has a

number of holes. The air from the chamber is drawn by this

means into a receptacle filled with charcoal, and circulates thence

through a series of vertical tubes which are surrounded by ice.

The temperature is thus reduced and the air dried. The mouths
of the tubes open into the chamber ; their upper orifices com-
municate with a jacket ; but there is a false ceiling to the meat-

chamber formed of boards, and so arranged that any moisture

which condenses on the surface of the wood, finds its way into

channels on each side and escapes. All these arrangements

were very rough, and admit of improvement. The air, after

circulation through the tubes, is discharged into the chamber
at the opposite end to that from which it is sucked up. By
using a mixture of ice and salt, about one-third of the latter,

a greater degree of cold is produced than with ice alone. The
drawings do not represent the same arrangement as regards the

tubes, &c., as in the waggon which was tried. Owing to the

position of the tubes, a considerable time was occupied in

filling the ice-chamber, the ice having to be broken very small

in order to pass between the tubes. The waggon is made of

i-in. deal boards outside, then two inches space filled with

charcoal, and ^-in. boards inside. The interior is not lined,

and there was no provision for removing or collecting drippings.

The arrangements for hanging the meat were very rude. It

should be noted that this waggon is mounted on carriage springs,

so that it can be attached to passenger trains running at a high

speed, whicli is not the case with Colonel Mann's waggon, which
has the ordinary waggon springs.

The Judges, Messrs. Wheatley, Fowler, and Tindall, and the

official reporter, met at Hanover Square, on Thursday, May 29,

and decided that the Society should provide the following

quantities and varieties of stores for each van ; and it was
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further arranged that Mr. Tindall should purchase the necessary

animals in Smithfield market and elsewhere, in company with
a veterinary surgeon, and see the same slaughtered on the day
before the experiment was commenced

;

Meatfor each van.

One side of ox beef.

One carcass of ewe mutton (about 80 lbs.).

One carcass of wether mutton (about 80 lbs.).

One side of veal.

One porker (not exceeding 64 lbs.).

Couple of fowls.

Couple of ducks.

One gosling.

One leveret.

Couple of rabbits.

Mr. Tindall's notes as to the purchase of the above provisions

are duly attached. The following regulations were issued to

the competitors, and for the guidance of Messrs. Easton and
Anderson's assistants (Mr. Courtney and Mr. Devonshire) who
were placed in charge of the waggons.

Trial of Railway-Waggons intendedfor the Conveyance of Fresh Provisions,

The two railway waggons will te at Camden Station, London and North-
Western Eailway, by Thursday, June 19th.

The Judges will arrive about three o'clock on the above date, and see the
meat packed into the waggons.

The engineers will fix a maximum and minimum thermometer into each
waggon, and will arrange that an ordinary glass thermometer may be inserted

into each waggon without interfering with its tightness. This should be
arranged with the exhibitors in good time.

Sealing-wax, a seal and lantern, to be provided. When the waggons are
loaded they are to be sealed up so as to make access to them impossible.
The waggons will leave London at 11 '10 p.m. on the 19th for Holyhead,

where they will arrive at 1 p.m. on the 20th. They will start on the return
journey at 5 "40 p.m. on the 20th, and reach London at 4 '30 a.m. on tha.21st.

Three engineers are to accomjxany the waggons. One of them must always
be on duty, and never lose sight of them when they are standing in any
station.

Observations of temperature inside and outside are to be taken at intervals

of about one hour when the waggons are at rest, and at every available
opportunity when the train is in motion.

A note-book must be kept for each waggon, in which everything that
occurs must be noted, and if ice or any other material is added, notes of the
time and quantity must be made.

The waggons on their return to London will be shunted into the show-
yard, and kept there till Saturdaj', the 28th inst. The engineers must
continue the watch, and make observations night and day all the time.
On the 28tli the waggons will be opened by the Judges.
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48, CoUingwood Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

16th July, 1879.

Jolm Cohrnan, Esq.,

Estate Office, Escrick, York,

Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your favour of yesterday's

date, and, in accordance with your request, have pleasure in handing you my
notes with reference to the purchase of animals to be slaughtered for the trial of
" Kailway Vans," entered for competition at the Koyal Agricultural Society

Show. They are as follows

:

In accordance with a resolution passed at the Secretary's Office, 12, Hanover
Square, on the 29th of May, I attended the Smithfield Cattle Market on
Monday, June 18th, for the purpose of purchasing tlie animals necessary. I

at once put myself in communication with Messrs. John Giblett and Sons, the

eminent cattle salesmen of London, who were kind enough to lend me their

valuable assistance. The market was a very dear one, and small lots such as

I required were difficult to get
;
however, I at length succeeded in getting a

really nice bullock, and four sheep, two gimmers, and two wethers, also of

the best quality ; but I could not succeed in getting either pigs or a calf such
as I thought suitable in the wliole market, consequently the Messrs. Giblett

were kind enough to take in hand to have a calf sent in from the country for

me, and a really first-class one they succeeded in procuring. I have to thank
Mrs. Davis of the " Black Bull Hotel," Metropolitan Cattle Market, who
supplied the two pigs, of her own breeding and feeding, and which were of

the very finest quality. I could not get any lambs which I considered

suitable, therefore did without them. All the lot I had sent to Mr. Bonser's

slaughter-houses, where they were properly /asfeii, till the Wednesday night

(June 18). At 5 o'clock p.m. on the latter date they were all professionally

examined by; Mr. Thomas Avis, from the Royal Veterinary College, London,
who reported as to the condition in which he found them, both previous to

slaughtering and after being slaughtered.

The poultry, &c., I had suppUed by Messrs. Bailey and Sons, of Mount
Street, London. The lot comprised two goslings, four ducklings, four fowls,

four rabbits, and two leverets. They were all of the very best quality, and
were sent (with the exception of the leverets) to the Camden Street Station, on
the morning of June 19th, where they were killed just previous to the

waggons being packed. The leverets were, I expect, killed the day before,

but this I cannot vouch for. As to the packing of waggons, &c., you have all

particulars, therefore it will be unnecessary for me to report further.

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

A. TlNBAUO.

On Thursday, June lOth, the Judges, Mr. Anderson and
assistants, and myself, on reaching Camden Town Station about
3.30 P.M., found No. 1, Colonel Mann's waggon, charged with ice,

and ready for loading, and after a thorough inspection, loading
was proceeded with in the following manner :—The side of beef
was divided into two quarters (London fashion). One sheep
carried the kidneys, from the other they were removed and
hung up separately. The porker's head was detached. The
leveret and rabbits were paunched. The poultry had the

feathers only removed. The side of veal was very prime,
indeed, the whole of the provisions were of first-rate quality.

The meat in this van was not sheeted, simply hung up, in con-
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venient positions. The engineer had provided a small stage in

the centre to carry the maximum and minimum thermometers,

and also for supporting a wooden tube in which slided a ther-

mometer which could be got at from the outside, and enabled

the engineers to take frequent observations recorded in the

interesting diagram (Fig. 8, p. 770) which accompanies Mr.
Devonshire's notes. As soon as the process of packing was
completed the doors were closed, locked, and sealed.

Similar provisions were placed in the Swansea waggon, but

some delay occurred in completing the ice-filling process, as the

size of the material had to be reduced. The inside of this van
had been recently painted, and afterwards whitewashed, with
a view to remove the paint smell. The meat was carefully

packed in calico sheetings, being arranged in exactly the same
manner as in No. 1 van, and about 6.30 the waggon was closed

and sealed. The history of the waggons during their journey,

500 miles, and whilst standing at Kilburn, will be gathered

from Mr. Devonshire's diary, which follows.

Two waggons were entered for these trials, one by Colonel W. D. Mann,
the other by the Swansea Waggon Company, the latter being the invention

of Mr. K. Knott.

The two waggons were loaded on the afternoon of Thursday, June 19th,

at the Camden Goods Station, London and North-Western Railway, the

engineers in charge having previously fixed in each waggon a stand to carry

registering maximum and minimum thermometers, and a tube through the

side through which an ordinary thermometer fixed to a long stick was
inserted, for making observations of internal temperature from time to time

throughout the trials. A wet and dry bulb thermometer was also placed in

each waggon. The maximum and minimum thermometers were laid on wool

in a box which formed part of the stand, fixed by coach-screws to the floor of

the waggon. By this arrangement it was hoped that the eflects of jolting

would be obviated, but on examination at the conclusion of the trials, the

indices of the thermometers were found to have been displaced, owing no
doubt to the unusually rough treatment which they necessarily experienced

when the waggons were dragged into their places at the sho\vj-ard.

The stick thermometero were found to answer admirably, and may be

assumed to have given indications of the internal temperatures throughout

the trials. The bulbs were wTapped round with a piece of linen, which
rendered them less sensitive, so that in withdrawing the thermometers the

external temperature did not affect the columns of mercury before time had
been given for observation.

The temperatures inside each waggon and outside in the shade were taken

about every hour and a half during the trials. The results are shown in

curves of temperature, a diagram of which is appended to this Report.

All the thermometers in use were lent by Mr. Casella, of Holborn, and were
verified at the Kew Observatory especially for the trials.

Colonel Mann used ice in blocks, with the addition of a very small quantity

of salt on one occasion during the trials ; Mr. Knott employed powdered ice,

mixed with salt in the proportion of about 3 of ice to 1 of salt.

Previously to the commencement of the trials, both the under-carriages

were examined and passed by the inspector of the London and North-Western
Railway Company.
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At 11 A.M. on June 19tli, Colonel Mann placed 1456 lbs. of ice in the tank
in liis waggon. This ice lasted until June 23, when 930 lbs. more ice were
added to fill up the tank. A small quantity of salt (about 1 cwt.) was used
on this last occasion, Colonel Mann wishing to reduce the temperature of his

waggon below 45°, as required in the conditions of trials. As, however, the

ice was in solid blocks, the salt did not take hold of it, and on next opening

the tank the salt was found caked in hard lumps. On the evening of the

26th and the morning of the 27th inst., further additions of ice, amounting
to 995 lbs., were made, again filling up the tank.

The total quantity of ice used in this waggon was 3381 lbs., and of salt

about 100 lbs.—the quantity of ice remaining in the tank at the close of the

trial being roughly estimated at 12 cwt. The average temperature from
June 19th to 28th in this waggon was 49*37 deg. Fahrenheit. The variation

of the external temperature was very considerable, as is shown by the

diagram, the weather throughout being cloudy, with frequent rain and very

little sun.

Mr. Knott on first filling his tank with ice and salt used 2016 lbs. of ice

and 550 lbs. of salt ; the ice was broken up into small pieces, and mixed with
the salt, forming a freezing mixture of about 3 to 1. Further additions of ice

and salt were made on the 21st, 23rd, 24th, and 27th instant, amounting in

all to 5298 lbs. of ice, and 1492 lbs. of salt. The loading of this waggon
always occupied a considerable time, as the ice had to be broken up small,

and mixed with the salt, before packing it between the air-tubes which
intersected the ice-tank. About two inches of brine remained in the tank at

the end of the trial.

The two waggons were attached to the 11.10 p.m. express goods train from
Camden to Holyhead, where they arrived at 1 o'clock on the afternoon of the

20th. For the return journey they were attached to the 5.40 p.m. passenger

train from Holyhead, and arrived at Camden at 4.30 a.m. on the 21st. They
were then sent on by a special engine to Salusbury Road, Kilburn, where they
were shunted into the goods siding.

On the 23rd and 25th June respectively the waggons were drawn into their

places in the Showyard, where they were lefi, for the rest of the trial, in charge

as before of the engineers, who had never lost sight of the waggons through-

out, one always being on duty to note temperatures and any occurrences that

might take place.

At 3 P.M. on the 28th inst., the Judges arrived to examine the contents of

the waggons. As already stated, the registering maximum and minimum
thermometers were found to have been so shaken as to be unreliable, and one
of the wet and dry bulb thermometers being injured, no comparison of dryness
could be made.

Eastons and Andekson.

On Saturday, June 28th, No. 1 van was opened at 3.30 P.M.,

and after the thermometers had been duly examined by the engi-

neers, the Judges entered the van and proceeded to make a minute
examination of its contents. A slightly unpleasant odour told

that something had gone wrong, and this was soon found to

be the leveret, but as this was the only animal which was not

bought alive, it is possible it was not so fresh at starting as

was stated. The beef had a slight coating of mould, which did
not improve its appearance. The Judges' Report was as fol-

lows :—Goslings in perfect condition, sweet and firm. Rabbits
wonderfully fresh. Chicken excellent. Beef dry on the out-

side, quite sweet and firm. In the ewe sheep in which the

VOL. XV.—S. S. 3 F
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kidnevs were left in, the

skirt between the kidneys^

which should always be re-

moved, but was left in on
purpose, smelt slightly, but

the kidneys were not affected.

The veal was perfect, even

the kidneys quite good. The
wether sheep, from whick
the kidneys had been re-

moved (and separately con-

veyed), was perfectly good.

The porker was quite good.

The tongue was slightly

affected. The leveret was
gone at the kidneys, and
smelt so offensively that it

was at once removed.

No. 2 van was opened at

4.10 P.M. The walls were
dry, but it was evident that

some of the condensed water

had dripped down. The
meat on being unsheeted was
found more attractive to the

eye. The surface equally

dry, but there was no coating

of mould. The provisions

were decidedly in a more
perfectly fresh state than

jS o. 1 van. Thus the leveret,

though suffering, was not

nearly so offensive. The
sheep with the kidneys left

in was decidedly sweeter,

and the pigs head 'was

hardly affected at all. In-

deed, the condition of the

food generally was an agree-

able surprise to the Judges,

who had not expected such

results, seeing the somewhat
rude arrangements. The
reason, however, is not far to

seek. It will be seen by re-

ference to Mr. Devonshire's

diagram, that the mean tem-
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perature in No. 2 was 39'3 as against 49' 3 in No. 1, and this

difference accounts for the results. The consumption of ice was,

however, much greater, as will be seen by the following figures,

and there was a man in attendance night and day ; and when the

van was stationary in the yard he occasionally worked the fan, in

order to keep up the circulation of the air. The patentee, how-
ever, states that if the van had been provided with four openings

at each end, two above and two below, and these had been opened
according to the direction of the wind, i.e., the two upper ones

at one end and the two lower ones at the other, then a proper

current of air would have been established without the use

of the fan. The Judges had no means of testing this statement,

and can only deal with the facts before them. There was the

man, and there was the consumption of the ice and salt.

No. 1 Van.

—

Consumption of Ice.

lbs.

June 19 1456

„ 23 930
„ 26 995

Total . . 3381

Salt .... 100

The ice in the chamber on Saturday, June 28th, was found

to be dry and but little wasted.

No. 2 Van.

—

Consumption of Ice.

lbs.

June 19 201G
„ 21 1500

„ 23 757

„ 24 500

„ 27 525

Total . . 5298

Salt .... 1492

The material was in a fluid condition when examined on the

28th.

The next point to which the Judges directed attention was
the further keeping properties of the meat. The leverets were
removed from both vans, a further supply of ice was obtained,

and the vans were again sealed up until 10 o'clock on Monday
morning. The following is the information received from the

Judges.

No. 1 Van. June 30 ; 10.20 A.M. Temperature of van, 45°.

—When the Judges entered the van there were unmistakable

3 F 2
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evidences of decay. The odour was anything but agreeable, and
further examination fully proved the fact that the process, how-
ever efficient it might be for a limited period, was unequal to

the test required by the Society. It will be remembered that the

meat was not covered up, which the Judges consider a great dis-

advantage to its keeping qualities, as also to its appearance ; the

surface of it, being more or less covered with a green mould, was
very unsightly. The beef was first examined. The meat was
fairly good and not unsuitable for immediate consumption ; it was
noticeably discoloured about the neck, and there was a consider-

able percentage of waste, the meat requiring to be dressed in

order to be fit for the table
;

moreover, the flesh had lost the

firm condition which was so noticeable on its first inspection,

and its general character is best described by the term " flabby."

The wether sheep exhibited the same mouldy appearance. The
mutton, however, was fairly firm, although indications of change
were visible about the neck. The veal was soft, though sweet,

and had lost all its bloom. The porker when cut in two was soft

and the shank end discoloured, as well as the neck, and when
tested with a skewer in these parts there was a perceptible odour.

Mr. Turner, of 233, High Street, Camden Town, a practical

butcher, who had cut up the sides of beef on the 19th of June,

and had been present at the opening of the van on the 28th,

stated his opinion that the pork was depreciated Ad. per lb. The
head was decidedly high. The poultry appeared sweet, though
somewhat soft. The rabbits were decidedly going rapidly, being

much discoloured about the kidneys.

No. 2 Van ;
opened at 10 A.M. Temperature 43° 50".—On

entering the carriage the Judges were struck with the perfect

sweetness of the air and absence of all unpleasant odour. When
the cloths were removed the appearance and condition of the

meat was quite as good as on Saturday as regards colour and
dryness, and it was considered to be even firmer in texture.

The poultry and rabbits were equally preserved. Mr. Turner
gave his opinion that this meat was worth fully ?)d. per lb. more
than that in No. 1 van. The extra cost of working the Swansea
waggon, the necessity of an attendant, and the additional

quantity of salt, &c., are thus much more than covered by the

difference in value of the meat. The Judges desire to record

their thanks to Mr. Turner for the great assistance which he

gave them throughout the trials.

The general survey being thus satisfactory, the next point

was to cut up the meat. The first part taken off the Ijeef was
the skirt, which would naturally be the most liable to de-

composition ; it proved as fresh and sweet as possible, and

was perfectly firm. Next the sirloin was cut out, and this
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again was in admirable condition ; and so on throughout the

process. A portion of the chine, a handsome joint of about

16 pounds, was sent to the Society's purveyor for cooking,

together with a haunch of mutton from the gimmer sheep, and
these were eaten on Tuesday at luncheon. Next, as regards the

pork, which, as is well known, is more difficult to keep than

either beef or mutton ; when cut down the back, the flesh ap-

peared as firm and sweet as possible, even to the neck end, with-

out an ounce of waste meat, and offering a pleasing contrast to

the condition of the same article in No. 1 van. And, most
important, the head, which is most difficult to keep, was also

in thoroughly good condition. The sheep were next examined
and proved equally good. Next came the veal, which, almost

marvellous to relate, was thoroughly sound and good. A minute
examination especially directed to those portions of the carcass

which experience has shown are always the first to suffer, proved
the fact that the process was perfectly successful, even with flesh

so difficult to preserve. The poultry and rabbits were equally

good. The former were sent to the purveyor for a cooking
test, which I believe was quite satisfactory. The award will

be gathered from the Judges' Report.

Special Prize for Waggons conveying Perishable Goods by Bailway.

The Judges beg to report that the competition for this very important prize

offered by the Mansion House Committee was confined to only two exhibitors,

one of which was " The Swansea Waggon Company, Glamorgan, No. 11,845,"

and the other " William D'Alton Mann, of the Junior AthenjBum Club, London,
No. 11,847." The meat was slaughtered on the night of June 18th, and the

poultry and rabbits on the morning of the 19th, the whole of which the Judges
saw carefully placed in tlie respective vans on the afternoon of the 19th. After

the journey of these vans to Holyhead and back, in charge of three assistant

engineers of the Society, they were placed in the Showyard until they were
opened on the afternoon of Saturday, the 28th. After this very severe test

they found the meat, poultry, and rabbits in good condition, but in the van
No. 11,847 indications of mould and decay showed themselves on the quarters

of beef, and the pork and also the kidneys of the sheep were slightly affected.

The vans were again closed, and left vmtouched until Monday morning, the

30th, and were then finally examined. There was no doubt in the minds of

the Judges of the superiority, condition, and market value of the contents of

the van No. 11,845. They therefore consider this van to have carried out the

conditions on which the premium was to be awarded. The average tempe-
rature of van No. 11,845, both on transit and when stationary, was 39'3,

that of van No. 11,847 was 49-37. On these considerations they award the

premium of 50?. and the gold medal to the van of the Swansea Waggon
Company, No. 11,845, and they recommend a Commendation be given to

No. 11,847 for principles of construction and finish.

(Signed) John Keesley Fowler, Aylesbury.

A. TiNDALL, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

John Wheatlet, Latimer, Chesham.
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XXXI.

—

Beport of the Judges ofFarm Plans sent in for competi-

tion at the London International Exhibition, 1879. Bj J.

Bailey Denton, Esq.

The prizes offered lor plans of farm buildings were as fol-

lows :

—

£
Tor arable farms above 300 acres 50
For arable farms not exceeding 300 acres .. .. 50
For dairy farms above 100 acres 50
For dairy farms not exceeding 100 acres .. .. 50

It was duly notified to the competitors that the plans were to

be on a scale of 8 feet to the inch, and were to be accompanied
by " complete specifications " and " money bills of quanti-

ties."

There were 68 sets of plans sent in for competition from 39
different authors, of which 3 sets were disqualified.

It is due to the competitors, who took considerable pains in

the preparation of their designs, that it should be stated before

any observations be made upon them, that the important con-

dition insisted upon by the Societv, that each design should be
accompanied by " a complete specification" and " money bills

of quantities, ' was regarded by the Judges as tantamount to

instructions that no prize should be awarded unless approved
arrangement and accommodation were afforded at such a pro-

bable outlav as might fairlv be charged on land in the occupa-

tion of practical farmers, and would be justified in the economy
of rural estates.

As Judges acting on behalf of the highest agricultural

authoritv in the kingdom, we considered that we should fail in

our duty if we awarded a prize to a design which might present

admirable features of arrangement, but which could not be
executed at a reasonable cost—such a cost, we repeat, as a

landowner would be justified in expending, and which the

Enclosure Commissioners, who are the protectors of reversionary

interests, would allow to be charged on entailed estates.

To arrive at a conclusion on this point, it became necessary

that the Judges should, in the first place, prescribe lor them-
selves a limit of expenditure, beyond which they could not

convey approval, although they were thoroughly impressed with

the truth that farms of the same acreage and character might
require homesteads differing in accommodation, and therefore

differing in cost, according to the productive capability of the

land, the proportion of arable and pasture, and the customs of

locality.
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Having recognised such a limit, it was found that none of the

plans which provided superior accommodation, with modern
improvements, were so designed that they could be executed

within it. Without pointing out instances in proof of this

assertion, we mav state that in the design which we considered

exhibited the greatest merit in arrangement and detail, and

w hich we therefore " highly commended '"—we refer to the

design sent in with the motto " Cheddar," by Mr. W. E. Keates,

of Hanlev, Staffordshire, which represented a homestead and
dairy arrangement suitable for a large farm of 400 acres—the

estimate of the competitor himself was 6141?/. for homestead

and dairv, excbisive of the dwelling-house, road approaches, and
contingencies, which with architect's charges would raise the

outlay to upwards of 1^1. per acre. To repay this outlay with

interest at 4^ per cent., in 31 years, would amount to 21^. '2d.

per acre, while if the outlay be repaid in 25 years, the annual

charge would amount to 24.<. \d. per acre.

Such a charge, the Judges considered, no farm of 400 acres,

even if it consisted of the best land and commanded the best

market, could bear without loss to the owner, let attendant

circumstances be what they may.
Having regard to the present state of agriculture, it was

certainly not diflBcult to come to this conclusion ; at the same
time, it is hardlv possible to over-estimate the value of those

arrangements which best secure economy in manual labour,

and warmth and comfort to live stock, and it was the wish of

the Judges, while withholding the prize of 50/., to convev bv
the expression of " high commendation " their approval of

!Mr. Keates' design in these respects. Mr. Keates' description,

with a ground-plan and isometrical view, is appended to this

Report.

When considering which of the plans in each class best met
the intentions of the Society, the Judges encountered insuper-

able difficulty in classification and comparison. This arose

from the fact that, although in the conditions issued by the

Societv certain figures were given as a limit of the size of

farms to be dealt with in each class, yet the latitude left was so

great that there were hardlv two competitors who aimed at the

same thing. This was shown not only bv the different sized

farms adopted, but by the great difference of estimate where
the size of the farms was the same. The difference exhibited

even in the same class clearly indicated that neither in extent

of accommodation nor in strength of structure were the same
fundamental data recognised. This will be evident by the

tollowing illustrations, which form in the aggregate a proportion

oi three-eighths of the designs examined :

—
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Class I. (Arable Fabms above 300 Acbes).

Number in

Catalogne.

9
17
1

3
7
22
18

Assnmed Size of Farm.

Acres.

900
700
600
500
450
400
300

Amount of

Estimate.

£
5,158
2,098
7,924
4,675
2,878
2,064
2,780

Total 3850
|

27,577

Average cost 77. 4s. per acre.

Class II. (Arable Farms not exceeding 300 Acres).

Acres. £
31 300 5,000
38 160 1,351
34 150 558
39 95 805

Total 705 7,714

Average cost per acre 10/. 19s.

Class III. (Dairy Farms above 100 Acres).

45
54
51
48
46
55
53

£
3,665
6,146
5,073
1,206
4,500
1,066
2,709

24,365

Average cost per acre 137. 10*.^

Class IV. (Dairy Farms not exceeding 100 Acres).

Acres. £
59 100 3,750
63 100 845
61 95 735
67 50 523

Total 345 5,853

Average cost per acre 177.
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The foregoing tabulated estimates do not include the dwell-

ing-house nor sundry other items of outlay, which, as already

pointed out in the case of " Cheddar," would involve an addi-

tional charge of 3/. or 4/. per acre, from which the landowner

ought fairly to look for a return in some form or another. With-

out these necessary additions, the average estimated cost of the 22

designs enumerated reaches 9/. I65. per acre
; while, icith such

additions, it would not be less than 13/. per acre.

Th^^reat difference in the estimated cost of the designs in

each class, without any correspondent difference in the size of

the farms, clearly shows, as already intimated, that not only

has a different amount of accommodation been aimed at

—

which it is possible the customs of the different localities might
justify—but that the materials intended to be used, the height

and thickness of walls, the scantlings of timbers, 6cc., were in

some instances adopted in disregard of those recognised rules

and regulations which are deemed essential to strength and
durability, and which therefore prevail on well-managed estates

in all districts alike. The Minute issued by the Enclosure

Commissioners, and put in force by them when they are called

upon to sanction the borrowing of money for the erection of

farm buildings, will best explain what the accepted rules and
regulations are. It is probable that this important public docu-

ment was unknown to some of the competitors.

As a further illustration of the different provisions made
where no great difference could reasonably exist, it may be
pointed out that in Class I. two plans from the West of England
were presented, of which one was to cost 2143Z., and the other

nearly double, i.e. 4093/. ; while from the North two designs,

having the same object in view, were sent in, of which the

estimated outlay was in one case 2028/., and in the other

3460/. It can hardly be conceived that any special powers on
the part of the architect could effect such a saving as is dis-

played by these differences, if the amount of accommodation be
the same in each case, and equal attention be paid to durability

and strength of structure.

Having made these observations, we have to record in a
tabular form our selection of the following six designs (in addi-

tion to that of Mr. Keates) as severally displaying, in the order in

which they stand, many points of excellence, both in arrange-

ment and structure. The whole were " commended " when
exhibited at Kilburn, and, having closely examined them since,

the Judges are of opinion that to the authors of the first three

designs (as well as to Mr. Keates) medals should be presented,

and that there should be published in the Society's Journal a

plan and view of each.
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The most striking feature in the exhibition of farm plans

at Kilburn, viewed as a whole, was the fact that the covering of

stock and manure was the object most frequently aimed at—

a

large number of the exhibitors adopting permanent roofs for

fold-yards, and, in some cases, for corn, straw, and hay stacks.

Of the selected plans in Classes I. and II., intended for arable

farms, those of " Colonicus " (Mr. Richard Waite, of Duffield,

Derby), and of " Per Mare per Terram " (Mr. F. E. Walker, of

Scole, Norfolk), represent yards wholly covered ; while the plans

of " Practice with Economy " (Mr. A. Dudley Clarke, of Sun-
dome, Shrewsbury), of " Experientia " (Mr. J. E. Watson, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne), and of " Utility," No. 2 (Messrs. W. J. and
W. J. Moscrop, jun., of Stockton-on-Tees), are well-considered

designs, in which partial covering is proposed. The design

of " The Eye of the Master is necessary to the due Economy of

Labour " (Messrs. C. and J. Cadle, of Gloucester) represents

open yards only, though care has been taken to indicate that

these yards may be readily covered at a comparatively small

cost.

There is no doubt whatever that the principle of protecting

from the weather both animals and manure has gained ground
considerably since the Society offered prizes for plans of farm
buildings thirty years ago. The economy of warmth in feeding

both growing and fatting stock, and the value of straw for

fodder as well as litter, have both tended to the covering of

fold-yards—a step which is likely to be more and more appre-

ciated as our population increases and agriculture undergoes
those changes which best promote the increased production of

winter-fed meat. It is difficult to say which of the two characters

of stock—matured beasts preparing for the butcher, or growing
steers and heifers, which it is intended to turn into pastures

during the summer—do best under cover during winter.

Experience in a majority of cases has contradicted the assertion,

that open yards with shelter-sheds are more healthy than covered

yards for young animals. It is found to be hardly possible

to make any animals too snug and warm if the accommoda-
tion is associated with proper ventilation, though many tenants

of tillage farms, producing a large quantity of straw, prefer

open fold-yards, on the simple ground that straw is more
quickly consumed. It has been advanced with great truth that

farmyard-manure made under a roof, owing to its dryness and
want of solidity, loses a great part of the ammonia it should
hold, and that its fertilising powers are thereby much reduced

;

but experience has proved that this dry and light condition is

due rather to the wasteful use of straw as litter, where the

obligation to consume it on the premises prevails, than to any
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other cause. Not unfrequently there exists a deficient number
of feeding stock which, with a desire on the part of the tenant

to get rid of the straw he is obliged to consume rather than

turn it to the most profitable account, explains the cause of the

inferior condition of the manure. It is found, in fact, that if

only enough straw is used as litter as will make the best manure,
while keeping the stock in the yard comfortable, half the straw

usually consumed as litter will suffice, and that then the manure,
instead of being inferior, is of the very best description. It is

needless to point out that the advantages to be gained by the

use of covered yards depend very greatly upon the mode in

which they are divided, and the arrangements which are made
for feeding the stock they are intended to hold.

The plans of " Experience with Economy " (Mr. James Martin,

Wainfleet, Lincolnshire), which show a homestead arranged in

the form of a long parallelogram, with shelter-sheds dividing the

yards (which are all open) one from the other, present several

excellent features, although the buildings do not appear to us to

be laid out on the best principles for the saving of labour ; and
the time is evidently approaching when the wholesale con-

sumption of straw as litter, involved in such an arrangement as

is here indicated, will be considered wasteful. It has, however,

the same advantage which was claimed for Messrs. Cadle's

design, that the yards can be readily covered should occasion

arise. We refer particularly to Mr. Martin's design in contrast

to covered yards, because we believe that this form of homestead
has been adopted on the Duke of Bedford's estate at Thorney, in

the county of Cambridge, and is much approved by the tenants.

A very ingenious design was sent in under the motto "A 1,"

which contained some very valuable features, although on the

whole it was too imperfect for commendation.
In the majority of the designs presented in competition, the

saving of labour in the mixing and preparation of food, its con-

veyance to stock in the several parts of the homestead, and the

removal of the manure from the stalls, boxes, and yards, was well

considered, though in only a very few instances was this im-
portant object as fully attained as it might be. In the several

designs of Mr. Waite, Mr. Watson, and Mr. Clarke, there are

excellent features aiming at this object ; and in that of Messrs.

Moscrop great practical knowledge of the subject is shown,
though the high buildings appear to us to be much more costly

than necessary.

It will be observed that in three of the plans tramways are

intended to be laid down within the building for the carriage of

food, and in one instance for the removal of manure, while in

the design of Mr. Waite rails are proposed to be used for the
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conveyance of corn-stacks from the yard to the threshing barn.

We do not wish to convey by these remarks our unreserved

approval of tramways, though there is much to be said in their

favour. Where they are in use by tenants of superior intelli-

gence and capital they are found to work well and to save money,
but the time has certainly not arrived when they can be gene-

rally adopted as an improvement for which an ordinary tenant

may be fairly expected to pay interest on the cost.

No further remarks on the selected plans are necessary, as the

auth^»r of each will explain, by prefatory remarks and in most
cases by a bill of quantities, his own design.

In conclusion the Judges beg with great deference to suggest

that in the event of the Council of the Society renewing the offer

of prizes

:

(1.) That in every case plans of the farm-house should
accompany those of the homestead

;

(2.) That the acreage of arable and pasture composing the

sized farm for which plans are sought should be
specified, and the amount of stock of all sorts to be
provided for set forth

;

(3.) That a certain sum per acre should be named repre-

senting the amount of outlay which should not be
exceeded

;

(4.) That the plans should be in the hands of the Judges a
sufficient time previous to the opening of the Show,
to enable them to examine them fully.

Halifax Wyatt.
Thomas Sample.
J. Bailey Denton.

APPENDIX TO THE JUDGES' REPOET.

" Cheddar."

The annexed general plan is for a farm homestead providing accommo-
dation for 400 acres of land, the bulk lieing in pasture and worked as a
dairy farm. The cow-houses are all double, and provide tying for 112
milch cows, continuous and centrally placed. The calves are located at the
south end of the cow-houses. The south-east range contains eight boxes,
which are convertible into stalls ; and on the south-west, and immediately
opposite the house, are the nag-stables, harness-room, and chaise-house, together
with large box for calving, or for a brood mare. These buildings form the
sides of two open yards, proposed to be kept clean and pitched with stone

;

in the centre of each is a spacious dung-shed, with liquid manure-tank con-
veniently placed for the reception and preservation of the manure made.
These yards are open to the south and enclosed with a dwarf wall. The
straw-barn and food-preparing room are annexed to the cow-houses and
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Fig. 1.

—

Dairy Farm Homestead, 400 Acres.—" Cheddar."

STACK YARD

ROAD

References to Farm Homestead.

A. Hospital.

B. Artificial mai;nre stores.

C. PotUtry.

D. COida.

E. Beiler.

F. Engine-room.
G. Meal.
H. MeaL
L Cake.
J. Mucing.
K. Chaff-box.

L. BuU.

M. Privy.

'

Tools. X 1 . Harness._ N 2.

Hay and chaff.

0. Feeding passage.

P. Loose-box.

Q. Feeding passage.

K. Hay and straw.

S. Bin.

T. Xag stable.

U. Harness.
V. Gig-house. '

W. Trongh.

References to DiceUing House,

1. Butter-room.
2. Chee-e-room.
3. Steamer.
4. Washing.
5. Slop-stone.

6. Engine-room.
7. Churning.
8. Chum.
9. Passage.

10. Hilk-room.

11. store for clean utensils. 21. Stores.

12. Privy. 22. Passage.

13. Dust. 23. HaU.
14. Coals. 24. Vestibule.
15. M'ash-house. 25. Porch.
16. Scullery. 26. Living-room.
17. Larder. 27. Stairs.

18. Kitchen. 28. Hats and coats.

19. Business-room. 29. Parlour.

20. Pantry.
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extend north towards the stack-yard, with a gangway through on the south.

The floor over this range contains granary, mill-room, and chaff-room. The
mixing or preparing room is fitted with the cake and meal bins, chaff steam-

ing-chamber, steamers and tanks for mixed food and milk. The north range

consists of waggon, cart, and implement sheds, artificial-manure store,

infirmary, engine-room, boiler-shed, and chimney-stack. The poultry-house

adjoins the boiler and stack, and is provided with circulating flues for warmth.
Eoot-house, bull-box, and tool-house. Adjoining the mixing-house, with a
southerly aspect, are the pig-dens and courts for 150 pigs, all roofed in, with
two open yards adjoining. The cart-stables are placed on the north-east, and
enclose a yard for colts or young stock, provided with a shelter-shed.

On the west side, and opposite the cow-houses, is the dairy or factory for

the conversion of the milk into cheese and butter, and comprises a milk-
room, store for clean utensils, churning-room, engine-room, wash-house,
cheese and butter-making room. To equalise the temperature the walls are

built " hollow," with double roofs covered with felt and tiled. A 6-foot

verandah is carried round three sides, and the windows are provided with
outside Venetian shutters. The walls internally are lined with Marsden's
patent glazed interlocking tiles.

Throughout the premises particular attention is paid to the ventilation

and drainage. All the feeding-passages are fitted with a tramway, likewise the
cow-houses, for the removal of the manure and milk. The buildings throughout
to be supplied with water from a well and pumped into a 3000-gallon cistern

for distribution. A 10-horse power engine for the farm premises, and a
3-horse power engine for the dairy fed from a Cornish boiler, will work
all the machinery and pump water. The roofs are spouted and drained

into a tank near the boiler. The dairy premises to be heated by hot-water
pipes in the winter, and means are provided for raising the temperature of the
water supplied to the cows.

" CoLONicns."

Description by the Author.

In this design all the buildings except the waggon-shed and artificial-manure

stores are grouped together in a parallelogram, 184 feet by 121 feet, the total

cubic space, including walls and roof, being 380,390 feet, of which rather more
than three-fourths are devoted to accommodation of live stock, and the
remainder to the necessary offices. Full particulars of the provision made for

the various classes of stock are given in the accompanying schedule. The
design also includes an arrangement for drawing in entire stacks on wheels,
and thrashing under cover.

The buildings face due south, with the waggon and implement-sheds,
mixing-room, straw-barn, and stackyard, on the north side.

It has been the endeavour of the architect, who also occupies a small ex-
perimental farm and is a successful exhibitor of stock, to so arrange the
premises as to reduce the labour of attending cattle as much as possible, to

provide easy means of communication, and to construct the buildings in a plain

and substantial manner, avoiding everything tending to render necessary large

periodical outlays for painting and repairs.

Stalks.—The stables are in all cases 18 feet from back to front, and the
stalls 6 feet wide ; thus allowing ample space for hanging up gearing behind
each horse. There is direct communication with the covered yards for dis-

posal of manure, and also with the mixing-room and stack-yards, by means of
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Fig. 3.

—

Plan of Stackyard.
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AAA. No. 20 Com stacks, 20 X 12 ft. on frames over

tramrails for conveyance to the threshing

barn.

B. Traverse way for corn-stacks
I'CC. Hay and straw-bam.
D. Artiticial-manure store.

Fig. 4.

—

Plan of Floor over Implements.

"
I

"
I

E. Granary. E' . Pulley. F. Chop-floor. F' . Steamer. G. Upper part of straw-bam.

tramrails and gangway. The cartliorse-stable is divided by a store for fodder

and spare harness.

The nag-stable with harness-room and coachhouse are placed at the south-

.

west corner, to be conveniently near the dwelling-house.

Cattle-stalls.—Tie-up stalls are shown for forty beasts, available for either

dairy or fattening purj^oses, in a double row, separated by a central gangway
(3 feet wide, in which a tramway, 20-inch gauge, is laid. 'Yhe standing room
for each pair is 7 feet in width ; the feeding-troughs are of blue, or other suit-

able bricks, and there is a cast-iron water-trough, with hinged lid to each pair

of beasts, all opened and shut by wheel and pinion-motion. The beasts are fed

through transverse rails next the gangway, instead of the old system of build-

ing a dwarf brick wall, which prevented a free circulation of air in front of the

cattle when lying down.
Fattening-hoxes.— Four fattening-boxes are shown adjoining the tie-uj)

stalls, and under the same roof ; the number may be increased by reducing
the number of stalls. It will be observed that the area of floor-space in each

box is the same as for a pair of beasts tied up, but considerably less per head
than in the covered yards. An enclosed box for a bull and also a hospital

are also shown, with access to gangways and covered yards.

Covered Yards.—Two large covered yards, 95 feet by 55 feet, shown sub-

divided on the plan, will accommodate 80 beasts, if those of various ages are

kept distinct, the area of floor-space provided for each being on the average

135 feet 7 inches. Feeding-troughs and self-filling water-troughs are shown
so situated as to be available for each portion if the yards are subdivided.

VOL. XV.—s. s, 3 o
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Fig. 5.

—

Plan of Farm Buildings—" Coloniais."

A AAA. Covered yard. J. Harness.
BB. Stalls for beasts. K. Loose-box.

CCC. Tramway. L. Nag-stable.
DD. Bull-box and hospital. MM. Calves.
EE. Feeding-pens. N. Fowls.
F. Stable. 0 0. Pigs.

G. Harness and passage. P. Breeding-sty.
H. Carthorse-stable. Q- Boiling-house.

I. Coach house. RRRE. Boozing water.

S. Implements.
T. Roots.

V. Mixing.
V. Engine.
W. Straw-barn.
X. Shoeing-torge.

Y. Threshlng-bara.
Z.

' Waggon-shed.

a. Drawing-room.
6. Dining-room.
c. Porch.
d. Hall.

(. Kitchen.

/. Scnllfry.

g. Dairy.
h. Store,

t. Pantrv.

j. Shed.,

k. Yard.
I. Ashes.

'

m. Fuel,

n. Boots.

0. Wash-ly)use.
p. Buck staircase.

q. Staircase,

r. Garden entrance.

The yards are well lighted and ventilated by ridge skylights and louvres ; also

by large arched openings on the south front, 10 feet wide and 12 feet liigh,

to admit loads of bay and corn for temporary shelter in harvest time,

If desired, these yards may be left uncovered at a great saving of expense,

providing only lean-to sheds for shelter against the high building on the north

side
;
they could be roofed in at any future time without difficulty. The walls

are carried up to the roof-line to prevent infection, should disease appear ; the

floors are excavated with a graduated fail of 2 feet 6 inches from the south

front, so as to hold as great a depth of manure as possible.
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Calf-pens.—Two calf-pens are provided, fed from a gangway in connection

with the mixing-room, and with access both to covered yard and the external

road.

Piggery.—Three large pig-styes (one heing specially prepared for breeding

purposes) are shown, all under cover, with boiling-house and swill-cistern

adjoining. The author has had practical experience of the diflBcuIty of breed-

ing and feeding pigs for sale at a profit in competition with American importa-

tions, and has provided but little more accommodation in the piggery than is

needed to supply the house with bacon, &c.

Fowl-house.—The fowl-house, situate between the calf-pen and piggery, is

convenient for access from the dwelling-house.

Offices.—It will be seen that the mixing-room and root-store, with "chop"
or cutting-room over, are in the centre of the block on the north side adjoining

the stackyard; tramrails communicate with all parts of the buildings and
stackyard. In the mixing-room is a brick-built steaming-closet (supplied

with steam direct from the engine hereinunder described), also a grist-mill.

The root-house being intended to hold only a few days' supply, space is

provided to stack the bulk of the roots in clamps in the stackyard to be

brought in on tram-waggons as required. It is found in practice that this is

not a waste of time or labour, as the tram-waggons run close to the pulper,

and roots keep much longer in clamps than when stacked in a building in

large quantities.

Straw-ham.—The straw-bam is carried up to the full height of two floors,

and contains 516 cubic yards of space for storage. It is provided with doors

to the stackyard and granary, and communicates with the cutting-room above

the mixing-room.
Steam-engine.—Motive power is supplied by a portable or a traction engine

resting on grooves in the floor, by which it is always secured in the same posi-

tion, and is connected with shafting running the whole length of the chopping-

room above ; it also supplies the steaming-closet, and is available for threshing,

steam-ploughing, &c., as may be required. The connection between the engine-

fimnel and brick chimney-shaft is made by means of a telescope-slide resting

on the base of the funnel, worked by a lever. This has been carried out in

practice by the author, and works very satisfactorily.

A blacksmith's forge, shoeing-place, earth-closet for the use of men, and
stores for artificial manures, are shown.

The waggon and implemeut-sheds adjoin the carthorse-stable on either side,

facing due north. A granary is constructed on the implement-shed, with suit-

able provision for raising and lowering com fi-om or to waggons underneath.

Threshing under cover.—The plan under consideration was the only one
exhibited which provided means for drawing entire stacks to a bam under
cover, so as to be available in all weathers. The stacks are built on wood-
frames over tramrails, 7 feet 6 inches gauge, resting either on wheels (old

railway-waggon wheels answer every purpose) or on the ordinary supports to

stack frames. In the latter case the frame is lifted by jacks, and wheels are

inserted under each end. The stacks (except the four centre ones) are then
drawn by horses on a trolly mnning on rails along the traverse-way, which is

sunk 2 feet 6 inches below the surface, and thence to the threshing-bam. The
threshing-drum is placed as shown tmder a Dutch bam, and straw delivered

direct into the straw-bam. Seven men only are required to perform aU. opera-
tions, including stacking the straw, cleaning, and weighing the com in sacks
ready for market.

Two galvanized hay-bams, 62 feet by 17 feet, on wrought-iron standards,
are included in the estimate.

All drainage from the live stock is conducted to a liquid-manure tank :

rain-water also to tanks as required.

3 G 2
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The fences round the buildings may be either quickset-hedge, or brick

walls
;
they are not included in the estimate.

It has been the endeavour of the architect to design a good homestead, with
accommodation for 150 head of horned stock, and 13 horses. In determining

the number of acres for which it is suitable, much must depend on the system
of farming pursued.

EiCHAED Waite, Architect,

Sept. 5, 1879. Duffield, Derby.

Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No.

Excavator and Bbicklater.
£ s. (7.

794 cube Excavate soil in trenches and tank,

and deposit on site, at GcZ ly 1 7 u
Allow the sum of 70/. for drainage,

and include No. 27 panteipits and
70 0 0

sup. 9 in. reduced common brickwork in

mortar, all external and internal

surfaces neatly pointed, at 4s. 6d. 616 1 0
sup. 4^ in. arch and centre, with manhole

4. 9 in. elliptic arches to 10 ft. open-

Qo o nU

Semi-circular arches to 6 ft. open-

n
L U

AU
Qo

Segmental arches to 3 ft. 6 in. open-
lb U

65

b 1 o A
u

6 Segmental arches to 4 ft. 6 in. open-

0 18 0
32 OcgllicU. Lai diCllco \t\j O H. opclliuga,

3 4 0
Qo

7

Segmental arches to 2 ft. 6 in. open-

Circular arches to 2 ft. 3 in. diameter.
0 6

Co

0

103J lin. .. Ex. only cut to rake of gables, at 8(i. 3 9 0
235 •• Ex. only 3 plain-sailing cornices,

at 6(f 5 17 (;

Cement render to tank and swiU
4 3 3

923J Selected hard-paring bricks in mortar
on dry foundations, at 2s. 6d. 115 8r 9

152J Common brick flat ditto, at Is. 9d. .. 13 6 10

1102J 8 in. concrete floor to covered yards,

at Is. 4d 73 10 0
73 lin. 9 in. by 4J bevelled blue -brick

sills, jointed in cement to door

7 6 0
37 Throated blue - brick window sills,

at 2s 3 14 0
96 Blue - brick coping, one edge in

Brickwork and fixing only to copper
8

0
8

12

0
0

4 Ex. only labour to chy. caps, at 3s. 0 12 0

Carried forward ,. .. £ 962 9 4
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimati—continued.

Feet. Inches.

233

15

7

5

15

153

31

36

1

2

6
10

206
93

763

119
12

No.

13

40

lin.

cube

cube

sup.

sup.

10

9

cube

cube

Brought forward
Stable mangers in blue bricks, 6 ft.

long, 1 ft. 10 in. wide, at II. Is. 6d.

With J brick arch under, the bricks

to be purpose made and jointed in

cement.
Cow boozing-troughs, 3 ft. 4 in. by

2 ft. 3 in., of similar bricks, but no
arches under, with divisions for

water troughs, at 15s

Boozings to bull and hospital boxes
and feeding pens, at 11. 3s

Boozings to calf-houses and covered

j'ards, with divisions, at 5s

Bed all window and door-frames in

cement.

Carried to Summary .. £

Mason.

Tooled stone templets, at 3s. 6d.

Tooled stone lintels and heads, at

3s. 6d
Tooled stone outlets to gutters, at

3s. Gd
Tooled stone coping to gutters, at

3s. 6d
Tooled stone hook and catch stones
and labour only, let-in hooks and
catches, at 3s. 6ci

Tooled stone steps to granary, at

3s. Gd
Tooled stone bases to columns, at

3s. 6d
Tooled stone stops to gates, at 3s. 6d.
Tooled stone curb to manhole of

tank, at OS. 6d
3 in. fork cover to tank, at Is. 3d. ..

3 in. fork hearth to harness-r., at

Is. 3d

Carried to Summary

Carpenter and Joiner.

Floor joists, at 2s. 2d
Ij-in. matched floor-boards, with

three trap-doors trimmed for and
framed in same, at IZ

Red deal framed in roof trusses, with
all necessary wrt. iron -work, at
2s. 2d

Wall plates and bond, at 2s. 2d. ..

Valleys, at 2s. 2d

Carried forward . . . • i

£ s. d.

962 9 4

17 17 6

30 0 0

6 18 0

58 5 0

1075 9 10

2 12 9

1 8 6

0 17 6

2 13 0

26 16 8

5 9 4

6 6 0
0 4 4

0 8 9

0 7 9

0 13 1

£47 17 8

22 7 9

15 18 7

82 14 5

12 19 7
1 7 7

135 7 11
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No.

425
43

1007
138

2
2

132
55

2238

cube
8

sup.

1899 lin.

i

7

195 sup.

43 9

85 lin.

455 sup.

87 9

614 9

401

157

216 lin.

i

1

1

1

8

20
5
14
20
28
4

2

Brought forward
Purlines, at 2s. 2d
Eidge, at 2s. 2d
Spars, at 2s. 2d
Bearers and stretchers to skylights

and gutter beams, at 2s. 2d.

Wrt. framing to skylights, at 2s. lOd.

Wrt. lintels, at 2s. 8d
3 by 2 skylight bars, wrt., and

rebated, at 8d
7 by 1 wrt. and fixed louvres, at 3d.

Jacob's ladder, 9 ft. long, 2 ft. wide,

fixed against wall

Ventilators framed on ridge over
stables and granary, at \l. 10s. ..

Solid deal frames, oak sunk and
weathered sills, half filled with
fixed glass bars, the reaiaining

half with movable louvres, at

Is. 4d
7 by 1 fixed louvres in solid circular

frames, 2 ft. diameter, measured
square, at Is. 8d

4j by 3 wrt., reb. and chambered
door-frames, cambered heads, at

4Jd
2j framed and ledged doors for appa-

ratus to slide, average width 8 feet,

at Is. 6d
2 in. framed and ledged doors for

apparatus to slide, 3 ft. 3 in. wide,

at Is. 4d
IJ ledged and braced, matched and

beaded doors, part in two heights,

at lOd
1 in. ledged and braced, matched and
beaded doors, part in two heights,

at 8d

2i framed and ledged gate entrance

to covered yards, the upper part

filled in with | in. iron rods 5 in.

apart, wood capping on top rail,

at 28

3 by 2 grooved sliding rail, at 3d. ..

Oak gate to stackyard
Pair 30 bunds and hooks, at 6s. 6d.

„ 30 „ at 58. 6d.

„ 24 „ at 58. ..

„ 18 ,, at 4«. ..

„ 15 „ at 3s. 9d.

„ 12 in. „ at 3s. 6d.

Latches and catches, at 2s

Sets of wheels and runners to sliding

doors, 8 ft. opening, at 2Z

Sets of wheels and runners to sliding

doors, 7 ft. opening, at 2i

Carried forward

£ s. d.

135 7 11

46 1 2

4 13 6

109 1 10

14 19 0

18 14 0

7 8 5

74 12 0

23 15 0

0 12 0

10 10 0-

13 0 0'

3 12 10

1 11 10

34 2 6

5 17 0

25 12 S

13 7 4

15 14 0
2 14" 0
17 6

6 6
4 0
0 0

0
2
5

1 0 0
2 12 6

3 10 0

2 16 0

8 0 0

4 0 0

592 3 1
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

35

1

Feet. Inches. No.

4

1

28

13 6 lin.

8

5
14
4

4
25

798 sup.

9

54 lin.

672

54 lin.

5
44

494 sup.

320 lin.

69 sup.

i

i

Brought forward
Sets of wheels and runners to sliding

doors, 3 ft. 2. in. opening, at IZ. 15s.

Set of wheels and runners to sliding

doors, 6 ft. opening, at IZ. 17s. ..

9 in. stock locks, at 3s

1 wrt. rod for hanging doors, at Is. .

.

Fastenings to piggery doors, at 2s. .

.

Bolts to piggery doors, at 6d
Turnbuckles and padlocks, at 2s. 6cZ.

12 in. barrel bolts, at 2s

Catch plates, at 2s

Oak bolts, at Is

2 in. tongued elm stall divisions, at

Is. 6d
Cast-iron work only, for 2-in. tongued
elm stall divisions, heel post, top
and bottom rail, at IZ. 15s

Ex. only to three doors in loose box
and stall division, forming passage
in carthorse-stable, at 12s

I in. wrt. vertical railing, 4§ centres,

IS in. high, and fixing, at Is. 6d.

1 in wrt. one side elm boarding to

divisions to cow stalls, 6 ft. by

4J in. by 3 in. head, 5 ft. by 4J in.

by 4 in. heel posts, rails, 6 ft. 1 in.

by 4J in. by IJ in. at top, 4^ in.

by IJ in. middle and bottom rails,

at Is. 3d
Cast-iron rail and sill to loose bo^
and passage divisions in stable .

.

Heel posts, at 5s

2| ash boozing stakes, with two | in.

screw pins to each, at 2s

1 in. straight joint boarded divisions

to corn bays in granary, and post,

at Is

3 by 2 rails in front of cows and
calves, at 3d
Allow the sum of £ for fittings

to nag-stable and harness-room .,

Allow the sum of £ for fittings

to carthorse-stable and carthorse

harness-room
Note.—The two sums above do not

include stall divisions, but hay-
racks and harness-pegs.

Allow the sum of £3 10s. P. C. for

pulley wheel, and fix same .

.

f in. valley boarding, at 2Jd. per ft.

Moule's Patent Earth closet with
seat, riser, and cistern complete .

.

Fittings to fowl-house

Carried to Summary

£ «. d.

592 3 1

7 0 0

1 17 0
4 4 0
0 13 6
0 16 0
0 2 6
1 15 0
0 8 0
0 8 0
15 0

59 17 0

15 15 0

1 16 0

4 10

42 0 0

2 10 0
15 0

4 8 0

24 14 0

4 0 0

7 10 0

10 0 0

4 0 0

16 6 10

3 10 0
1 10 0

£813 14 10
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No.

171 lin.

42

171

lin.

lin.

42

lOG

5

lin.

20

20

Iron-Focnder.

4 in. cast-iron eaves, spout, and
stays, painted three coats, at

Is. I'd

Stop ends and outlets, at Is

3 in. circular cast - iron rain - water
conductors, at Is. 6d

Swan necks, at 2s

4 ill. cast-iron rain-water conductors,

at Is. 8d
Cistern heads, at 2s. Gd.

Macfarlane's cast-iron centre gutter,

at 3s

Stop ends, at 2s.

Outlets, at 2s

4 ft. G in. by 3 ft. cast-iron case-

ments, each to open, at 13s. Qd. ..

3 ft. by 2 ft. cast-iron casements,
without openings, at Gs

Cast-iion columns, 10 ft. long, average
diameter 6 in., 11 in. metal and

• flanged caps, at 2Z. 5s

Cast-iron columns, 6 ft. long, at

II. 10s

Cast-iron columns, 9 ft. long, average
diameter 4 in., at \l. ISs

Hay larns with 10 rolled iron, 4 by
4, standards to each -|- 17 ft. long,

bedtled on stonps, covered with a

semicircular roof of corrugated

iron, with f in. tic-rods, complete.

Area of each OO ft, by IG ft.

Cast-iron water troughs, 3 ft. by
2 ft

Hit-and-miss cast-irou air ventilat-

ing grates, at 2s

Copper
Thresliing barn with 6 rolled iron

standards, 18 ft. long and 3 ft.

8 in , 11 ft. long, bedded on stones,

covered with semicircular roof of

corrugati d iron with f in. tie rods,

and a portion with lean-to roof of

the same material. The area of

the whole 31 ft. square

Allow the sum of 21. P. C. for vanes,

and fix same
1 in. wrt. rail and stays to protect

young pigs, at 6d
Decativille's tramway, at 20 in. gauge,
at 3s. 9fZ

Es. only curved on Plan, at Is. Gd.

5 ft. turntable

Stove to harness room, pipe, plate,

and door to steamer

Carried to Summary

£ s. d.

12 IG 6

10 0

2 4 3

0 10 0

3 10 0

2 10 0

25 13 0

0 12 0

14 0

12 IG G

3 0 0

31 10 0

3 0 0

3 IG 0

80 0 0

14 0

0 12 0

2 0 0

1 1 0

19 17 C

0 7 «
. 5 0 0

3 0 0

£217 5 3
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Feet.

qrs.

2

Feet.

333

2003

Squares.

256
Feet.

15

104

Inches.

Inches.

6

No.

sup.

sup.

cube
sup.

sup.

9

12

42
158

1

24

lin.

lin.

cube

Plumber and Glazier.

Milled lead in valleys and flashings,

at li. 4s

21 oz. seconds sheet glazing, puttied,

at 7d
1 in. rough plate glazing, sprigged

in to skylights, at 7d
Glass tiles, at 2s. 6d

Carried to Summary .

.

Tiler.

Koof tiling witli Poole's patent cor-

rugated roofing tiles, 85 of which
cover a square, include J x f deal

sawn laths, at 11. 3s

Cutting to valleys, at 6d
Kidge tiles, P.C., id. per foot, bedded

in mortar, at Is. 3cZ

Cement fillet, at 3d

Carried to Summary .

.

Plasterer.

L. P. and set to ceilings, at Is. 4cd.

.

.

Lime-white, two coats to walls, at 2d.

Carried to Summary ..

Painter.

Prime stop knob, and afterwards
paint 2 coats, plain oil-colours on
wrt. woodwork, at 8d

Note.—The painting on iron windows,
spouting, &c., is includt-d in Iron-

founder.

Japan all ironmongei7 black.

Carried to Summary .

.

Artificial Manure Store.

Excavating to trenches, at 6d.

9 in. reduced brickwork, at 4s. Qd. ..

Common brick flat paving, at Is. dd.

Blue-brick door-sill, at ScZ

Blue-brick window-sill throated, at

8d
Cut to rake of galles, at 3d
2 course plain-sailing to eaves, at 2d.

Stone templet, at 3s. 6d
Red deal in roof trusses, at 2s. 2d. .

.

Carried forward

£ s. d.

23 8 0

9 14 7

58 8 9
10 0

£92 11 4

284 11 0
2 12 3

15 0 0
1 10 3

£303 13 6

13 8 0
0 12 5

£14 0 5

31 18 0

£31 18 0

0 7 0
41 12 6

7 17 6
0 6 0

0 8 0
0 10 6
1 6 4
0 5 6
2 12 0

55 5
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet.

71

Inches.

7

No.

Brought forward .. ..

Purlins, ridge, wall plates and spars,

at 2s. 2d

£
55

7

s.

5

15

d.

4

2
4

i

Wrt. lintel, at 2s. 8d
Set wheels and runners to sliding

door, 8 feet opening, at 2Z

0

2

10

0

8

0
1 Turnbuckle and padlock, at 2s. 6d. .

.

0 2 &
54 sup. 2J in. framed and ledged door, with

sliding apparatus (fixing only), at

Squares. 4 1 0
11 48 Poole's patent corrugated roofing

tiles, on laths, at 11. 3s 13 4 1

56 lin. Ridge tile in mortar, at 6d 0 8 0
41 • • 0 3 5

37^ 4 in. ^-round eaves spouting and
stays, painted 3 coats, at Is. (id. .

.

2 16 0
5 O 111. XL. UU CUiiUULLUiSy l\\J* bnUU

0 7 6
sup. CsiSt-iron cESCEQcnts iiiicl paintiDg 3

1 4 0
991 91 c\'7 filippt <yl T7in o" nnfi'ipri v\\nfi nV AO 1

Prime knob stop and paint 3 coats,

0 9 8

Carried to Summary .. £90 0 5

SUMMAKY.

Excavator and Bricklayer 1075 9 10
47 17 8

813 14 It)
1 111

217 5 3
303 10 6

AU i>

31 18 0
90 0 5

Leave all clean and complete.

Amount of Estimate . . £ 2686 7 10
Add 191 17 6

Total £ 2878 J> 4
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SujpTplementary Estimate of Stack-Frames, Tram-Mails, Traverse-Way,

TIireshing-Barns, and Hay-Barns, as shown on Plan No. 16.

Yards. Feet. laches. JSo. - «. d.

180 cube •• Excavate soil in traverse way, at 6d. 4 10 0

77 sup. 9 in. reduced brickwork in mortar,

17 6 6

280 IlQ.

20
Coping on edge, traverse way, at 3d.

Deal stack-frames, 20 ft. x 12 ft.,

each containing 17 cube feet, at

11. 17s

3

37

10

0

0

0

80 Iron supports to stack-frames, at 4s. 16 0 0

4C lin. Tramway, 12 ft. gauge, in traverse

wall, longitudinal for sleepers,

dipped in creosote, rails 21 lb. per
16 11 0

150 lin.

1

Tramway, 7 ft. 6 in. gauge, with
transverse sleepers 4 ft. apart,

9 ft. long, at 6s

Threshing barn with corrugated iron

covering, rolled iron standards,

size 31 ft. by 18 ft

45

32

0

0

0

0
1 Leau-to same, for drum and engine .

.

20 0 0

£191 17 6

Note.—No part of this amount is included in the general estimate of

268G?. 7s. lOd.

Hay-barns, 16 ft. wide and 16 ft. high (for covering either com or hay), with
corrugated-iron roof and rolled-iron standards, cost II. per foot Uneal.

Alternative Estimate of Stack-Frames, Tram-Bails, and Turntable,

together with Threshing-Barn, as shown in Plan No. 16a.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No. £ s. d.

24 cube Excavate soil to turntable, at 6d. .. 0 12 0
11 sup. 9 in. reduced brickwork, circular, at

3 0 G
1 50 lin.

18

72

Coping to same, circular, at 4s.

Deal stack-frames, 20 ft. by 12 ft.,

Iron supports to same, at 4s

0

33
14

16

6

8

8

0

0
189 lin. Tramway, 7 ft. 6 in. gauge, rails

21 lb. per yard, dogspiked to

dipped sleepers 4 ft. apart, at 6s. 56 14 0
1 Turntable and imderworks, 16 ft.

diameter, including bottom rails

and wheels, and dipped batten
40 0 0

1 Threshing barn with corrugated-iron

32 0 0
1 Lean-to same, as described 20 0 0

£200 17 2

A ote.—No part of this sum is included in any previous estimate.
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" EXPEEIENTIA."

Short Statement by the Author.

The rails forming the boxes are movable, and caa be taken out when
required to make one open fold.



Fig. 7.

—

Ground Plan of Farm Buildings for Arable Farm
of 300 acres—" Experientia."

niiTiiffliTiii

A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.

Open fold.

Shed for sheep.
Open fold.

Shed for yonng cattle

and dung court.

Open fold.

Shed for young cattle

and dung court.

Open fold.

Shed for young horses.

Open fold for pigs.

Piggery.

K. Duck-house.
L. Boiling-house.

M. Feeding-boxes.

N. Feedmg-paseage.
Nj. Passage.

0. Stall for young cattle.

P. Stalls for dairy cows.

QQQ. Loose-box.
Q'. Movable Partitions.

K. Harness-room.
S. [Stable.

TT. Cart-sheds.

U. Passage way for carts.

V. Hay-house.
W. Turnips and fodder-

house.

X. Straw-house.
Y. Chaff.

Z. Barn.
aa. Implements.
bb. Engine,
cc. Boiler.

M. Saw-pit.
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The doors can be fastened and locked at nights, so as to prevent any one
having access to the building.

By extending or contracting the Plan, it can be made suitable for any sized

farm, without at all interfering with the general arrangement or design.

Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate.

Excavator and Bricklayer.

£ s. d.

2500 cube yards of excavations, at 8s 83 6 S
1200 ft. run of 4 in. socket drain pipe, at 6c?. 30 0 0
2564 yards super, of main walls, at 4s 517 16 0
228 „ yard walls, at 3s. 6c? 39 18 0
310 „ gables, at 4s 62 0 0
438 „ retaining walls, at 3s. 6d 76 13 0
70 „ 9 in. brick partitions, at 5s 17 10 0

200 ft. cube of ashlar pillars, at Is. Gc? 15 0 0
218 „ foundation to metal pillars, at Is. 6d 16 7 0
32 post stones chiselled and chamfered, at 2s. 6cZ 4 0 0

180 ft. run of chiselled quoins, 2 ft. 6 in. girt, at 2s 18 0 0
350 „ jambs to arches, 4 ft. girt, at 3s 52 10 0
107 ft. cube of pillars to ditto, at Is. 6c? 8 0 6
220 ft. run of arch stones, 3 ft. 9 in. girt, at 3s 33 0 0
240 „ window jambs, at 2s 24 0 0
170 „ door jambs, at 2s 17 0 0
320 „ heads and sills to doors and windows, at Is. Gd. 24 0 0
50 „ thresholds to arches, at Is. 6d 3 15 0

400 ft. cube of foundation stones to wood pillars, at Is. 6d. ., 30 0 0
120 pillar stones to ditto, at 2s. Gd 15 0 0
250 ft. ran of coping to yard walls (rough), at Is 12 10 0
18 post stones to stalls, at 2s. 6d. 2 5 0

Sundries and contingencies 20 0 0

Total £1122 11 2

Carpentry,

296 squares of roofing, at 30s 444 0 0
430 ft. run of beam, 12 by 6, to pillars, at Is 21 10 0
1680 ft. super, of gutta board, U in. thick,''at id 28 0 0
236 yards super, of joisting and flooring joints, 9 by 3, flooring) .

li in. feathered and grooved, at 5s. 6c?
|

128 yards super, of ditto, joists 11 by 3, at 6s. 6d 41 12 0
275 ft. run of I in. skirting, 65 in. high, to granary, at 3c?. . . 3, 8 9

1 trap door in granary floor 100
1 wood spout from granary to corn-bin 100

220 ft. super, of sashes and frames (louvres), at Is. 6c? 16 10 0
110 „ plain sashes and frames, at Is. 4(£ .. 7 6 8
792 „ I4 in. feathered and grooved doors, at Sd. .. 26 8 0
36 „ ditto to piggeries, &c., at 8c? 14 0

420 „ I4 framed and battened doors, at Is 21 0 0
158 „ ditto ditto , at Is 7 18 0
40 yards super, of batten joisting and flooring to poultry) a n 0

house, at 4s \

230 ft. ran of lintels, 16 in. by 4 in., at Is 1110 0

210 ft. super, of IJ treads and risers to stairs, at Sd 7 0 0

Carried forward £712 15 5
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£ «. d.

Brought forward 712 15 5

64 ft. run of string to ditto, 11 by 2, at Is 3 4 0
240 ft. super, of 1 in. partition to ditto, at (yd. 6 0 0
210 ft. run of dressed posts 10 by 4, at 6c?. 5 5 0
150 „ „ 10 by 8, at Is 7 10 0
180 „ „ 5 by 4, at 4d 3 0 0
210 „ „ 4i by 3, at Sc? 2 12 6

60 „ „ 3 by 2, at 0 10 0
130 „ „ 6 by 6, at 6d 3 5 0

1590 „ rails, 5 J by 3, at 4d 26 10 0
96 ft. super, of stall partition to byres, at 8c/ 3 4 0
570 „ ditto to stable, 2^ in. thick, at Qd 19 0 0
210 ft. run of feeding troughs, at 2s 21 0 0
70 „ ditto to byres, at 2s 7 0 0

660 ft. super, of li in. partition to harness room, at 6c/ 16 10 0
Extra labour to 3 doors in ditto, at 5s. 0 15 0

420 ft. super, of ditto in front of stables, at 6(/ 10 10 0
Extra labour to 14 doors in ditto, at 5s 3 10 0

42 ft. run of hay-rack, at 2s 4 4 0
42 „ manger, at 2s. 6(/. 5 5 0
70 „ scantling, 9 by \\, to stable partition, at id. ,. 13 4

270 „ post to piggeries, 4J by 4^, at 4c? 4 10 0
-380 super, of IJ partition to ditto, at 6c?. 9 10 0

Extra labour to 5 doors to ditto, at 5s 15 0
56 ft. run of feeding-troughs, at 2s 5 12 0
80 „ Memel gate-posts, 14 by 10, at 2s 8 0 0

160 „ gates, battened and braced, at Is 8 0 0
1 corn-bin complete 2 00

650 ft. super, of I5 partition to barn, at 6c?. 16 5 0
Making centres for arches 200
Sundries and contingencies 20 0 0

Carried to Summary £939 5 3

Iron Worlt and Hardware.

27 cast-iron pillars, at 20s 27 0 0
9 sets of iron work for sliding doors, at 30s 13 10 0
12 sets of stall divisions, at 25s 15 0 0
18 sets of small stall cUvisions, at 15s 13 10 0
12 pairs of crooks and bands, 30 in. long, at 10s 6 0 0
9 „ crooks to piggeries, at 5s 2 5 0

132 i-in. screw-bolts to iron pillars, 12 in,, at Is. 6c/. .. .. 9 18 0
132 Ditto ditto 8 in., at Is 6 12 0
65 f-in. ditto to cattle-troughs, at Is. 3 5 0
88 |-in. iron pins to ditto, 9 in. long, at i s 4 8 0
12 sets of opening cranks to louvres, at 10s 6 0 0
4 sets of hinges, &c., to swing doors to piggery, at 5s 10 0
4 pairs of cranks and bands to fold gates, at 30s 6 0 0
78 |-in. iron bolts to stall posts, at Is 3 18 0
14 l-in. ditto ditto at Is .. 0 14 0
75 iron pins to support slip rails, at 6(? 1 17 6
12 stock locks, at 5s. 3 0 0

Carried to Summary £123 17 6
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Slating.

£ 8. d.

8484 yards super, of slating, at 3s 522 12 0
1736 ft. run of ridge stone, at 8d 57 17 4
84 squares of rough plate-glass lights, at 5s 21 0 0

Pointing fillets with cement 500
Carried to Summary £606 9 4

Plumhing and Spouting.

95 cwt. of lead to gutters, at 1?. 8s. 133 0 0
C80 ft. run of metal spouting, 5 by Sj, fixed with iron bracket) qq i o a

holdfasts, at 8(Z ^
^- id 4

320 ft. run of 3-in. down-pipes, at 8ci 10 13 4
18 heads to down-pipes, at 2s. 6cZ 2 5 0
18 shoes to ditto, at 2s 1 16 0

Carried to Summary £170 7 8

Plaster WorTc and Cementing.

170 yards super, of 1 coat cement on walls of granary, at Is. 6c?. 12 15 0
1270 „ concrete cement flooiing to stables, byres,]

piggeries, straw-house, bam, passages, &c., part to be> 169 6 8
grooved, at 2s. 8t?

J

Carried to Summary £182 1 8

Painting and Glazing.

110 ft. super, of crown glass to windows, well bedded in oil) r ,/^ ^
putty, at Is [

0 lu u

480 yards super, of 4-coat painting to wood-work, metal)
ig n 0

spouting, &c., at 9c?
j

Canied to Summary £23 10 0

Summary.

Masonry 1122 11 2

Carpentry 939 5 3

Iron Work 123 17 6

Slating 606 9 4

Plumbing, &c 170 7 8

Plastering, &c 182 1 8

Painting and glazing 23 10 0

Total 3168 2 7
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"Practice with Economy."

Descbiption by the Author,

This design is for buildings suitable for a 400-acre farm, 300 of which are

arable and 100 pasture. My aim has been to give ample accommodation in

the most approved manner and at the least cost, combined with the use of the

most durable materials and with workmanship of the best description. To
attain this end I have " grouped " or " attached " the buildings as much as \x>s-

sible, without sacrificing light, ventilation, or convenience. Although they are

not all in one group, their doors all open inwards, so that the entire set form

their own roadways, without any additional walling or fencing than that shown
on the plan. I have also endeavoured, by studying the arrangement of parts,

to lessen the labour on the part of the farmer in his superintendence of opera-

tions, and also of his men in their attendance upon the stock. These can be

quickly fed, and their dunging out can almost be done with a cast of the

shovel over the low walls which run from pier to pier, and separate the stalls

and pigsties from the yards. There are also doors provided for this purpose ;

and it will be seen that every one of the four covered yards will receive a

part of the manure from the stalls to be trodden in with that made by the

animals running in them.

As it is necessary that this description should be as concise as possible, I

will call attention as briefly as I can to the points which I consider are most
worthy of notice, or which are otherwise necessary to convey to the reader a

fair conception of the ideas embodied in my plan. I wish to call particular

attention to my mode of ventilation by means of air-shafting under the

mangers, which is spoken of further on.

General Construction and Arrangement.—The whole is built of brick and
slated, the covered yards being only what is termed half slated. The stable,

cowhouse, and food-store floors are cement, concreted for the sake of cleanliness

and durability. The feeding-passages are the same, and being thus very

smooth, a tramway is unnecessary. Glazed-ware manger-blocks are used
throughout, both for cattle and horses, as they are strong and clean. The
drains are of glazed-ware socket-pipes, and run direct from cesspool to cesspool,

to facilitate examination and cleaning out without disturbing the flooring or

drains themselves. Drains are put in the covered yards, but they would only
require to be used when litter was very scarce

;
they could be plugged up at

other times. Water is supplied to yards and boxes by pipes from a large

tank forming part of the roof over the steaming-house. This tank can be
filled by pumping by steam-power out of a well to be sunk near, if a supply of

water is not otherwise obtainable.

To make the plan as generallj^ useful as possible, and suited for additions or

modifications as might be required by local circumstances, if ever it was
erected, I have designed it in two parts, and have given separate estimates for

each—the main block, ^vith the east and west ranges, forming one part, and
the open yard block to the south forming the other part. The walls dividing

the cow-house and pigsties from the yards are only -i ft. 6 in. high between the

piers. This economises material and causes a free circulation of air.

Ventilation.—Although the main block is "grouped" to save walling,

ventilation is not sacrificed. In addition to the usual supply of windows and
ventilating bricks, the eaves of the covered yard roofs are carried, by means of

the pillars, high enough to give an opening all their length and 12 inches

deep above the eaves of the stable and pigsty ranges. This causes a current of
air from east to west, or vice versa, quite across the covered yards and cow-
house, notwithstanding the abutment of the stables and pigsties, and the

amount may be regulated by shutters or louvre boarding. Ventilating shafts

VOL. XV.—S. S. 3 H
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Fig. 9.

—

Plan of Farm Buildings—" Practice with Economy."

A A. Covered yard for 10 beasts.
|

N. Mixing-floor.

BB. Ditto ditto 8 beabts. 0. Straw-barn.

ccccccc. Boxes. P. Box for horse.

DDDDDD. Feeding-passages. QQQ. Harness.

EEEE. Cow and bullock-stalls. R. 4-horse stable.

FF. Calves.
[

S. 6-horse stable.

GG. Bo.^ or calves.
i

T. Hay and chaff.

HHHHHH. Pigs or loose-boses.
j

U0. Covered entrance to yard.

I. Boiling-house. V. Portable tbresbing-machinc.

J. Bull-house. ' w. Fodder.

KK. Loose-boxes. 1 X. Steamlng-house.

L. Winnowing floor. I
Y. Suggested apparatus.

M. Root-house. Z. Portable engiue-shed.

aaaaaa. Roadway. m. OCBce and master's stores.

b. Implements. n. Gig-house.

c. Tools. 0. Hackney stable.

d. Waggons, carts, and imple- P- Hay.
ments. I- Entrances to open yaiils.

e. For shoeing horses. r r. Sheds.

/ Blacksmiths' shop. s. Food stores.

a- Carpenters' shop. t. Sheep shed.

h. Reaping machines, drills, oi uu. Open yards.
artiticiul manures. V. Portable fittirg.i.

i. Slaughter-house. w. Box for mare and foal.

j- Fowl-house. X. Shepherd's stores.

k. Poultry. y- Liquid manure.
I. Infirmary. z. Concrete feeding-path.

3 H 2
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are constructed under the mangers adjoining the feeding-passages with
common 12-inch pipes, laid from the outside walls, and having air brick-

openings every 10 feet apart. The air thus admitted comes into the lower

parts of the centre of the buildings, where it is most wanted, and will conduce
greatly to the health of the animals standing continually opposite to each
other in the stalls. In the roofs of all buildings occupied by horses, cattle, and
pigs, the ordinary louvre boarding is dispensed with, and an opening 3j inches

deep for ventilation is provided by putting a " pitching " piece on to the rafters,

resting on the upper purlin, and footing the short top rafters on to it. This is

carried all along both sides of the roof, and is more economical than louvres.

Food Stores.—It will be seen that the straw and various sorts of cattle

food, as well as the means of converting and mixing the same, are placed

as near to each other as possible, and convenient for feeding stock at any part

of the farmer}' by means of the feeding-passages. The second story, com-
prising the chaff-cutting floor over the mixing-floor, the corn and cake store

over the turnip-house, and the granary over the winnowing-floor, are all easily

accessible from the inside or outside of the building for unloading into or

otherwise. The mixing-floor has a pair of doors large enough to admit a cart,

which will be found useful in many ways.

Portable Engine-Shed, and Shafting.—The main shaft is worked by the

portable engine as it stands in the engine-house, and runs through the steam-
ing-house into the centre of the food apartments to drive the machinery
required in any of them. The engine can be drawn to its position in the shed
without any " backing," which is no small advantage. The house is built low
to save building material, and necessitates the funnel being turned down when
drawn in and remaining so. There is, however, a fixed funnel in the roof,

with a telescopic slide to drop on the engine to take the smoke when in use

cutting chaff, &c.

Straw Barn.—A waggon can be admitted here to unload hay, &c., under
cover on to the cutting-floor, or corn and cake for the corn-room beyond.

Grain for market from the granary can be hand-trucked, and loaded here in

the dry. The first stack for threshing after harvest might also be stored here,

and threshed by the portable engine being admitted through the large doors.

The straw could be stored on the chaff-cutting floor or in one of the covered

yards.

Stables.—Chaff and pulped or cooked food can be brought here with great

facility from the main food-stores. The feeding-passage in front has many
advantages, not the least being the ample supply of light and air which can be
admitted and circulated by means of the windows in front of the horse. There
is also a direct communication with the straw-barn for supplying litter, which,

when soiled, can be removed easily by putting it through the shutters pro-

vided for the purpose into the covered yards. The walls between the stable

and yards are built up eaves high, to sever all communication. In this respect

they differ from those of the cowhouses and pigsties.

Cart Shedding.—This faces the best aspect, the east. The tools are also

kept here, all to be at band as near as possible to the stables when required.

Loose Boxes.— These are only provided to a limited extent, the covered

yards being thought more desirable on account of their general utility. There
is, however, quite a sufficient supply for any animals which may be found to

thrive best in separate quarters.

Pigsties.—The manure made in these is easily cast over the dwarf walls

which separate them from the yards. The food is close at hand in the boiling-

house, with its wash-drain direct from the house into the cistern. Should,

however, the food be prepared in the steaming-house, or if they are used as

loose-boxes for cattle, lor which tlicy are equally suitable, there is direct and
easy communication hy means of the feeding-passages.
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Granary.—This is over the winnowing-floor, and has easy communication
with the corn and calie store, to which place any rel'use corn could easily be

removed to be ground for stock. Steps are provided from the winnowing-
floor below, and also a door for winding-up sacks from the outside. 'I'hese are

in addition to the stairs from the roadwa}'.

Calf Pens.—These are not usually required to be very large on an arable

farm, and only moderate accommodation is provided. The boxes at the lower

end of the cowhouse, however, are easily available if more room is required.

Infirmary.—This is apart from the other places for stock, and near the sup-

posed position of the house, so as to have easy access at night. The drain runs

to an isolated tank, to prevent infection by connection with the other system of

drainage.

Slaughter-house.—This has the advantage of being near to the infirmar}"-, for

slaughtering any animal found incurable and difficult to move.
Fowl and Poultry-houses.—The doors of these could be put on the other

side of the building, if desired to open into a poultry-yard proper, which
could be got at by the mistress from the back of the supposed house without
entering the farmery.

Office and Alaster's Stores.—This will be found useful for'many purposes,

storing and mixing medicines, &c., and is close to the infirmary.

Open Yards and Sheep Sheds.—The sheep shed is placed between the two
yards, that it may be useful for lambing-pens when required, the flock having
the run of one or both of the yards and shelter of their sheds. These yards

are intended for cattle, young horses, or sheep, as may be required, and are

easily fed from the main stores. The sheep shed is small, but can easily be
extended in its present position. It is not fitted up ; this is left for the tenant

to do in a portable manner, that it may serve the many purposes for which it

is adapted in turn, such as fattening a few sheep, housing sick or cripples, or

bringing forward a pen or two for showyard purposes. It will be seen that

the shepherd's store with fireplace is near at hand.

Steward's Office, Sundorne, A. Dudley Clarke.
Shreivsbury, Sept. 1879.

Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate.

Part I.

—

For the Main Blade of Buildings and East and West ranges

{exclusive of the block of open yards and shedding to the South,

hut including the boundary wall Jrom East to West, against which

they are builC),

Yards. Feet. Inches. No.

Excavator, Bricklayer, axd Slater.
£ s. d.

445 cube Excavating and ramming and wheel-
Rods. 12 19 7
lOlJ Eeduced brickwork in m )rtar, at

Eod. IIZ. 15s 1192 12 6
1 20 Reduced brickwork in cement to

16 2 0
4 Yards dished and rammed, at H. 10«. 10 0 0
2 Calf- houses, dished anil rammeJ,

under sparred floors 0 17 6
4 Cesspools of 4J in. brickwork, includ-

ing stone frames and 18 in. grates,

complete, at \l. 7s. Qd 5 10 0

1238 1 7
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet,
i

Inches.

280
I ran

37 run

500 run

40 '

run

20

271 6

1670 run

86 run

141 run

320 run

130 run

197 run

320 run

No.

29

688 run
1483 run

210 sup.

128 sup.

Brought forward
CessjKiols, including 9 in. grates with

iron frames, complete, at 14s.

6 in. earthenware socket manure
drain, juinted with clay and exca-
vatmg, at 2s. 3d

9 in. earthenware socket manure
drain, jointed with clay and exca-
vating, at 3s

Junctions, at 2s. 6d
Syphon traps, at 5s

Allow for small manure tank, 3 ft. by
3 ft. by 3 ft., near infirmary, and
cover, complete

6 in. main water-drains and exca-
vating, at 9d

3 in. branches to ditto, at 6d
Junctions, at Qd
Bends at fett of down-pipes, at Zd.

Glazed socket wash-drain, jointed in

clay and excavating, at 2s

Extra to rebated jambs, with bull-

nosed arris, at 2(Z

Extra to bull -nosed arris to piers,

door-jambs, &c., at Id.

Extra to 1 J brick rebated and bull-

nosed arches, at 4id
Extra to 1 brick rebated and bull-

nosed arche-s, at ^d
Extra to 1 brick plain and bull-

nosed arches, at 3d
Extra to J brick plain and bull-

nosed arches, at 2d
Extra to chamfered blue - brick

window-sills, at 2d
Plain 12 in. earthenware ventilating

pipes under mangers, at Is

Bends to earthenware ventilating

pipes under mangers, at 4s

3 in. outlets to eartlienware ventilat-

ing pipes under mangers, at Cd, .

.

9 by 3 iron gratings to cover outlets,

at 9d
Large grates to 12 in. pij^es outside

buildings, at 4?

Hook stones, 14 by 14 by 9, at Ss. 6d.

Plinth stones, dowelled for posts, at

6s. Cd
Iron boiler and furnace built in brick,

case complete
Half-round coping in mortar, at 5d.

Extra to brick cornice in mortar, at

lid
Cementing to wash-tank, at 3d.

Stone slab cover to manure tank,

at Is

Carried forward

£ s. d.

1238 1 7

20 6 0

31 10 0

5 11 0
0 15 0
0 15 0

16 0

18 15 0
10 0
10 0
0 10 0

2 0 0

2 5 3

6 19 2

1 12 3

2 7 0

4 0 0

118
1 12 10

16 12 0

2 8 0

0 13 0

0 19 G

0 16' 0
11 18 0

2 12 0

3 0 0
14 6 8

9 5 4
2 12 6

6 8 0

£ I 1412 18 9
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. | Feet. Inches.

11

1360

39
375

Squares.

182f sup.
94i sup.

418
1000

Yards. 350
56 sup.

24J sup.

sup.

sup.

sup.

19

212

128

425

16

sup.

3

run

run

1100

run
ruQ
rutt

No.

70

sup.

18

64

Brought forward ..

Manhole and cover to manure-tank,
extra

Building 4J in. work round posts in

cowhouse, and other concrete floor-

ing, at 2s

Chimney caps finished to drawings,
at 4«

Flues parged, at 2s. Gd
9 by 6 air-bricks, at Is. Sd
Allow for sheet-ii'on dome to flue of

blacksmith's sliop and iron kerb
to hearth

Hard brick on edge in cement to

liquid manui'e-tank floor, at 5s. .

.

6 in. concrete flooring, including bed
of hard building rubbish, at 3s. Qd.

Blue-brick paving in mortar, at 4s.

Pitching with pebbles in sand, level-

ling and ramming for same, at Is.

Flooring squares in mortar to

hackney-stable low-racks, at ScZ. .

.

Concrete dished for drains extra, at

2d
Blue-brick door-sills in cement, at 6d.

Extra for posts to stable, bedded in

concrete, raised to form plinth for

same, at 9d
Glazed stoneware manger blocks,

divisions and ends, in mortar, at

3s. 6d
Glazed stoneware manger blocks,

divisions and ends, in cement for

water, at 4s

Sets of bars for fireplaces, and built

in, at 5s

Plain stone mantel and shelf to office

Angular stone water-troughs, at

6s. 6d
Extra for beam-lilling, a.i2d

Dowel stones and dowels to door-
frames, at 2s. 3cZ

Allow for bedding all roof and bond
timbers, lintels, &c

Allow for fixing shaft-bearings and
forming holes for driving-straps .

.

Best Bangor Duchess slating, at 21.

Ditto ditto half-slating to covered
yards, at \l. 13s

Cutting to gables and valleys, at l^d.

Plain blue crest tile in mortar, at &d.

Cement filleting, at IJcZ

Eender and set to office walls, at 8id.
Lath, plaster, and set-to rafters of

office walls, at Is. 4d

Carried to Summary . . £
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No.

3925 cube

202 cube
Squares.

7 78 sup.

13 20 sup.

2 10 sup.

1 75 sup.

1 44 sup.

3 20 sup.

1015 sup.

370 sup.

1047 sup.

21 9 sup.

856 run
80 run

231 run
397 run

567 ruu
1

..

47 run
I

.

.

60 run

Square.

1 43 sup.

5 3 sup.

4 6 sup.

36 run

130 sup.

48 sup.

44 sup.

30 run.

£ s. d.

588 15 0

55 11 0

11 2 6

26 8 0

2 6 2

2 3 9
1 16 0

4 7 10

95 3 1

27 7 6

56 14 3

1 1 9
7 2 8

0 16 8

2 17 9

5 15 9

22 8 10

0 7 10

9 0 0

2 10 6

0 3 6
0 2 3

5 0 0

1 16 0

3 15 10

2 8 0
1 16 10 ,

1 0 0

939 19 3

Caepentek and Joiner.

Fir timber in roofs, joists, lintels,

bond timbers, &c., at 3s

Oak in posts and rails to boxes and
door-posts to pigsties, at 5s. Qd. .

.

I in. wrot. deal floor laid folding, at

11. 10s

II in. grooved and tongued deal

iloor laid folding, at 2?

1 in. rough deal floor laid folding, at

1/. 2s

4 by IJ sparred flooring, 1^ in. apart,

to calf-houses, at H. 5s

Partition in waggon shed, at 11. 5s.

Partition in granary and fodder store,

at IZ. 7s. 6d
2^ in. framed, ledged, and braced

doors, filled in with 1 in. ploughed
and tongued boards, and painting,

at Is. lOid
2 in. framed, ledged. and braced

doors, filled in with 1 in. ploughed
and tongued boards, and painting,

at Is. 9d
1 in. ledged and braced doors filled

in with 1 in. ploughed and tongued
boards, and painting, at Is Id. .

.

2 in. 4 panel square doors, filled in

with 1 in. ploughed and tongued
boards, and painting, at Is

7 by IJ ridsje, at 2d
9 by li valleys, at 2Jd
Herring-bone struts, at 3d
12 by 1| deal back to manger,

tongued, at 3id
5 by 4 rebated door frames and

painting, at 9^d
Chamfered capping to doors and

painting, at 2d
Rack and manger sill (oak) in cart

stables, at 3s

Of loose-box partition in hackney
stable, at 11. 15s

1§ W. C. seat with dished hole on
bearers, at 8d

1 in. front to W. C, at 6d. .. ..

AUow for 4 cupboards in oflSce, com-
plete

18 by 1 J deal shelving and bearers,

at Is

1 in. deal laying boxes and brackets,

at 7d
Treads to stairs, IJ in., at Is

Eist rs to stairs, 1 in., at lOd
9 by 3 deal strings housed, at 8d. ..

Carried forward . . . . £
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—coji/mwef?.

Yards. Feet. Inches, No,

72

300

run

run

16

4

9

3

14

2

1

Brought forward
Strutting pieces to roosting-perches,

at 3d
2 in. round perches on roosting-

pieces, at l|d.

2 oak pieces for sack hoisting, built

in walls of granary and corn-room
Small divisions (travises) in cow-

house, at li. 5s

Large divisions (travises) in cow-
house, at \l. 10s

Divisions in cart and hackney
stables, at 2Z

Low wooden racks to hackney
stable, at 10s.

Oak posts, 9 ft. 6 in. long, cased 7 ft.

6 by 5 for loose-boxes, at 7s. 6c?. .

.

Step ladders, at II. 2s. Qd
Large and 3 small ventilators, with

zinc roofs, complete, and painting,

at 12s. 6d
Windows, averaging 4 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

complete, including glazing of
upper part and slides for ventila-

tion to lower part, painting, &c., at

IZ. 68

Large muUion window with iron

casement and glazing and paint-

ing, complete
Skylights formed with 2 by 1 strips,

nailed on sides of rafters, including
glazing, at 4s. Qd

Small shutters and slides to " bull's-

eye" openings to barn, &c., and
painting, at .5s. Cd

Swing shutter to cow-house and
painting

10 ft. oak roadway gates, strong
posts, hinges and latches, complete,

at 2Z. 5s

Extra to hanging 7 doors in halves,

at Is. Qd
Pair butts and rim lock to oiBce

door
Pairs wrot.-iron hinges and hooks,

painting and fixing, at 6s

Wrot.-iron drop latches and painting
and fixing, at 2s. Qd

Strong wrot.-iron door bolts and
painting and fixing, at 2s

8 in. stock locks, at 2s. Zd
Sunk latches to stable doors, at 3s. .

.

Dung-doors and frames complete, at

53

Ledged trap-door and hinges to

granary, at 7s. 6cZ

Carried forward £ 1139 4 3
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No.

24

Brought forward .. ..1139 4
18 m. galvanized-iron bucket to W.C.

|
0 7

Allow for fixing No. 54 tie rods, 18
siagle and 18 double shoes, and
54 straps to collars provided in
Ironfounder 5 5

Wood pegs in harness rooms, at Qd. 0 12

Carried to Summary £ 1145

431

49J

120

Ironfounder and Plumber.

Strong wrought-iron water tank, to

hold not less than 3000 gallons,

and painting inside and out .. i 50 0 0
Wrought rolled joists, 7 in. by 4 in.,

and 17 ft. 6 in. long, and painting
for supporting ditto 3 5 0

Cast-iron water troughs, 4 ft. by
1 ft. 4 in. by 1 ft. 2 in., with
protection for ball-cock, at 508. ..

|
10 0 0

1 Do. do. 6 ft. long, with ditto . . 3 0 0
6 Cast-iron movable pigsty troughs,

at 7s. 6d 2 5 0

18 Single cnst-iron shoes and painting,
at 2s. 6d 2 5 0

18 Double ditto, at 4s 3 12 0
54 Straps and bolts to collars, wrought

iron, at 4s. 6d 12 3 0
1010 run . . ^-wrought-iron tie rod-nuts, washers,

and painting complete, at 5d. ..1 21 0 10

1 Cast-iron weathercock, painting and
i

fixing 1 10 0
1 Fixed funnel to portable engine-

house, 10 ft. long, and 4 ft. tele-

scopic slide of strong riveted

sheet-iron, and suspending chains,

complete 200
3 Cast-iron angle racks, at 8s 14 0

40 : f iron stanchions for cowties, at Is. 9(Z.
[

3 10 0
13 Stall rings and staples to stable, at I

M
4 in. square cast-iron gutter to eaves,

with the requisite down-pipes,
heads, outlets, stop-ends, &c., and
painting, at Is. 9d 37 14 3

3 in. iron water-supply pipe for main,
including angles and junctions,

and coated with Dr. Angus Smith's
solution, at 28. 6d 6 3 9

1 in. galvanized-iron ditto, for

branches to taps and water
troughs, including necessary
bends and junctions, at 2s 12 0 0

Ball-cocks, at 78. (jd 1 17 G

Carried forwaid .. .. £\ 173 19 0
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards.

-

Feet. Inches. No. £ s. d.

Brought forward 173 19 0

8 Brass taps to loose-boxes, cow-house,
2 0 0

1 Hydrant, fixing and connecting to

Cwt. lbs. 3 in. main water-supply 3 0 0

35 16 Milled lead in gutters and valleys.

33 18 6

30 3 15 0

Carried to Summary .. £216 12 6

(The glazing is charged with the
Carpenter work, as is also the
painting.)

Summary.

Excavator, bricklayer, and slater .

.

2354 2 6

1145 8 9
Ironfounder and plumber 216 12 6

Total of Part I £ 3716 3 y

Paet II.

—

Separate Estimate for Open Yards, Shedding, dc, built on

to the South side of South boundary tcall.

Feet.

33 cube

1

8S

45

30

18

56

Inches.

rods

No.

sup.

2

2
2

2

1

1

1

ExcAYATOE, Bricklayer, and
Slater.

Excavating, wheeling, and ramming,
as before, at 7d

Brickwork in mortar, at IIL 15s. ..

Yards, dished and rammed, at 21. 10s.

Sheds to ditto, sloped and rammed
Cesspools, 18 in. strong grates and

stone frames, at 11. 7s. 6d
Cesspools, 9 in. iron grates and

iron frames, at 14s

Chimney cap, finished to drawing, at

4s

Set of bars and building in fire-place,

at 5s

Flue parged
Plinth stones dowelled for posts, at

6s. 6d
Eebated and bull-nosed door-jambs,

at 2d
Extra to bull-nosed angles only, at

Id
Extra to 9 in. rebated and bull-nosed

arches, at 4d
9 in plain do. do., at 3d

Carried forward .. .. £

0 19 3
102 16 3

5 0 0
2 0 0

2 15 0

1 8 0

0 4 0

0 5 0
0 2 6

1 19 0

0 7 6

0 2 6

0 6 2
0 14 0

118 19 2
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Bill of Quaktities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches. Xo.

24
41

••

"
1

8

16

rnn

386
4

4
312

ran

run

sup.

32f
120
150

sqrs.

run

313
156
IS

76

6
run
cube
run

cube

0 '

1

228 sup.

60

126

21 run

110

13

1

4

Brought forward
4 j in. do. do. do., at 2d
Cbamfere<l blue-brick window-sills,

and sills for feeding-doors, at 2d.

Hook stones, 14 by 14 by 9, at

3.S. 6d
Hook stones, 9 by 9 by 6, to feeding-

doors, at 2s. 6d
6 in. earthenware socket drain and

excavating, at 2«. 3d
3 in. rain-water drain and ditto, at

6d
Bends to ditto, at 3d
Extra to brick cornice, at IJd.
Blue-brick sill, at 6d
Glazed stoneware manger, at 3s. 6d.

BeamfiUing, at 2d
Dowel stones for door-jambs and

dowels, at 2?. 3d
Extra for setting roof-timbers, door-

frames, bond, &c
Concrete flooring and bed for same

as before (this includes the feed-

ing paths across and along the
roadway), at 3«. 6d

Pitching with stones in sand, and
ramming, at Is

Bangor Duchess slating, at 2Z

Cutting to gables, at IJd
Plain blue-tile ridge, at 6d

Carried to Summary ..

CABPI^iTZK A>T) JonfEB.

Fir in roofs bond lintels, at 3s.

7 by 11 ditto, ridge, at 2d
Oak in posts to sheds, at 5s

\h deal manger and supports, at 1«.

Windows complete, painted as before,

at 26»

1 in. ledged feeding-doors, and
painting, at 4«. 6d

2J in. framed, ledged, and braced
doors, and painting, at Is. lOJd. .

.

2 in. ditto ditto, and painting, at

Is. 9d
1 in. ledged and braced, and paint-

ing, at Is. Id
Chamfered capping, and ditto, at

2d
5 by 4 'ebated door frames, and ditto,

at 9id
18 by IJ shelves and bearers, at Is.

Oak posts to yard-doors, at 1/.

Carried forward . . . . £

£ s. d.

118 19 2
0 4 0

0 g 10

1 g 0

2 0 0

4 14 6

2 5 0
3 0

2 2 3
0 2 0
0 14 0
2 12 0

1 Q

1 5 0

30 2 0

3 10 0
65 10 0
0 15 0
3 18 0

£241 17 9

47 0 6
1 6 0
3 5 0
3 16 0

7 16 0

1 16 '0

21 g

5 5 0

6 16 6

0 3 6

4 7 1

0 13 0

4 0 0

107 12 1
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards.

104

30

Feet. Inches.

Brought forward ..

Pairs hinges and hooks, aud paiut-

ing, at 6s

Pairs small ditto, to feeding-doors,

at 2s. 6i
Strong bolts to large double doors,

at 2s. 6d
8 in. stock lock to shepherd's store .

.

Latches, average each 2s. 6d

Carried to Summary

Ieonfoundeb and Plumber.

4 in. cast-iron gutter as before, in-

cluding down-pipes, &c., and
painting, at Is. 9(Z

Cast-iron water-troughs, as before,

at 2Z. 10s

Do. iron corner hay-rack
1 in. galvanized-iron water-supply,

at 2s

Ball-cocks, at 7s. 6d
King pins to principals, at 2s. 6d. .

.

Carried to Summary

SomiABT (Part 2).

Excavator, bricklayer, and slater .

.

Carpenter and joiner

Ironfounder ai_d plumber

Total

(The painting work is included in
the various carpenter's and iron-

founder's prices.)

Summary of Part 1, brought forward
from page 811

Summary of Part 2, as above .

.

Total Estimate as per Ground 1

Plan /

(Mem.—If the yards were covered
with corrugated iron, a saving of
about 130i. would be effected, also
if " pitching " with paving stones
was substituted for some of the
floors instead of concrete, a further
considerable reduction might be
made in the Estimates.)

£ s. d.

107 12 1

4 4 0

1 0 0

0 7 6
0 2 0
2 7 6

£115 13 1

9 2 0

5 0 0

0 8 0

3 0 0
0 15 0

1 7 ti

£19 12 C

241 17 9
115 13 1

19 12 6

£377 3 4

3716 3 9
377 3 4

£4093
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" The Eye of the Master is necessaey to the due
Economy of Labour."

Desceiption by the Author.

Farm tuildings having been a well-studied subject with us for the last twenty
years, we have lost no opportunity of inspecting anything out of the common,
and the result of that experience has been the confirmation of our views, viz.

that the best form of erection is that of three sides of two squares, placed to-

form a rectangle, making a double range in the centre, with the barn ninning
out of the square or rectangle into the rick-yard.

We may, before going further, enter into the object to be attained by farm
buildings, and in doing so, venture to assert that considerable vagueness of

idea exists on this point, and we therefore give, as our opinion, what that

object is, viz. the conversion of the hay, straw, and roots, into meat or

manure, with the lowest possible expense on the one hand, and the greatest

economy of worth consistent with health, so as to produce the greatest result

from the food on the other, combining this with the greatest facility for the

master's supervision.

Here, however, another point arises, viz. the cost ; and our invariable rale is

that if a tenant cannot afford to pay .5 per cent, interest on the outlay, it

is not a profitable investment for the landlord ; but if one tenant keeps 50
Shorthorns, worth 100 guineas each, he can afford very difl'erent buildings

to another tenant with 100 head of young cross-breed stock worth, say, 10?.

each.

The high price of meat during the last five years has brought in, however,
another element, and one of necessary impoitance. Meat at 9c?. or 10c?. per

pound paj's for the consumption of a large quantity of cake and com, which
was not the case when meat was at 6t?. or 7t?. ; and if a farmer uses much
cake, he finds he can afford to protect his manure by covered yards, and have
the increasing tendency in this direction. It is from a want of sufficiently

studying the.'^e points so many conflicting opinions arise, and the want of

a thorough practical man in designing farm buildings shows itself, for

hundreds of pounds may easily be thrown away.

In the accompanying plan we carry out these views, and we submit that a

modification of this plan must be adopted on arable farms, if we are right

in the three principles we have laid down, viz., economj' of labour, worth and
health, and facility of supervision by the master's eye.

Our plan is designed for 150 acres of heavy arable land that will not carry

sheep, to which there would possibly be 40 or 50 acres of pasture land

attached, and would accommodate 70 to 80 herd of cattle of various ages, l-l

or 15 horses, and 30 to 40 pigs ; which is more stock than would generally be
kejit on 200 acres.

Chaff-Cutting and Pulping-IIousc.—The first consideration is the chaff-

cutting and pulping-house, which is situated as near as possible to the centre

of the buildings, and is thus within GO feet of the straw in barn, hay in the

ricks, roots in the heaps, and most of the stock to be fed. It would form one
end of the barn, the chaff being cut in a loft. One man, who may sometimes
require the help of a boy, will thus be able to provide the food and feed

all the stock.

The Barn.—We take the barn next, as we claim a novelty here. To properly

economise labour, the barn must be out of the square, and in these days
of portable steam threshing-machines, a farmer wants a barn for something

more than putting corn in; he only saves 10s. or 12s. by putting a rick in the

barn instead of the rick-yard. We therefore purpose the bam first to drive

3 or 4 loads of hay or com in during a catching time, and then keep it for
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Fig. 10.

—

Plan of Farm Buildings—" Tlie Eye of the Master is necessary

to the due Economy of Labour."
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A. Barn.
B. Pnlping-house.
C. Feeding gangway.
D. Shed for young stock.

E. Foldyard for young cattle.

F. Foldyard for young cattle and cows,
G. Stabl- for 12 horses.

H. Cow-house for 10 cows.
I. Feeding-gangway.
J. Calves-pen.
K. Office.

L. Men's room.
M. Granary and store-room.

X. Lock-np implement house.
O. Carpenter's shop and castings.

P. Food for pigs.

Q. Piggeries.

K. Nag-stable.

S. Feeding-gangway.
T. Gangway.
U. Gig-house.
v. Implement shed.
AV. Carts, implements, kc
X. Poultry cots.

Y. Kitchens.
Z. Sitting-room.
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storing straw in ; when threshing for this purpose, it will be seen we provide three

sets of barn-doors instead of two, and the corn ricks should be so made that by
fixing a straw elevator, and opening the upper half of the barn doors, the

straw would be passed in over the lower half, and be thus put in the dry
with the least possible cost. The other end of the barn should always have
a loft or floor in

;
this, if wished, may be filled with com at harvest, and used

for chaff-cutting, &c., afterwards.

Bedding and Littering Arrangement.—This has caused us a good deal

of consideration. If the straw is carried it creates great untidyness ; and it

hauled, is a great expense, as it involves two men besides horse and cart. We
claim a novelty here, by putting in Queen's posts instead of King's posts.

We are enabled to get a passage in the roof over the gangway, if a double

shed, and the straw is passed along this passage to any part required, and the

interest on the oiTtlay for such passage would soon be spent in hauling, and as

it would communicate with the chaff-loft and barn, it may also be made
available for other purposes. We claim this as a novelty, never having seen

it in operation.

CartJiorse Stable. — Horses are a serious item on a farm, and as they

require attention summer as well as winter, it is of importance they should be
well placed to be served with food easily, and at the same time have proper

supervision. We therefore prefer the centre range, and if the feeding at their

heads from a range is objected to, the common way may be easily adopted. It

also has the advantage of being near the house, and is convenient for the master

giving his orders, and for the implement shed, and at the same time for the

manure to be properly mixed with that of other stocks.

Cow-House.—We place the cow-house on the opposite side of the range

to the stable, as, next to the horses, the milk or breeding cows eat the most
food, and should therefore be nearest to the chafi-house, and also convenient to

the house, for the milk to be taken in and the calves attended to. We have
placed the cows in pairs ; but there is no necessity for this, they can run on
continuously. We must not here omit to mention the watering arrange-

ments, for wherever chaff is used pipes are always getting choked. We
therefore convey the water in spouts, so that the stockman can clean them
out with a wisp of straw, and they can be used in frosty weather. The
mangers for cattle should be as near the ground as possible, and be swept

or brushed out at least twice a-day.

Sheds for Toimg Stock.—These run to the right and left of the chaff and
pulping-house, and these not only get the advantage of being easily fed, but a
full south shed, a very great advantage for young growing animals.

Covered Yards.—Any of the yards can be covered at the cost of about
8d. or 9d. per foot super. ; and if not done now, we should recommend
buildings being so constructed that they can be put up at a future time,

if required.

Implements.—These should be as near as possible to the cart stable, so that

as little time as possible is lost by men and horses getting away to work.
Piggeries and other Buildings.—These speak for themselves, and can bo

easily altered to suit the requirements of the farm and the farmer.

Building Materials.—It is impossible to do more than make a few remarks
under this head, as the prices vary more than one-half. On many estates

stones can be had for the raising, and on the spot ; while on others bricks may
also be made for about 20s. per 1000 ; while on others they may cost over

30s., and 10s. more for the hauling. Again, if slates are used, they must be

boarded under, where stock is kept, which makes them very expensive.

Broseley tiles are favourites, as they are as cheap as slates, and many people

prefer their look of neatness. We, however, prefer the triple Roman or

Bridgewater tiles, as they have several advantages, viz., cost only half the
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money ; if one gets broken any labourer can replace it
;
tliey are very porous,

and consequently more healthy for stock ; and if their red appearance is

objected to, they can be had glazed or coloured at a very little extra cost.

37(6 House.—The house should in all cases be on the south side of the farm

buildinj^s, to admit of a view being obtained in case of anything being amiss
;

and whatever the other arrangement of the house may be, the sitting-room

should be at the north-west corner, and the kitchen at the north-east, as it is

these rooms, and the sleeping-rooms over, that will be principally occupied by
the master and servants, and therefore more supervision obtained. The cost

of the house will probably be 21. per acre, according to the size of the farm.

The iSite.—Before concluding our remarks we ought to add a word or two
about the site, as there nre several points that must be kept in view, and

upon which it is necessary for the jiractical mind to be exercised. The
homestead should be as near as possible to a good public road, where good

water can be had for a water power, if possible, with a porous subsoil

naturally, or made so artificially, for neither the farmer's family nor his stock

will thrive on a wet fusty or boggy soil ; and lastly, as nearly as possible at

the junction of the arable and pasture land, for the cattle not to have far to

travel on the one hand, or the horses on the other, for as farm-horses only

travel about 2 miles per hour, 12 horses and G men, at id. per hour, cost the

farmer 6s. every day doing nothing, if they have to go half a mile to work and
come home once in the day.

Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No. £ s. d.

loo cube Digging to trenches, pit filled in

5 18 6

14 Concrete in foundations, at 6s. 4
10

4
0

0

0

1912 sup. Keduced 9 in. brickwork in mortar,

478 0 0

245 •• Hard common brick flat floor in

mortar, on a bed of ashes, at 2s. 3d. 27 11 3
14 Brick on edge floor in mortar, on a

bed of ashes, at 3s. 6d. 2 9 0

180 Floor composed of 6 in. concrete,

levelled and floated to a fair face

and finished witii a coating of tar

composition, f in. thick, at Is. Gd. 13 10 0
102 Floor composed of 6 in. concrete,

levelled and floated to a fair face

and finished with a coating of

asphalte, i in. thick, at 3s. 9d. .. 19 2 6
75 ..

206

206

206

run

4 in. forest stone floor on a hard, well

rammed and level bed, at 4s. Qd.

Extra to half-round blue-brick curb

Extra to forming chase, 8 by Ij in.

Cattle trough (cisterns measured in)

formed of 1 brick low wall with
blue-brick ourb in cement, the
bottom and sloping side in quarries

and fitted with large iron staples

16

1

0

20

17

14

17

12

6

4

2

0

Carried forward .. .. £ 600 16 3

vor . XV.--S. S. 3 I
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet.

54

Inches.

Square.

15*

19^

sup.

1510
336
516
60

sup.

570

180

cube

No.

10

31

9
26

2

50

24

1

128

run

run

6

24
18

6

16

Brought forward
Stable mant^er similarly built, but

without cisterns, and being higher
the troughs is supported on brick

arches, at 2s. 6d
Extra to 2 in. stoue cisterns, 2 ft. 3 in.

by 1 ft. 9 in. by 12 in. deep, at

5s

Extra to 2 in. stone cisterns, smaller,

2 ft. 3 in. by 1 ft. 9 in. by 12 ft.

deep, at 3s. 6tZ

Extra to axed arches, to external

openings, at Is

Extra to relieving arches, at 9cZ.

Extra to blue-brick on edge cells,

set in cement, at Is

Extra to forming windows in brick-

work, at 5s

Cast-iron air-bricks, to be used when
directed, at 3d

Base stones, 12 by 12 by 12, sunk
and chamfered for posts, at 2s. 6d.

Flight of stone steps to two-story
building

Triple Koman tiles on strong fir

laths, at 20s
Triple Eoman tiles, glazed and

torched underside, with hair
mortal-, at 25s

Extra to glass tiles, at Is

Fir in roof-timbers, at 2s. 2d
Fire in joists, plates, &c., at 2s.

7 by 1 ridge piece, at Id
Herring-bone strutting joists mea-

sured in, at

1 in. rough deal floor, at 20s

1\ in. rough deal floor, at 25s.

Rail and balusters side of gangway,
at 4tZ

Post and rail-fencing to yards, at

Is

Foldyard -gates complete, at 30s. ..

Stop chamfered root-posts, at 12s. 6d.

Stall-posts, at 5s

IJ in. tongued and grooved sliding

doors, 3 ft. 3 in. by 3 ft., with top
and bottom rails, at 10s

1 in. ledged and braced doors,

average 6 ft. 6 in. by 3 it., with all

proper hinges and fastenings, at

20s
1 in. ledged and braced doors,

average 3 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft., with all

proper hinges and fastenings, at

10s

£ s. d.

600 16 3

6 15 0

2 10 0

0 10 6

1 11 0

0 6 9

1 6 0

0 10 0

0 12 6

3 0 0

4 0 0

131 10 0

19 7 6

6 8 0

163 11 S
33 12 0

4 6 0

0 15 0

19 10 0
5 6 3

9 10 0

9 0 0

9 0 0

15 0 0
4,10 0

3 0 0

16 0

2 10 0

Carriedlforward £| 1074 14 5
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Feet. Inches. Xo.

3

2

2

1

3

1

4

4

1004 mn

160

216 run
5

Brought forward

IJ in. leilged and braced doors,
6'6 by 4'0, in two heights, hung
with strong bands to posts on
hook stones, including fastenings,

complete, at 'Ms

1\ in. ledged and braced doors, 7 ft. by
7 ft., hung foMing in two lieiglits,

hung with strong bands to posts

or hook stones, including fasten-

ings complete, at 50s

If head butt sliding doors 6 ft. 6 in.

by 4 ft., with axle-wheels and
wrou'-'ht-iron runners, strong flush

ring and proper fastening, at 40s.

2J in. gighouse-door, 10 ft. by 8 ft.,

framed, ledged, and braced, filled

in with \\ ploughed and tongued
bearding, hung folding on strong

bands to stones or posts, and fitted

with proper bolts

3 in. barn-doors, 10 ft. by 8 ft., framed,
ledged, and braced, filled in with

\\ ploughed and tongued board-
ing, but in 2 heights, hung folding
on strong bands to stones or posts,

and fitted with proper bolts, at

lOZ. each
Extra to hanging wicket-gate on

ditto

PuUev-block and wheel
1 in. ledged and braced swinging

flaps, 8 ft. by 6 ft., hung to 5 by 4
head with h(/ok-and-eye fastenings

to 4 by 4 sill, at 24s

Pig trouglis, 8 ft. long, at 10s.

Provide for fittings to nag stable .

.

4 J in. 0. 6. iron, or zinc eaves-gutter,

at 5(Z

3 in. iron down-pipe, at fid

Jfo. 14 extra to heads and shoes,

at Is

3 in. half-round iron spouting, at 4d.

Cast-iron windows, at 7s. tid

Provide for other water supply

Total .. .. £ 1177 8 11

Add, if half the yards are covered 100 0 0

Total .. .. £ 1277 8 11

3 I 2
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" Utility."

Description by the Author.

The Plans, No. 18 Motto, " Utility,"—by W. J. Moscrop and W. J.

Moscrop, Jun., OUiver, Richmond, Yorkshire, are designed for a farm of 600
acres, IOC acres pasture and 500 acres arable ; and for the accommodation of

100 head of cattle, on a farm where 30 calves are supposed to be reared

annually, and a like number of fat cattle finished off in the boxes.

There is a cow-house for 10 cows (1 cow to rear 3 calves). Next, 9 boxes

for the calves while young ; and b yards of 1050 feet superficial each, in

which to lodge 40 head of young cattle, ages varying from 6 to 18 months,
when taken up in November; and boxes to fatten off 30 head of cattle at

from 30 to 36 months old.

The latter would commence to go off about the beginniug of the year, and
so make room for the larger calves, after weaning.

There is also a roomy box for a bull, and a hospital at an extreme corner of

the buildings for sick animals.

Stable accommodation is provided for 12 cart-horses in boxes, with food-

store in centre, and 3 boxes for young horses, &c. There are also 2 stalls

and 1 box, harness-room, &c., for the saddle and harness horses.

Pigsties to accommodate from 25 to 40 pigs, and houses for 100 head of

poultry, with boiliug-house adjacent to both.

The necessary shedding for carts and implements is also provided, which,

together with smith's and carpenter's shop, is quite contiguous to the stables,

and enclosed as a yard.

The authors hold that for a fann of this extent, in the absence of water-

power, fixed machinery is in every way preferable to portable, and a fixed

engine, as will be seen, is placed at the east end of the buildings.

Adjoining, on the ground-floor, are the corn and straw barns, cut-chaff

room, and turnip-house. Above are sheaf-barn, mill-room, and store, iu

which grinding-mill, cake-crusher, &c., are placed. The cake and meal,

when crushed and ground, fall into bins, and are from thence delivered by
a shoot to the mixing-room below.

The chaff-cutter is placed on a stage, and the straw is carried by a web
direct from the threshing-machine, so that as much as requisite is cut, as

threshed, and delivered by a shoot to the chaff-room below ; the remainder
of the straw being deposited in the straw-barn.

The root-house and chaff-room adjoin, and afford every facility for mixing
;

meal and crushed cake also being delivered here.

The granaries have direct communication with the barns, and the corn from
the finishing machine is delivered there (if required) by hoist. From the

granary the corn is delivered to carts, by a trap-door in the floor, to the arch-

way underneath.

Corn for saddle-horses is delivered to the stable by a shoot from the

granary.

Feeding-boxes, as requiring most food, are placed nearest the food-stores

and straw-barn ; while the stable, which requires few or no roots, is placed

furthest from it, but yet within a very convenient distance.

The central gangway commands the whole building, and, with a tramway
laid to the food-stores, the whole of the cattle can be led with great despatch

and economy, and all under cover.

The boxes are so arranged and constructed that the manure from them
may be filled direct to the carts, and twice handling is not required. The
access to the yards will also be seen to be all that a iiractical farmer can
desire.
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The manure from the cows and horses is thrown together into one yard'

the utility of which by practical men is well understood.

Drainage from the boxes and covered yards is not required ; but from

the stables, cow-house, and open yard it is carried into tanks and on to the

land by gravitation.

The rain-water is carried to a tank near the engine, and, in the absence of

spring-water, it could be utilised for the stock in the yards, &c.

Ventilation throughout is attained by inlets from the walls near the eaves

(Musgrave's patent being specified), and outlets by louvres in the roof.

One-half of the yards are shown covered, and the others are the ordinary

shed and open yards ; but the whole could be covered, or, vice versa, contracted

or enlarged, without in any way infringing on the principle of the design or

destroying " Utility."

Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate.

Excavator, Mason, and Bricklayer.

Excavation to foundation trenches, tank,"l

drains, and yard surfaces /
Filling-in to trenches, &c
Puddled clay to tank
9 in. glazed drain-pipe

6 in. „

4 in. „ (soft water) . .

j

21 in. by 21 ft. by 6 io. sink stones, trap "I

and grating /
Brick walling 3 ft. 3 in. thick (Chy. top)

„ 1 ft. lOi in. ditto

„ 1 ft. 6 in. ditto

„ 1 ft. 1| in. ditto

„ 0 ft. 9 in. ditto
;

Labour, forming arches, &c. (extra) .

.

„ flues
j

Fire-brick lining to chimney, 4^ in. thick

Brick coping set ia cement
Centres for arches say
Eunning crooks with lead

Set pots and fixing with coping, &c. .

.

Blacksmiths forge complete
Saddleroom range and setting

Mason. 10 in. by 4 in. thresholds

9 in. by 2 in. flag coping
12 in. by 4 in. stone coping
Saddle stones

Foot stones 18 in. by 9 in. by 12.

8 in. by 8 in. by 8 in. stones io\

gangway /

10 in. by 6 in. jambs and mantel
2 in. rough flagging, clamped with iron

Cement floor, 2 in. thick

„ IJin. „
Cement hearth and brick hearth ..

Cement pointing and plastering to tank
Cobble paving in ashes

Cutting grooves, chases, &c
Contingencies

6. d. £ s. d.

790 yards cube, @ 0 8 26 6 8

310
»J

0 6 7 15 0
0 15 0

50 yards run >»
1 3 3 2 6
1X n D 1 S

170 " 0 8 5 13 4

32 .. 7 6 12 0 0

16 yards sup. 14 6 11 18 0
10 " 8 9 4 7 6

412 7 0 114 4 0
690 5 9 197 7 6

2736 4 1 5.58 12 0

1706 feet run 0 2 14 4 4
100 0 2 0 16 8
11 yards sup. 2 0 1 2 0

54 feet run 0 3 0 13 6

5 0 0

5 0 0
2 50 0 5 0 0
1 3 0 0

2 0 0
212 feet run 1 18 0

248 )» 1 I 12 8 0
240 j> > 2 0 24 0 0

13 ») 7 0 4 11 0

26 T* r 4 0 5 4 0

32
5?

1 0 1 12 0

14
yards sp.

)»
1 6 1 1 0

50 2 0 5 0 0

205 )j 3 0 30 15 0

770 )j

feet sp.

2 2 83 8 4

6 0 6 0 3 0

20 yards sp.
?T

1 6 1 10 0

1276 »j
1 0 63 16 0

5 0 0
10 0 0

£ :1250 2 4
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Carpenteb and Joiner.

Undressed lintel, 4 in. thick

3J in. by 2 J in. undressed spars ..

2J in. by 2\ in. „ ....
12 in. by 4 in. framed, tmdressed io\

principals /
7 in. by 2| in. ditto ditto

9 in. by 3 in. ditto ditto

4 in. by 2\ in. wall plate

6i in. by 2i in. pad
9 in. by IJ in. ridge

7 in. by IJ in. ditto

7 in. by 2| in. strutts

5J in. by 3 in. ditto

6 in. by 4 in. purlins

7 in. by 2J in. hip and valley rafters

4J in. by 3 in. joisting to gutter
1 in. undressed boarding and bearers

2 in. by 1^ in. rolls for lead

12 in. by 9 in. by 10 in. cesspool, 1\ \a.\

thick, -with outlet j

8 cwt. of wrought iron in straps, bolts, 1

rods, &c., including painting and)
fixing ..

_ )

9 in. by 3 in. joists

SJ in. by 3 in. „ .. . .

4J in. by ]J in. wall plate

If in. P. and G. boarding to granaries
1 in. rough boarding to poultry house..
6 in. by 6 in. oak post to gallery

Ventilators to roof

4j in. by 3 in. rebated frame with 1| in.^l

sash /

'1 I)

2 in. F. and G. dead doors

IJ in. „
4 field gates and fixing with posts
Fencing to box divisions

Musgraves fittings for 10 cows

,, ventilators to walls

„ stable fittings to nag stable

9 in. by 3 in. string to staircase ..

IJ in. tread

3 in. by 2 in. handrail
Newel posts

5 in. by 5 in. oak hind-post to stable

division ,

5 in. by 3| in. oak head-post to stablel
division /

4J in. by 3^ in. tops and bottom rails

IJ in. stall division

Mangers and feeding troughs

4J in. by 3 in. oak plate in cement
^ in. iron plate fixed to same
36 sets of rollers for sliding doors

s. d.

64 feet sup.

64J squares
164" „

910 feet run

1564 „
2371 „
1595 „
154 „
130 „
836
728 „
745
2864 „
215 „

11 square

18 yards sp.

36 feet run

8 cwt.

54 squares

7 „
520 feet run
615 yards sp.

36 „
12 ft.

14

708 „

1082
1.S8S ft. sp.

1050 „
4 „

245 yards run
10 „
20 „

Stalls £4 10
Bo-K 2 5
Manger 4 0
64 ft. run
78 feet sup.

16 „

50 feet

CO „

180 „
440
375
810
840
36

feet sup.

feet

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

12
1

0

„ 23

„ 15
0

.. 1

„ 1

2

„ 53

0

» 0

„ 1

1

„ 25

„ 2

„ 55

„ 4

0 8

31

^
2
2

2

3

3*
2^
0

4
1

1 6

33 0

0 6
0 S
0 9
3 0

0 C

0 6

£ s. d.

1 12 0
16 2 9
34 17 0

30 6 8

22 16 2
44 9 1

13 5 10
15 8118
4 7 1

7 10 8
9 6 3

41 15 4
2 4 9
0 18 0
14 0
0 3 0

0 3 0

13 4 0

62 2

5 5

2 3
46 2

2 8

1 10 0
37 2 0

23 12 0

15 15 7
121 9 0
61 5 0
5 0 0

27 11 3
27 10 0
4 10 0

10 15 0

1 12 0
0 19 6
0 12 0

0 12 0

2 10 0

3 0 0

3 0 0
22 0 0
28 2 tf

21 0 0
21 0 0
5 8 0

Carried forward £ 810 9 7
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

10 sets gearing for opening sashes

24 in. smith made T-band hinges
18 in. „
14 in. „ „
9 in. metal barrel bolts

6 in. „
Hasps and staples

Norfolk latches

Suecks and handles
12 in. stock locks

Fitting up poultry houses . . . . say
Sundries

Slateb.

Slating, as per specification

Eaves
Cutting to valleys, &c
Ridge and hip
Eough plato glass

Slating in undertlashings

Pltjmbee.

Milled lead to gutters, flashings, &c.
6 in. J-round eaves spouting
4 in.

3 m. down-pipes

Painter and Glazier.

4 coats oil-paint to woodwork
3 „ „ ironwork ..

Glazing with 15 oz. sheet glass

s. d
Brought forward

10 feet ® 3 0

18 pr. 2 0
57 „ )* 1 G

15 „ ))
1 0

75 „ )* 0 9

12 „ ») 0 6
30 „ )»

0 9
25 „ ')

2 0
20 „ ))

1 6
12 „ )»

5 0

Carried to Summary .. i

3072 yards sp. @ 3 0

542 „ 10
90 ., 10

784 „ 10
25 piece 2 (j

Carried to Summary . , £

20 cwt. 3 qrs.

45 yards run
359
133 yards

28 0
2 6

Carried to Summary

972 yards @ 0 7
150 „ „ 0 4
333 feet sp. „ 0 7

Carried to Summary .

.

£ s. d.

810 9 7
1 10 0
1 IG 0
4 5
0 15 0
2 16 3
0 6 0
1 2 6
2 10 0
1 10 0

3 0 0
5 0 0
15 0 0

6

850 0 10

460 16 0

27 2 0
4 10 0

39 4 0
3 2 6
2 0 0

536 14 6

29 1 0
5 12 6

40 7 9
11 5 3

£86 6 6

26 7 0

2 10 0
9 14 3

£38 11 3

Summary. n ,£ s. d,

Mason, bricklayer, &c 1250 2 4
Carpenter and joiner 850 0 10
Slater 536 14 6
Plumber 86 6 6
Painter and glazier 38 11 3
Whitewashing, 3 coats 25 0 0

Total £2786 15 5
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''Per Mare per Terram."

Description by the Author.

The drawings, &c., to •which this description and estimate refers, are for a

farm of about 300 acres ; 200 being arable, the remainder grass.

The chief objects endeavoured to be arrived at are economy of labour in

the care and feeding of stock, combined with as small an outlay as possible in

the construction of the buildings.

Nothing novel can be claimed in the arrangement or construction of the
buildings, as they are not intended for a model farm where more elaborate

details would be gone into, but are intended to try and represent a class of

buildings a landlord could put up, with a few alterations, to adapt them to

any particular situation. Fault will no doubt be found in horse-gear being
proposed, and not a portable engine, but that is one of the above alterations,

as an engine-house might very easily be built on to the barn. The idea in

not providing for a portable engine is that an extra horse on such a farm as

that for which accommodation is here provided would be more economical.

The horse-gear is intended to cut chaff, pulp roots, and pump water; a

300-gallon tank being provided in a drop loft, which supplies a 20-gallon

tank placed below in the passage of the barn, the latter being on a level and
connected with a water trough in the covered yard. A pipe also leads from
the large cistern to a boiler, along the feeding-passage, with branch pipes to

every other stall, fitted with taps. The raiuwater-tank is callable of holding

over 5000 gallons. The barn is calculated as tiled in the specification ; but
the difference if slated with best Bangor slates, taking into consideration the

smaller scantlings, would be 2QI. 2s. 6d. An estimate for two Dutch bams,
capable of holding 80 to 95 tons of straw each, are given, the straw-barn being
small.

Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No. £ s. d.

EXCAVATOU.

218 cube Dig, part fill-iu and ram-to founda-
5 9 0

64 cube Dig, part fill-in and ram-to tank, at

8d 2 2 8

77J cube Concrete, rubble 6 parts, lime 2 parts,

to foundations, at 6s. Gd 25 3 9

16 cube Eubble filling-iu to mangers, at

3 12' 0

122^ sup. Concrete, 4 in. thick, for floors, 3
parts gravel, 1 part cement, at

2s. 6d 15 6 3

302 sup. Concrete, 4 in. under Staflbrd bricks,

at 2s 15 4 0

17 sup. Concrete 4 iu. under floor of tank,

at 2s 1 14 0

246 sup. Marl and cinder-ash floors, 4 in.

thick, 3 parts marl, 2 parts cinder-

16 8 0

£84 19 8
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches.

69 run

18 run

23 run

Rods.

39J sup.

H sup.

loo sup.

Yards.

58^ sup.

302 sup.

17 sup.

377
85
76

183

442 run
84 run
198 run

113 run

503 run

13J run

3i run

£ s. d.

84 19 8

18 0

1 2 fl

4 7 0

1 4 9

0 4 0

0 7 C

4 1 0

4 0 i\

0 7 6

£107 12 5

365 7 6

!

19 2 6

i 1 7 2

1 4 ^
; 51 16 0

14 0

\ 7 I5

0 14 2

0 12 8
1 10 ()

3 13 8

1 1 0

8 5 0

1 17 8

1 11

0 6 9

0 8 6

0 11 4

1 16 0

0 14 0

0 3 C

465 19 m

No.

9

29
9

1

3

34
2

1

Brought forward

Drains.

6 in. glazed stoneware socketed
pipes, jointed in clav, average
depth 1 ft. 9 in., at 2s.'. . .. ..

Extra to 6 in. bends, at '2s. Gd.

„ junctions, single, at 3s.

„ connections to stack-

pipes, at 2s. 9d
6 in. connection to trap, at 4s

Ends of drains made good to tank,
at 2s. 6rf

18 in. glazed earthenware half-

round pipes for mangers, at 4s. 6d.

15 in. gliized earthenware half-

round pipes for mangers, at 3s. 6d.

Iron trap for hospital, at 7s. 6(?.

Carried to Summary ..

Beicklayek.

Eeduced brickwork in mortar, at

9Z. 5s

Eeduced brickwork in cement, at

12?. 15s

Damp course of pitch, tar, and quick-
lime, at 2d

Portland cement rendering,
I in.

thick, to tank, at od
Stafford-brick paving in cement, at

3s. Gd
Brick tiat paving to floor of tank,

at 2s

Eough cutting, at lid
Fair cutting to facings, at 2d

„ ,, circular, at 2d.
Twice white walls, at 2d
Cement filleting, at 2d
Cutting to Stafford paving, at 3d. ..

Extra to guttering in stable and cow-
house, at lOd

Brick on edge window-sills in cement,
at 4d

Labour only to over railing course,

at 3d
Cutting to groin in tank
Cut and fine stone landing
Bed and point window frames, at 4d.

Flues cored and pargeted
Set copper, with all furnace work,

complete
Extra labour, forming manhole to

tank

Carried forward . . . . £
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate— continued.

Yards.

Squares.

106^

87J

Feet.

sup.

sup.

637

Hi

32i

2U

16,192

875J

16

32

sup.

sup.

sup.

sup.

Inches,
j
No.

18

1

33

2

12

run
run

mn

run

£ s. d.

Brouglit forward 465 la 101

Extra to rou^h arches, 14 in. sofBt,

average opening 3 ft. 9 in., at Is. 0 18 0
Extra to rough arches, 14 in. so£Bt,

0 4 0.

Extra to rough arclies, 9 in. soEBt,

averasre opennia^ 3 it 6 in., at 9d 1 4 9
Extra to rough arches, 9 in. sofiBt,

9 in. 6 in. opening, at 3s. 6d 0 7 0
Ends, cut and pinned, at Is 0 12 0
Allow for cutting chases for pipes

0 6 0

Carried to Summary £469 11 n

Tiler.

Eed pantiles, pointed and splices,

at IZ

Red pantiles, laid dry and splices,

at 15s. 3d
Eidge tile and pointing, at 6Jd. .

.

Carried to Summary .

.

Mason.

3} in. tooled landing, "Sork stone,

at lOd

2J in. tooled steps, York stone, at &d.

3^ in. „ door sills „ at llcZ.

4 in. „ ,, „ at Is.

Tooled stone for manhole, 2 ft. by 2 ft.

Tooled stone for ports, 9 ft. by 9 ft.

by 6 in., with bevelled edge and
morticed, at 2s. 6d

Tooled stone for gates, 9 in. by 9 in.

by 15 in., with iron catch let in

and run with lead, at 5s

Tooled stone bases for columns,
18 in. by 18 in. by 18 in., bevelled

and morticed, at 12s. 6d
Plain stone chimney-piece for 16 in.

opening, at 5s. 6d

Carried to Summary

Cakpenteu.

3 by 2\ rough fir in rafters, at Id. .

.

4 J by 3 rough fir in polo and wall-

plates, at IJd

4J by 4 rougli fir in pillars of root-

house, at 1 Jd
9 by 1^ rough fir in valley rafters,

at IJd

Carried forward ..

lOG 10 0

66 14 3
6 0 8

£179 4 11

0 9 7
0 IG 3
4 11 n116
0 4 6

15 0

1 0 0

10 0 0

0 5 6

£19 13 5*

67 9 4

5 9 5i

0 2 8

0 4 0

£73 5 5i
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate— continued.

s. il.

73 5 51

7 6
2 5 4
0 7 6
4 4 9i
18 15 10

2 7 3

2 15 62

3 0 2

0 13 9
4 2 lOi

19 1 4
1 17 9
4 1 0

0 4 lOi

0 10 0
1 17 0

47 10 0

1 0 8
0 15 5
3 7 6

0 AU

4. A
1/

1 14 0

1 12 0

213 6 6J

8 15 6

0 4 6

0 10 8

ob 8
r\
U

0 19 3

0 11 6

3 16 0

£23 5 5

Yards.

sup.

32

336

33

23

114

Feet. iDcbes. No.

647f run
272 run
36 run ••

8133 run
1900 run
206 run

190^ run

481 run
66 run

331i run
1664' ruQ

vn\ run
108 run ..

26 run ••

20 run
37 run

89 sup.

37 sup.
.

162 sup.

24 run

34

I
24

Brought forward

7 by IJ rough fir in ridge, at \\d. ..

6 by 3 rough fir iu wall-plates, at 2d.

6 by 4 rough fir in templates, at 1\d.

7 by 3 rough fir in joists, at 1\<L ..

8 by 3 rougli fir in purlins, at 2M.
9 by 3 rough lir in wall-plates, at

2fd
9 by 4 rough fir in waU-platea, at

3^

Fir framed in Roofs.

4^ by 3 rough fir in struts, at Ijd. ..

7 by 3 rougli fir in collar ties, 3X2\d.

7 by 4 rough fir in tie beams, at od.

9 by 3 rough fir in principals and
collar ties, at 2%d

9 by 4 rougli 6r in tie beams, at SJd.
9 by 9 rough fir in beams, at 9d. .

.

7 by 3 rough fir in beams, bolted
together, at 2\d

7 by 3J oak templates, at

7 by 7 cak parts, at Is

Labour on 190 squares roofing, at 5s.

1 in. rough gutter boards and
bearers, at 15s

Centering, at od
Centering to tank, at 5cZ

Nails for roof, at Is. 6d
Cross strutting to joists, 7 in. deep,

at 2d
Turning pieces to window arches,

average 3 ft., at Is

Turning pieces to window arches,

average 4 in. by 3 in., at Is. 4d. ..

Carried to Summary .. £

Joiner.

\\ in. rough grooved-iron tongued
floor to granary and chop lott, at

19s. 6d
Extra to forming hatch with joints,

ring, and bolt

4J by 3, solid fir, wrought frames, at

'4d
6 by 4, solid fir, wrought frames, at

6d
7 by 4, solid fir, wrouglit frames, at

7d
4 J by 3, solid fir, wrought frames,

reg. heads, at 6d
6 by 4, solid fir, wrought frames, reg.

.
heads, at 8d

Carried forward
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet.

22

22

40
40

367

521

20
265

68

154

132

82^

12

489

240
55
55

64

Inches. No.

120

sup.

sup.

sup.

run

sup.

Brought forward

7 by 4, solid tir, wrought frames,

reg. heads, at 9(Z

4J by .3, oak main-tree to yard-gates,

at 4if?

9 by 9, wrought oak posts, at Is. 9f7.

Wrought, weathered, and rounded
edge-capping to gates, at 4(7.

Doors.

IJ in. wroaght, framed, and braced,

covered with 1 in. wrought,
grooved, tongued and beaded
boarding, batten widths, single

hung, at 7<i

IJ ditto ditto, with segmental head,

at 8cZ

\\ ditto ditto, hung folding, at Dd. ..

\\ ditto ditto, with square head,

hung in two heights, at 7Jd.

If ditto ditto, hung sliding with
iron rollers, bar, &c., complete, at

^d
If ditto ditto, segmental head, hung

folding, at 9^rf

If ditto ditto, gates hung folding,

at 9d

Windows.

Wrought, rabbeted, and chamfered
frames, IJ in. casements, upper
half hung on pivots, with set-offs

complete, at Is. 4d
Window-fixed casement, at Is. 3(i. .

.

Stable Fittings.

I'i in. rough deal boarding to stall

divisions, at 2d
3 by 2 J, wrought fir-rails, at Id.

6 by 3, wrought fir runner, at 2^d. .

.

6 by 3, oak wrought and roimded
nosing to mangers, at Is

6 by 6 ditto, and chamfered heel-

posts, at Is. 9(7

Wrought-iron rings to mangers, at

3d ..

Iron angle manger for hayhouse ..

Allow sum of 5Z. for harness fittings

Nag Sfahle Fillings.

1 in. wrought deal partition to looae-

box, including door hung therein,

with hinges and fastenings com-
plete, at 2i(Z

Carried forward
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Yards. Feet. Inches. No. £ s. d.

91 15 7f
48 run 3 by 1\ wrought di al rails, at Iri. .. 0 4 0

48 3 by 2| wrought oiik rails, at 4(Z. .

.

0 16 0

i Iron angle manger for loose-box 1 5 0

Iron niaugcr .lud hay-rack complete z if u

Allow simi of 17. for harness fittings 1 0 0

1 Iron angle manger, with hay-rack 1 1.") 0

25 Stable-door latches, at lOfZ 1 0

Cow-home Fittings,

sup. 1 in. rough deal boaruing to stalls,

1
1
1 n

174 run 3 by 2^ wrought fir-rails, at Id. nu 1 J. t\

loo • 4^ by 3 wrought hr-runners and rails,

1I J 0 U

69 4J by 4 wrought head posts, at 3^d. 1 0 li

120 4J by 4J wrought and chamfered
4 10 0

139 6 by 3 wrought oak nosing to man-
6 19 0

17 Iron fittings to cow-house and feed-

ing stalls, at 4s. 6(7. per head 3 16 6

Calf-house.

0*1 run Wrought fir-paling, 4 ft. high, ^ by

2 J, including 2^ by 3 rail and 5
Q Q 0

Root and Chop House.

Q'74. sup. • •
11 1 i 1 J J. A awrouglit, grooved, and tonguednr

boarding, rough, at 2^c7. .. ..
QO 1 117 1 -lII

run 3 by 2^ rough fir-rails, at \d. .. .. u A

OU run 4^ by 4 rough fir-posts, at 3^(7. u 1 ± 7
Pairs 13 in. hook-and-eye hinges, at

1 0 nu lo o
9 Pairs 18 in. hook-and-eye hinges, at

Au Qo /?o
Pairs 30 in. hook-and-eye hinges, at

1 r:lb 0
QO Pairs 42 in. hook-and-eye hinges, at

1 Ai 0
i> jrairs zo in.

|
-ninges, ax is. luct. ..

rvU y 2
Ko u oo 9

12 9 in. do. at Is 0 12 0
31 9 in. barrel bolts, at Is 1 11 0
2 12 in. do. at Is. 3c7 0 2 6
6 18 in. do. at 2s. 2c7 0 13 0
8 9 in. wardstock locks, at 4s 1 12 0
2 10 in. do. at 5s. Cc7. .. 0 11 0
1 Norfolk thumb latch, at Is 0 1 0

Carried to Summary .

.

£138 16
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate—continued.

Inches. No.

56

36

70
46

••

12

9
1

6

1 A10

5
1

1

16

12

1

lbs.

21

Inches.

..

26
11

1

1

Yards.

30

43J

142*

120

Fe«t.

run

run

(wt.

13

Yards.

5

16J

45J

qrs.

1

Feet.

Sinitli and Founder.

Wronght-iron King and tie-rods in
roofs, with, nuts and washers com-
plete

in. heel-bolts, 1 ft. G in. each, at

Gd

g in. heel-bolts, 1 ft. 9 in. each, at

Id

f dog anchors, 2 ft., at Is

Iron straps to head of principals,

2 ft. by 3 in. by I in., at 4s. Id. ..

IMacFarlane's cast-iron centre gutter.

No. 35, at 7s. Id
Cast-iron round stack-pipes, includ-

ing nails and fixing, at Is. 7d.

4 in. half-round- cast-iron guttering,

at Is. Id
Stopped ends, at Is. 4d
Socketed outlets, at 2s

Purpoac-made exterior angle, at 2s.

Half-round cast-iron guttering, at

Is. 8c7

Stopped ends, at 2s

Socketed outlets, at 3s. 6d
Galvanized-iron boiler, 24 in. diam.

Heater stove, 16 in. opening ..

Wrought-iron hit-and-miss windows,
3 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in,, at 18s

Cast-iron columns, 10 ft. long, with
moulded bases and copes, at 11. 5s.

Hoist and ciaue iu granarj', to work
on pivots (at about 4Z.)

Carried to Summary .

.

Plumher.

Milled lead and labour in gutters,

valleys, flushings, and step flush-

ings

I in. lead pipes, weighing 9 lbs. per

yard, at Is. lOid

IJ in. lead pipes, weighing 15 lbs.

per yard, at 3s. iid

1^ in. lead pipes, weighing 17 lbs.

per yard, at 3s. 6id
Soldered joints, at Is. Gd

I
in. Guest and Chrime's brass high-

pressure bib-cocks, at 7.'''. Gd.

20-iralli)n galvauized-iron tank, at

lOd
300-gallon galvanized-iron tank, at

5d

Carried to Summary ..

£ s. d.

31 16 0

1 8 0

1 1 0
3 10 0

9 11 8

11 7 6

3 8

7 14 H
0 16 0
0 18 0
0 2 0

10 15 0
1 0 0

0 17 6

1 5 0
0 8 0

14 8 0

15 0 0

4 0 0

£119 6 8

16 0 6

0 9 4.,

2 la 1

8 0 62

1 19 0

4 2 6

0 16 8

6 5 0

£40 5 81
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Bill of Quantities and Detailed Estimate— continued.

Yards.

433

314

352

Feet.

43i

142i

129

sup.

11

Inches,

run

No.

29

18

Painter.

Two coats of anti-corrosive paint on
3 in. stack pipes, at IJd

Two coats of ditto ditto, on 4 in.

glitters, at 2d
Two coats of ditto ditto, on 6 in.

gutters, at 4cZ

Three coats on joiner's work in anti-

corrosive paint, at 6cZ

Sashes and frames, at Is. 3d

Carried to Summary

Estimate, &c., fob Dutch Bahn,
20 ft. by 132 ft. by 18 ft. high.

Timber
Nails and felt

Iron work
Joiner's work
Stone blocks, at 6s

Stnitts for roof

Eaves-boards
Labour on tarring

Tarring timber
ScaffiiMing

Brirklayers' setting-stones

Mortar and old tiles for ditto .

.

Tar for roof

Clout nails, at Id
Nails

Summary.

Excavator
Bricklayer
Tiler

Mason
Carpenter
Joiner
Smith and founder ..

Plumber
Painter

Estimate for difference of barn roof,

if .slated

Ditto for two Dutch barns
Allowance for builder's profits, at

15 per cent

£. s. d.

0 5 1)5

1 3 9

2 3 0

7 17 0

1 16 3

£13 5 5i

42 5 0
12 16 3
2 3 4

g g 0
5 g Q
0 18 4
0 18 0
2 4 0
0 6 0

0 7 6

0 13 0
0 10 0

1 6 0
0 6 5

0 5 3

£78 15 1

107 12 5

469 11 71

179 4 11
19 13 02

213 g fii"2
138 16 6J
119 6 8
40 5 8i
13 5 5i

1301 3 3

2G 2 6

157 10 2

222 14 3

1707 10 2
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—

Report upon the Market-Garden and Market- Garden

Farm Competition, 1879. By Charles Whitehead, Barming
House, Maidstone.

Among the numerous and liberal premiums that were offered by
the Mansion House Committee in connection with the Inter-

national Exhibition of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, were handsome prizes for market-gardens and market-
garden farms. It was expected that there would be a large

entry in the three classes of this competition, seeing that so

much of the land near London, upon all sides of the Metropolis,

is devoted to market-gardening, in which much skill is displayed

and a large amount of capital invested ; while beyond the

limit of market-gardens proper, the cultivation of vegetables

and herbs is extensively adopted in alternation with ordinary

farm crops, upon what have been styled market-garden farms.

The Mansion House Committee and the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society were, however, much disappointed to find

that but little interest was taken by the market-gardeners and
farmers, and it was thought by some that the competition had
not been sufficiently ^made known to the public. The first

announcement of it was advertised for some time in the Agri-

cultural and Horticultural Journals, and failed to attract more
than two or three competitors. The Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society therefore requested these to allow the time

for sending in entries to be extended, and with their con-

currence the schedule of prizes was again advertised for some
weeks in the same and in other journals, without much result ;

for in the end it was found that only two entries had been made
in each class.

No doubt a feeling of jealousy, and an unwillingness to let the

secrets of the prison-house be made public, prevented many from

entering. It was ascertained by the Judges during their pere-

grinations that there was a decided objection on the part of

many market-gardeners and market-garden farmers to have their

market-gardens and farms inspected, and their methods of Culti-

vation and systems of cropping reported upon, and their profits

made known to the world. Some had an idea that their land-

lords would raise their rent if they saw "in print" that their

tenants were making a good thing out of their land. This
notion has, it is believed, in many instances prevented com-
petition for the prizes offered by Local Committees, or private

individuals, for farms in the neighbourhood and at the time of

the annual Exhibition of the Royal Agricultural Society.

The main object of the Mansion House Committee in offering
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these prizes was to extend and improve the cultivation of

vegetables and herbs, and to bring a better supply of these

almost essential elements of food within the reach not only of

the artisans, mechanics, and workers of all kinds who rarely

can get them, but also of the very many members of what are

styled the lower middle classes, dwelling in London and other

cities and towns, in whose households fresh vegetables are almost

equally scarce commodities. The Mansion House Committee
may also have desired to point a moral from the success of market-

gardeners for the benefit of agriculturists, and to show them that

they may profitably add the culture of at least the most hardy,

and most easily grown vegetables to their usual routine of farm

production. Hints of this kind, leading to a practical result,

will be gladly welcomed in this much perplexed, transitional state

of agriculture, where the values of the present staple products

of the farm are materially depreciated by foreign importations.

Those fortunate market-gardeners who live within the charmed
area—the radial limit of twenty miles prescribed by the rules

of this competition—hardly need fear that their occupation

would be gone, though their balance-sheets and methods of

culture were proclaimed from the house-tops. They have the

great advantage of being within reach of London by road, so

that they are enabled to load up to market with produce and
back with manure. They have also a suitable soil, and an esta-

blished business, with the special knowledge that is necessary

to carry it on. Market-garden farmers, who are within easy

distance of London, equally share these advantages of esta-

blishment, experience, and a trained staff of labourers, and
have besides, in common with the market-gardeners, a local

reputation and a name in very many cases. Thus one man is

famous for his celery. The lettuces of this one are peculiarly

crisp ; while the cabbages of that one are always succulent. But
there is ample room for many more vegetable growers. Though
occasionally there may be a glut of certain vegetables, which is

to a great extent caused by the imperfect methods of distribu-

tion, to be explained farther on, there would always be a very

large and increasing demand for vegetables at a fair price, which
would at the same time remunerate the producers. It is said

that the importation of vegetables from foreign countries in-

terferes most considerably and will interfere much more each
year with the home growers : it will be shown, however, that

the supply from abroad comes for the most part before the

English vegetables are ready, also that the cost of carriage

is a heavy burden upon the importers.

In most seasons and at most times in each season the price

VOL. XV.—S. S. 3 K
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of vegetables prohibits the working classes, the lower middle
classes, and even many families of the middle class with

fixed incomes, from having them at their tables save as articles

of luxury instead of regular essentials of diet. No doubt the

price of all vegetables is greatly enhanced by the system of

selling and the unsatisfactory media of distribution, as in the

first place all market-garden and market-garden farm produce

is sold by a salesman or factor, whose pay or commission is of

course added to its cost. These sell it to middle-men, chiefly

greengrocers, who take the creme de la creme and require their

handsome profit. Costermongers as a rule take the leavings

of the greengrocers and make as much profit as they can get out

of these. Jobbers occasionally buy the crops of the growers,

either as they grow, or delivered into their carts and waggons
on the spot. These expect a good " pull " for their venture,

to which must be added the salesman's pay and the middleman's
profits. As in the case of almost all home-produced articles

of food, the producers and the consumers of vegetables are too

far apart, and before either of these can get their full and proper

advantages this gulf must be bridged over in some way.

Factors and middlemen must be content to work for less

money, or the producers and consumers must co-operate to

provide huge supply associations in London and all cities and
large towns, not only for vegetables, but also for fresh butter,

milk, cream, fowls, and eggs, all of which now are simply

beyond the reach of the majority of the people. How very few

are the farmers who attempt to supply these, as they think,

small things I We calmlv allow the French and the Danes
to beat us in butter and fancy cheese-making, and to send in

fowls and eggs at their own price, and have hitherto made but

little effort to check the importation of " fresh " vegetables from

France, Holland, Spain, and Africa. It is hoped that we shall

try to change all this before we finally despair of making
farming pay in this country.

Vegetables of all kinds were almost at famine prices in the

English markets in the early spring of this present year. The
long continued frost had proved too much for the cabbage-tribe in

many situations. Those who were lucky enough to preserve any

kind of greens obtained very high prices for them. Such small

things as parsley actually were almost worth their weight in

silver, because so few persons think it worth while to cultivate

such unconsidered trifles. After the frost came an almost unparal-

leled period of wet, which prevented the sowing of crops in due

season, and caused an abundant growth of weeds, which it was

almost impossible to keep in subjection. Indeed there hardly
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could have been a worse season for the competition. Everything

fought against the careful cultivation of land ; and the Judges

put off their first inspection until the end of April, at the request

of the competitors, who told them there was nothing to be seen

before this date. They were struck with the energy and in-

domitable perseverance of all these, and with the comparative

freedom from weeds in the competing gardens and farms at their

last visit.

In this competition there were three classes, in each of which
a first prize of 50/., a second prize of 25/., and a third prize of

10/. respectively were offered, viz.

:

Class I.

For the best managed market-garden, exceeding ten, and not

exceeding fifty, acres in extent, within a radius of twenty miles

from the Mansion House.

Class 11.

For the best managed market-garden above fifty acres in

extent, within a radius of twenty miles from the Mansion
House,

Class III.

For the best managed market-garden farm situated in one of

the five metropolitan counties, viz. : Kent, Surrey, Middlesex,
Hertfordshire, and Essex

;
or, if situated in any other county,

such farms to be within a radius of fifty miles from the Mansion
House, upon which market-garden crops alternate with farm
crops, above one hundred acres in extent. With regard to

Classes I. and II. the Judges were instructed especially to

consider :

1. General management with a view to profit.

2. Productiveness of crops.

3. State of gates, fences, roads, and general neatness.

4. Method of book-keeping pursued.

Concerning Class III. their instructions pointed to :

1. General management with a view to profit.

2. Productiveness of crops.

3. Goodness and suitability of live stock.

4. Management of grass and clover land.

5. State of gates, fences, roads, and general neatness.

6. Mode of book-keeping pursued.

The accompanying Schedule (p. 837) shows the names of the
competitors in the various classes, as well as those of the owners

3 K 2
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of the land, the extent of each holding, and the nature of the

soil.

Class I.

Mr, William John Gays Market-garden.

The Judges awarded the first prize in this class to Mr. W. J.

Gay, for his exceedingly well-managed market-garden, forty-

four acres in extent, situated close to the town of Barking, in

Essex.

This is a typical market-garden, worked in the most approved
manner, with every inch of it highly and thoroughly cultivated.

Mr. Gay has no particular rotation of crops ; but he endeavours

to get as much as he can off the land, and to suit the course of

cropping to the season, as well as to what he imagines will be

the chief requirements of the markets. Most market-gardeners

prefer to work in this manner, and grow what they think will

pay them best. A few, however, like Mr. Lancaster, who com-
peted in another class, grow specialities, as celery, for example

;

but, as a rule, the rotation depends upon circumstances in a great

degree. Thus, in the present most backward and trying season,

many of the crops were late before they were got off, so that

there was not time to put in the crop that should have followed

in due course. In some cases the crops, as winter onions, cab-

bages, coleworts, and other greens, were destroyed by the frost,

necessitating an entire change in the arrangements. Again, in

many instances, scarlet-runners, French beans, carrots, parsnips,

cucumbers, and vegetable-marrows, and these two last espe-

cially, were so much injured by the wet and cold weather, that

they were ploughed up.

Mr. Gay's aim is to get two crops in the year, if possible,

from every part of his holding. He sows onions, carrots,

parsnips, spinach, peas, and potatoes, in the early spring, after

the winter "greenstuff"—such as hardy greens, or coleworts,

known as collards, savoys, purple sprouting broccoli—has come
off the land. After cabbages, which should be all cut in,ordi-

nary seasons quite by the end of May, Mr. Gay plants potatoes,

scarlet-runners, French beans, blue peas, red beet, marrows,

cucumbers, and summer lettuces. Where cabbages come off

latest, peas are sown between the rows, or Lisbon onions for

"bunching" in early spring, or savoys, or coleworts, or winter

spinach. Mr. Gay grows all manner of herbs : thyme, mar-

joram, sage, mint, parsley, and lemon thyme, and his large bed of

beautifully shaped winter lettuces was a sight to be remembered,

considering the ordeal of weather the plants had passed through,
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and made a most important addition to his receipts for the year.

The land is hired on a lease of fourteen years, which gives an

enterprising tenant spirit to garden well
;
though it was ascer-

tained that by no means all market-gardeners are protected by
leases, in spite of their extremely large outlay in the shape of

manures and cultivation.

The soil of this market-garden is a darkish clay upon the

London Clay formation, from three to four feet in thickness,

resting upon a thick bed of gravel. It is not naturally very

fertile, but is grateful and works well.

Four horses of a most serviceable stamp for land and road

work, quick movers, yet large-framed, which cost from seventy

to eighty guineas, and a pony, are fully employed upon the forty-

four acres. This may appear to be an excessive strength of

horses ; but the greater part of the land is ploughed twice in

the year, and the whole of the produce is taken by horses to the

Borough and Spitalfields Markets, respectively distant eight and
seven-and-a-half miles from Barking. Manure from the stables

and cowsheds is brought back from London in the waggons and
vans that have taken up the vegetables to the markets, as much
as six waggon loads per week having been brought on the farm

during the six months preceding the Judges' visit. Six shillings

per ton is the cost of this manure, and not less than thirty tons

are put on an acre, with but few exceptions, for every crop.

Besides London dung, horse-hoof parings at from three to four

tons per acre, horn shavings at eight to ten cwts. per acre, bone
dust at ten cwts. per acre, guano at five cwts. per acre, nitrate of

soda at from two to four cwts. per acre, are used. Nitrate of

soda is found to answer remarkably well for cabbages and onions

upon this land, being applied in two dressings of from one-and-

a-half to two cwts. per acre. The average annual cost of London
manure upon Mr. Gay's land is 270/., or 11. per acre ; and the

average annual cost of artificial or other manures is 130/. or 2>l.

per acre, making a total expenditure of 10/. per acre per annum
for manure alone. It cost Mr. Gay 595/. last year for labour,

or, 13/. 10s. bd. per acre ; and it will cost him more this ,year

on account of the rampant weeds.

Mr. Gay was one of the lucky market-gardeners who had a

good quantity of "greenstuff" in the early spring of this year.

Much of this either had been cut up entirely, or much retarded

in growth by the long-continued frosts ; and the price of all

green vegetables was consequently unusually high in April. On
the occasion of their first visit the Judges found Mr. Gay engaged

in pulling a capital crop of well-grown coleworts, which were

making figures evidently most satisfactory to him. According
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to the crop, set at the least at 250 dozen bunches per acre, and the

prices Avhich were then ruling, viz., at from 9s. to 12s. per dozen

bunches, the gross return of this crop must have been consider-

ably above 100/. per acre. Later on, when all the coleworts

had gone and cabbages were cabbages, Mr. Gay was cutting

large quantities from one of the best pieces that was seen

in the travels of the Judges, and the gross return was at least

80/. per acre. All the peas which had followed the earliest

hardy greens looked remarkably well at the first visit. These,

as well as some that were put in later, were decidedly the best

that were seen. The earliest peas were Sangster's William I.,

and Sangster's Improved No. I., and the seed cost from 16s.

to 24s. per acre, two bushels being drilled per acre, about

two feet to two feet four inches apart. After these, the Fill-

basket, Fortyfold, or Veitch's Perfection followed in succession.

An average crop of peas is about 150 bushels per acre, and the

average price obtained in market is about 2s. per bushel, or 15/.

per acre. It is not a very remunerative crop, as the expenses of

> picking are heavy ; but it only occupies the land for a short

time, and serves as a good preparation for other crops. Onions
are largely grown upon this market-garden, chiefly after winter

greens, savoys, and sprouting broccoli, and looked very promising.

Mr. Gay sows 50 lbs. of onion seed broadcast, so that the plants

were exceedingly close together, as they were intended for pulling

early for bunching, and some later on for pickling. Though the

elements had been unpropitious for carrots, there was a capital

plant both of Harrison's Early Market, and Carter's Early Short-

horn for pulling or " bunching " in June, in ordinary seasons.

About 12 lbs. of seed are sown broadcast per acre. Six pounds of

parsnip seed, of the sort known as the Hollow Crown, had been
drilled per acre in rows 15 inches apart, and had given an excel-

lent and regular plant. Scarlet-runners also were remarkably

good ; but the French beans showed that they wanted heat. Mr.
Gay contemplated ploughing these up at first, and fortunately

held his hand, as they improved wonderfully in June and bid

fair to give a remunerative yield. This, it must be said, was
the only crop that was at all under the mark in the whole of this

occupation, and it took up a very small portion of it.

Upon a detached part of this holding, a quarter of a mile

from the homestead, small things are cultivated. There were
lemon thyme, mint, sage, parsley, quite ornamental with its

beautifully curled leaves, which was making 3s. 6f/. per lb. in

the London markets, perfectly shaped little Paris Cos lettuces,

and other " sallets," all in a most flourishing state. Rhubarb
also, beet, and red cabbages, for pickling, thrived amazingly

;
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and in a corner was a large border of odorous wallflowers,

small bunches of whose flowers were making 4c?. each. Here
is variety enough in all conscience ! Mr. Gay grows many
things and grows all well and successfully, for while many of

his neighbours either had lost plant of parsnips, carrots, scarlet-

runners, French beans, and onions, by reason of the onslaught

of slugs, or the rapid progress of weeds, or from stress of weather,

all his crops were good, with one slight exception—the French
beans. His land was remarkably clean for the year, and his

style of gardening finished and neat ; and the Judges had not the

slightest hesitation in awarding him the first prize in this class.

The weak point in Mr. Gay's armour is his book-keeping.

This is somewhat rudimentary, though it is at the same time

sufficiently plain to convince the Judges that his balance is on
the right side, and that he makes his market-gardening profitable.

As a rule it appears that market-gardeners do not keep accounts.

In the first and second class of this competition the " method of

book-keeping" was found to be of the simplest order. One
competitor frankly said that he kept no accounts—" My bank-
book is my account-book." Another took his cheque-book from
his pocket, with a triumphant wave in the air, remarking that

he required no other " method of book-keeping," thereby leading

the Judges to infer that his banking account was in the most
flourishing condition. It reminded them of the indignant pro-

test

—

Rex sum, et super grammaticam, or, in the vernacular, " I

am a market-gardener ; I make such profits that I can dispense

with figures." Sundry small account-books were produced by
one competitor, merely containing lump sums representing

receipts on the one side and payments on the other—records of

weekly sales and weekly payments. Failing complete accounts,

the Judges accepted secondary evidence with regard to profit and
loss, in the shape of the general prosperous appearances of the

market-gardens and the contented minds of the market-gardeners

themselves, which were pleasant to contemplate, while every one

else connected with land was groaning and grumbling. They
saw enough to show them that labour is the most serious, item

of expenditure, particularly in wet seasons like the present,

when it was most disheartening to see weeds hoed up one day
at great cost and set again the next. There is a good supply of

general labourers in most of the market-garden districts of Essex,

but skilled labour is somewhat scarce. Wages run from 'ds. to

3.S. iSd. per day for men, and from Is. od. to Is. 9r/. for women.
The greater part of the work is done by the piece. Contracts are

made with the labourers to keep onions clean through the

season at from 4/. 10s. to bl. per acre, for which they are ex-
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pected to hoe them over three times. Carrots, sown broadcast,

are put out for hoeing at from 3/. to 4/. per acre
;
parsnips that

had been drilled in, at 21. 5s. to 21. 10s. per acre. Preparing vege-

tables for market is also a costly process, as such things as

carrots, parsnips, radishes, celery, onions, and lettuces have to be

taken to sheds and washed, and done' up in bunches for market.

Upon Mr. Gay's market-garden there is suitable convenience

for these operations, and great pains are taken to send away the

produce fresh and clean.

Mr. William Gays Market-garden.

This market-garden, to which the Judges awarded the second

prize, is situated at Corbetstye, about five miles south-east of

Romford, upon the London Clay formation. Its soil is of a

lighter colour * than that at Barking, containing less iron and
more sand in its composition, and not so valuable, nor so well

suited for gardening purposes, being more inclined to cake or

crust over, after a heavy rain. The superficial soil is from two
to four feet in thickness, and the gravel bed immediately under
it is from five to six feet deep. Mr. W. Gay pays 21. 2s. per

acre rent for the land, and holds it upon a twenty-one years'

lease. There are several acres of useful meadow-land, part of

which was fed off by two useful dairy cows, and part laid in

for hay, that promised to give a heavy cut.

Like his namesake, the occupier of this land has no stereo-

typed rotation of crops, but is guided by circumstances in this

respect, and he endeavours to get, and usually succeeds in getting,

two crops every year from the greater part of the land. His
arrangements for the present year comprised :

Four and a half acres of onions, succeeding coleworts, which
had been preceded by cucumbers and scarlet-runners. These were
very good and were found very free from weeds at each visita-

tion. In a piece of scarlet-runners of nearly three acres there

was a fairly good plant ; coleworts had been taken before these,

and onions before the coleworts. Next came ten acres of pota-

toes, principally Shaws and Dalmahoys ; after these—coleworts,

sprouting broccoli, seed-bed, and small crops, put in early and
the ground heavily manured. The cucumbers upon the next
piece of two and a half acres were an indifferent plant, as much
of the seed had rotted in the ground, and the slugs had been
busy among the few plants that were above the ground. Spring

* The brown colour of the London Clay at and near the surface is merely a
colour of decomposition, the protoxide of iron that gives the blueish tinge per-
oxidating by exposure to atmospheric action.—' Memoirs of the Geological Survey
of Great Britain,' vol. iv. part i p. 73.
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cabbages had immediately preceded the cucumbers, and onions
had come before the cabbages. Close by the cucumbers were two
acres of pretty good East-Ham cabbages, planted in the early

autumn after onions, before which scarlet-runners had been
grown. Late spring coleworts, of which only a few stragglers

not ready for cutting remained, had occupied the adjoining two
acres, whose antecedent crops were cucumbers and coleworts.

A forward and good piece of mangel-wurzel was next seen,

before which cabbage, broccoli and other seeds had been taken,

for Mr. Gay, like many other market-gardeners, grows much of

his own seed from carefully chosen plants. He was lucky to

have near here over half an acre of uncommonly good lettuces,

well-grown in every way, which had borne the trying season

unusually well, grown after scarlet-runners and coleworts ; a

first-rate seed-bed of cabbages and sprouting broccoli, after

potatoes, one and a half acres in extent ; also a good Tripoli

onion seed-bed. Patches of spinach, parsley, and other herbs,

after mangel-wurzel, occupied the remaining portion of this

market-garden.

Some idea of the course of cropping will be gathered from
the above description. It will also be seen that the land has no
fallow, no rest, and that it is attempted to obtain two crops in

the year from it. In one or two cases that end will not be
accomplished this year on account of the weather, which had
evidently affected the crops upon this land more than those upon
the land near Barking, either by reason of the somewhat different

nature of the soil, or to the country round about being more
wooded. Some of the crops were rather patchy and wanting in

vigour, which partly may be due to the fact that Corbetstye is

at least sixteen miles from London—the great source of manure
supply. This is a great disadvantage, as the waggons that have
taken up produce are very rarely laden with manure on the

return journey, on account of the distance, and the manure has

to be hauled, by traction-engines or horses, from Rainham, to

which place it is brought by rail or river, and costs 8s. 6fZ. per

ton. All the buildings appeared commodious, and in ,good

tenantable repair ; and the gates, fences, and hedges serviceable

and trim. Four horses are kept, of a useful stamp. The supply

of labour is not so good, nor of such skilled quality as at

Barking. Mr. Gay sells his own produce himself in the

Borough Market, which saves him the high commission charged

by salesmen. Taking one year with another, the cost of ma-
nual labour, inclusive of preparing and Avashing the vegetables

for market, is about 490Z. per annum, or close to IIZ. per acre,

which, together with 11/. per acre for manure, according to Mr.
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Gay's estimate, makes 22/, per acre. Rent, rates, which amount
to about 2>s. 9d. in the pound, tithes at 9s. per acre, the cost

of horses, waggons, vans, baskets, and other incidentals, quite

bring up the annual expenditure to 30/. per acre. From the

books shown to the Judges, which contain merely entries in the

shape of lump sums of receipt and expenditure, and from other

sources of information, it appeared that, taking the average of

the past four years, one of which—1878—was by no means
favourable for market-gardening, Mr. Gay's business had re-

turned a handsome profit, equal to 11/. per acre per annum, or

equal to an interest of something like seventeen per cent, per

annum upon the capital employed. Taking into consideration

the very neat and clean state of this market-garden i,the Judges
considered that Mr. Gay deserved the second prize for his

perseverance.

Class II.

Mr. Lancaster s Market-garden.

This comprises eighty acres, situated at Stratford, in Essex,

within four and a half miles of the General Post Office, and is,

with the exception of a few pieces of land at Rotherhithe and
Deptford, the nearest market-garden to London. Three acres

are meadow land and the remainder is closely cropped with
various vegetables. The land is partly held on lease and partly

upon a short tenancy, at rents varying from 5/. to G/. per acre. Its

soil is a dark-coloured loamy clay, heavy and naturally fertile,

about eight feet in thickness, resting upon a peaty subsoil two
feet in depth, lying on the gravel, upon the Woolwich Beds,
or the Oldhaven Beds of the Lower Tertiaries, which crop

up here and overlie the London Clay, forming a curiously

irregular patch nearly two miles in length from north to south,

and hardly a mile in width.* Though heavy and difficult to

work in wet seasons, this soil soon dries and becomes pulverised

quickly and absorbs a deal of moisture. In Mr. Lancaster's

words :
—" It is peculiar stuff to work and requires an apprentice-

ship before you can manage it according to the varying seasons.

It is most prolific when there is some amount of heat, when we
say ' things go mad.' I have had Veitch's spring sown cauli-

flowers measure four feet round, and quite close, and celery one
foot round, indeed like sturdy trees."

* " This series seems to stretch across the Thames into Esses, and perhaps the
inlying patch of the Lower London Tertiaries at Stratford may belong to it, at
least in part."—' Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain,' vol. iv.

part i. p. 258.
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Mr. Lancaster has with much ingenuity adopted irrigation

upon his market-garden most successfully in dry summers,
having fixed a steam-engine to pump up the water, and laid

pipes and cut channels to spread it over the land, A wide sewer

or watercourse whose water runs into the Thames intersects this

land, and small ditches connected with this watercourse divide

it at intervals. These formerly served as fences to part the

fields when it was pasture land and grazed by cattle. In wet
seasons like the last it happens that the water in these ditches

overflows, and in this event the steam-engine is used to pump
it out, Mr. Lancaster said that he is the only market-gardener,

except those who have sewage-farms proper, who systematically

irrigates his land in dry seasons. " My neighbours," he added,
" laughed at first when I began to irrigate, but the first season

I did so turned out to be a very dry one, so that I had good crops

when others were bad, and therefore made high prices, which
stopped their laughter." When the Judges went over this

market-garden the engine was pumping the surplus water away
from the land. Only about twelve years ago the whole of this

garden was grass land, and has been gradually broken up by
Mr. Lancaster. He has built a comfortable dwelling-house,

with stables, sheds, green-houses, forcing-pits, and an engine-

house, and has changed the land from average grazing land to

highly productive, profitable market-garden ground, fitted with

all appliances for its management.
As the soil is heavy and lies wet in the winter and is unsuitable

for growing winter greenstuff, so much so that Mr. Lancaster

cannot grow his own cabbage plants, it is found much better

to let much of the land lie dormant during the winter, and to

work it as hard as possible in the spring and summer when it has

been dried by March winds. Therefore the system of cropping

differs from that of ordinary market-gardens, inasmuch as

radishes, lettuces, marrows, cucumbers, spring onions, cauli-

flowers, and celery are principally grown. Celery is Mr.

Lancaster's speciality, which he grows singularly well, and for

which his soil is peculiarly suited. He has a reputation for

celery in Covent Garden, and almost invariably makes the top

prices in the market. He either sows the celery seed first in

frames with a certain amount of heat, from whence the plants

are put out into the rows ; or the seed is sown in hot-houses

having a high temperature, and the plants are pricked out

into small frames close to the ground, with a gentle heat under

them, and taken from thence for planting out. This plan

answers well in cold, changeable seasons, as the plants arc

gradually accustomed to changes of temperature; but it entails
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a great amount of work, of which some idea may be gained when
it is stated that it requires 10,000 celerv plants per acre, set at

one foot apart in the rows, and that Mr. Lancaster usually plants

about 46 acres, which would take 460,000 plants. London
manure to the depth of a foot is put into the trenches prepared

for the celery plants, and covered with soil. The trenches are

5 feet 6 inches apart, and the distance from plant to plant in

the trenches is one foot. Earthing up is done by hand gradually,

three or four times, to suit the growth of the plants. Early in

the next spring radishes are sown thickly upon the spaces lately

occupied by the celery ; or cauliflowers or coleworts are planted,

all of which thrive wonderfully in the richly manured soil.

Celery is grown again in the next season. In many parts of

this land, where the soil is best suited for celery, this crop has

been taken now five years successively, the position of the

trenches having been shifted each year, and radishes and other

quick growing crops grown upon their situation in alternate

years. The beds of radishes are 4 feet 6 inches wide, and
one foot is allowed for the celery trenches, so that in the autumn
when the catch crops are gone the celery has a space of 5 feet

6 inches. At the time of the first inspection over 5000 dozen

of bunches were being marketed each week, and made from

6c?. to 8c?. per dozen bunches. They were turnip radishes,

known as French radishes in the market, of a bright pink
colour, beautifully shaped and cutting firm even to the largest

and oldest bulbs. As many as 1500 dozen bunches are occa-

sionally grown per acre, but an average crop runs to about

1200 dozen bunches, a bunch being a good sized handful.

In other parts of the land coleworts, or cabbages, or cauliflowers

were planted in the spaces between the celery, and in one part

there were rows of splendid Paris Cos lettuces ready for tying,

and the celery plants between were looking fresh and vigorous.

Near the house there were innumerable small frames set in

rows with plants of vegetable-marrows within them, which were
covered with glass by night and served to protect the plants

from the weather until they were well established. These
plants were strong and luxuriant, and in fact were almost the

only marrows that the Judges saw which looked like yielding

a good crop. Rows of osiers were planted at intervals in this

place to serve as a shelter for marrows, or cucumbers, or other

delicate plants that may be cultivated. Osiers are grown upon
most of the market-gardens in corners or wet places, to furnish

twigs for bunching radishes, and other produce, and rods for

making baskets. Near the marrow frames were many hundred
thousands of Veitch's cauliflower plants in a seed-bed, and many
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thousands in small frames with a little heat from manure under
them, that had been transplanted from the seed-bed, and were
ready to go out into their places on the land, being splendid

plants, showing no tendency to " run," and having well paid for

their intermediate transplantation.

It was a novel experience to find two acres covered with

mint, with an abundance of leaves that seemed sufficient to

supply all the lamb eaters in London with mint sauce. Although
this bed of mint was only two years old it was doomed to be

dug up this summer, and tiny shootlets were being taken from

it and set 9 inches by 3 inches apart, in an adjoining piece of

land to form a new bed. It was suggested that it was a pity to

destroy such a wealth of mint, but Mr. Lancaster inferred that he

had already found it a satisfactory and sufficient mint of wealth.

There were three acres of sea-kale, six acres of horse-radish,

which thrives upon this soil, one acre of parsley, patches of beet,

and of cabbages for pickling, and large beds of rhubarb, and
divers other things, all of which are shown as in situ upon the

plan (p. 847) of this market-garden. Among the material

cabbages and cauliflowers were plots of ground devoted to moss-

rose bushes, which were just bursting into buds to adorn the

button-holes of London beaux.

The rhubarb plants are a sight to be seen, having elaborately

serrated leaves, and are handsome enough for ornamental shrubs.

It is a peculiar sort of rhubarb, and the Judges saw nothing like

it in their travels. Mr. Lancaster grows it about four feet

apart, and strips the plants bare of leaves twice and sometimes
thrice in a season, leaving nothing but the main stem. Like
all the other crops grown on this market-garden, the rhubarb is

well manured each year with London manure.

As Mr. Lancaster does not indulge in the luxury of accounts,

being, as he said, too tired to write after his marketing, for he

and his daughter sell all his produce, no definite notion of the

quantity of manure bought in a year could be obtained. Neither

could the Judges get any precise information as to the cost of

labour, but they were assured, and can well believe from the

amount of work that is entailed by such crops as radishes,

celery, and lettuce, that the labour comes to 50/. per %eek
during the summer and autumn months. Labour wages are

rather higher than at Barking. Carters and skilled hands get

from 20s. to 245. per week. Ordinary labourers get 18s. per

week, and both these and skilled labourers make considerably

more at piece-work. Women earn 2s., 3s., and even 4s. per

day. Seven horses of a good stamp are kept, which do all the

work on the market-garden and take the vegetables to the
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Borougli and Spitalfields Markets in the summer, and the celery

to Covent Garden in the winter, when it sells best. The
buildings are suitable and in good repair, and there are capital

sheds for preparing and washing the vegetables for market,
fitted up with boilers for heating water for washing the celery

and radishes, which is a great comfort to the women in cold

weather, and causes them to wash the celery better. There
was a want of neatness about the whole garden, owing in a

degree to its being surrounded by gasworks, lines of railway,

land recently taken for building purposes, sewers, drains, and
ditches. Disjecta membra of old machines and " fancy " im-
plements were scattered about in some confusion, but the land

itself was clean and well cultivated, and evidently was yielding

a handsome return.

By dint of putting this and that fact together it was
gathered that an average crop of radishes sown between the

celery would make at least 28/. per acre : say 1100 dozen bunches
at Qd. per dozen ; and the celery, planted in the rows between
the beds of radishes, would make from 50Z. to 60/. per acre,

taking an average of seasons : say from 1000 to 1200 bunches
at 12s. per dozen bunches. Again, taking lettuces and celery

together, an average crop of lettuces, grown as Mr. Lancaster

grows them, would be worth about 30/. per acre. Or a crop of

coleworts and cabbages grown with celery would be worth from
25/. to 30/. per acre, plus the value of the celery crop ; so that

even if the expenses amount to 40/. per acre, there is still a

good margin of profit.

Mr. Lancaster grows his own seed, and is most particular in

keeping his sorts distinct and true. He has improved his

various kinds of vegetables by selection, by sowing the seed from
the best plants with the required characteristics most strongly

marked. His celery, as has been mentioned above, is of par-

ticular excellence, and is well known in the London markets.

Being of a good type, and carefully prepared for market, it

generally makes rather more money than that grown by other

market-gardeners. The Judges were much struck with the

energy and skill displayed in the management of this market-

garden, as well as with the manifold indications of large jfrofits

made upon it. Much courage, capital, and ingenuity were

required to change ordinary meadows in such a situation and
with such surroundings into a garden of cucumbers—a very

oasis in a wilderness of building land. The first prize in this

class is well deserved by Mr. Lancaster, who has brought about

this transformation. It should be mentioned, as a proof of

the " culture " of market-gardeners, in Mr. Matthew Arnold's

meaning of the term, that Mr. Lancaster has a large collection
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of pictures, chiefly by old masters, some of which are valuable

specimens of art.

Mr. Patches Market-garden

is close to Barking, and is distant about seven miles from the

Spitalfields Market, to which the greater part of its produce is

consigned in waggons, which, as in most other cases, bring manure
back. The soil is a light friable clay, on the London Clay

formation, about 12 to 18 inches in thickness, resting upon beds

of sand and small gravel, not good enough for road mending. It

is somewhat more heavy in texture towards the southern part of

the garden, and not of high class quality in any part : but it may
be said to be grateful land, and costs Mr. Patch 520/. per annum
for rent, rates, and taxes, or close upon 5/. 155. per acre. Seven
horses are kept, high-class animals, strong, active, and clean-

legged, fitted for field and road work, and must have cost at

least 70 guineas each. Horses are also occasionally hired

in busy seasons. As to the profits made, the cost of labour, the

annual average expenses of manure, and other incidentals, the

.Judges could form no very definite idea, for Mr. Patch does

not " worry his head with figures," being too much occupied

with the outdoor part of his business, and being " too tired at

right to post up his account-books." They managed to glean,

however, from conversation with him, that he was perfectly

satisfied with the general results, and that his profits in some
seasons and upon certain vegetables are very large, although

it costs him 3000Z. per annum, or rather more than 30/. for

each acre, before he can touch a farthing of profit. From
data furnished by other persons and from other sources, the

Judges believe that the average expenses of market-garden land,

cultivated in the ordinary manner, amount to 30/. per acre,

taking an average of seasons. In some cases, however, as in that

of Mr. Lancaster and his special culture of celery, the annual

outlay per acre is much larger ; but it must be admitted that

30/. per acre is a large sum, and that it requires great judgment,
much forethought, energy, and practical knowledge, with con-
tinuous supervision of labourers, and personal labour also, to

ensure success. Sometimes the seasons are utterly out of course,

and, as in the last winter, spring, and summer, baffle the efforts

of the most foreseeing and energetic. Constant frost destroyed

a great part of the greenstuff, upon which the cultivators depend
for much of their profit. Constant wet weather made weed-
killing at least one-third more expensive than usual, and caused
many of the seeds of such plants as scarlet-runners, French beans,

marrows, and cucumbers to rot in the ground. Sometimes the

VOL. XV.—S. S. . 3 L
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price of produce falls in a most sudden and disastrous mannery
owing to a glut of particular vegetables, as in the early spring of

1878, when coleworts and cabbages, in consequence of the mild
winter, Avere literally not worth carriage to London, and these

crops were ploughed in on very many acres ; while at the same
date in the next year they were at famine prices. Occasionally

a market-gardener, being a lucky individual, or blessed with a

prophetic soul, makes a grand coup by having furnished his

garden with a good supply of a commodity which few others

have. " It is a good plan generally," said one fortunate com-
petitor, " to plant that vegetable extensively of which there has

happened to be a large quantity in the previous year. Nine
men out of ten would be afraid to venture largely again for a

time." This gentleman practised what he preached, and went
in heavily for coleworts and cabbages in 1879, regardless of the

losses upon them in 1878, and was reaping a rich reward for

his sagacity.

Mr. Patch had some good coleworts and early York cabbages,

which were making close to 90Z. per acre, though they were
neither so well grown nor so regular as others that were seen.

At the first inspection of this garden the crops taken all rouml
looked well, particularly some Fortyfold peas, got in early

after scarlet-runners. The seed was dropped by hand into rows
hoed out, which were filled with horse-hoof parings at the rate

of one ton per acre. Both the autumn sown onions for bunching
or drawing for sale in bunches in the spring, and those that had
been sown in the spring for " bulbing " or for marketing as

small or large bulbs in the summer or autumn, according to the

demand, were fairly good, and the potatoes looked well. At the

subsequent inspection the Judges were somewhat disappointed

at the comparatively poor progress that some of the crops had
made, due no doubt in a degree to the bad weather, as well as

to some little neglect in getting the weeds checked. To kill

these was perhaps almost out of the question, and to check them
was a task worthy of Sisyphus, but others had tackled them a

little more pluckily than Mr. Patch. Some of the potatoes

were patchy, and the onions and carrots had lost plant. Slugs

were suggested as the cause of the weakness of the carrOts, but

this soft impeachment was indignantly denied by Mr. Patch,

wlio prides himself upon never having such beasts upon his land.

The Judges imagined that they should then and there discover a

great slug-preventing secret, but looking furtively into the hearts

of the cabbages, where slugs love to lie, they saw enough to con-

vince them that Mr. Patch is slug-blind.

Like other market-gardeners Mr. Patch has no systematic

rotations of crops. His most usual method is to take winter
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greens or cabbages first, then to follow with peas, scarlet-runners,

parsnips, carrots, potatoes, and French beans. He grows more
potatoes than is the practice generally, and most of these are

early sorts, which he digs and sends to market as soon as

possible, getting on an average about 4 tons 10 cwts. per acre.

More than a fourth of his land was planted with potatoes this

year.

Some idea of the rotation will be obtained from the following

statement of the present cropping of Mr. Patch's land, and of the

last crop, as far as could be ascertained :

—

Statement of Crops on Mr. Patch's Market-Garden.

Acreage. Crop in 1879. Previous Crop.

A. B. p.

1 0 0 Beetroot and Mangels . . \

0
5

2

0
0
0

French Beans ....
Peas ..... Scarlet-runners.

1 0 0 Parsley, Onions, Windsor Beans )

2 0 0 Scarlet -runners
1

4 0 0 Cabbage and Cauliflowers . [Sprouting Broccoli.

1 0 0 Bed Cabbage and Lettuces
1 0 0 Tares . . . . . 1

3 0 0 Carrots .....
2 0 0 Ehubarb..... ISavoys & Hardy Greens.

2 0 0 Seed-bed ....
4 0 0 Onions .....
1 0 0 Fallow Seed-beds.

4 0 0 Potatoes ..... Hardy Greens.
0 2 0 Ehubarb.....
4 0 0 Parsnips.....
2 0 0 Cabbages . . . ,

Fallow
Cucumbers ....2

2
0

0
0
0

Hardy Greens and Early

10 0 0 Potatoes ..... York Cabbages.

2 0 0 Onions .....
2 0 0 Broad Beans ....
1 0 0 Mangel Potatoes.

9
5

0

0
0

0

Cabbages ....
Potatoes..... 1

Mangel.

5 0 0 Wheat Plants.
4 0 0 Marsh land ....
2 0 0 Parsnips . , • , .

5 2 0 Potatoes ..... jfiardy Greens.
3 0 0 Potatoes .....
Considerable quantities of London manure are used upon this

market-garden, but Mr. Patch has a special weakness for Ichaboe
guano, which he applies to most crops at the rate of 3 or 4 cwts.

per acre—the effect of which was not very apparent in some
instances. He also uses nitrate of soda with good results for

cabbages, putting it on in small quantities at frequent intervals.

Horse-hoof parings and horn shavings are also favourite manures.

3 L 2
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As to the quantity of manure used no definite conclusion could

be arrived at, but it struck the Judges that the outlay for manure
was not so large as upon other market-gardens which they had
inspected.

Cucumbers and marrows are grown to some extent upon this

market-garden. These are set in rows from 4 to 4J feet apart.

In most cases the seed is put at once into the ground, and it is

exceptional to have transplanted plants. Mr. Patch sometimes
"spears" the seed by putting it in damp flannels before it is

sown. If the weather is warm, this answers well, but a low
temperature afterwards will fiequently arrest further vegetation.

Between each row of cucumbers and marrows one drill of rye is

set early in the spring, to serve as a shelter to the tender young
plants against the wind. Strangers, seeing these solitary rows
before the cucumbers and marrows have put in an appearance,

wonder that they are set so wide apart, and think that the

gardeners have taken a leaf out of the Lois Weedon system of

corn-growing. These rows of rye are sometimes most prolific,

and yield from 1^ to 2 qrs. per acre of corn. The marrows and
cucumbers upon the land were very indifferent, like most of

those that were seen by the Judges. Much of the seed had
rotted, and the few plants that had struggled up were miserable

specimens.

All the fences on this holding were good, and remarkably

well kept by the tenant. Gates and buildings were in good order.

Though the management of the land was not so thorough as that

of Mr. Gay's in Class I., nor so original as Mr. Lancaster's, there

was sufficient merit to warrant the Judges' recommendation that

Mr.^Patch should have the second prize.

Class III.

Makket-Gakden Fakm.

Hie Market-garden Farm of the Trustees of the late J. C. Circuit.

{Manager, Henry Sicann.)

Many farmers in Essex, near London, grow vegetables most

successfully in alternation with corn and other usual farm crops.

They do not, as a rule, cultivate the smaller vegetables, nor

herbs, nor salad stuff, but confine their attention mainly to

cabbages, peas, onions, scarlet-runners, potatoes, carrots, parsnips,

marrows, cucumbers, and French beans. Cabbages, coleworts,

carrots, and onions are, however, chiefly grown. The soil here

is not, in many respects, better suited for the growth of vege-

tables than that in many other parts of England. The proxim.ity

to the London markets, and the almost inexhaustible manure-
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supply of the metropolis, with skilled labour at hand, give this

district certain advantages over other localities ; but there can

be no reason why similar advantages should not be obtained in

the vicinity of most other cities and towns.

The South Hall Market-garden Farm, to which the Judges

awarded the first prize in this class, is one of a series of market-

garden farms, amounting in all to 700 acres, situated in various

parts of this district ol Essex, and carried on by the Trustees of

the late Mr. J. C. Circuit, for the benefit of his orphan

Daughters, under the most able and judicious management of

Mr. H. Svvann.

Some idea of the magnitude of this business will be formed

when it is stated that two traction engines and a set of Fowler's

tackle are kept, and 900 hands and 70 horses are employed
during the height of the season. There are shops for wheel-

wrights, carpenters, basket-makers, blacksmiths, and all the

repairs are done ; and waggons, vans, carts, and implements, as

far as possible, are made on the premises. At least 30,000/. of

capital must be required to carry the business on. Considerable

skill and genius are necessary to manage 700 acres of ordinary

land successfully. It requires an exceptional amount of genius

and energy to work profitably 700 acres of land as a huge
market-garden farm.

Everything was working well throughout its length and
breadth. All was going smoothly as clockwork. No hurry

;

no confusion ; no want of power in any direction could be

observed. The crops were all in due season, and with singularly

few exceptions were looking remarkably well in every part of

each separate holding, and although the weather had been
tlisastrously wet, the weeds had not been permitted to get the

upper hand in any case.

South Hall Farm was selected by the Trustees of the late

Mr. Circuit for this competition, and the Judges therefore had
to deal with this alone so far as their ultimate award was con-

cerned
;
but, in accordance with their instructions, they inspected

all the other farms to satisfy themselves that the farm actually

in competition was not deriving unfair advantage at their

expense, and that they were not robbed in any way to benefit

it. They were perfectly satisfied that there had not been any
undue concentration of horse or hand labour upon South Hall,

nor any extraordinary outlay for manure. On the contrary, it

struck them that there were two or three of the other farms,

especially one adjoining, that were even cleaner, and generally

in a better condition than South Hall.

The soil upon the upper part of this farm is a kindly clay

loam on the London Clay, of useful quality ; it is somewhat
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heavier in the lower part, near the marshes, and being closer

upon the gravel has a tendency to burn. The rent is 3/. 10s.

per acre, and rates, taxes, and tithes amount to 1/. bs. per

acre.

All the buildings are in capital order and most suitable, the

majority having been recently put up ; and the gates and fences

were in a good state.

There are three enclosures of marsh land, which will fatten

bullocks at the rate of from 1\ to per acre in ordinary

seasons. Upon these were some very useful and well-bred Irish

steers and heifers, that had been bought in March and were
getting " smooth," though the season had been unfavourable for

grazing. Near the homestead are some small meadows, which
are fed and mown alternately. Two are useful pasture with
fine herbage, lying high and dry ; the other meadows are wet

and marshy, and cannot be drained by reason of the level, and
yield coarse grass. All the meadow land showed signs of care

and attention, and was free from thistles and other weeds.

There is a more regular and definite rotation of crops upon
this market-garden farm than was found in the case of market-

gardens, though it is occasionally altered by circumstances and
the seasons. It will be well to give here in some detail the

scheme of cropping, which is adhered to as closely as possible

upon South Hall Farm.

(1) Potatoes intended to come off in time to plant (2) cab-

bages in the autumn, to be taken off in the spring following and
succeeded by (3) cucumbers, which stay only a few weeks upon
the land, and give place to (4) winter onions. After these come

(5) cabbages, then (G) potatoes, followed by (7) carrots or parsnips,

(8) wheat, (9) oats, (10) broccoli, (11) potatoes or scarlet-runners,

(12) coleworts, (13) peas, (14) Brussels sprouts, returning again

to potatoes. This will show that the land is made to bring

forth her increase continuously. Premising from the fine

crops that were found upon it by the Judges, there has been

no exhaustion of its resources ; the great and constant drain

upon these has been amply restored by liberal dressings of

manure. Without these it would be impossible to work the land

in this fashion. Quantities of nitrogenous manure are essential

for the production of the brassica? as well as of onions and
carrots, whose plants thickly cover the ground, whose roots

penetrate it in every direction with countless fibres. Much
of the land of South Hall Farm, moreover, is peculiarly well

fitted for the work of preparing the crude nitrogenous manures
for assimilation by plants. Its mechanical condition and

its power of absorption and retention of moisture make it

well suited for this purpose. Its natural inherent fertility is
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not of a more than average order. A happy combination of

qualities renders it a most perfect medium for cramming vege-

tables. The natural fertility of a soil does not go far towards

the production of, say, 1000 dozens of cabbages upon an acre,

or 10 tons of onions, or other equally exhaustive crops ; and the

extraordinary results obtained from extraordinary applications

of manure upon market-gardens and market-garden farms may
teach all of us who are engaged in the cultivation of land not

to put too much trust in the assumed "natural fertility" of land,

in our ordinary farm management, and to use manures with

more liberal hands.

London manure, from stables and cowsheds, is put on for

almost every crop, at the rate of from 25 to 30 tons per acre,

not in its rough state, as it comes from London, but rotten and
short ; which means a thick coat, covering the ground com-
pletely. Refuse fish from the London fish-market is often

brought back by the horses that have taken up vegetables, and is

applied at the rate of from 5 to 8 tons per acre for summer crops.

This costs about 1/. per ton, and is found to be a good stimu-

lant, but not lasting. Horn-shavings are also used, and nitrate

of soda to some extent, in cases where any crops show symptoms
of flagging energies. Manure is applied with unsparing hands,

as, from a statement furnished by Mr. Swann, it appears that

the total sum expended upon this farm last year, ending at

Christmas time, was 1178/. ; or equal to 9Z. 10s. per acre upon
the 124 acres of arable land.

It will be convenient here to describe the state of each field

upon this farm, with the crop upon it, and the mode of cultivation

adopted. The number of each field corresponds with that given

upon the accompanying map (p. 856) of South Hall Farm.
Upon field No. 1, 27 acres in extent, there was a magnificent

display of East Ham cabbages, after cucumbers in one part, and
onions in the other part of the field. These were planted in

September, and 30 tons of London manure had been put on per

acre. Nothing could be finer than these cabbages. Hardly a plant

had missed, and their shape and quality were perfect. They
were being packed off to market as fast as possible in huge
spring vans, piled up in rows marvellously high, in two-horse
loads of 190 dozens cabbages. "Red Bog" potatoes—a quick-
growing, early-maturing sort—were being dibbled in between the

rows of plants, the land having been kept mellow and in good order

by the horse-hoe.* When the cabbages were removed, a narrow
scarifier was put between the rows of potatoes, to cut up the old

* These potatoes were dug in August and sent to market, having been planted
in June

!
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Fig. 2.

—

South Hall MarJcet-garden Farm, Bainham, Essex.

1. Cabbages, 27 acres.

2. Carrots, 12 acres.

3. Wheat, 7 acres.

4. Peas, 5 acres.

5. Spouting Broccoli, to be followed with
Scarlet-runners, 5} acres.

6. Pickling Onions 14^ acres.

7. Potatoes, 14 acres.

8. Carrots, 10 acres.

9. 6^ acres.

10. Onion seed, 5 acres.

11. Mangold, 6i acres.

12. AVheat, 2i acres.

13. Mangold, 4J acres.

14. Pasture.

15. Pasture.

16. Pasture.
17. Pasture.

18. Pa-ture.

roots and weeds that grew between. All the ground was then

harrowed with light harrows, six in number, which cover 14 feet,

attached to a long " wej-tree," or whipple-tree, with a horse

hooked on at each end, driven bj a man from behind with reins,

who also clears the harrows when it is requisite. These are

made at home, to suit the 4J-jard " lands," or stetches, that the

horses may walk in the furrows instead of treading the land.

When the ground is steam-ploughed, and there are no furrows,

the horses are attached close together, so that the harrows may
cover their feet-marks. These harrows can go with three " wey-
trees," of different sizes, taking three, four, or six harrows.
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When three harrows are used, one horse is required. Four
require two light horses, and six want two strong- animals.

There were at least 1200 dozens of cabbages per acre upon
this land, whose prices ranged from 6s. to \0s. per tally of

5 dozens ;
or, taking an average of 8s. per tally, equal to 96Z.

per acre. This, it must be remembered, is an exceptional price,

caused by the scarcity at that time.

In the next field, No. 2, comprising 22 acres, were Early

Horn and James's Intermediate carrots after potatoes. The
land had been steam-ploughed in the autumn, and 28 tons of

London manure put on in the early spring and " scuffled " in.

About 10 lbs. of seed were sown broadcast, mixed with finely

triturated earth. The carrots were intended for bunching, that

is, for marketing when they are about half an inch in diameter,

in bunches of from 20 to 40. Taking the last three years, the

average return for carrots appears to be nearly 70/. per acre ; but

it is an expensive crop, for the hoeing costs 4/. per acre, and in

ordinary seasons the expense of pulling, washing, and bunching,

is also considerable. When the Judges visited the farm there

was a hard fight going on to keep the weeds down. Some of these

carrots had literally to be raked over with small-toothed iron

rakes to get rid of the weeds. But this process did not materially

affect the carrots, which looked remarkably thriving through-

out. French Shaw potatoes upon No. 3, 14|^ acres, looked most
vigorous. These were after wheat, and were intended for early

digging, and had been put in early in March. Twenty-eight
tons of dung were ploughed in for this crop, just after Christmas.

On the next field, 7 acres. No. 4, there was wheat of a sort

called " Kissingen," a red wheat, with peculiarly stout, upstand-

ing straw, which had been drilled in February, with 5 pecks of

seed per acre, after parsnips, for which crop the land had been
heavily dunged. The plant was decidedly thin, as it had had
no chance to grow properly ; but it had pulled up and wonder-
fully improved by the end of June, and looked all over like

yielding 5 quarters per acre. Peas of the sort called Harrison's

Glory, and the Yorkshire Hero, occupied No. 5 field ; one
bushel of seed was drilled here, after parsnips, and were most
luxuriant. No. 6, containing 5 acres of scarlet-runners,* after

broccoli, were doing very well, set in rows 3 feet apart. Upon
No. 7 were 14 acres of " two-bladed" onions, which had succeeded

cucumbers, the land having been steam-ploughed and manured
with nearly 30 tons of dung, and 65 lbs. of seed were sown
broadcast. These are small-bulbed onions, well suited for

pickling, and many tons are sold by contract to Messrs.

* The first scarlet-runners were gathered about the 15th of August, or 6 weeks
later than usual.
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Crosse and Blackwell for this purpose. At each visit these

onions were found to be remarkably free from weeds. Labourers

usually engage to keep onions sown broadcast free from weeds for

4/. per acre. They could not manage this at anything like this

money this season. When the onions are small they use two

small tools, nearly a foot and a half long, which are so useful

and unlike any known in other districts, that sketches of them
are given. That shown in Fig. 3 is a short-handled hoe, a

miniature of the ordinary-shaped tool. The other, represented

in Figs. 4 and 4a, is styled a " knife," having a very short,

curved, sharp blade, admirably adapted for " knifing " the

weeds out of onions, carrots, and other plants set thickly.

Both are used by men and women, either stooping or kneeling
down, and serve admirably to cut up the weeds. When the

onions get high, the men fasten coverings of sacking over their

boots, that they may not bruise the plants, and go delicately

upon their hands and knees. Their trail is seen for some
hours after they have gone over the onions, and it takes them
some time to recover and get upright again.

Pickling onions are a profitable crop if well farmed. In the

course of their investigations in connection with this competi-

tion, the Judges had proof that an average amount of over loOZ.

per acre had been made for three years upon a very large

acreage of onions. At the same time, the expenses of cultivation

are enormous, and it requires exceptional skill and management
to obtain such results, as well as judgment in making sale con-

tracts. On No. 7 was a 7-acre piece of " Kissingen" wheat, put in

about the middle of November, with 5 pecks of seed per acre,

showing a strong and even plant, well forward, and looking like

at least 6 quarters per acre. Part of this was after cabbage-plants,

which had made 40/. per acre, having only occupied the ground
about eight weeks, the seed having been sown in August, and
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the plants taken up and sold in October. The crop previous to

the cabbage-plants was carrots, cleared off by July for bunching,

whose return was between 55/. and 65Z. per acre. French Shaw
potatoes were doing remarkably well upon 3 acres, No. 8.

Osiers for bunching-twigs were growing on part ol No. 9,

which is 11 acres, and wheat upon the remaining portion. The
land here lies so low that it had been under water from the

heavy rains several times during the spring, so that the wheat

plants were not in first-rate plight. Two-bladed onion-seed

was growing and flourishing exceedingly upon 4^ acres,

No. 10. Before this crop mangels had been taken which had
yielded 60 tons per acre, and were sold at IZ. per ton, and
had taken the first prize offered by Messrs. Carter, at the

Brentwood Show, in 1878. There was a pretty good piece

of mangels upon No. 11, 5 acres. The plants were not so

thick as they might have been, but they were strong and
luxuriant. Before these, scarlet-runners had been grown ; the

land was manured with 8 tons of fish refuse per acre for the

mangel, and 6 lbs. of seed drilled in rows 18 inches apart, the

plants being left 1 foot apart in the rows. There were no less

than eight varieties of mangels in this field.

Taking the crops described above generally, they were very-

good, and promised to prove most remunerative, as from the

appearance of many of the market-gardens and farms in the

district, it seemed as if the weeds would prove too much for

many fields of carrots, parsnips, and onions ; while scarlet-

runners and French beans had, in most instances, been injured

by the weather.

The cost of labour upon this farm amounted to 14Z. per

acre upon the arable land, as an average of the past.three years

;

or a total sum of 1736/. If the cost of manure is added to

this, as given above, at 1178/., or 9/. IQs. per acre, and the

amount of rent, rates, and taxes, 4/. 15s. per acre, it will show a

total sum of 28/. 5s. per acre ; besides the cost of other items

not enumerated, such as commission, seeds, baskets, and other

incidentals. Large though this sum of the outgoings is, it is

not at all disproportionate to that of the incomings. The most
elaborate accounts that are kept of the whole business, in a

strictly commercial style of double entry, were submitted to the

Judges, who, if it were not a breach of confidence, could a tale

untold that would harrow up the souls of depressed farmers

with unmitigated envy. From these accounts it was plainly

shown that large profits had been made upon South Hall Farm,
in common with all the other farms in the occupation of the

Trustees of the late Mr. J. C. Circuit.
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Mr. Glenny's Marhet-c/arden Farm.

This is another good specimen of a market-garden farm,

and is illustrative of a judicious and liberal outlay of capital,

and of skill in arranging the sequences of crops, and in

carrying out the details in connection with their thorough
cultivation. The extent of Mr. Glenny's holding is 208 acres,

consisting almost entirely of arable land. It may be thought

that the management of 208 acres would not greatly exercise a

man's brains, nor require particular judgment and knowledge
;

but this opinion would not be held for one moment by any one
who realised the amount of forethought necessary to plan the

rotation of crops of vegetables in alternation with corn, the

close, careful supervision requisite to ensure the best possible

return, and the amount of capital involved.

To begin with, the annual average cost of manual labour

is 2300/., or IIZ. 45, per acre, per annum. Rent ranges between
3/. and 3Z. lOs., and rates, tithes, and taxes amount to from

IZ. 5s. to 1/. 7s. per acre. Putting all expenses together, the

total cost per acre is about 25/. per annum. It will be observed

that this is not so high as in the case of market-gardens, nor as

in that of South Hall Market-garden Farm, in competition with

Mr. Glenny's entry, and the explanation of this is that more
wheat and potatoes are growing upon the latter, and the part

that lies nearly a mile from the homestead is farmed more
as ordinary farm land. The fact that the cost of manure per

acre over the whole farm was under 21. lOs. per acre confirms

this.

The soil is a clay or loamy clay of medium quality, upon the

London Clay formation, and works fairly well. It is from 3 to 4

feet in thickness, and rests upon a gravelly subsoil. Geo-
graphically, it lies in three divisions—one near Mr. Glenny's

house and homestead, in the town of Barking ; another a mile

away to the north-east ; and the third half a mile south of Barking.

This last portion of the land is devoted chiefly to the production

of those vegetables usually grown by market-gardeners. That
lying at a little distance from the homestead is cropped Avith

corn to some extent, in alternation with vegetables ; while upon
the most distant division, wheat, oats, potatoes, and mangels

are the main productions. For example, the usual rotation here

is wheat, oats, potatoes or mangels, with a good dressing of

London manure for the potatoes. Upon the land nearest home,
cabbages, savoys, parsnips, and potatoes are taken, or four crops

in three years, for which two dressings of London manure arc

given. As Mr. Glenny pointed out, the rotations upon these

three divisions are liable to frequent variations consequent upon
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Fig. 5.

—

Mr. W. W. Gunny's MarJcet-garden Farm, Barking, Easex.
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weather, the state of the markets, and other contingencies. At
tlie time of the first inspection of the Judges, Mr. Glennj was
marketing quantities of well grown East Ham cabbages, with
solid hearts. The crop was above the average, and the prices

made of them were most remunerative. In the second week of

June, autumn-sown Lisbon onions were being sent to market
from a large field in the second division of the farm, upon
which there was an abundant yield. These were sent up to

London in bunches containing as much as a man could hold in

both his hands. The bunches are spread out in a fan-like

shape, and packed in layers in baskets, which are piled up on
large strong waggons or vans with springs built to carry a

weight of 5 tons and upwards. There must have been at least

350 dozen bunches per acre on this piece of land, and the gross

return from them was, as far as could be ascertained, between
60Z. and 70/. per acre. After the onions had been all marketed,

peas, carrots, and broad beans soon would have been ready for

market, if the weather had been favourable. As it was cold

and wet there was an unusual hiatus of some weeks, during

which there was but little for market. After the peas, carrots,

and beans were ended, early or " young " potatoes would come
on, for Mr. Glenny, like other market-gardeners and market-

garden farmers, does not clamp any potatoes, but digs and sells

them directly they are ready. Scarlet-runners, French beans,

marrows, and cucumbers would follow in rapid succession.

By the preceding map (p. 861) of Mr. Glenny's land, it will be
seen that it does not lie together, nor conveniently for working

;

and there is much consequent disadvantage and increase of

expense in respect of supervision, cartage of vegetables and other

produce, as well as of manure.

The following table (p. 863) gives the letter of each field,

corresponding with those upon the map, and shows the rotation

of crops for the past three years :

—

All the wheat-plant upon B^, E, and F, was promising, espe-

cially that upon B^, which was a remarkably healthy piece of

4 acres, with a full and even plant. There was not quite so

much plant upon F, after potatoes, and in places it was inclined

to be thin and patchy in May, but it had filled up and improved
marvellously by the end of June, and the ears were beginning

to show. It was considered that there was a prospect of at

least 5J qrs. of wheat per acre all round upon this farm

;

there was straw enough to grow 6 qrs. all round. The wheat

had followed potatoes and mangel, for which the land had been

heavily dunged, and 5 pecks of seed had been drilled per acre

towards the end of November, the land having been ploughed,

up directly the previous crop had been removed. It is not
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customary to put wheat in before the middle of November in

this part of Essex, as it is apt to get " winter proud " if it is

sown earlier. Mr. Glenny grows a sort of wheat called " Tall

Straw," a red wheat with stout stiff straw, that seemed closely

allied to the " Kissingen " wheat, grown upon the farm of the

Trustees of the late Mr. J. C. Circuit.

Number
of

Field.

Description of Crop in

1877. 1878. 1879.

A.
B'.

W.
B\

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.
I.

K.

L.

M.
N.

O.

P.

Q.

E.

S.

T.

U.
Y.
W.

Parsnips
Lisbon onions .

.

Willow-bed .. ..

(Early potatoes, fol-

\ lowed by turnips

Potatoes

I

fWheat, and

i\
and beans

;
Oats

peas,|

Onions. Scarlet-runners

Mangel
Wheat
Willow-bed

Wheat

Cucumbers

Potatoes

Wheat

\ parsnips

Pasture

I

Cabbages

I

Potatoes ..

I

( Parsnips and
( cumbers

Lisbon onions

Potatoes ..

".-){

Cabbages.
Wheat.
Windsor beans.
Willow-bed.

Early potatoes.

fEarly greens, varie-

\ ties to follow.

(Cabbages, peas,'pota-

\ toes, onions, wheat.
Wheat.

Potatoes.

Oats.

Mangel and seed-bed.

Cabbages.
(Cucumbers and red

I cabbages.

Parsnips.

Pastm-e.

I Rye cut green, then
I mangel.

Parsnips Onions.

Cabbages Onions.

French beans, cabbage,"! ( Onions, cabbages,
and mangel .. ../ (

tares, beetroot.

(Onions, rhubarb, andV fEhubarb, carrots,

\ beetroot / \ cabbage.
Parsnips ; Potatoes.

Eed cabbage . . . . i Parsnips.

Ehubarb and lucerne . :
Rhubarb and lucerne.

.. .. ' Peas, scarlet-runners.

Potatoes

rWheat (as an expert

\ ment)
Potatoes

I

Wheat
Potatoes I

Oats and wheat .

.

Parsnips
|

Potatoes

(Early Shaws andl Wheat and onions

Onions
Pasture

Wheat

It would have been difficult to find a more luxuriant piece of

oats than that upon H field ; there was quite plant enough
to yield 12 qrs. per acre, and withal it looked sturdy and strong,

and as if it would not go down under any circumstances—and
after wheat too !—a liberty which Mr. Glenny can afford to take

with his land successfully, as he said, and of which the Judges
had proof positive in this instance. For the potato crop in

1877, the land had been heavily dunged ; then came the wheat
without manure in 1878, and the oats without manure in 1879.

Nitrate of soda would have been applied if the oats had shown
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any symptoms of flagging energies. They were " Lincolnshire

Polands," drilled early in March, the wheat stubble having
been smashed up in the autumn by a steam cultivator. Potatoes

are generally planted immediately after the plough on this

farm, and the seed is put into every other furrow, or about

18 inches from row to row. The seed is dibbled in by hand,

at a distance of 15 inches apart in th^ rows. After the seed

has been planted the furrows are harrowed down. When the

Judges saw the potato land, early in May, it seemed to them
to lie somewhat roughly and unevenly ; the furrows in some
places had not been thoroughly broken down, I and the marks of

the horses' hoofs had not been harrowed out. Probably it had
been difficult to work the land properly on account of its wet
unkindly state ; but when the Judges saw the potato ground in

June, after the rows of plants had been earthed up by the mould-
plough, no fault could be found with the tillage. Red Bogs,

Champions, and Dalmahoys, are the sorts principally planted :

the seed, as a rule, comes from Scotland. Though potatoes are

cultivated in frequent succession upon this farm, as well as upon
many of the farms and gardens in this part of Essex, the

injury and loss from the potato-blight are comparatively incon-

siderable, and the immunity, or comparative immunity, from
blight is due to the fact that early potatoes are planted for the

most part, and are dug, as early as possible, and therefore

escape the blight, which is not usually developed, or at all events

does not seriously affect the tubers, until late in the season.

IMr. Glenny was trying a new sort of potato, the Schoolmaster.

Though it is a capital sort, he feared that it would not be adapted

for field-culture, as the haulm was not strong and vigorous.

The peas in the field marked E bade fair to give a most pro-

ductive yield ; they were somewhat backward, like all the peas

this season. The Fortyfold, Fillbasket, William the First, and
Dr. Maclean are the sorts usually sown on this farm. Near the

homestead was a very fine show of Broad Windsor beans, for pod-

ding, which were set 18 inches apart and earthed up like potato

plants to protect the stems and keep them standing erect. Mr.
Glenny grows scarlet-runners to a considerable extent. Owing
to the inclement season he had been obliged to plougli up some
acres, as the seed had rotted in the ground. Scarlet-runners are

planted towards the end of April, from 10 to 14 inches distant

in the drills, which are at least 3 feet apart. No sticks, nor

supports of any kind, are put to the scarlet-runners, and the

plants are kept low by having tlieir tops cut off two or three

times in their early stages, which in some degree alters their

habit and tends to make them more productive. French beans

are not planted so far apart, and are more delicate than "run-
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GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanovee Square, Wednesday, December 12th, 1878.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council have to report that during the year 1878 the

number of Governors and Members has been increased by the

election of 4 Governors and 451 Members, and diminished by

the death of 5 Governors and 110 Members, and the removal

of 183 Members by order of the Council and by resignation.

The Society now consists of :

—

79 Life Governors,

73 Annual Governors,

2377 Life Members,

4242 Annual Members,

26 Honorary Members,

making a total of 6797, and showing an increase of 157 Members

during the current year.

The Council announce with deep regret the death of their

most valued colleagues. Sir William Miles, Bart., a Vice-

President, and Mr. T. C. Booth, of Warlaby, Northallerton, a

Member of the Council. They have also to report the resig-

nation of Mr. Milward, of Thurgarton Priory, Notts, as a

Trustee of the Society.

The vacancies thus caused have been filled up by the election

of Mr. Wells, of Holmewood, Peterborough, as a Trustee, of

Lord Skelmersdale as a Vice-President, and of Mr. D. R.

Davies, of Agden Hall, Lymm, Cheshire, as a Member of the

Council.

The half-yearly statement of accounts to the 30th of June last

has been examined and approved by the Society's auditors and

accountants, and has been published for the information of the

Members in the last number of the ' Journal.' The funded
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property of the Society remains the same as at the last General

Meeting, namely, 26,511/. lis. 5c?. New Three per Cents. The
balance of the current account in the hands of the Bankers on

the 1st instant was 942/. 19s. IQd., and the sum of 1000/. remained

on deposit.

The Bristol Meeting was in every respect highly satisfactory.

The entries of Live Stock and Implements were very large,

the attendance of the public was good, and the result to the

Society profitable. The visit of His Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales gave the citizens their long-wished-for opportunity of

showing their loyalty, while the Mayor of Bristol, the Local

Committee, and the Merchant Venturers, vied with each other

in their hospitality to the Society. The trials of Dairy Appli-

ances were most successfully carried out in the Showyard, and

were daily watched with interest by numbers of dairy-farmers

and others. The trials of the Sheaf-binders which competed

for the Society's Gold Medal took place at harvest-time on

Mr. Miles's farm at Leigh, near Bristol, and resulted in the

award of the Gold Medal to Messrs. Waite, Burnell, and Co.,

for McCormick's Sheaf-binder, the Binder exhibited by Mr.

Walter A. Wood being highly commended.

The Prizes offered by the Local Committee for Arable and

Dairy Farms attracted only 3 competitors in the former class,

but as many as 15 in the latter. The Reports on this compe-

tition, on the trials of Sheaf-binders and Dairy Appliances, and

on the exhibition of Stock and Implements, will be published in

the forthcoming number of the ' Journal.'

In connection with the Paris Universal Exhibition, an Agri-

cultural Congress, at which the Society was influentially

represented, was held at the Palace of the Trocadero. At the

desire of the Society of French Agriculturists, the Council

caused a memoir on English Agriculture to be preparetl and

laid before the Congress. That memoir has since been issued

to the Members of the Society in lieu of the usual autumn num-

ber of the ' Journal,' and the Council believe that this proceeding

has met with general approval.

The preparations for next year's Meeting of the Society,

which will assume the form and proportions of an International

Agricultural Exhibition, are in active progress. A very con-

venient site at Kilburn, 100 acres in extent, has been obtained
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from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, whose agents have shown

themselves most desirous' of furthering the objects of the Society.

The land selected is situated between the London and North-

Western and the North London Railways, and adjoins the new

Salusbury Road station on the former, and the Kensal Green

station on the latter line. It is three-quarters of a mile from

the West End station on the Midland Railway, the same distance

from the Westbourne Park station on the Great Western Railway,

and two miles and a half from the Marble Arch.

The Prize-sheet will contain classes for all the distinctive

breeds of English Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, and also for

the distinctive breeds of Foreign Stock from countries which

are not prohibited by any Orders in Council issued under the

Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1878. Prizes will also be

offered for Asses, Mules, Goats, Butter, Cheese, Wool, Hops,

Seed-corn, and Meat. The Shorthorn Society have offered

Prizes for Foreign Shorthorns ; the Hop-growers have offered

the Prizes for English-grown Hops, and the Mansion House
Committee have offered the Prizes for Foreign Stock and

Produce.

The Mansion House Committee have also offered handsome

Prizes for Sewage Farms and Market Gardens, and the Council

are glad to report that there will be a fair competition in all the

classes.

In addition to the exhibition of British and Foreign Imple-

ments, Live Stock, and Produce, it is proposed to enhance the

interest and the instructiveness of the Meeting by showing some

of the processes of Foreign dairying in actual progress in the

enclosure, as well as Traction-engines and Automatic Imple-

ments in action. It is also proposed to exhibit side by side

representatives of ancient and of modern Farm Implements and

Machines, which the Council trust will be lent by their possessors

for the purpose, and thus aid in the comprehension of the

great advance which has been made by Agricultural Machinery

during the forty years which have elapsed since the Society was

established.

The Exhibition will commence on Monday, June 30th, and

will close on Monday evening, July 7th.

The district assigned for the Country Meeting of 1880

includes the counties of Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland,
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and Westmoreland ; and the Council have already received a

pressing invitation for that year from the Mayor and Corporation

of Carlisle.

During the past year the Legislature have amended the law

relating to the Contagious Diseases of Animals of the Farm,

giving additional protection against the importation of such

diseases with Foreign Animals, and securing greater uniformity

of action amongst Local Authorities in the event of outbreaks

within the United Kingdom. The Council have continually

urged the necessity of adopting measures based on these prin-

ciples, and they trust that the recent Act, and the Orders of the

Privy Council based upon it, will not only prevent to a great

extent those losses which English farmers have hitherto suffered

from the outbreaks of contagious diseases amongst their flocks

and herds, but also enable them to increase their stock profit-

ably, on account of the diminished risk which breeding on an

extended scale will henceforth entail.

The experiments upon Pleuro-pneumonia have been continued

during the greater part of the year at the Brown Institution,

under the superintendence of Dr. Burdon-Sanderson, whose

complete Report will appear in the next number of the * Journal.'

Very valuable indications have been obtained, but unfortunately

one of the provisions of the new Contagious Diseases (Animals)

Act prevents the further continuance of these investigations.

With the sanction of the Council, Dr. Burdon-Sanderson has

commenced a series of researches into such diseases as Splenic

Apoplexy and Quarter-evil, the nature and causes of which are

at present more or less obscure.

The experiments at Woburn are being continued on the plan

originally laid down, and Dr. Voelcker's Report on the results

obtained during the past year will appear in the next number of

the ' Journal.' Further experiments on feeding stuffs haye also

been commenced, and the utilization of a portion of Crawley

F'arm for experimental purposes is in contemplation.

As reported at the last Annual Meeting, the Council have

decided to furnish the Consulting Chemist with a laboratory

and all its adjuncts, so as to reduce the fees for analysis to be

charged to the Members of the Society to about one-half their

present amounts. The structure of the laboratory is now

finished, and the Council expect that the fittings will shortly
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be in place, so that the operation of the new scheme will com-

mence with the approaching year. The advantages thus offered

to Members of the Society are so great, that the Council con-

fidently expect them to attract a large accession to the roll of

JNIembers.

Twenty-nine candidates were entered for examination for the

Society's Junior Scholarships from the following schools :

—

Aspatria Agricultural School (4), Bedford County School (2),

Devon County School (2), Glasnevin College (1), Sandbach

Grammar School (4), and Surrey County School (16). The
following candidates, arranged in order of merit, have gained

Scholarships :

—

2nd. F. wy™"" }
^^"'^y

3rd. E. P. Chope .. .. Devon County School.

4th. J. EocHE Glasnevin College.

5tb. A. J. "WaGHORN .Ac n i o I- 1

Gth. B. FuRNivAL .. .. }
^""^^'^y

7th. J. EiGBY Sandbach School.

8th. J. Haykes Devon County School.

9th. T. Leese Sandbach School.

Four candidates have entered to compete for the Society's

Medals and Prizes offered to Veterinary Surgeons of not more

than fifteen months' standing, for proficiency in Cattle Patho-

logy, and the examination will be held at the Royal College of

Veterinary Surgeons in the course of the ensuing month.

By order of the Council,

H. M. Jenkins,

Secretary.
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS OP THE SOCIETY AND OF MEMBERS
OF COUNCIL.

Districts. Counties.
Number

OF
Members.

Number
in

COOSCIL.
Members op Council.

A. (

Bedfoedshike

Buckinghamshire .

.

Cambridgeshiee .

.

Hertfordshire
Huntingdonshire .

.

Middlesex. .

.

OxPOEDSHIEE ..

75 ..

74 ..

92 ..

190 ..

117 ..

44 ..

295 ..

304 ..

137 ..

148 ..

1476

3

2

1

1

2

2

1

3

2

2

— 19

rDuke of Bedford, v. p.

;

\ C. Howard ; James Howard.
jLora L'Jiesham, t. ; (J. b.

\ CantreU.
J. Martin.

D. Mcintosh.
J. B. Lawes, v.p. ; J. Odams.
Jabez Turner ; W. Wells, t.

Sir Braudretli Gibbs, v.p.

JEaii of Leicester; Hugh
\ Aylmer ; Robert Leeds.
jDuke of Marlborough, t. ; J.

\ Druce.
jSir E. C. Kerrisou, v.p. ; R. C.

\ Ransome.

f

{

cumbebland ..

Northumberland .

.

Westmorelajjd

103 ..

108 ..

144 ..

65 ..

420

1

1

2

1

— 5

S. P. Foster.

Earl of Ravensworth.
/Sir M. White Ridley ; Jacob
\ Wilson.
W. H. Wakefield.

"1

(

<

Derbyshire .

.

Leioesteeshiee

Llncolnshiee .

.

Nobtuamptokshire
nottinghamshibe .

.

Rutland

132 ..

98 ..

213 ..

124 ..

149 ..

16 ..

732

2

1

3

1

1

— 8

j/Lord Vernon, v.p. ; H. ChandoM
\ Pole-Goll. \

Duke of Rutland, t.
|

(Sir W. EarleWelby-Gregory;1
I W. Fraukish; J. Shuttlo-]

( worth.

Earl Spencer.
J. Ilenisley.
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DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS OF THE ^OCmiY—continued.

DisTRiera COCKTIES.
NtTMBES

OP
Meubebs.

NUMBEB
IK

CODKCIL.
Meubebs of Cockcil.

D. ;

Beekshibe
COENWAUi

DevonSHiBE .

.

dobsetshiee ..

Hampshibe .

.

somebsetshiee
SCBBEY

WiLTSHIBE

123 ..

49 ..

117 ..

66 ..

143 ..

318

163 ..

133 ..

146 ..

104 ..

1362

1

3

1

3

3

2
1

3

1

— 18

Colonel Loyd Lindsay,

fSir T. D. Acland, t. ; Sir M.
\ Lopes ; G. Turner.
Viscount Portman, t.

fViscount Eversley, v.p. ; Sir A.
\ K. Macdonald, t. ; T. Pain.
(T. AveHng; K. Eussell; C.

\ Whitehead.
Visct. Bridport, T. ; R. Neville.

C. E. Amos.
(Earl of Chichester, v.p. ; Duke
< of Richmond and Gordon,

( V.P.; W. Eigden.
J. Rawlence.

-
1

YOBKSHIBE 354 .. 4

lEarl Cathcart, v.p.; Earl of

< Feversham ; J. D. -Dent, t. ;

( G. H. Sanday.

F. <

( Gloucesteeshibe ..

Hebefordshiee
monmouthshibe .

.

Shkopshibe ..

Staftokdshibe

Warwickshiee
worcestebshiee .

.

South Wales

211 ..

88 ..

54 ..

391 ..

307 ..

213 ,.

158 ..

156 ..

1578

3

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

— 13

IE. Bowly; W. J. Edmonds;
\ Col. Kingscote, t.

J. H. Arkwright.
R. Stratton.

(John Evans ; J. Bowen Jones

;

1 W. Sheraton.
jEarl of Lichfield, t. ; R. H.
\ Masfen.
George Wise.
C. Randell.
Lt.-Col. Picton Turbervill.

WW TT? IP

Lancasuibe ..

NoETH Wales

277 ..

198 ..

655

3

2

2

— 7

/Hon.W.Egerton; D.R.Davies;
\ John Torr.

fDuke of Devonshire, v.p. ; Lord
\ Skelmersdale, v.p.

|Earl of Powis, T. ; Sir W. W.
\ Wynu, v.p.

Membebs without addresses ..

84
95
9

87
59

334
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ROYAL AaRICULTURAL
Half-yearly Cash Account

To Balance in hand, lat July, 1878 :—
Bankers
Secretary

At Deposit, London and Westminster Bank

To Income :

—

Subscriptions:— £. s. d.

Governors' Life Compositions .. .. 100 0 0
Governors' Annual 25 0 0
Members' Life-Compositions 547 0 0
Members' Annual 706 0 5

Dividends on Stock . . .

.

Interest on Deposit Account

Establishment
Rent, &c. .

.

Journal :—
Sales
Advertisements.

168 7 6
116 19 10

Farm Inspection :

—

Prizes given by the Bristol Local Committee
Entry Fees for 1879

195 0 0
41 0 0

Liverpool Meeting . . ,

Total Income

To Bristol Meeting

To London Exhibition ,

.

£ t. i.

3467 5 8
28 4 6

3,495 10 1

3,000 0 0

s. d.

6,495 10 1

1,378 0 5

389 7 9
67 6 1

285 7 4

236 0 0

31 8 6

2,188 19 1

13,141 19 4

10 10 0

£22,136 18 6

Balance-Sheet,

To Capital:-
LIABILITIES.

Surplus, 30th June, 1878

Less Excess of Expenditure over Income during the
Half-year, viz. :— £ s. d.

Expenditure 4,277 16 1

Income 2,488 19 1

1,788 17 0
Less half-year's interest and depreciation on ) >> a

Country MeeUng I'lant f
»

To Bristol Meeting :

—

Excess of Receipts ov er Expenditure

£ s. d.

31,743 8 10
s. d.

29,811 9 2

2,185 11 0

^31,997 0 2

yUILTEK, BALL, & CO., AccounlayiU.



SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
FROM 1st July to 31st December, 1878.

Xlll

Cr.

By Expenditure :

—

Establishment :—
Salaries, Wages, &c
House :—Rent, Taxes, Repairs, 4c. . . .

OflSce : —Printing, Postage, Stationery, &c.

.

£ s. d.

692 10
234 10
234 14

Journal :

—

Printing and Stitching 907 6 0

Postage and Delivery 250 0 0

Literary Contributions 156 0 0
Advertising 13 13 6

Literary Contribution to Memoir prepared for International

Congress at Paris

Chemical :

—

Consulting Chemist's Salary 150 0 0

On Account of New Laboratory 350 0 0

Veterinary :

—

The Brown Institution, Half-year to Christmas

Botanical :

—

Consulting Botanist's Salary

Education :—
Scholarships UO 0 0

Advertising 396
Farm Inspection :

—

Judges 218 15 0

Prizes 215 0 0

Subscription returned (paid In error)

Sundries :

—

Secretary's Expenses at Paris Congress

Liverpool Meeting

Total Expenditure

By Bristol Meeting .

.

By London Exhibition

'By Balance in hand, 30th June :

—

Bankers
Secretary

£, s. d.

1,211 14 7

,326 19 6

100 0 0

600 0 0

125 0 0

143 9 6

433 15 0

10 0

25 0 0

360 11 6

95 10 1

105 3 0

31sT December, 1878.

ASSETS.

By Cash in hand .

By New 3 per Cent. Stock 26,51lJ. lis. 5d.*

By Books and Furniture In Society's House ,

By Country Meeting Plant

By London Exhibition

• Value at 95i = £25,252 5s. 5<J.

Mem.—The above Assets are exclusive of the amount
recoverable in respect of arrears of Subscription to

31st December, 1878, which at that date amounted
to 8392.1

£ s.

200 13
25,340 7

1,451 17

1,765 2

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 24th day of February, 1879.

FRANCIS SHERBORN,
|

A. H. JOHNSON, > Auditors on behalf of the Socuty.
HENRY CANTRELL. )

i
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Db.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
Yeablt Cash Account,

To Balance in hand, Ist Jan. 1818:

—

Bankers
Secretary

At Deposit, London and Westminster Bank . .

To Income :

—

Subscriptions :

—

Governors' Life Compositions
Governors' Annual
Members' Life-Ciompositions

Members' Annual

Dividends on Stock
Interest on Deposit Account

Journal :—

Sales
Advertisements

Farm-Inspection :—

Bristol Local Committee (Prizes)
Entry Fees for 1878

Ditto 1879

Establisliment :

—

Rent, &c

Veterinary :

—

Donation fcom the Yorkshire Agricultural )

Society f

Total Income

To Country Meetings :

—

Liverpool
Bristol

Londoa Exhibition

£. s. d.

250 8 2
20 9 6

100 0 0

365 0 0
1,253 0 0
3,998 19 5

168 7 6
116 19 10

195 0 0
9 0 0

41 0 0

149 18

19,651 12

£. S. d.

270 17 8
,000 0 0

,716 19 B
782 1 9
67 6 1

245 0 0

201 10 0

100 0 0

,T01 10 7

10 10 0

£28,381 1 10



XV

SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
FBOM 1st Ja>t7aby TO 31sT Decembek, 1878. Cb.

By Expenditure :

—

£. (. d. £. f. d. £. «. d.

Establishment ;

—

1,335 0 0
House * Rent Taxes Repairs &c . . . 629 3 8
0£Qce : Prinlin" Postage &c. • . • . • 580 7 4

2,544 11 0
Journal :

—

1,318 S 5*

405 0 0
4U9 14 6
It 0 0
22 0 6

Literary Contrlbutioas to Memoir presented to)
292 17 0

International Congress at Paris .... 5
2,169 0 6

Chemical :

—

300 0 0
200 0 0
350 0 0

850 0 0
Veterinary :

—

The Brown Instatntion for Investigations one

)

250 0 0
year 3

47 12 0
21 0 0
14 18 6

333 10 6
Botanical :

—

• 100 0 0

Education :

—

140 0 0
25 0 0
62 10 0
17 18 6

235 8 6

Stibscriptions (paid in error) returned .... 4 2 0

Farm Inspection:—
215 0 0
218 15 0
65 19 6

499 14 6
Sundries :—

Secretary's Expenses at Paris Congress . . . 25 0 0

Tntfll TTYTieTidlfiirA
7,054 3 n

By Country Meetings :—
510 13 6

17,366 1 1

17,876 14 7

3,249 9 9

By Balance in hand, 3 1st Dec. :

—

95 10
105 3 0

200 13 7

• Including Printing of Memoir presented to the
International Congress at Paris.

£28,381 1 10



XVI

COUNTKY MEETING

Eeoeipts.

£. s. d.

Subscription from Bristol 2,000 0 0

Admissions to Show-Yard by Payment 9 , 699 0 6

Admissions by Season Ticket 669 6 0

Admissions to Grand Stand 250 15 0

Sale of Catalogues 621 3 0

Entries In Implement Catalogue 400 0 0

Advertisements In Stock Catalogue 239 8 0

Implement Exhibitors' Payments for Shedding 3,006 6 3

Non-Members' Fees for entry of Implements 27100
Fees for entry of Live Stock 607 10 0

Fees for Horse Boxes and Stalls 254 10 0

Fees for entry of Cheese and Butter 33 10 0

Premiums for Supply of Refreshments 605 0 0

Sale of Manure 426
Premium for Cloak Rooms and Lavatories 60 00
Fines for Non-Exhibition of Live Stock 75 0 0

Reference Number Fines 976
Sales of Butter, Curd, &C 43 5 3

£18,749 2 10



ACCOUNT, BEISTOL, 1878.

XVll

£. $. d. £. s. d.

•Yard Works:—viz. Carriage, Storage, Erecting. Repairing, Paint- ^
ing, taking to pieces, Pacldng and Insurance of Permanent J 801 3 6
Buildings, and ottier Plant

)
Implement Sheds, 1547J. 17s. ; Seed and Model Sheds, 218J. 3s. 5t2. 1766 0 5

Stock Sheds, 8172. lOj. Id. ; Horse Boxes. 10602. 19s. lOd. . . . 1878 9 11

ChecseandButterShed8,125J.12s.lld.;FodderSheds,4lJ.12s. lOd. 167 5 9

Horse and Cattle Rings, 321. 2s. \0d. ; Trial Shed, 105!. 5s. 8d. . 137 8 6

Fencing, Gates, &c., 2452. lis. id. ; Hurdles, 2252 470 11 4

Members' Club, 2672. 9s. 6d. ; Lavatories, 532. 3s. 8d. ... 320 13 2

Grand Stand, 2342. OS. lid. ; Band Stand, 1052. 5s. 8d. ... 339 6 7

Platforms 752. 17s. 4d. ; other Offices and Works, 2142. 19s. 8d. 290 17 0

Awnings, 562. 13s. lOd. ; Chairs, 322. 16s. 6d 89 10 4

Draining Show-yard, 692. 10s. 4<J. ; Clearing after show, 682. lis. 6d. 138 1 10

Expenditure.

Show-Yard Works:—viz. Carriage, Storage, Erecting, Repairing, Paint-
ing, taking to pieces. Packing and Insurance of Permanent
Buildings, and other Plant

Depreciation of Plant 298 2 5

7,011 14 3

Judges; Implements, 1322. ; Stock, 3242. 17s.; Cheese and Butter, 262. OS. 6d. ... 482 17 6

Consulting Engineers and Assistants 261 1 0

Veterinary Inspectors 86 2 0

Police: MetropoliUn, 37 22. 13s. 8d.; County, 122. 13s. 4d 385 7 0

Clerks and Assistants: Bankers, 312. 10s.; Post Office, 302. 18s. 2d.; Secretary and) , o
Stewards, 922. 15s. 6d j

ioo j o

Journeys previous to Show, 162. 7s. 6d. ; Official Staff, 282. 6s. 4d 44 13 10

Assistant Stewards : Implements, 532. lis. ; Stock, 382. 10s 92 1 0

Foremen: Implements, 222. Os. 8d.; Cattle, 122. 6s. 4d.; Horses, 132. 16s.; Sheep, 112.;) „„ , -

Pigs, 82. 3s. ; Fodder Yard, 182. 15s
»o i o

Yardmen, Foddermen, Labourers, Grooms, &c 22B 12 10

Index Clerk and Money Takers, 742. 12s. 6d. ; Money-ciiangerB, 102. 10s. ; Doorkeepers, ) ,„„ -

&c., 372. 9S ^
m 11 b

Lodgings for Implement Judges, and other Officials 90 10 0

Stewards' Lodgings and Expenses 319 3 6

Refreshments for Stewards, Judges, and other Officials 202 17 1

Catalogues: Implements, 3552. Is. 6d. ; Stock, 1872. 15s.; Advertisements in ditto.)

722. 13s. ;
Awards, 282. lis. 6d. ; Plan of Yard, 202. ; Sellers, 412. 5s.; Carriage and > 730 15 0

Packing, 252. 9s )

Printing, 59u2. 4s. lid. ; Advertising and Bill Posting, „932. 17s 1184 1 11

Hay, 1662. 12s. 8d.
; Straw, 3512. 7s. Id. ; Green Food, 2872. 17s. 6d 805 17 9

Postage, Telegrams, Carriage, Stationery, Badges, &c 130 10 2

Repairs, Insurance, and Carriage of Testtag Machinery 70 4 3

Trials in Show-yard : Milk and Cream, 1272. 8S. 6d. ; Ice, 72. 10s. ; Laying on Water,) loc ,0 r
222. lis.: Testing and Instruments, 82. 16S. 7d. ; Gas Engine, 192. 7s. 4d. . .

i-» »

Horse Hhre, 812. lis. 3d.; Carriages, &c., 542.9s 136 0 3

Caps and Jackets for men, 172. IHx. 6d.; Veterinary Medicines, 22. 5s. 4d. ; Hire of) „„ .

Buckets, Brooms, Rakes, Weighing Machines, &c., 92, 9s. 6d 5

Royal Tent and Luncheon 253 9 6

Trials of Sheaf-binders, Labour, &c., 262. 5s. ; Surveyor, 112. 15s 38 0 0

Hire of Tent, 92. 13s. 4d. ; Hire of Furniture, 52. ; Tan and Ashes, 632. Os. 6d. ; Oil, 32. ; )
, q ,

,

Sundries, 152. 6s. Id ^
»D 19 11

Rosettes, 182. 3s. 6d.; Medals, 242. 7s 42 10 6

Prizes: Stock, 37102. ;
Implements, 1102

3820

0 0

£17,081 12 2
By Balance 1,667 10 8

£18,749 2 10

Exclusive of 749'. offered by the Bristol Local Committee and 1502. Ijy the Gloucestershire

Agricultural Association.
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ON MONDAY, THE 30th JUNE, AND SIX FOLLOWING DAYS
(SUNDAY EXCEPTED).

SCHEDULE OF PEIZES.

Prizes for British Live-Stock.

HOBSES.

Stallions.

Agricultural Stallion, four years old and upwards,
not qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk

Agricultural Stallion, three years old, not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk

*A Champion Cup, value £25, will be given for the
best Stallion, three years old and upwards, in
Classes 1 and 2.

Agricultural Stallion, two years old, not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk
Agricultural Stallion, one year old, not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk

fA Champion Cup, value £25, will be given for the
best two year-old or yearling Stallion in Classes

3 and 4.

Clydesdale Stallion, four years old and upwards .

.

Clydesdale Stallion, three years old

Clydesdale Stallion, two years old

Clydesdale Stallion, one year old

JTwo Champion Cups, value £25 each, will be given
for the best Stallion and the best Brood Mare or

Filly in the Clydesdale Horse Classes.

Suifolk Stallion, four years old and upwards
Suffolk Stallion, three years old

Suffolk Stallion, two years old

Suffolk Stallion, one year old

§Two Champion " President's Cups," value £25 each,

will be given for the best Stallion and the best

Brood Mare or Filly in the Suffolk Horse Classes.

First

Prize.

50

50

50

20

50
50
50
20

50
50
50
20

• Offered l)y the Earl of Ellesmore, President of the English Cart Horse Society,

j- Offered by the English Cart Horse Society.

j Offered by the Clydesdale Horse Society of Groat Britain and Ireland.

§ Offered })y Lf)rd Wavcney, President of the Suffolk Stud Book Association.
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continued.

Thorough-bred Stallion, suitable for getting

Hunters
Stallion, suitable for getting Coach Horses .

.

Stallion, suitable for getting Hackneys, above 14
hands 2 inches and not exceeding 15 hands
2 inches

Pony Stallion, above 13 hands 2 inches and not

exceeding 14 hands 2 inches

Pony StaUion, not exceeding 13 hands 2 inches .,

Brood Mares and Agricultural Fillies.

Agricultural Mare and Foal, not qvMlified to com-
pete as Clydesdale or Suffolk

Cflydesdale Mare and Foal
Suffolk Mare and Foal
Agricultural Filly, three years old, not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk

*A Champion Cup, value £25, will b« given for the
best Mare or Filly (not Clydesdale or Soffolk),

three years old and upwards, in Classes 18 or 21.

Clydesdale Filly, three years old

Suffolk Filly, three years old

Agricultural Filly, two years old, not qucUified to

compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk

Clydesdale Filly, two years old

Suffolk Filly, two years old

Yearling Agricultural Filly

Yearling Clydesdale Filly

Yearling Suffolk Filly

*A Champion Cup, value £25, will be given for the

best two-year old or yearling Filly in Classes

24 and 27.

Hunter Mare and Foal

Coaching Mare and Foal

Hackney Mare and Foal, above 14 hands 2 inches

and not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches

Pony Mare and Foal, above 13 hands 2 inches and
not exceeding 14 hands 2 inches

Agricultural Mares and Geldings of any
Breed.

Pair of Mares or Geldings (or one of each) .

.

Gelding, four years old or upwards
Gelding, three years old

Gelding, two years old

Mare, four years old or upwards

First Second Third
Prize

£ £ £

100 25 10
50 20 10

30 15 5

25 15 5
15 10 5

30 20 10
30 20 10
30 20 10

20 10 5

20 10 5
20 10 5

20 10 5
20 10 5
20 10 5
15 10 5

15 10 5
15 10 5

30 20 10
20 10 5

10 5

15 10 5

30 15 10
20 10 5
15 10 5
15 10 5
20 10 5

* Offered by the English Cart Horse Society.

h 2
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First Second Third
Prize. Prize. Prize.

£ £ £

50 20 10

30 15 10
25 15 10
25 15 10
20 10 5
20 10 5 •

20 10 5

25

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5
15 10 5

20 K) 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

Reference
Number in

Certificates.
BOBSES—continued.

HUHTERS.

Hunter Mare or Gelding, up to 15 stone, five

years old or upwards
Hunter Mare or Gelding, up to 12 stone, five

years old or upwards
Hunter Gelding, four years old

Hunter Mare, four years old

Hunter Gelding, three years old

Hunter Mare, three years old

Ck)Acu Horses.

Coaching Mare or Gelding, three years old

*Coaching Mare or Gelding, above three years old,

suited to Omnibus work

Hackneys and Eoadsters.

Hackney Mare or Gelding, above 14.2 and not
exceeding 15.2, and up to not less than 15
stone

Hackney Mare or Gelding, above 14.2 and not
exceeding 15.2, and up to not less than 12
stone

Ladies' Hackney Mare or Gelding, not exceeding

15 hands
Hackney Mare or Gelding, above 13.2 and not

exceeding 14.2

Ponies.

Pony Mare or Gelding, above 12.2 and not ex-

ceeding 13.2

Pony Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 12.2 .,

Mules.

Any Variety, above 15 hands high, and suitable

for agricultural and heavy draught purposes .

.

Any Variety, not exceeding 15 hands, for general

purposes

Asses of any Breed.

Stallion, three years old and upwards

She Ass with or without foal

* Offered by the Jjondon General Omnibus Company.



Prizesfor British Live Stock.

CATTLE.
(All Ages are calculated to Ist July, 1879,

inclusive.)

Shorthorn.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve

months old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not

exceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve

months old

Cow, and not less than two of her offspring (Bull,

Cow, or Heifer)

•Two Champion PriEes of £100 each will be given for

the best Shorthorn Male and the best Shorthorn
Female in the Exhibition (see also Classes 248 to

251).

Hereford.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve

months old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not

exceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve

months old

Cow, and not less than two of her offspring (Bull,

Cow, or Heifer)

Two Champion Prizes of £50 each will be given for

the best Hereford Male and the best Hereford
Female in the Exhibition.

Devon.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

First

j
Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

Fourth
Prize.

£. £. £. £.

50 25 15 10

25 15 10 5

25 15 10 5

20 15 10 5

20 15 10 5

20 15 10 6

20 15 10 5

20 15 10 5

50 25 10

30 20 10
25 15 5

25 15 5

15 10 5
20 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5

30 15 10

30 20 10
25 15 5

* Offered by the Mansion House Committee. Exhibitors for the Mansion House
Prizes will have the option of receiving medals in lieu of money prizes, such medals to

be specially struck, and to be of three classes, uamuly. Gold, Silver, and Bronze.



xxu Prizesfor British Live Stock.

CATTLE—continued.

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve
months old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not
exceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve
months old

Two Champion Prizes of £50 each wil be given for

the best Devon Male and the best Devon Female
in the Exhibition.

Sussex.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve

months old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not

exceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve

months old

Two Champion Cups, value £25 each, will be given
for the best Sussex Male and the best Sussex
Female in the Exhibition.

Long-Horn.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not ex-

ceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding
two years old

fTwo Champion Frizes of 25 guineas each will be
given for the best Longhom Male and the best

longhom Female in the Exhibition.

First

Prize.

£.

25

15
20

15

15

15

20
20

15

10
20

15

15

10

20
20

15
20

15

15

• Oflfered by a Committee of Sussex Breeders, t Offered by the Longhom Society.
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Reference
Number In

Certlflcates.

Class

CKHTIj^—continued.

Jersey.

Bull, above two years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not ex-

ceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf

*Two Champion Prizes of £26 each will be given for

the best Jersey Hale and the best Jersey Female
in the Exhibition.

Guernsey.

Bull, above one year old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not

exceeding three years old

Norfolk and Suffolk Polled.

Bull, above two years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two and not ex-

ceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

fTwo Champion Prizes of £25 each will be given for

the best Norfolk and Suffolk Foiled Bull, and for

the best Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Cow or Heifer

in the Exhibition.

Welsh.

Bulls, above two years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-calf or in-milk, above two and not ex-

ceeding three years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

First Second Third
PriM. Prize. Prize.

£. £. £.

20 10 5

20 10 5
10 5

20
eO

20 10 5

15 cO
10 5

20 10 5
OA
liO

e9

20 10 5

20 10 5

15 10 5
15 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5

20 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5

15 10 5

* Offered by the Association for publishing the English Herd-book of Jersey Cattle,

t Offered by Breeders and Exhibitors of Norfolk and Suilblk Polled Cattle.
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Reference
Mumber in

CertiBcates.
X. X. IjJcj—conttnuea.

First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize

Clas3

Ayrshire.

£ £ £

117
118

119
120

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two

Heifer, in-calf or in-milk, above two and not ex-

PoLLED Galloway.

20

15
15

15

10

10
10

10

5

5

5

5

121
122

123
124

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-calf or in-milk, above two and not ex-

ceeding three years old

Polled Angus, or Aberdeen.

20

15
15

15

10

10
10

10

5

5

5

5

125
126

127
128

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two

Heifer, in-calf or in-milk, above two and not ex-

*A Champion Cup (or money ,, value £25, will be given
for the best Foiled Angus or Aberdeen animal in

the Exhibition.

West Highland.

20

15

15

15

10

10
10

10

5

5
5

5

129
130

131
132

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two

Heifer, in-calf or in-milk, above two and not ex-

Kj;rry.

20

15

15

15

10

10
10

10

5

5

6

' 5

133
134

Other British Breeds.

20
20

10
10

5

5

135
136

20
20

10
10

5

5

* OflFered by a Cotnuiitec of Bruodcra of Polled Au^us or Aberdeen' Oattle.
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Number in

Certificates
CATTLE—coniinwerf.

First

Prize.

Second
i'rize.

Third
Prize.

Class

Daiky Cattle.
£. £. £.

137

138

Pair of Cows of any breed, in-milk, milking pro-

Cow of any breed, in-milk, milking properties to

SHEEP.

Leicester.

25

25

15

15

10

10

139
140
141
142

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ..

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879
Wool Phizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Border Leicester.

20
20
15
15

10
10
10
10

5
5
5
5

143
144
145
146

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879
Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.),

Cotswold.

20
20
15
15

10
10
10
10

5

5

5

5

147
148
149
150

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879
Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Lincoln.

20
20
15
15

10
10
10
10

6
5
5
5

151
152
153
154

Pen of Five ShearUng Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879
Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

EIentish or Eomney Marsh.

20
20
15

15

10
10
10
10

5

5

5
5

155
156
157
158

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879
Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

20
20
15
15

10
10
10
10

5
5
5
5



xxvi Prizes for British Live Stock.

Reference First Second Third
Number in
Certificates.

SHEEP

—

cmtinued. Prize. Prize, Prize.

Class f. £. £.

Oxfordshire Down.

159 20 10 5
160 20 10 5
161 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

15 10 5

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879 ID 10
Wool Phizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Southdown.

163 20 10 5

164 20 10 5

165 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .. 15 10 5

Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879 1 K10 10 5

Wool Peizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Shropshire.

167 20 10 5

168 20 10 5

169 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .. 15 10 5

170 Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879 15 10 5
Wool Peizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Hampshire aisto other Short-Woolled
Breeds.

Not qualified to competefor the Prizes offeredfor
definite Short-woolled Breeds.

171 20 10 5
172 20 10 5
173 Pen of Five ShearUng Ewes, of the same flock .. 15 10 6
174 Pen of Five Ewe Lambs, lambed in the year 1879 10 5

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Cheviot.

175 10 5

176 10 3 •

1 77 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ,

.

10 5

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv).

Black-faced Mountain.

178 10 5

179 10 5

180 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .. 10 5

Wool Prizes (sec p. xxxiv.).
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Kefereuce
Momber li

Certificates[
SEEE^—continued.

First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

Class

Heedwick.

£. £. £.

181
182
183 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ..

Wool Pbi^es (see p. xxxiv.).

LONK.

10
10
10

5
5

5

184
185
186 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ,.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Kyland.

10
10
10

5

5

5

187
188
189 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Wool Phizes (see p. xxxiv).

Devon Lonq-TVool.

10
10
10

5

5

5

190
191
192 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock

Wool Pbizes (see p. xxxiv).

SOMEESET AND DoRSET HORNED.

10
10
10

5
5

5

193
194
195 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ..

Wool Peizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Dartmoor.

10
10
10

5
5

5

196
197
198 Pen of Five Shearliag Ewes, of the same flock ..

Wool Peizes (see p. xxxiv.).

EXMOOR.

10
10

10

5

5
5

199
200
201 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ,.

Wool Peizes (see p. xxxiv.).

10
10
10

5

5
5



xxviii Prizes for British Live Stock.

Reference
N limber in

Certificates.
SHEEP

—

continued.

First

Prize.

Second
Prixe.

Third
Prize.

Welsh Mountain.

£. £. £.

202
203
204 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ,.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Limestone.

10
10
10

5

5

5

205
206
207 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Roscommon.

10
10
10

5

5

5

208
209
210 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

Other British Long-woolled Breeds.

Not qualified to compete in any of the preceding

classes of Long-woolled Sheep.

10
10
10

5
5

5

211
212
213 Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ..

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv.).

10
10
10

5

5

5 ••

GOATS.

Short-haired British.

214
215

Long-haired British.

5

5

a

3

216
217

5

5

3

3
••
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Reference
Number in

Certificates, PIGS.
First

Prize. Prize.

Third
Prize.

Class £. £. £.

Large White Breed.

218 Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve
10 5

219 10 5

220 Pen ofThree Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter,

above three and not exceeding six months
old 10 5

221 10 5 • •

Small White Breed.

222 Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve

10 5 •*

223 10 5
224 Pen of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter,

above three and not exceeding six months
10 5

225 10 5

Small Black Breed.

226 Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve

10 5 ••

227 10 5
228 Pen of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same

litter, above three and not exceeding six months
old 10 5

229 10 5

Berkshire Breed.

230 Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve
ii „ij

10 5 •*

231 10 5
232 Pen of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter.

above three and not exceeding six months
10 5

233 10 5

Other Breeds.

Not eligible to compete in any of the Receding
Classes.

234
T\ 1 • i 1 1 . I'll
Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve

10 5

235 in 5

236 Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter.

above three and not exceeding six months old .. 10 5
237 10 5



XXX Prizes for Foreign Live Stock.

Prizes for Foreign Live Stock.

Rcf6rcnc6 First Second Third
Number in Prize. Prize. Prize,

Certificates.

FOREIGN HORSES.
£. £. £.Class

_
xERCHERON AND IsOULONNAIS.

238 20 in

239 30 20 10

Norman and Anglo-Norman.
240
241 30 20 10

Flemish.

242 9A

243 30 20 10

Other Foreign Draught Horses.

244 50 20 10
245 30 20 10

Foreign Eiding and Carriage Horses.

246 50 20 10
247 30 20 10

Shorthorns.

Bred in any non-prohibited Jiuropean Country
other than the United Kingdom.

248 25 15 10

249 JBull not GXCGcdin^ two ycEivs old 25 15 10

250 25 15 10

251 25 15 10

*Two Champion Prizes of £100 each will be given for

the best Shorthorn Male and the best Shorthorn
Female in the Exhibition (whether Foreign or

English).

* Offered by the Mansion House Committee.

t Prizes offered for Foreign Cattle, Slieej), and Pig.s do not apply to animals from any

country from wliich importation of such animals is prohibited by any Order of the Privy

Council, and entries will bo received subject to such Quarantine and other Ilegulations

aa tho Privy Council may impose. % Offered by the Shorthorn Society'.
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FOKEIGN CATTLE—^onhnwerf.

Charolais.

*Bull, above two years old ..

*Bull, not exceeding two years old .

.

*Co\v, above three years old ,,

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Garonnais.

*Bull, above two years old

Bull, not exceeding two years old

*Cow, above three years old ..

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Limousin.

*Bull, above two years old

Bull, not exceeding two years old

*Cow, above three years old ..

Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Norman.

*Bull, above two years old

*Bull, not exceeding two years old

*Cow, above three years old ..

Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Breton.

*Bull, above two years old

Bull, not exceeding two years old .

.

*Cow, above three years old ..

Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Dutch and Flemish.

*Bull, above two years old

*Bull, not exceeding two years old

Cow, above three years old ..

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Swiss.

Bull, above two years old

Bull, not exceeding two years old ..

'Cow, above three years old ..

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

£. £. £.

25 15 5

15 10 5

20 10 5

ID xu co

25 15 5
15 10 5
20 10 6
1 ^ inxu

25 15 5
15 10 5
20 10 5
1XO inxu o

25 15 5
15 10 5
20 10 5

inxu KO

25 15 5
inxu c

*>

20 10 5
15 10 5

25 15 5
15 10 5
20 10 5

10 0

25 15 5
15 10 5

20 10 5
15 10 5

Offered by the Mansion House Committee.
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FOEEIGN GATTL'E—continued.

Spanish and Portuguese.

*Bull, above two years old

*Bull, not exceeding two years old ..

*Cow, above three years old

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old ..

Angeln.

Bull, above two years old

*Bull, not exceeding two years old ..

Cow, above three years old

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Jutland.

*Bull, above two years old

*Bull, not exceeding two years old

*Cow, above three years old ..

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN MaRSH BrEEDS.

*Bull, above two years old

Bull, not exceeding two years old

Cow, above three years old

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old ..

Other Foreign Breeds (for meat pro-

ducing purposes) from any non-prohibited
Countiy.

*Bull, above two years old

Bull, not exceeding two years old

*Cow, above three years old
* Heifer, not exceeding three years old

Other Foreign Breeds (for milking pur-

poses) from any non-prohibited Country.

"Bull, above two years old

'"Bull, not exceeding two years old

"Cow, above three years old

*Heifer, not exceeding three years old

First Second Third
Prlie. Prize. Prize.

£. £. £.

25 15 5
10 K

20 10 5
15 10 5

25 15 5
10 o

20 10 5

15 10 5

25 15 5
±D in Ko

20 10 5

15 10 5

25 15 5
15 10 5
20 10 5

15 10 5

25 15 5

15 10 5

20 10 5
15 10 5

oo Xc* Ko

15 10 5
20 10 5

15 10 5

Offered by the Msiosion House Committee.
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Reference
Number in

Oertiflcates, FOREIGN SHEEP.

First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

£.

••

Class

304
805

French Merino.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv).

£

15

15

£.

10
10

806
807

German Merino.

Ram

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv).

15
15

10
10

308
309

Spanish Merino.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv).

15
15

10
10

310
311

PoEE LoNG-WooLLED Sheep (not Merinos)

Of any English or Foreign race, bred in any
Country except the United Kingdom.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv).

15
15

10
10 • •

312
313

Pure Short-Woolled Sheep (net Merinos)

0/ any English or Foreign race, bred in any
Country except the United Kingdom.

Wool Prizes (see p. xxxiv).

15
15

10
10

314
315

Foreign Goats (of any variety).

8
8

4
4

2
2

VOL.

* Offered by the Mansion House Committee,
t Offered by a Committee of Subscribers.

XV.—S. S. c



xxxiv Prizes for Hops, Corn, Wool, and Butter.

Prizes for British and Fokeign Produce.

First Second TliinJ

Prize. Prize. Prize.

c
3b.

e

20' 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

25 10

25 10

3 2

3 2 ••

5
^ 3

5 3

5 3

5 3

Reference
Number in

Certificates.

Class

316
317
318
319
320
321
322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

HOPS.

*Pocket of East-Kent Hops
*Pocket of Mid-Kent Hops
*Pocket of Weald of Kent Hops
Pocket of Sussex Hops
Pocket of Farnham Hops
Pocket of Worcester and Hereford Hops
•Pocket of Hojjs, grown in any other District of

England

fBale of Foreign Hops

SEED CORN.

One Sack of a new variety of Wheat, with sample

bundle of straw, to be delivered before the 1st

of October, 1879
One Sack of a newer and improved variety of

Wheat, with sample bundle of straw, to be de-

livered before the 1st of October, 1882

WOOL.
Three Fleeces of each English Breed for which

Prizes are offered or animals exhibited

fThree Fleeces of each Foreign Breed for which
Prizes are offered or animals exhibited .

.

BUTTER.
Firkin, Crock, or Package of Irish keeping Butter,

14 lbs. or upwards
Firkin, Crock, or Package of Welsh keeping

Butter, 14 lbs. or upwards
Firkin, Crock, or Package of English or Scotch

keeping Butter, 14 lbs. or upwards
fFirkin, Crock, or Package of Catiadian, or Ame-

rican keeping Butter, 14 lbs. or upwards

* Gffei ed by a Committee of Ilop-growcis and Hop-factors,

t Offered by the Mansion House Committee.
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Reference
Number in

Certificates.
BUTTER—con^muerf. First Prize.

Second
Prize.

Fourth

Prize.

Class

332

833

334

OOO

* Firkin, Crock, or Package of French keeping

*Firkin, Crock, or Package of Scandinavian (Danish
Swedish, or Norwegian) keeping Butter, 14 lbs.

*Firkin, Crock, or Package of Dutch keeping Butter,

* Firkin, Crock, or Package of other European
keeping Butter, 14 Ihs. or upwards

*A Champion Prize for the best lot of keeping Butter
in either of the above classes, £10 and the large

Silver Medal.

£

5

5

5

5

£

3

3

3

3

£ £

336 Six Pounds of Fresh Butter (any make, English or

The Exhibitor must bo the manufiicturer nnd hona-

fide owner of the Butter entered to compete for

the Prizes offered.

C H £ E S S.

Cheshire.

10 6 4 2

337

388

Three Cheeses above 50 lbs. weight each, coloured

Three Cheeses under 50 lbs. weight aach, coloured

Cheddar.

15

15

10

10

5

5 .:

339

340

Three Cheeses above 50 lbs. weight each, coloured

Three Cheeses under 50 lbs. weight each, coloured

Stilton.

15

15

10

10

5

5

341 Three Cheeses under 20 lbs. weight each, coloured

British Cream Cheeses.

15 10 5

342 10 5

• Offered by the Mansion House Committee.

c 2
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Reference
NnDiber in
Certificates. CHEESE

—

continued.

First

Prize

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

Class

Any Other British Make,

£. £. £.

343

344

Three Cheeses above 25 lbs. weight each, coloured

Three Cheeses, not exceeding 25 lbs. weight each,

Canadian or American.

15

15

10

10

5

5

345 *Three Cheeses above 40 lbs. weight each, coloured

XJl/AJU*

15 10 5

346 *Three Cheeses of the same make, coloured or pale 10 5 ••

347

I-' A OAffirO A w

10 5 ••

348

OoRnnvTAT. A

10 5 ••

349 10 5 ••

350 *A package of six Cheeses of the same make

T?nnTTin?nT?T

10 5 ••

351

French Cream Cheeses.

10 5

352 *A package of one dozen or more Cheeses of the

The Exhibitor must be the Manufacturer and hona-

fide owner of the Cheese entered to compete for

the Prizes oifered. No Cheese exhibited to hnve
been ironed or bored, or otherwise tested, or it

will be disqualified.

10 5 ••

1
Offered by the Mansion House Committee.



Prizesfor Hams, Bacon, Preserved and Fresh Meats, xxxvii

Reference
Number in

Certitiaites.
HAMS AND BACON.

Open to Curers onhj, and place of curing, brand,

&c., to be stated.

Six British Hams (long cut) from 10 to 28 lbs.

eacli

*Six Canadian or American Hj^ms (long cut) from
10 to 28 lbs. each

*Six Foreign Hams (long cut) from 10 to 28 lbs.

each
Three sides of British Bacon from 50 lbs. each ..

'Three sides of Canadian or American Bacon from
40 lbs. each

•Three sides of Foreign Bacon from 40 lbs. each ..

PRESERVED MEATS.
*Best specimen of Preserved Beef

*Best specimen of Preserved Mutton
*Best specimen of Preserved Pork
*Best specimen of Preserved Poultry

Best specimen of Preserved Game
*Best speciuien of other Preserved Provisions

The specimens entered to compete in Classes 359 to

364 must have been killed not less than six

months before the opening day of the Exhibition,

and must be delivered not less than one month
previous to the date of the Exhibition.

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN FRESH
MEAT.

Two Hind and two Fore quarters of Beef of one
consignment, which shall arrive in the best con-

dition after having travelled a d'stance of not

less than 1000 miles

'Four Carcasses of Mutton of one consignment,

which shall arrive in the best condition after

havint; travelled a distance of not less than
1000 miles

Two Hind and two Fore quarters of Beef of one
consignment, which shall have been slaughtered

not less than 14 days prior to the Exhibition
being opened

*Four Carcasses of Mutton of one consignment,
which shall have been slaughtered not less than
14 days prior to the Exhibition being opened..

PERRY.
fThree dozen quart bottles. Open to all England

All Perry to be made by the Exhibitor, of his own
produce.

First

Prize.

15

15

15

15

15
15

10
10
10
5
5

5

25

25

25

25

10

• Offered by the Mansion House Committee. t Offered by M. Biddulph, Esq., M P.



xxxviii Prizesfor Cider, Bees and Hives.

Reference
Number in

Certificates.

CIDER.

*Cask of not less than 54 gallons made in the

Autumn of 1878 (Herefordshire and West Mid-
land Coimties)

*Cask of not less than 54 gallons made in the

Autumn of 1878 (Devonshire and Western
Counties)

""Champion Prize of £5 for the best cask. Open to all

England.

bottles (Herefordshire and

bottles (Devonshire and

*Three dozen quart

West Midland) ..

*Three dozen quart

Western Counties)

"'Champion Prize of £5 for the best three dozen bottles.

Open to all England.

AU Cider to be made by the Exhibitor, of his own
produce.

BEES AND HIVES.

(British or Foreign.)

ti'or the best Observatory Hive, stocked with Bees
and their Queen, all combs to be visible on both

sides

fFor the best Hive, on the movable comb principle,

with covering and stand

fFor the best Exhibition of Pure Honey in sectional

supers—each section to be separable, and not

more than 3 lbs. in weight, the total weight of

each entry not to be less than 12 lbs. The
Honey to be submitted to analysis, if required

by the Judges or Stewards

fFor the Competitor who shall in the neatest,

quickest, and most complete manner drive out

the Bees from a straw skep, capture and exhibit

the Queen, and transfer both combs and Bees

into a Hive on the movable comb principle.

Competitors to provide their own Bees and
Hives. No veils or gloves to be worn ..

In each of the Classes 374, 375, and 376, a Hive of

British Manufacture, with cover and stand com-
plete, on the movable comb principle, wiU be
presented to the Foreign Competitor to whom the
Judges shall award the highest honours.

* Offered by INI. Biddulph, Esq., M.P.

t t)ircrtd by the liritish Bee-kuepers' Association.
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SPECIAL PRIZES.

A GOLD MEDAL and £50, offered by the Mansion House

^ Committee.

Fob the best Waggon for conveying perishable goods, meat, poultry, fish, &c.
by railway, at a low temj^erature, a journey of 500 miles, the trucks to retain

their contents at a temperature not exceeding 45° Fahr., for six days.

PLANS OF FARM BUILDINGS.

Prizes.

For Arable Farms above 300 acres £50
For Arable Farms not exceeding 300 acres .. 50
For Dairy Farms above 100 acres 50
For Dairy Farms not exceeding 100 acres .. .. 50

The plans, on a scale of 8 feet to the inch, with complete specifications and
money bUls of quantities must be sent in, addi-essed to the Secretary, so as to

reach 12, Hanover Square, on or before June 26th, 1879.

SILVER MEDALS.

There are Ten Silver Medals, the award of vThich the Judges appointed by
the Council have the power of recommending iu cases of sufficient merit in

New Implements exhibited at the London Exhibition.

2. These Medals cannot in any case be awarded to any implement, unless

the principle of the implement, or of the improvement of it, be entirely new.
No Medal shall be awarded by the Judges without the consent of the Stewards,

and no Commendation of Miscellaneous Articles shall be made by the Judges.
3. The Judges are also empowered to make special awards of Medals for

efficient modes of guarding or shielding Machinery, especially when worked
by steam, from contact with persons immediately engaged in attending to

such machinery while at work.
4. No Medal shall, in any case, be awarded to any Implement or Miscella-

neous Article capable of Trial until it has been subjected to such Trial as the

Stewards may direct.
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CONDITIONS APPLYING TO CEETAIN BEITISH

CLASSES ONLY.

Horses.

1. All foals must be the orfspring of the mare along with which they are

exhibited ; and the sire of the foal must be p;iven ou the certificate of entry.

2. No veterinary inspection of horses will be required except when con-

sidered necessary by the Judges, who will be accompanied by the Veterinary

Inspectors.

3. Hunters and Hackneys entered to compete in the light-weight classes

will be disqualified if, in the opinion of the Judges, they are eligible to compete
in the heavy-weight classes.

4. Horses entered as Clydesdales must be certified to have a recognised

Clydesdale sire and sire of dam.
5. Any exhibitor wishing to remove his horse for the night will be allowed

to do so on depositing lOZ. at the Secretary's office, and receiving an official

pass—the time of leaving, and that of returning next morning, to be inserted

thereon ; and if the animal be not duly brought back, the sum of 101. will be

forfeited to the Society for each Show day the animal is absent ; and the exhi-

bitor will also forfeit any prize awarded to him in any class at the Exhibition,

and will not be allowed to exhibit again at the Society's Show until the forfeits

are paid.

Cattle.

6. No bull above two years old will be eligible for a Prize imless certified to

have served not less than three different cows (or heifers) within the three

months preceding the 1st of May in the year of the Exhibition.

7. All bulls above one year old shall have rings or " bull-dogs " in their

noses, and must he provided with leading sticks.

8. No cow will be eligible for a Prize uuless certified either at the date of

entry or between the date of entry and that of the Exhibition to have had a

living calf,—or that the calf, if dead, was born at its proper time,—within

the twelve months preceding the date of the Exhibition.

9. No heifer, entered as in-calf, will be eligible for a Prize unless she is

certified to have been bulled before the 31st of March in the year of the Show,
nor will her owner afterwards receive the Prize until he shall have furnished

the Secretary with a further certificate before the 31st of January in the sub-

sequent year, that she produced a living calf; or that the call, if dead, wai
born at its proper time.

10. Cows and heifers entered as in-milk in the classes for Dairy Bree^is and
Dairy Cattle must be milked dry on the evening of June 29, in the presence

of an oCBcer of the Society specially appointed for the purpose.

11. Shorthorns.—Each animal entered in the Shorthorn Classes must be

certified by the Exhibitor to be entered, or eligible to be entered, in Coates'a
• Herd-Book.'

Sheep.

12. All rams, except shearlings, must have been used in the preceding year.

13. Sheep exhibited for any of the prizes must have been really arui fairly



Rules of Adjudication. xli

shorn hare after the Ist of April in the year of the Exhibition ; and the

date of such shearing must foriu part of the Certificate of Entrj'.

14. Lambs must not have been shorn or trinimcd previous to the Exhi-
bition, nor must they be shorn or trimmed during the Exhibition.

Goats.

15. British Goats without horns will be disqualified for competition.

Pigs.

16. The three sow-pigs in each pen must be of the same litter.

17. The breeding sows in Classes 221, 225, 229, 233, and 237, shall be
certified to have had a litter of live pigs within the six months preceding the

Exhibition, or to be in-pig at the time of entry, so as to produce a litter

before the 1st of September follo^ving. In the case of in-pig sows, the

Prize will be withheld until the exhibitor shall have furnished the Secretary

with a certificate of farrowing, as above.

18. No sow, if above eighteen months old, that has not produced a litter of

live pigs, shall be eligible to compete in any of the classes.

19. The Judges of pigs will be instructed, with the sanction of the Stewards,

to withhold prizes from any animals which shall appear to them to have been
entered in a wrong class.

20. All pigs exhibited at the Country Meetings of the Society shall be sub-

jected to an examination of their mouths by the Veterinary Inspector of the

Society ; and should the state of dentition in any pig indicate that the age of

the animal has not been correctly returned in the Certificate of Entry, the

Stewards shall have ix)wer to disqualify such pig, and shall report the circum-
stance to the Council at its ensuing Monthly Meeting. Every pig which
shall be found on examination by the Inspector to be oiled or coloured will be
disqualified for competition and removed from the Exhibition ; as well as any
pig which shall be oiled or coloured while in the Exhibition.

21. If a litter of pigs be sent with a breeding sow, the young pigs must be
the produce of the sow, and must not exceed two months old.

EULES OF ADJUDICATION FOE BEITISH BEEEDS.

1. As the object of the Society in giving prizes for cattle, sheep, and pigs, is to

promote improvement in breeding stock, the Judges, in making their awards,
will be instructed not to take into their consideration the present value to the

butcher of animals exhibited, but to decide according to their relative merits

for the pur{30se of breeding.

2. If, in the opinion of the Judges, there should be equality of merit, they
will be instructed to make a special report to the Council, who will decide on
the award.

3. The Judges will be instructed to withhold any prize if they are of opinion

that there is not sufficient merit in any of the stock exhibited for such Prize

to justify an award.

4. No Third Prize will be given unless at least Six animals be exhibited,

and no Second Prize will be given unless at least Three animals be exhibited,

and no Fourth Prize will be given in either of the Shorthorn Classes, Nos. 57
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to 64, unless at least Ten animals be exhibited, except on the special recom-
mendation of the Judges to the Stewards of Live Stock.

5. The Judges will be instructed to give in a Beserved Number in each class

of live stock : viz., which animal would, in their opinion, possess sufBcient

merit for the Prize, in case the animal to which the Prize is awarded should

subsequently become disqualified.

6. In the classes for stallions, mares, and fillies, the Judges in awarding the

Prizes will be instructed, in addition to symmetry, to take activity and
strength into their consideration.

7. The attention of the Stewards and Judges is particularly called to the

conditions applying to pigs. The Senior Steward of Live Stock is requested
to report any malpractices on the part of Exhibitors, and any person found
guilty will not be allowed to exhibit at future Meetings of the Society.

The Judges will be instructed to deliver to the Stewards their awards,

signed, and stating the numbers to which the Prizes are adjudged, before they
leave the Exhibition, noting any disqualifications. They are to transmit,

under cover to the Secretary immediately after the Exhibition, their Reports

on the several classes in which they have adjudicated, in order that each
Report may be included in the General Report of the Exhibition of Live
Stock at Kilburn to be published in the ' Journal ' of the Society.

DATES OF ENTRY FOR LIVE STOCK AND IMPLEMENTS.

Cketifioates for the entry of Implements for the London Exhibition must
be forwarded to the Secretary of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, London,

W., by the 1st of April, and Certificates for the entry of Live Stock, Cheese,

Butter, &c., by the 1st of May. Certificates received after those respective

dates will not be accepted, but returned to the persons by whom they have

been sent.

The Prizes of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and all Prizes

offered by the Mansion House Committee, are open to general competition.

Forms of Certificate for entry, as well as Prize-Sheets for the London
Exhibition, containing the whole of the conditions and regulations,

may be obtained at the Office of the Society, No. 12, Hanover
Square, London, W.
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MEMOKANDA.

Addbess op Letters.—The Society's office beiiig situated in ttie postal district designated by the

letter W. Membei-s, in their correspondence with the Secretary, are requested to subjoin that

letter to the usual address.

Genekat. Meeting in London, May 22, 1879, at 12 o'clock.

MBEriHQ in London, at Kilbum, July, 1879.

General Meeting in London, December, 1879.

Monthly Coijncil (for transaction of business), at 12 o'clock on the first Wednesday in every month,
excepting January, September, and October : open only to Members of Council and Governors of

the Society.

Adjoubnments.—The Council adjourn over Passion and Easter weeks, when those weeks do not
Include the first Wednesday of the montli ; from the first Wednesday in August to the first

Wednesday in November ; and from the first Wednesday in December to the first Wednesday In

February.

Office Hotms.—10 to i. On Saturdays, 10 to 2.

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.—Members have the privilege of applying to the Veterineiry

Committee of the Society, and of sending animals to the Royal Veterinary College, Camden
Town, N.W.— statement of these privileges will be found on page xliv.)

Chbmical Abaltsis.—The privileges of Chemical Analysis enjoyed by Members of the Society will

be found stated In this Appendix (page xlv.).

Botanical Privileges.—The Botanical and Entomological Privileges enjoyed by Members of the

Society will be found stated in this Appendix (page xlviii).

BtjBSCKiPTiONs.—1. Annual.—The subscription of a Governor is £5, and that of a Member £1, due In

advance on the 1st of January of each year, and becoming in arrear if unpaid by the 1st of

June. 2. For Life.—Governors may compound for their sub!^cription for future years by paying
at once the sum of £bO, and Members by paying jt'lO. Governors and Members who have paid
their annual subscription for 20 years or upwards, and whose subscriptions are not in arrear,

may compound for future annual subscriptions, that of the current year inclusive, by a single

payment of £25 for a Governor, and ±'5 for a Member.

Patments.—Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, in the most direct and satisfactory manner,
either at the Office of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, London, W., or by means of post-

ofHce orders, to be obtained at any of the principal post ofBces ttu-oughout the kingdom, and made
payable to him at the Vere Street Ofiice, Ijondon, W. ; but any cheque on a banker's or any
other house of business in London will be equally available, if made payable on demand. In
obtaining post-office orders care should be taken to give the postmaster the correct initials

and surname of the Secretary of the Society (H. M. Jenkins), otherwise the payment
will be refused to him at the post-ofBce on which such order has been obtained; and when
remitting the money-orders it should be stated by whom, and on whose account, they are sent.

Cheques should be made payable as drafts on demand (not as bU.li only payable after sight or a
certain number of days after date), and should be drawn on a London (not on a local country)
banker. When payment is made to the London and Westminster Bank, St. James's Square
Branch, as the bankers of the Society, it will be desirable that the Secretary should be advised
by letter of such payment, in order that the entry in the banker's book may be at once iden-

tified, and the amount posted to the credit of the proper party. No coin can be remitted by post,

unless the letter be registered.

New Members.—Every candidate for admission Into the Society must be proposed by a Member

;

the proposer to specify In writing the full name, usual place of residence, and post-town, of the
candidate, either at a Council meeting, or by letter addressed to the Secretary. Forms of Proposal
may be obtained on application to the Secretary.

*,* Members may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Abstract of the Charter
and Bye-Uws, of a Statement of the General Objects, &c., of the Society, of Cliemical,
Botaniail, and Veterinary Privileges, and of other printed papers connected with special
departments of the Society's busiucfis.
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^tn(btx»* Vtuvinwc]$ ^xMU^ts*

I.

—

Seeiotjs OB ExTENsrvB Diseases.

1. Auy Member of the Society who may desire professional attendance

and special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease among his cattle,

sheep, or pigs, and will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return of

post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered necessary that the

Society's Veterinary Inspector should visit the place where the disease prevails,

2. The remuneration of the Inspector will be 21. 2s. each day as a
professional fee, and 11. Is. each day for personal expenses ; and he will also

be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his

services may have been required. The professional fee will be paid by the Society,

but the travelling expenses will be a charge against the applicant. This charge
may, however, be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of the Council,
on such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary Committee.

3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the diseased stock, will

report to the Committee, in writing, the results of his observations and pro-

ceedings, which Keport will be laid before the Council.

4. When contingencies arise to prevent a personal discharge of the
duties confided to the Inspector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee, name some competent professional person to act in his stead, who shall

receive the same rates of remuneration.

II.—OsDiNAKy OB Otheb Casks of Disease,

Members may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on any
case of disease by paying the cost of his visit, which will be at the following

rate, viz., 21. 2s. per diem, and travelling expenses. Applications should be
addressed to the Principal of the Royal Veterinary College, Camden Tovm,
London, N.W.

ni.—CONSOLTATIONS WITHOUT ViSIT.

Personal consultation with Veterinary Inspector.. .. 10s, Gd.

Consultation by letter .. ., ., .. .. 10s. Gd,

Post-mortem examination, and report thereon .. .. 21s,

A return of the number of applications from Members of the Society during
each half-year is required from the Veterinary Inspector.

IV.

—

Admission of Diseased Animals to the Eotal Veteeinaby
College, Camdkn Town, N,W. ; Investigations and Eepoets.

1. All Members of the Society have the privilege of sending cattle,

sheep, and pigs to the Infirmary of the Koyal Veterinary College, Oii the

following terms ;
viz., by paying for the keep and treatment of cattle 10s. 6d.

per week each animal, and lor sheep and pigs, 3s. 6d. per week.
No. 2. A detailed licjiort of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated in

the Infi"iTnary of the College or on Farms in the occupation of Members of

the Society, will be furnished to the Council quarterly ; and also siMJcial

reports from time to time on any matter of unusual interest which may como
under the notice of the Institution.

By Order of the Council,

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. ,
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i¥lember£{' prtbilegfei of €f)miml ^nalpsJi^

(Applicable only to the case of Persons who are not commercially engaged in the

nutnufacture or sale of any sitbsiance sent for Analysis),

The Council have fixed the following rates of Charges for Analysis to be made by
the Cousnlting Chemist for the bond-fide and sole use of Members of the Society

;

who, to avoid all unnecessary correspondence, are particularly requested, when
applying to him to mention the kiud of analysis they require, and to quote its

number in the subjoined schedule. The charge for analysis, together with the

carriage of the specimens (if any), must be paid to him by Members at the time

of their application

:

No. 1.—An opinion of the genuineness und value of bone-dust or oil-

cake (each sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . 5».

„ 2.—An estimate of the value (relatively to the average samples in

the market) of sulphate and muriate of ammonia and of the
nitrate of potash and soda .. .. .. ,. 5«.

„ 3.—An analysis of guano; showing the proportion of moisture,

organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime, alkaline salts and
ammonia, and an estimate of its value, provided the selling

price of the article to be analysed be sent with it . . . . 10«.

„ 4.—An analysis of mineral superphosphate of lime for soluble

phosphates only, and an estimate of its value, provided the

selling price of the article to be analysed be sent with it .. 5s.

„ 5.—An analysis of superphosphate of lime, showing the propor-

tions of moisture, organic matter, sand, soluble and insoluble

phosphates, sulphate of lime, and ammonia, and an estimate

of its value, provided tlie selling price of the article to be
analysed be sent with it .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 6.—An analysis, showing the valueof any ordinary artificial manure 10s.

„ 7.—An analysis of limestone, showing the proportion of lime .. Is. 6d.

„ 8.—An analysis of limestone, showing the proportion of magnesia,
10s. ; the proportion of lime and magnesia .. .,- .. 10s.

„ 9.—An analysis of limestone or marls, showing the proportion of

carbonate, phosphate, and sulphate of lime and magnesia,
with sand and clay .. .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 10.—Partial analysis of a soil, including determinations of clay,

sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime .. .. .. 10s.

„ 11.—Complete analysis of a soil .. .. .. .. .. £3

„ 12.—An analysis of oU-cake or other pubstance used for feeding
purposes, showing the proportion of moisture, oil, mineral
matter, albuminous matter, and woody fibre, as well as of

starch, gum, and sugar in the aggregate ; and an estimate
of its value as compared with pure linseed-cake .. .. 10s,

„ 13.—Analysis of any vegetable product .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ li.—Analysis of animal products, refuse substances used for

manures, &c. .. .. .. .. .. from 10s. to £1
„ 15.—Determination of the " hardness " of a sample of water before

and after boiling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5s.

„ 16.—Analysis of water of land-drainage, and of water used for

irrigation.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £1
„ 17.—Analysis of water used for domestic purposes . . . . . . £1 10s.

„ 18.—Determination of nitric acid in a sample of water .. .. 10s,

„ 19,—Personal consultation with the Consulting Chemist. (The
usual hours of attendance for the Director, Monday ex-
cepted, will be from 11 to 2, but to prevent disappointment, it

is suggested that members deshing to hold a consultation

with the Director should write to make an appointment) .. 5s.

„ 20.—Consultation by letter .. ,. .. .. .. .. 5s.

„ 21.— Consultation necessitating the writing of three or more letters lOe,

The Laboratory of the Society is at 12, Hanover Square, London, W., to which
address the Consulting Chemist, Dr. Augustus Voelcker, F.K.S., requests that all

letters and parcels (postage and carriage paid) from Members of the Society, who
are entitled to avail themselves of the foregoing Privileges, should be directed.
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GUIDE TO THE PUKCHASE OF AETIFICIAL MANUEES
AND FEEDING STUFFS.

Feeding Caices.

1. Linseed-cake should be purchased as " Pure," and the insertion of this

word on the invoice should be insisted upon. The use of such words as
" Best," " Genuine," &c., should be objected to by the purchaser.

2. Eape-caJce for feeding purposes should be guaranteed " Pure " and
purchased by sample.

3. Decorticated Cotton-cake should be guaranteed " Pure," and purchased

by sample.

4. Undecm-ticated Cotton-cake should be guaranteed " Pure," and purchased

by sample.

N.B.—All feeding cakes should be purchased in good condition, and the
guarantee of the vendor should be immediately checked by a fair sample (taken
out of the middle of the cake) being at once sent for examination to a competent
analytical chemist. The remainder of the cake from which the sample sent for

examination had been taken should be sealed up in the presence of a witness, and
retained by the purchaser for reference in case of dispute.

Artificial Manures.

1. Raw or Green Bones or Bone-dust should be purchased as "Pure"
Raw Bones guaranteed to contain not less than 45 per cent, of tribasic phosphate
of lime, and to yield not less than 4 per cent, of ammonia.

2. Boiled Bones should be purchased as " Pure " Boiled Bones guaranteed

to contain not less than 48 per cent, of tribasic phosphate of lime, and to yield

not less than If per cent of ammonia.

3. Dissolved Bones are made of various qualities, and are sold at various

prices per ton ; therefore the quality should be guaranteed, under the heads

of soluble phosphate of lime, insohible phosphate of lime, and nitrogen or its

equivalent as ammonia. The purchaser should also stipulate for an allowance

for each unit per cent, which the dissolved bones should be found on analysis

to contain less than the guaranteed percentages of the three substances

already mentioned,

4. Mineral SuperpJiospJiates should be guaranteed to be delivered in a

sufiBciently dry and powdery condition, and to contain a certain percentage of

soluhle phosphate of lime, at a certain price per unit per cent., no value to bo

attached to insoluble phosphates.

5. Compound Artificial Manures shoiild be purchased in the same manner
and with the same guarantees as Dissolved Bones.

6. Nitrate of tioda shonld be guaranteed by the vendor to contain from

94 to 95 per cent, of pure nitrate.

7. Sulphate of Ammonia should be guaranteed by the vendor to contain

not less than 23 per cent, of ammonia.

8. Peruvian Ouano should be sold under that name, and guaranteed to be

in a dry and friable condition, and to contain a certain iiercentage of ammonia.

N.B.—Artificial manures should be guaranteed to be delivered in a sufficiently

dry and powdijry condition to admit of distribution by the drill. A sample for

analysis should be taken, not later than three days after delivery, hy emptying
several bags, mixing the contents together, and filling two tins holding about

half a pound each, in the presence of a witness. Both the tins should 1)0 sealed,

one kept by the purchaser for refi-rci.ce in case of dispute, and the other for-

warded to a competent analytical chemist for exatuination.
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INSTKUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SAMPLES

FOR ANALYSIS.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.—Take a large handful of the manure from three
or four bags, mix the whole on a large sheet of paper, breaking down with the
hand any lumps present, and fold up in tinfoil, or in oil silk, about 3 oz. of the
well-mixed sample, and send it to 12, Hanover Square, London, W., by post:
or place the mixed manure in a small wooden or tin box, which may be tied by
string, but must not be sealed, and send it by post. If the manure be very wet
and lumpy, a larger boxful, weighing from lu to 12 oz., should be sent either

by post or railway.

Samples not exceeding 4 oz. in weight may be sent by post, by attaching two
penny postage stamps to the parcel.

Samples not exceeding 8 oz., for three postage stamps.

Samples not exceeding 12 oz., for four postage stamps.

The parcels should be addressed: Dr. AncusTCS Voelcker, 12, Hanover
Square, London, W., and the address of the sender or the number or mark of
the article be stated on parcels.

The samples may be sent in covers, or in boxes, bags of linen or other materials.

No parcel sent by post must exceed 12 oz. in weight, 1 foot 6 inches in length,

9 inches in width, and 6 inches in depth.

SOILS.—Have a wooden box made 6 inches long and wide, and from 9 to 12

inches deep, according to the depth of soil and subsoil of the field. Mark out in the

field a space of about 12 inches square; dig round in a slanting direction a trench,

so as to leave undisturbed a block of soil with its subsoil from 9 to 12 inches deep
;

trim this block or plan of the field to make it fit into the wooden box, invert the

open box over it, press down firmly, then pass a spade under the box and lift it

up, gently turn over the box, nail on the lid and send it by goods or parcel to the

laboratory. The soil will then be received in the exact position in which it is

found in the field.

In the case of very light, sandy, and porous soils, the wooden box may be at

once inverted over the soil and forced down by pressure, and then dug out.

WATERS.—Two gallons of water are required for analysis. The water, if

possible, should be sent in glass-stoppered Winchester half-gallon bottles, which
are readily obtained in any chemist and druggist's shop. If Winchester bottles

cannot be procured, the water may be sent in perfectly clean new stoneware spirit-

jars surrounded by wickerwork. For the determination of the degree of hardness
before and after boiling, only one quart wine-bottle full of water is required.

LIMESTONES, MARLS, IRONSTONES, AND OTHER MINERALS.—
Whole pieces, weighing from 3 to 4 oz., should be sent enclosed in small linen

bags, or wrapped in paper. Postage 2d., if under 4 oz.

OILCAKES.—Take a sample from the middle of the cake. To this end break a
whole cake into two. Then break off a piece from the end where the two halves
were joined together, and wrap it in paper, leaving the ends open, and send parcel

by post. The piece should weigh from 10 to 12 oz. Postage, 4c?. If sent by
railway, one quarter or half a cake should be forwarded.

FEEDING MEALS.—About 3 oz. will be sufiBcient for analysis. Enclose the
meal in a small linen bag. Send it by post.

On forwarding samples, separate letters should be sent to the laboratory,

specifying the nature of the information required, and, if possible, the object

in view.

H. M. JENKINS, -Secretorj/.
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The Council have fixed the following Rates of Charge for

the examination of Plants, Seeds, and Insects for the bona-fide

use of Members of the Society, who are particularly requested,

when applying to the Consulting Botanist, to mention the

kind of examination they require, and to quote its number in

the subjoined Schedule. The charge for examination must be

paid to the Consulting Botanist at the time of application, and
the carriage of all parcels must be prepaid.

I. BOTANICAL.

A report on the purity, amount and nature of foreign

materials, perfectness, and germinating power of a

sample of .seeds .. .. .. .. .. .. 5s.

Detailed reixirt on the weight, purity, perfectucs.s, and
germinating power of a sample of seeds, with a special

description of the weeds and other foreign materials

contained in it ., ,. .. .. ., 10s.

Determination of the species of any weea or other plant,

or of any epiphyte or vegetable parasite, with a report

on its habits, and the means of its extermination or

prevention .. .. .. ., .. .. 5s.

Rejiort on any disease affecting the farm crop .. 5s.

Determination of the species of a collection of natural

grasses found in any district on one kind of soil, with
a report on their habits and pasture vah'.e .. .. 10s.

II. ENTOMOLOGICAL.

„ 6.—Determination of the species of any insect, worm, or other

animal which, in any stage of its life, injuriously affects

the farm crops, with a report on its habits and sugges-

tions as to its extermination .. .. .. .. 58.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SPECIMENS.

In sending seed or com for examination the utmost care must be taken to

secure a fair and honest sample. If anything supposed to be injurious or

useless exists in the com or seed, selected samples should also be sent.

In collecting specimens of plants, the whole plant should be taken up, and
the earth shaken from the roots. If possible, the plant must be in flower or

fruit. They should be packed in a light box, or in a firm paper parcel.

Specimens of diseased plants or of parasites should be forwarded as fresh as

possible. Place them in a bottle, or pack them in tin-foil or oil-silk.

All specimens should be accompanied with a letter specifying the nature of

the information required, and stating any local circumstances (soil, situation,

&c.) which, in the opinion of the sender, would be likely to throw light on the

inquiry.

N.15.

—

The above Scale of Charges is not applicable in the case of Seedsmen
requiring the services of the Consulting Botanist.

Parcels or letters (Carriage or Postage prepaid) to be addressed to Mr. \V.

Carruthekb, F.R.S., 4, Woodside Villas, Gipsy Hill, London, S.E.

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

No. 1.—

» 2.-

» 3.-

« ^-
5.-
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GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanover Squake, Thursday, May 22nd, 1879.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council of the Royal Agricultural Society have the grati-

fication of reporting that a large accession to the list of Members

has been obtained since the last General Meeting in December,

no fewer than 3 Governors and 677 Members having been elected

in the interval. On the other hand, the death of 2 Governors

and 47 Members has been reported, and the names of 96 Mem-
bers, who resigned in the course of the year 1S78, have been

removed from the list. The Society now consists of

—

81 Life Governors,

72 Annual Governors,

2453 Life Members,

4700 Annual Members,

26 Honorary Members,

making a total of 7332, and showing an increase of 535 Members
since the December Meeting.

In the last Half-yearly Report the Council announced the

resignation of Mr. Milward, of Thurgarton Priory, Notts, as a

Trustee of the Society, and they much regret that they now have

±o report the death of their valued colleague, who had been a

most active Member of Council for more than 30 years.

The vacancy in the list of Vice-Presidents, which existed in

December, has been filled up by the election of Mr. John Bennet

Lawes, F.R.S., of Rothamsted ; and the vacancies in the Council

have been filled up by the election of Mr. Samuel Porter Foster,

•of Kilhow, Carlisle, and Mr. Robert Neville, of Butleigh Court

•Glastonbury.

The accounts for the year 1878 have been examined, and
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certified by the Auditors and Accountants of the Society, and

have been published in the last number of the ' Journal,' together

with the statement of receipts and expenditure connected with

the Bristol Meeting. The funded property of the Society has

since been reduced by the sum of 208 IZ. 4s. hd. New Three per

Cents., which has been sold out to meet some of the preliminary

expenses of the London Exhibition ; and it now stands at

24,430?. 7s. New Three per Cents. The balance of the current

account in the hands of the Soctety's bankers, on the 1st instant,

was 12221. 17s. Sd.

The London International Exhibition will commence on

June 30th, and will continue for the six following days (Sunday

excepted). It will be the largest and most varied Agricultural

Show hitherto held, as the Council have taken the opportunity

to include in the Exhibition some novel features of great interest.

Among these, it may be stated that the idea of a Comparative

Loan Collection of Ancient and Modern Farm Implements has

been well supported ; and the thanks of the Council and of the

Members are due alike to the possessors of the old and the

makers of the new forms of implements for their ready response

to the appeal of the Council to aid them in this matter. It is

intended to publish a special descriptive Catalogue of this Loan

Collection, which will doubtless be a valuable aid to the study of

the history of Farming Machinery.

The processes of Foreign Dairy Manufacture have recently

attracted so much attention, in consequence of the large impor-

tations of Foreign Cheese and Butter during the last few years,

that the Council have endeavoured to secure the representation

of some Foreign as well as English dairy processes in actual

operation ; and they are glad to state that the German, Scandi-

navian, and French, in addition to some of the English, pro-

cesses will be represented in an International Dairy 'in the

forthcoming Exhibition.

The Implement Industry of the country will be represented

by an unusually large number of Exhibitors, while special

novelties will be contributed by French, Belgian, and German

makers. National collections of the agricultural produce of

several countries will also form a special feature of interest and

instruction.

Three Railway Waggons have been entered to compete lor
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the Gold Medal and Fifty Pounds Prize offered by the Mansion

House Committee for the best Waggon for conveying perish-

able goods—such as Meat, Poultry, Fish, &c., by railway, at a

low temperature, a journey of .)0() miles, the waggons to retain

their contents at a temperature not exceeding 45° Fahr., for six

days.

The Exhibition of Live Stock will be on a scale of equal

magnitude with that of Implements in both the Foreign and

English Sections. The Council have taken the utmost precau-

tions to prevent any importation of disease with Foreign Cattle,

which will be placed in a portion of the Exhibition quite separate

from the English Cattle Department. Under special Orders

issued by the Privy Council, suitable premises have been en-

gaged as Quarantine Stations, and arrangements will be made

for the inspection of all animals entered for exhibition previous

to shipment and after landing, as well as on their arrival at the

Exhibition after having undergone the period of Quarantine

required by the Privy Council.

The Council have much pleasure in calling attention to the

support which has been given to the London Meeting by the

several Agricultural Stud and Herd Book Societies and similar

Associations, most of which have offered Champion or Special

Prizes for animals of the Breeds in which they are respectively

interested. The co-operation of such Institutions with the

Royal Agricultural Society must, in the opinion of the Council,

have a great influence in promoting the objects which are com-

mon to both.

The district assigned for the Country Meeting of 1880 com-

prises the counties of Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland,

and Westmoreland ; and the Council have decided to accept the

very cordial invitation which they received from the Mavor and

Corporation of Carlisle, to hold the Country Meeting of next vear

in that city.

The Council have selected for the Country Meeting of 1881

the district comprising the counties of Derby, Leicester, Lincoln,

Northampton, Nottingham, and Rutland.

As reported at the last Half-yearly Meeting, the Council have

provided a Laboratory for the Consulting Chemist on the

Society's premises, and have entered into a new arrangement

with Dr. ^ oelcker, whereby the cost of analyses to jNlembers,
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under certain regulations, has been reduced to about one-half

of the previous rates. A statement of these and other revised

privileges having been sent to each Member of the Society, the

Council have the satisfaction of reporting that since the opening

of the new Laboratory a very large addition to the number of

samples usually sent by ^Members during the same period of the

year has been received for analysis by Dr. Voelcker.

The Council have further made a new arrangement with the

Governors of the Royal Veterinary College, by virtue of which

the officers of that Institution will act as Veterinary Inspectors

to the Society on terms similar to those which have hitherto

been paid by the Members for professional aid in cases of disease

of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs. This arrangement has worked very

satisfactorily during the few months that it has been in opera-

tion, and the Reports from the Professors of the College, on the

principal cases which have come under their observation, which

are published in the Proceedings of the Monthly Council

jNIeetings, are deserving of the careful study of all Stock-owners.

In consequence of the arrival at Liverpool of a number of

Cattle from the United States of America affected with Pleuro-

pneumonia, the Council urged upon the Government the im-

portance of immediately placing the United States under the

provisions of the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act (1878),

vshich provides for the slaughter of Foreign animals at the

place of landing, and an Order in Council with that object was

issued shortly after.

Of the Graduates of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons who were eligible to compete for the Society's Medals

and Prizes, offered for proficiency in Cattle Pathology, only one

(Mr. John Herbert Callow) presented himself for examination

last January. The Examiners awarded him the Gold Medal

and First Prize of 20/. The Examiners reported that, in ^their

opinion, the absence of competitors was in consequence of the

conditions of qualification for competition being too stringent

;

and the Council of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons

having taken the same view, it has been arranged that in future

the competition shall be open to Candidates who have taken

honours in Cattle Pathology at the final examination of the

College, and who shall have taken their diploma not more than

two years before the date of the examination.
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Twelve Candidates presented themselves at the recent Exami-

nation for the Society's Prizes and Certificates ; but only three

satisfied the Examiners in all the necessary subjects, thereby

gaining the first-class certificates and life-membership of the

Society, as well as qualifying themselves to earn payments as

teachers of the principles of agriculture under the Departments

of Science and Art. The successful Candidates were :—A. E.

Brooke Hunt, first-class certificate, life-membership, prize of

(educated at Cirencester) ; Lawford D. Gover, first-class

certificate, life-membership, prize of (educated at Ciren-

cester) ; Robert Wallace, first-class certificate, life-membership,

prize of 10/. (educated at Edinburgh).

Upon the representation of the Council, the Science and Art

Department of the Committee of Council on Education have

agreed to accept the diploma of the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, and the first-class certificate of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, as qualifying the holders to earn payments on the

results of their instruction in the Principles of Agriculture

without their undergoing a special examination for that purpose.

By order of the Council,

H. M. Jenkins, Secretary.
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Dr.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
Half-yearly Cash Account

To Balance in hand, 1st January, 1879 :

—

Bankers
Secretary

To Sale of Slock

To Income :

—

Dividends on Steele

Subscriptions:— i'. s. d.

Governors' Life Compositions 95 0 0

Governors' Annual 355 0 0

Members' Life-Compositions 1766 0 0

Members' Annual 3!) 71 2 0

Establishment:
Kent .. .,

Journal :

—

Advertisements.

Veterinarj' :

—

Proletsional Fees

Bristol Meeting . . . . ,

Total Income

To London Exhibition . . .

.

£ s. d.

10 7

105 3 0

,1S7 2 0

ICO 0 0

23 10 6

95 4 0

200 13 V

2,0u0 U 0

6,81S 0 8

15.013 19 0

£24.637 13 3

Balance-Sheet,

T r.„„-. 1
LIABILITIES. <• . j I j1 0 Capital :— i

£ a. a. ' Jc, s. d.

Surplus, 31st December, 1878 I 31,9U7 0 •>

Surplus of Income over Expenditure during the I

j

Half-year, viz. :— £ s. d.

Income

6,818

0 8
|

Expenditure

4,9)3

9 5
|

1,874 11 3
j

33,871 11 5

Less half-year's interest and depreciation on 1
|

_ „

Country Meeting I'lant ) |

i^i o j

yUILTKIt, BALL, CildSIili:, ilLI-XiO, & WV.VVm, Accountantr..



SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
FKOM 1st January to 24th June, 1879.

His

Cr.

By Expenditure:— £ i. d.

Establishment :—
Salaries, Wages, &c 692 1 0 0

House:—Kent, Taxes, Repairs, &c 459 1 3
Office : —Printing, Postage, Stationery, kc 397 8 7

Journal :— "

Printing and Stitching 6S5 13 9
Postage and Delivery 210 0 0

Literary Contributions 2St 5 0

Woodcuts 65 14 6

Chemical :

—

( Irant for Investigations 1878 200 0 0

Salaries 272 3 0

On Account of erecting Laboratory 514 15 0

(Chemical Apparatus 300 0 0
Furniture, &c 81 IS 6

Veterinary :

—

The Brown Institution for Investigations to 7 ^o- n n
June 24, 1879 f

l.D 0 0

Prizes and Medals 30 7 0

Fees to Examiners 21 15 0

Professional Fees to Koyal Veterinary College . . 22 1 5 6

1,513 19 10

1,368 16 6

19'.) 17 C

Botanical :

—

Consulting Botanist's Salary 50 0 0

Education :

—

Kees to Examiners 52 10 0

Printing IS 4 6

Advertising 18 3 6

Prizes 50 0 0
133 IS 0

Subscriptions (paid in error) returned 12 1 0

Sundries 31 13 11

Farm Prizes :

—

Advertising, &c 69 15 9

Bristol Jleeting 274 13 8

Total Expenditure

By Country Meeting Plant

By London Exhibition

By Balance in band, 24th June :

—

Bankers 1,801 4 5

Secretary 13 1

^24,637 13 3

24th June, 1879.

ASSETS.

By Cash in hand 1 , 804 17 6
By New 3 per Cent. Stock 24,430?. 7s. Od. cost* 23,340 7 1

By Books and Furniture in Society's House 1,451 17 6

By Country Meeting Plant 1,670 7 0

£ s. d.
,

£ s. d.

23,267 9 1

At debit of London Exhibition
1

5,476 16 1

* Value at 963- = £23,636 7.?. 3d.

Mem.—The above Assets are exclusive of the amount
recoverable in respect of arrears of Subscription to

2»th June, 1879, which at that date amounted to

1382i.

i;33,744 5 2

Esa-mined, audited, and found correct, this 8th day of .September, 1879.

FRANCIS SHERBORN, 1

A.H.JOHNSON, > Auditors on hehalf of the SocietyI

HENRY CANTRELL. J
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LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,

1879.

STEWAEDS OP DEPAKTMENTS.
Implements.

O. H. Sandat.
W. Fkankish.
Egbert Xevili^i;.

J. Hemsley.

Butter, Cheese, &c.

Sir a. K. Macbonald, Bart.

Stock.

William Wells.
Lt.-Col. Picton-Tuebebvill,
Charles Whitehead.
Charles Howard.

Provisions.

James Odams.

Hops.

Charles Whitehead.

Foreign Department.

Lord V£rno>,'. H. Chandos-Pole-Gell. George Wise.

Forage.

G. M. Allender.

General Arrangements.

Jacob 'NVilsox.

JUDGES
HOESES, &c.

Agricultural.

J. L. Curtis,
William Thomas Lamb,
Alexander Tursbvll.

Clydesdales.

Adam Smith,
John Tiiomi sox,

John Young.

Suifolks.

Daniel Sewell,
William Thomi .~ox,

Henuy Cross.

Hunters.

John B. Booth,
John Hill,

Col. Luttrell.

OP STOCK.
Hackneys, &c.

Alfred Asiiworth,
Henry Beevor,
William Parker.

Asses and Mules.

W. LORT,
M. DE Maichin.

Foreign Draught Horses.

Col. F. Barlow,
H. W. Crommelin,
M. Lavalard.

Foreign Riding Horses.

j
Comte de BouiLLii,

M. RONNA,
I Count Schlieffen.
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CATTLE.

Shorthorns.

RiCHAKD CllALONE'.i,

G. DliEWRY,
A. Mitchell.

Herefords.

John Crane,
Francis Evans,
H. Haywoou.

Sevons.

W. BULLEN,
Sajii el p. New bi rv,

John Overman.

Sussex, Norfolk, and Suffolk Polled.

Thomas Filch er,

John Noakes,
JosiAH Pitcher.

Longhoms, Welsh, &c.

J. H. BURBEKY,
EowLANU Hughes,
\V. B. Roberts.

Jerseys and Guernseys.

Walter Gilbey,
C. P. Le Cornu,
C. Stephenson.

Ayrshires, Kerry, and Dairy Cattle.

Andrew Allen,
William T. Carrington,
Luke Christy.

Galloways, Angus, and West
Highlands.

Thomas Ferguson,
T. Gibbons,
D. McDiAiiinD.

Foreign Shorthorns, Charolais,

Garronais, Limousin, &c.

J. K. Fowler,
M. Tiersonnier.

Norman, Breton, Swiss, Dutch, &c.

M. Akkerman,
JULIEN DE FeLCOURT,
Wm. Steattox.

Angeln, Jutland, Schleswig Holstein.

M. Breinholt,
Prof. Wilson,
J. Fries.

SHEEP.

Leicesters and Lincolns.

T. Casswell,
Edward Paddison, •

Wm. Sanday.

Border Leicesters, Cheviots, and
Eoscommons.

George Pea,
Wm. Sotth,
John Usher.

Oxfordshire Downs.

John Bryan,
James P. Case.

Cotswolds, Kentish. Devons, and other
Long Wools.

K. L. Cobb,
Egbert Garne,
Ambrose Warde.

Southdowns, Eampshires, and other

Short Wools.

Edward Little,

Henry Overman,
John A. Hempson.

Shropshires.

John Evans,
P. H. Masfen,
Thomas Williams.

Black-faced Mountain, Herdwicks,

Lonks, and Welsh Mountains.

Edward Edwards,
John Ingleby,
John Irving.

Rylands, Somersets, Exmoors, Dorsets,

Dartmoors, and Limestones.

John Hogarth,
J. W. Paull,
John Tapp.

Foreigrn Sheep.

m. dutertre,
Hugh Gorres'ge,
M. F. E. DE la Trehonnais.

GOATS.

Walter Freeman,
H. S. Holmes-Pegler.

PIGS.

John Angus,
John Lynn,

I

Joseph Smith.

i.
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W. Joiisox,

JUDGE OF WOOL.

K. WooDFOIiD GODDAIiD.

JUDGES OF BUTTER.

Scandinavian, &c.

G. W. Burrows,
|

James Watson,
|

A. M. Delalonde.

Other Kinds.

J. T. Peacock,
|

Phof. Segelcke,
j

B. Laming.

JUDGES OF CHEESE.

English, American, and other British Makes.

S. W. Cox,
I

James Hudson, | T. PiIGuy.

French and other Foreign Makes.

Mr. Fkitz de Viues,
|

Vicomte De Nedville,
|

M. Pkatt.

JUDGES OF HAMS, BACOX, &c.

J. Kleinwort,
I

Eichard H. Thompson.

JUDGES OF CIDER AND PERKY.

H. C. Beddoe,
I

W. Gaymer,
|

Thomas jrAVE.

JUDGES OF HOPS.

AV. GlilDLKY,
I

J. T. NOAKES,
I

31. TUIEU.

JUDGES OF IMPLEMENTS.

Railway Waggons.

J. K. FowLEii,
I

A. TiSDALL,
I

John AViieati.ev.

' Miscellaneous.

J. A. Bahual,
1

W. CiiANTiEi.i),
I

J. W. Kimi!i;r.
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J DDGES. OF FAEM PLANS.

J. Bailuy Denton,
|

Thomas Sample,
|

Halifax Wyatt.

FARM JUDGES.

Sewage Farms.

Ealdwix liATHAJi,
I

Clare Sewell Kead, M.P.,
|

T. H. Thu]!Sfield.

Market Gardens, and Market Garden Farms.

W. Earley,
I

Charles Whiteuead.

JUDGES OF BEES, HIVES, AND HONEY.

\ViLLL\M Care, | Thomas AV. Cowan,
|

Eev. George 1!ayxor.
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AWARDS OF PRIZES.

Note.—The Judges were instracted, in addition to awarding the

Prizes, to designate as the Reserve Number one animal in each

Class, next in order of merit, if it possessed sufficient for a Prize

;

in case an animal to which a Prize was awarded should subse-

quently become disqualified.

Prizes fjiven hy tie Mansion House Commithe are marked thus (*).

HOESES.

Agricultural Stallions—Four Tears old and upwards.

The Earl of Ellesmeke, Worsley Hall, Manchester : First Prize, 50?., for

" British Wonder," chestnut, 4 years-old ; bred by 3Ir. Beart, Downham
Market

;
sire, Marston's " England's Wonder."

La^trexce Drew, of Merryton, Hamilton, Lanarkshire : Second Prize, 20?.,

for "Lord Harry," black, 5 years-old; bred by himself; sire, "Prince of

"Wales
;
" dam, " Mary."

George Herbert Morrell, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford : Third Prize,

10?., for dark-blue roan, 5 years-old; bred bj' Mr. Clift, Weeden Hill,

Aylesbury ; sire, *' King of the Valley ;" dam, " Flower."

Captaix William Hammond Betts, Frenze Hall, Diss, Xorfolk : the Beserve

Numlf r, to " Sir John Falstaff," dark iron-grey, 6 years-old ; breeder

unknown
;

sire, " Wiseman's Wonder ;" dam by Tavlor's " England's

Glory."

Agricultural Stallions—Hiree Years old.

The Eabl of Ellessiere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : First Prize, 50?.,

and the Champion Cup,t value 25?., for " Young Prince of the Isle," bay

;

bred by Mr. Fryer, Chatteris ;
sire, " Prince of the Isle ;" dam by Welcher's

" Honest Tom :'' and Second Prize, 20?., for " Samson "HI.," bay

;

bred by Mr. Child, Chatteris, Cambs ; sire " Samson ;" dam by Osborne's

" Young England's Glorj-."

Eichard Towerton, Cusham, Tetswortli, Oxon., Third Prize, 10?., for

" King of the Vale," bay ; bred by Mr. Charles Shrimpton, Tetsworth,

Oxon sire, " King of the Valley ;" dam, " Brighton."

t Given by the Earl of Ellcsmerc, Presidcut of the English Cart Horso

Society, for the best staliion in the two first classes.
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The Eaui, of Ellesmere, Woisley Hall: iWa llesei-ve yumhtr to ''down
Piiuce," l>ay ; brwl by ilr. Fryer, Chatteris, Cambs ;

sire, Daiutree's

" Grand I'riuce dam by Eiii;ledon's " Farmers IVieud."

Agricultural Stallions—Two Years old.

The Earl of Ellesmebe, Woi-sley Hall : First Prizf, 50/., and the

Champion- Cup,t value 25?., for "Samson IV.," bay; bred b}' himself;

sire, " Samson ;" dam b}' Welcher's " Honest Tom."

"I'he Staxd Stud Company, Whitefield, Manchester : Second Prize, 20Z., for

"British Simon," brown; bred by Mr. Jcukinsou, NateV)y; sire, "Simon
Pure ;" dam by Shaw's " British Ensign."

Frederick Street, Somersham Park, St. Ives, Hunts : Third Prize, 10?.,

for " Somersham Samson," bay ; bred by himself
;

sire, Earl of EUes-

meres " Young Samson ;" dam, " Brisk."

The Ddke of Westminster, K.G., Eaton, Chester : the licserve Xumber to

" Prince Victor,'" brown ; breeder unknown ; sire, " King Victor."

Agricultural Stallions—One Tear old.

James Johnstone, Lochburnie, Maryhill, Glasgow, N.B. : First Prize,' 20?.,

for " Lord Douglas," dark brown ; bred by ilr. Lawrence Drew, Merrytou,
Hamilton

;
sire, " Prince of Wales " (673) ;

dam, " Jessie Brown."

The Earl of Ellesmebe, Worsley Hall: Second Prize, 10?., for "Great
Britain," bay ; bred by himself; sire, " Samson II. ;" dam liy Welchers
" Honest Tom."

Lawrence Drew, Merrytou, Hamilton, X.B. : Third Prize, 5?., for his black

;

breeder unknown
;

sire, " Lincolnshire Lad."

Alfred Richardson, Fortrey House, Mejial, Ely, Cambs : the Reserve Number
to " Fortrej- Samson," bay ; bred liy Mr. William Lyon, Park Street,

Chatteris, Cambs ;
sire, " Samson 2ud ;" dam, " Flowere," by Osborne's

" Young England's Gloiy."

Clydesdale Stallions—Four Years old and upwards.

David Buchanan, Garscadden Mains, Nev.' Kilpatrick, Dumbarton : First
Prize, 50?., and the Champion Cur,J value 25?., for " Dmid," brown,
4 }-ears-old ; bred by Mr. James Milroj-, Galdenoch, Stranraer

;
sire,

" Farmer" (286) ;
dam, "Tibbie," by " Vanquisher" (890).

David Piddell, Blackball, Paisley, X.B. : Second Prize, 20?., for " Darnley,'"

brown, 7 3 ears-old; bred by the late Sir W. Stirling Maxwell, Bart., Keir,
X.B.

;
sire, " Conqueror ;" dam, '• Peggie," by " Samson."

John Hen-drie, Larbert, Stirling : Third Prize, 10?., for " General Xeil,"

brown, -i years-old ; bred by Mr. Arthur, Carlton Mains, Girvau, Ayr

;

sire, " Doncaster" (23fci) ; dam, " Xaunie," by " Vanquisher" (890).

James Firth Cbowthee, Knowle Grove, Mirfield, Yorkshire : the lleserve

Number to " Topsman," chestnut, 10 years-old ; bred by Mr. George

+ Given by the English Cart Horse Society, for the best two-year-old or
yearling stallion.

J Given by the Clydesdale Horse Society for the best Stallion in the Clydesdale
Classes.

TOL. XV.—s. s. e
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Wilson, Whiteside, Alford, Aberdeenshire
;

sire, " Wonderful ;" dam by
" Samson."

Clydesdale Stallions—Three Years old.

John jNI. IMaktin, Aiichendrennan Fai-m, Balloch, N.B. : First Prize, 50?.,

for " The Abbot," brown ; bred by the late Sir W. Stirling Maxwell,

Bart., Keir, N.B.
;

sire, "Newstead" (559); dam, "Jess III.," by
"Samsou" (T-il)-

JoHX Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgow : Second Prize, 20?., for

"Duke of Hamilton," brown; bred by Mr. Lawrence Drew, Merrytori,.

N.B.
;

sire, " Prince of AVales ;" dam, " Young Rosie," hj " Young Sir

Walter."

James Stewart Hodgsox, Lythe Hill, Haslemere, Surrey : Third Prize,

lOZ., for " Clan Alpine," brown ; bred by Mr. W. lire, Bogton, Falkirk,

N.B.
;

sire, " Merry Monarch " (538) ;
dam, " Betty," by " Come Again."

PiOBERT LoDER, Whittlebury, Towcester, Northami^tonshire : the Heserve

Niimher to " Scotland Yet," bay ; bred by Mr. Adam Gray, Ingleston,

Kirkcudbright, N.B. ;
sire, "Young Sir Walter Scott" (1031); dam,

" Kate," by " Galloway Tam."

Clydesdale Stallions—Two Years old.

Andrew Mon'Tgomeet, Boreland, Castle Douglas, N.B. : First Prize, 50/.,.

for " Prince Imperial," brown ; bred bj^ Mr. James Cunningham, Tar-

breoch, Dalbeattie, N.B. : sire, " Dandy Jim " (221) ; dam, "Jean," by
" Clansman " (150).

The Earl of Strathmore, Glamis Castle, Glamis, N.B. : Secoxd Prize, 20/.,

for " Chancellor," bay ; bred by Mr. John Adam, Castletown, Glamis,.

N.B.
;

sire, "Thane of Glamis" (855); dam, "Jess," by "Defiance"

(224).

David Eiddell, Blackball, Paisley, N.B. : Third Prize, 10/., for his brown ;.

bred by Mr. James Sniellie, Straven House, Carluke, Lanarkshire
;

sire,

" Damley ;" dam, " Bell," by " Campsie."

The Earl of Dcxmore, Dunmore, Stirling, N.B. : the Beserve Xumler to
" Blair Athole," bay ; bred by Mr. Greisj, Law, West Kilbride, N.B. ;.

sire, " Lord Clyde " (482); dam by " Young Samson."

Clydesdale Stallions— One Year old.

David Piddell, Blackball, Paisley, N.B. : First Prize, 20/., for his bro^vn ;.

bred by the Marquis of Londonderry, Scaham Hall, Durham; sire,.

" What Care I ;" dam, " Countess," by " The Champion."

Andrew Montgomery, Boreland, Castle Douglas, N.B. : Second Prize, 10/.,.

for his dark brown ; bred bv Mr. J. Dalziel, Tinwald Shaws, Dlimfries,

N.B.
;

sire, " Luck's All " (510) ;
dam, by " General Williams " (32G).

John Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgow : Third Prize, 5Z.

James McQueen, Crofts, Dalbeattie, N.B. : the Reserve Number to " Malcolm,""
bay ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Pobin the Laird " (25) ;

dam, " Young
Posey," by " Hercules " (378),

Suffolk Stallions—Four Years old and upwards.

Piciiard Garrett, Caileton Hall, Saxmundham, Suffolk: First Prize, 50/.,

for " Cuplearer III.," chestnut, 5 years-old; bred by Mr. C. Frost, Wher-
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stead, Ipswich; sire, "Cupbearer II.;" dam, " Nonsucli," by "Sir

Colin."

Manfred Biddell, Piayford, Ipswich, Suffolk: Second Prize, 201., for

" Biddell's Ben," chestnut, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. Ashwell, Talken-

ham, Ipswich
;

sire, Biddell's " Captain Snap ;" dam, " Doughty," by
Laws's "Farmer:" Third Prize, 10^., for " Dandy," chestnut, 4 years-

old ; bred by the late Mr. Heighham, Wetherden, Bury St. Edmunds ;

sire. Colonel Wilson's " Heir Apparent ;" dam, " Ball,"" hy " Goliath."

KiCHARD Garrett, Carleton Hall : the Reserve Numher to " Crown Prince,"

chestnut, 6 years-old ; bred by the late Mr. Blofield, Crown Farm, Leis-

ton
;

sire, " Cupbearer ;" dam, by Barker's " Goliath."

Suffolk Stallions—Three Years old.

Samuel Wolton, Butley Abbey, Wickham Market, Suffolk : First Prize,

50/., for " Pienown," chestnut ; bred by himself
;

sire, "Monarch;" dam,
" Dennington Matchet," by " Capon Boxer."

Alfred James Smith, Red House, Eendlesham, "Woodbridge, Sutlblk :

Second Prize, 20?., for "Abbot Sampson," chestnut; bred by himself;

sire, " Monarch ;" dam, " Smart."

John Grout, Woodbridge, Suffolk : Third Prizr, 10?., for " Raglan," chest-

nut ; bred by Mr. J. Smith, Thorpe Hall, Hasketon, Woodbridge ;
sire,

" Cupbearer II. ;" dam, by " Raglan."

William Byford, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk : the Reserve Numher to

" Reliance," chestnut ; bred by Mr. Sturgeon, Ousdeu, Newmarket

;

sire, " Volunteer ;" dam, " Violet," by " The''Hero."

Suffolk Stallions—Two Tears old.

Manfred Biddell, Piayford, Ipswich : First Prize, 501., and the Champion
Cup,t value 251., for "Jingo," chestnut; bred by Mr. H. Biddell, Play-

ford ;
sire, " Champion ;" dam, " Red Violet," by H. Biddell's " Farmer :"

Second Prize, 201., for " Rodney," chestnut ; bred by Mr. Dack, Weston,
Saxmundham

;
sire, " Cupearer III."

Richard Garrett, Carleton Hall, Saxmundham, Suffolk : Third Prize, lOZ.

for "Zulu," chestnut; bred by himself; sire, "Cupbearer III. ;" dam,
" Sprite," by " Talbot."

William Wilson, Baylham Hall, Ipswich : the Reserve Numher to " Suffolk

Star," chestnut ; bred by Mr. W. Toller, Gedgrave, Orford, Suffolk

;

sire, " Prince Imperial ;" dam, " Smart," by " Blight."

Suffolk Stallions—Ohc Year old.

Earl Howe, Gopsall Hall, Atherstone : First Prize, 20/., for " Old Boy,"
chestnut ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Bradford ;" dam, " Scot," by Walker's

" Captain."

Robert E. Lofft, Trostou Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk : Second Prize,

10/., for "Jove," chestnut; bred by himself,; sire, "Young Cupbearer;"
dam, " Maggie," by " Young Hero."

Horace Wolton, Newbourne Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk : Third Prize, 5/.,

for " The Oriental," chestnut ; bred by himself; sire, "Royalty;" dam,
"Newbourne Brag," by " Royal Duke II."

t Given by Lord Waveney, President of the Suffolk Sfud Book Association,
for the best Suffolk Stallion.

e 2
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JoHX Grout, Woodbridge, Suffolk : the Eeserve Numher to his chestnut ; bred

by Mr. G. W. Edwards. High Hall, Bredfield, Woodbridge ;
sire, " Young

Emperor;" dam, by "ilonarch."

Thoroughbred Siallions, suitable for getting Hunters.

H. r. Clare Vyxi;r, Xewby Hall, Eipon, Yorkshire : First Prize, 100?., for

" Due de Beaufort," cliestnut, 0 years-old ; bred hy Count Lagrange

;

sire, " Tentre St. Gris ;" dam, " Dame d'Honneur," by " The Baron."

Lord Tredegar, Tredegar Park, Xewport, Monmouthshire : Secoxd Prize,

257., for " ilake-Haste,'' chestnut, aged ; bred by Lord Glasgow : sire,

" Tom Bowline," dam, " Makeshift," by " Voltigeur."

JoHx GooDUFFE. Huntingdon : Third Prize, 107., for ' Caterer," bay, aged

:

bred by Mr. J. Johnstone
;

sire, " Stockwell dam, " Selina," bv
" Orlando."

Prixce Soltykoff : the Eeserve Xinuber to " Tassel," brown, 6 years-old

;

bred by Mr. Croft; sire, "The Drake;" dam, "Belladrum," by
" Chanticleer."

Stallions suitable for getting Coach-Horses.

Christopher W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal, "Westmoreland : First Prize,

50?., for " Lord Penzance," bay, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. William Dale,

Stamford Bridge, Yorks ; sire, " Palestine ;" dam, by " Grand Inquisitor."

WiLLiA3i BuRTOx, 55 High Street, Marylebone, London : Secoxd Prize, 20?.,

for his dappled brown, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. Thomas Fairman,

Themelthorpe, Aylsham, Norfolk.

The Stand Stud Compast, \^'hitefield, Manchester : Third Prize, 107., for

" Lord Beaconsfield," bay, 3 years-old ; bred by Mr. .7. Kirby, Burton
Fields, Stamford Bridge, Y'orks

;
sire, " Eosebeny ;" dam, " Flora," by

" The Earl."

George Burtox, Thorpe Willoughby, Selby, Yorkshire : tlie Eeserve Xun^r
to " Zetland," bay, 6 years-old ; bred by Mr. Laverack, Althorpe, How-
den, Y'ork.

Stallions suitable for getting Hackneys.

The Stand Stud Company, Whitefield, Manchester : First Prize, 30?.,

for " Star of the East," chestnut, 7 years-old ; bred by Mr. Cook, TTiixcn-

dale, I'orkshire
; sire, " Charley Merrylegs ;" dam by " North Star."

John Burton Barrow, Eingwood Hall, Chesterfield, Derbyshire : Second
Prize, 15?., for " Young Perfection," dark brown, 5 years-old ; bred by
Mr. Utting, Little Melton, Norwich; sire, "Old Perfection;" dam,
" Brunette," by " Don Carlos."

Wilijam Flanders, Feu House, Mildenliall, Suffolk : Third Prize, 57., for

" Eeality," brown, 4 years-old ; bred by himself ; dam by " Tamworth."

Hen'ry Eoundell, Black Horse Hotel, Otley, Yorkshire : the Be-ierve Xumler
to " Sir George Wombwell," brown, 7 years-old ; bred by Mr. Joshua
Y'eadon, Fewston, Otley

;
sire, " Sir George dam by " Matchless Merry-

legs " or " Grey Atlas."
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Pony Stallions, above 13 hands 2 inches and not exceeding 14 hands
- inches.

Christopher W. Wilsox, High Park, Kendal, Westmorelaml : First Prize,

25/., for " The Nobleman," black, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. YouDgman,
Wyndham, Norfolk ; sire, " Coufideuce."

Tom Stephenson', Barniston, Lowthorpe, Yorkshire : Second Prize, 15/., for

"Prince Charlie," brown, 5 years-old; bred by himself; sire, "Triffit's

Fireaway ;" dam, " Sally," by " Young Cbarlie."

The Stand Stud Company, Whitefield, Manchester : Third Prize, 5?., for

" Young Prickwillow," brown, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. Flanders, Fen
House, Jlildenhall

;
sire, " Confidence."

John Groitt, Womlbridgo, Suffolk : the Reserve Xiunher to " Honesty," brown,

5 years-old; bred by Mr. Farrow, Kempston Hall, Norfolk; sire, "Con-
fidence ;" dam, by " Piobin Hood."

Pony Stallions not exceeding 13 hands 2 inches.

Christopher W. "Wilson, High Park, Kendal : First Prize, 15/., for " Little

Wonder," brown, 7 years-old ; bred by ilr. Armes, Norwich ; sire,

" Confidence :" Second Prize, 10/., for " George 11." bay, 5 years-old
;

bred by himself; sire, "Sir George;" dam, "Lady Mary:" and Third
Prize, 5/., for " Sir Garnet Wolseley," brown, 2 years-old ; bred by Mr.
H. Hunt, Preston

;
sire, " Sir George ;" dam, hy " Kettledrum."

Arthur Jeryoise Scott, Potherfield Park, Alton, Hants: the Ileserve Nnmler
to " Prince Charming," bay, U years-old ; bred by himself ; sire, " Perfec-

tion ;" dam, " Cinderella."

Agricultural Mares and Foals.

Ed'W'ard and Alfred Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning : First Prize,

30/., for " Poppet," brown, 7 years-old (foal by " Young Tojisman "_)

;

breeder unknown.

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : Second Prize, 20/.,

for " Honest Lady," bay, 10 years-old (foal by " Samson ") ; breil by Mr.
Flintham, Somershani

;
sire, Welcher's " Honest Tom :" Third Prize,

10/., for " Beauty," black, 7 years-old (foal by Kite's " William the Con-
queror ") ; bred by !Mr. Potter, Lockington Grounds, Derby

; sire, Barton's
" Y'oung Champion :" and the Beserve Number to " Flora," brown, 6 years-

old (foal by "British Wonder"); bred by Mrs. MiUhouse, Sketchley Hall,

Hinckley
;

sire, " A 1."

Clydesdale Mares and Foals.

Andrew Montgomery, Boreland, Castle Douglas, N.B. : First Prize, 30/.,

for " Borness Bett," brown, 7 years-old ; bred by Mr. Sproat, Borness,

Kirkcudbright (foal by " Bonnie Scotland ")
;

sire, " Loch Fergus Cham-
pion" (449) ;

.lam, by " Victor " (892).

Egbert Loder, Whiltlebury, Towcester, Northamptonshire : Second Prize,

20/., for " Maggie," brow-n, 10 years-old (foal by "Chieftain"); breeder

luiknown ; sire, "Loch Fergus Champion'^ (449); dam, " Inkermann,"
by " Lord Byron " (473).
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John M. Maktix, Aucliendennan Farm, Balloch, Dumbartonshire: Third
Prize, 10?., for "Ranee," brown, 7 years-old (foal by "Prince Charlie,"

628) ; bred by Mr. H. Hardie, Bovvmains
;

sire, " Black Prince " (52)

;

dam, "Spark," by " Johnny Cope" (516).

John Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgow : the Heserve Number to
" Maggie," brown, 5 years-old (foal by " Prince Charlie ") ; bred by Mr.
Finlay, Wellheads, Midcalder

;
sire, " Galloway Bob dam, " Doughty,"

by " Lord Clyde."

Suffolk Mares and Foals.

Daniel Abbott Green, East Donyland, Colchester : First Prize, SOI., and the

Champion Cup,t value 25L, for " Smart," cliestnut, 9 years-old (foal by
Cant's " Captain ") ; bred by himself

;
sire, " President dam, " Darby."

Richard Garrett, Carleton Hall, Saxmundham, Suffolk : Second Prize, 20Z.,

for " Scot," chestnut, 10 years-old (foal by " Cupbearer the 3rd. ")

;

bred by the late Mr. T. Capon, Dennington, Wickhani Market; sire,

" Duke."

The Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, K.T., Easton Park, Wickham Market,
Suftblk : Third Prize, 10?., for " Bright Diamond," chestnut, 7 years-old

(foal by "Tip- top"); bred by Mr. C. Frost, Wherstead, Ipswich; sire,

" Monarch ;" dam, " Diamond."

Robert E. Lofft, Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, Suflblk : the Eeserve

Number to " Duchess," chestnut, age unknown (foal by " Cock Robin ")
;

bred by Mr. J. Harrison, Wordwell, Bury St. Edmunds.

Agricultural Fillies—Three Years old.

Lawrence Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, N. B. : First Prize, 20?., and the

Champion Cup,f value 25?,, for " Camilla," brown ; breeder unknown.

James Cronshaw, Erskine Street, Hulme, Manchester : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Cyprus," bright baj' ; bred by himself
;

sire, "Honest Tom;" dam,
" Dinah," by " Grey Confidence."

John Nix, Outseats Stud Farm, Alfreton, Derbyshire : Third Prize, 5?., for

" Jewess," black, breeder unknown
;

sire, Winsby's " Sweep ;" dam, by
Dack's " Matchless."

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : the Heserve Number
to his chestnut ; bred by Mr. B. Brown, St. Ives

;
sire, Daintree's " Grand

Prince."

Chjdesdale Fillies—Tliree Tears old.

John M. Martin, Auchendennan Farm, Balloch, Dumbartonshire : First
Prize, 20?., for " Effie Deans," bay ; bred by Mr. J. lialston, Milmaiw,
Stranraer

;
sire, " Lord Lyons" (489) ;

dam, "Jess," by " Victor" (892).

Robert Murdoch, Hallside, Newton, Lanarkshire : Second Prize, 10?., for

" Adela," brown; bred by Mr. A. Baxter, Auchenheath, Lesmahagon;
sire, " Warrior ;" dam, " Nancy," by Mr. Robertson's " Diamond."

t Given by Lord Waveney, President of the Suffolk Stud Book Association, for

the best Suftolk brood mare or filly.

I Given by tlic English Cavf, Horse Society for the best agricultural ninre or

tilly f^not Clydesdale or Suflblk), three years old or upwards.
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KoBERT LoDEK, WMttlebury, Towcester, Northaiuptonsliiie : Third Prizk,

51., for "Young Sally 11.," bay ; bred by Mr. Cbandos-Fole-Geil, Hoptoii

Hall, Wirksworth ; sire, " Locli Fergus Champiou " (449) ;
Jam, " Sally,"

by " Keir Byroa " (101).

James Cunxixgham, of Tarbroch, Dall)eattie, X.B. : the Reserve Number to

"Evelyn," bay; by Mr. Brock, Barns of Clyde; sire, "Time of Day ;"

dam, " Barns Maggie,"' by " Farmer."

Suffolk Fillies—Three Tears old.

Herman Biddell, Playford, Ipswich, Suffolk : First Prize, 20?., for " Bangle,"

chestnut ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Champion ;" dam, " Otley Pearl," by
Wilson's " President."

William Byford, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk : Second Prize, 10?., for

" Barmaid," chestnut ; bred by himself
;

sire, "Active;" dam, "Pride."

lUcHARD Garrett, Carleton Hall, Saxmuudham, Suffolk : Third Prize, 57.,

for "Fancy," chestnut; bred by ilr. FouMiam, Middleton, Yoxford,

Suffolk
;

sire, " Eetaliator."

Horace Woltox, Newbonrne Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk : the Ikserve Number
to " Newbourne Damsel," chestnut ; bred by himself ; sire, " Royalty ;"

dam, " Xewbourne Darling," by Cottingham's " Talbot."

Agricultural Fillies—Two Tears old.

William Welcher, Griston Hall, Watton, Norfolk : First Prize, 20?., and
the Champion Cup,t value 25?., for " Honest Lady," bay ; bred by Mr.
H. Cole, Flatt Bridge, Willingham, Cambs

;
sire, " King of the Feus."

James Forshaw, Blyth, Worksop, Notts : Second Prize, 10?., for " London
Maggie," bright bay ; bred by Mr. Gyles, Appleby Head, Worksop ;

sire,

" William the Conqueror."

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : Third Prize, 5?.,

for his bay ; bred by Mr. Marfit, King's Lynn
;

sire, Marster's " England's
Wonder ;" dam, by " World's Wonder :" and the Reserve Number to his

chestnut ; bred by Mr. !Moyes, Cambridge
;

sire, " Samson ;" dam, by
Welcher's " Honest Tom."

Clydesdale Fillies—Two Tears old.

H.R.H, THE Prince of Wales, Sandringham, Norfolk : First Prize, 20?.,

and the Champiox Cup,f value 25?., for his brown ; bred by Mr. Lawrence
Drew, Merryton, Hamilton

;
sire, " Prince of Wales ;" dam, " Old Kosie,"

by " Loch Fergus Champion."

John Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgow : Secoxd Prize, 10?., for

" Louisa," brown ; bred by Mr. Murdoch, East Haughen, Uddington ;
sire,

" Darnley ;" dam, " Bell," by " Young Campsie."

John M. Martin, Auchendennan Farm, Balloch, N.B. : Third Prize, 5?.,

for his bav; bred by Mr. P. Strovan, Dundinuie, Leswale, Stranraer;

sire, "Lord Lyon" (489) ;
dam, by"" Victor" (892).

t Given by the English Cart Horse Society for the best Two-year-old or
Yearling Agricultural Filly (not Clydesdale or Suffolk).

X Given by the Clydesdale Horse Society for the best Brood ^lare or FiUy in
the Clydesdale Classes.
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Robert Lodek, Wlnttlebury, Towcestev : the Iteserve Numher to " Jeannie

Sproat," bay; bred by Mr. J. Cunningham, Tarbroch, Dalbeattie; sire,

" Dandy Jim " (221) ;
dam, " Doll," by " Gla.lstone " (333).

Suffollc Fillies—Two Tears Old.

Samuel Toller, Letheringham Lodge, Wickhani ^Market, Suflfolk : First
Prize, 201., for " Duchess," chestnut ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Prince

Imperial dam, " Scot," by " Cupbearer."

The Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, K.T., Easton Park, Wickham Market,
Sufiblk : Second Petze, 10/., for " Yellow Diamond," chestnut ; bred by
himself; sire, "Cupbearer II.;" dam, "Bright Diamond," by "Monarch.'"

Alfred James Smith, Red House, Eendlesham, Woodbridge : Third Prize,

51., for " Maj' Queen,"chestnut ; bred by himself; sire " Prince Imperial
;''

dam, "Smart."

William Byfobd, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk : the Beserve Number to

"Empress," chestnut; bred by himself; sire, "Active;" dam, "Smart,"
by " Emperor."

Yearling Agricultural Fillies.

John Powell, Manor Farm, Bury Hunts: First Prize, 15?., for his bay-

brown; bred by himself; sire, "Honest Tom;" dam, " Diamond,'" bv
" Samson,"

Thomas Horrocks Miller, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire

:

Second Prize, 10?., for " Bessie," bay ; bred by Mr. W. Shaw, Thornton,
Poulton-le-Fylde ;

sire, " Honest Tom ;" dam, " Flower," by " England's

Glory."

Lawrence Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, X.B. : Third Prize, 5?., for his-

brown ; breeder unknown.

Henry Pulleine, Baxter Hall, Selby, Yorkshire : the Iteserve Numher to
" Topsy," chestnut ; bred by himself.

Yearling Clydesdale Fillies.

John M, Martin, Auchendennan Farm, Balloch, Dumbartonshire

:

-First

Prize, 15?., for his dark bay ; bred b}' Mr. J. Boss, Titwood, Dunlop, N.B.;

sire, "Young Lord Lj'on" (9'J4); dam, by "Loch Fergus Champion"
(14!l).

Thomas McQueen, Crofts, Dalbeattie, N.B. : Second Prize, 10?., for " Kelpie,""

bav ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Young Lord Lyon " (9!)J:)
;
dam, " Darling,"

by "Lorne" (499).

Lawrence Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, N.B. : Third Prize, 5?., for his

brown; bred by Mr. D. lliddell, Biackhall, Paisley, N.B.
;

sire, "Pope;"
dam, by " Young Lofty."

The Marquess of Londonderry, Sealiam Hall, Durham : the lieserve Number
to his brown; bred by himself; sire, "What Care I;" dam, "Nance,'
by " Hendrie's Farmer."

Yearling Suffollc Fillies.

William Toi.lkr, Gedgrave, Wickham Market, Suffolk: First Prize, 15?.,,

for "Shelduck," chestnut; bred by himself; sire, "Standard Bearer;"

dam, " Scoten."
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WiLi.TAji Btfokd, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk: Secoko Prize, 10/., for

liis chestnut; bred by himself; sire, "Volunteer;" dam, "Braise," bv
"The Hero."

EocERT E. LoFFT, Troston, Buiy St. E.lnnmil.*, Suffolk ; Thihd Prize, oh,

for " Jenny,*' dark chestnut : bred bv himself; sire, " Young Cupbearer
ilam, "Brisk."

Hunter Mares atid Foals.

George Leightox, Osgo<lby, Scarborough, Yorkshire: First Prize, 30?., for
•• Snowflake,'' bay, aiied (foal by " Landmark ") ; bred by ilr. Marris,

Lincolnshire
; sire, " ilagnum ;" dam, by " Professor Buck.''

John Gooduff, George Hotel, Huntingdon : Second Prize, 201., for " Evan-
geline," bay, aged (foal by " Julius '') : breeder nnknown ; dam, " Evan-
geline," by " Lambton " or " ilagnum."'

William Edward Oakelet, Cliff House, Atherstone : Third Prize, 10?., for

" Minerva," brown, about 12 years-old (foal by " Watchman ") ; breeder

unknown.

Robert E. Loitt, Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmund.*, Suffolk : the Eeserve

Number to " Battlement," bay, aseil (foal by "Gideon"); breeiler un-
known : sire, " Knight of Kars :" dam, " Miss Bettv."

Coaching Mares and Foals.

John Kirby, Burton Fields, Stamford Bridge, Yorkshire : First Prize, 20?.,

for " Flora," rich bay, 8 years-old (foal l>y the " Sultan ")
; bred by Mr.

Bilton, iJowthorp, Castle Howard, Yorks; sire, "ITie Earl;" dam, by
" Aristocrat :" and; Secojtd Prize, 10?., for " Yorkshire Lady," rich bay,

9 years-old (foal by " Lord Beacons6eld ") ; bred by Mr. J. Fawcett,

Belthorp Farm, Bishop Wilton, Yorks; sire, "Splendour;" dam, by
" Guardsman."

Walteb Shoolbbed, 127, Piccadilly, London : Third Prize, 5?., for " Lech-
lade," black brown, 14 years-old (foal by " Buxton ") ; breeder un-
known.

HacTcney Mares and Foals, above 14 hands 2 inches and not exceeding

15 hands 2 inches.

Thomas Horbocks Miller, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire

:

First Prize, 20?., for " Bella," brown, aged (foal by " The Squire ")

;

breeiAer unknown.

Chaeles Laxcasteb, Kilocram Grange, Bedule, Yorkshire : Secojtd Prize,
10?., for " Maid of All Work," brown, 10 years-old (foal by " Den-
mark ") ; bred by Mr. Thompson, Hurwortb, Darlinsaon ;

sire, " The
Norfolk Cob ;" dam, by " McOrviUe."

Aquila Kiret, Finckle Street, Market Wei^hton, Yorkshire : Third Prize,

5?., for " Xelly," bay, 10 years-old (foarby " Star of the East ") ; bred
by himself.

EDMirsT) Waller. M.D., E.X., Bridge Street, Peterborough : the Beserve
Number to " Kitty," brown, 12 years-old (foal by " Little Jim") ; breeder
unknown ; sire, " Lyden ;" dam by " Theon."
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Pony Mares and Foals, above 13 Jiands 2 inches and not exceeding

14 hands 2 inches.

Christopher W. Wilsox, High Park, Kendal, Westmoreland : First Prize,

151., for "Miss Constance," chestnut, about 7 years-old (foal by "Sir
George") ; breeder unknown.

George Frederick Statter, Park House, Whitefield, Manchester : Second
Prize, 10?., for "Polly," brown, aged (foal by " Young Prickwillow ")

;

breeder unknown.

Christopher W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal : Third Prize, 51., for " Lady
Polo," bay, 7 years-old (foal by " Sir George ") ; breeder unknown.

James Firth Crowther, Knowle Grove, Mirtield, Yorkshire : the Beserve

Numher to " Fairy," bay, 7 years-old (foal by " Charley Merrj^ Legs ")

;

breeder unknown
;

sire, " TrifiBt's Fireaway ;" dam by " Sir Charles."

Pairs of Agricultural Mares or Geldings,

Charles William Bkierley, Drinkwater Park, Prestwich, Manchester

:

First Prize, 30/., for " Champion," 7 years-old, "Jack," 7 years-old,

both bay ; breeders imknown.

John Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgowshire: Second Prize, 151, for

" Shel)a," chestnut, 8 years-old ; breeder unknown ;
" Darling," lirown,

7 j-ears-old ; breeder unknown.

Messrs. Watney and Co., Stag Brewery, Pimlico, London : the Beserve

liumher to " Sultan," 7 years-old, " Wager," 6 years old, both bay

;

breeders unknown.

Agricultural Geldings—Four Years old or upwards.

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: First Prize, 20?.,

for " Plougliboy," bay, 6 years-old ; bred by Mr. J. Brown, Coldham
Hall, Wisbech

; sire, " Farmer's Friend ;" dam by " Thumper."

Messrs. Cafferata and Co., Beacon Hill, Xewark-on-Trent : Second
Prize, 10?., for " Short," black, 6 years-old ; breeder unkuo\vTi.

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall ; Third Prize, 5?., for " Sultan,"

black, 5 years old ; bred liy Mr. Faller, liamsey
;

sire, Thacker's " Heart

of Oak."

John Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgow: the Beserve Numher to

" Lofty," brown, 7 years-old ; bred by Mr. McWilliams, Stranraer,

Ayr, N.B.
;

sire, " Clansman."

Agricultural Geldings—Three Tears old.

William Powell, Bank, Peterborough : First Prize, 15?., for " Pcince,"

roan ; bred by Mr. W. Bird, Foxley, Towcester, Northampton
; sire,

" Carlisle ;" dam, " Jewell."

Thomas Horrocks ]\Iiller, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire

:

Second Prize, 10?., Ibr "Thunder," bay, bred by himself; sire, "Honest
Tom ;" dam, " Topsey."

Agricultural Mares—Four Years old and upwards.

John Waddell, Inch, Bathgate, Linlithgow, X. B. : First Prize, 20?., for

" " Countess," brown, G years-old ; bred by Mr. W. Hawsworth, Bartoiv-

field, Derby
;

sire, " Lofty."
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Charles Beakt, Stow Bardolph, Downhani;Market, Xorfolk : Secoxd Peee,
10/., for " Lioness," chestnut, 7 years-old ; bred by Mr. W. B. Morris,

Thorney, Cambs
;

sire, " Nonpareil."

The Eael of Ellesmeke, Worsley Hall, Mancliester : Third Prize, oL, for

" Beauty," brown, 10 years-old ; bred by Mr. R. Griffin, Borough Fen,

Peterlwrough
;

sire, " Comet " : and the Jieservc Number to " Honest

Princess," bay, 8 years-old; bred by Mr. Frohock, Willingham; sire,

Welcher's " Honest Tom."

Hunter Mares or Geldings, Five Tears old and uimards, up to 15 stone.

John Ssowdox Forster, Lowick House, Beal, Northumberland: First

Prize, 50/., for " King John," brown gelding, 6 years-old ; bred by Mr.

J. Dawson, jun., Trithington Hall, Morpeth : sire, " Lucifer ;" dam,
" Countess," by " Will-o"-the-Wisp."

Cecil Hesbt Legard, Boynton, Bridlington, Yorkshire : Secosd Prize, 20/.,

for " Blacklock," dark dappled bay gelding, 6 years-<Dld ; bred by Mr.

J. Jackson, Routh, Beverley, Yorks
;

sire, " Torreador tlam by
" Robinson."

Fitz-Oldakeb, Gerrard's Cross, Slough, Bucks : Third Prize, 10/., for his

bay gelding, aged ; breeder unknown
;
sire, " Voltigeur ;" dam by " British

German."

AiTDREw JoHK Bro\vs, Xorth Elmshall Hall, Pontefract, Yorks : the Beserve

Number to " Gambler," chestnut gelding, 6 years-old ; breeder unknown

;

sire, " Knave of Hearts ilam by " Em^jeror."

Hunter Mares or Geldings, up to 12 stone—Fire Years old

and upicards.

Axdrew John Bkowk, Xorth Elmshall Hall, Pontefract : First Prize,

30/., for " Cockney," bay gelding, 5 years-old ; breeder unknown
;

sire,

" Londoner ;" dam bj- " Arthur."

Charles Rose, Brook Bank, Malton, Yorks : SECo;a) Prize, 15/., for " His
Majesty," bay gelding, 6 years-old ; bred by Mr. J. Steward, Penrith,

Cumberland; sire, "Lord Hastings."

Richard Phipps, Spencer Parade, X'orthampton : Third Prize, 10/., for

" Emperor," black gelding, 8 years-old ; breeder unknown.

Charles Cooper Hayward, Southill, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire : the Beserce

Number to " Ferryman," bay gelding ; breeder unknown.

Hunter Geldings—Four Years old.

Johx Yocxg, Kenley, Surrey : First Prize, 15/., for " Yeoman," chestnut

;

bred by the late Sir George Cholmondley
;

sire, " Ploughboy ;" dam,
" Bellona," by " Angelus."

Andrew John Browx, North Elmshall Hall, Pontefract : Second Prize, 15/.,

for " Katerfelto," bay ; breeder imknown
;

sire, " Decjrator."

Foord Prestox Newtox, Norton Cottage, Malton, Yorks : Third Prize,

10/., for " Golden Plover," chestnut ; bred by ^Mr. Barker, Cowton,
Northallerton

;
sire, " East Coast."
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Thomas Rose, Melton Magna, Wymondham, Norfolk : the Reserve Number
to "Fox Cover," bay; bred by Mr. T. J. Eobinson, Lcckby, Assenby,
Tliirsk

; sire, " Argyle ;" dam," Go-a-head."

Hunter Marcs—Four Tears old.

Thomas Heath Fodex, Givendale Grange, Borobridge, Yorks : First Prize,

25/., for " Princess," grey ; bred by Mr. J. Snarry, Marramatt Farm,
Sledmere; sire, " Morocco ;" dam, by " Eaven.sbiU."

George Blaxd Battams, Kilworthy, Tavistock, Devon : Second Prize, 15^.,

for " Nancy Lee," brown ; bred by Mr. Andrews, Totnes ;
sire, " Make

Haste."

Hunter Geldinfjs— Three Years old.

Edward James Davy, Gulholme, Owersby, Market Pasen, Lincoln.sliire :

First Prize, 20/., for "Prime Minister," chestnut; bred by liiinself;

sire, " Vulcan ;" dam by " Magnum."

William Anderson, Houghton, Carlisle, Cumberland: Second Prize, 10/.,

for "The Mystery," chestnut; bred by Mr. W. H. Mulcaby, Pally-

iiooran; sire, "Fenian ;" dam, "Tipple Cider."

John Powell, Manor Farm, Bury, Hunts : Third Prize, 5/., for " Wood-
man," chestnut ; l)red by Mr. George Ekens, Warboys, Hunts ;

sire,

" Lifeboat."

PiicHARD Garrett, Carleton Hall, Saxmnndham, Suffolk : the Heserve
Number to his bay; bred by himself; sire, " The Beadle ;" dam, "The
Nun."

Hunter Mares—Three Years old.

James Tomlinson, Lutton Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincolnshire : First Prize,.

20/., for " Princess Margaret," bright bay ; bred by himself ;
sire,,

" Egbert ;" dam by " Sloughy."

Coaching Mares or Geldings—Three Years old.

John Kirby, Burton Fields, Stamford P.ridge, Yorks: First Prize, 20/,

for " Yorkshireman," bay gelding ; bred by the late Mr. Cuss, Green.

Hammerton, Yorks
;

sire, " Sir Garnet."

Coaching 3I(ires or Geldings above Three Years old, suitable for
Omnibus Work.

IxGLK F. Thoday, Willingham, St. Ives: First Prize, 20/.,f for his chestnut

gelding, 9 years-old ; bred l>y Mr. W. Few, Wentworth, Ely.

The London General Omnibus Company (Limited), G Finsbury Square,

London : the Reserve Number to their bay mare, 5 years old ; breeder

unknown.

f Given by the London General Omnibus Conii)aiiy.
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Haclcney Mares or Geldings, above 14 hands 2 inches and not exceeding

15 hands 2 inches, and up to not less than 15 stone.

John Robinson, Cleveland House, Hull : First Prize, 201., for " Charles the

2nd," dark-chestnut gelding, 8 years-old; bred by Mr. Fevvston, Watton,
Driffield.

John P. Crompton, Tliornholm, Burton Agnes, Hull : Second Prize, 10/.,

for Discord," chestnut geldins, 4 years-old ; bred by himself; sire,

"Denmark ;" dam by " St. Giles."

James Ritchie, the Limes, Church End, Finchley, Middlesex : Third Prize,

5/., for " Lincoln," brown gelding, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. M.Harrison,
Barton, Driffield

;
sire, " Lord Stanley."

Sir Pryse Peyse, Bart., Gogerddan, Bowstreet (via Shrewsbury, R. S. 0.) :

the Beserve Number to " The Dean," bay gelding, 7 years-old ; bred b}'

Mr. Rees, Cilgellcarrol, Lampeter
;

sire, " Sailor Bach."

Jlachieij Mares or Geldings, above 14 hands 2 inches and not exceeding

15 hands 2 inches, and up to not less than 12 stone.

John Robinson, Cleveland House, Coltman Street, Hull : First Prize, 207.,

for " Lady Watton," brown mare, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. Sterriker,

Walton, Driffield
;

sire, " Denmark ;" dam by " Old Rattler."

Christopher W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal, Westmoreland: Second Prize,

10/., for " Sunbeam," bay gelding, 8 years-old; breeder unknown; sii-e,

" Bay President."

The Stand Stud Company, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester : Third Prize,

5?., for " Silver Locks," chestnut gelding, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. Major,

Sledmere, Yorkshire
;

sire, " Denmark."

Henry Villar, New Court House, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham : the lieserve

Number to " Yorkshire Lass," brown mare, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. H.
Clay, Northallerton

;
sire, " Van-Galen ;" dam, by " Augur."

Ladies' Haclcney Marcs or Geldings, not exceeding 15 hands.

Dr. Edmund Waller, R.N., Bridge Street, Peterborough : First Prize, 20/.,

for " Comet," grey marc, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. Ernest Simpkins,
Ablington, Marlborough

;
sire, " Tympanum."

Francis Cook Matthews, Easterfield House, Driffield, Yorks : Second Prize,

10/., for " Zephyr," brown mare, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. H. Moore,
Hutton, Cranswick, Hull

;
sire, " Fireaway."

Christopher Simpson, Hartendale House, Flambro', Hull : the Reserve

Number to " Chance," dark brown mare, 6 years-old
; bred by himself

;

sire, Triffit's " Fireaway ;" dam by " Guicowar."

Haclcney Mares or Geldings, above 13 hands 2 inches and not exceeding

14 hands 2 inches.

William Henry Mawdsley, Astley House, Sharpies, Bolton, Lancashire

:

First Prize, 15/., for " Queen of the Fairies," bay mare, 7 years-old

;

bred by Mr. C. W. Wilson, High Park, Kendal, Westmoreland : sire,

"Young Charlie."
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Fkaxk Holeswop.th, Shipton, Market Weighton, Yorks : Second Prize, 10?.,

for "The Swell," dark chestnut gelding, 5 years- old ; bred by Mr.

J. Lee, Broiinsey House, Harswell, Pocklington ;
sire, " King Charley,"

by " Prickwillow."

Francis Cook ^Iatthews, Easterfield House, Driffield, Yorkshire : Thiri>

Prize, o?., for " Reciprocity," bay gelding, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr.
Eobert Carr, Low Farm, Kilham, Yorks; sire, "Denmark."

George Samuel Hall, Ely, Cambs : the Beserve Numher to " Beauty,"
dark bay mare, G years-old ; breeder unknown.

Pony Mares or Geldings above 12 handii 2 incites and not exceeding

13 hands 2 inches.

William Henry Mawdslet, Astley House, Sharpies, Bolton-le-Moors, Lan-
cashire : First Prize, 15?., for " Fanny," bay mare, 5 years-old ; breeder

unknown.

William Foster, Grove Villas, Pontefract, Yorks : Second Prize, 10?., for
" Novelty," brown gelding, 6 years-old ; breeder unknown.

George Clarke, Lutton Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincolnshire : Third Prize,

5?., for " Jeannette," brown mare, 4 j-ears-old ; bred by himself; sire,.

'• Burghly."

P<'ni/ Marts or Geldings, not exceeding 12 hands 2 inches.

William Henkv Mawdslet, Astley House, Sharpies, Bolton, Lancashire.'

First Prize, 15/., for " Tiny," bay mare, 6 years-old; breeder unknown :

sire, " Sir George."

James Watney, .Tun., il.P., Thorney House, Palace Gate, London : Second
Prize, 5?., for "Prince," grey gelding, (i years-old; bred by Mr. T.

Baker, Lynton, Devon.

William Foester, Grove Villas, Pontefract : Third Prize, 5?., for " Toby,"'

black gelding, 8 years-old ; breeder unknown.

MULES.

Mules, ahore 15 hands, snitahle for Agricultural and Heavy Draught
purposes.

Chaeleb Lem.ie Sutherland, Coombe, Croydon, Surrey : First Prize^ 20?.,.

for " Beauty," grey Poitou, 9 years-old : Second Prize, 10?., for " Blos-

som," brown Poitou, 11 years-old : and Third Prize, 5?., for "Brunette,"
brown Poitou, 9 years-old.

Charles Maxfield Hodsoll, Loose Court, Maidstone, Kent: the Beserve

Nnmbcr to his iron-grey, 5 years-old.

Mnles, not exceeding 15 hands, for general purposes.

Charles Leslie Sutherland, of Coombe, Croydon, Surrey : FiiiST Prize^

20?., for "Centennial Harry," piebald, 8 years-old; bred in Kentucky.
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Joseph Charles Parkinson, Dock House, Newport, Monmouthshire : Second
Prize, 10?., for " Dana," brown, 4 years-old : bred by Sir George Elliot,

Bart., M.P., Aberamau : sire, " Hassan " (Egyptian) ,• dam, a Welsh
lK)ny.

The Duke of Beaufort, K.G., Badminton, Chippenham, Wilts : Thiro
Prize, 5/., for " Blanche," bay, aged ; breeder imknown.

The Aylesbury Dairy Cosipany', 31, St. Petersburg Place, Bayswater,

Loadon : the Beserve Number to " Marie," bay Pyrcnean or Spanish,

3 years-old ; bred by 3il. Denis, Buzidelat.

ASSES.

Stallion Asses, three years old and upicards.

Charles Leslie Sutherland, Coombe, Croydon, Surrey : First Prize, 20?.,

for " Comte de Vitre," brown Poiton, 4 years-old.

Lord Arthur Cecil, Orchardmains, Innerleithen, N.B. : Second Prize, 10/.,

for " David," black Poitou, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. C. L. Sutherland,

Coombe, Croydon
;

sire, " Cormillon dam, " Comtesse."

Sir George Eliot, Bart., M.P., of Aberamau House, Aberdare, Glamorgan-
shire : the Beserve Number to " Hassan," white Egyptian, 8 years-old.

She Asses.

Charles Leslie Sutherland, Coombe, Croydon, Sun-ey : First Prize, 20?.,.

for " Adele," brown Poitou, aged.

Edward Pease, Greencroft, Darlington, Co. Durham : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Jenny," brown, 3 years-old ; bred by Exhibitor
;

sire, " Leon," a
Poitou ;

dam, a Maltese.

Lord Arthur Cecil, Orchardmains, Innerleithen, N.B. : the Beserve Number
to " Jenny Lind," black, 3 years-old ; bred by Mr. C. L. Sutherland,

Coombe, Croydon ;
sire, " Comtc de Poitou ;" dam, " Prima Donna."

CATTLE.

Shorthorn BuUs above Tliree Years old.

Lord Eathdonnell, Lisnavagh, TuUow, Co. Carlow : First Prize, 50?., for
" Anchor " (32,947), roan, 5 years, 4 months, 1 week, 5 days-old ; bred
by Mr. Richard Chaloner, King's Fort, Moynalty, Co. Meath

; sire, " Kino-

James" (28,971) ;
dam, " Alma 2nd," by " Hohenlohe" (18,074) ; g. iT,

" Alma," by " Crusade " (7938) ;
gr, g. d., " Georgia," by " The Stuart

"

(7623), gr. g. g. d., " Zuleika," by " Norfolk " (23^77).

Thomas Willis, Jun., Manor House, Carjierby, Bedale, Yorkshire: Second
Prize, 25?., for " Rear-Admiral " (37,310); roan, 4 year, 3 weeks, 2
davs-old ; bred by himself; sire, "Admiral Windsor;" (32,912); dam,
"Windsor's Hyacinth," by "Windsor's Prince" (32,164); g. d..
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"Camelia Windsor," bv "Windsor Fitz-Wiudsor " (25,458); gr. g. d.,

" Camelia," bv " Royal Alfred " (18,748) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Mayflower," bv

" Knight of the Garter " (13,124).

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsle}- Hall, Manchester : Third Prize, 15?., for

" Attractive Lord " (32,968), red and white, 5 years, 1 mouth, 1 day-old ;

bred bv Mr. T. Pears, Hackthome, Lincoln; sire, " Knight of Killerbv"

(28,999); dam, "Attraction,"' by "Robin" (24,968); g. d., "Alice
Buckingham,-' by " Rovai Buckingham" (20,718); gr. g. d., "Anna
Maria," by " Sir Roger " (16,991) ;

gr. g. g. d., « Adelaide," by " The
Squire" (12,217).

JoHX OuTHWAiTE, Baiuesse, Catterick, Yorkshire : Fourth Prize, lOZ., for

" Royal Windsor " (28,890), white, 10 years, 5 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-

old ; bred by ilr. T. Willis, !Manor House, Carperbv, Bedale
;

sire,

"Windsor Fitz-Windsor " (25,458); dam, "Royal Lilv," by "Fitz-
Clarence" ri4,552); g. d., "Water Lily," bv "The Silkey Laddie"

(10,947) ;
gr. g. d., " Lily of the Kile," by " XVilberforce " (9830) ; gr.

g. g. d., " Lily of the Valley," by " Hartforlh " (9191).

William Ldctox, Sheriff Hutton, York : the Heserve Xumber to " Sir Arthur
Ingram " (32,490), roan, 7 years, 5 months, 6 days-old ; bred b}' him-
self; sire, "Sergeant-Major" (29,957); dam, " Fragrance," bj' "Moun-
tain Chief" (20,'383)

; g. d., " MissTopsy," by " Blood Royal" (17,423)

;

S.Y. g. d., " Yorkshire Lass," by " Magnus Troil " (14,880) ;
gr, g. g. d.,

" BeautjV by " Bates" (12,451).

Sliortlwrn Bulls ahove Two and not exceedhiij Three Yeais old.

Thomas Willis, J un., !Manor House, Carperby, Bedale, Yorkshire : First
Prize, 25?., for " Vice-Admiral " (89,257), roan, 2 years, 10 months, 1

week, 5 days-old; bred by himself; sire, " Admiral Windsor" (32,912);
dam, "Windsor's Hyacinth," by "Windsor's Prince" (32,164); g. d.,

" Camelia Windsor," by " Winsor Fitz-Windsor " (25,458) ;
gr. g. d.,

" Camelia," by " Royal Alfred (18,748) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Mayflower," bv

" Knight of the Garter " (13,124).

CoLOSTEL R. KiGEL F. KiN'GSCOTE, C.B., M.P., Kingscote, Wotton-under-
Edge, Gloucestershire: Second Prize, 10?., for "Cowslip Boy " (38,051),
roan, 2 years, 7 mouths, 1 week, 4 days-old ; bred by himself ; sire,

"Duke of Hillhurst" (28,401) ;
dam, "Cowslip Sth," by " Oxford Beau"

(29,485); g. d., " Cowslij) 3rd," by "Grand Duke 11th" (21,849); gr.

d., "Cherry Cheeks," by "Mac Turk" (14,872); gr. g. g. d.,

"Cherry Lips," by "Cherry Duke 2nd" (14,265).

'Bradbury William Tassell, Hode, Patrixbourne, Canterburj': Third
Prize, 10?., for "Osman" (40,415), roan, 2 years, 5 months, 3 weeks,

5 days old ; bred bv Mr. R. Burn Blyth, Woolhampton, P.eading sire,

" AljAonso " (32,943) ;
dam, " Duchess Marie 2nd," by '= Duke of Kennett

"

(30,977) ; g. d., "Valentine," by " Tarn O'Shanter " (20,930) ;
gr. g. d.,

" Rosa Bonheur,"' by " Prince Imperial" (16,740); gr. g. g. d., " Rosa,"

by "Marmaduke " (14,897).

Alexander Hexry Bkowke, Callaly Castle, Alnwick, Northumberland :

Foui;th Prize, 5?., for "Patricio" (38,852), roan, 2 years, 6 months,
1 day-old: bred by himself; sire, "Pioneer" (35,042) ;' dam, "Merry
Princess," by " Merry Monarch " (22,349) ; g. d., " Princess," bv " Abbots-

ford" (23,256); gr. g. d., "Wolvision Princess," by "Wolviston" (19,103);
gr. g. g. d., " Ettrick Princess," by " Ettrick" (14,518).
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James Slee Bclt, Dodhill Hoiise, Kinsston, Taunton : the Reserve Number
to " Duke of Hazlecote 48th " (39,742), roan, 2 years, 3 months, 2

weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., Kingscote

Park, Wotton-under-Ediie
;

sire, "Duke of Hillhurst" (28,401); dam,
"Honey 24tb,"' by "Second Duke of Wetherby" (21,618); g. d.,

" Honey 15th," by " Duke of Clarence " (19,611) ;
gr. g. d., " Honeydew,"

by " Viceroy " (13,945) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Helen," by " Oregon " (8371),

Shorthorn Yearling Bulls, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

William Handlet, Green Head, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland : First Prize,

25Z., for " Master Harbinger " (40,324), roan, 1 year, 7 months, 1 week,

6 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, "Alfred the Great" (36,121) ;
dam,

" Earl's Flora," by " Earl of Egliuton " (23,832) ; g. d., " Flora Cobham,"
by " Marquis of Cobham " (22,299) ; gr. g. d., " Flower of Fitz-Clarence,"

by " Alfred Fitz-Clarence " (19,215) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Miss Nicety," by

"Veteran" (13,941).

The Eev. Egbert Bruce Kenxaed, Marnhull, Blandford, Dorset : Second
Prize, 15^., for " Prince Kegent," roan, 1 year, 5 months, 2 weeks, 3

days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Grand Duke of Oxford " (28,763)

;

dam, " Queen Anne," by "Lord Stanley 2nd " (26,745) ; g. d., " Queen
Bertha," by "Macaroni" (24,498); gr. g.d., "Mildred," by "Duke of

Korfolk " (17,735) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Moss Kose," by " Fanatic " (17,828).

William Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York : Third Prize, 101., for " Arthur
Benedict," roan, 1 year, 4 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Paul Potter " (38,854) ;
dam, " Maleta," by " Sir Arthur Ingram "

(32,490); g. d., "Maid of Honour," by " Sergeant-Major" (29,957) ;
gr. g. d.,

" Hand Maid," by " May Day " (20,323) ;
gr. g. g. d., " White Rose,"

by " Magnus Troil " (14,880).

LoBD Arthur Cecil, Orchardmains, Innerleithen, Peeblesshire, N.B. : Fourth
Prize, 5?., for " Wild Oxonian " (40,927), roan, 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks,

3 days-old ; bred by Mr. Thomas Wilson, Shotley Hall, Northumberland

;

sire, "Duke of Oxford 31st" (33,713); dam, "Wild Eyebright," by
" Sixth Duke of Geneva " (30,959) ; g. d., " Wild Eyes Duchess," by
"Grand Duke 9th » (19,879); gr. g. d., "Wild Eyes 19th," by " La-
blache" (16,353); gr. g. g. d., "Wild Eyes 18th," by "Solon" (13,766).

James Snaret, Maramatt Farm, Sledmere, York : the Beserve Number to

"Lord of Ryedale" (40,214), roan, 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-
old ; bred by himself; sire, "Oxford Ryedale 2nd" (34,991); dam,
"Wild Rose?' by "Ignoramus" (28,887); g. d., "Early Rose," by
"Duke of Towneley" (21,615); gr. g. d., "Victoria Rose," by "Sir
Roger" (16,991); gr. g. g. d., "Lady Victoria," by "Monk" (11,824).

Sliorthorn Bull Calves, above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

Joseph Stratton, Alton Priors, Marlborough, Wilts : Fiest Prize, 201., for
" Mercury," red, 11 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Paragon" (37,176); dam, "Minerva," by "Eighth Duke of York"
(23,808); g. d., " Europa," by "Windsor Castle" (21,118); gr. g. d.,

"Lilla," by "Hermit" (14,697); gr. g. g. d., " Eurydice 2nd," by "Lord
of the Manor " (14,836).

Jabez Cruse, Cleave Farm, Bulkworthy, Brandiscorner, North Devon : Second
Prize, 151., for " The Eight Honourable Devonshire Dumpling," red and
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white, 9 months, 1 week, 5 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Oxford
Duke 10th" (38.830); dam, "Charmer 2nd," by "Eoyal Windsor"
(29,890) ;

gr.d.," Charmer," by "Cistercian" (28,202) ;
gr. g. d.," Charm,"

by "Bullion" (15,703); gr. g. g. d., "Cygnet," by "Captain" (14,229).

Thomas Wilson, Shotley Hall, Northumberland: Third Prize, 101., for

" Wild Freshman," roan, 11 months, 1 week, 2 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Duke of Oxford 31st" (33,713); dam, "Wild Eye-
bright," by « Sixth Duke of Geneva " (30,959) ; g. d., " Wild Eyes
Duchess," by "Grand Duke 9th" (19,879); gr. g. d., "Wild Eyes
19th," by "Lablache" (16,353); gr. g. g. d., " Wild Eyes I8th," by
"Solon" (13,766).

John Aubrey Mumfokd, Brill House, Thame, Oxfordshire : Fourth Prize, 5?.,

for "Country Boy," red, 10 months-old; bred by himself; sire, "Third.
Duke of Kirklevington " (33,684) ;

dam, " Country Lass," by " Notley "

(31,991) ; g. d., "Camilla," by "Earl of Lancaster" (21,647); gr. g. d.,

" Criterion," by " Earl Ducie " (17,767) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Cricket," by

" Sorcerer" (13,772).

John Thompson, Badminton, Chippenham, AVilts: the Reserve Number to

"Lord Darlington 18th," roan, 11 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself;

sire, "Grand Duke of Gloucester" (36,721); dam, "Darlington 15th,"

by " Grand Duke of York " (24,071) ; g. d., " Darlington 10th," by
" Fourth Duke of Oxford " (11,387) ;

gr. 2. d., " Darlington 1st," by
"Thomas" (5471); gr. g. g. d., " Pretty Maid," by "Eryholme" (3736).

The Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park, Stamford : the Champion PRiZE,t

value 1001, for " Teleraachus 6th."

Shorthorn Cows, above Tliree Years old.

Teasdale Hilton Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick, Yorkshire : First

Prize, 20?., for " Grateful," roan, 4 years, 6 months, 5 days-old, in-milk

and in-calf, calved March 4, 1879; bred by himself; sire, "M. C.

"

(31,898); dam, " Gerty 3rd," by "Knight of the Shire" (26,552);

g. d., " Gerty," by " Vain Hope " (23,102) ;
gr. g. d., " Garland," by

"Grand Master" (24,078); gr. g. g. d., "Bridget," by "Highthom"
(13,028).

The Marquis of Exeter, Burghley House, Stamford: Second Prize, 15?.,

for " Telemacina," roan, 5 years, 7 months, 1 week, 3 days-old, in-calf;

bred by himself; sire, "Telemachns" (27,603); dam, "Lady Penrhyn,"

by "Third Duke of Wharfdale" (21,619); g. d., "Nonpareil 21st," by
"Duke of Geneva" (19,614); gr. g. d., "Nonpareil 20th," by " Mar-
madiike" (14,897); gr. g. g. d., "Nonpareil 19th," by "Matadore"

(11,800).

James Slee Bult, Dodhill House, Kingston, Taunton : Third Pbize, 101.,

for " Annette," white, 4 years, 2 weeks, 4 days-old, in-milk and in-calf,

calved Sept. 20, 1878 ; bred by himself
;
sire, " Cardinal " (28,144) ;

dam,

"Anemone 9tb," by " Grand Sultan" (26,311) ;
g. d., "Anemone 7th," by

" Augustus Windsor " (19,248) ;
gr. g. d., " Anemone 3rd," by " Upstart"

(9760) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Anemone," by " Allan-a-Dale " (7778).

Benjamin St. John Ackers, Prinknash Park, Painswick, Gloucestershire:

Fourth Prize, .5Z., for " Lady Carew 2nd," light roan, 3 years, 9 months,

1 week, 2 days-old, in-milk, calved March 14, 1879 ; bred by himself;

t Given by the Mansion House Committee for the best Shorthorn Male.
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sire, '"Count7 Member" (28,263); dam, "Lady Jane," by "Baron
Killerby" (23,364); g. d., "Miracle," "Prince James" (20,554);
gr. g. d"., " Heather Bell," by " Hero" (18,055); gr. g. g. d., "Fanny," by
"Kubens" (5027).

Her Majesty the Qceex, Windsor Castle : the Reserve Xumher to " Cawlina

5th," roan, 5 years, 1 month, 3 weeks-old, in-calf; bred by Her Majesty,

Prince Consort's Shaw Farm, Windsor
;
sire, " King Tom " (31,521) ;

dam,
" Cawlina 2nd," by " Prince of Saxe-Coburg " (20,b76)

; g. d., " Cawlina,"

bv "Prince Alfred" (13,494); gr. g. d , "Cold Cream," by "Earl of

Dublin " (10,178) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Pansy," by " Gray Friar " (9172).

Shorthorn Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, above Tico and not exceeding Three

Tears old.

Fbascis J. Satile Foljambe, M.P., Osberton Hall, Worksop, Notts : Fiest
Prize, 20?., for " Azucena," roan, 2 years, 10 moijths, 1 week, 6 days-old,

in-calf; bred by himself ; sire, " Sweet Pea " (35,708) ; dam, "Zinjara,"

bv " Knight of the Crescent" (26,547) ; g. d., " Zinganee," by " Knight
of the Garter " (22,062) ; gr. g. d., " Gipsy Queen," bv " Imperial Windsor "

(18,086) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Sybil," by " May Duke " (16,553).

The Dcke of Richmond axd Gordok, K.G., Gordon Castle, Fochabers, X.B.

:

Second Prize, 15/., for "Chief Lustre," roan, 2 years, 7 months, 1 week-
old, in-milk, calved March 26, 1879; bred by himself; site, "Chief
Officer " (36,359) ;

dam, " Lustre 15th," by " Roval Hope" (32,392) ; g. d.,

" Lustre 12th," bv " Baron Colling " (25,560) ;' gr. g. d., " Lustre 10th,"

bv " Michigan " (24,594) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Lustre 5th," by " Prince Arthur"

(16,723).

David Pugh, Manoravon, Llandilo, Carmarthenshire : Third Prize, 107., for

" Czarina 12th," roan, 2 years, 10 months, 4 weeks-old, in-calf ; bred by
himself; sire, "Duke of Albemarle" (28,355); dam, "Czarina 9th," by
"Falconer" (23,907); g. d., " Czarina 5 th," by "Earl of Elgin "(21,642);

gr. 2. d., "Zoe," by "Prince William" (20,607); gr. g. g. d., "Czarina

4thi" by "Libra" (18,197).

Albert Brasset, Heythrop Park, Ciiipping Xorton, Oxon : Fourth Prize,

5?., for " Jemima 4th," red and white, 2 years, 11 months, 4 weeks-old, in-

calf; bred bv himself; sire, " Parallax " (35,009) ;
dam, "Jemima," by

" Duke of To'wneley " (21,615) ; g. d., " Jennet," by " Havelock " (14,676)

;

gr. g. d., "Jenny Koyal," by " Koyal" (13,636); gr. g. g. d., " Jenny
Lind," by " Fitzhardinge " (8073).

Her Majesty the Quees*, Windsor Castle : the HeserveXumber to "Ca.v^l\i33k

9th," roan, 2 years, 7 months, 1 week, 6 days-old, in-milk and in-calf,

calved February 20, 1879 ; bred by Her Majestv, Prince Consort's Shaw
Farm, Windsor; sire, -." Manrico " (26,805); dam, "Cawlina 5th," by
"King Tom" (31,521); g. d., "CawUna 2nd," by "Prince of Saxe
Coburg " (20,576) ;

gr. g. d. "Cawlina," bv "Prince Alfred " (13,494) ;

gr. g. g. d., " Cold Cream," by " Earl of Dublin " (10,178).

Shorthorn Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

Teasdale H. HcTcaIxso^-, Manor House, Catterick, Yorkshire : First Prize,
20Z., and the Champion Prize,! value 100?., for " Gainful," roan, 1 year,

8 months, 1 week, 2 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " King Alfonso "

t Given by the Mansion Honsc Coinmittee for the best Shorthorn Female.
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(36,832); dam, "Grateful," by " M. C." (31,898); g. d., "Gerty 3rd,"

by « Knidit of the Shire " (26,552) ;
gr. g. d., " Gerty," by " Vain

Hope " (23,102) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Garland," by " Grand Master " (24,078).

LoKD FiTZHAHDiNGE, Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire : Second Prize, 15L,
for " Kirklevington Empress 3rd," roan, 1 year, 10 months, 1 week,
6 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Duke of Connanght " (33,604) ;

dam,
" Kirklevington Empress," by " Second Duke of Tregunter " (26,022) ;

g. d., " Siddington 7th," by " Seventh Duke of York " (17,754) ;
gr. g. d.,

" Siddington 3rd," by " Seventh Duke of York " (17,754) ;
gr. g. g. d.,

"Kirklevington 7th," by "Earl of Derby" (10,177).

"William Hosken and Son, Loggan's Mill, Hayle, Cornwall : Tiiird Prize,

10^., for " Pose of Oxford 3rd," roan, 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks-old

;

bred by themselves; sire, "Second Baron Wild Eyes" (30,497) ;
dam,

" Rose of Oxford," by " Fifth Earl of Oxford " (28,515) ; g. d., " White
Eose," by " Thorndale Mason " (23,067) ;

gr. g. d., " Moss Pose," by
" Prince Frederick" (16,734) ;

gr. g. g. d., "Fancy 2nd," by "Sir John
Barleycorn " (12,085).

David Pugh, Manoravon, Llandilo, Carmarthenshire : Fourth Prize, bl., for

" Tulip 4th," roan, 1 year, 4 months, 5 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Falmouth" (38,268); dam, "Tulip," by "Prince of the Emi.ire"

(20,578); g. d., " Topsy," by "Britain" (17,463); gr. g. d., "Tabby,"
by "Purifan" (20,614); gr. g. g. d., "Topsy 2nd," by "General"
(16,100): and i\\e Beserve Number to "Marchioness Manoravon 4th,"

white, 1 year, 8 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Falmouth "

(38,268); dam, "Marchioness Manoravon 1st," by "Lord Abbot"
(29,052) ; g. d., " Marchioness," by " Lord Lyons " (26,677) ; gr. g. d.,

" Mistress Mary," by " Baron Warlaby " (7813) ;
gr. g. g. d., " Water

Witch," by "Koyal Buck" (10,750).

Sliorthorn Heifer Calves, above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

Lord Fitzhardinge, Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire: First Prize, 201.,

for " Lady Wild Eyes 15th," red and white, 10 months, 1 week-old ; bred

by himself; sire, "Duke of Connaught" (33,604); dam, "Ladv Wild
Eyes 6th," by " Second Duke of Tregunter " (26,022) ; g. d., "" Lady
Wild Eyes 3rd," by " Cherry Grand Duke " (23,554) ;

gr. g. d., " Lady
Wild Eyes 2nd," by "Touchstone" (20,986); gr. g. g. d., "Ladv Wild
Eyes," by " Weathercock " (9815).

Mrs. Sarah Jane Pert, Coolcronan House, Ballina, Co. Mayo: Second

Prize, 15?., for " Madeline Bencdicta," roan, 10 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-old;

bred by her.self; sire, "Poyal Benedict" (27,348); dam, "Blvthe

Butterfly," by "Lord Blythe" (22,126); g. d., "Alice Butterfly," by
" Master Butterfly " (13,311) ;

gr. g. d., " Alice 2nd," by " Duke of Athol"

(10,150); gr. g. g. d., "Madeline," by "Marcus" (2262).

Sir John Henry Greville Smyth, Bart., Ashton Court, Bristol: Tmno
Prize, 101., for "Lady Asliton 4th," red and little white, 9 months, 2

weeks, 4 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Duke of Connaught " (33,604);

dam, " Lady Ashton 2ml," by " Earl of Leicester 3rd" (33,804); g. d.,

"Lady Penrhyn,"by "Oxford Duke" (27,019); gr. g. d., "Nosegay,"

by "Earl of Darlington" (21,636); gr. g. g. d., "Nora," by "Stanley"

(18,916).

William Herbert Wodehouse, Woolmers Park, Hertford : Fourth Prize,

51., for " Countess of Woolmers 2nd," roan, 8 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old

;
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bred by himself; sire, " Royal Havering 2nd " (35,375) ;
dam, " Countess of

Woolmers," by " Woolmers Duke " (32,890) ;
d., "Uountess," by "Arch-

dale " (21,183) ;
gr. g. d., " Lily," by " Duke of Argyle " (11,375) ;

gr. g.

g. d., "Cora," by "Marquis" (11,786).

William Hoskem axd Sox, Loggau's Mill, Hayle, Cornwall : the Eeserve

Number to "Rose of Oxford 4th," roan, 11 months, 1 week, 4 days-old;

bred by themselves
;
sire, " Duke of Oxford 33rd " (36,528) ;

dam, " Rose of

Oxford," by "Fifth Earl of Oxford" (28,515); g. d., " White Rose," by
"Thorodale Mason" (23,067); gr. g. d., "Moss Rose," by "Prince
Frederick " (16,734) ;

gr. g. g. d., " Fancy 2nd," by " Sir John Barley-

corn " (12,085).

Shorthorn Cows, and each with not less than Two of her Offspring.

The Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park, Stamford : First Prize, 501., for

" Sea Gull," roan, 11 years, 2 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by
himself

;
sire, " Nestor " (24,648) ;

dam, " Petrel," by " Fourth Duke of

Thomdale" (17,750); g. d., "Sandpiper," by "The Briar" (15,376);
gr. g. d., "Water Wagtail," by "Francisco" (12,893); gr. g. g. d.,

"Water Rail," by "Columbus" (10,063). And Otfspring, bred by him-
self: " Telemachus 6th" (35,725), roan bull, 6 years, 6 months, 2 weeks,

2 days-old; sire, " Telemaclms " (27,603): " Telemachus 9th " (35,727),

roan bull, 5 j'ears, 6 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old
;

sire, " Telemachus "

(27,603): "Sea Bird," roan cow, 3 j'ears, 1 month, 1 week, 3 days-old;

sire, "Telemachus" (27,603) :
" Sea Lark," roan cow, 2 years, 3 months,

5 days-old; sire, "Telemachus" (27,603).

Colonel R. Lotd Lindsay, V.C., M.P., Lockinge Park, Wantage, Berks :

Second Prize, 25/., for " Princess Ruse," roan, 9 years, 11 months, 1 day-
old

;
sire, " Duke of Jamaica " (23,758) ;

dam, " Roan Duchess," by
" Gloucester's Grand Duke " (12,949) ; g. d., " Charmer," by " Fourth
Duke of York" (10,167); gr. g. d., " Chaplet," by "Usurer" (9763);
gr. g. g. d., " Chaff," by " Duke of Cornwall " (5947). And Offspring,
" Churchill," roan bull, 2 years, 7 months, 2 weeks, 1 daj^-old

;
sire,

" Lord Rockville " (34,658): " Stamboul," roan bull, 1 year, 8 months,
2 weeks, 1 day-old

;
sire, " Lord Rockville " (34,658) :

" Ked Prince,"

roan bull, 8 months, 1 week, 6 days-old; sire, " Earl of Horton 11th"
(36,588) ; all bred by himself: and Third Prize, 10/., for "Burlesque,"
red, 10 years, 6 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old ; bred by the Earl of

Jladnor, Coleshili, Highworth; sire, " Fawsley Baronet" (23,920) ;
dam,

" Britannia," by " Master Coleshili " (18,344) ; g. d., " Blossom," by
" Sultan" (15,358) ;

gr. g. d., " Bloom," by " Neptune " (11,847) ;
gr. g.

g. d., " Rocket," by " Fanatic " (8054). And Offspring, bred by him-
self: "Blueberry," red cow, 8 years, 3 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; sire,

" Rob Roy " (29,806) :
" Bella Donna," red cow, 7 years, 5 months, 1

week-old
;

sire, " Lord Napier " (26,691) :
" Bridesmaid," red cow, 6 years,

5 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old
;

sire, " Lord Napier " (26,691) :
" Cherry

Blossom," red cow, 3 years, 6 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old
;

sire, " Duke
of Cerisia" (30,937) : "Barbara," cow, red, 8 months, 1 week, 1 day-old;
sire, " Earl of Horton 11th" (36,588).

Hereford Bulls, above Three Tears old.

Aaron Rogers, The Rodd, Kington, Herefordshire : First Prize, 30?., and
the Champion Prize, value 50/., for " Grateiul," 6 years, 1 week, 1 day-
old; bred by himself; sire, "Sir Thomas" (2228); dam, "Lady Lizzie,"

by "Jupiter" (3191); g. d., " Ladv Court Lass," by " David" (1204);
gr. g. d., "Lady Court," by " Mameluke" (1307).
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William Tatloe, Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire: Second Prize,

201, for " Thouohtl'ul " (5063), 4 years, 9 months, G days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Mercury" (3907); dam, "Yoimg Beauty," by "Sir
Francis" (3438^); <r. d., " Remity," by " Holmer" (2043); gr. g. d.,

" Hazel," by " Tomboy " (1097).

John Elliott Best, Tremeer, Lanteglos, Fowey, Cornwall : Third Prize,

lOZ., for " Bedford," 5 years, 9 months, 5 days-old ; bred by Mr. T. Fenn,
Ludlow; sire, " Sir John 2nd" (3455); dam, "Duchess Bedford 6th,"

by "Severus 2nd" (2747); g. d., "Duchess Bedford," by "Arthur
Napoleon " (910).

John H. B. Lutley, Brockhampton, Worcester: the Bcserve Numler to

"Cupid" (5284), 5 years, 2 months, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Byron 5th " (4393) ;
dam, "Venus 2nd," by " Gardener " (5334) ; g. d.,

•

" Venus "; gr. g. d. " Petrel 3rd," by " Sir Richard " (1734).

Hereford Bulls, above Two and not exceeding Tliree Years old.

Thomas James Carwardine, Stockton Buiy, Leominster, Herefordshire

:

First Prize, 25^., for " Anxiety," 2 years, 9 months-old ; bred by
himself; sire, " Lon2;horns " (4711); dam, "Helena," by "De Cote"
(3060) ; g. d., "Eegina," by "Heart of Oak" (2035); gr. g. d., "Lily,"

by " Titterstone."

Thomas Myddleton, Llynaven, Clun, Shropshire: Second Prize, 15Z., for

"Hartington" (5358), 2 years, 11 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old; bred by
Mr. Rogers, The Grove, Pembridge; sire, "Grove 3rd" (5051); dam,
"Gay," by "Longhorn" (3216); g. d., "Gay," by "Matchless" (2110);
gr. g. d., "Gay," by "Trusty" (2847).

Thomas Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire : Third Prize, 5Z.,

for " Goldfinder," 2 years, 10 months, 1 week, 5 days-old; bred by
himself; sire, "Horace 2nd" (4055); dam, "Rosaline," by "Sir John
3rd " (3456) ; g. d., " Fairy," by " Shamrock " (2750) ;

gr. g. d., " Fair-

maid 2nd " by " Goldfinder 2nd " (959).

Hereford Yearling Bulls, above One and not exceeding Tivo Years old.

John Huxgerford Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordshire:

First Prize, 2i>l., for " Conjuror," 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-

old ; bred by himself; sire, "Concord" (4458); dam, " Ivington Las»

3rd," by " Bayleaf " (3675) ; g. d., " Ivington Lass," by " Dan O'Connell

"

(1952).

Eees Williams Bridgwater, Great Porthamal, Talgarth, Breconshire

:

Second Prize, 151., for " Romulus," 1 year, 8 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-

old; bred by himself; sire, "Glendower 2ud " (3840); dam, "Harvest
Queen," by " Orleans " (2661).

Edward Lister, Cefn Ha, Usk, Monmouthshire : Third Prize, 5Z., for

" Taurus," 1 year, 6 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,

" May Duke;" dam, " Vesta," by " Chanter" (3738)
; g. d., "Leda," by

" Chorister " (3021) ;
gr. g. d., " Young Venus," by " Earl Derby 2nd "

(2510).

William Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire : the Reserve Number

to " Telephone," 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old ;
bred by himself;

sire, " Tredegar " (5077) ;
dam, " Snowdrop," by "The Wolverhampton

Boy" (4198); g. d., "Snowdrop," by "Tambarine" (2254); gr. g.-d.,

" Sparky."
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Hereford Bull Calves, above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

Sarah Edwards, Wintercott, Leominster, Herefordsliire : First Prize, 15Z.,

for " Coomasie," 11 months, 6 days-old ; bred by herself
;
sire, " Koyalist"

(4921); dam, "Young Mermaid 4tli," by "Winter de Cote" (4253);

g. d., " Young Mermaid 2nd," by " Tomboy " (3526) ;
gr. g. d., " Young

Mermaid," by " Adforton" (1839).

Thomas Fexn, Stonebrooko Houpe, Ludlow : Second Prize, 10?., for

"Downton Boy," 11 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Grateful " (4622) ;
dam, " Fairmaid," by « Faulty " (3098) ; g. d., by

" Trump " (2842) ;
gr. g. d., by " Prince " (524).

Thomas Myddleton, Llynaven, Clun, Salop : Third Prize, 51., for " Victor,"

11 months, 1 week, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Hartington"

(5358) ;
dam, " Nina," by " Sultan " (4163) ; g. d., " Miss Nobble'em,"

by " Nobleman " (2652) ;
gr. g. d., by " Jerry " (976).

Thomas James Carwardine, Stockton Bury, Leominster, Herefordshire

:

the Reserve Number to "Overseer," 11 months, 3 days-old; bred by
himself; sire, "Rodney" (4907); dam, "Flora," by "Sir Frank"
(2762) ; g. d., " Florence," by " De Cote" (3060).

Hereford Cows above TJiree Years old.

Sarah Edwards, Wintercott, Leominster, Herefordshire : First Prize, 20?.,

and the Champion Prize, value 50?., for "Leonora," 3 years, 10 months,

2 weeks, 6 days-old, in-calf; bred by herself; sire, " Winter de Cote"

(4253); dam, "Lovely," by "Tomboy" (3546); g. d. "Lady Grove,"

by "Adforton" (1839); gr. g. d., "Young Lively," by "Pen" (1870).

The Misses EvA^'s, Llandowlas, Usk, Monmouthshire: Second Prize, 10?.,

for "Lady Blanche," 5 years, 4 months, 3 weeks-old, in-milk and in-

calf, calved iu Februrary, 1879 ; bred by the late Mr. Warren Evans,

Llandowlas; sire, "Von Moltke 2nd" (4234); dam, " Fairmaid," by
"Prince Alfred" (3342); g. d., "Countess 3rd," by "Monaughty"
(2117); gr. g. d., "Countess 2rd," by " Oakley" (1673).

John H. B. Lutley, Brockhampton, Worcester : Third Prize, 5?., for

" Teacher 2nd," 3 years, 11 mouths, 3 weeks, 3 days-old, in-milk, calved

Sept. 1, 1878 ; bred by himself; sire, " Coriolanus " (3769) ; dam, " Gover-
ness," by " Shamrock 2nd" (2210).

William Boechall Peren, Compton House, South Petherton, Somersetshire :

the Ueserve Number to " Queen of the Eoses," 4 years, 7 months, 4
weeks-old, in-calf ; bred by himself; sire, " Lord Lincoln " (3320) ;

dam,
" Ivington Rose," by " Sir Thomas " (2228) ; g. d., " Red Rose," by
"Master Butterfly" (1313); gr. g. d., "Moss Rose," by "Uncle Tom"
(1108).

Hereford Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, above Two and not exceeding TJiree

Years old.

William Tavlor, Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire : First Prize, 15?..

for "Lancashire Lass," 2 years, 10 months-old, in-calf; bred by himself
sire, " Tredegar " (5077) ;

dam, " Lovely," by " Tenant Farmer " (2806) ;

g. d., " Browny," by " Twin " (2284).
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Sarah Edwards, Wintercott, Leominster, Herefordshire : Second Prize, 10?.,

for "Spangle 3rd," 2 years, 11 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old, in-milk,

calved Feb. 26, 1879 ; bred bv herself
;

sire, "Royalist" (4921); dam,
"Sonnet," by "Leominster 3rd" (3211); g. d. "Silk," by "Comet"
(2469) ;

gr. g. d., " Silva," by " Adforton " (1839).

JoHX Williams, Llansannor Court, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire : Third
Prize, 5Z., for "Duchess," 2 years, 6 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old, in-

calf: bred by Mr. W. Tudge, of Adforton, Leintwardine, Herefordshire
;

sire, "The Doctor;" dam, " Juauita," bv "Sir P.oger" (4133); g. d.,

" Maid of Orleans," by " Orleans " (2661) ;
gr. g. d., " Darling," by

" Carbonel " (1525).

JOHX ^Morris, Lulham Court, Madley, Herefordshire : the Beserve Number to
" Tidy 3rd," 2 years, 3 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old, in-calf ; bred bv
himself; sire, "Columbus" (4447); dam, "Tidy 2nd," by "Banquo"
(3667) ; g. d., " Tidy," by " Zouavite" (2364).

Sereford Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

John Hukgerford Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordshire :

First Prize, loZ., for " Abigail," 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old

;

bred by himself
;
sire, " Ivington Boy " (4662) ;

dam, " Miss Abigail 2Dd,"

by " Sir Oliver 2nd " (1733) ; g. d., " Miss Abigail." And Second Prize,

lOZ., for " Gaylass 4th," 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Ivington Boy" (4662); dam, " Gaylass 2nd," by " Sir

Hungerlbrd" (3447); g. d., "Gaylass," by "Eifif Eaff" (1052); gr. g. d.,

" Gaily," by " Young Quicksilver."

Thomas Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire : Third Prize, 5Z.,

for " Lady 3rd," 1 year, 10 months-old ; bred by himself ; sire, " Horace
2nd " (4655) ;

dam, " Lady 2nd," by " Sir John 3rd " (3456) ; g. d.,

"Lady," by " Goldfinder 2nd" (959); gr. g. d., " Comely," by " Young
Eoyal" (1469).

Frederick Platt, Upper Breinton, Hereford : the Beserve Number to
" Bannerett 2nd," 1 year, 11 months, 2 weeks, 3 days old ; bred by
Mr. T. W. Tudge, Adforton, Leintwardine, Hereford

;
sire, " Marechal

Niel" (4760) ;
dam, " Banneret," by " Sir Roger" (4133) ; g. d,, " Bonnie,"

by " Carbonel " (1525) ;
gr. g. d., " Beauty 2nd," by " Young Walford "

(1820).

Hereford Hefer Calves, above One and not exceeding Twelve Months old,

John Hungerford Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leominster : First Prize,

15Z., for "Antoinette," 11 montlis, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Ivington Boy " (4662) ;
dam, " Miss Abigail 2nd," by " Sir Oliver 2nd "

(1733) ; g. d., " Miss Abigail."

Thomas Lewis, The Woodhouse, Shobden, Herefordshire : Second Prize,

101., for "Jessie," 11 months, 4 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Young Sir Frank " (4274) ; dam, "Tidy," by "Leominster" (3910);

g. d., "Tidy 2nd," by "Orlton" (3293); gr. g. d., "Tidy 1st," by
" Magnum Bonum " (2097).

Frederick Platt, LTpper Breinton, Hereford : Third Prize, 5Z., for " Lady
3rd," 9 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Horace

"

(3877) ;
dam, " Lady 2nd,"' by " Cholstrey " (1918) ; g. d., "Lady," by

"Lord Clyde" (2084).
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Thomas Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire : the Reserve Number
to "Tulip," 10 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "Horace
2nd"' (4655); dam, "Dahlia," by "Chieftain 2nd" (1917); g. d.,

" Silver," by " Alma ;" gr. g. d., " Lady Byron," " Berriugton."

Hereford Coios, and each with not less than Two of her Offspring.

Thomas James Carwaedine, Stockton Bury, Leominster, Herefordshire:

First Prize, 301., for " Cherry," 6 years, 11 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-

old, in-calf; sire, "De Cote" (3060); dam, "Lilac," by "Heart of Oak"
(2035); g.d., "Tulip," by "Counsellor" (1939). And Offspring, cow,
" Plum," 2 years, 2 months, 4 weeks-old

;
sire, " Longhorns " (4711) ;

cow,
" Apple Blossom," 1 year, 3 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old

;
sire, " De Cote

"

(3060) ; all bred by himself.

The Eael of Coventry, Croome Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester ; Seconb
Prize, 15?., for " Giantess," 6 years, 11 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old,

in-calf; bred by Mr. Tudge, of Adforton, Leintwardine, Herefordshire

;

sire, " Sir Roger " (4133) ;
dam, " Haidee," by " Battenhall " (2406) ;

g. d., "Diana," by "Carbonel" (1525); gr. g. d., " Youna; Dainty,"
by "The Doctor" (1083). And Offspring, cow, "Britannia/' 3 years,

6 months, 2 days-old ; bred by Mr. Tudge
;

sire, " Doctor " (5045)

;

cow, " Golden Treasure," 1 year, 1 month, 1 week, 2 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Marechal Niel" (4760).

William Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire : Third Prize, lOZ.,

for " Hazel," 14 years, 10 months-old
;
sire, " Tom Brown" (2828) ;

dam,
"Hazel," by "Holmer" (2043); g. d., "Hazel," by " Showle " (1384).
And Offspring, bull, "Tredegar 4th," 1 year, 11 months, 2 weeks,

1 day-old
; sire, " Tredegar " (5077) ;

bull, " The Zulu," 8 months, 3
weeks-old

; sire, " Thoughtful " (5063) ; all bred by himself.

Devon Bulls, above TJiree Tears old.

Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall : First Prize, 301., for

"Sirloin" (1443), 4 years, 8 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old; bred by
himself; sire, " Lord of the Valley" (1150) ;

dam, " Peach" (2905a), by
"Young Forester" (759); g. d., "Picture 4th" (2224), by Davy's
" Napoleon 3rd " (464) ;

gr. g. d., " Picture " (337).

Albert Edward Gould, Bampfylde Lodge, Poltimore, Exeter: Second
Prize, 15?., for "Sir Copplestone," 4 years, 11 months-old; bred by
Mr. J. Gould, late of Poltimore, Exeter; sire, "Tempter;" dam, "May-
flower."

Alfred C. Skinner, Pound Fann, Bishop's Ijydeard, Taunton, Somersetshire

:

Third Prize, 10/., "Duke of Farrington" (1323), 3 years, 3 weeks,
5 days-old ; bred by Mr. E. Farthing, A'orth Petherton, Bridgwater

;
sire,

"The Shah" (1230); dam by "Charlie" (800).

Devon Bulls, ahove Two and not exceeding TJiree Tears old.

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater : First Prize, 25?., and the

Champion Prize, value 50?., for "Lord Newsham," 2 years, 7 mouths,
3 weeks, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Master James;" dam,
" Famous," by " Son of Lord Quantock ;

" g. d., " Famous," by " Duke
of Chester ;" gr. g. d., " Famous," by " Sultan."
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Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probiis, Cornwall: Second Peize, 151.,

for his 2 years, 10 moDths, 1 week, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Duke of Tregothnan" (1324); dam, " Brunette " (3240), by "Sun-
flower" (937); g. d., "Cinnaminta" (2572b), by "Protector" (711);
gr. g. d., "Gipsy Queen."

Colonel Buller, C.B., Downes, Crediton, Devonshire: Third Prize, 5?., for

his 2 years, 3 months, 2 days-old ; bred by himself.

Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall: the Reserve Number
to his 2 years, 11 montlis, 2 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Master Flitton" (1160); dam, "Christmas Rose" (3280), by "Sun-
flower" (937); g. d., "Eosa Bonheur" (3009), by "Corrector" (809);
gr. g. d., "Picture 4th" (2224), by Davy's "Napoleon 3rd" (464).

Devon Tearling BuUs, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall : First Prize, 251., for

his 1 year, 10 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "Sirloin"

(1443); dam, " Water Lily " (5050), by " Jonquil " (1131) ; g. d., " Water-

cress " (4006), by " Sunflower" (937) ;
gr. g. d., " Cheesewring" (2572a),

by " Protector" (711).

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somerset : Second Prize,

15Z., for his 1 year, 1 month, 6 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Nelson ;"

dam, " Duchess 2nd," by " P'orester ;" g. d., " Duchess," by " Able ;"

gr. g. d., " Dairymaid," by " Viscount."

George Turner, Great Bowley, Tiverton, Devon: Third Prize, 51., for his

1 year, 11 months-old ; bred by Sir Thomas Boughey, Bart., Newport,
Salop.

William Perry, of Alder, Lewdown, Devon : the Reserve Number to " Druid,"

1 year, 8 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Dales-

man" (1310); dam, "Dewdrop" (3392), by "Champson" (1035);
sr. d., " Dairymaid " (3343), by " Baronet " (781) ;

gr. g. d., " Dairymaid
"

(1900), by " Duke of Chester " (404).

Devon Bull Calves, above Six and under Twelve Months old.

William Eolles Fryer, Lytchett Minster, Poole, Dorset : First Prize, 157.,

for " Sweet William," 10 months, 1 week-old ; bred by Viscount Port-

man, Bryanston
;

sire, " Youncc Palmerston " (1251); dam, "Famous"
(4450), by " Duke of Plymouth " (1080) ; g. d., " Famous ;" gr. g. d.,

" Fruitful " (3524), by " Exeter " (1098).

Colonel Buller, C.B., Downes, Crediton, Devon : Second Prize, lOZ., for

his 9 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by himself.

William Eolles Fryer, Lytchett Minster: Thikd Prize, 51., for "Daflbdil,"

11 months, 4 weeks-old ; bred by Viscount Portman, Bryanston, Bland-

ford
;
sire, " Tlie Baron " (1459) ;

dam, " Betsy " (4109), by " Viscount

"

(1235) ; g. d., " Barrett."

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somerset: the Reserve

Number to his 8 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by himself; sire,

"Eoyal Aston ;" dam, "Charlotte," by "Sir George;" g. d., "Cheerful,"

by " St. Audries."
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Devon Cows, above Three Tears old.

Walter Farthikg, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somerset : First Prize, 20?.,

and the Champion Prize, value 50?., for " Prettyface," 6 years, 6 months,
1 week, 3 days-old, in-milk and in-calf, calved Sept. 12, 1878 ; bred by
himself; sire, "Lovely Duke;" dam, "Prettyface," by "Sir George;"

g, d., " Yoimg Pink," by " Viscount ;" gr. g. d., " Pink," by " Sir

Peregrine."

Mrs. Maria Langdon, Flitton Barton, North Molton, Devon : Second
Prize, 10/., for "Temptress 8th" (5001), 3 years, 1 month, 2 weeks,

2 days-old, in-calf; bred bv herself; sire, " Duke of Flitton 10th" (1074)

;

dam, " Temptress 5th" (3l)G3), by " Duke of Flitton 5th" (1069); g. d.,

" Temptress 2nd " (3070), bv " Duke of Cornwall " (820) ;
gr. g. d., " Gold

Medal Temptress " (1672), by " Napoleon 3rd " (464).

"William Perry, Alder, Lewdown, Devon: Third Prize, 51., for "Comely"
(3287), 6 years, 7 months, 1 week, 6 days-old, in-calf ; bred by himself;

sire, " Chamjjson " (1035) ;
dam, " Chivy " (3279).

"William Rolles Fryer, Lytchett Minster, Poole : the Beserve Number to

"Bluebell" (4114), 5 years, 6 months, 3 weeks, 3 days- old, in-milk,

calved May 11, 1879 ; bred by Viscount Portman, ijryanston, Blandford

;

sire, " Emperor " (1096) ;
dam, " Broad " (4152).

Devon Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, above Two and not exceeding Three

Years old.

"Walter Farthikg, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somerset : First Prize, 151.,

for " Prettyface 2nd," 2 years, 9 months, 2 days-old, in-calf ; bred by him-
self ; sire, " Master AVillie ;" dam, " Prettyface," by " Lovely Duke
g. d., " Prettyface," by " Sir George ;" gr. g. d., " Young Pink," by
" Viscount."

Mrs. Maria Langdon, Flitton Barton : Second Prize, 10?., for " Temptress
12th" (5005), 2 years, 4 weeks-old, in-calf; bred by herself; sire,

" Jonquil " (1131) ;
dam, " Temptress 2nd " (3070), by " Duke of Corn-

wall " (820) ; 2. d., " Gold Medal Temptress " (1672), by Davy's " Na-
poleon 3rd " (464) ;

gr. g. d., " Pink " (955), by " Nelsou" (83).

Heb Majesty the Queen, "Windsor Castle : Third Prize, 51., for " Princess

Beatrice," 2 years, 11 months, 1 week-old, in-calf ; bred by Her Majesty,
Norfolk Farm, Windsor; sire, "Prince George Frederick;" dam, "Rose
Bud," by " Prince Imperial;" g. d., "Hager 2nd," by "Island Prince;"
gr. g. d., " Hager," by " Challenger."

Mrs. Maria Langdon, Flitton Barton : the Beserve Numher to " Temptress
10th" (5003), 2 years, 5 months-old, in-calf; bred by herself; sire,

"Jonquil " (1131) ;
dam, " Temptress 4th " (3962), by " Duke of Flitton

4th" (827); g. d., "Gold Medal Temptress" (1672), by Davy's "Na-
poleon 3rd" (464); gr. g. d., "Pink" (955), by "Nelson" (83).

Devon Yearling Heifers, above one and not exceeding Two Years old.

William Eolles Fryer, Lytchett Minster, Poole, Dorset : First Prize, 15Z.,

for " Kalmia," 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by Viscount
Portman, Bryanston, Blandford, Dorset ; sire, " The Earl " (1464) ; dam,
" Quail " (4880), by " Emperor " (1096) ; g. d., " Queen " (4886).
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Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater : Second Prize, 10?., for

"Famous 2nd," 1 year, 8 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Master Willie ;" dam, " Famous," by " Son of Lord Quantock ;" g. d.,

" Famous," by " Duke of Chester ;" gr. g. d., " Famous," by " Sultan."

William Eolles Fryer, Ly tchett Minster : Third Prize, 5?., for " Bouquet,"

1 year, 10 months, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "The Earl"

(1464) ;
dam, " Balsam " (4056), by " Emperor " (1096) ; g. d., " Blanche "

(3215), by " Prince Albert " (907) ;
gr. g. d., " Beauty."

John Walter, M.P., Bearwood, Wokingham, Berks : the Reserve Number to

"Famous 4th," 1 year, 4 momhs, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Master Willie" (1411); dam, "Famous 2nd," by "Eclipse" (835);

g. d., " Famous," by " Gold Seeker " (848) ;
gr. g. d., " Fiitton."

Devon Heifer Calves, above six and not exceeding Twelve Months old,

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somerset: First Prize, 15?.,

for " Famous 3rd," 7 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by himself; sire,

" Royal Aston ;" dam, " Famous," by " Son of Lord Quantock ;" g. d.,

" Famous," by " Duke of Chestei';" gr. g. d., " Famous," by " Sultan."

William Eolles Fryer, of Lytchett Minster: Second Prize, 10?., for

"Hyacinth," 10 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Sultan " (1455) ;
dam, " Balsam " (4056), by " Emperor " (1096) ; g. d.,

" Blanche " (3215), by " Prince Albert " (907) ;
gr. g. d., " Beauty :" and

the lieserve Number to " Columbine," 10 months, 2 weeks, 1 dav-old

;

bred by himself; sire, "Sultan" (1455); dam, "Cherry" (4208), by
" Emperor " (1096) ; g. d., " Cherry ;" gr. g. d., " Champion."

Sussex Bulls, above Three Tears old.

George Smith, Paddockhurst, Crawley, Sussex: First Prize, 20?., for

" Young Hartley," dark red, 4 years, 11 months, 1 week, 6 days-old

;

bred by himself; sire, "Hartley;" dam, "Young Broad," hv "Monarch"
(20).

Edward and Alfred Stanford, Batons, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex

:

Second Prize, 10?., for " Dorchester," 7 years, 7 months, 3 weeks-old

;

[%-. bred by themselves; sire, "Volunteer;" dam, "Mary Fern" (1189), by
"Westminster" (138); g. d., "Fanny Fern" (789), by " Sir Marma-
duke " (38) ;

gr. g. d., " Virgin " (621).

Henry Page, Walmer Court, Walmer, Kent : Third Prize, 5?., for " May-
field," dark red, 3 years, 8 months, 2 days-old ; bred by Mr. B. Noakes,
Gillhope, Mayfield, Sussex.

Edward and Alfred Stanford, Batons, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex : the

lieserve Number to " Tunbridge," red, 4 years, 5 months, 3 weeks,

4 davs-old ; bred by themselves
;

sire, " Dorchester ;" dam, " Marvel

"

(1188).

Sussex Bulls, above Two and not exceeding Three Tears old,

Louis HuTH, Possingvvorth Manor, Waldron, Hawkhurst : First Prize, 20?.,

for "Sir William," red, 2 years, 11 months, 2 weeks, 6 days-old; bred

by himself; sire, " Eeeves ;" dam, " Gentle 1st ;" g. d., " Gentle."

Charles Ellis, Preston House, Beddingham, Lewes, Sussex : Second Prize,

10?., for "Napoleon 1st," red, 2 years, 5 months, 4 weeks-old; bred by
himself; sire, "Kingsley;" dam, "Beauty," by "Monarcli;" g. d.,

"Butterfly."
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Charles Whitehead, Banning House, Maidstone, Kent : Third Prize, 57.,

for " Redheart " (3G0), red, 2 years, 9 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old

;

bred by Messrs. Stanford, Batons, Steyning; sire, "Bedford;" dam,
" Marvel " (1223).

Joseph Rickett, Barnliara House, East Hoatliley, Hawkliurst : the Reserve

Number to " Rufiis," dark red, 2 years, 7 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old

;

bred by himself; dam, "Beauty."

Sussex Yearling Bulls, above One Tear and not exceeding Two Years old.

James Stewart Hodgson, Lythe Hill, Haslemere, Surrey : First Prize, 15?.,

and the Champion Prize,! value 25?., for " Oxford " (304), red, 1 year,

9 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old ; bred by ]\Ir. A. Agate, Broomhall,

Horsham; sire, "Berry" (259); dam, "Honesty 2ud" (1618), by
"Alfred 2nd" (177); g. d., "Honesty" (1333), by "Grand Duke"
(183) ;

gr. g. d., " Honesty " (443).

The Right Hon. the Speaker, Glynde Place, Lewes, Sussex : Second
Prize, 10?., for " Stanford," red, 1 year, 9 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old;

bred by Messrs. E. and A. Stanford
;

sire, " Dorchester ;" dam, " Straw-
berry " (1565).

Edward and Alfred Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning : Third Prize,

5?., for " Southampton," red, 1 year, 10 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old;

bred by themselves
;

sire, "Bedford;" dam, " Kosedew 1st," by " Dor-
chester."

Alfred Agate, Broomhall Farm, Warnham, Horsham, Sussex : the Reserve

Number to " Berry 1st " (292), red, 1 year, 9 months-old ; bred by him-
self

; sire, " Berry " (259) ;
dam, " Actress 4th " (1676), by " Grand

Duke " (183).

Sussex Bull Calves, above Six and not exceeding Tioelve MontJis old.

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmerins, Worthing, Sussex : First Prize,

10?., for " Royal Kilburn " (363), red, 10 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old
;

bred by themselves
;

sire, " Hereford " (263) ;
dam, " Cherry " (1244),

by "William" (139) ; g. d., " Leicester " (1120), by " Prince Arthur"
(i29); gr. g. d., "Plymouth" (1024), by "The Duke" (97): and
Second Prize, 5?., for " Weston " (376), red, 7 months, 1 week-old

;

bred by themselves
;

sire, " Calcetto " (273) ;
dam, " Sandgate "

(1661).

Edward and Alfred Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex: the

Reserve Number to " Prince," red, 11 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by
themselves

;
sire, " Dorchester ;" dam, " Strawberry " (1565).

Sussex Cows, above Three Years old.

James Braby, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Sussex : First Prize, 20?., and
the Champion Prize,! value 25?., for " Bouncer " (1472), red, 7 years, 3
months, 2 weeks-old, in-calf ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Jupiter " (170) ;

dam, " Beauty " (1151), by " Blackstone " (68).

t Given by Sussex breeders.
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Blake Duke, Lymiuster, Arandel, Susses : Second Prize, 10?., for " Prim-

rose," ved, 10 years, 5 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old, in-milk, calved

Jamiary 28, 1879; bred by himself; sire, "Mayfield;" dam, "Lofty,"

by " Selmeston."

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmering, Arundel, Sussex : Third Prize,

5?., for " Snowdrop " (1727), red, 5 years, 8 months, 5 days-old, in-milk

and in-calf, calved August 1, 1878 ; bred bv themselves
;

sire,

"Egerton;" dam, "Leicester" (1120), bv "Prince Arthur" (129);

g. d., " Plymouth " (1024), by "The Duke" (97) ;
gr. g. d., " Gentle"

(574).

George C. Coote, Tortington, Arundel, Sussex : the Reserve Number to his

red, 4 years, 10 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old, in-calf; bred by himself.

Sussex Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, above Two and not exceeding Three

Years old.

James Braby, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Sussex : First Prize, 15?., for "Rival"

(1813), red, 2 years, 9 months, 1 week, 1 day-old, in-calf ; bred by
Messrs. Heasman, Angmering, Arundel

;
sire, " Calcetto " (273) ;

dam,
" Firle " (12G2).

Charles Whitehead, Barming House, Maidstone : Second Prize, lOZ., for

"Cherry Jam," red, 2 years, 3 months, 3 days-old, in-calf; bred by
himself; sire, " May Duke " (252) ;

dam, " Flemish" (1357), by " Em-
peror;" g. d., " Cherry" (1298).

Thomas B. Lansdell, Lamberhurst, Ilawkhurst, Kent: Third Prize, 5?.,

for "Daisy," red, 2 years, 2 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old, in-calf; bred

by himself.

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmering : the Reserve Nuviher to " Princess,"

red, 2 years, 5 months-old, in-calf ; bred by themselves ; sire, " Croy-

don" (:^45) ;
dam, " Pride of Ham" (1436), by " Southampton" (155) ;

g. d. "Cherrv" (1244), by "William" (139); gr. g. d., "Leicester"

(1120), by " Prince Arthur " (129).

Sussex Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmering, Arundel, Sussex : First Prize,

15/., for " Peace," red, 1 year, 9 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by themselves

;

sire, " Croydon " (24) ;
dam, " Snowdrop " (1727), by " Egerton

;"

g. d., "Leicester" (1120), by "Prince Arthur" (129); gr. g. d.,

"Plymouth" (1024),- by "Duke" (97): and Second Prize, 10/., -for

" Famous," red, 1 year, 6 mouths, 4 weeks-old ; bred by themselves

;

sire, " Hereford " (263) ; dam, " Reeve," by " Egerton."

Edward and Alfred Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning : Third Prize,

5/., for " Marigold 4th," red, 1 year, 11 months, 4 weeks, 3 days-old

;

bred by themselves
;

sire, " Tunbridge ;" dam, " Mariuold 3rd," by
" Mayfield ;" g. d., " Marigold 2ud,"' by " Young Westminster " (159)

;

gr. g. d., "Marigold" (1187).

James Braby, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Sussex : the lieserve Kurriber to
" Vernal," ltd, 1 year, 11 months, 4 weeks-old; bred by himself

;
sire,

" Robinson Crusoe " (207) ;
dam, " Vanity " (1731), by " Jonah " (187) ;

g. d., " A'irgin ;" gr. g. d., " Strawberry," by " Midsummer."
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Sussex Heifer Calves, above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

Blake Duke, Lyminster, Arundel : First Prize, lOZ., for his red, 10 months,
1 day-old; bred by himself; sire, "Hereford;" dam, "Duchess," by
" Sir Koger ;" g. d., " Lofty," by " Selmestou."

Thomas B. Lansdell, Lamberhurst, Hawkhurst, Kent : Second Prize, 51.,

for " Daphne," red, 11 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

JoHM and Alfred Heasmax, AnijmerinGc, Worthing : the Eeserve Nnmher
to their red, 9 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by themselves

;
sire,

" Hereford " (263) ;
dam, " Crocus " (1692), by " Lord of Lome " (207) ;

g. d., " Cheerful."

LongTiorn Bulls, above Three Tears old.

Major-Gen. Sir F. W. Fitzwygram, Bart., Leigh Park, Havant, Hants

:

First Prize, 20?., and the Champion Prize,! value 25 guineas, for
" Prince Victor," brindled and white, 5 years, 3 months-old ; bred by Mr.
Shaw, Fradley Old Hall, Lichfield

;
sire, " Earl of Upton 7th " (76)

;

dam, " Princess ;" g. d., " Victor
"

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe, Buckingham : Second
Prize, 10/., for " Conqueror 3rd," brindle and white, 7 years, 11 months,

3 weeks-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Young Conqueror ;" dam, " Lady,"
by "Boycott;" g. d., " Lally," by "Tamworth ;" gr. g. d., "Lovely."

Eichard ILall, Thurlston Grove, Derby : Third Prize, 51., for " Farewell

"

(81), brindle and white, about 4 }'ears, 4 months-old ; bred by Mr. Burbury,
Kenilworth; sire, " Crown Prince " (41) ;

dam, " Damsel ;
"

g. d.,

" Beauty," by " The Baron " (221).

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe : the Reserve Number to
" Earl of Temple," brindle and white, 4 years, 10 months, 2 weeks, 4
days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Conqueror 3rd;" dam, "Duchess,"
by " Boycott ;" g. d., " Diadem," by " Tamworth ;" gr. g. d., " Dolly."

,

Longhorn Bulls, above Two and not exceeding Three Tears old.

John Godfrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley, Leicestershire: First Prize,

20/., for " The Captain," red and white, 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks,

4 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Blue Knight ;" dam, " Fair," by
" Samson I. ;" g. d., " Curly Coat," by " Sparkenhoe ;" gr. g. d., " Lady,"
by " Perfection."

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe, Buckinghamshire : Second
Prize, 10?., for " Sambo," brindle and white, 2 years, 9 months, 1 week,
5 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Earl of Temple;" dam, " Barmaid,"
by " Conqueror 3rd ;" g. d., " Negress," by " Conqueror ;" gr. g. d.,

" Xegi'ess," by Boycott."

Longhorn Tearling Bulls, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

John Godfrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley, Leicestershire: First Prize, 15?.,

for "Royal," brindle and white, 1 year, 1 month, 2 weeks, 5 days-old;

bred by himself; sire, "Blucher;" dam, " Daisy," by " Shakespeare;"

g. d., "Plumb," by "Sampson 2nd."

t Given by the Longhorn Society.
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"William Smith Shaw, Fradley Old Hall, Lichfield, Staffordshire : SEco^"D

Prize, 10/., for " Sampsoa 3rd," red and white, 1 year, 3 months, 1 week,

6 days-old ; bred by Mr. S. Forrest, The Chase, Kenilworth
;

sire,

"Sirius" (197); dam, "Blue Bell 3rd," by "Crown Prince" (41);

g. d., " Blue Bell 2nd," by " Borderer" (9) ; gr. g. d., " Blue Bell 1st."

Major-Gejteral Sir F. Fitzwtgram, Bart., Leigh Park, Havant, Hants

:

Third Prize, 5?., for " Count Victor," brindle and white, 1 year, 2

months, 1 week-old; bred by himself; sire "Prince Victor;" dam,
" Smokey," by " Tippoo " (232) ; g. d., " Milehomed Brown," by " Sir

Joseph" (198) ;
gr. g. d., " Barhorned Brown," by " Sir Eichard."

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe, Buckingham : the Reserve

2\tcmber to " Conqueror 4th," brindle and white, 1 year, 2 months, 1

week, 4 days-old ; bred by himself ; sire, " Conqueror 3rd
;

" dam,
"Emma," by "Young Conqueror;" g. d., "Evelyn," by "Boycott;"
gr. g. d., " Elaine."

Longhorn Cows, above Tliree Tears old.

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe : First Prize, 207., and
the Champion Prize,! value 25 guineas, for "Countess of Temple,"
brindle and white, 4 years, 10 mouths, 4 days-old, in-milk, calved

October 16, 1878 ; bred by himself; sire, " Conqueror 3rd ;" dam, " Lady
Mary," by " Young Conqueror ;" g. d., " Venus," by " Boycott ;" gr. g. d.,

"Vanity."

Major-General Sir F. Fitzwygeam, Bart., of Leigh Park, Havant: Second
Prize, 107., for " Fairer," red and white, 5 years, 1 month, 3 weeks, 6 days-

old, in-milk, calved March 5, 1879 ; bred by Mr. J. Godfrey, Wigston
Parva, Hinckley; sire, "Shakespeare" (196); dam, "Fair," by "Samson
1st " (192) ; 2. d., " Curly Coat," by " Sparkenhoe " (206) ;

gr. g. d.,

" Lady," by "'^Perfection" (161).

Eichard Hall, Thurlston Grove, Derby : Third Prize, 51., for " Bodelwyddan
2nd," red and white, 3 vears, 2 months, 1 week, 2 days-old, in-calf

;

bred by himself; sire, "Earl of Upton 3rd" (72); dam, "Maid of

Bodelwyddan," by "Messenger" (133); g. d., "Lady Whitacre," by
Warner's "Bull" (247); gr. g. d., "Lily," by Weston's " Bull " (263)

:

and the Reserve Number to " Calke," brindle and white, 8 years, 3 months,

1 week, 1 dav-old, in-calf; bred by Mr. E. H. Chapman, St. Asaphs,

North Wales'; sire, "Earl of Warwick" (77); dam, "Old Brindled

Beauty," by " Sparkenhoe " (206) ; g. d., " FiUpail, ' by " Young Eoll-

right " (277) ;
gr. g. d., " Cherry," by " Lord Windsor " (125).

Longhorn Heifers, in-milk or in-calf above Two and not exceeding Tliree

Tears old.

Eichard Hall, Thurlston Grove, Derby : First Prize, 157., for " Celia,"

red and white, 2 years, 2 months, 1 week, 2 days-old, in calf ; bred by
himself; sire, " Prince Royal " (163) ;

dam, " Calke," by " Earl of War-
wick " (77) ; g. d., " Old Brindled Beauty," by " Sparkenhoe " (206) ;

gr.

g. d., " Fillpail," by " Young Eollright" (277) : and Second Prize, 107.,

for " Tulip 2nd," red and white, 2 years, 2 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-

old, in-calf; bred by himself
;
sire, " Prince Eoyal " (163) ;

dam, " Tulip,"

by " Lord Warner " (122) ; g. d., " Nancy," by " Earl of Derby " (60).

t Given by the Longhorn Society.
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JoHK Godfrey, ^YigstoIl Parva, Hinckley : Third Prize, bl., for " Per-

fection," red and wliite, 2 years, -t months, 1 day-old ; in-calf ; bred by
himself; sire, " Blue Knight ;" dam, " Milkmaid," by "Sampson 2nd ;"

g. d., "Tulip," by "The Stranger;" gr. g. d., " Blossom," by " Lord

Windsor."

The Duke of Buckixgham axd Chaxdos, Stowe : the Eeserve Number to

" Lady March," red and white, 2 years, 10 months, 1 week, 4 days-old ;

in-calf; bred by himself ; sire, " Earl of Wigston ;" dam, " Lady May,''

by " Wotton ;" g. d., " Lady Mary," by " Young Conqueror sr. g. d.,

" Tenus," by " Boycott."

Longliorn Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Tears

old.

Richard Hall, Thulston Grove, Derby : First Prize, 157., for '• Lady
Fanny," red and white, 1 year, 4 month;;, 3 week, 6 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, " Prince Royal " (163); dam, "Baroness."

JoHs Godfrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley : Second Prize, 10?., for " Yic-

torius," red and white, 1 vear, 3 months-old ; bred by himself; sire,

" Tiger ;" dam, " Primrose 1st," by " Red Rover ;" g. d., " Last Rose of

Summer," by " Conqueror
;

" gr. g. d., " Lady," by " Perfection."'

Major-Gex. Sir F. Fitzwygraii, Bart., Leigh Park, Havant : Third Prize,

5?., for " First Link," red and white, 1 year, 3 months, 1 week, 6 days-

old; bred bv himself; sire, "Prince Victor;" dam, "Upton's Last

Link," by " Shakespeare " (196) ; g. d., " Lady Cake," by " Earl of War-
wick " (77) ;

gr. g. d. " Old Brindled Beauty," by " Sparkenhoe " (206).

Richard Hall, Thulston Grove, Derby : the Beserve dumber to " Lady
Mary," red and white, 1 year, 2 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Bluebeard" (6); dam, "Farewell," by "Earl of Upton
6th " (75).

Jersey BuUs, above Tico Tears old.

Joss Le Brux, St. Ouen's, Jersey : First Prize, 201., and the Champiojt
PRiZLjt value 20?., for " Duke " (237), 2 years, 3 months-old ; bred
by Mr. Philip Hacquoil, St. Ouen's, Jersey; sire, "Sultan;" dam,
" Princess."

The Earl of Rosslyx, Easton Lodge, Dunmow, Essex : Secon"d Prize, 10?.,

for " Golden Ear" (69) ; whole colour, 4 years, 3 months, 3 weeks-old;
bred bv Mr. J. Le Brun, St. Ouen's, St. Helier's, Jersey

;
sire, " Yankee ;"

dam, Dolly " (1362).

William Arkwright, Sutton Scarsdale, Chesterfield, Derbyshire : Third
Prize, 5?., for "Prince Moonshine," smoky fawn, about 4 j'ears, 6

months-old ; bred by Mr. Holbrook, Derby
;

sire, " Bakewell's Madman."

Herbert Adddcgtos Rigg, Wvkeham Lodge, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey

:

the Reserve Sumber to " Gipsy Lad," silver grey, 3 years, 4 months,
1 week-old; bred by himself

;
sire, "Gipsy King;" dam, "Topsy," by

" Grays."

t Given by the Association for Publishing the English Herd Book of Jersey
Cattle.

TOL. XV.—S. S. a
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Jtrsey Yearling Bulls, above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

Fkancis Le Beocq, St. Peter's Jersey: First Prize, 20?., for "Farmer's
Glory " (276), grey, 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by Mr. F. Becquet,
Chestnut Farm, St. Peter's, Jersey; sire, " Grey King " (169);" dam,
" Bonheur" (1651).

WiLUAM Alexander, Gras Fort Farm, St. Martin's, Jersey: Second
Prize, 10?., for " Napier," grey fawn, 1 year, 1 month, 1 week, 2 days-
old; bred by Mr. J. Cabot, La Commune, Trinity, Jersey; sire, " Gou-
vemeur ;" dam, " Bubona 2nd."

Thomas 0. Bennett, Tolbury House, Bruton, Somerset : Third Prize, 5?.,

for " Grey of the East," blue grey, about 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by
Mr. J. Le Brocq, St. Clement's, Jersey

;
sire, " Napier ;" dam, " Lily,"

Philip Mourant. La Commune, St. Saviour's, Jersey : the Beserve Number
to " Progress," silver grey ; 1 year, 4 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by
Mr. N. Dufeu, Trinity, Jersey

;
sire, " Grey King 1st ;

" dam, " Beauty "

(1517), by " Welcome 2nd.''

Jersey Bull-Calves.

George Simpson, "Wray Park, Pieigate, Surrey: First Prize, 10?., for

"Hector," silver grey, 11 months, 4 weeks-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,

" The Pride," by " Hilda ;" dam, " Greylad ;" g. d., " Fancy."

William Stali,ard, Ivy Bank, Worcester : Second Prize, 5?., for " Eoyalist,"

silver grey, 10 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Osborne ;" dam, " Maiden," by " Dacre."

Thomas Brown, Old Lodge, Ashdown Forest, Uckfield, Sussex ; the Beserve

Nnraher to " Narcissus," silver grey, 10 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old
;

bred by himself
;

sire, " Bolivar ;" dam, " Blue Belle," by " Grey King ;"

g. d., " Grisette."

Jersey Cows, above TJiree Years old.

John Phtlip Marrett, Maison-de-Haut, St. Saviour's, St. Helier's, Jersey:

First Prize, 20?., for "Zenobia" (86), light brown, 6 years, 1 month,
1 week, 3 days-old; in-milk, calved March 12, 1879; bred by himself;

sire, " Grey King " (40) ;
dam, " Sultana "

(7), by " Sultan " (58) ;" g. d.,

" Longueville Queen" (272), by "Pretender;" gr. g. d., "Flower," by
" Bijou."

Herbert A. Eigg, Wykeham Lodge, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey : Second
Prize, 10?., for " Flirt," fawn, about 4 years-old

;
in-milk, calved

April 27, 1879 ; bred by Mr. John Binet, St. Mary's, Jersey.

George Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate, Surrey : Third Prize, 5?., for " Her
Majesty," light fawn, 7 years, 2 months-old; in-milk, calved April 8,

1879 ; bred by Mr. E. Hubert, St. Oueu's, Jersey; sire, "Jack;" dam,
" Camille."

Mrs. Leigh, Luton Hoo Park, Luton, Beds : the Beserve Nitmier to " Nancy,"

dark grey, 4 years, 5 months, 1 week, 1 day-old ; in-milk and in-calf,

calved January 26, 1879; bred by herself; sire, "Fitz Yankee;" dam,
" Old Bonny."
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Jersey Heifers, tn-milk or in-calf, above Tico and not exceeding Tliree

Years old.

Samuel Barker Booth, Effingham Lodge, Bicklev, Kent : Fiest Peizb, 20?.,

and the Champion Pkize,! value 25?., for " Favourite," grey fawn, 2 years,

2 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old; in-calf; bred by Mr. P. Le Feuvre,

Boulay Bay, Trinity, Jersey
;
dam, " Sally."

Hexey James Cobxish, Thornford, Sherborne, Dorset: Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Souris," silver grey, 2 years, 2 months, 4 days-old ; in-calf ; bred by
Iklr. A. Le Heron, St. Helier's, Jersey

;
sire, " Apollo " (108) ;

dam,
" Brunette " (142).

Mrs. Leigh, Luton Hoo Park, Luton, Bedfordshire : Third Prize, 5?., for

" Peggj'," dark grey, 2 years, 6 months, 1 week, 5 days-old ; in-milk

and in-calf, calved March 31, 1879 ; bred by herself; sire, " Luton Hoo ;"

dam, " Peggy."

Herbert Addingtos Eigg, Wykeham Lodge, Walton-on-Thames : the

Besene Number to " Rosina," fawn, 2 years, 2 months, 1 week, 4 days-

old; in-calf; bred by himself
;
dam, " Flirt."

Jersey Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

Geobge Simpson, "Wray Park, Reigate, Surrey : First Prize, 15?., for " Milk-

maid 3rd," silver grey, 1 year, 10 months, 1 week, 1 day-old
;
in-milk,

calved Februarv 23, 1879 ; bred bv himself
;

sire, " May Duke ;" dam,
" Milky," bv Ducal ;

" g. d., " Milkgirl," by " Banboy ;

" gr. g. d., " Milk-
maid,""by "Jack Weller."

Thomas Falla, jun., Les Buttes, St. John's, Jersey : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Punchinello," light fawn, 1 year, 5 months, 4 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Yertumnus" (161); dam, "Cowslip" (24), by " Orange
Peel " (129; ; g. d., " Brown Fanny " (594) ;

gr. g. d., " White Pose

(593).

Samuel Barker Booth, Effingham Lodge, Bickley : Third Prize, 5?., for

"Princess Maud," grevfawn, 1 rear, 3 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ;' bred
by:himself; sire, "Jazel" (158); dam, "Rosv," by "Milord;" g. d.

"Eosette."

Francis Labet, La Patrimoin, St. Helier's, Jersey : the Reserve Number to

"Pandora 2nd," light fawn, 1 vear, 10 months-old ; in calf; bred bv him-
self

;
sire, " My Lord " (119)'; dam, " Pandora " (1645).

Jersey Heifer-Calves.

James Eichabd Corbett, Betchworth, Eeigate, Surrey : First Prize, 10?.,

for "Brockham Lass No. 3," light fawn, 8 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old;
bred by himself

;
sire, " Nero ;" dam, " Brockham Lass."

JoHS Cabdus, Town HiU, "West End, Southampton : Second Prize, 5?., for
"Alice," silver grey, 11 months, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire,
" Dairy King

;
dam, " Agnes," by " Wellington ;" g. d. " Lvdiate," by

" Chandos ;" gr. g. d., "iNeUie."

t Given by the Association for Publishing the English Herd Book of Jersey
Cattle.
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Charles Francis Doret, East View, Trinity, Jersey : the Reserve Number to
" Lily of the Valley," fawn, 10 mouths-old ; bred by Mr. P. Le Breton,
St. Saviour's, Jersey; sire, " Governor " (138) ;

dam, " Fleur de Lis"
(19G3;.

Guernsey JBulls, above One Year old.

John Eichard Newberry, Hill Barton, Heavitree, Exeter : First Prize,
201., tor " Fair Lad," red and white, 3 years, 2 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred
by Mr.de Moriegried, St. Andrew's, Guernsey; sire, "Billy;" dam,
" Polly."

James James, Les Vauxbelets, Guernsey: Second Prize, lOZ., for "Squire
of Vauxbelets," red and white, 1 year, 7 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old

;

bred by himself; sire, " Eoyal Duke;" dam, "Valentine 1st," by
" Forester ;" g. d., " Rosy."

Egbert Best, St. Andrew's Brickfidd, St. Peter's Port, Guernsey: Third
Prize, 5Z., for " St. Andrew 3rd," red and white, 1 year, 9 months,
3 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by Mr. Roberts, Mauxmarquis, St. Peter's

Port, Guernsey
;

sire, " St. Andrew 1st
;
" dam, " Rose," by " Billy ;

"

g. d. "Lily."

The Rev. Joshua Eundle Watson, La Favorita, Guernsey : the Reserve-

Numher to " Cloth of Gold No. 11," light fawn, 1 year, 5 months, 5 days-
old; bred by himself; sire, "Cloth of Gold No. 6 ;" dam, "Lolla."

Guernsey Cows, above Three Years old.

Eev. Joshua Eundle Watson, La Favorita, Guernsey: First Prize, 20?.,

for " Florence," dark fawn and white, about 6 years, 2 months-old

;

in-calf; bred by Mr. C. Le Page, Les Naftieux, St. Andrew's, Guernsey.

Egbert N. G. Baker, Heavitree, Exeter : Second Prize, 10?., for " Nancy
2nd," yellow and white, 4 years, 9 months, 2 days-old; in-calf; bred by
himself; sire, "Johnnie ;" dam, "Nancy 1st," by "Champion."

Robert? Best, St. Andrew's Brickfield, St. Peter's Port, Guernsey : Third
Prize, 51., for " Beauty," red and white, 7 years, 9 months, 3 weeks-old

;

in-calf; bred by Col. Bisset, St. Martin's, St. Peter's Port, Guernsey;
sire, " Billy ;" dam, " Daisy," by " Johnnie."

Charles Smith, Caledonia Nursery, Guernsey : the Reserve Numher to
" Juno," fawn and white, 6 years, 5 months-old, in-milk ; calved April 21,

1879 ; bred by Col. Giffard, Braye du Valle, Guernsey
;

sire, " Prince of

Orange;" dam, "Princess."

Guernsey Heifers, m-milJc or in-calf, above Two and not exceeding

Three Years old.

Egbert N. G. Baker, Heavitree, Exeter, Devon : First Prize, 20?., for

"Bluebell," yellow and white, 2 years, 5 months-old
;
in-calf; bred by

himself; sire, " Johnnie ;" dam, " Snowdrop."

William Hogd Walrgnd, New Court, Topsham, Devon : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Rosebud," yellow and white, 2 years, 1 month, 3 weeks, 5 days-

old; in-calf; bred by himself; sire, "Fairlad;" dam, "Rose," by
" Johnnie."
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The Rev. Johx G. Seymour Nichol, Litchfield Rectory, Micheldever, Hants

:

Thikd Prize, 51., for "Belle," orange and white, 2 years, 6 months,
6 davs-old

;
in-milk, calved February 14, 1879 ; bred by himself ;

dam,
" Beauty."

The Rev. Joshua Ru.n'dle Watson, La Favorita, Guernsey: the Seserve

Number to " Cynthia," lemon and white, about 2 years, 2 months-old

;

in-calf ; bred by Mr. Oliver, Kichmond, Guernsey.

Norfolk and Suffolk Poiled-Bulls, above Two Tears old.

Thomas Leoxard Palmer, "\Yilby, Attleborough, Norfolk : First Prtze, 20?.,

and the Champion Prize,! value 25/., lor " Davyson 3rd " (48), red,

5 years, 11 months-old ; bred by Mr. J. Hammond, Bale, East Dere-

ham
;

sire, "The Baron "(9); dam, "Davy 7th," by " Young Duke"
(234).

Alfred Tatlor, Starston Place, Harleston, Norfolk : Secont) Prize, 10?., for

" King Charles " (329), red, 3 years, 1 week, 3 days-old ; bred by Mr.
J. Foster Palmer, Wilby, Attleboro', Xorfoik; sire, " Davyson 3rd" (48);
dam, " Young Spot," by " Wilby Chapman " (228).

Jeremiah James Colman, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich : the Eeserve

Number to " Rufus" (188), red, 5 years, 9 mouths, 1 week-old; bred by
the late Lord Sondes, Elsham Hall Farm, East Dereham; sire, "The
Palmer," dam, " Thusford Rose," by " Norfolk Duke."

Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Yearling Bulls, above One and not

exceedmj Two Tears old.

Jeremiah James Colman, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich ; FrnST Prize, 15?.,

for " Skobeloff," red, 1 year, 7 months-old ; bred by hiiiisclf; sire, "Lord
John ;" dam, by " Norfolk Duke :" and Second Prize, 10?., for his red,

1 vear, 2 weeks, 1 dav-old; bred by himself; siii>, "Rufus;" dam,
" Handsome," by " Norfolk Duke."

Robert Emlyn Lofft, Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmunds : Third Prize, 5?.,

for " Stout," red, 1 year, 11 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself; sire,

" Donald " (291) ; dam, " Havelocke 5th."

Thomas Leonard Palmer, Wilby, Attleborough, Norfolk: the Beserve

Number to "Othello," red, 1 year, 11 months, 1 day-old; bred by the

late Mr. J. Foster Palmer, Wilby
;

sire, " Dawson 3rd " (48) ; dam,
" Cheerful,^' by " Young Major " (235) ; g. d., " Spot," by " Wonder

"

(231) ;
gr. g. d., " Rose K. 19."

Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Cows, above Tliree Tears old.

Robert Emlyn Lofft, Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmunds : Fiest Prize, 15?.,

for " Minnie 3rd," red, 8 years, 4 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; in-milk

and in-cair, calved Dec. 1, 1878 ; bred by the late Lord Sondes, Hall

Farm, Elmham
;

sire, "Hammond" (81); dam, "Minnie."

John Hammond, Bale, Dereham, Norfolk: Second Prize, 10?., for "Davy
18tb," red, 3 3'ears, 5 months-old, in-milk ; Cidved Feb. 15, 1879 ; bred by
himself; sire, "Davyson 3rd

;

' dam, "Davy lOlb," by "Sir Nicholas."

t Given by the Breeders and Exhibitors of Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Cattle.
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PiOBERT EsiLTS LoFFT, Troston Hall : Thibd Prize, ol., for " Handsome Gth,"

red, 4 years, 8 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; in-milk and in-calf, calved

July 15, 1878; bred by himself; sire, " Cherry Duke;" dam, "Hand-
some 2nd."

Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, above Two and
not exceeding Three Tears old.

Alfred Tatlok, Starston Place, Harleston, Norfolk : First Prize, 157., and
the Champion Prize,! value 25?., for " Flirt," red, 2 years, 11 months,

5 davs-old
;
in-calf; bred by himself; sire, " Fasten Duke" (61); dam,

"Sly," by "Sir Edward I." (197); g. d., "Strawberry II.," by
" Richard II." (173) ;

gr. g. d., " Tiny," by " Laxfield Sire " (101).

John Hammoxd, Bale, Dereham, Norfolk : Second Prize, lOZ., for " Beauty
3rd," red, 2 years, 6 months-old; in-calf; bred by himself; sire, "Davyson
4th ;" dam, " Beauty 2nd," by " Davyson 3rd."

Henry Birkbeck, Stoke Holy Cross, Norwich : Third Prize, oL, for " Topsey,"

red, 2 years, 8 months, 3 days-old; in-calf; bred by himself; sire,

" Count" (275) ; dam, " Zit 3rd T. 4," by « Norfolk Duke."

Egbert Emlyn Lofft, of Troston Hall : the Reserve Ntimher to " Handsome
8th," red, 2 years, 11 months, 4 days-old; in-miik, calved March 31,

1879 ; bred by himself; sire, "Bright" (267) ;
dam, " Handsome 5th."

Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Yearling Heifers, above One and not

exceeding Two Tears old.

George Goodenham, llonewden, Wickham Market, Suffolk : First Prize,

157., for "Wild Rose 2nd," blood-red, 1 year, 5 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-

old; bred by himself; sire, " Troston " (424) ;
dam, "Wild Rose," by

" The Claimant ;" g. d., " Rosy VI.," by " Perfection ;" gr. g. d., " Beauty

6th," by " Wonder."

George Goodenham, Monewden, Wickham Market: Second Prize, 107.,

for " Cherry 2nd," blood-red, 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred

by himself; sire, "Troston 1st" (424); dam, " Cherry 1st," by "King
Alfred" (96); g. d., " Fillpail," by "Wonder" (230).

Jeremiah James Colman, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich : Third Prize, 57.,

for red, 1 year, 6 months-old; bred by himself; sire, "Roundhead;"
dam, " Silence."

Robert Emltn Lokft, Troston Hall, Bury St. Edmunds : the Reserve Number
to "Primrose," red, 1 year, 9 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself;

sire, "Bright" (269); dam, "Primrose."

Welsh Bulls, above Two Tears old.

Earl Cawdor, Stackpole Court, Pembroke : First Prize, 20?., for " Prince

of Wales" (63), black, 4 years, 5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by Mr.

Prosser, Llanriati, Haverfordwest, Pembroke; sire, " Ap Gelert;"dam,
*' Ruth 2nd ;" g. d., " Ruth 1st."

Captain John Charles Best, Plas-yn-Vivod, Llangollen, Denbighshire:

Second Prize, 107., for "Tom," black, 3 years, 2 months, 4 days-old;

bred by Mr. David Owen, Conway, Carnarvonshire.

t Given by Breeders and Eshibitors of Norfolk and Suffolk Polled Cattle.
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Chaeles SALrscuKT Maecvtaeixg, Llaethwryd, Corwen, Denbighshire:

Thibd Prize, 5?., for " TaihirioD," black, 4 years, 2 months, 3 weeks,

3 days-old ; bred by Mr. Roberts, Taihirion, Llanriost, Denbigh.

John Slateb "Wilkecsos, Paskeston, Pembroke: the Reserve Nuwiher to
" The Devil," black, 2 years, 5 months-old ; bred by Mr. GrifiBths, of

Penalby, Tenby, Pembroke.

Welsh Yearling Bull, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

Captain Joss Charles Best, Plas-yn-Vivod, LIans:ollen : First Prize, 15^,
for " Black Prince," black, 1 year, 8 months, 3 days-old ; bred by him-
self : sire, " Prince Llewellyn 2nd ;" dam, " Bwlchfedwen," by " Prince

of VVales 1st."

Thomas Joses, Taiucha Hafod Elwy, Cerrig-y-Druidion, Denbigh : Secosp
Prize, 10/., for " Prince Albert," black, 1 ytar, 3 months, 3 weeks,

6 days-old ; bred by himself
; sire, " Tywysag ;^ dam, " Lady."

William Etass, Posty, Bletherstone, Pembroke : the Reserve Numher to
" Prince 2nd of Dungleddy," black, 1 year, 7 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-
old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Prince of Dungleddy " (58) ; dam, " Snow-

drop," by " Young Lydstep ;" gr. d., " Penken," b)' " Billy of Eowston ;"

gr. g. d., " Lylly," by Lydstep."

Welsh Coics, above Three Tears old.

Captajk Johx Charles Best, Plas-yn-Vivod, Llangollen : First Prize, 15?.,

for " Black Queen," black, 9 years, 1 month, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; in-calf,

calved Aug. 1, 1 878 : bred by Mr. E. Humphreys, Pioyal Goat Hotel,

Beddgelert, Carnarvonshire.

Edward Elias, Gorswen, Conway, Carnarvonshire : Secoxd Prize, 10?., for

" Mwynic," black, 4 years, 3 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old; in-calf, calved

Sept. 25, 1878 : bred by himself.

Earl Cawdor, Stackpole Court, Pembroke : Third Prize, 5?., for " Lady,"
black, 10 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old : in-calf: bred by Mr. J. Walters,

Molfre Isa, Carmarthen ; sire, " Lady."

Captaix Johs' Charles Best, Plas-yn-Yivod : the Reserve Xumltr to

Welsh Duchess," black, 7 years, 3 weeks, 2 days-old ; in-milk and
in-calf, calved Xov. 4, 1878 ; bred by Mr. K. Hximphreys, Royal Goat
Hotel, Beddgelert, Carnarvonshire; sire, "Prince of Wales 1st;" dam,
" Jenny."

Welsh Heifers, in-MiUc or in-Calf, above Tico and not exceeding

Three Years old.

Edward Elias, Gorswen, Conway, Carnarvonshire: First Prize, 15?., for

"Mwynder mon," black, 2 years, 9 months-old; in-calf; bred by Mr.
Thomas Owen, Pen-y-Mynydd, Holyhead, Anglesea.

Charles SALrsBUKT Mactwabixg, Llaethwryd, Corwen, Denbighshire

:

Secoxd Prize, 10?., for " Conway," black, 2 years, 5 months, 3 weeks,

4 days-old
;

in-calf; bred by Mr. K. Roberts, Taihirion, Llanriost,

Denbigh.
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JoHX Davies, AllestoD, Pembroke : Thibd Prizk, 5Z., for " Blossom," black,

2 years, 4 months, 1 week-old; in-calf; bred by himself; sire, " Shah"
(20) ;

dam, " Countess " (82) ; g. d., " Tnlip."

Eael Cawdob, Stackpole Court, Pembroke : the Bexervs Xumher to " Leonora,"

black, 2 years, 11 months, 6 days-old; in-calf; bred by Mr. Morgan,
Lamphey, Pembroke ;

sire, " Trebover ;" dam, " Leda ;" g. d. " Martha."

Welsh Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

JoHX Gbiffiths, of Penallycourt, Tenby, Pembrokeshire : First Pbtze, 15?.,

for " Topaz," black, 1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks, 3 da3-s-old ; bred by him-
self; sire, " Hobart Pasha;" dam, "Tenby," by "Pinkeye;" g. d.,

" Fancy."

Chables Salusbcbt Maiswarixg, Llaethwryd, Corwen : Secom) Prize, 10?.,

for " Xorfydd," black, 1 year 6 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Taihirion ;" dam, " Beris."

JoHX Gbiffiths, Penallycourt : Thibd Prize, 5?., for " Dewdrop," black,

1 Tear, 8 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Hobart
Pasha;" dam, "Daisy," by "Billy;" g. d., "Daisy."

Eabl Cawdoe, StackiX)le Court, Pembroke : the Eeserve Xumher to " Bledwen,"

black, 1 year, 4 months, 1 week-old; bred by Mrs. Lettice Williams,

I^ove Lodge, Llandilo, Carmarthensldre
;

sire, " Tichbome 2nd " (64) :

dam, " Eosal " (144), by " Lover ;" g. d., " Yictoria," by " Irving

gr. g. d. " Queen."

Ayrshire Bulls, above Two Tears old.

Andbew Moxtgomert, Poreland, Castle Douglas, Kirkcudbright: Fiest
Pr.iZE, 15?., for " Marquis of Drumlanriir," white and brown, 4 years,

2 months-old ; bred by the late Mr. William Smith, Chanlockfort,

Thornhill, Dumfries
;

sire, " Shah ; " dam, " Baby."

Majoe Carlton, Alperton Lodge, Ealing, iliddlesex : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Allan," red and white, 2 years, 8 months-old ; bred by Her ^Majesty

the Queen, Prince Consort's Shaw Farm, Windsor, Berkshire : sire,

" Hendon Bull
;
" dam, " Jean ;

" g. d ,
" Yictoria," by " Rob Roy."

Geobge Febjie, Leigham Lodge Fann, Eoupell Park, Streatham Hill, Surrey

:

the Beserve Number to " Sea6eld," brown and white, 5 years-old ; bred

by Mr. John Meikle, Seafield Farm, Bathgate, Linlithgowshire.

Ayrshire Tearling Bulls, above One and not exceeding Two Tears old.

Andrew Montgomery, Boreland, Castle Douglas: First Prize, l:f?., for

" Clarendon of Drumlanrig," white, 1 year, 1 month, 4 weeks, 1 day-

old; bred by the Dtikc cf Buccleuch, Drurnlanrig, Manhill, Dumfries;

s\re, " Munnoch of Drumlanrig ;

" dam, " Modesty," by " Craig Villa."

George Ferme, Leigham Lodge Farm, Roupell Park, Streatham Hill,

Surrey : Second Prize, 10?., for his brown and white, 1 j'ear-old ; breeder

unknown.

Abthcr .Tebvoise Scott, Rotherliuld Park, Alton, Hants : the Reserve

yumber to " Carmuirs 8th," red and wliite, 1 year, 2 months, 3 weeks,

3 liaj'S-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Bruce "
(5) ;

dam, " Carmuirs," by
" Inveravou ;" y. d., " Spotty," by " Tillichewan."
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Ayrshire Cows, above Tliree Years old.

Akdbew Montgomery, Boreland, Castle Douglas: Fikst Prize, 15?., for

" Fancy of Dramlanrig," red and white, 5 years, 3 montbs-old ; in-calf ;

bred by Mr. Andrew Allen, Munnoch, Daby, Ayrshire
;

sire, " Tweedie
dam, " Beauty."

The Stand Stctd Compaxy, Whitefield, JIanchester: Secoxd Prize, 10?.,

for his " Dairy Maid," red and white, about 5 years-old
; in-milk, calved

April 13, 1879 ; breeder unknown.

George Ferme, Leigham Lodge Farm, Roupell Park, Streatham Hill, Surrey :

the Reserve Number to his brown and white, about i years-old; in-calf;

breeder unknown.

Ayrshire Heifers, in-Milk or in-Calf, ahove Two and not exceeding

Three Years old.

The Stand Stud Company, Whitefield : First Prize, 15?., for " Sun-
flower," red and white, about 2 years, 10 months-old ; in-milk ; breeder
unknown.

Andrew MoNTGOiiERT, Boreland, Castle Douglas : Second Prize, 10?., for
" Hannah 2nd," white and brown, 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks, 4 da3's-

old; in-calf; bred by the Duke ol Bucclcuch, Drumlanrig, Manhill,
Dumfries; sire, " Bruntwoodhill ;" dam, " Hannah."

The Stand Stud Compant, Whitefield : Third Prize, 5?., for " Beauty ;"

red and white, about 2 years, 10 months-old ; in-milk ; breeder
unknown.

George Ferme, Leigham Lodge Farm, Roupell Park, Streatham Hill, the
Reserve Number to* his brown and white, 2 years-old; in-calf; breeder

unknown.

Polled Gallo way Bulls, above Two Years old.

James Little, Fauld, Longtown, Cumberland : First Prize, 20?., for
" Lcrd Walter " (1024), black, 3 years, 5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred

by the Duke of Buccleuch, Tibbero, Thomhill, Dumfries
;

sire, " Black
Prince" (546) ;

dam, " Louisa" (1642), by " Balig" (729) : and Second
Prize, 10?., for " Liddesdale " (1031), black, 3 years, 5 months, 5 days-
old ; bred by Mr. James Graham, Parcelstown, Longtown

;
sire, " Sim

of Whitram" (562); dam, " Semiramis 4th" (1422), by "Willie of

Westburnflat" (523); g. d., "Rose of Galloway" (1311), by "Sir
James of Bahg " (537) ;

gr g. d. " Semiramis " (703), by " Guards-
man (23),

Polled Galloway Yearling Hulls, above One and not exceeding

Two Years old.

Thomas Graham, Beanlands Park, Irthington, Carlisle, Cumberland : First
Prize, 15?., for "Chief of Errington 3rd" (1338), black, 1 year, 5
months, 1 week, 3 days-old; bred by Mr. James Graham, Parcelstown,

Longtown, Carlisle
;

sire, " Sim of Whitram " (462) ;
dam, " Semiramis

6th'" (1425), by "Willie of Westburnflat " (523) ; g. d. "Semiramis
2nd" (1321), by " Glenorcky " (521) ;

gr. g. d., " Rose of Galloway "

(1311), by " Sir James of Balig" (537).
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James Cunkinghaji, Tarbrcocli, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbright : Second Prize,
10?., for " Clarendon " (1350), black, 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by the
Duke of Buccleuch, Drumlanrig, Thoruhill, Dumfries; sire, "Guards-
man" (1021); dam, "Hannah 2nd" (2619), by "Lochinvar" (520);
g. d., " Hannah " (1635).

Foiled Galloway Cows, above Tlirec Years old.

James Graham, Parcelstown, Longtown, Cumberland : First Prize, 15?.,

for " Forest Queen 2nd " (1423), black, 6 years, 5 months, 8 weeks-old

;

in-calf, calved March 3, 1879; bred by himself; sire, "Willie of West-
burnflat " (523) ;

dam, " Forest Queen " (1314), by " Sir Walter " (536) ;

g. d., " Fair Forester " (1310), by " Hannibal " (201) ;
gr. g. d., " Maid

Marian" (7C6), by " Malcolm " (202).

James Cunningham, Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbright : Second Prize,
10/., for " Mary Douglas " (3276), black, 6 years old

;
in-milk, calved April

7, 1879; bred by Mr. W. Beattie, Briseliill, Longtown, Cumberland;
sire, " Bob of Denton Hall " (823) : and Third Prize, U., for " Brides-
maid" (1674), black, 7 years, 5 months, 2 weeks-old; in-milk, calved

Jan. 21, 1879; bred by himself; sire, "Observer" (728); dam, " Mary
2nd " (1671), by " Balig » (729).

Polled Galloways.

H.H.E. THE Prince of Wales, K.G., Sandringham, Norfolk : First Prize,

15?., for his black, 2 years, 11 months, 3 weeks-old; in-calf; bred by Mr.

Murray, Close Gill, Low How, Carlisle.

James Graham, Parcelstown, Longtown, Cumberland: Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Semiramis 10th " (2971), black, 2 years, 4 \veeks,^l day-old ; in-

calf; bred by himself; sire, "Sim of Whitram" (562); dam, "Semi-
ramis 2nd" (1321), by " Glenorcky " (521) ; g. d., " Rose of Galloway"

(1311), by "Sir James of Babg" (537); gr. g. d., "Semiramis" (703),

by " Guardsman " (23) : and Third Prize, 5?., for " Dinah 3rd," black,

2 years, 8 months, 2 day.s-old ;
in-calf; bred by himself; sire, "Sim

of Whitram" (562); dam, "Dinah 2nd" (2671), by " Braw Willie"

(1051),

H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, Sandringham : the Beserve Number to his

black, 2 years, 11 months, 1 week, 1 day-old; in-calf; bred by Mr.

Murray, Close Gill, Low Bow, Carlisle.

Polled Angus or Aberdeen Bulls, above Two Tears old.

Sir George Macpherson Grant, Bart., Balliudalloch Castle, Elgin, N.B,

:

First Prize, 20?., and the Champion PRizE,t value 25?., for " Young
Viscount " (736), black, 6 years, 2 months-old ; bred by Williain Dnfl',

Hillockhead, Glass, Huntly, Aberdeenshire; sire, "Hampton" (492);
dam, "Erica 3rd" (1249), by "Trojar" (402); g. d., "Erica 2nd"
(1284), by "Chieftain" (318); gr. g. d., "Erica" (843), by Cupbearer"

(59).

The Marquis of Huntly, Aboyno Castle, Aberdeenshire: Second Prize,

for " Monarch," black, 3 years, 3 months, 2 wetks-old ; bred by himself;

sire, " Pluto " (602) ;
dam, " Madge " (1217), by " Major " (469) ; g. d.,

" Ruth" (1169).

t Given by a Committee of Breeders for the best Polled Angus or Aberdeen
animal.
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Sir William Gqrdon Gokdox-Cumjiing, Bart., Altyre, Forres, Elgin : Third
Prize, 5?., for " King of tlie Valley " (965), black, -1 years, 1 montLi, 2

weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by Mr. Joha Leonard, Farmton, Alford.

Thomas Leslie Melville Cartwright, Melville House, Ladybank, Fife:

the Reserve Number to " Black Prince," black, 2 years, 5 months, 3
weeks, G days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Prince imperial" (898);
dam, "Lily of Melville

"

'(2272), by "Gainsborough" (596); g. d.,

" Victoria 6th " (1409), bv " Jim Crow 4th" (352) ;
gr. g. d., " Victoria

4th " (908), by " Leo " (349).

Polled Angus or Aberdeen Yearling Bulls, above One and not exceeding

Two Years old.

The Earl of Strathmore, Glamis Castle, Glamis, Forfar, N.B. : First Prize,

15Z., for " Bombastes," black, 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old;

bred by himself; sire, "Neptune" (1152); dam, " Beauty of Garline
"

(1267), by " Victor of Ballindalloch " (403) ; s.. d., " Jemima of Garline
"

(1245), by " Patrick ;" gr. g. d., " Croskie 2nd" (1047).

George Bruce, of Wealthyton, Keig, Aberdeenshire, isT-B. : Second Prize,

101., for " Cyprus," black, I year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by Peter

Cran, Old Morlich, Towie, Aberdeen
;

sire, " Bogfem " (901) ;
dam,

"Nucrget of Morlich" (2079), by "Patrick" (782); g. d., "Fancy"
(2076), by " Baiwyllo Eclipse" (781); gr. g. d., "Beauty" (2072);
by " Angus " (45).

Thomas Leslie Melville Cartwright, Melville House, Ladybank, Fife

:

the Reserve Number to " Ebony," black, 1 year, 5 months, 2 weeks, 1
day-old; bred by himself; sire, "Prince Imperial" (898); dam, " Lily

of Melville" (2272), by "Gainsborough" (596); g. d., " Victoria 6th
"

(1409), by "Jim Crow 4th " (352) ;
gr. g. d., "Victoria 4th " (908), by

" Leo" (349).

Polled Angus or Aberdeen Cows, above Tliree Years old.

The Marquis of Huntlt, Aboyne Castle, Aberdeenshire : First Prize, 15?.,

for " Madge" (1217), black, 8 years, 2 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-old, in-

milk, calved March 26, 1879 ; bred by Mr. K. Walker, Portlethen, Stone-

haven, Kincardineshire
; sire, " Major of Tillyfoiir " (569) ;

dam, " Path
of Tillyfour" (1169).

John Henry Bridges, Beddington House, Croydon, Surrey : Second Prize,

101., for " Mayflower 3rd," black, 5 years, 2 months-old
;
in-milk, calved

April 4, 1879 ; bred by Mr. Walker, Mount Cletton, Aberdeenshire
;

sire, "Hampton" (492); dam, "Mayflower 2nd" (1020): and Third
Prize, 5Z., for "Duchess Marie," black, 5 years, 2 months, 1 week, 5
days-old

;
in-milk, calved March 27, 1879 ; bred by Mr. Eobert Walker,

Mount Cletton, Aberdeenshire
;

sire, " Hampton " (492) ;
dam, " Daisy "

(1025), by " Victor," g. d., "Ballindalloch" (403).

Sir George Macpherson Grant, Bart., Ballindalloch Castle, Elgin, N.B.

:

the Reserve Number to " Siren," black, 7 years, 1 week, 3 days-old ; in-

milk, calved April 28, 1879 ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Jurj^man " (404);
dam, " Sybil " (974), by " Black Prince " (501) ; g. d., " Ann " (539),

by "Banks of Dee" (12).
,
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Polled Angus or Aberdeen Heifers, in-milh or in-calf, above Two and
not exceeding Three Years old.

Thk Marquis of Huntly, of Aboyne Castle, Aberdeenshire : First Prize,

15?., lor " Princess Koyal," black, 2 j'ears, 7 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old,

in-calf ; bred by himself; sire, " Dragon ;" dam, " Princess 1st of Aboyne,"
by " Lord Macduff " (678) ; g. d., " Princess 3rd " (1771).

West Highland Bulls, above Two Years old.

James Dukcan, Benmore, Kilmun by Greenock, Argyleshire : First Prize,

20/., for " Roderick Uliu," black, 5 years, 2 months, 6 days-old ; bred by
John Stewart Bochastle, Callender, Perth

;
sire, " Donachadh Dubh."

West Highland Yearling Bulls, above One and net exceeding Two Years

old.

James Duncan, Benmore, Kilmun, by Greenock, Arp:yleshire : First Prize,

15/., for " Alistair Mohr," light dun, 1 j'ear, 2 months, 3 weeks, G days-

old; bred by himself; sire, " Donachadh Ban ;" dam, "Mairi BJin :" and
Second Prize, 10/., for " Lord Colin," yellow, 1 year, 5 months, 2 weeks,

3 davs-old ; bred bv himself ; sire, " Donachadh Ban dam, " Dhuber-
rach!"

Kerry Bulls of any age.

James Robertson, La Mancha, iLalahide, Co. Dublin : First Prize, 20/., for

" Busaco," black, 6 years, 2 months-old ; breeder unknown.

Robert Hogg, LL.D., Streame, Horeham Road, Sussex : Second Prize, 10/.,

for " Punch," black, 1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old ; bred by
himself

;
sire, " La Mancha ;"' dam, " Punchy."

The Earl of Clonmell, Bishop's Court, Straffan, Kildare : Third Prize, 5/.,

for " The Kerry Recruit," black, age unknown ; bred by the late Sir

Gerald Aylmer, Bart., Douadea, Kilcock, Kildare.

James Robertson, La Mancha, the Beserve Numler to " Border Chief," black,

2 j-ears, 5 months-old ; bred by Mr. Eagar, Blancrville, Co. Kerry.

Kerry Cows, or Heifers, in-milh or in-calf.

The Earl of Clonmell, Bishop's Court : First Prize, 20/., for " The Pride

of Kerry," black, 5 years, 11 months, 2 weeks, 5 days- old, in-milk, galved

April ly, 1879 ; bred by Mr. John O'Sullivan, Killagh, Kenmare, Co.

Kerry.

Richard Good, Aherlow, Co. Cork : Second Prize, 10/., for " Xorah," black,

3 years-old, in-calf; breeder unknown.

Peter Hay, Spike Island, Qneenstown, Co. Cork: Third Prize, 5/., for

"Little Beauty," black, about 5 years, 2 months-old, in-milk aud in-calf,

calved February 8, 1879 ; bred by Mr. Michael Foley,' Killarney, Co.

Kerry.

James Robertsok, of La Mancha: the Hescrve Kinnhev to."Perilla," black>

4 years, 2 weeks old, in-calf; breeder unknown.
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Otlicr British Breeds—Bulls of any age.

The Eabl of Taxkertille, Chiilingham Castle, Alnwick, Northumberland :

First Prize, 20/., for " Adam," white Shorthorn, 2 years, 2 weeks-old
;

bred by himself; sks, a ChilHngham wild bull; dam, a pure Shorthorn

cow.

John Blott, Whalebone House, Chadwell Heath, Essex : Second Prize, 107.,

for " Young Cherry," roan Shorthorn, 10 months, 1 week, 2 days-old ; bred

by himself.

Other British Breeds—Cow or Heifer in-milk or in-calf.

JoHX Blott, Whalebone House : First Prize, 207., for " Xelly," roan, 3 years,

7 months, 1 week, 3 days-old; in-milk, calved Aug. 22, 1878; bred by
himself.

Dairy Cattle—Pairs of Cows in-milk.

Frederick Harvey, Churcham House, Gloucester : First Prize, 257., for

"Victoria," roan Shorthorn, 7 years, 4 months-old. "Lady," roan Short-

horn, 6 years, 3 months-old ; both bred by himself.

J. Welford axd Sox, Warwick Farm Dairies, Bayswater, London, W.

:

Secoxd Prize, 157., for " Buttercup," red, mixed Shorthorn, about 6
years-old. " May," red-pied, mixed Shorthora, about 6 years old ; breeders

unknown.

The Staxd Stud Company, Whitcfield, Manchester : Third Prize, 107., for

" Fill Pail," roan Yorkshire, 5 years-old. " Eosebud," roan Yorkshire,

about 5 years-old ; breeders unknown.

William Perkins Warxer, Welsh Harp, Hendon, Middlesex : the Beserve

Xiniiher to "Daisy," red, 5 years-old. "Dolly," roan, 6 years old;

breeders unknown.

Dairy Cattle— Coics in-milk.

The Stakd Stud Company, of Whitefield, Manchester ; First Prize, 257., for
" Buttercup," roan Yorkshire, about 5 years-old

;
in-milk, calved May 25,

1879 ; breeder unknown.

Thomas Kingsley, 40, Kew Road, Aylesbury : Second Prize, 157., for "But-
terfly," Hall bred, about 5 years-old

;
in-milk, calved June 15, 1879

;

breeder unknown.

George Ferme, Leigham Lodge, Eoupell Park, Streatham Hill, Surrey :

Third Prize, 107., for his Ayrshire, about 5 years-old
;
in-calf; breeder

imknown.

William Bliss, Chipping Norton, Oxon : the Beserve Number to " Juniper

Berry," roan Shorthorn, 11 j'ears, 1 month, 5 days-old
;
in-milk, calved

April 14, 1879 ; bred by W. B. S. Sackville, Drayton House
;

sire,

" George 1st," dam, " Juniper."
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SHEEP.

Leicester Shearling Mams.

Hebden Bortok, Manor House, Barton-le-Street, Malton, Yorkshire : Fekst
Peize, 201., for his 1 year, 2 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Teasdale Hilton Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick, Yorkshire : Second
Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;
sire,

" Eoyal Liverpool."

George Turner, jun., Thorpelands, Northampton : Third Prize, 5Z., for his

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Teasdale Hilton Hutchinson : the Beserve Nzmher to his 1 year, 3 months,
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Eoyal Liverpool."

Leicester Bams of any other age.

Teesdale Hilton Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick, Yorkshire : First
Prize, 201., for his 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Hebden Borton, Manor House, Barton-le-Street, Malton : Second Prize,

101., for his " Bachelor," 2 years, 1 month, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

George Turner, jun., Thorpelands, Northamptonshire : Third Prize, 5?.,

for his 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Hebden Borton : the Beserve Number to his 2 years, 3 months-old ; bred by
himself.

Leicesters—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same flock.
'

The Executors of the late Francis Jordan, of Eastburn, Driffield, York-
shire : First Prize, 15?., for their 1 year, 3 months-old ; bred bj'

themselves.

George Turner, jun., Thorpelands, Northampton : Second Prize, 10?., for

his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Teesdale H. Hutchinson, Manor House, Catterick : Third Prize, 5?., for

his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Eoyal
Liverpool."

"VYiLLiAM Brown, High Gate House, Holme-on-Spalding-Moor, Yorkshire
;

the Beserve Number to his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred bj-

himself.

Leicester Ewe Lamhs, Pens of Five.

John Green and Son, Low House Farm, Silsden, Leeds : First Prize, 15?.,

for their 3 months-old ; bred by themselves
;

sire, " Lancaster."

George Turner, Great Bowley, Tiverton, Devon : Second Prize, 10?., for

his 3 months, 2 wccks-old ; bred by himself: and the Beserve Number
to his 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred hy himself.

Border Leicester Shearling Bams.

Eichard Tweedie, The Forest, Catterick : First Prize, 20?., for his 1 j'ear,

3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself
;

sire, "Eoyal James;" sire of
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dam, " Lord Lorne :" and Secom) Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 3 months,
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself; sire, " King James ;" sire of dam, " Fitz-

James."

JoHX Thompsox, Baillieknowe, Kelso, X.B. : Thisd Pkizz, 5?., for his 1 year, 3
months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

KicaiBD Tweedie: the Eeserve Number to his 1 year, 3 months, 2
weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "Royal James;" sire of dam, "Sir
James."

Border Leicester Bams of any other age,

RicHABD Tweedie, The Forest, Catterick, "Fiest Peee, 20?., for "Eoyal
Tictor," 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Royal

James ;" sire of dam, " Sir James and Secokd Prize, 10?., for " Rover,"
3 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "King James;"
sire of dam, " Sir James."

Hfntiv Bubx, Gloronim, Belford, Northumberland: Third Prize, 5'., for

his 2 years, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Border Leicester Shearling Eices, Pens of Five of the same FlocTc,

Richard Tweedie, The Forest, Catterick : First Prize, 15?., for his 1 year,

3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

3ows Thojipsox, Baillieknowe, Kelso, Roxburghshire : 'Secont) Prize, 10?.,

for his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Charles Eentst Hat, Bradford House, Belford, Xorthumberland : Third
Prize, 5?., for his about 1 year, 3 months-old ; bred by himself,

Richard Tweedie : the Eeserve Number to his 1 yeir, 3 months, 2 weeks-
old ; bred by himself

Border Leicester Ewe Lambs, Pens of Five,

JoHX Thompson, Baillieknowe, Kelso: First Prize, 15?., forj^his 3 months,
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Charles Ee>t:5T Hat, Bradford House, Belford, Xorthumberland: SEC0^-D

Prize, 10?., for his 3 months,'l week-old ; bred by himself.

Richard Tweedie, The Forest, Catterick : Third Prize, 5?., fcr h's 3 months,
2 weeks old ; bred by himself.

Cotswold Shearling Bams.

Thosias BRO^vy, Marham Hall, Downham Market, Xorfolk : First Prize,

20?., for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself. .

Thoilas and Stephen George Gillett, KUkenny, Faringdon : SEco^-D

Prize, 10?., for their 1 year, 4 months, 1 week-old; bred by them-
selves.

Joss Gillett, Oaklands, Charlbury, Oxon : Third Prize, 5?., for his 1 year

5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Browx, Marham Hall : the Eeserve Number to his 1 yeir, 4 months-
old ; bred by himself.
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Cotswold Earns of any otlier age.

TnoMAS Brown, Marliam Hall : First Prize, 20Z., for Ms 2 years, 4 months-

old ; bred b}^ himself.

Thomas and Stephen George Gillett, Kilkenny, Faringdon, Oxon:
Second Prize, 10?., for their 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by
themselves.

EtrssELL SwANWicK, the College Farm, Cirencester : Third Prize, 51., for his

about 2 years, 5 months-old ; bred by himself : and Reserve Number to

his about 2 years, 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

Cotswold Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of tlie same Flock.

PiOBERT Jacobs, Signett Hill, Burford, Oxfordshire : First Prize, Ibl., for

his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas and Stephen George Gillett, Kilkennj'^ : Second Prize, 10?., for

their 1 year, 4 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by themselves.

John Gillett, Oaklands, Charlbury: Third Prize, 5?., for his 1 year, o

months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

EussELL SwANWicK, College Farm, Cirencester : the Reserve Number to his

about 1 year, 5 months-old; bred by himself.

Cotswold Ewe Lambs, Pens of Five.

Edward Tombs, Shilton, Bampton, Oxfordshire : First Prize, 15Z., for his

5 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by himself.

John Gillett, Oaklands, Charlbury : Second Prize, 10?., for his 5 months,
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Egbert Jacobs, Signett Hill, Burford : the Reserve Number to his 5 months,
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Lincoln Shearling Bams.

Henry Smith, The Grove, Cropwell Butler, Nottingham : First Prize, 20?.,

for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

John Pears, Mere, Lincoln : Second Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 4 months-
old ; bred by himself.

Eobert Wright, Nocton Heath, Lincoln : Third Prize, 5?., for his 1 year, 3
months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Arthur Garfit, Scothern, Lincoln : the Reserve Number to his about 1 year,

4 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Lincoln Rams of any other age.

Henry Smith, The Grove, Cropwell Butler, Nottingham : First Prize,

20?., for " Marechale Bazaine," about 2 years, 2 months-old ; bred

by the late Mr. W. F. Marshall, Branston, Lincoln : and Second Prize,

10?., for " Lord Beaconsfield," 5 years, 2 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by
Mr. Thomas Mayfield, Dogdyke, Boston.

William and Henry Dodding, Panton House, Wragby, Lincolnshire : Third
Prize, 5?., for their 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by them-
selves.
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Robert Chaeles Catlixg, Needham Hall : the Reserve Number to his about

3 years, 4 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Lincoln Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

John Pears, Mere, Lincoln : First Prize, 15/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old ;

bred by himself.

Charles Sell, Poplar Farm, Bassingbourne, Eoyston, Cambridgeshire:

Second Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by
himself.

Egbert Charles Catling, Needham Hall, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire:

Third Prize, bl., for his about 1 year, 4 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by
himself.

Egbert Wright, Nocton Heath, Lincoln : the Reserve Number to his 1 year,

3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Lincoln Ewe Lamhs, Pens of Five.

William and Hexry Dudding, Panton House, Wragby : First Prize, 15?.,

for their 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by themselves.

Charles Sell, Poplar Farm, Bassingbourne, Eoyston : Second Prize, 10?.,

for his i months-old ; bred by himself.

Egbert Charles Catling, Needham Hall, Wisbech : the Reserve Number
to his about 4 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred b}- himself.

Kentish or Bomneij Marsh Shearling Rams.

John Samuel Strutt Godwin, Hazelwood, Hadlow, Kent: First Prize,

20?., for his 1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old : Second Prize, 10?., for his

1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old : and Third Prize, 5?., for his 1 year, 3
months, 1 week-old ; all bred by himself.

Henry Page, Walmer Court, Walmer, Kent : the Reserve Number to his

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old, bred by himself.

Kentish or Romney Marsh Hams of any other age.

John Samuel Strutt Godwin, Hazelwood, Hadlow: First Prize, 20?.,

for his 2 year, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Henry Eigden, Lyminge, Hythe, Kent : Second Prize, 10?., for his 2 years,

2 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself : and Third Prize, 5?., for his

2 years, 2 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself ; sire " Guildford."

Thomas Powell, East Lenham, Maidstone, Kent : the Reserve Number to his

3 years, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Kentish or Bomney Marsh Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same
flock.

John Samuel Strutt Godwin, Hazelwood, Hadlow, Kent : First Prize,
15?., for his 1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Henry Eigden, Lyminge, Hythe, Kent : Second Prize, 10?. for his 1 year,
9 months, 1 week-old ; bred b}' himself.
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Fkederick Keame, jun., Macknade, Favcrshani, Kent : Third Prize, 51.,

for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself; sire, " Legacy,"

Hexrt Page, Walmer Court, Walmer, Kent : the Reserve Numher to his

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself,

Kentish or Bomney Marsh Ewe Lanibs, Pens of Five.

Hekrt Page, Walmer Court: First Prize, 151., for his 5 months-old;
bred by himself: and Second Prize, 10?., for his 5 months-old; bred by
himself,

Bradbury William Tassell, Hode, Patrisbourne, Canterbury : the Reserve

Numher to his 3 mouths, 3 weeks-old ; bred b}' himself.

Oxfordshire Down Shearling Bams.

John Tread'well, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury: First Prize, 20?.,

for his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "The
Swell"

Albert Brassey, Heythrop Park, Chipping Norton : Second Prize, 10?., for

his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself : and Third Prize,

5L, for his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

George Adams, Pidnell Farm, Faringdon, Berkshire : the Reserve Numher
to his 1 vear, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself

;
sire, " Eoyal

Oxford."

Oxfordshire Down Bams of any other age.

Charles Hobbs, Maisey Hampton, Fairford, Gloucestershire: First Prize,

20?., for his 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself,

John Treadwell, Upper Winchendon : Second Prize, 10?., for " The
Swell," about 3 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Freeland:" and Third Prize, 5?., for "Eoyal Liverpool," about

3 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "Freeland;" sire

of dam, " Gillett,"

James and Frederick Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford : the Reserve

Numher to " Sir Charles," 4 years, 5 mouths-old ; bred by Mr. C. Howard,
Biddenham, Bedford.

Oxfordshire Down Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same floch.

John Treadwell, Upper Winchendon : First Prize, 1.5?., for his about
1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself,

George Adams, Pidnell Farm, Faringdon : Second Prize, 10?., for his

1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "Eoyal Oxford,"

Albert Brassey, Heythrop Park, Chipping Norton : Third Prize, 5?., for

his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself.

George Adams : the Reserve Numher to his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old

;

bred by himself; sire, " Eoyal Oxford."

Oxfordshire Doicn Ewe Lambs, Pens of Five.

Albert Brassey, Heythrop Park, Chipping Norton, Oxon : First Prize, 15?„
•

for his 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.
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"William Arkell, jun., Hatherop, Fairford, Gloucestershire : Second Prize,

10/., for his 5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

George Street, Maulden, Ampthill, Bedford : Third Prize, 5?., for his

about 5 months-old ; bred by himsull".

JiiiEs and Frederick Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford : the Reserve

Number to their about 5 mouths, 2 weeks-old ; bred by themselves.

Southdown Shearling Bams.

William Eigdex, Ashcroft, Kingston-by-Sea, Shoreham, Sussex: First
Prize, 20/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Pioyal

Bedford."

Lord Walsixgham, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : Secojtd Prize, 10/., for

his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

H.Pi.H. THE Prince of Wales, K.G., Sandringham, Norfolk : Third Prize,

5/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred b}' His Royal Highness.

Lord Walsingham : the Reserve Number to his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred

by himself.

Southdown Bams of any other age.

Jeremiah James Colman, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich : FntsT Prize, 20/.,

for his 2 years, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Hexrt Hctmphret, Ashington Mill, Pulborough, Sussex : Secont) Prize, 10/.,

for his 2 years, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, E.G., Sandringham : Third Prize, 5/., for

his 3 years, 4 months-old ; bred by His Eoyal Highness.

Hugh Gorringe, Kingston-by-Sea, Shoreham, Sussex : the Reserve Number to
his about 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Southdown Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the sameflocTc.

Jeremlj.h James Colman, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich : First Prize, 15/.,

for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmering, Worthing, Sussex : Second Prize,
10/., for their 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by themselves.

H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, K.G., Sandringham : Third Prize, 5/., for

his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by His Eoyal Highness.

Frederick Maulkin Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Saffron Walden, Essex : the
Reserve Number to his 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

Southdown Ewe Lambs, Pens of Five,

H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, E.G., Sandringham : First Prize, 15/., for

his 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by His Eoyal Highness.

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmering, Worthing, Sussex : Second Prize,
10/., for their 5 months-old ; bred by themselves.

Frederick ^Iaulkin Jonas, ChrisLall Grange, Saffron Waldon, Essex : Third
Prize, 5/., for his 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

George Jonas, Ickleton, Great Chesterford, Essex : the Reserve Number to
his 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself.

h 2
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ShropsMre Shearling Bams.

George Graham, The Oaklands, Birminsham : First Prize, 201., for his

1 year, 4 mouths-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas James MA^'SELL, Dudmaston Lodge, Bridgnorth, Salop : Second Prize,

10?., for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

James Lenox Naper, Loughcrew, Oldcastle, Ireland: Third Prize, 5Z., for

his "Sir Grey," 1 year, 3 months, 2 Avecks-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Sir Gray."

Hexrt James Sheldox, Brailes House, Shipton-on-Slx)ur : the Beserve

Number to his about 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Sliropshire Bams of any oilier age.

Fraxcis Bach, Onibury, Craven Arms, Salop : First Prize, 20?., for his

about 2 yeais, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bied by himself.

Thomas James Mansell, Dudmaston Lodge : Second Prize, 10?., for his
" Birdlime," 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;
sire,

" Double B."

John Edward Farmer, of Felton, Ludlow, Salop : Third Prize, 5?., for his

about 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Nock, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal, Salop : the Reserve Number to his

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

ShropsMre Yearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

Mrs. Harriet Smith, New House, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal : First Prize,

5?., for her about 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by herself.

George Graham, The Oaklands, Birmingham : Second Prize, lOZ., for his

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

KiCHARD Thomas, The Buildings, Baschurch, Salop, Third Prize, 5?., for his

about 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself; sire, "Prince."

Henry Townshend, Caldicote Hall, Nuneaton, Warwickshire: the Reserve

Number to his about 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Shropshire Ewe Lambs, Pens of Five.

Thomas Nock, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal, Salop : First Prize, 15?., for his

3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Hampshire Shearling Bams.

Alfred Morrison, Fonthill House, Tisbury, AVilts : First Prize, 20Z., for

his 1 year, 5 months-old : Second Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 5 months,

1 week-old : and Third Prize, 5?., for his 1 year, 5 months-old ; all

bred by himself.

Frank R. Moore, Littlecott, Pewsey, Wilts: the Reserve Number to his

about 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

Hampshire Bams of any other age.

Alfred Morrison, Fonthill House: First Prize, 20?., for his 2 years,

5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.
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William Parsons, West Stratton, Miclieldever, Hants : Second Prize, 10?.,

for his about 2 years, 5 months old ; bred by himself.

FsAXK Pi. Moore, Littlecott, Pewsey : Third Prize, 5?., for his 3 years,

4 mouths, 3 weeks-old ; bred bj' himself.

Hexby Lambert, Great Abington, Cambridge : the Eeserve Numher to his

about 2 years, 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

Hampshire Sliearling Euces, Pens of Five of the same flock.

James Eead, Homington, SaUsbury, Wilts: First Prize, 15?., for his 1 year,

5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself : and Second Prize, 13s., for his

1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

J. A. and T. Palmer, Nine Mile Waters, Broughton, Stockbridge, Hants:
Third Prize, 5?., for their 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by themselves.

Lewis Loyd, Monk's Orchard, Croydon, Surrey : the Eeserve Numher to his

1 year, 4 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Hampshire Ewe Lambs, Pens of Five,

Alfred Morrison, Fonthill House: First Prize, 15?., for his 4 months, 3
weeks-old ; bred by himself.

William Parsons, West Stratton, Micheldever, Hampshire : Secont) Prize,

10?., for his about 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

Jonathan PiIgg, Wrotham Hill Park, Sevenoaks, Kent : Third Prize, 5?.,

for his 4 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Cheviot Shearling Bams.

Thomas Elliot, Hiadhope, Jedburgh, Poxburghshire : First Prize, 10?.,

for his 1 year, 2 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself : and Second
Prize, 5?., for his 1 yesr, 3 months-old; bred by himself; sire, "Mor-
peth," sire of dam, "Highland Chief."

John Eobson, Byrness, Otterburn, Northumberland : the Beserte Numher to

his 1 year, 6 months-old ; bred by himself.

Cheviot Mams of any other age.

Thomas Elliot, Hindhope : First Prize, 10?., for his 3 years, 2 months,
2 weeks-old; bred by himself: sire, "Lauderdale:" and Second Prize,
5?., for his 2 years, 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

John PiOBSON, Byrness, Otterburn ; the Eeserve A urnher to his 3 years,
3 months-old ; bred by himself.

Cheviot Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

Thomas Elliot, Hindhope: First Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 2 months,
2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, " Homev."

John Rodson, Byrness; Second Prize, o?., for his 1 year, 3 months-old;
bred by himself.

Black-faced Mountain Shearling Bams.

John Dixos-, High Hall, Dent, Yorkshire : First Prize, 10?., for his 1 year,

3 months old ; bred by Mr. Ing;;lby, Bousbci-, Clapham, Yorkshire.
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WiLLTAM Beattie, Crocknacurmie, Pettigo, Co. Donegal: Second Peize, 57.,

for his 1 year, 2 mouths, 2 wet-ks-old ; bred b}' himself.

Black-faced Mountain Bams of any other age.

Christopher J. H. Towkr, Weald Hall, Brentwood, Essex : First Prize,

10/., for his 4 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Black-faced Mountain Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

William Beattie, Crocknacurmie : First Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 2
months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Herdwicks, Shearling Bams.

Edward Nelson, Gatesgartb, Cockermouth, Cumberland: First Prize, 10/.,

ft.r "Mountain Kincr," 1 year, 2 months-old; bred by himself: sire,

" Yew Tree."

George Browne, Troutbeck, Windermere, Westmoreland : Second Prize, 5/.,

for "Duke of Connaught," 1 year, 2 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by
himself.

Herdwicks, Bams of any other age.

Edward Nelson, Gatesgarth : First Prize, 10/., for " Toby Smart," 6 years,

2 months-old ; bred by himself: sire, " Gatesgarth Boggle."

George Browne, Troutbeck, Windermere: Second Prize, 5/., for "Patch,"

3 years, 2 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Herdwicks, Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

George Browne, Troutbeck : First Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 2 months,
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

William Leathes, Lamplugh Hall, Cockermouth, Cumberland: Second
Prize, 5/., for his 1 year, 3 monihs-old ; bred by himself.

Lonks, Shearling Bams.

John Green and Son, Low House Farm, Silsden, Leeds : First Prize, 10/.,

for their 1 year, 3 months-old ; bred by themselves : sire, " Liverpool

Champion."

Lonks, Bams of any otlicr age.

John Green and Son : First Prize, IC/., for their " Liverpool Champioii,"

3 years, 3 months-old ; bred by themselves.

Lonks, Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

John Green and Son: First Prizk, 10/., for their 1 year, 3 months-old;

bred by themselves : sire, " Liverpool Champion."

Bylands, Shearling Bams^

William Taylor, Showlc Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire : First Prize, 10/.,

for his 1 year, 4 mouths old ; bred by himself.
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Mylands, Bams of any other age.

William Taylor : Fiest Prize, 10?., for Lis 2 j-enrs, 4 months-old ; bred by
himself.

Devon Long-wooUed Shearling Bams.

"WrLLiAM and George Bird, Volis, Taunton, Somerset : First Prize, 107.,

for their about 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by themselves.

Seb J. H. H. Amory, Bart., M.P., Knightshays Court, Tiverton, Devon:
Secokd Prize, 5/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself: and
the reserve Xumber to his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by
himself.

Devon Long-icoolled Bams of any other age.

Alfred Bowermax, Capton, "Williton, Taimton : First Prize, 10?., for his

3 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

EicHARD Corner, Torweston, Williton, Somerset : Second Prize, 5?., for his

2 years, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Sir J. H. H. Amoey, Bart., M.P., Knightshays Court, Tiverton, Devon

:

the Reserve Number to his 2 years, 4 months, 1 week-old ; bred by
himself.

Devon Long-woolled Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

Sir J. H. H. Amory, Bart., M.P., Knightshays Court, Tiverton, Devon:
First Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 4 mouths-old ; bred by himself.

Joseph Xoeris Fraxklix, Huxham, Exeter: Second Prize, 5?., for his

about 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Charles Xorris, Motion, Exeter: the Reserve Kumler to his 1 year,

4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Somerset and Dorset Horned Shearling Bams.

Herbert Farthing, Xether Stowey, Bridgwater, Somerset : First Prize,

10?., for his 1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old; bred by himself; and Second
Prize, 5?., for his 1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

John Mayo, Broadway Farm, Dorchester : the Reserve Xumber to his 1 year,

6 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Somerset and Dorset Horned Bams of any other age.

James C. Culverwell, Clavelshay, Xorth Petherton, Bridgwater : FmsT
Prize, 10?., for his 3 years, 6 months-old ; bred by himself.

Herbert Farthing, Nether Stowey : Second Prize, 5?., for his 3 years,

5 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Mato, Broadway Farm : the Reserve Xumher to his 3 years, 6 mtmths,
2 weeks-old ; bred by Mr. Thomas Bradford, Look Farm, Abbotsbury,

Somerset and Dorset Horned Shearling Eices, Pens of Five of the same

flock.

Edward Gapper Legg, Coombe Down, Beaminster, Dorset : First Prize,

10?., for his 1 year, 6 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.
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John Mato, Broadway Farm : Second Prize, bl., for his 1 year, 6 months,

2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Dartmoor Shearling Bams.

JoHX Lexdox Breiikidge, Martin Farm, Okehampton, Devon : First
Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 3 months-old ; bred by himself : sire, " Young
Model."

John Knapman, East Ash, South Tawton, Okehampton: Second Prize, 5?.,

for his 1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Lendon Bremrtdge, Martin Farm : the Reserve Number to " Forester,"

1 year, 3 months-old ; bred by himself : sire, " Modeh"

Dartmoor Earns of any other age.

EoGER Palmer, Venn Farm, Beaworth}-, Exboume, Devonshire : First Prize,

101., for his 5 years, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

James Drew, Artiscombe, Tavistock, Devon : Second Prize, 51., for his

3 years, 4 months-old; bred by himself.

John Knapman, East Ash : the Reserve Number to his 3 years, 3 months,
3 weeks-old; bred by Mr. John Jackman, Meadwell, Kelly, Liftou,

Devon.

Dartmoor Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flocTc.

James Drew, Artiscombe, Tavistock : First Prize, 10?., for his 1 year,

4 months-old ; bred by himself

PiOger Palmer, Venn Farm, Beaworthy, Exbourne : Secont) Prize, 5?., for

his 1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Exmoor Shearling Bams.

Mbs. Maria Langdon, Flitton Barton, North Molton, Devon : First Prize,

10?., for her about 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by herself.

Lord Poltimore, Poltimore Park, Exeter : Second Prize, 51., for his 1 year,

4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Exmoor Bams of any other age.

Mrs. Maria Langdon, Flitton Barton: First Prize, 10/., for her about

2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by herself.

Lord Polthiore, Poltimore Park : Second Prize, 5?., for his 2 years,

4 months-old; bred by himself.

Exmoor Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flock.

Lord Poltimore, Poltimore Park : First Prize, 101., for his 1 year, 4 months-

old ; bred by himself.

Mrs. Maria Langdon, Flitton Barton: Second Prize, 5/., for her about

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by herself.
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Welsh Mountain Shearling Mams,

Captain John C. Best, PLas-yn-Vivod, Llangollen, Denbighshire : First
Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 2 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Elias Davies, Backlaw, Conway, Carnarvonshire : Second Prize, 51., for his

1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Welsh Mountain Bams of any other age.

Mrs. Jane Griffith, Merclilyn, Conway, Carnarvonshire : First Prize, 10?.,

for " Bismarck," 5 years, 3 months-old: bred by Mr. William Roberts,

Llwydfan, Conway : and Second Prize, 5?., for " Will," 2 years,

3 months-old; bred by herself : sire, " Bismarck."

Welsh Mountain Sliearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same floclc.

Mrs. Jane Griffith : First Prize, 10?., for her 1 year, 3 months-old ; bred

by herself : sire, " Bismarck."

Edward Thomas, Penisarwaen, Trefnant, Rhyl, Flints : Second Prize, 5?.,

for his 1 j'ear, 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

Soscommon Bams,

Benjamin Hannan, Riverstown, Killucan, Westmeath, Ireland: First
Prize, 10?., for " Paddy go Easy," 2 years, 3 months, 4 weeks-old

;

bred by himself : sire, " Ticliborne."

Patrick Merlehan, Kilmaglish, MuUingar, Westmeath : Second Prize, 5?.,

lor "Paddy Wliack," 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself:

sire, " Connaiight Ranger," sire of dam, " Faugh-a-Ballagh."

Benjamin Hannan : the Eeserve Number to " Rory," 3 years, 4 months-old

;

bred by himself: sire, " Connaught Ranger."

Boscommon Shearling Ewes, Pens of Five of the same flocTc.

Benjamin Hannan, Riverstown : First Prize, 10?., for his 1 year, 3 months,
2-weeks-old; bred by himself: sire, "Connaught Ranger."

Patrick Merlehan, Kilmaglish : Second Prize, 5?., for his about 1 year,

3 months-old; bred by himself: sire, " Paddy Whack."

GOATS.

Short-haired British—Males.

Miss Frances A. C. Cresswell, Windlesham, Bagshot, Surrey : First
Prize, 5?., for " Prince Charlie," 3 years, 6 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by
herself.

Professor James Beart Simmonds, College House, Great College Street,

London : Second Prize, 3?., for " Bouncmg Billy," 1 year, 2 mouths-old

;

breeder unknot.
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Short-haired British—Females.

Feederick Augustus Crisp, 338, Walworth Road, Walworth, Surrey : First
Prize, 5?., for " Nan," in-milk and in-kid, about 8 years-old ; breeder

unknown.

Professor James Beart Stmmoxds : Second Prize, 3?., for " Lady Camden,"
in-milk, about 4 years-old ; breeder unknown.

Bentinck Canxey, Montrose Villa, George Poad, Lewisham, Kent: the

JReserve Number to " Pet," in-kid, under 4 years-old.

Long-haired British—Males.

Professor John Wortley Axe, The Wilderness, Pinner, Watford, Mid-
dlesex : First Prize, 51., for " Pinner Duke ;" age and breeder unknown.

Edward Thaddeus Crookenden, 305, Deptford Lower Road, Deplford,

Kent : Second Prize, 51., for his 3 years, 1 month, 2 weeks-old ; breeder

unknown.

Long-haired British—Females.

Miss Agnes Jacomb, The Mount, Pinner, Watford, Middlesex : First Prize,

51., for " Nina," in-milk, 8 years, 4 months-old ; breeder unknown.

Charles Datmon, 5, Glasshouse Yard, Aldersgate Street, London : Second
Prize, SI., for " Xan," in-milk, 4 years, 8 months-old ; breeder unknown.

PIGS.

Large White Breed—Boars, above Six Months and not exceeding Twelve

Months old.

James and Frederick Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford: First Prize,

5L, for their 7 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by themselves
;

sire,

Liverpool ;" dam, " Silverhair," by " King."

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : Second Prize, 51.,

for " Samson 5th," 11 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by himself;

sire, " Samson 2nd dam, by " Pride of Idle."

Charles Elmhirst Duckeeing, Northorpe, Kirton Lindscy, Lincolnshire:

the Jieserve Number to " Gliiell," 10 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred

by himself; sire, "Cultivator 16th."

Large Wliite Breed—Boars, above Twelve Months old.

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: First Prize, 10?., for

"Samson 2nd," 4 years, G moutlis-old; bred by Mr. M. Walker,

Chaddcsden, Derby
;
sire, " Samson ;" dam by " Victor 2nd :" and Second

Prize, 31., for " Samson 4th," 2 years, 6 months-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Samson ;" dam, by " Yorkshire Lad."

Charles Elmhirst Duckerino, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey : tho Beserve

Number to "Cultivator lUth," i year, 11 monlhs-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Cultivator 13th."
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Large Wliite Breed—Pens of three Breeding Sow Pigs of ihe same
Litter, above Three and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

Alfred Crowther, Star Inn, Bridge Street, Bury, Lancashire : First Prize,
10/., for his 5 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Samson ;"

dam, " Luce."

Egbert Tommas, Winson Green, Birmingham : Second Prize, 51., for his

5 months, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Emperor;" dam,
"Tigress," by "Esau:" and the PiO^erve Number to his 5 months,
2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Samson ; " dam, " Giantess,"

by « Jerry."

Large Wliite Breed—Breeding Soics.

The Earl of Ellesjiere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : First Prize, 10?.,

for "Empress," 2 years, 3 months, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire

" Samson ;" dam by " Old Xonsuch "
: and Second Prize, 5Z., for " Queen

of Sheba," 4 years, 6 months-old ; bred by Mr. M. Walker, Chaddesden,
Derby

; sire, " Samson ;" dam by " Victor 2nd."

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester : the Reserve Number to

"Dewdrop," 2 years, 7 months, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Champion dam, " Lillium," by " Kingcraft."

Small Wliite Breed—Boars, above One and not exceeding Twelve

Months old.

The Earl of Ellesmere, AYorsley Hall, Manchester: First Prize, 10?.,

for " Prince," 11 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by Mr. Blakey,
Otley, Yorks

;
sire, " Jerry ;" dam, " Footstep."

Lord Moreton, Tortworth Court, Faltield, Gloucestershire: Second Prize,

5?., for " Pearl's Son," 10 months, 3 weeks-old; bred, by himself; sire,

" Young XL ;" dam, " Pearl," by " Barrister."

Sanders Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives, Hunts : the Seserve Xiimber to " Pom-
pous," 10 months, 4 weeks-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Puritan ;" dam,
" Sister to Pride of Oxford," by " Tom Thumb."

Small White Breed—Boars, above Twelve Months old.

Saiiders Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives: First Prize, 10?., for "Esau," 1
year, 2 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old. ; bred by himself; sire, "Puritan;"
dam, " Oh Don't," by " The Czar,"

The Earl of Elles:iiere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: Second Prize, 5?.,

for " The Swell," 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " XL ;" dam, " Nelly Farren."

Charles Elmhiest Dcckering, Xorthorpe, Kirton Lindsey, Lincolnshire

:

the Reserve Number to " Otman," 1 year, 9 months-old ; bred by himself.

Small White Breed—Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs of the same
Litter, above Three and not exceeding Six Months old.

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, JIanchester: First Prize, 10?,,

for his 3 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " King of

the Peacocks ;" dam, " British Queen :" and Second Prize, 5?., for his
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3 montlis, 3 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " King of tlie

Peacocks;" dam, " Gem."

Sanders Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives : the Reserve Number, to his 4 months,
1 week, 3 davs-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Puritau ;" dam, " Opossum,"

by " Tom Thumb."

Small WJiite Breed—Breeding Sows.

Lord Moreton, Tortworth Court, Falfield : First Prize, 10?., for his 1 year,

3 months, 3 days-old, in-pig ; bred by himself; sire, " Young XL."

The Earl of Ellesmere, AVorsley Hall, Manchester : Second Prize, 51., for

" Duchess," 2 years, 3 months-old ; bred by himself; sire, " The Dutch-
man ;" dam by " XL."

Alfred Crowther, Star Inn, Bridge Street, Bury, Lancashire : the Reserve

Number to "Beauty," 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old; bred

by himself; sire, " Bill ;" dam, " Sister to Duchess."

Small Black Breed—Boars, above Six and not exceeding Twelve

Months old.

Matthew Walker, Chaddesden, Derby : First Prize, 101., for " Little

John," 9 months, 1 week, 5 days-old ; bred by Mr. Sexton, Wherstead
Hall, Ipswich; sire, "Adventurer's Son;" dam, "Admirable," by
" Prodigal."

The Duke of Hamilton and Buandon, Easton Park, Wickham Market,

Suffolk :" Second Prizi;, 5L, for " Young Doncaster," 11 months,

3 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Doncaster ;" dam,
" Favourite."

William Wheeler, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour, Worcestershire : the

Reserve Number, to his ti months, 1 day-old ; bred by himself.

Small Black Breed—Boars, above Twelve Months old.

The Eev. William Hooper, Cliilfrome Pectory, Dorchester : First Prize,

101., for "Lord Beaconsfield," 1 year, 1 month, 2 weeks, 4 days-old;

bred by himself; sire, "Sultan."

Charles Elmhirst Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsej', Lincolnshire

:

Second Prize, 5/., for his 1 year, 1 mouth, 1 week-old ; bred by Mr. G.

M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswicli.

Matthew Walker, Chaddesden, Derby: the Reserve Number \o "Childeric,"

1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by Mr. Sexton, Wherstead Hall,

Ipswich
;

sire, " Prince Charlie ;" sire of dam, " Blair Athol."

Small Blade Breed—Breeding Sows.

William Wheeler, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour : First Prize, 10/.,

for his 1 year, 9 months-old; bred by himself: and Second PiiizE, 5^,

for his 1 year, 7 months, 1 day-old ; bred by himself.

Matthew Walker, Chaddesden, Derby : the Reserve Number to "Paris,"

2 years, 2 months-old ; bred by Mr. Sexton, Wlierstead Hall, Ipswich ;
sire, "Prodigal;" dam, " Victoria," by " Blair Athol."
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Berhshires—Boars, above Six Months and not exceeding Twelve

Months old.

Arthuk Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester : First Prize, lOJ., for

his 11 months, 1 week, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire, "Prodigal:"
and Second Prize, 5/., for his 11 months, 1 week, 1 day-old ; bred by
himself

;
sire, " Prodigal."

Edward Tombs, Shilton, Bampton, Oxfordshire : the Reserve Numler to
" Aylesbury," 9 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Timothy ;"

dam, "Lady Mallard," by " Baron Suthrope."

Berhshires—Boars, above Twelve Months old.

Heber Humfrey, Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham, Berks : First Prize, 10?.,

for "Bingley 1st," 2 years, 2 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by himself; sire,

" Hillsmere ;" dam, " May Rugby," by " Maybourne."

Lord Chesham, Latimer, Chesham, Bucks : Second Prize, 51., for his 3 years,

2 months-old ; bred by "Mi: Heber Humfrey, Kingstone, Shrivenham,
Berks.

EussELL SwANwicK, College Farm, Cirencester, Gloucestershire : the Reserve

Number to " Emulation," 2 years, 1 month, 1 week, 3 days-old ; bred

by himself; sire, "May Breeze."

Berhshires—Pens of Tliree Breeding Sow Pigs of the same Litter, above

Three and not exceeding Six Months old.

William Henry Walker, Shenfield Hall, Brentwood, Essex : First Prize,

10?., for his 4 months, 2 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Tartar," dam,
" Rosette 2nd."

Lord Chesham, Latimer, Chesham : Second Prize, 51., for his 5 months,
2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by himself.

Arthur Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester : the Reserve Numler to

his 4 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Sir Sniper
;"

" Lady Berkeley."

Berhshires—Breeding Sows.

Heber Humfhey, Kingstone Farai, Shrivenham, Berks : First Prize, 101.,

for " Donna Louise," 3 years, 1 month, 3 weeks, 6 days-old
;
in-pig ; bred

by Mr. D. Ashcroft. Blackamoor's Head Hotel, Preston, Lancashire
;

sire,

" Sir Roger ;" dam, " Belladonna," by " Kingcraft."

Richard Fowler, Broughton Farm, Aylesbury : Second Prize, 51., for
" Princess Royal 2nd," 3 years, 1 month-old

;
in-pig ; bred by himself.

William Henry Walker, Shenfield Hall, Brentwood, Essex : the Reserve
Number to " Miss Colchester," 2 years, 10 months-old ; in-pig; bred by
Mr. G. Griggs, Queensberry Lodge, Elstree, Herts

; sire, " Little John ;"

dam, " Lady Colchester."

Other Breeds—Boars, above Six Months and not exceeding Twelve
Months old.

John and^JosEPH Ndttall, 13, Long Field, Haywood, Lancashire : First
Prize, 101., for " Young Gladstone," white, 10 months, 4 weeks-old

;

bred by Mr. Benjamin Calvert, Haywood Lane
;

sire, " Tichborne ;" dam.
" Lucy 3rd," by " Sir Albert."
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Egbert Tommap, Winson Green, Birmingtam : Second Prize, 5?., for

" Punch," white, 11 months, 1 week, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Esau ;" dam, " Eva," by " Duke of York."

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worslcy Hall, Manchester : the Beserve Numher to

"Topsman," white, 11 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Lancashire Lad ;" dam by " Pretender."

Other Breeds—Boars above Twelve MontJis old.

JoH^> and Joseph Kuttall, 13, Long Field, Haywood, Lancashire : First
Prize, 101, for " Tichbome," white, 3 years, 8 months-old ; bred by
themselves

;
sire, " Sir Albert ;" dam, " Lucy 1st," by " Hero."

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester : Second Prize, 5?., for

"King Duncan," white, 2 j-ears, 4 months-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,

*' Scottish Chief;" dam by " Duke of Lancaster."

Peter Edex, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester : the Reserve Xumher to " Star

of the East," white with spot, 3 years, 10 months-old ; bred by himself;

sire, " King ;" dam, " Similise," by "Major."

Other Breeds—Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs of the same Litter,

aliove Three and not exceeding Six Months old,

LiEUT.-CoL. B. G. Dayies Cooke, Colomendy, Mold, Flints : Fibst Prize,

10/., for his white, 5 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Marquis 2nd ;" dam, " Chignon," by « The Earl."

Sanders Spencer, Holywell, St. Ives, Hunts : Second Prize, 10?., for his

white, 4 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old ; bred hy himself
;

sire, " Samson
3rd ;" dam, " Oh Dear," by " Tom Thumb :" and the Beserve Number to

his white, 4 months-old; bred by himself; sire, "Pm-itan;" dam,
" Giantess."

Other Breeds—Breeding Sows.

The Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley Hall : First Prize, 57., for " Gipsy

Queen," white, 2 years-old ; bred by himself; sire, "King Lear;" dam
by " Duke of Lancaster :" and Second Prize, 51., for " Lady Worsley,"

white, 2 years, 2 months, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Peter

the Great ;" dam, " Queen Bee."

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester : the Beserve Number to

" Sunset ;" white, 3 years, 5 months, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Prince 3rd;" dam, "Sunshine," by " Major."
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FOREiaX STOCK.

HORSES*

Percheron and Boulonnais Stallions, Tliree Years old and upwards.

Pierre Louis Modesse-Berquet, Any-Martin-Kieux : First Prize, 50Z., for

" Tureune," gte}-, 8 years-old ; bred by M. Briet-Dufrin.

The Duke of Westminster, Eaton, Chester: Second Prize, 20?., for

" Brilliaat," aged.

Pierre Louis Modesse-Berquet, Any-ilartin-Rieux, Canton d'Aubenton,
Aisne, France : Thibd Prize, lOZ., for " Prince," grey, 7 years-old ; bred
by M. Briet-Dufrin.

Edmoxd de la Ville, Bretteville-sur-Odon, Calvados, France : the Beszrve

Numher to " Hercules," grey, 4 years-old ; bred by M. Leroy.

Percheron or Boulonnais Mares.

William Perkins Warner, Welsh Harp, Hendon, Middlesex : First Prize,

30?., for " Milly," grey, aged ; breeder unknown : Second Prize, 20/., for

" Xora," grey, 7 years-old ; breeder unknown.

Norman and Anglo-Norman Stallions, Three Years old.

Edmond de la Ville, Bretteville-sur-Odon : First Prize, 50?., for " The-
mistocle," dark bay, 4 years-old ; bred by M. Joseph Digard

;
sire, " Hip-

pocrate ;" dam, " Lapin," by " Harmonieux :" Second Prize, 20?., for
" Taciturne," bay, 4 years-oM ; bred by M. Catteloup

;
sire, " LucuUus ;"

dam, " Charlotte," by " Feu de yAe ; 1'niRD Prize, 10?., for " Talion,"

bay, 4 years-old ; bred by M. le Mettais
;

sire, unknown
;
dam, " Xou-

vette," by " Lothair :" and JReserve Nuraler to " Utile," bay, 3 years-old

;

bred by M. Yeuve Lecostey ; sire, " Xagel ;" dam, " Cocotte," hy " Har-
monieux."

Norman and Anglo-Norman Mares.

Ceean ILiiLLARD, Ste. Marie-du-Mont, Manche, France : First Prize, 30?.,

for " Cendrillon," chestnut, 7 years-old, in-foal to " Lavater ;" bred by
himself; sire, "Heir of Line;" dam, "Corsaire," by "Corsair."

Flemish Stallions.

Eemi Vanderschueren, Yolzeele, Belgium : First Prize, 50?., for " Brilliant,"

chestnut, 8 years-old ; bred by the Baron Adelmar De Heenhould
;

sire,

" Orange ;" dam, " Louise."

Flemish Mares.

Paul Tiberghien, Senesse, Hainault, Belgium : Third Prize, 10?., for

" Altesse," bay, 6 years-old; in-foal to "The Duke of Waterloo;" bred
by himself and Mr. Van Neck.
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Other Foreign Draught Horses—Stallions, Three Tears old and upwards.

Paul Tiberghiex, Senesse, Hainault, Belgium: First Prize, 50?., for

"Bayard 2nd," roan, 3 years-old; bred by himself; sire, "Bayard;"
dam, " Cocotte," by " Marie."

Lambert Edouard Jourez, Braine I'Allend, Belgium : Second Prize, 20?.,

for " Xeron," bay, 3 years-old; bred by M. Theys; sire, "Colin;" dam,
" ilouche," by " Kichermont."

Paul Tiberghiex, Senesse, Hainault, Belgium : Third Prize, 10?., for " The
Duke of Waterloo," chestnut, 4 years-old ; bred by it. Goes

;
sire,

"Ghost ;" dam, " Fanny."

Other Foreign Draught Horses—Mares.

Paul Tiberghiex, Senesse, Hainault, Belgium : First Prize, 30?., for

"Sultana," grey, 9 years-old, in-foal to "The Duke of Waterloo:"
Second Prize, 20?., for "Louisa," roan, 3 years, 2 months-old, in-foal to

"The Duke of Waterloo:" Third Prize, 10?., for "Juliette," roan,

3 years, 2 months-old, in-foal to " The Duke of Waterloo :" and the

Beserve Number to "Belle Alliance," roan, 5 years-old, iu-foal to "The
Duke of Waterloo ;" all bred by himself.

Biding and Carriage-Horses—Stallions, Tliree Years old and upwards.

Edjioxd de la Tille, Bretteville-sur-Odon : First Prize, 50?., for " Ukase,"

bay, 3 years-old; bred by M. Charrer; sire, "Marignan;" dam by
" Julien :" Second Prize, '^^O?., for " Umbra," bay, 3 years-old ; bred by
M. Lambert Boissel

;
sire, " Phare ;" dam, " Bijou," by " Beaumanoir

:

Third Prize, 10?., for " Tournoi," 4 years-old ; bred by M. Francis

Martin; sire, " Kapirat ;" dam, " The Roue," by "John Bull :" and the

Beserve Numher to " Usurpateur," bay, 3 years-old; bred by M. Decri-

vain
;

sire, " Schamyl ;" dam, " Nathalie," by " Tamerlan."

Biding and Carriage-Horses—Mares.

Laxdwirtuschaftlicher-Cektrai.-Vereis fur Littaues und Masuren,
of Instersburg, Germany : First Prize, 30?., for " Frieda," brown,
5 years-old ; bred by Mr. Meyer ; sire, " Elimar :" Second Prize, 20?.,

for " Gudrun," brown, 3 years-old ; bred by Mr. Meyer
;

sire, " Engel-
hardt:" Third Prize, 10?., for " Goldelse," brown, 7 years-old; bred by
Mr. Kowatewsky : and the Reserve Number to " Liese," brown, 4 years-

old ; brid by Mr. Shumalong
;

sire, " Duduck."

CATTLE.*

Shorthorn Bulls, above Two Tears old.

JoHANHEs Ingwersen, Heguct, Skive, Denmark: First Prize, 25Z.,t for his

red, 2 years, 6 months-old; bred by himself.

Norman Bulls, above Two Tears old.

Hector Le Sdeub, Port-en-Bessin, Calvados, France : First. Prize, 25/., for

" Bobert," white and red, 3 yearn, 1 month, 4 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred

by M. Lepannier, Gueron, near Bayeux.

t In this class the Prize was given by the Shorthorn Society of Great Britain

and Irclu!:d.
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Ceran Maillard, Ste. Marie-dn-Mont, Manche, France : Second Pbize, Ibl,,

for his 2 months, 15 days-old ; bred by himself.

Norman Bulls, not exceeding Two Tears old.

Hector Le Secer, Port-en-Bessin, Calvados, France : First Prize, 15?., for

" Crispin," dun and white, 1 year, 7 months, 1 week, 2 days-old ; bred

by M. Georges Lereverend, Sour, Calvados.

Ceban Maillard, Ste. Marie-du-Mont, Manche, France : Second Prize, 10?.,

for his 1 year, 8 months, 4 days-old ; bred by himself.

Norman Cows, above Three Tears old.

Ceran Maillard, Ste. Marie-du-Mont, France : First Prize, 20?., for his

4 years, 1 month, 20 days-old ; bred by himself.

Hector Le Sueur, Port-en-Bessin, Second Prize, 10?., for " La Juliette,"

brown and white, 4 years, 1 week, 4 days-old ; bred by M. Langlois

:

Third Prize, 5?., for " Bichette," 4 years, 6 months, 13 days-old ; bred

by M. Lepaisant : and the Reserve Number to his 4 years, 10 months,
5 days-old; bred by M. Felix Lefevre.

Norman Heifers, not exceeding Three Tears old.

Ceban Maillard, Ste. Marie-du-Mont, Manche, France : First Prize, 15?.,

for his 1 year, 10 months-old ; bred by himself.

Hector Le Sueur, Port-en-Bessin : Second Prize, 10?., for " La Barbette,"

black and white, 2 years, 9 months, 2 days-old ; bred by ^L Felix Lamy,
Port-en-Bessin, Calvados : and Third Prize, 5?., for " Blondine," dun
and white, 2 years, 3 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by M. Louii,

Ditourel, Coleville-sur-Mer, Calvados.

Ceban SIaillard, Ste. Marie-du-Mont : the Reserve Number to his 2 years,

6 months, 4 days-old ; bred by himself.

Breton Bulls, above Two Tears old.

Albert Dixon, Wingfield, Windsor, Berks : First Prize, 25?., for " Jobie,"

black and white, 2 years, 1 month-old ; bred by M. Lecart, Chateauneuf,

du Fand, Finistere, France.

Breton Bull, not exceeding Two Tears old.

H. B. Spurgin, Northampton : First Prize, 15?., for " Little John," black
and white, 1 year, 5 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Breton Cows, above Tliree Tears old.

H. B. Spurgin, Northampton: First Pbize, 20?., for "Lady Beatrice,"

5 years, 6 months-old.

Albert Dixon, Winkfield: Second Prize, 10?., for "Lisette," 3 years, 4
months-old ; breeder unknown : and Third Prize, 5?., for " Jeanette,"

3 years, 7 months-old; breeder unknown.

A. E. Ladwick, "Warden, Heme Hill, Surrey : the Reserve Nwmber io " Polly,"

3 years, 9 months-cld.
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Breton Heifers, exceeding Two Tears old,

H. B. Spurgin, Northampton : First Prize, 15?., for " Lady Jane," 2 years,

6 months-old : and Secokd Prize, 10?., for " Lady Nancy," 1 year,

6 months-old.

Dutch and Flemish Bulls, above Two Years old.

Teunis Klay, Mydrecht, Utrecht, Holland : First Prize, 25?., for " Prins,"

black pied, 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " Symen, S 1," No. 23 (of the Dutch Herd Book).

Angeln Bulls, above Two Years old.

EuDOLPH Bat Blct:del, Wilhelmsberg, Assens, Fnne, Denmark : First Prize,

25?., for " Garibaldi II.," red, 5 years, 7 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by
Mmselt

Henry Alfred Exholm Smidt, Nybiiltegaard, Pinge, Fune, Denmark

:

Second Prize, 15?., for " Ourupgaard," red, 6 years, 1 month, 3 weeks,

3 days-old ; bred by Mr. Edward Tesdorpf, Ourupgaard.

Edward Tesdorpf, Ourupgaard, Nykjobing, Falster, Denmark : Third Prize,

5?., for "No. 1," red, 4 years, 6 months-old; bred by himself; sire,

" No. 127 ;" dam, " No. 121."

Angeln Bulls, not exceeding Two Years old.

EuDOLPH Bay Blcedel, Wilhelmsberg, Assens, Funo, Denmark : First Prize,

15?., for " Wilhelmsberg," red, 1 year, 8 months, 4 days-old ; bred by
himself.

Angeln Cows, above Three Yectrs old.

Henry Alfred Oxholm Smidt, Nyboltegaard, Ringe, Fune, Denmark : First
Prize, 20?., for " Pussy," red, 12 years-old ; bred by a peasant, Nybotte,

Einge, Fune.

Fredirrek Langkilde, Kjorup, Odense, Fune, Denmark : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Dagmar," red, 8 years-old ; bred in Slesvig.

Edward Tesdorpf, Ourupgaard : Third Prize, 5?., for " No. 36," red, 5 years-

old ; bred by himself.

Angeln Heifers, not exceeding Three Years old.

Mads Clausen, Mairedal, Odense, Fune, Denmark : First Prize, 15?. for his

red, 1 year, 7 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by himself.

Jens Hansen, Holes, Odonse, Fune, Denmark: Second Prize, 107., for

" Esholm No. 2," red, 2 years, 1 month, 2 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by

himself.

Edward Tesdorpf, Ourupgaard, Nykjobing, Falster : Third Prize, 5?., for

his red, 2 years, 3 months-old; bred by liimself: and the Heserve

Number to his red, 2 years, 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

Jutland Bulls, above Twelve Months old.

Johannes Ingwersen, Hegnet, Skive, Jutland, Denmark : First Prize, 25?.-

for his dun and white, 4 years, 3 months-old ; breeder unknown.
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A. W. Knuth, Mariebo, Isle of Lolland, Denmark : Second Prize, 157., for

"No. 1," black and white, 5 years, 3 months, 4 days-old; bred by
himself.

Johannes Ixgwersen, Hegnet : Third Prize, 5/., for his black and white,

5 years-old; bred by M. Gjiddc, Glenstrop, iSfykjobing.

Peder Westergaard, Fjerritsler, Jutland, Denmark: the Beserve Number
to "Odin," greyish brown, 5 years, 2 months, 3 days-old; bred by Mr.
Niels Pedersen, Malle, near Thisted.

Jutland Bulls, not exceeding Two Years old.

Anders Frederik, Llindsgaard, Langersgaard, Skive, Jutland, Denmark

:

First Prize, 157., for his dun and white, 1 year, 10 months-old ; bred

by Mr. Voitmann, Frydsbrond, Nykjobing.

Jutland Cows, above Three Years old.

P. C. Jensen, Sundby, Nykjobing : First Prize, 20?., for his dun and white,

4 years, 6 months-old ; bred by himself.

Johannes Ingwersen, Hegnet, Skive, Jutland, Denmark : Second Prize,

10?., for his dun and white, 7 years, 9 months-old ; bred by himself.

Chresten Jensen, Lundgaard, Viborg : Third Prize, 57., for his black and
white, 7 years-old ; bred by Niels Mehlsen, Nykjobing, Morse, Jutland.

JOHANNES Ingweesen, Hcgnet : the Beserve Number to his black and white,

6 years-old.

Jutland Heifers, not exceeding Three Years old.

A. W. Knuth, Mariebo, Isle of Lolland, Denmark: First Prize, 157., for

"Heifer No. 10," black and white, 2 years, 3 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old;

bred by himself.

Chresten Jensen, Lundgaard, Viborg : Second Prize, 107., for his dun and
white, 2 years, 9 months-old ; bred by Mr. Voitman, Frydsbrond,
Nykjobing.

Anders Frederik, Liindsgaard, Langersgaard, Skive, Jutland, Denmark:
Third Prize, 57., for his black and white, 2 years, 10 months, 1 week-
old ; bred by Mr. Hans Jensen, Bysted, near Skive : and the Beserve
Number to his black and white, 2 years, 9 months old ; bred by Mr. Chr.
Mortensens, Fmstrup, Nygaard, near Skive.

SHEEP*

French Merino Bams.

Maein Bailleau, Illiers, Eure-et-Loir : First Prize, 157., for his 2 years,

10 months old ; bred by himself.

Manceau Gueein, Challet, pres Chartres : Second Prize, 107., for " No. 83 gm,
'

1 year, 6 months-old ; bred by himself.

i 2
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MabEs Bailleau, Illiers : the Beserve iSumher to his 2 years 10 months-old

;

bred by himself.

French Merino Ewes or Gimmers, Pens of Five.

Maeix Eexe BAn.T.FAr, Illiers, Eure-et-Loir, France : Fibst Pkize, 15?., for

his 1 year, 6 months-old ; bred by himself.

Masczau Guebds, Challet, pres Chartres, France : Second Pbee, 10?., for his

2 years, 6 months, to 3 years, 6 months-old; bred by himself: and the

Reserve Number to his 1 year, 6 months-old ; bred by himself.

Pure Long Woolled {not Merino) Bams.

Ceeax ilAiLLABD, Ste. Marie-du-Mont : Fibst Pbee, 15?., for his 2 years,

2 months-old ; bred by himself.

Pure Long Woolled (not Merino) Ewes or Gimmers, Pens of Five.

Cebax Maillabd, Ste. Marie-du-Mont,' Manche, France ; Fibst Pbize, 15?.,

for his 3 years, 2 months-old ; bred by himself.

Pure Short Woolled (not Merino) Bams.

JoHS Isaac Watts, Whistley House, Devizes, Wilts : Fibst Pbize, 15?., for
" President," 11 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself.

Pure Sliort Woolled (not Merino") Ewes or Gimmers, Pens of Five.

JoKN" Isaac Watts, Whistley House, Devizes, Wilts : Fibst Pbize, 15?., for

his 2 years, 1 month, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

GOATS.f

Male.

The Babokess Bubdett Coutts, Holly Lodge, Highgate, Middlesex : Fibst

Pbize, 8?., for " General," Hungarian short-haired, 4 years-old ; breeder

unknown.

Fbedebick Augustus Cbisp, 338, Walworth Eoad, London : SEco^^) Pbize,

4?., for his Indian short-hatred, about 5 years-old : bred by Mr. Hahn,
Camberwell.

Isaac Mallet, 111, Southampton Street, Camberwell, London : Thibd Prize,

2?., for his three piarts Indian long-haired, 3 years-old ; bred by himselt

Thomas Hobbocks Millee, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire:

the Beserve Number to " Cetywayo," Cashmere long-hair«i, 3 years, 3

months-old ; bred by himself.

Female.

Peofessob Johs' Wobtlet Axe, the Wilderness, Pinner, Watford : Secosd
Prize, 5?., for "Usaga," Nubian short-haired, in-kid; age and breeder

unknown.

t Given by a Committee of Subscribers.
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HOPS.f

East Kent.

Adstin Gambbill, Chilham, Canterbury : First Prize, 20?.

John Marten, Bridge Street, Canterbury : Second Prize, 10?.

Edwin Neame, Harefield, Selling, Faversham : Third Prize, 5?.

Mid-Kent,

The Earl of Darn-ley, Cobham Hall, Gravesend : First Prize, 20?.

James Freeman, Otford, Sevenoaks : Second Prize, 10?.

Weald of Kent.

Benjahin Buss, Spelmonden, Horsmonden : First Prize, 20?.

Farnham.

Eobebt Tyler Barrett, Erith Road, Kingslej', Farnham : First Prize, 20?.

James "Walkeb, Buriton, Petersfield : Second Prize, 20?.

Worcester and Hereford.

John Smith Walker, Knightwick, Worcester : First Prize, 20?.

Thomas Meredith Hopkins, Lower Wick, Worcester : Second Prize, 10?.

John Smith Walker, Knightwick : Third Prize, 5?.

Hops Grown in any other District of England.

John Longsley, Manor Farm, Hagboume, Didcot, Berks: First Prize, 20?.

Bale of Foreign Hops.*

John Barth and Sons, Xuremberg, Bavaria : First Prize, 20?. ; Second
Prize, 10?. ; and Third Prize, 5?.

ENGLISH WOOL.—T/jree Fleeces.

Border Leicester.—Richard Tweedie, The Forest, Catterick : First
Prize, 3?.

Cotswold.—Russell Swaswick, Cirencester : First Prize, 3?. : and Second
Prize, 2?.

Lincoln.—John Pears, Mere, Lincoln : First Prize, 3?.

Captain Catling, Xeedham Hall, Wisbech : Second Prize, 2?.

t Prizes given by a Committee of Hop Growers and Factors.
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Xeniish or Romney Marsh.—Geoege ITeve, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst : First
Prize, Zl.

Henry Eigden, Lyminge, Hytlie : Second Prize, 21.

Oxfordshire Down.—H. Fisch Hill, New Hall, Watford, Herts: First
Prize, H.

George Street, Maulden, Amptbill, Beds : Second Prize, 21.

Southdown.—Charles Durham, Aldenham Abbey, Watford, First Prize, Zl.

Shropshire.—John B. Farmer, Felton, Ludlow : First Prize, 3?.

Lord Chesham, Latimer, Chesham : Second Prize, 21.

Hampshire.— William Parsons, West Stratton, Micheldever : First
Prize, 3?.

Black-faced Mountain.—The Earl of Tankertille, Chillingham Castle,

Alnwick : First Prize, 3?.

Merdwick.—Edward Nelson, Gatesgarth, Cockermouth : First Prize, Zl.

William Leathes, Lamplugh Hall, Cockermouth : Second Prize, 21.

Lonk.—John Green and Son, Low House Farm, Silsden, Leeds: First

Prize, Zl.

Devon Long Wool.—William and George Bird, Volis, Kingston, Taunton :

Second Prize, 21.

Somerset and Dorset Horned.—Herbert Farthing, Nether Stowey, Bridg-

water: First Prize, 3?.

Dartmoor.—James Drewe, Artiscombe, Tavistock : First Prize, Zl.

Exvioor.—Lord Poltimore, Poltimore Park, Exeter : First Prize, 3?.

Limestone.—Eowland Parker, Moss End, Burton, Westmoreland: First
Prize, 3?.

Boscornmon.—Benjamin Hannan, Riverstown, Killucan, Ireland : First
Prize, 3/. : and Second Prize, 21.

BUTTER.

Irish "keeping, 14 Ihs. or upwards,

Matthew Anderson, Whitehill, Dromore, Tyrone, Ireland : First Prize, 5Z.

David Quinlan, Ballyninnew, Carrick-on-Suir, Co. Tipperary : Second
Prize, Zl.

Welsh keeping, 14 lbs. or upwards.

EiCHARD Collet, Tylfaen, Welshpool : First Prize, t>l.

Thomas Davies, Pont Faen Farm, Rhuddlan, Rhyl : Second Prize, Zl.

English or Scotch keeping, 14 lbs. or upwards,

Jaues Partington, Harefield Hall Farm, Heywood, Manchester: First

Prize, U.

Joseph Saunders, North Lease Farm, Castle Carey, Somerset: Second

Prize, 3^.
•
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Canadian or American keeping, 14 lbs. or upwards.*

F. S. Murray, Xew York : First Prize, 5?.

S. F. Stewart, Farley, Iowa, U.S : Second Prize, 31.

French keeping, 14 lbs. or upwards.*

A. BouRLE, Saumont-la-poterie, Neiifcliatel-en-Bray (Seine-Inferieure)

:

First Prize, 5?.

Poissox D'Aeras, Koucherolles-en-Bray (Seine-Inferieure : Second Prize, bl.

Scandinavian, keeping, 14 lbs. or upwards.*

Mrs. Casperino de Lichte>-berg, Hessel, Srenaa, Jutland : First Prize,

51., the Champiox Prize,* value 101., and the laige Silver Medal.

Anders Jepsen, Dalsager, Thisted, Jutland : Second Prize, 31.

Other European keeping, 14 Ihs. or upwards.*

Toppe-ladugaards Mejeri, Toi^pelairigard, Klagirup, Sweden : Fibst
Prize, 5^.

J. GoTTLicH, Klammesho, Borensberg, Sweden : Second Prize, 31.

Fresh Butter, 6 lbs., any make, English or Foreign.

James Fitchett Bcrkell, Frimley, Famborough Station, Surrey: First

Prize, lOl.

Lord Ashburton, Grange Farm, Alresford, Hants : Second Prize, 61.

M. Tanfin, Bouelle, Keufchatel-en-Biay (Seine-Inferieure) : Third Prize, 4Z.

Captain Yerschoyle, Springfields, Eoss, Herefordshire : Fourth Prize, 21.

CHEESE*
Cheshire.

Three Cheeses, above Fifty Pounds weight each.

Jabez Hart, Bulkeley, Malpas, Cheshire : First Prize, 15?.

Thomas Williams, Alkington, Whitchurch, Salop : Second Prize, lOZ.

Three Cheeses, under Fifty Pounds weight each.

Thomas H. Hodson, Edleston Farm, Nantwich : First Prize, 151.

Thomas Williams, Alkington : Second Prize, 10?.

Cheddar.

Three Cheeses, above Fifty Pounds weight each.

William and Thomas Allen, Crookwood,^ Erchfort, Devizes : First
Prize, 151.
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Charles Ceees, Seymour's Court Farm, Beckingtou, Bath : Secokd Prize,

m.
George Gibbons, Tunley Farm, Bath : Third Prize, 5?.

Three Cheeses under Fifty Pounds weight each.

James Hoddikott, Hill House, Lipyeat, Bath : First Prize, 15?.

William and Thomas Allen, Crookwood : Second Prize, 101.

Thomas John Moon, Vallis Farm, Frome : Third Prize, 51.

. Stilton.

Three Cheeses under Twenty Pounds weight each.

John B. Leadbeater, Thorpe Satchville, Melton Mowbray : First Prize,
151.

William Coleman, Long Clawson, Melton Mowbray : Second Prize, 101.

TnoitAS Nuttall, Manor House, Beeby, Leicester : Third Prize, 51.

British Cream Cheeses.

Six of the same make.

Aylhsburt Dairy Company, St. Petersburg Place, Bayswater, London

:

First Prize, 101.

Miss Agnes Jacomb, The Mount, Pinner, Watford : Second Prize, 51.

Any other British Make.

Three Cheeses above Twentyfive Pounds weight each.

William T. Carrington, Croxden Abbey, Uttoxeter : First Prize, 15?.

Charles Crees, Seymour's Court Farm, Beckington, Bath : Second
Prize, 101.

John Cheyne, Pinwall Grange, Atherston : Third Prize, 51.

Three Cheeses not exceeding Twenty-five Pounds weight each.

William S. Carrington, Croxton Abbey: First Prize, 15?.

James Hoddinott, Hill House, Lipyeat, Bath : Second Prize, lOL

John Smith, Neepdown Farm, Thornbury, Gloucestershire : Third Prize, 57.

Edam.

Tliree Clieeses of the same make.*

Eeter Klaver, Zybecarspel, Medemblik, Holland : Second Prize, 5?,

Gruyere.

Tliree Cheeses of the same make.*

Alexis F. Dedeon, Aarwangen, Suisse.
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Camembert.

Six Cheeses of the same weight*

Paul Levestee Paul, Bonvilliers, Calvados: First Prize, \0l.

Mat.vtva Frere, Notot-en-Ange, Calvados : Second Prize, 5/.

Roquefort,

Three Cheeses of the same malce*

Etieshe Coupiac, Roquefort, Aveyron, France : First Prize, 10?.

French Cream Cheeses.

One Dozen or more of the same make*

Aemand Jolt, Massy, Xeufchatel-tn-Bray, France : First Prize, \0l.

Domiotque Mokel, Monterolier, Neufchattl-en-Bray : Secosd Prize, bl.

HAMS AND BACOX.

Six British Hams, from Ten to Tv:enty-eight Pounds each,

Robert Greaves, Gosforth, Cavnforth : First Prize, lot.

Richard Woodall, Lane End, Waberthwaite, Cumberland : Second Prize,

10/.

John Tyson, Bridge Buildings, Egremont, Cumberland : Third Prize, oL ^
Three Sides of British Bacon, from Fifty Pounds each.

Charles Harris and Co., Calne, Wilts : First Prize,
,

D. A. Payne and Co., Trowbridge : Second Prize, 10/.

^Iessrs. Dalzell and Gray, King Street, Whitehaven : Third Prize, ol.

PEESEEVED MEATS.*

Beef—the best specimen.

JiOw, HucKVALE, and Co., 4, Billiter Street, London : Prize, 10?.

Other Provisions—the best specimen.

E. A. ScHSEiDEE, 4, Cambria Villas, Cambridge : Prize, 51.

PEEEY.j

Three Dozen Quart Bottles.

William H. Appeelet, Withington, Hereford: First Prize, 10?.

John Watkins, Wisterton Court, Harden, Herefordshire : Second Prize, 51.

t Prizes given by M. Biddulph, Esq., M.P.
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CIDER.t

Cask of not less than Fiftyfour Gallons, made in 1878 in Herefordsliire

and the West Midland Counties.

Joseph Davxes, Venn's Green, Harden, Herefordshire : FnssT Prize, 10?.

John Watkixs, "Wisteston Court, Marden : Second Prize, oI.

Cask of not less than Fiftyfour Gallons, made in 1878, in Devonshire

and Wesiern Counties.

James S. Bctlt, DodLiiU House, Kingston, Taunton : First Prize, 10?., and
the Champion Prize f of 5/.

William Bond, Westborough Farm, Coombe-in-Teignhead, Teignmouth,
Second Phize, 5?.

Tliree Dozen Quart Bottles, Herefordshire and West Midland.

John Bosley, Lyde House, Hereford : First Prize, 10?., and the Champion
Prize * of 5?.

Joseph Davies, Venn's Green Farm : Second Prize, 5?.

Tliree Dozen Quart Bottles, Devonshire and Midland Counties.

James W. Paull, Knott Oak House, Ilminster, Somerset : First Prize, 10?.

William Bond, Westborough Farm : Second Prize, 5?.

HWES AXD BEESJ (Beitish or Foreigx).

Observatory Hive, stocked with Bees and their Queen.

W. P. Freeman, 3, Lorne Villas, Brockley Road, Forest Hill : First

Prize, 3?.

Brice Wilson, Xewbury, Berks : Second Prize, 2?,

J. A. Abbott, Fairlawn, Southall, Middlesex. : Third Prize, 1?.

Hive on the Movable Comb principle, with Covering and Stand complete.

Messrs. Abbott Bbos., Fairlawn, Southall : First Prize, 3?.

J. M. Hooker, Heathfield, Sevenoaks, Kent : Second Prize, 21.

Messrs. Neighbour and Son, 149, Regent Street, London : Third Prize, 11.

Pure Honey in Sectional Supers.

The American National Bee-Keepers' Association, 10, West Broadway,

New York : First Prize, 3?.

S. Thorne, Ashwell, Baldock, Herts : Second Prize, 2?.

Lucid Paglia : Castel S. Pietro, Bologna, Italy : Third Prize, 1?.

t Prizes given by M. Biddulph, Esq., M.P.

X Prizes given by the Bee-Keepera' Association.
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The Competitor icho shall in the neatest, quickest, and most complete
manner drive out the Bees from a Straw Kire, capture and exhibit

the Queen, and transfer both Corals and Bees to a Hice on the

Movable Comb principle.

C. N. Abbott, Fairlawn, Southall : Fiest Prize, 3?.

S. J. BiLDWET, Gipsy Cottage, South Vale, Upper Norwood : SECoyD
Prize, 21.

W. Martts-, Neighbour and Son's Bee Farm, West End, Hampstead, Middle-
sex : Third Prize, 1?.

DIPLEMEXTS.
Bailu:ay Waggons for conveying perishable goods long distances at a low

temperature.^

The Swansea Waggok CoMPA^rr, Swansea, South Wales : a Gold Medal
and 50?. for " Knott's patent."

CoLO^-EL W. D"Alton Manx, 116, Piccadilly, W. Cormnended for prin-

ciples of construction and finish.

Silver Medals.

A. Ras'some and Co., Stanley Works, Chelsea, London : for Machinery for

making Butter-firkins.

SAiiUELSOs and Co., Britannia Works, Banhury: for their Patent Hay
Press.

McKEyzTE and Soxs, Limited, of Camden Quay, Cork, Ireland : for their

Gorse ilasticator,

The Atlesburt Dairy Compact, St. Petersburg Place, Bayswater,
London : for their Dairy Appliances at work in the International Dairy.

G. De Laval : for his Swedish Cream Separator.

Carter and Co., High Holbom, London

;

Little and Ballaxtvst;, Carlisle

;

Paul and Son, Cheshunt

;

W. Paul and Sox, Waltham Cross ; and

W. CuTBUSH and Sox, Highgate : for their efiForts, under the unfavourable
circumstances of the weather, to decorate the railway embankment pro-

jecting into the Exhibition grounds.

HOSOCEABLE MeXTIOX

For Foreign Collections of Implements.

H, F. EcKERT, Berlin, Germany.

Le Comte de Beaueepaire, Grivesnes (Somme), France.

t Offered by the Manaion House Committee.
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Alfred Clert, Niort (Deux-Sfevres), France.

Eduard Ahlborn, Hildesheim, Germany.

Odile Martin, Jardin d'Acclimatation, Paris.

M. VoiTELLiER, Mantes (Seine-et-Oise), France.

EouiLLiER and Arxoult, Gambais, Versailles (Seine-et-Oise), France.

Simon Legraxd, Bersee, par Pont a Marcq.

A. Engstrom, 13, Faubourg Poissonnih-e, Paris.

First Class Mention,

HoRNSBT and Sons, Spittlegate, Grantham, Lincolnshire: for their Im-
proved Disc in Patent Turnip Cutter.

William Bbenton, East Cornwall Implement Works, Polbathix, St. Ger-
mains : for his Samples of Patent Door and Gate Fastenings.

The Kirkstall Forge Company, Kirkstall Forge, Leeds : for their Patent
Rolled Shafting.

Henry Briksmead, Ipswich : for his Patent Double-action Straw Shaker.

George H. Innes, Market Hull, Eoyston, Hertford : for his Drum Guard
attached to Thrashing Machine.

Francis Ley, Vulcan Iron Works, Derby ; for E wart's Patent Detachable
Malleable Iron Drive Chain.

PoLYBLANK and Co., Newton Abbot, Devon : for Knowling's Patent

Band-sawing Machine.

Naldee and Nalder (Limited), Challow Iron Works, Wantage ; for their

Straw Elevator attached to Thrashing Machine.

P. and H. P. Gibbons, Vale of White Horse Iron Works, Wantage : for

their Drum Guard attached to Thrashing Machine.

Second Class Mention.

FRANfOis L. Heron, Brest, Department of Finistere, France : for his

Agricultural Barrow.

The Pulsometer Engineering Company (Limited), 61 and 63, Queen

Victoria Street, London : for their Centrifugal Grinding and Sifting Mill.

Entwisle and Kenyon, Embankment Works, Accrington : for Kiley's

Patent Engineers' Vice.

EvERiTT, Adams, and Co., St. Andrew's Works, Eyburgh : for their

Patent Double-row Turnip Thinner.

Nicolas Noel, 112, Avenue Parmenticr, Paris: for his Valve attached

to Pump.

Thomas Adams, West Gorton, Manchester : for his Patent Spring Safety

Valve.

T. Christy and Co., 155, Fenchurch Street, London : for their Hydro-

Incubator.
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PLANS OF FAKM BUILDINGS.

Arable Farms above 300 acres.

Commended.

Richard "Waite, DufBekl, Derby.

A. Dudley Clarke, Sundorne, Shrewsbury.
W. J. MoscRop and W. J. Moscrop, Juu., Leybourne Terrace, Yarmouth

Road, Stockton-on-Tees.

J. E. Watson, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Arable Farms not exceeding 300 acres.

Commended.

C. and J. Cadle, Gloucester.

F. E. Walker, The Depperhaugh, Scole, Norfolk.

Dairy Farms above 100 acres.

Highly Commended.

W. A. Keates, 7, Market Square, Hanley, Staffordshire.

MAKKET GAEDENS AND MAKKET GAEDEN FAEMS.*

Market Gardens within a radius of 20 miles from the Mansion House,
exceeding 10 and not exceeding 50 acres in extent.

William John Gat, Barking, Essex : First Prize, 50?.

William Gay, Corbetstye, Romford, Essex.

Market Gardens within a radius of miles from the Mansion House,
above 50 acres in extent.

John Lancaster, Vine House, Canning Town, Essex : First Prize, 50/.

Thomas Patch, Faircross, Barking, Essex : Second Prize, 25Z.

Market Garden Farms situated in one of the five Metropolitan Counties,

or if in any other County toithin a radius of 50 miles from the

Mansion House, on which Market-garden Crops alternated with

Farm-crops, above 100 acres in extent.

Henry Swann, Manager to the Trustees of the late J. C. Circuit, Esq.,

Rainham, Essex : First Prize, 50?.

W. Wallis Glenny, Cecil House, Barking, Essex : Second Prize, 25?.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
Examimition Papers, 1879.

EXAMINATION IN BOOK-KEEPING.

Maximum Numbeb of Maeks, 200. Pass Number, 100.

Monday, April 7th, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m.

Journalise and post into a ledger, in proper teclinical form and

language, the following series of facts and transactions, and, from such

ledger, make out a Trial Balance, a Profit and Loss Account, and a

Balance Sheet.

Liabilities and Assets o/ James Giles, 30th June, 1878.

Liabilities. ^ ,

Amount due to R. Leonard 670 2 9

Do. J. Elwin 250 4 3

Acceptance to K. Miller's Draft, due 25th August,

1878 150 7 0

Do. F. Paul's Draft, due 15th July, 1878 .. 240 6 0

£1311 0 0

stock of Oil Cake, valued at 1000 0 0

Do. Oats 500 0 0

Barley, to arrive per S.S. " Cathay," cost to date .. 600 7 6

Horses and Carts 150 0 0

Stock of Provender for Horses 50 0 0

Freehold Premises 700 0 0

Cash at Eobarts, Lubbock and Co 200 0 0

Petty Cash in hand 25 12 6

£3226 0 0

1878.

July 1. Bought of J. Elwin a parcel of Oats, in-

voiced at 350 0 0

„ 2. Accepted E. Leonard's Draft, due 5th Octo-

ber 550 0 0

„ „ SoldF. Paul Oil Cake, charged to him, at.. 525 0 0
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1878.
_

£, s. d.

July 3. Consigned to E. Miller, Oil Cake, from
Stock, cost 490 0 0

„ „ Sold G. Nesbitt, a parcel of Oats, invoiced at 625 7 8

„ 4. Eeceived from G. Ncsbitt, his acceptance to

my Draft, due 7th October 500 0 0

„ „ Charged him Interest 6 5 8

„ „ Discoimted with Bankers, G. Nesbitt's Draft,

for 500 0 0

„ „ Discount charged by Bankers 5 3 8

„ 5. Paid J. Elwyn by Cheque 300 0 0

„ „ Accepted J. Elwin's Draft, due 8 th No-
vember 250 0 0

„ „ Paid Freight on Barley, per S.S. " Cathay " 68 9 6

„ 7. Sold K. Miller, Oil Cake, consigned to him
for 508 4 0

„ 8. Eeceived of E. Miller, Cash Eemittance of 508 4 0

„ 9. Sold J. Elwin, the Parcel of Barley, per
S.S. " Cathay," for 680 8 4

., 13. F. Paul's Acceptance, due loth, paid into

Bank, and duly met at maturity .. ,. 240 6 0

„ „ Eeceived of F. Paul, his Acceptance to my
Draft, due 5th September, for .. .. 275 0 0

„ „ Eeceived of F. Paul, a Cash Eemittance of 250 0 0

„ 16. Office Expenses paid for Stationery out of

Petty Cash 540
„ „ Drew a Cheque on Account of Petty Cash

for 10 0 0

„ 20. Sold E. Leonard, a Parcel of Oats, invoiced

at 110 5 0

„ 25. Bought of G. Nesbitt, a Parcel of Oats, in-

voiced at 110 5 6

„ 31. Cash, paid Salaries and Wages, by Cheque
on Bankers 28 0 0

Cash drawn out on Private Account .. .. 45 0 0

„ Interest on Capital, one month, at 5 per

cent 7 19 7
Value of Oats on hand, 31st July, 1878 .. 345 15 0
Stock of Horse Provender on hand, 31st July,

1878 40 0 0

Depreciation in Value of Premises .. .. 3 10 0
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EXAMINATION IN AGEICULTUEE.
Maximum Number of Marks, 200. Pass Number, 100.

Tuesday, April 8th, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m.

1. Modem science having rendered unnecessary some of the ancient

restrictions on the cultivation of land, give a rotation of cropping

adapted for

—

(1) Light land suited for turnip culture
;

(2) Stronger soil adapted for beans, but on which roots can ordi-

narily be consumed.;

(3) Deep alluvial soil of good quality ;

—

which shall keep the land sufficiently clean, and shall not be of an
excessively scourging character.

2. State the manures (both farmyard and artificial) which you
would ordinarily apply for each crop in each of the rotations alluded

to in the preceding question, assuming the farm to be two-thirds

arable, and all the straw and roots grown to be consumed on the land.

3. On a farm of 600 acres, of which two-thirds are turnip-land of

fair quality, and the pastures of an ordinary description, what would
be the ordinary amount of stock (a) wintered and (b) summered ?

In giving sheep-stock, specify ewes, lambs, and hoggets ; and give

cattle and horses.

4. Upon a farm of this description, how would you feed the horses

winter and summer ?

5. In feeding good cart-horses, in fiill work during the winter

months, mention what would be the relative cost of the corn given

them with old beans at 42s. per quarter ; maize at 26s. per quarter

;

and good 12-stone oats at 20s. per quarter ; a sufficient allowance of

any one of the three being given, and assuming the horses to have

clover, hay, ad libitum, besides their corn ?

6. State if, in your opinion, any modification or mixture of such

foods would be desirable, giving your reasons for such change.

7. Give the relative value (according to Lawes and Voelcker) of

the manure made by cattle consuming them from

—

1) Linseed Cake,

2^ Maize,

(3) Undecorticated Cotton Cake,

(4) Decorticated ditto,

5) Mangolds,

6) Wheat Straw.

8. On a farm where a large proportion of young stock (both cattle

and sheep) are reared, what artificial foods would you consider it most

desirable to use ?

9. In the purchase of artificial manures, what percentages of soluble

and insoluble phosphates and of ammonia would you think it desirable

to secure in

—
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fl) Ordinary mineral superphosphate
;

(2) Good bone superphosphate
;

(3) Peruvian guano
;

(4) Sulphate of ammonia
;

and what proportion of pure nitrate would you insist on in nitrate of

soda?

10. Which of these manures would you prefer for top dressing-

barley after wlieat, where no farmyard-manure has been applied, but

where 3 cwt. of mineral superphosphate has been drilled with the

seed? State the quantity of such manure or manures which, in your

opinion, might advantageously be employed.

11. Give some of the indications by which you would judge of the

fertility (or otherwise) of a farm in such bad condition that it owed
little to artificial methods of cultivation.

12. What mixture of clovers and grasses do you consider best on
land with which you are acquainted

—

(1) For one year's seeds;

(2) For permanent pasture ?

13. How would you lay down land for permanent grass ? What
time would you sow the seed '? What would be your subsequent treat-

ment for the first three or four years ?

14. On good land, well farmed, what would you consider a good
crop of each of the following :

—

(1) Wheat,
]

(2) Barley,

(3) Oats, ) stated in qrs. or bushels
;

(4) Beans,

5) Peas,

6) Potatoes,

(7) Mangolds,

(8) Swedes,

(9) Common turnips,

15. If you have a crop of mangolds, 2 feet apart in the rows, and
1 foot apart in drills, which average 7 lbs. each in weight, what is the

weight of your crop per acre ?

16. State the simplest method of ascertaining the weight per acre

of roots on a field where it is not practicable to weigh the entire crop,

but where samples only of the best and worst parts of the crop can be
selected.

17. What amount per annum should suflSce for the labour of a

mixed land farm of 600 acres, of which one-third is grass, and which
is cropped according to the usual course and covenants ?

18. It is impossible entirely to separate the cost of the arable and
the grass lands ; but, speaking generally, what amount of the above

(Q. 17) would you apportion to the grass and the plough ?

12. You have fair fattening bullock land, which you value to your-

VOL. XV.— S. S. k

stated in tons ?
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self at 3Z. per acre. You are accustomed to buy cattle at 2i years

old at about 18/. apiece in the autumn, and after wintering them in

straw-yards with a small quantity of roots and 1 lbs. of cake per diem,

you graze them on the land in question ; what would you consider a

fair average price to make of them from grass without allowing them
any cake during the grazing season ?

20. Classify the most important breeds of British sheep and cattle,

and state the localities in which they are usually to be found.

EXAMINATION IN BOTANY.
[It is expected that Eight Questions at least will be answered.]

Maximum Numbee of Marks, 100. Pass Number, 50.

Tuesday, April Sth, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m.

1. Explain the phenomena of nutrition in a unicellular alga.

2. Give an account of the influence of light and heat on a plant.

3. Explain the difference between an albuminous and an exalbumi-
nous seed. What is the use of albumen, and how do plants get on
that are without it ?

4. Give an account with drawings of the structure and different

parts of a grain of wheat.

•5. What is meant by insect agency in fertilization ? Give some
examples from British plants.

6. What are the benefits that may be expected from selected

hybridization ? Specify the affinities within which it maybe carried out.

7. Explain the nature and relation to the different parts of the

flower of the following fruits :—Strawberry, Mulberry, Barberry, and
tUranberry.

8. What are smut and bunt ? What action would you recommend
to prevent their attacking crops ?

9. Give the technical names and Natural Orders of the turnip, beet,

carrot, onion, and potato.

10. Name and describe in technical language the plants A, B,

and C.

EXAMINATION IN CHEMISTKY.

Maximum Number of Marks, 200. Pass Number, 100.

I. Agricultural Chemistry.

Wednesday, April 9th, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m.

[ 1. What are the principal chemical characters of Peat, and the best

means of improving peaty soils ?
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2. Mention some of the products of the dry Distillation of Peat,

their composition, properties, and uses.

3. How do you distinguish Wood Cliarcoal from Animal Charcoal ?

How do you analyse Animal Charcoal?

4. What is the cora2)osition of Ammoniacal liquor of gas-works ?

How do you determine its strength ? How much Sulphate of Ammonia
can you obtain from 100 gallons of a liquor which contains 12 ounces
of Carbonate of Ammonia in the gallon ?

5. What is the composition of Kainite, and how do you determine
the percentage of Potash which it contains ?

6. Explain the action of the following substances as disinfectants :

—

Iiinie, Charcoal, Hypochlorite of Lime, Sulphurous Acid, Carbolic
Acid, Permanganate of Potash.

7. Explain the chemical changes, if any, that occur in the following

solutions in the act of percolating cultivated soils :—Nitrate of Soda,

Sulphate of Ammonia, Chloride of Sodium, Sulphate of Potash, Soluble

Phosphate of Lime.

8. What is the composition of Decorticated and Undecorticatcd.

Cotton Cake, and their comparative feeding and manurial value ?

9. Write a short paper on the composition of Town-sewage, and its

application for agricultural purposes.

II. General Chemistry.

Wednesday, April dth, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m.

1. Describe the chief chemical characters of sulphur, chlorine, and
zinc, respectively. Name other elements which resemble them
respectively, and state the points of resenblance.

2. State the composition of ammonia by weight, and by volume.

Describe and explain the preparation of ammonia from sal-ammoniac

(1) in the gaseous condition, (2) in the state in which it is usually

sold ; and explain the change of temperature which occurs in the latter

case.

3. Given a solution of ammonia of which it is required to determine

the strength, show how to do it, and exjjlain the principles of your
method.

4. Describe some one hydro-carbon ; state how it is to be obtained ;

and calculate the quantity of oxygen required for its complete com-
bination.

5. Explain the action of chlorine with (1) sulphuretted hydrogen,

(2) metallic iron, (3) ferrous sulphate, (4) caustic soda.

6. State the laws of gaseous diffusion and illustrate them by some
examples. Show why a fire burning in an ordinary open fireplace-

serves to keep the atmosphere of the room sweet, and why a fire in a

close iron st,ove does not produce such an effect.

k 2
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7. Explain how cane-, grape-, and milk-sugar are related to one
another, and to starch. Under what conditions is milk-sugar con-
verted into lactic acid ?

8. Give tests by which you can detect (1) copper nitrate, (2) sodium
phosphate in a solution ; and explain the chemistry of your tests.

9. Explain the causes of hardness of water; also which of them are
curable, and by what means ?

EXAMINATION IN MECHANICS AND NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY.

Maximum Number of Makes, 200. Pass Number, 100.

Thursday, April 10th, from 10 a.m. till 1p.m.

1. What is the momentum of a moving body ?

If two bodies weigh 100 lbs. and 2 cwts. respectively, and the
former is moving at the rate of 180 yards a minute, and the latter at

the rate of 30 miles an hour ; what is the ratio of their momenta ?

2. A particle placed on a smooth inclined plane is tied by a thread
to a point near the top of the plane ; how is the pull of the particle

on the thread found ?

If the height and base of the plane are respectively 5 feet and 12 feet

and the particle weighs 39 ounces ; what pull does it exert on the
thread ?

3. A and B are two points 12 feet apart, and so placed that the line

adjoining them is inclined at an angle of 30° to the horizon ; a
thread, 18 feet long, has its ends fastened to A and B ; a weight of
200 lbs. is tied to the middle point of the thread ; find (by a construc-

tion or otherwise) the tensions of the parts of the thread.

4. What is the sensibility of a balance?

Show that the sensibility is increased when the centre of gravity

of the beam is brought nearer to the point of support.

5. A mass of 20 lbs. is moving with a velocity of 40 feet a second ;

what is its kinetic energy ? If its motion were resisted by a constant
force equal to that of gravity on a pound of matter (g = 32), how far

would it move before coming to rest ?

6. What is the specific gravity of a substance ?

Describe a specific gravity-bottle, and state how it is used for

finding the specific gravity of a liquid.

The weight of distilled water which a specific gravity-bottle will
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liold is 1050 grains ; if it is capable of holding 910 grains of anotlier

liquid, what is the specific gravity of that liquid ?

7. Explain the action of a common siphon, and why water can he
<lrawn off only to a lower level by means of it.

8. What are the freezing and boiling points of a Thermometer, and
by what means arc they determined ? How are the scales on Fah-
renheit's and the Centigrade thermometer graduated ? When Fahren-
heit's thermometer reads 158°, what should the reading of the Centi-

grade thermometer be ?

9. What is the condenser of an ordinary stationary steam-engine,
and what is its use ? If the condenser acted imperfectly, what effect

would this have on the power of the steam-engine ?

EXAMINATION IN MENSURATION AND
SURVEYING.

Maximum Number of Mauks, 100. Pass Number, 50.

Thursday, April 10th, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m.

1. State the rules or formula for finding the circumference and area

of a circle, in terms of its radius.

The circumference of a circle is found by measurement to be
12 feet ; what is its area ?

2. Given that a brick measures 9 inches by 4J inches by 3 inches;

calculate the number of bricks in a pile 24 feet long, 15 feet wide, and
6 feet high.

3. A ditch is cut 10 feet wide at top, 4 feet deep, and with sides

sloping at the rate of two vertical to one horizontal ; how many cubic

yards of earth are moved in making 450 feet of the length of the

ditch ?

4. The horizontal plan of a piece of land is a square, with a side of

100 feet ; two of the sides of the land are horizontal, and, reckoning

vertically, one is 10 feet above the other ; the ground is to be levelled

by digging out earth from the higher and heaping it so as to raise

the lower part
;
assuming that the earth on all sides, both of cutting

and embankment, is at a uniform slope of one vertical to one hori-

zontal, draw a plan of tlie horizontal surface of the ground thus

obtained, and calculate its area.

5. It is found that two points on a plan are an inch apart ; it is
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known that their actual distance from each other is 45 yards ; what i&

the length 'of a line on the plan representing a line whose actual

length is 200 yards? Draw the line and divide it so as to form a

scale adapted for reading distances on the plan from 5 yards up to

200 yards.

6. Explain briefly the principle of the vernier. If the arc of the

instrument is divided to read to half-degrees ; how must the vernier

be divided to read to half-minutes ?

7. Two sides of a triangle are 753 feet, and
492 feet long, and contain an angle of 10S° 30'

;

(1) draw the triangle to scale, and note the length

of the third side
; (2) calculate trigonometrically

the length of the third side.

8. In the last question, find the area of the

triangle
; (1) by means of a trigonometrical cal-

culation; (2) by means of measurements made
on the drawing.

9. To find the area of a narrow piece of

ground, a line (AB) is chained down the middle
of it, and off-sets are taken to the right and left,

according to the accompanying notes ; draw the

boundaries, and calculate the area between them
and the extreme oflf-sets.

EXAMINATION IN GEOLOGY.

Maxutcm Numbeb of Marks, 100. Pass Numbeb, 50.

Saturday, April 12th, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.n*.

1. Explain clearly the principles upon which the stratified rocks

have been classified into great groujjs. Give the names assigned ^to

them.

2. Name the various subaerial agents of denudation, and briefly

describe the effects produced by any one of them.

3. Tabulate to descending order the divisions of the Oolitic rocks
;

mention their lithological characters, and the nature of the soils

derived from them.

4. Mention some of tlie characteristic fossils of the Palaeozoic

period, and give their zoological position.

5. Enumerate the British strata in which phosphatic deposits of

commercial value are found. Explain tlic nature and probable origin

cif the phosphatic matter.

6. Define what is meant by the terms " mechanically," " chemi-r

cally," and "organically " formed rocks. Give examples of them.
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7. Mention the various kinds of clays or argillaceous rocks which
have been used for economical purposes in the British Islands.

8. Point out the advantage of a knowledge of fossils to the

geologist.

9. What are the geological positions of the following deposits :

—

Eock-salt, Purbeck marble, Fire-clay, Moorland coal, Stonesfield

slate, and Cornstones.

10. To what different agencies has the formation of soils been
attributed ? How have soils been classified ?

EXAMINATION IN ANATOMY AND ANIMAL
PHYSIOLOGY.

Maximum Numbeb of Marks, 100. Pass Numbee, 50.

Saturday, April 12th, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m.

1. Describe the processes of digestion and assimilation in the Ox.

Name the organs which take part therein, and explain their combined
and separate functions.

2. Describe in general terms the anatomy of the heart and blood-

vessels. Give a full description of the circulation, specially noting

the changes which the blood undergoes while passing through the

several vessels of the body.

3. Name the leading characteristics of the Chyle, the changes it

undergoes and its uses. State also how it enters the circulation.
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MEMORANDA.

Address of Letters.—The Society's ofHce being situated in tlie postal district designated by the

letter Members, in their correspondence with the Secretary, are requested to subjoin that

letter to the usual address.

General Meetixg in London. December llth, 1879.

Generai. Meeting In London, May 22, 1880, at 12 o'clock.

Meeting in Carlisle, July 12th and four following days, 1880.

Monthly Council (for transaction of business), at 12 o'clock on the first Wednesday in every month,
excepting January, September, and October : open only to Members of Coimcil and Governors of

the Society.

Adjournments.—The Council adjourn over Passion and Easter weeks, when those weeks do not

include the first Wednesday of the month ; from the first Wednesday in August to the first

Wednesday in November ; and from the first Wednesday in December to the first Wednesday in

February.

Office Hours.—10 to 4. On Saturdays, 10 to 2.

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.—Members have the privilege of applying to the Veterinary
Commitlee of the Society, and of sending animals to the Royal Veterinary College, Camden
Town, N.W.—C-^ statement of these privileges will be found on page cliii.)

Chejiical Analysis.—The privileges of Chemical Analysis enjoyed by Members of the Society will

be found stated in this Appendix (page cliv).

BoTANrc.vL Prfvileges.—The Botanical and Entomological Privileges eiyoyed by Members of the

Society will be found staled in tbii Appendix (page civil).

Subscriptions.—1. Annual.—The subscription of a Governor Is £5, and that of a Member £1, due in

advance on the 1st of January of each year, and becoming in arrear if unpaid by the 1st of

June. 2. For Life.—Governors may compound for their subscription for future years by paying
at once the sum of jt'SO, and Members by paying £10. Governors and Members who have paid
their annual subscription for 20 years or upwards, and whose subscriptions are not ui arrear,

may compound for future annual subscriptions, that of the current year inclusive, by a single

payment of £25 for a Governor, and j-5 for a Member.

Payments.—Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, in the most direct and satisfactory manner,
either at the OlHce of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, London, AV., or by means of post-

olfice orders, to be obtained at any of the principal post offices throughout the kingdom, and made
payable to him at the Vere Sireet OfHce, London, W.; but any cheque on a banker's or any
otaer house of business in London will be equally available, it made payable on demand. In

obtaining post-oflice orders care should be taken to give the postmaster the correct initials

and surname of the Secretary of the Society (H. M. Jenliins), otherwise the payment
will be refused to him at the post-office on which such order has been obtained; and when
remitting the money-orders it should be stated by whom, and on whose account, they are .sent.

CSj.-(iues should b2 made payable as drafts on demand (not as bills only payable after sight or a
certain number of days after date), and should be drawn on a London (not on a local country)

banker. When payment is made to the London and Westminster Lank, St. James's Square
Branch, as the bankers of the Society, it will be desirable that the Secretary should be advised

by letter of such payment, in order that the entry in the banker's book may be at once iden-

tified, and the amount posted to the credit of the proper party. No coin can be remitted by post,

unless the letter be registered.

New Member-s.—Every candidate for admission into the Society must be proposed by a Member;
the proposer to specifj' in writing the full name, usual place of residence, and post-town, of the
candidate, either at a Council meeting, or by letter addressed to the Secretary. Forms of Proposal

may be obtained on application to the Secretary.

*,* Members may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Abstract of the Charter
and Bye-laws, of a Statement of the General Objects, &c., of the Society, of Chemical,
Botanical, and Veterinary Privileges and of other printed papers connected with ppecial

departmeuta of the Society's busuicss.
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I.

—

Serious ob Extensive Diseases.

1. Auy Member of the Society who may desire professional attendance

and special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease among his cattle,

sheep, or pigs, and will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return of

post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered necessary that the

Society's Veterinary Inspector should visit the place where the disease prevails.

2. The remuneration of the Inspector will be 21. 2s. each day as a

professional fee, and 11. Is. each day for personal expenses ; and he will also

be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his

services may have been required . The professional fee will be paid by the Society,

but the travelling expenses will be a charge against the applicant. This charge

may, however, be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of the Coimcil,

on such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary Committee.

3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the diseased stock, will

report to the Committee, in writing, the results of his observations and pro-

ceedings, which Report will be laid before the Council.

4. When contingencies arise to prevent a personal discharge of the

duties confided to the Inspector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee, name some competent professional person to act in his stead, who shall

receive the same rates of remuneration.

II.

—

Okdinaet or Other Cases of Disease.

Members may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on any
case of disease by paying the cost of his visit, which will be at the following

rate, viz., 21. 2s. per diem, and travelling expenses. Applications should be

addressed to the Principal of the Eoyal Veterinary College, Camden Town,
London, N.W.

III.

—

Consultations without Visit.

Personal consultation with Veterinary Inspector.. .. 10s. &d.

Consultation by letter .. .. .. .. .. 10s. Qd.

Post-mortem examination, and report thereon .. .. 21s.

A return of the number of applications from Members of the Society during
each half-year is required from the Veterinary Inspector.

IV.

—

Admission of Diseased Animals to the Eoyal Veterinary
College, Camden Town, N.W. ; Investigations and Eeports.

1. All Members of the Society have the privilege of sending cattle,

sheep, and pigs to the Infirmary of the Eoyal Veterinary College, on the

following terms
;

viz., by paying for the keep and treatment of cattle 10s. 6c?.

per week each animal, and for sheep and pigs, 3s. 6c?. per week.

No. 2. A detailed Eeport of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated in

the Infii-mary of the College or on Farms in the occupation of Members of

the Society, will be furnished to the Council quarterly ; and also special

reports from time to time on any matter of unusual interest which may come
under the notice of the Institution.

By Order of the Council,

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.
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(^Applicable only to ilie case of Persons iclio are not commercially engaged in the

manufacture or sale of any substance sent for Analysis).

The Council have fixed the followmg rates of Charges for Analysis to be made by
the Consulting Chemist for the bond-fide and sole use of Members of the Society

;

•who, to avoid all unnecessary correspondeuce, are particularly requested, when
applying to him to mention the kiud of analysis they require, and to quote its

number in the subjoined schedule. The charge for analysis, together -with the
carriage of the specimens (if any), must be paid to him by Members at the time
of their application

:

No. 1.—An opinion of the genuineness and value of bone-dust or oil-

cake (each sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . 5s.

2.—An estimate of the value (relatively to the average samples in
the market) of sulphate and muriate of ammonia and of the
nitrate (if potasli and soda .. .. .. .. .. 5s.

„ 3.—An analysis of guano; showing the proportion of moisture,

organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime, alkaline salts and
ammonia, and an estimate of its value, provided the selling

price of the article to be analysed be sent with it .. .. 10s.

„ 4.—An analysis of mineral superphosphate of lime for soluble

phosphates ouly, and an estimate of its value, provided the
selling price of the article to be analysed be sent with it . . 5s.

„ 5.—An analysis of superphosphate of lim^, showing the propor-

tions of moisture, organic matter, sand, soluble and insoluble

phosphates, sulphate of lime, and ammonia, and an estimate

of its value, provided the selling price of the article to be
analysed be sent with it .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 6.—An analysis, showing the value of any ordinary artificial manure 10s.

„ 7.—An analysis of limestone, showing the proportion of lime .. 7s, 6d.

„ 8.—An analysis of limestone, showing the proportion of magaesia,
10s.; the proportion of lime and magnesia .. ., .. 10s.

„ 9.—An analysis of limestone or marls, showing the proportion of

carbonate, phosjihate, and sulphate of lime and magnesia,
with sand and clay .. .. .. ., .. .. 10s.

„ 10.—Partial analysis of a soil, including determinations of clay,

sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime .. .. .. 10s.

„ 11.—Complete analysis of a soil .. .. .. .. .. £'i

„ 12.—An analysis of oil-cake or other substance used for feeding

purposes, showing the proportion of moisture, oil, mineral
matter, albuminous matter, and woody fibre, as well as of

starch, gum, and sugar in the aggregate ; and an estimate

of its value as compared with pure liusced-cake .. .. lOs.

„ 13.—Analysis of any vegetable product .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 14.—Analysis of animal products, refuse substances used for

manures, &c. .. .. .. .. .. from 10s. to £1
,, 15.—Determination of the " hardness " of a sample of water before

and after boiling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5s.

„ 16.—Analysis of water of land-drainage, and of water usetl for

irrigation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ' £1
„ 17.—Analysis of water used for domestic purposes .. .. .. £1 10s.

„ 18.—Determination of nitric acid in a sample of water .. .. 10s.

„ 19.—Personal consultation with the Consulting Chemist. (The
usual hours of attendance for the Director, Monday ex-

cepted, will be from 11 to 2, but to prevent disappointment, it

is suggested that members desiring to hold a consultation

w ith the Director should write to make an appointment) . . 5s.

„ 20.—Consultation by letter .. .. .. .. .. - .. 5s.

,, 21.— Consultation necessitating the writing of three or more letters 10s.

The Laboratory of the Society is at 12, Hanover Square, London, W., to which -

address the Consulting Cheuiist, Dr. Aroi STi s Voeuckkh, F.R.B., requests that all

letters and parcels (jxi-'-tage and carriage paid) from Members of the Society, who
are entitled to avail Uu nisclves of the foregoing Privileges, should be directed.
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GUIDE TO THE PUECHASE OF AETIFICIAL MANUEES
AND FEEDING STUFFS.

Feeding Cakes.

1. Linseed-cake should be purchased as " Pure," aud the insertion of this

word on the invoice shoiild be insisted upon. The use of such words as
" Best," " Genuine," &c., should be objected to by the purchaser.

2. llape-cake for feeding purposes should be guaianteed " Pure " and

purchased by sample.

3. Decorticated Cotlon-cahe should be guaranteed " Pure," and purchased

by sample.

4. Undecorticated Cotton-cake should be guaranteed " Pure," and purchased

by sample.

N.B.—All feeding cakes should be purchased in good condition, and the

guarantee of the vendor should be immediately checked by a fair sample (taken

out of the middle of the cake) being at once sent for examination to a competent
analytical chemist. The remainder of the cake from which the sample sent for

examination had been taken should be sealed up in the presence of a witness, and
retained by the purchaser for reference in case of dispute.

Aktificial Manures.

1. Eaw or Green Bones or Bone-dust should be purchased as "Pure"
Eaw Bones guaranteed to contain not less than 45 per cent, of tribasic phosphate

of lime, and to yield not less than 4 per cent, of ammonia.

2. Boiled Bones should be purchased as " Pure " Boiled Bones guaranteed

to contain not less than 48 per cent, of tribasic phosphate of lime, and to yield

not less than It per cent, of ammonia.

3. Dissolved Bones are made of various qualities, and are sold at various

prices per ton ; therefore the quality should be guaranteed, under the heads

of soluble phosphate of lime, insoluble phosphate of lime, and nitrogen or its

equivalent as ammonia. The purchaser should also stipulate for an allowance

for each unit per cent, which the dissolved bones should be found on analysis

to contain less than the guaranteed percentages of the three substances

already mentioned.

4. Mineral Superphosphates should be guaranteed to be delivered in a
sufficiently dry and powdery condition, and to contain a certain percentage of

soluble phosphate of hme, at a certain price per unit per cent., no value to be
attached to insoluble phosphates.

5. Compound Artificial Manures should be purchased in the same manner
and with the same guarantees as Dissolved Bones.

6. Nitrate of Soda should be guaranteed by the vendor to contain from
94 to 95 per cent, of pure nitrate.

7. Stdphate of Ammonia should be guaranteed by the vendor to contain

not less than 23 per cent, of ammonia.
8. Peruvian Guano should be sold under that name, and guaranteed to be

in a dry and friable condition, and to contain a certain percentage of ammonia.

N.B.—Artiiicial manures should be guaranteed to be delivered in a sufSciently

dry and powdery condition to admit of distribution by the drill. A sample for

analysis should be taken, not later than three days after delivery, by emptying
several bags, mixing the contents together, and tilling two tins holding about
half a pound each, in the presence of a witness. Both the tins should be sealed,

one kept by the purchaser for reference in case of dispute, and the other for-

warded to a competent analytical chemist for examination.
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INSTEUCTIONS FOE SELECTING AND SENDING SAMPLES
FOE ANALYSIS.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.—Take a large handful of the manure from three
or four bags, mix the whole on a large sheet of paper, breaking down with the
hand any lumps present, and fold up in tinfoil, or in oil silk, about 3 oz. of the
well-mixed sample, and send it to 12, Hanover Square, London, W., by post:
or place the mixed manure in a small wooden or tin box, which may be tied by
string, but must not be sealed, and send it by post. If the manure be very wet
and lumpy, a larger boxful, weighing from lu to 12 oz., should be sent either

by post or railway.

Samples not exceeding 4 oz. in weight may be sent by post, by attaching two
penny postage stamps to the parcel.

Samples not exceeding 8 oz., for three postage stamps.

Samples not exceeding 12 oz., for four postage stamps.

The parcels should be addressed: Dr. Augustus Voelcker, 12, Hanover
Square, London, W., and the address of the sender or the number or mark of
the article be stated on parcels.

The samples may be sent in covers, or in boxes, bags of linen or other materials.

No parcel sent by post must exceed 12 oz. in weight, 1 foot 6 inches in length,

9 inches in width, and 6 inches in depth.

SOILS.—Have a wooden box made 6 inches long and wide, and from 9 to 12

inches deep, according to the depth of soil and subsoil of the field. Mark out in the

field a space of about 12 inches square
;
dig round in a slanting direction a trench,

60 as to leave undisturbed a block of soil with its subsoil from 9 to 12 inches deep

;

trim this block or plan of the field to make it fit into the wooden box, invert the

open box over it, press down firmly, then pass a spade under the box and lift it

up, gently turn over the box, nail on the lid and send it by goods or parcel to the

laboratory. The soil will then be received in the exact position in which it is

found in the field.

In the case of very light, sandy, and porous soils, the wooden box may be at

once inverted over the soil and forced down by pressure, and then dug out.

WATERS.—Two gallons of water are required for analysis. The water, if

possible, should be sent in glass -stoppered Winchester half-gallon bottles, which
are readily obtained in any chemist and druggist's shop. If Winchester bottles

cannot be procured, the water may be sent in perfectly clean new stoneware spirit-

jars surrounded by wickerwork. For the determination of the degree of hardness

before and after boiling, only one quart wine-bottle full of water is required.

LIMESTONES, MARLS, IRONSTONES, AND OTHER MINERALS.—
Whole pieces, weighing from 3 to 4 oz., should be sent enclosed in small linen

bags, or wrapped in paper. Postage 2d., if under 4 oz.

OILCAKES.—Take a sample from the middle of the cake. To this end break a

whole cake into two. Then break off a piece from the end where the two halves

were joined together, and wrap it in paper, leaving the ends open, and send parcel

by post. The piece should weigh from 10 to 12 oz. Postage, -id. If sent by
railway, one quarter or half a cake should be forwarded.

FEEDING MEALS.—About 3 oz. will be sufficient for analysis. Enclose the

meal in a small linen bag. Send it by post.

On forwarding samples, separate letters should be sent to the laboratory,

specifying the nature of the information required, and, if possible, the object

in view.

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.
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ilHcmters' i3otanical auti ([^ulomoltigical

The Council have fixed the following Rates of Charge for

the examination of Plants, Seeds, and Insects for the bona-fide

use of Members of the Society, who are particularly requested,

when applying to the Consulting Botanist, to mention the

kind of examination they require, and to quote its number in

the subjoined Schedule. The charge for examination must be

paid to the Consulting Botanist at the time of application, and

the carriage of all parcels must be prepaid.

I. BOTANICAL.

No. 1.—A report on the purity, amount and nature of foreign

materials, perfectness, and germinating power of a

sample of seeds .. .. .. .. .. .. 5s.

„ 2.—Detailed report on the weight, purity, perfectness, and

germinating power of a sample of seeds, with a special

description of the weeds and other foreign materials

contained in it .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 3.—Determination of the species of any weea or other plant,

or of any epiphyte or vegetable parasite, with a report

on its habits, and the means of its extermination or

prevention .. .. .. .. .. 5s.

„ 4.—Eeport on any disease affecting the farm crop .. .. 5s,

„ 5.—Determination of the species of a collection of natural

grasses found in any district on one kind of soil, with

a report on their habits and pasture value .. .. 10s,

II. ENTOMOLOGICAL.

„ 6.—Determination of the species of any insect, worm, or other

animal which, in any stage o*" its life, injiuiously affects

the farm crops, with a report on its habits and sugges-

tions as to its extermination .. .. .. .. 5s.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SPECIMENS.

In sending seed or com for examination the utmost care must be taken to

secure a fair and honest sample. If anything supposed to be injurious or

useless exists in the com or seed, selected samples should also be sent.

In collecting specimens of plants, the whole plant should be taken m\\ and
the earth shaken from the roots. If possible, the plant must be in flower or

frait. They should be packed in a light box, or in a finn paper parcel.

Sjjecimens of diseased plants or of parasites should be forwarded as fresh as

possible. Place them in a bottle, or pack them in tin-foil or oil-silk.

All specimens should be accompanied with a letter specifying the nature of

the information required, and stating any local circumstances (soil, situation,

&c.) which, in the opinion of the sender, would be likely to throw light on the

inquiry.

N.B.

—

The above Scale of Charges is not applicable in the case of Seedsmen
requiring the services of the Consulting Botanist.

Parcels or letters (Carriage or Postage prepaid) to be addressed to Mr. W.
CABBurnEBSj.r.R.S., 4, Woodside Villas, Gipsy Hill, London, S.E,

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.
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Di rry, Charles .M Gedney, Wisbech

flCgar, Samuel. . . Wyrde, Thorney

KUis, Charles. . . Meldreth, Hoysioii

Ellis, Frederick. . .Chesterton, Cambridge
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fEmson, H. H.. . .Nether Hall, Cherry Hinton

+Fison, J. P.. . .Teversham, Cambridge

+Fison, Samuel. . .Horningsea, Cambridge

Francis, Clement. . .Quy Hall

Frost, Captain H West Wrattlng Hall, Linton

Fyson, Edward. . .Silverley, Ashley, Nenmarket
Giddons, Wm. . . . Walpole St. Peters, Wisbsch

Grain, A. T.. . .2, St. Andrew's Hill, Cambridge

Grain, Peter. . .SheUbrd, Cambridge

Gunnell, Thomas. . .Milton, Cambridge

fHall, Herbert. . .Landbeach, Cambridge

Hall, W. H.. . .Six Mile Bottom, Newmarket

fHamond, W. Parker. . .Pampisford Hall, Cambridge

•f-Hardwicke, Earl of. . .Wimpole
Holben, R. Rowley .. . Barton, Cambridge

•(•Houblou, R. Archer. . . Bartlow, Cambridge

Huddleston, F.. . .Sawston Hall, Cambridge

Humphrey, A.. . .Walpole St. Peter, Wisbech

•J-Hunt, John. . .Manor Farm, Coton, Cambridge

Hurrell, Henry, . . Madingley Hall, Ciimbridge

Hurrell, William. . . .Newton, Cambridge

flvatt, Charles E. . . .Rampton, Cambridge

Jennings, Thomas. . .Phantom House, Newmarket

fJohnson, Thomas. . .Whittlesea

f-Jonas, George. . .Ickleton (Saffron Wulden)
Jonas, John Carter. . .3, St. Mary Sireet, Cambridge

Jones, Henry. . . Apeshall House, Littleport

Jones, John C....Stonea Grange, Wimblington,
March

King, Edmund. . .Ashley Hall, Newmarket

"t Lambert, Henry .. .Great Abington, Cambridge

(-Linton, John. . . Westwick Hall, Cambridge

fLittle, H. J....Coldbam Hall, Wisbech

Little, James L The Plains, Littleport, Ely

fLittle, W. . . .Littleport, Ely

Little, W. Cutlack. . .Stag's Holt, March

fLong, Hanslip. . .Shippen Hill, Ely

f-Loomes, Edward. . .Whittlesea

fMartin, Joseph. . .Littleport, Isle of Ely

Maynard, Pvobert. . . Whittlesford, Cambridge

Moore, William. . .Elm House, Elm, Wisbech

Moulton, Joseph. ..High Street, Chatteris

Moyes, A. H 21, Petty Curry, Cambridge

fPate, Martin... Ely

Pearce, Charles. . .Thorney

fPhypers, A Long Stanton, Cambridge

Purkis, William. . .Horseheath, Linton

RatliCf, W Newmarket
Roads, John Foxton Bury, Royston

Robins, G. F.. . .Isleham, Soham
Rowton, William. . .Cambridge

Rush, Thomas, . .Babraham. Cambridge

Russell, G. E.. . . Walpole St Peter, Wisbech

Sell, C Bassingbourne, Royston

fSilcock, Edward C....Wood House, Chettisham, Ely

fsiack, Alfred. . .Soliam, Ely

Slater, S. Webb. . .Ditton Lodge, Newmarket

fStaffurth, W. A. Ellis. . .Whittlesea

.Stephenson, Robert. . .Burwell, Cambridge

Towgood, Ilamer. . .Little Shelford

fVipan, T. Maylin. . .Sution, Ely

Waisoii, Frederick. .. Lyriwood, March

Webb, II ...Streetly Hull, West Wickham, Linton

Webb, Samuel . . . Babraham, Cambridge
fWoodham, W". Nash. . .Shepreth, Melbourne
Wright, Charles. . .Streatham, Ely
Yorke, Hon. Eliot T.. . . Wimpule, Arrlngton

Yorke, James N.. . .Newmarket

CHESHIRE.

ffoiernorj.

fDavles, David Reynolds. . . Agden Hall, Lymm
Legh, W. John, M.P. . . . Lyme Park, DIsley, Stockpoi

Westminster, Duke of, K.G.. .Eaton Hall, Chester

Members.

Alcock, John. . .Pul ford (Wrexham)
Andrews, Samuel. . .Hale Mound, Altrincham

Armitsiead, Rev. John L The Vicarage, Sandbacl

Armstrong, J. Knight. . .Wharton Hall, AVinsford

Ashton, Edmund. . .Abbey Field, Sandbach

fBalstone, Henry K Hale Carr, Altrincham

fBaibour, George. . .Bankhcad, Broxton, Chester

fBarbour, R Bolesworth Castle, Chester

Barton, Ridiard. . .Caldy Manor, Birkenhead

fBeatty, D. L.. . .Cherry Hill, Malpas

Beckett, Richaid. . .Hartford, Northwich

Beckett, Samuel. . .Eccleston, Chester

Bell, Henry... Hempshaw Brook Brewery, Stockporl

Bennett, David. . .Marsh Gate, Norton, Runcorn

Bentiey, Timothy. . .Davenham, Northwich

Beswick, "William. . .Arley, Nortliwich

Billington, John S 8alt--rley Hall, Crewe

Birchall, Edward, Wellastone, Nantwich

Booth, John. . . Hasliugton, Crewe

Bowers, J. Arthur. . .Occlestone, Jllddlewich

Brady, Charles AUdis. . . Adswood, Stockport

Brady, W. HoUinshed. . .Chestergate, Stockport

Brathc-rton, George. . .Brad wall, Sandbach

Brooks, J. Marshall. . .Portal, 'I'arporley

Broughton, E. Delves. . .Wlstaston Hall, Nantwich

Burgess, B,. . .Weaverham, Northwich

Burn, R. Scott. . .Edgeley Road, Stockport

Byrd, David. . .Spnrston Hall, Tarporley

Callender, Peter. . .Devonshire Htiuse, Birkenhead

fCarter, George John. . .Tatton Dale. Kntitsford

fCase, J. B Poultou Hey, Bebbington, Birkenhead

Cawley, Thomas. . . Nantwich

Chohnondely, Col. Hon.G.. .Abbots Moss, Northwich

fCholmondeley, Marquis of. . .Cholmondeley Castle,

Nantwich ,

fChurton, John. . . Foregate Street, Chester

Clarke, John . . . Broadland, Nantwich

Cliffe, Joseph. ..Whitley Hall, Northwich

Cliffe, Thomas. . .Crewe Gates, Crewe

fComberraere,Viscoimt.. . .Combcrmere Abbey, Nant-

wich

Cooke, John... Mill Moor, Macefen, Malpas

Cjrner, John. . .Hurlestono, Nantwich

Cossins, John. . .Landway, Northwich

fCox, Henry. . .Bromborougb, liirkenhead

Daine, Thomas. .. Hale, Altrincham
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Dale, John . . . Chelford, Crewe

Danson, J. T.. . .Green Fields, Little Sution. Chester

Davenport, John. . .BoUington Mill, AUrincbum

Davenport, W. Bromley. . .Copcsthorne, Conglcton

Davies, C. B Eardswiclc Hall, MMdlewich

fDavies, James. . .BoUington, AltrincUam

Davies, Thomas. . .Overpool, Suton, Chester

Dean, James. . .Belley, Crewe

Dickson, Arthur. . .Queen's Park, Chester

+Dicks<)ii, G. A Newton Nurseries, Ciiestcr

Dixon, CapUin G Astle Hall, Chelford, Crewe

Dobell, Joseph. . . Leftwich, Northwich

fDone, Thomas F.. . .Bickley Hall, Malpas

Donuell, Joseph. . .Tarvin Sands, Chester

Dutton, John K Great .Sanghall, Chester

EgertoD, Lxjrd. . .Tatton Park, Knut^ford

Egertou, Sir 1'. de Malpas G., Bt., M.P.. .Oulton Park,

Tarporley

Egfrton, Hon. Wilbraham, M.P. . .Rosthcrne Manor,
Knutslord

fFair, WlUiam ... Aston by Budworih, Northwich

Fearuall, Kichard. . .Lea, Aldford, Chester

Fitton, Samuel. . .Willastone, Naotwich

Foden, Edwin. . .Sandbach

Forwood, T. P.. . .Thornton Manor, Npston

France-Hayhurst, Colonel . . . Bostock Hall, Middlewlch

fFrost, Robert. . .Lime Grove, Chester

Gardner, W. A. . . Hougli Green, Chester

Gilbert, John H Ashton-on-llersey, Sale

Goodwin, I. A....Henhull Farm, Nantwich

Goose, Daniel, jun. . . .Klnnertun, Chester

Greenwood, William . . Dunham Massey, Altrincham

fOregson, S. Leigh. . .Overton Hall, Malpas

Grey, 12dward. . . Easthani, Birkenhead

Griffiths, R. C Park Farm, Hawarden
Gruulng, Louis. . . . Broomboroush, Chester

Hague, James. . .Gawsworth, Maccleslield

Hall, Edward. . .Horwich House, Wbaley Bridge,

Stockport

Harkes, David. . .Mere, Knutsford

Harrison, T. Ashton. . .Stalybridge

Hayes, WUliam. . .Frodsham, Preston Bro.^k

Heath, Thomas. . .Withymore Farm, Burlcydam

Heywood, W. H . . .Dunbam Massey, Altrincham

Highfield, Jolm. . .Frandey House, Seven Oaks,
Northwich

fHobson, Thomas. . .Pownall Hall, Wilmslow

Hodson, Henry. . .Edleston Farm, Nantwich

Hoggins, T Trafford Lodge, Chester

Holland, R. . .Norton Hall, Hulton, Runcorn
Holland, William. . .Broxton, Chester

Hornby, W. II Poole Hail, Nantwich

Ht>ward, .Samuel. . .Dunham Massey, Altrincham

Hurst, Thomas. . .Tabley, Knutsford

Jackson, George. . . Higher Peover, Knutsford

Jackson, T. F Tattenhall Hall, Chester

Jackson, W. Turner. . .Noctorum, Birkenhead

fJocelyn-Floulkes, Major. .11, Stanley Place, Chester

Johnson, Thomas. . .Bache Hurst, Chester

Johnson, T.. . .Wyehongb, Malpas

Jones, James. . .The Oaklands, Spurston, Tarporley

Kay, Christopher. . .Davenham HaU, Northwich

Kay, Jaoies. . . Warburton, Lymm

Kirby, Thomas. . .Elton Cottage, Sandbach

Latham, G. W Bradwall Hall, Sandbach

Lea, John. . .Stapleford Hall, Chester

Leather, Simeon. . .Uelamere, Northwich

Legh, G. Cornwall. . .High Legh HaU, Knutsford

fLeigh, Capt. Egerton. . Ibe Wist Hall, High Leigh,

Knutslord

tLewis, George. . .The Bank, Malpas

L-yci'ster, R. 0.. . .Tolt Hall, Knutsford

Lockwood, A. Carden. . .Chester

Lowe, John. . . Wheelock Heath, Sandbach

Lowe, Thomas. . .Calverley Hall, Handley, Chester

MacGregor, Alexander. . . Katon Road, Chester

Macgregor, John. . .Acton, Weaverham, Northwich

MacGregor, Paul M Oustoii, Weaverham

McHattie, John. . .Chester

Monk, Thomas. . .AVaUasey, Birkenhead

Mousley, Capt. George. . Hooton Hall, Chester

Myott, James. . .Capesthorne, Crewe

fNaylor, R. C Hooton Hall, Chester

Newliouse, Henry. . .Tatton Park, Knutsford

Newton, Martin. . .OldBeld, Altrincham

Nicholson, Robert, jun Blacon Point, Chester

Noden, Joseph. . .Bridgmere Hall, Nantwich

Oswell, E. F.. . .Hampton Hall, Malpas

Parker, Edmund. . .Stretton, Malpas

Parker, Thomas. . .Churton House, Churton

fParker, Thomas. . .Cliurton HaU, Chester

Parker, WiUiam. . .Great Stanney HaU, Chester

Parrott, T Green Bank, Sutton, Macclesfield

Pickering, J.. . .Pool Hall, Sutton, Chester

Potts, Charles WilUam. . .Heron Bridge, Chester

Reilly, Owen. . .1, Abbey Green, Chester

Rigby, Thomas. . .Frodsham Bridge, Preston Brook

Roberts, John. . .Well House, Saltney, Chester

Roberts, Robert. . .The Firs, Chester

Roberts, T. Q.. . .82, Westergate Street, Chester

Rodger, George. . . Arden House, Altrincham

; fShallcross, Thos. R.. . .Capenhurst Grangp, Chester

Shepherd, William. . .Woodhouse, Aldford, Chester

I

Sherwin, Charles. . .Tabley, Knutsford

j

Shuker, William. . .Calverley, Tarporley

I

Siddeley, John. . .Spring Bank, Altrincham

Siddom. Henry. . . Rush ton, Tarporley

Slater, Cyrus. . .Dunkirk, Holmes Chapel

Smith, Thomas. . .Mollington Farm, Chester

tSmyth, H. L CrabweU Hall, Chester

fSnow, T. Owen. . .Lack Hall, Chester

Speakman, Thomas ... Doddington Park, Nantwich

fSykes, E. H Edgeley, Stockport

Tabley, Lord de. . .Tabley House, Knutsford

Thompson, E. J Timperley, Altrincham

Thompson, Henry .. .Organsdale, Kelsall, Ches'.er

fToUemache, John. . .Tilsion Lodge, Tarporley

Touge, James C New Hall, Neston

fTorr, John, M.P. . .Carlett Park, Eastham

Townshend. Charles. . .Chester

Vernon, William. . .Tarporley

fViggars, Henry. . .Lealand, Chester

fWalkden, Thomas. .. Meliington, Altrincham

fW'alkdtn, Williiun. . .Carrington Hall, Sale

Walker, Joseph. . .C'horlton, Nantwich

;
Walley, John. . .More House, Baddiley, Nantwich
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WaUworth, Joseph. . .White Hall, Wllmslow
Walsh, Zaccheus. . .The Park, Wilmsluw
Warburton, G. E.. . . Arley HaU, Northwich

Warburton, Rowlaud E. E.. . .Arley Hall, Northwich

tWatterson, \V. C Bowdon, Altrincham

fAVheler, E. G.. . .High Legh, Knutsford

Whittingham, John. . .The Cross, Nantwich
Wiggins, Henry. . .Sealand, Chester

Wilbraham, Handle... Rode Hall, Lawton
Williams, J. R Harewood Hall, Kelsall, Chester

tWilliams, William ... Blacon House, Chester

WollT, Charles H.. . .The Clough, Hale, Altrincham

Wright, Jtimes. — Cop House Farm, Saltney, Chester

fWright, Thomas. , .Claremont, Spital, Birkenhead

COKKWAIL.

Governor.

Robarics, Lord. . .Lanhydrock House, Bodmin

Members.

Andcrton, E. D... .Oakroyd, Falmouth
+Barton, Rev. H. N.. . .St. Ervan Rectory, Padstow

Bassett, G. L.. . .Tehidy, Camborne
Bishop, James. . .Bobcam, Looe

fBolden, J. L Tehidy, Camborne
•f-Bolitho, Mward. . .Tiewiden, I'enzunre

•f-Bolitho, T. S. . . .Pendleverne, Penzance

•J-Bolitho, William. . .Penzance

Brenton, William.. .PolbatUic, St. Germans
Clark, William. . .Luney Barton, St. Ewe
Coryton, Augustus. . .Pentillie Castle, Saltash

fOaubuz, John Claude. ..Klllion, Truro

fDavey, J. S. . . .Bochym House, Helstone

Davey, Richard. . .Bochym House, Helstone

Davies, J. C Tn gonan, St. Ewe, St. Austle

Fortescue, Capt. Cyril 1).. . .Boconnock, Lostwithiil

Glanville, Reginald C. . .Sconnor, St. Germans

Grose, Wesley R. . . .Penpont, Wadebridge

Hoblyn, W. P.. . .The Fir Hill, St. Columb

Hockin, John. . .Broomhill, Stratton

Hosken, Samuel.. .Loggan Mill, Hayle

Jenkyiif, A... .Charlcstown, St. Austle

Julyan, Richard. . .Gargass, Grampound
+Lobb. George. . .Lawhitton, Launceston

fMarshaU, Rev. E. H The Rectory, Launc€Ston

Marshall, li. H Trcuoon, St. Jtawgaii, St. Columb
Matthews, R.,jun Tiegoose, Htlston

+Neame, H. B..., The lirewevy, Ruthin

Olver, R. Sobey . . .Trcsniwe, Bodmin

-(Paigp, W. I*.. . .I'atliada, Menhcnist, Liskcard

tl'iiiwall. Captain. . .Trehaiie, Probiis

Raslileigh, J.. . .Men.abilly, Par Station

tRodd, F Trebartha Hall, Launceston

fRogers, .John J.. . . I'enro.^e, Helstone

Rosewarne, John. . . Nanpusker, Hayle

SUpheiis, AV. W. W(sley...Hendra, .St, Kew, Wade.
brid;;e

Trcgaskis, S. T Blabel, Si. I8.>ey

Tremaln, James Tregony, Grampound

Tremaine, Wm.. . .Polsue House, Grampound
fTremayne, John, M.P.. . .Heligau, St. Austle

Trethewy, W.. . .Tregoose, Grampound Road
fTyacke, John. . .Merthen, Falmouth

Venning, John. . . Treblethick, St. Mabyn, Bodmia

fViTiau, A. Pendarves, M.P. .St. Anthony.Grampound
fVivian, H. H.. . .Tregavetban, Truro

Vivian, J. A Peubole, St. Kew, Wadebridge
Williams, Henry. . . Alma, Truro

fWillyames, E. B. . . .Nanskeval, St. Columb

CXJMBEBLAin).

Members,

Alexander, W. L....Oak Hill, Lorton, Cockennouth
Allison, Robert A Scaleby HaU, Carlisle

Anderson, W. . . Houghton, Carlisle

fAtkinson. James. . .Winderwath, Penrith

fBanks, Edwin H.. . .Highmoor House, WIgton

Barton, Thomas. . .The Crescent, Carlisle

Bell, George J.... Nook, Irthlngton, Brampton
|-Bell, John. ..Scale Hall, Lazonby, Penrith

fBell, Robert . . . Mealsgate, Bramptx>n

Birkett, Joseph. . .Foxton House, Penrith

Blackstock, A. D Haytou Castle, Maryport.

Borthwick, William. . .Monkwray, Whitehaven

fBoustead, John. . . Armathwulte, Cockerniouth

Bowstead. James Cooper. . .Hackthorpe Hall, Penrith

Bowstcad, T Eden Hall, Penrith

fBrids m, Joseph R.. . .Belle Isle, AVindermere

fBriscoe, Sir Robert, Bart Crolton Hall, VViijtuu

Brown, Matthew. . .Scarbauk, Longtowu

f Burnyeat, W., jun. . . .Corkitkle

fCaddy, Henry... Rougholm, Bootle

fCarruihers, R. B. ...Guards Mill, Grelna

Cousins, Richard. . .Whitehaven

Cumpston, Joseph H.. . .Barton Hall, Penrith

f Dacre, Rev. William. . .Irthington Vicarage, Carlisle

Dalton, Pattinson. . .Cummersdale, Carlisle

DalzcU, Anthony .. .Stainburn Hall; Workington

Dalzell, Jolui. . .Papcastlc, Cockerniouth

fUeut,Wilkinson . Flass House, Kirkby Thore,Pcurith

Donald, J. H.. . .Thursby, Carlisle

tFell, A. L.... Knolls, Carlisle

Fell, Rev. J. A.. . .Knolls, Carlisle

fFisher, Captain C. . .Distington House, Whitdiaven

fFisher, Peter. . .AVelberal Abbey, Carlisle

fFletcher, Capt. Joseph. . .Lowther St., Whitehaven

fFoster, S. P....Kjllhow, Mealsgate, Carlisle

fFoster, William. . .AVestward Park, Wigton

fFox, William. . .Abbey, St. Bees

Gibbons, Thomas. . Chiswlck Street, Carlisle

Gibson, Hobert. . . EUerbeck, Penrith

Graham, James. .. I'arcelstown, Longtown

Graham, William. . .Hawksdale, Carlisle

fGrainger, Francis. . .Fir Tree Bank, Abbey Town
Guiison. John. . Ponsonby, Calder Bridge, Whitehaven

Hayton, Pattinson. . .1, l.onsdaje Street, Carlisle

fHeskett, John. . .Plumpton Hall, Penrith

He.>ikelt. Willi.im ..I'luniptou llalL Penrith

JlighUeld, George. . , Blencogo House, Wigton -
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HiDdmaish, Charles. . .17, Hridgc Street, Workington
Hogarth, John... Jul i.in Bower, r.nritli

•f-Hope, Jospph. . . Whoof House, Carlisle

Howard, Hon. C. W. G., M.P.. . .Naworth Ctotle,
Brampton

fHoward, Henry C Greystoke Castle. Penrith

f-Hudson, James. . .St. Andrews Place, Penrith

Hutchinson, Jolin. . .Brougham Castle, Penrith

fJackson, William. . .Oak Bank, Carlisle

fJames, Captain W. E.. . .Barrock Lodge, Carlisle

fJefferson, Robert. . . Preston Hows, Whllehaven
Jefferson, Skelton. . .Preston Hows, Whiteliaven

Jenkinson.AVllson. . .TheScboosc Farm, Workington

I
Johnson, George J Castlesleads, Brampton
hawson, Sir Wilfrid, Ban., M.P.. . Brayton, Aspatria

tLawson, W.. . .West Street. Wigton, Carlisle

Leatbcs, William. . .Lampleugh Hall, Cockennoutb
tl-itlle, James. . .Fauld, Longtown
JI"ffat, James. . .Kirklintoii Park, Carlisle

Montgomery, J. W New Lowther Street, Whitc-
li.iven

tM'isgrave, Sir R. C, Rart.. . .Edenhall, Penrith

fXicholson, James. . .Blencairn Hall, Penrith

Xorman, William . . . Hall Bank, Aspatria

Oliphant-Ferguson.G.H. H..Broadfield House.Carlisle

I'.irker, Francis. . .Acorn Bank, Penrith

fl'.irker. T. Holme. . .Warwick Hall, Carilsle

tl'.irker, William. . .Carlton Hill, Penrith

l';iil;in, William. . .Blaithwaite House, Aspatria

Kiiilton, Henry. . .Mealsgate, Carlisle

+Uichardson, John...The Oaks, Dalston, Carlisle

tl.'igg, Hugh C. . .Crossrigg Hall, Penrith

!;i„'g, l.ieut.-Col. H.. . .Crussrigg Hull, Penrith
l:

i
lierlson, J 33, Queen Street, Whitehaven

r.'>>s. John . . .The Grove, Ravensglass

f -^alkeld, Thomas. . .Holme Hill, Carlisle

inderson, Lieut.-Col Kden Laccy, Penrith

t>-mnders. C. R Nunwick Hall, Penrith

Sentt, Jouaihan. . .Little Crosthwaite, Keswick
fSmith, George. . .The Luhani, Penrith

t^iwdding, John J.. . .Greta Bank, Keswick

t~-t,mley, William. . .Ponsonby Hall, Whitehaven
s vetten, B. T. . . . Ajhgrove, Penrith

t I'liylor, John. . .Burnfooi House, Wigton
Thomliuton, Job i , . . Armathwaite Castle, Carlisle

I
tThompson, Anthony .. .Cross, Whitehaven

Thompson, Henry .. .Aspatria, Carlisle

tTbompson, Robert. . . Inglewuod Bank, Penrith

Thompson, Thomas C Miltou Hall, Brampton

t'l'odd, Jobn...Mireside, Wigton, A^palria

I 'Tpin, J. C Musgrave Hall, Ski lton, Penrith

\'ane. Sir H. R., Bart.. . .Hutton Hall, Penrith

fN'.irty, Thomas. . .Stag Stones, Penrith

Walker, H. nry. . .Seilafield (Carnlbrth)

Waugh, Kilward. . .Cockermouth

fWilsou, John... Fairfield, Lorton, Cockermouth
\Vilson, Joseph. . . I'enrith

W ilsuii, W. K The Gale, Abbey Town, Carlisle

fWiim, W. Fothergill. . . Bower Bank, Penrith

fWood, George. . .Wetberall, Carlisle

DERBYSHIEE.

Gmernors.

fBelper, Lord. . .Kingston Hall, Derby
Evans, Thomas William, M.P. . . AUestree Hall, Derby
fHeywood, Sir T. Perciv.il, Bt.. .Doveleys, Ashbourne
fVernon, Lord. . .Sudbury Hall, Derby

ilemters.

fArkwright, Frederic C. . . .AVellersley, Cromford,
Derby

fArkwright, William .. Sutton Scarsdalf, Chesterfield

AuU, William. . .The Mount, Qiiorudon, Derby
Bakewell, Charles Henry. . .Quorndon, Derby
Barron, J Borrowash, Derby
fBarriiW, B. L.. . .Sydnope Hall, Matlock

.Blackwall, J. B. Evans. . .Biggin House, Wirksworth
Blackwell, Richard. . .Nottingham Road, Derby

fBland, Henry Wainwright. . . Barlow, Chesterfield

fBIaihwayt, R. W.... Barker Fields, Derby
fBoam, Henry. . .Litchurch Villa, Derby
fBoden, Henry... The Friary, Derby

fBoden, Walter. . .Gower .Street, Derby
Bott, Richard. ..Church Broughton, Dei by

f Bower, T. W.. .Woodthorpe, Norbriggs, Chesterfield

Bradshaw, Francis, jun Barton Blount, Derby

fBriggs, William. . .Melbourne, Derby

Brownson, John. .HoUyhurst, Marstou Montgomery,
Ashbourne

Campbell, Colin M., M.P Woodseat, Ashbourne

Cannor, Edwin. . .Stanley Grange, Derby

Carrington, Thomas. . .Osmaston, Derby

fCarrington, T. S. T i'laton, Dovcridge, Derby

Chandos-Pole-Gell, H. . .Hopton Hall, Wirksworth

Chandos-Pole, Reginald. . .Radlmrnc Hail, Derby

Claris, William... 59, Tr^fnc Sinei, Derby

tCoke, Hon. E. K.. . .Longford Hall, Derby

Ci'lenian, John. . .Park Nook, Quorndon, Derby

Culvile, C. R....LuUington Hall (Burton-oii-Treut)

Cook", Henry. . .Edgemoor, Bu.xtoii

Copestake, T. G Kiik Langley, Derby

C. >vht tt, George . . . Derby

Cotliugham, John G Chatsworth, Chesterfield

Cowley, T. M Broad Vale, Derby

Cox, Samuel Walker. . .Spoudon Cottage, Derby

Cox, Walter H Woudside, Bolsover, Chesterfield

Cox, William. . .Brailsford, Derby

Crawshaw, R. W....The Hagge, Chesterfield

Crewe, Sir J. H., Bart Calke Abbey, Derby

Crompton, George. . .Chesterfield

Cronipton, John George ... Derby

fCurzon, N. C Lockington, Derby

De Rodes, W. H.. . .Barlboioush Hall, Chesterfield

fDixon, George M Bradley Hall, Ashbourne

fDrewry, Frank. . .Buxton

Edge, B Ash Farm, litwall, Derby

Kite, John. . . All?stroe, Derby

Etches, Edward. . .Derby

Fawkes, Algernon. ..Derby

fFeilden, Robert. . .Coxbench, Derby

Finney, Charles. . .The Smerills, Derby

Fox, Frederick F Melbourne, Derby

fFrank, R. H Ashbouru Hall, Aslihourne
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tGardom, T. W.. . .The Yeld, Baslow, Chesterfield

tGarknd, Ed:;ar C Little Eatou, Derby

Oilman, William. . .Lnl wall, Hartington, Ashbourne

Greaves. William. . .Bakewell

Grimes, H. W Scarcliffe Grange, Chesterfield

Hall, Lorenzo K.. . .Holly Bush, Sudbury, Derby
Hall, Richard. . .Thulston, Derby
Harris, John. . .Cromford Bridge House, Matlock

Harris. Walter ... Xoel, Crich

Harrison, lohn, Jun.. . .Snelston Hall, Ashbourne

Harrison, W. H Church Mayfield, Ashbourne
Haywood, James. . . Littleover, Derby
Heywood, Arthur P.. . .Duffleld Bank, Derby

Hickman, Thomas H. . . The Grangf, Quorndon, Derby

fHubbersiy, A. C. . . .The Ford, Alfreton

Hubbersty, Henry A. . . . Buston

Hubbersty, William P Wirksa orth

Hurt, Albert F.. . . Alderwasley, Belper

Jonett, Christopher. . . Palterton, Chesterfield

Knight, A. H Bradley Pastures, Ashbourne
Knight, Thomas. . .Cauldwell (Burton-on-Trent)

Leacroft, Rev. C. H Brackenfield, Alfreton

fLister, Charlts. . .Darley Dale Abbey, Matlock

fLucas, Bernard. . .Chesterfield

fMarkham, C Tapton House, Chesterfield

Martin, John T Com Market, Derby
Mayer, William. . .Chaddesden, l;erby

Mawson, Samuel W West Broughtjn, Sudbury,
Derby

MeyneU, F. W.. . .Coxbench Hall, Derby

f.Mcynell, Godfrey. . .Meynell Langley, Derby

Morewood, Charles K. P Alfreton Hall

Morley, John. . .Spondon, Derby

fMundy, E. Miller. . .Shipley, l/erby

Mundy, F. N Markheaton Hall, Derby
Murray, Gilbert. ..Elvaston Castle, Derby

Nesfield, R. M. X.. . .Castle Hill, BakeweU
Jvewton, Charles E.. . .Mickleover, Derby

Nuttall, James. . .Ashbourne

Oakes, T. H Riddings House, Alfreton

Parkin, John. . .Idridgehay, Derby
Phillips, J. E Derby

Porter, William. . .Brundsell Hill Top, Derby

fPountain, Major. . .Cowsley Housp, Derby

fPrince, John. . .Foston Hall Farm, Derby

Radford, C. C. . .Tausley Wood, Matlock

Rad:ord, Thomas S Church Broughton, Derby

Radford, Vaugban H Campfield Hall, Alfreton

+Renshaw, H. C Chajiel-en-le-Frith

Scarsdale, Lord . . . Kedluston Hall, Derby

Shaw, John. . .College Place, All Saints, Derby

fSheldon, J. P.. . .The Brund, Sheen, Ashbourne

Sunpson, George Mayfield House, Ashbourne

Sitwell. R. S.. . .Merley, Derby

Smith, F. X.. . .Winfield Park, Ripley

Smith, Rowland... Duffleld Hall, Derby

fSmith, Sydney. . .Burnt Leys, Whilvrell, Chester-

field

Strelly, R C Oakerthorpe, Alfreton

fStrutt, Hon. Frederick. . .Milford House, Derby

Swaffleld, Clement. . . Bakewell

Taylor, Thomas. . .Ilopton, Wirksworth

Thomson, John ... Melbourne, Derby

and Members of the

tThomhiH AV. Pole. . .Stanton Hall, BakeweU
Tomlinson, Arthur. . .Stenson House, Derby

Tomlinson, Frederick. . .Southwood, Ticknall, Deiljf

fTomlinson, Thomas...The Pastures, Bradley,

Ashbourne

fTurbutt, Wm. G.. . .Ogston Hall, Alfreton

Wade, Samuel. . . Mickleover, Derby

Waite, Richard. . . Duffleld, Derby
Walker, Matthew. . .Chaddesden, Derby
Walton, John A. . . . Lockington, Derby

Walthall, Henry W Alton Manor, Derby

{•Waterpark, Lord . . . Doveridge Hall, Derby

AVebster, G. P Oxcroft, Bolsover, Chesterfield

fWood, John . . . Spondon, Derby

fWood, John B.. . .The Hall, Wirksworrh

Wood, Philip. . . Derwent Street, Derby

WooUey, Joseph . . . AUestree Hall, Derby

Wright, Frank. . .HQl Top Farm, Ashbourne

Wright, John. . .Osmaston Manor, Derby

DEVOHSHISE.

Gmernors.

Acland, Sir T. Dyke, Bt., M.P.. .Sprydoncote, Exelcr

fFortetcue, Earl. . .Castle Hill, South Molton

Memliers.

fAcland, C. T. Dyke. . .Sprydoncote, E.\eter

fAmory.Sir J. H. Heathcote, Bt, M.P. . .Knigbuhays
Court, Tiverton

f-BaiUie, Evan. . . Filleigh, Chudleigh

fBaker, Robert N. G Heavitree, Exeter

Barrow, W.. . .Hollowmead, Bishopstclgnton, Telgn-
moutb

Battams, G. B.. . .Kilworthy, Tavistock

Bayly, John . . . Plymouth
Bayly, Robert. . .Torr Grove, Plymouth
f-Beedle, Thomas. . .Southwood, Tiverton

tBell, J. Askew. . .East Budleigh, Saltcrton

Bennett, K Gasking. . .Plymoitth

Benson, John. . .Uplands, Exeter

Besley, Henry.. .South Street, Exeter

fBoger. Hext. . .Lower Dumford Street, Stonehouse

Bremridge, J. L Whiddon Down, Okehamplon
Brown, George. . . Roborongh House, Banistaple

,
Buller, Major C. B Downes, Crediton

j

fBulteel, John . . . Pamfleto, Ivybridge

(
Buruard, Charles F.. . .Compton Villa, Pljrmouth

fCalmaily, Vincent P.. ..Tetcott, Holsworihy

! fCarew, Thomas. . .Collipriest House, Tiverton

I

tCarew, W. H. Pole. . .Antony House. Dtvonport

I fCarpenter-Gamier, J.,M.P.. .S. Sydenham, Tavistock

Churchill, H.. . .Barton House, Morchard Bishop

Clark, Henry... Efford Manor, Plymouth

Cleave, Benjamin W Newcombe House, Creditun

fClinton. Lord. . .Heanton Satchviile. Beaford

Collier, W. F Woodtown, Horrabridgc

+Collins, John. . . Wonham, Bampton
r Cornish, John F Stancombe, Kingsbridge

Davie, Sir H. Ferguson, Bt., M.P.. . .Creedy, Crcdiion

fDavy, J. Tanner. . .Barton Koseash, Souih Moltou

Devon County Agricultural Society, Secretary of
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tr)cvon. Earl of. . . Pon deibain Castle, Exeter

1 )lvett, John . . . Bovoy Tracoy

Drew, James. . . Artiscombe, Tavistock

tDuckn orth, Sir J., Bai t AVear House, Exeter

Diirant, H. W.. . .North Tawton
Uurant, Klchard. . .Sbarpham, Totnes

Ecclea, H. J.. . .Hareston, Plympton

Elliott, Samuel. . .Trafalgar House, Plymouth

Elton, Sir E. M., Bart.. . .Wldnortliy Court, Honlton

Exeter, The Bishop of. . .The Palace, Exeter

Follet, Charles John. . .Exeter

Ford, Charles T Stoke Canon, Exeter

Franklin, Joseph H. ...Huxham, Exeter

fGamlen, W. H.. . .BrampforJ Speke, Exeter

fiiarratt, John. . .Bishops Court, Exeter

i-Jordon, Charles. . .Wiscombe Park, Honiton

Gould, Albert E Poltimore, Exeter

Grainger, Kev. G. W... Luppitt Vicarage, Honlton

Hamlyn, S. C. .. .Leanood, Bridestowe

Harris, W. J HalwiU Manor, Highampton
Hole, William. . .Wlnhani, CuUompton

flluyshe. Rev. John. . .Clysthydon, CuUompton
tJiihnson, John G.. . .Cross House, Torrington

flvar^lake. Rev. AV. H.. . .Mesham, South iilultun

tKennaway, Sir John H., Bt., M.P.. . .Escot, Oltery
St. Mary

Kitson. William. . .Torquay

Kiiapman, John. . .South Tawton, Okehampton
Luke, ./ohn. . .Edgeworthy, iMorchard, Tiverton

Langdon, Mrs. . . .Flittou Barton, North Molton

fLopes, Sir Massey, Bt., M.P.. .Maristow, Roborough

tMaconchy, John A Corrinagh, Torquay
t-Marker, Richard.. .Combe, Honiton

t-Martin, Gilaon. . . Bedford OfHce, Tavistock

t-McUer, Alfred. . .Olterhead, Honiton

+Miles, William. . .Dix's Field, Exeter

Milford, Frank P Haldon, Kenn, Exeter

Milford, Thomas. . .Thorverton, CuUompton
Morley, Earl of. . .Saltram, Plympton
JlountEdgecumbe, Earl of.Mt Edgecumbe,Devonport

\orman, G.. . .Diimaton, Swimbridge, Barnstaple

Xorrington, Charles. . .Catte Down, Plymouth
Norris, Charles. . .Motion Barton, E.x.eter

fNorthcote, Rt. Hon. Sir S. Bt., M.P..Pynes, Exeter

Osmond, Edwd.. .Woodrow, Brampford Speke, Exeter

Palmer, Roger. . .Beaworthy, Exbourne
I'erry, William. . .Alder, Lewdown
Phillips, Thomas. . .5, Princess Square, Plymouth
Pidgeon, Hubert H Great Torrington

Poltimore, Lord.. .Poltimore Park, Exeter

Porter, William. . .Hembury Fort, Honiton

fPortsmouth, Earl of. . .Eggesford House
Potter, T., jun.. . .Thorverton, CuUompton
fProby, Rev. W. H. B Colyton House, AxmlnstcT

+RadcliiTe, C. Lopes. . .Derriford, Tamerton Foliott

lladmore, G Court Barton, Thorverton

Kiddell, Major-General . . .Oaklands, Chudlcigh

Kidgway, Lieut.-Col. A Blackanton, Totnes

Sanders, E. A Stoke House, E.\cter

fSandors, V. W. A.. . .Pilton, Pinhoe, Exeter

Scarborough, E. I Colyford, Colyton

fScratton, IJ. R Ogwell, Newlon Abbott

Shepheard, Joseph. . .Torpoint, IJevonport

Smith, William. . .AVhimple, Exeter

Spearing, John B Maristow Cottage, Roborough
Spragge, F. H Paignton

fStevens, J. C. Moore . . . Winscott, Torrington

fStowey, Augustus. . .Kenbury House, Exeter

fStrode, Msjor . . Ncwnham Park, Plympton St. Mary

fTanner, J. M.. . .King's Nympton Park, Chumleigh

Tantou, E. . . .Hill Farm, Torrington

fTroyte, C. A. AV.. . .Huntsham Court, Bampton
Turner, George. . .Great Bowley, Tiverton

Vellacott, W. H. . . .Pristacolt, Barnstaple

AValrond, J. Walrond. . .Broadfield, CuUompton
Walrond, Captain W. H.. . . New Court, Topsham
Ward, Samuel... St. David's. Exeter

Watson, R. H. . . . Brook, Totnes

fW^ebber, Charles H. . . . Buckland, Barnstaple

tWcst, R. Thornton. . .Streatham Hall, Exeter

AVilliams, C. H. . . .Pilton House, Barnstaple

AVills, John. . .Pengellys, Exeter

AVippell, Henry. . .Barton, Alphlngton, Exeter

AVroth, Edward. . .Bigbuiy Cuurt, Ivybridge

•f-Wyndham, J. Evelyn. . .Exmouth

DOKSETSHIRE.

Governors.

Uchester, Earl of . . . Melbury, Dorchester

fPortman, Viscount. . .Bryanston House, Blandford

Members.

Alinglon, Lord. . .Crichel, Wimborne

fBaker, Sir E. Baker, Bt.. .Ranston House, Blandford

Beiyafleld, N Motcombc, Shaftesbury

Benuttt, Stephen AVhite. . . Wareliam

fBryant, Benjamin. . .Berwick, Bridport

Buckman, Professor. . .Bradford Abbas, Sherborne

Butt, George. . .Purbeck House, Svvanage

f Burt, H. C Wltchampton, Wimborne

fCalcraft, J. H Kenipstone, Corfe Castle

Cbi'-k, John. . .Compt^n Vallence

Chick, Thomas. . .Stratton, Dorchester

Crane, James. . .Tolpuddle, Dorchester

Cross, AV. jun. . . .Minterne M.igua, Cerne, Dui"-

chester

Digby, G. D. Wingfleld. . .Sherborne Castle

Dlgby, Lord. . .Minterne House, Dorchester

Dowden, 'I'homas . . . Roke Farm, Bere Regis

fDrax, J. S. W.Erie, M.P.. .Holnest House, Sherborne

fEddison, Francis. . .Martinstown, Dorchester

fEvans, AV. Herbert. . .Ford Abbey (Chard)

fFarrer, 0. C Binnegar Hall, Wareliam

fFarrer, 0. W.. . .Binnegar Hall, Wareham

fFloyer, John, M.P Stafiord, Dorchester

Fookes, Henry. . .A\Tiltechiirch Farm, Blandford

Ford, John. . .Rush ton Farm, Blandford

Frampton, Henry. . .Okers Wood, Dorchesier

fFry, Thomas. . .Baglake Farm, Dorchester

f Fryer, AV. RoUes. ..Lytchett Minster, Poole

Galpin, George. . .Tarrant Keyiiston, Blandford

Galpin, John. . .Dorchester

fGenge, Richard. .. I'nddleton, Dorchester

fGooddtn, John. .. Over Compton, Shci borne
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Hambro, Charle?. . .Milton Abbey, Blandford

Hiscock, Alfred. . .West Stone, Gillingliam

Homer, G. Wood. , . Atbelhampton Hall, Dorchester

Homer, John G . . .Martiiistown, Dorchester

Hooper, Rev. W.. . .Chilfiome Rectory, Dorchester

James, J. W Mapponder, Blundford

tKennard, Rev. R. B.. . . Marahull, Blar.dford

Kindersley, K. Leigh. ..Clyffe, Dorchester

Lambert, W. C Stepleton Manor, Dorchester

Legg, T. Fry. . .Burton Bradstock, Bridport

Legge, Benjamin. . .Litton Cheney, Dorchester

Luff, J. W Sturminster-Xeivlon, Ulandlbrd

Mayo, Henry .. .Cokers Frome, Dorchester

fMedlycott, Sir W. C, Bt.. .Milborne Port.Sherbome

f-Paget, Colonel. . .Park Homer, Winibome Minster

fParker, Hon. Cecil T Evershot

Pitfield, A. J Kype, Sjinondsbury, Bridport

Pitfield. John. . .Sj-mondsbary, Bridport

Pope, Frank E Great Toller, DorchestT

fFortman, E. W. B Knighton House, Darweston,

Blandford

fPortman, Hon. W. H. B.,M.P....Bryanston, Bland-
ford

Eodgett, Miles. . ..Sandford, Wareham
Saunders, John 0 Forston, Godmanstone, Dor-

chester

Saunders, T. Chapm-m. . .Watercombe, Dorchester

Shaftesbury, l^arl of, KG.... St. Giles's, Cranboume

Sheridan, R. Brinsb y . . . Framplou Court, Dorchester

Smith, H. J Stoke Abbott, Beaminster

Snow, Rev. G. D'Ozley.. .Langlon Lodg', Blandford

Symes, Alfred 0... Kingston, Lung Bredy, Dor-
chester

fThompson, William . . . Weymouth
Thresher, John. . .Corfe Hill, Weymouth
TumbuU, Thomas John . . . Wimborne St. Giles's

(Salisbury).

Watts, V. B Mclcon,be Horsey, Dorchester

fWilliams, Robert. . .Bridehead, Dorchester

DTJSHAM.

Governors.

fUowes, John. . .Stre^itham Castle, Stalndrop

fDurham, Earl of. . .Lambton Castle, Durham

Members.

Apperley, Newton W.. .Kaintou Sate, Fence Houses

Archer, 1 homa.s jun. ... I lunslon, Gateshead

•fBackhouse, Edmund, M P...l'olam Hill, Darlington

Bainbridge, Hobert S.. . Cleatham Hall, Darlington

Bell, Thomas. . .Hcdley Hall, .Marley Hill, Gateshead

Blake. Thomas. . .Wolviston Grange, Stockton-on-
Tei-8

Blenkinsop, John. . .Simon Side House, South Shields

•f-Blenkinsopp, G. J. L. ... Hoppyland Park, Bishop

Auckland

Boyd, K. Fenwick. . .Moor House, Durham
Bradford, James. . .Bunker Hill, Fence Houses

•f-Brlggs, Captain C. J Hyllon Castle, Sunderland

Brown, Ralph . . . Wlilckham, Gateshead

+Bryden, Robert. . .The Dene, Seaham, Durham
Clark, John. . .Oxclose House, Shadforth, Durham
Clark, Nathaniel . . . Beamish Park, Fence Houses

Cleasby, R. H.. . .Broomside House, Durham
Crawford, John. . .Lumley Park, Fence Houses

Cusson, David. . .Comforth, Ferry Hill

Darley, Williiim. . .Edenvale, Castle Etlen, Durham
Darling, Robert. . . Plawsworth, Chester-le-Sireet

Dent, Pialph John . . . Streatham House, Darlington

Dodds, John. . .Springwell House, Gateshead

Eade, Arthur. . . Aycliffe, Darlington

Easton, George. . .Horsley Hill, South Shields

fEaston, James. . . Nest House, Gateshead

fEden, John Beamish Park, Chester-le-Street

Errington, Roger. . .Victoria Mills, Sunderland

Ettrick, Anthony. . .North Hylton, Sunderland

Farmer, Andrew. , .Middridge Grange, Heighington

Fawcett, John. . .Durham
Ford, Thomas. . .Shinclifife, Durham
Forster, Charles F.. . . Bishop Sliddleham, Ferry Hill

Forster, George E.. . .AVashington, Durham
Fowler, James. . .Park Hill House, Ferry Hill

Furneis, John J Brandon House, West Cornforth

Gillow, Rev. Charles. . .U^haw College, Durham
-[-Greenwell, Thom-is. . .Broomshields, Darlington

Gregory, John. . .Westoe, South Shields

Hall, Jonas. . .Low Field, Pierce Bridge, Darlington

Headlam, Morley . . .AVhorlton, Darlington

Henderson, John. . .Horsely Hill, South Shields

Heslop, John T.. . . Drpetb, Chester-le-Streot

Hunter. John J. . . . Whickham Grange, Gateshead

Hutchence, W. A....Puiglan Place, West Hartlepool

Johnson, Lt.-Col. Edward...The Deanery, Chester-

le-Street

Johnson, F. D Aykleyheads, Durham

Keppell, Thcimas. . .Leafield House, Butley, Chestcr-

le-Strei:t

Liddell, George, jun. . . .Great Chilton, Ferry Hill

Lightfoot, William... Bishopton Couit, Stockiou-on-

Tees

MacfarUm, Walter. . .Ledard, Darlington

Maclaren, Henry. . .Offertcn Hall, Sunderland

Maciaren, William. . .Herringion Hill, Sunderland

Maddison, Henry...The Lindens, Darlington

Milbauk, A. Sussex. . . Barningbam, Barnard Castle

Monks, Major James. . . Aden Cottage, Durham

fJIorgan, C. E.. . .FU^tts House, Bishop Auckland

Morgan, George. . .Cleves Cross, Ferry Hill

fNimmo, E. J Castle Eden, Durham

fNinimo, William. . Castle Eden, Durham

fOgden, John M Sunderland

Ord, John R Haughton Hall, Darlington

fPanint^on, H. M Layton Sedgefield,«Ourham

fPease, Edward. . .Greencroft West, Darlington

fPeasc, J. W., M.P Woodlands, Darlington

Potts, George. . .22, New Elvet, Durham

Pj'man, W. H. S The v\ iil„ws. West Hartlepool

Quelch, J. Bewick. . .Bowburn House. Fcrrybill

Ravensworlh, Earl of. . .RavenswortU Castle, Gales-

head

Rawes, John G ShincliCfe, Durham
Reay, Matthew. . .llewortli, Ga'lcshead

Richardson, Robert. . .Ouston Farm, Chcster-lc-

Street
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Eobinson, W. W. . . . SoiUbfield House, Sedgefield,

Ferry Hill.

Eowlandsoii, Christopher. . .The College, Durham
Eowlaiidson, Samuel. . .The College, Durham
fRowlandson, S Newtou MorroU, Darlington

Sadler, Samuel A. . .I'restou Junction, Darlington

fSalvin, M. C. . .Cum Hall, Durham
Scarth, Leveson E Staiiidrop, Darlington

Scurth, W. Thomas. . .Keverstone, Darlington

Scawin, Thomas. . .Durham
.'i^ti-plienson, Robert. . .Brierton, Greatham, Durham
Steward, William. . .Lambton, Fence Houses

Htowell, W. Stow. . .Faverdale, Darlington

Stiatton, George. . .Spinnyraoor, Durham
l')iompson, James. . .Hurworth, Darlington

Thompson, Rev. William. . .Eshe Land, Durham
Thompson, \V. C. . .Barmpton, Darlington

Unthank, Robert P.. . .Haligarth Street, Durham

tVan Hansbergen, W. B.. . .Woodlands Hall,
Consett

Walker, R. C Owton Fence House, West Hartle-
pool

Wall, G. Young, jun New E,\chequer Buildings,
Durham

A\':illace, Henry. . .Trench Hall, Gateshead

\\'.\irmouth, Charles T Old Wingate, Trimdon,
Durham

^Vi^ite, Thomas... 23, Old Elvet, Durham
fWhyte, James... Aldborough Hall, Darlington

Wilkinson, Rev. G. P Harperh'y Park, Darlington

AVllkinson, P. S. . . .Mouut Oswald, Durham
"Wilkinson, Robert. . .Little Cbillon, Ferry Hill

W ilkinson, Rev. T. W.... Crook, Darlington

^Villiamson, Rev. R. H.. . . Whickham, Gateshead

^Vilson, Charles. . .Shotley Park, Shotley Bridge

fWilson, John G.. . .Cliffe Hall, Darlington

fWilson, R. Bassett. . .Cliffe House, Darlington

tWilson-Todd, W. H....Halnaby Hall, Croft, Dar-

lington

\Voollcr, W. A.. . .Sadberge Hall, Darlington

ESSEX.

Governor.

Courtimld, Samuel. . .GosHcld Hall, Halstead

Memhers.

+Abrey, T. Shaw Hellier. . . VVitiiam

Allerton, Alexander R.. . .Colemans, Prittlewell

Andrews, A. S. . . . Webb Lodge, Waltbamstow

Ash, Frederick J Chadwell St. Mary, Grays

Aaplin, Francis. . .St. Cleres, East Tilbury, Romford
Baker, John. . .Hockley, Rayleigh

Baker-Wingfield, R.. . .Orsett Hall, Romford
Balls, Thomas J 6, Priory Terrace, Colchester

Baring, T. C , M.P High Beach, Louphton

Barker, P. C... .Ingatestone

Barnard, J. Kidd . . . Harlow
B.arnardiston, N. C. . . . The Ryes (Sudbury)

Barnes, J. S... .The Casina, Colchester

Bates, Charles. . .Dagenham, Romford
Bawtree, Octaviua. . . West Lodge, Colchester

Beadel, William James. . .Chelmsford

Bear, W. E Thorpe, Colchester

Belli, Rev. C. A.. . .South Weald, Brentwood

Bentall, E. H Heybridge, Maldon

Benton, Philip. . .Oldbury, Southend

Bidden, George. . .Orsett, Romford
Blewett, Edward R.. . .Rainham, Romford
fBoghurst, William P Prating Abbey, Colchester

Bott, Joseph Fennell. . .Morrell Roothing, Dunmow
Brampton, John. . .Ramsey, Harwich

fBraybrooke, Lord . . . Audley End, Saffron Walden
Bridge, Thomas. . .Buttsbury, Ingatestone

Brise, A. W. Ruggles. . .Durwards, Witham
fBrise, Lieut. Col.S.B. P..,M.P..SpainsHall, Braintree

fBurnell, Edward. ..Chappel, Halstead

fBuller, Edward...E well Hall, Kelvedon

Butler, Frank. . .Childerditch Hall, Brentwood
Cant, G. H.. . .Mile End, Colchester

fCarey, Arthur. . . Rocbford

Catchpool, Edward. . .Peering Bury, Kelvedon

Chaplin, J. R.. Three Chimneys, Ridgewell, Halstead

Chefflns, Henry. . .Little Etiston Manor, Dunmow
fChetwode, A. L Berners Hall, Ongar
Christy, David ... Patching Hall. Chelmsford

Cliristy, James, jun.. . .Boynton Hall, Chebnsford

Clayden, J. Carter. . .Radwinter, Saffron Walden

fClayden, Henry. . .Great Ilford

Call', Philip. . .East Horndon, Braintree

Coleman, H. S Chelmsford

fColvin, R. B Monkham Hall, Walthara Abbey
Conder, Edward... Elm Hurst, Romford
Corder, Edward . . . AV'rittle, Chelmsford

Cottingliam, R, M. J...,Great Chesterford, Saffron
Walden

CowcU, John Ray. . . Ashdon (Linton)

I Cross, Henry. , . Barling, Rocbford

1 Cross, William. . . West Terrace, Colchester

I

Crush, A. W.. . .Mountnessing Hall, Brentwood

Cutt-i, John. . .Little Bardfield Hall. Braintree

Davey, H. M.. . .Beverley Villas, Colchester

i

Delf, William. . . Walton-on-Nuze

j

Disney, Kclgar...The Hyde, Ingatestone

I

Du Cane, Sir Charks, K.C..M.S.. ..Braxtcd Park,
1 Witham
I

Eaton, Horatio W.. . .Romford

j

Eddihgton, William. . .Chelmsford

Ewen, Major. . .The Rookery, Dedham
Fitch, Edward A Brick House, Maldon
Floa t, John Charles . . . Maldon
fFrankham, John . . . Little Canfield Hall, Chelmsford

fFytche, Major-General A Pyrgo I'ark, Havering,

{

Romford.

Gepp, Thomas Morgan. . .Chelmsford

Gibson, E. B Saffron AValden

Gildeis, George. . .Great Horkcsley, Colchester

I

Gingidl, George ..High Layer Hall, Ongar

i fGlenny, Thomas Walton. . .Linton Road, Barking

tGlenny, W. W. . ..Cecil House, Barking

Green, Daniel A East Donyland, Colchester

Green, James John. . .Gr. at Parndon, Harlow

tt'Urdon-Rebow,Hector J..AVj'venhoc I'k., Colchester
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Hall, Collinson. . .Navestock, Komford

Hall, ColliDson . . . Dytchley , Brentwood

Hallam, Thomas G Womiingrord, Colchester

Hanbury, Osgood, jun. . . .Howe Hatch, Brentwood

Hardy, James. . .Jaques Hall, Manningtree

Hart, George. . .Canes, Harlow

Heathcote, R. Boothby . . .Friday Hill, Chingford

Hempson, A... .Ramsey, Harwich

Henniker, Sir Brydges, Bart. ... Newton Hall,

Uunmow
Hilliard, G. B. ... Chelmsford

Hobbs, William. . .Derwards Hall, Braintree

Holmes, Benjamin. . .Hornchurch

Honywood, Mrs... . Mark's Hall, Kelvedon

Hosley, W. Seymour. . .Audley End, Saffron Walden

Howard, Colonel S. Lloyd. . .Goldings, Loughton

Hunt, Reuben . . . Earls Colne

Impey, William. . .Broomfield Hall, Chelmsford

Ind, Edward. . .Great Warley, Brentwood

Jillings, John. . .Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden

Johnson, Samuel. . .Lamford, Manningtree

fjonas, F. M.. . .Chrishall Grange, Saffron Walden

fKemble, Thomas. . .Runwell Hall, Chelmsford

fKing, George. . .Saffron Walden

Lambert, Thomas M Castle Farm, Ongar

(Lay, John Watson. . .Walcotts, Great Tey

Lee, William John. . .Pigtail, Romford

fLennard, Sir T. B., Bart. . . . Belhus House, Avely

-(Lowndes, G. A Barrington Hall, Harlow

(-Majendie, Lewis A., M.P Castle Hedingham,
Huktead

fMcIntosh, D.. . .Havering Park, Romford

Marriage, John. . .Moulsham Lodge, Chelmsford

Mashiter, Thomas. . .Priests, Romford

Masters, A. E..Nevendon Hall.Wickford, Chelmsford

Mathews, Thomas. . .Plashet House, East Ham
fMatson, Mutton. . .Saint Osyth, Colchester

MechI, John J.. . .Tiptree Hall, Kelvedon

fMee, Edward D.. . .Broomhills, Billericay

Meeson, W. T.. . .Doggetts, Rochford

fMeyer, Herman P. D.. . .Little Laver Hall, Ongar

Mildred, Henry. . .Warley House, Great Warley

Moss, Benjamin. . .Ashingdon Hall, Rochford

Mulvany, John. . .Essex Arms Hotel, Brcnt^vood

Newcorae, Samuel . . .White Crofts, Orsett

Onley, 0. Savill. . .Stisted

Page, W Souihminster, Maldon

fPalmer, G. W. . . Greenwood, Bishops Waltham

{Palmer, R. C. . .Na-/.ing

fPapillon, P. 0 Manor House Lexden, Colchester

Parker, J. Oxley . . .Woodham Mortimer, Maldon

Parsons, C North Shoebury Hall, Rochford

Partridge, W. P Elmstead Hall, Colchester

Patch, Thomas. . .Falrcross, Barking

Paxman, James. . .Bank Buildings, Colchester

Payne, Henry. . .Birdbrook, Halstead

Pemberton, Robert ... Hare Hall, Romford

•(•Perry-Watliiigton, J. W.. . .Moor Hall, Harlow

Pertwee, James. . .Boreham, Chelmsford

Pidgcon, Jonathan S Warley Arms, Brentwood

Piggot, J. Algernon. . .Beckingham Hall, Witharn

Portway, Charles. . .Halstead

Pound, Philip G.. . .Hornchurch

Pryor, Arthur. . . Hylands Park, Chelmsford

Puckridge, A. F Forest House, Chigwell

fRaincock, H. D.. . .Waltons, Ashdon (Linton)

Ray, Charles. . , Foxearth (Long Melford)

fRay, Samuel.. .Great Yeldham, Halstead

Ridley, T. D.. . .Chelmsford

fRoss, James. ..Hatfield Broad Oak

fRosslyn, Earl . . . Easton Lodge, Dunmow
Rosslyn, Edward. . .Melbourne, Chelmsford

fRoynon, John . .Havering Park Farm, Romford

Rust, W. H.. . .Falconers Hall, Chelmsford

Sandle, William. . .Great Bardfield, Braintree

fScragg, William. . .Great Clacton, Colchester

Sewell, Daniel... Beaumont Hall, Colchester

tSmith, Sir C. Cunliffe W., Bart.. . .Suttous, Romford

Smith, Frederic. . .336, High Street, Stratford, E.

Smyth, James.. .Peasenhall, Yoxford

Spencer, Edward Stacey. . .Stanstead

Spencer, T. A....Clavering Hall, Halstead

fStable, R. Scott. . .Cleveland Itoad, Wanstead, N.

Stane, J. Bramaton. . .Forest Hall, Ongar

fStnrtt, Hon. C. H... .Whitelands, Tcrling, Witharn

fStrutt, Hon. E. G Terliiig, Witham
Sturgeon, C. . .South Ockendon Hall, Romford
Sworder, W Tawney Hall, Romford
Symondson, G.. . .Ujishire Hall, Waltham Abbey
Tayler, Rowland. . .Colchester

fTayleur, W. H.. . .Snows, Naziiig

Taj lor, Henry. . .Romford

Taylor, Vero W.. . Castle Hedingham
frhompson, W., jun Thorpe-le-Soken, Colchester

Tomlinson, J. H.. . .Shelley Hall, Ongar

Tompkins, John. ..Aveley Hall, Romford

fTower, C. J. H.. . .Weald House, Brentwood

•fTownsend, Rev. C. G. G.. .Berwick Place, Hatfield
Peverell, Chelmsford

Trigg, Henry. . .Bury Lodge, Stansted Mountfitchelt

Tufnell, J. Joliffe. . . Langleys, Chelmsford

fTurnbull, John G Mellenden Lodge, Wanstead
Upson, James. . .Rivenhall, Witham
fVaizey, John R Attwoods, Halstead

t^Vagstaff, T.. . .Stifford, Romford

•(Warren, Rev. J. C. B Horkeoley Hall, Colchester

Watson, J. Y....The Grange, Thorpe-le-Soken,
Colchester

fWebb, Henry, Jun Abberton, Colchester

Webster, Charles. . .Waltham Abbey
Wedlake, Thomas William. . .Hornchurch, Romford

Welch, Henry James. . .Bendysh Hall, Radwlntcr,
Saffron Walden

Whitlock, F. . .Lovingtons. Great Yeldham, Halstead

Whitlock, John. . .Great Yeldham Hall, Halstead

Wilkin, A.C.. . .Tiptree Heath, Kelvedoli

Williams, Oliver John. . .Dovercourt

Windiis, Edward Ernest. . .Great Easton, Dunmow
Wiseman, James V. T Paglesham, Romford

Wood, John. ..Langford Hall, Maldon
Woodward, Henry. . .Stanway Hall, Colchester

Wragg, John. . .Takeley, Chelmsford

Youngman, Benjamin. . .Elms Farm, Walthamstow

if
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GLOUCESTERSHIKE.

Governors.

fBarker, John Raymond. . .Fairford Park, Fairford

Hale, Kobert Blagden. . .Alderley Park, Woiton

Hartley, W. H. H. . . Lye Grove, Cross Hands, Sodbury

+Holford, R. S., M.P Weston Birt House, Tetbury

•j-Klngscote, Col., M.P... .Kingscote, Wotton-under-
Edge

tMoreton, Lord. . .Tortworth Court, Falfield

•fNorthwick, Lord. . . Moreton-in-the-Marsh

ilembers.

fAckers, B. St. John . . . Prinknash Park, Painswick

Acock, Arthur. . .Cold Aston, Northlcach

Agg, Colonel ... Hewletts, Cheltenham

Anderson, Kobert A.. . .Cirencester

Arkell, Daniel. . .2, Butlers Court, Lechlade

Arkell, Henry. . .Boddington House, Cheltenham

fArkell, William. . .Hatherop, Fairford.

Avery, Thomas Charles. .27, Piomenade, Cheltenham

+Bailey, Henry. . .Cirencester

Baker, H. Orde Lloyd. . .Hardwlcke Court, Gloucester

•f-Baker, T. Barwick L.. .Hardwicke Court, Gluucester

Barber, George. . . Beverstone, Tetbury

Barber, Richard C. . .Charlton Court, Tetbury

fBarton, Charles. . .Fifield, Lechlade

Barton, James T Klmstree, Tetbury

Bazley, Thomas S Hatherop Castle, Fairford

fBeach, Right Hon. Sir M. E. Hicks, Bart., M.P....
Williamstrip Park, Fairford

+Bcak, George.. .SUnford Hall, Lechlade

Beaven, C.Ivy House Farm. . .Shipton Moyne,
Tetbury

Bengough, J. C. . . .The Ridge, Wotton-under-Edge

Bennett, Joseph. . .Cam, Bursley

fBennett, Joseph R Cbax Hill House, Gloucester

•f-Blackwell, G., jun. . . . Kingscote,Wotton-under-Edge

Bowly, Edward. . .Slddington House, Cirencester

Bowly, William. . .Cirencester

Brain, AVilliam. . .Greet, Winchcombe
Bravcnder, John. . .Cirencester

fBrooke-Hunt, Arthur E Peers Court, Dursley

Bullock, Frederick. . .Hewelsfield, Coleford

Butcher, S. W .Standish Park, Stonehouse

Butler, John . . .Tetbury

Browne, T. Bealo. . .Salperton Park, Andoversford

fCadle, Clement. . .Clarence Street, Gloucester

Cadle, J.. . .Kingsholme House, Gloucester

fCadle, Thomas. . . Tyongcroft, Westbury-on-Sevem

Campbell, R Buscot Park, Lechlade

Capel, William. . .Th.; Grove, .Stroud

Castree, Josiah. . .College Green, Gloucester

Castrce, Josiah, jun.. . .College Green, Gloucester

Cathcart, P. H Agricultural College, Cirencester

tChance, T. H.. .Lennox House, Gloucester

Chandler, C. . .The Vails, Stonehouse

fChapman, Charles. . .Frocester Court, Stonehouse

fCole, Henry. . . Ashbrook, Cirencester

Constable, Rev. John. . .The College, Cirencester

Cook, 1 homas. . .Taddington, Broadway

Cooke, James Herbeit. . .Berkeley Castle

Cornock, John. . . BurliiRh Court, Dursley

Cox, Henry. . .Minchinhampton

Creese, William. . .Teddington, Tewkesbury

Croomc, J. Capel. . .Bagendon House, Grenccster

fCuUimore, 'William. . .Shepperdine, Thombnry
fCummins, John, Jun... .NelfieMs, Newent

tDavies, Robert P.. . .Horton, Chipping Sodbury

+Dent, John Coucher. . .Sudeley Castle, Winchcombe

De Winton, Capt. T. . . . Wallsworth Hall, Gloucester

Dcbbs, Samuel ["riday. . .Hnntley, Gloucester

fDoringlon, John E Lypiatt Park, Stroud

Drew, B.. . .Boxwell, Wotton-tmder-Edge

Drew, Edwd.. .Leighterton, Wotton-under-Edge

fDucie, Earl of. . .Tortworth, Wotton-under-Edge

Edmonds, Gilos. . .Eastleach. Lechlade

Mmonds, William John . . . Southrope, Lechlade

fi'-ggington, John Lloyd. . .Cirencester

Ellett, Robert. . .Oakley Villa, Cirencester

Elwes, John H . . .Closebum House, Cheltenham

Estcourt, George B., M.P.. .Newnton House, Tetbury

+ICyre, Edwin. . . Kingshill, Dursley

Farmer, Eilmund. . .Moreton-in-the-llarsh

|-Htzliardinge, Lord ... Berkeley Castle

Flerrher, George. . ..Shipton, Cheltenham

fFletcher, W. H.. . .Shipton Oliffe, Cheltenham

fFord, Charles. . .Horsley, Nailsworth

fFoster, T. Nelson... Allt Dinas, BayshiU, Chel-
tenham

Fowler, E. Pope. . .Aston Farm, Avening, Stroud

Fowler, William. . .Hartpury, Gloucester

Gardner, John W.. . .Long Street, Tetbury

Garlick, James. . . Beverston Castle, Tetbury

fGanie, John. . .Filkins, Lechlade

fGarne, Robert .. .Aldsworth, Xorthleach

fGarno, William. . .Ccmey, Cirencester

fGarne, W. Gillett. . .Broadmoor, Bourton-on-the-
Water

+Game, W. T. . . . Aldswortb, Northle.icU

•j-Golledge, Matthias. . .Forthampton, Tewkesbury

Goulter, Allen...Hawkesbury, Chipping .Sodbury

Haine, George. . .Over Farm, Gloucester

Haines. John Poole. . .Boteler House, Cbeltenh.im

Handy, Edward. . .13, Pitiville Villas, Cheltenham

fHarding, John. . .Dursley.

fHarding, Joseph. . .Slimbridge, Stonehouse

Hare, Sholto Vere...Knole Park, Almondslmry

Harris, G. ... Courthouse Farm, Cam, Dursley

Harrowby, Earl of, K.G Norton House, Campden

fHatherell, W. . . . JJewington Bagpath, Wotton-
under-Edge

Henry, Francis. . .Elmestree, Tetbury

Hill, John. . .Line House, Newent
Hobbs, Charles. . .Maisey Hampton, Fairford

Hoddinott, F. . . . Waterhatrh Farm, Winclicoml«;

Holborow, I laniel B.. . . Knockdown, Tetbury

fHolborow, D.C. .Hazleton Farm, Cirencester

Holborow, H.. . .Willesley, Tetbury

Holmes, Colonel. . .Ch.arlton Kings, Chelt -nliam

fHooper, l{ol«!;t N.. . .Staiishawes Court, Tate

Home, Thomas. . . Moreton-in-the-Marsh

lloriiiblow, W. T liipple, Tewkesbury

•t-llowill, IIenry...Co.iti'S, Cirencester

Hudson, (Iharlle. . . Kinsham, Tewkesbury

f Hulbert, T. K North Cerney, Cirencefcter
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Hyelt, F. A— Painswick House, Stroud

lies, Daniel. . .Fairford Retreat, Fairford

lice, Richard A.. . .Reevy Farm, Kcmpsford, Fairford

(•Ireland, WlUiam. . .Fortliampton, Tewkesbury
James, Isaac. . .Tivoli, Cheltenham

fJenkinscn.Sir G. Dart., M.P.. . .Eastwood, Berkeley

Jones, George. . .Upton St. Leonards, Gloucester

Jones, John. . .Ashleworth, Gloucester

Jordan, William. . .Charlton Kings, Cheltenham

Key, Lieut.-General . . .Coates, Cirencester

Kilrainster, E. M Calkerton, Tetbury

fKingscote, Nigel K, F. . . . Kingscote, Wotton-under-
Edge

fKnight, Edward. . .High Leadon, Newent
Knowles, William. . .Gloucester

f-Lancaster, Thomas. . .Bownham House, Stroud

+Lane, William.. .Broadfield, Northleach

fLawrence, W Tirton Court, Gloucester

Leatham, A. W. . . .Miserdine Park, Cirencester

Leigh, William. . .Woodchester Park, Stonehouse

Lewis, Thomas . . . Preston, Chencester

Limbrlck, WUIiam. . .Down Farm, Tetbury

Little, Lewis D.. , .Driffield, Cirencester

Long, Daniel. . .Whaddon, Gloucester

Mabbett, John. . .Stinchcombe, Dursley

MakgiU, George, . .Prestbury, Cheltenham

Marsh, W. J. . . . Loridge, Berkeley

Master, Col. T. C. . .The Abbey, Cirencester

Mathews, A.. ..Pitchcombe, Stroud

Meats, Albert. . .Pyon Villa, Gloucester

Morris, Thomas. . .Maisemore, Gloucester

Mullius, Isaac. . .Alvington, Lydney

Nicks, William. . .Greville House. Gloucester

Norris, Thomas. . .Church Farm, Cam, Dursley

Parson, Edgecombe. . .Coates, Cirencester

Poaccy. William. . .Chedglow, Tetbury

Pedley, Joseph H Bibury, Fairlbrd

Peter, James. . .Ham Villa, Berkeley

f Peter, John... Kingscote, \\''otton-undor-Edge

fPlayne, E. H. . . . Frampton ManscU, Chalfont

Porler, Thomas. . .Baunton, Cirencester

Price, W. P Tiberton Court, Gloucester

Priday, William. . .Highnam, Gloucester

fI'robyn, Edmund. . .Huntley

Pullen, S. C. . .The I^aurels, Itchiiigton, Alveston

Randall, John. . .Stroud

Rich, Edmund.. .Willssley, Tetbuiy

fRich, Robert. . . Willcsley, Tetbury

fRickotts, James. . . Westbury-on-Severn

Roberts, G..Wormingtoti Grange Farm, Winchcombo

Rolt, Mrs. . .Orgleworth, Wotton-undcr-Edge

fRussell, Sir W., Bt. . .Charlton Pk., Cheltenham

+Sartori8. Alfred. . .Abbotswood, Stow-on-thc-Wold

Savage, S. P.. . .Tjeys Farm, Wotton-under-Edge

Savory, Paul Haines. . .Gloucester

Sharp, W. F Dedbrook, Winchcombe

fShaw, Rev. G. E. F. . Edgeworth Rectory, Cirencester

Simons, Rev. C. Walker. . .Saintbury (Broadway)

fSkillicorn, W. Nash. . .Cheltenham

Slatter, Charles. . .Frampton Farm, Winchcombe

Smith, William. . .Borkclcy

fSmith, William... Winchcombo
Snowisell, James.. .Ampncy Knowle, Cirencester

Stewart, Arthur. . .Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester

fStinton, William. . .Forthampton, Tewkesbury

fStoughton, Thomas A.. , .Owlpen, Dley

Surman, J. S.. . .Swindon Hall, Cheltenham

fSwanwick, R.. . .College Farm, Cirencester

Swinburne, T. W.. . .Corndean Hall, Winchcombe
fTalbot, George C. . .Temple Guiting, Winchcombe

fTbackwell, John. . .Wilton Place, Dymock
+Thomas, C. H.... Charlton, Filton

Thompson, John A. . . . Stanton, Winchcombe
Tombs, John. . .Langford, Lechlade

Tovey, Joseph. . .Cirencester

Trimmer, Edward. . .Gloucester

Trinder, Edward. . .Cirencester

Villar, Henry. . .Charlton Kings, Cheltenham

Villar, James. . .Charlton Kings, Cheltenham

Viveash. Oriel . . . Strensham, Te wkesbury
Waddingham, John. . .Guiting Grange, Winchcombe
Walker, James. . .Northleach

Walker, Thomas. . .Stowell Park, Northleach

Waller, Hugh S Farmington, Northleach

Warner, W. C. . .Oakley, Cirencester

Watts, John. . .Example Farm, Whitfield, Falfleld

Weniyss-Colchester, M. W. ... The Wilderness,
Micheldean

Wheeler, A. C. . .Upton HiU, Gloucester

fWhitcombe, George. . .Tuffley, Gloucester

Wilkins, Henry. . .Westbury-on-Severn

fWilliams, Henry E.. . .East End House, Fairford

fWithington, James. . .Battledown, Cheltenham

Witts, F. R. V. .Upper Slaughter, Stow-on-the-Wo!d

Woodward, John. . . Uckinglon, Cheltenham

Workman, Joseph Wotton-under-Edge

Yorke, Joseph. . .Forthampton Court, Tewkesbury

HAMPSHIRE.

Governors.

Ashburton, Lord. . .The Grange, Alresford

+Eversley, Viscount. . .Heckfield Place, Wlnchfield

fEwall, Ralph. . .Andover

fHulse, Col. Sir E., Bt. . Breamore House.Fordingbridge

fMacdonald.Sir A. K., Bt.. .Woolmer Lodge, Liphook

Normanton, Earl of . . . Somerley, Ringwood

Mernbers.

Addison, Joseph ... Mapledurwell, Basingstoke

Allen, Stephen H.. . .Eastover, Andover
Arnold, Matthew. . .Westmeon, Petcrsfield

Attrill, Daniel, jun. . . .Dean Farm, Whitwell, I. W.
Beach, W. W. B., M.P.. . .Oakley Hall, Basingstoke

Beadon, Rev. F.. . .North Stoneham Rectory

Best, Rev. Thomas ... Red Rice House, Andover

Bethell, Hon. Slingsby. . .Tangier Park, Basingstoke

Blundell, F. J.. . .24, Portland Street, Southampton

Boxall, W. B ...Strathfieldsaye, Winchfield

)Brook, Samuel Edwin. . .Park Farm, Ryde, 1. W.
Bull, William. . .Empsliott, Pctersficld

Burnett, David. . .Ashley, Stockbridgo

Burrell, J. F.. . .Frimley, Farnborough Station

Calrd, James A. H....Warren Farm, Micheldevcr
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fCalthorpe, Lord. . .Klvetbam, AVlnchfield

Cardus, John. . .Town Hill, West. End, Southariipton

Carnegie, Hon. J. J Fair Oak, Peterslield

fOarpenter, Henry S.. . .The Firs, Alton

tCarter, John Bonham, M.P Adhuret St. Mary's

Chalcraft, H— Amory Farm, Alton

tChaU-raft, James. . .Stroud, Petersfield

Chlnery, John. . . Wootton, Milton, Lyralngton

fCliurchiU, George. . .Alderholt, Fordingbridge

Chute, W. L. Wlgget. . .The Vyne, Basingstoke

fCIeeve, H. Lacy. . .Hatchwarren, Basingstoke

Coleberd, Robert. . .Pnrewell Farm, Christchurch

fCollins, Henry. . .AldsNvortli House, Sinibworth

Cross-Buchanan, W.. . .Sunnyside, Portswood, South-

ampton

Ciimberbatch, L.. . .Queens House, Lyndhurst

Curric, Raikes. . .Minley Manor, Famborough

Curtis, Charles E Deanyers, Farringdon, Alton

Dear, Mrs Millbrook, Southampton

+Dllke, SirC. W., Bart, M.P Bedhampton, H.avant

Dixon, Cecil B Shirley Warren, Southampton

fDoridant, Chaiies. . . Aldershot Park

Dorrington, Charles H. . . .Otterburne, Winchester

Downs, Henry. . .Manor House, Basingstoke

Drewitt, Henry. . .Manor Farm, Titchfield

fDuncan, George. . .Coklrey, Alton

Duplcssis, Jules. . .Newtown Park, LjTnington

Elliott, Thomas J. . . .SouthwicU, Farehimi

KIphinstone, A.. . .Chewton Gh-ii, Christchurch

Iv li', Rt. Hon. Sir W. . . . Bramshut Grange, Liphook

Esd.iile, VV. C. D.. . .Burley Park, Ringwood

+Eyre, G. E.. . .Warrens, Sfoiiey Cross, Southampton

fEyre, Robert T. ... Hartley, Totlon, Southampton

fFaiT, William Wyndham. . . Ifurd, Christchurch

Fitt, W. E Hermitage, Weeke, Winchester

Fitzwygram, Major-Gen. Sir F., Bl Leigh Park,
Havant

•(Fowlp, W. H Chute Lodge, Andover

Galpin, Thomas P.. . .Grateley, Andover

Gater, John . . .West End, Southampton

tGotch, VV. H Chilcombe Farm, Winchester

fHambrough, A. J. . .Steephill Castle, Ventnor, I. W.
Hammick, H. H.. . .The Mirables, UnderclilTe, L W.
tHari is, Charles E.. . .Tylney Hall, Winchfield

fHeathcote, Capt. E. . . Bhuiahard, Lyndhurst

Herbert, Hon. A.... Ashley Armwood, Lymington

Hewctt, James. . .Posbrooke, Titchfield

Hodges, J. 0 Snakemoor Farm, Derby
HoUings, John. . .The Watchetts, Farnborough

tHuddleston, T. F. C. . .Upton Grey, Winchfield

Hudson, J. Blakeny. . .East Dereham
Hutt, Right Hon. Sir W., K.C.B.. . .Appley Towers,
Ryde

fJervoise, A. T. E.. . .Weston Corbett, Odiham

tJer\'oise, F. Ellis, J. . . . Herriard Park, Basingstoke

t''^eunard, A. S.. . .Crawley Court, Winchester

Kent, George E.. . .Stubbingti>n Lodge, Portsea

King, W. David.. .Farlington Farm, Havant

fKnighton, Sir William W., Bart.. . .Blendvvorth
Lodge, Horndean

l.f -':-;att, H. B. .. .Brownwich, Fareham
i.' ,i;,LC;ilt,S. B.. . Crofton, Titchfield

l.iii/.ee, Robert G.. . .Wro.^more Park, Roni.scy

tl.oiigbonrne, John. . .Ripsley, Liphook

fLongcroft, C. J. . . . Havant

Lyne, R. Seager. . .Corapton, Winchester

Lyon, Miss M....The Oaks, Emsworth
Lywood, John. . .Upper Clatford, Andover

McCalmont, A. L. . . . Highfield, Southampton

fMalcolm, Mrs.. . .Becchwood, Lyndhurst

Malmeabury, Earl of. . .Heron Court, Christchurch

Marsh, Matthew H. . . . Uaniridge, Andover

f.Ma.'ue, Admiral. . .Holly Hill, Southampton

j-Mildmay, Sir H. St. John, Bart. . . Winchfield

Mills, John. . . Bisterne, Ringwood

Morris, H. S.. ..Mayfield, Weston, Southampton

fMurray, Major. . .Ossemsley Manor, Christchurch

Neale, M. T.. . .Auckland Road East, Southsca

Newton, F. H.. . .Springbourne, Bournemouth

Nichol, Rev. F. G. S Litchfield Rectory, Michel-
dever

fNighiingale, W. E....Embley, Romsey

fOhrly, H. G., jun.. . .St. Leonards Villa, Sandown

Padwlck, Frederick. . .West Thomey, Emsworth
Pain, Thomas. . .The Grove, Basingstoke

fPalmer, G. W. Greenwood. . . Bishops Waltham
Parsons, William. . .West Stratton, Micheldever

f Peacocke, Warren. . .Efford, Lymington

fPeterson, A. T. T. . . .Drumdnar. T^ymington

fPinnegar, Christopher. . .Rockbourne, Fordingbridge

Pratt, Frederick. . .Westmcon. Petersfield

Purrott, C Cliftonville, Westcnd, Southampton

fRaynbird, Hugh. . .Church Street, Basingstc.ke

fRicards, Mortimer. . .Bare Homage, Christchurch

Robson, William.. .Summerfleld, Bournemouth

Scott, Arthur J. . . .Rolherfield Park, Alton

fShrnbb, J. Lane. . .Rodlease, Lymington

Simonds, W. B., M.P Abbot's Barton, Winchester

Simpson, Valentine. . .Albany, Fareham

Smith, Henry James. . .Hall House Farm, Ledbury

fSmith, William. . .West End, Southampton

fSpooner, W. C. . .Eling, Southampton

Stratton, F....Merdon, Hursley, Winchester

fStratton, James. . .Chilcombe, Winchester

Stubbi. John. . .Langrish Farm, Petersfield

Tasker, William. . . Andover
' fTaylor, H. Minton. . .Eastleigh, Southampton

Thistlethwayte, T Southwlck Park, Fareham

Thursby, Colimel. . .Holmhnrst, Christchurch

Timson, H . . .Tatchbury, Totton, Southampton

Toward, Andrew. . .Castle Ro.ad, Newport, I. W.
TurviU, John. . .Hartley Park Farm, Alton

fWaddington, John. ..Langrish House, Pctersfiehl

fWalker, James. . .Buriton Manor Farm, Petersfield

Wallis, Arthur. .. Basingstoke

fWarner, Henry, Jun Farringdon, Alton

Way, Henry. . . Dodpits House, Yarmouth, I. W.
•f-Way, Lewis A . . .The Haven, Bournemouth

Wellington, Duke of. . .Strathfieldsaye, Winchfield

Wheeler, R.. . .Steephill F.arm, Ventnor, 1. W.
fWhitear, R. B Martyr Worthy, Winchester

fWinchester, Marquis of. . . Amport House, Andover

Wolfe, Edward A Mousclon, Andover

Woodman, Richard. . .Somborne Park, Stockbrlilge

•j-VVoods, Henry. . . Wiirnford, Bishops Waltham
Woodthorpe, Edmund. . .Grayshott, Liphook

Woohlridge, Henry. . .MeonSloke, Bishops Waltham

I

Young, Captain F The Terrace, Rj'di', L \V.
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fGrccne, ITarry Arthur. . .Crown Street, St. Ives

fHall, James. . .Little Barford, St. N^ots

fHeathcote, John M Connington Castle, Stilton

How, James. . .Broughton, Huntingdrin

tJohnstone, Rev. George. . .Broughton

Jones, Alfred. . .Eamsey

fMargetts, Charles. . .Huntingdon

Mi.ldleton, Saville. . .Water Newton (Wansford)

Milligan, Thomas. .. Dean, Kimboltun

tMorriion, John. . .Bushmend Priory, St. Neots

+Newton, G. Onslow. . .Croxted Park, St. Neots

fNewton, S. C. . .The Downs, Croxton, St. Neots

fPeppercom, J. H Eaton Socon, St. Neots

Purves, Peter. . .Brampton, Huntingdon
Fyke, Barford... Willingham, St. Ives

Howell, John Manor Farm, Bury
Rust, George John. .Halconbury House, Huntingdon
Sandwich, E.irl of. . .Hinchingbrooke House
Shepperson, J. W.. . .Forty-foot Bridge, Ramsey
fShorard, Lord P. Castel. . .Glatton, Stilton

Smith, Thomas. . . Bn.oklands, Alconbury

Spencer, S.. . .Holywell, St. Ives

Street, Frederick . . Somersham Park, St. Ives

+Tillard, Philip. . .Stukcly Hall, Huntingdon

Turner, Jab -z. . .Norman Cross, Yaxley

Welstead, F The Cottage, Stonely, Kimbolton

Will.son, J. Lirkhain. .Wornditch House, Kimbolton

Windover, Charles S Huntingdon

KENT.

Gova-nois.

(•Brassey. Henry A., M. P.. .Preston Hall, Aylesford

fiarnley. Earl of. . .Cobham Hall, Gravesend

f Harris, Lord ... Belmont, Faversham

Ixjyd, Lewis. . .Monks Orchard, Bromley

f-Torrington, Viscount. . .Yates Court, Mercworth

Memhers.

(-Abergavenny, Marquis of. . . Bridge Castle, Tun-
bridge Wells

+Adams, G. T.. . .Hawkhurst

Alexander, J. C Hcrne Hill, Faversham

-J-Alexander, R., C.B Downs House, Y'alding

Amos, .James. . . Broomfield, Heme Bay

fAnderson, William . . . Lesney House, Erith

Andrews, Henry. . .Great Chart, Ashford

-J-Appach, Reginald. . .Swattenden, Cranbrook

-f-Ashbee, John K.. .Colklns, Faversham

Aveling, Thomas. . .Rochester

-j-Aveling, Thomas Lake. . .Rochester

Awcock, Henry...Oxen Heath, Tonbridgo

Baggallay, Sir R Mapletrense, Edenbridgc

Baker, Fredk Manor Farm, Frindsbury, Rochester

Baker, W. de Chair. . .St. Stephens, Canterbury

•j-Balrton, Kichard J Boxliy Abbey, iMaidstonc

BaUton, Tliomas. . .Chart Hill, Staplehui>t

fBarrow, J. J.. . .Holmcwood, Tunbridge Wells

-(-Bayden, Thoma.s. . . Hy the

fBeale, William. . .Larkins Farm, Cliiddingstone

tBean, Alfred W Dansome Park, Welling

-f-Beard, Frederic . . . Horton, Canterbury

Beer, James Henry. . .29, St. George's St., Canterbury

fBell, C. W....Thor, Birchington

Boll, Matthew. . .Bourne Park, Canterbury

Best, Major M. G.. . .Boxley, Maidstone

fBevan, T.. . .Stone Park, Dartford

I Blenkiron, Wijliam. . .Middle Park, Eltham

fBoard, John . . . Westerham, Sevenoaks

B:idy, John. . .The College, Wittersham, Ashford

t Booth, S. B.... Effingham Lodge, Bickley

Bowjtead, J. C. . . Binbury Manor, Maidstone

I

Buckland, John A Biddenden, Staplehurst

fBurra, William Ponifret. . . Ashford

Biiry, Capt Wateringbury, Maidstone

Busbridge, T. H Pimps Court, East Farieigh,

Maidstone

Bushell, William. . .Ponlton, Wingham
Buss, B.. ..Horimonden, Staplehurst

Butcher, Thomas. . .Selling, Faversham

Butcher, William. . .Gosmere, Selling, Faversham

Butler, James M Cranbrook

-fCampbell-Bannerman H., M.P.. . .Gennlngs Park,

Maidstone

Carter, William. . .Osprlnge House, Faversham

Castle, William. . .Yoke Farm, Strood, Rochester

fCazalet, E. Fairlawn. . .TonbriUge

fChambers, Charles. . .Langley, Maidstone

fChampion, F.C.. . .2, Kidbrooke Villas, BUackbeath,
S.E.

fCheesraan, Frederick. . .Little Chart, Ashford

Chittenden, Andrew . . . Detling, Maidstone

Chittenden, James. . .Hope All Saints, New Romney

Chittenden, John. . .Newchurch, New Romney
faarke, R. B.. . . Eldridge,. Southwell, Chiislehurst

fCobb, Herbert M Higham, Rochester

Cobb, John . . . Shcldwick, Faversham

j

Cobb, Ruben L Higham, Rochester

[

Coles, Edward Robert. . .Rochester

CoUard, Charles ... Little Barton, Canterbury

Colledge, John W.... Upper Grosvenor Koad, Tun-
bridge Wells

fCllyer, A. T.... Cedar Cottage, Forest Hill

•fColyer, William . . . North End, Crayford

-j<k)urt, P. Simpson ... 140, Snargate Street, Dover

Crispe, Henry ... Ploggs Hall, Tudely, Tonbridge

-fCroft, Sir John, Bart Kingsdown, Sitthngboume

Crowhurst. Charles. .Maidstone

Curling, Arthur D.. . .Herne Hill, Faversham

Curling, Etlwin Henry. . . Brookland, Whitstable

D'Aeth, N. H... .ICnowlton Court, Wingham

f I )ashwood, Maitland . . . Bexley <

fDawson, William Edward. . .Plumstead Common
Day, John. . .Chllham, Canterbury

fDeacon, .John. . .Mabledon, Tunbridge

De Laune, C. Uc L.mne F Sharstcd Com t, Sitting-

bourne

-j-Dc L'lsle and Dudley, Lord . . . Pcnshurs-t Park

Devas, Charles F. . . . Pickhurst, Bcckcnham

Di.\ou, Henry. . . Frankham, Tunbridge Wells

fDungcy, James. . .Middletons, Cranbrook

Dungey, Walter. ..Patteudcn Farm, Goudlnirst

fDuppa, George. ..Holllngbournc House, Maldslone
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j
Dyke, Sir Wm. Hart, Hart., W.P. .LulUngstonc Castle,

Darlfurd

f Kdwarils, Arthur. . .Kern Bank, Tunbriclge Wells

Kdwurds, James L. . . . Kochester

fElwir, Frederick. ..St. Margaret's, Rochester

f-Ellis, Robert Ridge. . . Yalding

Kvans, K. Percival. . . Watliiig Court, Canterbury

Falnioutli, Viscount. . .Mei-cwurth Castle, Maidstone

+Filmer, Sir E„ Bart. ..East Sutton I'ark, StapleUiirst

Finn, G. W Preston, Faversham

-j-Kinnis, Sterriker. . .The Elms, Hougliam, Dover

Fletcher, Charles E.. . .Kenward, Yaldiug

fFletcher, Lionel J. W Kenward, Yalding

fFord, Sir F. C, Bart.. . . Hartfield, Tunbridge Wells

Freeman, James. . .Otford, Sevonoaks

fFry, James Thomas. . .Boston, Bromley

Gardner, William. . . Bekesbourne, Canterbury

Ge,iry, Sir Francis, Bart Oxon Heath, Tonbridge

Gibbens, Edward. . .Minster, Isle of Thanet

Godwin, J. S. S.. . .Hadlow, Tonbiidge

fGoldsmid, Julian, M.P.. . .Summerhlll, Tonbridge

fOoodhart, Charles E Langley, Beckenham

Goodhew, David. . .Minster, Sheppy, Sheerness

Goodwin, E. J.. . .Canon Court, Watcringbury, Maid-
stone

fGordon, Admiral. . .Ingledon, St. Michael's, Ashford

Gow-Steuart, Herbert J. S.. . .Fowler's Park, Hawk-
buist

Hague, Jenkin. . .Biddenden, Staplehuist

Hague, John. . .Cranbrook

fHamilton, W. M 2, Orchard Place, Canterbury

Hammond, William. . .Hunton, Maidstone

Hankey, G. A Town Court Faim, Tunbridge
• Wells

' Hardinge, Sir E. S., Bart.. . .Bounds P.ak, Tunbridge
Wells

Hardy, Charles S.. . .Cbilham Castle, Canterbury

Hartridge, W. F East Farleigh, Maidstone

Harvey, J. J Statcnborough House, Satidwich

I fHarvey, John J. S Statcnborough House, Sand-
wich

Harvey, W. F Thruxted, Chartham, Canterbury

fHatfeild, C. T Hartsdown House, Margate

Henderson, John. ..Upton House, Sandwich

fHilder, W Wrotham, Sevenoaks

Hilton, Robert S Harbledown, Canterbury

Hilton, S. M Brambling, Wingham
Hilton, Captain T Selling, Faversham

Hoar, Edward, jun.. . .Otham Rectory, Maidstone

Hoare, Charles A. R Eden, Beckenham

HodsoU, J. Hackett. . .Loose Court, Maidstone

fHohler, Henry B Fowkham Manor, Darttord

Holmdcn, James. . .Marlpit Hill, Edenbridge

Hooper, George W Cottlngton Court, Deal

tHr.pe. A. J. B. Beresford, M.P.. . .Bedgebury Park,
Cranbrook

+Hughes, Hugh. . .Brightling, Hawkhursl

Jackson, A Orpington, St. Mary Cray
Jackson, Thomas . . . Eltham Park

Jacob, W Shepherd's Well, Dover

James, Sir W. C, Bart.. . .Bcttcslianger, Sandwich

fKelsey, Edwin. . .Wiekharabrcux, Sandwich

Kennard, D. F Wester Hill, I>in'.on, Maidstone

I Kibble, Thomas. . .Green Trees, Tonbridge

fKingsnorth, Alfred. ..Great Chart, Anhford

fKiugsnorth, Edward. .. Brooklaud, New Romiiey

Kirkpatrick, Captain J Monks Horlon, Hythe
Kirkwood, Captain. . .Gore Court, Maidstone

Knight, Richard. ..Bobbing Court, Sitlingbonrne

linight, Richard Lake. . .Bobbing, Siitiiigbourne

tLake. Edward. . .Hill Side, Strood

Lake, Frederick. . . Rodmersham, Siitiiigbourne

Lake, J. . .Newlands, Teynham, Sittingbourue

+Lake, Robert. . .Oakley, Rochester

fLake, Thomas. . .Tonge, Sittingbourue

Langiidge, George. . .Lansdowne Road, Tunbridge
WeUs

Lurking, J. Wingfield. . .The Firs, Lee

fLaurence, W.. . .Elsfield House, Maidstone

fLeese, C. Stuart. . .Divan Court, Faversham
Li'igh, Roger. . .Barbara Court, Teston, Maidslonc

Leney, Edward. .. Hadlow Place, I'onbridge

Leney, Frederick. . .Wateriugbury, Maidstone

Lennard, Colonel J. F Wickliam Court, Bronih j
Levett, William. . .Glassenbury, Cranbrook

Love, Peter. . .Silverstead Lodge, Westerham Hill,

Kent

fLoyd, lyieut.-Col. E Lillsden, Hawklunst
Slace, J. Ellis.. .Ashford Road, Tenterden

Mac George, John. . .Great Chart, Ashford

fMaitland, Colonel. . .Hollywych, Edenbridge

-j-Mannington, A. . . .Slaplecross, Hawkhurst

f.Mannington, D Hellingby Piirk, Hawkhurst

Mannington, Isaiic. . .Ewhurst, Hawkhurst

Manwaring, T.. .Mare Place, lirenchley, Staplehuist

Marsham, George. . .Hayle Place, Maidstone

Marten, Jolm. . .Chilham, Canterbury

Marten, Peter. . .Bridge Street, Canterbury

tMartin, P. Wykeham, M.P. . . Leeds Caslle, Maidsiouc

-f-Matthews, Joseph. . .St. Lawrence Seal, Sevenoaka

May, John. . .Farningham, Dartford

Maylam, William. .. Pluckley, Ashford

Mercer, W.... Grove House, Hunton, Staplc-lun-st

Mills, Sir C. H., Bt., M.P.. . .Wildern. sse, Srvenoaks

fMill , J. R Kingswood Lodge, Tunbridge Wells

Miskin, William. . .Hoo, Rochester

Mold, William Heiny. . . Bethersden, Ashford

Monckton, Frederick. . .The Cage Farm, Tonbridge

fMonins, J. H Ringwood, Dover

Moon, J. S. . . . Starborough Castle, Edenbridge

fMoore, Rev. Edward. . .The Precincts, Canterbury

fMoore, Rev. G. Bridges.. . .Tunstall, Sittingbounie

Morland.W.Courtenay . . TheCourtLodge,l^amberhurst

-(•Morley, H. Hope. . .Hall Place, Tonbridge

Morrish, G. M... .Park Gate Farm, Chelsfield

Murton, Frederick. . .Smeeth, Ashford

fNeame, Charles. . .Copton, Faversham

fNeame, Edward. . .Selling Court, Faver.sham

fNeame, Edwin. . .Harefield, Si'Uing, Faversham

Neame, Frederick. .. Lutton, Selling, Faversham

fNeame, Frederick, jun Throwley Parsonage
Faversham

Neame, Percy B.. . .The Mount, Ospringe. Faversham

Neame, Robert. . .Boughton Blean, Faversham

fNettleingham, F. B 4, Marine Parade, Graveseiid

Neve, Charles. .AmberBeld, Chart Sutton, Staplehurst

Neve, George. . .Sissinghurst, Staplehurst
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fNeTe, Richard.. .Benenden, Staplehurst

fXeve, Thomag. . .Sissinghnrst, Stap'phurst

Neville, Ralph P. . . . Birlint' Manor, Maid6tone

Noakps, Charles. . .Folding, Maidstone

fNoakes, John T Brockley House, Lewisham
fNorman, G. Warde. . .Bromley

fPage, Henry. . . Walmer Conrt, Walmer
fPaine, Jeremiah .Sntton Valence, Staplehurst

fPaterson, Richard. . .Leesons, Chlslehurst

Pawsey, Arthur. . .Sandwell House, Lewisham Road
Pcppercome, Henry. . .East Mailing, Maidstone

Perkins, Thomas. . .Wellesborough, Ashford

Perkins. William. . .Braboume, Ashford

Phelps, H. G. H.irt. . .Ridley Parsonage, Wrotham
Phillips, Thomas, ..West Mailing, Maidstone

Philpott, Thomas. . .Linton, Maidstone

Phipps, Filmer. . .Biver, Dover

Pine, Frederick. . .West Tree Villa, Maidstone

Pine, Robert . . . Trosley Court, Maidstone

Plmnptre, Charles J Pedding House, Sandwich

Plumptre, J. Bridges. .Goodnestone Farm, AVingham
Prentice, Kdward. . .Chalk, Gravesend

Prentis, W. T Maidstone

Pryce, Frederick. . .The Bank, Darrington, Faversbara

Pryke, J. P.. . . Aldersfield Hall, Wii khambrook

fPunnett, P. S. . . . Breakspear Road, New Cross

Purvis, Charles. . .Foxgrove Farm, Beckenhara

fPye, Henry... St. Mary's Hall, Rochester

Pye, James. . .Knight Place, Rochester

Rammell, W. Lake. . .Stnrry Court, Canterbury

fRamsbotham, F.. .Crowborouuh \V'arren, Timbridge
Wells

Raicliffe, Charles .. .Womanswold, Canterbury

Reeves, Thomas. . .Staplehurst

Reeves, William. . .Paley, Cranbrook

Rice, E. Royd. . .Dane Court, Wingham
Eigden, Henry. . .Lyminge, Hythe

Rigden, Henry. . .Siltwood Castle, Hythe
Robinson, John. . .Wingham, Sandwich

Rolfe, G. C Plumpton, Wye, Ashford

Romney, Earl of. . . The Mote, Maidstone

Russell, George. . .Manor Hoa<e, Plumstead

Russell, Joseph. . .Pudding Lane, Maidstone

Russell, Robert. . .Horton Court Lodge, Dartford

Rutherford, T. B.. . .Hothfield, Ashford

Ruxlon, G. F. Symonds. .The Crook Farm, Brenchley,
Staplehurst

Sackville, 1/ord. . .Knowle, Sevenoaks

fSalomons, Sir D. L., Bt... Broom Hill, Tunbridge
Wells

fSandford, Marks. . .Hever Lodge Farm, Edenbridge

•J-Sankey, R. J.. . .Dent-de-Lion, Margate

Scott, Alfred. . .Boys Hall, WilU-sborough, Ashford

Scott, John. . . Wouldham, Rochester

Scratton, John. . .Court Lodge, Shorne, Gravesend

fSclmes, T Nevenden, Ashford

Seymour, R. A •i3, Kiiigsley Road, Maidstone

Shafto, T. D Cbeveney House, Hunton, Maidstone

Sharpe, W. Burling. . .Baker's Cross. Cranbrook

Smith, G. Fcrcday. . .Grovehursi, Tunbridge Wells

Smith, W. 1! New Romney, Folkestone

Smithell, R. Iludso Ilengrave House, Margate

Solly, G. B Monktoii Court, Ramsgate

Sondes, I^ord. . . I.ecs Court, Favcrsham

fSpringett, Augustus. . .Ashfield Lodge, Hawkhurst
Startup. T. W.. . .West Farley, Maidstone
Still, George. . .Rayham, Eastchurch, Sheemess
fStilwell, A. F .Sheperdswell, Dover
Stii ling. Sir W.. Bart. . . Burrs Wood,Tunbridge Wells

Stone, John J.... 14, Wickham Road, Lewisham
High Road

Stonham, Henry. . .Thornham, Maidstone
Stratton, Rev. J. Y.. . .Ditton Rectory, Maidstone
Stunt, Frederick. . .Highams, Rochester

Stunt, Warwick . . . Hoo, Rochester

fStuut, W. C Brogdale, Ospringe, Faversham
Sturgess. Thomas. . . Penshurst, Tonbridge
Style, A. F....Hayle Cottage, Maidstone

fSwiuford, Stephen... Strode Place, Heme, Canter-
bury

Sydney, Earl. . .Frognal, Foot's Cray
Talbot, J. Gilbert, M.l'.. . . Falconhurst, Edenbridge

Tattersall, Rev.W Ciiarlton Place, Bishopsboume

Taylor, W Wickham Court Farm, Beckenham
Taylor, William. . .Lenworth House, Maidstone

Tebb, R. Palmer. . .Crystal Palace Park, Sydenham
Theobald, Hope. . .Lyinpne, Hythe
Townend, Thomas. . . luiockholt

Tunbridge Wells Farmers' Club, Secretary of

Tye, James. . .Rose Villa, Cranbrook

Tylden-Pattenson, Captain. . .Ibornden, Biddcnden,
Stiiplehurst

fTylden-Pattenson, W. B. . . Dashmonden, Biddendm
Tyser, G. D.. . .HoUanden Park, Tunbridge

fUmfreviUe, S. C Ingress Abbey, Greenhithe

tWaldo, E. W. Meade. . .Stone Wall, Edenbridge

Walker, W. H Rainham, Sittingbourne

tAVall, William H.. . .Pembury, Tunbridge Wells

Walter, William. ..Rainham, SittinglK)ume

Warde, Ambrose. . .West Farleigh, Maidstone

Waring, William. . .ChelsBeld

Waterman, James, jun Tonterden, Ashford

Watts, G. J.. . .Radlett, Bromley Common
Webb, Henry. . .Tuns'all, Sittingbourne

Wedd, E. A.. . .Gieat Wakering, Southend

Weeks, W Maidstone

AVhibley, F. W Stundens Farm, Sevenoaks

White, Alfred. . .Nettlestead Court, Maidstone

Wbite, E. A....Beltring, Tonbridge

Willie, George. . .Hunton, Maidstone

White, J. Baker. . .Street End House, Canterbury

fWliitehead, Charles. . .Banning House, Maidslone

Whitehead, John. . .West Barming, Maidstone

Wliitohead, Richard. . .West Farleigh, Maidstone

Wickham, Benjamin. . .Goudhurst

Wigan, Lewis D. . . . Oakwood, Maidstone

tWigg, John S Stoneleigh, Tunbrlcige Wells

Wilkie, E. Hales. . .Ellington House, Pamoate
fWillctt, Harry. .. Laugh ton, Hawkhurst
Wllmot, B. S Bridge House, Tunbridge Wells

fWilson, Edward. . .Hayes, Bromley

fWilson-IIaffenden, Rev. J Homewood.Tcntcrden

Winch, Houry. . .Mears Conrt, Rainham
Wood, John. . .Singlewell, Gravesend

Woodhams, Frank. . .Frindsbury, Rochester

Wyld, John. . .Spitzbrook, Staplehurst

Wyles, Tlionias. . . Frindsbury, Rochester

Yurdky, Sir William. . .Hadlow Park, Tuubiidge
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LANCASHIRE.

Governors.

+Brooks,\V. CunlifFe, M.P.. . Barlow Hall, Manchesttr

f)evonshire. The Diike of, K.G.. . .Holker Hall

+Ellcsniere, Earl of. . .Worsley Hall, Manchester

fScfton, Earl of. . . .Croxt«lh, Liverpool

•fSkelmersdale, Lord. . .Lathom House, Ormskirk

Winmarleigh, Lord... Bank Hall, Warrington

Memhers.

Alcock-Beck, William. . .Outgate (Windermere)

AlU n, J. F . .Sutton Works, I'easley Vale, St. Helens

•f-Anderton, Richard. . .West Dei by, Liverpool

Ashburner, G.. . .Low Hall, Kirby Irleth, Carnforth

Ashburner, John ..EUiscales, Dulton-in-Furness

•f-Ashburner, Robert. . .(Jleasion Park, Ulverston

Ashcroft, Dauiel . . . Haigbton, Preston

J-Aslicroft, James. . .Oakhill Park, Old Swan, Liver-
pool

f-Ashworth, Alfred. . .Esjerton Hall, Bolton

Ashworth, Charles E Fairfield, Manchester

Atherton, Richard. . .Speke, Liverpool

Baker, Hugh M.. . .7, Talbot Street, Liverpool

fBaldwin, W. J. A Dalton-in-Furness

tBarton, J.. . .West Leigh Lodge, Leigh, Manchester

[i.i--^s,W Duckenfield Lodge, Ashton-under-Lyme
B.vte, John. . .Fallowfield, Manchester

Becker, J. L. . . . Foxdenton, Chadderton, Manchester

Bell, Alexander... Barrowford, Nelson, Burnley

Bclham, John. . .South port, Lanciister

fBirchall, Thomas. . .Ribbleton Hall, Preston

Blackbume, Lt.-Col. Ireland ... Hale Hall, Warrington

Blundell, P.... Ream Hills, Weeton, Kirkham
fBoddington, Henry. . .Monton House, Eccles

Booth, John. . .Slyne Grange, Lancaster

fBouck, John T. . . . Manchester

Bradford, William. . .Keddish HhU, Warrington

Brierley, Charles W Drinkwater Park, Manchester

fBrocfelebank, Thomas. . .Springwood, AVooltou,
LiverjKiol

Brogden, Alexander, M.P.. . .Ulverston
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(Locock, Edmund. ..South Elkington, Louth

Lowe, Septimus. . . Lincoln

fLucas, Rev. C. H. . . .Edith Weston, Stamford

fLucas, Lieut. Col. R Edith Weston, Stamford

Lupton, J. . . . Haceby, Folkingham
Lynn, John. . .Church Farm, Stroxton, Grantham

llackinder. Harwood. . . Langton Grange, Spilsby

-Mackinder, Herbert. . .Mere Hall, Lincoln

Macldnder, Robert. . .Langton, Spilsby

ilacvicar, Neil. . .Kirmond, Market Rasen

f .Maddison, G. Wilson. . .Partny, Spilsby

Morris, Thomas. . . Ulceby

fMarshall, Frederick C Riseholme, Lincoln

Marshall, Frederick R.. . .Elsham, Brigg

Marshall, James. .. Gainsborough

Marshall, William F Branston Villa, Lincoln

Martin, David. . .Wainfleet

fMartin, George.. .Hubert's Bridge, Boston

f-Martin, James. . . Wainfleet

f-Martin, Robert. . . Asterby, Homcastle

Mason, W. N. . . .Rigsby, Alford

Melville, Hon. A. Leslie. . .Branston Hall, Lincoln

fMelville, A. S. Leslie. . .The Longhills, Lincoln

filelviLle, C. Leslie. . . Branston Hall, Lincoln

Mundy, C. J. Massingberd-.Old Bolingbroke, SpUsby
fXainby, C. Jl Bamoldby-le-Beck, Grimsby
X. edham, J. L Hutloft Grange, Alford

Nelson, John. . .Kettleby Thorpe, Brigg

tN'elson, John . . Wytham House, Louth

Nicholson, F. F Stainwells, Brigg

Xidd, C. W Greeting Manor Farm, Stamford

Paildison, Charles F Stableford (Newark)
Paddison, Edward. . .Ingilby, Lincoln

Palethorpe, Thomas. . .Sa^^tboppe, Spilsby

fPalmer, Rev. P. H Wolsthorpe, Grantham
Pears, John. . .Mere, Lincoln

tPears, Thomas ... Hackthome, Lincoln

Pigott, Thomas. . . Barton-on-Humbcr
Pigott, William... Brigg

Plowright, C. H.. . .Deeping St. Nicholas, Spalding

Plowright, T. J. . . .The Hall, Pinchbeck, Spalding

fPogson, F. M Caythorpe, Grantham
Pogson, S. M Anwick, Sleaford

Porter. J. T. B.. . .Lincoln

Pratt, Frederick. . .Greatford, Stamford

Proctor, H. M. ... Hill House, Wykeham, Spalding

Reynolds, AV. S Spalding Common
Richardson, John. . .Lincoln

Rich.irdson, AVilliam. . .Limber Jfagna, Ulceby
Rob?y, Robrrt. . .Lmcoln
Robinson, Henry. . . Hongh-on-the-Hill, Grantham
Robinson, James. . . West Pinchlxck, Spalding

fRobiiison. John C. . .Free^to^, Caythorpe, Grantham
Robinson, R., sen Sedgebrook, Grantham
Robson, James . . . Brackenborough, Louth
Ruston, Joseph . . . Lincoln

tSt Albans, Duke of. . .Redboum Hall, Brigg

Sanson, Edward F. .. .Lincoln

fSeels, Henry John ... Wainfleet Hall

Sharpe, William . . . Mavis Enderby, SpiUby
tSharpe, W. Taylor. . . Bauraber Park, Homcastle

fSharpley, Coates. . .Kelstone Hall. Louth

fSharpley, Henry. . .Acthorpe, Louth

fSharpley, Isaac. . . Boswell House, Louth

ShefiBeld, Sir R., Bart Normanby. Brigg

fShuHleworth, Alfred. .. Heighingham Hall, Lincobi

tSbntil»worth, Joseph. . .Hartsholme Hall, Lincoln

fSilLs, W Casthorpe, Grantham
fSimonds, J. Cabourne. . .Fishtoft, Boston

fSkelton, E. Dunkley. . .Sutton Bridge

Skipworth, G. B.. . .Moorton Hotise, Caistor

fSlator, Thomas. . . Boston

Smith, John T.. . .Edith Weston, Stamford
' tSmjth, William H South Elkington, Louth

Snow, James M Metheringham, Sleaford

Sorfiwell. Rev. H. G Rothwell Rectory, Caistor

Sowerby, Francis. ..Aylesby, Great Grimsby
Sower by, John, Jun.. . .Beelsby, Grimsby

fStanhope, J. Banks. . .Revesby Abbey, Boston

tThorold, Sir J. H., Bart Syston Park, Grantham

f Thorold, Richard. . .Weelsby Hall, Grimsby

fTindall, Charles William . . Aylesby Manor, Grimsby

fTindall, J. W.. .Ashfleld House, Branston, Lincoln

fTomlinson, Bruce. . . Asgarby, Sleaford

Tomlinson, James. . . Lutton Marsh, Long Sutton

! tlonge, D. F.. . .Wellington Foundry, Lincoln

Turner, John. . .The Grange, Ulceby

fTumor, Christopher. . .Stoke, Grantham
fTumor, Edmtind, M.P Panton Hall, AVragby

Tuxford, J. S 4, Skirbeck Terrace, Boston

Vincent, Thomas. . . Harlaxton, Grantham

I

fWebb, James. . . -Melton Ros;s, Ulceby

,
t^Vebsier, Robert. . . Peakirk, Market Deeping

Welby, J. Earle. . . Alling'on Hall, Grantham
I Welby-Gregory, Sir W. Earle, Bart., M.I'.. . .Newton
' House, Folkingham
' West, John. . .Melton Ross, Brigg

tWhcelcr, W. H....Churchyaid, Boston

tWinglicld, J. H. Lcc. . .Tickciicote Hall, Stamlord
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fWuiD, Rowland, M.P Appleby Hall, Brigg

fWood, Bennett AV Humberstone, Groat Grimsby
Wood, AVilliam . . . Halbrough, Ulceby

Wright, Robert ... Nocton Heatb, Lincoln

fWyles, Robert. . .Little Ponton, Grantham

fYatc?, Ht-nry . , . North Parade, Grantham

MIDDLESEX.

Governors.

AUcroft, John D.. . .103, Lancaster Gate, W.
r<:ambridge, H.R.H. The Duke of, K.G.. . .Gloucester

House, Piccadilly

fGibbs, Sir Brandrrth. . .47, Half Moon St^ W.
Givynne, John. . . Kenton Grange, The HyJc, X.W.
Rigg, Jonathan, .4, Chester Place, Hyde Park Square

Menxbert.

fAcworth, Xathanicl B.. . .The Hook, Xorthaw
Addison, John. .6, Delahay Street, Westminster, S.W.

Alison, John. . .90, Lancaster Gate, W.
tAlIeuder, G. M....31, St. Petcisburgh Place, Bays-

water, W.
fAmies, W. S 2S *, Liverpool Road, Islington, N.

Arabin, W. St. Julien. . .36, Grosvenor Sqtiare, W.
Arnold, James. . .35, West Smithfield, E.C.

Amott, T. Reid. .Bramshill, Harlesden Green, X.W.
Badcock, P 4, Aldridge Road Villas, Westbourne

Park

Baillie, William H.. . .43, Xorfolk Square, W.
Biuly, John. . . 113, Mount Street, Berkeley Square,W.
fCaker, Cecil C . .2, Bloomsbuty Place, W.C.
Banks, William ... 4, John Street, Bedford Row, W.C.

fBarclay, G. R.. . .Oxford and Cambridge Qub, S.W.

fBarker, H. B. R.. . .University Qub, Suffolk St., W.
Bamett, John. . .Coleraine House, Stamford HiU
Batt, William Henry .. .West Drayton, Uxbridge

Beale, E. J.. . .237, High HoUrom, W.C.

Beauchamp, Charles D 27, Lansdowne Crescent, W.
Beaumont, W. B., M.P 144, Piccadilly Terrace, W.
Bell, G. W.. . .11, Pall MaU East, S.W.

Bell, HfnrT...3, Market Buildings, Charterbonss
Street, E.C.

BeU, John M.. . .490, Oxford Street, W.
Birch, W. P.... 5, Westminster Chambers, S.W.

fBirkbeck, Robert... 20, Berkeley .Square, W.
Blanshard, Richard. . .K 1, Albany, Piccadilly, W.
Blyih, H. A 94, Portland Place. W.
Blyih, James. . .2, Park Crescent, Portland Place

Boards, Edward. . .Edmonton, N.

Bower, Joseph J 4i, Glasshouse Street, W.
Brailford, Thomas. . .142, High Holbom
Bramwell, F. J.. 3", Gt. George St., Westminster, S.W.

Brewster, J.. . .Metropolitan Cattle Market, Isluigton

fBrowne, C....5, HUldrop Road. Camden Road,
X.W.

Bruce, A. K....7, Catherine Street, Strand

Bucklaod, Thomas, jun Wraysbnry, Staines

Burgess, William. . .Holbom Viaduct, E.C.

Uurii 'y, George. . .Millwall, E.

Calrd, James, C.B 3, St. Jamiii's Square, S.W.

tCalvert, Frederick. . .33, UpperGrosvenor Street, W.
Carson, J. A, ... La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgatc HiU
tCassavetti, A 6, Addison Road, W.
Chadwick, Alfred J 2, Moorgate Street, E.C.

fChambers, W. . .United Univ. Qub, PaU Mail, S W.
Chapman, Thomas. . . 14, Cockspur Street, S.W.

tClaiidge, WUliam. . .51, Brook Street, W.
Clarke, J. A.... 109, Ladbroke Grove Road, Notliug

Hill, W.
Clark-, T. Tmesdale. . .Swakeleys, Uxbridge

Olive, Lient CoL the Hon. G. W. Windsor, M.P.. . .53,

Grosvenor Street

Clowes, Wm.. . .51, Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Pk, W.
Clutterbuck, R S, Great Cumberland Place, W.
Clutton, John. . .9, AVhitehall Place, S.W.

tClntton, John Henry. . .9, AATiitehall Place, S.W.

Clutton, Robert George. . .9, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Cole, Sir H., K G B South Kensington, S.W.
Colville H. K... 4, Ovington Gardens, Bronipton,
S.W.

Cope, John A. M.. . .14, Pembridge Square, W.
Couchman, J. W.. . .Pembury Road, Tottenham

Cowper, E.A., C.E.. . .6, Gl George St. WestiuinsUr

Craigie, P. G. .Hartley Ho, Lower Heath, Hampstead

Crisp, Edwards, M.D.. . .29, Beaufort Street, Chelsea

Crutchley, General. . .SimninghiU Park, Staines

Cuff, J. H Xew Cattle Starket, Islington, X.

I

fCtmimins, E. R Mcit Hotise, Enfield

I

Daniels, PhiUp J. ... 3, Brabant Court, E.C.

Darkin, Frack. . .171, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

Darkin, Walter. . .26, Catherine Street, Strand, W.a
' Daubeny, Robert. 2, King's Bench Walk,Temple, liC.

tDa"S. -S. St. Helen's Place, BishopsgaLc, E.C.

\

Day, Thomas. ..22, Dorset Street, Baker Street, W.

I

De Pass, Daniel. . .9, Delamere St., Westbourne Sq.
' fDerham, William . . .Hazlewood, Palmer's Green, X.

j

De Salis, Rev. Henry J PortnaU Park, Staines

Driver, Robert Collin. . .4, 'Whitehall, S.W.

I

tDni<*. S. B. L 10, Xew Square, LincoUi's Inn,

E.C.

I

Dudgeon, John. . .17, Kensington Gate, W.
tDiui. Finlay. . .2, Portland Place, W.
Dunlop, A. M.. . .3, Old Palace Yard, S.W.

I fPunn.Thos. . . 1 ,Prince's Gardens, S. Kensington, S.W.

j

Dyer, Bernard. . .17, Great Tower Street, E.C.

fEaston, Jam' s. . .37, Xorfolk Square, W.
fElliot, J. Lettsom. . .C4, Alb.iny, Piccadilly, W.
Enfield,Viscount ... 7, Charles Street, Berkeley Sq.,W.

I Fair, John... 50, Hamilton Terrace, St. John's
! Wood, X.W.

I

fFairbairn, Sir A. ... 15, Portman Square, W.

I

Farmer, James. . .6, Porchester Gale, Hyde Park, W.
I fFellowes, James. . .6, Bryanston Square, W.

fField, Barclay... 26, Hill Street, Berkeley"Sq, W.

fField. Henry. . .Conservative Club, S.W.

fField, Willi.im. . .Kingsbury

j-Fitzgera'.d, Major. . .8, South Eaton Place

fFletcher, John Philip. . .Sunbury

I Forbes, A. E. W....1, Albert Mansion'!, Victoria

I Street, S.W.

i

Fowler, Robert. . .71, Comhill, E.C.

i tf'w'xx'y, W. Yat s. . .50, Bixlford Row, W.C.

I

fGibbs, Henry 11 . .St. Dunstan's," Regent's Park, X.W.

I

GibUs, Thomas. . .26, l\>nn Street, IHccadilly, W.
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Oibbs, Thomas B.. . .56, aisaold Road, Stoke New-
iiiglon, X.

Glasier, William R 41, Charing Cross, S.W.
Gollan, I>oa:ild. . .6, Porchester Gate, Hyde Park, W.
+Gooch, John V.. . .105, Pall Mall, .S.W.

Graham, Waller. . .West Drayton, U.tbridge

fGraham, William. . .The Lodge, Highbary, N.

fGrant, Colonel W. L 4, Soathwick Crescent, W.
Grantham, R. B., C.E.. . .22, ^\Tiitehall Place, S.W.
Greening, K. Owen. . .47, Millbank Street, S.W.
Grcville, Lord. . .39, Lowndes Square", S.W.

fGrey, Charles G 55, Parliament Street, S.W.
+Grey, The Hon. Sir F. W. G.,C.B..Lynwood, Staines

Griffin, Colonel . . .36, Worship Street, E C.

fGrimwood, G 29, Ennismore Gard ns, S.W.

fGrosvenor, Lord Richard, II.P. . .76, Brook Street W.
f-HaH. J. Orde. . I, Brunswick Row, Queen's Sq., W.C.
tHall, Captain MarshaU. . .7, Safile Row, W.
Hall. Rich.ird. . .37, Great George Street, S.W.
Harrison, J. T Thomhili, Castl"bar, tiling

Harrison, T. J 1, Essex Villas, Kensington, W.
Hatbom, A.. . .30, Charing Cross, S.W.
+Hay, C. A. . . . 127, Harley Street, X.W.
+HaTne, John. . .24, Gloucester Sq , Hyde Pk., X.W.
Hempleman, F. T.. . .West Ham, E.

fHeieltine,E....6A, Austin Friars, EC.
J-Heywood, Jas.. .26, Palace Gardens, Kf-nsington, W.
Hicks, Leonard H Paddock Lodge, Kentish Town
tHilU D. W.... Pinner

Hill, Henry. . .52, Queen's Gate Terrace, S.W.
Hill, John. . .West Smithfield. E.C.

•f-Holman, Stephen. . .Spring Lodge, Ealing

Honywood, William... 52, Warwick-square, S.W.

•{•Hood, Capt. Hon. A 8, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.

Hope, W. A Agricultural Hall, Islington, N.

Hunt, E. Bradley. . .Hayes, Uxbridge.

Hutton, Robert. . 74, Gloucester PL, Portman Sq., W.
Jemmttt, Capu W. S. . .Club Chambers, Regent St.,W.

Jessop, Joseph. . .Grove Farm, Chiswick

Johnson, A. H.. . .Gunnersbury House, Isleworth

Johnson, A. H., jun.. . .Hanger Hill Farm, taling

Johnion, C. W 36, Mark Lane, E.C.

Johnson, E. Lionel, jun.. . .13, Crutched Friars, E.C.

Johnstone, E 3, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

tJonaa, Henry. . .4, Whitehall, S.W.

tKelk, -fohn W Bentley Priory, Stanmore.

Key, Sir Krngsmill G., Bart Holbom Viaduct, E.C.

King, William ... Denham, Uxbridge

Kingsbury, EL W.... George Yard, Lombard St, E.C.

fKnight, A. H.. . .62, HoUand Park, W.
Langworthy, J. L. ... National Club, Whitehall, S.W.

fLaurie, A.. . .70, Jermyn Street, S.W.

fLees, Charies. . .23, Philpot Lane, E.C.

Le Grand, A.. . .100. Bunliill Row, E.C.

fLocock, Fred. . .Oxford and Cambridge Club, S.W.

tl-ongboume, W. F 7, Lincoln's Inn Fields

Lott, John. . .156, Victoria Park Road, E.

fLowther, Hon. W., M.P. . . . Lowlher Lodge, Ken-
sington Gore, S.W.

Lucan, Earl of. . .36, South Street, Park Lane, W.
Macadam, C. T 109, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Mcaure, J. H 115, Cannon Street, E.C.

Mcnougall, James T.. . .10, Mark Lane, E.C.

Mackay, A. S. H Powis Square, Kensington Park
Mackay, Hugh. . .155, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

f-Malcolm, Major-General. . .67, Sloane Street, S.W.
fMalcolra, John. . .7, Great Stanhope Street, W.
Maple, John. ..Bedford Lodge, Hampstead, N.W.
fMaijoribanks, Sir Dudley C, Bart., M. P.... Brook

House, Park Lane, W.
fMarJoribanks, E., Jun.. . .59, Strand, W.C.
Markby, J. R....9, Whitehall I'lace, S.W.
Marshall, Rev. C 9, South St., Finsbury Sq., E.C.

fMartin. F. B. P. . .Oxford and Cambridge Club, S.W.
Maude, Col. G. A.,C.B Stud Farm, Hampton Court
May, A M 5, Clifton Gardens, Maida Vale, W.
+Meyer, James ... Forty Hall, Enfield

Milbum, R.. . .76, Church Lane, Whitechapel. E.

Mockford, AV. G. S. . . .57}, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Moore, H. F.. . .37. Waterford Road, Fulbam, S.W.
Moore, James. . .11, Upper Berkeley Street, W.
Moore, J.. . .Syon House. Brentford

fMorrison, Cromwell Houses, S. Kensington, W.
Morton, Francis 1, Delahay .Street, S.W.
fMorton, J. D 19, Parliament Street, S.W.
Kelson, E. M Hanger HiU House, Ealing

fXewson, Harry C 44, Bloomsbnry Square, W.C.

j

tKicholson, W. . . .4, Sussex Square, Hyde Park, W.
I t^lsbet* R. P.. .9, Stanley Crescent, Xotting Hill, W.
fOakley, Christopher. . .10, Waterloo Place, S.W.
Odams, .James. . . 109, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Okes, John C. R.. . .39, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

Owens, Samuel. . .WTiitefriars Street, E.C.

Palmer, A 8, Lancaster Place, Strand, W.C.
fParkinson, John.... 9, Union Court, Old Bread

Street, E.C.

Part, Chas. T.. . .3, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.

I

Perkins, Loftus. . . 6, Seaford St., Regent Square, W.C.
Perkins, W. H 65, Sutherland Gardens, W.
fPeto, Sir Morton, Bari....9, Victoria Chambers,

Victoria Street, S.W.
Phillips, H. R.. ..Willesden Paddocks, Kilbum
PhiUips, Slaj.-Gen. Sir T Senior United Service

aub, S.W.

Phillips, T. E.. . .Heston, W.
fPuillpotts, Thonias,jun.. .Junior Carlton Club, S.W.
•fPickford, W.. . . 1481, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Pilgrim, C. H Merlwood, Virginia Water, Staines

Pole, Sir Van Not ten P., Bt.. .59, Gloucester PI., W.
Powis, Charles. . .60, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Pritchard, William. . .Royal Veterinary Col., N.W.
Proctor, M. M.. . .49, Thomhili Square, Bamsbury
Purser, Edward... 116, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

' Pye-Smith, A St. Pancras Works, St. Pancras
Road, X.W.

[

Randolph, Colonel. . . 76, Chester Square, S.W.

[

Ridgley, Francis. . .Holly Hill Farm, EnBeld

Ringri«e, R. B.. . .71, Elsham Road, Kensington, W.
Robinson, Sir J. S., Bart 20, Park Lane, W.
fKoebuck, Rt. Hon. J. A., M.P.. . .19, Ashley Place,

Victoria St., S.W.

Rotton, Richard... 3, Boltons, Brompton, S.W.

fRucker, Martin D 115, LeadenhaU Street, E.C.

Sainsbury, E Victoria Docks, E.

, Sanders, J. W. . . . Upton House, Teddington

!
tSandford, G. M. W., M.P....33, Hertford St., May

Fair, VV.
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fSchwann, F. S.. .2, Prince Arthur Road, Ilampslead

Scott, Col. the Hon. C. G.. . .79, Eaton Square, S.W.

Scott, Louis Guy. . .79, Eaton Square, S.W.

Scott, T. C .King's Arms Yard, Moorgate St., E.C.

Shackle, Thomas. . .Hayes, Uxbridge

Shanks, F 4, Great Queen Street, W.C.

fSherborn, Francis. . .Bedfont, Hounslovv

Short, A. L. H 45, Chapter St., Vauxhull Bridge

Road, S.W.
Simpson, A. . .Chiswell Street, E.C.

•j-Simpson, Finder. . .3J, Savile Row, W.
Sladen, D. B 2, King's Arms Yard, E.C.

Sladen, St. Barbe. . .1, Delahay Street, S.W.

fSmith, Charles. . .7, Great Tower Street, E.C.

fSmith, Edward J 16, Whitehall Place, S.W.

bmith, Henry Hubert. . .6, Whitehall, S.W.

fSmith, J. Hesletme. . .10, Lower PhiUimore Place,

Kensingtun, W.
Smith, M.T 13, Upper Belgrave Street, S.W.

Smith, R. B Huxley Farm, Edmonton

fSneU, J. F....Hendon

Soames, D. W Harrow Weald, Stanmore

Spencer, John. . .Euston Road, King's Cioss, N.

Squire, William ... 5, Coleman Street, E.C.

Stallard, J 4, Albemarle Street, W.
Stanhope, Earl. . .3, Grosveuor Place Houses, S.W.

fStanley, E. J. ... 14, Grosvenor Square, W.
Stevens, W. Carr. . .33, Mark Lane, E.C.

fStirling, John. . .17, Ennismore Gardens, W.
Stocker, J. P 93, Oxford Terrace, W,
Strafford, Henry. . .13, Euston Square, N.W.
fStreeter, Edwin W 18, New Bond Street, W.
Sutcliff, Robert. . .100, Bunhill Row, E.C.

Talbot, Hon. Col. W. P.. . .Oakington, Harrow

Tattersall, Edmund. . .Albert Gate, S.W.

Taylor, James. . . Farmers' Club, Inns of Court Hotel,

AV.C.

Taylor, J. Wells. . .Chester Terrace, Regent's Pk., W.

fTaylor, Richard ... 6, Gledhow Gardens, South Kens-
ington

fThornton, John. . .7, Princes Street, W.
Thynne, F. G.. . .11, Great George Street, S.W.

Tillyer, Richard H Heathrow, Hounslow

fXisdall, A Melbury Road, Kensington

Tisdall, E. C. . . Holland Park Farm, Kensington, S.

tToUemache.H. B.. .Junior United Service Club, S.W.

fTomUue, Colonel G. . . 1, Carlton House Terrace, S.W.

j-Tooke, Rev. J. T. H. ... University Club, Suffolk

Street, S.W.

Tucker, G. N.. . .79, Mark Lane, E.C.

tTuckett, P. D., jun.. . .lOA, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Tuson, R. V Royal Veterinary College, N.W.

fTyler, Sir James. . . Pine House, Holloway, N.W.
Uuite, John. . .291, Edgware Road, W.
Valpy, Richard. . .5, Rutland Gate, S.W.

fVavasour, Sir H. M., Bart.... 8, Upper Grosveuor
Street, W.

fVeltch, H. J Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea

Vivian, Lord. . .Brooks's Club, St. James's Street,

S.W.

fWade, Richard. . .13, Seymour Street, W.
Waiiiwright, C. J 251, High HoUxirn, W.C.

tWalkcr,.John L . .71, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Pk., W.
Wall, T. Senior. . . 120, Miiida Vale, W.

Warner, Robert. . .8, The Crescent, Crlpplegalc, E.C.

Weatherby, James. . .6, Burlington Street, W.
Webber, John. . .340, Camden Road, N.

tWebster, Charles. . .Cowley, Uxbridge

Welch, Alfred. . .Southall

Welford, J Warwick Place, Paddington, W.
Wetherall, W. S.. . .117, Cannon Street, E.C.

fWhitbread, S. C. . .49, St. George's Square, S.W.
White, Arnold W.. . . 12, Great Marlborough St., W.
fWhitehead, Jeffery. . .39, Throgmorton Street, E.G.

fWicks, John. . .38, St. Luke's Road, W.
Wing, T. Twining. . .17, Wohurn Square, W.C.
Withers, S. H.. . .242, Oxford Street, W.
Wolverton, Lord. ..Stanmore Park
Wood, Walter A.. . .36, Worship Street, E.C.

Woodger, J.... 39b, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's
Bush, W.

fWren, Walter. . .2, Powis Square, W.
fWrench, Robert. . .39, King William Street, E.C.

Wright, W. P 36, PhiUimore Gardens, Kensington

tWrightson, R.H. . .37, Great Cumberland Place, W.
tWyndham, Hon. P., M.P.. . .44, Belgrave Sq.,S.W.
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Members.

fBarnes, Wilson... Teigh, Oakham
fCunard, Gordon. . .Habbaton Hall, Uppingham
-(-Duncan, Alexander. . . Knossington Grange, Oakham
Eaton, CO.... Tolcthorpe (Stamford)

Finch, George H., M. P Burley-on-the-HiU,Oakham

Foster, Samuel. . . Uppingham
Freer, Benjamin. . .Uppingham

Painter, Benjamin ... Biu ley-on-tbe-Hill, Oakham
Binder, Robert. . .Whitwell, Oakham
Richards, Westley . . . Ashwell, Oakham
Tower, B. R. C. . .Hallaton Hall, Uppingham

f Tryou, Richard. . .Tlie Lodge, Oakh.am

Ward, Robert. . .Harringworth, Uppingham

fWing, William .. . Market Overton, Oakliam

fWortley, N. W....Rldllngton, Uppingham

SHROPSHIRE.

Govtimors.

Bradford, Earl of. . .Weston I'ark, Shifnal

Cotes, Charles C, M.P.. . . Woodcotc, Newport

Members.

Adams, Captain. . .Underbill, Bridgnorth

AUfrey, R. C Burleydani, Whltchurqji

Amies, Samuel. . .Sloke Castle, Craven Arms
An.-low, William. . .Eyton, Wellington

fAslidown, A. II Uppiiigton, Wellington

Ashdown, S. Harding. . .Uppington, Wellington

Austin, Harry C. . . Wrockwardlne, Wellington

Bach, Edward. . .Cheney Longville, Craven Arms
Bach, Francis. . .Onibury, Craven Arms
Bacli, Plillip...Klsicli, Bromfiild

liackliouee, R. O Westwood, Bridgnorth

Balky, George.. .Lea Hall, Shiliial
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Ball, Joseph B.. . .LIttlewortli House, Newport
Barber, Richard. . .Harlescott, Shrewsbury

Bate, John William. . .Astol.Sliifnal

Bate, Richard Stokes. . . badger, Sliil'nal

Batciiian, J.. . .Croxtou Haiimcr, WhIlcliiDch

Bateman, Robert... Hanmcr Hall, Wliiicburcli

fBather, Thomas. . .Maosbury Hall Mill, Oswestry

Bayley, John. . .Tilstock, Wbilcburcb

Beck, IVtcr. . .Shrewsbury

j-Beckwith, Rev. H.. . .Eaton Constaiiline, Wellington

Bccston, Thomas, .Goldstonc Manor, Market Drayton

Belcher, Edward. . .Moreton Park, Newport
Bibby, J. J.. . .Hardwieke Grange, Shrewsbury

Bickerton, S.. . .Sbotatton, Ruytoii Eleven Tdwns
Bickerton, J. E.. . .Saudfurd Hall, West Feltun

Bigge, C. Selby. .Bourton GranRC, Much Wenlock
Birch, John. . .Tybroughton, Whitchurch

Blakeway, W Wooton House, Craven Aims
Blanteni, George G.. . .Uaston, Iladnall, Slirewsbuvy

•f-Borougb, C. B. . . .Chetw^ynd Tark, Newport
Botfield, Rev. W. B. Garnctt... Decker Hill, Slnfual

Boughey, G. L EUesmere
Boultoii, W. Baker.. .Forton Hull, Newport
•f-Bourn, James, . .Cleobury Mortimer

Bourne, John. . .The Arbour Farm, Market Drayton

Bourne, John. . .Rectory Farm, Market Drayton

Bourne, Thomas. . .Be tlou Hall Farm, Market
Drayton

Bowen, Edward H Kingslow, Bridgnorth

Bowen, George. . .Hadnal, Shrewsbury
Bowen, Humphrey C. . .Chesterton, bridgnortb

Bowen, John, Juu Dunvall House, Bridgnorth

Bowen, Thomas. . .Woottoii, Bridguorlh

Bowen, T. B.. . .Blakelands, Claverley, Bridgnorth

Bo.\ford, W. J.. . .Ollloy Firs, Newport.

Brewster, W.. . . Balderton Hall, Middle, Shrewsbury

Bright, John. . .Stychc, Market Drayton

f-Bromley, Richard. . .Felton Butler, Shrewsbury

Brooke, Ilev. John. . .Haughlon, Shifual

Broughall, Edward. . .Wikcy House, Ruyton Eleven
Towns

Broughall, W.. .Little Fern Hill, Gobowen, Oswestry

(Broughton, P. . . .Tunetall Hall, Market Drayton

Brown, Henry, . .Preston, Wellington

Brown, John. . .Weston, Baschurch

Brown, Richard. ..Ruyton Eleven Towns
Browne, Samuel. . .Brocton Hall, Sliiliial

Buchanan, Phillips. .. .Hales Hall, Market Drayton

Bulkelcy, Major. . .Oak Cottage, Whitchurch

lUiUock, James. . .Hoo Hall Farm, Wellingtou

Diml, Henry..".The Laurels, Shrewsbury

I'lUiil, Thomas A.. . .Burcot, Welliugton

Cur, Henry. . .Larden Grange, Wenlock
C.u Lwright, T...,The Buildings Farm, West Felton

Chiy, Charles. . .Whitchurch

Clay, Edward . . . EUesmere

Coclis, John. . .Dinchope, Wistanstou

fi'^lley, Benjamin. . .Osbaslon, High Ercall

( '•inke, Colling. . .Brcadcnheath, Whitchurch

( '""ke, Lewis Henry ... EUesmere

( "iiper, Thomas, jun Wrockvvardine, Wellington

I 'iilic, Edmund. . .Shan bury, Shrewsbury

fCorbet, 11. It Adderley Hall, Market Drayton

Corbett, Henry. . .HIgford, Shilnal

Corbett, Thomas. . .Shrewsbury

Corden, Arthur H.... Church Aston, Newport
Cordon, John. . .Great Chatwell, Newport
Cottle, Gooi-ge. . .AVest Felton, Shrewsbury

fCottun, Hon, R. W. S.. .liourlton Park, Shrewsbury

Coulson, E. Foster. . .Bellaport, Market Drayton

Crane, Edward, . .Shrawardine, Slirewsbuiy

Crane, John. . . Bcnthall, Shrewsliury

Oiane, Joseph. . .Bicton, Shrewsbury

Cureton, George . . . lieam House, Shrewsbury

fDain, B. J. ...Park View, Whitchurch

-|-Darby, Alfred. ..Little Ness, Shrewsbury

Davies, Arthur F liagley, EUesmere

Davies, James. , .Felton Butler, Shrewsbury
Davies, James. . Plasnewydd, Llanrhaiadr, Oswestry

Davies, Thomas W....Sugdon, Wellington

Davis, Evan 11 I'atti.n, Much Wenlock
Davis, G. 1) Ightfield Heath Farm, Wldtchurch

tDe -Wend, W. Fenton. . .Oldbury, liridguurth

Dickin, E. T.. . . Yoeklngs Gate, Whitchurch
Dickin, Samuel. .. Little Ne.ss, Biischurch

Dickin, Thomas. . .EUerdine, Wellington

tDickin, Thomas. .. Loppington, Worn
Dickin, William. . . The Lloyd, Market Drayton

Dodgson, W. L.. . .The Moor, Ludlow

Downes, W. E. ...Cireat WoUastou, Shrewsbury

Downing, J. M....Dowles (Bewdley)

Downward, John. . .Tilstock, Whitchurch

punn, John...Fernlnll Villa, Market Drayton

Eardley, Daniel...The Brand Farm, Market Drayton

Eardley, John. . .Norton Farm, Market Drayton

fEddowes, Thomas Henry.. .Pontesbury

Edwards, Edwin. . .Brocton Grange, Shifual

Edwards, G. Withers, jun Mardee Llandrinio,
Oswestry

Edwards, John. . .Pentre David, Oswc:>try

fEilwards, John W AVolston, Oswestry

Edwards, Kichard. . . Adliugton, Shrewsbury

fliUvell, Charles. . .Evelith Manor, Shifual

Emberton, Charles. . .Forney Hough, EUesmere

lOmery, Richard A.. . .T^ostford, Market Drayton

Evans, Edward. . .Newhouse Henlle, Whittington,
Oswestry

Evans, John. . . AUbrighton Farm, Shrewsbury

Evans, John. . .Ufflngton, Shrewsbury

Evans, W., jun Hampton House, KUesmere

f lOveral'l, Peter. . .Uckiiigton, Sincwsbury

fEyton, Tlionias C. . .Vineyard, Wellingtou

Farmer, John E.... Felton, Ludlow

Forester, G. T Ercall Magna, ^VeUington

fFoster, W. 0 Apley Park, Bridgnorth

Foulkes, J. Grifliths. . .Llwynymain, Oswestry

Fowler, William. . .Acton Reynold, Shrewsbuiy

Ko.-j, John. . .Coalbrookdale, Wellington

-[France, James.. .Grinshill, Shrewsbury

Frank, John Chailes. . .Rhydaiiy, Oswestiy

Furber, George. . .Newport

Furnival, Stephen. . .Napley Farm, Norton-in-Hales

Furuival. William ... Bellaport HaU Farm, Market
Drayton

Oartsidc, Win Smethcott, Wroxeter, Slivewsbury

fGatacre, E. Lloyd. . .Gatacre Hall, Briilgnorth
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•HJodsall, Philip W.. . .licoyd Pirk, Wliitchurch

Goodall, BritUin..Helshaw Grange, Market Drayton

Goudall, W. H SuUon, Market Drayton

+Gotildboum, J.. . Wilksley, Burleydam, AVhitcharch

Gonldbaum, Joseph, jun. . . .Wilksley, Burleydam,
Whitchurch

Gower, Andrew. . .Market Drayton

Grant, Owen E. . . . Shavington, Market Drayton

fGranville, Earl, K.G Aldenhani, Bridgnorth

-(Greeu, George H. . . . Marlow, Leintwardine

+Green, John. . .WUcott Manor, Shrewsbmy

JGreen, Joseph B. . . . Marlow, Leintwardine

GrifBt'hs, John. . .Honlsion, Middle

tGroom, James. . .Arlston House, Wellington

Han, Henry. . .Marchamley Wood, Hawkstone

Hampton, G High Ercall Mill

Harding, Benjamin. . .CWelmist Manor, Market
Drayton

Harding, E. W., . .Old Springs, Market Drayton

Harding, John. . .Alveley. Bridgnorth

Harris, Henry. . .Long Parish House, Whitchurch

Harris, John J... .Stretton Koad, Much Wenlock

Harris, Thomas. . Moston, Stanton

Hassall, William. . . Bubne.v, Whitchorch

Haste, Edwin. . .Weston, Shrewsbury

tHawkins, Edmund. . .DinthiU, Shrewsbury

Haynes, Jesse. , .Upton Magna, Shrewsbury

Heath, Thomas. . .Peakwood, Market Drayton

Headey, John . . Bron^ton, Harmer HUl, Shrewsbmy

Heatley, John. . .Eaton, Market Drayton

Heatley, John. . .Tne Dayboose, Newport

Heatley, Thomas. . .High Haiton, Shawbury

fHeaUey, K. T Eaton Grange, Market Drayton

fHickman, TlK>mas. . .Leaion Lodge, Shrewsbury

Hiles, John B Wackley, Shrewsbury

Hill, Ber. John. . .Hawkstone, Shrewsbury

Hinckesman, C. H Charlcott, Bridgnorth

Holl, W. P.. . .Church Stoke

Hoole, Arthur. . .Hinnington Honse, Shifoal

Hopkins, G. 0.. . .Darlaston, Frees

fHornby, Eev. B Bayston Hill, Shrewsbury

Horum, George. . .Harley, Much Wenlock

fHorton, S. Lewis. . .Park House, Shifhal

Horton, Thomas. . .Hamage Grange, Shrewsbury

Hudson, C. U...Chcswardine, Market Tfrayton

Hudson, John. . .The Villa, Ford, Shrewsbury

fHndsoD, Samuel. . .Wythefbrd HJl, Shawbury

fHudion, Thomas. . .LongJow, Market Drayu>n

Hudson, Thomas... Shoot Hili Farm, Ford, Shrews-

bury

Hughes, Thomas. . .Maesbury House, Oswestry

Humphreys, Edward. . .Walcot, Chirbury

Hunt, Bowland. . .Boreatton Park, Shrewsbury

Huxley, Clement. . .Espley, Market Drayton

Hrslop, William. . .Private Asylum, Church Stretton

fIngram, George. . .Cbetwyiid Park, Newport

Jenkin, H. B Cotton Farm, Whitchurch

Jones, F.. . .l"be Old Hall, Hanmer, \\"bjtchurch

fjonee, J. Bowa). . .Ensdon House. Montford Bridge

Jones, James. . .Sorrille, Bridgnorth

Jones, John. . .Hall-on-the-Forest, Beltws, Clun

Jones. John. . .Cplon Magna, Shrewsbury

Jbaes, Thuoae. . .Coleman Hou^ EUcsmere

i Jones, Thomas P,. . .Northwood House, Ellesmere

Jones, Eev. William. . . Baschurch, Shrewsbury

I

Jones, William . . . Pikesend, EUesmere

rJones, William. . .Harrington, 9iiAial

Juckes, George. . .Beslow Hall, Wroxeter

tJnckes, R. F....Cotwall, Wellington

Juckes, Thomas. . .Tern, Wellington

Keary, H. W Aldenham, Bridgnorth

KelsaU, Thomas. . . Bettiafield Hall, Whitchurch

I
Kemp, Joseph H. . . . Longford Farm, Market Drayton

fKenyon, Hon. E...Macefeu, Whitchurch

tEnight, A. J. R. Bonghton. . .Downton Castle
Ludlow

I

Kynaston, Rev. W. C. E Hardwick, EUeaneie
! I^acon, William H.. . .Oswestry

j

Langford, William. . .Cherbury Hall

I Large, Robert. . •Henbams, West Felton

j

Lawrence, J. W Bridgwater Arms Hotel, EUcs-
mere

Lea, James. . .Dodeoote Grange, Market Drayt<Hi

I-ee, Henry. . .Ensdon, Shrewsbury

I

Lee, J.H....Eedbrook. Whitchurch

j

Lee, Thomas S. . . . BriiKton House, Stii&ial

I
Leeke, PaJph L. . . . Longford Hall, Newport

j

fLeighton, Stanley. ..Sweeny Hall, Oswestry

Laster, Thomas. . .OllertoD, Market Drayton

Lester, William. . .Walforil, Baschurch

Lewis, George. . .Mickley Farm, Prees

Lewis, WUliam. . .Shrewsbury

Lightfoot, F. L.. . .Market Drayton

Litt, ^Mlliam E Cross Hill, Shrewsbtny

(•Lloyd, Arthur P Shawbury. Shrewsbury
' Lloyd, G. Butler. . . Pretton Montford, Shrewsbury

; fLloyd, Richard T.. . . A,-ton Hall. Oswestry

fLuvuridge, Samuel. . .Cosford Farm, Shiroal

Lowe, Isaac. . .Dotmingtun, New|«rt
+Lowndes, W. L«. . .Lioley Hall. Broseley

Maddocks, Samuel.. .Hadle.v, Wliitchurch

Mainwaring, R. K. ... The Hills, Market Drayton

fMainwaring, Salusbnry K....Oieley, Shrewsbury

Mansell, Andrew. . .Little Ness, Baschtirch

fMans-ll, Th«nas. . .Hanington Hall, Shifnal

fMansell, Thomas J. . . . Uudmaston Hall, Bridgnortb

Meire, T. L.. . .Eyton-on-Sevem, Shrewsbury

Mtrlliugs John. . .The Lodge Farm, Bishop's Castle

Meredith, Richard. . .Rednal, Shrewsbury

Minor, John . . .The Grove, Kingsland, Shrewsbury

tMinion, John . . . Forton, Shrewsbury

fMiuton, T. S Monlford, Shrewsbury

Moody, General. . .Caynham House, Ludlow
fMore, R. Jasper. . .Linley UalL Bishop's Castle

Morris, E. H West Farm, Chirbury

Morris, John. . .Llwynrhedeth, Chirbuiy

Morris, Riilip H MTiitchurch

Mort, Charles. . .Burlton, Shrewsbtny

Nevett, William. . . Yorton, Harmer Hill, Shrewtbury

NtwiU, Jorfpb. . .LyJbary Nurih

fNewport, Vlscotmt, M.P Weston, Siifnal

Nickolls, James. . .Tuck Hill, Bridgnorth

TNIghtingale,Taugbau E....Burway, Ludlow
Nock, Charles. . .Norton, Shifnal

Nock, Thomas. . .Sutton Maddvck, Shifnal

fflorris, W. G . . . Cualbruokdale, WclVugtou
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Noith, G. F.. ..Cheswanfine. Mnkct DnTtco
Knniialey, J. A Wrmlnall, PalTertaicb'

Huiiuulcj, Joseph . . .Hmiim, WlntckmiA
JSiMBoeriej, Bidiard. . .Wans Xarthaoad, Wem
Kanoerler, Tbooiai.. .Bndeiey Gncn, WUtctnTdi
QsweO. B. B.. . .Sbdrock. 607100 Eleven Towns
fOewell. W. a. . .EiiiBMon Howe. West Fdtoa
Ovm, D. H.. . .Great Has
iOmtn, r.B... .Deefidd. EDeanete
fOirai, John. . .Khiian, BiBihun.h

-fOwen, J. D....DeefieId.Bksmere

FUmer, Bobert. . .St^ngua, Market Dnvtoa
fPmj. duries. . .Hoq^itai, BSesmm
Pay. John. . .WateiEate Street, EUeanere

tf^r>e. William...WOkoct, Seaediff

i'Pecfc, Edmnnd. . . Plas-y-DifiDa^ Shrevsbmy
fPtTtj, Graddoo. . .ActoD PieDtt. Oondover

Penr. W. H.. . .STtcfa Hoose. ClaTertey, Bridgnaia

G. T BrocktoD Leasowes, Sewport
Filial, Winiam. . .Hnioa. Xewpon
Piatt. Jofan. . .Belle Voe^ Wan
Fkmden.W. F....FIo«dEn Hall, Lyxflnry Xortb

tFtaiie.a H....)farinT7 Hall, Whitdinnrfa

PdoIb. Jeffiney. . .OsdUoa, Atrfaam, Sfarewsboiy

Pmtj, Hemy. . .BleaDere

Ftnrdl, T. P.. . .Manfaamle;-, Hawkstooe

Pnece^ W. G.. . .SbiwalMij
Price, Andrew...Ba^ey.EIksmse
-fPritchard, John. . .Stanmotc, Bridgnorth

Proctor, James. . . Ironbcidge

EliriM. . .Dk Beech, Nuia CaEtfe

Pagh Gesge. . .Wbeatfaill, WeUogloo
PBruai,aa.. The Woodhoase^ deobory Mortimer

Badrtig', Thomas. . .Oieewdl Gnos^ Sewport
Bafadbrth, Edward... Bitffaan Manor, BiidgDortti

fBa^h. B. W Hoamngton Granee, Xewport

Bandleiv Jofan .Old HeaA Farm, Shrewsbory

RandlfH, S. Jordan. . . YocUeton, Shiewgliiuj

Kavcndiaw, Heray. . .A5h Hall, WhUdmrch
Baremhanr. James. . .Moictin Hall, Market Diaytoo

BicfaardB. Edward...Maeaborjr, Oswesiry

BadiardE, Bidiaid . . .Glaaold. Uansain, (^estzy
Bider, William. . .Onrteingtnn. WdlinetoD
BMpp, John...BfaysnBnt, UanjwjiMxh
Boberta. J. H.... Feins Wood HoKe^ Wfaitdmrcfa

JbdbatB, T. Uoyd.. .OorfiOD Hall, Bnnfield

Bosen^ Thmas . . . Bncknell

ptuMB BoatfUoo, Sir CH., Bart....l'owiiton Hall,
ladlow

aieiBtoii, John Booiosoo. . .JUnmen
Sheraton, WaUam. . .Broom Hooa^ Elkmere
Shin^, J. H.. ..BSrch Hall, Qksaere
Shnker, Jofan. . .Kagfailey Hall, Chirfanry

bwa, TiuDiaa. . .Fern Hm, Market Draytoo

""["j Jofan. . .Winnington, Market Drayton

Stag, William. . .Sewtoo. Bridgnorth

Saden, F. St. Baite. . .Leightoo Hall, IronlKidee

Sbney, John. . .Pnrville Hoose, WdlingtoB
Stauih, E. Bremner. . .Oswestry

SDiitfa,Mis.H. .XewHaage^Su«onMadJock.Shi&ial
Smitb. Henry. . .Hamaer, ShicwtUiry
Smith, B. Thar^eM. . .Wbhcfaarch

Snyih,^ C. F.. Bitt.. . .Actoo BatBeTLairewEbuiy

fOmjflhlei^ Geoigu...Leuitflaidine, Sfarcw^Bhuiy

Science, Henry...Heafii Lodges Sfaibsdwij

i^peocer. Edwin. . .Aafabrd. Onhnd. Ladtov
Sprott, James. . .Cidkge Hm, Stoeaabmy
-fSianlcr, Francis. .. Peplow Han, Market Drajtoo

I

Stanley, Henry...Upton, Shi&al

Steedman, B. a.. .High Ercan Han. W«d]ii«tan

-fSteward, T. L.. . .Ondgingtoo, Wdlington
Saiaii>i'm, Thcmas, jnn....CuagniaT>!J, Shifiul

Taaner, Alfred Shrawardiik^ Sfarewsbory

Tqlor. Edward. . .Whitton, Leiutwaidlne
Taylor, Bichaid. . .Sidney House, WdliDgton

; Ti^lor, WilliamH....mghHattan,ShswbaTy
Tench, Jofan. . .Lodlow
Theobald. Horace ... AAlerley Lodge, Market

I

Drajion

j

Thomas. Edward...VktotiaFtuade^OBwatiT

f Thaaa^ Bidiard. . .The Baildlngs. BaaaJuuth

Thoaaas. Thomas. . .Trqtena^ Oawtstry

I

Tfc—gauB, T. Warren. .QaPMoatWm*. aiii,»8bmy
I ^lombnra, Bobert. . .Goodover Grove, Shrew^Miry

Thomny, Samod. . .Shooters HiU Hoose, Wem
i ThnnSeU, Thomas H.... Barrow, Broeeley

I
TIlEiey, Bobert... Bdlaport, Market Drayton

! Timmi3,B Dryton. Wroxeter

Tltterton. J. Ward. . .Shifiial

Topbam, Bobert...Elaon, Qlesmere
T<qiham, Thomas. . .The Twemlows. Whildiiuth
TjTwhitt. Sir H^ Bart....Stanley Han, BridgDonh

Cnderinll, W. Sl. . .Xewport

Yan^ian, £dward...AUciid Farm, Middle, Sbrews-
tary

Tan^ian, W.. . .Hie Lodge. Bayton Eleren Towns
> Venton, Benjamin.. .Ajdiley. Frees

;
Wwfe, Arthnr F. S.. . .Oaodo*er. Sfarewdmry

W^Oow, E. C....Arklecon, Bkidgnorth

Wain, George. .The Bowney Farm, Market Drayton

Waiuwiight, Bkhatd. . .Sweeny, OBweslry

! fWakeman, E. M....Cotton Hall, Brid^aionh
' fWakeman, 9r Offley, Bart. Borrington Lodge,

Cbirbnry

tWakemai>-Xewport, H. A Oxon HjB, Bridg-

Dorth

fWaUbrd, Jofan H. B.. . .Bnyton Eleren Towns
Walker, Wmiam. . .lillesfaan HiU Farm, Newport

: Ward, EdwardW Crickheath, Osw^ry
' Ward, Thomas A Blertca. Xewport

Ward. WnUam. .. Knockin Heath, West Fdtoo

Warter, H. de Grey. . .Longden Manor. Sbrewaboy
Wedgwood, A. E.. . .Breadenheath, EDeemere

Weston, Fbaip. . .Coalbrookdale, Wellingtaa

Wbeder, 6. W.. . .Poeen Hall, Brgeeley

Whitako; JanKS...Han9taD Hall, Wntfaen

Whitfield. Edward. . .Oewestry

Whitfield, Thomas. . .Asfafbrd Grang?, Frees

fWhitfieW, T. X Lostford, Market Drayton

fn'hiaDore, Bev. F. H. Woiiycfae. .Dodmasion Han

,

BridgDonh

WOfing. James. . .Walton, WdUngtcn
fWilkcs. Martin . . .CUverler, Bridgnorth

Winiam^ Hn^. . .Chesterton, Bridgnorth

Wtniamit MaSbew. . .l£» Hoose, The Moont
' WiUiamf, Thomas N....Fta>l Head. Wem
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Wilson, EcT. Hugh Owen. . .Church Stretton

Wilson, John. . . Aston Hall, ClaTerlcy, Bridgnonh
Wilson, J. S.. . .South Lodge, Norton, Shifhal

Wingfie'.d,C . .Onslow H&U, Shrewsbury

Wood, Kdward. . .Culmington JIanor, Bromfield

TW,.od, E. T. W... .Henlry Park, Ludlow
Wood, John. . .Ightfield HjJl, Whitchurch

fWoodbum, lljles. . .Kenwick, Shrewsbury

Woodcock, Samuel. . .Churlion House, Pnlverbatch

Woolrich, Joseph. . .Old ILuton, Oswestry

Wrighli Edmund. . .Halston, Oswestry

fWyer, EicharU H. . . .Wyke, Much Wenlock
Wyley, Henry James. . .Bridgnorth

fWyley, William. . .Rough too, Bridgnorth

fWyley, W. John. . . Admaston, WeUington
Yates, Frank G Ironbridge

Yates, William. . .Grindle House, Shi&al

SOMERSETSHTEi:.

Gojxmors.

Bridport, Gen. Viscount. . .Cricket St Thomas, Chard
Irickinson, Francis Henry. . King's Weston, Somer^Jn

tPopham, F. L.. .Hunstrete House, Chelwood, Bristol

Smyth, Sir J. H. Grerille, Bait....Ashton Court,
Bristol

Members.

Abraham, Thomas. , .Dnnster, Taunton
Allen, Major Ralph S., M.P Bathampton, Baih

fAplin, Henry. . .Coombe St. Xicholas, Chard

Ashford, E. C, M.D The Moorlands, Bath

Badcock, Henry Jefferies. . .Taunton

fBailey, James. . .Bomham, Bridgwater

fBarker, G. 1. Raymond. . .17, Royal Crescent, Bath
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Heatley, Thomas. . .Pattingham, Wolverhampton
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Williams, Walter. . .Sugnall Hall, Ecclfshall

Winterton, Thomas. . .Walton Warren, Burton-on-
Trent

fWolferstan, F. S. P.. . .Statford Hall, Tamworth

Wolseley, Sir C. M,, Bart.. . .Wolseley, Stafford

Wood, John. . .High Street Honse, Uttoseter

Woodcock, Eichard..Darlington St.,Wolverhampton

Woodroffe, David. . .Chase View, Eugeley

(WooUey, Thomas . . . Newton Eegis, Tamworth
fWrottesley, Lord. . .Wrcttesley, Wolverhampton

f-Wyatt, Eobert. . .Acton Hill, Stafford

Wyley, James. . .High Onn, Stafford

Wynne, Thomas. . .Manor House, Giiosall

Zouche, Lord. . .Eavenhill, Eugeley
*

SUFFOLK.

Gocernors.

f-Duleep Singh, His Highness the Maharajah . . Elveden
Hall tThetfurd)

Grafton, Duke of. . .Euston (Thetford)

Kerrison, Sir E. C, Bart. . .Brome Hall (Scole)

fStradbroke, Earl of. . . .Henham Park, Wangford

ifanbers.

fAllix, W. T.. . .Campsea Ash, Wickbam Market

+Anstruther, J. H. L Hintlesham Hall, Ipswich

Barber, J. Lee. . .Flixton, Lowestoft

Barlow, Colonel F Haskeion, Woodbridge

Baskett, Nathaniel. . . Wetberingsett, Stouham

-f-Bates, George W.. .Northgate St., Bury St. Edmund's

Bedingfield, Lieut. James, E.N'....BeUingBeld, Eye

fBence, '^.iptam. . .Kentwell Hall, Long Melford

Bence, Hi'nry A Thorington Hall, Saxmundbam
Benyon, Ecv. E. E Cnlfonl. Bury St. Edmnnd's

fBcmers, John. . .Holbrook, Ipswich

Bevan, Bcckford.. .Bury St. Edmund's

fBidden, Herman. ..Playford, Ii>swi;h

fBiddell, Manfred. . .Playford, Ipswich

fBiddell, William... Lavenham Hall, Sudbury

fBoby, Eobert. . . Bury St. Edmund's

Boldero, J.ihn. . . Ealtlesden, Woolpit

Branwhite, F Chapel House, Long Melford

Bristol, Marquis of. . .Ickworth, Bury St. Erlmund's

+BromI<?y, Joseph E Playford Mount, Woodbridge

Brooke, H Wetberingsett, Stonham

Brooke, John W Slbton Park, Yoxford

fBunbury, Sir C, Bart.. . .Great Barton Hall, Buiy
St. Edmund's

fBurrcIl, E WcstUy Hall, Bury St. Edmund's

I Bnrroughes, Eev. T.. ..Gazeley (Newmarket)
' Byford, William . . .The Court, Glemsford

tCartwright, B. Norton. . .Flixton, Bungay
CatchjHJle, Nathaniel. . .Bramford, Ipswich

Chapman, William. . .Crescent Eoad, Ipswich

fClayton, E. E.. .Guildhall Street, Bury St. Edmund *

Cobbold, John ChevaUier, M.P Ipswich

Cocksedge, James S Stowmarket

Cooke, Eobert C Livermere, Bury St. Edmnnd's

Cooper, J. E Barton, Bary St. Edmund's

Corrance, F. S. . . . Broadwater, Framlingham

Cracknel!, A The Grove, Thornham, Eye
Crisp, Arthur W Orford, Wickham Market

j-t)e Grey, Hon. and Ecv. F. . Copdook Kectory, Ipsnicb

Delf, S. Newton . . . Longwood House, Bungay
Dunning, Eev. W. B Mickfield Eectory, Stonham

fEasterson, Thomas. . . Deerbolts Hall, Stonham

fEverett, W. S.. . .Carlton ColvUle, Lowestoft

Everette, F. H Eegent House, Aldborough

fFison, Albert J. . . . Bamingham Hall, Ixworth

fFowler, Eobert C Gunton HaU, Lowestoft

French, Eichard Day . . .St. John's, Bungay

-(Frost, Charles. . .^^'herstead, Ipswich

i Gardiner, S.. . .\\Tieatacre All Saints, Beccles

Garrard, Frank E. . . . The Hall, Framlingham

Garrard, Eobert. . Brundish Grove, Wickham Market

Garrett, Frank. . . Aldringham Hotise, S.'ucmundbam

-fGarrett, Eichard. . .Carleton Hall, SaxmundUam
Gilstrap, Wra.. .Fomham Park, Bury St. Edmund's

Gooderham, George. ..Monewden, Wickbam Market

Gnene, EdWard, M.P... .Nether HaU, Bury SU Ed-
mund's

Grimwade, Edward. . .Ipswich

Grout, John. . .Woodbridge

fGurdon, William. . .Brantham (Manningtree)

fGurteen, Daniel. . .Haverhill

Guy, George F.. . .Angel Hill, Bury St Edmund's

fHamilton, Duke of. ..Easton Park, Wickham
Market

Harvey, William. . .Timworth, Bury St.Edmund'a

Harwood, Thomas, . .Belstead Hall, Ipswich

fHawkins, Thomas. . .Bentley Hall, Ipswich

Hayward, Frederick. . .Needham Market

Head, John. . .Ipswich

fHempson, John A.. . .Erwarton Hall, Ipswich

Henniker, Lord. . Thornham HiiU. Eye

tHodgson, E. G.. .CharsBeld Hall, Wickbam Market

Horton, Admiral ... Livermere, Bury St. Edmund's

fJacobson.C. C Whatfield, Ipswich

Jary, Eobert M.. . .Eosc Hill, WLxoc (Halstead)

Jefferies, John E Ipswich

Jex, Henry . . . Aldeby, Beccles

Jillings, John. . .Little Saxham, Bury St. Edmund's

fKcrrick, John. . .Geldeston Hall, Beccles

1 -j-Kersey, William. . .Mason's Bridge, Baydon, H»d-
leigli

King, Walter John. .. Ipswich

King, W. N Barton, Bury St. Edmnnd's

Le Butt, Josiah . . . Bury St. E<Jmund's

Lofft, K. E Troston Hall, Bury St. Ivlmand's

;
-f-Lugar, Henry. . .Ingham. Bury St. I>imun<rs

I

Lungley, Brooke M Peyton, Hall, Boxford

I fMumford, Maurice. . .Creeting, Stowmarket
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NIckorson, George. . .BarninghatD, Bury St. Ed-
muiul's

Oakcs, Hervey A.. . .Stowniarket

fOgilvie, Alexander. . .Leiston, Saxmmidbam
Oldrin, John . . .Ruslimero, Waugford

fPackard, Edward. . . Ipswich

fPackard, E., jun.. . .Bramford, Ipswich

Paine, George J....Risby, Bury St. I'xiniund's

Parker. Lt.-Col. Windsor, M.P Clopton Hall,
Woolplt

Payne, George E BadwcII Ash. Ixworth

Pelo, Lawrence J.. . . 17, Esplanade, Lowestoft

flVttiward, R. J.. . .Finlioroiigh Hall, Stowmarkct

fPhilllps, \V. P. T.. . .The Grange, Woodbridgc

•(•Powell, T. Harcourt. . . Prinkstone Park, Woolpit

Prentice, Kustace C. . . . \VooJfield, Stourmarket

fPretyman, Arthur. . .Haugliley Park, Stowniarket

Ransome, J. E Bolton Hill, Ipswich

Ransome, Robert C. . .Ipswich

Read, Henry. . , London Road, Bcccles

fRendlesliam, Lord. . .Rendlesham Hall, Woodbridgc

fRoberts, Oscar W. . . . Debenhara

Rod well, B. B. H. . Ampton Hall, Bury St. Edmund's
Rope, Arthur M....Lower Abbey, Catham, Sax-
raundham

fSexton, G. Mumford. . .'WTierstead Hall, Ipswich

Sliaw, Rev. Morton. . .Rougbam, Bury St. Edmund's

Smith, Alfred J.. . .Rendlesham, Woodbridge

Smith, David...Parham High House, Wickham
Market

Smith, John F....Glemsford, Sudbury

South, John. . .Alton Hall, Stutton, Ipswich

(•Steward, A. A Rise Hall, Akenham, Ipswich

Sturgeon, Joseph. . .Norton Hall, Woolpit

fTalbot, H. . .StinningBeld Hall, Bury St. Edmund's

Tevcrson, Henry. . .Barnardistou Hall, Haverhill

Tbornhill, T., M.P. . . . Packengham Lodge, Bury St.

Edmunds
Tinning, John. . .Cbillesford, Wickliam Market

Tinning, William. . .Blue Gates, Ipswich

Toller, James. . .Blaxhall, Wickham Market

Toller, William. . .Gedgrave, Wickham Market

Turner, Edward R. T Ipswich

Turner, Frederick. . .Ipswich

fTurner, George. . .Biirrihara (Thetford)

Turner, J. H.... Little Horrlnger Hall, Bury St.

Edmund's

Wallace, Sir R.,Bart, M.P.. . .Sudbourne Hail, Wick-
ham Market

Ward, David. . .Melford, Sudbury

Warner, Edward. . .Stowmarket

Webb, Lancaster. . .Combs Tannery, Stowmarket

Wellingham, J Gedgrave, Wickham Market

Wells, Henry. . .Occold, Eye
AVliite, Rev. J Chevington, Bury St. Edmund's

tWhiting, T. C Barsbara House, Beccles

Whitmore, William. ..Wickham Market

Wigston, Richard Horsecroft, Bury St. Edmund's

tWilson, H. Maitland....Stowlangtoft, Bury St.

Edmund's

Wilson, William. . .Baylham Hall, Ipswich

Wolton, H.. . . Newbourn Hall, Woodbrid^'o

tWolton, S Butley Abbey, Wickham Market

Woods, E. Freeman. . .Stowmarket •

fWoods, James. . .Stowmarket

Woodward, Robert. . . Wctheringsctt, Stonham
Wright, Herbert. . .Ipswich

Younginan, Philip. . .Walsham-lc-Willows, Ixworth

SURREY.

Governors.

fFuller, Francis. . .12, Montague Villas, Richmond
Lovelace, Earl of. .East Horsley Towers,Woking Stat.

Memhers.

fAmos, C. E..5, Cedars Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.
fArnot, James. . . Woodcote, Carshalton

fBeaumoiit, J. A Park House, Wimbledon
Bennett, Rev. H. Leigh. . .Thorpe, Egham
fBest, J. V...32, Guildford Rd., South Lambeth, S.E.

Bigg, T Leicester House, Great Dover Street, S.E.

fBirch, George Francis. . .Clare Park, Farnhara

fBlow, W. W....Rydens Road, Walton-on-Thames
Bosanquet, S. Courtbope . . . Tanhurst, Dorking

Botly, William. . .Salisbury House, Upper Norwood
fBreach, J. G Upper Richmond Road, Putney
Briginshaw, William. . .Bagsbot Park

Browse, Henry, sen The Grange, Red Hill

fBurniston, Richard ... The Burkeys, Farnham
Bunyard, Harry 64, Tooley Street, S.E.

f Bushby, H. J Henleaze, Kingston Hill

Campion, Frederick. . .Frenches, Red Hill

fCardwell, E. H.. . .Hill Side, West Horsley

Cattley, William .. .Nortlibrook, Godalming
Chadwick, E., C.B.. . .Park Cottage, East Sheen

Clowes, George. . .Oakhill, Surbiton

Clutton, Henry. . .Hartswood, Reigate

•(Coles, Alfred... Clifton Lodge, Clapham Park

fColman, Jeremiah. . .Carshalton Park

Colson, Henry A Effingham Hill Lodge, Dorkuig

CrU5smaker, Lannoy. . .Westwood, Guildford

•(•Crumpage, T. . . . Whitecross Street, Borough, S.E.

Currey, Charles Herbert. . . Weybridge Heath
1 )evas, Thomas . . . Mount Ararat, Wimbledon
fDowse, W. T....9, St. Thomas Street, London

Bridge, S.E.

Drewit, Thomas . . . Piccard's Farm, Guildford

fDrewitt, William. . .Lea Farm, Bramley, Guildford

Evershed, Henry... 261, Kennington Park Road,
S.E.

fFaviell, W. F.. . .Down Place, Guildford

tField, .Tohn L The Poplars, Addlestone, AVey-
bridge Station

tForster, Samuel . . . Southend, Sydenham
Fuller, Robert Willes. . .Croydon

Gadesden, Augustus W Ewell Castle

Giles, F. Thresher. . Miirsh House, Bentley, Farnhtira

Goodson, William. . .Hill Farm, Mitcham

fGossett, Major Arthur. . .West Park, iMortlake

fGower, Granville W. G. L Titsey I'ark, Godstono

fGrissell, Thomas. . .Norbury Park, Dorking

Hales, Edward. . .Tlie Waldrons, Croydon

Hall, Charles. . .Brickwood Villa, Croydon
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Hall, T. Fanner. . .Efflngbam, Leatherhead

Harbord, Collet. . .Cranleigb, Guildford

Healey, E. C. .Wyphurbt, Guildford

Heath, Admiral Sir Leopold George, K.C.B. . , . Austie
(irange, Holmnood

Hepburn, Thomas. . .Clapham Common

fHicks, Thomas. . .Holmewood, Streatham Hill

fHipwell, G. M Elmore Lodge, Sutton

fHodgson, J. Stewart. . .Denbigh, Haslemere

Hope, T. Radford. . .Mead Vale, Red Hill

fHughes, Frederick. . .Wallfield, Keigate

fHulse, Charles. . .Stoke Park, Guildford

Hunter, Lt.-Col. . . Farquhar Road, Upper Xorwood
Hussey, Charles. . .10, High Street, Croydon

Isham, A. C. . . . Cawood House, Reigate

fKesterton, Thomas.. .Sutton

King, Frederick... Holly Lodge, St. John's Hill,

Wandsworth
King, Hon..r. P Locke. . .Woburn Park. Chertsey

-f-Knight, John H.. . .Weyboume House, Farnham

fLambert. Henry T.. . .Sandhills, Bletchingley

fLangton, George. . .2, Northflcld Villas.Wandsworth

f-Langton, John. . .Wandsworth
Lascelles. F. H. . . May field, Rawledge, Farnham
Lees, John . . . Reigate

fLefi-oy, C. J. Maxwell. . .Crondall, Farnham
Linley, William. . .Ham Common
Lloyd, Alfred H Harewood, Bletchingley, Red

Hill

Low, S. P.. . .Round Hill, Sydenham
McCuUock, David. . .Galton Park, Reigate

McNiven, Rev. C. M Perrysfield, Godstone

Madders, G.. . .Grosvenor Terrace, Richmond

Marsdall, Major-General. . .Broadwater, Godalming

fMartin, E. Waterer. . .Nonsuch Park Farm, Ewell

fMaster, C. Hopkins. . . Barrow Green House, Godstone

Masterman, T. W 4, Spencer Hill, Wimbledon

fMichell, E. W., jun.. Halken, Queen's Rd., Richmond

Moir, J. Gordon. . .Manor House, CoUey, Reigate

-f-Monis, Norman. . .Ford, Lingfield

f-Murray , A. . . 16, Spencer Terrace, Clapham Junction

Musgrave, Rev. Vernon ... Hascombe, Godalming

Newton, John. . . Manor Road, Bermondsey, S.E.

Northey, E. K. . . . Epsom

Overton, John, jun.. . .Sutton Lodge, Sutton

fPaine. Mrs Farnham

fPaine, W. Dunkley . . .Cocksbutl Hill, Reigate

Penuiogton, Frederick, M.P Broome Hall, Dorking

Pigot, Arthur. . . West Hall, Byfleet

Pigot, Sir R., Bart. . .West Hall, Byfleet, Weybridgc

Pinckard, G. H.. . .Coombe Court, Godalming

Pochin, H. D.. . .Barn Elms, Barnes

Prout, John. . .4, Victoria Road, Clapham Common
Puckle, T. B.. . . Woodcote Grove. Carshalton

j-Ramsden, J. C Busbridge Hall, God.ilming

Ranford, Charles, New Weston St., Bermondsey, S.E.

Rastrick, George. . .Woking Lodge, ^Voking Station

flligg, H. A Wykcham Lodge, Waltou-on-

Thames
fRoberts, C. Gay. . .CoUards, Haslemere

Robinson, George. .. Percy Lodge, Walton-on-
Thamcs

fRoss. Owen C. D.. ..Little Bookham, Leatherhead

tRowcliffc, E. Lee...Crftnleigh, Guildford

Sadler, Thomas. . .Chiddingfold

Sawyer, Henry G.. . . Richmond Park
^Scott, William C. . .Thorpe, Chertsey

fShaw, John . . . Beddington Lodge. Croydon
Simpson, George. . .Wray Park, Reigate

Stacey, Harry. . .Mersiham, Red Hill

Steele, Lee, M.P Jayes Park, Dorking

fStevens, Alfred Henry . . . Farnham
Still, Henry. . .Chelsham, Croydon

fStilwell, J. J. R Killingburst, Haslemere
Sutherland, C. Leslie. . .Coombe, Croydon

tTaber, John. . .Heme Hill

fThurlow, T. Lyon. . .Baynard Park, Guildford

fTrottcr, William ... Sydeuhurst, Chiddingfold,
Godalming

fTrotter, William .. .Horton Manor, Epsom
Walker, Marmaduke. . . Addington Lodge, Croydon-

Ware, James T Tilford House, Farnham
Waterer, Anthony. . .Knapp Hill, Woking
tWatney, John ... Distillery House, Wandsworth
fWatney, Norman. . .Queenswood, Beddington, Croy-
don

Wettou, Henry. . .Chertsey

fWhite, A . Holt. . .St. Mary's Grove, Richmond

fWigan, Frederick.. 15, Southwark Street, S.E.

fWigsell, Captain . . . Sanderstead Court, Croydon

Wise, Henry. . .Feltons, Brickham, Reigate

WooUoton, Charles. . .Elstree, Nutfield

AVoolnougb, Charles. . .Ceres Iron Works, Kingston-
on-'l'hames

Woolnongh, William. . . Ktngston-on-Thames

SUSSEX.

Uovemors.

Allison. Arthur. . .Tilgate Forest Lodge, Crawley

Chlchesti r. Earl of. . .Stanojore Park, Lewes
Curteis, Major Edward Barrett. . .Lccsam House, Rye
tFreeland, H. AY.. . .Chichester

fLeconfuld, Lord. . .Petworth House
Montefiore, Joseph Meyer. . .Worth Park, Crawley

fRichniond and Gordon, Duke of, K.G.. . .Goodwood
Chichester

fShadwell, Lucas... Fairlight, Hastings

Xembert.

fAgate, Alfred. . .Broomhall Farm, Horsham

f Aldridge, Col. J St. Leonard's Forest, Horsham
Baldwin, W. T.. . 46, Warrior Square, St. Leonards

Bannister, Thomas. . .Limehurst, Hayward's Heath
Bannister, William. . .West Dean, Lewes
Barchard, F.. . .Ilorsted Place, UckHeld

Baring, John. . .Oakwood, Cliichester

Bennett, Sir J...The Banks. Mountfield, Hurst Green
Blackburiie, J. T Bysshc Court, East Grinstead

Bleiicowe, John George. . .Binenam, I^wes

Braby, James. . .Maylmnks, Rudgwick, Horsham
Brook, A. Sawyer... Bexhill, Hastings

fBrown, Thomas. . .Ashdown Forest, UikliclJ

fBrydone, H. Gray. . .Petworih
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CafBn, P.-tM-..,Haielwick, Crawl-

y

tOarew-<Jibaon.U. C. . SanUgate Lodge, ralboroogh

Case, Thomas H Streat Place, Haratpierpoint

Castle, A.. . .Tbe Oats, Burgess Hill

fCavendish, Lt.-CoL \V. H. F.. West Stoke. Ckicht8t«r

Cbasemore, Frederick. . .Park House, Battle

CheesBjaii, F. W Morley, Xorthiam (Hawkliurst)

tOlay, J. S.. .Ford Manor, Lingfield, East Grin:.tcad

tCooper, tharlea B West Worthing Baths

fCoppard, T Lan- hurst Indge, Hur.'tpierpolBt

Coarthorpe, G. C Whiligh, Hurst Green

Currie, EdiBUDd... West Barton House, PetwartU

fDeunett, Mullens. . . Lo-lsworth, Pelworth

tDickens, Charles Scrace. . .Coolharst, Horsham

••Dickinson, William.. .Bridge Castle

Dodd, Henry. . .The Hall, Rotherfield

fDrewitt, Charles J. . . . Drayton, Chichester

fDrewitt, G. orge. . .Oiring, Chichester

fDrewitt, John. . .Xorth Stoke, Arundel

fDrewitt, /okn,JUB Patching, Arundel

fDrewitt, R. Dawtrey. . .Peppering, Arnndnl

Dudney, Thomas. . .Hat gleton, Sborctura

Duke, George E.. . .Colworth, Chlche.-ter

Duke, Lewis W Blakehurs', Arut.del

fEgmont, Eirl of. . .Cowdray Park, Midhur^

EUis, Charles. . .Pre-.ton House. Beddingham, Lewes

fEUman, R. H Berwick Rectory, Lewes

Elwes, H. T.. . . West Hoalhley, Vji^t Grinstead

Emery, R. Coleman. . .Huroton Place, Storrington

Fitzhugh, Rev. William. . .Street, Lewes

tl>ate.<, Richard... 7, Sassex Place, Horsham
Gee, Thomas. . .Dewhurst Lodge, Wadhurst

Glhhons, Sills C Great Walstead, Llndfield

Gilbey, Walter ... Ad'rlaide Mansions, BrightoB

fOorringp, Hugh. . .Sonlhwick, Shorefcam

fGrantham, George. . .Barcombe Place, Lefres

fGray, Frederick. . .Pippiiiford Park, Uckfield

-f-Gunter, Richard ... Pcarceland-^, West Hoathley

Hale, Bernard. . .Holly Hill, Hartfield

Hallett, Major F. F.. . .The Manor House, Brighton

Hampton G.. . .North End, Washington, Pulborough

Harcourt, Colon* 1 F. V Buxted Park, tjckfield

Hart, Henry P.. . .Beddinghani, Lewes

fHawkshaw, Sir J.ihn. . . Hollycombe (Liphook)

Heasman, Alfred . . . Calceto, Aruiidil

Hersee, Miss. , . Westgate, Chichester

fHill, Lord Arthur. . .Wakehnrst, HaywanTs Heath

fHubbard, W. Egerton. . .St. LtxjnardB, Horshara

•^Htmie, C. Trevor. . .The Rectory, St. Leonards

Hampkrey, Henry. . . Ashisgton, Hurstpierpoint

Hussey, Edward . . . Scotney Ca£tle, Lamberhnrst

+Hussey, R. H. . . . 29, Brunswick Terrace, Brighton

fTenner, George. . .Parsonage House, Cdimore, Rye
fKennedy, William... 89, Marine Parade, Brighton

Kent, John. . .Whyke, Chichester

Knight, Samuel J.. . .Greenfields, Horley, Ctawley

Lambe, Robert... B^t Blatchington, Seaford

Lamming, W. D. . . .Binderton, Chichester

Law ley, Hon. and Eev. Stephen. . .Lawns Fam.,
Ba/narda, Horsham

fLucas, Herbert T Wamham Court, Horsham
fLuttman-Jobmon, J Sacbel Conrt, Billingshnrbl

Vjon, William. , .Charlwood, Crawley

I

tMacnaghten, Elliott. . .Ovingdean, Brighton

f Madgwick, William. . . Alciston, Lewes
Mannington, C Morley Farm, Battle

Mannin<non, W Laught<in Place, Hurst Green

j

vMaaningtoii, W...The Abbey Farm, Robertsbridge

I
5 pin, Joseph. ..Woodlands, Battle

j

fMar^ary, Major. . .Chaithara Park, East Grinstead

I -f
Mitford. W. Townley . . . I'itihill, Petworth

Napper, John. . .Ifold. Hor.-hara

Xlcholls, Rev. H., M.A.. .Hawkhorst Lodge, Bil-
liogsharst

tXotti'lge. J/Dsias. . .Iden Rectory, Rye
Oosiler, Jonah. . . Alfold, Horshara

Papplllon, Thomas. . .Crowhurst Park, Battle

Parle t, W. J.. . .West Dean Farm, Ci ichreter

Peachey, William ... Ebemoe, Petworth

fPiper, Edward. . .Northlam Pl.'ice, Noi ihiam

tPipon, Captain. . .Dcerswood, Crawley

tPrait, M.-yor. . .Somers, Baiingshur,-*

j

Pronger, .Tames. . .Crawley

,
fRalkcs, G. W. . . Portslade Cnltige. Shorehara

j

Ratcliffe, E. . . .Standard Hill, Xiufield, Cittle

Rlgden, William. . . Ashcroft, Kingston Shoreliam

Rosseter, R. M M.inor Hou.~e, Iford, Lewes
Rowley, Hon. E. T.. . .Ruster N'unnery, Horsham
Sampson, Thomas. . .Moor Hall, Battle

fSaunders, W. Wilscn. . .Rayatead, Worthing
Shroeter, Charles W Tedfold, Billingshurst

fSlmes, N. P Stood Park, Horsham
Smith, George. ..Paddockhurst, Crawley

Smith, SLiriin S Colwood Park, Hayward's Heath

Speaker, Right Hon. The. . .Glyade, Lewes

Stanford, Alfred. . .Eaions, Aahurst, Steyaing

Stan.'brd, Edward. . . Ashnrst, Steyniag

^Stanford, William. . .Steyning

Stlckney, William. . .South Stoke, Arond. l

St. John, Ueut.-Colonel...Sllnfold, Horsham
Tallant, Francis. . .Eiseboame Priory, Midhurst
Tappon, George C. W.. . .Horley, Crawley

Taylor, William. . .Glynley, Weslham
Thotapson, T. C . . Ashdown Park, Eiist Grinstead

tTuUoch, Wm Slaugham Park, Crawley

fTurner, Frank. . .North Bersted, B^tgnor

Turner, J. Singer. . .Chyngton Farm, .''eaford

Underwood, Micbael-.Homshill, Rudgwick, Horsbam
\ fV^^ttfm, Robert. . .35, Steyne, Brighton

I Upton, Henry. . . Aldwlck, Bi.gnor

j

Verrall, John M.. . .Lower Stoneham, Lewes
Verrall, R. Relfe. . .Falmer, Lewes
Vickress, Edward. . .Newbridge Farm, Billingshurst

Vickress, T. A. . . . Hill, Slinfold, Horsliam

tWamer, Thomas. . .47, Susse.x Square, Brighton

tWarren, E. A Preston Place, Arundel

Waters, Benjamin. . .Motcombe, Eastbourne

Watson, Robert. . .Standard Hill, Ninfield, Battle

Wilde, S. C. . .Cheam House, Cheam
Willett, G. W 2, Royal Crescent, Brighton

fWisden, T. F.... Broadwater, Worthing

fWood, James. . .Ockley, Hurstpierpoint

Wiod, James. . .Palmers, Billingshurst

Wood, William . . . Ifield Court, Crawley

Woodbridge, George. . . LavanI, Chichester

WoolnoDgh, C. . . . Ashdown House, Forest Row
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WARWICKSHrRE.

Governors.

Hertford, Marquis of. . .Bagley Park, Alcester

Howe, Earl. . .Gopsall, Atherstone

fLeigh, L'ird . .Stnneleigh Abbey, Kenilworth

f iluntz, G. F. . . . Umberslade Park, Birmiogham

fWarwick, Earl of. . .Warwick Castle

Members.

Abell, Martin... Long Itcliington, Rugby
fA'lderley, Rt. Hon. C.B., M.P. .Hams HaU, Minworth
Addison, John. . .Hodnell, Southani, Rugby
Adkins, G. C. . . .The Lightwoods, Birmingham
Adkins, Henry... Tlie Firs, Edgbaston, Birmingham

fAUfrey,H.W.. .Hemingford Ho.,Stratfiird-ou-Avon

Arnold, Ralph. . .Shackcrstone, Atherstone

Ashby, Captain G. A Naseby Woolleys, Rugby
Ashwin, Manley C. . .Stratford on-Avon

Aston, F. G Sheldon, Birmingham
Avery, Samuel, jun....Copt Heath, Solihull, Bir-
mingham

tAvery, AV. H. . , . Widney Manor, Knowle
Bacon, Samuel. . .Ratcliffe Culey, Atherstone

Badger, Richard . . . Surrey House, Leamington
Baker, William . . . Moor Barns, A tuerstone

Barrs, Mrs OdstoneHall, Atherstone

fBassett, R. K WTiitley Abbey Farm, Coventry
Bennett, John Ewins. . .Tlieddingwortb, Rugby
Biggs, Ambrose. . Groveley, Birmingham
tBlyih, T. P.. . .The Fields, Southam, Rugby
B iddington, Thomas .. .Byfleld House, Bordesley
Green, Birmingham

Bolden, S. E Bilton Road, Rugby
Bomfurd, H. B Exhall Court, Ah ester

Bomford, H. J Dunntngton, Alcester

Boultbee, John . . . Westbrook House, Leamington
Bourne, William.. .Atherstone

fBricrley, John. . .Kings Sewnham, Rugby
Bricrly, Harry .. .Church Lawford, Rugby
Bromfleld, Henry. . .Flint Hall, \VeUesboume
Bromwich, Thomas. . .AVoolstoii, Coventry

fBrooks, John. .West Heath, Nortlifield, Birmingham
Burbury, John Wootton Grange, Kenilworth

Burbury, Joseph H.. . .Muntague House, K>nilworth

Burbury, W. P Croft's Farm, Stratfurd-on-Avon

fButlcr, Hon. C. L.. . .Cuton Hous^, Rugby
CaUlecott, C. M.. . .Holbrook Grange, Kugby
Canning, George H Shottery, Stratford on-Avon
Cmniug, S. H... .Sh rbourne, Warwick
Cashmore, W. W. . .Haiidsworth Wood, Birmingham
tCave, W. C. B....Smithefld, Birmingham
Cliambers, Clifford. . .Milcote, Stratford-on-Avon

Chiise, Robert. . .Great B^irr, Birmingham
fChattock, H. H.. . .Solihull

Clare, W. Harcourt. . . Twycross, Atherstone

Cobb, Frederick. . .Walton, Warwick
Cocks, Charles. . .Hamstcad, Birmingham
fCongreve, S. B.... Harbors Magna, lUigby

fCoopcr, W. Synge. . .UiUmorton I'addo.x, Rugby
Corbctt. C Broad Marsion, Siratford-cui-Avon

fCouclmian, C ...Temple Bals.ill, Uinningliam

Cowper, Robert. . .Wolverton, Stratford-on-Avon

Crbfts, John. . .T.oiig Lawfoi-d Hill, Rngby

fDavis, Francis C Whichford, LongCompton
Donne, Henry. . . l.eelc Woolton, Warwick
fDoimer, Lord. . .Gruve Park, Warwick
fElkins, William. . .Elklngton, Yelvertofl, Rugby
fEhvell, John . . .Timberley, Castle Brorawich

Evans, Isaac Pearson . . .Griff, Nuneaton

fFardon, H. K.. . .7, Bratthwaite Road, Birmingham
Fielding, Henry. . .Handswortb, Birmingham
fFisher, H. L Hilborough, Alcester

Flower, Edward. . .The Hill, Stratford-on-Avon

fForrest, Samuel. . .The Chase, Kenllworth

Fosbury, Captain . .Warwick
Freer, Edward . . . Wood End, Birmingham

fGalton, Darwin . . . Claverdon Leys, Warwick
Gardner, John. . .Twycross, Atherstone

Garner, Ch.arles C. . .The Wolds, Snitterfield, Strat
ford-on-Avon

fGee, John. . .Welford, Rugby
fGerman, William. . .Measham Lodge, Atherstone

fGibbous, J. S Halesowen, Birmingham
Gibbs, John. . .Cutlers Farm, Henley-in-Ardcn

Gibson, A. L Temple Row, Birmingham
Gillott, T. L Broadgate, Coventry

Glover, J. W.. . .Eagle Works, Warwick
fGrahara, G The Oaklands, Yardley, Binning'

Greenway, G. C. . . Ashorne Hill, Leamington

+G rimes, W. H Bubbenhall, Kenilworth

Halbeard, Thomas. . .Sutton ColdBeld

Hamer, Charles M.. . .Snitterfield, Stratford-on-Av

+Hamilton, Sir U. N. C, Bart., K.C.B... . Avon ClilTf

Stratford-on-Avon

fHammerton, George . . . Princethorpe, Rugby
Hands, Lawrence. . .Baginton, Coventry

Hands, Thomas. . .Canley, Coventry

Harris, James. . .Fletcbamstead, Coventry

Harrison, J. Clarke. .. Pailton Fields, Rngby
fHarter, J. Collier. . .The Cedars, Leamington

Hartopp, Sir J., Bt. . . Four Oaks Hall, Sutton Coldfl-

Henniker, Captain.. .Bulkington, Rugby
Hicken, John. . .Dunchurch, Rugby
Biggins, Thomas... Lower Binton, Stratford-o"
Avon

Hoddell, James. . .Chapel Fields, Coventry

Hodges, William. . .AViidmoor, Stratford-on-Avon

f-Hodgson, Arthur. . .Clopton House, Stratford-o
Avon

Holcvoft, Rev. V. 0 Oscott, Birmingham
Hopwood, Benjamin D Birmingham
Howman, Henry A Halloiighton, Coleshill

j-izon, J. B .. . Walsgrave-on-Sowe, Coventry

fJackson, Alfred. . .Bevington, Alcestef

Johnson, T. J Wllloughby, Rugby
Jorvis, Hon. E. S.. ..Aston Hall, Sutton ColdBeld

fJones, J. C Loxley, Warwick
King, John. . .Rowington, Warwick
Lane, C. P.. . .Moundsley H.all, Kings Norton, Bir-

mingham
Lai:e, John. . .Brown Court, Alcester

liCa, Henry. . .35, Paradise Street, Birmingham

Lea, Richard N'. ... Bennetts Uill, Birmingham

I

I.ees, J. H.. . .Biu'ons End, Coleshill, Birmingham

Lowe, John., Moaclcy, Dirnilngbam
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fLowc, John W Ellington, Stral ford-on-Avon
Luck, Isaac. . .Hlgbgate Street, Biraiiagbum

+Luiin, Robert. . .Stratf jrd-on Avou
+Lytball, F liadl'ord Hall, Leamington

Lythall, John B Bingley Ilall, Birminglam
McKay, lsa;ic. . .Moor Hall Farai, Sutton CulUfield

Malcolm, Matthew. . .Manor House, Kineton

Mann, John W 0>ru Market, Warwick
fMann, W. K Grcenhill, Haibury, Ijeainington

Mapplebcck, W. B Bull King. Birmingbam

Margetts, John. . .High Street. Warwick
Mather, Hi-nry . . . Willoaghby, Kugby
fMatiier, Myles E.. , .Northumberland Road, I,<a-

niington

fMathews, Jeremiah. . .F,d^ba.^ton, Birmingham
Miller, Rev. G....Ivy Lodge, Kadway, Kiiicioii

fMilU, J. Truman. ..IIu=baud'a Boswoitb, Uugby
Milne, Oswald, Jun. . . . Leamington

Minett, Junius H.Llowlcy Hall, I'iUonglcy, Coventry

Moore, George. . . Appleby Hall, .Vllierstone

Moore, John. . .Church Street, Warwick

fMorrlce, John W.. . .The Tower, Catthorpe, Rugby
+Mott, C. J Clilton-on-Dunsmore, Rugby
Moxou, T. D.. . . Easeuhall, Kugby
fMuatz, Philip A Birdingbury Hall, Rugby
Nelson, George H The Lawn, Warwick
Nelson, William... Kenilworih

Newdegate, C. N., M.P. . . . Arbury, Nuneaton

Newion, T. H. G Barrells Park, Hcnley-in-Arden

•j-Norman, John N . . .Harboro' Magna, Kugby

fNutt, John. . . Whit3 House, Fillougley, Coventry

Parks, Thomas.. EJgbaston, Birmingham

Parsons, C. W....An3trey, Athei'stone

Pennington, Richard. . . Westfield House, Rugby
Petre, Edward. . .AVhitley Abbey, Coventry

Plant, G. W... .Moscley, B rminguam

Potter, R. S.... Solihull, BInningbam

Potter, S. B. . .AVltton, Birmingham

Procter, Alfred B Coventry

Katcliffe, T.. . .Noiton House, Sheepy, Alhersl

Reading, William. . . /Vshorn, Leamington

tiligg, Joseph. . .FiUongley, Coventry

fRiley, Luke. . .Jleriden, Coventry

fRobbing, Richard . . . Kenllworth

tRylanJ, H. P.... 24, Carrs Lane, Birmingham

Ryland, Thomas. .Gt. Lister St. Works, Birmingham

Sale, W. H.. . . Arden Hill, Ath^rstone

Satchnell, Thomas. .HernDeld, Knowle, Birmingham

Savidge, John... Appleby, Atherstone

fScriven, Edward. . . Wormleighlon Hill, Leamington

Senhouse, Captain W Ashby St. Ledgers, Rugby

fSeymour, Lord Ernest J Kingley, Alcester

Shai-p, Henry. . . Parkington, Coventry

Sheaf, Thomas. . .MarclilT, Bedford, Warwick

tSlye, W. W.. . .West Haddon, Rugby
Smith, Alfred. . .Great Barr, Birmingham
Siniih, F. D. l-ea. . .Halesowen Grange, Birmingham
Smith, George. . . AiUton House, Stratford-on-Avon

Smith, Henry. . .Pinwall Hall, Atherstone

Smith, Henry .. .Tlie Chestnuts, Leamington

Smith, John...Gorse Farm, Great Barr, Birmingbam
Smith, Joseph ... Henley-iu-Arden
Smith, Richard... Great OaiT, Birmingham

.Smith, r. II.. . .Atherstone, Str.itford-on-Avon

fSmith, W. B Beauchanip Terrace, Leamington

.Spencer, John... Red House, LlUington

Staite, John. . . Leauiington Priory, Warwick
Sleednian, George. . . Hall Green, Biraiiugham

fStilgce, Henry. . . Lower Clopton, Stratford-on-Avou

+Swiniii-rton, W. W Styvtchall Grange, Coventry

fTangye, Richard . . . Birmingham
Taverner, Joseph W ShelforJ Hons--, Nuneaton

tTempest, Sir C. i£ , Bart Vnhby I oiige, Rugby
Thomson, T. B 20, High Street, IJirmingliani

Till, John. . .Bui ton Hastings, Nuneaton

Till, William. . .Biimacle, Coventry

Tipp.-r, B. C Bristol Road, Birmingham
j-romcs, 11. K.. ., Weston, Stratlord-on-Avon

t Tomes, W. B We>toii Sands, Stratrord-i n-.\von

Tommjui, Robert. . .Winson Green, Uirinliigham

Towushend, Captain H Caldkote Hall, Nuneaton

Tyler, William. . .23, Frederick Street, liir;ningl am
fTysoe, Samuel. . .Riinicr Hall, Stratford-on-A\ou

Villiers, Lady E.. .Scrlhy Hall, Husband's lioswortb,
Rugby

WakeBeld, W. T.. . .Fletchanistead Hall, Coventiy

Wallington, George.. .Little Hill, Wellesbourne

Warner, Thomas. . .Bulkington, Rugby
Wedge, V. L. W.. . . Knightlow Hill, Rugby
+Welchn:an, E. W. . . . Over^ley Farm, Redditch

tWelchniaii, F. R....Southam

West, J. II Alscot Park, Siratford-on- Avon
fWtstjn, James. . . ICerseley House, Coventry

Whitmell, J. J Silsworth Lodge, Rugby

f Winn, John K. . . . Lower Coundy, Coventry

Wise, George. . . Woodcote, Warwick
WoUaston, Major. . .Shenton Hall, Nuneaton

Wood, James. . .Ratcliffe Culey, Atherntone

tWood, John. . . Welford, Rugby
Wood, Thomas. . .Grendon B'ields, Atherstone

Wright, John. . .Fen End, Knowle, Birmingbam

Yatej, Francis H.. . .Great Barr, Birmingham

WESTMORELAND.

Coverrior.

Bective, Earl of . . . Underley Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale

MembeTS,

fArgles, F. Atkinson... Ever^ley, Milnthorpe

Armitage, V.. . .High House, Kendal

fArnold, Harry. . .Arnbarrow, Mihuhorpe
Askew, J. W. ...Ash Meadow, Arnside, Milnthorpe

Atkinson, William. .. Burneside Hall, Kendal

fBanks, John Jackson. . . Kendal

fBraithwalte-Wilson, C. .I'lunitree Hall, Milnthorpe

Browne, George. . . Troutbeck, ^V'indlrmere

fBrunskiU, Stephen. . .Sand Area. Kendal

fBurrow, Robert. . . Wr.iyton Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale

Close, James. . .Holmescales, Milnlhorpe

Close, Jarvis. . .Siuardale Hall, Kirkoy Sttplien

Cropper, James.. .EUergreen, Kendal

Crosby, John... Breaks Hall, Appleby

(1 2
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Dixon, Thomas. . .naltou. Burton

Fell, W. A . . .Windermere

Kenton, David Henry. . .70, Strickland Gate, Kendal

Fulton, A . . .Sedgwick, Kendal

fGandy, Captain H Castle Bank, Appleby

Gandy, Lieut.-Colonel. . .Heaves, Milnthorpe

fGibson, Joseph . . . Whelprigg, Kirkby Lonsdale

fHandley, William. . .Greenhead, Milnthorpe

fHarris, Alfred. . .LiineBeld, Kirkby Lonsdale

fHarrison, Daniel. . . Kendal

•f-Harrlson, John. . .Netlier Levens, Milnthorpe

Harrison, John. . .Summerlands, Kendal

f Heelis, John A Garbridge, Appleby

Holme, John. . .Owlet Ash, Milnthorpe

Johnson, Henry, jun Kendal

Jones, Frank T.. . . Ambleside

fKeightley, A. D.. . .Old Hall, Milnthorpe

Knight, Richard. . .Gilthwaiterigg House, Kendal

Long, A. W Mint Cottage, Kendal

Metcalfe, Anthony. . .Ravenstonedale, Kirkby Ste-

phen

Milne, Alexander. . .Lawrence House, Milnthorpe

fMorton, R. C Lane House, Burton

Nicholson, John. . .Kirkby Thore Hall

Parker, Rowland ... Moss End, Burton

fPunchard, F Undf-rly, Kirkby Lonsdale

fRedmayne, Giles. . .Braythay Hall, Ambleside

Rooks, James. . .High Barns, Milnthorpe

fShepherd, A.. . .Straw End, Kendal

Sly, Joseph. . .Waterhead Hotel, Coniston, Ambleside

fStaniforth, Rev. T. . . .Storrs Hall (Windermere)

Stavart, W Helsiiigton Lailhs, Kendal

fSvvaiiison, Joseph, jun Kendal

Swinglehurst, Henry. . .Kincaster House, Milnthorpe

Talbot, John . . .Milnthorpe

Taitersall, William. . .St. Anthony's, Milnthorpe

T.tyhir, Richard. . .New House, Kendal

Thompson, James. . .Singleton Park, Kendal

fThompson, William. . .Muresdale Hall Kendal

Wakefield, W.. . .Birklands, Kendal

fWak-t'eld, William H-^iiry. . .Sedgwick, Kendal

Warden, T. Fancett. . .Kirkby Lonsdale

Webster, Crjyst')n. . .Kendal

Whitwell, John, M.P Bank House, Kendal

fWilkinson, Coaile^. . .Bank House, Kendal

Williamson, Benjamin. . .Kendal

fWilson, C. H Rigmaden, Kirkby Lonsdale

fWdson, Chiisiophir W Oxenh .Ime, Kendal

fWilson, E. H Dallam Tower, Milnthorpe

fWilson, George E.. .. Dallam Tow^r, Milnthorpe

Wilson, Jamea. . .Crossthwaite, Milnthorpe

WILTSHIRE.

Govtrnors.

f Bath, Marquis of. . .Longleat, Warminster

Cowley, Earl. ..Draycot House, Chippenham

•J-
.Morrison, Alfred. . .Fonthill House, llindon

Neeld, Sir John, Bart Gritlleton, Cliippcnham

Radnor, Kail. . .Longford Castle, Salisbury

Members.

Affleck, William. . .Swindon

Allen, James I).. . . lisbury, Salisbury

Andrews, Henry. . .Little Langford, Heytesbury

f Aikell, Thomas. . .Pen Hill Farm, Swindon

Attwater, J. Gay . . . Britford, Salisbury

Bathurst, Lieut.-Col Clarendon Park, Salisbury

C aven, James. . .West Leaze Farm, Swindon

Bolam, C. G.. . .Savernake Forest, Marlborough

Bouverie, Right Hon. E. P Manor House, Market
Lavington

Brown, Charles. . .Longford Farm, Salisbury

Brown, George . . . Avebury, Calne

Brown, Henry. . .Winterbourne Monkton, Swindon
Brown, John M. . . .Manor Farm, Pewsey
BrowD, J. Washboume . . . Uffcott, Swindon

fBrown, Thomas. . .Horton, Devizes

Brown, William. . .Devizes

Brown, W. J Hazlebury House, Box
Buckwell, Francis. . .Little Badminton, Chippenham

f Butler, Paul. . .Down Ampney House, Cricklade

f Butler, William. . .Badminton, Chippenham

fCanning, W. B....Elston Hill, Devizes

Clark, Isaac. . . Heddington, Calne

Coles, Robert. . .Middleton Farm, Warminster
fCoUton, C E Roundway Park, Devizes

Dangan, Viscount. . .Draycott House, Chippenham
;

fDay, William ... Woodyates, Salisbury

tFarmer, S. W.. . .Little Bcdwyn (Hungerford)

fFerris, T.. . .Manningford Bohune, Pewsey
fFerris, W. ... Manor House, M ilton, Pewsey
Finch, W. C Bemerton Lodge, Salisbury

fFreke, A. D. Hussey. . .Hannington Hall, High-
worth

tFry, J. C. . .Oldfield, Marshfield, Chippenham
Goddard, W. Gilbert. . . Broad Chalk, Salisbury

Graves. Albert R. ... Charlton House, Ludwell,
Salisbury

fHanbury, Edgar. . .Eastrop Grange, Highworth

Harding, William. . .Cranbome, Salisbury

Hatherell, J. C. . .Oldbury-on-the-Hill, Chippenham

Hayter, Tom John. . .West Woodgates, Salisbury

Hewer, William. . .Sevenhampton, Highworth
+Heytesbury, Lord. . .Heytesbury

Hillier, Douglas. . .Sherston, Malmesbury
Humby, J. H Charlton Farm, Salisbury

fIngram, John A.. . . Wylye, Heytesbury

fJones, II. P.. . . Portway House, Warminster

Keevil, W. Charles. . .Teffont Magna, Salisbury

Kemble, Henry. . .Overton, Swindon

Lane, Ebenezer . . . Honey Street, Marlborough

fLansdowne, Marquis of. . .Bowood, Calne

tLaw, Rev. R. V Christian Malford, Chippenham
Little, Edward. . .Lan Hill, Chippenham

fLong, Richard P.... Rood Ashton, Trowbridge

Lywood, Mwin. . .Maddington, Devizes

Marshall, H. J Poulton Priory, Cricklade

May, Charles Neale. . .Devizes

•[•Merriman, Edward B. ... Marlborough

fMerriman, thomas B Marlborough

fMerriman, William C. . .Marlborough

Mcthucn, Lord. , .Corsham Court, Cbippenhan j
Middleditch, 10. T.. , . Blaiudon House, Swindon m
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fMiles, Charles W Burton Hill, Malmcsbury
Morgan, R. T Brook House, Cricklade

Parham, James N.... Sutton Veuey, Warminster
tParkyns, Sir T. G. A., Bart. . . . Hamham Cliff,

Salisbury

fParry, Joseph. . . AUington, Devizes

fPembroke, Earl of. . .Wilton House, Salisbury

PhiUimore, E....East Dnmley, Gritdeton, Chippen-
ham

Phillips, Sydney H Bower Chalk, Salisbury

fPhipps, C. P.. . .Chalcot House, Westbury

fPollen, R. H Radboume, Chippenham
Powell, John Thomas. . . Easton. Pewsey
tPoynder, T.yi. A Hartham Park, Corsbam
tProdgers, Herbert. . .Kington House, Chippenham
Rawlence, James. . .Bulbridge, Wilton, SaUsbury
Read, James. . .Salisbury

fRedman, Herbert. . .East Conlstons, Westbury
Reed, James. . .Hominglon, Salisbury

Reeves. Robert... Bratton, AV'estbury

Ridley, John. . .Damerham, Salisbury

Rigden, R. H Salisbury

fSadler, James H Purton Court, Parton
Sainsbury, W Hunt's House, West Lavington,

iJevizes

fSaunders, T. B.. . .The Priory, Bradford-on-Avon

fSmith, R. Sadler. . . Durrington, Salitbuiy

Somerset, John . . . Milton, Pewsey
Spencer, John. . .Bowood, Calne

fSpicer, Major. . .Spye Park, Chippenham
Squarey, Elias P. . . . Downton, Salisbury

fStanton, Rev. J. J Tockenham, Wootton Bassett

fStorrar, Robert. . .Grittleton, Chippenham
fStratton, Joseph. . .Alton Priors, Marlt>orough

Stratton, W Kingston Deverill, Warminster
Suffolk, E.irl of. . .Charlton Park. JIalmesbury

Taunton, William. . .Redlynch, Salisbury

fTaylor, S. Watson. . .Erlestoke Park, Westbury
•j-Th'/mpson, John. . .Badminton, Chippenham
Williams, Charles ... Salisbury

Willis, Joseph D Bapton, Codford

fWood, W. Brj'an. . . Branbridge, Chippenham
Wrighlson, John. . .Downton, Salisbury

WOKCZSTEKSHmE.

Governors.

tBeauchamp,EaTl.Madresfield Court, Great Malvern
D'Aumale, H.R.H. the Duke. Wood JJorton, Evesham

fKuight, F. Winn, M.P Wolverley, Kidderminster

Lyitleton, Lord. . .Hagley Hall, Stourbridge

•f-Windsjr, Lord. . .Hewel Grange, Bromsgrove

Menibert.

Allsopp, Henry, M.P— Hindlip Hall, Worcester
AmphUtt, John. . .Clent, Stourbridge

Ashmore, John. . .Xorton, Evesham
fAshton, T. Henry. . .Temple Laughcme, Worcester
fAshwiu, W. H— Bretforton Manor, Evesham

Back, John. . .High Habberley, Kidderminster

fBailey, Henry James . . . Rosedale Farm, Tenbury
Buker, William. . .Riden Farm, Charlton, Pershore

Barker, David Wilson . . . Mayfield House, Worcester

fBameby-Lutley, J. H Brockhampton, Worcester

•j-Barrows, Colonel. . .The Birches, Hagley, Stour-

bridge

Baumgarten, Captain E. P Netherley, Malvern

fBearcroft, E Mere Hall, Droitn ich

Best, James, jun Holt Castle, Worcester

Birchley, Donald A. G.. .Lea End House, Alvechurch,
Redd itch

Blakenoy, Frank. . .The Ledge, Chaddesley Corbett,
Kidderminster

Blick, John ... Hill Court, Droitwich

Bomford, Benjamin. . .PitchiU, Evesham
fBomford, Ernest C. G.. . .Spring Hill, Pershore

Boucher, A. E Wolverley, Kidderminster

f Boulter, Thomafl. . .Shenstone House, Kidderminster

Bramwell, Henry. . .Crown East Court, AVorcester

Brewster, Richard. . .Heathy Mills, Kidderminster

Briscoe, John. . .Hill Croome, Severn Stoke

fBrown, W. H Belbroughton, Stourbridge

+Buck, Albert. . .Sansome Terrace, Worcester

Buckle, John F.... Throckmorton, Pershore

Buckley, James. . .Hewell Lane Farm, Bromsgrove

Burlingham, Henry .. .Lansdown, livesham

Carter, R. H Femhill, Cradley, Malvern

Chamberlain, Henry. . . Bredicot Court, Worcester

Cocks, Robert . . . Enville, Stourbridge

Cole, J Bengeworth, Evetham
Coleman, M Pakenshaw, Headless Cross, Red-

ditch

Comber, Arthur. . .Kidderminster

Cooke, William H SkeUley Kings, AVorcester

Cookes, John R.. . .Wood Hampton House, Stourport

Corbett, C. H. . , . Admington Hall, Shipston-on-Stour

fCorbett, John... Stoke Works, Bromsgrove

fCorbett, W. A. . . . Dumbleton, Evesham
Coventry, Earl of. . .Croome Court, Kempsey
Creswell, John. . .Romsley, Bewdley

Cr'swell, S., Jun.. . .Romsley, Bewdley

fDavies, John J Grimley, Worcester

fDavis, Peter. . .Dean Park, Tenbury
Davis, Stephen. . .Woolashill, I'ershore

fDavis, Thomas Henry. . .Orleton, Tenbury

Dee, J. W.. . .AViunaU, Bewdley

DorrcU, Thomas. . . Bisbampton, Pershorj

Dowdeswell, A. C. . .Pall Court (Tewkesbury)

Dowdeswell, W. E., M.P....PaU Court (Tewkes-
bury)

Dudfield, Benjamin, jun... .Catsley, Kinlet, Bewdley

Dudley, Earl of. . .Witley Court, Stourport

Dunn, John. . .Chaddesley Corbttt, Kidderminster

fEvans, E. Bickerton. . .Wbitboume Hall, Worcester

fFinnstone, W. F.. .Churchill Court, Kidderminster

Gilbert, Joseph. . .Evesham

fGiles, John. . .Chaddesley Corbet, Kidderminster

Gough, Ashwin D Sedgeborrow Hall, Evesham

Green, John . . . Heath Grange, Worcester

Gresley, Robert A High Park, Droitwich

GriiKn, George. . .Stone, Kidderminster

Hampton, Lord ... Westwood Park, Droitwich
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Jlarward, Jolm. . .Winterfold, Kidderminster
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Haywood, K. AV.. . .Sillins, I!edd:tch

Hemming, liicliard. . . Rentley Manor, Bromsgrove

Herring, Henry. . .Caldncll Kami, ICidderminster

Hill, Jolm. . .Severn Stoke, Worcester

+Hill,Tl)omas li Catherine Hill House, Worcester
]lollins, Samuel. . .Sinn House, Stourbridga

Holtom, W. F Cleeve Prior, Evesliani

Hopkins, T. M.... Lower AVick, Worcester

+HornyoId, .J. V. . . Blackmore Park, UptoB-on-Severn

Hudson, A. R Wick House, Per.-bore

Hiimpliries, K. ... Pei shore

Hunt, George. . . Avon View, Evesham
Lakln, Henry. . .Link End. Malvern
Larkwortliy, J. 1, Worcester

tlx'chmere, Sir E. A. H., Bt....Rhyd Ct., Upton-on-
."^evern

Lester, Thomas. . .High Street, Dudley
I>ctt, William. . . Kushock, Droitwich

Lilwall, G. H... .BrookUmds, Fiadljury, Pershore

Lloyd. Robert. . .Oflmore, Kidderminster

+Tjord, Captain J. P Hallow Park, Worcester
j-[,unn, .Toseph... Norton, Evesham
fLyttelton, Hon. Robert H Hagley Hall, Stour-

bridge

ilartin, G. E.. . .Hnm Court, Upton-on-Sevem
Jliddlcmore, Colonel. . .Thorngrove, Worcester
Middlemore, Mrs Thorngrove, AVorctster

fMidgley, W. H....St. Culhbert's, Great Malvern

f Moore, Henry. . .Elmlcy Castle, Pershore

tMoseley,Capt"iin AV. H....Leaton Hall, Stourbridge

fMunn, Frederick. . .Holt Castle. AA'orcesler

Myatt, James. . .OfTeiiham, Evesham

f .Mynors, R.. . . AVeatheroak, Alvechurch, Bromsgrove
Neville, John, jiin.. . .Alvechurch, Redditch

Newc, Richard E....Crocmbe d'Abitot, Kempscy,
AVorcester

Nightingale, AV. R.. . .Bishampton, Pershore

Noel, Captain C. P.. . .Bell Hall, Stourbridge

+Nott. J imes. . .Pcnn Hall, l^ardiston, Tenbury

Parker, Rev. AV.. . .Litt e Comberton, Pershore

+Phllipi, Sir G.R.,Bt. . . AVi'Ston Ho.,Ship5ton-on-Slour

Phipps, Thon;B6. . .Brlcklehampton, Pershore

Pinkett, Thomas P Bell Hotel, AA'orcester

Prance, Courtnay C. . . .The Elms, Evesham
I'rescotf. Mrs.. . .Birches Farm, Tenbury
Purser, Charles. . .Cradlcy, Malvern

Rai.dell, Charles. . .Chadbury, Evesham
Randell, James R.. . .Chadbury, Evesham

Rich. S Cedars, Fearmale Heath, AVorcester

Roberts. A. J.. . .Brctforton, Evesham

Rol)ins, AV. S. . . . Dunsley Hall, Stourbridge

Rudge, E. C. . . Abliey Manor, Evesham

Ryder, T. B. . . .Bransfoid, AVorcester

Savory, A. H Aldington Manor, Kvcshara

fShcldon, H. J Brailej House, Sh'pston-on-Stour

Smilli, Ilonry AViUlnn. . .Evosh.am

Smith, R. Vaatar...Abhlield, Great Malvern

Smith. AVilliam. ..Bridge Street, Evesham
+Sm!th, AA'illiam. . .Fladbury, Pershore

Smitliln, Benjiiniln. . .Dumbkton, Evesham
fSonthall, Tiiomas. . .AVorcester

Slallard, AA'illiam. . .Ivy Bank, AVorcester

Stamfonl and AVarrlngton, Earl of. . .EnvUte House,
Stourbrll^e

Stephens, George ... Fladbury, Pershore

Siokes, Henry. . .Laverlon Meadow, Broadway
Strickland, George. . .AVykc Cottage, AVest Malvern

Tearne, R. T. P.. . .Hallow Park Farm, AVorcester

Trlnder. T.. . .Cr.idley, Malvern

tVernon Harry Foley. . .Hanbury Hall, Droitwich

AValker, G. L Alexander. . .Norton, AVorcester

AValker, John S Knightwick, AVorcester

AVall, Thomas. . .Tlie Ford Farm, Droitwich

AValmesley, V. 0 AVolverton, Pershore

tWalton, H. L Burmington, Shipston-on-Slour

AVarmington, C Granville Hall, Hinton, Evesham

fAVatkins, J. G AVoodDeld, Ombersley, AVorcester

t^Vatson, John. . .Waresley, Kidderminster

AVe^b, l''dward. . .AVordsley, Stourbridge

AVehb, Frederick Pace. . .Evesliam

AVebb, Henry. . .Sansome Lodge, Worcester

AVebh, AVilliam. . .AVorcester

AVebb, William G Wordsley, Stourbridge

fAVh'^eler, E. V.. . .Kyn-wood House, Tenbury
AVheeler, W.. . .Long Compton, Sliipslon-on-Stour

AVhltford, Richard. . .Avon Side, Evesham

fAVIlson, John AVilson. . .Broiidway, Evesham

AVoodward, R Ardley Castle, BewdUy
AVorkman, J. B.. . .Upton-on-Sevem

YORKSHIRE.

Gnverriors.

fAldham, William. . .Frickley Hall, Donc4ster

fCiithcart, Earl. . .Thornton-U-Strect, Thirsk

fChilders, Jolm W Cantlcy Hall, Doncaster

fDent, John D.. . .Riljston Hall, AVetherby

Fcversham, Earl of. . .Duncombe Park, Helmslcy

FItzwiUlam, Earl, K.G.. . .AA'entwoitb, Rothcrhara

fHarewood, Earl of . . . Harewood House, Leeds

Johnstone, Sir H., Bt., M.P..Hacknes8Hall, Scarboro'

Middleton, Lord. . .Settrlngton House

Ripon, Marquis of. ..Studley Royal, Ripon

Stourton, Lord,..Stourton, Knaresborough

Memberi.

Akenhead, R.. . .Ottcrlngton Hall, Northallerton

fAkroyd, Edward. . .Bank Field, Halifax

Angas, George. . .Ileeford (irange, Hull

Archer, Jamca. . .The Castle, Sledmere, York

Ashforth, Joseph. . .Sheffield

tAshton, R. H Ca^t^etown, Sheffield

tAtchison, AVill'aui. . .Bowling Works, Bradford

fAthorpe, J. C. . .Dinninglon Hall, Kotherham

fAuckland, Lord.. .Duncaster

Bagshawc, F. W The Oaks, ShefTicld

Bamlctt, A. C... Thir.sk

+Barbcr, Thomas. . .Sproatloy Rise, Hull
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Damard, C. E. G.. . .Cave Ca-Hle, Brough

fBarstow, CD Garrow Hill, York

fBarton, J. Hope. . .Stapletoii Park, Pontefract

Baitram, William. . .Harrogate

Baxter, Benjamin ... Elslack Hall, Skipton

Baxter, Robert. . . Doncaster

Beachel, John . . . Rawcliffe, Selby

Beckitt, Richard. . .Watton Abbey, Driffield

Bethell, William. . .Rise, Beverley

fBolton, Lord. . .Bolton Hall, Bedale

Booth, John B Killerby, Cattcrlck

Borton, Hebden . . . Barton-Ie-Street, Malton

Botterill, Richard. . .Wauldby, Brough

Bower, E. C. . .Wodworth Hall, Doncaster

Bower, R. H Welham Hall, Malton

+Boynton, T.. . .ITlrome Cottage, Lowthorpe, Hull

Bramley, Robert. . . Airmyn, Howden

fBriggs, Rawdon . . .Birstwith Hall, Ripley

Broadley, W. H. H., M.P.. . . Welton Hall, Brough

+Brogden, Robert. . .Great Ouseburn, York

fBromet, William R Cocksford, Tadcister

fBrook, .John A.. . .Fenay Hall, Huddcrsfield

fBrooke, William. . .Northg.ite House, Hnddersfield

fBroomhead, B. P.. . .Broomhall Park, Sheffield

Broughton, C. J. E.. . .Wortley, Sheffield

+Brown, Douglas. . . Ancliffe Hall, Northallerton

Brown, E Bilborough Lodge, York

Brown, William. . .Holme-ou-Spalding Moor, York

Bruce, Robert. . .Great Smeaton, Northallerton

Bushell, Henry. . .Skeldergate, York

Bntterworth, George. . .Airmyn, Howden

fCadle, Miles. . .Nelson Terrace, Coatham, Redcar

Campbell, H Owston Grange, Rothfrham

Cathcart, Col. the Hon. A Spenniihorne, Bedale

Cattle, James. . .Warter, Pocklington

Cayley, Sir Digby, Bart Bromplon, Y'ork

( ,iy!ey, Edward S AVydale, York

Ch.Uoner, Admiral. . . I-onghull, Guisborough

fChambers, B. E. C High Green House, Sheffield

Champneys, Rev. T. P.. . .Badsworth, Pontefract

Cliar'.esworth, C. E....Moor House, Stanley, Wake-
fi-ld

fCharlesworth, John . . .Middlestown, W^akefield

TCharlesworth, J. Barff. . .Hatfield HaU, Wakefield

fCharlesworth, Joseph ... Lofthouse

Charlton, Thomas. . .Middle^borough

fCholmley, H. W Newton Hall, Rillington

tClaike, Frederick J. P.. . .North Ferriby, Hull

Qarke, John W Guisborough

tCl.ay, Charles. . .Walton Grange, Wakefidd

Clayton, T. Greenwood. . .Ousecliff, York

Cloasby, Thomas M.. . .Wilton Grange, Rtdcar

fClutton, William James... The Mount, York

fCuchrane, A. H Aldwark Manor, Easingwold

j-O^cking, W. F Crowle, Doncaster

Ct-leman, John. . .Riccal Hall, York

Collison, William . . . Beverley

fComber, Thomas. . .Rcdcliffe, Newton-le-Willows

fConncU, Thomas. . .Sunk Island, Hull

Cook, Edward J Kingston-upon-Hull

fCoi.ke, Philip B. D Owston Hall, Doncaster

Copiland, Sti plicnson. . .Beverley

Corner, Edward . . .Eck Hall, Whitby

Coulroan, John . . . Red House, Thome
fCrathorne, James S St. Mary's Chambers, H
fCrawhall, George ... Burton Croft, York

tCreyke, Ralph. . .Rawcliffe HaU, Selby

fCroft, A. H. . . . Aldborough Hall, Boroughbridge

fCrosskill, Alfred. . .Beverley

fCrowther, J. F Knowle Grove, Mirfield

Crust, Joseph. . .Catwick, Skirlaugh, Hull

Cnndy, T. Tyson. . .HaU Orchards, W^etherby

Cuthbert, Robert. . . North Tanfield, Bedale

+Dalton, George. ..Soho Foundrj', Leeds

Dalton, John. . .Sleningford Park, Eipon
Danby, F Kirhygrindalyth, York
Darley, Charles A Burtoufield, Stamfordbrldge

fDarley, Henry. . . Aldby Park, Y'ork

Darley, Mrs Barmoor, Kirby Moorside

Darrell, Thomas. . .Spickers Hall, West Ay ton, York
fDarwin, Francis. . .Crcskeld Hall, Otley

Davison, Richard ... Driffield

Dawson, George. . .Thorncliffe, Sheffield

Deane, Patrick. . .High Street, HuU
Dcnison, W. Beckett, M.P Noo Appleton, Tod-

caster

Duddlng, Thomas. . .Fockerby, Goole

Dunn, Jonathan. . .Kelfield Lodge. York
Dunn, R. L Hatfield Parva, Skirlaugh

Durham, Makin. . .Thome
Dyke, Francis Hart. . .3, Museum Street, York
Dymond, Thomas. . . Bumtwood Hall, Barnsley

fEddison, R. W. . . .Headingley Hill, Leeds

f Kddi.-on, WlUiam. . .Hnddersfield

Edwards, Sir H., B.art Pye Nest, Halifax

Elston, William . . . Bank House, Selby

Evennett, Tlaomas. . .Tent Cottage, Con!.^toa

Fairley, Thomas. . .16, East Parade, Leeds

fFarrer, H. K Green Hammerton
Farrer, J Ingleborough ( Lancaster)

tFawkes, Ayscough . . . Farnley Hall, Otley

Fisher, Edward . . . New Walk, Beverley

Fisher, Robert, jun Leconfield, Beverley

Fisken, T. R. H Dewsbury Road, Leeds

Ford, John. . .Tancred, Whixley, York

Foster, John . . . Fockerby, Goole

Foster, L., Jun . . .88, Warmgate, York

fFox, G. Lane. . .Bramham Park, Tadcaster

Francis, G. C Saltaugh Grange, Keyingham, Hull

f Francis, G. L Saltaugh Grange, Keyingham, Hull

fFrank, F. Bacon. . .CampsaU Hall, Doncaster

Freeman, Joseph . . . Keyingham
Gamett, J. . . . Rawdon Hill, Harowood, Leeds

Gascoyne, F. C. T.. . .PadUngton, South Milford

Gauatlelt, W. Henry. . . M iddlcsboro'-on-Tees

Gilpin-Brown, George. . .Sodbury Park, Richmond
Glew, James... Prickett Hill, Howden
Glossop, W. H Wood Laiths, Rotherham

Golden, WiUiam.. .Hnddersfield

Gothoi-p, James. . .Mowbray Hill, Bedale

Gouthwalte, Richard. . .Lumby, South MiUord

Gieaves, John. . .Thurlstone, Penistone

Green, Robert. . .Scalhy, Scarborough

fGree:iwood, F. B. . . .SwarcUffe HaU, Ripley

•J<Jrelg, David. , .Leeds

tGuutcr, Colonel R.. . . Wetherby
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H;iggard,AVilllam. . . Rolherham

f Halifax, Visconnt. . .Hickleton Hall, Doncaster

+HaU, Clmrles K. . .Savile St. East, ShefBeld

Hall, J. F....Norhury, Pitsmoor, SheffleM

JIand?ey, Fred.-rick. . .St. Mary's, York
+Hardacre, Richard. . .Hell i field, Leeds

"t-IIarland, H. ijeaton. . .Brompton, York
Harrison, Jonathan, jun.. . . Brandosburton, Hnli

•(•Haworth-Booth, Lieut.-Col. nel. . .Derwent Park,
Malton

Hebhletbwaitp, Thomas F.. . .Hu'.l

+Herries, Lord. . .Everingham Park, Pocklinpton

Hewson, Fiederick. . .The Haven Farm, Tickhill

lligbmoor, J. R.. . .Enderby, Qaecnhow, Thirsk

+HilJyard, J. G. B. Thoroton. .Winestead Hall, Hull

+Hildyard, J. R. W HuUon Honvllle Hall,

Northallerton

+Hincks, Captain T. C Breckenborough, Tbirsk

Holroyd-Bradbury, G. E BrigUouse

Hornby, Thomas. . .West Flotmanby, Ganton

Horne, W. Pybus. . .Moulton, Hicbmond
fHolham, Lord. . .Dalton Hall, Hull

Hunt, Wm Lome Villa, Eldon Grove, Hull

}Iutchin.-.oii, T. H Manor House, Catterick

Hutcbins Jii, William. . .Gunby, Selby

•J-Hatton, Ji>hn...Solbe'ge, NortballertOQ

Ingham, S. H Marr, Doncaster

Ingilby, Sir H. D., Bart.. . .Ripley Castle, Ripley

•(.Jaques, Leonard. . .Wentbriilge House, Poutefract

Jaques, T. G Blacktoft, Howd u

•tJeffersoii, Jos. .J. Uunnington. .Thicket Priory, York

Jubnson, BuUerill. . .Frodingbam Bridge, Hull

-j-Juhnstone, J. C. Hirst. . .Mansion House, Leeds

Jordan, J. Staveley.. .North Dalton, Hull

Kay, Richard. . .Scoiton, Catterick

•jrKaye, J. E Brettou Park, Wakefield

Kearsley
,
George . . . Prospect House, Ripon

•(•Kiik, Richjrd. . .Gale Bank, Wensleydale

Kitson, James. .. Elmcote Hall, Leeds

+Knowles, James. . . Middle.itown Farm, Wakefield

(•Lambert, C Sunk Island. Otteringbam, Hull

Lancaster, George. . .Moreton Grange, Northallerton

tLascelles, Hon. G. B.. . .Sion HiU. Tbirsk

Laverack. S. S Redness Hall, Goole

(-Lawson, Sir John, Bart Brougb Hall, Catterick

Laycuck, W.. . .Woodville, Keighley

Leatbam, Gerald A. B Tborganby Hall, York

l.«atham, W. H Hemsworth Hall, Pontefract

Leather, J. T I>eveiitborpe Hall, Leeds

Lee, Charles. . .Grewthorpe, Kipou

Legard, Digby C Clifton, York

Legard, Sir C, Bart., M.P Ganton Hall, York

Lewthwaitc, George. . .Littlcbank, Settle

Linton, William. . .Sheriff Huttoii, York

Lister, Georue. . .Cottingham, Hull

tLondesborougb. Ix>rd. . .Market Weighton

1/jwe, Kobjrt. . .Shire Gr^en, Sheffield

fLupton, Arthur... llcadingley. Leeds

Machin, Richard. . .Skewkirk Farm, Green Ham-
merton

-fMcLaren, .Tohn ..Midland Works, Leeds

M ingles, George. .
.Give.iilale Grange, HIpon

Markham, Lt.-Col. W. T. . Beccu Hall, Milfoid Junction

fMarrian, Thomas, jun. . . . Thurcrofl, Mateby,
Rotberham

•f-Marsball. Arthur. . .Headingley, Leeds

fMarshall, G. H Enholmes, Patri»gton, Hull

fMarBhall, J. Garth. . .Headingley, Leeds

Marshall, James W Blanch Farm, Pocklington

Matthews, Francis Cooke. . .Driffield

Mellows, WilUam. . .High Melton, Doncaster

fMeysey-Thompson, Sir H. M., Bart.. . .Kirby Hall,

York
MicheU, John. . .Forcett Park (Darlington)

Milbank, Powletl C Thorpe Perrow, Bedale

Mills, R. W. F.. . .LendaU York
Moiser, H. R.. . .Heworth Grange, York
Moore, W. C. . . . Bamford, Sheffield

f-Moorsom, C. R.. . .Harewood, Leeds

fMorrison, Walter. . .Malham Tam, SkiptOD

Moscrop, W. J Olliver, Uichmond

Mosey, William. . .Kiveton Park, Sheffield

Nicholson, Thomas.. . . lUO, Lowther Street, York

Norfolk, Richard. . .Beverley

fNormanby, Marquis of. . .Mulgrave Castle, Whitby
Nowell, W. Atkinson Linton House, Skipton

tOrJe-Powlett, Hon. W. T....Wensley Hall, Bedale

Outbwaite, John. . .Bainesee, Catterick

Owen, Wilbam . . . Kotberham

Pard 'y , James E Newton-le-WillowB

Parker, T. J.. . . North Church Street, Sheffield

fParr, W. F.. . .3, Stonegate, York
•(-Parsons, Edward. . .Birdsall, York

fPaver, William. . .Peckfield, Milford Junction

fPaver-Crow, R Omham Hall, Boroughbridgc

fPhillips J- H 22, Albemarle Crescent, Scarhoro'

fl'ilkington, SirL M, S.,Bart.. .Chevet Pk.,WakefieM

tPowell, Rev. S. H.... Sharon Hall, Ripou

fPreslon, Captain J. N.... Flashy Hall, Gargrave-
in-Craven

Preston, T Scostbiop House, Bell Busk, Leeds

Preston, Thomas H.. . . Moreby Hall, York

fPulIeine, Henry.. .Baxter Hall, Selby

fPuUeine, James. . .Clifton Castle, Bedale

fRamsden, Sir J. AV., Bart Byram, Ferrybridge

f Reynard, M. M. . . .Sunderlandwick, Driffield

Richardson, G... .Bridlington yuay

Richardson, H.. . .Cherry Hill, York

fRichardson, R The Grange, Skirlaugh, Hull

f Riley, Edmond .. .Kipling Cotes Farm, Market
Weighton

Robinson, James. . .Hook, Howden
fRohinson, T NuliiiU, Hedon, Hull

fRobson, Thomas. . .Cundall Lodge, BoronghbrldgB

fRockett, John H.. . .Suaith Hall, Soaitb

KoUett, Richard. . .Thorne

Rounding, Thomas. . . l-'raistl orpe, Bridfington

fSt. Lcger, Colonel. . .Park Hill, Rotherh.-im

Saltmarsbe, Philip. . .Sallmarshe, Howden

S.inipson, G., jun. . . . Beautliieff Abbey, Sheffield

Sanday, G. H Wcnslcy House, Bedale

Salterthwaite, T. E. S Casile Howard

•(•S.-nior, Guy. ..liccvor Hall, Barnslcy

Shanu, Cliarlos. . . Inliole.-, Tadcaster

Sharp, Isaac. . . Jliddlcsborough-on-Tees

Singleton, J. R.. . .Great Giveudale, Pocklington
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Slingsby, Tbomas. . .Scriven Park, Knaresborough

Smith, G. B....n, Melbourne Place, Bradford

fSmitli, Henry F Latawath House, Sutton, Hull
Smith, Jacob. . .Humberton, Helperby

fSmith, J. Metcair. . .Leeds

Smith, R .bcrt. . . Ardwick-Ie-Street, Malton
Smiih, William . . .Goole Grange, Goole

Smurthwaite, Thomas. . .Bootham Terrace, York
Sorby, Horatio ..Aughton, Eothcrham
Stamper, T Highfield House, Oswaldkirk, York
fSlandering, William. . .S Iby

•fStanhope, W. T. W. Spencer, M.P.. . .Cannon Hall,
Barnsley

fStapylton. Major. . .Myton Hall, Boroughbrldge

Staveky, John. . .Southburn. D ifBeld

Slaviley, Simpson. . .Tiblhorp^ Manor, DriflBeld

fSti-phenson, Marshall. ..Helnisley, York
Stevenson, Peter. . .Rainton, Thirsk

tStickney, Walter M.. . .Danthorpe Hall, Hull

Story, John T Huolon Roberts, Rotherham
Stolt, Miss. . .Pool House, Ollcy

tStourton, Henry. . .Holme Hall, York
fStrickland, C. W Hildenley, Malton

SuBield, Thomas. . .Taniii ld House, Bedale

-(Swann, Robert. . . Askham Hall, Y'ork

fSykes, C, M.P Brantlngham Thorpe, Brough

Talbot, G orge T Wentworth, Rotherham

Taylor, F. Howard. . .Middlewood Hall, Barnsley

+Taylor, G. E.. . . Lanijthorpe House, Boroughbrldge

Tempest, Colonel . . . Tong Hall, Leeds

fTeunan', Robert. . .Siarcroft Lodge, Leeds

Ten.ant, Thoaaas. . .Blenheim Terrace, Leeds

+Thonipson, Joseph . . . Anlaby, Hull

fTiffen, Joseph. . .Minster Corner, Beverley

Tinker, Henry. . .1, New Street, Huddersfield

Tomlinson-Walker, William. ..York

Topham, Wm.. . .Kirkburn Manor, DrifiBeld

Toulsoc, John Parker. . .Skipworih Hall, Si-iby

Towneiid, Edward. . .The Nook, Bingley, York

Tweedie, R The Forest, Catttrick

Tyson, I. 0. . . .Ousjg.ite Works, S- Iby

fVyner, H. F. Clare. . .Newby Hall, Ripon

Waistell, William . . . Barnard Castle

Walker, Benjamin . . . Haya Park, Knaresborough

fWalker, F. James. . .Claston Grange, York

fWalker, Horace. . .Osgathorpe, Sheffield

Walker, James R.. . .lianton Hall, York

Walker, John. ..Mount St John, Thirsk

Walker, Joseph. . .The Poplars, Knaresborough

AValker, Thomas. . .The Woodlands, Doncasier

Walmsley, G Rudston House, Bridlington

tWaterhouse, J. T.. . .Brailhwell Manor, Rotherham

Waterhouse, Samuel, M.P.. . .Halifax

Watson, T Holderness Hotel, Beverley

fWelby, E. M. Earle. . .Norton Leas, Sheffield

Wells, Arthur J., . .Hatfield, Doncaster

fWenlock, Lord . . . Escrick Park, \''ork

AVentworth, Godfrey H.. . .WooUey Park, Wakefield

Wharton, G. Livingstone. . .Grove Hill, Beverley

fWharton, J. T Skelton Castie, Guisborough

Wheatley, F.. . . l\imb?rworth Park, Rotherham

Wheatley, John. . .Water Priory, Pocklington

Whitakcr, B. Ingham ... Uesley Hall, Rotherham

White, John. . . Wllsirk, Doncaster
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